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PREFACE.

The text of the last Edition of Taylor on Evidence

Note to Canadian Edition.

Owing to some omissions of the London Edition,

from the Boston Edition, the pagination in this

Edition is, in some cases, duplicated, as follows :

—

MV. G. Pitt-Lewis' Preface and Contents to London Edition,

pages i-xiv.

Table of Statutes Cited, Rules and Forms of Supreme Court,

1883, Cited, Addenda and Errata, pages cexvii-ccxliii.

The above are inserted at the beginniug of First Volume.

Appendix pages i-xi in Second Volume before the Index.

The CARSWELL CO., Ltd., Printers.

The decisions and enactments of the ten years which

have elapsed since the last Edition have, it is hoped, all

been noted up in their respective places. Moreover, it

is believed that no legal proposition, which is still accu-

rate, has been excised.

In consequence of the great use which is made of the

Work in the United States and in Canada, and of the

growing importance of the decisions in the Courts of

those countries which are required for citation in the

Courts there, but are not expected to be cited in England
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PREFACE.

The text of the last Edition of Taylor on Evidence

consisted of 1,600 pages; the present Edition has been

reduced by nearly one fourth of this bulk, and only

contains 1,234 pages of Text. The general arrange-

ment of the Work and Index has not been altered.

The Editor has, however, in one solitary instance,

ventured to throw two chapters into one (the chapters

contained in former Editions on the Best Evidence and

on Secondary Evidence now forming only one chapter,

treating of the general rule that the best evidence of

which a case is capable must always be produced) ;
and

he has also amplified the " Summary" into an Analysis

which clearly brings out the completeness with which

the Author mapped out in this Work the whole of the

Law of Evidence.

The decisions and enactments of the ten years which

have elapsed since the last Edition have, it is hoped, all

been noted up in their respective places. Moreover, it

is believed that no legal proposition, which is still accu-

rate, has been excised.

In consequence of the great use which is made of the

Work in the United States and in Canada, and of the

growing importance of the decisions in the Courts of

those countries which are required for citation in the

Courts there, but are not expected to be cited in England
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(see per C. A., 33 S. J. at p. 419), it is proposed to pub-

lish an American Edition of the Work corresponding to

the present (9th) Edition, and containing, in addition,

notes by an American Editor. American decisions have

accordingly been more sparingly cited in the present

Edition of the Work than they would otherwise have

been, and, in fact, few new American cases have been

cited at all, except when they either are rulings of the

Supreme Court of New York, or are of value to com-

parative jurisprudence by containing the present view in

America on points which have been (and therefore may

be again) on subjects on which English decisions have not

always been the same, or relate to matters of import-

ance which appear to be likely to arise in actual practice,

but are not yet covered by any English authority.

The ])rincipal Irish decisions have, it is believed, been

referred to. At the same time, in citing in England

the decisions of Irish Courts, it must be kept in mind

that these, though entitled to the highest respect, are

not liiuding on English Judges, as was pointed out

bv Kay, J., in Re Parsons, 45 Ch. D. at j). 62.

The necessity for the amendment of the Law of

Evidence in Criminal Cases, by permitting accused

jxTsons and tluir wives and husbands to give evidence,

has, for souu) time past, been a matter upon which the

f^reat body of English lawyers have been as much agreed

as it was, subs(>quently to the writings of Bentham, with

regard to the propriety of that corresponding amendment

in tlie Law of Evidence in Civil Cases, which has long

ago IxMMi made, and has of late years been so greatly

developrd. in llic (^vcnt of an identical, or similar,

und mueii-neoded refornuition of the Law of Evidence
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in Criminal Cases being effected by any Act of Parlia-

ment dealing exclusively with the subject, and passed

before the present Edition of this Work becomes sub-

stantially exhausted, a Supplement to this Edition will be

published containing such Act, with appropriate explana-

tions and notes, and so written that it can be interleaved

in copies of this Edition in its proper place (between

pages 894 and 895) without in any way making the

present text either inconsistent or incoherent.

It has been thought well to make the "Work one only

dealing with the substantive Law of Evidence, and to

eliminate so much of it as related to mere details of

practice. The long intervals which, of necessity, elapse

between the various Editions of such a Work, alone

appear to call for, and to justify, this course.

In the Table of Cases references have, at a great

expenditure of labour, been, for the first time, furnished

to every Report of each case which can be ascertained to

exist, including the first 20 vols, of the Revised Reports

;

to give all these references in the footnote, each time

a case is cited, makes a very serious demand upon

space, the extent of which will be realised by supposing

the not improbable case of a modern decision of import-

ance being reported in six different Reports, and being

cited six times. For these reasons, in the citation of

cases in the footnotes no references have been given to

those Reports in which they are to be found. An addi-

tional reason for this course is, that a footnote, in wliich

Reports are referred to, is, if it omits a reference to the

particular Reports which the reader chances to possess

(an omission especially likely to occur in the case of a
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country practitioner), of little use. To enable a reader,

however, to weigh the value of each decision at a glance,

he has been supplied in the footnotes with its date—(a

very important factor in determining its value, since few

decisions of a date prior to the Revolution of 1668 are

of any value, while the Law of Evidence is chiefly

founded upon decisions given within the last 150 years),

—with its nationality, and (where the case is English)

also with the name of the Court, or of the particular

Judge, responsible for the decision or dictum. As the

plan thus adopted is a new one, it may perhaps be

usefully mentioned that a complete Table of all Cases

referred to throughout the Work is prefixed to each

Volume, so that, if it be required to examine in an

original Report the cases cited in any passage, the reader

may open the one volume at the required passage and

obtain the references from tlie Table of Cases prefixed

to the other Volume, and in this way be saved having to

lose his place while turning over pages.

It has also been endeavoured to obtain some saving

of space, as well as additional clearness of style, by

the removal of some matters (especially in the Second

Volume, which followed Professor Greenleaf's work less

closely than Volume I.) that were formerly mentioned

in the Text as examples of principles there stated, but

which were necessarily inserted there at some length,

fnjm tlie Text (which tliey tended to somewhat obscure

to an ordinary reader) to footnotes, where they have

been condensed as far as possible, and in general re-

arranged in alphabetical order. Specimens of this may
be found tlirougliout the work; but, taking some

examples at random, they will be found in the notes

to § 1107, to § 1108, to §^592, and to § 1611.
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In addition to the large saving of space effected by

the several means which have been mentioned, a further

large saving in this direction has been made by remorse-

lessly pruning all exuberance of expression, even some-

times, it may be, at a sacrifice of style and rhetorical

effect. Some Editors, indeed, consider the text of their

Author to be so absolutely sacred that not a word of it

ought to be touched. The present Editor, however,

thinks that the true duty of the Editor of a Law Book

is to strive his best to render the Work which he is

editing one that the Author would have produced if

writing at the present day; and that, in carrying out

this task, the Editor of such a Book must be bold, and

must not shrink from responsibility.

Moreover, the tendency of every legal Author naturally

is to "note up" new decisions, but to omit to excise

cases which have, by the lapse of time, become of

comparatively little importance, or which have even

been actually overruled. A work of long standing has

a tendency, in short, to grow into stating the history of

the law in more detail than is at all necessary.

The warmest acknowledgments are due to Mr. Arthur

May, of the Inner Temple, for having, with much

accuracy and diligence, verified every reference, and

supplied the date to it ; to Mr. J. J. Button, of the

Inner Temple, for most carefully revising the proofs,

and for assisting in the irksome task of preparing the

Index, Table of Statutes, and Table of Rules, &c.,

referred to; to Mr. J. A. Hawke, of the Middle

Temple, for kind assistance in preparing the Index;

to Mr. R. Riches, the excellent Librarian of the

'^Bar Library" at the Royal Courts of Justice, for
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preparing the exhaustive references contained in the

Table of Cases; and to friends, too numerous to

mention, both at the Bar, and occupying official

positions, for most kind assistance in editing portions

of the Work dealing with subjects of which they,

respectively, are acknowledged masters.

In a word, it has been endeavoured to bring this

standard English text book of the Law of Evidence

into an "up-to-date" shape, of which its Author, if yet

living, would not be ashamed. Whether this has been

done with any success, or not, will be determined by a

profession which has, on previous occasions, extended

great indulgence to the Editor for the many errors and

omissions which, in spite of every care, will inevitably

creep into a work of magnitude. However inadequately

the task of the present Editor may have been performed,

the great Work of the Author will, in future Editions,

and in spite of any defects in the present one, secure

for him the realisation of his hope that, to use the words

in which he concluded his Preface to the last Edition

published under his own supervision

—

" Uxithought of by man in rewards or in praises

—

May I be remembered by wliat I have done."

a. PITT-LEWIS.

4, Paper BTTTLDrNGs, Temple,

lat August, 1895.
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The American editor is completely excused from the

necessity of saying anything concerning the merits of

Judge Taylor's original work. A treatise which in Eng-

land'' and America has so long and so admirably stood the

tests of time and daily use among an exacting profession,

critical as to correctness of statement and fullness of

research, speaks for itself with sufficient distinctness.

The ninth English edition embodies many extensive

and painstaking improvements by G. Pitt Lewis, Esq.,

Q. C. Among others, mention may be made of the facts

that the original work, while benefited by many additional

cases, has been condensed, without sacrifice of essential

value; and that the range of citation for English and

Irish cases and for English legislation has been carried

down to a late day. The condensation referred to has

added clearness to the text. Many illustrations of prin-

ciple, which, though valuable in themselves, in earlier

editions somewhat impeded the flow of thought, have been

judiciously reduced to a proper position as foot-notes, in

condensed form and, so far as possible, in alphabetical

order. The English editor, thinking, to use his own lan-

guage, " that the true work of the editor of a law book is

to strive his best to render the work which he is editing

one that the author would have produced if writing at the
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present day," has industriously and successfully labored to

that end.

The American editor, while not, it is hoped, neglecting

the valuable consideration suggested by his learned coad-

jutor, has proposed, as his primary object, a somewhat

different result : — namely, to give to the profession, so

far as conveniently possible within the limitations imposed

by the form of notes, such a statement of the modern law

of evidence as might be practically useful to the active

practitioner, and yet possess value to those who were

desirous of acquainting themselves with the fundamental

principles of the subject.

It has seemed necessary, in pursuing this object, that

many inviting by-paths of antiquarian research should

consciously be neglected, and the desire to follow the cur-

rent of authority up among the headsprings of our juris-

prudence should be repressed. The historical development

of the present rules of evidence has been noted only so far

as seemed fairly needed for a clear conception of the rules

themselves. The feeling has been strong that the clianged

conditions of modern life have not failed to affect also the

development of this branch of the law, and that it there-

fore yearly grows more essential that, as the intricacy and

magnitude of matters submitted to judicial investigation

continues to increase, the rules of evidence under which*

they must be determined should be simplified, both in

number and through being formulated with precision. In

many ways, statutory and judicial, it is fairly to be said

that the law of evidence is tending in this direction.

The present work is intended as a contribution to the

same end.

The range of citation has necessarily embraced the entire

United States and the Province of Canada. So far as
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possible, leading cases have been cited in each jurisdiction.

But to many a practitioner without ready access to a large

law library such bountiful citations merely furnish a "feast

of Tantalus." To remedy this difficulty, so far as possible,

the point of the case cited has been given in the exact

language of the court. This not only furnishes a quotable

starement, but possesses the additional advantage that the

reader is not forced to rely wholly upon the ability of an

editor to catch and paraphrase the precise shade of mean-

ing intended by the court.

The plan of putting the entire collection of American

law relating to a particular topic at the end of the English

chapters on the same subject has been found acceptable in

practical use, and is continued in the present international

work. To afford still further opportunity for ready ref-

erence to American and Canadian law, a separate index

to subjects treated in the American notes and a separate

tabulation of cases therein cited have been prepared.

While it has not proved possible tc embrace within the

present commss certain topics covered by well accepted

separate treatises, or by the statutes of the several juris-

dictions, it. is hoped that the present work will prove of

material assistance to our busy profession in the prepara-

tion and trial of causes, and also be of value to those who

are interested in a consideration of the underlying prin-

ciples which affect the larger aspects of the subject.

CHARLES F. CHAMBERLAYNE.

Boston, January 19, 1897.
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c. 53, 8. 9 125

88. 68, 70, 71 1611
8. 123 6

c. 59, 8. 1, Ir 796
8. 2, Ir 123

c. 63, ss. 25, 26, 28 5
c. 67, s. 22 1611
c. 68, s. 3 1107

8. 4 1504, 1601
8. 5 1504, 1601, 1778

c. 89 986, 989, 1596
88. 11, 16 989
8. 18 416, 1631

8. 22 1039

69. 25, 29 1778
8. 31 1631
8. 32 1504
8. 37 1778
8s. 47, 55 989
8. 61 1601

BS. 62, 63 180

s. 64 1105a
s. 67 1596, 1781

SS. 115, 126, 138 1286
s. 125 6, 14
8. 154 1781

8. 174 1504, 1595, 1601,

1631
8. 192 1631

c. 104, s. 12 14

26 & 27 V.
c. 11, s. 5, Ir 6. 1595, 1601

8. 50—52, Ir 1504

c. 27, ss. 2, 3, Ir 1504
s. 16, Ir 76, 1595

c. 41, ss. 1, 4 187
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26 & 27 V. PAEAOBAPHS (§§)

c. 49, 8. 2 6

88. 30—33 1121

c. 56 1001

c. 65, 8. 24 1601

8. 29 1611

c. 87, 8. 4 1600

c. 88, ss. 3, 5, Ir 6

0. 90, Ir 1601

c, 100, 8. 1, Sc 796

8. 2, Sc 123

c, 114, 8. 33, Ir 6

8. 38, Ir 1309a, 1329

c. 118, 8. 22 1039a

c. 119, 8. 5 1455

c. 125 150, 709, 916, 1246

27 & 28 V.
c. 19 989

c. 37, s. 10 372

C.48, 8. 5 1657

c. 53, 8. 5 248

88. 6, 8, 10 1316
8.24 76

8. 35 73a

c. 77, 8. 7 1593
88. 8, 10 1595, 1600

8. 9 1504

c. 95 73, 1697

C.97, 8. 5 1601, 1775

8. 6 1504, 1601

c. 99, 8. 43, Ir 1276

8. 48, Ir 247

8. 49, Ir 248

8. 57, Ir 1554, 1572

c. 101, s. 12 1571, 1601

c. 112, 8. 1 1652

c. 113, 8. 33 1657

c. 120, ss. 18, 30 1611

c. 121, 88. 20, 60 1611

28 & 29 V.
c. 18, 8. 1 . . 1426, 1427, 1437, 1445,

1446, 1449, 1869

8. 2 1431

8. 3 1426

8. 5 1446, 1449

8. 6 1410, 1437, 1612

8. 7 392, 414, 435, 1839,

1847a
8. 8 1869, 1874
8. 10 1869

c. 27, ss. 3, 5 1611

c. 50, Ir 796

8. 7, Ir 123

c. 60 796

8.2 123

c. 63, B. 6 9

c. 72 1051

c. 78 995a, 1504

c. 86 184

c. 88, Ir 1611

s. 56, Ir 6

c. 104, s. 34 1359

28 & 29 V. PABAOEAPHS ($$)
c. 112, 8. 1 1051

c. 113, 8. 2, Ir 1663a
29 Sc 30 V.

c. 44,68. 21, 23, Ir 1657
c. 49, 8. 20, Ir 1601

8. 21, Ir 6

c. 52, 88. 1, 2 1258

c. 66,8. 7 1309a, 1329

c. 84, 8. 12, Ir 1126

88. 15, 26, 29, Ir 1504

68. 28, 32, Ir 1639

c. 97, 8. 7,Ir 1601

8. 12, Ir 1778

c. 108, 88. 7, 8, 9, 12 1504

c. 109 6, 1530

8. 48 269

e. 54 76

8. 61 1293
8. 66 1293, 1334, 1338
8. 92 1360

c. 112 500

c. 117,8. 4 1611

8. 33 ..,.1601, 1611, 1663

c. 118,68. 7, 9, 46 1611

8. 24 1601

8. 29 1601

8. 30 1611

30 & 31 v.
c. 35, 8. 2 1260

8. 3 490, 1236, 1260

8. 4 1236, 1260

8. 5 1260

8. 6 491

s. 7 491

c. 44, Ir 1577

8. 102, Ir 1577

c. 58, s. 172 76

ss. 175, 179—181 1316

c. 59 127a, 371

c. 70, 88. 3—5, Ir 1485

88. 17, 19, Ir 1480

s. 18, Ir 6

88. 19, 20, Ir 1533

c. 101, 8. 61 1601

c. 105, 8. 4 1293

c. 114, Ir 1546

8. 21, Ir 6

8. 41. Ir 521, 1810

8. 50, Ir 1398

88. 52, 69, Ir 1283

8. 57, Ir 12

8. 66, Ir 562

8. 104 1282

c. 116, 8. 1 1707

c. 131,8. 37 989

c. 134,8. 17 372
31V.

c. 4, 8, 1 153

31 & 32 V.
c. 20, Ir 544
c. 25, ss. 6, 8, 36, Ir ICll

Re/ei-e>ices are to paragraphs (§§) not pages.
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81 & 32 V. PAEAGEAPHS (^§)

c. 26, 8. 18,Ir 1601

8. 23, Ir 1601

8. 24, Ir 1611

c. 37 14, 1527

8. 2 5, 15, 1527, 1662

8. 3 1527

8. 4 7, 1527

8. 5 15, 1527, 1662

8. 6 1527

c. 45 1778

8. 61 1564

c. 59, 8. 29, Ir. .,1601,1611,1663
c. 86,88. 1, 2, Sch 999

c. Ill 6

o. 118,8. 8, subs. 4 72

c. 119,88. 39, 47 1596

8. 126 1795

c. 121,8. 13 1638

c. 125,8. 15 1326

8. 31 1293

s. 32 1293

8. 33 1611

8. 34 12468
s. 56 1326, 1455

32 & 33 V.
c. 24 1456

c. 41,8. 18 147a, 409, 1600

c. 56, 8. 47 72

8. 49 1329

8.57 180

0.57,88.4,5 372
8. 6 73a, 315,831, 15o5o

1710

o. 62,8. 11 286, 372, 898

8. 12 286, 372

8. 17 1255

8. 18 1260

B. 19 292
88.24,25 1111
88. 26, 27 1120a, 1491b
8. 28 1491b

c. 67,8. 45 72, 1777
8. 64 1601

8.65 180

88. 67—69 1504

c. 68 950, 1350, 1355, 1685

8. 1 1351

8. 2 964a, 1355
8. 3 1355

C. 71, s. 15 1039a
8.97 898
8. 107 1548

8. 109 , 6, 14

8. 127 72

c. 81,8. 5 1611

0. 89, ss. 10, 11 1260

c. 92, Ir 6, 1309a, 1329, 1601

6. 14, It 1778
c. 102, s. 13 1777
c. 115, ss. 6, 8, 11, 15 1601

c. 117, 8. 1 1638

33 & 34 V. PAEAGEAPHS l^)
c. 14, s. 12 1527, 1601, 1611

c. 19 1611

c. 20, s. 11 1504
8. 15 995a

c. 23, ss. 1, 31 954
ss. 10, 18 1015

c. 28, ss. 4, 8, 9 1097
c. 35 1153

88. 2, 5, 7 159

c. 46, 88. 31, 41,Ir 19

8. 58, Ir. .,148, 809, llOU
c. 52 1313, 1561

8. 5 1663a
ss. 14, 15 1560

c. 75, 8. 30 1781, 1782
8. 64 1611
8,81 180

8. 83 1527, 1611

8. 87 1504

c. 79, s. 21 1527
c. 90, s. 9 372
C.91 1119, 1611, 1653

8. 7 1611, 1653

c,93 1015

s. 12 1689

o. 98, 88. 18, 22 372

c. 99 1456

c. 110, 8. 11, Ir 6

34 & 35 V.
c. 25, 8. 6 1663a
C.31, 8. 13 1611

c. 41, s. 20 183

s. 38 372

c. 43, ss. 27, 46, 50 1611

8.69 180

c. 49, 8. 6, Ir 1283

8. 17, Ir 12

c. 65, ss. 12, 18, Ir 1504

c. 70 1504

8. 2 1329, 1527, 1762

8. 5 6,1106, 1527

c. 78,88. 4, 7, 11, 15 1329

c. 83, 8. 1 1281

c. 96, 8. 20 375

c. 97, 8. 1 1096

0. 112, ss. 9, 20 352, 1612

8. 15 1371

s. 18 1612

8. 19 346,353

0. 113, 88. 23, 37 1504

8. 25 1657

c. 116 1488

35 & 36 V,
c. 10 1774

c. 23 1595

c. 24, ss. 1, 6 1611

c. 33 1504, 1601, 1777

c. 44, s. 11 72

c.46,8. 1 1293
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85 & 36 "V. PAEAOEAPHS (^§)

c. 48, 88. 2—4, Ir 119, 1771

8. 3, Ir. .. 119, 166;U

c. 57, 88. 11, 12, Ir 286,372
s. 17, Ir 1255

8. 18, Ir 1260

8. 19, Ir 292

88. 23, 24, Ir 1111

0.58, 8. 6, Ir 6, 14, 1289

88. 52, 53, Ir 83

88. 57, 68, Ir 1750

88. 73, 74, Ir 1276

68. 91, 121, Ir 1015

88. 97, 98,Ir 1013

8. 116, Ir 1749

8. 124, Ir 19

c. 65, 8. 4 951, 964, 1757a

c. 69, 8. 2, Ir 1657

8. 4, It 6, 1106, 1657

8. 6, Ir 1329, 1657

C. 76, 8. 59 1657

8. 63 76, 1360

8.71 180

c, 77, 8. 30 1657

8. 34 76, 1360

8.39 47

8.40 180

C. 93, 8. 8 115

8. 23 372

s. 24 1099, 1107

8. 25 123

8.31 372

c. 94, 8. 51 1360
8. 58 1601

8. 70 180

36 V. c. 9, 8.5 591,964
S6 & 37 V.

c. 33, 8. 3 1782

c. 36, 8. 5 1600

8. 6 1531

c. 48, ss. 21, 25 1329
8. 30 1596
s. 35 180

c. 60, 8. 4 1561

c. 66 7,1262
8. 3 1456

e. 16 575
B. 24 5

B. 25, subs. 3 156

subs. 4 193, 1014
subs. 5 176

subs. 6 997
subs. 11 ..5, 1497,1854

B. 34 2lB
8. 56 1798

8. 57 1292, 1798
s. 61 6

8. 87 19, 1639

8. 89 1315a, 1811

8. 91 39

c. 71, s. 45 1657

c. 77, 8. 22 1601

36 & 37 V. PAEAGEAPHS (§§)
c. 86, 8. 24 1611
c. 89, 8. 14 19

37 & 38 V.
c. 35 1344
c. 36 1714
c. 42, 8. 20 1601, 1(511

8. 42 1013
c. 50, ss. 1, 2, 5 830, 1689

c. 57 74a, 127, 747, 1088

8. 7 747, 1088, 1107
88. 8, 9 10S8, 1107

c. 62 104, 740
8. 2 1084

c. 64, 88. 1, 2 1347
c. 67, 8. 8 1657
c. 69, 88. 35, 36, Ir 1601

c. 78 129

8. 1 75, 129
8.2 129

c. 81, ss. 5, 10 1542
c. 84, s. 2 6

c. 85 724a
8. 9 1288, 1309a

c. 87, 8. 1 1329
c. 88, 8. 32 1504, 1601

8. 38 1775
s. 46 76

c. 94, ss. 13, 34 74a
c. 96 1347, 14910

38 & 39 V.
c. 14, Ir 1663a
c. 17, 88. 34—38, 84 1657

8. 60 1601
8.85 180

c. 22, 8. 8 179
8. 9 1527

c. 25, 88. 4, 7—

9

372
c. 65 372, 1504, 1601, 1783

8.7 6

88. 44, 80, 90, 113, 141,

157, 164, 167, 169,

172,182—188,314,
326 1657

e. 59 183
8. 60 372
8. 76 1601
88. 130, 135, 297 1527
8. 174 995
88. 219, 237 1504
8. 223 1600
8.252 76
8. 280 6

c. 57, s. 27, Ir 16.38

c. 59, Ir 1485
88. 9, 10, Ir 1533

c. 60, 8. 10 1601

s. 11 1611
8. 13 1611

8. 14 1504
8. 15 104, 1611

Meferences are to paragraphs (§5) not pages.
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88 & 39 V. PAEAGRAPHS (§§)
c. 60, 8. 16 1013, 1015

8. 22 1293, 1814
subs, (b) 1309a

8. 30, subs. II 180
8. 39 1601, 1609

0. 63, 8. 21 1360, 1611
c. 66 1084, 1344, 1764
c. 70, 8. 14 1611
c. 77, Ord. XXXI 521

8. 14 1639
8. 18 575
8. 22 1881D

0. 83, 88. 5—7, 22 995a
8. 23 1778
a. 24 1504, 1778

c. 86, 8. 11 1360
c. 87 1611

8. 18 125
8. 80 1611
8. 104 1504
88. 107, 120 6

88. 109, 110 1293
8. Ill 19

c. 89, 8. 47 180
c. 90, s. 10 1182

39 & 40 V.
0. 36, 8. 10 1106

88. 36, 37 1329
8s. 177, 180 116
88. 178, 191 372
8. 227 1322
8. 257 76
8. 259 372, 1359
8. 261 171
8. 263 1555c

c. 37, Ir 74
c. 45, 8. 7 1611
c. 48 1608a
c. 61, s. 34 964h
0. 63, Ir 34
c. 80, 8. 4 372

40 &41 V.
c. 14, 8. 1 1360
c. 18, 8. 48 148
C.21, s. 6 6

8. 51 1527
c. 25 1504

8. 16 1639
8. 19 1596
8. 20 1596

0. 26,8. 6 1601, 1631
0. 41 1526

8. 3 19, 1527
8. 4 6
8. 5 19

C. 48, ss. 4, 9 6
c. 49, 8. 4, Ir 6

8. 11, Ir 1309a, 1329
8. 23 1309a
8. 43, Ir 35a, 1668
B. 67, Ir 1663a

40 & 41 V. PAEAQEAPHS (§^)
c. 55 1601
c. 56, 8. 3, Ir 1276

8. 31, Ir 1777
8. 32, Ir 1001, 1777

c. 57, 8. 21, Ir 1262a
8. 27, subs. 4, Ir 5

subs. 6, Ir 5
B. 28, subs. 3, Ir 156

subs. 4, Ir 1014
subs. 5, Ir 176
subs. 6, Ir 997
subs. 11, Ir. . . 5

8. 34, Ir 1283
c. 59, 88. 1, 18 1498

88. 4, 6 1839
8. 17 1777
8. 18 1611
s. 22 1039

c. 63, 8. 6 1611
c. 77, Ir 521

41 V.
c. 8, 8. 20 1657
c. 12, 8. 1 372

s. 3 1360
c. 15, 8. 19 372
c. 16, ss. 27—30 1611, 1640

8. 79 180
8. 91 76
8. 92..372, 1555c, 1611,1640

41 & 42 V.
c. 26, s. 13 1504

s. 36 1293
c. 31, 8s. 4, 5 H20A

8. 10 1110, 1654
8. 11 H20a
8. 12 1491R
8. 16 1.540

c. 33, s. 5 173
S8. 11, 29 1638

c. 38 1186
c. 49 144a

ss. 37, 41 1611
c. 52, s. 13, Ir 6

BS. 41, 54, 91, 100, 103,

105, 129, Ir 1657
8. 69, Ir 183
8. 70, Ir. 372
8. 201, subs. 1, Ir. .. 995
8. 223, Ir 1657
8. 250, Ir 76, 375
s. 265, Ir 1527
8. 267, Ir 180

C.67 1313
c. 74, 8. 58 1527
c. 76, 8. 12 180, 1105b
c. 79 1293

42 & 43 V.
c. 8 1595, 1601
c. 9 180
c. 11, ss. 2—11 1608a
c. 34, 8. 4 372
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42 & 43 V. PAEAGRAPHS (§$)
c. 49 r234A, 12,58

ss. 10—14 1615
8. 10, subs. 5 104

8. 19 1237
8. 22 looo
8. 24, subs. 2 35

8. 27, subs. 4 1615
8. 28 1258
8. 29 19

8. 31, subs. 6 1555
8. 36 1234, 1318a
8. 39 375
8.41 1586c
Sched. 2 1319

o. 60, s. 4. Ir 1120a
s. 8, Ir 150a, H20a
s. 11, Ir 1120a
8. 16, Ir 1540

c. 59 831
8. 3 1675

c. 75 12468
c. 78 1599a

8. 5 ....1119, 1120, ir20A,

1122, 1264, 1268
ss. 5—8 14910

43 & 44 V.
c. 9, 8. 1 IG

c. 13, 8. 36 76
c. 19 1600, 1601
c. 42, 88. 1, 2, 3, 8 1182

8. 4 73
8. 7 180

c. 45, 8. 2 104
C.47, ss. 1, 3 1175

44 V.
c. 12, S.S. 38, 39 975

ss. 26—43 860
44 & 45 V.

c. 20, ss. 6, 7 1527
c. 24, s. 4, subs. 1 1586c

subs. 3 1252
0. 35, s. 5, Lr 1290

s. 9, Ir 1488
0.37,8.25 115

s. 26 180
c. 41, ss. 3, 7 129, 1174

8. 30 1015
ss. 55, 56 96
8.67 180
Sch. II. Pt. Ill 129

C. 44, 8. 8 1097
c. 49, s. 42, Ir 6

s. 48, subs. 3, Ir 1293
s. 50, subs. 2, Ir 19

c. 68, ss. 28, 44 1293
8. 29 1378
8. 52, subs. 3 1378
8. 52, subs. 4 1382
8. 53, subs. 7 566
8. 56 269
8. 60, subs. 8 1276

44 & 45 V. PAEAOEAPHS ($f)
c. 58, 8. 63, subs. 7 1276

8. 69 6, 1530
8. 70 5

subs. 1,3 5

8. 80 1601

B. 124 1490a
8. 125 ....1293, 1334, 1338
B. 126, subs. 1 .. 1252, 1293

subs. 2 1378
subs. 3 1293

88. 127, 128 49a
8. 142, subs. 3 1714
8. 154 1596
8. 156, subs. 1, 2 372

subs. 3 1360
8. 157 1611
8. 161 76
8. 162, subs. 6 1611

8. 163, subs. A 1601
subs. B 1596
subs. C 1530
subs. D 1638a
subs. E 1601
subs. F 180
subs. G 1601
subs. H 1601

8. 164 1611
8. 165 1555a
8. 170, subs. 1 73a

subs. 2 831
8. 172, subs. 1 1596
ss. 175, 176, 177, 178,. 5

8. 179 1334
subs. 1, 20 6
subs. 6 5
subs. 11 1530

B. 180 6
8. 190 5

c. 59 6,220,521,1791,1810
c. 60, 8. 6 1260

8. 13 1504
8. 15 1601

c. 62, s. 3, subs. 2 1638
s. 9 1638

c. 69, s. 15 1252
s. 27 1252
8. 29 479, 1562

45 V.
c. 9 1524, 1527

8. 2 1523, 1527
8. 4 1527

c. 10, ss. 5, 10 1530
45 & 46 V.

c. 25, ss. 10, 17 1323
c. 38 6

s. 42 1601
s. 48 6
8. 65, subs. 9 6

c. 39, s. 2 1540
8. 7, subs. 7, 8 1540

c. 43, 8. 4 1195

References are to paragraphs (§§) not pages.
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45 & 46 V. PAEAGRAPnS (§§)

c. 43, 8, 8 150a, 1120a, 1491b,

1654

8. 10 1110

8. 11 1491b

8. 16 1491b

c. 48, 8. 27 1601, 1611

c. 49, 8. 44 1601, 1611

8.46 73a
8ubs. 3 831

o. 50, 8. 22, subs. 5, 6 1783

8. 24 1657

B. 78 76

8. 94, 8ubs. 1 1293

subs. 2—4 .... 1293

8. 219, subs. 1 76

8. 226 73a, 315

8. 233 1504

c. 61, 83. 10, 11, 12 1168

8. 13 169, 170, 1168

B. 14 1168

subs. 4 16

B. 17 1094

8. 19 1822

8. 20 1835

8. 30 148, 368

subs. 2 369
8. 45, subs. 2 30a
8. 49, subs. 12, 13 30a
88. 51, 52 1110
8.54 851

8. 55 853

8.60 72

8. 63, subs. 3 1828

88.69,70 437
B. 74, subs. 2 30a
8s. 76—82 31

8. 86, subs. 2 30a
8.89 16

8. 94 1110
Sch. I 1110

c. 72, 8. 11, subs. 2 1608a
c. 75 1015

88.1,2 770,1015
88. 12, 16 190, 1371a
88. 14, 15 830, 1689
8. 168 1360

0.77,88.3,4 180

46 V.
c. 3, 8. 2 1714

8. 4, subs. 2 1360
c. 7, 8. 6, Ir 1120a

8. 8, Ir 1120a, 1491b
8. 10, Ir lllO
ss. 11, 16, Ir 1491b

46 & 47 V.
c. 22 1778

B. 17 1596
8. 30 1564

c. 36, 8. 2 1329
8. 36 1663a

c. 49 221, 544, 560

46 & 47 V. PABAGEAPHS (^$)
c. 51 12468, 1455

8. 3 1714
8.51 76
8. 52 1707
8. 53 1254, 1714

subs. 2 1360
subs. 3 1611

8.62 180
c. 52, 8. 4, subs. 1 809

s. 11 180
8. 13 1549, 1747a
8. 16, subs. 4 1491
8. 17, subs. 8 ..14o8a, 1491
8. 18, subs. 9 72
8. 20, subs. 2 ..1549, 1747a
8. 21, subs. 4 1748
B. 24 1458a
B. 27, subs. 1—3 .... 1289,

1390, 1458a
subs. 5 519

8. 30 1750
8.31 292
8. 32, subs. 2 1750
8. 35, subs. 3 1747a
8. 43 169, 1015
8. 44, subs. 3 1039a
88.47,48 83
8. 54 1015
8. 55 1013
8. 56 1013
8. 68, subs. 2 1386
8. 71, subs. 4 1491
Bs. 79, 80 1491
8. 82, subs. 3 1749
B. 92 19

88. 93, 100 245
8. 105, subs. 5 519, 1398
8. 110 1289
B. 113 748
8. 127 19, 1549
8. 132 1549, 1747a
8. 133 1552
8. 134 1548, 1748
8. 135 1552, 1566
8. 136 495
8. 137 6, 14

B. 138 ,. 1550
8. 140 1751
8. 142 180
8. 149, subs. 2 ..292, 1255,

1260
8. 163 286, 292, 372
88. 164, 165, 167 292
B. 166 292, 1255
8. 168 1015
Sch. 1 1101, 1552
Sch. II 1386, 1491

0. 57, ss. 23, 55, 76, 78, 114. . 1775a
s. 29 315
8. 30 562
88. 31, 96 1611
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46 & 47 V. PAEAGBAPHS (^^)

c. 57, 8. 49 1611

s. 52 1504

8.84 6

8.87 998

8. 88 1504

88. 89, 100 1601

8.97 ISO

c. 61,8. 28 180

88.33,41,54 34

47 & 48 V.
c. 8, 8. 25 1293

c. 12 1657

C.14 190

8. 1 1360, 1371a

c. 18 6

c. 30, 8. 3 1526

c. 39 5

c. 43 1102a, 1371

c. 54,88.9, 20—22, 31, 32, 45. .1652a

8. 51 1127

c. 61, 8. 16 r262A

c. 70, 8. 30 1254, 1260

c. 76, 8. 15 1527

48 V.
c. 4 1652a

c. 8, 8. 7, subs. I 1596

8.8 5

c. 18 372

48 & 49 V.
c. 27 1293, 1814

c. 36 1601

s. 6 1527

c. 63 1775a

C.69 81, 1389b

s. 4.. 104, 13o9b, 1389c, 1714

88. 5, 7 104

8. 9 1389c

88. 10, 18 1254

8. 20 1359b

c. 70 1564

c. 74, ss. 2—5 1314

49 V.
C.5 1527,1601

c. 8, 8. 5 5

49 & 50 V.
c. 48, 8. 26 173

50 & 51 V.
c. 20, s. 12, Ir 1663a

c. 28, 8. 10, subs. 1 1360

s. 15 76

8. 17 1180

c. 49 6
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ADDENDA AND ERRATA.

• %\* 7%c additions in the Addenda following bring the decisions in

English Cases down to Zlst July, 1895; in Irish Cases to those

contained in the Lata Reports {Ir.) up to and including the July
Number of those Reports; and in American Cases down to and
inclusive of those C07itained in Vol. XLII. of the Am. St. Rep.
English legislation is also noted up dotvn to 31st July, 1895.

PAGE

4, at endo/note^^add— '*As Simendedhy 58V. c. 7 ('The Army Act, 1895'), §
7.»»

16, line 2 from bottom of text. Before " matters of history " insert—"' as to."

34, line & from top. After "much discussed 2" insert—''By 'The Sale of Goods
Act, 1893,' it is expressly enacted (affirming- the previous common law)
that ' what is a reasonable hour is a question of fact ' 2»."

Insert as note ^a—" 2. 55 & 57 Vict. c. 71 (' The Sale of Goods Act, 1893').
§ 29, subs. 4."

47, in notes. At end ofnote'^, after "Cooke v. Wildes, 1885," insert— '' Ajid.
this is so even where a Corporation is defendant (as to which see ooat
§ 981) : Neville v. Fine Art, &c. Co., 1895." > V

,

At end of note 3, add—'' see also R, v. Baker, 1895 (C, 0. E,.)."

68. At the end of § 69, add a new sentence as follows-'' The circumstances must
be such as to produce moral certainty, to the exclusion of every reason-
able doubt. « Moral certainty and the absence of reasonable doubt are
in truth one and the same thing."

^

In the notes, add—" 5 People v. Carlton (Am.), 1894 ; State v. Atkinson
(Am.), 1894 ; State v. Cliflford (Am.). 1892."

# " « See cases cited in note ^, especially State v. Atkinson (Am.) 1894."

70, line 5 from top. At end of § 71 add—"It is at least questionable whether
a conclusive presumption can ever be raised in support of a criminal
charge. •» "

In notes, add—" i« In America it has been decided that it cannot be • see
note in 36 Am. St. Rep., p. 689, to People v. Cannon (Am.), 1893."

76, in note *, instead of Z ^ 4 Will. 4, "c. 27," read—"c. 42."

78, line 5 from bottom of note. Instead of 9 Geo. 4, "c. 59," read "c. 69."

80, line 5 from top. After "deadly weapon ;« " insert— " an intent to do it
maliciously is in point of law inferred from an indictment ' for unlaw-
fully publishing a libel

'
; 3a "

In notes, add as note 3» the following—" 3« And an indictment for ' unlaw-
fully publishing a libel' is good without an averment that the defendant
published it 'maliciously' ; R. v. Munslow, 1895 (G. C. R.)."
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PAGE
100, in note * after " (4S & 49 Vict. c. 69),'* instead o/" § 4 " read—'' § o."

In the "ird line of note '^, after "ante, § 42 " insert— " He may also be a
member of a friendly society; 38 & 39 Vict. c. 60 ('The Friendly Societies

Act, 1875'), § 15, subs. 8. By 'The Friendly Societies Act, 1895' (58

& 59 Vict. c. 26), ^ 6, the nominee of an infant over sixteen may give

a valid receipt, except when the infant is known by the society to have
been married since the nomination. The infant member must, by ibid.

§ 7, be over one year of age, and may, if over sixteen, by himself, and
if under sixteen, by pai»nt or guardian, execute instruments, &c., and
give receipts."

106, line 1 1 from bottom of text, and at the end of § 112, add—" In accordance with
this principle it has, in America, been held that in a civil action [e.g. on
a policy of insurance) when there is no evidence as to its cause, a death

must be presumed to have been natural, and not to have been a suioidej

since suicide is a felony.**"

In notes, add as note *•—" *» "Walcott v. American Life, &c. (Am.), 1891."

113, in note *, after " see id." add—" Nor, semhle, does any arise unless it appear
that the ditch was artificial ; Marshall v. Taylor, 1895 (C. A.)."

116, in notes. At end of note * add—" But ' Hiring Agreements ' are not within

the Factors Act, and that Act does not enable a hirer to pass the

property in goods for which he has not paid : Helby v. Matthews, 1895

(H. L.). Payne 1^. Wilson, 1895, having followed the deci.sion of the

Court of Appeal in Helby t\ Matthews, which was reversed by the

House of Lords, would appear not to be now law."

125, in notes. At end of note - add—" As to the form in which the question

whether they will presume a lost grant should be left to a jury, see

O'Kaue v. O'Kane (Ir.), 1892."

167, in notes. At the commencement of note *, insert—" See 'The Judicature Act,

1873 ' (36 & 37 Vict. c. 66), § 25, subs, iv."

169, in note ^ line 6, after "Parsons v. Hayward, 1862," add—"and Brown p.

Wren Bros., 1895."

177, in text. Strike out the reference "3" with the note at bottom.

181, in text, line b from bottom. Insert " the disputable presumption of fact that

a person's life continues for a reasonable time after he has last been
heard of,*» or the."

In notes, insert as note *^—" ** In the Goods of Connor (Ir.), 1892."

186, line & from top. Strike out the words " New Rules of."

196, line \0 from top of text. Strike out the words "§ 2 of," and in bottom line,

after "in," and before " criminal," insert the word—"certain."

220 in text, line 4 from top. After § 298 insert a neiv paragraph, as follows :—
" §298a. The rule that the evidence must be confined to the issues does

not, of course, exclude testimony bearing on one or more only of several

questions raised by an issue which is of a complex nature ;
^» thus, for

instance, it may be shown that a defendant was negligent because, to

his knowledge, other accidents had previously arisen from the same
condition of things''' (as, e.g., that he knew a machine to be in a
dangerous condition because he was aware that others had been injured

by it previously to the accident to the plaintiff) ; that the scienter (as it

is commonly called) must be imputed to him because its owner kept a
doij or other animal after becoming aware that it had attacked others ;

and the existence of nuisances can only be shown by proof of the mis-

chief which the thing complained of has done to others of the public, as

•well as to the plaintiff or prosecutor. See also post, §§ 336 et seq."

In line 4 from top, after the words "just cited," insert, " in which evidence

was rejected as irrelevant."

In notes, insert as note '»—" '» Brewing Coy. v. Beauer (Am.), 1893, and
see also Brown v. Eastern, &c. Ry. 1889 (C. A.)."

Insert as note ^^—" ^'^ Blomington v. Legg (Am.), 1894 ; see also cases in

preceding note."
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PAOB
230, in notes. At the end of note * add—" As to the application of the rule in the

Probate Court, see Young v. Holloway, 1894 "

253, in note ^ for Order "XXVI.," read—Order "XXXVI."
299, in notes. At the end of note '• add—'' As to proof of probate granted under

the old law, see post, § 1589."

332, in text, line Q from top. After the words "permanently insane," and before
note "*," insert the words—" or kept out of the way."

335, line A:from top. Strike out the word " could " and insert the word—" can."
At end of note « add—'' See also R. v. Mitchell, (1892), cited post, } 491."

339, in notes. In note ' at commencement of note, insert—" See ' The Coroners Act,
1887' (50 & 51 Vict. c. 71), J 4, subs. 2. Corresponding provisions
were originally contained in 7 Geo. 4, c. 64, § 4, and are applied."
Strike out the whole of line 1 of note ^.

368, in text. At the end of § 569, after the word " will," insert note "2,»>

376, at the end of note * add—" In America an attempted definition of res gesta
is, that the res gesta consists of ' the circumstances, facts, and declara-
tions which grew out of the main fact, are contemporaneous with it, and
serve to illustrate its character.' See Pinny v. Jones (Am.) 1894."

435, in text, line 5 from bottom. Strike out the word " pecuniary."

460, at end of note ^ add—" and Anchor Milling Co. v. Walsh (Am.), 1891."

468, at end of note * add—"The view stated in the text as once prevalent in
England is still held in America. See State r. Johnson (Am.), 1893."

472, in notes. At the end of note * add—"By Order LXVIII. r. 1 {d) ' proceed*
ings for Divorce or other Matrimonial causes ' are expressly exempted
from the operations of the R. S. C. 1883."

477, in notes. In note ^ after " 1889," insert—" Ord. XVIII."
506, line 6 from top. Instead of " § 774,3" ^g^—u^ yy^ 82.3"

516, in notes. In note * after the words " Robson v. Alexander, 1828," insert-^
"But the law has been said to be otherwise as to confessions obtained
by illegal duress, &c. ; see post, § 883."

545, at commencement of note ^ insert—" Henderson v. WiUiams, 1895 (C. A.)."
646, in notes. At the commencement of note '', insert—" Royal Bank of Scotland v

Tottenham, 1894 (C. A.)."

568, in notes. At the end of note ^-, add—" Sectcs in America ; see Cook v. State
(Am.), 1893, where the confession having been obtained by untruly
telling the prisoner that he had been actually seen to do the criminal
act with which he was charged, was rejected."

669, in notes. In note \ strike out the last sentence, namely, " But this case would
seem not to be law," a>id insert—"This decision is in accordance with
subsequent American authority ; see Scott v. Commonwealth (Am )

1893, cited post, § 910." ^
'

671, in notes. At the end of note 2, «<f(i—" Compare the law as to admissions
made under duress, ante, § 798."

673, at commencement of note ", strike out " The " and insert—" See the."

680, in notes. At the end of note ^ insert—"'Not only do these many authorities
support the proposition in the text to which the author took exception,
but the law in Ameiic:i is the same as the English law is generally
taken to be. State v. Clifford (Am.), 1892."

684, in note «, insteadof" 9 Geo. 4, c. 74," &c., rm«?—"9 Geo. 4, c. 54 5 4 fcited
ante, § 492), and § 6, Ir."

^

690, in notes. At the end of note ^ add—" But in America even a letter, written
by an accused, while in prison, to his wife, and voluntarily given up by
her, is considered to be a confidential communication between a hus-
band and wife, and is therefore not admitted in evidence against the
husband. See Scott v. Commonwealth (Am.), 1893. There is some
authority in English law for a similar view ; see R. v. Pamenter 1872
cited ante, § 881, w."

' '

604, in notes. In line 1 of note ^, instead of "14th ed.," read—" loth ed."
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PAGE
619, in notes. At the end of note ', add—'' Latter v. Groolden is at preeent tlie

subject of appeal to the House of Lords."

639, tM notes. In note '", in lines 3 and 4 frmn bottom, instead o/"the Metro-

politan Board of Works," rwrf— "the London County Council" ;
and

at end of note insert—" and 51 & 52 Vict. c. 41 (• The Local Government

Act, 1888'), § 40 (8)."

643 in notes. At efid of note i, add—'' and (also an action against a corporation
'

for libel) Neville v. Fine Art, kc, 1895."

644, in notes. At end of note ^, add—" In America it is held that where a corpo-

ration makes a contract which is ultra vires or unsealed, of which the

defendant has already had the benefit, the remedy of the aggrieved

party is to disaifirm the contract, and to sue upon a quantum meruit for

the value of the work done ; see Brunswick Gas, &c. Co. v. United Gas

Co. (Am.), 1893 ; and also Kadish v. Garden City, &c. (Am.), 1894."

651, in notes. At the end of note 2, add—" see post, § 1110."

673, innotes. At the end of note-, a<^<f—"Chipperfield v. Carter, 1895 (Wright, J.)."

679, in text, in line "i from top. At end of § 1034b add—" The provisions of Lord

Tenterden's Act^* must be considered in connection with those con-

tained in the Statute of Frauds on the subject of guarantees."

In notes. As note »», insert—" '» 9 Geo. 4, c. 14. These provisions are

set out and discussed post, §§ 1085 et seq.'' At the end of note^, add—
"Re Eyre, 1895 (Romer, J.)."

688, at end of note ^, add—" neither is an agreement by an artist to paint a picture

such a contract: Isaac v. Hardy, 1884 (Mathew, J.). In both these

cases the contract is, in substance, one for the sale of goods, and

therefore must be in writing, if the articles be of the value of £10 or

upwards."

689, at commencement of note ^^ add— '^ Ahhott & Co. v. Wolsey, 1895 (C. A.)."

690, in text, line I at top. Before the tvord "marking," a<f(i—" taking of a

sample from the bulk>a, or the mere " ; and in line 2 from top, instead of

"This Act," read—" each of these Acts."

In notes, insert as note '•—" '» Abbott & Co. v. Wolsey, 1895 (C. A.)."

699, in notes. At the end of note 8, add—" Royle v. Harris, 1895."

723, at the end of note S add—" This Act (see § 4) extends to Scotland."

724, in notes. Strike out at end of note *, " 369, 371, 391, 408, 412," and insert—

" 392 et seq., especially 395, which latter section requires such agree-

ment to be made before a Superintendent."

728, at commencement of § 1105, iiisert-" The London County Council now
exercises the functions formerly possessed by the Metropolitan Board

of Works '»." In same line strike out " is," and insert— " was."

In votes, insert as note i« the foUoiving—"'^*' See 61 & 62 Vict. c. 41

(' The Local Government Act, 1888 '), § 40."

729, in note i, instead of " Corporation of London v. Judge," read—" Corpora-

tion of Dublin v. Judge." In same note, immediately before "'The
Voters Registratiou Act,' " insert—" ' The Truck Acts,' ante, §

1095."

734. Instead of" § 1117," read—" §§ 1117-18."

737, in line 5 in text, delete "of."

779, in text, line 1 from bottom. After " annexed by the " insert—"common."

780, in text, in line %from top [being first line o/§ 1184), and in line 10 from bottom,

between the icords"the" i- "law" insert {in each place) word—"common."

781, in text, line i from top {being first line of ^ 1186), between the words "the"
and "law " insert the word—" common."

809, in text, on bottom line. After the ivords " summons ^2" insert—" OT, if

necessary, by Crown Office subpoena."

In note 2, instead of "32 & 33 Vict. c. 49" read—"i2 & 43 Vict. c. 49."

812, in text, line IZfrom bottom of text, for "from" r<fad—" to attend."
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PAGE
819, in notes. In note ', strike out " Ord. IVa." and read— " Ord. La,"
845, in notes. In note ^ line 2 of note, instead of "

§ 506 " read—" ^ 504." In
note ', strike out the last four words of note, namely—"cited aiite, § 506."

Sol, in notes. In note ''
, second line from bottom, strike out the words " a few of the

principal of such" at the beginning of such note, and insert in its place the
follouing— "Most of the priucipal provisions by which the atteudauce of
witnesses before various tribunals may be secured, will be enumerated
on a later page (see post, § 1329, note ^, p. 863). The following note
must accordingly be read in conjunction with the note just referred to.
But in addition to the provisions mentioned in that note there are also."

857, in notes. At end of note *, insert—" § 24."

876, in notes. In note coming over from previous page, in line 5 from top of second
.column, after " by § 2 that," insert—" in future in Scotland."

877, in notes. In note ^ line 10 from bottom, after the word "See" insert the
words—"for existing law."

893, at end ofnote ^ add—" In America she is even allowed to prosecute her husband
for perjury contained in an affidavit made and used by him against
her in the course of divorce proceedings : Dill v. People (Am.), 1894."

905, in column 2, line 15 of note coming overfrom previous page, strike out "And,"
and in same line, after the word "Scotland," insert—"Covenanters and."

At end of note*, add—"It will be noted that, as it contains no words
restricting its operation, this Act extends to Scotland and Ireland."

948, at end of note ^ add— " and if the statement be relevant, the witness if he
swear falsely may be indicted for perjury: R. v. Baker, 1895 (C. C. R.)."

963, in notes. At the end of note coming orer fro.'». previous page, add—" Indemnity
clauses to witnesses giving evidence are also contained in * The Mer-
chandise Marks Act, 1887' (50 & 51 Vict. c. 28), §19 (2); 'The
Poisoned Grain Prohibition Act, 1863 ' (26 & 27 Vict. c. 113), § 5 ; and
in ' The Record of Title (Ireland) Act, 1865 ' (28 ic 29 Vict. c. 88), § 59."

968, in text, in line 6from top. At end of § 1460, add—" But the cross-examiner
is bound by the witness's evidence, and cannot contradict him except
on a point which is relevant to the issue."

Line 12 from top of text. After "disgrace him." add— note reference "(a)."

In notes, before note i, add footnote (a), as follows :—"(a) And this is the
practice in America. See Carroll v. State (Am.), 1893."

1001, in column 1 ofnote coming over from previous page, before the words "' Charity
Trustees,^ " insert—" 'Borough Accounts and Documents.^ See 'Municipal
Corporatiotis.'

"

1002, in notes. In column 1 of note coming orer from previous p(cge, before the words
"'The Friendly Societies Act, 1875,'" insert— "'Freemen's Roll of a
Borough.' See ' Municipal Corporations.'' "

In column 2 of same note, after " Turnpike'''' and before "Jurors' Zists,''^

insert—"
' Incorporated Law Society's Documents.' See title ' Solicitor.'"''

1003, in column 1 ofnote. Before the words " ' The Merchant Shipping Act, 1894,' "

insert—'"London County Council,' see post, §§ 1596-7, n., and infra, 'The
Metropolis Management Act.'

"

1005, in notes. After the word " infra," in top line of column 1 of note, insert—
"See also ' Valuation Lists,' infra."

1008, at end of^th linefrom top, add— '
' and the Documentary EvidenceAct, 1895,*»

"

In notes, as *» add— " ^^ 58 V. c. 9."

1009, in notes. At the bottom of schedule in note ^, add in column 1—" 'The Board
of Agriculture.' See ' The Documentary Evidence Act, 1895 ' (58 Vict,
c. 9) " ; and also add in column 2 of schedule—" The President, Secretary,
or any member of the Board, or any person authorized by the President
to act on behalf of the Secretary."

iOll, in notes. In note ^ in column 1 of note, in line 2 from bottom, after "subs, (c),"

insert—" as amended by 58 Vict. c. 7 ('The Army Act, 1895 '), and ia,"
and strike out the word '

' and '

' in same line.
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PACK
1016, in text, line ^ from bottom. After the wm-ds " documents which," insert—

'
' formerly belonged to the old Common Law side of the Court f>i

Chancery, and now."

In line 2 from bottom strike out the word " which," and the word " now."

In note ^ strike out the words " which give," and substitute the word " gave" ;

and in same note after the word " elsewhere," insert—•" Post, § 1647, n.,"

and strike out the remainder of the sentence down to " exercised."

1047, at end of fine 6 from bottom of column 2 of note '-, insert—" But in pedigree

cases such books may sometimes be admissible ; see post, § 1769."

1050, in notes. In column 1 of note coming over from previous page, before " ' CorpO'

rations,^'' insert— "• ^ Bishop's Eeg Liters.' Seeinfra, ^ Ecclesiastical Docu-

ments '
; ' Chapter House Registers,'' seeinfra, ' Ecclesiastical Documents.' "

Also in last line of note coming over, before "'Vestrg books,'" insert—
"* Terriers.' See supra, * Ecclesiastical Documents.' "

1073, in notes. At end of note • add— '
' but a joint tort feasor will not be released.

Dyer v. Munday, 1895 (C. A.)."

1077, at end of § 1637a, add—" We have seen" that under certain circumstances

justices are al.so empowered to correct errors in books of reference, &c."

In notes. Add, as note ^—" " See ante, § 1611, n."

1078, in line Z from top, after "surgeons," add note " {a)."

As note " (a) " add— " (a) See ante, § 173, n."

1084, at com. of \ 1652, before "Judgments," insert—"in the sixth place.'*

1086, in text. In first line of ^ 1652a, strike out "sixth," and insert—"seventh."

1087, at commencement of § 1652b, strike out " seventhly," and insert—"eighthly."

In first line of § 1653, strike out " eighth" and insert—''^ ninth."

1088, in first line of § 1654 strike out " tenth," and insert— " eleventh."

1090, in col. 1 ofnote^, before " ^ Dublin Corporation,"' insert—"As to bye-laws of

English common lodging-houses, seeinfra, sub tit. ^Public Health Act.'
"

In column 2 of note ', after " London County Council," insert—" (by 51 &
52 Vict. c. 41, § 40)."

In column 2 of note ', transfer the title " ' The Metropolis Water Act,' " noio

misplaced at end of note, and make it come in immediately before " Mines."

1103, in first line of text, after the icord " objections " insert—note " (a)."

In notes, as footnote {a), insert—" (a) ' A judgment in rem ' has, in Ireland,

been defined as a judgment by a Court having special jurisdiction over

the subject matter. See MacDonall v. Alcorn, 1894 (Ir.)."

1114, in notes. At end of note 2, add—" As to an acquittal, see post, § 1722."

1122, in second line from top of column 2 of note ^, after " is," insert—" (See § 25,

subs. 9 of Judicature Act, 1873, being 36 & 37 Vict. c. 66)."

1138, in nofe^, after "prevails)," note should read—"The rules giving a non-

suit the effect of a verdict for defendant have been abrogated both in

the High Court and in the County Court (see Annual County Court

Practice for 1892, p. 247). See 51 & 52 V. c. 43, § 115, as to costs on
suing in a second action after judgment recovered in another court."

1167, in notes. At end of note -, add—"' Such books are in general not admissible

as evidence, ante § 1592, n."

\\1Z, in text. In line 8 f-om bottom, after "Board of Works," insert—"(now
the London County Council)."

In notes. At end of note ^ add—" 51 & 52 Vict. c. 41, § 40."

1182, in notes. At end of note ^^, add, "But see A.-G. v. North Metropolitan

Tramways Company, 1895 (C. A.)."

1205 in notes. In note ^, after ''Wentwovth, IS80," insert—" But the acceptor

will not be liable beyond the amount originnlly filled in, when he

accepted it, on a bill which (in consequence of such acceptor failing to

observe how the bill had been filled in) has been altered to a larger

amount, and this even though the stamp on the bill will cover the

larger sura. Scholfield v. Lord Londesborough, 1895 (C. A. diss.

Lopes, L.J.)."

In line 10 from top of col. 1 of note \for "indeed," read—" too."



A

PRACTICAL TREATISE
ON THE

LAW OF EVIDENCE.

PART I.

NATUEE AND PEINCIPLES OF EVIDENCE.

CHAPTER I.

PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS.

i 1.^ Evidence, in Law, includes all the legal means, exclusive

of mere argument, which tend to prove or disprove any fact the

truth of which is submitted to judicial investigation. It and the

word proof are often used as synonyms. Accurate logicians,

however, apply the latter term rather to the e/f'ect of evidence, than

to evidence itself.^ That high degree of evidence which is called

demonstration excludes all possibility of error, and mathematical

truth alone is susceptible of it. Such evidence cannot be obtained

in the investigation of matters of fact, of which the most that can

ever be said is, that there is no reasonable doubt concerning them.^

In trials of fact, therefore, the true question is not, whether it is

possible that the testimony may be false, but whether there is

sufficient jjrobability of its truth ; that is, whether the facts are

proved by competent and satisfactory evidence.

§ 2.* By competent (or admissible) evidence is meant that which

the law requires, as the fit and appropriate proof in the particular

case—such, for instance, as the production of a writing, where its

contents are the subject of inquiry. By satisfactory evidence,

sometimes called sufficient evidence, is intended that amount of

proof which ordinarily satisfies an unprejudiced mind beyond

* Gr. Ev. § 1, in great part. remarks, that, though capable of de-
^ See Wills, Cir. Ev. 2 ; Whately's monstration, they are admitted by

Log. B. ii. c. iii. § 1 ; N. York Civ. most men solely on the moral evidence

Code, § 1660. of general notoriety. Id. 196. See
3 See Gamb. Guide, 121. Even of N. York Civ. Code, § 1662.

mathematical truths this writer justly * Gr. Ev. § 2, almost verbatim.

T. VOL. I. 1 B
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reasonable doubt. The circumstances which will amount to this

degree of proof can never be previously defined ; the only legal

test of which they are susceptible is their sufficiency to satisfy the

mind and conscience of an ordinary man ;
and so to convince him

that he would venture to act upon that conviction in matters of

important personal interest.^ Questions respecting the competency

or admissibility of evidence are entirely distinct from those which

respect its sufficiency or effect. The former are exclusively within

the province of the court ; the latter belong exclusively to the jury.^

§ 3.^ The law of Evidence may be considered under three

general heads, namely, Fird, The Nature and Principles of

Evidence ;—iS^co«(//y, The Object of Evidence, and the Eules

which govern its production ;—And, Thirdly, The Means of Proof,

or the Instruments by which facts are established. We will also,

in connection with the first head, consider what matters the courts

will notice without proof; and in connection with the second and

third heads, offer a few observations respecting the functions of

the judge, as distinguished from those of the jury.

§ 3a. The present is a convenient place to mention that, by the

Short Titles Act, 1892 (55 Vict. c. 10), short titles are given by

statute to various Acts of Parliament (no less than 810), and that

in the following pages this short title is stated between inverted

commas ; while the technical reference to the Act is also added, one

or the other of these references being placed in brackets. Moreover,

where a statement in the text is founded on a decision of the House

of Lords, it is marked "H. L.," while if founded on one of the

Courts of Appeal or Privy Council, it is marked " C. A." or "P. C,"

American cases being distinguished by the mark " (Am.)," Irish

cases by " (Ir.)," and Scotch authorities as " (Sc.)." On the other

hand, if it is founded on a dictum of a particular judge, his name

is o-enerally given in brackets after that of the case in which it was

uttered (whether at Nisi Prius or in the course of a judgment

given in banc). The date of every case which is important in

estimating its value is given, and every known reference to it will

be found in the Table of Cases.

1 1 St. Ev. 578. Hayward, 1780 (BuUer, J.).

* 1 Ph. Ev. *3 ; Carpenters' Co. v. ^ Qr. Ev. § 3, in great part.

* X.B. -This and similar references throughout the work are to "Phillipps

and Arnould ou Eviiliiuco." 2
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AMERICAN NOTES.

§ 1. Evidence Defined. — Evidence is that which shows. Legally,

it is any fact which, either directly or mediately, tends to show to

the mind the truth of a fact or proposition submitted to legal inves-

tigation. Miles V. Edden, 1 Duv. (Ky.) 270 (18G4); Schloss v. His

Creditors, 31 Cal. 201 (1866).

This definition includes both direct and circumstantial evidence,

though as was said in an Iowa case (Davenport i\ Cummings, 15 la.

219, (1863), "direct and positive evidence cannot with a critical

regard to accuracy be spoken of as tending to prove an issue." If

believed, it proves it.

"Fact."— The definition of "evidence" is obviously incomplete

until the term "fact" used, in defining it is itself defined. But
"fact" is a term exceedingly difficult of definition. So difficult,

that Sir .lames Fitz-James Stephen frankly abandoned it. In the

first edition of the "Digest of the Law of Evidence" "fact" is

defined as, " (1) Everything capable of being perceived by tlie

senses
; (2) Every mental condition of wliicli any person is con-

scious
; (3) Every part of a fact is itself a fact." As pointed out by

a careful critic in the "Solicitors' Journal" (20 Sol. Journal, 869,

(1876), this definition on application breaks down, — e. g. when
attempted to be incorporated into the rule that evidence can only be

given of facts in issue or facts relevant thereto. The "fact in

issue " may be, for example, the existence of negligence, something

clearly not " capable of being perceived by the senses," nor yet a

"mental state of which a person is conscious." The force of this

criticism was promptly recognised by Mr. Stephen, who contents

himself in later editions with the statement that " fact includes the

fact that any mental state of which any person is conscious exists."

This is apparently correct. What A.'s motive was in taking a

mortgage or other transfer is a question of fact for the jury.

Wheelden c. Wilson, 44 Me. 1 (1857) ; Hamburg v. Wood & Co.,

66 Tex. 168 (1886). For the same reason, "where the intent

with which an act was done becomes material, it is proper to ask

what it was." Over *'. Schiffling, 102 Ind. 191 (1885) ; Barnhart v..

Fulkerth, 93 Cal. 497 (1892) ; Stevens r. Stevens, 150 Mass. 557

(1889). So purpose is a question of fact, Homans v. Corning,

60 N. H. 418 (1880). The same cases hold that tiie person whose
mental state is in question may properly testify as to it. But what
a witness supposed A. thought as a motive for what A. did, is not a

competent inquiry. McHugh c. Dowd, 88 Mich. 412 (1891) ; Clement

V. Cureton, 36 Ala. 120 (1860). For a similar reason, a witness

cannot be asked what A. " understood " by a designated parcel of

real estate. "It must be dilficult, to a degree bordering on the
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impossible, for one person to testify, of his own knowledge, what

the understanding of another was, to any given question. Such

testimony is not to a fact; it must be merely an opinion, a con-

jecture as to a fact. Clearly this is as far as possible from legal

testimony." Gorham v. Gorham, 41 Conn. 242 (1874).

Without attempting to define "fact" it may be suggested that

the fundamental idea of " fact " is t?iat ichich exists. As a thing

cannot both be and at the same time not be, that which exists

is the truth or fact of the matter. About this central thought of

real or true existence, seem to cluster various uses, all associating

with the word " fact " the ideas of truth, verity, accomplishment,

actually happening, &c. Thus the Latin factum implies some-

thing done, an act or deed, something accomplished or done. The
same word, factum, represents the instrument of conveyance which

actually accomplished the transfer of land,— a ''deed" as now
called. Probably the phrase " free act and deed," like many
other similar formulae, is tautological, the words having nearly the

same meaning. So an officer de ficto is one in actual existence

and discharging certain functions, whatever the rights of the de jure

claimant may be. The colloquial use of the word " fact " will be

most often found to embody the sanie conception of actual, real

existence.

This conception of fact is by no means limited to tangible objects

or those perceived by the senses. The phrase goes further, for the

purpose of including mental processes. A thought, intention, emo-

tion; any mental state or feeling; the truth of propositions phrased

by the intellect, are matters of ''fact." Whatever has existence is

a fact. 'A question of fact is an inquiry into the truth or existence

of something. It is of course only such as are in issue that are the

subject of evidence.

It may be objected that under this definition the existence of a

rule of law is a question of fact. Strictly speaking, such is the

case. Where no special considerations are involved, — for example,

in regard to the law of foreign countries or, in most instances, the

law of other States of the Union,— this is recognised to be true.

The existence of a rule of law of a foreign state or country is purely

a question of fact, and appropriate evidence is introduced to prove

it as a fact.

For especial reasons, the existence of the rules of law or standards

of conduct which any domestic tribunal is established to enforce in

its own jurisdiction, are not legally treated as other matters of fact,

to be established by evidence, but are within the duty, knowledge,

and perception of the judge, without need of the intervention of evi-

dence. These matters of fact are separated from others and called

matters of law, judicially noticed by the Court. See post p. 21^

Not only are such rules of law as are judicially noticed by the
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Court excluded from the defiuition of fact, but also that part of the

method of procedure which consists of reasoning from the facts

established by evidence to the ultimate facts in issue. This is the

faculty of judgment, the formation of an opinion. It is the same
faculty as is exercised by the expert witness, and is, under these

circumstances, called "Matter of opinion." Excluding from the

entire list of facts as above illustrated those which are " Matter of

law " and " Matter of opinion," we have a residuum which for want

of a better name, or more precise definition, we call "Matter of

fact."

A Double Meaning. — The phrase "evidence," even as used

by the Courts, frequently presents a double meaning and more
or less consequent confusion. The phrase is used to designate

(1) The effect of relevant facts upon the facts in issue,— e. (j., the

fact that A. has always paid for food ordered in his name by B. is

said to be " evidence " of B.'s agency, if such agency be a fact in

issue
; (2) The statements of witnesses (or other means) by which

these relevant facts are, in the first place, themselves sought to be

established,— e. y., in the above instance, statements of witnesses

that they have been paid by A. under the circumstances mentioned,

are also said to be " evidence " of such payment. Strictly speaking,

the correct use of the phrase is the second. The probative effect

of relevant facts is a matter of logical reasoning.

"Evidence" and "Proof." — "Evidence" and "proof" are so

frequently confused as to emphasise the necessity of avoiding collo-

quial equivalents for technical words. The confusion is so common
that a request for a ruling that a confessedly competent fact tending

to show negligence in an action where negligence is in issue, " is

not in itself 7:* too/" of negligence " was held properly refused (Perry

I'. Dubuque S. W. R. Co. 36 Ta. 102 (1872), as a ruling calculated

to mislead the jury. The Court say the instruction requested laid

down " a correct legal principle. . , . In a legal sense /;/'oo/ signifies

the effect of evidence as contradistinguished from euidence which

implies the medium or means of proof. But in ordinary language

the terms are used interchangeably."

So where a statute required "proof" of the publication of a

notice and the Court allowed such publication to be proved by

affidavit, the ruling was sustained on the ground that there is " an

obvious difference between the words evidence and proof. The
former, in legal acceptation, includes the means by which any

alleged matter of fact, the truth of which is submitted to investiga-

tion, is established or disproved. The latter is the effect or result

of evidence. These words are often used indifferently as expres-

sive of the same thing."

" Testimony." — A similar confusion follows the frequent use of

the word " testimony " as synonymous with " evidence." They
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are not synonymous. The distinction between them is well stated

in Lindley v. Dakin, lo Ind. 388 (1859). In the upper court the

record recited that it embodied " all the testimony taken in the

Court below." Held : that this could not be so construed as to

amount to a statement of setting out the evidence. "Testimony is

not synonymous with evidence. It is but a species or class or

kind of evidence. Testimony is the evidence given by witnesses.

Evidence is whatever may be given to the jury as tending to prove

a case. It includes tlie testimony of witnesses, documents, admis-

sions of parties, &c." This is cited with approval in Harvey r.

Smith, 17 Ind. 272 (1861;.

"Cumulative Evidexck." — Some difference of opinion exists

as to what evidence is to be considered cumulative. It is not

disputed that cumulative evidence is correctly defined in Parker r.

Hardy, 24 Pick. 246 (1837) as " additional evidence of the same

kind to the same point." But the cases, while agreeing as to the

rule, differ as to its proper application. Certain authorities hold

that where a fact is in issue, any evidence tending to prove that

fact is cumulative to any previous evidence tending to prove the

same fact, even though the later evidence differs somewhat in its

character from that which has preceded it. For example, the

turning-jioint of tlie case being whether a certain bill of exchange

had been left at a bank for collection before noon of a certain day,

and evidence of time of the leaving being gone into by various

witnesses, newly discovered evidence that a clerk, whose duty it

was to register the receipt if received before noon, did not register

the receipt until the following day, because not received until after

noon, was held cumulative. People v. Superior Court of the City of

New York, 10 Wend. 285 (1833). The Court intimate that evidence

that the plaintiff had been in such other places at the time in ques-

tion as to render the deposit impossible as and when he claimed it,

would not be cumulative. So where the fact in issue i? the

existence of a partnership between the plaintiff and defendant,

newly discovered evidence that certain foods were ordered sent in

a way tending to show a partnership is said to be cumulative,

because it " tends to support the fact or issue which was before

attempted to be proved upon the trial." Olmstead v. Hill, 2 Ark.

346 (1840). So evidence tending to discredit a witness by showing

contradictory statements is cumulative to other evidence tending to

discredit the same witness in another way. Glidden v. Dunlap, 28

Me. 379, 383 (1848).

On the other hand, other American courts incline to the view that

evidence tending to establish a fact in issue in a particular w^ay is

not cumulative to evidence tending to establish the same fact in a

different way.

For example, the question being whether A. had authorised B.
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tj sell a certain horse, and much evidence other than admissions
of the plaintiff having been received, a new trial was granted for

newly discovered evidence that the plaintiff had admitted the author-
ity in dispute. The Court, by Morton, J., say, "This, therefore, is

a new kind of evidence, and although it is additional to other evi-

dence tending to ])rove the same position, yet it is not cumulative
bi'cause it is of a different character tending to establisli the same
general result by proof of a nevf and distinct fact." Parker v.

Hardy, 24 Pick. i;4G (l8o7). The same result is reached in Waller
V. Graves, 20 Conn. 305, 310 (1850), where, in an action of libel,

and in support of the defence that the libellous language was
inserted without the defendant's consent and without liis knowl-
edge, newly discovered evidence of an independent witness that he
himself inserted the libellous matter, was held not cumulative to

the defendant's denial that he used the libellous epithets in the
article as written by him. Church, C. J., speaking for the Court,

says : — " There are often various distinct and independent facts

^oing to establisli the same ground on the same issue. Evidence is

cumulative which merely multiplies witnesses to any one or more
of the facts before investigated, or only adds other circumstances
of the same general ciuiracter. Put that evidence which brings to

light some new and independent truth of a different character,

although it tend to prove the same proi)osition or ground of claim
before insisted on, is not cumulative within the true meaning of

the rule on this subject." As an instance of their meaning, the

Court take the case of an executor resisting a claim based on an
alleged note of the deceased, and after an adverse verdict discover-
ing a receipt in full, or learning of the plaintiff's deliberate admis-
sion of payment. '• There could be no question," they say, " in

such a case, but a new trial should be granted, although the new
facts go to prove the former ground of derfence."

It would seem that the weight of reasoning was in favour of the
position taken by the Massachusetts and Connecticut cases.

The extent to which cumulative evidence is admissible is discre-
tionary with the Court. A i)arty will not be permitted unduly to
waste time by multiplying witnesses to the same fact.

§ 2. Competent Evidence. — Competent Evidence is that which
is admissible, as tending to prove the existence or non-existence of
facts in issue. The definition points to a central fact in the law
of evidence, vij^., — that it is based upon logic. In fact, the modern
trial is an appeal to the test of reasoning, as the result of a long
historical development from other tests of truth, more mechanical,
sacramental and formal, used by ancestors more or less remote. The
rules of correct reasoning are at every turn regarded as essential to
the due administration of judicial functions. The Court is charged
Avith the duty of enforcing this rule of correct logical reasoning.
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If its coadjutor in trials of fact, the jury, sees fit to depart from

such a line of reasoning, whether under the influence of passion,

prejudice, or other improper motive, it is the dut}' of the Court to

correct the fault, even to the extent of nullifying a verdict wliicli

appears to have been reached under such influence. The duty is

not, it will be observed, to enforce the particular reasoning whicli

commends itself to the Court. It is sufficient that a line of correct

reasoning has been adopted by the jury, even if the Court itself

would have adopted a different one. If the verdict is justified on

logical principles, it usually will stand. If the verdict is not so

justified, it is the duty of the Court, in discharge of its responsi-

bility to enforce the use of correct reasoning (even, as has been

said, if not the Court's view of the particular line of correct reason-

ing it would adopt for itself), to set the verdict aside.

It naturally follows that a Court charged with the responsibility

of insisting on the observance of the rules of logical reasoning will

permit the jury, which it holds within these rules, to consider only

such facts as meet the same requirement, i. e., which have a logical

tendency to establish the existence or non-existence of the fact or

facts whose existence is in issue or in dispute. This rule is not

only a restriction upon the admissibility of facts in evidence, but it

also states the test which makes tliem admissible. As lias been

said, it is the fundamental rule of evidence that all facts which

logically prove or disprove the existence of facts in issue, are

admissible.

Consideration of the law of evidence so largely consists in exam-

ining the established exclusions of properly logical evidence, and the

instances in which these exclusions themselves do not apply, that

this first and principal rule of the law of evidence— that evidence

logically tending to establish the issue is admissible— is frequently

lost sight of. Unless a special reason be shown for excluding facts

with a logically probative tendency, such facts are admissible.

Relevancy. — This logical relation of one fact to another, is

termed " relevancy." Of this the law furnishes no test. The test

is furnished by the ordinary principles of logic or a conscious per-

ception of the relation. A legal definition of relevancy was indeed

courageously attempted by Sir James Fitz-James Stephen in the

first edition of the " Digest of the LaAV of Evidence," based largely

on the relation of causation. This definition was abandoned. The

amended definition seems free from objection. Two facts are rele-

vant to each other when so related "that, according to the common

course of events, one, either taken by itself or in connection with

other facts, proves or renders probable the past, present, or future

existence or non-existence of the other." (Dig. La\Y of Evid. Art. 1.)

The Rule Further Examined. — Such being the fundamental

rule of evidence, tliat all evidence logically probative is admissible,
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the further law of evidence consists of excluding certain facts of

the evidence otherwise admissible under this fundamental general

rule. The law of evidence becomes, therefore, so to speak, a series

of exclusions. These owe their existence principally to two lines

of considerations, — (1) The necessity for trying cases within

reasonable limits of time
; (2) The presence of the jury. These two

considerations may be examined briefly.

(1) Legal Relevaxcy. — The search for abstract truth, scien-

tific or otherwise, is not usually limited in time. No fact relevant

at all is too remotely relevant to deserve consideration. No press-

ing necessity usually exists that the precise, fact should be ascer-

tained this year or next year, or, indeed, within the next century.

Under such conditions, logic is given its unimpeded course. All

facts logically relevant demand and receive consideration.

But the course of trials in Courts of law by no means admits of

such extended search into the minutiaj of proof. The tribunal sits

for a limited time, and frequently is called on to dispose of many

contested matters within that period. The proceedings are expen-

sive, both to parties litigant, to those awaiting their turn (often

with witnesses held from gainful occupations by a compulsory pro-

cess), and to the government through the pay of jurors, Court officers,

&c. There is a recognised necessity that matters sliould be as

speedily disposed of as the interests of justice will admit.

Tliis consideration was neatly put by Rolfe, H., in Atty.-Gen. v.

Hitchcock (1 Exch. 91, (1847). "The laws of evidence on this

subject, as to what ought and what ought not to be received, must

be considered as founded on a sort of comparative consideration of

the time to be occupied in examinations of this nature, and the time

which it is practicable to bestow ui)on them. If we lived for a

thousand years, instead of about sixty or seventy, and every case

were of sufficient importance, it might be possible, and perhaps

proper, to throw a light on matters in which every possible question

might be suggested, for the purpose of seeing by such means

whether the whole was unfounded, or what portion of it was not,

and to raise every possible inquiry as to the truth of the statements

made. But I do not see how that could be ; in fact, mankind find it

to be impossible. Therefore some line must be drawn."

(2) Fear of the Jury.—A very distinctive feature of the English

law of procedure, of which the law of evidence is part, lies in the

fact that a jury frequently takes a share in the trial of causes. It

involves no disparagement to the benefits, real or assumed, of the

jury's presence to say that obvious dangers to the administration

of justice have always been recognised as arising from it. The

average jury is composed of men selected by chance from the

general community, brought together for a short time and for a

limited object, with minds usually entirely untrained in the dif-
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lieult art of justly balancing the weight of conflicting statements.

Jurymen, almost of necessity, are seldom given to reasoning with

logical exactness, and are therefore apt to jump across logical

chasms or breaks in a chain of proof; especially at times when

sympathy or prejudice is aroused, or the fascinating process of

atljusting or, as it were, dovetailing together separate pieces of

evidence is nearly completed, and only fails for lack of a little

imagination. Above all, tlie jury at all times has been, as is

natural with so casual a tribunal, but little impressed Avith any

feeling of responsibility for maintaining the integrity of legal

rules or the influence of precedent in the administration of justice.

It has accordingly usually manifested a strong tendency to over-

look the more important remote consequences of maintaining a

general rule for the purpose of relieving the hardship of individual

cases.

Exclusions. — For these and similar reasons, the law of evidence

excludes much evidence logically relevant, either (1) ]>y applying a

higher standard of relevancy than mere logic by requiring a certain

high grade of probative effect, which may be called legal relevancy;

and (2) By absolutely excluding certain facts both logically and

legally relevant. What facts are so highly probative as to comply

with the standard of legal relevancy cannot be reduced to a definite

rule. The innumerable rulings on the subject will be found to

depend rather upon the personal views and mental processes of

particular judges than upon any more definite rule. The positive

exclusions, on the other hand, generally admit of definite state-

ment.



CHAP. II.

j

MATTERS JUDICIALLY NOTICED.

CHAPTER II.

MATTERS JUDICIALLY NOTICED, WITHOUT PROOfA

§ 4.^ All civilised nations, as members of the great family of

sovereignties, give political acknowledgment of each other's

existence, and general public and external relations. After such

acknowledgment by their own country, the existence and titles of

a state are recognised by the public tribunals and functionaries of

every nation in the civilised world.^ If, upon a civil war, one

part of a nation separate from the other, and establish an inde-

pendent government, the newly-formed nation cannot be recognised

as such by the judicial tribunals of other nations, until it has been

acknowledged by the sovereign power under which those tribunals

are constituted,* The judges of each nation are bound, ex officio^

to know whether or not their government has recognised a nation

as an independent state.

^

§ 5. In like manner the judges must recognise, without proof,

the common^ and statute law,^ and all legal claims, demands,

estates, titles, rights, duties, obligations, and liabilities existing by

1 See N. York Civ. Code, §§ 1 705, » Taylor v. Barclay, 1828. There
1706. it was falsely alleged in the bill, with

* Gr. Ev. § 4, in great part. the view of preventing a demurrer,
? United States of America v. that Guatemala, a revolted colony of

Wagner, 1867 (Ld. Chelmsford, Ch.). Spain, had been recognized by Great
But the existence of States unac- Britain as an independent state ; but
kuowledged by the government must the V.-C. took judicial notice that
be proved by evidence, showing that the allegation was false. See, how-
they are associations formed for ever, contra, Dolder v. Bk. of Eng.,
mutual defence, supporting their 1805, as to which qy.
own independence, making laws, and * Hein. ad Pand., L. xxii. t. iii.

having courts of justice. Yrisari t'. §119.
Clement, 1826. '' R. v. Sutton, 1817; " The Inter-

* City of Berne v. Bk. of Eng., pretation Act, 18S9"(52 &5;3 V.o.63).

1804. § 9. As to private Acts of Pari., see

8 & 9 V. c. 113, § 3, cited post, § 7.

3 b2
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the common law, or by any custom, or created by any statute
;

•

the rules of equity, and all equitable estates, titles, rights, duties,

and liabilities 2 (while whenever the rules of equity and of the

common law differ, those of equity must prevail 3) ;
the law of

nations, the law and custom of parliament, and the privileges and

course of proceedings of each branch of the legislature ;
* the pre-

rogatives of the Crown,5 ^nd the privileges of the royal palaces
;

^

the maritime law ;
^ the ecclesiastical law ; » the articles of war,

whether in the naval,^ the marine, or the land service,^'^ including

those made for the government of the forces in India,' ^ as well as

the auxiliary forces,—that is, the militia, the yeomanry, and the

volunteers,'^—and also the reserve forces ;
'^ the rules of procedure

made in pursuance of § 70 of the Army Act, 1881, "whether

signified under the hand of a secretary of state" in relation to

the army,'* or promulgated by the admiralty with respect to the

marines ; '^ royal proclamations, such being acts of State
;
'^ the

1 36 & 37 V. c. 66, § 24, sub-sect. 6

;

40 & 41 V. c. 57, § 27, sub-sect. 6, Ir.

2 See 36 & 37 V. c. 66, § 24, sub-

sect. 4. See, also, as to Ireland, 40

& 41 V. c. 57, § 27, sub-sect. 4, Ir.

3 See 36 & 37 V. c. 66, § 25,

Bub-sect. 11. See, also, Bustros v.

White, 1876, C. A. ; and Palmer v.

Palmer, 1«85, See, also, as to Ireland,

40 & 41 V. c. 57, § 28, sub-sects. 11,

29.
* Lake v. King, 1667 ; Stockdale

V. Hansard, 1839; Wason v. Walter,

1869; Cassidyv. Steuart, 1841 ; Case

of the Sheff. of Middlx. 1840 ; Sims

V. Marryat, 1866 ; Bradlaugh v. Gos-

eet, 1884.
6 R. V. Elderton, 1703.
8 Id. ; Winter v. Miles, 1808 ; Att.-

Gen. V. Donaldson, 1842. Hampton
Court has ceased to have privileges

as a roval palace, Att.-Gen.t;. Dakin,

1869 ; "E. V. Ponsonby, 1844.

^ Chandler v. Grieves, 1812.

8 1 Roll. Abr. 526 ; 6 Vin. Abr.

496 ; Sims v. Marryat, 1866 (Ld.

Campbell).
9 29 & 30 V. c. 109 ("The Naval

Discipline Act, 1866," amended by
"The Naval Discipline Act, 1884,"

47 & 48 V. c. 39).
i« See § 69 of "The Army Act,

1881 " (44 & 45 V. c. 58). As to

printing of, and amendments to the

above, see 48 V. c. 8, § 8. See,

also, as to the Articles of War, § 179,

sub-sects. 1, 20, of the same Act as

to the Royal Marines. The latter

articles, it is presumed—though the

Act is silent on the subject—must
be judicially noticed.

" Id., § 180.

« Id.,§§ 175—178.
" Id., § 190, sub-sect. 9.

" Id., § 70, sub-sects. 1, 3, amended
by 49 V. c. 8, § 5.

'i* Id., § 179, sub-sect. 6.

i« Dupays v. Shepherd, 1698 (Ld.

Holt). In Van Omeron v. Dowick,

1809, Ld. EUenborough refused to

take notice of a proclamation, on the

ground that the Gazette containing

it was not produced. The latter case

does not go the leng-th of the mar-
ginal note, but simply decides that,

when a judge's memory is at fault,

some document must be at hand to

establish the fact he is called upon
to notice. Copies of royal proclama-

tions, if purporting to be printed by
the Queen's printer, are admissible

by 8 & 9 V. c. 113, § 3; see post,

§ 7, They may be proved, also, in a

variety of other ways. See 31 & 32

V. c. 37, § 2, cited post, § 1527.
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general practice of conveyancers ;
^ the custom of merchants,^—at

least where such custom has beeu settled by judicial determina-

tions,'—such, for example, as the lien which a vendor has on

goods remaining in his possession for unpaid purchase-money ;
* or

the general lien of an innkeper on all the property belonging to

his guest for the entire amount of his bill ;
* or the general lien of

bankers and factors on the securities of their customers in their

custody ;
^ or the practice of drawing bills of lading in sets, and of

dealing with one of a set as representing the cargo independently

» Willoughby V. Willoughby, 1787
(Ld. Hardwicke) ; Doe i'. Hilder,

1819; Doe V. Plowman, 1819; Eowev.
Grenfel, 1824 (Ld. Tenterden). Ld.
St. Leonards, in 3 V. & P., 10th edit.

(18:39), at p. 28, observed (the passage
does not appear in recent editions, in

consequence of the chapter on the

subject of Attendant Terms, having
become of little practical importance),
" It matters very little what is the

opinion of any individual convey-
ancer; but the opinion of the con-
veyancers, as a class, is of the deepest
importance to every individual of

propeity in the state. Their settled

rule of practice has, accordingly, in

several instances been adopted as

the law of the land, not out of respect

for them, but out of tenderness to

the numerous purchasers who have
bought estates under their advice."

See, also, Howard v. Ducane, 1823
(Ld. Eldon) ; Re Kosher, 1884 (Pear-
son, J.).

^ Er-kine v. Murray, 1728 ; Soper
V. Dibble, 1696; Carter i;. Downish,
1687 ; Williams v. Williams, 1693.

^ Barnett v. Brandao, 1843, where
judicial notice was taken of the

general lien of bankers on the secu-
rities of their customers in their

custody, and Ld. Denman (pronounc-
ing the judgment of the court) said,
" The law merchant forms a bi'anch

of the law of England; and those

customs, which have been universally

and notoriously prevalent amongst
merchants, and have been found by
experience to be of public use, have
been adopted as a part of it, upon a
principle of convenience, and for the
benetit of trade and commerce : and
when so adopted, it is unnecessary
to plead and prove them. Thej' are

binding on. all without proof. Ac-

cordingly we find that usages affect-

ing bills of exchange and bills of
lading, are taken notice of judi-
cially " ; and then gives as in-

stances the judicial recognition of

the general lien of factors and
bankers. This judgment was after-

wards reversed by the House of

Lords (see Brandao v. Barnett, 1846),

but that portion of it which relates

to judicial notice of the general lien

of bankers was affirmed. In Edie v.

E. India Co., 1761, Mr. Just. Wilmot
observed, "The custom of merchants
is part of the law of England, and
courts of law must take notice of it

as such. There may, indeed, be some
questions depending upon customs
amongst merchants, where, if there

be a doubt about the custom, it may
be fit and proper to take the opinion
of merchants thereupon

;
yet that is

only where the law remains doubt-
ful, and even then the custom must
be proved by facts, not by opinion

only ; and it must also be subject to

the control of law." In support of

the proposition that evidence can only
be taken as to mercantile custom
where the law is doubtful, the learned

judge says, that Ld. Mansfield,

with Denison and Foster, JJ.'s, re-

jected the testimony of witnesses to

prove the usage, solely on the ground
that the question had already been
solemnly settled by two adjudications

in the courts of law. See also Jones
V. Peppercorn, 1859.

* Imperial Bk. v. Lond. and St.

Katherine's Dock Co., 1875 (Jessel,

M.E.).
* Mulliner v. Florence, 1878, C. A.
^ See cases cited ante, n. ^, supra,

p. 5 ; also Lond. Chart. Bk. of Aus-
tralia V. White, 1878.
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of the rest ;
^ or the usage among money dealers of treating scrip

certificates payable to bearer, whether of a foreign Government or

of a company, as negotiable instruments transferable on delivery ;

-

or the custom of hotel-keepers holding their furniture on hire ;

^

the customs which regulate the special descent of gavelkind and

borough English lands,"* and it seems any other custom incident to

such tenures;^ the custom or law of the road, viz., that horses

and carriages should respectively keep on the near or left side ;^ and

the following rules with respect to navigation,— first, that ships

and steamboats, on meeting " end on, or nearly end on, in such a

manner as to involve risk of collision," should port their helms, so

as to pass on the port, or left, side of each other ; next, that steam-

boats should keep out of the way of sailing ships ; and next, that

every vessel overtaking another should keep out of its way.^ Every

court will moreover take judicial notice of matters appearing in its

own proceedings. Therefore, if in the course of a case it appear

that an indictable conspiracy has been committed, it will take

* Sanders v. Maclean, 1883.
2 Goodwin v. Robarts, 187(). H. L.;

Rumball v. Metrop. Bk., 1877.
3 Crawcour v. Salter, 1881, C. A.
* 1 Bl. Com. 76; Doe v. Scuda-

more, 1705 ; Croi^by v. Hetberington,

1842 (Tindal, C.J.).

5 Eider v. Wood, 1855 (Wood,
V.-O.), following Payne v. Barker,

1659. See also 36 & 37 V. c. 66,

§ 24, sub-sect. 6.

^ See Leame v. Bray, 1814, as to

carriages, and Turley v. Tbomas,
1837 (Coleridge, J.), as to saddle

borses. See also 14 & 15 V. c. 92,

§ 13, Ir. Tbe rule bas been em-
bodied hj Professor Selwyn, in wbat
an Etonian would call

'

' Longs and
Sborts:"—" Sed precor boo postbac

reminiscere, cnrpe sinistram : Dex-
trani occurrenti linquere norma
jubet." In France tbe law of tbe

road is different, and horses and
carriages pass on tbe off side.

^ Tbe Eegulations for Preventing
Collisions at Sea, containing tbe rules

concerning ligbts, fog signals, steer-

ing and sailing, were embodied in a

table issued originally under § 25 of

25 & 26 V. c. 63, since repealed by
•' Tbe Merchant Shipping Act, 1894"

(57 & 58 Y. c. 60). which svibstitutes

for it Id., § 418 (1), and of two Orders
6

in Council, dated respectivelv lltb

August, 1884 (printed 9 P. B'. 247),

as to British ships and boats, and
14th August, 1879 (printed 4 P. D.
241), as to foreign shij^s. As to bow
these regulations are to be published
and proved, see § 26 of the original

Act, and for this § 419 (5) of " Tbe
Merchant Shipping Act, 1894," is

substituted; and by §28 of tbe original

Act (§ 419 (3) of "The Merchant
Shipping Act, 1894"), any damage
arising from the non-observance of

these Regulations shall be prima facie

presumed to have been caused by
the wilful default of the person in

charge of the deck of such ship. See
post, § 206 ; Gen. St. Navig. Co. v.

Hedley, 1869; Dryden v. Allix, 1863;
Tbe Concordia, 1866 ; The Spring,

1866. As to the prior law, see Chad-
wick V. City of Dubbn St. Packet
Co., 1856; Smith v. Voss, 1857;
Zugasti V. Lamer, 1858; Maddox v.

Fisher, 1851 ; Williams v. Gutch,
1857; Tuff v. Warman, 1857. See
Morrison v. Gen. St. Navig. Co.,

1852 ; Gen. St. Navig. Co. v. Mor-
rison, 1856 ; Gen. St. Navig. Co.

V. Maun, 1855 ; Lawson v. Carr,

1856; Churchward v. Palmer, 1856;
La Plata, 1855 ; Morgan v. Sim,
1858.
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judicial notice of the fact though it be not pleaded.^ It will also

judicially notice the particular customs which have been tried,

determined, and recorded in such court.^ The customs of London,

which have been certified by the recorder,^ such, for example, as

the custom of foreign attachment *—the custom that every shop is

a market overt for the sale of goods of the same kind as usually

sold there ^—the custom that married women may be sole traders *

—and the custom which defines the nature of a liveryman's office,^

—

will be judicially noticed by the courts in which the certificates

are recorded.^ No one court can, however, take notice of a custom

merely because it has been certified to another.^ Neither can

judicial notice be taken of the usages prevalent among mining

partnerships conducted on the cost-book principle, for the judges

cannot determine without evidence the meaning of the term

" cost-book principle." ^° Nor, again, will the courts take cognisance

of the laws, usages, or customs of a foreign state ; and even the

laws of the colonies,^^ or Jersey,^- Guernsey, or Scotland, must be

proved as facts,^^ unless steps have been taken, either under the

1 Scott V. Brown, 1892.
2 See Ciawcour v. Salter, 1881,

C. A.
3 Crosby v. Hetherington, 1842

;

Bruin v. Knott, 1842 ; Blacquiere v.

Hawkins, 1780 (Ld. Maustiold). See

Blunt V. Lack, \^o~. Uncertified

customs of London must be proved

in the High Coiu't, though they will

be judicially noticed in the City

Courts : Stainton and wife v. Jones,

1779 (Ld. Mansfield). So, also, the

Q. B. Div. in Ireland will not judi-

cially notice a custom of the Lord
Mayor and Sheriff's Court in Dublin,

unless certified by the recorder

:

Simmonds v. Andrews, 1839 (Ir.).

^ Certified by Starkey in 22 Ed. 4.

See 1 Roll. Abr. 554 K 5 ; Bruce v.

Wait, 1840; Crosbys. Hetherington,

1842 ; Westoby v. Day, 1853.
s Certified by Sir E. Coke, 5 Eep.

83 h (rather fuller, as L'Evesque de

Worcester's case, 1594). See Lyons
V. De Pass, 1840. See, also. Crane

V. London Dock Co., 1864; Har-
greave v. Spink, 1892.

« Lavie v. Phillips, 1765. Local

customs, as that of carting whores

in London, and foreign attachment

in Bristol, Exeter, Liverpool, and
Chester, need not be set out on the

record of a court of the city, as they

are judicially noticed in the con its

and of the respective cities (1 Dougl.
380, n. 96), as they also will be ui a

court of error. See Bruce v. Wait,

1840.
' King V. Clerk, 1695 ; cited

(Parke, B.) in Piper v. Chappell,

1845.
** The customs as to distribution of

the personal estate of intestate f i ee-

inen in London, York, and other

places, are abrogated by 19 & 20 V.

c. 94.
"

9 Piper V. ChappeU, 1845 (Parke,

B.).
'" In re Bodmin United Mines Co.,

1856.
11 Prowse V. The European & Amer.

St. Shipping Co., 1860.
12 Brenan's case, 1847 (Patteson,

J.).
13 Urquhart v. Butterfield, 1888,

C. A. ; Dalrymple v. Dalrymple,

ISll ; Mostyn v. Eabrigas, 1774 (Ld.

Mansfield); Sussex Peer, case, 1844
;

Malev. Eoberts, 1800 (Ld. Eldon);

E. V. Povey, 1855 ; Woodham v. Ed-
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British Law Ascertainment Act, 1859,i or under the Foreign

Law Ascertainment Act, 1861,^ to obtain a legal opinion on the

subject from a superior court of the country whose laws are under

dispute.^ The laws of Ireland being substantially the same as

those of England, except where varied by statute, a very able

judge has suggested that the English courts would probably

judicially recognise them.^

§ 6. The courts will also judicially notice the following seals:

—

the Great Seal of the United Kingdom, and the Great Seals of

England, Ireland, and Scotland respectively ;
* the Queen's Privy

Seal and Privy Signet, whether in England, Ireland, or Scotland ;

*

the Wafer Great Seal, and the Wafer Privy Seal, framed under the

Crown Office Act, 1877 ;
^ the seal, and the privy seal, of the duchy

of Lancaster ; the seal, and the privy seal, of the duchy of Corn-

wall ;
^ the seals of the old superior courts of justice ; and of the

Supreme Court, and its several Divisions ; the seals of the old

High Court of Admiralty, whether for England or Ireland ;
^ of

the Prerogative Court of Canterbury ;
^° and of the Court of the

Yice-Warden of the Stannaries ;
^^ the seals of all courts con-

stituted by Act of Parliament, if seals are given to them by the

Act;^^ amongst which are the seals of the Court for Divorce and

Matrimonial causes in England ;
^^ of the Court for Matrimonial

causes and matters in Ireland ;
^* of the Central Office of the

Poyal Courts of Justice, and of its several Departments ;
^^ of the

Principal Registry, and of the several district Registries of the

Supreme Court of Judicature ;
^^ of the Principal Registry, and

of the several district Registries of the old Court of Probate in

wards, 1836 ; Wey v. YaUy, 1704
;

' 40 & 41 V. c. 41, § 4.

Story, Confl. § 637, and cases cited « 26 & 27 Y. c. 49, § 2.

in n. See also post, §§ 48, 1423— » Green v. Waller, 1703; 24 & 25

1425. V. c. 10, § 14, now repealed by 44 & 45
1 22 & 23 V. c. 63. V. c. 59 ; 30 & 31 V. c. 114, § 21, Ir.

* 24 & 25 V. c. 11. ^° Kempton v. Cross, 1735.
3 See Lord v. Colvin, 1860; Login " 6 & 7 W. 4, c. 106 ("The Stan-

V. Princess of Coorg, 1862. naries Act, 1836 "), § 19.

* Eeynolds i'.Fenton,1846(Maule, '^ Doe v. Edwards, 1839.

J., explaining Ferguson v. Mahon, ^^ 20 & 21 V. c. 85 ("The Matri-

1839). monial Causes Act, 1857 "), § 13.

* Lord MelviUe's case, 1806. " 33 & 34 V. c. 110, § 11, Ir.

« Foggassa's case, 1349, cited in ^^ R. S. C. 1883, Ord. LXI. rr. 1,

Olive V. Guin, 1658 ; Lane's case, 6, 7.

1687. " 36 & 37 V. c. 66, § 61.



ciivr. II.] SEALS JUDICIALLY NOTICED.

England^ and of the present Court of Probate in Ireland ;2 of

the old 2 and new Courts of Bankruptcy;-* of the Insolvent

Debtors' Court,^ now abolished ; of the Court of Bankruptcy and

Insolvency in Ireland'' (which, since the 6th of August, 1872, has

been called " The Court of Bankruptcy in Ireland) ;
" " of the

Landed Estates Court, Ireland ;
^ of the Record of Title Office of

that Court ; ^ and of the County Courts.i*' Courts of law also judi-

cially notice the seal of the corporation of London.'^ The seal of a

foreign or colonial notary-public will not generally be judicially

noticed, although such a person is an officer recognised by the

whole commercial world. ^^ Various statutes render different other

seals admissible in evidence without proof of their genuineness.^^

1 20 & 21 V. c. 77 (" The Court of

Probate Act, 1857"), §22.
2 20 & 21 V. c. 79, § 27, Ir.

3 See 24 & 25 V. c. 1^4, § 204, and

32 &33 V. c. 71, § 109.

* See 46 & 47 V. c. 52, § 137 ;

and the Bankruptcy Eules of 1883,

r. 12. See, also, r. 14, as to seals on
" office copies."

* Doe V. Edwards, 1839.

6 20 & 21 V. c. 60, § 362, Ir.

J 35 & 36 V. c. 58, § 6, Ir.

8 21 & 22 V. c. 72 ("The Landed
Estates Court (Ireland) Act, 1858 "),

§ 8, Ir.

9 28 & 29 V. c. 88, § 56, Ir.

10 51 & 52 V. c. 43, § 180.

1' Doe V. Mason, 1793 (Ld. Ken-
yon).

1- Re Earl's Trusts, 1858 ; Ee Davis's

Trusts, 1869 (as to seal of a foreign

notary public); Nye v. Macdonald,

1870 (as to seal of colonial notary

public); see, however, contra. Anon.,

1799; Hutcheon v. Mannington,

1802; Cole v. Sherard, 1855; and
Furnell v. Stackpoole, 1829 (Ir.).

>» Such as the seals of the Local

Government Board for England (34

& 35 V. c. 70, § 5) ; or Ireland (35 &
36 V. c. 69, § 4, Ir.) ; of the late Poor

Law Board, 10 & 11 V. c. 109 (" The
Poor Law Board Act, 1847 "), § 5 ; 1

& 2 V. c. 56 (" The Poor Eelief (Ire-

land) Act, 1838"), §121, Ir. ; 10 &
11 V. c. 90 (" The Poor Eelief (Ire-

land) Act, 1847 "), § 3, Ir. ; of the late

Local Boards of Health (11 & 12 V.

c. 63, § 35 ; 21 & 22 V. c. 98, s. 4)

;

and of Urban Sanitary Authorities

(38 & 39 V. c. 55, § 7) and Joint Sani-

tary Boards (38 & 39 V. c. 55, § 280

;

41 & 42 V. c. 52, § 13, Ir.); of the

now abolished Commissioners for the

Sale of Encumbered Estates in Ire-

land (12 & 13 V. c. 77, § 2, Ir. ; see 21

& 22 V. c. 72, § 23, Ir.) ; of the Land
Eegistry Office in England (see 25 &
26 V. c. 53, § 123; see also 38 & 39

V. c. 87, § 107), whether established

under the Act of 1862 or under that

of 1875 ; of the District Eegistry

Offices created under the Act last re-

ferred to (38 & 39 V. c. 87, § 120);

of the Office for the Eegistration of

Assurances of Lands in Ireland (13

& 14 V. c. 72. § 45, Ir.) ; of the Irish

Land Conimi -sion (44 & 45 V. c. 49,

§42, Ir.); of tiieGeneral Eegister Office

in England (6 & 7 W. 4, c. 86, § 38

;

see 3 & 4 V. c. 92, § 9), or Ireland

(26 & 27 V. c. 11, § 5, Ir.); of the

Charity Commissioners for England
and Wales (16 & 17 V. c. 137, § 6;

and see 18 & 19 V. c. 124, § 4,

amended by 50 & 51 V. c. 49, and

§ 5 thereof as to copies and certified

extracts, and the presumption that

sealed copies are originals) ; of the

Eailway Commissioners (51 _& 52 V.

c. 25, § 2) ; of the Commissioners of

Her Majesty's Works and Public

Buildings (15 & 16 V. c. 28 ("The
Commissioners of Works Act, 1852"),

§ 1 ; 37 & 38 V. c. 84, § 2) ; of the

Board of Agriculture, which, speak-

ing generally, now discharges the

duties of the old Inclosure Commis-



DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE ACT, 1845. [PAKT \

§§ 7—8. The Documentary Evidence Act, 1845^ extended the

principle of admitting in evidence official documents without

formal proof, to a numerous class of cases. That statute enacts,

that " whenever by any Act now in force or hereafter to he in force,

any certificate, official or public document, or document or pro-

ceeding of any corporation or joint-stock or other company, or

any certified copy of any document, by-law, entry in any register

or other book, or of any other proceeding, shall be receivable in

evidence of any particular in any couit of justice, or before any

legal tribunal, or either House of Parliament, or any committee

of either House, or in any judicial proceeding, the same shall

respectively be admitted in evidence, provided they respectively

purport to be sealed or impressed with a stamp, or sealed and

signed, or signed alone, as required, or impressed with a staiiij)

and signed, as directed by the respective Acts made or to be

hereafter made, without any proof of the seal or stamp, where a

seal or stamp is necessary, or of the signature, or of the official

character of the person appearing to have signed the same, and

without any further proof thereof, in every case in which the

original record could have been received in evidence." By sect. 2,
<

sioners, Copyhold Commissioners, established under " The Patents,

and Tithe Commissioners (45 & 46 Designs, and Trade Marks Act,

V. c. 38; (see 52 & 53 V. c. 30 1883" (46 & 47 V. c. 57, § 84);

("The Board of Agriculture Act, and of the Record Office, whether
1889"), especially § 6, and see also in England (1 & 2 V. c. 94 ("The
"The Settled Land Act, 1882" (45 Public Record Office Act, 1838"),

& 46 V. c. 38), amended by "The § 11) or in Ireland (30 & 31 V.

Settled Land Act, 1884 " (47 & 48 V. c. 70, § 18, Ir.). In all proceedings,

c. 18)) ; of the respective Commis- too, under the winding-up clauses of

sioners for the Universities of Oxford the Companies Act, 1862, the seal of

and Cambridge (40 & 41 V. c. 48, any office of the Court of Chancery,

§§ 4, 9) ; of the Prison Commissioners or Bankruptcy, in England or in

for England, and of the General Ireland, of the Court of Session in

Prisons Board for Ireland (40 »t 41 Scotland, or of the Court of the Vice-

V. c. 21, § 6, and c. -^9, § 4, Ir.); of Warden of the Stannaries, when ap-

the special Commissioners for Irish pended to any document made, issued.

Fisheries (26 & 27 V. c. 114, § 33, or signed under those clauses, or any
Ir. ; continued by 31 & 32 V. c. Ill; official copy thereof, must be judi-

and amended by 32 & 33 V. c. 92, Ir.)

;

daily noticed (25 & 26 V. c. 89, § 125).

of the Commissioners of Public ' 8 & 9 V. c. 113. The author

Works in Ireland, at least for the naturally felt satisfaction in refer-

purposes of the Drainage Acts (26 & ring to this statute, as he originally

27 V. c. 88, §§ 3, .5, Ir. ; 29 & 30 V. suggested to the Law Amend. Soc.

c. 49, § 21, Ir.), and of " The Settled the alterations embodied therein, and
Land Act, 1882" (45 & 46 V. c. 38, prepared the bill founded on them,

§§ 48, 65, sub-sect. 9); of the office which was carried by Ld. Broughani.

10



CHAP. II.] PROOF OF COLONIAL LAWS.

" all courts, judges, justices, masters in chancery, masters of courts,

commissioners judicially acting, and other judicial officers, shall

henceforth take judicial notice of the signature of any " judge of

the Supreme Court of Judicature,^ "provided such signature be

attached or appended to any decree, order, certificate, or other

judicial or official document." By sect. 3, " all copies of private

and local and personal Acts of Parliament not public Acts, if

purporting to be printed by the Queen's printers, and all copies of

the journals of either house of Parliament, and of royal procla-

mations, purporting to be printed by the printers to the Crown, or

by the printers to either House of Parliament, or by any or either

of them, shall be admitted as evidence thereof by all courts,

judges, justices, and others, without any proof being given that

such copies were so printed."^

§ 9. As to colonial kncs, an Act of 1865 ^ provides that "the

certificate of the clerk or other proper officer of a legislative body

in any colony, to the effect that the document to which it is

attached is a true copy of any colonial law assented to by the

Governor of such colony, or of any bill reserved for the signification

of Her Majesty's pleasure by the said Governor, shall be prima

facie evidence that the document so certified is a true copy of such

law or bill, and, as the case may be, that such law has been duly

and properly passed and assented to, or that such bill has been

duly and properly passed and presented to the Governor ; and any

proclamation purporting to be published by authority of the

' "The Judicature Act, 1873" or at his own discretion, to direct

(36 & 37 V. c. 6fi). that the same shall be impounded,
^ By § 4, forgery or false printing and be kept in the custody of some

any of the documents referred to officer of the court or other proper
above (or, by 31 & 32 Vict. c. 37, person, until further order touching

5 4, cited post, § 1527 in note, any the same shall be given, either by
proclamation) is made a felony, such court, or the court to which
punishable by penal servitude, or such master or other officer belonged,
imprisonment for not less than a or by the persons or person who con-
year ; and it also is provided that, stituted such court, or by some one
"whenever any such document as of the equity or common law judges
before mentioned shall have been of the superior courts at Westminster,
received in evidence by virtue of on application being made for that

this Act, the court, judge, commis- purpose." § 5 enacts, that the Act
sioner, or other person officiating shall not expend to Scotland. Sea
judicially who shall have admitted 24 & 25 V. c. 98 ("The Forgery Apt,

the same, shall, on the request of 1861 "), §§ 27—29.

any party against whom the same ^ 28 & 29 V. c. 63 ("The Colonial

is so received, be authorised, at its Laws Validity Act, 1865 "j, § 6.

11



FOREIGN AND COLONIAL DOCUMENTS. [PART [.

Governor in any newspaper in the colony to which such law or

bill shall relate, and signifying Her Majesty's disallowance of any

such colonial laAv, or Her Majesty's assent to any suoli reserved

bill as aforesaid, shall be prima facie evidence of such disallowance

or assent."

§ 10. As to foreign and colonial documents. Lord Brougham's

Evidence Act of 1851 ^ enacts, that " all proclamations, treaties, and

other acts of state of any foreign state, or of any British colony,

and all judgments, decrees, orders, and other judicial proceedings

of any court of justice, in any foreign state or in any British

colony, and all affidavits, pleadings, and other legal documents

filed or deposited in any such court, may be proved in any court

of justice, or before any person having by law or by consent of

parties authority to hear, receive, and examine evidence, either by

examined copies, or by copies authenticated as hereinafter men-

tioned : that is to say, if the document sought to be proved be a

proclamation,^ treaty, or other act of state, the authenticated copy,

to be admissible in evidence, must purport to be sealed with the

seal of the foreign state or British colony to which the original

document belongs ; and if the document sought to be proved be a

judgment, decree, order, or other judicial proceeding of any

foreign or colonial court, or any affidavit, pleading, or other legal

document filed or deposited in any such court, the authenticated

copy, to be admissible in evidence, must purport either to be

sealed with the seal of the foreign and colonial court to which the

original document belongs, or in the event of such court having no

Beal, to be signed by the judge, or if there be more than one judge,

by any one of the judges of the said court ; and such judge shall

attach to his signature a statement in writing on the said copy

that the court whereof he is a judge has no seal ; but if any of the

aforesaid authenticated copies shall purport to be sealed or signed

as hereinbefore respectively directed, the same shall respectively be

admitted in evidence in every case in which the original document

could have been received in evidence, without any proof of the

1 14 & 15 V. c. 99 (" The Evidence c. 60), and 14 & 15 V. c. 99 (" The
Act, 1851"), §7. Evidence Act, 1851"), as to proof

" See § 365 of "The Merchant of proclamations by governors of

Shipping Act, 1894 " (57 & 58 V. colonies under the first-named Act.

12



CHAP. II.] FORKIGN AND COLONIAL DOCUMENTS.

seal where a seal is necessary, or of the signature, or of the truth

of the statement attached thereto, where such signature and state-

ment are necessary, or of the judicial character of the person

appearing to have made such signature and statement."

§ 11. The Commissioners for Oaths Act, 1889,^ enables affi-

davits, &c., to be sworn abroad before consuls, &o.

§ 12. Order XXXVIII. of the E. S. C, 1883, provides, in

Eule 6, that "all examinations, affidavits, declarations, affirma-

tions, and attestations of honour in causes or matters depending in

the High Court, and also acknowledgments required for the pur-

pose of enrolling any deed in the Central Office, may be sworn and
taken in Scotland, or Ireland, or the Channel Islands, or in any
colony, island, plantation, or place under the dominion of Ser
Majesty in foreign parts, before any judge, court, notary public, or

person lawfully authorised to administer oaths ^ in such country,

colony, island, plantation, or place respectively, or before any of

Her Majesty's consuls or vice-consuls^ in any foreign parts out of

Her Majesty's dominions, and the judges and other officers of the
High Court shall take judicial notice of the seal or signature, as the

case may be, of any such court, judge, notary public,* person,

consul, or vice-consul, attached, appended, or subscribed to any
such examinations, affidavits, affirmations, attestations of honour,

declarations, acknowledgments, or to any other deed or document."^

§ 13. Again, the Bankruptcy Act for Scotland^ (passed in 1856)
facilitates the proof of certain Scottish judicial documents by enact-

ing, in § 174, that "all deliverances,"—which terra includes all

orders, warrants, judgments, decisions, interlocutors, or decrees

under that Act,^—" purporting to be signed by the Lord Ordinary,

or by any of the judges of the Court of Session, or by the sheriff

» 52 V. c. 10, post, Vol. II. 4 See ante, p. 9, n. 12.

2 In Baillie v. Jackson, 1853, the » See "The Commissioners forOaths
Lords Justices refused to take judi- Act, 1889" (52 V. c. 10). And see,
cial notice of the signature of the also, Brooke v. Brooke, 1881 (Fry, J.)!
Eegistrar of Deeds in St. Vincent to Similar clauses to the rule above are
a certificate, he admittedly having also contained in '

' The Court of Ad-
no authority to administer an oath. miralty (Ireland) Act, 1867" (30 & 31

3 If there be no consul or vice- V. c. 114, §57, Ir.), and "The Matri-
consul_ accessible, an affidavit made monial Causes (Ireland) Act 1871"
in foreign parts may be sworn before (34 & 35 V. c. 49, § 17, Ir.).

'

a notary public. Cooke v. Wilby, « 19 & 20 V. 0.79
1884 (Chitty, J.). 7

§ 4^

13



WHAT SIGNATURES ARE JUDICIALLY NOTICED. [PART I.

[or sheriff substitu(e],i as well as all extracts or copies thereof, or

from the books of the Court of Session, or the Sheritf Court, pur-

porting to be signed or certified by any clerk of court, or extracts

from or copies of registers purporting to be made by the keeper

thereof, or extractor, shall be judicially noticed by all courts and

judges in England, Ireland, and Her Majesty's other dominions,

and shall be received as prima facie evidence, without the neces-

sity of proving their authenticity or correctness, or the signatures

appended, or the official character of the person signing, and shall

be sufficient warranty for all diligence and execution by law com-

petent."

§ 14.2 ju America, the signature of the Chief of the Executive

of the State is recognised without proof.^ In Louisiana, also,

the signatures of executive and judicial officers to all official acts

are similarly treated.* The English doctrine on this subject is

difficult of definition. On the one hand, judicial notice will be

taken of the royal sign manual,*^ and of matters stated under it

;

of matters stated in the certificate of a principal Secretary of

State,*'' and of the signatures of the judges of the Supreme

Court of Judicature, and of the old superior equity and common

law judges, if appended to any judicial or official document.^

The legislature has moreover provided that judicial notice shall

be taken of the signatui-es of the judges, commissioners and

registrars of the old courts,'' and of the judges and registrars

of the Courts^ of Bankruptcy in England, and of the judges,

registrars, and chief clerks of the Cornet of Bankruptcy and

Insolvency, now called the Court of Bankruptcy,^ in Ireland;^

and has also directed that in all proceedings under the winding-

up clauses of the Companies Act, 1862, judicial notice shall

be taken of the signatures of the officers of the old Courts of

^ 19 & 20 V. c. 79, § 4. anj' question raised as to the neces-

2 Gr. Ev. § 6, in part, as to first sity of proving the signature to be

four lines. genuine.
3 Jonesj;.Gale'sExors.,1817(Am.). ^ § & 9 y. c. 113, § 2, ante, § 7.

* Id. ; Wood V. Eitz, 1820 (Am.). « 24 & 25 V. c. 134, § 204 ; 32 &
4^ Mighell V. Sultan of Johore 33 V. c. 71, § 109.

(1893), see also post, § 1381; Lord ' 46 & 47 V. c. 52, § 137, cited ante,

Melville's Case (1806) ; E. v. Miller p. 9, n. K

(1772), and E. v. Gully (1773). In « 35 & 36 V. c. 58, § 6, Ir.

neither of the cases last-named waa ^ 20 & 21 V. c. 60, § 362, Ir.

14



CHAP. II.] GAZETTES WHEN JUDICIALLY NOTICED.

Chancery in England or Ireland, or of the Courts of Bankruptcy

in England or Ireland, or of the Court of Session in Scotland, or

of the registrar of the court of the Vice-Warden of the Stannaries,

whenever such signatures are subscribed to any document made,

issued, or signed under such clauses, or any official copy thereof,^

and that the signatures attached to certain other documents ren-

dered admissible by statute, need not be proved.'^ On the other

hand, it has been said that the Courts would probably not recognise

the signatures of the Lords of the Treasury to their official

letters.^ Many bodies are, too, by particular statutes, created

corporations and given a seal, for instance. County Councils ;
^ yet

in each such case the seal must, in the absence of statutory provi-

sion that judicial notice shall be taken of it, be formally proved.^

§ 15. The judges will take notice of the London, Dublin^ or

Edinburgh Gazette on its mere production, and it is unnecessary to

prove that it was bought at the office of the Queen's printer, or to

offer any evidence as to whence it carae.^

§ 16.^ It is unnecessary to prove facts which may certainly be

known from the invariable course of nature ; such as that a man

is not the father of a child, where non-access is already proved until

within six months of the woman's delivery.^ Nor is it necessary to

prove the course of time,'" or of the heavenly bodies.^^ Public

divisions of time, too, need not be proved, such as the ordinary public

* 25 & 26 V. c. 89, § 12.v. seal is given to parish councils,
'a 8 & 9 V. c. 113, § 1, ante, § 7. though thej' are incorporated. See

A partial list of the more important 56 & 57 V. c. 73 ("The Local Govern-
o£ these documents will be given in ment Act, 1894"), § 3, sub-sect. 9.

Part iii. Ch. iv., on Public Docu- * See, further, post, § 87.

inents. In practice, no proof is re- '' R. v. Forsyth, 1814; 31 & 32 Y.
quired of the handwriting of the c. 37, §§ 2, 5, cited post, § 1527. See
governor of Holloway prison (25 & E. v. Holt, 1793. The case R. v.

26 V. c. 104, § 12),"^ which for all Wallace, 1865 (Ir.), can no longer be
purposes of law is now regarded as relied upon. See post, § 1527.

the Queen's Prison. See Alcock v. ^ Gr. Ev. § 5, in part.

Whatmore, 1840 ; Short v. Williams, ^ Heathcote's Divorce. 1851, IT. L.;
1S35 ; Fogarty v. Smith, lf3J. R. v. Luffe, 1807.

2 R. V. Jones, 1809 (Ld. Ellen- i" See Bury v. Blogg, 1848.

borough). See 12 & 13 V. c. 89 " However, in Collier v. Nokes,
(" The Treasury Instruments (Signa- 1849, Wilde, C. J., is reported to have
ture) Act, 1849"), cited post, § 1106; held that he could not judicially

and 31 & 32 V. c. 37, cited post, notice at what hour the sun set in the

§ 1527. month of November. See, also, Tut-
» 51 & 52 V. c. 41 ("The Local ton v. Darke, 1860 (PoUock, 0. B.).

Government Act, 1888"), § 79. No Sed qu. ?



MATTEKS JUDICIALLY NOTICED. [part I.

fasts and festivals ;
^ the commencement or ending of the legal

sittings; 2 the coincidence of the years of the reign of any sovereign

of this country with the years of our Lord ;
^ the coincidence of

days of the week with days of the month ;
^ the order of the

months •,^ the meaning of the word " month." ^ The meaning of

words in the vernacular language^ need not be proved; the

word *' time," for instance, unless specifically stated, indicating

in Great Britain " Greenwich mean time," and in Ireland " Dublin

mean time "
;
^ and the word " distance " being, except under

special circumstances, taken to mean distance measured as the crow

flies.^ Nor, again, need formal proof be given as to the legal

weights and measures ;
^° nor the positive value of the coin of the

realm ;
^^ nor its relative value at different periods of time ;

^^ nor

matters of history affecting the whole public.^^

§ 17.^* Courts also recognise the principal geographical divisions.

1 6 Vin. Abr. 492, pi. 8—44.
» 6 Vin. Abr. 490, pi. 32.

* Holman v. Burrow, 1702 ; E. v.

Pringle, 1840.
* 6 Vin. Abr. 492, pi. 6, 7, 8; Hoyle

V. Ld. Cornwallis, 1720 ; Page v.

Faucet, 1591 ; Harry v. Broad, 1704;

Brougb V. Parkins, 1703 (Ld. Holt).

Thus the court is bound judicially to

notice what days of the month fall

on Sundays : Hanson v. Shackelton,

1835 ; Pearson v. Shaw, 1844.
6 E. V. Brown, 1828.
^ This formerly, at common law

and in equity (see Cons. Ord. Oh.

1860, Ord. XXXVII. r. 10, now an-

nulled), used to mean four weeks,

but meant a calendar month when
used in the ecclesiastical courts

(Bluck V. Eackman, 1846 (I<:night-

Bruce, V.-C); Man v. Eicketts,

1845 (Lord Lyndhurst) ; Simpson
V. Margitson, 1847 ; Johnstone v.

Hudleston, 1825 (Bayley, J.) ) ; in

mercantile transactions in the city

of London (Turner v. Barlow, 1863

(Erie, C.J.)); or in bills of ex-

change or promissory notes (45 &
46 V. c. 61, § 14, sub-sect. 4, and

§ 89) ; or in any statute passed after

the year 1850 (The Interpretation

Act, 1889, of 52 & 53 Vict. c. 63, § 9).

And month, when used in the Eules

of the Supreme Court (Ord. LXIV.
r. 1), or in any j udgment or order of

that court (Id.), unless words be
added showing lunar month to be
intended. As to the meaning of " ca-

lendar month" as applied to imprison-
ment, see Migottiv. Colville, 1879.

' Clementi v. Golding, 1809, as to

the meaning of the word "book";
Com. V. Kneeland, 1838 (Am.) ; E. v.

Woodward, 1831. In the last case

the judges unanimously held that

they were bound to notice that hfana

were a species of pulse. So in E. v.

Swatkins, 1831, Patteson, J., after

conferring with Bosanquet, J., judi-
cially noticed that barley was corn, in
an indictment for arson under the
Act just mentioned. In E. v. Beaney,
1820, however, the judges refused to

notice that a colt was an animal of

the horse species.
8 43 & 44 V. c. 9, § 1 ; formerly

local time prevailed, see Curtis v.

March, 1858.
9 Mouflet V. Cole, 1872.
10 Hockin v. Cooke, 1791 ; O'Don-

nell V. O'Donnell, 1878 (Ir.) ; 41 & 42
V. c. 49.

" Glossop V. Jacob, 1815; Kearney
V. King, 1819.

12 Bryant v. Foot, 1848.
" See Eead v. Bishop of Lincoln,

1892, post, § 1785; Bk. of Augusta
V. Earle, 1839 (Am.).

1* Gr. Ev. § 6, as to first seven lines,

in great part.
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CHAP. II.] MATTERS JUDICIALLY NOTICED.

Thus they judicially notice the territorial extent of the jurisdiction

and sovereignty exercised de facto by their own government ;

'
and

the local divisions of their country, such as states,^ provinces,^

counties,^ counties of cities, cities,^ towns, parishes, and the like, so

far as political government is concerned or affected
;
and when

dealing with questions of navigation, the geographical positions

and the names of places as shown on the Admiralty chart.^ But

courts are not obUged to judicially notice mere local divisions, nor

their precise limits (further than they may be described in public

statutes ''). Accordingly they have refused to notice judicially that

" a part of the coast called Suffolk " was not in Kent
;
or that

" Orfordness, in the county of Suffolk," was not situated between

the North Foreland and Beachy Head ;
^ that a particular place is

within a certain city ;
^ or that a particular town is within a

certain diocese ;
i" or that a street mentioned in the pleadings is

a public thoroughfare, though the word "street," via strata,

would rather imply that it was ;
^^ or that a particular street is

not in a certain county, though it be notorious that a street

bearing the same name is in another county ;
^^ or that a city

1 See "The Foreign Jurisdiction and, as such, prima facie liable to

Act, 1890 " (53 & 54 V. c. 37), le-al- repair bridges withm it In Harris

izing acts done in dominions acquired v. O'Loghlen, 18 1 1 (Ir.), the M. K.

by 6 & 7 V. c. 94, treaty, capitula- took judicial notice ot the baronies

tion grant usage, sufferance, or in an Iri^h county, such baronies

othe'r lawful means. One of Her having been enumerated m 13 & 14

Majesty's principal secretaries of V. c. 68, Sch. A. (repealed by 64 &
state, in answer to question put by 55 V. c. 67).

_

any com-t in the Queen's dominions, ^ R. v. St. Mauiice, 18ol.

is requii-ed, within a reasonable time « BirreU v. Dryer, 1884

in that behalf, to cause proper and ' Deybel's case, 1821 ;
Fazakerley

sufficient answers to be returned to v. Wiltshire, 1720; R. v. Bumdge,

all such questions, which answers 1735 ;
Thorne v. Jackson, 18'16.

shall, upon production thereof, he final « Deybel's case, 1821. In Kirby

and conclusive evidence, in the suit or v. Hickson, 1850, the couro reiused

other proceedings, of the several to take judicial notice that l^ark

matters therein contained. Street, Grosvenor Square, in Middle-

2 Whyte V. Rose, 1842. There the sex, was withm twenty miles ot

court noticed, that by '
' the kingdom Russell Square, m the same county,

of Ireland" was meant that part of » In Brune y. Thompson, 1842

the United Kingdom called Ireland. where the plaintiff was nonsuited

3 j(i for not proving that the Tower ot

* Deybel's case, 1821. In 2 Inst. London was witHn the City of

557, it is said "the King's courts" London,

"take notice of all the counties of '' R. i^. Simpson, 1738

England." In R. v. Isle of Ely, " Grant v. Moser, 1843 (Trndal,

1850, the court judicially noticed C.J.).
-d jj io^i ««^

that the Isle of Ely was a division '^ Humphreys v. Budd, 1841. bee

of a county in the nature of a riding, Thorne v. Jackson, 1845.

T.—VOL. I. 17
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mentioned in a document is in a particular country, even thougli

it appear that one with a similar name is the capital of such

country.^ They have, however, noticed that the Queen's Prison is

situated in England.

-

•

§ 18.3 The courts will, too, judicially recognise the political

constitution or frame of their own government; its essential

political agents or public officers sharing in its regular adminis-

tration ; and its essential and regular political operations and

actions. Accordingly, all tribunals notice the accession and

demise of the sovereign of their country ;
^ the heads of depart-

ments, and the principal officers of state, whether past or present;*

the marshals and sheriffs, but not the deputies of these func-

tionaries ; ^ the existence of a war in which their country is

engaged, at least when such war is recognised in public proclama-

tions or Acts of Parliament ;
' the days of special public fasts and

thanksgivings, when recognised in like manner ; the stated days of

general political elections ; the date and place of the sittings of the

legislature ; ^ and, in short, " all public matters which affect

the government of the country." ^ And though they were not

formerly so,^*^ the journals of either House of Parliament are now

evidence, if they pm-port to be printed by the official printers."

But the courts will not recognise private orders made at the

council-table ;
^- nor, it seems, any orders of Council, even though

they regard the Crown and the governments^

1 Kearney v. King, 1819. There « See Grant v. Bagge, 1802.

it was held that a declaration on a ' Bolder r;. Ld. Huntingfield, 1805;

bill drawn and accepted at Dublin, E. v. De Berenger, 1814. When war

to wit, at "Westminster, for 512/., is neither publicly proclaimed, nor

must be taken to be on a bill drawn noticed in any statute, its existence

in England for English money, and is solely a question for the jury: 1

that therefore proof of a bill drawn Hale, 164 ; Eost. C. L. d. 1, c. 2, § 12.

at Dublin in Ireland for Irish money. The existence of war between foreign

which is of less value, was a fatal countries will not be judicially no-

variance, ticed : Dolder v. Ld. Huntingfield,

2 \vickens v. Goatly, 1851. 1805 (Ld. Eldon).

3 Gr. Ev. § 6, in part. « E. v. Wilde, 1669 ; Birt v. Eoth-
* Holman v. Burrow, 1702 ; E. v. well, 1697.

Pritisle, 1X40. ® Taylor v. Barclay, 1828.

5 il. V. Jones, 1809 ; Bennett v. ^° E." v. Knollys, 1694.

The State of Tennessee, 1826 (Am.)

;

" 8 & 9 V. c. 113, § 3, cited ante,

Whalev v. Carlisle. 1866 (Ir.) (where § 7.

the court judiciallv noticed that ^^ 6 Vin. Abr. 490.

Loid Hawkesbury had been foreign ^^ Att.-Gen. v. Theakstone, 1820.

minister in 1803). See post, §§ 1527, 1664.

18
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^ 19. Lastly, each Division of the Supreme Court is bound to

judicially notice its own rules and course of proceeding
;

> the rules

and practice of the other Divisions ;
^ and also the limits of

their respective jurisdictions,=5—as, for instance, that the Probate,

Divorce, and Admiralty Division has so far jurisdiction over the

personal estate of an intestate British subject, whether situated in

Ireland, the colonies, or any foreign country, that it may grant

letters to administer such property, and must do so before the

administrator can sue in any English Coui-t in respect thereof.'^

All courts will further notice the privileges of their officers^ and

solicitors,'' a term which now includes both "attorneys" and

" proctors" ;^ and also the fact that the assizes, though constituting

for some purposes one legal day, may be continued from day to

day with or without adjournment, and often occupy several natural

days ;
^ the existence of courts of general jurisdiction ;

^ the powers

of the Ecclesiastical Courts ; and the jurisdiction of the Bankruptcy

Courts,^" together with all general rules under that Act, whether

made by the Lord Chancellor, with the concurrence of the President

of the Board of Trade, for carrying into effect its objects.i^ or made

by the Board of Trade, for regulating matters of an administrative

character under it, if printed by the Queen's printers, purporting

to be issued under the authority of the Board.^^ Judicial notice

must also be taken of the rules made under the Bankruptcy

(Leland) Amendment Act, 1872.^3 Certain other rules made

under statutory authority are likewise judicially noticed.^*

1 Dobson V. Bell, 167G ; Pugh v. " Id. § 127.

Eobinson, 1786. " Bankruptcy Eules, 1883 r. 2o7.

^- Lane's case, 1587 ; Worlich v. '» 35 & 36 V. c. o8, § 124, Ir.

Massev 1605 ; Mounson v. Bourn, i* The principal of these are rules

1648- Reidy v. Pierce, 1861 (Ii-.) made by the Board of Trade under

(Pigo't, C.B.) ; Caldwell v. Hunter, " The Gas and Water Works lacih-

1848 ties Act, 1873" (36 & 37 V. c. 89),

3 i)oe V. Caperton, 1829. See § 14 ; those made either by Order

Spooner v. Juddow, 1848. in Council, or by the Committee of

^ See Whvte v. Rose, 1842. Council, under ' ihe Crown Office

5 o<;le V. Norcliffe, 1708. Act, 1877" (40 & 41 V. c. 41) §§ 3,

« Stokes t-. Mason, 1808; Chatland 5; those made by the Lord Chan-

V. Thornley, 1810 ; Hunter v. Neck, cellor, under " The Summary Juris-

1841 • Walford v. Fleetwood, 1845. diction Act, 1879 (42 ct 43 V. c. 49)

' j'ud. Act, 1873 (36 & 37 V. c. 66), § 29 ; those made by the Lord

c
g^ Chancellor with the assistance ot the

« Whitaker v. Wisbey, 1852. Registrar, under "The Land Trans-

' 9 Treganv v. Fletcher, 1696. fer Act, 1875 (38 & 39 V. c 87),

»o 46 & 47 V. c. 52, §§ 92 et seq. § 111 ; those made under ihe

19 ^2
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§ 20. It is not clear whether or not the judges of the Supreme

Court of Judicature are bound to notice who are the judges in

inferior couiis of record. The weight of American authorities is

in favour of recognising them;^ but the Court of Queen's Bench

once refused to notice who was judge of the then Court of Keview.^

The Supreme Court will not, unless when called upon to review

their judgments,^ take cognizance of the customs and proceedings

in inferior courts of limited jurisdiction,* except so far as they are

regulated by statute.^

§ 21.^ Where matters ought to be judicially noticed, but the

memory of the judge is at fault, he resorts to such means of refer-

ence as may be at hand, and he may deem worthy of confidence.^

Thus, if the point be a date, he may refer to an almanac ;8 if it be

the meaning of a word, to a dictionary ;^ if it be the construction

of a statute, to the printed copy ; or, in case that appears to be in-

correct, to the parliament roll.i*^ In some instances, the judge has

refused to take cognizance of a fact, unless the party calling upon

him to do so could produce at the trial some document by which

his memory might be refreshed. Thus Lord Ellenborough " once

declined to take judicial notice of the King's proclamation, the

counsel not being prepared with a copy of the Grazette in which it

was published ; and in a case in wuieh it became material to con-

sider how far the prisoner owed obedience to his sergeant, and this

depended on the articles of war, the judges thought that these

ought to have been produced. '^ Jq other cases, the courts have

themselves made the necessary inquiries, and that, too, without

Landlord and Tenant (Ireland) Act, Lane's case, 1587 ;
Peacock v. Bell,

1870," either by the Court for Land 1667 ; and Dance v. Eobson, 1820.

Cases Eeserved, or by the Privy ^ As, e.^r., the Court of the V.-Ch.

Council in Ireland (:33 & 34 V. c. 46, of Oxford, now regulated by 17 & 18

§§31, 41, Ir.); and those made by V. c. 81 ^'The Oxford University

the Irish Land Commission (see 44 & Act, 1854 "), § 45.

45 V. c. 49, § 50, subs. 2, Ir.). ^ Or. Ev. § 6, as to first three lines.

1 Hawks V.Kennebec, 1811 (Am.); ' Gresl. Ev. 295.

Eipley i;. Warren,! 824 (Am.) ;Despau ^^ 'Page v. Faucet, 1591. See

V. Swindler, 1825 (Am.). Tutton v. Darke, 1860.

2 Van Sandau v. Turner, 1845. * Clementi v. Goldmg, 1809.

3 Chitty V. Dendy, 1835. ^" R. v. Jeffries, 1722 ;
Spring v.

* R. V. U. of Cambridge, 1736, Eve, 1677.

where the court refused to notice " In Van Omeron v. Dowick, 1809.

that the University Court in Cam- ^^ jj. ^;. Withers, undated (Buljer,

bridge proceeded according to the J.), cited in E. v. Holt, 1793 (Buller,

rules of the civil law. See, also, J.J.

20
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slriitly confining their researches to the time of the trial. Tlius,

where 1 the question was, whether the Federal Kepuhlic of Central

America had been recognised by the British Government as an

independent state, a Vice-Chancellor sought for information from

the Foreign Office ; in another case, the Court of Common Pleas

directed inquiry to be made in the Court of Admiralty as to the

maritime law ; ^ and the same Court also once made inquiry as to

the practice of the Inrolment Office in the Court of Chancery ;3

while Lord Hardwicke^ asked an eminent conveyancer respecting

the existence of a general rule of practice in the latter's profession.

1 Taylor v. Barclay, 1828. See, 1620-

also, The Charkieh, 1878. ^ ^^^'''tK"o^RH'folk LI*
2 ChauclkT r. Grieves, 1792. See, also, Er. S. 0. 1883. Ord. LI.

3 Doe V. Lloyd, 1840, acting on rr. 7, 8.

the authority of Worsley v. Filisker,

21
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AMERICAN NOTES.

§4. Judicial Notice. — Certain facts a judge or jury will adopt

as the basis of action without requiring the party to whose case

they are essential to prove them by evidence. These facts, while

having the common feature that a judge will not require them

to be proved because he knows them already, are of two classes.

Some facts the judge is bound to take notice of or, in other words,

know, at his peril. If he does not treat them as proved, in any

case in which they are relevant, such conduct is error in law. The

party aggrieved by a failure to recognise and adopt matters which

the judge is bound judicially to know, may have the error cor-

rected, upon proper proceedings, in a superior court, for all judges

in the jurisdiction are equally bound to know them. Strictly

speaking, it is not the duty of counsel to suggest them. It is the

duty of the court to know them.

Another class of facts the judge is not, as before, bound to know,

but as judges (and other men) usually know them he may fairly be

assumed to know tliem. If a particular judge is not actually aware

of any particular one of these facts, he may or he may not, as he sees

fit, inform himself from any source, including the parties to the

action. If he does not choose to inform himself, it is the duty of

counsel to supply him with the needed information. If the court

still declines to know such fact, it must be proved in the ordinary

way or the party will lose the benefit of it, without redress in a

superior court. Sucli facts are usually those of common knowledge.

The judge in any particular trial has a dual capacity. He is, in

the first place, a part of the administration of government, estab-

lished for the purpose of enforcing certain standards of conduct,

reasoning and liability, rules of law or practice, which have been

established by the sovereign power of the jurisdiction in which the

court is sitting. In the second place, he is an intelligent member

of the community in which he resides. As such, he knows what is

generally known to others in the community. These facts, usually

not disputed and capable of easy verification if disputed, may, as a

rule, be safely assumed to be true unless and until disputed or dis-

proved. In other words, there is in many cases no need for proving

to a person of average intelligence what every one assumes to be

true, unless the fact is disputed. As Lord Ellenborough said in

Peltier's Case (28 State Trials, 616) (1803), speaking of an admission

that Napoleon Buonaparte was Chief Consul and France and England

at peace on a certain date, " They were capable of easy proof if they

had not been admitted. Their notoriety seems to render the actual

proof very unnecessary."

The division into two classes of the facts which, as is said, need
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not be proved, because judges already know them, follow with

general correctness this division between the official and personal

capacity of judges. In other words, matters of law or established

by law are matters of required cognisance ; matters of fact are the

subject of optional cognisance. When it is said a judge takes

judicial notice of the statute law of his state a somewhat different

thing is meant than when it is said that he knows, without ])roof,

the date of the battle of Lexington. The judge may really be

equally ignorant on both these points. The statute in question

may but just have been enacted and the actual knowledge of it

confined to a few officials at the seat of legislation. The judge may,

never have read or heard the date of the battle. But the fact of

the statute he must know at the peril of committing error. The
other fact he may be assumed to know ; but if he does not, he com-

mits no error in law in refusing to assume its truth as part of a

decision. The one refusal may be rectified in an appellate or

superior court. The other will not.

For example, in a case where both the court and parties assumed

the existence of a law which had been repealed, relief by a new
trial was granted although the point was not taken at the trial.

Belmont v. Uon-iW, 69 Me. 314 (1871)).

IxTKRXATioNAL IvELATioxs. — Aiuoiig the facts established by law

of which courts, as part of the administration of government, are

bound to take judicial notice are the existence of other nations, their

sovereignty and forms of government, and the seals and other usual

emblems or indicia of such sovereignty or government. Courts take

cognisance of the great seal of any nation recognised by the govern-

ment under which the Court is acting, e. fj. Portugal, Church i\

Hubbart, 2 Cranch, 18G (1804) ; Denmark, Griswold v. Pitcairn, 2

Conn. 85 (ISIG) ; Lincoln v. Battelle, 6 Wend. 475 (1831).

Such a seal is said to *' prove itself," Watson v. Walker, 23 K. H.

471, 496 (1851), speaking of the great seal of England.

The same rule applies in the courts of one state of the Union to

the great seal of a sister state, e. g. of a copy of a Maryland statute

authenticated by the great seal of Maryland when offered in a court

in Pennsylvania, U. S. v. Johns, 4 Dall. 412 (1806) ; so in New York

of a Michigan record, Coit v. Millikin, 1 Denio, 376 (1845), and in

Maine of a Massachusetts record, Robinson v. Gilman, 20 Me. 299

(1841). It was held in Coit v. Millikin that the seal required must

be one good at common law, ''an impression upon wax, wafer, or

some other tenacious substance," and that, in the absence of an

enabling statute, "an impression upon paper alone (as in that case)

is not a seal."

But see Pierce v. Indseth, 106 U. S. 546 (1882) contra.

The seal of the United States government will be recognised in a

state court. Yount v. Howell, 14 Cal. 465 (1859) ; and the seal of
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a stato in the courts of the United States, U. S. v. Amedy, 11 AVheat.

392 (182G).

The seal oi' a district court of the United States i)roves itself

either in a state or federal court, and the records of such court need

not be proved in any other way than under the seal of the court as

affixed by the clerk. The rule is thus clearly and succinctly stated :

— " Circuit and district courts of the United States certainly cannot

be considered foreign in any sense of the term, either in respect to

the state courts in which they sit, or as respects the circuit or dis-

trict court of another circuit or district. On the contrary, they are

domestic tribunals, whose proceedings all other courts of the country

are bound to respect, when authenticated by the certificate of th('

clerk under the seal of the court, the rule being that the circuit

court of one circuit or the district court of one district is presumed

to know the seal of the circuit or district court of another circuit

or district, in the same manner as each court within a state is jjre-

sumed to know and recognise the seal of any other court within the

same state." Turnbull v. IXyson, 95 U. S. 418 (1877) ;
Woniack ^'.

Dearman, 7 Porter, 513 (lH.38). " It will not be denied that the con-

stitution of the United States and the laws of congress passed in

pursuance thereof, will be judicially recognised by the courts of this

state. The several courts of the United States are called into exist-

ence by act of congress under the constitution, and their powers and

duties specifically defined by statute ; such courts, therefore, together

with their seals, will also be judicially recognised." Adams v. Way,

33 Conn. 419 (1866).

The great seal of the Province of Upper Canada of itself imports

verity. Lazier v. Westcott, 26 X. Y. 146 (1862).

So the courts of a nation will so far take cognisance of the sove-

reignty of insurgents recognised as belligerents by the executive or

legislative branches of the government as to decline to inquire into

the title or commission of their public vessels. Santissima Trinidad,

7 Wheat. 283, 335 (1822).

In a case where the condemnation of a vessel for a fraud on the

revenue laws of St. Domingo during the French occupancy of the

island was a fact in issue, the attestation of the proper British author-

ities who had subsequently conquered and then held the island, was

deemed sufficient, though " certified only under the governor's seal

at arms, instead of a colonial or public seal." Hadfield v. Jameson,

2 Munf. (Va.), 53, 70 (1809).

Probably this knowledge on the part of judges of the international

relations of the government under which they act is, historically, a

survival of the ideas of the time when judges sat as the direct rep-

resentatives of the king ; and might therefore be required to know

what the king himself knew in other branches of his sovereignty,

e. g. his relation to other nations.
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So the limits of the nation is rather a political than a legal ques-

tion, the action of the executive controlling that of the courts, who
will su[)port the action of the co-ordinate branch of the government.

Foster v. Neilson, 1 Peters, 253 (1829).

It is, therefore, for the executive or legislative branch of govern-

ment to take the initiative in these international matters. Courts

will decline knowledge of the existence of sovereignties not yet rec-

ognised by the executive and legislature. The rule is that "where
the political authorities of the State have actually claimed and exer-

cised jurisdiction over particular localities . . . the courts are thereby

concluded, and have only to declare the fact and govern themselves

accordingly, without undertaking to pass on the validity of such

claim." State v. Wagner, 61 Me. 178 (1873). " The seal of such

unacknowledged government cannot be permitted to prove itself;

but it may be proved by such testimony as the nature of the case

admits." U. S. v. Palmer, 3 Wheat. filO, G34 (1818).

I'uBLic Laws. — It being their first and distinctive duty, as part

of the government, to enforce certain established rules of law and
general standards of conduct, courts are required to know, with-

out ])roof, the laws and standards they are constituted to enforce.

Speaking generally, and disregarding private statutes and acts of

local application, courts take judicial cognizance of the existence

and scope of all legal rules to which they are commissioned by the

sovereign of their country to compel obedience.

Laav of Xatioxs. — The law of nations being part of the public

law of each jurisdiction receives judicial notice.

So of the rules of navigation adopted by commercial nations.

The Scotia, 14 Wall. 171 (1871). As the court in that case say:

"Foreign municii)al laws must indeed be proved as facts, but it is

not so with the law of nations." For the same reason, what is

part of the general law merchant " is matter of law for the court,"

— /. e. will be judicially noticed. Jewell v. Center, 25 Ala. 498, 505

(1854). For "the principles of the law merchant . . . have become

a part of the common law." Munn r. Burch, 25 111. 35, 38 (1860).

Or, as the court in a New Jersey case (Reed v. Wilson, 41 N. J.

Law, 29 (1879) say, in taking judicial notice that a note payable

on a certain day was properly protested on the day previous

:

"The court must take judicial notice not only of the law mercliant,

which is a part of the common law, but also of the almanac, from

which it appears that the 1.5th day of December, 1872, fell on

Sunday." To same effect, Sasscer v. Farmers' Bank, 4 Md. 409

(1853) holds that Sundays and great festivals such as Christmas are

dies 71071 juridici in commercial usage.

It has, however, been held that while the general maritime law is

the basis of the law of the United States, it is, having no inherent

force of its own, only so far operative in any country as it has been
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adopted by the laws and usages of the country. The Lottawanna,

21 Wall. r)oS, 57o (1874); Tlie Scotland, 105 U. S. 24 (1881).

As courts of admiralty are tribunals recognised by tlie law of

nations, their seals need not be proved. Thompson i\ Stewart, 3

Conn. 171, 181 (1819); Yeaton y. Fry, 5 Cranch, 335 (1809). So

of the general customs of trade. "We cannot close our eyes,"

say the supreme court of the United States, "to the well known

course of business in the country." Bank of Kentucky r. Adams

Express Co. 93 U. S. 185 (1876) ; Wiggins Ferry Co. r. C. & A.

R. Co., 5 ^lo. App. 347, 375 (1878). But the custom, to be noticed

without proof, must be one of the commercial world. A com-

mercial custom adopted by local authority, e. (/. a broker's board,

must be proved. "The court will not take judicial cognisance of

those rules, unless they are rules or usages of trade and commerce,

which would be recognised without their adoption by any particular

board or association." Goldsmith r. Sawyer, 46 Cal. 209 (1873).

The New York courts place " the general course of business in a

communitv, including the universal practice of banks " in the second

class ; i e. among matters of optional cognisance •' of which courts

)nay take judicial notice." ]\Ierchants Bank v. Hall, 83 N. Y. 338

(1881) ; Yerkes v. National Bank, 69 N. Y. 382 (1877) ; Hunter c.

X. Y. &c. R. R., 116 N. Y. 615 (1889).

Where the indicia of title to certain goods to be forwarded were

assigned to a merchant to secure his advances, the court say that it

is "the usual course of the great inland commerce " for agricultural

produce between the Mississippi Valley and markets. "It has

existed long enough to assume a regular form of dealing and it

embraces such a wide extent of territory and is of such general

importance, that its ordinary course and usages are now publicly

recognised and understood ; and it is the duty of the court to

recognise them, as it judicially recognises the general and estab-

lished usages of trade on the ocean." Gibson v. Stevens, 8 How.

384, 399 (1850).

Of a custom for merchants to exchange mutual credits, the

supreme court of Michigan say: — "We must take judicial notice

of a custom which is familiar everywhere." Cameron v. Packman,

39 Mich. 108 (1878).

The powers of a notary public, being an officer recognised by the

law merchant in the protest of foreign bills of exchange, will be

noticed by the court and his "seal proves itself in all countries

where the law merchant prevails, and it is only necessary that it

should conform to the law of the place where the notary acts."

Orr IK Lacey, 4 McLean, 243 (1847). " The court will take judicial

notice of the seals of notaries public, for they are officers recognised

by the commercial law of the world." Pierce v. Indseth, 106 U. S.

546 (1882); Delafield v. Hand, 3 Johns. 310, 314 (1808).
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See also Brown v. Phila. Bank, 6 S. & K. 484 (1821).

The recognition does not extend to the power to attest deeds.

N^ye V. McDonald, 2 Low. Can. Jnrist, 109 (1857). Neese v. Farm-

ers Ins. Co., oo la. 604 (1881).

But the courts will not recognise without proof the right of

other officers empowered by local laws to protest negotiable instru-

ments, e. g. a huissier in France. Chanoine v. Fowler, 3 Wend. 177,

178 (1829). So of the certificate of a consul. Church v. Hubbart,

2 Cranch, 186 (1804).

In certain cases a notarial seal has been considered a sufficient

certification of the proceedings of a foreign court. Yeaton v. Fry,

5 Cranch, 335 (1809); Fellows v. Menasha, 11 Wise. 558 (1860).

While a notarial protest of a promissory note is not, strictly

speaking, an official act, such protest duly authenticated by his

signature and seal is competent secondary evidence, after his de-

cease, of the facts stated in the protest, "because it is in the usual

course of their duty and business to keep such memoranda." Porter

V. Judson, 1 Gray, 175 (1854).

The seal may be made directly on the paper without wax or other

adhesive substance. Pierce v. Indseth, 106 U. S. 546 (1882).

This judicial knowledge of the law merchant cannot be so far

extended as to embrace local customs. The local customs of miners

as to location of claims must be proved by competent evidence.

Sullivan v. Hense, 2 Col. 424 (1874) ; Pougade v. Ryan, 21 Nev.

449 (1893). The usages and customs of Indian tribes "must be

regarded as facts, and must be averred and proved like any other

material facts." Turner v. Fish, 28 Miss. 306 (1854). Courts will

require proof of local rights in water for irrigation purposes

even when such rights have been recognised by statute. Lewis v.

McClure, 8 Oreg. 273 (1880). But see Amer. Xat. Bk. v. Bushey, 45

Mich. 135, 140 (1881) that the customers of a bank will be assumed

to know the " ordinary rules and necessities of business."

Federal Laws.— The constitution of the United States being

the supreme law of the land, all courts, state and national*, take

notice without proof of certain public acts done in the exercise of

the powers conferred by that instrument.

COXSTITUTIOX OF THE FEDERAL GOVERNMENT, CourtS are

required to take notice of the office of president of the United

States, its incumbent and his signature.

So in speaking of a United States patent to lands, the supreme

court of California say: "The patent proves itself and requires

no authentication other than the signature of the president and the

seal of the government. The court takes judicial notice of both

signature and seal." Yount v. Howell, 14 Cal. 465 (1859).

Where a patent was signed by an acting commissioner of patents,

it was held unnecessary to aver or prove that he was legally entitled
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to act in that capacity. "The court will take notice judicially of

tlie persons who from time to time preside over the patent office,

whether permanently or transientl}', and the i)roduction of their

commission is not necessary to supj)ort their otlieial acts.'' York

&c. R. Co. V. Winans, 17 How. 30 (1854).

"State courts are bound to take judicial notice of the existence

of the federal courts." Minis v. Swartz, 37 Tex. 13 (1872);

Headman r. Rose, 63 Ga. 458 (1879). " We all know that the

circuit courts of the several states are courts of general jurisdic-

tion, as well as we know that courts of justice of the peace are not;

and why should judges assume a degree of ignorance on the bench

which would be unpardonable in them when off of it ? *' Jarvis v.

Robinson, 21 Wise. 523 (1867).

So of the existence and powers of the president of the United

States. The proclamation of the president of the United States is

" a public act of which all courts of the United States are bound

to take notice and to which all courts are bound to give effect."

Armstrong v. U. S., 13 Wall. 154 (1871). So of the departments of

state, and public acts in pursuance of their legal powers, e. g. the

instructions of the navy department to the naval commanders

of the United States. The Peterhoff, Blatch. Fr. Cases, 463, 506

(1863).

But courts "are not bound to take official notice of the rules

adopted for the regulation of the different departments of the

federal government or those established by the board of land

commissioners or surveyor general of the United States for Cali-

fornia." Hensley v. Tarpey, 7 Cal. 288 (1857). Otherwise of the

action of the federal land office when regulated by statute. Bige-

low V. Chatterton, 51 Fed. Rep. 614 (1892).

As treaties properly executed under constitutional prerogative

are part of the law of each jurisdiction in the United States, all

courts take judicial notice of them. Thus, in an action of slander

charging a murder in Ireland judicial notice will be taken that

under the " Ashburton treaty " between Great Britain and the

United States, murder is an extraditable offence in this country.

Montgomery v. Deeley, 3 Wise. 709 (1854). The effect of the treaty

of Paris, ceding Louisiana to the United States, is judicially noticed

in relation to the land titles of that state. U. S. v. Reyner, 9 How.
127 (1850). The rule includes treaties between the United States

and Indian nations. Carson v. Smith, 5 Minn. 78 (1860) ; U. S. v.

Beebe, 2 Dak. 292 (1880) ; Lewis v. Harris, 31 Ala. 689 (1858).

But where a treaty confers authority upon certain persons to do

certain acts, courts, while recognising the existence of the authority

without proof, will require proof of the manner in which the author-

ity was, in point of fact, exercised. Thus, where a right to select

a certain amount of land was conferred by a treaty with the Chip-
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pewa Indians, proof was required of the manner in which the right

was exercised, when that fact was material. Dole v. Wilson, lt>

Minn. 525 (1871). The public acts of congress, for similar reasons,

are within the judicial knowledge of all courts, state and national.

Cox V. Morrow, 14 Ark. 603 (1854).

For example, judicial notice is taken of the national bankruptcy

law. Morris v. Davidson, 49 Ga. 361 (1873) ; Mims v. Swartz, 37

Tex. 13 (1872). Even if such public act of congress relates to the

District of Columbia, Bayly's Adm. v. Chubb, 16 Gratt. 284 (1862)

;

or concerns exclusively the municipal affairs of the District of

Columbia. Chesapeake Ohio Canal Co. v. Baltimore & Ohio Rail-

road Company, 4 Gill & J. 1, 63 (1832). Therefore where the laws

of Maryland were by act of congress continued in the District of

Columbia, the courts of Virginia take judicial notice of these laws,

laird's Case, 21 Gratt. 800 (1871). So of the acts of congress relat-

ing to the "disposition of the public lands, and the kind of evidence

furnished to a purchaser and the system of surveys adopted for those

lands by congress." Gooding v. ]\[organ, 70 111. 275 (1873) ; Semple

V. Hagar, 27 Cal. 163 (1865); Papin v. Ryan, 32 Mo. 21 (1862);

Wright V. Hawkins, 28 Tex. 452 (1866). So it is the duty of the

state courts to take cognisance of the United States internal rev-

enue laws and dismiss an action invalidated by such laws, though

the point is not relied on by the parties but is taken by the court

sua aponte. Kessel v. Albetis, 56 Barb. 362 (1870). Where con-

gress has conferred upon a department the power to prescribe rules

and regulations, courts will take judicial cognisance of the latter.

Caha V. U. S., 152 U. S. 211 (1893).

Following analogous decisions, it is held that where the substance

of the statutes of another state are incorporated in a public act of

congress, state courts will take judicial notice of such statutes.

Flanegin v. Washington Ins. Co., 7 Pa. St. 306 (1847).

Domestic Public Laws. — Courts not only recognise, without

proof, the existence of treaties and congressional laws which they

are required to enforce ; they also recognise all public laws passed

by the appropriate branch of any state government under which

the court is organised. State v. Jarrett, 17 Md. 309 (1861) ;
Gird-

lestone r. O'Reilly, 21 Q. B. U. C. 409 (1862) ; Inhabitants of Spring-

field V. Worcester, 2 Cush. 52 (1848) ; U. S. v. Fuller, 4 N. M. 358

(1889) ; Division of Howard Co., 15 Kans. 194 (1875) ;
Griswold v.

Gallup, 22 Conn. 208 (1852) ; Parent v. Walmsly's Adm., 20 Ind.

82 (1863); Evans, Auditor, v. Brown, 30 Ind. 514 (1869); Dolph v.

Barney, 5 Oreg. 191 (1874) ;
" and where one state recognises acts

done in pursuance of the laws of another state, its courts will take

judicial cognisance of those laws, so far as may be necessary to

determine the validity of the acts alleged to be done in conformity

with them." Carpenter v. Dexter, 8 Wall. 513, 531 (1869).
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When the courts of one state have taken judicial cognisance of

the laws of another they will " until it is proved tliat the law has

been changed . . . presume it still exists." Graham v. Williams.

21 La. Ann. 594 (18G9).

The courts of Canada take judicial cognisance of the acts of the

Provincial legislature even though locally limited. Darling v.

Hitchcock, 25 Q. B. U. C. 4G3 (1866); and Canadian Admiralty

Courts are " bound to take judicial notice of an order in council from

which the court derives its jurisdiction." Reg. v. The Minnie, 4

Can. Exch. 151 (1894).

The rule requires judicial knowledge of such public laws of any
state or country of which the jurisdiction formed part as were in

use while the union continued. Cox v. Morrow, 14 Ark. 603 (1854)

;

Arayo v. Currell, 1 La. Rep. 528. 541 (1S30) ; Stokes v. Macken, 62

Barb. 145 (1861) ; Henthorne v. Doe, 1 Blackf. 157 (1821); Delano v.

Jopling, 1 Litt. 417 (1822) ; U. 8. v. Ritchie, 17 How. 525 (1854)

;

Otto V. Soulard, 9 Mo. 573 (1845); Doe v. Eslava, 11 Ala. 1028

(1847).

It is on the same principle that American courts take cognisance

of the common and statutory laws of England in force at the time

of the Revolution,— so far as suitable to the new conditions. Ocean

Ins. Co. V. Fields, 2 Story, 59, 75 (1841).

So the courts of a territory are required to know the public laws of

the territory, and if the going into effect of such a law is dependent

on lapse of time or other condition, must notice the condition and its

being complied with at any particular time. Hoyt y. Russell, 117

U. S. 401 (1885). The federal courts, for the same reasons, take

judicial cognisance of the ])ublic acts of congress.

U. g. The National Bankruptcy Act. Lathrop v. Stuart, 5

McLean, 167 (1850).

So courts will notice repealing laws equally with other laws.

State V. O'Connor, 13 La. Ann. 486 (1858).

So of the amendments to the constitution, Graves v. Keaton, 3

Cold. (Tenn.) 8 (1866).

In general, the laws of a sister state must be proved as facts ; see

post p. 5210. Hanley r. Donaghue, 116 U. S. 1 (1885).

It is usually not difficult to recognise a public act. As a rule it

applies to all parts of a state.

But this is not essential. " It is a public act if it extends to all

persons within the territorial limits described in the statute."

Levy V. State, 6 Ind. 281 (1855). An act for the survey of a tract

of land is special. Allegheny v. Wilson, 25 Pa. St., 3.32 (1855).

But see Duren v. Houston «&;c. R. Co., 86 Tex. 287 (1893). The
court will not take judicial notice of the stages of the passage of a

public act, as set out in the legislative journals. The journals must

be offered. But, like other public documents, " they prove their own
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autlienticity." Grob v. Cushman, 45 111. 419 (l.S()7)
;
Stall v. Druny,

118 Ind. 441) (1888) ; Chesapeake &c. Canal Co. v. lialtiniore &c.

K. K. Co., 4 Gill & J. 1, (33 (1832).

But whether a statute •' be a law or not a law, is a judicial ques-

tion, to be settled and determined by the courts and judges. . . .

When once it became the settled construction of the Constitution

of Illinois that no act can be deemed a valid law, unless, by the

journals of the legislature, it appears to have been regularly passed

by both houses, it became the duty of the courts to take judicial

notice of the journal entries in that regard." Town of South

Ottawa V. Perkins, 94 U. S. 260 (1876). Courts may examine the

original roll in Secretary's office and any other sources of infor-

mation. Bowen v. Mo. Tac. E. R., 118 Mo. 541 (1893; ;
Moog v.

Randolph, 77 Ala. 597 (1884).

To determine the existence of a statute or when it went into

effect judges "have a right to resort to any source of information

which in its nature is capable of conveying to the judicial mind a

clear and satisfactory answer to such question, always seeking

first for that which in its nature is most appropriate, unless the

positive law has enacted a different rule." Gardner v. Collector, 6

Wall. 499 (1867) ; Soniers v. State (So. Dak.), 58 N. W. 804 (1894)

;

State V. Bailey, 16 Ind. 46 (1861) ; Pierson v. Baird, 2 Greene (la.),

235 (1849) ; Berliner v. Waterloo, 14 Wise. 378 (1861).

Certain laws applying only to a limited jjortion of the state are

considered public because they apply to all citizens of the state.

For example, in a Massachusetts case, Parsons, C. J., speaking of

an act for the preservation of bass in a certain river in the present

state of Maine, says, '' We are of opinion that the statute referred

to is a public statute. It is obligatory on all the citizens, and they

must notice it at their peril. We must, therefore, ex officio, take

notice of it. Indeed, all the laws regulating the taking of fish are

made for the public benefit, to preserve the fish, and are public

statutes." Burnham r. Webster, 5 Mass. 266 (1809) ; so where an

act forbidding any but specified persons from surveying or marking

lumber in a certain county in Maine, and all persons from buying

or selling lumber not so marked, was attacked as unconstitutional,

the court say : "It is true that public acts are usually general in

their character and operation, and equally applicable to all parts

of the state. There are other acts which are considered as public

acts, of which all persons are bound to take notice upon their peril,

and yet they are local, because the violation of them is and must

be local. . . . Xothing appears which indicates that the law was

not intended as a public benefit, of which all the citizens of the

state, as well as others, might equally participate." Pierce v.

Kimball, 9 Greenl. 54 (1832). So an act authorising riparian

proprietors of a section of Maryland to extend their ownership by
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improvements into public waters "operating as a grant of the

public domain, and affecting the rights of navigation and fishery,

by allowing improvements to be made out into navigable water,-'

was said to be entitled to be "judicially noticed by the court as a

public law." Hammond's Lessees v. Inloes, 4 :\[arylaud, 138, 1.2,

(1853). On a criminal charge of selling "one pint of whiskey for

o cents, not for mechanical or medicinal purposes," in violation of a

statute applying to three towns in a certain county, forbidding

sales of so small a quantity, except for tliese purposes, the defend-

ant objected that the statute was not set out in the complaint. In

overruling the objection, the court say, " Although local, it is not a

private statute. To constitute a statute a public act, it is not

necessary that it should extend to all parts of the state. It is a

public act if it extend equally to all persons within the territorial

limits described in the statute. The court was bound to notice that

statute without pleading." Levy v. State, 6 Ind. 281 (1855). The

same rule is applied where a general " Local option" law is passed,

and the operation of the statute is dependent on an election. State v.

Cooper, 101 N. C. 684 (1888).

"There are statutes that are local in one sense which are never-

theless public statutes ; for it is not necessary to constitute a statute

a public act that it should be equally applicable to all parts of the

state. It is sufKcient if it extend to all persons doing or omitting

to do an act within the territorial limits described in the statute."

Bretz V. Mayor &c. of New York, 6 Robertson, 325 (18G8), a case hold-

ing that a statute conferring on the supreme court jurisdiction of

actions against the corporation of New York city, was a public

statute. So a statute creating a public office is a public statute.

State V. Jarrett, 17 Md. 309 (1861). So a joint resolution imposing

a duty on a public officer is a public statute and will be judicially

recognised. State v. Delesdenier, 7 Tex. 76 (1851). The courts of

Lower Canada take notice of acts published in the official gazette.

Dubois V. Fanteaux, 7 Rev. Leg. 430 (1875).

A statute changing the name of a township "is a public local

one, of which the court takes notice." State v. Cooper, 101 N. C.

684 (1888).

Municipal Corporations.— The case last cited is an illustration

of the general rule that, as municipal corporations are not so much

local legal entities with certain powers as they are instrumentalities

for carrying on the functions of government, legislative acts creat-

ing, enlarging, or otherwise modifying such local municipalities and

defining their powers, though necessarily of limited territorial

application, are public acts of which the courts take judicial notice.

Albrittin v. Huntsville, 60 Ala. 486 (1877) ; Macey v. Titcombe, 19

Ind. 135 (1862) ; Stier r. Oskaloosa, 41 la. 353 (1875) ;
Prell v.

McDonald, 7 Kans. 426, 445 (1871); State v. Murfreesboro, 11
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Humph. (Tenn.) 217 (1850) ; Gallagher v. State, 10 Tex. App. 469

(1881) ; Alexander v. Milwaukee, 16 Wise. 247 (1862) ; Fauntleroy
V. Hannibal, 1 Dill. (U. S.) 118 (1871) ; Peoples. Potter, 35 Cal. 110

(1868) ; Jones v. Lake View, 151 111. 663 (1894) ; Briggs v. Whipple,
7 Vt. 15, 19 (1835); Bituminous &c. Co. v. Fulton, 33 Pac. liep.

(Cal.) 1117 (1893). For this reason the charter of a village cor-

poration is a public law. Village of Winooski v. Gokey, 49 Vt. 282

(1877).

As in analogous cases, a special statute of village incorporation

which is declared in the act itself to be a public statute will be
noticed without proof. Gormley v. Day, 114 111. 185 (1885).

The rule applies to prior acts of incorporation since superseded.

Swain v. Conistock, 18 Wise. 463 (1864) ; by the same or a former
government. Payne v. Tread well, 16 Cal. 220, 231 (1860).

As the court say in Prell v. McDonald, (7 Kans. 426 (1871) :
" In

chartering such corporations the state in one sense charters a portion

of itself. Such corporations are simply instruments in the hands
of the state, made use of for the better protection of rights, the
administration of justice, and the enforcement of the laws."

This judicial knowledge extends to similar acts of a former govern-

ment of the state. *' San Francisco having been constituted, by a
public political act of the former government, a pueblo, we must take

judicial notice of its existence, powers, and rights." Payne v. Tread-

well, 16 Cal. 220, 231 (1860). The case is different only by being

stronger where municipalities, e. g., towns, are created under a

general law, "conferring uniform and general powers on each."^

Aldermen and Council v. Finley, 10 Ark. 423 (1850) ; Briggs v.

Whipple, 7 Vt. 15 (1835). Courts take judicial notice of such incor-

porating statutes as being public statutes. "But the fact that a
particular village or town has availed itself of the provisions of

these statutes, and became incorporated as they authorise, is private

in its character, and we know of no principle of law Avhich would
require or authorise the courts to take judicial notice of it." Hard v.

City of Decorah, 43 la. 313 (1876) ; Rousey v. Wood, 47 Mo. App.
465 (1891).

Railroads. — The existence of a general railroad law stands on

the same footing as an}^ other public law and is noticed as such.

Heaston v. Cincinnati, &c. R. R., 16 Ind. 275(1861).

But statutes incorporating particular railroads have been held to

be private. They are said (Ohio R. Co. v. Ridge, 5 Black. 78 (1839)

to " operate upon particular persons and private concerns." Atchi-

son, &c. R. R. V. Blackshire, 10 Kans. 477, 487 (1872) ; Perry v.

New Orleans, &c. Railroad Co., 55 Ala. 413, 426 (1876). But see

Hall V. Brown, 58 X. H. 93 (1877) ; Caldwell v. Richmond R. R., 89
Ga. 550 (1892), contra.

In Wright v. Hawkins, 28 Tex. 452 (1866), it was held that a
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laud grant or reserve to aid the construction of a railroad is a public

act, though printed among the private laws.

" lu the case of public corporations created by public laws, the

court is officially to take notice of the corporate character."

Winnipiseogee Lake Co. v. Young, 40 N. H, 420 (I860).

So of other public corporations. JiJ. <j., the existence of the state

bank of Arkansas need not be proved in the courts of that state.

McKiel y. Ileal Estate Bank, 4 Ark. 592 (1841). So of the Bank of

Tennessee. Shaw u. State, 3 Sneed (Tenn.), 80 (1855).

The courts will recognise bank charters as public acts of which

they are obliged to take judicial notice. Davis v. Bank of Fulton,

31 Ga. 69 (1860) ; Bank of Newberry, 9 liich. (S. C.) 495 (1855)

;

Hays V. Northwestern Bank of Virginia, 9 Gratt. 127 (1852).

And acts in amendment thereof. Jemison v. Planters and Mer-

chants Bank, 17 Ala. 754 (1850).

The rule extends to a case where an insurance company was by

statute made a bank of discount and deposit. Gordon v. Mont-

gomery, 19 Ind. 110 (1862).

Statutoky ^Modifications. — Courts may be required by statute

to take judicial cognisance of private laws. Bixler's Adm. v.

Parker, 3 Bush, 166 (1867).

Speaking of such a private law, the Virginia court of appeals

say : " The judicial notice we are to take of it, is the same with

that which we give to laws of a general and public nature."

Somerville v. Wimbish, 7 Gratt. 205 (1850).

Where a public statute requires cognisance of particular facts,

e.f). the result of local option (liquor) elections, such cognisance

will be taken, '* and since no sources of information are pointed out,

it is incumbent on this as well as all other courts to iuform itself

by recourse to any and all sources of information." Puckett v.

State, 71 Miss. 192 (1893) ; Thomas /;. Cora., 90 Va. 92 (1893). But

see also Whitman v. State, 80 Md. 410 (1894).

So if a statute incorporating a private corporation declares itself

to be a public statute, the courts will take judicial cognisance of it.

Beaty v. Lessee of Knowles, 4 Peters, 152 (1830).

So where the statute does not require that private acts should

be specially pleaded. Halbert v. Skvles, 1 A. K. ^larsh, (Ky.) 3(38

(1818) ; Hart v. Bait. & 0. R. R., 6 W. Va. 336 (1873).

Where a private statute is recognised and amended by an act

declared to be public, courts will take judicial notice of the original

statute. Lavalle v. People, 6 111. Ap. 157 (1880). So an addition

to a public act is itself public. Belmont v. ^Nforrill. 69 Me. 314 (1879).

The repeal of a public law is itself public. State v. O'Conner, 13

La. Ann. 487 (1858).

Where particular facts are established by public statutes, the

court of course take notice of such facts ; e. g., the character of
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certain buildings as public houses under the gaming laws. Grant

V. State, 27 S. W. 127 (Tex. 1894).

So of the establisluuent of a probate court in a certain county.

La Salle Co. v. .Milligan, 143 111. 321 (1892).

The courts of Canada take cognisance of facts published in the

offi(!ial gazette. Simms v. Quebec, &c. R. R., 22 Low. Can. Jur. 20

(1877).

It follows from what has been said that, except in these instances

of legal requirement, courts do noc take judicial notice of private

statutes. Leland v. Wilkiusou,- 6 Peters, 317 (1832). So of the

incorporation of private corporations. Workingmen's Bank v. Con-

verse, 33 La. Ann. 9G3 (1881) ; Broad Street Hotel Co. v. Weaver's

Adm. 57 Ala. 2G (1876) ; Danville &c. Plank-Road Co. v. State, 16

lud. 456 (1861); Ferdicaris v. Trenton City Bridge Co., 29 N. J.

Law, 367 (1862).

In cases where the statute incorporating a bank or other institu-

tion declares itself to be a public act, that fact alone is sufficient to

require the courts of the same jurisdiction to take judicial notice

of it. Buell V. Warner, 33 Vt. 570 (1861).

So of a railroad. Cincinnati, &c. R. R. v. Clifford, 113 Ind. 460,

467 (1887); Hammett v. Little Rock, &c. R. R. Co., 20 Ark. 204

(1859) ;
Western &c. R. R. v. Roberson, 61 Fed. Rep. 592 (1894).

Or a statute may require courts to take judicial notice of village

organisations as public acts. Doyle v. Village of Bradford, 90 111.

416 (1878). Or of the incorporation of proprietors of lands. Beaty

V. Lessee of Knowler, 4 Pet. 152 (1830).

In other cases where a statute requires courts to take judicial

notice of an otherwise private statute it will be the court's duty to

take such notice. Eel River Draining Association v. Topp, 16 Ind.

242 (1861).

So courts take judicial notice of all statutes except those which

declare themselves to be ])rivate if such is the requirement of the

state constitution. Covington Drawbridge Co. v. Shepherd, 20

How. 227 (1857).

Courts do not take cognisance of other private statutes. City ot

Allegheny v. Nelson, 25 Pa. St. 332 (1855). For example, the in-

corporation of a turnpike by a special act. Aliter of a corporation

under a general law. Danville, &c. Plank Rd. v. State, 16 Ind. 4ob

(1861).
,

. n

So the superior judiciary of a state will not take cognisance of

citv, town, or county ordinances, or by-laws. Furman ^'^
^r^yor, &c.

of Huntsville, 54 Ala. 263 (1875) ; Hassard v. Municipality No 2, i

La Ann 495 (1852); State v. Oddle, 42 Mo. 210 (1868); City of

McPherson v. Nichols, 48 Kans. 430 (1892). Marvin
^

Wells, 8 la

286 (1859) ; Lucker v. Com., 4 Bush (Ky.) 440 (1868) ;
City of

Winona ^;. Burke, 23 Minn. 254 (1876) ; Mooney v. Kennett, 19 Mo.
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551 (1854); Shanfelter v. Baltimore, 80 Md. 483(1894); City of

St. Louis V. Koche (Mo.), 31 S. W. 915 (1895); Porter /•. Waring,

69 N. Y. 250 (1877). So of the regulations of a canal board.

Palmer v. Aldridge, IG Parb. 130 (185'J).

But it is within the reasoning by which courts take judicial

cognisance of laws which they are constituted to enforce that the

same municipal ordinances which must be proved before a superior

court of judicature are recognised without proof by the courts of

the body which passed the ordinance. State v. City of Dubuque,

11 la. 407 (18G0).

So though the court will take judicial cognisance of the charter

of a municipality and of its power to make by-laws, the existence

of any particular by-laws so made must be alleged and proved.

Case V. Mayor of Mobile, 30 Ala. 538 (1857) ; Sherrel v. :Murray, 49

Mo. App. 233 (1892). So where, by statute, a county board was au-

thorised to prescribe by order entered on its records such animals

as could legally run at large, if such orders exist that fact must be

alleged and proved. In the absence of such allegation and proof,

cases will be determined by the general rules of law, unaffected by

the statute. Indianapolis &c. 11. Co. v. Caldwell, 9 Ind. 397 (1857).

The reason of the rule is partly given in Porter v. Waring, G9 X. Y.

250 (1877), where the court say that a contrary rule " would o[)en

the door in many cases to mere conjecture, and involve an inquiry

as to local enactments ; the time when they took effect ; the priority

of the same, and their application to the case in litigation ; which

it would be difficult to dispose of without proof and which are not

properly included within the ordinary scope of judicial knowledge
in the determination and trial of cases."

Of course, the court, ex gratia, may look up the ordinance for

itself, as was done in Hassard v. jVlunicipality No. 2, 7 La. Ann.
495 (1852) ; and it has been held that where an inferior court is re-

quired to take cognisance of local statutes, the appellate court should

do the same, on hearing of the appeal. Solomon v. Hughes, 24
Kans. 211 (1880).

The statutory permission to prove a by-law, ordinance, iS:c., by a

printed copy properly authenticated does not affect the rule. City

of Winona v. Burke, 23 Minn. 254 (1876),

Judicial Cognisance of State Law by Federal Courts.—
Not only do state courts take notice of the laws of the United
States but the federal courts take cognisance of state laws. Thus,
the circuit courts of the United States take judicial cognisance

of the public laws of any state of the Union, w^hen relevant to the

issue, though such state is not within its immediate jurisdiction.

The reason is stated by Story, J., in Owings v. Hull (9 Peters, 607,

624 (1835)) where it was held that the circuit court of the United
States for Maryland was bound to take judicial cognisance of the
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laws of Louisiana as to the possession of a notarial instrument

executed in New Orleans. "The circuit courts of the Unitt^l

States are created by congress, not for the purpose of adminis-

tering- the local law of a single state alone, but to administer the

laws of all the states in the Union, in cases in which they re-

spectively apply. The judicial power conferred on the general

government by the constitution extends to many cases arising

under the laws of the different states. . . . That jurisprudence

is then, in no just sense, a foreign jurisprudence, to be proved in

the courts of the United States, by the ordinary modes of proof

by which the laws of a foreign country are to be established, but it is

to be judicially taken notice of in the same manner as the laws of

the United States are taken notice of by these courts." See also

Elwood V. Flannigan, 104 U. S. 562 (1881); Merrill v. Dawson, Hemp-

stead (C. Ct. of Ark.), 563 (1848) ; Hinde v. Vattier, 5 Pet. 398

(1831) ; Jones v. Hays, 4 McLean, 521 (1849) ;
Hanley v. Donaghue,

116 U. S. 1 (1885).

The rule extends to state statutes. Merchants Nat. Bk. v.

INIcGraw, 59 Fed. Kep. 972 (1894). So, following the analogy of

the state courts, the federal courts will judicially recognise the

law of any foreign country, establishing land titles in any state once

part of that country. U. S. v. Turner, 11 How. 663 (1850) ;
Loree

V. Abner, 57 Fed. Kep. 159 (1893).

In like manner, the supreme court of the United States exer-

cising an appellate jurisdiction from the circuit courts of the

United States takes the same judicial cognisance as to state laws

that the circuit courts themselves do. It is accustomed "con-

stantly to take notice of and administer the jurisprudence of all the

states." Owings v. Hull, 9 Peters, 607, 624 (1835), per Story J.

"Needing no averment or proof." Hanley v. Donaghue, 116 U b.

1, 7 (1885) ; Carpenter v. Dexter, 8 Wall. 513 (1869). As is said m
Hanley v. Donaghue {ribl supra), "whatever was matter of law in

the court appealed from is matter of law here, and whatever was

matter of fact in the court appealed from is matter of fact here.

"The law of any state of the Union, whether depending upon

statutes, or upon "judicial opinions, is a matter of which the courts

of the United States are bound to take judicial notice, without plea

or proof." Lamar v. Micou, 114 U. S. 218 (1885).

Where the supreme court of the United States entertains a writ

of error to a state court of last resort it takes the same judicial

cognisance of the public laws of the state of the court said to be in

error that the state court itself would take, "needing no averment

or proof." Hanley v. Donaghue, 116 U. S. 1, 7 (1885).

Under these circumstances of a writ of error to a state court, the

supreme court of the United States has, it will be noted, a nar-

rower range of judicial cognisance than when sitting on appeal
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from a circuit court of the United States and "does not take

judicial notice of the laws of another state, not proved in that

court and made part of the record sent up, unless by the local law

that court takes judicial notice of it." Liverpool Steam Co. v.

Phenix Insurance Co., 129 U. S. 397, 445 (18SS)
;

Ihmley v.

Donaghue, 116 U. S. 1 (1885) ; llenaud v. Abbott, 116 U. S. 277,

285 (1886).

"The courts of the United States take judicial notice of the

laws and judicial decisions of the several states." Cheever v.

Wilson, 9 Wall. 108 (1869) ; Elwood v. Flannigan, 104 U. S. 562

(1881); Liverpool Steam Co. v. Phenix Ins. Co. 129 U. S. 397,

(1888).

But while it is the duty of these courts to take such cognisance,

they may by rule or otherwise compel litigants to assist them in so

doing, e. g. by setting out in their briefs all statutes relied upon.

School Dist. V. Ins. Co., 101 U. S. 472 (1879).

''Fedkkal Qukstiox." — Where in a state court the provision

of the federal constitution requiring "full faith and credit " to be

given to the "public acts, records, and judicial proceedings" of

another state is involved (Const. U. S. Art. IV. sec. 1, Stats. 1790,

11), the state court will take the same judicial cognisance of the

laws of the state the validity of whose acts is in question that it

takes of its own laws. The reason on which this rule is based is

succinctly stated by the supreme court of Pennsylvania in Ohio v.

Hinchman, 27 Pa." St. 479 (1856). "A judgment of this court,

adverse to the right arising out of the federal constitution and

legislation, would be reviewable in the Supreme Court of the

United States, and there tlie states of the confederacy are not

regarded as foreign states, whose laws and usages must be proved,

but as domestic institutions whose laws are to be noticed without

pleading or proof. It would be a very imperfect and discordant

administration for the court of original jurisdiction to adopt one

rule of decision, while the court of final resort was governed by

another; and hence it follows, that in questions of this sort, we

shall take notice of the local laws of a sister state in the same

manner the supreme court of the United States would do on a writ

of error to our judgment."

To same effect is Paine v. Schenectady Ins. Co., 11 R. I. 411

(1876).

Foreign Laws.— Judicial notice cannot be taken of foreign

laws. As a general rule they must be alleged and proved like other

facts. See jiost p. 52^°.

The highest court of a state may be required, by statute, to take

"judicial notice of the laws and the statutes of our sister states."

Hobbs V. Memphis & Charlestown E. Co., 9 Heisk. (Tenn.) 873

(lS72y
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Notice is not taken even when the foreign law, e. g. establislied

rate of interest in other states, is printed as part ot the general

statutes of a particular state._ Insurance Co. of >,^orth America v.

Forcheimer, 86 Ala. 541 (1888).
, . ^i

If the foreign law is made part of the record m error before the

supreme court of the United States it will he considered. Green

V. Van Buskirk, 7 Wall. 139 (18G8).

Coordinate Branches of Government. — For reasons ana-

logous to those requiring state courts to recognise the existence

and composition of the national government and its international

relations, all courts recognise the existence and composition ot the

government bv which they are constituted, in its executive, legis-

lative, and judicial branches. " It is certainly true that the courts

will iudicially recognise the public officers of the state, under whose

laws and organisation they act as the chief executive, tlie heads of

departments
;
judges of courts of general jurisdiction

;
attorneys

for the state, sheriffs, and we see no reason why clerks ot the

courts should not also be included." Major v. State, 2 Sneed

(Tenn) 11 (1854), — a case deciding that where the clerk ot the

circuit court in one countv transmits papers to the circuit court

of another county, on a charge of venue, the seal of the court is

not essential to the authentication of the transmitting clerk,

whose signature will be judicially noticed. Courts will not require

proof of the signature of the governor of their state or the date

of his election and inauguration. Wells v. Jackson Ii-on M^fg.

Co 47 N H 235(1866); Dewees v. Colorado Co., o2 lex. oiU

(1870) ; Hizer v. State, 12 Ind. 330 (1859). - The court must take

Indicia notice of the changes made in the executive department

Lindsey .. Atty.-Gen., 33 Miss. 508, 528 (1857). And courts w 1

notice the accession of the cle facto governor State ^ A\illiams,

5 Wise. 308 (1856); and his appointment o^^^^' ^^^ ^^^^"fj' .f

,

De la Eosa .. State, Tex. Crim. App. (1893), 21 S. W. Rep. 192
;

and

of the public proclamations of the governor, .. r/-,
i" calling tor

troops.
'

Hanso"^ .. South Scitnate, 115 Mass. 336 (1874). So it has

been held by the supreme court of Louisiana that the ^ig^^^ures ot

former Spanish governors of their state need not be proved. Jones

V. Gale's Curatrix, 4 Martin, 635 (1817).
, •«. ^p ti,o

Courts "are bound judicially to know who are the sheriffs o the

several counties." Ingram .. State, 27 Ala. 17 (1855) ;
Alexander

.^

Burnham, 18 Wise. 199 (1864); Thompson ^'-Haskell, 21 I
j-

^^l^

(1859) ; and their signatures. Wood v. Fitz, 10 Martin 196 (18.1).

icov^iwill take jmlicial notice of the civil o^eers o^ U -vnty

in which it holds its sittings. Thielmann v. Burg, 73 111. 293 (18. 4) ,

and so of the signature of the recorder. Scott .;. Jackson, 1. La^

Ann. 640 (1857). So of the registers of the several counties of the

state. Fancher .. De Montegre, 1 Head, 40 (1858) ;
and the levee tax-
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collector. Templeton v. Morgan, 16 La. Ann. 438 (1862) ; Wethen-

bee V. Dunn, 32 Cal. 106 (1867). "Courts are authorised and

required," say the supreme court of Alabama, " to take judicial

notice of the various coiumissioned officers of the state, and to

know the extent of their authority, their official signatures, and

their respective terms of office,— when such terms commence, and

when they expire. The dates of these commissions are matters of

public record in the executive department of the state government,

being accessible to inquiry by all who may be concerned, and the

law fixes the duration of each official term." Gary v. State, 76 Ala.

78 (1884) ;
Bennett v. State, 1 Mart. & Yerg. 133 (1827). Tlie

supreme court of California holds that " the courts will take

judicial notice of the officers of a county and the genuineness of

their signatures ; and when the law provides for the appointment ot

a deputy by one of these officers, courts will also judicially recog-

nise such deputy and the genuineness of his signature." Himmel-

mann v. Hoadley, 44 Cal. 213, 226 (1872). So the Pennsylvania

courts take judicial notice of aldermen as public officers. Fox

V. Com., 81 * Pa. St. 511 (1875). Illinois courts take cognisance

who are justices of the peace ; Graham r. Anderson, 42 111. 514

(1867) ; and other civil officers, Brackett v. People, 115 111. 2<J

(1885), including "justices of the various courts of record of the

State, and of their terms of office." Vahle v. Brackenseik, 145 111.

231 (1893). Probably Courts will not take cognisance of the

official character of a deputy marshal. Ward u. Henry, 19 Wise.

76 (1805). They will not recognise the official character of a

deputy sheriff. State Bank r. Curran, 10 Ark. 142 (1849); Land

V. Patteson, Minor (Ala.) 14 (1820), he not being "commissioned

in the name of the state or required by statute to take any oath

of office." But where a statute authorised a superintendent of

streets to appoint deputies, the courts of California "judicially

recognise such deputy and the genuineness of his signature." Him-

melmann v. Hoadley, 44 Cal. 213 (1872). A deputy auditor general,

" being a state officer known to the law," will be judically recog-

nised. People V. Johr, 22 Mich. 461 (1871).

Where the terms of all justices of the peace by law expire on a

certain day the court will take notice of that fact. Stubbs v. State,

53 Miss. 437 (1876).

So the courts of Indiana " take notice, as matter of law, that the

trustee of a civil township is also trustee of the school township.

Inglis V. Hughes, 61 Ind. 212 (1878).

Such cognisance includes knowledge of the general elections at

which such officers are voted for. State v. Minnick, 15 la. 123

(1863) ; Ellis v. Reddin, 12 Kans. 306 (1873). The reason is prob-

ably that given in Davis v. Best, 2 la. 96 (1853). " The August

election is established by law, and the time it is held should be
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judicially taken notice of." See also Burnett v. Henderson, 21

Tex, 588 (1858); Lewis v. Supervisors, 70 111. 65 (1873).

Of these requirements of judicial knowledge, the supreme court

of Alabama say (Gordon v. Tweedy, 74 Ala. 237 (1883) :
" This cognis-

ance may often extend far beyond the actual knowledge, or even the

memory of judges, who may therefore resort to such documents of

reference, or other authoritative sources of information as may be at

hand, and may be deemed worthy of confidence." The court will

not take cognisance of who are town constables. The fact is not "of
publick notoriety." Doe v. Blackmail, 1 D. Chipman (Vt.) 109 (1797).

Statutory Geography. — Courts are required to take judicial

notice of geographical or administrative subdivisions of the

sovereignty by which they are constituted. Vanderwerker v. People,

5 Wend. 530 (1830); McDonald v. DeCairl, 1 Chan. Cham. 34

(1859); State v. Powers, 25 Conn. 48 (1856); State v. Wagner,
61 Me. 178 (1873) ; Cora. v. Desmond, 103 Mass. 445 (1869) ;

Winnipiseogee Lake Co. v. Young, 40 K H. 420 (1860); U. S.

V. Beebe, 2 Dak. 292 (1880) ; Smitha v. Flournoy's Adm,, 47 Ala-

345 (1872) ; Martin v. iMartin, 51 Me, 366 (1863) ; Chesapeake &c-

Canal Co. v. Baltimore &c. R. R. Co., 4 Gill & J. 1, 63 (1832)5

Boston V. State, 5 Tex. App. 383 ; Woodward v. Chicago &e. P. P.,

21 Wise. 309 (1867),

" Courts take notice of the local divisions of the state, as into

counties, cities, towns, &c., and of the relative position thereof, but

not of the precise boundaries and distances. And they are not

bound to take judicial notice of the local situation and distances of

the different places in counties from each other." Goodwin v.

Appleton, 22 Me. 453 (1843) ; Doyle v. Village of Bradford, 90 111.

416 (1878) ; Boston v. State, 5 Tex. App. 383 (1879) ; Gooding v.

Morgan, 70 111. 275 (1873); Martin v. Martin, 51 Me. 366 (1863).

But the supreme court of Rhode Island, without citation of authori

ties, hold that "the courts are bound to take cognisance of the

boundaries in fact claimed by the state." State v. Dunwell, 5 R. I.

127 (1855) ; and that of Iowa judicially knows that Race Island

is in the jurisdiction of the adjoining state of Illinois. Gilbert v.

Moline Water Power & M'fg Co., 19 la. 319 (1865). So of the popu-

lation of a county according to the United States census, if the

legislature has classified counties on this basis. Worcester Nat.

Bank V. Cheney, 94 111. 430 (1880) ; State v. Marion Co. Ct. (Mo.),

31 S. W. 23 (1895). Judicial notice is taken of population as fixed

by the census. Hawkins v. Thomas, 3 Ind. App. 399 (1891). So a

territorial court is required to take cognisance of the limits and

relative distances of the territory. Hoyt v. Russell, 107 U. S. 401

(1885). So far as the limits of county jurisdiction depend upon

the construction of records, ''it is purely a question of law for the

court." State v. Wagner, 61 Me. 178 (1873),
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Where a statute declared certain houses to be public, the court

will *' recognise such houses to be public places." Graham v.

Williams, 27 S. W. Rep. 127 (1894), (Crim. Ct. Appeals of Tex.).

" Judicial knowledge ot" the location of towns is limited to such

places as are recognised by general statutes." Field v. State (Tex.),

24 S. W. Rep. 407 (1893) ; Pennsylvania Co. v. Horton, lo2 Ind.

189 (1892). The public political act may be one by a former govern-

ment, establishing the municipality. Payne v. Treadwell, IG Cal.

220 (1860).

Courts are not required to know that a place is within a particular

county. Boston v. State, 5 Tex. App. 383 (1879) ; Cain r. State,

(Tex.) 25 S. W. Rep. 1119 (1894). But see Gooding v. Morgan,

70 111. 275 (1873) ; Kidder v. Blaisdell, 45 Me. 461 (1858) ;
Com.

V. Wheeler, 162 Mass. 429 (1894).

But they may do so if they see tit. " The court can take judicial

notice of the lines of counties and the towns embraced in them."

Steinmetz r. Versailles Turnpike Co., 57 Ind. 457 (1877); Ham v.

Ham, 39 Me. 263 (1855); State; /'. Powers, 25 Conn. 48 (185())
;

Smitha v. Flournoy's Adm., 47 Ala. 345 (1872) ; Lewis v. State,

24 S. W. (Tex.) 903 (1894); and also that it is a railroad termi-

nus and has a post office. Central &c. Co. v. Gamble, 77 Ga. 584

(1886).

Where the location of a place is referred to in public statutes the

location must be recognised without proof. Solyer v. Romanet,

52 Tex. 562 (1880); Martin v. Martin, 51 Me. 366 (1863); People

V. Etting, 99 Cal. 577 (1893) ; People v. Curley, 99 Mich. 238 (1894).

So of the distance of a town from the county seat. Bruson r. Clark,

151 111. 495 (1894). See also State r. Pennington, 124 Mo. 388

(1894). Courts of California will take cognisance that there is only

one city of 100,000 population in the state. In re Constitutionality

of Senate Bill 293, 39 Pac. Rep. 522 (1895). In an Alabama case,

King V. Kent's Heirs, 29 Ala. 542 (1857), the court state that as a

certain town is mentioned in the state constitution as the capitol

and in other public acts, they are " bound " to know that it is in

Alabama, and also that as an act of congress establishes a land

office there and it "has long been notoriously known and recog-

nised" as a land office, they "are authorised" to take notice of the

same fact.

In a later Alabama case, the court take the same view. " The

public acts apprise us that Mobile is a municipal corporation of

Alabama and where it is situated." Alabama «&c. Ins. Co. v. Cobb,

57 Ala. 547 (1877). See also to same effect, Houlton v. Chic. &c.

R. R., 86 Wise. 59 (1893). So a court will take notice of Indian

reservations within their jurisdiction, and of the laws and procla-

mations establishing Or regulating them. U. S. v. Beebe, 2 Dak.

292 (1880).
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And that the Indian Territory is beyond the jurisdiction of

Texas. Conner v. State, 23 Tex. App. 378 (1887).

For the same reasons, in many of the western states of the

Union where political subdivisions, as well as the foundation of land

titles, rest on government patents based on official surveys, the

existence and location of the lines of such survey are among the

facts of which courts are reqviired to take cognisance. Mossman
V. Forrest, 27 Ind. 233 (1866) ; Desire v. Burleson, 35 Neb. 238

(1892) ; Atwater v. Schenck, 9 Wise. 160 (1859) ;
Quinn v. Cham-

pagne, 38 Minn. 322 (1888) ; Wright v. Phillips, 2 Greene (la.) 191

(1849); Gooding v. Morgan, 70 111. 275 (1873); Gardner v. Eber-

hart, 82 111. 316 (1876) ; Murphy v. Hendricks, 57 Ind. 593 (1877)
;

Money v. Turnipseed, 50 Ala. 499 (1874) ; Muse v. Richards,

70 Miss. 581 (1893). So of the relation of a certain town to a prin-

cipal meridian will be noticed. O'Brien v. Krockinski, 50 111. App,
456 (1893). The United States supreme court say: "It is a

matter of which this court will take judicial notice, that, by law,

the country is divided into collective districts for internal revenue

purposes, and in some states there are several of these districts

with defined geographical boundaries." U. S. v. Jackson, 104 U. S.

41 (1881).

As to proof of these lines, as matters of public and general

interest, as an exception to the rule against hearsay, see post, p. 412\

Rules of Practice. — Courts take cognisance of the rules of

practice established in their own courts.

" And of the times when and the places where its sessions ap-

pointed bv law are to be held." Kidder v. Blaisdell, 45 Me. 461 (1858)

;

Lindsay v. Williams, 17 Ala. 229 (1850) ; Ross v. Austill, 2 Cal. 183

(1852). " Judicial notice is taken of the number of days the court is

in session at each term." Fabyan r. Russell, 38 N. H. 84 (1859)

;

Durre v. Brown, 7 Ind. App. 127 (1893).

But see Gilliland v. Sellers, 2 Oh. St. 223 (1853), contra.

"This court judicially knows that the fall term of the circuit

court of Lowndes County begins on the fourth Monday in October

in each year, and may continue three weeks ;
and that November 5th,

1873, was a day of the second week of said term." Rodgers v. State,

50 Ala. 102 (1874). To same effect, Spencer v. Curtis, 57 Ind. 221

(1877) ; Davidson v. Peticolas, 34 Tex. 27 (1870) ;
Lewis v. Wintrode,

76 Ind. 13 (1881).

Courts will not take notice of the rules established by inferior

tribunals. Cutter v. Caruthers, 48 Cal. 178 (1874) ;
Cherry v. Baker,

17 Md. 75 (1860). Or of their adjournments. Baker v. Knott,

Supreme Court of Idaho, 35 Pac. Rep. 172 (1893).

Courts are required to take judicial cognisance of their own records

in a prior stage of the same case. Dawson v. Dawson, 29 Mo. App.

521 (1888) ; Searles v. Knapp, (So. Dak.) 58 N. W. 807 (1894) ; State
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V. Ulrich, IJO Mo. 350 (1892) ; State v. Bowen, IG Kans. 475 (187(;);

Pagett V. Curtis, 15 La. Ann. 451 (1860) ;
Holleiibacli /•. Schnabel,

101° Cal. 312 (1894); Yell v. Lane, 41 Ark. 53 (1883); Seerist v.

Tetty, 109 111. 188 (1883); State v. Schilling, 14 la. 455 (1862);

Leavitt r. Cutler, 37 Wise. 46 (1875). Even in a case where the

proceedings against the garnishee and the principal defendant were

*' virtually a portion of the same record." Farrar v. Bates, 55 Tex.

193 (1881) ;
Kenosha Stove Co. v. Shedd, 82 la. 540 (1891).

But courts are not required to take judicial cognisance of their

own records in other cases. National Bank of Monticello v. Bryant,

13 Bush (Ky.), 419 (1877) ; Grace v. Ballou, 4 So. Dak. 333 (1893) ;

McCormick v. Herndon, 67 Wise. 648 (1887). See also, Li re Man-

derson, 51 Fed. Rep. 50 (1892).

Indeed a California case, speaking of another pending petition

against the defendant in the case at bar, go so far as to say :
" We

apprehend that the court could not under any circumstances take

judicial notice of the fact, except it were for mere calendar purposes."

Lake Merced Water Co. v. Cowles, 31 Cal. 215 (1866).

So an affidavit in another case cannot be judicially noticed by the

judge, though admissible in evidence if offered and the judge, in

point of fact, personally remembers the affidavit. Baker v. Mygalt,

14 la. 131 (1862).

In the same way, a court cannot take judicial notice of the con-

nection existing between two cases on its docket. Banks v. Burnam,

61 ls\o. 76 (1875).
" But the courts of one state cannot judicially take notice of the

laws and practice of another." Newell r. Newton, 10 Pick. 470 (1830).

Courts will take judicial notice who were its members at a par-

ticular time and "the term fixed by law for the commencement of

its sessions." Gilliland v. Sellers, 2 Oh. St. 223 (1853).

And courts will take notice who are their officers. Central

Land Co. &c. v. Calhoun, 16 W. Va. 361 (1880) ; :\Iontjoy /•. State,

78 Ind. 172 (1881) ; Norvell v. McHenry, 1 Mich. 227 (1849) ;
Dyer

V. Last, 51 111. 179 (1869). And of their signatures. Buell v. State,

72 111. 523 (1880).

Whether courts are required to take official notice of the personnel

of inferior courts is in dispute. " The court are bound to take notice

of all public acts and laws, without doubt ; but whether they must

know who are the justices or the chief justices of inferior tribunals

certainly admits of question." Ripley v. Warren, 2 Pick. 592 (1824).

In Davis v. McEnany, 150 Mass. 451 (1890) the supreme judicial

court of Massachusetts declined to take judicial cognisance of the

clerk of a police court, deciding that the record itself should show

his official character.

On the contrary, the Kentucky court of appeals recognises who

are judges of the circuit courts of that state. Kennedy v. Com., 78
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Ky. 447 (18.S0). So the Illinois court of appeals. Eussell v. Sargent,

7 111. App. 98 (1880). The supreme court of Pennsylvania, after
some review of the authorities, are "disposed to take judicial
notice " of the constitution of an inferior court. They treat the
question as one of optional cognisance. " The rule," they say, " is

that courts will take notice of what ought to be generally known
within the limits of their jurisdiction. There seems to us to be as

much reason for our having knowledge of who are in fact the judges
of our constitutional courts, as for our having judicial knowledge of
the heads of departments, sheriffs, etc., knowledge of whom is always
presumed." Kilpatrick v. Com., 31 Pa. St. 198 (1858); Cincinnati,

&c. R. R. V. Grames, 8 Ind. App. 112 (1893). But see County of San
Joaquin v. Budd, 96 Cal. 47 (1892).

Courts when required to take cognisance of facts which they do
not actually know are constrained to resort to any appropriate
source of information. " Information to guide their judgment may
be obtained by resort to original documents in the public archives
or to books of history or science or to any other proper source."

Hoyt V. Russell, 117 U. S. 401 (1885) ; Gonzales v. Ross, 120 U. S.

605 (1886).

The Maryland courts " take judicial notice of the tribunals created
by the constitution." Tucker v. State, 11 Md. 322 (1857).

In Louisiana, courts recognise the signature of all justices legally

appointed by the governor. Despau v. Swindler, 3 Martin, n. s.

705 (1825).

'

This is in accordance with the general rule i)revailing in that state :

" We have more than once held that we would not require evidence

of the official capacity of functionaries commissioned in this state,

and would take notice of the offices held by them." Follain v.

Lefevre, 3 Robinson, 13 (1842). So, in that state, when court offi-

cers take a bond in pursuance of law and file the same in court, no
proof is needed of the officer's signature. Wood v. Fitz, 10 Martin,

196 (1821).

And so the supreme court of Alabama takes judicial notice of the

resignation of a circuit judge, though without assigning any reason

for their decision. Ex parte Peterson, 33 Ala. 74 (1858).

The Illinois courts take judicial notice who are the justices of

the peace in their respective counties. Graham v. Anderson, 42 111.

514 (1867). Also who are the judges of inferior courts. Vahle v.

Brackenseik, 145 111. 231 (1893) ; also the date of their ceasing to

hold the office. People v. McConnell, 155 111. 192 (1895).

The Kings Bench of Lower Canada holds that courts will notice

the appointment of one of their officers to be judge of another court.

Fay V. Miville, 2 Rev. de Legis. 333 (1816). Notice will be taken

of the jurisdiction of an inferior court as regulated by statute.

Nelson v. Ladd, 4 So. Dak. 1 (1893).
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Language. — Courts take judicial cognisance of the ordinary

meaning of words in the vernacular. Probably they are required so

to do. Com. ,: Kneeland, 20 Pick. 206, 241 (1«38) ('' blasphemy ")

;

Hill V. Bacon, 43 111. 477 (18G7) ; Adler v. 8tate, 55 Ala. 16 (1876)

C' malt liquor"); Shubrick^. State, 2 S. C. 21 (1870) ("sow*');

State V. Abbott, 20 Vt. 537 (1848) C' steer ").

" We take judicial notice of the true significance of all English

words and phrases, and may resort for aid to any appropriate books

of reference."' Grennan r. McGregor, 78 Cal. 258 (1SS9).

The court may decline to hear evidence concerning the signifi-

cance of words, the meaning of which it judicially knows ; e. <j. in

a Massachusetts case, on trial of a complaint for violation of the

Sunday law by keeping open a tobacconist's store, the defendant

claimed that he was lawfully selling "drugs and medicines," and

offered evidence of experts to show that tobacco and cigars had

"a medicinal effect on the human system." The presiding justice

excluded the evidence, and an exception to this ruling was over-

ruled. "The court has judicial knowledge of the meaning of com-

mon words, and may well rule that guns and pistols are not drugs

or medicines, and may exclude the opinions of witnesses who offer

to testify that they are." Com. v. Marzynski, 149 Mass. 68 (1889).

See also Matthews" v. Park, 159 Pa. St. 579 (1894).

The court may not only refresh its memory by reference to die-

tionaries, etc., but may permit standard authorities, e. rj., Webster's

Unabridged Dictionary, to be read to the jury for its definition of a

disputed word. Adler v. State, 55 Ala. 16 (1876).

The court must study out the meaning of terms ; e. //.
" Congre-

gational." Atty.-Gen. v. Dublin, 38 X. H. 459 (1859). But may re-

quire aid from the parties. School Dist. v. Ins. Co., 101 U. S. 472

(1879). And use the testimony of experts. Atty.-Gen. v. Dublin,

uhl supra.

In a New York case, the court without proof rendered judgment

for the dollar value of a number of English •' pounds." Johnston v.

Hedden, 2 Johns. Cases, 274 (1801).

Whether courts will notice customary abbreviations is more in

dispute. Apparently, this species of knowledge is more nearly

analogous to those where cognisance is optional with the court, L e.,

dependent upon the knowledge or feeling of the particular judge.

In an Alabama case the court say it •' must judicially take notice of

such abbreviations as ' Adm'r.' or acknowledge itself incompetent to

understand the commonest writings." jNIoseley's Adm'r v. :Mastin,

37 Ala. 216 (1861). So the usual abbreviations of proper names

will be noticed. Stephen v. State, 11 Ga. 225, 240 (1852) (" Jas.")
;

Weaver v. McElhenor, 13 Mo. 89 (1850) ("Christy"); Sparks i;.

Sparks, 51 Kans. 195 (1893) (•Dan"); Studsill v. State, 7 Ga. 2,

(1849) (" Thos.")-
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On the other hand, tlie supreme court of Texas was unable judi-

cially to know that " St. Louis, Mo. " meant St. Louis in the state

of Missouri. Ellis v. Park, 8 Tex. 205 (1852); or that "New Or-

leans, La." meant New Orleans in the state of Louisiana. Eussell

V. Martin, 15 Tex. 238 (1855). Apparently these two cases rest on

an erroneous application of a prior case in the same court, Andrews

V. Iloxie, 5 Tex. 171 (1819), where the court decide that they cannot

judicially know that "The city of New Orleans," without more,

means the city of that name in Louisiana. This apparently is cor-

rect. Most people in the United States know that there is a city

of New Orleans in Louisiana. Whether there are other cities of

the^same name elsewhere is not, perhaps, so generally knowm as to

dispense with proof.

Slang and phrases of peculiar or local usage must be proved. In

the case of Mayor &c. of Baltimore v. State, 56 Md. 376, 468 (1859),

where the legislature of Maryland had assumed control of the police

force of Baltimore by the appointment of commissioners under a

statute, providing "that no Black Republican or endorser or ap-

prover of the Helper Book " should be appointed to any office

under the board, the court say :
" AVe cannot understand, officially,

who are meant to be affected by the proviso, and, therefore, cannot

express a judicial opinion on the question."

But the court will take judicial notice of the phrase '' gift enter-

prise " as used in a criminal statute. Lohman v. State, 81 Ind.

15 (1881).

And officially notice the meaning of the initials C. 0. D. State v.

Intox. Liquors, 73 Me. 278 (1882). But, on the contrary, the Mis-

souri court of appeals " do not know that the meaning of the abbre-

viation ' C. O. D.' as used by expressmen, is sufficiently a matter

of common knowledge that the circuit court could take judicial

notice of it," and hold that its meaning is a question for the jury.

McNichol V. Pacific Express Co., 12 Mo. App. 401 (1882). Courts

will notice surveyor's initials, not pretending " to be more ignorant

than the rest of mankind." Kile v. Yellowhead, 80 111. 208 (18. o).

But the courts of Minnesota refuse to take cognisance of the mean-

ing of " S2 N. E.* and N. W.* S. E.^ " Keith v. Hayden, 26 ^Imii.

212 (1879). To the same effect. Power r. Bowdle, 3 No. Dak. 10

i

(1893). . , ^

So a foreign language must be proved; e.
ff.,
m a case where

defendant was convicted of rape upon a woman named - Kurkwiski,;

and there was evidence that her name was written Kurkowiski,

the court refused a motion in arrest of judgment, which was

approved on report to the upper court. "There is no evidence

tending to show that, though pronounced Kurkowiski, it was not

properly spelled Kurkwiski. The courts of this state cannot take

judicial cognisance of the proper orthography or pronunciation of
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names in the Polish language." State v. Johnson, 2G Minn. aiC,

(1879).

Circulating Medium, etc. — The court and jury will take

notice, without proof, of the legal coins made at the mint of the

United States, pursuant to law and of foreign coins made curr-nt

by law. U. S. v. Burns, r> ^McLean, 23 (1849) ; also of what is le-al

tender. Chesapeake Bank v. Swain, 29 Md. 483, 502 (1868) ;
Daily

V. State, 10 Ind. 536 (1858). Also that United States notes " are

prima facie of a commercial value equal to that imputed by their

face." Gady v. State, 83 Ala. 51 (1887).

So courts take notice of the nature and denominations of the

circulating medium. Lampton v. Haggard, 3 Monr. (Ky.) 149

(1826) ; and that there are " classes of notes and bills in circulation

as money " other than bankbills. Hart v. State, bb Ind. 599 (1877).

That " nickels " are of value need not be proved. Mallory v. State,

62 Ga. 164 (1878). But in a case requiring damages to be assessed

according to the value of the bank notes of the Bank of the Com-

monwealth, the court say : "We are not at liberty to take judicial

notice of the value of the paper of the bank at any particular time."

Feanster v. Kingo, 5 ^Slonr. (Ky.) 336 (1827). To same effect, as to

depreciation of Confederate money, see Modawell v. Holmes, 40

Ala. 391 (1867). That there was depreciation will be noticed.

Keppel y. R. R., Chase's Dec. 167 (1868). But the American courts

will not take notice of the value of Canadian currency. Kermott

V. Ayer, 11 Mich. 181 (1863).

Courts recognise also, without proof, the legal standards of weights

and measures prevailing in their particular jurisdictions. Courts

recognise the capacity of a " pint." Reid v. McWhiunie, 27 Q. B.

U. C. 289 (1868).

Matters of Optional Cognisance. — The rule which allows a

court, in its discretion, to know, without proof, certain facts rele-

vant to the issue, because undisputed and generally known, per-

forms much the same office in the trial of causes, as do the rules of

pleading. It relieves the administration of justice from the con-

sideration of matters on which the parties are agreed or which they

do not care to contest, and enables the tribunal to devote its entire

attention to the real points in dispute.

In every trial of an issue of fact one or more propositions are in

dispute between the parties. Involved or connected with the proof

or disproof of these are often found relevant facts which are not

disputed. They are usually facts of notoriety, frequently capable of

being settled, one way or the other, with slight exertion. To expe-

dite business, as well as to avoid the anomaly of solemnly proving

what is not really disputed, (and generally every one knows to be as

stated), the court will usually dispense with the necessity of prov-
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ing such fact and assume it to be as claimed uutil proof is de-
manded. The court will instruct the jury on this basis.
Apparently a party has the right to dispute such a fact even at

the risk of a new trial if the jury be persuaded contrary to the
court's knowledge.

Such judicial cognisance is not usually taken in respect to matters
in issue. "A matter which could legitimately be the subject of
inquiry m a court could not well be said to be so well established
and to have acquired such notoriety as to come within the judicial
knowledge of the court." Chicago &c. K. K. v. Champion, 32 N. E.

As facts of judicial cognisance are usually those of notoriety
equally open to all, the jury may be assumed to know them equally
with the court, even without the aid of an instruction from the
bench.

Facts of the Almanac. - Whether the facts stated in the
almanac are of optional or required cognisance is not entirely clear
upon the American authorities. The permissive form of expres
sion IS usually employed, and that fact has controlled the classifica-
tion. There is much, however, in the dictum of Pollock C B
(Tutton V. Darke, 5 H. & K. 649 (1860). -The almanack is 'part of
the law of England." A reputable almanac may be introduced in
evidence to show the time of the rising of the moon on a certain day
Case V. Perew, 46 Hun, N. Y. Supreme Court, 57 (1887) • Muu-
shower V. State, 55 Md. 11 (1880) ; the hour of sunset on a certain
day. State v. Morris, 47 Conn. 179 (1879); or the hour of sunrise.
People V. Chee Kee, 61 Cal. 404 (1882).
The almanac is not used as evidence of the fact stated. It

merely reminds the tribunal of a fact which it already is supposed
to know. " The almanac in such cases is used, like the statute, not
strictly as evidence, but for the purpose of refreshing the memory
of the court and jury." State v. Morris, 47 Conn. 174 (1879).

Indeed, the almanac need not be introduced in evidence at all to
be available to the party who relies on a fact stated in it. Counsel
are entitled to refer to such fact in argument and to cite the almanacm support of it. ''However often departed from as a matter of
convenience, the rule is that matters of which judicial notice is
taken, including the dates in the almanac, do not require to be put
in evidence at all." Wilson v. Van Leer, 127 Pa. St. 371 (1889).
" The fact [time of sunrise] for the proof of which the almanac
was offered, was one of those facts of which a court may take
judicial notice

; formal proof of it was therefore unnecessary. It
would have been sufficient to have called it to the knowledge of the
judge at the trial

; and if his memory was at fault or liis information
not sufficiently full and precise to induce him to act upon it, he had
the right to resort to an almanac, or any other book of reference.
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for the purpose of satisfying himself about it; and such knowledge

would have been evidence." People v. Cliee Jvee, 61 Cal, 404

(1882).

In like manner, the coincidence of the days of the week with

those of the month will be noticed. "It is the duty of the court to

notice the days of the week on which particular days of the month
fall." Philadelphia &c. R. K. v. Lehman. 56 Md. 209, 226 (1881) ;

Wilson V. Van Leer, 127 Pa. St. 371 (1889); Mcintosh v. Lee, 57

la. 35G (1881); Brennan v. Vogt, 97 Ala. 647 (1892); Ecker v.

First Nat. Bk. of Windsor, 64 Md. 292 (1885) ; Reed v. Wilson, 41

N. J. Law, 29 (1879) ; First Nat. Bank &c. v. Kingsley, 84 Me. Ill

(1891) ; Williams v. Brandenberg, 6 Ind. App. 97 (1892). Morgan
V. Burrow (Miss.), 16 So. 432 (1894).

For the same reason the regular procession of the seasons need

not 1)6 proved but will be judicially recognised. Ross v. Boswell,

60, Ind. 235 (1877); Tamlinson v. Greenfield, 31 Ark. 557 (1876);

Patterson v. McCausland, 3 Bland (Md.) Chan. 69 (1830) ; Loeb /•.

Richardson, 74 Ala. 311 (1883). For example, that cotton is not

planted in Januaiy. Wetzler v. Kelly, 83 Ala. 440 (1887).

But a court cannot be required to take cognisance of a fluctuating

event, e. g. the particular time of ripening of any particular crop

at a particular place under the vicissitudes of any particular season.

Dixon V. NiccoUs, 39 111. 372 (1866). Or that each concentric layer

of a tree denotes a year's growth. Patterson v. McCausland, 3 Bland

(Md). Chan. 69 (1830). Or that the "pasture season" ends at "any
particular day or time." Gove v. Downer, 59 Vt. 139 (1886).

So the courts will take judicial notice of the facts set forth in the

almanac as to the rising of the moon. Case v. Perew, 46 Hun, 57

(1887); Munshower v. State, 55 Md. U (1880) ; Mobile & Birming-

ham R. R. V. Ladd, 92 Ala. 287 (1890). The hour of sunset. State

V. Morris, 47 Conn. 179 (1879).

So courts may take cognisance of other usual manifestations of

natural laws, e. g., the normal limits in height of a human being.

" We know that the average height of man is less than six feet.

That the average length of the body from the lower end of the

spine to the top of the head is less than thirty-six inches. That the

measurement varies but little in adults, and that the chief difference

in the height of men is in the length of their low^er limbs." Hunter
V. N. Y. &c. R. R., 116 N. Y. 615, 622 (1889).

Or of the ordinary length of human life. Scheffler i\ Minne-
apolis &c. R. R., 32 Minn. '518 (1884) ; Johnson v. Hudson R. R. R.

Co.. 6 Duer, 633. 648 (1857) ; Lessee of Allen v. Lyons, 2 Wash. 475

(1811) ; Floyd's Heirs v. Johnson, 2 Littell, 109 (1822). The court

may use the "Mortality tables." Kansas City &c. R. R. Co. v.

Phillips, 98 Ala. 159 (1892). But see Price v. Conn. Mut. Life Ins.

Co., 48 Mo. App. 281 (1892), contra where the court decline to take
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cognisance of the value of an insurance policy, established in this

wav, "depentling partly on extraneous facts and partly on tlie ac-

curacy of an intricate computation."

The court will judicially notice the usual limits of the period of

gestation. Whitman v. State, 34 111. 360 (1870) ; ilonan v. Dugan,

120 Mass. 17G (1879).

HisToitioAL Facts. — An instance of facts of optional cognisance

is found in matters of public history. Such as the existence of

the late civil war (between the United and Confederate States of

America). Woods v. Wilder, 43 N. Y. 164 (1870) ; Iron Mfg. Co. v.

Gaskell, 2 Lea (Tenn.), 742 (1879) ; Bishop v. Jones, 28 Tex. 294

(1866).

And of the particular acts which led to it. Swinnerton v. Columbia

Ins. Co., 37 X. Y. 174 (1867). Or happened during its continuance,

Cuyler v. Ferrill, 1 Abb. (U. S. Circ. Ct.) 169, 178 (1867); Buford v.

Tucker, 44 Ala. 89 (1870). So the courts will notice the issuance

and general value and progressive depreciation of the Confederate

paper currency. Lumpkin v. Murrell, 46 Tex. 51 (1876). But it is

error to take judicial cognisance that in a particular county it was

hazardous to person or property to hold certain political views.

" This fact ought to have been proved, and not been thus assumed

by the court as a historical fact, of which the court could take

judicial notice." Simmons v. Trumbo, 9 W. Va. 358 (1876). Of
the course of trade to which the war gave rise. The Northrop,

Blatch. Pr. Cases, 235 (1862) ; The Peterhoff, Blatch. Prize Cases,

463, 509 (1863). The sending of gold to a premium. U. S. v. 4000

American Gold Coin, 1 Woolw. 217 (1868). And of the financial and

social condition in which it left the Confederate States. " The
general and common condition of the country and its people is a

part of its history. This is presumed to be known to courts and to

every one." Ashley's Adm'x v. Martin, 50 Ala. 537 (1873) ; Foscue

V. Lyon, 55 Ala. 440 (1876). So slavery was recognised as existing

in certain states as part of the history of the country. Jack v.

Martin, 12 Wend. 311, 328 (1834).

So the abolition of slavery will be judicially noticed. Ferdinand

V. State, ,39 Ala. 706 (1866). And the interdicting of commercial

intercourse during the pendency of hostilities. Rice v. Shook, 27

Ark. 137 (1871). But notice will not be judicially taken of the

relative positions of the opposing armies at any particular period of

the war. Kelley v. Storey, 6 Heisk. 202 (1871). Or of the military

orders issued by a particular commander. Burke v. Miltenberger,

19 Wall. 519 (1873).

The courts of Georgia take judicial notice of " Sherman's march

to the sea." and its date. Williams v. State, 67 Ga. 260 (1881). So

the adoption of the British order in council (regulating lights on

vessels and the rules of navigation) by other commercial nations
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will be noticed as a historical fact. The Scotia, 14 Wall. 171

(1871).

So judicial notice will be taken in Illinois of historical facts

attending the settlement of Dakota. Miller v. MacVeagh, 40 111.

App. 532 (1S91).

In taking notice of Col. J. C Fremont's career in California in

1846 and 1847 the United States Court of Claims say :
" The

court will take judicial notice of the leading and controlling events

in the history of the country and of the official relations of the

principal actors therein to the government; and, in elucidation

thereof, also of less important transactions of general and public

interest immediately connected therewith, when they have passed

into commonly received authentic history." De Celis v. U. S., 13

Ct. of Claims, 117 (1877).

The court can take notice of the results of the census "and

resort for information to appropriate documents of reference."

People V. Williams, 64 Cal. 87 (1883) ; State v. Braskamp, 87 la.

588 (1893).

So the court will take notice that in 1844 the Methodist Episco-

cal church of the United States was divided. Humphrey v. Burn-

side, 4 Bush (Ky.), 215 (1868).

To the contrary effect is Sarahass y. Armstrong, 16 Kans. 192

(1876).

Cognisance will be taken of county history relating to the choice

of a county seat. Ross v. Anstill, 2 Cal. 1S3 (1852).

But see, to the effect that notice will not be taken of the date

of the organisation of a county, Trimble v. Edwards, 84 Tex. 497

(1892).
" Courts, in construing a statute, may with propriety recur to

the history of the times when it was passed." U. S. v. Union
Pacific R. R., 91 U. S. 79 (1875), where the construction of

statutes relating to the Union Pacific Railroad was aided by con-

sideration of the circumstances under which the road was projected.

"The history of a country, its topography and condition, enter into

the construction of the laws which are made to govern it, and we
must notice these facts judicially." Williams v. State, 64 Ind.

553 (1878) ; Smith v. Speed, 50 Ala. 276 (1873) ; Ohio Life Ins. Co.

V. Debolt, 16 How. 416 (1853).

So the early history of the settlement of the country may be

noticed in deciding questions of jurisdiction as based on occupancy

and acts of ownership. Keyser v. Coe, 37 Conn. 597 (1871).

Naturally, courts are especially apt to take judicial notice of the

history of their own state. Henthorne v. Doe, 1 Blackf; 157 (1822)

;

Hart V. Bodley, Hardin (Ky.) 98 (1807) ; Walden v. Canfield, 2 Rob.

(La.) 466 (1842) ; Paine v. Treadwell, 16 Cal. 220 (1860) ; Lewis v.

Harris, 31 Ala. 689 (1858); Gonzales v. Ross, 120 U. S. 605 (1887).
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So of the building of the tivst great state railroad. Hart v. Bait. &

O. R. K., 6 W. Va. 358 (1873).
• ., •

And so also of the historical source of laud titles m their particu-

lar ^u-isdictiou. Snnth .. Stevens, 82 111. 554 (JSTe) ;
IJonuei^.

Phillips, 77 Ala. 427 (1884); Keyser .. Coe, oo Conn. 59^ (18/1).

A treaty of cession of territory from one state to another, and the

extincruishment of the Indian title iu the same, may be judicially

noticed. Howard ..Moat, 64 N. ¥.262(1876). -

So "the history of the Six Natious of Indians is a part of the

history of the state, of which the courts will take notice. ll>uL

Notice has been taken of the existence and conditions of land-

grant contracts. Hatch v. Dunn, U Tex. 70S (1854)

And the cession of territory by a state to the United States will

be judicially recognised, probably, also, on other grounds. Lasher

.. State, 30 Tex. App. 387 (1891). So the «un-ender of the oftice of

crovernor will be recognised. State v. Boyd, 34 Neb. 435 (1892).

But the historical fact should not be such as "concerns ^ndividuals

or mere local communities." McKinuon v. Bliss, 21 N. Y. .Ub

^^
S^f^ihe action of one of the public officers in making military

records of the muster rolls of the state's volunteer regiments will

be uoticed. Mt is part of the history of the state of winch we

must take notice." Commissioners v. May, 67 Ind. 562 (1879)

And that the state remained loyal during the American war of the

Rebellion. Douthitt r. Stinson. 63 Mo. 268 (1876). Or was under

military rule. Gates .. Johnson Co., 36 Tex. 144 (1871) ;
Kil ebrew

V Murphy, 3 Heisk. 546 (1871). Though these are matters of

iudicial cognisance where the court, if in doubt, may resort to

any desirable method of refreshing his knowledge, such historical

facts have been occasionally treated as to be established by evidence

and a distinction has been taken ;- to the effect tha Instorical

facts "of general and public notoriety" may be established by

^' reputation" or proved by "historical works of known character

and accuracy," while the work of a living author m reach of com-

pulsory process can be proved by summoning the author himself.

Morris^;. Lessee of Harmer, 7 Pet. 5.54 (1833). See also Whiton ..

Albany &c. Ins. Co., 109 Mass. 24 (1871).
. ^ ., • .

If these historical facts are disputed and made part of the issue

between the parties, "some evidence of them must be adduced^

McKinnon v. Bliss, 21 N. Y. 206 (1860) ;
Gregory v. Baugh, 4 Rand.

^^Courts\^r? justified in judicially knowing the current history of

the times, -for example, the court will understand that to say of a

clergyman " that Iowa Beecher business of his lost him a situation

is an imputation of adultery, "inasmuch as courts have no right

to be ignorant of the meaning of current phrases which everybody
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Co. /'. N'oun^'. 10 N. II. \-H) (l.S(;o); Stale r. riiompson, S.') Me. IS'.)

(I SOL').

The (|ucst.ion as to whelher a. place has hccn recot,Miised bv the

le^islat.uri* as within a certain ct>unly. presents nothint,' for a jury to

try. It is for the court alone. Stat.e /•. \Va,^ncr, (>l Me. 7S (1S7.").

Mveii in the ahsencc of express It\e;islative n'CDgniticMi the (pieslion

is one lor lh(> court. " .\ criminal mi|^ht as W(>11 call for the opinion

of the piry upon the regularity o[' the judL;[(>'s commission or the

v,ilidil\ ol Ihe tdi'dion {){' the eoveiaior hy whom he was appointed.

The adiiiiiii.'-l I at ion td' justice Ihh'ouics possible only by assuminj^

lh.it certain lhin;;s have been rc;;iilarly and dtdinittdy seltlcil, and

are so tt> remain." Stat.t> (\ \\'ai;ner, bl Me. 1 7S (^1S7.'>), The
Miclui:;an Supreme Court say o[' the contention that it should not

judu'i,ill\ notice "Lake SI. Clair" in that state that it "is not

worthy scrituis consideration." rei>ple r. lM'i>oks, 1()I Mich. i)8

(I SOI).

So tlu> supr»Mne court of Wisconsin "take notice of the fact that

tlu> capacity «d' many small navii::able streams in this state to tloat

lo^js and lumber into the lar^'cr streams below and to market has

been !;riMtlv incn\iscd bv tlu> erectiiui of dams across them.''
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,V.„.U»lM„y ,. S,.ln,l,.„l,..,.., .11 \V,.s... r,M (1S7T). «"'
-'r:;,*^

•ire no iur siu'tional tacts, c. f/.,
a ciimc ui a ^ »

; L;i„n\vl,.tl,..v the s,,„t of t.,0 occuvouc. ,s y-'-j ^^^'

""J™

^

ries of the state is one toi Hit jui}. u. .
c,

^'so'of tlu! b-'uraanes of a o,ty, a,,,! t.. cu,.,., c.c. of a nv,.,- fre-

ouent.ly mentioncl in tl,o statufs of tl.o sUa.. D-l-kor r, bo.

All It U (Cal.) :» I'ac. (ilO (W'.IB).
, . , r ^

't,:,o Won of along e,tablisl>ed raiboa.! . a gco.rap „oa fart

Co ; tb son, . S l.-oa. U..p. TL'li (I8'j:i). 1" a laU. llhno.s ,-asc .

t sakl ,
1. !,. .-ourt w,ll take ja.U.ial notice of tbe g«.gra,>l,y of

,e cou y. ana tliat liatavia was only so„,e two nn ,. ,l.s ..nt h-o„,

11,0 ,1, l-hous,. at Geneva, where the eonrt was heUl. l.rnson ..

Cl-nk ino 111. I'>'''> (1^94). . , , ^ .,

l.aiana, speaking of the Mississippi an.l ,ts navigable tnbu-

Jies en, t savT "The eourts take jna.e.al not.ce of sneh

smn ns as they fonn part of the geography ot the eonntry and

U,::,: navigab.lii'; is Unoln as fovnnng M-art of^ the e. on publ.c

l„s,o,v." Neaderhonser e. State, 28 In,l. 257 (ISbO;

In the eas.. of Tevroux r. Uowavd, 7 Pet. 324 .Ul (l!vi..), the

eo,t ,v "We think ue are anthonsed jndie.ally to notaee the

si ti nof New Orleans, for the pnrpose of deternunjng whe her

deelbs ana ti.uvs as high np .he river as that plaee," e.t.ng
tiu u(ie I HUM ai

or.j •>-! /i^->4.^- TJ S V La Vengeance,
The Apollon, '.) Whe.at. ..02. ""^ ';^-^>

' ^la 458 1870). So, that
3 Dall. 207 (17110 ; 'I'n-nn-r e. Stewait, M Ala. 4..a (i

)

the Mersey is a ti.lal river. Wlulney ,: (.anel,,., 1
1

T..i. Ann.

^^
ifa Massaehnsetts ease, the eonrt say: "We think that the
In a Massuh sett

^^^^^ ^^^^ Conneotieut

r,'.'""'""', ; „ ,' .

, lo -ke, does not, either by itself or by

:;;ti;;;t „ he watl riltstit; y^m. highway ove,^whieh

m °reo tnay be earried on with other states or wtth fo.etg

^^iuf-ndtre!;; ^Stha:r^;:^:.e^a;^^3
Is il; file eity of Montgotnery. City Conneil ot Montgotnery e. Mont-

gomery &c. IMankroad, ol Ala. 7G (185,)-
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It Las been happily said (i Whart. Evid. § 339) that in this

connection the minuteness of the knowledge expected *• is in inverse

proportion to the distance."

The courts of Alabama take notice that in a certain pounty all

the rivers are of fresh water. Walker r. Allen. 72 Ala. 4oG(lSS2).

By statute the courts of California are required to take cogni-

sance of the streets of San Francisco. Brady v. Page, 59 Cal. 52

(1881).

The courts of Indiana decline to take judicial cognisance that

a railroad did not extend into a particular county, there being no

law on the subject. But such notice is taken of the geographical

position of a certain station. Indianapolis &c. R. E. v. Stephens,

28 Ind. 429 (1867).

But whether a particular section of a state is ''arid" within

the meaning of an irrigation statute is a question of fact. McGhee
&c. Co. V. Hudson, 85 Tex. 587 (1893).

Courts will take notice that the territory of a town has been

incorporated into a city, but not that the plotting of lots is the

same. Ritchie v. Catlin, 86 Wise. 1U9 (1893).

So of the number of railroads centering in a particular town.

Texas &c. Rd. r. Black, 87 Tex. 160 (1894).

Common Properties of Matter. — Among the facts which
€ourts will, in their discretion, consider established without tlie

introduction of evidence are many of the ordinary mechanical,

chemical, or industrial processes, as commonly known and carried

on in the community. For example, "A court cannot refuse to

take judicial cognisance that photography is the art producing
facsimiles, or representations of objects by the action of light on
a prepared surface. As such it has been so long recognised, the

mechanical and chemical process employed and the scientific prin-

ciples on whicli it is based are so generally known, that it would
be vain for a court to decline cognisance of it." Luke v. Calhoun
Co., 52 Ala. 115 (1875). "The process [photography] has become
one in general use, so common that we cannot refuse to take
judicial cognisance of it as a proper means of producing correct

likenesses." Udderzook v. Com., 76 Pa. St. 340 (1874). "We do
not fail to notice, and we may notice judicially, that all civilised

communities rely upon photographic pictures for taking and pre-

senting resemblances of persons a-nd animals, of scenery and all

natural objects, of buildings and other artificial objects." Cowley
V. People, 83 X. Y. 464 (1881) ; see also Cozzens v. Higgins, 1 Abb.
Ct. of App. Dec. 451 (1866). So the nature and operation of

elevated railroads may be judicially noticed. Bookman v. 'N. Y,
Elevated R. R. Co., 137 N. Y. 302 (1893).
Among matters of common knowledge in the natural world of

which courts require no proof is the freezing of substances in a
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chamber, the atmosphere of which is not in contact with tlie freez-

ing force, and a patent for a device embodying that principle is void,

though the defence is not relied on in the pleadings. Brown v. Piper,

91 U. S. 37 (1876).

So of the common hal)it of compressing, for "the convenience of

trade," several packages of various commodities, wool, feathers, plug

tobacco, etc., into a single parcel. King v. Gallun, 109 U. S. 99 (1883).

]^,nt the supreme court of Indiana refuse to take notice of the

action of a freight car under certain conditions. " The natural laws

of which courts take judicial notice are such as are of uniform

occurrence and invariable in their action." Chicago, &c. R. R. v.

Champion, 32 X. E. Kep. 874 (1892).

So the fact that the value of unimproved fleeces is depreciated by

the undue quantity of hair on the belly, flanks, etc. of the animals,

"is common knowledge, taught by all text-books on sheep, and

within the judicial cognisance of the courts." Lyon v. Marine,

55 Fed. Eep. 904 (1893).

Miscellaneous Matters. — It is natural that many facts of

which courts are at times and in their discretion content to take judi-

cial cognisance do not admit of precise classification. Indeed, many

of them depend rather upon the personal views of the individual

judge than upon any more definite rule.

Facts which are so generally known that every well-informed

person knows them or ought to know them, need not be proved, and

will be judicially recognised without proof. In a case where the

supreme court of Alabama take notice of the "American Table of

Mortality " as a basis for the calculation of annuities dependent on

the probability of human life, it is said :
" This cognisance may extend

far beyond the actual knowledge or even the memory of judges, who

may therefore resort to such documents of reference or other authori-

tative sources of information as may be at hand and may be deemed

worthy of confidence. The rule has been held in many instances to

embrace information derived informally by inquiry from experts."

Gordon v. Tweedy, 74 Ala. 232 (1883). The fact that the great

inland transportation of the country is largely done by connecting

lines, each forwarding goods for a continuous carriage, may be judi-

cially noted. McDonald v. Western R. R., 34 N. Y. 497 (1866) ;

Burlington, &c. R'way Co. v. Dey, 82 la. 312 (1891). So the ten-

dency Qf objects to frighten horses " is part of the common knowledge

possessed by all intelligent persons of mature years." Cleveland, &c.

R. R. V. Wynant, 114 Ind. 525 (1887).

The usual duration of a voyage across the Atlantic is " part of the

experience and common knowledge of the day and as such are legiti-

mate grounds for the judgment of the court." Oppenheim v. Wolf,

3 Sandf. (N. Y.) Chan. 571 (1846). So of the rapidity of travel made

possible by modern inventions. Hipes v. Cochran, 13 Ind. 175
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(1859). And the custom of through checking passengers' baggage.

Isaacson u. X. Y. Cen. K., 94 N. Y. 278 (1884).

So the court will take notice that cigars are not " drugs and

medicines." " Ordinarily whether a substance or article comes

within a given description is a question of fact, but some facts are

so obvious and familiar that the law takes notice of them and receives

them into its own domain. . . . Cigars are manufactured articles

familiar to everybody." Com. v. Marzynski, 149 ]\[ass. 08 (1889).

So the court " must take judicial notice of the nature and quali-

ties of tobacco." Application of Jacobs, 98 X. Y. 98, 113 (1885).

The peculiar nature of lotteries and the method in which they are

carried on will be judicially noticed. Saloinon v. State, 28 Ala. 83

(185G).

Courts will notice the variations of the magnetic meridian. Bryan

V. Beckley, 6 Litt. (Ky.) 91, 95 (1809).

No proof is needed that an assault with a loaded pistol and a hoe

is an assault with a deadly Aveapon. "A hoe, both in popular and

legal signification, is per se a deadly weapon, — fully as much so as

a loaded pistol or an axe." Hamilton r. People, 113 111. 34 (1885).

In White v. Phojnix Ins. Co., 83 Me. 279 (1891) the court in taking

cognisance that vacating the premises increased the risk, declared

that expert evidence to prove it " was incompetent and unnecessary."

Evidence is not needed that coal oil is inflammable. " Courts do

not require proof that fire will burn, or powder explode, or gas illu-

minate, or that many other processes in nature and art produce

certain known effects." State v. Hayes, 78 Mo. 307 (1883).

But the supreme court of Vermont, in construing an insurance

policy, has refused to take judicial notice that "gin" and "turpen-

tine " are " inflammable liquids." Mosley i\ Ins. Co., 55 Vt. 142

(1882).

In the same way, speaking of a statute forbidding the manufac-

ture of oleomargarine and butterine, the supreme court of Michigan

say :
" We are not called upon or qualified by any knowledge which

Ave possess to determine the merits or defects of the well-known

substances which this statute was intended to suppress." North-

western Mfg. Co. V. Chambers, 58 Mich. 381 (1885).

The supreme court of Alabama, after laying down the rule as to

what matters are of what is "sometimes called judicial knowledge,

frequently, common knowledge," as that " all men know them and

therefore they need not be proved," go on to say that the rule for

measuring corn in the shock does not fall within the definition.

South & X. Ala. E. R. Co. v. Wood, 74 Ala. 449 (1883). The su-

preme court of Missouri has refused to take notice of the danger of

contagion from Texas cattle. Bradford v. Floyd, 80 Mo. 207 (1883).

The same court later reversed this decision and cite with ajjproval

the language of Judge Harlan, in delivering the opinion of the
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supreme court of the United States in ^Minnesota v. Barber, 13G

U. S. 313 (1890), on a similar question: — "If a fact, alleged to

exist, and upon which the rights of parties depend, is within common
experience and knowledge, it is one of which the courts will take

judicial notice." Grimes v. Eddy, (Mo.), 28 S. W. 756 (1894).

It has been held in Michigan that the fact that an empty box car

in the limits of the highway will not frighten ordinary horses is

among the " things which do not require to be pleaded or to be made
the subject of specific proof," and that it is error to leave the ques-

tion to the jury. Gilbert v. Flint, &c. R. R., 51 Mich. 488 (1883).

So "the court, from its general knowledge, can judicially say

that whiskey is an intoxicating liquor ; and the jury might so find

upon their general knowledge." Schlicht v. State, 50 Ind. 173

(1877), quoting with approval the language of Carmon v. State, 18

Ind. 450 (1862) followed in Egan v. State, 53 Ala. 162 (1876). lu

Frese v. State, 23 Fla. 267 (1887), to the same effect, the question

is treated as a matter regarding the meaning of words, and the

dictionary is relied on. Where the liquor has been classified in a

statute as " spirituous," it will be so recognised. Reid v. McWhin-
iiie, 27 Q. B. U. C. 289 (1868). So of other distilled liquors.

" Jurors are not to be presumed ignorant of what everybody else

knows Now every one who knows what gin is, knows not

only that it is a liquor, but also that it is intoxicating. And it

might as well have been objected that the jury could not find that

gin was a liquor, without evidence that it was not a solid substance,

as that they could not find that it was intoxicating without testi-

mony to show it to be so." Com. v. Peckham, 2 Gray, 514 (1854).

The courts of Indiana take cognisance that brandy is intoxica-

ting and that " the addition to the term ' brandy ' of the word ' black-

berry ' does no more than designate it as a particular kind of

brandy." Fenton v. State, 100 Ind. 598 (1884). So that " apple

brandy" is intoxicating "is a matter of common knowledge of

which the court will take judicial notice." Thomas v. Com., 90 Va.

92 (1893).

On the other hand, " beer," being a generic term covering a wide
range of liquids of different alcoholic composition, is not judicially

known to be intoxicating. It is necessary to prove in any individual

case that the beer was intoxicating or that it was of a kind judi-

cially known to be intoxicating. Blotz v. Rohrbach, 116 JST. Y.

450 (1889); Klare v. State, 43 Ind. 483 (1873). But see Nevin
V. Ladue, 3 Denio, 437 (1846) ; BrifRtt v. State, 58 Wise. 39 (1883),

contra. "It seems to be well settled that the word 'beer' in its

ordinary sense denotes a beverage which is intoxicating." Maier
V. State, 2 Tex. Civ. App. 296 (1893) ; U. S. v. Ducourneau, 54 Fed.

Rep. 138 (1891). And the court will take cognisance that lager

beer is a malt liquor. " The government might almost as well be
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reciuired to prove that gin or whiskey or brandy is a strong liquor

as to prove that lager beer is a malt liquor." State v. Goyette, 11

R. I. 592 (1877). And intoxicating. State v. Church (So. Dak.),

GO N. W. 143 (1894). But see Kaa v. People, G3 X. Y. 277 (1875)

;

Tinker v. State, 90 Ala. G47 (1890). Of "rice beer" the Georgia

supreme court say :
" Some beverages, such as whiskey, brandy,

&c., are in such common and notorious use as intoxicants that no

proof is requisite to stamp them with this character. But rice

beer is comparatively a rare liquor. Whether it will produce intox-

ication or not ought to be proved." Bell v. State, 91 Ga. 227 (1892).

Courts in Indiana refuse to take notice that a fence sufficient to

restrain sheep will restrain hogs. Enders v. McDonald, 5 Ind. App.

297 (1892).

That business men refer to " American Lloyds," " The Green

Book," and the " Record Book," for the standing of ships will be

judicially recognised. Slacovich v. Oriental Mut. Ins. Co., 108

N. Y. 56 (1888). "All persons are supposed to know the curiosity

of children and their disposition to play around and about objects

of unusual appearance." Spengler v. Williams, G7 ^liss. 1 (1889).

General Considerations. — Such action on the part of the

court in dispensing with proof is optional. Proof may be required

by the judge even if the fact is not disputed by a party litigant

;

and he may decline to know the fact until it is proved, to his satis-

faction or that of the jury.

On the other hand, if he prefers, the judge may satisfy himself

of the truth of a fact by resorting to any source of information he

may choose ; e. g. by resorting to public documents not introduced in

evidence. U. S. v. Teschmaker, 22 How. 392, 405 (1859) ; Brown

V. Piper, 91 U. S. 37 (1875) ;
Whiton v. Albany &c. Ins. Co., 109

Mass. 24 (1871).

In so doing, he is satisfying his own mind or conscience. He is

not limited to evidence which would be competent, if objected to,

before a jury. A newspaper may be as useful as an exemplification

under the great seal of state; e. g., in Scheffler y. Minneapolis &c.

R. R., 32 Minn. 518 (1884), mortality tables of recognised stand-

ing were received as bearing on the " expectation of life " of a

person killed by a locomotive. To the same effect, Johnson i\

Hudson R. R. R. Co., G Duer, G33, 648 (1857).

So a history of the Southern Confederacy, ''The Lost Cause,"

may be resorted to for dates and events. Swinnerton v. Columbian

Ins. Co., 37 N. Y. 174 (1867).

The court may require the aid of the parties. School Dist. v.

Ins. Co., 101 U. S. 472 (1879).

"Nor does the fact that the information thus sought by the judge

has been laid before him in the presence of the jury without any

distinct ruling that it was designed for the court alone, give a party
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the right to insist that the jury shall pass upon it." State v.

Wagner, 61 Me. 178 (1873) ; Mobile &c. R. R. v. Ladd, 92 Ala.

287°(1890).

But a court is not at liberty, any more than a jury is, to supply

evidence of facts in issue from its personal knowledge where such

facts are not part of the common stock of information of the com-

munity, — as that plaintiff's lawyer had ceased to practise. Day v.

De Course, 12 Low. Can. Jur. 265 (1868).

Thus where the fact is relevant, that A. is a resident of another

state must be proved, though it is a fact known to individual

members of the court. Wheeler v. Webster, 1 E. D. Smith (N. Y.)

1 (1850) ; Brown v. Piper, 91 U. S. 37 (1876). So it is error for a

court to refer a case on inspection because under the pleadings it

apparently involved a number of items. This is matter for evidence.

Cassidy V. McFarland, 139 N. Y. 201 (1893).

But see Secrist v. Petty, 109 111. 188 (1883), where there are

apparently dicta to the effect that a judge may supply facts not

generally known, from his own knowledge.

So courts will not take notice of the newspapers published in any

particular county. Atkeson v. Lay, 115 Mo. 538 (1893).

Speaking of the general tendency to extend the range of optional

judicial cognisance to meet the growth of art, science, and general

knowledge, the Alabama supreme court say: '< There is a prudent

limitation to be put upon this principle so as to confine it to matters

of a general and public nature or such as do not concern individuals

or local communities. The facts must be of such age or duration as

to have become established as part of the common knowledge of

well-informed persons, at least." Georgia &c. H. R. v. Gaines, 88

Ala. 377 (1889); Morris v. Edwards, 1 Ohio, 189 (1823).
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CHAPTEE III.

HOW QUESTIONS OF FACT TRIED FUNOTIONS OF JUDGE IN JURY

TRIALS.

§ 21a. Trial by jury may, at least in a rudimentary form, be

traced back to the times of our Saxon ancestors. In 1846 the

creation of modern County Courts afforded suitors an opportunity

of in future determining for themselves whether their disputes

should be settled by a single judge, or by the unanimous verdict of

five jurors. They by an overwhelming majority pronounced in

favour of the judge. ^ In the High Court also the tendency of

litigants now is to dispense with the services of a jury. The

respective merits and demerits of Trial by Jury will be found

impartially discussed in the Second Report of the Common Law
Commissioners in 1853.^

§ 21b. The provisions now in force in the High Court (Order

XXXVI. rr. 2—7a) are too long to set out at length here. They

are discussed in detail in most of the Books on Practice.^ Their

general effect * is that in actions of slander, libel, false imprison-

ment, malicious prosecution, seduction, or breach of promise of

marriage, a trial with a jury may be had by a party,^ if, when he is

a plaintiff, in his notice of trial, or if, when he is a defendant, he,

by notice given by him, within four days from the time of the

service of notice of trial, or within such extended time as the court

or a judge may allow, signify his desire to have the issues of fact

tried by a judge with a jury, upon which the same shall be so

tried ; but that in all other cases trial without a jury is the normal

mode of trial, and a jury can only be had by special order obtained

1 In the County Court Eetum ^ See, e.g., the Annual Practice

for the year 1893,' published Nov., for 1894, pp. 683 et seq. A list of

1894, the following fio:ures appear:

—

causes and matters assigned exclu-
" Actions determined with a jury, sively to the Chancery Division is

1,430; without a jury, 677,171." contained in 36 & 37 Y. c. 66, § 34.

The additional cost of a jmy is, in * Timson v. Wilson, 1888 (Lind-

the Countv Coui'ts, only os. ley, L.J.).

' Pp. 3—6.

22
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uTider 0. XXXVI. rr. 3,^ 6,2 or Ta.^ The effeot of this Order has

been that the number of causes tried in the High Court of Justice

without a jury are closely approaching the number of those which

are tried with a jury/

§ 21c. In divorce causes, by a rule made in July, 1880,^

though the rules first cited are inapplicable,^ the action is heard,

if damages be not claimed, before the court without a jury, but if.

damages are claimed, a common jury is as of course summoned.

In either case any party may apply by summons for a direction

that the cause be tried in a different manner, or by a special jury

7

Trials in the Admiralty Division of the High Court are almost

invariably without a jury. There is, however, power (0. XXXVI.

r. 44) to summon a jury, though it is said never to liave been

exercised since the Judicatiire Acts.^

§ 2 Id. In criminal cases an accused, either by indictment or

information, has still the right to be tried " per legale judicium

parium suorum." In civil causes, however, the case is widely

different.

§ 22. Lord Hardwicke has observed that it is of the greatest

importance to the law of England, and to the subject, that the

powers of the judge and jury be kept distinct.^ But important as

this undoubtedly is, it is, even at the present day, not very

perfectly effected. The general principle, that the judge must

determine the law, and the jury the fact, is not, and cannot be

disputed ; ^^ but in the application of this princiiDle, embarrassing

1 Giving power to order a trial by « Ord. LXVIII. r. 1.

jury in Chancery actions. ' See Oakley's Divorce Practice,

2 Whicli preserves the right to p. 61.

have, on application within ten days » See Williams and Bruce, Admi-

after notice of trial, an order for a ralty Practice 449.

trial by iury in all purely common » See remarks to the above eflect

law actions. Jenkins v. Bushey, 1891 per Ld. Cairns, m Metropolitan Ey.

(Lindley, L.J.). ^- Jackson, 1877, cited post, note to

3 Giving general power to a judge § 37a. ™ T^ s a>. x i,

to order trial by jmy at any time. ^« In R. v The Dean of St Asaph

* The judicial statistics for 1892 1783, Ld. Mansfield declared, " that

(published November, 1893) show the fundamental definition of trial

p. 9) that there were tried in that by jury depended upon the universal

year, in the Common Law and Chan- maxim, ad qusestionem ]
uris non re-

cery Divisions together, 808 actions spondent juratores; ad quaestionem

with juries, and 763 without juries. facti non respondent judices
;
and

* P.ules in Div. and Mat. Causes, added-" AVhere a question can be

J, 205 proved by the form ot pleading, the

23
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questions not unfrequently arise, from the experienced difficulty of

defining with clearness the obscure and shifting boundaries of law

and fact.

distinction is preserved upon the face

of the record, and the jury cannot

encroach upon the jurisdiction of the

court ; -when, by the form of plead-

ing, the two questions are blended
together, and cannot be separated

upon the face of the record, the dis-

tinction is preserved by the honesty

of the jury. The constitution trusts

that, under the direction of a judge,

they will not usurp a jurisdiction

which is not in their province. They
do not know, and are not presumed
to know, the law : they are not sworn
to decide the law ; they are not re-

quired to decide the law. ... It is

tiia duty of the judge, in all cases of

general justice, to tell the jury how
to do right, though they have it in

their poner to do wrong, which is a
matter entirely between God and
their own consciences." 21 How. St.

Tr. 1039, 1040. Mr. Hargrave. in a
note to 1 Co. Litt. 155 b, which is

an elaborate essay on this subject,

states that " the immediate and direct

right of deciding upon questions of

law is intrusted to the judges ; that

in a jury it is only incidental ; that

in the exercise of this incidental right,

the latter are not only placed iinder

the superintendence of the former,

but are in some degree controllable

by them ; and, therefore, that in all

points of law arising on a trial, juries

ought to show the most respectful

deference to the advice and recom-
mendation of judges." In America,
Mr. Justice Story has said: "The
learned counsel for the prisoner con-

tends that in criminal cases, and
especially in capital cases, the jury
are the judges of the law, as well as

of the fact. My opinion is, that the

jury are no more judges of the law
in a capital or other criminal case,

upon the plea of not guilty, than
they are in every civil case, tried

upon the general issue. In each of

these cases, their verdict, when gene-

ral, is necessarily compounded of law
and of fact, and includes both. In
each, they must necessarily determine

the law, as well as the fact. In each,

they have the physical power to dis-

regard the law, as laid down to them
by the court. But I deny that, in

any case, civil or criminal, they have
the moral right to decide the law
according to their own notions or

pleasure. On the contrary, I hold it

the most sacred constitutional right

of every party accused of a crime,

that the jury should respond as to

the facts, and the court as to the law.

It is the duty of the court to instruct

the jury as to the law ; and it is the

duty of the jury to follow the law, as

it is laid down by the court. This is

the right of every citizen, and it is

his only protection. If the jury were
at liberty to settle the law for them-
selves, the effect would be, not only
that the law itself would be most
uncertain, from the ditierent views
which different juries might take

of it, but in case of error, there

would be no remedy or redress by
the inj ured party ; for the court

would not have any right to review
the law, as it had been settled by the

jury. Indeed, it would be almost
impracticable to ascerfain what the

law, as settled by the jury, actually

was. On the contrary, if the court

should err in laying down the law to

the jury, there is an adequate remedy
for the injured partv by a motion for

a new trial, or a writ of error, as the

nature of the jurisdiction of the par-

ticular coui-t may require. Every
person accused as a criminal has a

right to be tried according to the

law of the land, the fixed law of the

land; and not by the law as a jury
may understand it, or choose, from
wantonness, or ignorance, or acci-

dental mistake, to interpret it. If I

thought that a jury were the proper

judges of the law in criminal cases,

I should hold it my duty to abstain

from the responsibility of stating the

law to them upon any such trial.

But believing, as I do, that every
citizen has a right to be tried by the

law, and according to the law,—that

it is his privilege and truest shield

against oppression and wrong,—

I
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CHAP. III.] DUTIES OF JUDGE.

§ 23. The duty of a judge presiding at a trial by jury is four-

fold :—First, he must decide all questions respecting the admissi-

bility of evidence ; secondly, he must instruct the jury in the rules

of law, by which the evidence, when admitted, is to be weighed

;

thirdly, he must determine, as a legal question, whether there be

any evidence fit to be submitted to the jury for their consideration

;

and lastly, he must explain and enforce those general principles of

law that are applicable to the point at issue.

^

§ 23a. First, then, speaking generally, all questions as to the

admissibiliti/ of evidence are for the judge. It frequently happens

that this depends on a disputed fact, in which case all the evidence

adduced both to prove and disprove that fact must be received by

the judge, and—however complicated the facts or conflicting the

evidence^—must be adjudicated on by him alone.^ For example,

the judge alone must decide a question of whether a confession

should be excluded on account of some previous threat or promise,

and to do this has to determine, first, whether the threat or promise

was really made ; and, secondly, whether, if made, it was sufficient

in law to warrant the exclusion of the evidence ;4 if a dying decla-

ration be tendered, the judge alone decides whether it has been

satisfactorily proved that the deceased believed, when he made

it, that he was on the point of death ;5 where the receipt in

evidence of a deposition depends on the inability of the deponent

to attend the trial, whether the sickness of the witness, or other

special cause disabling him from attendance, has been satisfactorily

proved;*^ whether the declarant in a question of pedigree has been.

feel it my duty to state my views matters of Jaw arising out of the same,

fully and openly on the present occa- wherein the jury ought to be guided

sion." U. S. V. Battiste, 1835 (Am.). by them." 2 Nalson's Coll. of State

See further, on this interesting sub- Pap. olo, 582, Lond. 1683.
* As to this see Panton v. Williams,ject, 2 Wynne's Eunomus; Bushell's

case, 1670; Francklin's case, 1731; 1841, cited infra, n. Ho § 28.

and E. v. Woodfall, 1770. ^ Bartlett v. Smith, 1843

1 Among the questions propounded * See 1 Stark, r. 523, n. b., 1816.

by the Irish Parliament to the judges ^ So resolved by all the judges, iu

of that country in 1641, was one, two cases cited by Parke, B., m
"whether the judge or jurors ought Bartlett v. Smith, 1843; and in one

to be judge of the matters of fact," case cited by Ld. EUenborough, in

to which the judges replied, that, E. v. Hucks, 1816. These cases

" although the jurors be the sole virtually overrule E. v. Woodcock,

judges of matter of fact, yet the 1787, where Eyre, C.B., left the

judges of the court are judges of the question to the jury.

validity of the evidence, and of the « D. of Beaufort v. Crawshay, 1866.
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DUTIES OF JUDGE. [PART I.

proved to be a deceased member of the famil}-—and this even

though the relationship of the declarant happens to be the very

question at issue in the cause ;^ and whether or not an attesting

witness, of whose signature proof is offered, has absented himself

from the trial by collusion with the opposite party. ^ In like

manner the judge alone decides upon the admissibility of the

evidence where the question is whether a document has been duly

executed or stamped f or whether it comes from the right custody;*

or whether sufficient search has been made for it to admit secondary

evidence of its contents ;^ or whether notice to produce it has been

duly served f or whether, in the event of its being produced under

notice, it be the original paper required ;" or whether it is pro-

tected as being a confidential communication f or whether a

•witness objected to on the ground of unripeness or imbecility of

mind is competent to give evidence.

§ 24. Again, where evidence is offered of acts done in places

other tban the place in dispute, it is for the judge to decide, in the

first instance, whether there is such a unity of character in these

different localities as to render evidence affecting the one admis-

sible with reference to the other. He also has to pronounce whether

acts relied on as such amount to evidence of ownership,^ or whether

witnesses have proved a general usage in trade^*^ or a custom (as the

case may be). The general rule is, that where evidence is by law

admissible for the determination of the point raised, the judge is

bound to lay it before the jury; but that the question whether

the evidence is admissible or not, is for the judge alone.

§ 24a. Whenever the rule just indicated applies, however, the

credibility and weight of the evidence after it has been admitted

are entirely for the jury, who may consider all the circumstances of

the case, including those already proved before the judge, and give

1 Doe V. Davies, 1847, See Hit- son, B.).

chins V. Eardlev, 1871. ^ Harvey v. ]SIitchell,n841 (Parke,
2 Egan c. Larkin, 1842 (Brady, B.).

€.B.)(Ir.). ^ Fronde v. Hobbs, 1859 (Byles,

3 Burtlett V. Smith, 1843; Duns- J.); Boyle v. Wiseman, 18.35; over-

ford f. Curlewis, 1859 (Hill, J.). ruling Jones v. Fort, 1828.

See Stowe v. Querner, 1870. * Cleave v. Jones, 1852. See, also,

* Bp. of Meath f. M. of Winchester, E. v. Hill, 1851.

1836; Doe v. Keeling, 1848 (Ld. ^ Doer. Kemp, 1831 (Bosanquet,

Denman). J.).

5 Bartlett v. Smith, 1843 (Alder- ^^ Lewis v. Marshall, 1844.
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CHAP. HI.] DUTIES OF JUDGE.

sufh evidence only the credit which, upon the whole, they think it

deserves.! The judge merely decides w^hether there is, prima facie^

any reason for presenting it at all to the jury ; and his decision on

this point, if erroneous, may be reviewed by the court above.^

§ 25. Secnidly,^ it is the duty of the judge to point out to the

jury any rule of law, which either renders evidence on any par-

ticular point unnecessary, or which gives any particular species of

evidence peculiar weight, or which defines how a certain fact must

be proved. Thus, he should distinctly explain the nature of any

presumptions, which may apply to the point at issue, distinguishing

such as are conclusive from those which are liable to be rebutted

by counter evidence; and again, dividing this latter class into

those presumptions upon which the jury are bound to act, in the

absence of conflicting testimony, and those upon which it is merely

expedient, or allowable, to rely. Again, if by common or statute

law any document, when proved, becomes conclusive evidence of the

facts it state?, the judge must point out to the jury that the

existence of such facts cannot be disputed or denied, and that the

only question for their deliberation is, whether or not the document

be duly proved. If, too, the uncorroborated testimony of a single

witness be insufficient by law to establish guilt (as, for instance, in

charges of treason or perjury), the judge must acquaint the jury

with the nature and extent of this rule. Even where a conviction

founded upon such testimony as the jury have before them would

be strictly legal (as in the case of an accomplice becoming witness

for the Crown), the judge would not properly discharge his duty

unless he warned the jury against placing implicit rehance upon

statements coming from such a suspicious quarter. Great caution

and tact are, however, necessary on the part of the judge if he

thinks it right (as he may do) to tell the jury his opinion respecting

matters of fact, since this may arouse the jealous feelings of a

jury, and excite them, in their anxiety to prove their indepen-

dence, to pronounce an unjust verdict.-*

1 Well<tead v. Levy, 1831 (Parke, * " Few things incite me more to

J)- Doer;. Davies. 1847 (Ld. Den- repel a doctrine than intolerant

man) ; Ross v. Gould, 1828. attempts to force it on my under-

» Cleave v. Jones, 1852 (Martin, standing." See Dr. Chaunmg s

^y Works, Vol. III. p. 319. Ld.

* See supra, § 23. Bacon, in his advice to Hutton, J.,
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DUTIES OF JUDGE. [PAKT I.

§ 25a. Thirdly;' the judge must, at the close of each ease, deter-

mine whether any evidence has been given on which the jury can

properly find the question for the party on whom the onus of proof

lies ; and if no such evidence exists, he ought to withdraw the

question from the consideration of the jury, and direct, either

a non-suit to be entered if the onus be on the plaintiff, or a verdict

to be found if the onus be on the defendant.^ It is not always

easy to act upon this somewhat vague rule which (hardly less

vaguely) is sometimes said to be that a judge should withdraw the

case from the jury, unless there be reamnahle evidence on which

reasonable men could reasonably or fairly find a verdict.^ But a

judge will not often go astray if in every doubtful case he takes

the opinion of the jmy, and leaves the question, as to how far he

was justified in thus acting, to be decided thereafter by the court.

And, whenever there is conflicting evidence on a question of fact,

he must leave the consideration of it for the decision of the jury,

whatever his own opinion may be respecting its weight.*

§ 26. Lastly;^ the judge must explain to the jury what principles

of law are applicable to the point in issue. To do this correctly,

he must distinguish questions of law from questions of fact, which

is, in ordinary cases, no very difficult task. For instance, on a

charge of larceny, he lays down, as a general proposition of law,

that all persons who take and remove the personal chattels of

another without such other's consent, and with a felonious intent,

are guilty of the crime charged ; and then, according to the cir-

cumstances of the case, he explains, with more or less particularity,

what constitutes a taking, removing, &c. These, obviously, are

questions of law, and together form the major premiss of the

syllogism. The jury decide whether it is proved that the goods

says, "You sliould be a light to ^ See Dublin, W. & W. Ey. Co. v.

jurors to open their eyes, but not a Slattery, 1878 (Ld. Coleridge). On
guide to lead them by their noses." the kindred question as to setting

Bac. Works, Vol. VII. p. 271, ed. aside verdicts which there was no

Montagu. sufficient evidence to support, see

1 See supra, § 23. Webster v. Friedeburg, 1886; Solo-

2 Eyder v: Wombwell, 1868; ap- mon v. Bitton, 1881.

proved of and adopted in Metrop. * Dublin, W. & W. Ey. Co. v.

Ey. Co. V. Jackson, 1877; and in Slattery, 1878, H. L. tSee, also,

Dubl. W. & W. Ey. Co. v. Slattery, Metrop. Ey. Co. v. Jackson, 1877

;

1878 (Ld. Hatherley and Ld. Black- post, § 37, n. *.

\,uTn) * See supra, § 23.
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have been taken and removed in sucli a manner, and with such an

intent, as the judge has previou&ly instructed theoi will amount to

larceny. These are questions of fact, and together form the minor

premiss. Lastly comes the conclusion of guilt or innocence, which

may either be drawn by the jury appljdng to the facts which they

find the rules of law as interpreted by the judge ; or by their

finding the facts specially (but not the mere evidence on which the

facts are founded^), and leaving the court to apply the law to such

facts, and pronounce the final decision. Simple, however, as this

process appears to be, the line between hiw and fact has, in a

certain class of cases, been very indistinctly drawn, and in these,

therefore, the respective duties of the judge and jury are not

clearly defined. For instance, if the question be whether a certain

party had probable cause for doing an act, or whether he has done

an act within a reasonable time, or with due diligence, it may be

difficult to say whether the definition of what constitutes probable

cause, reasonable time, or due diligence, be for the judge or the jury,

and specious arguments are not wanting in favour of the claims

of either party. In truth, the expressions just mentioned consti-

tute neither matters of fact, nor matters of law, exclusively, but

are rather matters of quality or opinion, which are generally termed

"mixed cases." They form, in logical phrase, the middle term,

and are alike common to both the premisses, which are respectively

intrusted to the judge and jury, and upon which the ultimate

decision must proceed.^

§ 27. It is, however, necessary to see how far this subject is

governed by actual decisions which have taken place on it, and as

to whether the questions arising in particular cases are to be re-

garded as matters of law or of fact.

§ 28. First : A question of probable cause must, it is now clearly

established,—albeit the wisdom of the rule has been stoutly dis-

puted,^—be decided exclusively by the judge, and the jury can

only be permitted to find whether the facts alleged in support of

the presence or absence of probability, and the inferences to be

^ Hubbard v. Johnstone, 1810 ^ See, on this difficult subject, 12

(Wood, B.); Harwood v. Goodright, Law Mag. 53—74; 1 St. Ev. 512—
1774 (Ld. Mansfield); Mires v. Sole- 526.

bay, 1678. « Lister v. Ferryman, 1870, H. L.

;

Hicks V. Faulkner, 1881.
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PROBABLE CAUSE. [PART I.

drawn therefrom, really exist.^ Thus, in an action for a malicious

prosecution, the jury, if the evidence on the subject be conflicting,

may be asked whether or not the defendant, at the time when he

prosecuted, kiiciv of the existence of those circumstances which tend

to show probable cause, or believed that they amounted to the

offence which he charged ; and if they negative either of these

facts, the judge will decide as a point of law that the defendant

had no probable cause for instituting the prosecution.^ The rule

of law as to the respective functions of a judge and of a jury in

such cases is based on the assumption tliat judges are more com-

petent than juries to determine the question how far it may have

been proper for a person to have instituted a prosecution.^ It is

equally binding, however numerous and complicated the facts and

inferences may be.^ Indeed, it would be impracticable to lay

down any hard-and-fast rule as to what cases are " complicated."

Besides, it would be inconsistent to hold that a rule, applicable to

a simple case, should not equally apply where the facts were com-

plicated.^ Any difficulty in the application of the rule is, more-

over, more apparent than real, for it rarely happens but that some

leading facts exist in each case, which present a broad distinction

to the view, without having recourse to the less important circum-

stances.^ The judge has a right to act upon all the uncontradicted

^ Michell V. Williams, 1843 ; Pan- in which, the question of reasonable

ton V. Williams, 1841 ; Ilailes v. or i:)robable cause depends, not upon
Marks, 1861 ; Sutton v. Johnstone, a few simple facts, but upon facts

1787; Mitchell v. Jenkins, 1833; which are numerous and complicated,
Hinton v. Heather, 1845 (Alderson, and upon inferences to be drawn
B.) ; West v. Baxendale, 1850. On therefrom, it is the duty of the judge
this subject see, generallj*, Abrath v. to inform the jury, that if they find

North Eastern R. C. (1886). the facts proved, and the inferences
2 Tru'ner v. Ambler, 1847. The to be warranted by such facts, the

absence, however, of belief must be same do or do not amount to reason-

proved by the plaintiff, and cannot able or probable cause, so as thereby

be inferred from the mere fact that to leave the question of fact to the

the defendant had made use of the jury, and the abstract question of

charge for an unfair purpose : id. law to the judge. And we are all of

See, also, Broad v. Ham, 18;i9 ; Had- opinion that it is the duty of the

drick V. Heslop, 1848 ; Heslop v. judge so to do." See Rowlands v.

Chapman, 1853. Samuel, 1850 ; Douglas v, Corbett,
3 Fraser v. Hill, 1853 (Ld. Cran- 1856.

worth). « Panton v. Williams, 1841 (Tindal,
* In Panton v. Williams, 1841, C.J.), pronguncing judgment of the

Tindal, C.J., observes, "We take Ex. Ch.

the broad question between the ® Id.

parties to be this : whether, in a case
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facts and it is only where some doubt is thrown upon the credi-

bility of the witnesses, or where some contradiction occurs, or some

inference is attempted to be drawn from some former fact not dis-

tinctly sworn to, that he is called upon to submit any question to

the iury.^
, ,. • o ^i

129 Although, as to ^^ probable caused the question is for
^_^^

iudne yet, on the other hand, as to the rcaso»ab/ene.^ of the belief

or suspicion, upon which a party acts in causing an arrest or m

detaining goods, is a question for tl. Jury to decide.^ Thus if a.

magistrate, sued for false imprisonment, rely, under not guilty by

statute, upon want of notice of action or the like, the ques ion

whether he believed, with some colour of reason, and bonap/e, hat

he was acting in pursuance of his lawful authority, so as to entitle

him to the protection of the statute, is, in strictness, one for the

iury to determine, if the plaintiff desire their opinion to be taken

on the evidence.3 But if, as commonly happens, these questions be

first submitted to the judge on an application for a nonsuit, and

the plaintiff does not then desire them to be left to the jury, the

plaintiff will be bound by the decision of the judge, if the couii

think it warranted by the evidence.'^

§ 30 The question of reasonable time is a more difficult one.

Upon some subjects, indeed, of frequent recurrence, the courts, for

the sake of commercial convenience, have laid down precise rules

as to what constitutes this. In these cases the duty of the jury is

clearly confined to the simple task of ascertaining whether the

facts proved fall within the rules or not.

§ 30a. For example, reasonable time for notice of dishonour ot

a bill of exchange means,^-according as the parties live in the

same or in different places,-either that the letter contaimng

notice should be so posted that in the due course of dehvery it

would arrive on the day following that on which the waiter has

received inteUigence of dishonour ; « or that su h letter should be

. MicheU .. Williams, 1843 (Alder- See Vof^f^. ^ ^^ ^ ^_ ^, (. tW

V North Eastern Ry. Co., 1886, supra. v. Mullett, 1809 (Ld. Ellenboiou^nj,
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REASONABLE TIME [PART I.

posted before the departure of the mail on the day following the

receipt of intelligence ;
^ or if there be either no post on that day,^

or only one starting at an unreasonable hour in the morning,^ then

on the next day (thus giving the writer an additional day). If a

bill be presented through a banker, one day more is allowed for

giving notice of dishonour than if it were presented by the party

himself.'* The holder of a bill has in general but one day to give

notice to all the parties against whom he intends to enforce his

remedy, though each of the indorsers in turn has his day,^ and the

holder may avail himself of a notice duly given by any other

party to the bill.^ And the holder of a cheque, or of a bill or note

payable on demand, must, in general, present the instrument for

payment on or before the day following that on which it was

received ;
' though in these cases the term " reasonable time

"

may sometimes receive a different construction, regard being had

to the nature of the instrument, the usage of trade, and the

particular facts.

^

§ 31. Generally, the rule as to the time thus allowed applies

not only as between the parties to a cheque,^ but as between

banker and customer with regard to its presentation, unless, in-

deed, circumstances exist from which a contract or duty on the

part of the banker to present earlier, or later, can be inferred. ^"^

It, however, does not apply to claims by the holder of a cheque

against the drawer, unless during the delay the fund has been

lost, as, e. g., by the banker's failure. ^^ When, however, the

rule is applicable, it matters not, so far as the liability of the

Hilton V. Fairclougli, 1811 (Law- well r. Turner. 1869.

rence, J.) ; Eowe v. Tipper, 1853 ^ Chapman v. Keane, 1835 ; Eowe
(Maule, J.). V. Tipper, 1853 (Jervis, C.J.).

1 Williams v. Smitli, 1819. See ' Ricktord v. Ridge, 1810; Bod-
Shelton v. Braithwaite, 1841. dington v. Schlencker, 1833 ; Moule

^ Geill V. Jeremy, 1827 (Lord Ten- v. Brown, 1838. See Bailey v. Boden-
terden). ham, 1864.

3 Hawkes v. Salter, 1830 ; Bray v. « 45 & 46 Y. c. 61, §§ 45, subs. 2

;

Hadwen, 1816; Wright v. Shawcross, 74, subs. 2; and 86, subs. 2.

1819. 8 See Hopkins v. Ware, 1869.
* Alexander v. Burchfield, 1845 ^° Hare v. Henty, 1861. See Pri-

(Tindal, C.J.); Haynes v. Birks, deaux v. Griddle, 1869.

1804; Scott V. Littord, 1808; Lang- " Robinson v. Hawksford, 1846;
dale IK Trimmer, 1812. See 45 & 46 Serle v. Norton, 1841 (Ld. Abinger)

;

V. c. 61, § 49, subs. 13. Laws v. Rand, 1857. In these cases
* Rowe V. Tipper, 1853 ; Uobree v. no time less than six years is deemed

Eastwood, 1827. See, however, Glad- unreasonable.
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drawer is concerned, whether the presentation for payment be

made by the party himself or by his banker. Thus, when an
uncrossed cheque, given on the 10th of March, was paid into

payee's bankers' on the 11th, and presented by them on the 12th,

but the bankers on whom it was drawn had stopped paymput
early that morning, the payee failed to recover the amount of the

cheque from the drawer, because the presentment for payment had
not been made within a reasonable time, and the bankers at the

time of their failm-e had sufficient funds of the drawer's to pay
the cheque.^ Had the payee in this case stipulated that his

bankers' names should be crossed upon the cheque, or had the

drawer discounted his cheque in the country, the result would
have been otherwise, for the drawer then would have been taken

as agreeing that presentment should be made through a banker,

and the steps actually taken were in conformity with this course.^

§ 32. With regard to the time for the presentation of instru-

ments for payment, it has been held that, as a general rule, an

instrument payable at a banker's must be presented within

banking hours
;
^ and one payable elsewhere, at any time when the

diawer may be expected to be found at his place of residence or

business, though it be as late as eight or nine o'clock in the

evening.'* If, however, a banker appoint a person to attend at

the office after banking hours for the purpose of returning an

answer to a presentment, and such person does return an answer

before midnight, no objection can be taken to the unreasonableness

of the hour when the presentment was made ;
^ and the same rule

would seem to prevail if a bill be pemomlhj presented to the

acceptor before twelve o'clock at night on the day that it falls due.^

§ 32a. With regard to a reasonable hour for a demand or tender

of rent on the land, the common law is that it must, in order to

create or avoid a forfeiture, be made before sunset, this being a rule

of convenience adopted to prevent the necessity of one party

waiting for the other till midnight. But if the tenant actually

» Alexanders. Burchfield, 1842. * Wilkins v. Jadis, 1831; Jame-
2 Id. (Tindal, C.J.). See45&46V. son v. Swinton, 1810, Barclay v.

c. fil, §§ 76—82; and Heywood v. Bailey, 1810 (Ld. Ellenborough).
Pickennp:, 18T4. 6 (jarnett v. Woodcock, 1S17.

3 Parker v. Gordon, 1808 ; Elford » See Startup v. Macdonald (1841)
V. Teed, 1813. (Parke, B.).
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REASONABLE HOURS. [_PART I.

meet the lessor, either on or off the hind, at any time oi Die last

day of payment, and tender the rent, it will be sufficient, provided

there was time before midnight to receive and count the money

tendered.^

§ 33. The law as to what is a reasonable hour for the delivery of

goods has been much discussed.^ Where a jury found by special

verdict that certain oil, which the defendant had agreed to purchase of

the plaintiffs, was tendered to the defendant (who must consequently,

it is clear, have been then at his place of business) at half-past

eight in the evening of the last day allowed for delivery; that there

was full time for the plaintiffs to have delivered, and for the de-

fendant to have examined, weighed, and received the whole before

the next Ca Sunday) morning ; but that the time of tendering was

unreasonably late, the Exchequer Chamber held (reversing th')

Common Pleas, and Lord Denman dissentiente) , that the plaintiif

was entitled to recover. Alderson, B.,^ thus laid down the general

rule :
—" Wherever, in cases not governed by peculiar customs of

trade, the parties oblige themselves to the performance of duties

within a certain number of days, they have until the last minute

of the last day to perform their obligation. The only qualification

that I am aware of to this rule is, that in acts requiring time in

order that they may be completely performed, the party must, at all

events, tender to do the act at such period before the end of the

last day, as, if the tender be accepted, will leave him sufficient tim ^

to complete his performance before the end of that day. In the

case of a mercantile contract, however, the opposite party is nut

bound to wait for such tender of performance beyond the usual

hours of mercantile business, or at any other than the usual place

at which the contract ought to be performed. The party, there-

fore, who does not make his tender at that usual place, or during

those usual hours, runs a great risk of not being able to make it at

all. In this case the plaintiffs have had the good fortune to meet

with the defendant, and to make a tender to him in sufficient time.

And I think, under these circumstances, that the defendant was

* Startup V. Macdonald, 1841 (Pat- * Especially iu Startup v. Mac-
teson, J. ; Alderson, B. ; Parke, B.), donald, supra,

reversed by Ex. Ch. in 184.'i. ^ In Startup v. Macdonald, 18-41.
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CHAP. III.] REASONABLE NOTICE TO QUIT.

bound to accept the goods, and is liable in damages for not accept-

ing them."^

§ 34. The law is, again, well settled as to what is a reasonable

time to allow in giving a notice to quit. A reasonable notice to quit

a yearly tenancy has for centuries, in legal construction, meant a

six calendar months' notice,^ terminating at the expiration of the

current year :^ referring, when the tenant holds different portions

of the premises from different days, to the day of entry on the

substantial subject of the holding.* The Agricultural Holdings

(England) Act, 1883, provides that if a holding be either agricul-

tural or pastoral, or both, or be wholly or in part cultivated as a

market garden,* a year's notice, "expiring with a year of tenancy,"

shall be necessary on every tenancy whether created before or after

the commencement of that Act, unless the landlord and tenant

shall have agreed in nrifing that this enactment shall not apply, in

which case a six months' notice shall continue to be sufficient.*' A
mortgagor occupying by arrangement with mortgagee, is entitled

not only to compensation, but to six months' notice.^

§ 34a. So, again, a reasonable notice to terminate service is, by

1 See to same effect judgment of apparently be necessary. Towne v.

Patteson, J., id. ; and also the lumi- Campbell, 18-47 (Coltman, J.). See

nous judgment of Parke, B., id. also Kemp v. Derrett, 1814 (Ld.

2 That is, from one quarter day to Ellenborough) ; Right d. Flower v.

the next but one following. The Darby, 1 78ti (Ld. Mansfield) ; Bridges

exact numbor of months or days does v. Potts, 1864.

not signify. Notice on 26th March * Doe v. Snowdon, 1769; Doe v.

to qmt on 29th September, insuffi- Spence, 1805; Doe *'. AVatkins, 1806;

cient. Notice on 28th September to Doe v. Rhodes, 1843. In this last

quit on 2oth March, sufficient. Mor- case the question raised, but not de-

gan V. Davies, 1878. cided, was whether, where a tenant

3 Doe V. Spence, 1805 (Ld. Ellen- held a farm from year to year,—the

borough). It has for the last thirty land from 2 Feb., the house from

years been held in the County Courts 1 May,—a notice to quit the whole,

that a week's notice to qait is neces- given half a year before 2 Feb., was

sary, but sufficient, to terminate a sufficient to entitle the
_
landlord

weekly tenancy. Siich also is the to recover the whole in ejectment,

Irish law. See Harvey v. Cope- on a demise dated 3 Feb. The in-

land, 1892. There appears to be clination of Ld. Abinger's opinion

no express decisions on the point, appears to have been towards the

however, in the English Superior affirmative.

Courts. See, and compare, Jones v. ^ 4(3 & 47 y. c. 61, § 54. See also

Mills, 1861 ; Huffell v. Armitstead, 39 & 40 V. c. 63, Ir., as to the corre-

1835 (Parke, B.); and Towne v. sponding law of Ireland.

Campbell, 1847. If the hiring be « 46 & 47 V. c. 61, § 33. See also

monthly, a month's notice, and if it § 41.

be quarteily, a quarter's notice, will ^ 53 & 54 V. c. 57, § 2.
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law, in the case of domestic servants,—which term has been held

to include huntsmen,^ and head gardeners,^—a calendar montli's

warning.^ This rule is inapplicable to farm servants,^ clerks,

travellers, governesses,^ housekeepers in large hotels,^ and the like.

§ 34b. So, the reasonable period during which a member of Par-

liament is entitled to freedom from arrest on civil process has, for

at least two hundred years, been fixed by law at forty days before

and after each session, the rule being the same in the case of a dis-

solution as in that of a prorogation.''

§ 35. Again, the reasonable time for which a party charged with

an indictable offence may, in England or Ireland, be remanded ia

limited by statute to eight clear days, where the accused is re-

manded by warrant, or, in England, to three clear days, where he

is remanded by verbal order.^ This rule does not apply where

justices have power to deal sntmi/aril// with a case which is also

indictable. In such a case the remand may, by express enact-

ment,^ be to " the next practicable sitting " of the Petty Sessions

Court, though this may be more than eight days off. If, in any

case not expressly provided for, the question arise whether a party

has been remanded for a reasonable time, the statutory rule

would doubtless be considered by the court as furnishing some

guide. But, meanwhile, the jury would, no doubt, be called upon

(as in the case of probable cause) to ascertain the existence

of the facts, and to leave the court to determine, upon those

facts, whether the time was reasonable or not.^^ On three occa-

sions, indeed—two in England," and the other in Ireland '^—the

entire question appears to have been submitted to the jury. But

the latter'^ of the two English cases rested upon the authority of

1 Nicoll V. Greaves, 1864. able Offences Act, 1848"), § 21. See,
^ Nowlaa v. Ablett, 1835. as to the Irish, law, 14 & 15 V. c. 93,
3 Nowlan v. Ablett, 1835 ; Fawcett § 14, Ir.

V. Cash, 1834. ^ 42 & 43 V. c. 49, § 24, subs. 2.

* Lilley v. Elwin, 1848. i" Davis v. Capper, 18:^9.

* Todd V. Kerrick, 1852. See post, " Davis v. Capper, 1829 (G-aselee,

§177. J.); Cave v. Mountain, 1840 (Ld.
* Lawler v. Linden, 1876 (Ir.). Abin^er).
^ Goudy V. Duncombe, 1847 ; In '^ GiUman v. Connor, 1840 (Ir.).

re Anglo-French Co-operative Soc, '^ Cave t;. Mountain, 1840(Tindal,

1880; Re Armstrong, Exp. Lindsay, C.J.). Moreover, Ld. Abinger, who
1892. tried the cause, was, " under all the

** 11 & 12 V. c. 42 ("The Indict- circumstances, satisfied with the ver-
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CHAP. Ill,] REASONABLE TIME.

the former, and in the former no objection was taken at Nisi

Prius to the summing-up of the judge, though its correctness was

questioned on a subsequent motion in Banc, and at the second trial

the course suggested above was distinctly adopted.^

§ 35a. Finally, the questions whether an arrest has been counter-

manded within a reasonable time,^ or whether an executor has had

reasonable time to remove the goods from the testator's mansion,'

are in each case for the judge.'*

§ 36. While there are fixed rules of law as to what is a reasonable

tim6 for certain matters, the question appears to be, with respect to

some others, governed by no precise rules, and to be purely a matter

for a jury to determine. Thus it is for a jury to say whether a crop

has been left on the ground for a reasonable time, so as to enable

the tithe-owner to compare the tithe set out with the remainder of

the produce ;
^ whether a copy of a rate has been delivered by an

overseer to an inhabitant within such reasonable time as to satisfy

the Act,^ which requires it to be given " forthwith " upon demand
and tender of payment;^ whether the vendor of railway shares

has offered to transfer them within a reasonable time ; ^ whether

the owner of cattle, which have strayed on land through defect of

the proprietor's fences, has removed them within a reasonable

time;^ whether goods purchased by sample have been rejected,^"

or goods taken by distress have been sold,'^ within a reasonable

time ; whether a foreign or inland bill of exchange payable at or

after sight has been presented ;•' whether a blank stamped accept-

dict," so that the propriety of' his of um-easonable dolay in taking the
leaving the question to the jury party arrested to prison was likewise
could not practically be questioned one for the judge: Beutou y. Sutton,
in the court above. 1797 (Heath, J.).

1 Davis V. Capper, 1829. * Facey v. Hui-dom, 1824.
^ ScheibeU'.Fairbairn, 1799, where « 17 G. 2, c. 3 ("The Poor Eate

Heath, J., held that a counter- Act, 1743 "), § 2.

mand ought to be made in the course ' Tennant v. Bell, 1846.
of the day on which the debt was » Stewart v. Cauty, 1841.
received. 9 Goodwyn v. Cheveley, 1859.

3 Co. Lit. § 69, and p. 56 b. lo Parker v. Palnier, 1821.
* In an action against a sheriif for " Pitt v. Shew, 1821.

escape under the old law, which is i* Muilman v. D'Eguino, 1795
;

now no longer maintainable (50 & Fry v. Hill, 1817. See, ante, § 30,
51 V. 0. 00 ("The Sheriffs Act, ad' fin. In determining this ques-
1887"), § 16; and 40 & 41 V. tion, the jury should be directed to
c._ 49, § 43, Ir.) the question whether take into" consideration the interests
his officer had or had not been guilty not only of the drawer, but of the
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ance has been filled uj) by the holder ;' whetlier a voyage insured

has been commenced or prosecuted,^ or whether costs have been

taxed, within such tirae.^ The last-named questions, indeed, turn

upon the ordinary course of business or trade, and are, consequently,

matters with which the jury are peculiarly acquainted.

§ 37. Having now considered how questions of " reasonable

time " are to be dealt with, when they are solely for the decision

of the judge, and when they must be left to the jury, we next

must consider how questions of reasonable skill or carc^ due dili-

gence, and gross negligence are to be dealt with.

§ 37a. Now questions of the description just mentioned must,

in the great majority of instances, be Solely determined by the

jury.'* The judges can rarely have materials which will enable

them to decide such questions by rules of law. Thus, in actions

against a surgeon for negligence in the treatment of patients,*

against gratuitous bailees for gross carelessness in losing property

intrusted to them,^ and in like cases, even when the jury have

found a verdict in opposition to the opinion of the presiding judge,

holder also. Ramchiini MuUick v.

Luckmeocbund Eadakissen, 1854 :

Mellishi;. Kawdon, 18:52. See Chart.

Merc. Bk. of India, &c. v. Dicksou,
1871 ; and Van Dieman's Land lik.

V. Victoria Bk., 1871.
1 Temple v. Pullen, 1853. The

question of reasonable time does not
arise when the bill is in the hands
of a bond fiile indorsee for value
without notice. Montague v. Per-
kins, 1853.

- Mount V. Larkins, 1831 ; Phil-

lips V. Irving, 18-14, where it was
said that " no certain or fixed time
could be said to be a reasonable or

unreasonable time for seeking a
cargo in a foreign port ; but that

the time allowed must vai y with the

varying circumstances, which may
render it more or less difficult to ob-
tain such cargo." Id. (Tindal, U.J.).

3 Burton v. Griffiths, 1843.
* In the Metropol. Ey. Co. i-. Jack-

son, 1877, Ld. Cairns, C, in II. L.,

thus explained these principles :

—

" The judge has to say whether anj^

facts have been established by evi-

dence from which negligence maji he

reasonably infen-ed; the jurors have

to say whether, from those facts,

when submitted to them, negligence
ou(f/it to be inferred. It is, in my
opinion, of the greatest iinpoi-tance

in the administration of justice that
the separate functions should be
maintained, and should be main-
tained distinct. It would be a serious

inroad on the ]irovnice of the jury
if, in a case where there are facts

from which negligence may reason-
ably be inferred, the judge were to

withdraw the case from the jury
upon the ground that, in his opinion,

negligence ought not to be inferred
;

and it would, on the other hand,
place in the hands of the jurors a
power which might be exercised in

the moNt arbiti'ary manner, if they
were at libeity to hold that negli-

gence might be inferred from any
state of facts whatever." See, also,

ante, § 22 ; Bridges v. N. Lnnd. Ey.
Co., 1874 ; Eobson v. N. East. Ry.
Co., 187(3, C. A. ; Rose v. N. East.

Ey. Co., 1876, C. A.
^ Doorman v. Jenkins, 1834 (Taun-

ton, J.).

* Doorman v. Jenkins, 1834.
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CHAP. III.] REASONABLE SKILL GROSS NEGLIGENCE, ETC.

tli<} court must generally refuse to grant a new trial. ^ In some

cases, indeed, where the question relates to matters of legal practice,

as, for instance, if a sheriff be charged with neglect of duty in not

executing a writ, or if a solicitor be sued for negligence in con-

ducting an action,^ the judges would appear to be more comi^etent

than a jury to decide whether the facts proved amount to a want of

reasonable care ; but it seems that, even in such cases, the province

of the judge is merely to inform the jury for what species or

degree of negligence the defendant is answerable,- aud what duty

in the particular case devolved upon him, by law, or practice ; and,

having done this, to leave the jury to decide, first, whether the

defendant has performed his duty, and next, whether, in case of

non-performance, the neglect was of that sort or degree which was

venial or culpable in the sense of not sustaining or sustaining an

action.^ The judges are, however, the proper parties to decide

whether fines, customs, or services are reasonable,^ or whether

deeds contain reasonable covenants or powers.^

§ 38. Questions of bona fides,^ actual hioidedge^ cxpresH malice^

real intention^ or reasonable cause, next require consideration.

Generally speaking, all questions of this description belong abso-

lutely to the jury. To this rule there are, however, some few

exceptions. Thus, the law will sometimes presume the existence

^ Doorman, v. Jenkins, 1834, per ^ Hunter v. Caldwell, 1847 (Ld.

Cur., commenting on and explain- Denman); Eeece v. Eigby, 1821
ing Shiells v. Blackburne, 1789

;
(Abbott, C.J.) ; Sherlock v. Passman,

Moore v. Mourgue, 1776. 1836 (Alderson, B.).

2 In Godefroy v. Dalton, 1830, * Co. Lit. 56 b, 59 b ; Wilson v.

tbe judges laid down, that in an Hoare, 1839; Bell i;. Wardell, 1740.

action for negligence against him, ^ Smith v. Doe d. Jersey, 1819
a solicitor is, generally speaking, (Abbott, C.J.).
" liable for the consequences of igno- * See ante, § 29; and see also

ranee or non-observance of the rules Wedge v. Berkeley, 1837 ; Moore v.

of practice of this court; for the Mourgue, 1776; Gray v. Dinnen,
want of care in the preparation of 1840 (Ir.); Coxhead v. Richards, 1846
the cause for trial; or of attendance (Cresswell, J.); Haseldine v. Grove,
thereon with his witnesses; and for 1842; Hughes v. Buckland, 1846,
the mismanagement of so much of Horn v.Thoinborough, 1849; Douglas
the condirct of a cause, as is usually v. Ewing, 1857 (Ir.).

and ordinarily allotted to his depart- '' Harratt v. Wise, 1830.

ment of the profession. Whilst, on ^ As in actions for malicious pro-
the other hand, he is not answerable secution or arrest. Mitchell v. Jen-
for error in judgment upon points of kins, 1833.

new occurrence, or of nice or doubt- " Doe v. Wilson, 1809; Powis v.

ful construction, or of such as are Smith, 1822 ; Doe v. Batten, 1775

;

usually intrusted to men in a higher Zouch v.Willingale, 1790 (Gould and
branch of the profession of the law." Wilson, JJ.) ; Cox v. Eeid, 1849.
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of fraud, knowledge, malice, intention, or justification, from the

proof of other remote facts,i and whenever these presumptions are

embodied in rules of law, the court will either draw the inference

without the aid of a jury, or the jury will be bound to follow the

directions of the judge. Moreover, in some particular cases tlie

decision of questions of bona fides, reasonable cause, 8fc., actually

belongs to the judge. "For example, in cases where by law notice

of action is still required,^ the judge has to decide whether notice

of action is necessary, and consequently the question of bona fides

must be determined by him, and not by the jury;^ and, on an

application at Nisi Prius for an amendment, it is the duty of the

judge to determine, as a matter of fact, from the pleadings and the

evidence, what is the real question in controversy between the

parties.* Again, questions of discretion, or of good came, in con-

nection with costs, are for the decision of the judge. Thus, where,

in an action in the High Court, the plaintiff in an action of

contract recovers (except by summary judgment under R. S. C,

Ord. XIV.) a sum not over 20/., or between 20/. and 50/., or in

an action of tort recovers not over 10/., or between 10/. and 20/.,

he is, in each case, not entitled in the first event to any costs, or

in the other, to more than County Court costs, unless the judge

certify that there was sufficient reason for bringing the action to

the High Court, subject, indeed, to a power in the High Court or

at Chambers to allow costs.^

§ 39. The judge's discretion must, however, be exercised subject

to a rule^ which provides that—"Subject to the provisions of the

Acts' and these Rules, the costs of and incident to all proceedings

in the Supreme Court, including the administration of estates and

trusts, shall be in the discretion of the court or judge: Provided

^ See Chap. " On Presumptive Evi- of detinue is one of tort or of con-

dence," post. tract de^iends on the facts of the par-

2 In many cases it is not now re- ticularcase. Bryant i'. Herbert, 1877,

quired, but defendant must instead C. A. ; E. S. C. 1883, Ord. LXV.
be given an opportunity of tendering r. 12 ; Pitt-Lewis' County Court Prac-

amends. See post, § 73, at p. 72. tice, vol. i. p. 110.

3 Kirby v. Simpson, 1854; Arnold « E. S. C. 1883, Ord. LXV. r. 1.

t'. Hamel, 1854. '' These are "TheSup. Ct. of Judic.

* Wilkin V. Eeed, 1854. Acts, 1873 to 1879, and 1881," and
• See § 116 of " The County Courts "The App. Jiuisd. Act, 1876." See

Act, 1888" (51 & 52 V. c. 43). Ord. LXXI. x. 1.

Whether for the purpose an action
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CHAP. III.] COSTS IN SUPREME COURT.

that nothing herein contained shall deprive an executor, adminis-

trator, trustee, or mortgagee, who has not unreasonably instituted

or carried on or resisted any proceedings, of any right to costs out

of a particular estate or fund, to which he would be entitled accord-

ing to the rules hitherto acted upon in the Chancery Division

:

Provided also that, where any action, cause, matter, or issue is tried

with a>ry, the costs shall follow the event, unless the judge by whom

such action, cause, matter, or issue is tried, or the court, shall, for

good cause, otherwise order." ^

§ 39a. Under the above Rule, when a cause is tried with a jury,,

the presiding judge may "/or good cause'' deprive a successful

litigant of costs, either on an application being made to him for

that purpose, or of his own motion.^ An application to the judge

for this purpose should be made either during the trial, or within

a reasonable time after its termination ;
^ and an application to the

court must—to be successful—be made without undue delay, but

may be entertained by the court, whether a previous application

to the judge v/ho tried the cause has or has not been made.^ In

no case will either the judge or the court deprive the successful

litigant of his costs unless for good cause.^ The judge, in exer-

cising his discretion, must assume the truth of the facts found by the

jury, but is not confined to the consideration of the party's conduct

in the course of the litigation, and may consider such of his pre-

vious acts as have conduced to the action.'^ In an action in

which the defendant succeeds, he ought not to be deprived of costs-

in the Uueen's Bench Division, simply because such a result would

have followed in the old Court of Admiralty.^ To ascertain

1 Uucere, Does this Eiile extend to course of that litigation, is " good

the Liverpool Pas-age Court? See cause for depriving plaintiff of hi*

King V. Ilawksworth, 1879; and 36 costs." Huxley f. East London Ry.

& 37 V. c. 66, § 91. Co., 1889 (Ld. Halsbury, L.C.).

2 Turner v. Heyland, 1879; Collins « Harnett v. Vise, 1880, C. A. In
V. Welch, 1879 ; Marsden v. Lane. & Jones v. Curling, 1884, C. A., it was

York. Ey. Co., 1881, C. A. held, 1st, that the facts must show
2 See Kynaston v. Mackinden, that it would be more just to dis-

1870, C. A. allow than to allow the costs, as, for

* See Myers v. Defries, and Siddons instance, that there has been oppres-

V. Lawrence, 1879, C. A. ; Bowey v. sion or misconduct on the part of

Bell, 1878; Gen. St. Nav. Co. v. the successful litigant ; 2nd, that the

Lond. & Ed. Ship. Co., 1877. question of costs is one respecting

* Everything which increases the which an appeal will lie.

litigation and the costs, and which ' Gen. St. Nav. Co. v. Lond. & Ed-

places upon the defendant a burthen Ship. Co., 1877.

which he ought not to bear in the
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"whetlier there is or is not " good cause " the judge may not look

at communications made "without prejudice."^

§ 39b. Attempts to determine the ''event," which, in the absence

of a special order, costs are to " follow," have given rise to much

controversy.^ In a general way it means the result of all the pro-

ceedings incidental to the litigation ; so that among the costs which

follow it will be included the costs of all stages of that litigation,

—

for example, the costs of a first trial when a second has been

ordered.^ When a plaintiff has united several independent causes

of action, and has succeeded on some of the issues, and failed on

the others, the term " event " is to be read distributively, and the

plaintiff will have only the general costs of the cause, while the

defendant will get the costs of those issues on which he succeeds,*

although the fact of the great majority of the issues being found for

the defendant may be " good cause " for depriving plaintiff of the

general costs of the cause.^

§ 40. Questions as to the construction of written documents

must next be discussed. Matters of great nicety arise in con-

nection with this subject. But the clear general rule is that the

construction of all written documents is for the court alone. The

construction of these is, as we have said, for the court alone so soon

as the true meaning of the u-orch^ in w^hieh they are couched, and

the surrounding circumstances, if any, have been ascertained as

facts by the jury ;
' and it is the duty of the jury to take the con-

struction from the court, either absolutely, if there be no words to

be construed as words of art or phrases used in commerce, and no

surrounding circumstances to be ascertained;^ or conditionally,

w^hen those words or circumstances are necessarily referred to

them. The term "written documents" includes Acts of Parlia-

ment, judicial records, deeds, wills, negotiable instruments, agree-

» Walker v. Wiltshire, 1889, C. A. « gee Ashforth v. Eedford, 1873

;

^ See Collins v. Welch, 1879, C. A. Alexander v. Vanderzee, 1872. But
{Bramwell, L.J.) ; and Myers v. De- see Bowes v. Shand, 1877, affirming

fries, 1879. Shand v. Bowes, 187G.
3 Field w.Gt. North. Ey. Co., 1878; 'See Tamvaco v. Lucas. 1862;

Hariis v. Petherick, 1879, C. A.; Lyle r. Richards, 1866; D. of Devon-
Creen v. Wright, 1877. C. A. shire v. Neill (Ir.), 1877 (Palles,

* Myers v. Defries, 1880, C. A.
;

C.B.).

Elli^i t;. Desilva, 1881, C. A.; Sparrow ** Key v. Cotesworth, 1852. See,

V. Hill, 1881. also, Lang v. Smith, 1838, as to

^ Forster v. Farquhar, 1893. mercantile usage.
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CHAP. III.] CONSTRUCTION OF DOCUMENTS.

ments, and letters. A misconstruction by the court is the proper

subject of appeal to a court of error; but a misconstruction by the

jury cannot in any way be effectually set right.i The effect of

tlie rule consequently is to render the law certain. A marked

instance of its application occurs in the case of the construction of

the specification of a patent, for though the interpretation of such

an instrument—relating as it does to matters of science and skill,

—would seem peculiarly adapted to the practical information of

jurors, the court must construe if-^ after merely ascertaining from

the jury an explanation of technical terms.^ Again, the construc-

tion of all written contracts is for the court. Where a contract for

the sale of barley was in letters, one of which offered good barley,

and the other accepted the offer, "expecting you wiU give us fine

barley and good weight," it was held, that the jury (though they

might be asked as to the mercantile meaning of the words "good "

and "fine"), after having found that there was a distinction

between the two terms employed, could not further decide that

the parties did not misunderstand each other, but that they were

bound to take the interpretation of the contract, as a matter of

law, from the judge.'i go, too, it is for the court to decide, as

matter of law, whether the sum mentioned in an agreement as to be

1 Judgment in Neilson v. Harford, 1860 ;
Betts ^ Menzies 1859 See,

^g^j
° too, Betts V. Menzies, 1862, H. li.

;

2 Neilson v. Harford, 1841 ; BoviU and Seed i;. Higgins, 1860, H. L.

V. Pimm, 1S56. These cases virtually But see also the observations ot Ld.

overrule Hill v. Thompson, 1817, Westbury C., on Bush ^ Fox, 8o6

where Ld. Eldon observed, that the and the law supposed to be there

intelbmhiUty of the description of a laid down, m Hills ^.
Lyans, 1862.

specification was a matter of fact.
^
Hil s t;. Evans, 1862.

In America the sufficiency of the \Hutchison ,..Bowker, 1839 where

description in a specification is still Parke, B., observed, ' It is the duty

left as a question of fact to be deter- of the court to construe all written

mined by the jury, unless the state- instruments ;
if there are peculiar

ment be obviously too vague. Wood expressions used m it, which have,

V. Underbill (Am.), 1847. But in in particular places or trades, a known

England, where in a patent cause the meaning attached to them, it is tor

waSt of novelty appears distinctly the jurrj to say ^h^t the meamnr/ of

from documents, such, for instance, those expresswns was, but for the onrt

as a prior patent and specification, to decide what the meamng oj the

the iudge, and not the jury, must contract was ' ^ee also Bourne i^.

notice the identity of the two sup- Gatliffe 1841 ;
Griffiths .,

Eigby.

posed inventions. Ind the consequent 1856 ;
Hills v. London Gasligh Co

want of novelty in the second. Bush 1858; K"-kland .; Nisbet lbo9

,

V. Fox, 1856^ Booth v. Kennard, Montgomery v. Middleton, 1862.

1858 : Hills v. London Gaslight Co.,
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CONSTRUCTION OF DOCUMENTS. [PART T.

paid for a breach thereof^ is a penalty or liquidated damages;'^

whether a letter containing no words of doubtful trade meaning,

and as to which the extrinsic facts are not in controversy, amounts

to a guarantee ;^ or whether* a written acknowledgment of a debt,^

or of title,** is sufficient to take the case out of the statutes of

limitation. On this last subject it will indeed, in a doubtful case,

be prudent for the judge both to express his own opinion, and also

to take the opinion of the jury.^ Moreover, whenever a document

is connected with other evidence affecting its construction, the

whole must be submitted to the jury together.^

§ 41. Letters, as mentioned in the preceding section, fall within

the general rule as to "written documents."^ Their construction,

consequently, unless, indeed, extrinsic circumstances be capable of

explaining them, is for the court, no matter how ambiguous the lan-

guage in which they are couched.^" If, however, letters be written

in so dubious a manner as to bear different constructions, but can

be explained by other transactions, the jury (who are clearly the

judges of the truth or falsehood of such collateral facts which may

vary the sense of the letters themselves) must decide upon the whole

evidence.'^ Accordingly, on a question whether the defendant had

adopted the acceptance of a bill, the construction of a letter written

by him on the subject, taken in connection with his subsequent

conduct, was held to be entirely for the jury.'^ Whenever, too,

a contract has to be made out partly by letters, and partly by

parol evidence, the jury must deal with the whole question.'^ If a

document be lost, and oral evidence be given of its contents, the

judge must construe its meaning in the same manner as if it had

been produced, but here again the jury may be asked if they

» See Wallis v. Smith, 1882. B.) ; Morrell v. Frith, 1838 (id.).

* Sainteri'. Ferguson, 1849 (Wilde, " Eoutledge i". Eamsay, 1838 (Ld.

C.J.). Formerly this was occasion- Denman) ; Morrell v. Frith 1838;
ally left to the jury. See Crisdee v. Moore v. Garwood, 18-19; Ashpitel ?;.

Bolton, 1827 (Best, C.J. ). Sercombe, 1850; Foster v. Mentor
3 Bk. of Montreal v. Munster Bk., Life Ass. Co., 1854.

1876. ® Berwick v. Horsfall, 1858.
* See, contra, Lloyd v. Maund, '° Furness v. Meek, 1862.

1788 ; Linsell v. Bonner, 1835. '' Macbeath v. Haldimand, 1786
* Morrell v. Frith, 1838; Eont- (Buller, J.); Smith v. Thompson,

ledge V. Eamsay, 1838 (Ld. Den- 1849. See Lyle ;;. Eichards, 1867.

man). '" Wilkinson v. Storey, 1839. fee
6 Doe V. Edmonds, 1840 (Parke, B.). Brook v. Hook, 1871.

' Bucket V. Church, 1840 (Parke, '•' Bolckow v. Seymour, 1864.
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CHAP. III.] CONSTRUCTION OF DOCUMENTS.

Lolieve oral evMence which has been given as to the circumstances

of the alleged lo^s.^

§ 42. An exception to the general rule of law which intrusts

the judge with the construction of all written documents arises

where the writing forms the subject of an indictment or an

action, and the guilt or innocence of the defendant depends upon

the popular meaning of the language employed. Thus, the legis-

lature, after much discussion,^ has expressly determined^ that,

on a prosecution for Uhel, the question whether the particular pub-

lication is a libel or not, shall always be entirely for the jury.

Even here the judge may, as a matter of advice to them, give his

own opinion respecting the nature of the publication, though he is

not in point of law bound to do so.* The statute here referred

to is in strictness only applicable to criminal trials, but as it is

a declaratory Act, its provisions have in practice been adopted

in civil actions for libel, and it has now for a series of years

been the course for the judge,—who still has to decide whether the

words complained of are reasonably capable of bearing the defa-

1 Berwick v. Horsfall, 1858. before whom such indictment or in-

2 As to this celebrated dispute, in formation shall be tried, to find the

support of the claims of the judges, defendant or defendants guilty,

see E. V. Udall, 1590; R. v. Wood- merely on the proof of the pubhca-

fall 1770 (Ld. Mansfield) ; R. v. Dean tion by such defendant or defendants

of St. Asaph, 178;J (Ld. Mansfield)

;

of the paper chargecl to be a libel

and in support of the rights of the and of the sense ascribed to the »ame

iurv R. i^. Tutchin, 1704 (Ld. Holt)

;

in such indictment or mtormation.

R V Owen, 1752 ; R. v. Dean of St. § 2 provides, that, " on every s^uch

Asaph 1783 (Willes, J., and Ld. trial, the court or judge, before whom

Ellenborough). As to the proceed- such indictment or information shall

in-s in the House of Lords on the be tried, shall/ according to their

passing of " The Libel Act " (32 G. 3, or his discretion, give their or his

c. 60), see 22 How. St. Tr. 294, 297. opinion and directions to the jury

3 32 G 3 c. 60 (commonly called on the matter m issue between the

"Fox's Libel Act"), declares and King and the defendant or defen-

enacts (§ 1) that, on every trial of an dants as in other criminal cases,

indictment or information for a libel, § 3 provides that a jury may find a

" the jury sworn to try the issue may special verdict ;
and § 4 reserves to

give a general verdict of guilty or defendants a right to move m arrest

not guilty upon the whole matter put of judgment. ^ . ^ -.

?n is!ue upoS such indictment or m- ^ Per Parke B., nx Parmiter v,

formation ; and shall not be required Coupland, 1840.

or directed by the court or judge,

• It has been said that the word " shall" should
^^^\^^Jf^^lf^ff^ ^? ^

the word " may " had been used. Bayhs v. Lawrence, 1840 (Littledale, J.).
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LIBEL THREATENING LETTERS. [PART I.

matory meaning ascribed to them by the plaintiff,^—to firtt give

a legal definition of the offence, and then leave the jury to deter-

mine whether the writing complained of falls within that definition

or not.2 It is, indeed, not absolutely necessary that the judge

should explain what constitutes a libel, but he may leave the whole

question without reserve to the jury.^ If, however, they find a

verdict against the defendant, either on an indictment or an action,

the court will arrest the judgment, where the writing on the face

of it is not libellous.*

§ 43. The respective duties of the judge and jury on indictments

for writing threatening letters ^ are not very clearly defined. In

some cases the jury have been permitted, upon examination of the

paper, to decide for themselves whether or not it contained a

menace.^ In other cases, the question appears to have been ex-

clusively determined by the court ;
' while on a few occasions the

opinion of the jury, and of the judge, have been both alternatively

taken. ^ On a question as to the construction of a writing written

by defendant and alleged to be libellous, other hbels by the defen-

dant are admissible ^ both as to construction and to show malice.'''

§ 44. In connection with the subject of libel, it should be men-

tioned that it is a question of law for the court whether a communi-

cation be privileged or not. If, indeed, the privilege claimed be of

a character that it is on public grounds regarded as absolute,^^ the

jury must first determine what the circumstances were under which

the communication was made, and also whether such communica-

tion was made bond fde. They ought to find bona Jides unless the

evidence be sufficient to raise a probability that the communication

was colourably made.'^ After they have found the facts and deter-

1 Hunt V. Goodlake, 1873 ; Sturt 1882.

V. Bla<jg, 1847 (Wilde, C.J.). » Bolton v. O'Brien, 1885.
2 Parmiter ('. Coupland, 1840. 'o Barrett v. Long. 1851, H. L.
2 Baylis v. Lawrence, 1841. Though the jury are usually cau-
* Hearne v. Stowell, 1840; Gold- tioned not to give damages for them,

stein V, Foss. 1827 ; Parmiter v. the omission ol: such caution is not a

Coupland, 1840 (Alderson, B.l. misdirection. Darby v. Ouseley,
5 As to which, see 24 & 25 V. c. 96 1856.

(" The Larceny Act, 1861 "), §§44, 46. " As to such absolute privilege,

* E. V. Girdwood, 1770. see Dawkins v. Paulet, 1«69; and
' R. V. Smith, 1849; E. v. Pick- Dawkins v. Ld. Eokeby, 1873.

ford, 1830. "- Taylor r. Hawkins^ 1851; Somer-
^ E. V. Eobinson, 1796; E.f. Coady, ville v. Hawkins, 1851.
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CHAP. HI.] QUESTIONS OF FACT FOR JURY.

mined the questioa of bona fides, the judge must decide, as a

qaestion of law, whether the occasion of the publication was such

as to rebut the inference of malice.^ If, however, any doubt exist

as to whether or not the defendant in some respects exceeded the

limits of his privilege, and made comments, which may be evidence

of actual malice, the opinion of the jury must be taken upon the

effect of such evidence.^
,

§ 45 On an indictment for perjury, it is still a moot pomt

whether the materiality of the matter in which the false swearing

is proved, is a question of fact for the jury, or a question of law for

the judge. According to the better opinion, it ought to be regarded

in the latter light.^ _ .

§ 45a All questions of mere fact are for the decision of a jury,

unaided by any positive legal rules-it being the duty of the judge

merely to take care that they are not misled by anythmg commg

out in the evidence.^ Questions of this description are as to per-

missive occupation;^ the assent of an executor to a bequest; the

unsoundness of a horse ;^ the delivery of a document as an escrow,

unless the question turn solely on the construction of writings;

the infringement of a patent,^ where such infringement does not

depend merely on the construction of the specification
;^o the novelty

of a design, within the meaning of the Acts relating to copyright

of design for articles of manufacture ;^^ the existence of a nuisance,

as caused by erecting a bridge or weir in a navigable stream ;^ the

definition of the word " street," ^^ except in certain cases where the

term has been employed in an Act of Parliament ;

^^ the seaworthi-

^ Coxhead..Eichards, 1846(Cress- facts of the case.'' P-Ald^^^^^^^ B

T^^^'^s^'"^"^^
'-^' '''''

'' ^u^Te^aL^, &r.! Miiot

^^^:^;^fWndes, 1855. -- S^fgS:^;, J., .n Ba,Hs ..

'^Tf^h^,^,^U.^s. ^^t^^^^J^::^^^^^, ,S5T;

(Iv.)^ Jone^..BoJnd, 1840(Ir.^; but « Seed . Higgms, 1860, H. L.

see Whiteacre v. Synionds, 1808. See postj 43.

e Mason .. Farnell 1844 even
g^^^.t" Tslo ; B. . RusseU,

-rX^S^e^iS^tl^st^ .^ Soiir^tealBoardof Bar.
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QUESTIONS FOR JURY—NECESSARIES. [PART I.

ness of a ship ; ^ the construction of a policy of insurance, showTi

by evidence to contain a latent ambiguity;^ the materiality of

facts not communicated in effecting an insurance ;^ the competency

of a testator in a will cause, and his freedom from undue influence;*

the cruelty of a husband as a ground for judicial separation ;^ the

condonation of a conjugal offence;^ whether there has been an

acceptance of goods sufficient to satisfy the Statute of Frauds;^

whether a tender be absolute or conditional.^ The court, however,

in the last-named case, should be mindful to point out that a tender

is not invalid in law as being conditional, if it merely implies that

the debtor admits no more to be due, but that to make it bad it

must go further, and imply that the creditor, if he takes the sum

offered, will admit that his entire claim is satisfied.^ The jury

have also, in any question relating to the amount of interest payable

on a foreign bill of exchange, to determine as facts, first, what rate

of interest is usually paid at the respective places where the bill was

drawn or indoi'sed or accepted, and next, whether the plaintiff has

sustained any damage requiring the payment of interest at all ; but

the judge will decide as a pure question of law, whether the case is

to be governed lege loci contractus, or lege loci solutionis ^°

§ 46. Among other matters of fact it is for a jury to decide

whether articles supplied to an infant be necessaries, but, as to this,

their decision is snhjict to tJie control of the judges, ^^ who have laid

down general rules of law, as follow : first, the question whether

articles are necessaries or not does not, in any degree, depend upon

what allowance the infant may have received from his father, and

may have misapplied ;
'^ secondly, the articles must be really useful,

ton, 1882; Maude v. Baildon Local * Eckstein v. Eeynolds, 1837;

Boards 1883. Marsden v. Goode, 1845.

1 Clifford V. Hunter, 1827 (Ld. » Bowen v. Owen, 1847 ;
Bull v.

Tenterden). Parker, 1843 ; Henwood v. Oliver,

2 Hordern v. Commercial Union, 1841.

&c., 1887. ^^ Gibbs v. Fremont, 1853. See
3 Eawlings v. Desborough, 1840 further on this subject, post, § 47.

(Ld. Denman). ^^ Harrison v. Fane, 1840 (Tindal,

* Purdon v. Ld. L(mgford, 1877 C.J.) ; Pvder v. Wombwell, 1868.

(Ir.).
12 Burghart ;-•. Hall, 1839 ; Peters

5 Tomkins v. Tomkins, 1859. v. Fleming, 1.S40. But see Barnes v.

« Peacock v. Peacock, 1859. Toye, 1884, where it was held that,

' Lillywhite v. Devereux, 1846
;

on a que-;tion of necessaries, an in-

Aldersoii, B., recognising Edan v. fant might prove that at the date of

Dudfield, 1841; Clark v. Wright, the sale he was sufficiently supplied

1860 (Ir.). 'with other similar goods.
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CHAP. 111.] INFANT—NECESSAEIES.

and therefore merely ornamental jewellery,^ or luxurious confec-

tionery ,2 cannot be necessaries ; and, thirdly, articles, even if

useful, must be such as would be necessary and suitable to the

degree and station in life of the infant/' The judge determines

whether the articles are aiprthle of being necessaries, regard being

had to the position of the defendant ; and if he decide this in the

affirmative, the jury say whether, under the circumstances, they

actually were necessaries or not."* Funeral expenses incurred on

her husband's death by an infant widow ;^ legal expenses incurred

by an infant bride on marriage,^ and a gold watch and chain for

an undergraduate,^ are all capable of being " necessaries." But a

pair of jewelled solitaires and a silver-gilt goblet cannot be " neces-

saries."^ And in a case where the jury, in opposition to the

opinion of the judge, found that the hiring of horses and gigs were

"necessaries" for an Oxford undergraduate, who was the younger

son of a man of fortune, but kept a horse of his own, the court

set aside the verdict as perverse, and granted a new trial;** the

same course was pursued, where an Irish jury had found that a

hunter was '' necessary " for a mere boy.**

§ 47. Questions as to the meaning of particular expressions have

already been seen to be in all criminal cases—and this even when

they are in writing— entirely for the jury.'" Speaking generally,

it may be said that the meaning of expressions is in most cases

to be determined by a jury. The power of a jury to interpret

expressions is not confined merely to such as are employed in con-

tracts, or have a peculiar commercial meaning. It extends to all

phrases, capable of being used in a technical sense, which do not

require any knowledge of the law to explain them. Accordingly,

the courts have more than once refused to entertain the question,

whether an excavation is or is not a mine,'' and as such not rate-

' Ryder w.Wombwell, 18GS, supra. ^ Skrine v. Gordon, 1875 (Ir.); so

* Brooker V. Scott, 1843; Wharton in Wharton v. Mackenzie, 1844, and
r, Mackenzie, 1844, and Cripps v. Cripps v. Hills, 1844, where juries

Hills, 1844. decided that wine parties and suppers
3 Peters v. Fleming, 1840. were necessaries for undergraduates.
* See Skrine v. Gordon (Ir."* i7jra, ^" Ante, 9 42.

and Cripps v. Hills, 1844, supra. " Any question as to whether a
•^ Chappie V. Cooper, 1844. mine is a mine within the meaning
« Helps V. Clayton, 1864. of the Mining Acts "shall be referred

' Peters v. Fleming, 1840. to a Secretary of State, whose deci-

* Harrison v. Fane, 1840. eion thereon shall be final." 50 & 51

T.—vol,. T. 49 ^



MEANING OF TECHNICAL PHRASES. [VAlil I.

able to the relief of the })Oor, and have left the Sessions to apply

to the question, as one of fact, the information they possess, and

their knowledge of the English language,' declining to lay down

any legal principle, except that the method of working is to be con-

sidered, and not the chemical or geological character of the produce.^

It also is exclusively for a jury to say whether what is proved to

have taken place is or is not " a representation " of a dramatic work,

so as to subject the person representing it to penalties under the

Act of 3 & 4 W. 4, c. 15 (" The Dramatic Copyright Act, 1833 ").3

If, however, a word of doubtful import be used in an Act of Par-

liament, its general meaning ought to be explained to the jury by

the judge ; and accordingly where, on the trial of an issue whether

a railway was passing through " a town," within the meaning of

the Railway Clauses Consolidation Act, the judge merely told the

jury that the word "town" was to be understood in its ordinary

and popular sense, the omission to give them any further instru.-

tion was held to constitute a misdirection, and a new trial was

granted.^ But the inspection of a record is a matter within

the peculiar province of the court ; and a jury will not be alloweil

to examine a record, for the purpose of giving their opinion as to

what word has been wiitten above an erasure.*

§ 48. Questions as to whether a. forei(/a. law, &c. exists or not are,

as we have already seen,*^ entirely matters to be found as facts by a

jury. Foreign^ laws, usages and customs cannot be judicially

noticed, but must be proved as facts in each particular case,^ and

found by the jmy. In such cases, the abstract meaning as well as

the e.cistence of the law must, in general, be determined by the jury

Y. c. 58, § 71 ; and 35 & 3G V. c. 77, Co. v. Haunchwood Brick and Tile

§ 39. Co., 1882.

' E. V. Sedgeley, 1831 ; E. v. Bret- ^ pianclie v. Braham, 1837.

tell. 1832 ; R. v. Dunsford, 1835. * ElKott v. South Devon Ey. Co.,

" The Court of Quarter Sessions are 1848.

judges of law and fact. The appeal " E. v. Hucks, 1816 (Ld. EUen-
to the Queen's Bench is confined to borough),

questions of law. The distinction, * Ante, § 5.

therefore, between the respective pro- '' As to colonial laws, see ante, § 9.

vinces of the two courts is so far ^ Although a point of foreign law

analogous to the distinction under may have been proved and acted

discussion as to justifj' the drawing upon in one court, another court will

of illustrations from cases of appeal." not rely upon the report of such a
2 See Darvill v. Eoper, 1855 ; BeU. case, but will require fresh proof of

V. Wilson, 1866 ; Dow. Duch. of the law, as a matter of fact, on each

Cleveland i;. Meyrick, 1868 (Malins, particular occasion: M'Cormick v.

V.-C). But see Jones )^ Cwinorthen Garnett, 1854 (Knight-Bnice, J..J.}-

Slate Co., 1879. See, also, Midi. Ev.
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on the testimony of the skilled witnesses.^ It is, however, the duty

of the court to decide, first, as to the competent knowledge of the

witnesses called ;2 next, as to the admissibility of the documents

by which they seek to refresh their memory ;
and lastly ,3 as to the

special applicability of the law, when proved, to the particular

matter in controversy.'' Even where the admissibility or inadmissi-

bility of certain evidence depends on its exidence or interpretation,

proof of a foreign law should exclusively be addressed to the court,

just as in other cases where a question respecting the admissibility

of evidence rests upon disputed facts.^ Perhaps, indeed, as the

object of the proof of foreign law is to enable the court to instruct

the jury respecting its bearing on the case in hand, it will always

be advisable for the judge to assist the jury in ascertaining what

the law really is.^

§ 49. Before leaving the subject of foreign law, it must be pointed

out that the rules of evidence adopted in one country,—whether

established by the practice of its courts, or enacted by its legisla-

ture,—will not regulate the proceedings of courts in another

country, when transactions in the first-named country become the

subject of investigation in the latter.^ The lex fori governs every

court upon all questions of evidence. Such questions as whether

a witness is competent or not ; whether a certain matter requires

to be proved by writing or not ; whether certain evidence proves a

certain fact or not, must be determined, not lege loci contractus, but

by the law of the country where the question arises, where the

remedy is sought to be enforced, and where the court sits to enforce

it.s Thus, where (before the Evidence Amendment Act of 1851 ^)

the assignees of an English bankrupt sued in Calcutta, the bank-

ruptcy and the assignment could not be proved in the Calcutta

court by producing copies of the proceedings in the Bankruptcy

Court, purporting to bear the seal of that court, and to be signed

1 E. V. Picton, 1806. ' See Story, Confl. (Am ) § 638;

2 Bristow V. Sequeville, 1850. The Mostyn v. I abngas, 1 (74 (Ld. Mans-

whole of this subject will be dis- field); Disora t; Phillips, 18b3.

cussed, post, §§ 1423-1425. ^ Clark ^;. Hulhck, 1840 (Ld.

3 See Sussex Peer, case, 1844

;

Brougham), intra

Ld. Nelson v. Ld. Bridport, 1844. « Bam v. Whitehaven, &c. June.

* Story, Confl. (Am.), § 638, Ky. Co., 1850 (Ld. Brougham)
» Trasher v. Everhart, 1831(Am.1: (H. L.).

Story, Confl. (Am.), § 638, n. 3, ante, ^ 14 & 15 Y. c. 99, §§ 11 and 19.

§ 23.

51 >• ^
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hy the Clerk of Eurolmeuts, for puoli evidence, although sufficient in

English courts of justice, was not then admissible in India.^ Again,

although by Scotch law, all instruments prepared and witnessed

according to the provisions of the Scotch Act of 1681 are probative

writs, and may be given in evidence in a Scotch court without

any proof, in an English court, the mere production of such a

Scotch instrument would not suffice, but it would be necessary to

call one or other of the attesting witnesses.^ A copy of a charter-

party which has been verified in accordance with the law of the

place where it was entered into, cannot on that account be received

in an English court, but is inadmissible there.^ Several other cases

might be cited to the same effect;^ and in all, the distinction is

recognised between the cause of action, which must be judged of

according to the law of the country where it originated, and the

mode ofproceeding, including of course the rules of evidence, which

must be adopted as it happens to exist in the country where the

action is brought.^

§ 49a. English courts-martial held abroad are expressly excepted

from the general rule that the lex fori governs the laws of evidence.

For the Army Act, 1881,^ enacts, first, that "a court-martial

under this Act shall not, as respects the conduct of its proceedings,

or the reception or rejection of evidence, or as respects any other

matter or thing whatsoever, be subject to the provisions of the

Indian Evidence Act, 1872, or to any Act, law, or ordinance of any

legislatui-e whatsoever, other than the Parliament of the United

Kingdom ;" and next, that " the rules of evidence to be adopted in

proceedings before courts-martial shall be the same as those which

are followed in civil courts in England ; and no person shall be

required to answer any question or to produce any documents,

which he could not be required to answer or produce in similar

proceedings before a civil court."

1 Clark 2;. Mullick, 1840. brook, 1816; Don y. Lippmann, 1837;

2 Yates V. Thomson, 1835 (Ld. Leroux v. Brown, 1852; Finlay v.

Brougham). Finlay, 1852.
_

a Brown v. Thornton, 1837. ^ Mostyn v. Fabngas, 1774. See

* Trimbey v. Vignier, 1834 ; Huber also Story, Confl. (Am.), §§ 556 et seq.

V. Steiner, 1835 ; British Linen Co. and 629—636.

V. Drummond, 1830 ; Appleton v. ^ 44 & 45 V. c. 58, §§ 127 and 128.

Ld. Braybrook, 1816; Black v. Bray-
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AMERICAN NOTES.

Law and Fact. — The line of distinction between matter of law
and matter of fact by no means follows the same lines as the divi-

sion of judicial functions between the court and the jury. The
action of the jury is confined to deciding such facts as are involved

in the issue raised by the pleadings in the case, or by the nature of

the particular investigation. These are what may be called the

ultimate facts. It is to such facts alone that the evidence sub-

mitted to the jury is limited. State v. Hodge, 50 N. H. 510, 522
(1869). Various dicta, indeed, speak of a wider power on the part

of the jury. Thus Judge Story, in denying the right of the jury to

judge of the law in criminal causes, says : " I hold it the most
sacred constitutional right of every party accused of a crime, that

the jury should respond as to the facts, and the court as to the
law." U. S. V. Battiste, 2 Sumn. 240 (1835) ; Townsend v. State,

2 Blackf. 151 (1828). That it is the duty of the jury, even in

criminal cases, to take the law from the court, see Robbins v. State,

8 Oh. St. 131 (1857) ; Duffy' «;. People, 26 N. Y. 588 (1863) ; Com.
V. Anthes, 5 Oray, 185 (1855) ; Battre v. State, 18 Ala. 119 (1850);
Bierce v. State, 13 N. H. 536 ('l843) ; Hardy v. State, 7 Mo. 607
(1842) ; Townsend v. State, 2 Blackf. 151 (1828) ; State v. Hodge,
50 N. H. 521 (1869). "The jury are not judges of the law in any
case, civil or criminal. Neither at common law, nor under the con-
stitution of Pennsylvania, is the determination of the law any part
of their duty or their right." Com. v. McManus, 143 Pa. St. 64, 86
(1891); Higginbotham v. Campbell, 85 Ga. 638 (1890). Counsel
can address the jury on all questions of law within the issue. Com.
y. Porter, 10 Mete. 263 (184.5). Under these decisions all questions
of domestic law are for the court ; some questions of fact are for
the jury.

To the contrary, see State v. Croteau, 23 Vt. 14 (1849) ; State v.

Jurche, 17 La. Ann. 71 (1805) ; Nelson v. State, 2 Swan (Tenn.),

482 (1852); State v. Snow, 18 Me. 346 (1841); Montee v. Com., 3
J. J. Marsh. 132, 151 (1830).

Construction of Writings. — Though construction of writ-

ten documents is in most cases merely attempting to ascertain a
fact, viz., the intention set forth in it, the duty of construction is a
function of the court. In Hamilton v. Liverpool, &c. Ins. Co., 136
U. S. 242 (1889), it is said that " the construction of the correspon-
dence in writing between the parties," presents "a pure question
of law." The same phrase is employed in Allen ?t. Frost, 62 Ga. 659
(1879). Probably the rule had its inception in the fact that in

early days juries could not read. It owes its continuance to reasons
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of policy and convenience. Morse v. Weymouth. 28 Vt. 824 (1856)

;

Allen V. Frost, 62 Ga. 659 (1879) ; R. R. Co. v. jNIcKenna, i;^. Lea,

280 (1884) ; Jones v. Swearingen, 42 S. C. 58, 67 (1894) ; Lindsay

V. Hamburg, &c. Ins. Co., 115 N. C. 212 (1894).

" Where a contract is oral, the question what the contract is

must, if controverted, be tried by tlie jury as a question of fact;

but where the terms of a contract are undisputed, its construction

and effect, where the contract is oral as well as where it is written,

are to be determined by the court." Globe Works /•. Wright, 106

Mass. 207 (1870). This duty of construction may, at times, princi-

pally involve a question of the meaning of words, of which the

court takes judicial cognisance ; e. g., whether the term '' Congrega-

tional persuasion" means theological doctrine, or merely church

government, so as to embrace a " Unitarian clergyman." Atty.-

Gen. V. Dublin, 38 X. H. 459 (1859). The court may be aided by
experts in reading a document, e. g., railroad orders. R. R. v.

McKenna, 13 Lea, 280 (1884). It is error to submit the question of

the construction of a deed to the jury " without limitation or

restriction, and without specific instruction." but if the jury take

the correct view, a new trial will not be granted. ]\[orse ik Wey-
mouth, 28 Vt. 8-24 (1856).

While " the construction of a written document, where the mean-

ing is to be collected from the document itself, is matter of pure

law and for the court," its meaning, if to be determined by refer-

ence to extrinsic facts or usages, must be submitted to the jury as a

question of fact under appropriate instructions. Gibbs v. Gilead,

&c. Society, 38 Conn. 153 (1871). Whether the printed regulations

of a railroad applied to a particular train is a question of construc-

tion for the court, and it is error to submit it to the jury. Illinois

Central R. R. Co. ?;. Murphy, 52 111. App. 65 (1893).

" The interpretation of writings is always for the court except in

two cases : First, Avhere the writing is ambiguous and the ambiguity

must be solved by extrinsic, unconceded facts ; and next, where the

writing is merely adduced as containing evidence of certain facts,

from which different inferences may be drawn, and Avhere it is for

the jury, and not the court, to draw the inferences." Enterprise

Soap Works v. Sayers, 55 Mo. App. 15 (1893).

Whether the written contract was made as the final agreement

of the parties, is a question for the jury. Holm v. Coleman, 89

Wise. 233 (1895) ; Bloom v. Cox, &c. Mfg.^Co., 83 Hun. 611 (1894).

And the meaning of a contract in a foreign language as inter-

preted by those familiar Avith it. Badart v. Foulon (Mich.), 61

X. W. 536 (1894). So where there is ambiguity in the contract.

Ginnath v. Blankenship, 28 8. W. (Tex. Civ. App.), 828 (1894);

Becker v. Holm, 89 AVisc. 86 (1894). See to same effect, Wood-
bury Granite Co. v. Milliken, 66 Vt. 465 (1894).
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Where the facts attending the making of an alleged contract are

in dispute, it is not error, as referring the construction of a written

instrument to the jury, for the court to construe the contract upon

tlie assumption tliat certain facts exist, and tlien leaving it to the

jury to determine whether these facts do exist. Basconi v. Smith,

164 Mass. 61 (1895).

So the interpretation of statutes " in order to ascertain the true

intent and meaning of the legislature," /. e., a plain matter of fact,

is a question for the court. Com. v. Anthes, 5 Gray, 185, 190

(1855) ; Edes v. Boardman, 58 N. H. 580, 592 (1879).

The reason on which this rule apparently at present rests is in

part the necessity of a uniform administration of justice. "It is

of the highest importance, not only that there should be a true and

correct interpretation of the statute, . . . but also that such opera-

tion shall be equal and uniform over all those who are subject to the

same government." Com. u. Anthes, 5 Gray, 185, 191 (1855).

The meaning of unambiguous oral language is a question for the

court. Matthews v. Park, 159 Fa. St. 579 (1894) ; Spragins v.

White, 108 X. C. 449 (1891).

Negligence. — It is said that when the facts are undisputed, neg-

ligence is a matter of law for the court. This is an imperfect

statement. It is, as has been said, part of the duty of the court to

enforce the rules of correct reasoning. It is but natural, therefore,

that courts should find themselves forced to attempt establishing a

standard of what is reasonable conduct under certain circumstances,

where the question is not as to the existence of facts, but as to the

inferences to be deduced from them, Joslin v. Le Baron, 44 Mich.

160 (1880) ; Woodward v. Hancock, 7 Jones (Law), 384 (1860) ;

Mauerman ;;. Siemerts, 71 Mo. 101 (1879) ; Lake Shore, &c. R. R.

V. Bangs, 47 Mich. 470 (1882) ; Pennsylvania R. R. Co. v. Righter,

42 N. J. Law, 180 (1880) ; Stackus v. N. Y. R. R., 79 N. Y. 464

(1880); Delaware, &c., R. R. v. Converse, 139 U. S. 469 (1891).

It is also clearly of advantage on recognised grounds of public

policy that certain standards of conduct should be uniformly and

definitely settled, to afford serviceable guides for the future.

This can, of course, best be done by removing cases which are

clearly settled either on reason or by previous action of the jury as

being or not being instances of negligence, from the further con-

sideration of the jury and deducing from them a rule of law. This

is legal growth.

Beginning with clear cases on either side of the line, courts are

enabled, by this process of ruling as matter of law, gradually to

restrict the range of doubtful cases, with the result of more defi-

nitely establishing legal standards of conduct. Wheelock v. Boston

& Albany R. Co., 105 Mass. 203 (1870).

For instance; it has " become a postulate that due care requires a
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pedestrian, before crossing a railroad track, to look in either direc-

tion to ascertain whether a train is approaching." Rodrian v. N. V.,

&c. R. R., 125 N. Y. 526 (1891) ; Fletcher v. Fitchburg R. R., 141)

Mass. 127 (1889) ; Lavarenz v. Chicago, &e. R. R., 50 la. 659 (1881).

But to the contrary, i. e., that the failure to look is a fact to be

left with other facts to the jur}*, see Texas, &c. R. R, v. Chapninu,

57 Tex. 75 (1832) ; Rlunnner ;;. Eastern R. R., 73 Me. 591 (1882)

;

Terre Haute R. R. v. Voelker, 129 111. 540 (1889).

Doubtful cases of negligence, which have not been covered by
rules of law, where "it is a matter of judgment and discretion, of

sound inference, what is the deduction to be drawn from the midis-

puted facts," are pure questions of fact for the jury. " It is

assumed that twelve men know more of the common affairs of life

than does one man, that they can draw wiser and safer conclusions

from admitted facts thus occurring than can a single judge." Rail-

road Co. V. Stout, 17 Wall. 657 (1873) ; Williams v. Grealy, 112 Mass.

79 (1873) ; Randall v. Connecticut River R. R., 132 Mass. 269

(1882); Teipel v. Hilsendegen, 44 Mich. 461 (1880); Stager v. Pass.

Ry. Co., 119 Pa. St. 70 (1888); Kansas Pacific R. R. v. Richardson,

25 Kans. 391 (1881).

" It is a matter of right in the plaintiff to have the issue of neg-

ligence submitted to the jury when it depends upon conflicting

evidence, or on inferences to be drawn from circumstances in regard

to which there is room for a difference of opinion among intelligent

men." Payne v. Troy & Boston R. R., 83 N. Y. 572 (1881) ; Jones

V. East Tenn. R. R. Co., 128 U. S. 443 (1888).

" Whether there was negligence or want of ordinary care in the

conduct and acts of the plaintiff under all the circumstances of this

case, is a question in regard to which reasonable men may honestly

hold different views. This being so, it follows that we must sustain

the refusal of the court below to withdraw the case from the con-

sideration of the jury." Cumberland, &c. R. R. Co. v. Mangans, 51

Md. 53 (1883) ; Detroit, &c. R. R. v. Van Steinburg, 17 Mich. 99

(1868).

It is in this sense that it is frequently said that negligence is a

question of fact. Not " that the definition of negligence is one

of fact, and that the jury shall be left to their own fancies to

determine what, in each case, shall be the measure to which the

proof shall be applied in determining whether there is negligence,

but, simply, the general rule being declared as matter of law, the

jury must determine whether such facts have been proved as bring

the case within that general rule." Pennsylvania Co. v. Conlan,

101 111. 93 (1881).

The question of negligence, in other words, may be, and often is,

a complex one involving two main questions : (1) Did the defendant

do or omit to do certain things ? (2) Do these acts or omissions
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constitute negligence ? The court may leave both these questions to
the jury; or it may leave the first to the jury and rule, in a clear
case, itself upon the second. In a doubtful case the court, not feel-
ing confident of whether the reason of mankind unhesitatingly
stamps the conduct as negligence, " aids its conscience by taking
the opinion of the jury." Holmes, Common Law, p. 123.
Due Diligence. — What is reasonable diligence in givino- no-

tice of dishonor to the drawer or indorser of commercial paper
is, when the facts are proved or admitted, a question in many cases
for the court. Walker v. Stetson, 14 Oh. St. 89 (1862) ; Bank of
Upper Canada v. Smith, 4 Q. B. U. C. 483 (1847).
But what is a '< reasonable time " in which to cut and carry away

cedar under a contract has been held to be "a question for tlie jury
to determine upon evidence given on that subject." Jenkins v
Lykes, 19 Fla. 148 (1882).

The same considerations call for this rule as affect the action of
the courts in matters of negligence. The result has been reached in
the same way

;
i. e., by establishing rulings upon clear cases, and

gradually limiting the doubtful cases in which lies the province of
the jury.

Probable Cause. — So where the facts are proved or conceded,
the existence of reasonable and probable cause in an action for
malicious prosecution is "a question of law to be determined
by the court." Taylor v. Godfrey, 36 Me. 528 (1853) ; Jacks r.

Stimpson, 13 111. 701 (1852) ; Barron v. Mason, 31 Vt. 189 (1858).

"

So in an action for malicious prosecution, the supreme court of
the United States say

:
" It is true that what amounts to probable

cause is a question of law in a very important sense. In the cele-
brated case of Sutton v. Johnstone, 1 T. R. 493 (1786), the rule is
thus laid down

:
'The question of probable cause is a mixed ques-

tion of law and fact. Whether the circumstances alleged to show
it probable are true and existed, is a question of fact ; but whether,
supposing them to be true, they amount to a probable cause, is a
question of law.' This is the doctrine generally adopted. M'Cor-
mick V. Sisson, 7 Cow. (K Y.) 715 (1827) ; Besson v. Southard, 10
N. Y. 236 <1851) ;

" Stewart v. Sonneborn, 98 U. S. 187, 194 (1878).
In all these cases where, if the facts were admitted or otherwise

settled, the determination of due care, reasonable and probable
cause, due diligence, &c., would be matter of law for the court, the
facts themselves are in dispute, it is the duty of the court to submit
the question of fact to the jury with alternate rulings of law appro-
priate to the jury's action in determining the issue of fact. Ash v.
Marlow, 20 Ohio, 119 (1851); Stewart v. Sonneborn, 98 U. S. 187
(1878).

Preliminary Facts. — In discharging his duty of presiding and
enforcing the rules relating to the admissibility of evidence, either
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sua spojite or when called upou to act, many occasions arise where

such admissibility depends on the determination by the judge of

some preliminary fact.

Such decision is final, ami not reviewable on exceptions. AValker

V. Curtis, 116 Mass. 98 (1874). Such finding '* is a finality as much

as the verdict of a jury upon a question of fact." State v. Pike, 49

!N. H. 399 (lcS75). '• But his ruling as matter of law that such fact

renders the evidence competent or incompetent is the subject of re-

vision." Com. V. Gray, V29 Mass. 474 (1880).

Whether a dying declaration was made under a sense of impending

dissolution is a question for the court, its weight being a matter for

the jury. State v. Tilghman, 11 Ired. Law, 513 (1850).

The competency of a witness to a codicil to a will is " in the first

instance clearly a matter for the court." Wilson v. Van Leer, l-;7

Pa. St. 371 (1889).

So whether, in case of a disputed handwriting, a certain writing

is so far proved to be genuine as to serve as a safe standard for

comparison, is a preliminary fact to be settled by the court. Cora.

V. Coe, 115 Mass. 481, 503 (1874).

So whether an expert is sufficiently qualified to testify is a ques-

tion of fact for the court. Jones v. Tucker, 41 N. H. 546 (1860) ;

State V. Cole, 94 N. C. 958 (1886) ; Preeper r. Reg., 15 Sup. Ct. of

Can. 401 (1888) ; Com. v. Williams, 105 Mass. 62 (1870).

Whether the subject on which the evidence of the expert is offered

is such that the jury might reasonably be expected to derive benefit

from expert opinion, is a matter of law. Shafter v. Evans, 53 Cal.

32 (1878) ; White r. Ballon, 8 All. 408 (1864) ; Jones v. Tucker, 41

N. H. 546 (1860).

So the question whether a confession offered in evidence is " vol-

untary," presents a fact for the decision of the judge. Ellis v.

State."^65 Miss. 44 (1887); State v. Pike, 49 N. H. 399, 407 (1870).

This question cannot be submitted in toto to the jury except by

consent. "The prisoner has always the right to require of the

judge a decision of the competency of the evidence, and even after

thejudge has decided the evidence to be competent, the prisoner

has the right to ask of the jury to disregard it, and to give no

weight to it, because of the circumstances under which the con-

fessions were obtained." Com. v. Calder. 126 Mass. 464 (1879).

-\YliPre secondary evidence is offered of the contents of a written

document, the question whether a sufficient foundation has been

laid for its admission by accounting for failure to produce the

original, is a preliminary question of fact for the court. Bell v.

Kendrick, 25 Fla. 778 (1889).

Whether a witness is qualified to testify, as being of sufficient

mental capacity to understand the nature and solemnity of an oath,

is question of fact for the court. Cora. v. Lynes, 142 Mass. 577
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(1886) ; Peterson v. State, 47 Ga. 5l'4 (1873) ; Statp, v?'- Severson, 78

la. 653 (1889) ; Coleman v. Com., '25 Gratt. 865 (1874) ; Udy v.

Stewart, lU Ont. Kep. 591 (1886).

The court may suspend his examination as to competency to allow

the witness to be instructed as to the nature and meaning of the

oath, e. </., hy a christian minister. Com. v. Lynes, 142 Mass. 577

(1886).

'

The linding of the court may be reviewed by an upper court upon

evidence duly reported. Udy v. Stewart, 10 Out. Kep. 591 (1886).

But the court will be very loath to disturb the finding of the lower

court. "He has the child before him. We can only judge of its

capacity from written evidence." Peterson r. State, 47 Ga. 524

(1873).

The court's inquiry in case of youth may extend to the mental

capacity of a witness. Simpson v. State, 31 Ind. 90 (1869) ; Com,

V. Mullins, 2 All. 295 (1861).

This inquiry must be conducted by the judge himself in open

court and in presence of the parties. He cannot properly delegate

the duty to some one else out of court, and decide according to

the report. Simpson r. State, 31 Ind. 90 (1869).

No case has been found that " the right to the preliminary exam-

ination, when insisted on, could be denied." Seeley v. Engell, 13

N. Y. 542 (1858).

*' The decision upon tliis particular question of the admissibility

of the evidence is ordinarily conclusive, unless the judge sees fit to

reserve or report the question. . . . There is no rule of law that, in

order to render the testimony admissible, such prior fact must be

established by a weight of evidence which will amount to a demon-

stration, and shut out all doubt on the question of its existence. It

is only necessary that there should be so much evidence as to make
it proper to submit the whole evidence to the jury." Com. /•. liob-

inson, 146 Mass. 571 (1888).

In pursuance of its duty to enforce the exercise of correct reason-

ing and decide what is reasonable in connection with legal liability,

it is for the court to determine, as matter of law, whether there is

any evidence on which the jury can, by logical rules, reasonably

find in favour of a contested proposition of fact. School Furniture

Co. i\ Warsaw School Dist., 122 Pa. St. 494 (1888) ; State v. Mc-

Bryde, 79 N. C. 393 (1887) ; Chandler v. Von Roeder, 24 How. 224

(1860) ; Bridger r. Ashville, &c. R. R. Co., 25 S. C. 24 (1885).
'• If there is, that is sufficient to send the case to the jury, no

matter how strong may be the proofs to the contrary." School

Furniture Co. v. Warsaw School Dist., 122 Pa. St. 794 (1888) ;
and

it is the duty of the judge to send it there, "although in his opinion

its preponderance should be against the plaintiff." Gaynor /•. Old

Colony R. R., 100 Mass. 208 (1868) ; Eilert v. Green Bay, &e. R. R.,

4R Wise. 606 (1879).
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" The court will not decide the question upon the preponderance

of the evidence." Cook v. Union Kailway Co., 125 Mass. 57 (1878).

"Whether there is any evidence is a question for the judge;

whether there is sufi&cieut evidence is for the jury." Chandler r.

Von Roeder, 24 How. 224 (1860). See, also, State r. Stephen, 45 La.

Ann. Ft. 1, 702 (1893).

Demurrer to Evidence. —A method of getting a ruling as

matter of law from the court as to the sufficiency of certain facts

to support a verdict, is by demurring to the evidence. It is the

right of either party to ask the court to rule that upon the facts

submitted by the opposite i)arty, the latter has not sustained his

contention. Trout v. Virginia R. E , 23 Gratt. 619 (1873) ; Kansas,

&c., R. R. Co. /'. Foster, 39 Kans. 329 (1888).

For example, in an action for negligence, " a demurrer to the

evidence must be sustained where an unavoidable inference of con-

tributory negligence arises out of the plaintiff's own evidence, or

out of other evidence which stands undisputed in the case." Weber

r. Cable Ry. Co., 100 Mo. 194 (1889).

This right is not waived by putting in contradictory evidence.

"The defendant, by putting in its evidence, took the chance of aiding

the plaintiff's case ; but it was not thereby deprived of the right to

ask the court to direct a verdict on all the evidence." Weber i\

Cable Ry. Co., 100 Mo. 194 (1889).

Indeed, it is held that the party demurring must rest his case on

demurring, and that overruling a demurrer where the party demur-

ring does not rest, cannot be assigned for error. Columbia, &c.

Railway /•. Hawthorne, 144 U. S. 202 (1892).

"The demurrer to evidence has long since gone out of use in

this state, and ought not any longer to be regarded as a right upon

which an exception can be predicated." C(jlegrove r. N. Y., &c.

R. R., 20 N. Y. 492 (1859).

So the supreme judicial court of IMassachusetts say :
" A demur-

rer to evidence is rarely resorted to in our practice, as the statutes

furnish more simple and convenient ways of raising any questions

of law." Golden v. Knowles, 120 Mass. 33G (1876).

" Unless all inferences are admitted which a jury might have

drawn, judges, instead of confining themselves within their province

of deciding on questions of law, will also become triers of every

matter of fact." Patrick /•. Hallett, 1 Johns. 241 (1806).

Foreign Laws. — As has been stated, the existence of a rule of

law is in reality a fact. Such facts are segregated from others

largely because rules of domestic law are not the subjects of evi-

dence, but are in a special sense within the cognisance of the court

as representing that branch of government whose duty it is to en-

force the rights they prescribe and the standards of conduct they
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establish. Where the existence of a rule of law other than those

which the court is charged with the administrative duty of enforc-

ino-, e. g., a foreign law, is a tact in issue or relevant to the issue,

the' reason for distinguishing rules of law from other facts at once

ceases. " The existence or non-existence of a foreign law is a ques-

tion of fact." Kennard v. Kennard, 63 N. H. 303 (1885); Morton

V. Reed, 13 E. I. 366 (1881) ; Williams v. Finlay. 40 Oh. St. 342

(1883) ; Chumasero v. Gilbert, 24 111. 293 (1860) ;
People r. Mc-

Quaid, 85 Mich. 123 (1891) ; Ins. Co. of N. America v. Forcluumer,

86 Ala. 541 (1888); Condit v. Blackwell, 19 X. J. Eq. 193 (1868);

St. L. & S. F. Rv. Co. V. Weaver, 35 Kans. 412, 425 (1886) ;
Synie c.

Stewart, 17 La. Ann. 78 (1865) ; Kline v. Baker, 99 Mass. 253 (1^68)

;

Ennis v. Smith, 14 How. 400, 427 (1852) ;
Charlotte v. Cliouteau, 25

Mo. 405 (1857) ; Cox v. Morrow, 14 Ark. 603 (1854) ; Polk r. Butter-

field, 9 Col. 325 (1886); Jackson r. Jackson, 80 Md. 170 (1894).

But on an indictment for adultery in Vermont, the marriage of the

female defendant having been in New York and no proof being

offered at the trial court as to the laws of New York, the supreme

court say, speaking of the New York law, " It was not necessary

to prove the law if it was known to the court at the trial, or if it is

now known to be as decided on the trial." State v. Rood, 12 Vt.

396 (1840).

To contrary effect and with better reasoning, see People v. Lam-

bert, 5 Mich. 349 (1858).

Proof of Foreigx Law.— In the absence of statutory provis-

ions, the accepted rule is that proof of the foreign law is a matter

for expert testimony by those familiar with it. Kennard v. Ken-

nard, 63 N. H. o03 (1885); Ennis r. Smith, 14 How. 400, 427

(1852); Owen v. Boyle, 15 Me. 147 (1838) ; Pierce r. Indseth, 106

U. S. 546 (1882); People v. Lambert, 5 Mich. 349 (1858). "The

laws of Wisconsin are not, in fact or by theory of law, known to

the courts of this state and must be proved, either by experts, coun-

sel learned in the law of that state, or copies of its statute, with the

decisions of its courts thereon." Condit r. Blackwell, 19 N. J. Eq.

193 (18G3). Speaking of some of the W^isconsin decisions on cer-

tain of their statutes, the learned Chancellor (Zabriskie) says: "I

concur in (and would be bound by, if I did not) the conclusion at

which the courts, with hesitation, but with sound reasoning, ar-

rived." Ibid. To the same effect, the supreme court of Kansas,

speaking of a cause of action which arose in Arkansas, say that " If

it had been proved in the case what view the supreme court of

Arkansas has taken with respect to the common law in cases of this

kind, we would follow its view; and this we would do even if its

views should differ from ours. If within its views the plaintiff has

no cause of action, we would also hold that he has no cause of

action." St. Louis, &c. Ry. v. Weaver, 35 Kans. 412, 426 (1886).
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Speaking of the law of Virginia, the court of appeals of Mary-

land say, " That law is a fact to be proved in our courts, as other

facts: if unwritten, by the testimony of experts; if statutory, by

the law itself or exemplified copy." lialtimore &c. I\. R. r. Glenn,

28 Md. 287 (18G7) ; Charlotte /•. Chouteau, 25 Mo. 405 (1857); State

/•. Moy Looke, 7 Oreg. 54 (1879). So a Spanish lawyer who has

practised in Cuba, can testify from the Commercial Code as to the

law of partnerships in Cuba. Barrows c. Downs, 9 K. I. 446

(1890).

"The law of a foreign country on a given subject may be proved

by any person, who, though not a lawyer, or not having tilled any

public office, is or has been in a position to render it probable that

lie would make himself acquainted with it." American &c. Ins. Co.

/•. Rosenagle, 77 Pa. St. 507 (1875).

Law of othku States. — ''The existence of a law of another

state is a question of fact." Ingraham r. Hart, 5 Ohio, 255 (1842);

Miller r. MacVeagh, 40 111. App. 532 (1891) ; Hoyt v. McNeil, 13

Minn. 390 (1868).

A declaration which states the alleged effect of a statute of an-

other state instead of setting it out is demurrable. Hoyt r. McNeil,

13 Minn. 390 (18G8).

" The relation of the United States to each other in regard to all

matters not surrendered to the general government b}- the Constitu-

tion, are those of foreign states in close friendship, each being

sovereign and independent ; and the courts have generally held that

therefore the laws of one state were to be proved in the courts of

another only as other foreign laws." Bayley's Adm. r. Chubb, 16

Gratt. 284 (1862).

But, as the Arkansas suj)reme court say :
" Where two countries

have the same origin, or were at one time associated, the courts of

each are bound to take judicial notice of what the law was when it

was common to both," giving as an example the states of Missouri

and Arkansas. Cox /. ]\Iorrow, 14 Ark. 603 (1854).

Where a statute of a sister state certified according to act of

Congress embraces several subjects, it need not contain all its sec-

tions but only such as are relevant to the case in which it is offered.

Where in the certified statute another act is referred to, the statute

itself is admissible without including the statute referred to. Grant

r. Coal Co., 80 Pa. St. 208 (1876).

As to what is a sufficient compliance with the formalities of au-

thentication required by the act of congress, see Rice's Succession,

24 La. Ann. 614 (1869). See also Grant v. Coal Co., 80 Pa. St.

208 (1876).

Where the law of a sister state is an essential fact and no evi-

dence is adduced as to what it is, the court of the forum is obliged to

assume as to the law of the sister state either, (1) That the common
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law prevails iu the state in question on t.liat point. (2) That the

foreign law is the same as that of the forum.

Which of these assumptions is indulged in, frequently depends

on whether the sister state was originally settled by those using the

common law of England.

(1) It is assumed, that the common law prevails in "those states

which were originally colonies of England or carved out of such

colonies." Norris r. Harris, 15 Cal. 226 (18()0) ;
:\Iiller i: :\lacVeagii,

40 111. App. 532 (1891) ; Eureka Springs Ily. r. Timmons, 51 Ark.

459 (1888).
" In the absence of any proof as to tlie statute law of Michigan,

we must assume the existence there of the common law." Leather

Co. V. Hardware &c. Co., 57 Mo. App. 297 (1894).

In the case of Miller r. MacVeagh, ubi supra, the court were asked

to rule that while the common law would be presumed to exist in all

states of the American Union which were colonies of Great Britain,

jiulicial cognisance should be taken of the fact that Dakota (the

state whose law was involved) was formed out of the "Louisiana

Purchase " from France, and therefore the civil law should be pre-

sumed to exist in that state. The court in declining so to rule say

:

" Laws are for people and not for mere territory, as such. In the

poi'tion of the Louisiana purchase from which Dakota was formed

there existed no civilised community governed by any law at the

time of the cession. When Dakota was peopled and an organised

community created in her territory it was by emigrants from states

where the common law was in force, and by citizens who looked to

that common law as tlieir natural right and as forming the source

and basis of their jurisprudence."

The same ruling is made in the courts of California. Xorris /'.

Harris, 15 Cal. 226 (1860) ; and in those of Arkansas concerning

the state of Missouri. Eureka Springs Ky. u. Timmons, 51 Ark.

459(1888); and in those of jVIissouri. Koll r. 8t. Louis Smelting

Co., 52 Mo. App. 60 (1892).

"But no such presumption can apply to states in which a govern-

ment already existed at the time of their accession to the country,

as Florida, Louisiana, and Texas. They had already laws of their

own, which remained in force until by the proper authority they

were abrogated and new laws were promulgated. With them there

is no more presumption of the existence of the common law than of

any other law." Xorris v, Harris, 15 Cal. 226, 25.3 (1860), per

Field, C. J. So held of Texas in Brown i: Wright, 58 Ark. 20

(1893).

(2) When the sister state was not settled by men living under the

common law, and had at the time of the cession to the United States

an organised jurisprudence, the assumption of the prevalence of

the common law can no longer be indulged, and recourse must be
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liad to another assumption, viz., — that the law of the state in ques-

tion is the same as that of the forum.

"The law of the sister state of Illinois, both statutory and

common, in the absence of any showing to the contrary is presumed

to be the same as that of our own state." Bierhaus v. "\V. U. Tel.

Co., 8 Ind. App. 246, 2C3 (1893); Oak Leather Co. r. Union I'.ank,

9 Utah, 87 (1893) ; Haggin v. Haggin, 35 Xeb. 375 (1892) ; Palmer

r. Atchison &c. R. R., 101 Col. 187 (1894) ;
Scroggin v. :\[cClelland,

37 Xeb. 644 (1893) ;
Chapman v. Brewer, 43 Neb. 890 (1895) ;

Silli-

man v. Thornton (Tex.), 30 S. W. 700 (1895).

This rule applies also to England. "Wickershan r. Johnston, 104

Cal. 407 (1894). So the rate of interest in a sister state will be

presumed to be the same fixed by the statutes of Nebraska. Fitz-

gerald 0. Fitzgerald &c. Construction Company, 41 Neb. 374 (1894).

Of the two assumptions, the second seems the one sustained by

the weight of authority. '' It is almost universally held that where

there is no proof of the law of another state, nor judicial knowledge

of the origin of such state which would raise a presumption that the

common law prevails there, it will be presumed that the law of the

forum in which the issue is being tried is the law of that state on

the question under consideration." Kennebrew v. Southern &c. Co,

(Ala.), 17 So. Rep. 545 (18<)5).

The feeling on the i)art of the court which leads to this

course is well stated in an early California case. <*The question

then recurs as to what is to be presumed as to the law of Texas, in

the absence of any proof on the subject. We can perceive only one

way in which the question can be answered, and that is to presume

the law of that state to be in accordance with our own. We are

called upon to determine the matter in controversy, and are not at

liberty to follow our own arbitrary notions of justice. We cannot

take judicial notice of the laws of Texas, and we must therefore, as

a matter of necessity, look to our own laws as furnishing the only

rule of decision on which we can act ; and to meet the requirement

that tlie case is to be disposed of according to the laws of Texas, the

presumption is indulged that the laws of the two states are in ac-

cordance with each other." Norris v. Harris, 15 Cal. 226, 253

(1860), citing Smoot v. Russell, 1 Martin, N. S. 523 (1823); Allen

V. Watson, 2 Hill (S. C), 319 (1834) ; Syme v. Stewart, 17 La. Ann.

78 (1865) ; Gardner v. Lewis, 7 Gill. 377 (1848).

If the laws are in fact different, the party desiring the benefit

of the difference " can only obtain the benefit of the foreign law by

making it a part of the case in evidence." Cox v. Morrow, 14 Ark.

603 (1854). See also Simms v. So. Express Co., 35 Kans. 129

(1868).

The same result is reached on other grounds by the New York

court of appeals relating to the law of Scotland. It is held that
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prima farie the lex fori governs, and wlioever desires tlie benefit of

the hxw of any other jurisdiction must prove what that law is.

Monroe v. Douglass, 1 Seld. 447, 452 (1851).

" With no proof before him as to the laws of Texas, the Chan-

cellor could not determine the right to the Tyler hotel otherwise

than according to our own laws." Brown v. Wright, 58 Ark. 20

(1893).

The supreme court of Alabama in a case where no evidence

was offered of the New York rate of interest on an insurance pol-

icy decline to make either assumption and treat the evidence as

failing as to an essential fact. Ins. Co. of N. America v. Forcheimer,

86 Ala. 541 (1888). So also in California, Cavender v. Guild, 4 Cal.

250 (1854). It is not perceived why such a course is not, in point

of principle, correct.

Pkoof, how made. — If the law in question is said to be estab-

lished by the decisions of the courts of the sister state, the courts

of the former will examine the officially printed reports of their

decisions. The Supreme Court of Rhode Island, in an equity case,

say : " The question of what is the law of Massachusetts is a ques-

tion of fact, to be determined on evidence, and on such a question

we can have no better evidence than the decisions of the highest

judicial court of the state." Horton v. Reed, 13 R. I. 366 (1881) ;

Kennard r. Kennard, 63 X. H. 303 (1885) ;
Ames o. McCamber, 124

Mass. 85 (1878).

But there seems force in the decision of the supreme court of

Kansas. " If it be claimed that we should take judicial notice of the

common law of Arkansas, we would answer that we cannot do so.

The courts of this state may take judicial notice of the common law

of Kansas, and what it would be except for our own statutes or our

own written law; and for this purpose our courts may take judicial

notice of all the judicial decisions of this country, and of all other

countries which have adopted the common law of England. But for

tlie purpose that the courts of this state shall know as a fact in a

particidar case what the common law of some other state is, such

law must be proved like any other fact." St. Louis, &c. Ry. i\

Weaver, 35 Kans. 412 (1886). See, to same effect, Owen v. Boyle, 15

Me. 147 (1838).

Unofficial publications, e. g., Brightley's Pennsylvania Digest, if

properly authenticated as reliable, will be admitted for the same

purpose. People /'. McQuaid, 85 Mich. 123 (1891), where the Digest

was admitted on the statement of a Pennsylvania minister that he

had consulted it and seen it used in court, and that it had continued

publication for twenty years. The court add :
" It was within the

knowledge of the trial court that Brightley's Digest is not a fugitive

publication."

The use of official reports of decisions is frequently provided for
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by statute. Biidger r. Asheville, &c. R. K., 25 S. C. 24 (l««5j. The
volume must be produced and offered in evidence ; it is not suf-

iicient merely to refer to it. Jhid. Lockwood v. Crawford, 18

Conn. 361 (1847) is to the same effect.

*' The written foreign law may be proved by a copy of the law

properly authenticated. . . . They may be verified by an oath or

by an exemplitication of a copy, under the great seal of a state, or

by a copy proved to be a true copy by a witness who has examined
and compared it with the original, or by a certificate of an officer,

properly authorised by law to give the copy ; which certificate must
be duly proved. But such modes of proof as have been mentioned

are not to be considered exclusive of others, especially of codes of

laws and accepted histories of the law of a country." Eunis /•.

Smith, 14 How. 400, 427 (1852) ; Charlotte /•. Chouteau, 25 :Mo. 465

(1857). The validity of a discharge in bankruptcy under the law of

C'anada can only be proved by a witness who produces a copy of the

law authorising it. •' Some copy of the law which the witness

could swear was recognised in the Province as authoritative should

have been produced." Spaulding /•. Vincent, 24 Vt. 501 (1852).

See also I'ub. Sts. of Mass., Chap. 169, § 73. So a printed volume

of the laws of Xew Brunswick, })urp()rting and proved to be official,

has been admitted as evidence of these statutes. Owen r. Boyle,

15 Me. 147 (183S).

"In the admiralty, as in other courts, foreign law must be pleaded

and proved as a fact. ... 1 believe it to be the true doctrine that

the unwritten law of England may be proved in this court, not by

experts only, but also by text-writers of authority and by the

printed reports of adjudged cases; and that the unwritten law may
be proved by the printed copies, and be construed with the aid

of text-books as well as of experts." The Pawashick, 2 Lowell,

142 (1872).

If the government of the court of the forum has itself promul-

gated a foreign law or ordinance as authentic, that promulgation is

=;ufficient proof of such law. Talbot r. Seeman, 1 Cranch, 1, 38

(1801).

To WHOM PuooF IS TO BE MADE.— ••' The rulc of the common law

undoubtedly is, that the laws of other states and nations are to be

proved here by documentary evidence or the testimony of witnesses
;

in which case the jury are the judges of the proofs, as in other

questions of fact." Lockwood r. Crawford, 18 Conn. 361 (1847)

;

Thrasher r. Everhart, 3 Gill & J. 234 (1831) ; Kline r. Baker, 99

Mass. 253 (1808); Moore v. Gwynn, 5 Ired. 187 (1844); Ingraham

r. Hart, 11 Ohio, 255 (1842) ; Ennis i: Smith, 14 How. 400, 427

(1852).

The qualification of these experts is a preliminary question of fact

for the court. Kline i\ Baker, 99 Mass. 253 (1868) -^ Hall r. Costello,
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48 K H. 17G (1868). Ami where the question to which the existence

of the foreign law is relevant is one for the decision of the court,

e. g., the admission of evidence, " the evidence to enable the decision

to be made must of course be addressed to the court." Pickard /•.

Bailey, 26 N. H. 152 (1852) ;
Thrasher i: Everhart, 3 Gill & J. 234

(1831). .

But even this question the court can leave, if in doubt, to the jury,

with alternative instructions. Thrasher v. Everhart, 3 Gill & J. 234

(1831). Holman v. King, 7 Mete. 384, 388 (1844), applies this rule

even to the construction of foreign statutes. Like any other finding

of fact a finding of tlie existence of a foreign law is usually final.

Kennard v. Kennard, 63 N. H. 303 (1885) ; Williams v. Finlay, 40

Ohio St. 342 (1883). " When the law of another state is in dispute,

it is to be determined as a question of fact by the court or jury trying

the case. If the evidence was conflicting, as the plaintiff contends,

we have no authority to revise the finding, although the judge Jias

reported the evidence." Ames o. McCamber, 124 Mass. 85 (1887).
^

A question much debated in Charlotte /•. Chouteau, 25 Mo. 4G5

(1857), was this : Whether proof of the existence of a foreign law

should first be made to the court or jury. The court conclude:

" The decided weight of the American authorities goes to the length

of establishing the doctrine not only that it is the province and duty

of the court to instruct the jury as to the meaning and effect of a

foreign law, when proved, whether the law is written or unwritten,

but that the proof must be made to the court."

"It is well settled that foreign laws, like foreign judgments, are

to be proved as facts, and the better opinion is that the evidence

should be addressed to the court and not to the jury." Pickard v.

Bailey, 26 N. H. 152, 169 (1852).

On the contrary, except in cases of " a statute or judicial opinion

or document," in Massachusetts, " it is a general rule, that laws of

other states must be proved as facts ; and ordinarily, in a trial by

jury, the question must be left to the jury to decide as a fact what

the" law of another state is, if it becomes material to be determined.

This may in some cases prove inconvenient in practice, especially in

view of the provision of our statute tliat the court shall not charge

juries with respect to matters of fact ; but such is the established

rule in this commonwealth." Afford v. Spaulding, 156 Mass. 65

(1892).
" When the evidence admitted consists entirely of a written docu-

ment, statute, or judicial opinion, the question of its construction

and effect is for the court alone." Kline v. Baker, 99 Mass. 253

(1868); Haines v. Hanrahan, 105 Mass. 480 (1870); Gibson v.

Manufacturers' Ins. Co., 144 Mass. 81 (1887) ;
Lycoming, etc., In-

surance Co. V. Wright, 60 Vt. 515 (1888) ; Charlotte v. Chouteau, 33

Mo. 194 (1862) ; Afford v. Spaulding, 156 Mass. 65 (1892).
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See also, to the effect that tlie court can, if so disposed, leave the

question of construction of a statute to the jury, Holman v. King,

7 Mete. 384, 388 (1844).

But the supreme judicial court of .Massachusetts will not, on

exceptions, consider any statute of another state which is not made

part of the bill of exceptions. Haines c. Hanrahan, 105 ]\Iass. 480

(1870). To same effect, Drake v. Glover, 30 Ala. 382 (1857).

" The statute being authenticated in the manner pointed out by

the constitution of the United States and the act of Congress, both

the fact of its existence and its proper construction is matter for the

court." Moore /•. Gwynn, 5 Ired. 187 (1844); State v. Jackson,

2 Dev. 568 (1830).

"And if the evidence is uncontroverted and will not support the

action, it is the duty of the court so to instruct the jury." Kline r.

Baker, 99 Mass. 253 (1868).

In the North Carolina case, which actually was an instance of a

written statute, the court lay down a broader rule than seems sus-

tained by the current of authority. "The existence of a foreign

law is a fact. The court cannot judicially know it, and therefore it

must be proved ; and the proof, like all other, necessarily goes to

the jury. But when established, the meaning of the law, its con-

struction and effect, is the province of the court. It is a matter of

professional science." State /. Jackson (kIji supnt).

Statutory Provisions. — It has been usually provided that

printed copies of the statutory laws of any state of the American

Union, apparently published by oflQeial authority, will be received in

the courts of the forum as jn-lma f'lrle evidence of the existence

of such statutes.

People V. McQuaid, 85 l\Iich. 123 (1891) ; Bridges r. Asheville E. E.

Co., 25 S. C. 24 (1885); Martin v. Payne, 11 Tex. 292 (1854) ;
Clan-

ton V. Barnes, 50 Ala. 260 (1874).

So if a pamphlet copy of laws of a single session purporting to be

published by authority." Ashley r. Eoot, 4 All. 504 (1862).

It is sufficient that the title-page of the volume in question bears

the words "By authority." Merrifield r. Eobbins, 8 Gray, 150

(1857). So " Printed by order of the Governor " is sufficient. Wilt

V. Cutler, 38 Mich. 189 (1878).

Under such circumstances parol evidence or an unofficial copy of

a statute cannot be received. Martin v. Payne, 11 Tex. 292 (1854).
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CHAPTEE lY.

THE GROUNDS OF BELIEF.

§ 50.^ We proceed now to a brief consideration of the General

Nature and Principles of Evidence. No inquiry is here proposed

into the origin of human knowledge ; it being assumed, on the

authority of approved writers, that all which men know is referable,

in a philosophical view, to perception and reflection. But, m fact,

the knowledge acquired by an individual through his own percep-

tion and reflection is but a small part of what he possesses
;
much

of what we are content to regard and act upon as knowledge,

having been acquired through the perception of others.^ It is not

easy to conceive that the Supreme Being, whose wisdom is so con-

spicuous in all His works, constituted man to believe only upon

his own personal experience ; since, in that case, the world could

neither be governed nor improved ; and society must remain in the

state in which it was left by the first generation of men. On the

contrary, during the period of childhood we believe implicitly

almost all that is told us ; and we thus are furnished with informa-

tion which we could not obtain for ourselves, but which is necessary

at the time for our present protection, or as the means of future

improvement. This disposition to confide in the veracity of others,

and to believe what they say, may be termed indinctive. At an

early period, however, we begin to find that of the thiugs told to

us some are not true ; and thus our implicit reliance on the testi-

mony of others is weakened ; first, in regard to particular things,

in which we have been deceived ; then, in regard to persons, whose

falsehoods we have detected ; and, as these instances multiply upon

us, we gradually become more and more distrustful of statements

made to us, and learn by experience the necessity of testing them

by certain rules.^ » Confidence," exclaimed Lord Chatham, on a

1 Gr. Ev. § 7, nearly verbatim. p- ^2.

» Abercr. on IntelL Pow., Part 2, ^ M. Part 2, § 3, p. 73,

63
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memorable occasion, "is a plant of slow growth in an aged

bosom ; " and indeed, it may be generally observed, that, as our

ability to obtain knowledge by other means increases, our instinc-

tive and indiscriminate reliance on testimony diminishes, by

yielding to a more rational belief.^ Still, in every period of life,

• Gr. Ev. § 7, n. verbatim. See also

Gamb. Guide, 87 ; M'Kinnon, Pliil.

of Ev. 40. Dr. Rcid, in his Inquiry

into the Human Mind, c. 0. § 24,

pp. 196, 197 of his collected Works,

observes :
—" The wise and beneficent

Author of Nature, who intended that

we should bo social crcvatures, and that

we should receive the greatest and

most important part of oiu- knowledge

by the information of others, hath,

for these purposes, implanted in our

nature two principles, that tally with

e ich other. The first of these prin-

ciples is a propensity to speak truth,

and to use the signs of language, so

as to convey our real sentiments.

This principle has a powerful opera-

tion, even in the greatest liars : for

where they lie once they speak truth

a hundred times. Truth is always

uppermost, and is the natural issue

of the mind. It requii'es no art or

training, no inducement or tempta-

tion, but only that we yield to a

natural impulse. Lving, on the

contrary, is doing violence to our

nature ; and is never practised, even

by the worst men, without some

temptation. Speaking truth is hke

using our natural food, which we
would do from appetite, although it

answered no end ; but lying is like

taking physic, which is nauseous to

the taste, and which no man takes but

for some end, which he cannot other-

wise attain. • * * * Another original

principle, implanted in us by the

Supreme Being, is a disposition to

confide in the veracity of others, and

to believe what they "tell us. This is

the counterpart to the former: and

as that may be called the jmnciplo

of veracity, we shall, for want of a

proper name, call this the principle

of credulity. It is unlimited in chil-

dren until they meet with instances

of deceit and falsehood ; ai.d it con-

tains a very considerable degree of

strength through life. If nature had

left the mind of the speaker in equi-

librio, witiiout any inclination to the

side of truth more than to that of

falsehood, children would lie as often

as they speak truth, until reason was
so far ripened, as to suggest the im-

prudence of lying, or conscience, as

to suggest its immorality. And if

nature had left the mind of the

hearer in equilibrio, Avithout any
inclination to the side of belief more
than to that of disbelief, we should

take no man's word, until we had

positive evidence that he spoke truth.

His testimony would, in this case,

have no more authority than his

dreams, which may be true or false :

but no man is disposed to believe

them, on this account, that they were

dreamed. It is evident, that, in the

matter of testimony, the balance of

human judgment is by nature in-

clined to the side of belief ; and turns

to that .side of itself, when there is

nothing put into the opposite scale.

If it was not so, no proposition, that

is uttered in discourse would be be-

lieved, until it was examined and

tried by reason : and most men would

be unable to find reasons for believing

the thousandth part of what is told

them. Such distrust and incredulity

would deprive us of the greatest

benefits of society, and place us in

a worse condition than that of sav-

ages. Children, on this supposition,

would be absolutely incredulous, and

therefore absolutely incapable of in-

struction ; those who had little know-
ledge of human life, and of the man-
ners and characters of men, would be

in the next degree incredulous ; and

the most credulous men would be

those of greatest experience, and of

• the deepest penetration ; because,

in many cases, they would be able

to find good reasons for believing

testimony, which the weak and the

ignorant' could not discover. In a

word, if credulity were the effect of

54
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and in every state of intellectual culture, man is instinctively more

prone to believe than to disbelieve the testimony of others, and this

disposition towards credulity may be regarded as a fundamental

principle of our moral nature, implanted in us by the Almighty for

the wisest and most beneficent purposes. As such it constitutes the

general basis upon which all evidence may be said to rest.

§ 51.^ Subordinate to this paramount and original principle,

evidence rests upon our faith in Inmicni testimony, as sanctioned by

experience ; that is, upon the generally experienced truth of the

statements on oath of men of integrity, having capacity and oppor-

tunity for observation, and without apparent influence from pas-ion

or interest to pervert the truth. This belief is strengthened by our

knowledge of the narrator's reputation for veracity and intelligence,

by the absence of conflicting testimony, and hy the presence of

that which is corroborating and cumulative.^

§ 52. In the hasty progress of a trial at Nisi Prius, it is difficult,

and sometimes impossible, to ascertain, with anything like cer-

tainty, what characters the witnesses respectively deserve for

honesty and intelligence, and how far they are actuated by inte-

rested, malignant, or other improper motives. A rigid cross-

examination, skilfully applied,^ will, however, often throw much

light upon these subjects; while a careful attention to the demea-

nour of the witness is always a good guide. While simplicity,

minuteness, and ease are the natural accompaniments of truth, the

language of witnesses coming to impose upon the jury is usually

laboured, cautious, and indistinct.^ We have, too, more or less

reasoning and experience, it must portant points to be ascertained, in

grow up and gather strength, in the deciding on the credibility of wit-

same proportion as reason and ex- nesses : first, whether they have the

perience do. But if it is the gift of means of gaining correct informa-

iiature, it will be strongest in child- tion ; secondly, whether they have
hood, and limited and restrained by any interest in concealing tirith, or

experience; and the most superficial propagating falsehood ; and, thirdly,

viewof human lite shows, that the last whether they agree in their testi-

is really the case, and not the first." mony."—P. 14, 6th ed.

1 Gr. Ev. § 10, nearly verbatim. ^ In the Tichborne trial of 1871,
* Archbishop Whately, in his jeu Mr. Hawkins' cross-examination of

d'esprit, '
' Histonc Doubts relative Mr. Baigent should be carefully

to Napoleon Buonaparte," clearly studied, as being the best modern
states the main tests of human example of forensic ability in that

veracity. He says: "I suppose it direction.

•will not be denied that the three * Channing, Ev. of Christ. 3rd vol.

following are among the most im- of Works, 3j6.
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conclusive indications of insincerity or falsehood when we find a

witness over-zealous on behalf of his party ; exaggerating eircura-

stances ; assuming an air of bluster and defiance ; ' answering

without waiting to hear the question ; forgetting facts where he

would be open to contradiction ; minutely remembering others,

which he knows cannot be disputed ;
^ reluctant in giving adverse

testimony ; replying evasively or flippantly ;
^ pretending not to

hear the question, for the purpose of gaining time to consider the

effect of his answer ; affecting indifference ; or often vowing to

God* and protesting his honesty.^ In the testimony of witnesses

of truth there is, on the other hand, a calmness and simplicity ; a

naturalness of manner ; an unaffected readiness and copiousness of

detail, as well in one part of the narrative as another ; and an

evident disregard of either the facility or difficulty of vindication

or detection.^

§ 53. Besides these tests of truth, which are obviously of value

in fixing what amount of credit is due to each individual witness,

certain general rules must be borne in mind, as bearing upon the

relative merits of particular classes of witnesses. It has been said

that " a propensity to lying has been always, more or less, a pecu-

liar feature in the character of an enslaved people,—accustomed to

oppression of every kind, and to be called upon to render strict

account of every trifle done, not according to the rules of justice,

but as the caprice of their masters may suggest ;—it is little to be

wondered at if a lie is often resorted to as a supposed refuge from

punishment, and that thus an habitual disregard is engendered."^

This passage accounts in some measure for the lamentable neglect

of truth evinced by most Oriental nations, by Russians, and by

some of the Irish peasantry.

' " Asseveration blustering in your are stating falsehoods are extremely
face apt to give flippant and impertinent

Makes contradiction sucli a answers." Per Mr. Brougham on
hopeless case." the Queen's trial, 1820.

CowPER, Conversation. * "And even when sober truth
2 "For, when we risk no contra- prevails throughout,

diction, They swear it, till affirmance
It prompts the tongue to deal breeds a doubt."

in fiction." CowPER, Conversation.

Gay's Fables, Part I., Fable x. » 1 St. Ev. 547.
' " All persons who have been * Greenl. on Test, of Evang. § 40.

accustomed to see witnesses in a ' Bp. of Tasmania's Lect. on Christ.

court of justice know, that those who Catechism, 519.
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CHAP. IV.] TESTIMONY OF WOMEN.

§ 54. Again, as exaggeration chiefly springs from an innate

vain love of the marvellous,^ and is most remarkable in the softer

sex,^ a prudent man will, in general, do well to weigh with some

caution the testimony of female nitnesses. This is the more neces-

sary, in consequence of the extensive and dangerous field of false-

hood opened up by mere exaggeration ; for, as truth is made the

groundwork of the picture, and fiction lends but light and shade,

to detect the lurking falsehood often requires much patience and

acuteness.^ In short, the intermixture of truth disarms the

suspicion of the candid, and sanctions the ready belief of the

malevolent.* If due allowance be made for this feminine weak-

ness of a proneness to exaggerate, the testimony of women is at

least deserving of equal credit to that of men. Indeed, in some

respects they are superior witnesses ; for first, they are, in general,

closer observers than men ; next, their memories, being less loaded

with matters of business, are usually more tenacious ; and lastly,

they often possess unrivalled powers of simple and unaffected

narration.^

' Bp. of Tasmania's Lecture on
Christ. Catechism, 522.

^ The n-ornan of Samaria, for in-

stance, when told by our Saviour that

she had had five husbands, went into

the city, saying, " Come, see a man,
which told me all things that ever I

did." 4th ch. of St. John, v. 29.
^ Bp. of Tasmania's Lect. on Christ.

Catechism, 522. The difficulty of

detecting falsehood engrafted on
truth has been noticed by Tennyson,
in the " Grandmother";—

-

'

' and the parson . . . said like-

wise,

That a lie which is half a truth is

ever the blackest of lies.

That a lie which is all a lie may be
mot and fought with outright.

But a lie which is part a truth is a
harder matter to fight."

Mr. Brougham, in the Queen's trial,

1820, said : "If an individual were
to invent a story entiiely,—if he were
to form it completely of falsehoods,

the result would be his inevitable de-
tection ; but if he build a structure of

falsehood on the fo>in(lation of a little

truth, he may raise a tale which, with

a good deal of drilling, may put an
honest man's life, or an illustrious

Princess' reputation, in jeopardy."
1 Ld. Br. Sp. 147. And, again:
'

' The most effectual way, because
the safest, of laying a plot, is not to
swear too hard, is not to swear too
much, or to come too directly to the
point ; but to lay the foundation in

existing facts and real circumstances,
^to knit the false with the true,

—

to interlace reality with fiction,— to
build the fanciful fabric upon that
which exists in nature,—and to escape
detection by taking most especial

care, as they have done here, never
to have two witnesses to the same
facts, and also to make the facts as
moderate, and as little offensive, as
possible." 1 Ld. Br. Sp. 215.

* Bp. of Tasmania's Lect. on Christ.

Catechism, 522.
^ Take, for instance, the Letters of

Madame de Sevigne, or Lady Mary
Wortley Montagu. The only letters

written by men which at all equal
them are those of the effeminate Ld.
Orford.
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TESTIMONY OF CHILDREN. [PART T.

§ 55, Sir William Blackstone apparently tlioiiglit,' that less

credit was due to the testimony of a child than to that of an adult

;

but reason and experience scarcely warrant this opinion. In

childhood, observation and memory are usually more active than

in after life, while the motives for falsehood are less numerous and

powerful. The inexperience and artlessness accompanying tender

years usually render a child incapable of sustaining consistent

perjury, while they operate powerfully in preventing his true

testimony from being shaken. A child comprehending the drift

of the questions put in cross-examination has no course but to

ansM-er them according to the fact. Thus, if he speak falsely, he

is almost inevitably detected ; but if he be the witness of truth, he

avoids even that suspicion of dishonesty, which sometimes attaches

to older witnesses, who, though substantially telling the truth,

throw discredit on their testimony, by a too anxious desire to

reconcile every apparent inconsistency.

§ 56. The testimony of foreigners and of others, who are brought

from a distance to the place of trial, requires to be scrutinised with

more than common caution. Such persons speak before a tribunal,

which ordinarily knows no more of them than they care for it,

whose threat they have no reason to fear, and whose good opinion

they utterly disregard. Consequently they are obviously far less

likely to be influenced by the dread of having their falsehoods

exposed than witnesses living on the spot.'^ Such witne?ses, even

if detected of perjury, have little to fear from loss of character,

and are in no real danger of punishment. A dishonest foreigner,

who has attained a tolerable knowledge of oui- language, may, too,

conceal it, and by seeking the assistance of an interpreter, obtain

an opportunity of preparing with caution his answer to any incon-

venient question during the time that the interpreter is furnieh-

ing him with a needless translation.^

§ 57. The testimony against a prisoner of policemen, co)isfablcs,

and others employed in the suppression and detection of crime,

should usually be watched wdth care ; not because they inten-

tionally pervert the truth, but because their professional zeal and

1 4 Bl. Com. 21fi. id. p. 2-11.

2 Per Mr. Brouiiham on the Queen's ^ Id. \6S. See E. v. Burke, 1859

trial, 1820. 1 Ld. Br. Sp. 126. See (Ir.), cited post, § 1441.



CHAP. IV.J TESriMONY OF SKILLED WITNESSES.

Lal»itnal contact with had men and women almost necessarily leads

them to ascribe all actions to the worst motives, and to give a

colouring of guilt to facts and conversations, which, in themselves,

are consistent with perfect rectitude. ^ The creed of the police is

]iatnrally apt to he that " all men are guilty, till they are proved

to he innocent."

§ -OS. The testimony of sl-iJIcd irifnesses is perhaps that which

deserves least credit with a jury. These usually speak to opinions

and not to facts ; and it is often really surprising to see the facility

and extent to which views can he made to coincide with wishes or

interests. Skilled witnesses do not, indeed, wilfully misrepresent

what they think: but their judgments have often become so

warped by regarding the subject from only one point of view, that

they are, in truth, not capable of forming an independent opinion

even when they would conscientiously desire to do so. Being

zealous partisans, their belief becomes synonymous with the

Apostle's 2 definition of Faith, "the substance of things hoped

for, the evidence of things 7iot seen." Lord Campbell once

said, " Skilled witnesses come with such a bias on their minds to

support the cause in which they are embarked, that hardly any

weight should be given to their evidence." ^

§ 59. Coincidences in the testimony of independent witnesses

afford a t/iird ground for the credibility of evidence. Such

coincidences, when numerous, and presenting themselves as un-

designed, or incidental, necessarily produce a prodigious effect

in enforcing belief; because, if the witnesses had concerted a

plot, the coincidences would almost inevitably have been con-

verted by cross-examination into contradictions ;
^ while, if the

supposition of collusion, or that some deception has been practised

on the witnesses, be excluded, then coincidences and harmony in

1 gee post, § 68. and another to a confirmation ;
have

2 Ep. to tlie Hebrews, c. xi., v. 1. some things true, which unimpeach-
3 Tracy Peer., 1843. See post, able evidence can prove; other things

« 68. fabricated, without which the true

* Mr. Brougham said on the would be of no avail,—but avoid

Queen's trial :—" Why were there calling two witnesses to the same

never two witnesses to the same fact? thing at the same time, because the

Because it is dangerous; because, cross-examination is extremely likely

when you are making a plot, you to make them contradict each other."

should" have one witness to a fact, 1 Ld. Br. Sp. 215, 1S20.
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COINCIDENCES IN TESTIMONY. [l'Ai;i' I.

the evidence of several persons can be exjilaiued upon no other

hypothesis than that their individual statements are true. Each

witness taken singly may be notorious for lying; but tlie

chances against their all agreeing by accident in the same lie

may be so great as to render the agreement morally impossible.'

It has been remarked, that " in a number of concurrent testi-

monies, where there has been no previous concert, there is a

probability distinct from that which may be termed the sum

of the probabilities resulting from the testimonies of the wit-

nesses ; a probability which would remain, even though the

witnesses were of such a character as to merit no faith at all.

This probability arises purely from the concurrence itself. That

such a concurrence should spring from chance, is as one to

infinite ; that is, in other words, morally impossible. If, there-

fore, concert be excluded, there remains no cause but the reality

of the fact." 2

§ 60. Lord Mansfield gave expression to the truth of this prin-

ciple when he once observed, "It is objected that the books

[Keble's and Freeman's Reports] are of no authority ; but if both

the reporters were the worst that ever reported, if .snh.staidialhj they

report a case in the same way, it is demonstration of the truth of

what they report, or they could not agree." ^ Dr. Paley, in his

Evidences of Christianity, says that " the usual character of human

testimony is subatanfial truth under circumstantial varictj/. This is

what the daily experience of courts of justice teaches. When
accounts of a transaction come from the mouths of different wit-

nesses, it is seldom that it is not possible to pick out apparent or

real inconsistencies between them. These inconsistencies are

studiously displayed by an adverse pleader, but oftentimes with

little impression upon the minds of the judges. On the contrary,

a close and minute agreement induces the suspicion of confederacy

and fraud."* These last observations apply with almost over-

^ Aber. on Intell. Pow., Part 2, " substantially " here used is Highly

§ 3, p. 91. important, with a view to the ques-
* Campbell's Philos. of Ehetoric, tion of collusion, since it is scarcely

ch. v., b. 1, par. 3, p. 125 ; Wbately's possible that several independent
Ehetoric, Part 1, ch. 2, §4, pp. 58, witnesses should tell precisely the

59. same tale, without auv variatioru
8 E. V. Genge, 1774. The word * Part 3, ch. 1, p. l'58.
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CliAP. IV.] PROBABILITY OF EVIUKXCE.

wlielming force when the lacjts deposed to consist of converscations,

or of a series of tritling and uniiuportaut events, and the testimony

is given after the kpse of a considerable interval of time.^

§61.2 Pourthhj, in receiving the knowledge of facts from the

testimony of others, men are much influenced by their accordance

with fach lyreviomhj hnown or heUeved ; and this constitutes what

is termed their proba hi/if //. Statements, thus probable, are received

upon evidence much less cogent than is required for the belief of

those which do not accord with previous knowledge ; but while

such statements are more readily received, and justly relied upon,

care should be taken lest all others be unduly distrusted. While

unbounded credulity is the attribute of weak minds,—which quo

magis nesciunt, eo magis admirantur,—indiscriminate scepticism

belongs only to those who, affecting to make their own knowledge

and observation the exclusive standard of probability, forget that

they are liable to be misled even by their own senses.^ Such

persons, therefore, if they intend to sustain a truly consistent

character, should act like Moliere's Docteur, in "Le Mariage

Force," who, in answer to Sganarelle's statement that he had come

to see him, replied, " Seigneur Sganarelle, changez, s'il vous plait,

cette facon de parler. Notre philosophie ordonne de ne point

enoncer de proposition decisive, de parler de tout avec incertitude,

de suspendre toujours son jugement ; et par cette raison vous ne

pouvez pas dire, je suis venu, raais, il me semhle que je suis venu."*

Even sceptical philosophers, true to the nature of man, but incon-

sistently with their avowed principles, receive a large portion of

their knowledge upon testimony which has been derived, not from

their own experience, but from that of other men ; and they will

even do this about matters which are at variance with their own

personal observation. Thus they receive with confidence the testi-

mony of the historian in regard to the occurrences of ancient

times ; that of the naturalist and the traveller, in regard to the

natural history and civil condition of other countries ;
and that of

the astronomer, respecting the heavenly bodies ; facts which, upon

1 See further on this interesting § 3, p. 74. Channing, on Ev. of

subject, Grecnl. on Test, of Evang. Revealed Relig., 3rd vol. of Works,
KK 34_36. p. 116, observes—"All my senses

* Gr. Ev. § 8, in great part. have sometimes given false reports."

3 Abercr. on Intell. Pow., Part 2, * Scene 8.
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ACCORDANCE WITH I'KEVIOUS KNOWLEDGE. [I'AKT I.

the narrow basis of iheir own " firm and unalterable experience,"

which is so much relied upon by Hume, they ought to reject, as

wholly unworthy of belief.^

§ 62. The sceptical philosopher is not the only person, however,

who is reluctant to lend faith to a narrative of facts, which do

not strictly accord with preconceived opinions that are mistaken

for knowledge. Persons of a similar stamp of mind to his

are abundant in all ranks and conditions. Thus, the king of

Siam rejected the testimony of the Dutch ambassador, that, in

his country, water was sometimes congealed into a solid mass ; for

it was utterly repugnant to his own experience ;
^ the stories of the

Abyssinian traveller Bruce were long considered mere fictions

;

and in 1825, the evidence of George Stephenson, before a parlia-

mentary committee, was much impaired by his venturing an

opinion, that steam-carriages might possibly travel on railroads

twelve miles an hour.^ AVith his finite knowledge, man should, in

truth, on the one hand, be slow to reject a narrative as incredible,

merely because it is beyond, or even contrary to, his own very

limited experience. On the other hand, scientific knowledge is not

confined within the narrow limits of mcertaincd facts, but enlarges

the understanding so as to prepare it for the further reception of

truth, and sets it free from many of the prejudices which influence

men, whose minds are limited by merely the narrow field of actual

experience. For example, Archimedes, deeply imbued as he was

with science, might well have believed an account of the invention

and wonderful powers of the steam-engine, which unscientific

Englishmen of the last century would have rejected as incredible

and absiu'd.^

§ 63.^ K fifth basis of evidence is the known and experienced

connexion subsisting betiveen collateral facts or circumstances satis-

factorily proved, and facts and circumstances such as those which

are in controversy. This is merely the legal application of a process

1 Abercr. on Intell. Pow., Part 2, observes:—"La ou le vul»raire rit,

§ 3, pp. 79, 80, le philosophe admire ; et il rit oii

^ Id. p. 75. le vulgaii'e ouvre de grands yeux
3 Life of George Stephenson, by stupides d'etonnement.'' Vol. 42,

Samuel Smiles, 1857, ch. 19. p. 142.

* Abercr. ou Intell. Pow., Part 2, ^ Gr. Ev. § 11, verbatim, except

§3, pp. 75, 76. So Voltaire shrewdly the notes.
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CHAP. IV.] ClUCUMSTANTIAL EVIUKNCE.

familiar in natural philosophy, namely, that of proving the truth of

an hypothesis hy showing its coincidence with existing phenomena.

Such connections and coincidences may be either physical or moral

;

and the knowledge of them is derived from the known laws of

matter and motion, from animal instincts, and from the physical,

intellectual, and moral constitution and habits of man.^ Their

degree of force depends on their suthciency to exclude every other

hypothesis but the one under consideration, and will be considered

hereafter ' Meanwhile a good illustration of the legal application

of the principle is afforded by the doctrine of law by which the

possession of goods recently stolen, accompanied with personal

proximity in point of time and place to them by the party charged,

accompanied by inability on his part to show how he came by

them, naturally, though not necessarily,^ excludes every hypo-

thesis but that of his guilt, although the possession of the same

goods at another time and place would warrant no such conclusion,

since it leaves room for the hypothesis of the goods having been

lawfully purchased in the course of trade. Another illustration of

the same principle is afforded by the legal rule of construction

-noscitur a sociisr which implies that the meaning of words m

a written instrument is ascertained by the context.

§ 64* In considering this subject, it must always be borne in

mind, that in the actual occurrences of human life nothing is incon-

sistent. Every event, which actually transpires, has its api.ropriate

relation and place in the vast complication of circumstances of

which the affairs of men consist ; it owes its origin to those which

have preceded it ; it is intimately connected with many others which

occur at the same time and place, and often with those of remote

re-ions ; and, in its turn, it gives birth to a thousand others which

succeed ' In all this system of inter-dependence perfect harmony

prevails ; so that a man can hardly invent a story, which, if closely

1 -Ror an amusino- example of a Baked Head, in Mr. Morier's Hajji
J^or an amubiii^ ia^ihi erroneous

2P.r"(;Sfi4 fi9
Eodpvick Random, ch. xxi.

Beniamm s sack, (jen.c.44 V. i w. ^

The story of the Hunchback, m the Works, 133, 340.

Arabian Nights, and that of the

m



DIRECT AND CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE. [PART I.

compared with nil the aelual contemporaneous and successive

occurrences, may not be shown to be false. From these causes,

minds enlarged by long and matured experience, and close obser-

vation of the conduct and affairs of men, may, with a rapidity and

certainty approaching to intuition, perceive the elements of truth

or falsehood in the face itself of the narrator, without any regard

to the narrative. Thus, an experienced judge may instantly dis-

cover the falsehood of a witness, whose story an inexperienced jury

might be inclined to believe. But though the mind, in these cases,

seems to have acquired a new power, it is properly to be referred

only to experience and observation.

§ G5.^ In trials of fact, it will generally be found that the factum

prohandum is either directly attested by those who speak from their

own actual and personal knowledge of its existence, or is to be

inferred from other facts, satisfactorily proved. In the former case,

the proof rests upon the second, third, and fourth grounds of belief

before mentioned ; that is, it depends, partly, upon faith in human

testimony, as sanctioned by experience ;—which faith will be in-

creased or diminished in proportion to the apparent honesty and

intelligence of the witnesses, and their opportunities for observa-

tion :— partly, upon the exercise of reason on the consistency of

the narratives given by different witnesses ;—and here the value of

the testimony will vary, according to the number of the deponents,

and the apparent absence or presence of collusion ;—and partly

upon the conformity of the testimony with experience. In the

latter case, however, namely, when the fact in dispute is to be

inferred from other facts satisfactorily established, the proof rests

upon the grounds before mentioned, with the addition of the cou-

iiexion shown by knowledge and experience to usually exist

between collateral facts such as those which have been proved, and

facts such as those which are in controversy ; which connexion has

already been pointed out to constitute the fifth basis of evidence

before stated. In both the tw^o cases which have been above sup-

posed, the facts proved are directly attested. In the former one,

the proof applies immediately to the factum probandum, without

any intervening process, and is therefore called direct or positive

1 Gr. Ev. § 13, in great part.
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testimony. In the latter case, the proof applies immediately to

collateral facts, supposed to have a connexion, near or remote, with

the fact in controversy, and is termed circumstantial ; and some-
times (although not with entire accuracy) presumptive. For example,

if a witness testifies that he saw A. inflict a mortal wound on B., of

which B. instantly died, this is a case of direct evidence. If, how-
ever, a witness only testifies that a deceased person was shot with a

pistol, and it is proved from other sources that the wadding was
found to be part of a letter addressed to the prisoner, the residue of

which was discovered in his pocket, the facts themselves are directly

attested
; but the evidence which they afford is termed circumstan-

tial. From such facts, if unexplained by the prisoner, the jury
may, or may not, deduce, or infer, or presume his guilt, according as

they are satisfied, or not, of the natural connexion between similar

facts and the guilt of the person thus connected with them. In
both cases the veracity of the witness is presumed, in the absence

of proof to the contrary ; but in the latter case there is an addi-

tional presumption or inference, founded on the known usual con-

nexion between the facts proved, and the guilt of the party impli-

cated. This op(3ration of the mind, which is more complex and
difficult in the latter case, has caused the evidence afforded by
circumstances to be sometimes termed presumptive evidence

;

though, in truth, the mental operation is similar in both cases.

§ 66. Much has been said and written respecting the compara-
tive value of direct and circumstantial evidence ; but one argument
urged in favoui- of circumstantial evidence is palpably erroneous.

"Witnesses may lie, but circumstances cannot,"' has been more
than once repeated from the bench, and is now almost received as

a j udicial axiom. Yet no proposition can be more false or dangerous.

If " circumstances " mean—and they can have no other meaning—
those facts which lead to the inference of the fact in issue, they not
only can, but constantly do lie—in the sense that the conclusion

deduced from them is false. For example, when the viper fastened

on St. Paul's hand at Melita, the barbarians said " iVo doubt this

man is a murderer ;" but when they saw that no harm came to

^ Annesley v. Ld. Anglesea, (Ir.) 1743 (Mountenoy, B.); E. v. Blandy
1752 (Legge, B.).

"^

T.-VOL. I. g5 J,



DIRECT AND CIRCUMSTANTIAL EVIDENCE. [PAIiT I.

him, " they changed their minds, and said that he was a god," *

and both conclusions were alike false. Again, in Macbeth, Lenox,

Macduff, and the other chieftains are described as erroneously

assuming, first, that the grooms had murdered the King, because

" their hands and faces were all badged with blood, so were their

daggers, which unwiped we found upon their pillows :"^ and next,

that " they were suborned " by the King's two sons, who had

"stolen away and fled."^ In truth, the only "circumstances

which cannot lie " are those which nccoisarUy lead to a certain

conclusion. Who is to decide on this necessity ? Clearly those

who have also to decide on the fact in issue. Throw a case of

circumstantial evidence into the form of a syllogism, and it will be

found that the major premiss rests solely on the erring experience

of the tribunal to whom it is presented. Besides, these very circum-

stances must be proved, like direct facts, by witnesses, who are

equally capable with others of deceiving * or of being deceived. In

no sense therefore is it possible to say, that a conclusion drawn from

circumstantial evidence can amount to absolute certainty, or, in

other words, that circumstances cannot lie.

§ Q7. It may not be without some advantage to keep in mind

the dangers against which juries should especially guard, in

deciding cases supported by each species of testimony. In a case

sought to be established by direct evidence the witnesses are

usually few, and there consequently is the more reason to

apprehend conspiracy and fraud ; since it is far more easy to find

^ The Acts, xxviii. 3—5. So, when him..; Joseph is ivithnut douht rent in

Jacob saw Joseph's coat of many pieces.' " Gen. xxvii. 33.

colours stained with kid's blood, "he ^ Act ii., sc. 3.

knew it, and said, 'It is my son's * Act ii., sc. 4.

coat ; an evil beast hath devoured
* lago's story of the handkerchief, which goaded Othello to madness, will

occur to everyone :
—

"Iago. Have you not sometimes seen a handkerchief,

Spotted with strawberries, in your wife's hand?
Othello. I gave her such a one ; 'twas my first gift.

Iago. I knew not that; but such a handkerchief,

(I am sure it was your wife's,) did I to-day
See Cassio wipe his beard with.

Othello. If it be that,

—

Iago. If it be that, or any that was hers.

It speuks against her, with the other 'proofs.

Othello. Oh ! that the slave had forty thousand lives

—

One is too poor, too weak for my revenge

!

Now do I see 'tis true."

Othello, Act iii., Sc. iii.
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two or three persons who, from motives of interest or malignity,

will combine to aggrandise themselves, or to ruin an opponent,

than to get together a larger number. The story, too, being for

the most part simple, is readily concocted and remembered, while

its very simplicity renders it extremely difficult, on cross-examina-

tion, to detect the imposture. The uncorroborated statements of

single witnesses, especially when they testify to atrocious crimes,

such as rape, &c.,^ or are known, like accomplices,- to be persons of

bad character, and to have an interest in the result, are in conse-

quence regarded with distrust, and, in practice, generally deemed
insufficient to warrant a conviction.

§ 68. In cases supported by circumstantial evidence, juries

should remember, that, although the number of facts drawn from
apparently independent sources renders concerted perjury both

highly improbable in itself, and easy of detection if attempted ; ^

yet, the witnesses in such cases are more likely to make uninten-

tional misstatements, than those who give direct testimony. The
truth of the facts they attest depends frequently on minute and
careful observation, and experience teaches the danger of relying

implicitly on the evidence of even the most conscientious witnesses,

respecting dates, time, distances, footprints, handwriting, admis-

sions, loose conversations, and questions of identity. Yet these in

general are the links in the chain of circumstances, by which guilt

is sought to be established. The number too of the witnesses, who
must all speak the truth, or some link will be wanting, renders

additional caution the more necessary. Besides, it must be

remembered, that, in a case of circumstantial evidence, the facts

are collected by degrees. Something occurs to raise a suspicion

against a particular party. Constables and police officers are

immediately on the alert, and, with professional zeal, ransack

every place and paper, and examine into every circumstance which

can tend to establish, not his innocence, but his guilt. Presuming
him guilty from the first, they are apt to consider his acquittal as a

tacit reflection on their discrimination or skill, and, with something

like the feeling of a keen sportsman, they determine, if possible, to

» 1 Hale, 635. 3 Greenl. on Test, of Evanff. § 40.
2 E. V. Jones, 1809.
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bag their game. Though both sportsmen aud policemen alike

would be horrified at anything unfair or " unsportsmanlike," yet,

as both start with this object in view, it is easy to unintentionally

misinterpret innocent actions, to misunderstand innocent words, for

men readily believe what they anxiously desire,^ and to be ever

ready to construe the most harmless facts as confirmations of

preconceived opinions.^ These feelings are common alike to the

police, to counsel, engineers, surveyors,^ medical men, antiquarians,

and philosophers ; indeed, to all persons who first assume that a

fact or system is true, and then seek for arguments to support and

prove its truth.

§ 69. But, even where the facts sworn to are satisfactorily

proved, the task of the jury in cases turning on circumstantial

evidence is highly difficult. For they must decide, not whether

these facts are consistent with the prisoner's guilt, but whether

they are inconsistent with any other rational conclusion ; since it

is only on this last hypothesis that they can safely convict the

accused.'*

' A striking illustration of this ^ Ante, § 57.

was the credit that was given by the ^ Waters v. Thorn, 1856 (Eomilly,

•whole civilised world to the lying M.E.).

telegram which, in October, 1854, * E. v. Hodge, 1B38.

announced the fall of SebastopoL
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CHAPTER Y.

PRESUMPTIVE EVIDENCE.

§ 70.^ Presumptive evidence is usually divided into two
branches, namely, presumptions of Imc, and presumptions of fact.

Presumptions of law consist of those rules, which, in certain

cases, either forbid or disj^ense with any ulterior inquiry. Pre-

sumptions of law are sub-divided into two classes, namely,

conclusive and disputable. For the general doctrines in accordance

with which presumptions are made are not peculiar to municipal

law, but are common to all departments of science. For instance,

the presumption of a malicious intent to kill from the deliberate

use of a deadly weapon, and the presumption of aquatic habits in

an animal found with webbed feet, belong to the same philosophy,

differing only in the instance, and not in the principle of its

application. The one fact being proved or ascertained, the other,

its uniform concomitant, is universally and safely presumed. The
presumption, however, has more or less force, in proportion to the

universality of the experience ; and this furnishes the reason for

the distribution of presumptions of law into the two classes which

we have mentioned, namely, conclusive and disputable.

% 71.^ Conchmre, or, as they are sometimes termed, imperative,

or absolute presumptions of law, are rules determining the quantity

of evidence requisite for the support of any particular averment,

and forbidding such averment to be overcome by any evidence that

the fact is otherwise after the degree of proof which they demand
has been furnished. Conclusive presumptions exist chiefly in

those cases in which the long-experienced connexion, just alluded

to, has been found so general and uniform, as to render it expedient

for the common good, that such connexion should be taken to be

1 Gr. Ev. § 14, largely. 2 (jj.^ Ev. § 15, largely.
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inse[)araLle and universal. They have been adopted by common

consent, from motives of common policy, for the sake of greater

certainty, and the promotion of peace and quiet in the community.

Where they arise all corroborating evidence is dispensed with, and

all opposing evidence is forbidden.^

§ 72. Sometimes this common consent is expressly declared

through the medium of the legislature in statutes. Thus, under

the Bankruptcy Act, 1883, in the absence of fraud, the approval

of the Court, testified by a certificate of the official receiver, is

conclusive as to the validity of any composition, or general scheme

of arrangement, accepted in pursuance of the Act ;2 all the requisi-

tions of the Public Schools Act, 1868, in respect to any statutes

made by the governing body of a school, " shall be deemed to have

been duly complied with," so soon as the statutes themselves have

been approved by Her Majesty in Council;' under the Endowed

Schools Act, 1869, an Order in Council approving a scheme is

conclusive evidence of its validity ;
* under the Valuation Metro-

polis Act, .1869, "the valuation list for the time being in force

shall be deemed to have been duly made ;" ^ under the Act for the

protection of bankers, it is enacted that " any draft or order drawn

upon a banker payable to urder on demand, which shall, when

presented for payment, pioyort to be indorsed by the person to

whotn the same shall be drawn payable"^ shall be a sufficient

' The presumption in Eoman law 48. An exception to the conclusive-

is defined to be, " conjectura, ducta ness of this dass of presumptions is

ah eo, quod ut phirimum fit. Ea con- allowed by the civil law, when the

jectm-a vel a lege inducitur, vel a presumption is met by an admission

judice. Quse ab ipsa lege inducitui-, injudicio.

vol ita comparata, ut probationem ^ 4^ & 47 y. c. 52, § 18, subs. 9
;

contrarii hand admittat ; vel ut eadem 53 & 54 V. c. 71, § 3, subs. 13. As
possit elidi. Pn'orem doctores 2>rce- topresumptions which, in the absence

snmpUonem JURIS ET DE JURE, pos- of fraud arose under the Bankruptcy

teriorem prcesumptionem juris, ad- Act of 1869, see 32 & 33 V. c. 71,

pellant. Quae a Judice inducitur § 127.

conjectura, prcesumptio hominis vo- * 31 »£ 32 V. c. 118, § 8, subs. 4.

cari solet; et semper admittit proba- * 32 «& 33 V. c. 56, § 47.

tionem contrarii, quamvis, sialicujus ^ 32 & 33 V. c. 67, § 45. See also

momenti sit, probandi onere relevet." " The Local Government Act, 1888"

Hein. ad Pand., Pars iv. § 124. Of (51 & 52 V. c. 41).

the former, answering to our con- ^ These words include the payee's

elusive presumption, Mascardus ob- agent, though not really authorized

serves,
—" Super hac prsesumptione to endorse, see Charles v. Blackwell,

les fii-mum sancit jus, et earn pro 1877, C. A.

vtritate haheV 1 de Prob., Quoest. x.
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authority to sucli banker to pay the amount of such draft or order

to the bearer thereof ; and it shall not be incumbent on such

banker ^ to prove that such indorsement, or any subsequent indorse-

ment, was made by, or under the direction of, the person to whom
the said draft or order was or is made payable either by the

drawer or any indorser thereof ;
^ and, under the Stamp Act,

1891, "a bill of exchange or promissory note purporting to be

drawn or made out of the United Kingdom, is, for the purpose of

this Act, to be deemed to have been so draw^n or made, although

it may in fact have been drawn or made within the United

Kingdom."^

§ 73. Again : by the Statutes of Limitations,^ where a simple

contract debt has not been distinctly recognised within six years as a

subsisting obligation, either in some writing signed by the party

chargeable, or his agent, or by part payment of principal, or by

payment of interest,^ such debt •" is, at the end of the six years, con-

clusively presumed to have been paid ; and a presumption of satis-

faction arises with respect to all injuries, the remedy for which is an

action on the case, other than slander, trespass to goods or land, or for

detinue^ or replevin, unless they have been sued for within six years

after the cause of action shall have accrued ;
^ while actions for an

assault or false imprisonment must be brought within four years ;
*

for slander, within two years ;^ for compensation to the families of

persons killed by accident, within twelve calendar months from the

death of the deceased.^ Actions under the Employers' Liability

Act must be commenced within six months from the date of the

^ This enactment does not protect applies to an action of debt for a
any other person than a banker who penalty under a by-law. Tobacco-
takes a cheque on the faith of a pipe Makers' Co. v. Loder, 1851.

forged indorsement. Ogden v. Benas, ® 9 G. 4, c. 1-4, § 1 ; 19 & 20 V.
1874. c. 97, § 13.

^ This Act is extended to drafts by '' See "Wilkinson v. Verity, 1871,

the Paymaster- General by 35 & 36 as to when the cause of action will

V. c. 44, § 11. See, also, 45 & 46 V. accrue in detinue.

c. 61, § 60. And see Hare v. Coji- * 21 J. 1, c. 16, § 3. As to when
land, 1862 (Jr.). concealed fraud and non-discovery

^ 54 & 55 V. c. 39, § 36. can be pleaded in reply to a defence
* 21 J. 1, c. 16 ("The Limitation under the Stat., see Gibbs v. Guild,

Act, 1623"); 16 & 17 V. c. 113, § 20 1882, C. A. See, also, Barber v.

(Ir.). The first-named Act is amended Houston, 1885 (Ir).

by 19 & 20 V. c. 97, § 9. » 9 & 10 V. c. 93, § 3, as amended
6 The St. of Limitat. 21 J. 1, c. 16, by 27 & 28 V. c. 95.
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accident, or, in case of death, "within twelve months from the

time of death." ^

§ 73a. The Puhlic Authorities Protection Act, 1893,2 enacts

^

that where, after 1st January, 1894, " any action, prosecution, or

other proceeding is commenced in the United Kingdom against

any person for any act done in pursuance, or executicm, or in-

tended execution of any Act of Parliament, or of any public duty

or authority, or in respect of any alleged neglect or default in the

execution of any such act, duty or authority, the following pro-

visions shall have effect :

—

(a) The action, prosecution or proceeding shall not lie or be

instituted unless it is commenced within six months next

after the act, neglect or default complained of, or in case

of a continuance of injury or damage, within six months

next after the ceasing thereof

:

(b) Wherever in any such action a judgment is obtained by the

defendant it shall carry costs to be taxed as between

solicitor and client

:

(c) Where the proceeding is an action for damages, tender of

amends before the action was commenced may, in lieu of

or in addition to any other plea, be pleaded. If the action

was commenced after the tender, or is proceeded with

after payment into court of any money in satisfaction of

the plaintiff's claim, and the plaintiff does not recover

more than the sum tendered or paid, he shall not recover

any costs incurred after the tender or payment, and the

defendant shall be entitled to costs, to be taxed as

between solicitor and client, as from the time of the

tender or payment ; but this provision shall not affect

costs on any injunction in the action

:

(d) If in the opinion of the court the plaintiff has not given the

defendant a sufficient opportunity of tendering amends

before the commencement of the proceeding, the court

* 43 & 44 V. c. 42, § 4. A notice has power to relax the stringency of

that injury has been sustained must this last rule,

also be given "within six weeks," * 56 & 67 V. c. 61.

though in cases of death, the judge » § i,
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may award to the defendant costs to be taxed as between

solicitor and client.

" This section shall not affect any proceedings by any department

of the Government against any local authority or officer of a local

authority."

By § 2 of the Act last cited so much of any public general Act

is repealed as enacts, with reference to any proceeding, that

—

" {a) The proceeding is to be commenced in any particular

place; or

(b) The proceeding is to be commenced within any particular

time ; or

(c) Notice of action is to be given ; or

{d) The defendant is to be entitled to any particular kind or

amount of costs, or the plaintiff is to be deprived of costs

in any specified event ; or

{e) The defendant may plead the general issue."

The section then repeals various older enactments.

A provision contained in an earlier Act, which was passed in

1842,^ provides that actions for anything done in pursuance of any

public local and personal Act, or any local and personal Act, shall

be brought within two years after the cause of action shall have

accrued, or in the case of continuing damage, within one year

after the damage shall have ceased.^ Any action, prosecution, or

proceeding against any person for any act done in pursuance or

intended execution of the Army Act, 1881, or of the Militia Act,

1882, must be commenced within six montlis next after the

act, neglect, or default complained of, or, in cas^e of a continuance

of damage within six months next after the ceasing thereof.'

Actions and proceedings against persons acting under the Seamen's

Clothing Act, ISeD,'* or the Municipal Corporations Act, 1882,^ must

be commenced within six months after the act complained of shall

have been committed.® Justices of the peace in England fall

within the protection of the Public Authorities Protection Act,

and in Ireland every action against a justice of the peace for

> 5 & 6 V. c. 97. V. c. 49, § 46.
^ ^5. * 32 & 33 V. c. 57, § 6.

3 44 & 45 V. c. 58, § 170, subs. 1, » 45 & 46 V. c. 50, § 226.
amended by '

' The Army (Annual) ® See note ^ post, p. 74.

Act, 1894 " (57 V. c. 8), § 7 ; 45 & 46
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anything done by Lim in the execution of his office must be

brought within six months.^ On similar principles, when a

judgment has been obtained against a banking copartnership, no

execution can issue thereon against any former member of such

copartnership, after the expiration of three years next after the

person sought to be charged shall have ceased to be a member.^

§ 74. Presumptions that their rights have been satisfied or in

some other way extinguished are, in like manner, sometimes raised

by statute against the Crown or the Duchy of Cornwall. Thus,

the right of thb Sovereign,^ or of the Duke of Cornwall,'* to insti-

tute legal proceedings for the recovery of lands, rents, or minerals,

is barred, under several special statutes, by uninterrupted possession

for a period of sixty, or in certain cases, of one hundred years.

§ 74a. Length of enjoyment, too, as between subjects of the

Crown raises a conclusive presumption of right. Thus, the pos-

session of land, or of rent, for the length of time mentioned in the

general statutes of limitation, under a claim of absolute title and

ownership, constitutes a conclusive presumption of a valid grant ;
*

1 12 & 13 V. c. 16 ("The Justices

Protection (Ireland) Act, 1840"), § 8.

In Scotland , under '

' The Summary
Proc. Act, 18(34," the period is fixed

at two months, 27 & 28 V. c. 53, § 35.

2 7 G. 4, c. 46. § 13 ("The Country
Bankers Act, 1826 "). See In re

North of Engl. Joint Stock Bank
Co., Ex parte Gouthwaite, 1851

;

Barker v. Buttress, 1845.
* 9 G. 3, c. 16, amended by " The

Stat. LawEev. Act, 188s "(51 V. c.3)

;

24 & 25 V. c. 62; 39 & 40 V. c. 37 (Ir.).

* 7 & 8 Y. c. 105, §§ 73 et seq.
;

23 & 24 V. c. 53 ; 24 & 25 V. c. 62

<" The Crown Suits Act, 1861 ").

5 This pexiod has for many years

past been shortened, at successive

revisions of the law, both in England
and the United States. In 1833 the

Act of 3 & 4 W. 4, c. 27 (" The Eeal

Property Limitation Act, 1833"), § 2,

passed, and barred all actions to re-

cover land or rent, after twenty years

from the time when the right of

action accrued ; unless, at such time,

the plaintiff or the party through
whom he claims shall have been
under some disability, specified in the

Act, in which case he is allowed ten

years from the ceasing of the dis-

ability
;

provided that in no case
shall an action be brought after forty

years from the time when the right

first accrued, although the period of

ten years shall not have expired

:

§§16 and 17. This statutory rule is

extended by §§ 24 and 25 to all claims
in equity for the recovery of land

:

Magdalen College v. Att.-Gen., 1857,
H. L. ; it also applies to a claim for

dower : Marshall v. Smith, 1865
(Stuart,V.-C.); to a claim for compen-
sation for equitable waste : D. of Leeds
V. Ld. Amherst, 1846 ; and to the claim
of an annuity chaiged upon land by
will, the twenty years in this last

case being calculated from the death
of the testator : James v. Salter, 1837.

The sections just referred to do not,

however, apply to spiritual or elee-

mosynary corporations sole, who are
empowered by § 29 to bring actions

or suits to recover land or rent within
two successive incumbencies and six

years, or, in case these periods do not
amount to sixty years, then within
sixty years next after the right of

action shall first have accrued. See
Ecclesias. Commis. v. Eowe, 1880,

H. L. §§ 30—33 limit the time
within which advowsons can be
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the payment of a modus, or the adverfiC, and as of right enjoyment

of land tithe-free, for the periods specified in the Act of 2 & 3

W. 4, c. 100,^ conclusively bars the right of all parties, even the

Queen, to recover tithes, unless such payment has been made, or

enjoyment had, under an express written consent or agreement.^

§ 75. The principle that, by statute, rights are after a certain

time to be presumed to be extinguished is further exemplified by

the rule that on the completion of any contract of sale of land, the

period of the commencement of title which a purchaser may

require (or, in the language of conveyancers, the root of title) is

now fixed by statute at forty years, unless there be some stipula-

tion to the contrary in the contract, or some very special circum-

stances in the case,^

§ 75a. Again, by the Prescription Act, 1832,'' the length of time

recovered, while § 40 enacts, that

all moneys cliarged upon land and

legacies shall be deemed satisfied

at the end of twenty years, unless

some interest shall have been paid,

or some written acknowledgment

shall have been given in the mean-
while. Under § 28 no mortgagor

shall bring a suit to redeem a

mortgage but within twenty years

from the time when the mortgagee

took possession (see Kinsman v.

Eouse, 1881), or from the last written

acknowledgment of the mortgagor's

title. Mortgagees also may bring

actions to recover land at any time

within twenty years next after the

last payment of any part of the

principal or. interest secui-ed by the

mortgage : 7 W. 4 & 1 V. c. 28 ; Doe
V. Eyre, 1851 ; Doe v. Massey, 1851 ;

Pord V. Ager, 1863
;
provided that

such last 'payment be itself within

twenty years from the date of the

jnortgage : Hemming v. Blanton,

1873; and provided that the pay-

ment be made by the mortgagor, or

by some person bound to make it on

his behalf : Harlock v, 'Ashberry,

1882. On 1st January,; 1879, the

"Real Property Limita;fcion Act,

1874" (37 & 38 V. c. 57), came into

operation, and by it these periods

of limitation were reduced by
six, twelve, and thirty years, being

substituted for the ten, twenty, and

forty years mentioned in the Acts of

1833 and 1837. 6 & 7 V. c. 54, and

7 & 8 V. c. 27, extend to Ireland

such of the provisions of 3 & 4 W. 4,

c. 27, as were not already in force

there, and explain and amend that

Act. The period of twenty years

has been adopted in most of the

United States. See 4 Kent, Com.

188, n. a. The same period in regard

to the title to real property, or, as

some construe it, only to the profits

of the land, is adopted in the Hindoo

law : 1 Macnagh. Elem. of Hindoo

L. 201. See, as to the Scotch law,

37 & 38 V. c. 94, §§ 13, 34.

1 See Salkeld v. Johnson, 1848.

See, also, Fellowes v. Clay, 1842,

and Salkeld v. Johnson, 1846.

2 See Tovmbee v. Brown, 1849.

3 87 & 38 V. c. 78 (" The Vendor

and Purchaser Act, 1874"), § 1.

* 2 & 3 W. 4, c. 71,—extended to

Ireland by 21 & 22 V. c. 42.—limits

the period of legal memory as follows

:

—In cases of rights of common or

other profits or benefits arising out

of lands, except tithes, rent, and

services, jmmd fudc to thirty years,

and conclusively to sixty years,

unless it shall appear that such

rights were enjoyed by some consent

or agreement expressly given or

made by deed or writing : § 1 ; in

cases of ways or other easements,

watercourses, or the use of water,

prima fade to twenty years, and

conclusively to forty years, unless it
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which constitutes the period of legal memory, or, in other words,

which affords a legal title in respect of incorporeal rights,^ has

been definitely fixed.

§ 75b. Further, by the Eeal Property Limitation Act, 1833,2

the time within which actions for rent due under a lease, actions

of covenant,^ or debt on specialties,* and debt or scire facias on a

recognizance,^ may be brought, is expressly limited. So, likewise,

by the same enactment, is the time for actions for debt or on an

award, where the submission is not by specialty ; for copyhold-

fines, escapes, money levied on a scire facias, or for penalties.'

§ 75c. Again, as regards religious trusts. Where any real or

personal estate, subject to a trust for a Roman Catholic charity,

has been applied upon some trusts connected with that religion for

twenty years, but the original trusts cannot be ascertained by any

document, a consident usage of ticenty years is, by statute, rendered

conclusive evidence of the trusts on which the property has been

settled." Under Lord Lyndhurst's Act for regulating suits relating

shall be proved, in like manner, by
wiitten evidence, that the same were

enjoyed by consent of the owner:

§ 2 ; and in cases of light-s, conclu-

sively to twenty years, unless it shall

be proved, in like manner, that the

same were enjoyed by consent : § 3.

See Bewley v. Atkinson, 1880; Tap-

ling V. Jones, 1865 ; Lanfranchi v.

Mackenzie, 1857 ; Aynsley v. Glover,

1875. § 4 directs, that the before-

mentioned periods shall be deenaed

those next before some suit or action

respecting the claims, and further

defines what shall amount to an

interruption. § 6 enacts, that no pre-

sumption shall be made in support of

any claim, upon proof of the enjoy-

ment of the right for any less period

than the period mentioned in the Act

as applicable to the nature of the

claim. § 7 provides for parties who
are under legal disabilities. As to

what e^-idence of user is necessary

under this Act, see Lowe v. Car-

penter, 1851 ; Hollins v. Yerney,

1884, C. A.
1 A right to the passage of air and

light to a garden : Potts v. Smith,

1869 (Malins, V.-C); or of air to a

windmill or house, is not within the

meaning of this Act : Webb v. Bird,

1865 ; Bryant v. Lefever, 1879, C. A.;

nor is a claim of " a free fishery " in

the waters of another proprietor

:

Shuttleworth v. Le Fleming, 1865
;

Smith V. Andrews, 1891. For "pre-
scription pre-supposes a grant," see

Smith V. Andrews;, supra, and no
grant of the right claimed can here

be imagined.
2 3 & 4 W. 4, c. 27. As to spe-

cialties, see § 3 of this Act. § 4, as

amended by 19 & 20 V. c. 97, § 10,

provides for parties under legal dis-

abilities, and § 5 states the effect

of an acknowledgment in writing

or part payment. See the Irish Act
of 16 & 17'V. c. 113. §§ 20—24 ; also

Alliance Bk. of Simla v. Carey, 1870.

3 See In re Baker, Collins v. Rhodes,

1882.
* The teiTii "specialty" includes

all actions on statutes, as, for in-

stance, an action against a share-

holder of a company for calls : Cork
& Bandon Bail. Co. v. Goode, 1853

;

Shepherd v. Hills, 1857.
* See, also, as to actions for penal-

ties, 31 El. c. 5, § 5, as limited by 11

& 12 V. c. 43 ("The Summary Juris-

diction Act, 1848"), § 36, and amended
by " The Stat. Law Rev. Act, 1888

"

(51 V. c. 3), and Robinson v. Curry,

1881 ; overruling Dyer v. Best, 1866.
6 23 & 24 V. c. 134, § 5.
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to meeting-houses and other property held for religious purposes

bj disseuters, thf macjn for twenty-fioe ymra iuiniediatelj preceding

any such suit, shall be taken as conclusive evidence that the reli-

gious doctrines, opinions, or mode of worship, which for that period

have been taught or observed in these houses, may properly be
taught or observed, provided the contrary is not declared by the

instrument declaring the trusts of such houses, either in express

terms or by reference to some other document.

^

§§ 76-8. The principle that after the lapse of a certain period it

must be presumed that the offender is inno sent, or, at all events,

must not be called upon to defend himself, is also one which finds

a place in Criminal Jurisprudence. Many statutes accordingly

limit the period within which particular offenders may be prose-

cuted. Some of the principal of these are mentioned in the foot-

note.2 Clauses of this nature will be found in a vast variety of

1 7 & 8 V. c. 45 ("The Noncon-
formist Chapels Act, 1844"), § 2.

See Att.-Gen. v. Bunco, 1868 (Malins,
V.-C).

' The Tinder-mentionecl statutes
(arranged in alphabetical order)
prescribe periods of limitation which
are respectively as follows, viz. :

—

"The Army Act, 1881 " (44 & 45 V.
c. 58, § 161), creates a limitation of
three years for offences other than
mutiny, desertion, or fraudulent en-
listment, and by it absolute im-
munity is conferred (except for the
offence of desertion on active ser-
vice) by three years' exemplary ser-
vice

; "The Births and Deaths
Eegistration Act, 1874 " (as to
England, 37 & 38 V. c. 88, § 46,
and as to Ireland, 43 & 44 V. c. 13,

§ 36), creates a limitation of three
years ;

" The Clergy Discipline Act,
1892 " (55 & 56 V. c. 32, § 5, with
which compare foiTQer Acts on this
subject, as construed in Denison v.

Ditcher, 1857 ; Ditcher v. Denison,
1857 ; Bishop of Hereford v. T n,
1853; and Simpson v. Flamank,
1867), creates (by § 5) a limitation of
five years, or of two years after con-
viction by a temporal court; "The
Coal Mines Eegulation Act, 1887 "

(50 & 51 V. c. 58, § 62), one of three
months; "The Corrupt Practices
Act, 1883" (46 (S: 47 V. c. 51, § 51,
and Part 12 of " The Municipal Cor-
porations Act, 1882," viz., 45 & 46

V. c. 50, § 78), unless against a party
who has absconded, creates a limita-
tion of one year from date of of-
fence, or within three months after
report of commissioners; offences
against "The Customs Act, 1876"
(39 & 40 V. c. 36, § 257), must be
prosecuted within three years from
commission of the offence ; offences
against "The Diseases of Animals
Act, 1894" (57 & 58 V. c. 57), must
be prosecuted within the time limited
by the Summary Jurisdiction Acts
(which see); offences against "The
Factory and Workshops Act, 1878 "

(41 V. c. 16, § 91), within two
to three months (varying with the
offence) from commission of act;
a false declaration, in order to
procure a marriage to take place out
of its proper district (3 & 4 V. c, 72,

5 4), within eighteen months from
the marriage ; high treason, or mis-
prision of treason (7 W. 3, c. 3,§§ 5, 6,
extended to Scotland 7 Anne, c. 11),
within three years after offence;
summary proceedings under " The
Merchant Shipping Act, 1894 " (57 &
58 V. c. 60, § 683), on the construction
of which see Austin v. Olsen, 1868,
must be usually taken six months, but
in some cases within two months of the
date of the alleged offence ; offences
against the Mamage Acts (the Eng-
lish " Marriage Act, 1836," being
6 & 7 W. 4, c. 85, on the construc-
tion of which see E. v. Ld. Dun-
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statutes, to which it is considered unnecessary to make particular

reference.^

§ 79. The principle upon which these statutes rest would

appear to be simply the broad one of general expedience and

justice, rather than upon that of any presumption, for " Interest

reipublicse ut sit finis litium." When a party has been in

undisputed possession of property for a considerable length of

time, it is harsh to deprive him of that which, however obtained,

has now acquired the character of a vested interest. No presump-

tion of a former grant is, however, necessary to give validity to his

title, but it rests on the fact of long uninterrupted enjoyment.

When a person has foregone a claim for many years, there is,

indeed, no need for presuming that he has, in reality, been satis-

boyne, 1850, and the Irish Act being

7 & 8 V. c. 27, § 13), within three

years, or in the case of offences

under the Irish Act, punishable on
summary conviction (7 & 8 V. c. 81,

§§ 48, 78'; also 26 & 27 V. c. 27, § 16),

within three months, or in the case

of false declarations to procure a
marriage out of its proper district,

within the time stated above, under
head "False Declaration"; "The
Mines Regulation Act, 1872" (35 &
36 V. c. 76, § 63, r, 1 ; and c. 77,

§ 34, r. 1, extended to Isle of Man by
54 & 55 V. c. 47), requires offences

against it to be prosecuted within
three months ;

'

' The Municipal
Corporations Act, 1882" (45 & 46
V. c. 50, § 219, subs. 1), requires

proceedings for offences and fines

under it to be taken within
six months from act

;
proceedings

under the Public Health Acts (of

1875, for England, being 38 & 39
V. c. 55, § 252, and of 1878, being
41 & 42 V. c. 52, § 250. for Ireland),

must be taken within six months
from when matter arose

;
proceed-

ings under '

' The Naval Discipline

Act, 1866 " (29 & 30 V. c. 109, § 54),

within three years from offence, or if

offender has been abroad, one year
from his return

;
proceedings under

"The Night Poaching Act, 1844"
(being 7 & 8 V. c. 29), are, as to

indictable offences (by 9 G. 4, c. 59,

§ 4, and 7 & 8 V. c. 29, as to the con-
struction of which see R. v. Casbolt,

1869). to be within twelve calendar
months ; and as to offences punish-

78

able on summary conviction, to be
within six calendar months, the
commencement of the pro.secution

being the laying of an information,
or the obtaining of a warrant : see

E. V. Parker, 1864; E. v. Hull,
1860 ;_E. V. Brooks, 1847; E. v.

Killminstor, 1835 ; and E. v. Main-
waring, 1858; under "The Pre-
vention of Cruelty to Children Act,
1894 " (57 & 58 V. c. 41), by § 18 (3),

a summary conviction must be within
six months of the offence. The
Summary Jurisdiction Acts, in all

cases where no time is specially

limited, require that complaint shall

be made, and information laid, within
six calendar months. See "The
Summary Jurisdiction Act, 1848"
(11 & 12'V. c. 43), § 11.

1 Various periods of limitation are
also imposed by 11 & 12 V. c. 118,

§ 3; 1 G. 1, st. 2, ct 5, § 8; 33
G. 3, c. 67, § 8; 4 G. 4, c. 76,

§ 21 ("The Marriage Act, 1823");
60 G. 3 & 1 G. 4, c. 1 (partially

repealed by '

' The Stat, Law Eev.
Act, 1893," 56 & 57 V. c. 61), § 7;

6 A. c. 7, § 3 ; 23 & 24 V. c. 107, § 32
(Ir.

)
( " The Eefreshment Houses (Ire-

land) Act, I860"); 14 & 15 V. c. 93,

§ 10, r. 4 (Ir.); " The Merchandise
Marks Act, 18!s7 " (50 & 51 V. c. 28),

§ 15. In Scotland summary com-
plaints must, in general, be insti-

tuted '

' within six months from the
time when the matter of such com-
plaint arose." 27 & 28 V. c. 53, § 24.

See as to the Police Courts in Edin-
bui-gh, 30 & 31 V. c. 58, sch. § 172.



CnA.P. v.] STATUTES OF LIMITATION.

fied
•

it is sufficient to say that his right to recover is lost by his

own ne-ligence. The statute of James, which has been held not

to discharge the debt, but merely to bar the remedy, is strongly

confirmatory of these views.^ Lord Plunket once eloquently said,

" If Time destroys the evidence of title, the laws have wisely

and humanely made length of possession a substitute for that

which has been destroyed. He comes with his scythe m one

hand to mow down the muniments of our rights ;
but m his other

hand the law-giver has placed an hour-glass, by which he metes

out incessantly those portions of duration, which render needless

the evidence that he has swept away." ^

§ 80.3 The doctrines of irrebuttable presumptions are sometimes

(as in most of the instances just cited) embodied in statutes. In

other instances they are declared by judicial tribunals as being the

common law of the land. The decisions of the courts on such

matters are respected, equally with the enactments of the legisla-

ture, as authoritative declarations of imperative rules of law,

against the operation of which no averment or evidence is received.

In short, in determining the legal rights and liabiUties of parties

the courts conclusively presume that which in a vast number of

cases must of course be contrary to the fact.^ For instance, it is

conclusively presumed that every sane person, above the age ot

fourteen, is acquainted with the criminal as well as the civil,^ the

common « as weU as the statute,^ law of the land
;
and the doctrine

"ignorantia juris, quod quisque tenetur scire, neminem excusat, is

as uniformly recognised in this country, as it formerly was m

ancient Rome ;« and, indeed, has been carried so far as to include

the case of a foreigner, who was here charged with a crime, which

, o TTov+l,r 1S=)7- Hi-^eins imvedit, on the trial of wliich Ld.

\.^.f""fs^^ ^' '

Plvinket made use of the imagery m
"

'see'" sttesmen of the Time of his addrgs to the Jury.

?r7Sr'^'-'"22V l'' Fn^M^^- ^ le^^ !larUd'a£ ^^ ^al.ner, 18.6

V. O'Connor, 1859 (Ir.) Napier C (Ma^^«|^J-)
^gQ^ (Lord

sary." Drury's Cas. ». Ch. top.
^^^'-gV^t'^

' Mkl.lkton v. Croft,

Napier, G14. This version is pre-
' '[..V-r-.^Hai'dwicke).

bafiy more acoarate *- any oUjm , U.^^A. Haidw
^
^ )^^ ^.^

^ ^ ^^^

sroro.' ft"rcointun?hrrrro_ 42: f.-. 22, e, 9.



CONCLUSIVE PRESUMPTIONS AT COMMON LAW. |_PART I.

was no offence in his own country.^ It is again conclusively

presumed that every ^^ sane man of the age of discretion contem-

plates the natural and probable consequences of his own acts. Thus

an intent to kill is conclusively inferred from the deliberate violent

use of a deadly weapon ;
^ on an indictment for cutting with intent

to do the prosecutor some grievous bodily harm,^ the prisoner is

rightly convicted, though it appeared that his real intent was to

wound another person ;

* an intent to defraud a particular party

will be conclusively presumed on an indictment for forgery, pro-

vided the defrauding of such party would be the natural result of

the prisoner's act, if successful,^ and this even though it be proved

that the prisoner did not entertain the intention charged ;
^ and on

a charge of arson for setting fire to a mill, an intent to injure or

defraud the mill-owners will be conclusively inferred from the

wilful act of firing.'^ The same doctrine would, apparently, on

principle, apply to all other crimes.^

§ 81. There are, indeed, several decisions which tend to show

that where the character of statutory offences varies according to

the intent with which they are perpetrated, the real intention of

the prisoner must be left to the jury. For instance, on an indict-

1 E. V. Esop, 1836 (Bosanquet and vv. 21, 22, 23. This very reasonable

Vaughan,JJ.); Barronet's case, 1853. distinction seems to have been un-
la Gr. Ev. § 18, as to four following known to the Gentoo Code, which

lines. demands life for life, in all cases,

2 See 1 Euss. C. & M. 940, 941

;

except where the culprit is a Brah-

E. V. Dixon, 1814. But if death does min. " If a man deprives another of

not ensue till a vear and a day, that life, the magistrate shall deprive that

is, a full year, after the stroke, it is person of life." Halhed's Gentoo

conclusively i^resumed that the stroke Laws, b. xvi. § 1, p. 233.

was not the sole cause of the death, ^ Under the repealed Act of 43

and it is not murder. 4 Bl. Com. G. 3, c. 58.

197 ; Glassf. Ev. 592. The doctrine * E. v. Hunt, 1825 ; E. i'. Fretwell,

of presumptive evidence was familiar 1864. See, also, E. i'. Smith, 1855,

to the Mosaic Code ; even to the which was an indictment under the

letter of the principle stated in the repealed Act, 7 W. 4 & 1 V. c. 85,

text. See Numb. xxxv. 16, 17, 18, § 3; and E. v. Ward, under 14 & 15

where every instrument of irvn is V. c. 19, § 5 (fifteen judges).

conclusively taken to be a deadly * E. r'. Beard. 1837 (Coleridge, J.);

weapon; and the use of any such E. v. Hdl, 1838 (Alderson, B.); E.

weapon raises a conclusive presump- v. Cooke, 1838 (Patteson, J.),

tive of malice. The same presump- ® E. v. Sheppard, 1806; E. v. Maza-

\jio-a axosaivom lying in amhvsh, anA gora, 1815 (all the judges); E. v.

thence destroying another. Id. v. 20. Geach, 1840. The prisoner may also

But, in other cases, the existence of be con\'icted on a count charging the

malice was to be proved, as one of real intent. E. v. Hanson, 1841 (by

the facts in the case ; and in the ab- all the judges).
_

eence of express malice, the offence ^ E. v. Farrington, 1811; E. v.

was reduced to the degree of man- Philp, 1830.

slaughter, as at the common law. Id. ^ See E. v. Murphy, 1875.
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CHAP, v.] CASES WHERE REAL INTENT MUST BE PROVED.

ment for cutting/ where the intent laid in the several counts was

to murder, to disable, and to do grievous bodily harm, but the

intent found by the jury was to prevent being apprehended, it was

held that a conviction could not be sustained, though the prisoner

had inflicted a serious wound ;
^ where a party was charged with

inflicting an injury dangerous to life with intent to murder, it was

held ^ that the jury must be satisfied that the prisoner, at the time

he committed the assault, had formed a deliberate intention of

murdering his victim; on an indictment* charging the prisoner

with shooting at the prosecutor with intent to mm^der him, the

jury were allowed to pronounce a verdict in accordance with the

actual intent, which was to kill another person, and the prisoner

was consequently acquitted;^ on the same principle, where the

prisoner was charged^ with causing poison to be taken by the

prosecutor with intent to murder him, and it appeared that the

prisoner's real intention was to poison another party, he was

acquitted.^

§ 82. Nevertheless it is submitted that the distinction which

these decisions seek to establish is founded on no sound principle,

and goes far towards frittering away one of the most valuable pre-

sumptions known to the criminal law. Moreover, one judge of

great experience in the administration of criminal justice refused

to recognise the distinction.^

§ 82a. It is immaterial whether the intent charged be the prin-

cipal or subordinate motive which instigated the commission of the

1 Under the repealed Act of 43 The learned judge observed, in siim-

G. 3 c. 58. ming up :
" If this had been a case

2 R. v. Duffin, 1818. This case is of murder, and the prisoner intend-

badly reported, and perhaps the deci- ing to murder one person, had, by

sion turned upon the ground that mistake, murdered another, he would

the attempted apprehension was not be equally liable to be found guilty,

lawful. The question, however, may be dif-

3 n.'v. Cruae, 1838 (Patteson, J.). ferent on the construction of this

But the jury «,a?/ infer such intent Act of Parliament."

from the circumstance that if death ^ Under 7 W. 4 & 1 V. c. 85, § 2;

had been caused it would, under the repealed by 24 & 25 V. c. 9o, and

circumstances, have been murder : E. other provisions enacted m 24 & 2o

V. Jones, 1840 (Patteson, J.). V. c. 100 (" The Offences against the

* Under 9 G. 4, c. 31 ; repealed Person Act, 1861"), amended by 48

by 24 & 25 V. c. 95, and other pro- & 49 V. c. 69.

visions enacted in 24 & 25 V. c. 100 ' R. v. Ryan, 1839 (Parke and

("The Offences against the Person • Alderson, BB.).

Act, 1861"). 8 R. V. Lewis, 1833 (Gurney, B.);

5 R. V. Holt, 1836 (Littledale, J.). E. v. Jarvis, 1837 (id.).

T.— \OL. I. 81 O



PKESUMPTION OF INTENT AND MALICE. [PART I.

crime. Therefore where the jury found that a prisoner had

wounded the prosecutor with the view of preventing his lawful

apprehension, and that, ki order to effect that purpose, he intended

to do him some grievous hodily harm, the conviction on a count

charging the latter offence was held right.^ And the same rule has

been appHed where the immediate object of the criminal was to

rob the party he wounded, and the wound was inflicted as the

means of effecting the robbery.

^

§ 83. The presumption that a party intends the natural conse-

quences of his acts, also extends to civil responsibilities. Thus, in

an action for libel,^ the deliberate publication of calumny, which

the publisher knows to be false, or has no reason to believe to be

true, is by statute taken to raise a conclusive presumption of

malice;^ if a party make a representation, which he knows to be

false, and injury ensues to another, it will be inferred by law that

he was actuated by a fraudulent or malicious intent ;
^ the will ul

neglect of a defendant to plead within the time appointed by law,

is taken conclusively against him, as a confession of the plaintiff's

right of action ; Mf a person who is, in the language of the Bank-

ruptcy Act, " unable to pay his debts as they become due from his

own money," spontaneously make a transfer or payment in favour

of any creditor, which necessarily has the effect of defeating or

delaying his other creditors, it will be conclusively presumed to

have bten made with that intent, and the transfer or payment

will be set aside as fraudulent, though all fraud in fact may

be distinctly negatived if the payer or transferor is adjudged bank-

rupt on a petition presented within three months from the date of

the transaction."

1 E. V. Gillow, 1825. belongs to general jurisprudence.

^ E. V. Bowen, 1841 (Coleridge, J.). So in the Eoman law :
" Contumacia

3 See 6 & 7 Y. c. 96 (" The Libel eorum, qui jus dicenti non obtem-

Act, 1843 "), § 6. perant, litis damno coercetur." Dig.

1 Ilaire v. Wilson, 1829; E. v. lib. 42, t. 1, 1. 53. " Si citatus aliquis

Shipley, 1784 (Ashhurst, J.); Fisher non compareat, habetur pro consen-

V. Clement, 1830 (Ld. Tenterden) ;
tione." 3 Masc. de Prob. p. 253, con-

Bavlis V. Lawrence. 1840 (Patteson, el. 1159, n. 26.

J.V Eodwell V. Osgood, 1825 (Am.). ^ 46 & 47 V. c. 52, § 48, and 35 &
s'Tapp V. Lee, 1803; Foster v. 36 V. c. 58, § 53, Ir. See Ex parte

Charles, 1830; Pontifex v. Bignold, Craven, 1870; In re Craven, Ex parte

JS41
' Tempest, 1871; Bro-ma r. Kempton,

6 E. S. C. 1883, Ord. XXVII. r. 2 1850; In re Cheesebrough, 1871;

et seq. The principle of this Order Smith v. Cannan, 1854 ;
In re Wood,
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§ 84. Conclusive presumptions are, again, made in favour of all

judicial proceedings. Thus, as an undoubted rule of pleading,

nothing will be intended to be out of the jurisdiction of a superior

couit but that which is so expressly alleged, so that the records of

superior courts, among which are the courts of the Counties

Palatine, need not state the cause of action to have arisen within

the jurisdiction;^ whenever the contrary does not plainly and

expressly appear, the respective Houses of Parliament will be con-

clusively presumed to have acted within their jurisdiction, and

agreeably to the usages of Parliament, and the rules of law and

justice. So that a warrant issued by the Speaker of the House of

Commons at the instance of the House for the arrest of a witness

need not contain any recital of the grounds on which it was

founded ;2 all writs issued by any Division of the High Court of

Justice are presumed to be issued duly in a case in which the court

has jurisdiction, unless the contrary appears on the face of them,

so that such writs of themselves, and without any further allega-

tion, protect all officers and others in their aid acting under them,

and this even though they appear on the face of them to be

irregular, or even void in form.^ The respect due to the High

Court, and the credit given to it, that it will not abuse its powers,

furnish alike the reason and the justification for this somewhat

arbitrary presumption.^

§ 85.^ The irrebuttable presumption that all judicial proceedings

have been regularly conducted, has, among others, the following

consequences. It is assumed, at least prima facie, that the un-

reversed sentence of a foreign or colonial court of competent

jurisdiction is correct, since otherwise our courts v/oiild be, in

effect, constituting themselves courts of appeal, without power to

reverse the judgment.'' Judicial acts arc, as a general rule, con

1872; Ex parte Bailey, In re Barrel!, ^ Gosset v. Howard, IS-l?, citing

1852; Bittlestonet;. Cooke, 1856; Bell Coiuitess of Entland's ease, 1605, and

V. Simpson, 1857 ; Bills v. Smith, Parsons v. Loyd, 1772. _

1863. See, also, as to the avoidance * Id. See the olahorato judgment

of voluntary settlements, 46 & 47 V. of Ex. Ch. in Gosbct v. Howard, 1847..

c. 52, § 47 ; and 35 & 36 V. c. 58, " Gr. Ev. § 12, as to one or two

§ 52, Ir. lines. _ ,t j t^
1 Peacock V. Bell, 1667, recognised « Brenan s case, 184 < (Ld. Den-

in Gosset u. Howard, 1847. man); Robertson v. Struth, 1843

» Gosset V. Howard, 1847. (Patteson, J.).
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JUDICIAL PROCEEDINGS. [PART I.

clusively presumed to have taken place at the earliest period of the

day on which they were done, so that a judgment is regular though

signed several hours after the defendant had died,^—provided

only this doctrine does not work injustice in any particular

case ;
^ and with the further limitation that it does not apply

to the issuing of a writ of summons, since, if it did, a plaintiff

could not commence legal proceedings till the day after the cause

of action had accrued, and the defendant in the meanwhile might

escape out of the jurisdiction. ^ The records of a court of justice,

and indeed all records, must again always be presumed to have

been correctly made ;
^ so that no evidence will be admissible to

show that a charter granted by the Crown was made or delivered

at another time than when it bears date ;* while the day specified

in a record of conviction will be conclusive proof of the commission

day of the assizes at which the trial took place,^—though (as in the

case just mentioned), the court will, where it is necessary to do so,

in order to prevent justice being defeated,^ allow the party against

whom the record is produced to show by parol evidence the actual

day of trial, and will judicially notice that though by fiction of

law the whole time of the assizes is only one legal day, yet that

this legal day may consist of many natural days, and thus prevent

justice from being defeated by a mere arbitrary rule f and will on

production of a Nisi Prius record containing two counts, on distinct

causes of action, admit parol evidence to show that on a verdict

entered as awarding damages to the plaintiff generally, that the

substantial damages were recovered on one count only.^ In these

two last-named cases proof of the real facts would not contradict the

record, but merely explain it. On the principle, too, that every

presumption necessary to sustain a record will be made, it will after

verdict, whether in a civil or a criminal case,^ be presimied that those

1 Wriglit V. Mills, 1859 ; Edwards ^ See Thomas v. Ansley, 1806 ; R.

V. R., 1854. V. Page, 1788.
2 Clarke v. Bradlaugh, 1881. « Whitaker v. Wisbey, 1852; Eoe
3 Eeed v. Jackson, 1801 ; Earns- v. Hersey, 1771.

bottom V. Buckhm-st, 1814 (Ld. Ellen- '' Preston v. Peeke, 1858.

borough) ; E. v. Carlile, 1832 (Ld. » E. v. Waters, 1848 ; E. v. Bowen,

Tenterden). " Ees judicata pro "veri- 1849; Heymann v. E., 1873; E. v.

tate accipitnr." Dig. lib. 50, t. 17, Goldsmith, 1873 ; E. v. Aspinall,

1. 207. 1876.

* Ludford v. Gretton, 1576.
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facts, without proof of which the verdict could not have been

found, were proved, though they are not distinctly alleged in the

record
;
provided such record contains terms sufficiently general to

comprehend them in reasonable intendment.^ In other words, the

verdict will cure any defective statement, though it will not cure

the omission of any material averment.^ It is, again, always a

presumption of law that the notes taken by the judge at Nisi

Prius are correct, and no party is allowed to raise any question

respecting the rejection of evidence at the trial, unless it appears

from these notes that the evidence was formally tendered.^

§ 86. A conclusive presumption in favour of an act is sometimes

raised by the solemnity with which it was done, though it was not

done in court. Thus, where an award professes to be made de

praemissis, the presumption is that the arbitrator intended to dis-

pose finally of all matters in difference, and if by any intendment

it can be made so, his award will be held final ;^ a bond, or other

specialty, is, so long as it remains unimpeached,^ presumed to have

been made upon good consideration, and for the consideration

stated on it.^ And, by an Act of the present reign,^ " every bill of

lading in the hands of a consignee or indorsee for valuable con-

sideration, representing goods to have been shipped on board a
vessel, shall be conclusive evidence of such shipment as against the

master or other person signing the same,^ notwithstanding that such

goods or some part thereof may not have been so shipped, unless

such holder of the bill of lading shall have had actual notice at the

time of receiving the same, that the goods had not been in fact

taken on board
;
provided that the master or other person so sio-n-

ing may exonerate himself in respect of such misrepresentation, by
showing that it was caused without any default on his part, and
wholly by the fraud of the shipper, or of the holder, or of some

1 Jackson v. Pesked, 1813 (Lord and Alderson, B.).
Ellenborough)

; Spieres v. Parker, * Harrison v. Creswick, 1853
;

1786; Davis V. Black, 1841 (Ld. Den- Jewell v. Christie, 1867.
man, C.J., and Patteson, J.) ; Harris "Lowe v. Peers, 1768; Story,
V. Goodwyn, 1841 ; Goldthorpe v. Bills, § 16. See post, § 148.'

Hardman, 1845. See, also, Smith v. « Barton v. Bank of New South
Keating, 1849; Kidgill v. Moor, 1850; Wales, 1890 (P. C).
and Ld. Delamere v. The Queen, ' 18 & 19 V. c. Ill (" The Bills of
1867. Lading Act, 1855 "), § 3.

2 Bradlaugh v. E., 1878, C. A. « gee Mej-er v. Dresser, 1SU4:
» Gibbs V. Pike, 1842 (Ld. Abinger, Jessel v. Bath, 1867.
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LEGAL PROCEEDINGS. [PART I.

person under whom the holder claims." Again, it is by statute

enacted that every conveyance made under the Act for facilitating

the pale and transfer of land in Ireland shall be " for all purposes

conclusive evidence" that all previous proceedings leading to such

conveyance have been regularly taken ;
^ and that every declaration

of title by the Landed Estates Court shall be as conclusive upon

the rights of all parties as any such deed of conveyance.^

§ 86a. Again, when (as is now often the case) the contract is

made by one party delivering to the other a document, in a common

form containing the proposed terms, if the form is accepted without

objection, the acceptor is presumed to have agreed to its terms,

and is bound by the contents, whether he has or not in fact read

the document.^ Exceptions to this rule exist, however— 1st, where

from the nature of the transaction the person accepting the docu-

ment may reasonably suppose that it contains no special terms

;

2nd, where the terms are printed in a mode calculated to mislead

;

and 3rd, where the terms or conditions are in themselves unreason-

able or irrelevant.^

§ 87.* Another conclusive presumption made by the law, is that

in favour of the due execution of ancient deeds and with. "When

these instruments are thirty years old, and are unblemished by

any alterations, they (as it is said) prove themselves ; their bare

production is sufficient, and the subscribing witnesses are conclu-

sively taken to be dead. This presumption,—so far as the present

rule of evidence is concerned,— is not aifected by proof that the

witnesses are living,^ and, it seems, even actually in court ;® nor, in

the case of wills, by showing that the testator died within the

thirty years.^ But it must appear that the instrument comes from

custody, which (even though it is not in point of law strictly

proper), affords a reasonable presumption in favour of its genuine-

1 21 & 22 Y. c. 72 (" The Landed * Gr. Ev. § 21, in great part.

Estates Coui-t (Ireland) Act, 1858"), ^ Doe v. Burdett, 1836.

§ 85, Ir. See Power v. Pveeves, 1864 * Per Yates, J., as cited (Ld. Ken-
(H. L.); In re Tottenham's Estate, yon) in Marsh v. CoUnett, 179S.

1867.
'' Doe v.Wolley, 1828. In Jackson

2 21 & 22 V. c. 72, § 51, Ir. ; Billing v. Blanshan, 1808 (Am.), the Sup. Ct.

V. Welch. 1871 (Ir.). of NewY^ork held that the thirty years
3 Watkins v. Eymill, 1883, and must be computed from the testator's

cases there cited. death,
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CHAP, v.] ANCIENT INSTRUMENTS ESTOPPELS.

ness ;
^ and that it is otherwise free from just ground of suspicion.^

It is not altogether clear whether, if the deed be a conveyance of

real estate, the party is bound first to show some acts of possession

under it ; but the weight of opinion seems to be in the negative,

as will hereafter be more fully explained.^ It also is questionable

whether the rule applies to an instrument bearing the seal of a

court or a corporation ;
" because, although the witnesses to a

private deed, or persons acquainted with a private seal, may be

supposed to be dead, or not capable of being accounted for after

such a lapse of time, yet the seals of courts and corporations, being

of a permanent character, may be proved by persons at any dis-

tance of time from the date of the instrument to which they are

affixed,"i

§ 88. The presumption in their favour, if they come from the

proper custody, and purport to be thirty years old, is not confined

to deeds and wills, but extends equally to letters,^ entries,^ receipts,^

settlement certificates,^ and indeed to all other written documents ; and

in such cases the signatures and handwriting need not be proved.

The rule is founded " on the great difficulty, nay, impossibility, of

proving the handwriting of the party after such a lapse of

time." 9

§ 89. ^'^ Estoppels may be ranked among the class of irrebuttable

presumptions.^^ A man is estopped, when he has done or permitted

some act, which the law will not allow him to gainsay. " The law

of estoppel is not so unjust or absurd, as it has been too much the

custom to represent." ^^ Its foundation rests partly on the obli-

gation to speak and act in accordance with truth, by which every

honest man is bound, and partly on the policy of the law, which

thus seeks to prevent the mischiefs that would inevitably result

1 Doe V. Samples, 1838 ; Bishop of 1833.

Meath v. M. of Wiucliester, 1836 ' Bertie v. Beaumont, 1816.

(Tindal, C.J., representing all the ^ E. v. Ryton, 1792; E. v. Nether-
judges in Dom. Proc.). thong, 1813. In these cases no proof

^ Eoe V. Eawlings, 1815. of the custody was given in evidence,
^ See Malcolmson v. O'Dea, 1862 but the court held this to be imma-

(H. L.), cited post, §§ 665, 666. terial.

* E. V. Bathwick, 1832 (Ld. Ten- » Wynne v. Tyrwhitt, 1821.

terden, O.J.). i° Gr. Ev. § 22, in part.

« Doe V. Beynon, 1840; Bere v, " By the N. York Civ. Code, § 1792,

Ward, 1821 (Dallas, C.J.); and 1823 estoppels are abolished.

(Ld. Tenterden, C.J.). ^^ Per Taunton, J., ia Bo-wman v,

* Per cur. in Wynne v. Tyi-whitt, Taylor, 1834.
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ESTOPPELS BIND PARTIES AND PKIVIES. [PART I.

from uncertainty, confusion, and want of confidence, were men

permitted to deny what they had deliberately asserted. The doc-

trine of estoppel is, however, guarded with great strictness, or, as

it is said, "estoppels are odious." The reason for this is not

because the party enforcing the estoppel is presumed to be desirous

of excluding the truth ; indeed, the more reasonable supposition is

that that which the opposite party has already solemnly admitted

to be so really is the truth ; but because the estoppel may exclude

the truth. It consequently is required that all estoppels must be

certain to every intent ; for no one shall be prevented from setting

up the truth, unless it be in plain contradiction to allegations and

acts previously made in his interest.^

§ 90. From these last words it will be gathered that a man is

estopped not only by his own allegations and acts, but also by

those of all persons through whom he claims? In technical language,

estoppels are usually binding upon both parties and privies.^ Lord

Coke divides privies into three classes ; first, privies in blood, as

heirs ; secondly, privies by estate, as feoffees, lessees, assignees, &c.

;

and thirdly, privies in law, " as the lord by escheat, the tenant by

the courtesy, the tenant in dower, the incumbent of a benefice,"*

husbands suing or defending in right of their wives,^ executors

and administrators.^ Upon the principle qui sentit commodum,

sentire debet et onus, the privy stands in no better position than

the party through whom he derives his title ; and if the latter is

not at liberty to contradict what he has formerly said or done, the

former is subject to a like disability." An exception to this rule is

admitted in favour of those privies, who would themselves be

aggrieved or defrauded by the conduct of the party through whom

they claim. For instance, where a man executes a deed with the

fraudulent intent of defeating the statutes of mortmain, his heir-

at-law is not estopped fi'om questioning the validity of the inden-

1 Bowman v. Taylor, 1835 (Lord » See post, §§ 787—793, as to ad-

Denman and Taunton, J.); Lain- missions by privies,

son V. Tremere, 1834 ; Kepp v. Wig- * Co. Litt. 352 a.

gett, 1851 (Williams, J.); Pelletreau ^ Outram v. Morewood, 1814.

V. Jackson, 1833 (Am.); Carver v. « R. v. Hebden, 1738.

Jackson, 1830 (Am.). ^ Taylor v. Needliam, 1811.
a B. N. P. 233.
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CHAP, v.] ESTOPPELS NOT BINDING UNLESS PLEADED.

ture, since his claim to the lands is founded, not on the deed, but.

on his title by descent.^

§ 91. There are three classes of estoppels; namely, estoppels by

matter of record, estoppels by deed, and estoppels i)i jxiis^ Judg-

ments ^ are the most extensive species of records, and consequently

estoppels by record will be most conveniently discussed in treating

of judgments. Neither an estoppel by record nor one by deed will

operate as a conclusive estoppel, unless the matter of estoppel appears

on the record,^ nor unless it has been expressly pleaded by way of

estoppel where an opportunity of so pleading it has been afforded.*

If a party, having an opportunity of pleading an estoppel, does

not avail himself of it, the court will conclusively presume that he

has intended to waive all benefit derivable from it, and allow the

jury to form their own conclusions from the facts presented to them

in evidence.^ If, indeed, no opportunity for pleading the matter

of estoppel in bar has arisen, an estoppel by record or by deed

ought, on principle, to be binding when offered in evidence ; and

this has been held to be the law in some of the United States,^

though the point has not yet been expressly decided in this

country.^ In pleading, an estoppel can only be met by the plead-

ing which is now equivalent to the old demurrer.^

§ 92. As a general rule, however, estoppels in pais nred not be

pleaded in order to make them obligatory. For instance, if a man

represent another as his agent, in order to procure a person to con-

tract with him as such, and this person so contract, the contract

* Doe V. Lloyd, 1839. See Smyth 1838, as tq estoppels by matter of
V. Wilson, 1841 (Ir.). record; Wilson v. Butler, 1838;

"^ Co. Litt. 352 a ; 2 Smith, L. C. Bowman v. Eostron, 1835 ; Zoung v.

657. Eaincock, 1847 ; Carjienter v. Buller,
3 See post, §§ 1667 et seq. 1841 ; Potts v. Nixon, 1870 (Ir.), as
* See Robinson V. Robinson, 1879. to estopjiels by deed ; and Freeman t;.

6 2 Smith, L. C. 670, 674, and 683. Cooke, 1848 (Parke, B.), as to both
The whole note, from pp. 656 to 726, kinds of estoppel,

should be perused. It contains an ' See Howard v. Mitchell, 1817
elaborate exposition of a very difficult (Am.) ; Adams v. Barnes, 1821 (Am.),
branch of the law. See also Tre- ^ R. v. Blakemore, 1852. See R.
vivan v. Lawrence, 1704; Magrath f. Haughton, 1853; Ld. Fevershara
V. Hardy, 1838. v. Emerson, 1856 ; and R. v. Hutchins,

^ Outran! v. Morewood, 1814; 1880, reversed (on another point) iu
Vooght V. Winch, 1832 ; Doe v. C. A., 1881.

Huddart, 1835; Doe v. Seaton, 1835 » R. S. C. 1883, Ord. XXV. rr. 1-

(Parke, B.); Nowlan V. Gibson, 1847 2; see, also, Bradley v. Beckett,

(Ir.); Matthews. Osborne, 1855; Doe 1844.

V. Wright, 1839 ; Magrath v. Hardy,
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binds the principal equally with one made by himself, and no form

of pleading can leave such a matter at large, or enable the jury to

treat it as no contract ;
^ and in an action by indorsee against

acceptor on a bill payable to drawer's order, to a plea that the

drawer had no authority to indorse, plaintiff, though he might

reply the estoppel,^ would not be forced to do so, but he might by

his pleading raise the point of law, that the defence disclosed no

legal answer to the action.^

§ 93. A party is not, however, estopped by his own deed where

lie can make it void by proving that it was executed for a fraudu-

lent, illegal, or immoral purpose. In one case,^ indeed, where a

man, in order to give his brother a colourable qualification to kill

game, had conveyed some lands to him, it was held that the

grantor's widow could not avoid this conveyance in an action of

ejectment against her by the brother. But although Sir Nicholas

Tindal attempted to support this decision as resting on the fact,

that " the defence set up was inconsistent with the deed," ^ it can,

even on this ground, scarcely be supported. Modem decisions

have established that in an action of ejectment by the grantee of

an annuity, to recover premises on which it was secured, the grantor

may show that the premises were of less value than the annuity,

and that the deed, consequently, required enrolment, notwithstand-

ing that he had expressly covenanted in the deed that the premises

were of greater value ;'^ and that where a bond has been given, or a

covenant made, for an illegal consideration, the obligor or cove-

nantor may avoid the instrument by pleadiug and proving the

1 Freeman V. Cooke, 1848 (Parke, up an after-acquired title against

J3 y the grintee, for it is a perpetually

2 Sandersons. Collman, 1843. operating covenant : Terrett f. Taylor,

3 Hallifax V. Lyle, 1849. 1815 (Am.); Jackson v. Matsdorf,
* Doe V, Eoberts, 1832. See also 1814 (Am.); Jackson v. Wright,

Phillpotts V. Phnipotts, 1851. 1817 (Am.); M'AVilliams v. Nisby,
° Prole V. "Wiggins, 1S37. 1816 (Ain.) ; Somes v. Skinner, 1825

6 Doe V. Ford, 1835, where a ques- (Am.). But a grantor is not estopped

tion was raised whether a covenant, by a covenant, that he is seised in

under any circumstances, is such a fee and has good right to convey

;

declaration as to estop a party from Allen v. Sayward, 1828 (Am.); for

afterwards disputing the fact cove- any seisin in fact, though by wrong,

nanted for, but the point was left is sufficient to satisfy this covenant,

undecided. In America a party may, its import being merely this, that he

in some cases, be estopped" by a has the seisin in fact, at the time of

covenant. Thus a covenant of war- conveyance, and thereby is qualified

ranty estops the grantor from setting to transfer the estate to the grantee.
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CHAP, v.] ESTOPPEL BY DEED—ILLEGAL COVENANTS.

illegality ;- and this too, thougli a legal, but imtrue, consideration

is sLted on the face of the deed.^ Indeed, where both parties to

an indenture either know, or have the means of knowing, that it is

executed for an immoral purpose, or in contravention of a statute,

or of public policy, in general neither will be estopped from

proving facts which render the instrument void ab initio.^ For

although a party will thus, in certain cases, be enabled to take

advantage of his own wrong,^ yet this evil is trilling in comparison

with the flagrant evasion of the law, that would result from an

opposite rule.5 Neither will a party be estopped by his deed, if he

executed it while, from duress, infancy, or other cause, he was

incapable of making a valid contract, or if he was deceived by the

fraudulent misrepresentations or acts of other parties.^

§ 94. The doctrine at one time prevailed^ that trustees acting

for the benefit of the public could never be estopped from disputing

the validity of their deeds, because, if they were, the innocent

parties, on whose behalf they were acting, might be seriously

injured.^ The doctrine now, however, only holds good in cases in

which the trustees have, in their dealings with another party,

violated a public statute, the contents of which are presumed to

be known to such party. Therefore, where a bridge Act authorised

commissioners to mortgage the tolls, and enacted that the mort-

gagees should have no preference by reason of priority, it was held

in an action of ejectment brought by a mortgagee of the tolls

against the commissioners, that the defendants were estopped from

setting up the fact of an earlier mortgage to defeat the legal estate

of the lessor of the plaintiffs.^

§ 95. Though an estoppel may bind a person acting in one capa-

city, it does not necessarily follow that it will have a similar effect

1 Prole V Wigeins, 1837 ; Collins Doe v. Howells, 1832.

.,. Blantern, 1767; Gas Light and ,/„Benyon ^Nettlefold 1850 See

Coke Co. V. Turner, 1839; aftcl. in Mallalieu v. Hodgson lbo2; Bowes

Ex. Ch., 1840; Stratford and Moreton v. Foster, 18u8 ;
Taylor v. Bowers,

Ey. Co.' V. Stratton, 1832; Hill v. 1877.

Manch. Waterw. Co., 1831 ; Benyon H^y^^.^ '^^

^;^^.^l'y'/
^^A j.^^ „

V. Nettlefold, 1850 ; Horton v. Westm. ' 1 airtitle v. .Gilbert, 1
.

h t
,
Doe v.

Improve. Comrs., 1852. Hares, 1833 (Littleckae J^)

2 Paxton V. Popham, 1814. « Doe v. Horn^, 1 84^ ;
E.

^
. \\ hite,

s i<i/
^

1843 ; Horton v. Westm. Improve.

* DoQ V. Pord, 1835 (Ld. Denman); Comrs., 1852.
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ESTOPPEL BY DEED—MERE DESCRIPTION. [PART I.

when he is sustaining a totally different character.^ For instance, an

executor de son tort, who has verbally agreed with the landlord to

deliver up demised premises, but has afterwards taken out letters of

administration, is not concluded from bringing an action of eject-

ment against the landlord, who has actually obtained possession

under the agreement.^ Where, however, " an heir apparent,

having only the hope of succession, conveys, during the life of his

ancestor, an estate, which afterwards descends upon him, although

nothing passes at that time, yet, when the inheritance descends

upon him, he is estopped to say that he had no interest at the time

of the grant. "^ The distinction between these two cases is, that

in the former, the party not estopped was acting for the benefit of

others ; in the latter, the party estopped was sui juris, and acting

on his own behalf.

§ 96. A deed does not estop a party from disputing the correct-

ness of that which is not an essential averment thereon, but is

tnere description—such, for instance, as the date of the deed ; the

quantity of land ; its nature, whether arable or meadow ; and the

like— for these statements are but incidental and collateral, and

may be supposed not to have received the deliberate attention of

the parties.^ In this country, however, if a deed of conveyance

distinctly states in the operative part that the consideration money

has been received, and the estoppel is properly pleaded,^ the fact of

payment, and the amount paid, are conclusively presumed.^ The

Conveyancing and Law of Property Act, 1881,' has expressly

enacted that this (which appears to have been so long before the Act)

shall be so in favoiu" of a subsequent innocent purchaser. Under

' 2 Smitli, L. C. 667 ; Eobinson's case, 1594; Shipwortli i'..Green, 1725

case, 1603 ; Smyth v. Wilson. 1841 ^ Potts v. Nixon, 1870 (Ir.).

(Ir.); Leggottv. Gt. N. Ey. Co., 1876. « Shelly v. Wright, 1737 ; Cossens

See Bennetts. Gamgee, 1877, C. A. v. Cossens, 1737; Eowntree ^;. Jacob,
^ Doe V. Glenn, 1834. See also 1809, in which last case there were

Middleton's case, 1603; Metters v. highly suspicious circumstances tend-

Brown, 1862 ; Lyons v. Mulderry, ing to show that the consideration

1832 (Ir.) ; Kirwau v. Gorman, 1846 money had not in fact been paid;

(Jr.); Johnson V. Warwick, 1856. Baker v. Dewey, 1823; Lampon v.

3 Hayne v. Maltby, 1789 (Ld. Corke, 1834 ; Hill i'. Manch. Waterw.
Kenyon). Co., 1832. See Smith v. Battams,

* Com. Di. Estoppel, A. 2; Yelv. 1857; also Gresley v. Mousley, 1861/

227, by Metcalfe, n. 1 ; Doddington's '' 44 & 45 V. c. 41, § 55.
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CHAP, v.] ESTOPPELS RECITALS IN DEEDS.

tlie same Act/ the production by a solicitor of a deed with a receipt

in the body thereof or indorsed upon it for the consideration is

sufficient authority for the payment of the consideration to him,

although a receipt indorsed upon the deed will not in itself amount

to an estoppel.^ In America,^ though the party is estopped from

denying the conveyance, and that it was for a valuable considera-

tion, the statement in the deed is apparently only prima facie

evidence of the amount paid.*

§ 97. Lord Coke's doctrine that " a recital doth not conclude,

because it is no direct affirmation,"'^ has been expressly overruled.

The law now is^ thus: "If a distinct statement of a particular

fact is made in the recital of a bond, or other instrument under

seal, and a contract is made with reference to that recital, it is

unquestionably true, that, as between the parties to that instru-

ment, and in an action upon it, it is not competent for the party

bound ' to deny the recital, notwithstanding what Lord Coke says

on the matter of recital in Coke Littleton, 352 b ;
and a recital in

instruments not under seal may be such as to be conclusive to

the same extent. A strong instance as to a recital in a deed,

is found in a case « where, in a bond to secure the payment of

rent under a lease stated, it was recited that the lease was^ at

a rent of 170/., and the defendant was estopped from pleading

that it was 140/. only, and that such amount had been paid.

So, where other particular facts are mentioned in a condition

to 'a bond, as that the obligor and his wife should appear, the

obligor cannot plead that he appeared himself, and deny that he

is married, in an action on the bond.« All the instances given

I 44 & 45 V c 41 ^ 56. 1B34 ; E. v. Stamper, 1841
;
Hill v.

^ Lampon .."cUe, 1834 (Holroyd, Manch. Waterw. Co. 1831 ;
P^rgeter

J., Best, J.); Straton^.Eastall, 1788. v. Harris, 184o; Cl^rke^. Hall 1889

3 Gr Ev § 26, n., almost verbatim. (Ir.). SeealsoBayleyy. Bradley, 1848,

* The principal cases will be found Young v. Eaincock, 1847 ;
Horton v.

referred to in the early editions of Westm. Improve Comrs.,
J

8o2
;
and

fhi^ Work Hungerford v. Beecher, 18oo (ir.).

6 Co. Ut 352 b. As to the effect But see Lindsay v. E. of Wicklow,

of recitals in a deed which has been 1873 (Ir.).
, , , , .,

Ldered for execution but not exe- ^ Even though she be a ^larned

cuted, see Bulley v. Bulley, 1875. woman semble (Ld J. James), Jones

6 Per Parke, B., in Carpenter v. v. Frost, In re Fiddey, 18/2.

Buller 1841. As to other cases where » Lamson v. Tremere, 1834. bee

a recital has been held conclusive, see Brooke v Havmes_, 1868.

Bowman v. Taylor, 1835 ;
Hills v. » 1 EoU. Abr. 8<3, c. 26.

Laming, 1854; Lainson v. Tremere,
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WHEN RECITALS OPERATE AS ESTOPPELS. (^PART I.

in Com. Dig., Estoppel, A. 2, under the head of ' Estoppel by

Matter of Writing ' (except one which relates to a release), are

cases of estoppel in actions on the instrument in which the

admissions are contained. By his contract in the instrument

itself a party is assuredly bound, and must fulfil it. But there is

no authority to show that a party to the instrument would be

estopped, in an action by the other party, not founded on the deed,

and uhoUi/ collateral to it,^ to dispute the facts so admitted, though

the recitals would certainly be evidence ; for instance, in another

suit, though between the same parties, where a question should

ai'ise whether the plaintiff held at a rent of 170/. in the one case, or

was married in the other case, it could not be held that the recitals

in the bond were conclusive evidence of these facts. Still less could

it be so held, if the matter alleged in the instrument were wholly

immaterial to the contract therein contained ; as, for instance,

suppose an indenture or bond to contain an unnecessary description

of one of the parties as assignee of a bankrupt, overseer of the poor,

or as filling any other character, it could not be contended that such

statement would be conclusive on the other party, in any other pro-

ceeding between them."

§ 98. To make a recital operate as an estoppel, there must then

be, first, a distinct statement ^ of some material ^ particular ^ fact

;

secondly, a contract made with reference to such statement ;
^ and,

thirdly, either an action directly founded on the instrument con-

taining the recital, or one which is brought to enforce the rights

arising out of such instrument.*^ If these requisites are satisfied,

1 See S.-East. Ey. Co. v. Warton, Eainsford v. Smyth, 1561.

jgg2, ' = In Stronghill v. Buck, 1850, the
* See Kepp r. "Wiggett, 1851. court thus stated the law :

—
" Where

3 In Carpenter r. Buller, 1841, the a recital is intended to be a state-

court were strongly inclined to think ment, which all the parties to the

that, in a deed relating to an adit, a deed have mutually agreed to admit

recital that certain neighbouring as true, it is an estoppel upon all.

lands, through which the adit did not But where it is intended to be the

pass, belonged to A. B., was an im- statement of one party only, the

material matter, which a party to the estoppel is confined to that party,

deed was not estopped from denying. and the intention is to be gathered

The point, however, was not directly from construing the instrument^"

decided, as the admission was held See, also, Young v. Eaincock, 1847;

inconclusive on other grounds. Blackball v. Gibson, 1878 (Ir.).

* As to the distinction between ^ -^^-^es i*. Woodward, 1851 ; Carter

generality and particularity, see Com. v. Carter, 1858 (AVood, Y.-C.) ; Fraser

Dig., Estoppel, A. 2, and notes to v. Pendlebury, 1862.
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CHAP, v.] ESTOPPELS MUST BF. RECIPROCAL.

the doctrine may, in some cases, be extended to instruments not

under seal. In all cases of estoppel by recital, the matter recited

requires no proof; since the recital is not offered as secondary, but

as primary evidence, which cannot be controverted, and which

forms a muniment of title. This rule, however, only apphes to so

much of a deed as is adualU/ recited; and therefore if it becomes

necessary to rely on a part of the recited deed which is not itself

recited, such recited deed must be produced and proved m the

regular way.^

§ 99 It is a rule in the general doctrine of estoppels, that every

estoppel must be reciprocal; that is, it must bind both parties, since

a stranger can neither take advantage of an estoppel, nor be bound

by it
2 For example, where a party, holding chambers m Lincoln's

Inn as tenant-at-will under the benchers, in a deed, by which he

conveyed his interest to A., recited that he was seised of them for

life, and subsequently surrendered them to the benchers, who

admitted B. as tenant, it was held that B. was, as against A.,

not estopped from denying that the surrenderor was seised for

life;"^ again, where a man took lands from the assignees of a

bankrupt, by a deed describing such lands as freehold, he was held

not estopped, as against the bankrupt's wife (on a claim by her of

dower), from proving that the lands were in fact leasehold ;^ m an

action against an individual for using a way ,5 plaintiff's conviction

V on a previous indictment, in respect of the same way, for obstructing

a public highway, though doubtless strong evidence, cannot be used

as an estoppel ; while the grantee or lessee under a deed poll if he

claim title under it (although not, in general, estopped from

gainsaying anything mentioned in the deed which is the deed of

the grantor or lessor only) is thereby estopped from denymg title

of the grantor.6 Indeed, as against the grantor under such a deed

poll an exception to the general rule requiring reciprocity in

estoppels might perhaps be recognised, because in these instruments

only one party is ever intended to be bound, and as he has executed

a deed with the same solemnities as an indenture, there' is no

; ^^S^:""'
''''-

^ cfK Sr;^Srd's case,

3 Doe V. Errington, 1840. 1584.

* Gaunt V. Wainman, 1836.
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ESTOPPELS BY DEED ESTOPPELS IN PALS. [PART I.

valid reason why the doctrine of estoppel should not apply to

§ 100. Another rule with respect to estoppels by deed is that a

deed which can take effect bi/ interest shall not be construed to take

effect by estoppel.^ Therefore if a lessor has any interest in the

demised premises, even though it be one less than he professes to

grant, the lease shall not work by estoppel, but shall enure to the

extent of the lessor's interest, and no further.^ If, however, a

person, having no title whatever, makes a lease by indenture, this

will estop the parties to the deed from alleging the lessor's want of

title during the continuance of the lease ; and if the lessor subse-

quently purchases the land, or otherwise obtains an interest in it,

the lease, which was originally a lease by estoppel, will be converted

into a lease m interest, and the heir or assignee of the lessor will be

bound thereby, as well as the lessee and his assignees.*

§ 101. The third kind of estoppels are estoppels by matter in

pais} The most ordinary instance of these is the well-established

rule, that a tenant, during his possession of premises, shall not

deny that a landlord, under whom he entered, or from whom he

has taken a renewal of his holding,^ or to whom he has paid rent,

had title at such time.^ Neither in an ejectment by the landlord,

nor in an action by him for rent or for use and occupation, can the

tenant set up the superior title of a third person,^ or that the land-

lord has no title. For instance, if tlie plaintiff be an incumbent,

the tenant cannot give evidence that his presentation was simo-

niacal ; ^ if he be a devisee he will not be allowed to prove that the

devisor was incapable of making a will ^° (unless, indeed, the party

claiming as devisee was guilty of fraud in making the will, and in

falsely representing it to him as a valid one).^^ The only course

1 2 Smith, L. C. 660 ; Bac. Abr. dt. pels in pais, see post, §§ 772, 783, 820

J leases, O. yt seq., 839 et seq.

2 Doe V. Barton, 1840 (Patteson, « l>oe v. \Yiggins, 1843.

J.).
'' Doe V. Pegge, 1787 (Ld. Mans-

^ Id. in argument; Co. Lit. 45 a, field); Doe v. Barton, 1840. See
47 i ; Doe v. Seaton, 1835 (Parke, Att. -Gen. v. Stephens, 1855.

p..);' Walton V. Waterhouse, 1672. ® Doe v. Pegge, 1787 (Ld. Mans-
* Webb V. Austin, 1844 ; Sturgeon field).

V. Wingtield, 1846. » Cooke v. Loxley, 1792.
* As to "judicial admissions," and '" Doe v. "Wiggins, 1843.

" admissions acted upon," which " Ld. Denman, in Id.

8( metimes are classed among estop-
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CHAP v.] ESTOPPEL IN PAIS LANDLORD AND TENANT.

which a tenant who wishes to dispute the title of the landlord

under whom he entered can pursue (save indeed in the one case uf

his being able to show that his admission of being tenant was

obtained by a clear fraud) is to yield up the premises, and then

bring an action to recover them.^ So strict is this rule, that, even

if a landlord, in proving his own case, disclose the fact that he has

only an equitable or a joint estate in the premises, the tenant

cannot avail himself of that circumstance as a defence.- Further

examples of the rule are, that a lessee, who has once accepted a

lease and paid rent under it, cannot dispute the lessor's title,

though the deed itself admits upon its face some infirmity in that

title," and that a tenant who has held premises under a corporation

aggregate, and paid rent, cannot object to such corporation suing

him for use and occupation, on the ground that a corporation

cannot demise except by deed, and that he has occupied without

deed.'* The rule that a tenant cannot deny his landlord's title is

applicable in an action of trespass, as well as in one to recover

land
;
^ and is binding, not only on the tenant himself, but on all

who claim in any way through him,^ as, for instance, a party to

whom a lessee has given up possession.' Its principle, moreover,

extends to the case of a person coming in by permission as a mere
lodger, a servant, or other licensee.^

§ 102. But though a tenant cannot deny that the person, by
whom he was let into possession, had title at the tiuie when he so

let him in, he may show that such person had no title at some
previous time. For instance, where the defendant claimed under a

conveyance from a certain company, dated in 1824, he was allowed

> Per Coleridge, J., in Id. 377; Doe Watson v. Lane, 1856. See also
V. Lady Smythe, 1815. See R. S. C. Ward v. Ryan, 1875.
1883, Ord. XVIII. r. 2 ; App. C. « Lond. & N. West. Ey. Co. v
§

"•
West, 1867.

2 Dolby V. lies, 1840. 7 jj^g ,,_ jy^ij^g^ jgg^. p^^ ^_ -^^^
3 Duke v. Ashby, 1862; Morton v. Smvthe, 1817; Taylor v. Needham

Woods, 1868. 1809.
* May. of Stafford v. Till, 1829; s ^^^ ^, Baytup, 1835, where a

Dean and Ch. of Eochester v. Pierce, woman who had asked leave to get
1808; recognised in Fishmongers' vegetables in the garden, and ob-
Co. V. Eobertson, 1843. See Eccles. tained the keys for this purpose,
Commis. v. Merral, 1869 ; also post, fraudulently took possession of the
§ ^^*- house and tried (unsuccessfully, of
_

Delaney v. Fox, 1857
;
qualify- course) to set up a title. See also

ing a dictum of Pollock, C.B., in Doe v. Bii-chmore, 1839.
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ESTOPPEL IN PAIS—LANDLORD AND TENANT. [PART I.

to dispute the title of the company to convey the same premises to

the plaintiff in 1818 ;
^ a lessee let into possession in 1826 under a

demise from a tenant for life, was allowed, in an action brought

by the reversioner (though he would not have been permitted to

show after the death of the tenant for life adverse title in another

at the date of the lease), to prove that, before 1826, the legal estate

was outstanding in a third party, and that, consequently, the

reversioner, who claimed in common with the tenant for life under

a settlement of a much earlier date, had no legal title.^ A tenant

is also allowed to prove that, since the commencement of the

tenancy, the title of his lessor has expired or been defeated.^ For

example, he may prove that his landlord was a tenant pour autre

vie, and that the cestui que vie is dead ; or that he was a tenant

from year to year or at will, and that the superior landlord had

given him a notice to quit or determined the will ;
^ or that tin

person who let him in was a mortgagor in possession, who, not

having up to the date of demise been treated as a trespasser, had

then title to confer the legal possession, but has subsequently been

treated as a trespasser.^ In short, the tenant may rely on any

fact which either amounts to an eviction by title paramount,® or

shows that the title of his landlord has expired.^

§ 103. It is not always clear w^hat constitutes a " letting into

possession." Where a party was in possession of premises without

leave obtained from any one, and a person came to him and said,

" You have no right to the premises," upon which he acquiesced,

and took a lease from this person, the relation of landlord and

tenant was held to be sufficiently created to debar the one from

' Doe V. Powell, 1834. notice, to liave such an effect, must
2 Doe V. Langdon, 1848; Doe v. either be coupled with an attorn-

Whitroe, 1822. meut, or be followed by actual pay-
3 Doe V. Barton, 1840 (Ld. Den- ment of rent, to the mortga;^ee. See

man); Hopcraft v. Kej's, 1833. See id.; also Wilton v. Dunn, 1851;
Bayley v. Bradley, 1847 ; Watson v. Turner ';. Cameron's Coalbrook St.

Lane, 1856; Langford v. Selmes, Coal Co., 1850; Litchfield v. Eeady,
1857; Howe V. Scarrott, 1859; Lond. 1850 ; Trent r. Hunt, 1853.

& N. West. Ey. Co. v. West, 1867. ^ Gouldsworth v. Knights, 1843.
* Doe V. Barton, 1840. '' Downs v. Cooper, 1841, See Doe
* Doe V. Barton, supra. A mort- v. Watson, 1817; Doe v. Seaton, 1836;

gagee, by simply giving notice to the Claridge v. Mackenzie, 1842; Mount-
tenant to pay rent to him, does not noy v. Collier, 1853 ; Emery v. Bar-
treat the mortgagor as a trespasser : nett, 1858 ; Delmege v. MuUins,
Hickman v. Machin, 1859 ; but a 1875, Ex. Ch.
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0. v.] WHAT CONSTITUTES A LETTING INTO POSSESSION.

disputing the title of the other.^ But where a tenant, already in

possession of premises under a demise from a termor, at the expi-

ration of the termor's right entered into a parol agreement with

another party to hold under him, in ignorance of the real facts,

and under the supposition that this party was entitled to the pre-

mises, this agreement was held not to be equivalent to the first

letting into possession. ^ Neitlier a parol agreement by a tenant to

hold of a party, by whom he was not let into possession,^ nor an

attornment,'* nor an actual payment of rent to such party, even

under a distress,^ will in themselves operate as estoppels ; but the

tenant may still show that he has acted in ignorance, or under a

misapprehension of the real circumstances,^ or, in the case of pay-

ment of rent, that some other party was entitled to receive it.^

§ 104.^ There are also certain conclusive presumptions of law

with respect to infants.^ Thus, an infant under seven is conclu-

sively presumed incapable of committing any felony, or, indeed,

any indictable offence,^*^ for want of discretion ;
^^ a male infant

under fourteen is presumed incapable, on the ground of impotency,

of committing a rape as a principal in the first degree,^^ or of being

> Doe V. Mills, 183o(Patteson, J.)- of tenancy, Patteson, J. allowed the

See also Dolby v. lies, 1840. defendant to show, that the lessor of

- Clavidge v. Mackenzie, 1842. the plaintiff had acted as the agent
" There was no rieiu possession given of third parties. See Hitchings v.

hy the defendant; she was in no Thompson, 1850, explained by Ld.

way iwejudiced ; she could not have Cranworth, C, in Att. -Gen. v.

turned the plaintiff out of posses- Stephens, 1855.

eion ; and before their agreement, if ® Gr. Ev. § 28, in part,

she had brought her ejectment, the ^ In all civil questions where the

plaintiff might have shown that she rights of parents depend on the birth

had no titled and that the title was in of a living child, the Scotch law con-

some one else. It is not like the clusively presumes that the child

case of a person letting another into was not born alive, if it was not

possession of vacant premises ; it is heard to cry. 1 Dickson, Ev. 180.

in fact a remaining in possession of '" 42 & 43 V. c. 49 ("The Summary
premises, which had been formerly Jurisdiction Act, 1879"), ^10, sub-s. 5.

occupied by the tenant." PerTindal, '^ 4 Bl. Com. 23; 1 Hale, 27. If

C.J. an infant under seven is given into
3 Id. custody on a charge of felony, an
* Doe V. Brown, 1837. action for false imprisonment will

' Knight V. Cox, 1856. lie; Marsh v. Loader, 1863.
6 Gregory v. Doidge, 1827; Gra- '« i Hale, 630; 1 Russ. C. & M. 676.

venor v. Woodhouse, 1824 ; Rogers This presumption is not affected by
i;. Pitcher, 1818; Doe v. Barton, 1840; 24 & 25 V. c. 100 ("The Offences

Hall V. Butler, 1839 (Patteson, J.). against the Person Act, 1861 "), § 48 ;

^ Cooper V. Blandy, 1839 ; Doe v. R. v. Groombridge, 1836 (Gaselee, J.,

Francis, 1837 ; in which case pay- and Ld. Abinger) ; and it applies to

ment of rent being the only evidence the offence of carnally abusing a
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CONCLUSIVE PKESUMPTIONS—INFANTS. [PART I.

guilty, under sect. 4 of the Criminal Law Amendment Aot, 188-3,^

of the offence of carnal knowledge of a girl under thirtee-.i,^ though

he may be convicted of a criminal assault upon her,^ or of com-

mitting an assault with intent to perpetrate that crime ;
^ a

female under thirteen is presumed incapable of consenting to

sexual intercourse, and to have carnal knowledge of her is a

felony; while an attempt to have such knowledge is a misde-

meanour,-^ and to have, or attempt to have, carnal knowledge of a

girl over thirteen and under sixteen is a misdemeanour,^ and the

consent of a girl under thirteen to an act of indecency cannot be

set up as a defence to a charge of assault.'' An unmarried girl

under eighteen cannot consent to be abducted in order that a man

may have carnal knowledge of her, and to abduct such a girl for

such a purpose is a misdemeanour.* An infant of either sex under

twenty-one is presumed to be so far incapable of managing his

own affairs as not to be able, in general,^ to alien land, execute a

deed,^" state an account, to make any binding contract,^^ unless for

necessaries.^^ He is also incapable of being subjected to a receiving

order made under the Bankruptcy laws ;
^^ and since the first of

girl under the statutory age ; E. v.

Jordan, 1838 (Williams, J.). But if

the boy have a mischievous discre-

tion, he may be a principal in the

second degree ; 1 Hale, 630. The
patient may be convicted of an un-
natural crime, though the agent be
under fourteen ; R. v. Allen, 1826.

1 48 & 49 V. c. 69.

2 E. V. Waite, 1892.
3 E. V. WilHams, 1893.
* B. V. Eldershaw. 1828 (Vaughan,

B.); E. V. Philips, 1837 (Patteson, J.).

^ See " The Criminal Law Amend-
ment Act, 1885 " (48 & 49 V. c. 69),

§ 4 ; and see, also, E. v. Beale, 1866.
^ See Id. § 5.

' 4P, & 44 "v. c. 45 ("The Criminal

LawAmendment Act, 1880"), § 2 ; E.

V. Eoadley, 1880. The last-named case

is overruled by the above enactment.
8 48 & 49 V. c. 69, § 7.

9 See 18 & 19 V. c. 43 (" The In-

fants' Settlements Act, 1855"), and
23 & 24 V. c. 83 (Ir.), enabling male
infants of twenty, and female infants

of seventeen, to make, with the ap-

probation of the Chancer^' Division,

binding settlements on marriage.

i« See Martin v. Gale, 1867, hold-

ing a deed by an infant charging
his reversionary interest to secure

money advanced for necessaries void-
able and not enforceable.

11 37 & 38 V. c. 62 ("The Infants'

EeUef Act, 1874"). As to how far

an infant can act as a trustee, or

exercise a power, see King v. Bellord,

1863; also. In re Arnifs Trusts, 1868,

(Ii-.); In re D'Angibau, 1880, C. A.
12 1 Bl. Com." 465, 466; Co. Lit.

78 b. As to what are necessaries,

see ante, § 42. As to how far infant

shareholders are liable to actions for

calls, see Newry & Ennisk. Ey. Co.

V. Combe, 1849 ; Leeds & Thirsk Ey.
Co. V. Fearnley, 1849 ; Cork & Ban-
don Ey. Co. V. Cazenove, 1847; N.
West. Ey. Co. v. McMichael, 1850

;

Birkenhead, Lane. & Chesh. June.
Ey. Co. V. Pilcher, 1850. An infant

lessee, though not liable on the con-

tract of tenancy, is answerable for

the rent during his occupation of the

premises. Blake v. Concannon, 1870

(Ir.). But see Lempriere v. Lange,
1879 (Jessel, M.E.).

1^ Ee Jones, Ex p. Jones, 1881,

C. A.
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CIIxVP. v.] CIIILD-BEAKING AGE—LEGITIMACY.

January, 1838, such a person cannot make a will, whether it pur-

ports to dispose of real or of personal estate.^

§ 100. No rigid presumption is fixed by law as to the exact

period of life at which the possibility of having issue, without

miraculous agency .^ becomes in women extinct ; but in directing

the distribution of trust funds, the courts have been in the habit of

assuming that, in general, females, after arriving at the age of

fifty-three, are past child-bearing.^

§ 106. A conclusive presumption in favour of legitimacy exists in

certain cases.* Thus, where husband and wife have cohabited

together, and no impotency is proved, the issue is conclusively

presumed to be legitimate, though the wife is shown to have been,

at the same time, guilty of infidelity.^ Even where the parents

are living separate, a strong presumption of legitimacy still arises,

which can only be rebutted, either by proving a divorce a mensa

et thoro, or, since the 11th of January, 1858, a judicial separation,

or by cogent and almost irresistible proof of non-access in a sexual

sense ; ^ and, indeed, the fact that a married woman is living in

notorious adultery, though amounting to very strong evidence, is

not, in itself, sufiicient to repel the presumption of the legitimacy

of her offspring.^ But where alleged parents have been divorced

1 7 W. 4 & 1 V. c. 26 ("The "Wills never having had a child, past child-

Act, 1837 "), §§ 7, 34. Before that bearing. Sed qu., and see Davidson
date, boj'S of fourteen years, and v. Kimjaton, 1881.

girls of twelve, might have disposed * See ante, § 16.

of personalty by will, if proved to ^ Cope v. Cope, 1833; Morris v.

have been of sufficient discretion. 1 Davies, 1866 ; Wright v. Holdgate,

Will, on Ex. 14— 16. 1850; Legge t'. Edmonds, 1856; Ban-
2 See Gen., ch. xvii., vv. 15—19; bury Peer., 1727, H. L., in Appen-

ch. xviii., w. 9—15, and ch. xxi., dix, n. E. to Le Marchant's Gardner's

vv. 1— 7. Peer. ; E. v. Luffe, 1807. As to the
^ Haynes v. Haynes, 1866 (Kin- Mahomedan Law on this subject, see

dersley", V.-C), and cases cited in the Ashrufood Dowlah Ahmed v, Hyder
note. See also Ee Widdow's Trusts, Hossein Khan, 1885.

1871 (Malins, V.-C. ),andEeMillner's ^ Id. ; Bosvile v. Attorney-Gen.,

Estate, 1872, in which last case a 1887; Saye and Sele Peer., 1846, H.L.;

woman married for twenty- six years, Hargrave v. Hargrave, 1848 ; Plowes

and having never had a child, was v. Bossey, 1862; Atchley v. Sprigg,

presumed to be barren at the age of 1864.

forty-nine years and nine months. '' E. v. Mansfield, 1841. In this

But in Croxton v. May, 1876, the case Ld. Denman questions the au-

CoTU't of Appeal refused to regard a thority of Cope v. Cope, 1833. See

woman whose age was fifty-four and Hawes v. Draeger, 1883 (Kay, J.),

a half years, married three years, and
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SPOLIATION OF PAPERS RUNNING BLOCKADE. [PART I.

or judicially separated, children born during the separation are

prima facie illegitimate.^

§ 107.^ Conclusive presumptions are also known to the law of

nations. For instance, despatches of the enemy which a neutral

vessel is found carrying between different parts of the enemy's

dominions, are presumed to be hostile,^ at least, if they have been

fraudulently concealed ; the spoliation ofpapers by a captured party

is regarded, in all the States of Continental Europe, as giving rise

to a conclusive presumption of guilt. But, in general, in England

and America, the presumption of guilt is only prima facie, and is

open to explanation. English and American law are more lenient,

and do not found on the mere spoliation of papers an absolute pre-

sumption of guilt. But they only stop short of that result ; for a

case that escapes with such a brand upon it is saved, as it were,

from the fire ; * and where the case labours under other circumstances

of suspicion, or the surrounding circumstances establish bad faith

or gross prevarication, the presumption is, even in English and

American law, conclusive.* Again, a presumption all but conclu-

sive is raised against any vessel which has been captm'ed while

entering a blockaded port; and the owner can protect the ship

from being condemned as lawful prize only by establishing a

justification on the ground of imperative necessity.^ It is, more-

over, also prima facie presumed that the owners of a cargo found

on board a ship, which is condemned for blockade-running, were

privy to the intention of violating a blockade, and their only escape

from this presumption is their being able to prove that, at the time

when the shipment was made, they could not have known that the

blockade had been imposed.^

§ 108.^ In all cases of conclusive presumption, the rule of law

merely attaches itself to the circumstances when proved ; it is not

deduced from them. It is not a rule of inference from testimony,

but a rule of protection, which is held 1o be expedient for the

1 St. George v. St. Margaret, 1706; * The Hunter, 1815 (Sir W. Scott).

Hetherington v. Hetherington, 1887. ^ The Pizarro, 1817 (Am.) ; The

In such cases, non-access is pre- Hunter, 1815. See post, § 116.

sumed. ® Baltazzi v. Eyder, 1858.

2 Gr. Ev. § 31, in part. ^ Id.

3 The Atalanta, 1808. ^ Gr. Ev. § 32, almost verbatim.
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CHAP, v.] DISPUTABLE PRESUMPTIONS.

general good. It is not, for example, assumed that all landlords

have good titles ; but it is held that it will be a public incon-

venience to suffer tenants to dispute them. Neither is it assumed

that all averments and recitals in deeds and records are true
;
but

it is held that it will be mischievous if parties are permitted to deny

them. It is not assumed that all simple contract debts, of six

years' standing, are paid, nor that every man quietly occupying

land twenty years as his own has a valid title by grant
;
but it is

deemed expedient that claims opposed by such evidence as the

lapse of those periods affords, should not be countenanced, and that

society is more benefited by a refusal to entertain such claims than

by sufPering them to be made good by proof. In fine, the law does

not assume the impossibility of things which are possible
;
but the

presumption of law is founded, not only on the possibility of their

existence, but on their occasional occurrence ; and it is against the

mischiefs of their occurrence that it interposes its protecting prohi-

bition.^

§ 109 110.2 y^Q now come to the second class, into which are

divided presumptions of law.^ These are what are termed dis2}ut-

able presumptions, and answer to the jircESumptiones Juris of the

Eoman law. Presumptions of this class may always be overcome

by opposing proof.-* These disputable presumptions of law are,

like conchmre presumptions, the result of the general experience of

a connection between certain facts or things, the one being usually

found to be the companion, or the effect, of the other. Where

disputable presumptions arise, however, the connexion is not so

intimate, or so uniform, that it can be conclusively presumed to

exist in every case
;
yet it is so general, that the law itself, with-

out the aid of a jury, in the absence of all opposing evidence, infers

the one fact from the proved existence of the other. In this mode

fhf, law—even in the absence of any corresponding allegation in the

pleading 5—defines the nature and amount of the evidence which is

sufficient to establish a prima facie case, and to throw the burthen

of proof on the other party ; and says that in such cases, if no

opposing evidence is offered, the jury are bound to find in favour

1 See fi Law Mag. 348 355 356. * ST'c^Ssf"cm' XIX ^^ '>6
a Gr. Ev. § 33, m great part. . » R- ^- <-• l^^-^- '-^ra. J^i.^. r. -o,

3 See supra, § 70. cited post, § 368, n.
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PRESUMPTIONS OF LAW AND OF FACT. [PAKT I.

of the presumption, and that a contrary verdict may be set aside as

being against evidence.

§ 111. Disputable presumptions of law differ from mere pre-

sumptions of fact in three important particulars. In the first

place, the judge is bound to explain to the jury whatever legal

presumptions arise from the facts proved ;
^ next, the jury are

bound to give full weight to the presumptions so explained ;
and

lastly, the court alone, without the intervention of the jury, may

draw the proper legal inferences, whenever the requisite facts are

developed in the pleadings.^ In practice, however, the distinction

between presumptions of law and presumptions of fact is by no

means well defined, and the line of demarcation, even when visible

at all, is often overlooked.^ A presumption which is regarded by

some judges as one of law, is treated by others as one of fact

;

nay, the same judges place the same presumption at different

times in different classes. The following remarks principally

apply to disputable presumptions of law, but they will be occa-

sionally found to extend to cogent presumptions of fact.

§ 112. One of the most important of disputable legal presump-

tions is that of innocence. This, in legal phraseology, " gives the

benefit of a doubt to the accused," and is so cogent, that it cannot

be repelled by any evidence short of what is sufficient to establish

the fact of criminality with moral certainty.^ In civil disputes,

when no violation of the law is in question, and no legal pre-

sumption operates in favour of either party, the preponderance of

probability, due regard being had to the burthen of proof, may

constitute sufficient ground for a verdict. ^ To affix on any person

the stigma of crime requires, however, a higher degree of assurance

;

and juries will not be justified in taking such a step, except on

evidence which excludes from their minds all reasonable doubt.^

It has sometimes been said, that the presumption in question is

confined to the criminal courts, and is adopted there specially in

favour of life and liberty, and as a safeguard against error in

1 Ante, § 25. * St. Ev. 818, 4th ed. ; 1 Gr. Ev.
2 Best Ev. 404, 405. § 13 a; Best, Ev. 120; Cooper v. Slade,

3 Best', Ev! 424'. 1858, H. L. (Willes, J.).

* St. Ev. 817, 8G5, 4tli ed. ; 1 Gr. « St. Ev. 817, 865, 4th ed. ; Best,

Ev. § 13 a ; E. V. WHto, 1865 (Martin, Ev. 120.

B.).
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CHAP, v.] PRESUMPTION OF INNOCENCE.

convictions which are not open to revision.^ But it rests on a

broader basis. The right which every man has to his character,

the value of that character to himself and his family, and the evil

consequences that would result to society if charges of guilt were

lightly entertained, or readily established in courts of justice :

—

these are the real considerations which have led to the adoption of

the rule that all imputations of crime must be strictly proved.

The rule, accordingly, is recognised alike by all tribunals, whether

civil or criminal, and in all proceedings, whether the question of

guilt be directly or incidentally raised.^ For example, in an

action against an insurance company to recover a loss by fire, and

where the defence is that the plaintiff wilfully burnt down the

premises, the jury, before finding a verdict against the plaintiff,

must be satisfied that the act imputed to him has been proved by

clear evidence, so clear as to justify a conviction for arson ;^ and,

in general, whether the question arises in a prosecution for it, or

in a civil court, forgery or bigamy must similarly be estabhshed

by the same strict evidence.'*

§ 113.^ So strong is the presumption of innocence, that even

where guilt can be established only by proving a negative, that

negative must, in most cases (unless indeed a special statute be

applicable ''), be proved, though as a general rule the burthen of

proof lies on the party alleging the affirmative. For instance, a

plaintiff who complained that the charterer of a ship had put on

board an article highly inflammable and dangerous, ivitJwut giving

notice of its nature to the master in charge, was held bound to

prove this negative averment.'

§ 114.^ Questions of nicety arise where the presumption of

1 Magee V. Mark, 1860 (Ir.) (Pigot, ^ gee post, § 372.

C.B.); Best, Ev. 120; 1 (ir. Ev. ^ Williams v. E. Ind. Co., 1802.

§ 13 a. So of allegations that a party had not
2 Best, Ev. 447. taken the Sacrament : E. v. Hawkins,
3 Thurtell v. Beaumont, 1823. 1808 ; or had not complied with tho
* Chalmers v. Shackell, 1834 (Tin- Act of Uniformity, &c. : Powell v.

dal, C.J.); Willmett v. Harmer, Milburn, 1772; or that goods were

1839 (Ld. Denman). See, also, not legally imported: Sissons v.

Neeley v. Lock, 1838 (Tindal, C.J.); Dixon, 1826; or that a theatre was

Magee v. Mark, 1860 (Ir.) (Fitz- not duly licensed : Rodwell v. Eedge,

gerald, E,). 1824. See post, § 371.

* Gr. Ev. § 3o, in part. ^ Gr. Ev. § 35, in part.
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innocence is met by some counter presumption.^ For example,

where a woman, twelve months after her husband (a soldier on

foreign service) was last heard of, married a second husband, on a

question as to the settlement of the children by the second

husband, it was held that it might be presumed that the first

husband was dead at the time of the second marriage, though the

presumption of the continuance of life would have prevailed had it

not been displaced by the stronger legal presumption of innocence ;

^

and on a trial for bigamy of a woman who had married again only

four years after separating from her first husband, it was held that

the Idiv could not presume the continuance of the first husband's

life, but that it was a question of fact for the jury whether he was

alive or dead at the date of the second marriage ;
^ but where a

letter was proved to have been written by a wife from Van

Dieman's Land, dated only twenty-five days prior to second

marriage, it was held that it might be presumed that the husband

had bpen guilty of bigamy ;^ and on an indictment for manslaughter

by driving a cab over a woman, the fact that the woman had been

killed was in itself regarded as sufficient prima facie evidence of

negligen( e to rebut the presumption of innocence, and to place upon

the driver the burthen of proving that he had exercised due care.^

§ 115. An exception to the rule that innocence is to be presumed

on principles of public policy exists in some cases of agency, both

in criminal and civil cases.^ Thus, a contract baker may be

convicted of selling unwholesome bread, if it appear that he has

allowed his foreman to use alum, though not in such quantities

as to render the bread unwholesome, but that the servant has

introduced alum to a deleterious extent;' by the Pawnbrokers

Act, 1872, " anything done or omitted by the servant, apprentice,

1 See Middleton v. Earned, 1849 ; v. Grierson, 1848, H. L. ; and the

B,. V. Bioinsen, 1865. Breadalbane case, I8(i6, H. L., cited

2 R. V. Twyning, 1819. See R. v. post, § 172.

Jones, 1883. ® E- v. Cavendisli, 1873 (Ir.).

3 R. V. Lumley, 1869; R. v. Will- « See post, §§ 905, 906. See, also,

shire, 1881. See further, R. v. Jones, Cooper v. Slade, 1857, H. L. (Ld.

1868 ; and see, as to the presumption Wensleydale).

of life, §§ 198—203, post. ' E. v. Dixon, 1814. See Att.-

* R. V. Harborne, 1835; R. v. Gen. v. Riddle, 1832; and Searle v.

Mansfield, 1841. See, also, Lapsley Reynolds, 1866.
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or agent of a pawnbroker, in tbe course of or in relation to the

business," shall be deemed to be done or omitted by the pawn-

broker;^ the directors of a gas company are criminally answerable

for an act done by their superintendent and engineer, under

a general authority to manage the works, though personally

ignorant of the particular plan adopted, and though such plan was

a departure from the original and understood method, which the

directors had no reason to suppose was discontinued f and the sale

of a libeP in a bookseller's shop by his servant in the ordinary

course of his employment, is evidence of a guilty publication by

the master. But this presumption is never conchtsire against the

master. Indeed, on indictments for libel, it is especially provided

that the master, under "not guilty," may prove that the publica-

tion was in fact made " without his authority, consent, or know-

ledo-e," and that there was "no want of care or caution on his

part."* Similar principles apply not only to publishers of news-

papers,^ but to owners of alkali works.^

§ 115a. In spite of the usual presumption of innocence, it must,

too, be presumed on a prosecution under the Prevention of

Cruelty to Children Act, 1894, that the child, who is the subject

of the charge, is of the age which it is charged as being and

apparently is.^

§ 116.8 Moreover, the presumption of innocence may be over-

thrown, and aprcsiwiption of guilt be raised, by the misconduct of

the party in suppressing or destroyimj evidence, which he ought to

produce,"or to which the other party is entitled.^ For example,

1 o= p, OR V P q-^ S 8 E. V. Holbrook, 1878 ;
on second

» E t Meiley: 1834 (Ld. Den- trial, 1878 ; E. . Earnsey 1884,

man). See, also,' E. v. Stephens 44 & 45 V c. 3
-
(' The Alkah &c.

1866 ;
Mullins v. Collins, 1874 ; and Works Eegulation Act 1881 ), § lo,

Betts V. De Vitre, 1868 (Ld. Chelms- amended by oo & ob Y c. 30.

ford C.) : and Dickinson v. Fletcher, ' o, & o8 V. c. 41, H '
•

1874 ;
Somerset .. Hart, 1884 ; dis- « Gr. Ev. 37, m great part,

tinguished Bond v. Evans, 1888. « For instance, iormerly, by 21

3^Gr. Ev. § 36, in part. J- 1, c. 27 (probably copied from a

* 6 & 7 V c 96 (''The Libel Act, similar edict of Hen. IL of France,

1843"! 5 l' As to the law before cited by Domat), the mother ot an

the stll%ee 1 Euss. C. & M. '251 ; E. illegitimate child who endeavoured

V Gutch, 1829 ; Harding v. Green- privately, either by drowning, or

in- 1817 ; E. v. Almon, 1770. secret burying, or by any other way

*'l Eu4 C & M. 251 ; 6 & 7 V. to conceal its death, was presumed

c. 96 (" The Libel Act, 1843 "), § 7

;

to have murdered it, unless she could
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SUPPRESSING OR DESTROYING EVIDENCE. [PART I.

the spoliation of papers, material to show the neutral character of

a vessel, furnishes, as before pointed out^), a strong presumption,

in odium spoliatoris, against the ship's neutrality y' if any person on

board a vessel, which is being chased by an officer of the preven-

tive service, throw overboard, stave, or destroy any part of the

lading, the vessel is forfeited, because such conduct raises an almost

irresistible presumption that the freight so made away with was

legally liable to seizure ;^ the concealment on board a vessel of any

goods liable to duty, justifies the inference that the owner intended

to defraud the customs, and such goods will accordingly be for-

feited;* a presumption that they are adverse to him is raised

against a party, who, having obtained possession of papers from

a witness, after the service of a subpoena duces tecum upon the

latter, withholds them at the trial.^ Indeed, the general rule is

^'' omnia 'prcBsumuntur contra ^poJiatorem^'^ whose conduct is attri-

buted to a supposed consciousness that the truth would operate

against him. Thus, to take a familiar example, wlere the finder

of a jewel would not produce it, the jury, under the judge's direc-

tion, presumed against him that it was of the highest value of its

kindJ But in an action for goods sold against a defendant who

has been guilty of no fraud or improper conduct, in the absence of

evidence "of the quality of the goods which were delivered, the pre-

sumption is that such goods were goods of the cheapest description.^

§ 117.^ But the mere fabrication of evidence does not of itself

furnish any presumption of law against the innocence of the party,

but is a matter to be dealt with by the jury. Innocent persons,

under the influence of terror, have sometimes been led to the simula,-

tion of exculpatory facts, of which there are several instances in the

prove by one witness at the least that * 2 Poth. Obi. 292 ; Dalston v.

the child was born dead. This bar- Coatsworth, 1721 ; Cowj^er v. Ld.
barous rule is now rescinded both in Cowper, 1734 ; E. v. Arundel, 1721 ;

England and America. See, as to D. of Newcastle v. Kinderley, 1803;

present English law, 24 & 25 V. c. 100 Gray v. Haig, 1855 ; Aunesley v. E.

("The Offences against the Person of Anglesea, 1743 (Ir.). See, also,

Act, 1861 "), § 60. Sir S. Romilly's argument in Ld.
1 Supra, § 107. Melville's case, 1806 ; Anon., 1698.
2 The Hunter, 1815; The Pizarro, In Baker v. Eay, 1826, the L. C.

1827 (Am.). thought that this rule had in some
3 See a9 & 40 V. c. 36 (" The Cus- cases been pressed a little too far.

toms Consolidation Act, 1876"), §180. '' Armory v. Delamirie, 1721.
* See 39 & 40 V. c. 36, § 177. « Clunnes v. Pezzey, 1807.
^ Leeds v. Cook, 1803. * Gr. Ev. § 37, as to first six lines.
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bof)ks.^ Moreover, the exercise by a client of his undoubted

right to prevent his sohcitor from disuloisiug- confidential coii.-

munications, forms no just ground for adverse presumption against

him.2 The non-production of deeds or papers, after notice, has,

in general, only the effect of admitting the other party to prove

their contents by parol,'' and, as against the party refusing to

produce them, to raise a prima facie presumption that they have

been properly stamped.* Nevertheless, such conduct is, in the

absence of excuse, calculated to produce a very prejudicial effect in

the minds of the jury against the pprson having recourse 'to it
; -^

and if the production of his papers would establish the guilt or

innocence of a person charged with fraud or misconduct, the jury

will be amply justified in presuming him guilty from the unex-

plained fact of their non-production.^ Indeed, jurors will always

do well to regard with suspicion the conduct of a party, who,

having it in his power to produce cogent evidence in support of his

case, offers testimony of a weaker and less satisfactory character.'

§ 118.* Though the general presumption of law is in favour of

innocence, yet, as men seldom do unlawful acts with innocent

intentions, the law presumes that every act, which in itself is

unlawful, has been wrongfully intended, till the contrary appears.'

Thus, on a charge of murder, malice is presumed from the fact of

killing, unaccompanied by circumstances of extenuation ;
and the

burthen of disproving the malice is thrown upon the accused ;
^^ and

if an unauthorised party, to raise money, puts the name of another

person to a bill, a felonious intent will be presumed, unless the

accused show reasonable grounds for believing that he was autho-

1 See 3 Inst. 232 ; Wik. Circ. Ev. « Gr. Ev. § 34, as to first seven

154. lines.
^ ., ,n .

2 Wentworth v. Lloyd, 1864, H. L. » "Where an act, m itselt rn-

(Ld. Chelmsford). different, if done with a particular

3 Cooper V. Gibbons, 1813. intent becomes criminal, there the

* Crisp V. Anderson, 1815. See intent must be proved and found
;

§ 148, post. but where the act is in itself unlaw-

* See Eoe v. Harvey, 1769 (Ld. ful, the proof of justification or ex-

Mansfield) ; Bate v. Kinsey, 1835 cuse lies on the defendant ;
and m

(Ld. Lyndhurst) ; Sutton v. Devon- failure thereof, the law implies a

port, 1858 ; Edmonds v. Foster, criminal intent." E. v. Woodfall,

1876. 1770 (Ld. Mansfield). See also R. v.

« Clifton V. U. S., 1846 (Am.). Harvey, 1827 ; R. v. WaUace, 1853

' See N. T. Civ. Code, § 1852, (L-.) ; and R. v. Creevey, 1813.

arts. 6 and 7.
'" Fost. C. L. 255.
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UNLAWFUL INTENT WHEN NOT PRESUMED. [PART L

rised to act as lie did, and acted on that belief,^ A similar pre-

sumption arises in civil actions, where the act complained of is

unlawful. Thus, on the one hand, where the act was prima facie

unlawful, malice in law is presumed. For instance, in actions of

slander, though it appear that the defendant was not actuated by

ill-will against the plaintiff, malice in law will usually be inferred

from the fact of intentional publication.^ And in other actions for

damages founded on ^vTongs, as for a malicious arrest, a malicious

prosecution, and the like, the fact that the defendant has had

recourse to legal proceedings raises a prima facie inference in his

favour, which the plaintiff is bound to rebut by proving the absence

of all reasonable and probable cause,^ and the presence of an actual

malicious intent.'* On the other hand, where the act was prima

facie lairful, and an action cannot be maintained in respect of

it except on proof of " malice," malice in law will not be implied,

but it is necessary that actnal malice be proved. If, therefore,

1 E. y. Beard, 1837 (Coleridge, J.).

^ Bromage v. Prosser, 18'Jo, where
Bayley, J., as to implied (or legal)

malice (as distinguished from malice

in fact), says :
" Malice, in the

common acceptation, means ill-will

against a person ; but in its legal

sense it means a wrongful act, done
intentionally, without just cause or

excuse. If I give a perfect stranger

a blow likely to produce death, I do

it of malice, because I do it inten-

tionally, and without jixst cause or

excuse. If I maim cattle, without

knowing v.'hose they are ; if I poison

a fisherj% without knowing the

owner, I do it of malice, because it

is a wrongful act, and done inten-

tionally. * * * If I traduce a man,
whether I know him or not, and
whether I intend to do him an injury

or not, I apprehend the law considers

it as done of malice, because it is

wrongful and intentional. It equally

works an injury, whether I mean to

produce an injury or not, and if I

had no legal excuse for the slander,

why is he not to have a remedy
against me for tbe injury it pro-

duces ? And I apprehend the law
recognises the distinction between
these two descriptions of malice,

malice in fact, and malice in law, in

actions of slander. In an ordinary

action for words, it is sufficient to

charge that the defendant spoke them
falsely ; it is not necessaiy to state

that they were spoken maliciously.

This is so laid down in Sty. 392, and
was adjudged upon error in Mercer
I'. Sparkes, 1536. The objection there

was, that the words were not charged
to have been spoken maliciously, but
the court answered, that the words
were themselves malicious and slan-

derous, and, therefore, the judgment
was affirmed. But in actions for

such slander as is prima facie ex-
cusable on account of the cause of

speaking or writing it, as in the case

of servants' characteis, confidential

advice, or communications to persons

who ask it, or have a right to expect

it, malice in fact must be proved by
the plaintiff, and in Edmonson v.

Stevenson, 1765, Ld. Mansfield takes

the distinction between these and
ordinary actions of slander."

3 Abrath. v. North East Ey. Co.,

1886, H. L. See, also, Davidson v.

Smvth, 1887 (Ir.).

*" Mitchell I'. Jenkins, 1833 ; Porter

t). Weston, 1839; Johnstone v. Sutton,

1786. The jury may, but are not

bound, to infer malice in fact from
the want of probable cause. Id.
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CHAP, v.] BOUNDARIES—RIPARIAN OWNERSHIP.

defamatory language was used upon a privileged occasion, the

plaintiff must establish actual malice,^ and in order to do this,

must, either by extrinsic or by intrinsic evidence,^ prove facts which

are inconsistent with bona fides.^ The occasion being lawful, the

prima facie legal presumption, which exists till it is displaced by

actual evidence, is that the speaker was actuated by proper

motives.'*

§ 119. Some presumptions also exist with respect to the omier-

ship of property. Thus, with regard to boundaries of property,"*

where two counties or parishes are separated by a non-tidaP river,

the mid-stream is the presumptive boundary between them ;^ the

owner of a several fishery is, when the terms of the grant are un-

known, presumed to be the owner of the soil f the soil of unnavig-

able rivers, usque ad medium filum aquse, together with the right

of fishing,—but not the right of abridging the width, or interfer-

ing with the course, of the stream,^—is presumed to belong to the

owner of the adjacent land ;
^" and, in navigable rivers and arms of

the sea, the soil is prima facie vested in the Crown, and the fishery

is prima facie public.^^ These presumptions as to riparian ovv^ner-

ship in streams, do not, however, apply to great non-tidal inland

lakes, whether navigable or not.'^ But somewhat similar presump-

tions are recognised in respect of the sea-shore. Land there which

1 Clark V. Molyrieux, 1877, C. A. 1872"), §§ 2, 3, 4, cited post, § 1771.
2 Cooke V. Wildes, 185(5. ^ Bridgwater Trust v. Bootle-cum-
3 Toogood V. Spyring, 1834; Whit- Linacre, 1866.

field V. South East Ry. Co., 1858; ' R. v. Landulph, 1834 (Patteson,

Coxhead v. Richards, 1846; Spill v. J.); M'Cannon v. Sinclair, 1859;
Maule, 1869 ; Wright v. Woodgate, R. v. Strand Board of Works, 1864.

1835; Taylor v. Hawkins, 1851 ; Gil- ^ j) of Somerset v. Fogwell, 1826;
pin V. Fowler, 1854; Somerville v. Holford v. Bailey, 1850 (in error);

Hawkins, 1851 ; Harris v. Thompson, Marshall v. The UUeswater St.

1853; R. v. Wallace, 1853 (Ir.). In an Navig. Co., 1863. But see observa-

action for alleged libel contained ia tions, contra, by Cockburn, C.J., in.

an answer to inquiries respecting a S. C, at pp. 747—749 ; also. Bloom-
servant's character, the jury may find field V. Wharton, 1867 (Ir.).

express malice from the simple fact * Bickett v. Morris, 1866, H. L.
that the answer complained of was '^ Carters. Murcot, 1768; Wi.shart

untrue to defendant's knowledge. v. Wyllie, 1853 ; Lord v. Commiss.
Fountains. Boodle, 1842. for City of Sydney, 1859; Crossley

* Note b to Hodgson v. Scarlett, v. Lightowler, 1867 ; Dwyer v. Rich,
1818 ; approved of by Alderson, B., 1871 (Ir.).

in Gibbs V. Pike, 1842. ^^ Carter v. Murcot, 1768; Mal-
* As to boundaries of counties, &c., comson v. O'Dea, 1862, H. L.

inlrelond, see.35& 36 V. c. 48("The i- Bloomfield v. Wharton, 186T
County Boundaries (Ire'and) Act, (Ir.); Bristow i;.Cormican,1878, H.L»
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PRESUMPTIONS RESPECTING BOUNDARIES. [PART I.

is covered by the ordinary high water,— or, to speak more accurately,

hy the medium high tide between the spring and the neap,-—is

presumed prim^ facie to be the property of the Crown, though by

grant or prescription it may belong to the lord of the manor, or to

any other subject;^ while that which is overflowed only at spring

tide, is presumed to be vested in the proprietor of the adjoining

lands ;^ land between high and low water mark, though forming

part of the body of the adjoining county,'* is prima facie presumed

to be extra-parochial.^ Similarly, waste land on the sides, and the

soil to the middle, of a highway, are, in the absence of evidence to

the contrary, presumed to belong to the owner of the adjoining

inclosed land, whether he be a freeholder, leaseholder, or copy-

holder.*" This latter presumption is founded on a supposition that

the proprietor of the adjoining land, at some former period, gave

up to the public for passage all the land between his inclosure and

the middle of the road," and is, consequently, liable to be rebutted

by showing that the road has never in fact been dedicated to the

public at all,^ or that it was originally dedicated by some other

party,* or that the lord of the manor, or even that a stranger, has

exercised acts of ownership, either over the spot in dispute, or over

other waste land in immediate connection wdth it.^'^ The presump-

tion just mentioned as usually prevailing in the case of a public

highway, also obtains in the case of a private occupation road

running between two properties. In the absence of all evidence

of acts of ownersliip, in such a case each owner will be presumed

to be the proprietor of the soil usque ad medium filum vise.^^ And

1 Att.-Gen. v. Chambers, 1854. Prickett, 1819 (Abbott, C.J.); Cooke
2 Blundellw. Catterall, 1821 (Hoi- v. Green, 1823; Scoones v. Morrell,

royd,J.,Bayley,J.); Lopez i'. Andrew, 1839 ; M. of Salisbury v. Gt. N. Ey.
1826, Calmady v. Howe, 1848. See Co , 18o8 ; Simpson v. Dendy, 1860;
post, §§ 130, 131. Berridge v. Ward, 1861 ; E. v. Strand

3 Lowe V. Govett, 1832. Board of Works, 1864. See Gery v.

* Embleton v. Bro-wn, 1860. Eedman, 1875.
° E. V. Musson, 1858; Waterloo ' Doe r. Pearsey, 1827 (Bayley, J.).

Bridge Co. v. Cull, 1859 (Ld. Camp- « Leigh i-. Jack, 1879, C. A.
bell). This presumption applies not ' Headlam v. Headley, 1810 (Bay-
only to the main seashore, but also ley, J.).

to an estuary or arm of the sea :
^° Doe v. Kemp, 1835 ; Grose v.

Ipswich Dock Commrs. i". St. Peter, West, 1816; Anon., 1773; Doe v.

Ipswich, 1867 ; and to the shore of a Kemp, 1831 ; Doe v. Hampson, 1847;
tidal river: Bridgwater Trust v. Beckett i'. Coi-poration of Leeds, 1871

Bootle-cum-Linacre, 1867. (L.JJ.).
* Doe V. Pearsey, 1827; Steel v. " Holmes v. Bellingham, 1859.
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the mere fact that the owner of a field has a private right of way
over a lane leading only to that field, affords no presumption that

the soil of the lane is vested in him.^ Indeed, as to roads set out

under the first general Inclosure Act, the presumption that "the
herbage and grass arising therefrom" belongs to the proprietors of

the adjoining lands is conclusive.^ As to roads made under the

later Act of William the Fourth, the commissioners are directed to

award " the grass and herbage growing and renewing upon " them
to such persons as in their judgment are best entitled to the same.^

But as both Acts are silent respecting the ownership of the soil, it

seems that no legal presumption as to that can, under either Act,

arise in favour of the proprietors of the neighbouring allotments.^

§ 120. Further presumptions of law wdth regard to boundaries

are as follows. Where fields belonging to different owners are

separated by a hedge and ditch, the hedge prima facie belongs to

the owner of the field in which the ditch is not.^ The common
user of a wall separating lands or houses which belong to different

proprietors, is prima facie evidence that the wall, and the land on
which it stands, belong to them in equal moieties as tenants in

common.*' But this presumption may be rebutted by showing
that the wall in fact stands on land, parts of which were separately

contributed by each proprietor.^ There is« a distinction between
a bank and a wall ; the former, being made' of earth taken from
the adjacent soil, is presumed to belong to the party whose land

adjoins thereto
; the latter, being built of materials brought from a

distance, is prima facie the property of the person who is bound to

repair it. Where a tree grows on the boundary of two fields,

so that the roots extend into the soil of each, the property in the

1 Smith V. Howclen, 1863. aud the trees in them are declared to
2 41 G. 3, c. 109, § 11 ("The In- be common property, " mitoyens,"

closure (Consolidation) Act, 1801"). except in certain cases; Code Civ.,
3 6 & 7 W. 4, c. 115, § 29. Arts. 670, 673.
^ R. V. Hatfield, 1835 (Ld. Uen- « Cubitt v. Porter, 1828; Wiltshire

man); R. v. Edmonton, 1831 (Ld. v. Sidford, 1827; Watson v. Gray,
Tenterden). 1880 (Fry, J.).

* Guy v. West, 1808 (Bayley, J.). ' Matts v. Hawkins, 1813; Murly
Where there are two ditches, one on v. M'Dermott, 1838.
each side of the hedge, no presump- s ]3_ gf Newcastle v. Clark, 1818
tion arises, and the ownership of the (Park, J.); Callis on Sewers, p. 74,
hedge depends upon evidence : see 4th ed.
id. In France, boundary hedges
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ADJOINING OWNERS—SURFACE OWNERS. [PAIIT I.

tree is presumed to belong to the owner of that land in which it

was first sown or planted.^

§ 121. The following disputable presumptions arise when the

surface and the property lying beneath it are vested in different

owners. In the case of land, if the surface and the subjacent

minerals are vested in different owners without any deeds ^ regu-

lating their respective rights, the law presumes that the owner of

the surface has a right to the support of the minerals.^ Similarly,

when a building is divided into different flats, the proprietor of

every upper story has a presumptive legal right, without auy

express grant, or enjoyment for any given time, to the support of

each lower story, and the owner of each lower story is entitled to

the protection afforded by the upper rooms as a roof or covering

for his dwelling.* AVhen two adjoining closes, or two ancient

buildings,^ respectively belong to different persons, the owner of

the one is presumed to have a limited right ^ to the lateral support

of the other.^ This presumption of a right to support does not

extend to a case where, by the erection of modern buildings, an

additional weight has been put upon the land.^ Yet even here, if

the house has been built for more than twenty years, the law will

presume the grant of an easement entitling the grantor to have bis

house supported by the soil of his neighbour's property ^ if the

' Holder v. Coates, 1827 (Little- perty incidental to all land, and not

dale, J.); Masters v. Pollie, 1620; a right founded on any presumption

contra, Waterman v. Soper, 1697

—

of a grant or an easement : Back-
169S ; Anon., 1623. house ?•. Bonomi, 1861 (H. L.). Also,

2 Where such deeds exist, see Wakefield v. D. of Buccleuch, 1N66;

Aspden r, Seddon, 1875 ; Davis v. also, May. of Birmingham v. Allen,

Treharne, ISSl, per Dom. Proc. 1877 (C. A.); Dixon v. White, 1883
3 Humphries v. Brogden, 1848 ;

(H. L.). And every fresh subsidence

Smart v. Morton, 1855 ; Harris v. of a worked- out mine gives a new
Eyding, 1 839 ; Haines v. Roberts, cause of action : Mitchell v. Darley

1857 ; Rowbotham v. Wilson, 1861 Main Coal Co., 1886 (H. L.).

(H. L.); Caledonian Rv. Co. v. * Humphries v. Brogden, 1848;

Sprot, 1856 (H. L.). bee Elliot Caledonian Ey. Co. v. Sprot, 1856

V. The N. East. Ey. Co., 1863 (H. L.).

(H. L.); Brown v. Robins, 1859; ^ Lemaitre v. Davis, 1881 (Hall,

Fletcher v. Gt. W. Ry. Co., 1859; V.-C).
Gt. W. Ry. Co. V. Bennett, 1867; « See Smith v. Thackeray, 1866;

Pountney "f . Clayton, 1883 (C. A.); and Siddons v. Short, 1877.

Jeffries v. Williams, 1850; Rogers ' 2 Roll. Abr. 564, Trespass I.,

V. Tavlor, 1858 ; Eadon v. Jeffcock, pi. 1, cited in 12 Q. B. 743.

1872; Hext v. Gill, 1872; Dugdale « Murchie r. Black, 1865.

V. Robertson, 1857. The right of » Wyatt v. Harrison, 1832; Hide

support is an ordinary right of pro- v. Thornborough, 1846; Partridge w.
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easement has been enjoyed peaceably, openly, and without any

attempt at deception or concealment.^ Where, too, a landowner,

having built two or more adjoining houses in such a way as to

require mutual support, or mutual drainage, afterwards parts

with them to different persons, either a grant or reservation will,

in general,^ be presumed, entitling each owner to have his house

supported by,^ or drained through,^ the adjoining buildings. A
presumption, however, of a legal right for bowsprits to project

will not be made where a dock and a wharf belonging to the same

owner, a separate sale is made of the wharf after the bows[)rits

of vessels in the dock had for some years usually projected over

a part of the wharf.

^

§ 122. With regard to manors, the following disputable pre-

sumptions exist. The lord of the manor is prima facie entitled to

all ivaste lands within the manor ; and it is not essentially necessary

that he should show acts of ownership upon them.^ The lord, in

exercising his right as owner of the soil to take gravel, marl, loam,

or subsoil, so long as he can do it without injury to the commoners,

will be presumed not to have exceeded his limited powers, and if

they complain the tenants must adduce some evidence that he has

done so.' In the case of an " approvement " by him, however, the

presumption is against the lord, apparently on the ground that, as

he has made a grant over the whole waste, his right to inclose any

portion of it must be conditional on his establishing that sufficient

waste is left for the tenants to enjoy their rights of common.^

§ 122a. When a tenant encroaches upon and incloses the waste

contiguous to his farm, he is presumed, in the absence of facts

proving a contrary intention, to have done it for the benefit of his

Scott, 1838, all of which cases are v. Carter has been denied by Ld.
commented on in Humphries v, Westburj', C, in Suffield v. Brown,
Brogden, 1848. See Hunt v. Peake, 1864. See Pearson i;. Spencer, 1863;

1860 (Am.) ; Jeffries v. Williams, Wheeldon v. Burrows, 1878, C. A.

;

1850; Eogers V. Taylor, 1858. Polden v. Bastard, 1865; Watts v.

1 Dalton V. Angus, 1881 (H. L.). Kelson, 1870.

See, also. Bell v. Love, 1884 (H. L.). » Suffield v. Brown, 1864.
2 See Miu'chie v. Black, 1865. « Doe v. Williams, 1836 (Cole-
8 Eichards v. Rose, 1852. See ridge, J.).

Solomon v. Vintners' Co., 1859, and ' Hall v. Byron, 1876.

Kempston v. Butler, 1861 (Ir.). » Id.; Arlett v. Ellis, 1827 (Bayley,
* Pyer v. Carter, 1856 ; Hall v. J.) ; Lascelles v. Ld. Onslow, 1877

Lundi 1863. The authority of Pyer (Lush, J.).
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landlord.^ This presumption will be recognised even though the

lands inclosed be the property of a stranger ;
^ and will be much

strengthened, if the landlord of the farm be also the lord of the

waste.*

§ 123. A presumption of oirnership in many cases arises from

possessio)i, as men generally own the property they possess.* This

presumption arises under the Factors Act ;^ under the Irish, Scotch,

and English Acts relating to injuries done by dogs to sheep f under

the Pawnbrokers Act, 1872, so far as relates to the holders of

pawn-tickets f and also under most of the statutes authorising the

compulsory sale of lands for particular purposes ; as, for instance,

in the Lands Clauses Consolidation Act.^ It may also be illus-

trated by a great variety of cases at common law. Thus in an

action on a policy of insurance on ship and cargo, plaintiff may

rely on the mere fact of possession,^ or of having purchased the

ship's stores,^" without the aid of any documentary proof or title

deeds, unless such further proof be rendered necessary by some

contrary evidence. In matters relating either to real or personal

property, possession again gives rise to the same presumption of

ownership, which in the case of real property is presumed to be

ownership in fee.'^ Indeed, in actions for trespass to real property,

the presumption arising from the possession, as against a mere

wrongdoer, amounts to conclusive evidence.^^ Therefore, in an

action for an injury done to the reversion of real estate, proof of

1 Doe V Jones, 1846 ; Andrewes v. « 25 & 26 V. c. 59 ("The Dogs (Ire-

Hailes 1853- Kingsmill v. Millard, land) Act, 1862"), § 2. See, also, 28 &

1855 Ld. Lisburne v. Davies, 1866
;

29 V. c. 50, § 7. Ir.
; 26 & 27 V. c. 100

Doe V Massev,' 1851 ; Doe f . Wil- (" The Dogs (Scotland) Act, 1863 "),

liams
'

1836 • Doe v. MurreU, 1837 § 2, Sc. ; and 28 & 29 V. c. 60 (" The

(Ld Abinger); Doe v. Rees, 1834 Dogs Act, 1865"), § 2.

(Parke B.) : Doe v. Tidbury, 1854

;

' 35 & 36 V. c. 93, s. 25.

Whitm'ore v. Humphries, 1871; Att.- s y & 9 y. c. 18 § 79

Gen. V. Tomline, 1877. Formerly 9 Robertson v. French, 1803; but-

this point was otherwise: see Doe i;. ton ^^ Buck, 1810.
^^^,^.^. „,

Mulliner, 1795 (Ld. Kenyon); Doe ^^ Thomas v. Foyle, 1803 (Ld. El-

V Davies 1795. lenborough).
'2

Cases' cited "in last note. "Doe v. Coulthred, 1837 (Ld.

3 Bryan V. Winwood, 1808. Denman) ; Jayne v. Price, 1814;

* Webb V. Fox, 1797 (Ld. Kenyon). Doe v. Penfold, 1838 (Patteson, J.).

» 62 & 53 Y. c. 45. See Heyman v. See Metters v. Brown, 1863, as to

Flewker, 1863; Baines ?>. Swainson, how this presumption can be ro-

1863 ; Fuentes v. Montis, 1868 (Ex. butted.

Ch.);Vickersv. Hertz, 1871; Johnson 12 Elliott v. Kemp, 1840 (Paiku.

V. Credit Lyonnais Co., 1877, C. A. B.).
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the receipt of rent^ by the plaintiff will, unless the sum annually

received be so small as to raise a presumption that it is a mere quit

rent,2 be sufficient evidence of title to the reversion as against all

the world, except the real owner and persons claiming under him.^

In actions against wrong-doers for injuries to peri^ona I chattels, proof

of possession, when coupled with evidence that the plaintiff has

some special property in such chattels, has, too, long been held to

constitute a complete title.* Therefore, an undischarged bankrupt

may^ sue in trover a vsrong-doer who has taken goods out of his

custody ; certainly possession of a ship under a transfer from the

rightful owner, void under the register Acts for non-compliance

therewith, constitutes a sufficient title to support an action of

trover against a stranger for converting a part of the ship which

was wrecked ;
^ even a general bailment will suffice, without being

made for any special purpose, but only for the benefit of the

rightful owner ;
^ and a mere naked possession will (when no more

is proved) entitle a party to maintain trover as against a wrong-

doer,^ though it will not entitle a mere bailee, who is proved to be

under no liability to his bailor, to maintain an action for negligence

against a third party .»

§ 124. Many authorities also show that the fact of his producing

a document makes it ample prima facie evidence for a jury in

support of a plaintiff's claim. ^° Thus the production of an I U
signed by the defendant, though not addressed to anyone by

name, is, in general,^^ abundant evidence, not indeed of money lent

(of which it furnishes no proof whatever), ^^ jj^^ Qf a,n account stated

^ See, also, 23 & 24 V. c. 154, 18o6, whicli resolves a doubt raised

§ 24, Ir., which makes the receipt of by Parke, B., in Fyson v. Chambers,
rent, under certain circumstances, for 1842 ; Fitzpatrick v. Dunphy, 1851
a certain period, prima facie evidence (Ir.). See also Armory v. Delamirie,
of a landlord's derivative ti"tle. 1721, 1722; Sutton v. Buck, 1810

* Doe V. Johnson, 1819 (Holroyd, (Lawrence, J.).

J., recognised in Reynolds v. Eey- " Clarridge v. South Staffordshire
Holds, 1848) (Ir.). Eail. Co., 1892.

2 Daintry V. Brocklehurst, 1848. ^^ Fesenmayer v, Adcock, 1847
* Elliott V. Kemp, 1840 (Parke, B.). (Pollock, C. B.).
' Webb V. Fox, 1797; Drayton v. ^^ But it will not furnish evidence

Dale, 1823; Fyson v. Chambers, of an account stated, if the defendant
1842; these were decisions under the can show that, in fact, it was not
old law. given in acknowledgment of a debt

6 Sutton V. Buck, 1810. due: Lemere v. Elliott, 1861.
' Per Chambre, J., id. 309. ^^ Fesenmayer v. Adcock, 1847,
* Jeffries v. Gt. West. Eail. Co., questioning Douglas v. Holme, 1840,
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between the parties,^ and if a letter be given in evidence with the

direction torn off, the jury will do well to presume, prima facie,

that it was addressed to the party who produces it.^

§ 125. As possession is prima facie proof of ownership in actions

for the recovery of land, it is on the one hand an inflexible rule

that the plaintiff must solely rely on the strength of his own legal

title, and on the other hand clear that proof of a prior possession

by the plaintiff, however short, will be prima facie evidence of

title as against a wrong-doer.^ Thus, where the plaintiff had given

possession of a room to a third party, he was held entitled to

recover against the defendant who had, about a year afterwards,

broken into the room at night and taken the key ;
* and again,

where on the plaintiff's part, possession for twenty-three years, and

making increases of rent during that period, were proved, it was

held that defendant could not rebut the presumption of a seisin in

fee arising from these unequivocal acts of ownership by merely

showing a subsequent possession (for less than twenty years ^) by

himself. The presumption of ownership which arises from posses-

sion will in general extend not only to the surface of the land

which has been the subject of possession, but to all minerals which

are under it.^ Still, this presumption is not universal, since in

mining districts the right to the minerals and the fee-simple of the

soil are frequently I n different persons. Even where it arises it

may be rebutted by showing either an absence of enjoyment of

the minerals by the owner of the soil, or an actual user of the

minerals by a stranger.'^ A very similar prima facie presumption

is that the tenant of the surface is tenant of the subjacent strata.

But this presumption also is liable to be defeated by proof that the

surface and the subsoil have become separate tenements.*

1 See last note; Curtis v. Eickards, "The Land Transfer Act, 1875" (38

1840; Croker v. Walsh, 1852 (Ir.). & 39 V. c. 87), § 18, both of which

See Wilson v. Wilson, 1854. statutes, for purj^oses of registration

- Curtis V. Eickards, 1840 (Tindal, of title, recognise an opposite pre-

C.J.). sumption, unless, in the description
3 Asher v. Whitelock, 1865. of the land, mines or minerals bo
* Doe V. Dyeball, 1829. See Doe expressly mentioned.

V. Barnard, 1849. ' Eowe v. Grenfel, 1824 (Ld. Ten-
5 Doe V. Cooke, 1831 (Ld. Tenter- terden) ; Eowe v. Brenton, 1828;

den). See, also, Brest v. Lever, 1841. Hodgkinson v. Fletcher, 1781.

6 But see "The Transfer of Land ^ Keyset. Powell, 1853; Smith r.

Act, 1862 " (25 & 26 V. c. 53), § 9, and Lloyd, 1854 (Parke, B.).
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§ 126. The presumption of title arising from possession will

always be much strengthened by proof of uninterrupted enjoyment

for a considerable time. In many cases, indeed, the legislature has,

as before observed,^ fixed what periods of undisturbed possession

will suffice to confer an absolute title. In such cases, when the

party by his pleading shows that he relies upon the statutory limi-

tation, no lapse of time but that of the full period fixed by Act of

Parliament will justify a presumption in support of the claim.- If,

however, a party, instead of depending upon the statute-law, relies

(as he may do) upon common-law presumption, or a lost grant,

enjoyment for a less period than the statutory number of years,

when coupled with other circumstances, will warrant a jury in

finding a verdict in his favour.^

§ 127, The principles of legal presumption which we have just

been discussing apply, indeed, to all cases to which the statutes of

limitation do not extend, though in many of them they are of

necessity only capable of a vague interpretation. For instance,

though (as we have just incidentally seen*) a plaintiff seeking to

recover land is bound to establish his own title, he will not be

required to prove strictly every successive link in it, provided that

the property has been long in his possession. Therefore, when a

person claiming under a feoffment proved that he had had un-

interrupted enjoyment of the premises for twenty years, the court

and jury presumed, in his favour, that the necessary formalities of

the old livery of seisin had been complied with.^ Presumptions of

this latter natm-e will not, however, now be raised, where the land

has been held for a less period than twelve years,*" nor will they,

where the acts of the parties, or the other facts in the case, lead to

a different inference.^

§ r27A. Another disputable presumption of law is that arising

from the possession of stolen property recently after the commission

of a theft. Such possession raises a prima facie presumption that

1 Ante, § 74. bury).
2 See 2 & 3 W. 4, c. 71, § 6 (" The * Ante, § 125.

Prescription Act, 1832"); 2 & 3 W. ^ Eees v. Lloyd, 1811; Doe v.

4, 0. 100, § 8 ; Eldridge v. Knott, Cleveland, 1829 ; Doe v. Davies,
1774 ; Lowe v. Carpenter, 1851. 1837 ; Doe v. Gardiner, 1852.

3 See Wheaton v. Maple & Co., « 37 & 38 V. c. 57 (" The Eeal Pro-
1893; Bright f. Walker, 1834 (Parke, perty Limitation Act, 1874"); and
B.); Ld. Stamford v. Dunbar, 1845

; see cases in last note.

Lowe V. Carpenter, 1851 (Parke, B.); ' Doe v. Gardiner, 1852.
Harnner v. Chance, 1865 (Ld. West-
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the possessor was either the thief, or the receiver, according to the

other circumstances of the case.^ This presumption, though rehut-

table, is, when unexplained,^ either by direct evidence, or by the

character and habits of the possessor, or otherwise, usually regarded

by the jury as conclusive.^ The question as to what amounts to

recent possession, varies according as the stolen article is or is not

calculated to pass readily from hand to hand. Thus, where two

ends of woollen cloth in an unfinished state, consisting of about

twenty yards each, were found in the possession of a prisoner two

months after they had been stolen, it was held that the prisoner

should explain how he came by the property.* But, on the other

hand, where the only evidence against a prisoner was, that certain

tools had been traced to his possession three months after their

loss, an acquittal was directed ;
^ and a similar course was pursued

on an indictment for horse-stealing, where the horse was not dis-

covered in the custody of the accused until after six months from

the date of the robbery ;
^ and where goods, lost sixteen months

before, were found in the prisoner's house, but no other e\'idence

was adduced against him, he was not called upon for his defence.'

The finding of stolen property in the house of the accused, provided

there were other inmates capable of committing the larceny, will,

moreover, be of itself insufficient to prove hk possession, however

recently the theft may have been effected ;
^ though, if coupled

^ E. V. Langmead, 1864. presumption, id.

« E. V. ExaU, 1866 (Pollock, C.B.). ^ E. v. Cooper, 1852 (Maule, J.);

3 2 East, P. C. 656; E. v. , E. v. Harris, 1860 (Channell, B.).

1826; The State U.Adams, 1789—1806 ' E. v. , 1826 (Bayley, J.).

(Am.). " Furtum prpesumitur com- ^ 2 St. Ev. 614, n. (</). See Ex
missum ab illo, penes quern res parte Eansley, 1823, where the bare

furata inventa fuerit. adeo ut si non finding of smuggled spirits in de-

docuerit a quo rem habuerit, juste, fendant's house, dui-ing his absence

ex ilia inventione, poterit subjici from home, was held insufficient to

toi-mentis." 2 Masc. de Prob. concl. support a conviction under 11 G. 1,

834; Menoch. de Prses. lib. 5, prees. c. 30, § 16 (now repealed by 30 & 31

31. See ante, § 63. Y. c. 59), for knowingly harbouring
* E. V. Partridge, 1836 (Patteson, and concealing. Abbott, C.J., ob-

J.). served, " The mere naked fact of the
= E. V. Adams, 1828 (Parke, J.). spirits being found in the defendant's

See E. V. Cocking, 1836, where two house during his absence cannot be

Backs were found in the prisoner's considered as conclusive evidence of

possession twenty daj-s after they had knowledge to support a conviction

been missed; and Coleridge, J., left on this statute. There is abundant
the question to the jury, observing, ground for suspicion, but we cannot

that '
' stolen property usually passes say that it is a clear and satisfactory

through many hands." See the ob- ground to convict." See, also, R. v.

servatious of the reporter on this Hale. 1778.
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witli proof of other suspicious circumstances, it may fully warrant

the conviction of the accused.^

§ 127b. This presumption is in all cases one of fact rather than

of law. It is occasionally so strong as to render unnecessary any

direct proof of what is called the corpus delicti. Thus, to borrow

an apt illustration from Maule, J., if a man were to go into the

London Docks quite sober, and shortly afterwards were found very

drunk, staggering out of one of the cellars, in which above a

million of gallons of wine are stowed, " this would be reasonable

evidence that the man had stolen some of the wine in the cellar,

though no proof were given that any particular vat had been

broached, and that any wine had actually been missed." ^

§ 127c.^ The presumption under discussion is not confined to

charges of theft, but extends to all charges, however penal. Thus,

on an indictment for arson, proof that property, which was in an

house at the time it was burnt, was soon afterwards found in the

possession of the prisoner, raises a probable presumption that he

was present and concerned in burning the house ;
^ and under

similar circumstances a like inference arises in the eases of murder

accompanied by robbery,^ of burglary,^ and of the possession of

a quantity of counterfeit money.''

§ 128. The maxim, " ex diuturuitate temporis omnia proesumun-

tur rite et solemniter esse acta," is also of great importance. It is

a presumption of law that where there has been long continued

possession in assertion of a riglit, the right must be presumed to

have had a legal origin if such a legal origin was possible, and

that all those acts were done and the circumstances existed which

were necessary to the creation of a valid legal title.^ It is also a

presumption of law that ctll transactions were originally legal and

honest, while the older they are the stronger will be the presumption.*

Such presumption indeed is sometimes, and under certain circum-

stances, conclusive. An instance of this has already been furnished**

1 E. V. Watson, 1817 (Ld. Ellen- Exall, 1866.

borough and Abbott, J.).
'' K. v. Fuller, 1816; E. v. Jarvis,

2 E. V. Barton, 1854. See, also, E. 1855.

V. Mockford, 1868. See, however, E. » Phillips v. HaUiday, 1891 (Ld.

V. Williams, 1871 ; sed qy. this case. Herschell).
» Gr. Ev. § 34. ^ Croft v. Eickmansworth High-
* E. V. Eickman, 1789. way Board, 1888 ; Postlethwaite v.

6 Wills, Cr. Ev. 61. Eickman, 1889 (O.A.) (Bowen, L.J.).
• See E. V. Gould, 1840 ; E. v. " Ante, ^ 87.
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in the case of ancient dc^cuments, the due execution of which will be

presumed on their mere production. And the American courts recog-

nise other applications of the rule. Thus, after ^ the lapse of twenty

years, they conclusively presume, in favour of everj^ judicial tribunal

which has acted within its jurisdiction, that all persons interested in

its proceedings have had due notice.^ They have also held, that

where an authority is given by law to executors, guardians, and

other officers, to make sales of lands upon being duly licensed by

the courts, but they are required to advertise the sales in a par-

ticular manner, and to observe other formalities, the lapse of

sufficient time (which in most cases is fixed at thirty years) raises

a conclusive presumption that all the legal formalities were ob-

served ;
^ the licence to sell, and the official character of the vendor,

being provable by record or judicial registration, must in general

be so proved ; and the deed must also be proved in the usual

manner ; but the intermediate proceedings are presumed. Prohatis

extremis prcesio/noitur media. And in England the valid existence

of a bye-law will be inferred without any direct proof of its having

been passed, or of the loss of it, but the coui't will infer its existence

from a usage of long standing.^

§ 129. The maxim, " ex diuturnitate temporis omnia proesu-

muntur rite esse acta " has, indeed, since the passing of the Vendor

and Purchaser Act, 1874,^ become one of the leading rules, which

are henceforth to regulate the practice of conveyancers and the rights

of vendors and purchasers. And by the Conveyancing and Law of

Property Act, 1881,^ it is enacted that the purchaser of any property

*' shall assume, unless the contrary appears, that the recitals contained

in the abstracted instruments of any deed, will, or other document

forming part of the title [prior to the time prescribed by law

1 Largely, Gr. Ev. §§ 19 and 20. Johnson v. Barnes, 1873 (Ex. Ch.).

* Brown v. Wood, 1S2U (Am.). * 37 & 38 V. c. 78. Provisions
' See Pejepscot Prop's v. Eansom, almost identical with those in the

1817 (Am.); Blossom t;. Cannon, 1817 text contained in the Act of 1881

(Am.); Colnian v. Anderson, 1813 are contained in § 2, subs. 2, of the

(Am.); Williams v. Eyton, 1859; Act of 1874, and are said, in the

Gray v. Gardiner, 1807 (Am.), tabular index to statutes for that

holding an interval of tweirty-two year (which is of no authority how-
years sutHcient. See cases collected, ever), to be repealed by the Act of

Broom's Legal Maxims [6th. edit. p. 1881, but they are not mentioned in

890), tit."Omnia Pra?sumuntur,&c."; the reijealmg portions (viz., § 7, and
Society, &c. v. Wheeler, 1814 (Am.). Sched. 11. Part IIL) of the Act of

* K. V. Powell, 1854 ; May. of Hull 1881.

V. Horner. 1779 (Ld. Mansfield). See « 44 & 45 V. c. 41, § 3, subs. 3.
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for its commencement] are correct, and give all the material

contents of the deed, will, or other document so recited, and that

every document so recited was duly executed by all necessary

parties, and perfected, if and as required, by fine, recovery,

acknowledgment, inrolment, or otherwise." The time prescribed

by law for the commencement of the title may be fixed by express

stipulations, and it is always desirable to so fix it, at the same time

stating the nature of the instiument with which the title com-

mences.^ In the absence of stipulation,^ abstracts of title in

general ^ commence, as to freeholds, with a document at least forty

years old ;
^ as to leaseholds for years, with the lease or under-

lease ;
^ as to the freehold interest in enfranchised copyholds or

customary freeholds, with the deed of enfranchisement.^

§ 130. The presumption afforded by the maxim, " ex diuturni-

tate temporis omnia proesumuntur rite esse acta," has again an

important application where the rights of the Crown are con-

cerned. Here,''—though lapse of time does not of itself furnish a

conclusive legal bar to the title of the Sovereign,—yet, if the

adverse claim could have had a legal commencement, juries are

instructed or advised to presume such commencement, after many
years of uninterrupted possession. Accordingly, royal grants,

charters, and even Acts of Parliament, have not infrequently been

thus found by the jury, after long-continued peaceable enjoyment,

accompanied by the usual acts of ownership ;
^ the long enjoyment

of port duties, tolls, customary dues, fees, or the like, will, if the

nature of the case admits it,^ be held to warrant the presumption

of any fact necessary to make them legal ;
** while if distinct

1 Wolstenholme & Brinton's Con- Allen, 1859 (Pij^ot, C.B.) (Ir.); Doe
veyanciug Act, 6th edit., p. 2. d. Devine v. Wilson, 1S55 (P. 0.);

^ See Bolton v. London School Little v. Wingfield, 1859 (Ir.); Eoe
Board, 1S78. v. Ireland, 18U9 ; Goodtitle v. Bald-

3 Vendor and Purchaser Act (37 & win, 1809 ; Att.-Gen. v. Ewelme
38 V. c. 78), § 1. Hospital, 1853; Mather v. Trinity

* Id. § 2, r. 1 ; and " The Convey- Church, 1877 (Am.).
ancing and Law of Property Act, « See Gann v. Free Fishers of ^Vhit-
1881 "(44 & 45 V. c. 41), § 3, subs. 1. stable, 1864 (H. L.); Free Fishers

* Id. subs. 2. of Whitstable v. Gann, and Gann v.
* Gr. Ev. § 45, in part, as to nine Johnson, 1863 (Ex. Ch.) ; Bryant

lilies. V. Foot, 1868; Lawrence v. Hitch,
' Goodman v. Mayor of Saltash, 1868. See, also. Mills v. May. of

1882 (C. A.); E. v. Brown, 1779; May. Colchester, 1867 ; Forman v. Free
of Hull V. Horner, 1779; Eldridge v. Fishers of Whitstable, 1869 (H. L.).
Knott, 1774; Lopez w. Andrew, 1826; " May. of Exeter v. Warren, 1844
Delarue v. Chui'ch. 1833 : O'Neill v. (Ld. Denman).
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evidence of any such payments be given as far back as living

memory goes, the jury, unless evidence to the contrary be shown,

will not only be quite justified in presuming, but will be directed

to presume, that such payments were immemorial, or at least were

referable to a legal origin ;
^ and a series of acts of ownership exer-

cised on the seashore by an adjoining proprietor, or the production

by him of a royal grant conveying the right of wreck,- aifords

abundant evidence for a jury to presume that the Crown formerly

granted the soil to one of his ancestors.^ On the same principle,

after evidence of possession for nearl}^ forty years of a tract of land,

of a prior order in council for a survey and of an actual survey, a

jury has, in America,* been instructed to presume that a patent

was duly issued. A longer period is, however, usually required for

this presumption to arise with regard to Crown or public grants

than is needed in the case of a grant by a private individual.^

§ 1-il. Again, on the same principle, the uninterrupted user of

a road by the public for forty or fifty years justifies a presumption

in favour of the original animus dedicandi, although there was

ground for supposing that the soil of the highway was vested in

the Crown,^ and this although it is a rule that, to constitute a valid

dedication to the public of a highway, the owner of the soil must

intend to dedicate.^ Even a qualified or partial dedication of a

way may be presumed from continuous use. Accordingly^ where,

as far back as living memory goes, the public have enjoyed a right

of way across an arable field, and the owner has ploughed up the

whole field, including the path, it is presmned that the original

dedication of the w'ay was subject to the right of ploughing it up

in due course of farming,^ and therefore the public had no right of

deviating from it, although the path may have become temporarily

impassable in consequence of being so ploughed.^ Where, too, the

1 Malcomson v. O'Dea, 1862 (H. * Jackson v. McCall, 1813 (Am.).

L.); Mills V. May. of ColChester, * See Mascard de Prob., p. 239;

1867 ; D. of Beaufort v. Smith, 1849 concl. 199, n. 11, 12.

(Parke, B.); Pelham v. Pickersgill, « E. v. East Mark, 1848; E. v.

1787 (Ashurst, J.) ; Shephard v. Petrie, 1855 ; Turner v. Walsh, 1881

Payne, 1863 (Ex. Ch.). (P. C). See Greenwich Board of
"^ Hale de Jure Mai\ 25, recognised Works v, Maudslay, 1870; Powers v.

in Calmadv v. Eowe, 1848. Bathurst, 1880 (Fry, J.).

3 Calmady v. Eowe, 1848; D. of ' Poole v. Iluskinson, 1843.

Beaufort v. May. of Swansea, 1.S49; * Mercer v. Woodgate, 1870; Ar-
Le Strange v. Eowe, 1865 (E)le, C.J.); nold v. Blaker, 1871.

Healy v. Thorne, 1870 (Ii.). See » Arnold v. Holbrook, 1873.

nate,"^ 119.
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facts proved leave room for such a presumption, property which, a

l)arish has enjoyed for a long period may be pre;sumed to be vested

in trustees for such parish.^

§ 132. In cases of incorporeal hereditaments, where it is desirable

to raise a presumption of lost grant, juries should not be required

to find as a fact that a deed of grant has been adnnJly executed,

but without believing any grant to have been made, they may

often, under the instruction of the court, presume its existence for

the simple purpose of quieting possession} Such a presumption may

be sometimes raised even against a reversioner, provided it cau be

either directly proved, or reasonably inferred, that he has had full

knowledge of his opponent's actual enjoyment of the right in

question, and has tacitly assented thereto.^ But the presumption

of a grant can only arise when the person against whom the right

is claimed might have interrupted or prevented the user relied on.*

Therefore, the grant of a right to the uninterrupted passage of air

to a windmill from over the soil of a neighbour, cannot be pre-

sumed from an uninterrupted use of the mill for forty years. ^

§ 133.^ Juries are also sometimes advised to presume convey-

ances of corporeal hereditaments between private individuals, in

favour of the party who has proved a right to the beneficial owner-

ship, and whose undisturbed possession, being consistent with the

existence of the conveyance required to be presumed, affords reason-

able ground for belief that the legal title has in fact been con-

veyed.'' This presumption is made in order to prevent an apparently

just title from being defeated by mere formal matter.^ It ought

only to be drawn where a party has shown a right good in sub-

stance, but in some way technically deficient in form.

1 Haigli V. West, 1893 (C. A.). « Webb v. Bird, 1863 (Ex. Ch.);
2 Deeble v. Linehan, 1860 (Ir. Ex. Bryant v. Lefever, 1879 (C. A.).

Cli.\ following the dicta of Ld. Mans- « Gr. Ev. § 46, in part.

field in Eldridge v. Knott, 1774 ; and ^ Doe v. Cooke, 18:^9 (Tindal, C.J.).

of Ld. Wensleydale in Bright v. See Doe v. Millett, 1848, and cases

Walker, 1835; and in Magdalen CoU. there cited.

V. Att.-Gen., 1857; and overruling » Doe v. Cooke, 1829 (Tindal, C.J.)

;

a dictum of Bayley, B., in Day v. Doe f . Sybourn, 1796 (Ld. Kenyon).
Williams, 1832; Little v. Wingheld, In Little v. Wingfield, 1859 (Ir.), a
1859 (Ir.). passage in Doe v. Cooke (supra), va.

3 Dophle v. Linehan, 1860 (Ir. Ex. which Tindal, C.J., states in what
Ch.) ; Winterbottom v. Ld. Derby, cases this presumption may be made,
1867. is called in question, as laying down

* Chasemore v. Bichards, 1859 the law too narrowly.

(H. L.).
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§ 134. A presumption in favour of such a conveyance having

been made will, in general, prevail whenever it was the duty of

trustees to convey to the beneficial owner at a specified time, as

upon his attainment of the age of majority, or on the death of a

cestui que vie, or after the payment of debts, legacies, portions, or

the like, for in such cases it is reasonable to presume that the

trustees have performed their duty, and have done what a court of

equity would compel them to do.^ A like presumption probably

arises where the duty to convey, though not crprrss, may construc-

tive I;/ be gathered from the object of the trust, as, for instance,

where an estate is vested in trustees for a temporary purpose,

which has been attained, and no further intention is declared, or

can reasonably be inferred, requiring the legal estate to remain

outstanding.'

§ 135. It is said (probably rightly) that this presumption will

never be made against the owner of the inheritance, save in cases

where he has attempted to defeat the solemn acts of himself, or of

those through whom he claims. If, however, a mortgagor attempt

to set up an outstanding fee as against a mortgagee for years, or

,the appointee of a devisee in fee to dispute the right of a former

devisor to grant a lease of the premises in question, on the ground

that the legal estate was, at the time of the grant, outstanding in a

trustee, the jury (even if in cases the estoppel is not pleaded) may

presume a conveyance. In the first case,^ the presumption will be

made in favour of the honesty of the mortgagor at the time of the

mortgage, though against his interest at the time of the trial ; and

in the second,'* it will prevail, in order to give effect to the grant of

the devisor, which would otherwise be void.

§ 136. Questions under this head of presumptions frequently

arose in former times, when juries used often to be called upon to

1 England v. Slade, 1792 ; Doe v. ^ Hillary v. Waller, 1805 (Sir W.
Sybourn, 1796 ; Wilson v. Allen, Grant) ; Doe v. Lloyd, 180H (Law-

1820 (Sir T. Plumer) ; Emery v. rence, J.). See Sug. V. & P. (14th

Grocock, 1821 (Sir J. Leach). In edit.), 399; Math., Pres. Ev. 215—
England v. Slade, a conveyance from 217.

the trustees was presumed, though ^ Per Abbott, C.J., in Doe I'.Hilder,

only three years had elapsed from the 1819 ; Cottrell v. Hughes, 1855.

time when they ought to have con- ^ Bartlettv. Downes, 1825 (Abbott,

veyed. C.J.).
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presume the surrender of oufsfandimj srit/^fin/ fenns ;
^ but an Act,'^

passed in 1845, provides that every satisfied term of years, whii'h,

either hy express declaration or by construction of law,^ shall, upon the

31st day of December, 1845, be attendant upon the inheritance or

reversion of any land, shall on that day absolutely cease and

determine as to the land, upon the inheritance or reversion whereof

such term shall be attendant as aforesaid, except that every such

term of years which shall be so attendant as aforesaid by express

declaration, although thereby made to cease and determine, shall

afford to every person the same protection against every incum-

brance, charge, estate, right, action, suit, claim, and demand, as it

would have afforded to him if it had continued to subsist, but had

not been assigned or dealt with, after the said 31st day of December,

1845, and shall, for the purpose of such protection, be considered in

every court of law and of equity to be a subsisting term. It also

provides'* that every term of years now subsisting or hereafter to

be created, becoming satisfied after the said 31st of December,

1845, and which by express declaration or construction of law,

shall after that day become attendant upon the inheritance or

reversion of any lands, shall, immediately upon the same becoming

so attendant, absolutely cease and determine as to the land, upon

the inheritance or reversion whereof such term shall become

attendant as aforesaid.^

§ 137. Notwithstanding this Act, it is perfectly clear that no

presumption can be allowed in favour of the surrender of a term

which is still unsatisfied,^ or the continuan-e of which is found in

a special verdict, or admitted in a special case ;
^ for, whatever

individual hardship may result, it is obviously absurd to permit

any inference to be drawn, which is directly opposed, either t'o the

ascertained fact, or to all reasonable belief.^

§ 138. A jury may also, under certain circumstances, presume

1 See Garrard v. Tuck, 1849 ;
Doe Act, see § 3.

V. Langdon, 1848. * Doe v. Staple, 1788, where the

2 8 «& 9 V. c. 112. lessor of the plaintiff was heir-at-

» See Doe v. Price, 1847 ; Doe v. law. and only claimed the premises

Moulsdale, 1847; Doe v. Jones, 1849; subject to the charge.

Cottrell V. Hughes, 1855 ; Plant v.
"> Goodtitle v. Jones, 1796 ;

Eoe v.

Taylor, 1863. Eeade, 1799.

4^2. ® See per Bayley, J., in E. v. Upton
' As to the construction of this Gray, 1830.
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the surrender of a lease by operation of law. The production by

the lessor of a cancelled lease will not, indeed, warrant the pre-

sumption of suf'h a surrender as will satisfy the Statute of Frauds.'

Yet, when the production of the cancelled lease was coupled with

proof that a new lease had been granted to another party, who.

like the former lessee, was a mere trustee for the same cestuis que

trust, and it further appeared, that when leases were renewed from

time to time, the usage was to send in the old lease to be cancelled

in the lessor's office, the jury were allowed to infer that the second

lease was granted with the assent of the former tenant.- The

unexplained payment of an abated rent for thirty years by a

tenant of premises, which were shown to have been leased to

another party for an unexpired term, has been treated in Ireland

as evidence from which a jury might presume the surrender of the

original lease, and the creation of a new tenancy from year to

year, at the abated rent, in favour of the present occupier.^

§§139—142. The principle "ex diuturnitate temporis omnia

prsesumuntur rite esse acta " has also been applied in a variety of

matters other than those mentioned above. Thus, where eject-

ment was brought to recover a messuage, demised for a long term

by a lease containing a covenant that the house should not be

used as a shop without the lessor's written consent, with a proviso

for re-entry on breach of such covenant, it was held that, on proof

of the uninterrupted user of the premises as a beershop for twenty

years, the jury ought to be directed to presume that a licence in

writing had been duly given ;
* after the lapse of sixty years, the

court, in the absence of any direct evidence, has presumed that

executors, who were proved to have renounced, had also disclaimed

an estate in a chattel real, which had been bequeathed to them by

the testator ;
^ and it is a general proposition," that stale demands

ought always to be regarded in courts of justice with jealous

suspicion,' and that long acquiescence in any adverse claim of

1 Doe V. Thomas, 1829; Eoe v. * Gibson u.Doeg, 1858.

Abp. of York, 1805. * M'Kenna v. Eager, 1875 (Ir.).

•* Thomas v. Cook, 1818. See, also, ^ Gr. Ev. § 47, in great part.

Walker v. Richardson, 1837. See ^ Sibbering v. Ld. Balcarras, 1850.

post. §§ 1009, 1010. See H., falsely called C, v. C, 1862
;

3 Lefroy v. Walsh, 1851 (Ir.). See, T. v. D., falsely called D., 1866. Thus,

also, Tennent v. Neil, 1870 (Ir. Ex. too, the non-user of a patent for a

Ch.); Ex parte Raymond, 1874 (Ir.). series of years raises a strong pre-
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right is good ground, on which a jury may presume that the chiim

had a legal commencement ;
^ since it is contrary to general

experience for one man long to continue to pay money to another,

or to perform any onerous duty, or to submit to any inconvenient

claim, uuless in pursuance of some contract, or other legal obli-

gation.-

§ 143-4. In the great majority of cases to which the maxim " ex

diuturnitate temporis omnia prsesumuntur rite esse acta " applies it

is only available, " donee probetur in contrarium." ^ The application

of the presumption arising from it to acts of an official or judicial

character will be best illustrated by referring to one or two deci-

sions.^ For instance, where successive decisions are inconsistent

with a general order of the court, a reversal of that order ought to

be presumed ;
^ on an indictment for perjury proof of the signa-

tures of the defendant, and of the ofhcial before whom the docu-

ment purports to have been sworn, is sufficient evidence that the

defendant was regularly sworn to the truth of its contents, though

the clerk, who proves the handwriting of the official, has no re-

collection of administering the oath, and admits that the jurat was

not written by himself ;
^ the fact that a town was in the military

occupation of an enemy, and proclamations, purporting to be signed

by the general in command, posted on its walls, is evidence whence

a jury may infer that the placards had been printed and posted by

the authority of the commander ; ' on an indictment for bigamy,

proof of the solemnization of the first marriage in a Wesleyan

chapel in the presence of the registrar, and of the entry of such

marriage in his book, raises a prima facie presumption that the

chapel was duly registered ;
^ and so also proof by a witness present

at it, that a marriage was solemnized in a parish church by the

curate of the parish, renders it unnecessary to prove either the

sumptionof its practical inutility: Re » Bohun v. Delessert, 1813 (Ld.
Allan s Patent, 1867, P.O.; Ee Bake- Eldon) ; Man v. Ricketts, 1845 (Ld.
well's Patent, 18G2, P. C. ; Ee Lyndhurst).
Hughes' Patent, 1879, P. C. "« E. v. Benson, 1810 (Ld. Ellen-

' See Ee Birch, 1 853. borough). See, also, Cheney v.
* See Castleden V. Castleden, 1861, Coui-tois, 1863; and Ee Chapman,

H. L. ; Ogilvie v. Currie, 1868 (Ld. Ex parte Johnson, 1884, 0. A.
Cairns, Ch.). ' Bruce v. Nicolopulo, 1855.

2 See E. V. Bjornsen, 1865. « E. v. Mainwaring, 1857; Sichel v.

See, also, Lee V. Johnstone, 1869. Lambert, 1864; E. v. Cradock, 1863
(Willes, J., and Pollock, C.B.).
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PRESUMPTION OMNIA RITE ESSE ACTA. [PART I.

registration of the marriage, or the fact of any licence having been

granted, or of any banns having been pubHshed ; ' and the constant

performance of divine service from an early period in a chapel,

raises a prima facie presumption that it has been duly consecrated.

-

§ 144a. An Irish decision carried this presumption to its extreme

limit. There a shopkeeper (prior to the passing of the Weights

and Measures Act, 1878)^ was prosecuted for using weights which

were light when compared with the county standard. Proof that

the county standard had been compared with the imperial standard

within the last five years, although such comparison was expressly

required by statute, was held unnecessary, on the ground that the

prima facie presumption was that the officials in charge of the local

standards had performed their duty.'*

§ 145. Again, the court presumed the regularity of the proceed-

ings, and that the writ had in due course come to the gaoler

through the coroner, on a motion to discharge out of custody a

party detained for debt in the sheriff's gaol, made on the ground

of irregularity in the proceedings, altliough it did not appear that a

writ of ca. sa. at the suit of the sheriff, which was in the hands of

the governor of the gaol, had ever been in the coroner's hands,

such writ having been set out in a return which the gaoler liad made

to a writ of habeas corpus previously issued, together with a certifi-

cate by the coroner, that the copy of the writ was a true one.^ The

court has also presumed that a parish certificate purporting to be

granted by A, the only churchwarden, and B, the only overseer

of the parish, sixty years previously, during which the appellant

parish had submitted to such certificate, was regular, and that, by

custom, there was only one churchwarden in the parish, and that

two overseers had been originally appointed, but that one of them

was dead, and his vacancy not filled up at the date of the certificate ;

^

in favour of the regularity of a parish indenture of apprenticeship,

signed only by one churchwarden and one overseer ;
' in favour of

1 R. v. Allison, 1806. See Limerick ® R. v. Catesby, 1824. See also,

V, Limerick, 1863. E. r. Whitchurch, 1S27. From R. v.

* Rugf^ V. Kingsmill, 1867; R. v. Upton Gray, 1830, it appears that

Cresswell, 1876. this presumption is rather one oi fact
3 41&42V.C.49; amended by 52 & than of /«?w.

53 V. c. 21. '' R. V. Hinckley, 1810; R. v. Stain-
* Hill V. Hennigan, 1877 (Ir.). forth, 1845.
5 Bastard v. Trutch, 1835.
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deeds of parish apprentiee^hi|)—that where such a deed had been

allowed by justices as requind by the then law, in the absence

of evidence to the contrary, it must be taken that notice had been

duly given to the officers of the parish, where the apprentice was

to serve ;
^ that where such a deed, certified by the allowance of

the justices, contained a recital of the order of binding, no

evidence of such order, beyond the indenture itself, is necessary,^

and that where an apprentice had served his time under a deed

executed thirty years before, and it was proved both that such

deed was lost, and that the parish in which the pauper was settled

under it had relieved him for the last twelve years, it must be

presumed that the deed was properly stamped, though the stamp

officers proved that it did not appear in their office that any

such indenture had been stamped during the last thirty-one

years.^

§ 146. On this same principle of "omnia proosumuutur rite es=e

acta," every reasonable intendment will be made in support of an

order of justices, provided it appear on the face of the order that

the justices had jurisdiction.^ But this rule does not extend to

convictions, which, as combining summary power with penal con-

sequences, are watched with peculiar vigilance, and construed with

strictness at least as great as indictments.^ Still, even with respect

to convictions, if the aidhoriiy of the magistrate can be distinctly

collected from the facts stated on the record, the court will not be

astute in discovering irregularities in the proceedings. The safest

rule on the subject is that laid down by Lord Ellenborough, that

the court " can intend nothing in favour of convictions, and idll

intend nothing against them,"*^ and the conviction or order will be

construed according to the very language employed in it.'

1 E. V. WHston, 1836; E. v. Wit- Preston, 1848 ; E. v. Stainforth, 1845.
ney, 18.%. s ^ ,, Morris, 1792; E. v. Baines,

* E. V. Stainforth, 1845. See also ITOfi; Fletcher v. Calthrop, 1845; E.
E. V. St. Mary Magdalen, 1853 ; E. v. v. Little, 1758 (Ld. Mansfield) ; E. v.
Broadhempston, 1859. Corden, 1769, where the court ob-

3 E. V. Long Buckby, 1805. Both served that "a tight hand ought to
this case, and E. v. Catesby, 1824, be holden over tliese summary con-
cited above, partly rested on the victions:" E. v. Pain, 1826 (Abbott,
presumption of validity arising from C.J.); E. v. Daman, 1819.
long acquiescence. See ante, §§ 126— « E. v. Hazell, 1810. See Paley
131, 139. on Conv. 74—77.

* E. V. Morris, 1792 (Ld. Kenyon); ' E. v. Helling, 1715, 1716 (Pratt,
Ormerod v. Chadwiok, 1847; E. v. C.J.); Ckristie v. Unwin, 1840(Cole-
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§ 147. Neither does the rule that " omnia pra3sumiintur rite esse

acta " apply, so as in any event to give jurisdiction to authorities

acting judicially under a special statutory power; but in all such

cases every cii'cumstance required by the statute to give juris-

diction nmst appear on the face of the proceedings, either by direct

averment, or by reasonable intendment. ^ There is no distinction,

in this respect, between convictions, commitments,^ inquisitions,

warrants to arrest, examinations, or orders ;3 and whether an order

under a special act be made by the Lord Chancellor or by a justice

of the peace, the facts which gave the authority must be stated.*

A presumption that an Ecclesiastical Court will exceed its juris-

diction will not be made.^ On the same principle the courts

refuse to anticipate the decision of the master on a question of

costs, as they cannot presume that he will decide erroneously.^

§ 147a. The presumption under consideration is ignored in the

case of highway rates. In such cases, although its recognition

would have been productive of much public advantage, the pro-

duction of the official book, with the rate duly entered in it and

allowed, does not even furnish at least prima facie evidence of a

highway rate ; and the fact that it has been duly published must

still be proved by independent evidence.^ With regard to poor-

rates, however, it has been expressly enacted, that " the production

of the book purporting to contain a poor-rate, with the allowance

of the rate by the justices, shall, if the rate is made in the form

prescribed by law, be prima facie evidence of the due making and

publication of such rate."^

§ 148. The doctrine that " omnia prsesumuntur rite esse acta
"

ridge, J.) ; In re Clark, 1842 (Ld. ' Day v. King, 1836 (Williams,

Denman.). J-) ! Brook v. Jenney, 1841 (per id.);

1 E. i". All Saints, Southampton, Johnson v. Eeid, 1840 ; Gosset v.

1828 (Holroyd, J.) ; Gosset v. Howard, Howard, 1847.

1847- R. V. Helling, 1715, 1716 * Christie v. Unwin, 1840 (Cole-

(Prat't, C. J.) ; R. v. Totness, 1849 ; R. ridge, J.).

V. Hulcott, 1796, and note to § 147, * Chesterton v. Farlar, 1838 ;
HaU

JQ^fi-a^
V. Maule, 1838 ; Hallack v. U. of

2 But a warrant of commitment Cambridge, 1841.

which purports to be founded on a « Head v. Baldry, 1838.

preceding conviction will be good, ' Bird v. Adcock, 1878.

though it does not state that the evi- » " The Poor Rate Assessment and

dence was given on oath, or in the Collection Act, 1869" (32 & 33 V.

presence of the prisoner : Ex parte c. 41), § 18.

Bailey, and Ex parte Collier, 1854.
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is, in many instances, recognised in support of the solemn acts of

even private persons. For instance, if an act can only be lawful

after the performance of some prior act, due performance of that

prior act will be presumed. ^ Again, although, in the case of

contracts not under seal, a consideration must in general be averred

and proved, bilk of exchange and promissory notes are prima facie

presumed to be founded on valuable cousideration,^ this latter

presumption being made partly because it is important to preserve

the negotiability of such instruments intact, and partly, because

the existence of a valid consideration may reasonably be inferred

from the solemnity of the instruments themselves, and the deliberate

mode in which they are executed.^ The following are further

examples of presumptions : if secondary evidence be tendered to

prove the contents of an instrument either lost or detained by the

opposite party after notice to produce it, it will be presumed that

the original was duly stamped, unless some evidence to the con-

trary, as, for example, that it was unstamped when last seen,'* can
be given; 5 under the Leases and Sales of Settled Estates Act,

1877, the execution of a lease by the lessor furnishes sufficient

presumptive evidence that the counterpart has been duly executed

by the lessee ;
^ where lands originally leasehold have been dealt

with as freehold for a long period by persons in possession, as

between parties claiming under such persons, a presumption will

be raised that the reversion has been got in ; ^ in the absence of

all proof as to which of two deeds of even date was first executed,

the court will presume in favour of that order of priority which
will best support the clear intent of the parties ;8 and where an act

has been done by a joint stock company, to the legality of which
certain formalities are requisite, and tbo circumstances are such-

1 Kino:'s County v. Neath National Anderson, 1815 ; E. v. Long Buckby
Bank, 1893 (Am.). 1805; Closmadeuc v. Carrel, 1856'

J«
4o & 46 V. c. 61, § 30 ; Collins v. See Arbon v. Fussell, 1862 ; Connor

Martm, 1797 ; Holliday v. Atkinson, v. Cronin, 1858 (Ir.) ; Herbert v. Rae
1826

;
Story, Bills, §§ 16, 178. See 1862 (Ir.) (Smith, M.R.); 33 & 34 V.

ante, § 86. c. 46, § 58, Ir.
3 Story, Bills, §§ 16, 178. « 40 & 41 V. c. 18, § 48.
Marine Investment Co. v. Havi- ' Holmes v. Milward, 1878 (Fry

side, 1872, H. L. J.). .

Tr'*/?f^^r.
^" ^^^^' ^^^'"^ (Wi-ram,

"«"
Tavlor ?^ Horde, 1757. See E.

V.-C); Crowther v. Solomons, 1S48; v. Ashburton, 1846; Gartside v.
iPooley V. Goodwin, 1835 ; Crisp v. Silkstone, &c. Co., 1882.
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that acquiescence may tre -rnrpnted to the shareholders, a com-

]»liaiice with the necessary formalities will, as against tlie company,

be presumed.^

§ 149. On the same principle, where the attestation of a deed has

"been in the usual form,^ and the signature of the party has been

proved, the jury will be advised to presume a due sealing and

delivery, and that, too, in cases where the attesting witness has

denied all recollection of any other form having been gone through

beyond the mere signing.^ Indeed, it is not necessary, to consti-

tute a valid sealing, that an impression should be made with was

or with a wafer, but an impression made in ink with a wooden

block will suffice ;
^ and even tliough no impression at all appear

on the parchment or paper, still, if the instrument purport to be a

deed, is on proper stamps, and be stated in the attestation to have

been duly sealed and delivered, it will, in the absence of evidence

to the contrary (especially if it be an ancient instrument) ,^ be pre-

sumed to have been sealed.^ Evidence to the contrary will, how-

ever, be afforded whfjre a bond, bearing no trace of any seal, and

referring to contemplated testamentary dispositions which are to

supersede it, is found among the papers of the obligor? And a

transfer which bears upon it a printed circle, and within such

circle the words " Place for seal," but bears no actual seal, is not

a deed merely because its attestation clause says it was " signed,

sealed, and delivered." * But a deed executed by a corporate body

need not have the corporate seal affixed to it, but the corporation

may adopt any private seal they please for the occasion, and the

jury may presume that the use of the adopted seal was a corporate

1 Grady's case, Ee The British 1847. This presumption was for-

Prov. Life and Fire Ass. Soc, 18(53; nierly treated as one of law, but is

Lane's case, 18(io (Ld. Westbury, C). now considered one of fact, and left

2 As to presumption in favour of a to the jury.

will having? a due attestation clause, * R. v. St. Paul's, Covent Garden,

see post, § 1056. 1845.

3 Fasset v. Brown, 1861 ; Grellier = Crawford and Lindsay Peer.,

V. Neale, 1790 (Ld. Kenyon); Talbot 1848, H. L.

V. Hodgson, 1816; Hall v. Bain- * In re Sandilands, 1871, cited by

bridge, 1848; Burling v. Paterson, Ld. Denman in R. v. St. Paul's,

1792 (Patteson, J.); Davidson v. Covent Garden, 1845.

Cooper, 1843 (Ld. Abinger). See, '' Re Smith, Oswell v. Shepherd,

also, Poe V. Lewis, 1836 ; Doe v. 1892, C. A.

Burdett, 1843; Newton v. Ricketts, » Re Balkis Co., 1888.

1861, H.L.; audBurnham v. Bennett,
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act, if the instrument purport to be executed by the head and the

subordinate members of the corporation " under their seal." ^ The

presumption in favour of the due execution of instruments was

carried to a great length in a case^^ in which an action having been

brought upon the assignment of certain letters-patent to recover

the consideration money named therein, one of the defendants

pleaded non est factum, and produced the deed, which was signed

and executed by all the parties to it except himself, but with a

seal placed for him in the usual way. And he having acted

under the assignment, and having recognised it as a valid instru-

ment, it was presumed that he had duly executed it.

§ 150. In accordance, again, with the maxim, " omnia prtesu-

muntur rite esse acta," every man is, in the absence of evidence to

the contrary, presumed to know the contents of any deed wliich he

executes,^ and to be bound by it. It is, however, enacted by 13

Eliz. c. 5,^ that all conveyances of lands or chattels, which are not

made for a valuable consideration and bona fide,* shall be void as

against any person, including the Crown,^ whose claims on the

original owner of the property shall be thereby delayed or dis-

turbed.*^ Whenever, therefore, any transaction is sought to be

invalidated under this Act, the purchaser must both establish the

justice of his title, and show affirmatively, not only that the deed

under which he claims was duly executed, but that it was made in

perfect good faith, and also for a valuable, as contradistinguished

from a mere good, consideration.^ In determining the question of

bona fides, the jury will take into consideration all the circum-

stances connected with the transfer. If, therefore, the conveyance

be absolute, and passes to the vendee an immediate right of pos-

session, the fact of the vendor being allovred to continue as the

apparent owner of the property naturally raises a very strong

^ Jones V. Galway Town Commiss., * Shaw v. Bran, 1816; Morewood
1847 (Ir.). V. Wilkes, 1833; Perkins v. Bradley,

'a Cherry V. Heming, 1849. 1842. See Whitaker v. Wisbey, 1852.
'^ In re Cooper, 1882 (Jessel, ® See Freeman v. Pope, 1870;

M.E.). Crossley V. Elworthv, 1871 ; Cornisli

3 Made perpetual by 26 & 27 V. v. Clark, 1872 (Ld.'Eomilly) ; Kent
c. 125, and amended by Statute Law v. Eiley, 1872 (Ld. Eomilly); Golden
'Eevision Act, 1888 (ol'V. c. 3). v. Gilham, 1882, C. A.; Ex parte

* See In re Eidler, Eidler v. Eidler, Eussell, Ee Butterworth, 1882, C. A.
1882, C. A. ' Twine's case, 1602.
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presumption of fraud. ^ If, indeed, the conveyance or bill of sale

is by way of mortgage, and the mortgagee is not to take possession

till a default in payment of the mortgage money, then, as the

nature of the transaction does not call for any change of possession,

the absence of such change will not of itself furnish any evidence

of collusion.^

§ 150a. Bills of sale of personal chattels are, moreover, now ren-

dered void under the Bills of Sale Act, 1882, unless they set

forth the consideration for which they were given.'

§ 151. Notwithstanding the maxim, "omnia prgesumuntur rite

esse acta," whenever any person by donation derives a benefit

under a deed to the prejudice of another person,*—and the more

especially so, if any confidential or fiduciary relation subsists

between the parties,—the courts so far presume against the validity

of the instrument as to require some proof (varying in amount

according to circumstances) of the absence of anything approach-

ing to imposition, over-reaching, undue influence, or unconscionable

advantage.^ For example, a deed of gift, or other disposition of

property, except a will,^ made in favour of a solicitor by a

client,' of a medical attendant by a patient,^ of a parson by one of

his congregation,^ of a " spiritual medium " by one of his dupes,^^

of a trustee by a beneficiary ,^i of an executor by a legatee, ^^ of a

guardian by a ward, of a parent by a child, ^^^ of a husband by a

wife, of an agent by a principal,^* or of a shrewd man of business

by an infirm ignorant old woman, ^^ will be regarded with jealous

1 Martindale v. Booth, 1832; Lin- H. L.

don r. Sharp, 1843 (Tindal, C. J.). » Mitchell v. Homfray, 1881, C. A.

;

2 Martindale v. Booth, 1832. Dent v. Bennett, 1858.

3 45 & 46 V. c. 43, § 8 ; 42 & 43 « Nottidge v. Prince, 1860 ; Hu-
V. c. 50, § 8, Ir. As to what is a guenin v. Baseley, 1807.

sufficient compliance with this rule, ^° Lyon v. Home, 1868 (Giffard,

see Ex parte Firth, Ee Cowburn, V.-C).

1882 ; Hamlyn v. Betteley, 1880
;

" Luff v. Lord, 1864.

Hamilton v. Chaine, 1881, C. A.; Ex ^ Gray v. Warner, 1873 (Wickens,

parte Rolfe, Re Spindler, 1881, C. A. V.-C).
* Cooker. Lamotte, 1851 (Romilly, ^^ Wright v. Vanderplank, 1856;

MR.). See Coutts v. Acworth, 1869. Bainbrigge v. Browne, 1881 (Fry,

5
1 Story, Eq, Jur. §§ 308—323. J.); Hartopp v. Hartopp, 1855;

See Baker v. Bradley. 1856. Dimsdale v. Dimsdale, 1856; Bury v.

6 Parfitt V, Lawless, 1872. See Oppenheim, 1859 ;
Davies v. Davies,

Ashwell V. Lomi, 1850. 1863 (Stuart, V.-C.) ; Potts v. Surr,

"> Gresleyy.Mouslev,1859; O'Brien 1865; Turner v. Collins, 1871, C. A.

V. Lewis, 1863; Gardener v. Ennor, i* King v. Anderson, 1874 {It.).

1866; M'Pherson v. Watt, 1877, "Baker v. Monk, 1864 (L.JJ.);
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suspicion, and the instrument will be set aside as conclusively void,^

or the person benefited will have thrown upon him the burthen of

establishing beyond all reasonable doubt the perfect fairness and

honesty of the entire transaction.^

§ 152. A grotesque attempt was made in Ireland to extend this

doctrine to a case in which a woman had, living in adultery with a

married man, assigned some of her property to secure a debt owing

by her paramour, and had the hardihood to afterwards apply to

the Court of Chancery to set aside the assignment on the ground

of undue influence. But it was held that the doctrine in question

was only applicable when some lawful relation existed between the

parties.^

§ 153. The old Court of Chancery used to look with peculiar

favour on heirs apparent and other expectant heirs, who entered

into negotiations as to their expectancies.'' Every person who dealt

with an expectant heir for his reversion had, if the transaction were

subsequently disputed, the burthen of proof upon him to establish

its entire fairness.^ At the instance of some prominent lawyers,"

an Act passed in December, 1867, enacts, that " no purcha?.e made

bona fide, and without fraud or unfair dealing, of auy reversionary

interest in real or personal estate, shall hereafter be opened or set

aside merely on the ground of under-value." ^ It will be noted

that this enactment is carefully limited to purchases " made bona

fide and without fraud or unfair dealing," and it not only leaves

untouched the law which governs unconscionable bargains, but

allows under-value to be still regarded by the court as a material

element in cases where fraud is charged.^

Summers v. Griffiths, 1866 ; Slator v. ^ Hargreave v. Everard, 1856 (Ir.).

Nolan, 1876 (Ir.). * Bromley v. Smith, 1859 ;_
Lcl.

1 To'mson v. Judge, 1855. This Portmore v. Taylor, 1831 ;
Davies v.

was the case of a deed of gift by a T). of Marlborough, 1818 ;
Sharp v.

client to his solicitor. Leach, 1862 ; Croft v. Graham, 1863;

2 1 Story, Eq. Jur. §§ 308—323; Perfect v. Lane, 1861; Benyon v.

Hunter v. Atkins, 1832; Nedby v. Fitch, 1866.

Nedby, 1852 ; Hoghton v. Hoghton, ^ See cases cited in last note.

1872; Grosvenor v. Sherratt, 1860; « See Webster v. Cook, 1867, C. A.

Savery v. King, 1856, H. L. ; Espey (Ld. Chelmsford, C).

V. Lake, 1852; Billage v. Southee, ' 31 V. c. 4, § 1. See Miller v.

1852. See Price v. Price, 1852; Cook, 1870; Tyler v. Yates, 1871

Toker V. Toker, 1863; Phillips i'. Mul- (Ld. Hatherley, C); Judd v. Green,

lings, 1871, C. A.; King v. Andorson, 1876.

1874 (Ir.) See Taylor v. Johnston, » Ld. Aylesford v. Morns, 1873

1882. (Ld. Selborne, C.) ; Beynon v. Cook,
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INCUMBRANCES CHARITABLE GRANTS. [PART 1.

§ 154. It is a presumption that a tenant for life, or other person

having a partial interest in settled estates, who pa3's off an incum-

brance upon them, intends to keep the charge alive as against the

inheritance for his own benefit.^ This presumption, however (on

technical rather than on substantia] grounds), is inapplicable to a

case where a tenant for life pays off the bond debts of the settlor.*

Neither does it extend to the case of a charge bearing interest,

where,— the rents and profits of the estate having been insufficient

to meet the interest,— the tenant for life has paid the balance of it

out of his own pocket, without having warned the remainderman

of his intention to charge the excess of his payments on the

inheritance.''^

^ lo5. Certain presumptions are also recognised as to char ifable

in.stifi(tio)ts, and in interpreting charitable grants. Thus, if the

charity be founded to support a religious establishment, or to pro-

mote religious education, and the intentions of the founder be not

clearly expressed, the prima facie presumption is, first, that he

intended to support an establishment belonging to some j)articular

form of religion, or to promote the teaching of certain particular

doctrine ; next, that the form of religion or doctrine contemplated

was that which he himself had professed ; and lastly, if no evidence

be adduced of his entertaining particular religious views, that the

established religion of the country was the one meant to be sup-

ported. If, however, the charity were founded for purposes of

mere secular education, or if it were one of a purely eleemosynary

character, the court, in the absence of any expressed intention to

the contrary, will presume that its benefits are intended to be

shared by all persons, whatever their religious opinions.*

§ 156. It is also now presumed (contrary to what was once

considered to be the law) that an estate for life without impeach-

ment of waste does not confer upon the tenant for life any legal

right to commit ^^ equitahle n-axfc,'^ unless an intention to confer

tjucli right expressly appears in the instrument creating the estate.^

1875, C. A. See, also, Nevill v. ^ Ld. Kensington v. Bouverie,

Snelling, 1880 ; O'Eorke v. Boling- 1859, H. L.

broke, 1877, H. L. See, too, Gen., * Att.-Gen. v. Calvert, 1857

ch. XXV. w. 29—34. (Eomilly, M. R.).

1 Morley v. Morley, and ilarland * 36 >& 37 V. c. 66 ("The Supreme
•«. Morley, 1855. See nost, § i76A. Court of Judicature Act, 1873"),

- Id. See Eoddam v. Morley, § 25, subs. 3 ; 40 & 41 V. c. 57, § 28,

1857. Kubs. 3, (Ir.).
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§ 157. The presumptions, or, rather, the rules of construction

recognised in equity with respect to joint tenancy are " not very

comprehensible." 1 If two persons jointly advance money on

mortgage, a mere tenancy in common will be created, though the

property be conveyed to them as joint tenants, because the law

presumes that men will not willingly speculate with money which

they lend. 2 But, on the other hand, if two persons jointly advance

money as purchasers, and the sums paid by each be equal, a joint-

tenancy will be established, because here it is supposed that men

will readily gamble as to survivorship with respect to property

which they buy.^ If, however, two persons make a purchase, and

one of them advances more of the purchase-money than the other.

even though the deed does not contain the words " equally to be

divided " there will be no survivorship.'

§ 158. The existence of some mistake in it will not be presumed

from the absence from a voluntary settlement of a power of revo-

cation. The circumstance will, however, generally be taken into

account, as entitled to weight, in deciding on the validity of the

instrument.* Parties relying upon an irrevocable voluntary settle-

ment ought, therefore, to be prepared to prove that the settlor was

properly advised when he executed it, that he thoroughly under-

stood the effect of omitting the power, and that he intended to

omit it.^

§ 159. It is, in the absence of any express stipulation to the

contrary, since the 1st of August, 1870, presumed, that " all rents,

annuities,"—which term includes salaries and pensions,*'- "divi-

dends,^ and other periodical payments, in the nature of income,

whether reserved or made payable under an instrument in writing

or otherwise," accrue from day to day, like interest on money lent,

and are apportionable in respect of time accordingly.^ The statute

1 See Harrison v. Barton, 1861, ' See In re Griffitli, Carr ^.. Griffith,

and the remarks there of Wood, V.-C. 18,"9CJe«sel M R.)

2 Petty V. Styward, 1632. / -^"^ *^ ^^Z' f ' 'oF^.'t>;. At?'
3 Rigden V. Vallier, 1751. also 4 & -^W 4 c 22 ("The Ap

* Hall V. Hall, 1S73, C. A.; portionment Act 1834 ). See Jones

Phillips .. Mullings, 1874, C. A. See, v. Ogle, ^^^^^^-^-^^'^l^^ ^Xt°
also, Welman v. Welinan, 1880. v. Capron 18/4 ;

Re Clme . l..tate,

5 J, 1870 ; Pollock v. Pollock, 18/4 ;
Mas-

e Treacv .. Corcoran, 1874 (Ir.)

;

luck .. Pedley, 1875; Daly .^ Att-

33 & 34 V. c. 35 (" The Apportion- Gen 1870
^^'l^^^l^^^J^'^;

ment Act, 1870"), § 5. 1*^"^
(^^f^.^"^')'

^^^^^^^^ ^^' ^-

Thomas, 18 .a.
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EXECUTION OF WII.LS. [PART I.

providing this extends to wills, wliich, tliough executed before its

passing, have come into operation since its date.'

§ 160. There exist the folloicing presumptions with respect to

the execution, alteration, and revocation of tci/Is : ^— First, on

proof of the signature of the deceased, he will be presumed

to have known and approved of the contents and effect of the

instrument he has signed ;3 such knowledge and approval being

essential to the validity of the will.'' This presumption, how-

ever, is liable to be rebutted by showing any suspicious circum-

stances.5 Therefore, if the testator, from want of education, or

from bodily infirmity, was unable to read,' or if his capacity at

the time of executing the instrument is a matter of doubt ;^

or if the party who is materially benefited by the will has pre-

pared it, or conducted its execution, or has beeu in a position

calculated to exercise undue influence ;
^ or if the instrument itself

is not consonant to the testator's natural affections and moral

duties ; '—a more rigid investigation will take place, and probate

will generally not be granted, unless the court be satisfied by evi-

dence that the paper propounded really does express the true will

of the deceased."^ In cases of extraordinary suspicion, it will be

highly expedient to prove, either that instructions were given by

the deceased corresponding with the actual provisions of the will,

or that the instrument was, at the time of execution, read to or by

1 Constables. Constable, 1870 (Fry, Ihiane, 1862; In re Wray, 1769

J.). The Act applies where a tenant (Ir.) ; but see Longchamp v. Fish,

for life dies after its passing, but the 1807.

testator, under whose will he took, ' 1 Phillim. E. 193 ;
Ingram v.

died before that date; Lawrence v. Wyatt, 1«28; Dodges. Meech, 1828;

Lawrence, 1884 (Pearson, J.). Dufaur v. Croft, l.'54(), P. C.

2 For other presumptions respecting " Mitchell v. Thomas, 1847, P. C.

;

wills made prior to 1st Jan., 1838, Scouler v. Plowiight, 1856, P. C.

;

see the former editions of this Work, Eaworth v. Marriott, 1833 ; Greville

§§ 131—134. V. Tylee, 1851, P. C. ; Paske v.

3 Billinghurst v. Vickers, 1810; Ollat, 1815; Zacharias v. Collis,

Fawcett s. Jones, 1810; Guardhouse 1820; Wheeler v. Alderson, 1831;

V. Blackburn, 1866; Wheeler v. Billinghurst v. Vickers, 1810; Ful-

Alderson, 1831 ; Browning v. Budd, ton v. Andrews, 1875, H. L. (Ld.

1848, P. C. Cairns, C); Burling v. Loveland,
* ilastilow V. Stobie, 1865 (Wilde, 1839 ; Chambers s. Wood, 1848 (Ld.

J. O., overruling a dictum of Cress- Cottenham) ; Paine v. Hall, 1812;

weU, J. 0., in Middlehurst v. John- O'Connel v. Butler, 1819 (Ir.); Gore

son, 1861 j. See Cleare v. Cleare, v. Gahagan, 1819 (Ir.).

13(^9,
9 See Prinsep and E. India Co. v.

6 Von Stentz v. Comyn, 1848 (Ir.) Dvce Sombre, 1832, P. C.

(Brarly, C). *° Biowning v. Budd, 1848, P. 0.

;

* Barton v. Eobins, 1769; In re Fulton v. Andrew, 1875, H. L.
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CHAP, v.] EXECUTION OF WILLS.

the testator, or that he had expressed some suhsequent knowledge

and approval of its dispositions ; but this precise species of evidence

is not absolutely required, and it will be sufficient if, by any means

of proof, a knowledge and approval of the contents of the will can

be brought home to the deceased.'

§ 161. Second///, where proof can be furnished that, prior to the

execution of a will by a competent testator, it was either read over

to him, or otherwise brought specially to his notice, the Probate

Division will, in the absence of fraud, not only infer, prima facie,

that he approved of the contents, but will recognise a conclasice

presumption to that effect. No matter what evidence may be

forthcoming to establish a case of obvious error, or to show that

some passage has crept into the instrument by a sheer mistake of

the draughtsman, the judge will turn a deaf ear to all such testi-

mony. ^ Where, however, the jury found as facts, both that a certain

word had been introduced into the will by a blunder, and that the

clauses in which it appeared had never been brought to the notice

of the testator in any way, the court directed that the obnoxious

expression should be struck out of the instrument wherever it

occurred.^

§ 162. Thirdlif, in the absence of direct proof, when several

sheets of paper, constituting a connected disposal of property, are

found together, the last only being duly signed and attested as a

will, it will (even in spite of partial inconsistencies in some of the

provisions) be presumed that each of the sheets so found formed a

part of the will at the time of its execution.*

§ 163. Fourthbj, it is, in favour of attestations to wills, presumed

that if a testator might have seen them, that he, in fact, did see, the

witnesses subscribe their names.^ The fact of his having been in

the same room with them is prima facie evidence of their attesta-

1 Barry v. Butlin, 1838, P. C.

;

expected. See In re Oswald, 1874.

Mitchell V. Thomas, 1847, P. C. =* Morrell v. Morrell, 1882.

See further on this subject, 1 Will. * Marsh v. Marsh, 1858; Gregory

on Ex. 97, 311, 312; and Atter v. v. Queen's Proctor, 1846; Rees v.

Atkinson, 1869. Eees, 1873. See, alsd. In re Cattrall,

* Guardhouse v. Blackburn, 1866 1863.

(Ld. Penzance); Harter v. Harter, ^ Todd v. Ld. Winchelsea, 1826

1872 (Sir J. Hannen). Sed qu., for (Abbott, J.); Doe v. Manifold, 1814.

the judicial reasoning in these cases See post, § 1054.

is not so logical as might fairly be
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ALTERATIONS IN WILLS. [PART I.

tion in his presence, while an attestation not made in the same

room is prima facie not made in his presence.^

§ 164. Fifihhj^ in the absence of any evidence to the contrary,

the law presumes that all alterations, interlineations, or erasures,

which may appear on the face of a will, were made after its execu-

tion,^ and even after the execution of any codicils thereto.' Con-

sequently the Probate Division of the High Court will, in a case

of unexplained alteration, interlineation,'* or erasure, only grant

probate of the will in its original form.^ This presumption, how-

ever,—which is contrary to that which prevails with respect to

deeds,' resolutions, and other official documents,'—may be rebutted

by slight affirmative evidence,^ such as a statement in the attesta-

tion clause that a will had been executed " with a few alterations.'"

And it will not apply at all to the ftting up of b/ants. Therefore,

where a testator gave instructions that his will should be prepared

with blanks for the amount of the legacies, and after his death the

will was found regularly executed, with the amounts filled up in

his own handwriting, it was, in the absence of all evidence on the

subject, presumed that the blanks were filled up before the will

was signed, since otherwise the execution would have been a mere

idle ceremony. ^'^

§ 16-j. Si.itJih/, if a will, traced to the possession of the testator,

' Neil V. Neil, 1829, 1839 (Am.). they were also not admitted to

2 Simmonds v. Rudall, 18JO ; l)oe probate. About twenty years after-

V. Catomore, 1851; Doe v. Palmer, wards it was found that these orij^inal

1851; In re Stone James, 1858; figures were legible, and the probate

Williams v. Ashton, 186' . was amended by inserting them ;

3 Lushington v. Onslow, 1848 (Sir Ffinch v. Combe, 1894. See Rules

H. Fust). See, also, Christmas v. for Reg. of Ct. of Prob. in Non-con-

Whinyates, 1863. tentious Business, Nos. 8—10.
* In re White, 1861. But see In ^ Simmonds v. Rudall, 1850; Doe

re Cadge, 1868. v. Catomore, 1851.

6 Gann v. Gregory, 1853 (Stuart, '^ Steevens's Hospitals. Dyas, 1863

V.-C); Cooper v. Bockett, 1863, (Ir.).

P. C. ; Greville v. Tylee, 1851, P. C.

;

* See Dench v. Dench, 1878 ;
In re

In reBardy, 1861. A curious in- Duffy, iSTl (Ir.) ; and In re Sykes,

stance of this occurred lately. A 1873; Moore v. Moore, 1871 (Ir.).

will was found with pieces of paper The presumption, moreover, has been

stating the amounts of certain altogether set at nought in the case

legacies pasted over it. These were of a will made by an officer in actual

presumed to have been made since military service : In re Farquharson

execution, and so not admitted to v. Tweedale, 1875. Sed qu.

probate. At that time the original » Doherty v. Dwyer, 1890 (Ir.).

figures, underneath the pieces so i" Birch t;. Birch, 1848 (Sn-H. Fust);

pasted
'

on, could not be read, so Greville v. Tylee, 1851.
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CHAr. v.] REVOCATION OF WILLS.

and last seen in his custody, be not forthcoming on his death, a

presumption is made under ordinary circumstances, and unless

there be sufficient evidence to rebut it, that such will has been

destroyed by the testator, animo cancellandi.^ But the declarations

of a testator, whether written or oral, and whether made before or

at or after^ the execution of the instrument, in such cases furnish

cogent proof of his intentions.^ Again, the finding of the will

among the testator's papers, with the signature cut out raises a

presumption that the mutilation was effected intentionally by tlie

testator himself ; and the will cannot be regarded as revived, though

the signature has been again attached by gum to its original plac,

and the document, when discovered, was in that condition. In

the event, moreover, of a testator having become insane after the

will was made, the burthen of proving that it was destroyed by

him while of sound mind lies upon the party who sets up the revo-

cation ^ The revocation of a will by the testator was at one time

considered to raise a prima facie, though by no means a conclusive,

presumption that the testator intended to revoke every codicil to

it« but this presumption no longer prevails; and now a codicil

(however dependent it may be on the will) can only be revoked m

one of the methods prescribed by the Wills Act.^

§ 166 With regard to gifts in mlh, the following presumptions

ari'se It is, in the absence of any distinct intimation to the con-

trary presumed that every testator considers his estate sufficient to

answer the purposes to which he has by his will devoted it. Con-

sequently, in the event of any deficiency arising m the assets all

annuities and legacies will, prima facie, be held to abate rateably.

In all cases the onus lies upon those who claim any priority to

furnish conclusive proof from the language employed, that the

. Sudden ..La^ St Lecj^ds, 1S76, ^^^^187^ ^^nS^^^

Ir^oSn .?'LyW, 1868; Podxnore ^ckers^ey . Hat 6^^

V Whatton 18G4 ,
Dickinson v. * ±5eii i'. -toinei^m, io(

•

^4S?d';„''rLa':ttonards, 1876. But ie I.;,. ElUce, .»04 ;
Black ,.

°""^?Sa?;tiJnStM !'Kt„ ,.. '""Sr;. 1«2 (Ld. Pea.a„ce,.

Keen, 1873; Sugden '. Ld. St.
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BEQUEST OF ANNUITY LEGACY TO EXECUTORS. [PT. I.

testator intended the bequests not to stand on an equal footing.^

Again, it is prima facie presumed that property specifically be-

queathed or devised was intended by the testator to pass to the

legatee or devisee in its entirety ; and this presumption will not be

rebutted by a codicil, charging certain pecuniary legacies on all

the testator's estates, both real and personal.^ If, too, an annuity

be bequeathed by will for an indefinite period, the law will pre-

sume, in the first instance, that it was intended to be given for the

life of the annuitant ; but this presumption is liable to be rebutted

by proof that the testator has used words which indicate an inten-

tion that the annuity should be granted, either in perpetuity, or

for a fixed number of years.^

§ 167. It is likewise prima facie presumed that a legacy

bequeathed to a person, who is also named in the will as an

executor, was given to bim in that character, and consequently

if such person decline to accept the ofiice, he must relinquish the

legacy, unless he can show, from the language employed, that

the bequest was made to him independently of his character

of executor, and solely as a token of personal regard.^ When,

too, under the terms of a will, the consent of executors or

trustees is rendered necessary to the validity of any act, the law

presumes, in the absence of any express direction on the subject,

that this discretionary power should be exercised by those only

who undertake the duties of the office ;^ and an executor or trustee,

who, even without any formal renunciation or disclaimer, declines

to accept the ofiice or to act in the trusts, thereby relieves the

parties interested from the responsibility of obtaining his consent.^

It also is presumed, in the absence of evidence of intention to the

contrary, when executors are appointed, and the residuary estate is

undisposed of, that the executors are trustees for the next of kin ;
^

> Miller v. Huddlestone, 1851 (Ld. * Stackpole v. Howell, 1807; In re
Truro); Brown v. Brown, 1836; Reeve's Trusts, 1877 (Jessel, M. E.);
Thwaites v. Foreman, 1844; Dun- Harrison v. Rowley, 1798; Reed v.

boyne v. Brander, 1854. Devaynes, 1791; Dix v. Reed, 1823;
* Conron v. Conron, 1858, H. L.

;

Piggott v. Green, 1833; Jewis v.

Campbell f. M'Conaghey, 1870 (Ir.). Lawrence, 1869; In re Banbury's
=* Yates V. Maddan, 1851; Lett v. Trusts, 1876 (Ir.); In re Reeve's

Randall, I860; Stokes v. Heron, Trusts, 1877 (Jessel, M. R.).

1845, H. L. ; Potter v. Baker, 1850; * White v. M'Dermott, 1872 (Ir.).

Blewitt V. Roberts, 1841 ; Hill v. ' Id.

Ratley, 1862 (Wood, V.-C.j ; Sul- ' 11 G. 4 & 1 W. 4, c. 40.

livan V. Galbraith, 1870 (Ir.
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and that if there be no next of kin (as where the testator is illegiti-

mate), that they may retain the property for their own use instead

of its becoming forfeited to the Crown.* The presumptions of law

with regard to emblements are somewhat capricious ;
-^ for it is

presumed that the personal representatives of a man dying seised

in fee of land are entitled to the emblements in preference to the

heir, but where there is a devise of the land, that the testator

intended them to pass to such devisee.^ This capricious presump-

tion may be rebutted by a specific bequest of the growing crops, or

" farming stock,"* to another party ; but the title of the devisee to

them will not be ousted by a mere disposition of all the testator's

personal estate.^

§ 168. There is a prima facie presumption that the following

terms, when used in wills, bear the following meanings :—The word
" children " is limited—as it also is when employed in the Statute

of Distributions,"—to such children as are legitimate according

to the law of England
; and this presumption will be conclusive,

unless there be something in the will itself to show clearly an

intention to provide for natural children.^ In this last event, such

a child, though en ventre sa mere at the date of the will, is

included in the term.^ The word " cousins," in a will, is inter-

preted to mean " first cousins " only ;— first cousins being persons

who are cousins german, that is, persons having the same

grandparents ; while " second cousins " prima facie means persons

having the same great-grandparents.^ Neither " cousins " nor

" second cousins " will, in the absence of an evident intention,'"

include the children or grandchildren of first cousins, who are

commonly called first cousins once or twice removed." Again :

a testator who uses the word " family " will be presumed, prima

1 In re Knowles, 1880 (Malins, by "Stat. Law Rev. Act, 1888" (51 Y.
V.-C). c. 3); In re Goodman's Trusts, 1880.

^ The old technical term " enhla- ' Dorin v. Dorin, 1875, H. L.

;

vence de blet," for the profits of a EUis v. Houstoun, 1878; Boyes v.

growing crop. Bedale, 1863 ; Megson v. Hindle,
2^ West i;. Moore, 1807 (Ld. Ellen- 1880, C. A. See Laker v. Hordern,

borough). 1876.
2 Cooper V. Woolfitt, 1857. « Crook v. Hill, 1876.
* Evans y. Williamson, 1881, C. A. » Ee Parker, Bentham v. Wilson,

(Jessel, M. E.). 1881, C. A.
* Cooper V. Woolfitt, 1857. i» Ee Bonner, Tucker v. Good,
« 22 & 23 Car. 2, c. 10, as amended 1881.
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facie, to mean the cbiidren, if any, of the person whose family-

is spoken of, and there must be a special context to give the

word a different meaning.' Further, the word " moneys " in a

testamentary instrument, will, in the absence of anything in the

instrument indicating a different intention,^ be confined to ready

money actually in hand ;
^ the word " furniture "—unless under

special circumstances ^—will not include tenant's fixtures ;
^ the

term " debentures " will not include " debenture stock "
;

^ and the

term " unmarried " Avill, unless otherwise explained by the context,

mean " without ever having been married."
''

^ 169. Another general prima facie presumption of law is, that

all documents were made on tJie day they hear date} This presump-

tion obtains, whether the document be a modern or ancient deed,*

a bill of exchange or promissory note,'^ an account,^' or even a

letter ;
^'^ and whether it be written by a party to the suit or not.'^

The rule, however, has been only recognized with reluctance by at

least some distinguished judges, ^^ and it is, moreover, certainly

subject to two exceptiona}^ The first is, where, in order to prove a

petitioning creditor's debt, an instrument is put in signed by the

bankrupt, which purports to bear date before the act of bankruptcy.

The effect of a proceeding in bankruptcy being retrospective,^^ and

to invalidate all transactions which have taken place between the

act of bankruptcy and the time when the adjudication takes effect,

the court feels a reasonable jealousy of a collusion between the

petitioning creditor and the bankrupt, and, accordingly, requires

that independent proof of the existence of the instrument, previous

to the act of bankruptcy, should be given in evidence.'^ The

1 Pigg V. Clarke, 1876 (Jessel, i« 45 & 46 V. c. 6] ('"The Bills of

M. E.). Exchange Act, 1882 "), § 13 ; Ander-
- See Ee Cadogan, Cadogan v. son v. Weston, 1840 ; Smith v.

Palagi, 1883. Battens, 1834.

3 Langdale v. Whitfield, 1858 " Sinclair v. Baggaley, 1838.

(Wood, V.-C); Williams i'. Williams, '^ Potez (^ Glossop, 1848 ; Lewis?,'.

1877 (Baggallay, L. J.). Simpson, 1848, and Angell v.Worsley,
^ I'aton V. Sheppard, 1839. 1849; Hunt v. Massey, 1834; Good-
'= Finney v. Grice, 1878 (Jessel, title v. Millbiirn, 1837.

^. 1{,.).
'^ Potez V. Glossop, 1848; Anderson

•^ In re Lane, 1880. v. Weston, 1840 (Bosanquet, J.).

'' Dalrymple c. Hall, 1881. " Potez n. Glossop, 1848. See also

* Malpas V. Clements, 1850; Potez Butler v. Mountgarret, 1859, H. L.

V. Glossop, 1848 ; Morgan v. Whit- (Ld. Wenslcydale).

move, 1852. '* See also Re Adamson, 1875.

9 Anderson V.Weston, 1840; Davies '« 46 & 47 V. c. 52 ("The Bank-
V. I.owndes, 1843; Doe v. .^tillweil, ruptcy Act, 1883"), §43.

1838; Smith i;. Battens, 1834. '' Anderson y. Weston, 1840 (Dos-
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s-coiid exception is, where, in petitions for damages for adultery,*

letters are put in evidence to show the terms on which the husband

and wife were living before the seduction. Here again, to avoid

the obvious danger of collusion, some independent proof must be

given that the letters were written at the time thej bear date.^ A
f/iird exception to the rule in those cases perhaps now exists, where

evidence of indorsements made by a deceased obligee on a bond,

acknowledging the receipt of interest, is tendered by his assignee,

to defeat a plea of the Statute of Limitations, by the obligor.^

§ 170. In applying the presumption that a document was written

on the day on which it is dated to bills of exchange, the date of a

bill, though prima facie evidence of the day when it was drawn, ia

no proof that it was accepted at the same time. The most that the

law will presume is that a bill was accepted within a reasonable

time after it was drawn, and before its maturity ; and it makes

that presumption, because in all ordinary transactions such a course

of business would be pursued."*

§ 171. It is another prima facie presumption of law that a

person has been duly appointed to it if he has in fact acted in an

official capacity. For it cannot be supposed that any man would

venture to intrude himself into a public situation which he was not

authorised to fill. The legislature itself has expressly adopted this

presumption in the statutes relating to the excise ^ and customs.^

At common law it applies to lords of the treasury,'' masters in

chancery, though exercising special powers,^ deputy county court

judges,^ commissioners for taking affidavits,'^ surrogates,'^ sheriffs,'^

anquet, J.); Sinclair v. Baggaley, Act, 1882 "), § 13.

1838 (Ld. Abinger); Hoare v. Cory- « 53 & 54 V. c. 21 ("The Inland
ton, 1812; Wright i\ Lainson, 1837. Eevenue Regulation Act, 1890"),
These cases overrule Taylor v. Kin- § 24.

lock, 1816. 6 39 & 40 V. c. 36 (" The Customs
1 See 20 & 21 V. c. 85, "The ConsoHdation Act, 1876 "),§ 261.

MatrimonialCauses Act, 1857,"§ 33. '^ E. v. Jones, 1809 (Ld. Ellen-
^ Trelawney v. Coleman, 1817; borough).

(Holroyd, J.); HouUston v. Smyth, " Marshall v. Lamb, 1843.

1825 (Best, C.J.). ' R. v. Roberts, 1878, by Ct. of
3 See this question discussed, post, Crim. App.

§§ 690—696. '" E.v. Howard, 1832(Patteson, J.);
* Roberts v. Bethell, 1852, ques- E. v. Newton, 1844.

tioning Israel v. Argent, 1834, and " E. v. Verelst, 1813 (Ld. Ellen-

Blyth V. Aichbold, 1835, cited in borough).
Pears. Chit. PI. 330, n. h. See 45 & '^ Bunbury v. Matthews, 1844
46 V. e 61 (" The Bills of Exchange (Parke, B.).
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imder-slieriffs,^ justices of the peace,^ constables,' thougli appointed

by commissioners under a local public Act,^ trustees under a

turnpike Act,^ churchwardens,^ overseers," vestry-clerks,^ trustees

empowered to raise church-rates under a local Act,^ weigh-raasters

of market towns,!'' attested soldiers engaged in the recruiting

service," and, indeed, to all public ofiicers.^^ Moreover, no distinc-

tion is recognised, though the appointment is one required to be

either in writing,!^ or under seal,!'* qj, though an action be brought

in the name of the officer,!^ qj. though the title be directly put in

issue by the pleading,!^ or though the proceedings be criminal, (as,

for instance, a trial for the murder of a constable in the execution

of his duty,) and in the highest degree penal." Nor will any

exception to the rule be allowed, even where parties are indicted

for offences committed by them in their character of public officers.

"For example, if a person employed by the Post-office be indicted

for stealing or embezzling a letter,!^ his formal appointment need

not be proved, but it will suffice to show that he has acted in the

capacity charged.'^

§ 172. On similar principles the law prima facie presumes the

^ Doe V. Bra-WTi, 1821. See Plumer v. Barnes, 1S46, which was anaction of

V. Brisco, 1847 ; Eobinson v. Colling- ejectment brought by parish officers :

wood, 1865. Cannelli;. Curtis, 1835, where an aver-

- Berryman V. Wise, 1792 (Buller, ment in a declaration that the plaintifl

J ^ had been appointed and was assistant

3 j(j_ overseer was traversed by the plea.

* Butler V. Ford, 1833, But Tindal, C.J., intimated a strong

5 Pritchard v. Walker, 1827. opinion that it was only necessary

6 E. V. Mitchell, 1818 (Abbott, for the plaintiff to prove that he

C.J.), cited 2 St. Ev. 307, n. r. acted as assistant overseer. This
> Doe V. Barnes, 1846. ruling was cited by Parke, B., in 2

8 M'Gahey v. Alston, 1836. M. & W. 209, 1836.

» E. V. Mm-phy, 1837 (Coleridge, ^^ Haves v. Dexter, 1861 (Ir. Ex.

j\, Ch.); M'Mahon v. Lennard, 1858,

10 M'Mahon v. Lennard, 1858, H. L.

H. L. ; Hayes v. Dexter, 1861 (Ir.); " E. v. Gordon, 1789.

M'Mahon v. Ellis, 1863 (Ir.). »« See 7 W. 4 & 1 Y. c. 36 (" The
" Walton V. Ga^-in, 1850. Post Office (Offences) Act, 1837");
12 M'Gahev V. Alston, 1836 (Parke, §§ 25, 26.

B.) • Marshall v. Lamb, 1843 (Pat- ^^ Clay's case, 1784 ; E. v. Eees,

teson, J.); Doe t;. Young, 1845. 1834 (Parke, B.) ; E. v. Barrett,

13 See cases cited in preceding notes 1833 (Littledale and Bosanquet, JJ.,

to this section. " and Bolland, B.) ; E. v. Townsend,
" Dexter v. Hayes, 1860 (Ir.) 1841 ; E. v. Goodwin, 1828. In an

(Fitzgerald, B., explaining Smith Irish case, some proof of acting with

V. Cartwright, 1851). the sanction of the Post-office autho-
*
1" M'Gahey t^. Alston, 1836; M'Ma- rities was apparently held necessary,

hon V. Lennard, 1858, H. L. ; Doe E. r. Trenwyth, 1841 (Ir.). Sedqu.?
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existence of certain relations in life from parties having acted

towards each other as occupying those relationships. From such

conduct there may be inferred the relations of landlord and tenant,

of partnership, and of master and servant,^ or of master and appren-

tice, even where no direct proof of the existence of any indenture

has been given. ^ A cogent legal presumption is also raised in

favour of the validity of any marriage which is shown to have been

celebrated de facto,^ and will not be rebutted where a minor is

married by licence in her father's lifetime by the mere fact that

the mother's name appears in the register as the consenting party,

and no evidence is adduced as to the consent of the father ; * if

persons live together as man and wife, it will, in favour of morality

and decency, be presumed that they are legally married,^ while this

presumption has been carried in Scotland so far that even where
the connexion was shown to have commenced in adultery, a sub-

sequent valid marriage has been inferred from strong evidence of

habit and repute.*^ Two exceptions to this last example are, how-
ever, recognised in England. Both on an indictment for bigamy,"

and on a petition claiming damages against an alleged adulterer,*

a valid first marriage ' must be proved ; and even the proof of a

ceremony, which the parties supposed to be sufficient to constitute

the relation of husband and wife, is not enough, unless it be shown
to be legally valid. i'* These two exceptions rest on the ground, that

> E. V. Fordingbridge, 1858 (Erie, v. Cunningham, 1814; and Lapsley
J-)- V. Grierson, 1848, H. L. See also

2 Id.
; E. ?'. St. Marylebone, 1824. Lyle v. Ellwood, 1874; De Thoren v.

3 Piers V. Piers, 1849, H. L.; Sichel Att.-Gen., 1875, H. L. ; and Dysart
V. Lambert, 1864 ; Sastry Velaider v. Peer., 1881, H. L.
Sembecutty, 1881, P. C. See Harrod ' 24 & 25 V. c. 100 (" The Offences
V. Harrod, 1854, also ante, § 144. against the Person Act, 1861

"), §57.
* Harrisons. Corp. ofSouthampton, See E. v. Griffin, 1879.

1853. 8 20 & 21 V. c. 85 ("The Matri-
* Doe V. Fleming, 1827 ; Goodman monial Causes Act, 1857 "), § 33.

V. Goodman, 1859 ; Collins v. Bishop, » The seco)id marriage need not be
1879(Malins, V.-C); Sastry Velaider such as would be binding in law, if
V. Sembecutty, 1881, P. C. The same it were not bigamous; e.g., a widower
presumption is recognised by the Ma- maybe convicted of bigamy, if, having
homedan Law (EaneeKhujoorooni-sa a second wife living, he has gone
V. Mussamut Eoushun Jehan, 1876, through the ceremony of marriage
P. C); and by the Eoman Dutch Law with a niece of his first wife. E.^.
as prevailing in Ceylon. Aronegary Allen, 1872 ; overruling E. v. Fan-
V. Sambonade, 1881, P. C. ning, 1865.

« The Breadalbane case, 1S67,H.L.; "' Catherwood v. Caslon, 1844
explaining, or, perhaps, as some may (Parke, B.) ; Burt v. Burt, 1860.
think, explaining away, Cunninghaiii But see Eooker v. Eooker and New-
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CORrORATE BODIES PROFESSIONAL MEN. [PART I.

eueli proceedings, being of a penal nature, require the strietes-t

proof ; and for the exception in cases of adultery, a further reason

is, to prevent parties from setting up pretended, marriages for evil

purposes.^

§ 173. It is not altogether clear, however, how far the presump-

tion, derivable from aciiitg in a particular character, raises a prima

facie presumption that those who have done so filled the character,

which they have assumed, of corporate bodies, or of persons suing or

being sued as professional men, or as filling particular situations. On

an indictment, which charged the accused with obtaining the goods

of the company by false pretences,- parol evidence that a limited

company had acted as such was held sufficient, without strict proof

of incorporation ; but in this case no allegation of ownership was

necessary.'' In an action against a clergyman for non-residence,

the plaintiff was held not to be bound to prove the admission,

institution, and induction of the defendant, but to have given

sufficient prima facie evidence by showing that he had received

tithes and acted as incumbent.^ Plaintiff's appointment as Farrier-

General under the Post-horse Act, was, too, presumed from defen-

dant's having accounted to him as such ;
^ and a solicitor, who sued

a party for slandering him in his profession, by threatening to

strike him off the rolls for misconduct, recovered damages, on proof

that he had acted as a solicitor, without showing his due admission

and enrolment.^ The same lax evidence has several times been

allowed in actions by surgeons " and solicitors for their fees, and by

parsons for their tithes.^ But all these cases, perhaps, rest not so

much upon the presumjDtion now under discussion, as on the

ground that the opposite party had, by his admissions, either by

word or deed, rendered it unnecessary to prove the actual appoint-

ton, 1S64 (Wilde, J.O.). See, also, « Benyman v. Wise, 1791.

Patrickson V. Patriekson, I860; and ^ Gremaire y. Le Clerk BoisValon,

cases cited ante in two last notes 1809. See also Cope v, Eowlands,

save one to § 143-4. 1836. But 21 & 22 V. c. 90, § 32,
' Morris v. Miller, 1767 ; Birt v. has rendered it necessary for a

Barlow, 1779 (Ld. Mansfield). medical man (and 41 & 42 Y. c. 33,
2 E. V. Langton, 1877, C. A. 4 5 (amended by 49 & 50 V. c. 48,
3 By 24 & 25 V. c. 96 (" The Lar- | 26) for a dentist), when suing for his

ceny Act, 1861 "). charges, to prove his due registration.

* Bevan i-. AVilliams, 1775, 1776 * Radford r.M'Intosh, 1790; Berry-

(Lord Mansfield). man v. AVise, 1791 (BuUer, J.). See
* Radford v. M'Intosh, 1790. Green v. Jackson, 1865.
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ment.^ Where no such admission has been male, the safer, if not

the necessary, course will be to prove the appointment in the

ordinary manner ; and to do so seems most consistent with modern

practice and the latest decisions.

§ 174. As a rule, indeed, it is clear in an action for slander on

him in any particular character, the plaintiff must show that he

possesses that character.^ At all events, where, in an action for

defaming him as a physician by using words denying that he held

an M.D. degree, the plaintiff, not content with resting his case on

evidence of having practised, proceeded to prove that he had

received the degree of M.D. from a Scotch University (St. Andrews),

the court having held that this did not entitle him to practise in

England, he was not allowed to fall back upon proof of practice,

on the legality of which he had himself thrown doubt.

§ 175. There are, moreover, three actions, brought by persons

who alleged that they held particular offices, where the plaintiffs

were respectively nonsuited on failing to prove appointment to the

offiC3 claimed, although it does not appear that any evidence was

offered that they had ever acted in the respective capacities alleged.'

These cases, though for this reason, perhaps, not direct authorities,

tend to show what the practice has been, and so far support the

view that the rule which renders evidence of acting prima facie

proof of due appointment, is confined to cases where the parties

occupy a jyiih/ic situation, or, perhaps, where the question of

appointment is not directly in issue.*

§ 176. There are also various prima facie presumptions which

are founded upon the experience of human conduct in tlie ordinary

1 See Smith -y. Taylor, 1805 (Cham- r. 13.

bre, J.); also judgment of Heath, J. ' Sellers v. Till, 1825; Savage v.

2 Collins V. Carnegie, 183-1; Pick- , 1780; Cortis v. Kent Water-

ford V. Gutch, 1787 (Buller, J.) ; and works Co., 1827.

Smiths. Taylor, 1805, where possibly * R. v. Jones, 1774, where, on an

the words implied an admission of indictment against an apprentice for

the character in which the plaintiff fraudulent enlistment, it was held

sued. In actions of this kind, if the that the indenture must be proved,

statement of claim alleged that the is an authority on neither side of this

plaintiff holds a certain office, or question, for that decision rested on

belongs to a particular profession or the ground, that as the actual and

trade, no evidence is now required to legal binding was the fact which con-

Bupport this statement, unless it be stituted the gist of the offence, this

distinctly denied in the statement of could only be proved by the best

defence. E. S. C, 1883, Ord. xix. evidence.
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PRESUMPTIONS FOUNDED ON BUSINESS. |_PAUT I.

coune of business. For instance, a mere holding over after the

expiration of an old lease, even for a long period (such as ten

years), raises no presumption of a new tenancy from year to year ;'

but the receipt of rent raises a legal presumption of a new tenan(y

from year to year ;
^ though either the payer or the receiver of sur'h

rent may repel the presumption, by proving that the payment was

made under circumstances inconsistent with it, as, for example,

under the impression that the old lease was still subsisting.^

Again, if a tenancy from year to year be created, the law presumes

that it was intended to be determinable by either party at the end

of the first, as well as of any subsequent, year, unless the parties,

when arranging th^ terms of the contract, have used expressions

showing that they contemplated a tenancy for two years at least.'*

Further, if a lessor, having mortgaged his reversion, is permitted

by the mortgagee to continue in the receipt of the rent incident to

that reversion, he is during such permission presumptione juris

authorised, if it should become necessary, to sue for such rent, or

to prevent or recover damages in respect of any trespass or wrong

relative to the property, in his own name only.^ Whether, under

these circumstances, the mortgagor could realise the rent by

distress in his own name, is not so clear, but under the old law he

could distrain for it in the mortgagee's name, and as his bailiff.^

The same implied authority is also recognised in favour of a party,

to whom the mortgagor has assigned his equity of redemption.'

Again, in actions of trover, the jury will be advised, if not directed,

to presume a conversion from unexplained evidence of a demand

and refusal.^

§ 176a. Whether paying off a mortgage will keep it alive or

extinguish it, depends upon the intention of the parties ; but, in

the absence of any express evidence, equity will raise a presumption

1 Cusack V. Farrell, 1887 (Ir.). § 25, subs. 5 ; 40 & 41 V. c. 57, s. 28,

2 Bishop V. Howard, 1823 ; Doe v. subs. 5 (Ir.).

Taniere, 1848 ; Eccles. Commiss. v. ^ Trent v. Hunt, 1853 (Alderson,

Merral, 1869. In these last two B.).

cases the lessors were a corporation. "^ Snell v. Finch, 1863.

3 Doe V. Crao-o, 1848. ® Caunce v. Spanton, 1844; Stan-

* Doe V. Smaridge, 1845. See cliffe v. Hardwick, 1835 ;
Thompson

Brown v. Symons, lb60 ; Langton v. v. Trail. 1826 ; Thompson v. Small,

Carleton, 1873. 1845; Davies v. Nicholas, 1836;
6 36 &'37 V. c. 66 (" The Supreme Clendon v. Dinneford, 1831. See

Court of Judicature Act, 1873"), Towne i;. Lewis, 1849.
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in favour of that intention, whicli, under the circumstances, would

be most advantageous to the party paying. Thus, a mortgage

paid off by a tenant for life will, as stated in another place,^ be

presumed to have been intended to be retained for his own benefit

against the inheritance ; but if the owner of an estate in fee or in

tail pays off a charge, a contrary presumption will be recognised,

and the mortgage will prima facie be extinguished.^

§ 177. It is also prima facie presumed upon a general hiring

of a servant, without any stipulation as to time, that such

hiring was for a year, unless, indeed, there are circumstances

tending to rebut this presumption,^ as, for instance, an agreement

to pay weekly or monthly wages, with no stipulation showing an

intention that the service should continue for a longer period than

a week or a month.* This rule applies to domestic as well as to

farm servants. There is, however, this difference between the two

classes, that the service of domestic servants, unlike that of farm

servants,^ may be determined by a month's warning or on payment

of a month's wages." In the case of clerks, warehousemen,

travellers, editors, reporters, actors, ushers, governesses, and the

like, the law raises no inflexible presumption of an indefeasible

yearly hiring from the mere fact of a hiring for an indefinite

period. In all such cases, the jury must determine the question

for themselves, after weighing all the circumstances proved, and

ascertaining, if possible, what usage prevails in the particular

business or employment to which the hiring relates.^

§ 177a. There is a presumption that there was a promise that

the act should be done within a reasonable time on proof of a

promise to marry, ^ to discharge a cargo,^ and in all cases {e.. g., a

1 Ante, § 154. lee, J.); Fawcett v. Cash, 1834.

2 Adams v. Angell, 1S76; Mohesh Ante, § 34.

Lai ('. Mohunt Bawan Das, 1883, P. C. '' Baxter v. Nurse, 1 844. See Hol-
2 Lilley v. Elwin, 1843. croft v. Barber, 1843; Todd i;. Kerrick,

* E. v. Worfield, 1794; R. v. St. 1852; Parker v. Ibbetson, 1858;

Andrew, Pershore, 1828; R. v. Pilk- Fairman v. Oakford, 1860.

ington, 1844; Baxter v. Nurse, 1844 » Potter i.Deboos, 1815 (Ld.Ellen-

(Coltman, J.). borough); Atchinson v. Baker, 1797

» Beest'onv. Collyer, 1827 (Gaselee, (Ld. Kenyon).

j\ 9 Postlethwaite v. Freeland, 1880,

« Turner v. Mason, 1845 (Parke, H. L.

B.) ; Beeston v. Collyer, 1827 (Gase-
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contract to deliver goods) in which the time of completioE has been

left undefined.^

§ 178.2 Moreover, as men are usually vigilant in guarding their

property, prompt in asserting their rights, and diligent in claiming

and collecting their dues, the law prima facie presumes, where a

bill of exchange or an order for the payment of money or the

delivery of goods is found in the hands of the drawee, or a

promissory note is found in the possession of the maker, that such

note has been didy paid,'* or that the goods ordered have been

delivered ;
3 a receipt for the last year's or quarter's rent is evidence

of all the rent previously accrued having been paid.^'^ Further,

the mere delivery of money, or of a bank cheque, by one person

to another, or the transfer of stock, is, if unexplained, presumptive

evidence of the payment of an antecedent debt, and not of a loan ;*

while payment of money of another, which the drawer admittedly

had in his hands, must be presumed on its being shown that a

cheque in favour of the plaintiff, who has had it duly cashed, has

been drawn on the account of the person who held the money,

though it be not proved that the cheque was directly received by

the plaintiff from the defendant, and it be urged that it might

have passed through many other hands.^

§ 179.^ Several prima facie presumptions, moreover, are made

from the regular course of business in a jmhlic office. Thus, post-

marks on letters, iichen capable of being deciphered,) are prima

facie evidence that the letters were in the post at the time and

place therein specified;^ "the olTicial mark of any sum on any

postal packet as due to the Post-office, British, colonial, or foreign,

1 Ellis V. Thompson, 1838 (Alder- v. Cope, 1791 ;
Lloyd v. Sandiland,

son B.)- See Eord t'. Cotesworth, 1818 ; Gary v. Gerrish, 1801 ;
Aubert

jg'jQ V. Walsh, 1812; Boswell v. Smith,

2 Grr. Ev. § 38, in part. 1833 ; Graham v. Cox, 1848 ;
Patton

2a Brembridge v. Osborne, 1816. v. Ash, 1821 (Am.).

3 Gibbon V. Featherstouhangh, * Mountford v. Harper, 1847 (Al-

1816- E"-" I'. Barnett. InOO; Garlock derson, B.).

V GeortSer, 1831 (Am.) ; Alvord v. « Gr. Ev. § 40, m part.

Baker 1832 (Am.); Weidner v. ^ j^letcher r. Braddyll, 1821 ; E. v.

SchweWart, 1823 (Am.); Shepherd i^. Johnson, 1805 ;
E. v. Watson, 1808;

Currie''l816. Ai'changelo v. Thompson, 1811; E.

3a iGilb.Ev. 309; Brewer v.Knapp, r. Plumer, 1814 ; Stocken v. Collin,

1823 (Am.); 23 & 24 V. c. 154, § 47. 1841 ; Butler v. Mountgarret, 1859,
'^ Welch V. Seaborn, 1816 ;

Breton H. L.
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CHAP, v.] NOTICES, ETC. SERVED THROUGH THE POST.

in respect of that packet, shall in every part of Her Majesty's

dominions be received as evidence of the liability of such packet to

the sum so marked ;"^ and if a letter properly directed ^ is proved

to have been either put into the post-office, or delivered to the

postman,3 it is presumed to have reached its destination at the

regular time, and to have been received by the person to whom it

was addressed.^

§ 180. This last presumption, indeed, though generally only

prima facie,^ is in certain cases rendered conclusive, either by
rules of court, or by Act of Parliament. Thus, Order LXVII.
r. 3 of the R. S. C. of 1883 provides, that " notices sent from any
office of the Supreme Court may be sent by post ; and the time at

which the notice so posted would be delivered in the ordinary

course of post shall be considered as the time of service thereof, and
the posting thereof shall be a sufficient service." Under sect. 142

of the Bankruptcy Act, 1883, "all notices and other documents, for

the service of which no special mode is directed, may be sent by
prepaid post letter to the last known address of the person to be

served therewitli," ^ and by the Bankruptcy Eules, as to notices of

meetings of creditors,^—"an affidavit by the trustee, official receiver,

or other officer of the court, or the solicitor in the matter, or by the

clerk of any such person, that the notice has been duly posted, shall

be sufficient evidence of such notice having been duly sent to the

person to whom the same was addressed." There are also con-

tained in such rules special provisions,* as to the service of creditors'

petitions, and the proof of such service with respect to bankruptcy

notices,^ and as to serving and proving service of petitions for

administering insolvent estates,"* while the rules further provide ^'

that, " where notice of an order or other proceeding in court ma^

1 38 & 39 V. c. 22, § 8. Beal, 1821 (Am.); Warren v.Warren,
''Where the address was "Mr. 1834; Kufh v.Weston, 1799 ; Dobree

Ilaynes, Bristol," it was held in- v. Eastwood, 1827 ; Wall's case,
sufficient to raise this presumption: 1872 (Malins, V.-C); In re Hickey
Walter v. Haynes, 1824 (Abbot, 1875 (Ir.) ; Story, Bills, § .'JOO. '

C-J-)- * Eeidpath's case, 1870 (Ld. Eo-
3 Skilbeck v. Garbett, 1845. milly, M.R.).
* Saunderson v. Judge, 1795; « 46 & 47 V. c. 52, § 142.

Woodcock V. Houldsworth, 184(i

;

'' See rr. 184 and 188.
l>unlop V. Higgins, 1848, H. L.

;

^ gee Bankruptcy Eules, 144—8,
Household Fire, &c. Ins. Co. v. » Id. r. 123.
Grant, 1879, C. A.; Bussard w. Lever- i" Id. r. 201.
ing, 1821 (Am.); Lindenberger v. " Id. r. 82.
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NOTICES, ETC. SERVED THROUGH THE POST. [PART I.

be served by post, it shall be sent by rcgiiifcrcd letter."' Again, in

Scotland, any summons or warrant of citation, whether of a party

or a witness, or warrant of service or judicial intimation, may, in

any civil action or proceeding in any court, be executed by posting

a registered letter duly addressed.^ And, under various Acts of

Parliament, the service of notices and other documents by post

(which is indeed sometimes required to be rcgidcrcd post) is per-

mitted. Some of the principal of these Acts are enumerated in

the foot-note, but reference must be made to the provisions of the

particular statute to see if any given notice or document has been

served in the manner required by its provisions.^

1 See, however, 46 & 47 V. c. 52,

§11, which relates to the service of

orders staying proceedings, and is

inconsistent with the above rule.

2 4.5 & 46 V. c. 77, §§ 3 and 4.

^ Some of the princijjal of the sta-

tutes here referred to, arranged alpha-

betically (no better arrangement sug-

gesting itself), under which notices,

&c., may be served by post, are as

follow :— '
' The Agricultural Holdings

(England) Act, 18;«" (46 & 47 V.c. 61,

§28); "TheAlkali.&c. Works Regu-
lation Act, 1881 " (44 & 45 V. c. 37,

amended bb & 56 V. c. 30, § 26)

;

"The Army Act, 1881 " (44 & 45 V.

c. 58, § 163, subs. F.); The Act of

1851 as to Charitable Institutions

(14 & 15 V. c. 56, § 2) ;
" The Com-

panies Act, 1862 " (25 & 26 V. c. 89,

§§ 62, 63) ;
" The Companies Clauses

Act, 1845" (8 & 9 V. c. 16, § 136);
" The Conveyancing and Law of Pro-
perty Act, 1881 " (44 & 45 V. c. 41,

§ 67, subs. 4) ;
" The Copyhold Act,

1894" (57 & 58 V. c. 46, § 57, subs.

1 h)\ "The Corrupt and Illegal

Practices Prevention Act, 1883"

(46 & 47 V. c. 51, § 62) ; The Act of

1844 as to County Eates( 7 »£ 8V. c. 33,

§6); "The Dentists Act, 1878" (41 &
42 V. c. 33, § 39) ;

" The Diseases of

Animals Act, 1894 " (57 & 58 V. c. 57,

§ 48, subs. 3) ;
" The Ecclesiastical

Dilapidations Act, 1871 " (34 & Wo V.

c. 43, § 69) ;
" The Elementary Edu-

cation Act, 1870" (33 & 34 V". c. 75,

§ 81); "The Endowed Schools Act,

1869"(32&33Vict. c. 56,§57); "The
Employers' Liability Act" (43 & 44 V.

c. 42, § 7), on the construction of

which see Movie v. Jenkins, 1881

;

" The Explosives Act, 1875" (38 & 39

V. c. 17, § 85); "The Factories and
Workshops Act, 1878" (41 V. c. 16,

§ 79) ;
" The Friendly Societies Act,

1875 " (38 & 39 V. c. 60, § 30, subs. 11,

as amended by ^2 V. c. 9); "The
Landed Property Improveirient (Ire-

land) Act, 1847" (10 & 11 V. c. 32,

§60); "The Licensing Acts, 1872"

(35 & 36 V. c. 94, § 70) ; "The London
County Council" (see 18 & 19 V.
c. 120, § 22, and 51 & 52 V. c. 41, § 40,

subs. 8); "The Lunacy Act, 1890"

(53 V. c. 5, § 327) ;
" The Mines Regu-

lation Acts, 1872 " (35 & 36 V. c. 76,

§ 71, and c. 77, § 40) ;
" The Parlia-

mentary Voters' Registration Act,

1843 " (6 & 7 V. c. 18) ;
" The Patents

Designs and Trade-marks Act, 1883"

(46 & 47 V. c. 57, § 97) ;
" The Poor

Law Amendment Act, 1844 " (7 & 8

V. c. 101) ; "The Public Health Acts,

1875," for England (38 & 39 V. c. 55,

§ 267); and for Ireland (41 & 42 V.

c. 52, § 267); "The Public Works
Loans Act, 1875" (38 & 39 V. c. 89,

§ 47) ;
" The Regulation of Railways

Act, 1873" (36 & 37 V. c. 48, § 35);
" The Telegraphs Act, 1878" (41 & 42

V. c. 76, § 12); "The Valuation
(Metropolis) Act, 1869" (32 & 33 V.

c. 67, § 65); "The Parliamentary
Voters' Registration Act, 1843," for

England (6 & 7 V. c. 18, on construc-

tion of which, see Bishop v. Helps,

1845; Hickton v. Antrobus, 1846;

Bayley v. Overseers of Nantwich,
1846; Lewis V.Evans, 1874; Hornsby
V. Bolton, 1856 ; Hannsford v.White-
way, 1856) ; and for Ireland, 13 & 14

V. c. 69, §§ 113, 114.
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CHAP, v.] PKESUMPTIONS FOUNDED ON BUSINESS.

§ 180a. Where by the course of business in a public department

a thing has taken place which would not have been allowed to

occur without the previous performance of certain formalities, it

will be presumed that those formalities have taken place. Thus,

on its being sliown that the Custom-house would not have allowed

goods to be entered without an indorsement on the licence, under

which the vessel in which they came was sailing, of the time of her

clearance, such an indorsement will be presumed to have been

made ;' and on proof that goods, which cannot be exported without

licence, were entered at the Custom-house for exportation, a licence

to export them will be presumed.

^

§ 181. A similar presumption to that just mentioned is some-

times drawn from the usual course of men's private offices and

business, where the primary evidence of the fact is wanting.^ For

example, underwriters upon a foreign ship or a foreign voyage are

presumed to know the usages and laws of foreign states which

affect that ship or that voyage, because such knowledge is neces-

sary for the due conduct of the business ;
* an underwriter is often

presumed, as a matter of fact, though not as one of lavv,^ to know
the contents of Lloyd's Shipping List, to which, in the ordinary

course of business, he has access ;
" a man who deals in a particular

market will be taken to act according to the custom of that

market ; a man who, if he directs another to make a contract at a

particular place, will be presumed to intend that the contract

should be made according to the usage of that place ; ^ so that a

person employing a broker on the Stock Exchange impliedly

authorises him to act in accordance with the rules there established,

provided only that they be reasonable, or, in other words, legal ;
*

and this whether the principal himself be or be not acquainted

' Butler V. Allnutt, 1816. This presumption is strictly con-
* Van Omeron v. Dowick, 1809. fined to cases where the assured has
' Doe V. Turford, 1832 ; Champ- made no representation inconsistent

neys v. Peek, 1816; Pritt v. Fair- with the list, which is calculated to
clou^h, 1812. mislead the underwriter. Id.

* Young V. Turing, 1841 (Ld. ' Bayliflfe v. Butterworth, 1847
Abiuger)

;
Noble V. Kennoway, 1780 (Alderson, B.); Pollock v. Stablea,

(Ld. Mansfield). 1848 ; Graves v. Legg, 1857 ; Buckle
* Morrison v. The Universal Mar. v. Knoop, 1867. See post, §§ 1160

Ins. Co., 1872. et seq.
* Mackintosh v. Marshall, 1843. « See Pearson v. Scott, 1878.
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PRESUMPTIONS FOUNDED ON BUSINESS. [PART I.

with the rules by which such brokers are governed.^ This latter

doctrine, however, will not be carried too far ;2 and therefore where

goods were shipped at Liverpool, and the bill of lading was

indorsed to parties residing in New South Wales, evidence of a

local usage in Liverpool, affecting the construction of the written

contract, was held inadmissible as against the indorsees, in the

absence of proof that they were acquainted with the usage.^

Moreover, "Lloyd's" at the Eoyal Exchange is not a market

within the rule, and the usage there prevalent among insurance

brokers is not such a general usage as to bind merchants and ship-

owners unacquainted with its existence.'' Indeed, it is doubtful

whether the doctrine applies in its full force to cases of maritime

insurance, and authorities^ are not wanting which " look the other

"6way.

§ 182. The presumption arising from the usual course of men's

private offices and business, again, gives rise, where letters or

notices properly directed to a gentleman are left with his servant,

to a prima facie presumption that they reached his hands;" while

the fact of sending a letter to the post-office will in general be

regarded by a jury as presumptively proved, if the letter be shown

to have been handed to, or left with, the clerk, whose duty it was

in the ordinary course of business to carry it to the post, and he

declares that, although he has no recollection of the particular

letter, he invariably took to the post-office all letters that either

were delivered to him, or were deposited in a certain place for that

purpose.^ But it has been held at Nisi Prius that neither proof of

1 Sutton V. Tatham, 1839 ; recog- 1821 ; Gabay v. Lloyd, 1825.

nised in Baylitie v. Butterworth, * Bartlett t-. Pentland, 1830; (jabay

1847; Pollock V. Stables, 1848; Bay- i;. Lloyd, 1825.

leyv.Wilkms, 1849; Taylor v.Strav, « gayliffe v. Butterworth, 184.

1857; Hodgkinson v. KeUy, 1868; (Ld. A\ ensleydale).

Coles V. Bristowe, 1868, C. A. ;

' Maegregor v. Keily, 1849. This

Bowrin'' v. Shepherd, 1870 ; Grissell presumption is sometimes conclusive,

V Bristowe, 1868; Duncan t^. Hill, as, for instance, m the case of a notice

1871. See Nickalls v. Merry, 1875, to quit served at the tenant's house

-g; 2j' on one of his servants. Tanham v.

*2

See Eobinson v. MoUett, 1875, Nicholson, 1872, H. L.

^ _Dee jxuu
^ Skilbeck v. Garbett, 1845 ; Beth-

3 Kirchner v. Venus, 1859, P. C. erington v. Kemp. 1815 ;
Trotter v.

But see The Steamship Co. Xorden v. Maclean, 1875 ;
Ward v. Ld. Londes-:

Dempsey, 1876. borough, 1852; Spencer r. Thompson,

* Sweeting v. Pearce, 1861, Ex. Ch.

;

1856 (Ir.). So, in Scorlan.l, ' where

Scott V. Irving, 1830 ; Todd -•. Reid, there is proof of the regidar pnictK e
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CHAP, v.] WORKING OF SCIENTIFIC INSTRUMENTS.

the possession of a letter by a deceased person for the purpose of

posting, nor of an entry in a postage book made by him in the

ordinary course of business, is sufficient legal proof of the postage

of a letter.^

§ 183. The working accuracy of scientific instruments is also

presumed. For example, in the absence of evidence to the

contrary, a jury would be advised to rely on the correctness of a

watch or clock, which had been consulted to fix the time when a

certain event happened; a thermometer would be regarded as a

sufficiently safe indication of the heat of any liquid in whi(.'h it had

been immersed ; a pedometer would afford prima facie evidence of

the distance between two places which had been traversed by the

wearer ; and similar prima facie credit would be given to aneroids,

anemometers, and other scientific instruments ; and blood stains are

every day detected by means of known chemical tests. Indeed,

in some instances this presumption has been recognised by the

legislature.'-

§ 184. Various presumptions are again recognized in the law of

partnership. The mere fact of participation in the net profits of a

business was, prior to 1860, supposed,^ by an arbitrary and absolute

presumption of law, to constitute a partnership. In that year the

House of Lords, in the well-known case of Cox i\ Hickman,^

however, denied the existence of any legal presumption to this

effect. Consequently, although a right to share in the profits of

trade is a strung test of partnership, and, when standing alone, will

even justify a jury in presuming its existence, the question whether

or not several persons are partners must, nevertheless, in each case

depend on the real intention and contract of the parties.^ And

of a house of business to despatch its facie evidence of the quantity " of gas

letters in a particular manner to or water consiimed bee 34 & do \

the post-otBce, it is not necessary to c. 41, § 20 ; 38 & 39 V. c. bo, § 59 ;
41

prove that the individual letter in & 42 V. c. 52, §69, Ir.

question ^^as so despatched." Dick- ' Waugh v. Carver, 1/93; Pott t.

son Ev. § 6, and cases cited in n. e. Eyton, 1846,

1 Rowland v. De Vecchi, 1882
;

1860, H. L.

,j) J \ 5 Mollwo, March & Co. v. The Ot.
_

2 Thus under "The Gas Works ofWards, 1872, P.C; Eossv.Parkyns, t

Clauses Act, 1871," and the Public 1875 ; Pooley ^- l^^™''
l^l^i^ ;

Ex p.

Health Acts of 1875 for England, Tennant, Re Howard, 18/7, C.A^;

and 1878 for Ireland, the register of Ex p. Delhasse, Re Megevand, 186/,
^

a gas or water meter " shall be prima C. A. ;
Pawsey v. Armstrong, 1881.
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PRESUMPTIONS IN LAW OF PARTNERSHIP. [PART I.

the Partnership Act, 1865 ^ (commonly called Bovill's Act), enables

loans of money and contracts for remuneration to be made and

annuities to be granted by partnerships without making the

recipient a partner. And in partnership law, it is still presumed

—

in the absence of any contract between partners, or any dealing

from which a contract may be implied,—both in England ^ and in

America,"' following the civil law,^ that the business has been con-

ducted on terms of an equal partnership ; and, consequently, that

each partner has a right to insist on an equal participation in

profit and loss. It has even been held at Nisi Prius, that, in the

absence of all evidence on the subject, partners must be presumed

to be interested in equal proportions in the partnership atock.^

§ 185. Every member in an ordinary trading copartnership is

moreover presumed to be intrusted with a general authority to enter

into contracts on behalf of the firm for the usual pui'poses of the

business, and, consequently, to be empowered to borrow mone}^

and to contract or pay debts, on account of the partnership, and to

make, draw, indorse, and accept negotiable securities in the firm's

name.'' Similar powers, however, are not presumed to exist in the

case of mining copartnerships. Accordingly one of several co-

adventurers in a mine has no authority, as such, to negotiate any

bill on behalf of his fellows," or to pledge the credit of the general

body for money borrowed for the purposes of the concern.^ Still

less have the members of a firm, not established for trading pur-

poses (as, for example, a firm of solicitors) any implied authority

to bind each other by drawing or indorsing bills of exchange, or

making promissory notes or even post-dated cheques.® Nor in an

1 28 & 29 V. c. 86. * Farrar v. Beswick, 1836 (Lord
2 Stewart v. Forbes, 1849 (Lord Wcnsleydale).

Cottenham, C, recognising ruling of ® Jenkins v. Morris, 18-17 ; Ex p.

Lord Eldon in Peacock v. Peacock, Darlington, &c. Bank Co., Ee Riches
1809); Webster v. Brav, 1848; and Marshall's Trust Deed, 1864;
M-Gregort'.Bainbrigge, 1848; Eobin- Story, Part. §§ 102, 124, 125. Bk. of

son V. Andeison, 1855; Collins v. Australasia v. Breillat, 1847, P. C.

Jackson, 1862; Story, Part. § 24. See Maclae i;. Sutherland, 1854.

But see contra. Peacock v. Peacock, ' Dickinson v. Valpy, 1829.

1809(Ld.Ellenborough); and Tomp- « Eicketts r. Bennett, 1847; Bur-
son V. Williamson, 1831. mester v. Norris, 1851. See In re

3 Gould V. Gould, 1830 (Am.). German Mining Co., 1853; and post,

Inst. lib. 3, tit. 26, § 1 ; Dig. lib. § 1185 ad fin.

17, tit. 2, § 29. 9 Forster v. Mackreth, 1867 ; Hed-
ley V. Bainbridge, 1842.
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CHAP, v.] PRK8UMPTI0NW KESPECTING PARTNERS.

ordinary partnership has one member of a firm power to bind the
others by contracts out of the ordinary mode of the partnership
dealings, merely because they are reasonable acts towards effecting
the partnership purposes. ^ Consequently, where a partner signed
a guarantee in the name of the firm for the purpose of giving effect
to a transaction within the scope of the partnership dealhigs, it

was, in the absence of proof of any usage, and of any recognition
by the other partners, held that the firm was not bound by the
guarantee.

2 Had any evidence been given of the adoption of the
act by the other partners, the result would, of course, have been
different.^

§ 186. Presumptions are also made in the law of agcnaj. Thus,
when a seller deals with an agent resident in this country, and
acting for a foreign principal, he is presumed not to contract with
the foreigner, but to simply trust the party with whom he actually
makes the bargain." This, however, is at best ^ a mere presumption
of fact, liable to be rebutted by any evidence, whether extrinsic or
intrinsic, that credit was intended to be given to the foreign
principal.^

§187. One or two presumptions also attach to particular trades,
having been originally founded on principles of public policy.^
Thus with regard to common carriers. If goods intrusted « to a
common carrier be lost or damaged, the law will conclusively
presume that the carrier has been guilty of negligence, unless he
can show that the loss or damage was occasioned by " the act of
God," or by the Queen's enemies.^ Similarly the loss or damage

' See Bishop V. Countess of Jersey, v. Kekule, 1854

^^^P +.1 wn- ,o
' Best, Ev. 528-530.

rumJ fI n ^'^^'T"' ^^tti "T- " ^^^ ^^« 'i^^^ ^«t extend to alulmg Ex p. Gardom 1808. See passenger's luggage placed in the

Duncani T^w'l ^°V."i^^ ^^X^'
«--« carriage ^?hlinfon a railway

!

Duncan
7;. Lowndes, 181,3. One and if such luggage be lost or iniuredpartner, too has no impUed autho- the company will only be hable fornty to bind another by submission the damage on ^roo/of^the ne^liienceo arbitration. Hatton .. Eoyle, of their servants. •'Bei-gheim..Gt!

3« ^-1 A ^r .
East. By. Co., 1878, C. A.

AT
Sandilands v Marsh, 1819. See « Boss v. Hill, 1846 fTindal C J VMaclae . Sutherland 1854. Coggs .. Bernai'd, 1704 M Holt)

^
Heald.. Kenworthy, 1855 (Parke, See Jost, § 1172. The Scotch ifw o^

'fi Tt ia T.,,f +^^ *. 1 1. nr
this subject IS now embodied in § 17

T ^ ^o.P^ .
*^^^ strongly by Mr. of 19 & 20 V. c. 60 which enactsJustice Story m Story Agen. § 290. that " all carriers iov hire of good^Green t,. Kopke, 1856; Mahoney within Scotland shall be liabfe S

T.—VOL. I.
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PRESUMPTIONS RESPECTING INNKEEPERS. [PAllT I.

of luggage, while under the custody of a stage-coachman, a cah-

man, or even a gratuitous bailee, raises a prima facie inference of

want of care, which, in the absence of evidence to the contrary,

renders the bailee liable to an action.^ Again, with regard to

innkeepers. Where chattels not exceeding in value the sum of

thirty pounds,^ have been lost by a guest ^ in a public inn,—which

term seems to include an hotel, a tavern, and a coffee-house,*—

or injured there, the prima facie presumption is that the loss or

injury was occasioned by the negligence, or, at least, through the

defect, of the innkeeper or his servants :
^ but on proof that it was

caused by the negligence of the guest, the landlord's responsibility

will cease.' The salaried manager of an hotel belonging to a

company, is not regarded as an " innkeeper " within this rule,

though the hotel licence may have been granted to himself

personally.'^

§ 188. A presumption of negligence sometimes may be made (if

a jury think fit) from the inere happening of an accident, if it be one

which, in the ordinary course of things, does not happen to those

who use proper care in the management of their business, and

therefore affords reasonable evidence of negligence, in the absence

make goodto the owner of siicli goods Act, 1863"), interprets the word

all losses arising from accidental fire, "inn " as meaning " any hotel, mu,

while such goods are in the custody tavern, public-house, or other place

or possession of such carriers." of refreshment, the keeper of which

1 Eoss V. Hill, 1846; Harris v. is ,now by law responsible lor the

Costar, 1825 ;
Coggs v. Bernard, goods and property of his guests."

17U4
' See Gt. North. Ey. Co. v. See Doe v. Laming, 1814 ;

and E. v.

Sheppard, 1852. Eymer, 1877. A boardmg-house or

« The common law liabilitv of inn- lodging-house keeper has no duty

keepers has been restricted by 26 & imposed upon him by law to take

27 V c 41 ("The Innkeepers Lia- care of his lodgers goods. Holder

bility Act, 1863 "), and is now limited v. Soulby, 1860 ;
Dansey v. Eichard-

to 30/., save as to goods deposited for son, 1854.
,0,0111-

safe custody, and as to horses and * Dawson t;. Chanmey, 1K3; Mor-

carriages, if the inn has a copy of gan v. Eavey, 1861 ;
Eichmond v.

S 1 of the Act exhibited in a con- Smith, 1830 ; Burgess v. Clements,

spicuous part of its hall or entrance. 1815; Armistead v. Wilde, 1 80 1 ;

As to the construction of the Act, Calye's case, 1583 ; Day v. Bather,

there is a case of Moss v. Eussell, 1863. _

1884 C. A. i^ee, as to this point, ^ Armistead v. Wilde, I80I
;
bas-

Spice V. Bacon. 1877, C. A. hill v. Wright 1856 ;
Morgan v.

3 The depositor must be a guest. Eavey, 1860 ;
Filipowski v. Merry-

See as to what constitutes a guest, weather, 1860; Oppenheim v. White

Strauss ^^ County Hotel Co., 1883. Lion Hotel Co., 187 1 ;
Spice v. Bacon,

* Thompson v. Lacy, 1820 ; Turrill 1877, C. A.

V. Crawley, 1849. § 4 of 26 & 27 V. ' Dixon v. Birch, 1872.

c. 41 ("The Innkeepers' Liability
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CHAP, v.] PRESUMPTIONS RESPECTING ACCIDENTS.

of any explanation by the defendant.^ F(ir example, this has been

done where the injury complained of was caused, either by a col-

lision between two railway trains belonging to the same company,^

by a railway carriage having, during the journey, unaccountably

left the rails,^ or by a barrel of flour falling on a man out of a

warehouse window while he was walking in the street below.^ On
the other hand, where a ladder, inside a private house, from some

unexplained cause fell against an upper window and broke it, and

the glass in falling damaged the eye of a person passing by, the

proof of these facts alone was held insuflScient to fix the owner of

the house with negligence.^ And the mere happening of an acci-

dent does not raise a presumption that an injury, which was caused

to a person by his acting with rashness to avoid an imaginary

danger, that he erroneously supposed had arisen owing to such

accident, is attributable to the negligence which originally occasioned

such accident.* Indeed, an accident will not be presumed to have

been attributable to it in all cases where negligence by the defen-

dant is proved. If the facts are equally consistent with its having

been caused by some voluntary act of the plaintiffs, a case should

only be left to the jury (1) where the circumstances make it a

question of fact whether such voluntary act of the plaintiff was

negligent or not ; or (2) where the circumstances are such that an

inference that the defendant could, by reasonable care, have avoided

the accident would not be unreasonable.^

§ 189. Various prima facie and disputable presumptions arise,

again, in respect of i)fends. Thus, infants between seven years

and fourteen, are prima facie presumed to be unacquainted with

guilt, and therefore cannot be convicted, unless the jury shall be

satisfied from the evidence, that, when the offence was committed,

they had a guilty knowledge that they were doing wrong.^ This

^ Cases cited infra, note ^ « Higgs v. Maynard, 1866 ; Wel-
* Skinner v. Lond. &Brigliton Ey. fare v. Lond. & Brigh. Ey. Co., 1869.

Co., 1850. See Moffatt v. Bateman, 1869.
3 Flannery v. Watevf. & L. Ey. ^ Kearney v. Gt. Southern & Wes-

Co., 1877 (Ir.). tern Ey. Co., 1886 (Ir.). Compare
* Byrne v. Boadle, 1863; Scott v. Jones v. Boyce, 1816; Davie v.

Lond. Dock Co., 1865 ; Kearney v. London & S. W. Ey. Co., 1883.
Lond. & Brigh. Ey. Co., 1871, Exch. '^ Coyle v. Great North of Lreland
Ch. Ey. Co., 1887 (L-.).

8 Euss. C. & M. 1—5.
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PRESUMPTIONS RESPECTING INFANTS. [PART I.

rule, though perhaps originally adopted in favorem vitce with

respect to capital oifences only,' has for many years past been ex-

pressly held applicable to all felonies.^ There seems no reason, on

principle, why it should not also be extended to misdemeanors,

with the exception, perhaps, of those where an infant occupier of

lands, charged with the repair of a bridge or road, might be

indicted for non-repair.^ The test of juvenile exemption pro-

pounded by Lord Hale, is whether the accused was capable of

discerning " between good and evil." * These words are sufficiently

indefinite, since they may apply either to legal responsibility or to

moral guilt ; ^ and many children of tender years, though perfectly

well aware that it is wrong to take what does not belong to them

(who are consequently, according to this test, fit subjects for

punishment), may yet be only partially acquainted with the sinful

nature of theft, and be wholly ignorant that it is a crime against

the law of the land.^

§ 190. The law also recognises certain presumptions with respect

to married icomen. Thus, if a wife commit a felony,^ other

1 1 Hale, c. 3.

2 R. V. Owen, 1830.
8 R. V. Sutton, 1835.
* 1 Hale, 27.
* See 30 Law Mag. 24, and article on

M'Naughten's trial in Leg. Obs. for

May 27, 1843, as to the dangerous and
unphilosophical nature of this test.

8 The loose and unsatisfactory

manner in which this merciful pre-

Bumption of infantile innocence has

^at least in former years—been

practically rebutted, cannot be more
clearly exposed than by referring to

a statistical return of juvenile delin-

quents, published in the present

reign. By these it appears that, out

of 297 children under the age of

fifteen, committed in the metropolis

alone during a single year, 238 were

actually convicted; and of these no

fewer than 36 were sentenced to

transportation. See Porter's Statist.

Tables, Part 14, pp. 149, 151, 152,

153. In 1844, 1596 children, under

the age of fifteen, were committed

for trial in England and Wales.

Porter's Progress of Nation, p. 656.

' Some doubt exists as to the

crimes excepted from this presump-

tion. " Thus, Ld. Hale, in one
part of his Pleas of the Crown,
vol. i., pp. 45, 47, asserts that the

presumption is recognised in all

cases excepting treason and murder

;

but in lat&i- passages (id. 434, 516)

he excludes from its operation man-
slaughter also, and cites as his autho-
rity a passage from Dalton, in which
manslaughter is not mentioned : Dalt.

c. 104, p. 267 ; new ed. c. 157, p. 503.

Mr. Serjt. Hawkins makes the excep-

tions consist of treason, murder, and
robbery (1 Hawk. c. 1, p. 4) ; while

Mr. Justice Blackstone, in the first

vol. of his Comm., mentions only
treason and murder (c. 15) ; and in

the 4th vol., c. 2, excepts also crimes

that are mala in se, and prohibited

by the law of nature, as murder and
the like. * * * We would gladly see

the exception extended to all capital

felonies, if not to all crimes punish-

able with transportation, and thus
abolish a rule of law, which was
originally founded on doctrines that

no longer prevail, and which every

maiTied man knows is often diametri-

cally opposed to the fact" : 30 Law
Mag. pp. 9, 11.
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than treason or homicide,^ or, perhaps, highway rohbery,- in com-

pany with her husband, the law presumes that she acted under his

coercion, and consequently without any guilty intent, unless the

fact of non-coercion be distinctly proved. This presumption appears,

on some occasions, to have been considered conclusive, and is still

practical1/ regarded in no very different light, especially when the

crime is of a flagrant character.^ The better opinion, however, now

seems to be that, in every case, the presumption may be rebutted

by positive proof that the woman acted as a free agent.* Indeed,

in one case,^ the Irish judges apparently considered that such posi-

tive proof was not required, but that the question was always one

to be determined by the jury on the evidence submitted to them.

However, a married woman cannot, under any circumstances, be

convicted as a receiver of stolen goods, when the property has been

taken by her husband, and given to her by him.*^ But she may
now be convicted of stealing her husband's goods.^

§ 191. It is somewhat doubtful whether this doctrine of coercion

extends to any misdemeanors. But the better opinion seems to

be, that, if the misdemeanor be of a serious nature, as, for instance,

the uttering of base coin,^ the wife will be protected in like manner

as in cases of felony. The protection does not, however, extend to

assaults and batteries,^ or to the offence of keeping a brothel.^*'

Indeed, it* is probable that in all inferior misdemeanors, the pre-

sumption,—if admitted at all,—would be held liable to be defeated

1 See E. V. Manning, 1849. » E. v. Stapleton, 1828 (Ir.).

2 In E. V. Stapleton, 1828 (Ir.), the « E. v. Brooks, 1853. See E. v.

majority of the judges thought that Wardroper, 1860.

this presumption does not apply to '' See " The Married Women's Pro-
highway robbery. It certainly does perty Act, 1882" (45 & 46 V. c. 75),

not apply to a case of felonious §§12, 16, amended by " The Married
wounding with intent to disfigure. Women's Property Act, 1884 " (47 &
or to do giievous bodily harm : E. v. 48 V. c. 14); E. v, Bnttleton, 1884
Smith, 1858. But see E. v. Torpey, (Ct. of Crim. App.). Formerly she

1871. could not be convicted, even if she
^ 1 Hale, 45; E. v. Archer, 1826. had committed adultery and fled with

See E. V. Torpey, 1871. her paramour, taking the goods with
* See 7 Eep. of Crim. Law Com., her. E. v. Kenny, 1877.

p. 21 ; 30 Law Mag., pp. 9—12 ; E. « E. v. ConoUy, 1829 (Bavley, J.)

;

V. Hughes, 1813; E. v. Pollard, 1838 E. v. Price, 1837 ; Anon., 1841 (Ir.).

(Tindal, C.J., and Vaughan, J., in ^ E, v. Cruse, 1838; E. v. Ingram,
a case of arson where the husband 1705.

was bedridden). See, also, E. v. ^° E. v. Williams, 1710.
Smith. 1842 (Ir.).
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PRESUMPTIVE AGENCY OF MARRIED WOMEN. [PART I.

bv far less stringent evidence of the wife's active co-operation than

would suffice in cases of felony.^

§ 192. The following prima facie presumptions exist with

regard to a husband's liability for debts contracted by his wife

;

where goods are supplied to family or wife, on the order of a

man's wife, who is living with him at the time, and the articles

are neither excessive in quantity, improvident in quality, nor

extravagant in price, it is, in the absence of evidence to the con-

trary, presumed that the wife was the husband's agent to order

Buch goods.2 But this presumption may always be rebutted by

proof that the husband, while supplying his wife with an adequate

allowance, has expressly forbidden her to pledge his credit even for

necessaries ; and that, too, though the tradesman may have had no

knowledge whatever of the husband's prohibition,^ If, indeed, the

debt has been incurred by the wife while living separate from her

husband, the doctrine of presumptive agency will depend on the

cause of separation. Should the wife have been turned out of

doors or deserted by the husband, or have left him because his

misconduct rendered it impossible for her to remain under his roof,^

she has an impHed authority to pledge his credit for necessaries,^

whether supplied to herself or to her infant child,*^ unless by an

adequate^ allowance from her husband, or by the terms of her

settlement, or perhaps by her own exertions, she be in a position

to provide for her maintenance.^ On the other hand, a wife who

leaves her husband without his consent, and without justifiable

cause, has no authority to bind him by her contracts.^ Where

1 E. V. Cruse, 1838. (Pollock, B.).

2 Lane v. Ii-onmonger, 1844; re- ^ Bazeley v. Forder, 1868 (Black-

cognising Freestone v. Butcher, 1840 burn, J.).

(Ld. Abinger) ; Atkins v. Curwood, ^ Wilson v. Ford, 1868. As to bow

1837; Jobuston v. Sumner, 1858; far this doctrine applies to cases where

Morgan v. Chetwynd, 18H5 (Cock- the wife has retained a solicitor to act

burn, C.J.); Waithman v. Wakefield, for her in divorce or other legal pro-

1807; Manby v. Scott, 1660. See ceedings against her husbaud, see

Eeneaux f. Teakle, 1853; Phillipson Ottaway v. Hamilton, 1878, C. A. ;

V. Hayter. 1870; Movlan v. Nolan, Mecredy t^. Taylor, 1873 (Ir.); Shep-

1864 '(Ir.); Eeid v. "Teakle, 1853; herd v. Mackoul, 1813; Brown v.

Euddock V. Marsh, 1857 ; Jewsbury Ackroyd, 1856 ; Grindell v. God-

V. Newbold, 1857 ; and post, §§ 770, mund, 1836.

771. See also post, § 84J. * Ba/.eley v. Forder, 1868.

a Debenham I'. Mellon, 1880, H.L.; ' Baker v. Sam_pson, 1863.

Jolly V. Eees, 1864 ; Eyan v. Nolan, * Johnston i-. Sumner, 1858.

1884-5 (Ir.) ; Jetley v. Hill, 1884 ' Id.
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husband and wife have parted hy mutual consent, and the wife has

afterwards incurred a debt for articles suitable to her degree, the

creditor, to recover from the husband, must affirmatively show

either an express authority from him, or at least such circumstances

as will justify the jury in implying an authority; for instance,

that the wife has been left without adequate means of support, or

that an allowance promised to her by the husband has not been

paid.^ Under any circumstances, too, the authority of a wife to

pledge her husband's credit is no greater when he is a lunatic

than when he is sane.^

§ 193. Moreover, though a wife has often an implied authority

from her husband to procure goods on credit, an English court

would never, under the old system, presume that she was his agent

for the purpose of borrowing monpij ; and this even though she

were turned out of doors without any misconduct on her part, and
without any means of livelihood, and notwithstanding she might

have expended the whole of it in procuring the actual necessaries

of life.^ But a creditor who had been non-suited at common law

in pursuance of this doctrine might succeed in equity before a vice-

chancellor.* The rules of equity will, in future, prevail on this

subject.^

§ 194. The rule of law as to proving impotence in matrimonial

suits for nullity of marriage is somewhat fantastic. Where the

marriage has not been consummated, and no visible defect is

proved to exist in either party,^ impotence is presumed after, but

not before, the expiration of three years of ineffectual cohabita-

tion.'' This rule, however, only applies where the impotence is not

otherwise proved, but is left to be presumed from continual non-

consummation
; and the court will never rely on this rule of pre-

sumption when other evidence on the subject can be obtained.^

^ 195. The presumptions with respect to parent and child are not

1 Johnston v. Sumner, 1858; Biffin formerly was in equity in England,
y.Bignell, 1862; Eastland i-.Burchell, Johnson v. Maimin"-, 1860 (Ir.).
1870. SeeManby v. Scott, 1660. « See I)., falsely called F. v. F.,

2 Eichardson v. Dubois, 1869. See 1864 ; B., falsely called B. v. B
Drew V. Nunn, 1879, C. A. 1875 (Ir.).

3 Knox V. Bushell, 1857. ^ M., falsely called H. v. H., 1864;
* Jenner v. Morris, 1861. See Ee Lewis, falsely called Hayward v.

Wood's Estate, 1863. Hayward, 1865, H. L.
' The old law in Ireland was as it ** F., falsely called D. v. D., 1865.
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very important. If a parent and a cliild both bear the same

Chi'istian and surname, and this name occur in an instrumiiiit

without any addition of " senior " or " junior," it will be presumed,

in the absence of evidence to the contrary, that the parent was

intended.' For example, if a legacy be left, or a note be nude

payable, to John Holland, and there be two of that name, fatlier

and son, the law, prima facie, presumes that the father is the

legatee or payee. This presumption may, however, readily be

rebutted, as for instance, in the case of the will, by proving that

the testator did not know the father,^ or in the case of the note, by

showing that the son had had it in his possession, or had indorsed

it, or had given instructions to bring an action upon it.^ No pre-

sumption of a promise to pay a debt contracted by the child for

necessaries is made from the mere moral obligation of a parent to

maintain his child.*

§ 196.^ Various prima facie legal presumptions are founded on

the continuance, or immutability, for a longer or shorter period, of

human affairs, which experience tells us usually occurs.* For

instance, when the existence of a person, or personal relation, or a

state of things, is once proved, the law presumes that the person,

relation, or state of things continues to exist till the contrary is

shown, or till a different presumption is raised, from the nature of

the subject." For example, where a jury found that a certain

custom existed up to 1689, it was held, that, in the absence of all

evidence of its abolition, this was in legal effect a verdict finding

that the custom still subsisted in 1840 ;
^ in settlement cases, unless

there be some evidence to the contrary, it will be presumed that a

son, though long since arrived at manhood, has continued uneman-

cipated,^ and that the settlement of a pauper, ^° or the appointment

1 StebLingv. Spicer, 1S49; Lepiot * Gr. Ev. § 41, as to first seven

V. Browne, 1703 ; Sweeting v. Fowler, lines.

1815 ; Jarmain v. Hooper, 1843. ® See argument in Blandy v. De
2 Lepiot V. Browne, 1703. Biu'gli, 1848.

' Stebbing V. Spicer, 1849; Sweet- ' See Price v. Price, 1847, over-

ing V. Fowler, 1815. ruling Mercer v. Cheese, 1842. See,
* Sbelton v. Springett, 1851 ; re- also. The Gananogue, 1862.

cognising Mortimore v. Wright, 1840, ® Scales v. Keys, 1840.

and overruling Baker v. Keene, 1819; » E. v. Lilleshall, 1845, explaining

Blackburn v. Mackey, 1823; Law v. E. v. Oulton, 1835.

Wilkin, 1837. See Bazeley v. Forder, ^° E. v. Tanner, 1795 (AsKhurst, J.).

1868.
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of a party to an official situation, continues in force for, at least,

a reasonable time;^ a partnership, agency, tenancy,^ or other

similar relation, once shown to exist, is presumed to continue, till

it is proved to have been dissolved.' From the presumption of a

continuance of a state of things once shown to exist, it follows that

when a business is carried on by partners after the expiration of

the term Kmited by the articles, it is prima facie presumed, that

such of the provisions of the articles as are not inconsistent

with a partnership at will, continue to apply : Mf a tenant hold

over after the expiration of the term, he impliedly holds subject to

all the covenants in the lease which are applicable to his new situa-

tion ^—and this, though the rent has been advanced," or though

the original lessor has assigned his interest to a third party, or,

being a clergyman, has resigned his living, and a fresh incumbent

has succeeded him ; ^ and that if a man on several occasions

authorise his mistress to order goods from a tradesman on his

credit, he is liable for articles supplied after the termination of the

connexion, unless the tradesman knew of such termination.*

§ 197. The continuance of a debt once shown to have existed, is

presumed, in the absence of proof of payment, or some other

discharge.' It is also presumed, till the contrary appears, that

opinions,'" which individuals once entertained and ex[iressed, and

that a state of mind on their part once proved to exist, remain

unchanged." Every man who has once been sane is presumed to

be still of soxmd mind till the contrary is shown.
^'^

1 R. V. Budd, 1805 (Ld. Ellen- * Torriano v. Young, 1833; Thomas
borough). i^- Packer, 18o7; '23 & 24 Vict. c. 154,

2 SeePickettw.Packham,1869,C.A. § 5, Ir. But see Oakley t;. Monck,
3 Clark V. Alexander, 1844, where 1865 (Ex. Ch.).

a partnership admitted to exist in ^ JJigby v. Atkinson, 1815 (Ld.

1816 was presumed to continue in Ellenborough), explained in Johnson

1838. See, also, Alderson v. Clay, v. St. Peter, Ilereford, 1836.

1816; Blandy v. De Burgh, 1848; ' Hutton v. Warren, 1836. See

and Parsons v. Hayward, 1862. So, Thetford v. Tyler, 1845.

by Hindoo law, a family once joint * Ptjan v. Sams, 1848.

is presumed to retain 'that status, ' Jackson v. Ii'vin, 1809 (Ld.

unless evidence can be given to show EUenborough).

that it has become divided : Mussu- ^" Gr. Ev. § 42.

mat Cheetha v. Baboo Miheen Lall, " For instance, all members of a

1867. Christian community are presumed
* And this, however difficult it to believe the common faith tiU their

may be to say what provisions fall acts or declarations evidence the

within this description : Cox v. WH- contrary. See The State v. Stinson,

loughby, 1880 (Fry, J.); Clark v. 1844 (Am.).

Leach, 1863. See Woods v. Iamb, '^ L)yce Sombre v. Troup, 1856

1866 (Woods. V.-C). (Sir J. Dobson). In Sutton v. Sad-
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PRESUMPTIONS AS TO CONTINUAXCE OF LIFE. [PART I.

§ 1 98. It is on the above principles also a presumption of law that a

person shown to have once been living is, bj English law, in the ab-

sence of proof that he has not been heard of within the last seven years,

presumed to be still alive:' until a time considerably exceeding the

ordinary duration of human life has elapsed. In the civil law the

presumption of life ceases at the expiration of one hundred years

from the date of the birth,- and the same rule appears to have been

adopted in Scotland.'^ In England, however, no definite period

has been fixed, at the end of which the presumption of a continu-

ance of life ceases. In several old cases, however, the possibility of

persons having survived the expiration of terms, periods varying

from eighty to ninety-nine years, w^as neglected in determining the

nature of remainders.* In an action of ejectment, where the plain-

tiff, to prove his title, put in a settlement 130 years old, by which

it appeared that the party through whom he claimed had four elder

brothers, the jury were allowed to presume, not only that these

persons were dead, but, in the absence of all evidence to the con-

trary, that they had died unmarried and without issue.-^ And

ler, 1857, this presumption was held

to he one of fad, which ought not to

influence the jurj' in a case of con-

flicting evidence. See, also, Ander-

son V. Gill, 185S, H. L. (Ld. Wens-
levdale) ; Crowninshield v. Crownin-

stiield, 1854 (Am.). And, on the other

hand, where any derangement or

imbecility is proved or admitted to

have existed at any particular period,

it is presumed to continue till dis-

proved. See Att.-Gen. v. Parnther,

1792; Grimani v. Draper, 1 848 (Sir

H. Fust) ; Johnson i-. Blane, 1848

(Sir H. Fust) ; Dyce Sombre v. Troup,

1856 (Sir J. Dodson) ; Frinsep and

E. I. Co. V. Dyce Sombre, 1856, P. C.

;

Nicholas and Freeman v. Biuns, 1858

(Sir C. Cresswell) ; Hassard v. Smith,

1872 (Ir.); Blake v. Johnson, 1819

(Ir.); Smith v. Tebbitt, 1867—unless,
indeed, it be obviously of a partial or

temporarv character. See Walcot v.

Allevn, 1819 (Ir.); Legeyt v. Obrien,

1834' (Ir.); Airev v. Hill, 1824; White

I'. Wilson, 1806 ; Hall v. Warren,

1804.
1 See, however, E. v. Lumley,

1869, cited ante, § 114.
a " Vivere etiam usque ad centum

annos quilibet preesumitur, nisi pro-

moitiius." Corpus Juris Glossatum,
torn. 2, p. 718, n.q; 1 Masc. de Prob.
concl. 103, n. 5 ; Campegius Tract,

do Test. reg. 350.
^ M orison, Presump. xvi., Car-

stairs V. Stewart, 1734 ; Uubb., Ev.
of Sue. 168. Mr. Dickson in his Law
of E\-id. in Scotland, states, however,
that "a precise limit to this pre-

sumption has not been fixed." 1 vol.

p. 183. For other foreign laws on
the same subject, see Hubb., Ev. of

Sue. 758, 759.
* Weale v. Lower, 1672 (Lord

Hale) ; Napper v. Sanders, 1628 ; Ld.
Derby's case, 1592.

* Doe V. Deakin, 1828; Doe v.

Wolley, 1828. There Bayley, J., in

stating that the jury had properly

made this presumption, relied on the

general rule, that things must be
presumed to remain in the same state

in which they were proved to have
once been, unless there is some evi-

dence of a subsequent alteration. 3

C. & P. 403. It is, however, sub-

mitted that the rule was in this case

strained somewhat beyond its legiti-

mate extent. If presumptions are
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whenever it becomes necessary to prove the exhaustion of remote

branches of a family, the jury may safely be advised to act on very

slio-ht evidence, such, for example, as unanswered advertisements

or ineffectual inquiries. ^ And in two other cases a book kept by a

person has been admitted in evidence, without proof that any

inquiries had been made for the writer, or as to his death, in the

one case after the lapse of seventy-four years,^ and in the other of

fifty-four years only.^

§ 199. On the other hand, where a term was for sixty years, the

court refused to presume the death of the termor at the expiration

of that period, and recognized the possibility of his living after its

expiration :
* and where a person's deposition had been taken sixty

years previously it was held that there was no presumption of his

death, and it was refused to admit such deposition in evidence in the

absence of any proof of search having been made for the deponent,

or any account of him.^

§ 200. The presumption of life will, however, certainly on the

one hand continue for a period exceeding half a century, unless

proof be given either that the party has not been heard of by those

persons who would naturally have heard of him had he been alive,

or, at least, that search has been ineffectually made to find him.'

On the other hand, if evidence be furnished of a person's con-

tinuous unexplained absence from home, and of the non-receipt of

intelligence concerning him, after the lapse of seven //ears'' the

presumption of life ceases, and the burthen of proof is devolved on

fouuded, as they should be, on the presumption could be admitted against

experienced course of events, it was the person in possession. See In re

surely more probable that oue out of Webb's Estate, 1870 (Ir.); MuUaly v.

four brothers should marry and have Walsh, 1872 (Ir.).

children, than that they should all ^ Greaves v. Greenwood, 1877,

die unmarried. In Doe v. Griffin, 0, A.

1812, where a similar question arose, ^ Jones v. Waller, 17o3. bee also

evidence negativing the marriage of Doe v. Davies, 18-17.

the party, who was there presumed ^ Dqq ^. Michael, 1851.

to have died without issue, was given

;

* Beverley v. Beverley, 1690 ;
Doe

and in Richards v. Richards, 1731, v. Andrews, 1850.

where the plaintiff claimed as heir * Benson v. OUve, 1781; Manby v.

by descent, and proved the death of Curtis, 1815.

his elder brothers, the court held that ^ Doe v. Andrews, 1850.

he must further show that they died ^ Gr. Ev. § il, m part.

without issue, since in ejectment no
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the party denying the death.* Thus, where a person whose life is

insured has not heen heard of for seven years, those who have

effected the insui-ance are, at the end of that period, entitled to

have it paid.^ The fixing of this arbitrary period of seven years is

explained by its having been inserted in the old statutes concerning

leases for lives,^ and since, by analogy, been adopted in other cases.^

A period of seven years is also recognized in the various Acts

relating to bigamy.^ Under the last-named statutes on an indict-

ment, if it appear that the prisoner and his first wife lived apart for

seven years before the second marriage, mere proof that the first

wife was alive at the latter time will not warrant a conviction, but

affirmative evidence that the accused was aware of this fact must be

given.^ Although, however, a person who has not been heard of

for seven years, is presumed to be dead, the law raises no presump-

tion as to the time of his death ; and if any one who seeks to

establish the precise period during those seven years, at which such

person died, must do so by actual evidence.'

^ Hopewell v. De Pinna, 1809
;

Rust r. Baker, 1837 ; Loringi'. Steine-

man, 184(, (Am.). In Bowden r. Hen-
derson, 1854, the presumption ofdeath

after seven years' absence was held

not to arise, if the probability of the

exile sending intelligence home be

rebutted by circumstances. See also

M'Mahon v. M'Elroy, 1869 (Ir.);

Prudential Ass. Co. v. Edmonds,
1877, H. L.

2 AVillyams v. Scottish Widows'
F.und. 1888.

3 19 Car. 2, c. 6, § 2. See also 6 A.

c. 18, entitled " An Act for the more
effectual discovery of the death of

persons pretended to be alive, to the

prejudice of those who claim estates

after their death." For the construc-

tion and practice under which, see In
re Pople, Ex parte Baker, 1889.

* Doe ('. Jesson, 1805 ; Doe v.

Deakin,1821 ; King v. Paddock, 1820

(Am.). In Scotland the law on this

subject is embodied in " The Pre-

sumption of Life Limitation (Scot-

land) Act, 1881" (44 & 45 V. c. 47).

See especially § 8. In America it is

not necessary that the party be proved

to be absent from the United States

;

it is sufficient if it appears that lie has
been absent for seven years from the

particular State of his residence,

without having been heard of. New-
man V. Jenkins, 18 >0 (Am.); Innis v.

Campbell, 1829 (Am.); Spurr v,

Trimble, 1818 (Am.); AVambough u.

Shenk, 1807 (Am.); Woods v. Woods,
1802 (Am.). In the New York
Civ. Code, the presumption is thus
briefly expressed:—"That a person
not heard from in seven years is

dead." § 1780, art. 26. As to cases

where the presumjition of life con-

flicts with that of innocence, see

§ 114, ante. Willyams v. Scottish

Widows' Fund, 1888.
5 IJ. 1,0.11, §2; 9G.4,c.31,§22;

24 & 25 V. c. 100 (''The Offences

against the Person Act, 1861 "), §57.
* E. V. Curwengen, 1865. See R.

V. Jones. 1883.
'' Connor, In the goods of, 1892

(Ir.) ; Re Rhodes, Rhodes r. Rhodes,

1887 ; Re Phene's Trusts, 1869,

C. A.; Re Lewes's Trusts, 1871,

C. A. ; Re Corbishley's Trusts, 1880

;

Hickman v. Upsall, 1877, C. A.

;

Lambe V. Orton, 1860; Pennefather

V. Pennefather, 1872 (Ir.); Thomas
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§ 201. Where, moreover, the facts reasonably raise sucli an

inference, a person's death may be presumed to have taken place

before a certain date,i and death may be presumed after the lapse of

a shorter period than seven years—as for instance, if the party,

when last heard of, was aged, or infirm, or ill,^ or had since been

exposed to extraordinary peril, such as a storm and probable ship-

wreck.3 Although the presumption of the common law, indepen-

dent of the finding of a jury, does not attach to the mere lapse of

time short of seven years.*

§ 202.5 Closely connected with the subject '>P the legal presump-

tion as to the continuance of life is that of presumption as to

survivorship, which may become important with regard to the devo-

lution of property. Common instances, affording occasions for

questions of survivorship arising, occur when two persons (especially

when two relatives), i^erish in the same calamifij, such as a wreck, a

battle, or a conflagration. Direct proof can seldom be procured in

these cases. In the Roman law, and in several other codes, recourse

is had to artificial presumptions, whenever the particular circum-

stances connected with the deaths are wholly unknown, such pre-

sumptions being based on the probabilities of survivorship resulting

V Thomas 1R60 ; In re Benham's veniences may no rloiibt arise, but

Trusts, 1868 (Rolt' L.J.) ; In re Peck, they do not warrant us m laying

1860 • In re Nichols, 1872 ; Dunn v. down a rule, that the party shall be

Snow'don, 186:5; Doe v. Nepean, presumed to have died on the last

1833. In Nepean v. Doe d. Knight, day of the seven years, which would

1847"(Ex. Ch.), Ld. Denman, in the manifestly be contrary to the fact in

court's judgment, observes :—" It is almost all instances." 2 M. & W.

true the doctrine will often practically 913,914.

limit the time for bringing the action ^ See, for example, bilhck v. Booth,

of oiectment in such cases [viz., 1841 ;
Ommaney v. Stillwell, 1856.

where the plaintiff claims as grantee * R. v. Harborne, 1835 (Ld. Den-

in reversion of an estate] ; and cir- man) ; Ee Beasney's Trust, 1869.

cumstances may be supposed, as of a ^ Watson v. Kmg, 1815 ;
Patter-

lease for seven years, commencing son v. Black, 1780. In the case ot a

on the death of A., or of a promissory missing ship, bound from Manilla to

note payable two months after A.'s London, on which the underwriters

death and many other cases which had voluntarily paid the amount

might be put, in which it would be insured, the death of those on board

difficult to carry into effect certain was presumed by the Prerogative

contracts, or to have remedies for the Court, after the absence of only two

breach of them, if the parties inte- years, and administrationwas granted

rested, instead of making inquiries accordingly: In re Hutton, 1837.

respecting the person on whose life *' See further on this sub] ect, Hubb.

so much depended, chose to wait for Ev. of Sue. 167 et seq., 758, 759.

ike legal presumption. Such incon- * Gr. Ev. s. 29, in part.
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PRESUMPTIONS AS TO SURVIVORSHIP. [PART I.

from strength, age, and sex. Thus, if a father and son perish

together in the same shipwreck or hattle, Eoman law presumed

that the son died first, if he was under the age of puberty ; but if

he was above that age, that he was the survivor; the principle

being, that in the former case, the elder is generally the more

robust, and in the latter, the younger.^ The French code has

regard to the ages, and presumes that of those under fifteen the

eldest survived ; and that of those above sixty, the youngest sur-

vived ; that if one of the parties were under the age of fifteen, and

the other above the age of sixty, the former survived, and that if

both parties were between those ages, but of different sexes, the

male survived, unless he were more than a year younger than the

female : but that if they were of the same sex, the survivorship of

the younger must be presumed, as opening the succession in the

order of nature.^ The same rules were in force in the territory of

Orleans, at the time of its cession to the United States, and have

since been incorporated into the Code of Louisiana.^ They have

also, with some modifications, been adopted into the State of New

York.4

§ 203. The law of England, however, in such cases recognizes ^

1 Dig. lib. 34, tit. 5 ; Do rubus Works, 38 ; Doe v. Nepean, 1833

biibiis, lib. 9, § 1, 3 ; Id. i. 16, 22, Underwood v. Wing, 1854 (Romilly,

23; Menocli. de Prties. lib. 1, Qucest. M.E.) ; aff. on appeal (Ld. Cran-

X. n. 8, 9. This rule, however, was worth. C, assisted by Wightican, J.,

subject to some exceptions for the and Martin, B.), 1856; Mason v.

benefit of mothers, patrons, and Mason, 1816. See Durrant v. Friend,

beneficiaries. 1857 ; Barnett v. Tugwell, 1862.

2 Code Civil, §§ 720, 721, 722; For the cases decided in the old

Dm-anton, Cours de Droit Frangais, Eccles. Courts, see Wright v. Nether-

tom. 6, pp. 32, 42, 43, 48, 67, 69; wood, 1793; more fully reported

Eogron, Code Civil, Expli. 4ll, 412; under the name of Wright v. Sar-

Touiller, Droit Civil Fran^ais, torn. 4, muda, 1793 ; Taylor v. Diplock, 1815;

pp. 70, 72, 73. Selwyn's case, 1831 ; In the Goods
" Civ. Code of Louis, art. 930

—

of Murray, 1837. In the brief note

933; Dig. of Civ. L. of Orleans, of Colvin r. Proc. Gen., 1827, where

art, go—63. the husband, wife, and infant (if any)
* N. Y. Civ. Code, § 1780, tit. 3. perished together, the Court seems to

5 Alston, In the Goods of, 1892 ;
have held that the prima facie pre-

E. V. Dr. Hay, 1767. The latter sumption of law was that the husband

case (known as General Stanwix's survived ; but the question was not

case) was compromised upon the re- much discussed; and in Satterthwaite

commendation of Ld. Mansfield, who v. Powell, 1838, where a husband

said he knew of no legal principle on and wife perished in the same wreck,

which he could decide it. See, 1767, the court would not presume that he

2Phillim. K. 268, n. ; Fearne's Posth. survived, and consequently refused
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CHAP, v.] PRESUMPTIONS AS TO SUKVIVORSHIP.

no presumption, either of survivorship, or of contemporaneous

death ;i and in the total ahsence of all evidence respecting the

particular circumstances of the calamity, treats the matter as one

incapable of being determined.^ If indeed, any circumstances

connected with the death of either party be proved, the ques-

tion of survivorship may be dealt with as one of fact ,
and the

comparative strength, or skiU, or energy, of the two sufferers taken

into account.^

S^ 204. A prima facie presumption in insurance law is that, if a

vessel has sailed, and no tidings of her have been received within a

reasonable time, she is presumed to have fuuwiered at sea.* By

"tidings" are meant, not mere rumours, but some actual intelli-

gence received from persons capable of giving an authentic account.*

In an action on a policy from an English to a foreign port, the

presumption of loss will arise, from proof that the ship was not

heard of in this country after she sailed, without calling witnesses

from the port of destination to show that she never arrived there.''

to grant' to his representative the

administration of property vested in

the wife, the subject of presumed

survivorship is fully treated in 4

Burge, Com. on Col. & For. L., 11—
29 ; and in Hubb. Ev. of Sue. 1S6,

et seq., and 759—764. See, also,

2 Kent, Com. 435, 436, 4th ed., n. h.

1 By the Mahometan law of India,

when relatives thus perish together,

"it is to be presumed that they all

died at the same moment ; and the

property of each shall pass to his

liviug heirs, without any portion of

it vesting; in his companions in mis-

fortune." See Baillie's Moohum-
mudan Law of Inherit. 172.

* Wing V. Angrave, 1860, II. L.
3 In Sniick V. Booth (1^41),

Knight-Bruce, V.-C., held that a

presumption of priority of death

might be raised from the compara-

tive age, strength, and skill of the

parties ; and accordingly, where two

brothers perished by shipwreck, under

the circumstances wholly unknown,

the one twenty-eight years of age,

and the master of the ship, while the

other was under age, and acted as

second mate, presumed that the elder,

as the stronger and more experienced

sailor, survived the younger. This

case must, however, be taken not

as laying down any rule of larv. but

as merely a finding of fad, under

the particular circumstances.
1 Green v. Brown, 1744 ;

Newby v.

Eeed, 1763 ; Koster v. Eeed, 1826.

But in order to recover on a policy,

there must be some evidence that

when the ship left the port of outfit

she was bound upon the voyage in-

sured. Cohen v. Hinkley, 1809 (Ld.

Ellenborough) ; Koster v. Innes-

1825 (Abbott. C.J.).

3 Koster r. Eeed, 1826(Bayley, J.),

where the statement of a witness that

a few days after the vessel sailed he

heard that she had foundered, but

that the crew were saved, was held

not sufficient to rebut the presump-

tion of loss which arose from the ship

never having arrived at her port of

destination, and not to oblige the

plaintiff either to call any of the

crew, nor to show that he was unable

to do so.

« Twemlowt;. Oswin, 1809 (Sir J.

Mansueld, C.J.).
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PRESUMPTIONS ADOPTED IN INSURANCE LAW. [PART I.

Neither English law nor any general custom has fixed any definHe

period after which the assured may demand payment for his loss,

in case no intelligence is received respecting the vessel insured ; but

among insurers a vessel is in practice treated as lost if she be not

heard of within six months after departure for any port in Europe,

or wdthin twelve months for a greater distance.^

§ 205. Another presumption in insurance law is that if a ship,

shortly after sailing, without visible or adequate cause, becomes

leaky, or otherwise incapable of performing the voyage insured, she

is deemed to have been unseaworthy at the commencement of the

risk.^ This, however, is not really a proposition of law, but simply

an inference of fact which may be drawn by the intelhgence of the

jui-y,^ and it is not so binding that the court will grant a third

trial, after the verdict the other way by two special juries.^

§ 206. Certain presumptions are again, in maritime cases, made

by the Admiralty Division of the High Court, which technically

shift the burthen of proof. Thus, if two vessels come into collision,

of which one was at anchor,^ or " in stays " " at the time, the fact so

far raises a presumption in her favour that she is so far prcmmed to

be without blame ; and the burthen of proof rests on the opposite

side to establish, either that the other vessel was to blame or had

been improperly put " in stays," or that the damage was occasioned

by stress of weather, or by other unavoidable accident. Again, in

the case of a collision between two ships, if the master of either

ship fail to render assistance to the other, and to stay by her for

that purpose, the collision shall, in the absence of proof to the con-

1 1 Park, Ins. 149. By the ordi- obliged to produce any certificate of

nances of Spain, if a ship insured on the loss. Ordonnance de la Marine,

going to, or coming from, the Indies, liv. 3, t. 6, des Assur. Art. 58.

is not heard of within a year and a half "^ AVatson v, Clark, 1813; Munro
after her departure from the port of v. Vandam, 1794 (Ld. Kenyon)

;

outfit, she is deemed lost, 2 Magens, Parker v. Potts, 1815, H. L.

33 ; by those of France, if the assured ^ Pickup v. Thames Ins. Co., 18Y8,

receives no news of his ship, he may, C. A.

at the expiration of a year for common * Foster v. Steele, 1837 (Tindal,

voyages, reckoning from the day of C.J. and Park, J. ; Vaughan and

the departure, and after two years Coltman, JJ., diss.).

ior those of a greater distance, make * The Bothnia, 18fi0.

his session to the underwriters, and * The Sea Nymph, 1860.

demand payment, without being
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CHAP. V.J I'KESUMPTIONS ADOPTED IN MAKITIME LAW.

trary, be deemed to have been caused by the wrongful act of

the defaulter.' Moreover, the infriugement of any regulation for

preventing collisions at sea,- made under the Merchant Shipping

Act,^ 18l)4, raises a presumption of blame as against the infringer,

unless he can show either that circumstances " made a departure

from the regulation necessary," * or that the inflingemeut charged

could not by possibility have contributed to the collision.^ Again,

if a salvor's vessel be injured or lost while engaged in a salvage

service, the Admiralty Division presumes, prima facie, that such

injury or loss was caused by the necessities of the service, and not

by the salvor's default.®

§ 2t>7. Another presumption of maritime law, moreover, is in

favour of the rights of property in the owners, whenever any ques-

tion of derelict is mooted between them and the salvors. There-

fore, where salvors make a claim, as in a case of dereliction, it will

not suffice for them to merely prove that they found the vessel at

sea apparently abandoned, but they must go further and prove that

the master and crew, when they left the vessel, did so without any

hope, expectation, or intention of being able to return, or, in the

technical language of the law, sine spe recuperandi.^

§ 208. Another presumption of Maritime Law is that a ship-

owner,—except so far as his liability is limited by the Merchant

* The Queen, 1869 ; 57 & 58 V. or other vessel have been cast over-

c. 60 ("The Merchant Shipping Act, board several goods or merchandises
1894' j,§ 422. which are in chests well locked and

* Made under Order in Council, made fast ; or books so well secured
gazetted 19th August, 1884. and so well conditioned that they may

^ 57 & 58 V. c. 60, § 503 (1, 2). not be damnified by salt water ; in
* 57 & 58 V. c, 60, § 419 (3, 4). such cases it is to be presumed that

These words mean '

' absolutely neces- they who did cast such goods over-

sary," leaving no margin for dis- board do still retain an intention,

cretion: Stoomvaart, &c. v. Pen. & hope, and desire of recovering the

Grien. St. Nav. Co., 1880, H. L. same: for which reason, such as

But § 17 does not apply to an in- shall hajjpen to find such things, are

fringement of the Thames Eules : obliged to make restitution thereof to

The Harton, 1884. him who shall make a due inquiry
* The Magnet, 1875 ; The English- after them," which has been the law

man, 1877; The Tirzah, 1878; Emery for 750 years and is still in full force

V. Cichero, Ee The Arklow, 1883. and deserves attentive perusal. In-
* The Thomas Blyth, 1860. dependently of dereliction, the Ad-
' In re Cosmopolitan, 1848 (Dr. miralty Division will never decree

Stock), and cases there cited. The more than a moiety of the value of

judgment of the court in this case is the article saved for mere salvage

:

in accordance with the 33rd article of Gore v. Bethel, 1858, P. 0. ; The
the laws of Oleron, "if from any ship Inca, 1858.

T. VOL. I. 177 N



PRESUMPTIONS ADOPTED IN MARITIME LAW. PART T.

Shipping Act, 1894,^—is prima facie responsible for any damage

occasioned by negligence in the navigation of his vessel. To

bring himself within the exemption from liability conferred upon

him by the Act where pilotage is compulsory,^ a ship-owner must

show not merely that he had a pilot on board at the time of the

accident, and that the presence of such pilot was compulsory,^ but

also that the damage was occasioned exclusively by the pilot's

fault.'* It will, however, suffice for him in the first instance if he

show that the pilot's fault occasioned the damage, leaving his

opponent to establish, if he can, a case of contributory negligence

against the ship-owner.^

•

§ 208a. It is a further presumption of Maritime Law that the

legal owner of a ship is prima facie liable to pay for all such

repairs and stores ordered by the master,^ as are necessary for the

equipment and navigation of the ship in the voyage or trade in

which she is emploj'ed, and that in the absence of all evidence to

the contrary,^ the master is the agent of the owner to give all

1 57 & o8 V. c. 60, §§ 502, 503, and

§ 633, infra ; as to the construction

of which, see The Eajah, 1872.

2 § 633 of 57 & 58 V. c. 60 ("The
Merchant Shipping Act, 1894,")

enacts, that " An owner or master

of a ship shall not be answerable

to any person whatever for any
loss or damage occasioned by the

fault or incapacity of any qualified

pilot acting in charge of such ship,

within any district where the em-
ployment of such pilot is compulsory

by law." See Oonserv. of Eiv. Thames
V. Hall, 1868 ; Prowse v. The Euro-
pean & Amer. St. Shipping Co., 18(i0;

The Clan Gordon, 1882. This statut-

able law is applicable to a case where
the collision has occurred within the

limits of a foreign port : The Halley,

1868. 0. A. As to the meaning of the

word "compulsory," see Gen. St.Nav.

Co. V. Brit. & Col. St. Nav. Co., 1869.

As to the m.eaniiig of the term '

' acting

in charge," see The Princeton, 1878 ;

The Guy Mannering, 1882, C. A. A
pilot being on board a towed vessel

will not exempt the tug fi-om lia-

bihty : The Mary, 1878 ; The Sin-

quasi, 1880. See, also, Spaight v.

Tedcastle, 1881, H. L.

' The Earl of Auckland, 1861 , P. C.

;

S. C. nom. Malcomson v. Baldock,
1861 ; The Hanna, 1866; The Anna-
polis, 1861 ; The Lion, Owners v.

The York Town, Owners, 1869.
* Hammond v. Eogers, 1850, P. C;

Pollock V. M'Alpin, 1851, P. C;
Bates V. Don Pablo Sora, 18.)6, P. C.

;

The Carrier Dove, 1863; The lona,

1867, P. C. ; The Minna, 1868 ; The
Valesquez, 1867. P. C; The Victoria,

1867 (Ir.); The General De Caen,
1855; The Mobile, 1856; The Admiral
Boxer, 1857; The Schwalbi, 1861,

P. C. ; The Nethei'lands St. Boat Co.
V. Styles, 1854, P. C. ; The Protector,
1839'; The .Diana, 1840, P. C. ;

Eodriques v. Melhuish, 1854 ; Wood
V, Smith, Re The City of Cambridge,
1874 ; Clyde Navig. Co. v. Barclay,

1876, H. L. ; The Meteor, 1875 (Ir.").

* Clyde Navig. Co. v. Barclay,

1876, H. L. ; The Daioz, 1878; The
Marathon, 1879.

® As to the authority of a ship's

husband to bind the owners, see

Thomas v. Lewis, 1878.
' Mitcheson v. Oliver, 1855 ; Hibbs

V. Eoss, 1866 ; Gunn v. Eoberts,

1874.
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CHAP, v.] rRESUMPTIONS RESPECTING DOMICIL.

needful orders, and has authority to pledge the owner's credit for

goods supplied or work done in pursuance of his orders.^

§ 209. In private International Law, legal presumptions are

sometimes made with regard to domicil. Where, for instance, a

man either has no fixed place of residence, or has two homes, the

scale between which is almost evenly balanced, the presumption is

prima facie in favour of what is called the forum originis, or domicil

of origin ; by which is meant, not the place where he may chance

to have been born, but the home of his parents.^ Intention to adopt

a place as his domicil may be presumed from a person's merely

residing or merely marrying in a country—and a fortiori from

both ^ in cases where the domicil of origin is not known ;
^ though

any presumption which would otherwise arise from the circum-

stances last mentioned may be rebutted by showing that the person

whose domicil is in question merely came to live in the country

for a limited period, or for a special purpose, or that he had no

animus manendi, or settled intention of making that country his

place of permanent abode.^ It will also be presumed, where a

married man has two houses situate in different countries, in each

of which he is in the habit of residing, that his home or domicil

is in that house in which his lawful wife and his establishment of

servants usually remain when he is at the other." In consequence

of the legal presumption in favour of the domicil of origin,^ slighter

evidence is required to warrant the conclusion that a man has

intended to abandon an acquired domicil, and to resume his domicil

1 Frost V. Oliver, 1853; Beldon u. ^ In re Eschmann, infra.

Campbell, 1851; The Great Eastern, * In re Eschmann, 1893; Bempde
1868 ; Edwards v. Havell, 1853. See v. Johnstone, 1796 (Ld. Thurlow)

;

Wallace v. Fielden, 1851, P. C.

;

Bruce v. Bruce, 1790; The Diana,

Tronson v. Dent, 1853, P. C. ; Myers 1803; The Ocean, 1804 ; The Presi-

V. "WiUis, 1855; Brodie v. Howard, dent, 1804; Guier v. O'Daniel, 1806

1856; Hackwood v. Lyall, 1855; (Am.).

Mackenzie u. Pooley, 1 856 ; Whitwell * Bruce v. Bruce, 1790; Bell v.

V. Perrin, 1858. See Atlantic Mut. Kennedy, 1808 ; Lord v. Colvin,

Ins. Co. V. Huth, 1880. 1869 ; Jopp v. Wood, 1865 ;
King v.

2 Munror.Munro, 1840,H.L.; Beil Eoxwell, 1876; Gillis t;. Gillis, 1874

V. Kennedy, 1868, H. L. ; Somerville (Ir.) ; The Harmony, 1800 ;
Guier w.

V. Somerville, 180l ; Forbes v. Forbes, O'Daniel, 1806 (Am.).

1851; Crookenden v. Fuller, 1859; ^ Forbes v. Forbes, 1854 (Wood,

Whicker v, Hume, 1859, H. L. ; V.C.) ; Piatt v. Att.-Gen. of New S.

Lord V. Colvin, 1859 (Kindersley, Wales, 1878, P. C.

V.-C.) ; Hodgson v. De Beauchesno, ' See Udny v. Udny, 1869, H. L.

;

1858, P. C. King v. Foxwell, 1876.
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DOMICIL COPYHOLDS—PEERAGES. [PAET I.

of origin, than is necessary to justify the eondusion that he has

determined to abandon this hist, and to acquire a new dnmieiL^

§ 210. There will, however, be a stronger presumption against

the acquisition of a new domicil in the case of a person who is

alleged to have gained one in a foreign land, than against the acqui-

sition of one at a place where the party would not be a foreigner.-

For instance, a Scotchman would be more readily decided to have

acquired an English, or Anglo-Indian, domicil than a French

one. This is because a man's acquisition of a foreign domicil is a

most serious matter, since it not only renders the validity of his

testamentary acts, and the disposition of his personal property,

liable to be governed by foreign laws, but is calculated to involve

him in a conflict of national duties, and to subject him to the

embarrassments of a divided allegiance.' Further presumptions

with regard to domicil are that it is by law presumed that the

domicil of a wife is the domicil of her husband. Although, how-

ever, this presumption is, as a general rule, conclusive,* an excep-

tion might possibly be recognized in the case of a judicial separa-

tion pronounced by competent authority,^ or where the husband

had abjured the realm, deserted his wife, and established himself

permanently in a foreign country, or had committed felony, and

been transported.®

§ 211. It is a presumption of law with regard to copyhold pro-

perty which is made in the absence of proof of any specific custom

in the manor, first, that estates tail cannot be created, and next,

that if they can, they are liable to be barred either by a common

surrender, or by a surrender to the use of a wiU.^

§ 212. It is a prima facie presumption of law with regard to

peerages that where the limitation of a peerage cannot be dis-

covered, it descends, not to the heirs general, but to the heirs male

of the body of the original grantee.*

1 Lord V. Colvin, 1859 (Kindersley, * Dolphin v. Robins, 1859, H. L.

V.-C); Douglas v. Douglas, 1871 * Id. (Ld. Cranworth, Ld. Kings-

(Wicke'ns, V.-C). down).
- Id. ; Whicker v. Hume, 1858, ^ Id. (Ld. Cranworth).

H. L. '(Ld. Cranworth) ; Hodgson ' Gould v. White, 1854 ; Radford

V. De Beauchesne, 1858, P. 0.

;

v. Wilson, 1754 ; Moore v. Moore,

drookenden v. Fuller, 1859. 1755.

3 i,j,
8 GlencaimPeer., 1796, H. L. ; re-
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§213.' It is a presumption arising from the spirit of comity
which is presumed to exist among nations, and a maxim of inter-
national law, that when the solution of any legal question depends
upon the laws of a foreign state,—as, for example, when a contract
made in one country is sought to be enforced in another,—courts
of justice must, in the absence of any positive rule affirming or
denying or restraining the operation of such foreign laws, presume
that such foreign laws have been adopted by their own government,
unless, indeed, they are repugnant to its policy, or prejudicial to
its interest.^

§ 21;} A. The above appear to be some of the examples of pre-
sumptions of law which are most frequently met with.

§ 214.3 Pkesumptions of fact, it was pointed out, at the
commencement of this chapter,^ are the second of the two
branches into which all presumptive evidence may be divided.
Such presumptions are, in truth, mere arguments, of which the
major premiss is not a rule of law ; they belong equally to any
and every subject-matter

; and are to be judged by the common
and received tests of the truth of propositions, and the validity of
arguments. They depend upon their own natural efficacy in gene-
rating belief, as derived from those connexions, which are shown by
experience, irrespective of any legal relations. They difPer from
presumptions of law in this essential respect, that while presump-
tions of law are reduced to fixed rules, and constitute a branch of'

the system of jurisprudence, presumptions of fact are derived
wholly and directly from the circumstances of the particular ease,

by means of the common experience of mankind, without the aid
or control of any rules of law. Such, for example, is the inference
of guilt, drawn from the discovery of a broken knife in the pocket
of the prisoner, the other part of the blade being found sticking in
the window of a house, which, by means of such an instrument,
had been burglariously entered.^

cognized and confirmed in Montrose Huber, de Confl. Leg. lib 1 tit '>

Feer., 1853, H. L. ; Herries' Peer., §2, p. 538.
>

•

->

Js-s' t?"t
^' '

^^eadalbane Peer., 3 Qr. Ev. § 44, almost verbatim,

. A V.^- except the note.

Bk. of Augusta^.. Earle. 1839 « In Henry VI., Pt. ii., Act iii.,(Am.;; fetory, Confl. §§ 3C-3S; So. 2, Warwick, after contemplating
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§ 215, These presumptions of fact remain the same under what-

ever law the legal effect of the facts, when found, is to be decided.*

They embrace all the relations between the fact requiring proof

and the fact or facts actually proved, whether such relations be

direct or indirect, and whether they be physical or moral. A
single circumstance may raise the inference, as well as a long chain

of circumstances. For instance, the decision of King Solomon as

to which of the two harlots was the mother of the living child,

rested on the general presumption ^ in favour of maternal affection,^

while the famous judgment of Sancho Panza acquitting the herds-

man charged with rape,^ was founded on the ascertained fact that

the prosecutrix successfully resisted the attempt to take her purse,

which the accused made by order of the court.

§ 216.5 Although it is the exclusive province of the jury to fix

the due weight which ought to be given to presumptions of fact,

juries are usually aided in their labours by the advice and instruc-

tion of the judge, more or less strongly urged, at his discretion.

Indeed, some few general propositions in regard to matters of fact,

and the weight of testimony, are now universally taken for granted

m the administration of justice, and are sanctioned by the usage

of the bench.^ Such, for instance, is the caution usually given to

juries, to regard with distrust the testimony of an accomplice,

"duke Humphrey's timeless death," whom she refused to acknowledge,

comments thus :

—

by commanding her to marry him
;

"Who finds the heifer dead, and for rather than commit incest she

bleeding fresh, confessed the truth. Diodorus Sicu-

And sees fast by a butcher with lus also speaks of a King of Thrace,

an axe, who discovered which of three claim-

But will suspect 'twas he that ants was the son of a deceased king

made the slaughter ?
"

of the Cimmerians, by ordering each

See, also, Smollett's " Adventures of of them to shoot an arrow into the

Roderick Random," Ch. xx. dead borly. Two obeyed without
1 See :j St. Ev. 932 ; 6 Law Mag. hesitation, but the other refused.

370. This subject has been success- See Bag>ter"s Comprehensive Bible,

fully illustrated in Wills, Cir. Ev. note B. to v. 25 of ch. 3 of 1 Kings,

passim. * "Sister of mine," said honest
2 Apart from this presumption, the Sancho, to the damsel, "had you

sacred narrative contains not one shown the same, or but half as much
word to show that, after all, the courage and resolution in defendiiig

judgment was really in accordance' j-our chastity, as you have shown in

with the fact. ' defending your money, the strength
^ 1 Kings, ch. 3, vv. 16—28. Sue- of Hercules could not have violated

tonius, in his life of the Emperor you." Don Quixote, part 2, book 3,

Claudian, ch. 15, states that that ch. 13.

monarch discovered a woman to be ° Gr. Ev. § 45, in part,

the real mother of a young man, * See New York Civ. Code, § 1852.
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unless it be materially confirmed by other evidence, for though

there is no rigid presumption of the common law against such

testimony, experience has shown that it is little worthy of credit

:

and on this experience the usage is founded.^ Other cases in which,

though there is no actual rule of law on the subject, similar cautions

should be given, are with regard to the verbal admissions of a

party, (this kind of evidence being subject to much imperfection

and mistake-), or to the effect that little reliance can be placed on

the remainder of the evidence of a witness who has been detected

in telling a falsehood in one part of his testimony.

1 See further as to the corrobora- C. & P. 542, n. (Parke, J.) ; E. v,

tion of acconiplices, post, §§ 967— Simons, 1834 (Alderson, B.); Wil-

971. Hams v. Williams, 1798. See post,

a Oxford Spring Circuit, 1833, 6 §§ 861, 862.
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Conclusive presumptions. — The phrase "conclusive presump-

tion" is a contradiction in terms. There is and, indeed, in the

nature of things, can be, no such thing. The expression, while

possibly sufficient or at least innocuous for the purposes of particular

cases in which it has been used, has brought into the law of pre-

sumptions an almost impenetrable mass of ambiguity. A presump-

tion is an inference of the existence of one thing from proof of

another. It is a creature of logic;— a syllogism where the major

premise is the known connection which human experience establishes

between the fact proved and the fact to be proved. A dry remark

of Chief Justice Chapman (Atwood v. Scott, 99 Mass. 177 (18(38)

illustrates this. " Experience is not sufficiently uniform to raise a

presumption that one who has the means of paying a debt, will

actually pay it. Accordingly, it is held that the fact that a debtor

has had such means is not evidence tending to show that the debt

has been paid."

In all cases where evidence is not direct, it produces convic-

tion in the mind of the tribunal in this way. Where evidence is not

directed immediately to the fact in issue but to facts which tend to

render probable (or improbable) the existence of the fact in issue,

i. e., when facts relevant to the issue are the subject of evidence, the

probative force of those mediate facts consists entirely in this ;
— that

they " raise a presumption " of the existence of the fact in issue.

Strictly speaking, therefore, all presumptions are of fact. Juris-

prudence may intervene, for various reasons, and with various effects,

to assume that certain of the stronger presumptions of fact are

sufficient to establish a prima facie case, in the absence of evidence

to the contrary. It is convenient to call these latter, " presumptions

of law." But such a course is confusing if it leads to any obscuring

of the fact that a " presumption" is, as has been stated, merely the

logical inference of the existence of the unknown from proof of the

known.
The confusion so created is increased if not only the " assump-

tions" of jurisprudence but the rules of positive, even, at times, of

statutory, law are classed among presumptions — " conclusive pre-

sumptions," as the phrase is. When it is said that we " presume " a

certain fact exists because we know that another fact, with which it

usually co-exists, is in existence, it is of the very essence of the ex-

pression that it is permissible to show that the inference is erron-

eous ;
— either (1) Because the major premise of common experience,

to which reference is impliedly made, is fallacious, or (2) Because

the minor premise, that the case in hand comes within the rule, is

itself untrue. If, for example, it be claimed that, as a matter of
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experience, men not heard from for seven years by those who would
be most apt to hear from them are dead, and that since A has not
been heard from by such persons within that period he is presum-
ably dead

;
— we have a case of presumptive reasoning. Without tak-

ing into consideration any weight which judges have seen lit to give
as a rule of law, to the probative force of this presumption we have'
in any case where the death of A. is in issue, or relevant to the issue'
established an inference or presumption of his death. But it must
necessarily be open to the opposite interest to contend and offer evi-
dence to show eitlier (1) That men not so heard from are not usually
dead

; (2) that A. has been heard from ;
— in other words that one or

the other premise of the syllogism is false. If the instance is a fair
one. It follows that all presumptions are rebuttable ;

— from the
meaning of words.

What, then, are conclusive presumptions of law ? They will, it is
thought, be found to have no direct relation whatever to the
law of evidence. They are almost uniformly rules of substantive
law expressed as a rule of evidence. Like other rules of positive law
they determine what facts may be proved in any particular issue'
and as evidence is only directed to the existence of facts in issue
the rules of substantive law which masquerade as so-called
" conclusive presumptions," affect the law of evidence merely by
determining what issues can be raised. But to extend tlie law of
evidence so as to embrace decisions as to what issues may be raised
would obviously be to transfer a large part of the entire rorpus juris
into this branch of tlie law. What facts may be placed in issue in
a given matter is a question to be settled by substantive law
Which of these facts are placed in issue in a given case is a
question of pleading. What may be shown, assuming a fact to
have been placed in issue, in order to prove (or disprove) its exist-
ence, is a question of evidence.
Yet judges only too frequently rule that " evidence is not admis-

sible to prove " a certain fact when wliat they really mean or should
mean, is that the fact itself is not admissible, because, as a matter
of positive law, or under the pleadings, the fact itself is not in
issue or relevant to any fact that is in issue. In any case where
the fact itself is admissible, very frequently the evidence offered
and properly rejected would be entirely competent.

In much the same way, judges have said that a fact is ''conclu-
sively presumed," to exist when, in truth, the rules of positive law
forbid Its existence being placed in issue and have therefore made it
impossible to introduce any evidence on the subject. This has
usually been done for two main reasons : (1) From the confusion of
expression above referred to

; (2) From a desire to conceal the fact
of judicial legislation.

(1) False presumptions. Statute of Limitations,— It is said
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for example, that unless a cause of action accrued within a certain

time prior to bringing proceedings to enforce it, it will be "con-

clusively presumed," tliat the cause of action has been paid or other-

wise settled. This is spoken of as part of the law of evidence. But

where the statute of limitations is relied on to defeat a cause of

action it is perfectly clear that the issue is uot one of paAauent; —
where the defendant supports a plea of payment by setting up a

conclusive presumption of payment under the statute. The statute

itself must be pleaded and relied on, and the only issue is whether

the facts necessary to this statutory bar really exist. Did the cause

of action accrue witliin the statutory period ? If it did uot, has the

statutory bar been waived or defeated ? These are the only points

on which evidence is admissible, because they alone can be in issue.

The fact of payment of the cause of action is not in issue. It is of

no consequence. The phrase that it is "conclusively presumed" to

exist is merely a misleading way of saying so. With the intention

of the legislature, or the grounds of |)ublic expediency on which the

legislature proceeded, the law of evidence is not concej-ned, except

in the matter of construction.

Igxokaxce of Law.— Another instance of the fact that "con-

clusive presumptions " are paraplirases of some rule of positive law

is furnished by the learned author in § 80, supra. The statement

is that " courts conclusively presume that which in a vast number

of cases must of course be contrary to the fact . . . that every sane

person, above the age of fourteen, is acquainted with the criminal

as well as the civil, the common as well as the statute, law of the

land."

It may well be doubted, we may notice, in passing, whether any

authority whatever can be cited for this proposition. The English

authorities seem to be opposed to such a rule.

" There is no presumption in this country," says Mr. Justice

Maule, " that every person knows the law ; it would be contrary

to common sense and reason, if it were so." Martindale v. Falk-

ner, 2 C. B. 706, 719 (lS4fi). So Lord Mansfield, in Jones v.

Randall, 1 Cowper, 37 (1774), said, speaking of the contention that

all the judges knew the laws, " as to the certainty of the law

mentioned ... it would be very hard upon the profession, if the

law was so certain that everybody knew it ; the misfortune is that

it is so uncertain, that it costs much money to know what it is, even

in the last resort."

What is meant by this conclusive presumption apparently is that,

as a matter of substantive law, knowledge of the law is immaterial

on the question of its observance. It is not and cannot, with safety

to society, ever be a defence to a claim of legal liability that the

party said to be liable did not know of his liability. Ko issue,

therefore, can be raised on the question of such knowledge. There-
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fore no evidence can be submitted as to it. The equivalent phrase,
" Ignorance of the law excuses no one," correctly states the rule as

one of positive law. Such a form of statement is not open to the
objection of attempting to incorporate into the law of evidence
something with which evidence has no concern ;

— by saying that a
fact, the existence of which is immaterial, is "conclusively pre-

sumed " to exist. That the latter is the correct statement of the
rule is amply established by authority.

''No system of criminal jurisprudence can be sustained on any
other principle " than that " ignorance of the law excuses no one."
U. 8. V. Antony, 11 Blatch. 200 (1873) ; "No man can avoid a
liability, as a general thing, because he is ignorant of the law.
This is an essential rule of society." Black v. Ward, 27 Mich.
191 (1873).

'• The I'ule is that ignorance of the law shall not excuse a man or
relieve him from the consequences of a crime, or from liability

upon a contract." Martindale v. Falkner, 2 C. B. 709, 720 (1846) ;

'• As he is bound to know the law, he is held to the consequences
of a wilful violation of it, whether he knew of its existence or not.

Otherwise it would be difficult to punish any man for a violation
of law, because it might be impossible to prove that he had knowl-
edge of the law. Hence the legal presumption is that every man
knows the law and that his violations of it are wilful." Whitton v.

State, 37 Miss. 379 (1859) ;
" If a man knowingly does acts which

are unlawful the presumption of law is that the me7is rea exists
;

ignorance of the law will not excuse him." R. v. Mailloux, 3 Pugs-
ley, 493, 515 (187()) ;

" It is a rule of presumption, adopted from
necessity, and to avoid an evil which would otherwise constantly
perplex the courts in the administration of the criminal law ; that
is, the plea of ignorance. Hence the maxim 'that ignorance of the
law excuses no one.' The courts and the profession, however, well
know that this necessary rule of presumption, as often, and perhaps
oftener than otherwise, presumes against the truth." Brent i\ State,

43 Ala. 297 (1869).

That the so-called conclusive presumption of knowledge of the
law is in truth not a presumption is demonstrated when knowledge
of the law becomes a fact in issue or relevant thereto and when there-

fore it is to be established by affirmative evidence. Under these cir-

cumstances the so-called "presumption " of knowledge is found to

have no probative force whatever. For example, where a question
arose whether a wager as to the existence of a rule of law was upon
a rerfahi event ; held, it was not. Jones v. Randall, 1 Cowper, 37
(1774). Where the question was whether a client knew enough
law to understand when and in what courts the services charged
by an attorney were rendered, the court say. " The question is,

whether this bill conveys information enough to a person as igno-
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rant of the law as he may with propriety be. I think that the

client is not to be presumed to know that the business was done in

Chancery, because of the mention of warrants, interrogatories, de-

crees, and the like. . . . Afterwards there comes a charge for ' perus-

ing decrees and reports at the Report-office' which it is said t\ui

client must know could only be in Chancery. I do not agree tli;it

the client is to be presumed to know anything of the kind." Martin-

dale V. Falkner, 2 C. B. 709 (184(3). Where, by statute, all votes

cast at a certain election for a candidate were, if the latter was

known to be ineligible to election, thrown away ;
and an election

was held at which votes were cast for A., who was by a plain pro-

vision of law ineligible to the office in question, it was decided that

there was no such presumption that the voters knew the law as to

prove that, as a matter of fact, they did know it and, by consequence,

that such votes would be thrown away. " It does not seem to me

consistent with either justice or common sense or common law, to

say that because these voters were aware of a certain circumstance,

they were necessarily aware of the disqualification arising from that

circumstance. ... A maxim has been cited, which, it has been

urged, imputes to every person a knowledge of the law. The

maxim is ignorantia legis neminem excusat, but there is no maxim

that says that, for all intents and purposes, a person must be taken

to know the legal consequences of his acts." Queen c. Mayor of

Tewksbury, L. K 3 Q. B. 629 (1808).

In a case where a promissory note payable in Canada was made

payable in '• Canada currency " and this was construed
,
to mean

payment in gold, the contention was made that as the parties

must be presumed to know that, by the law of Canada, th§ note

would have been payable in gold without express stipulation, some

other meaning must have been intended, the court say, " The maxim

referred to in regard to a knowledge of law is misapplied. No man

can avoid a liability, as a general thing, because he is ignorant of

the law. This is an essential rule of society. But the law is not

so senseless as to make absurd presumptions of fact." Black v.

Ward, 27 Mich. 191 (1873). Negligence is not imputable to an

attornev because he followed a widely accepted but erroneous con-

struction of the law. Mash v. Whitmore, 21 Wall. 178 (1874) ;

Morrill u. Graham, 27 Tex. 646 (1864).

The real nature of this "conclusive presumption" is further

shown by the limitations which have been placed on it. '• It must

be confined to presuming that all persons know the law exists, but

not that they are presumed to know how the courts will construe it,

or whether, if it be a statute, it will, or will not, be held to be

constitutional." Brent v. State, 43 Ala. 297 (1869); "Where the

act done is malum in se, or where the law which has been infringed

is settled and plain, the maxim in its rigour will be applied
;
but
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where the law is not settled, or is obscure, and where the guilty

intention, being a necessary constituent of the particular offence, is

dependent on a knowledge of the law, this rule, if enforced, would
be misapplied." Cutter ads. State, 36 N. J. Law, 125 (1873). So
where trustees acted in good faith and under the advice of counsel,

but in an erroneous view of the law, the supreme court of Ohio say : —
" Would it be just under such circumstances to hold them account-

able for their ignorance of this recondite, and I might even say,

doubtful principle of law ? . . . A nmjority of the court think not."

Miller v. Proctor, 20 Oh. St. 442 (1870). '' The familiar maxim
that ignorance of the law is no excuse for the breach or non-

performance of any agreement, because any one is presumed to

know the law, applies only to general public laws, which prescribe

a rule of action to the entire community : ... It has no application

whatever to special or private laws. . . . All the authorities concur,

that ignorance of foreign law is deemed to be ignorance of fart

;

because no one is presumed to know the foreign law . . . The laws

of the other states of the Union are to be regarded as foreign

laws." King v. Doolittle, 1 Head (Tenn.), 77 (1858).

Conclusive Presumption- of Ixtent. — So the learned author,

relying on 1 Greenleaf, Evid. § 18, affirms that " a sane man of the

age of discretion is conclusively presumed to contemplate the nat-

ural and probable consequences of his own acts." If by this is

meant, as a matter of positive law, that if A. has done an illegal

act, he cannot set up in defence that he did not mean to do it, the

statement is correct. In this view, it closely resembles the so-called

"conclusive presumption that every one knows the law."

But if the statement is intended to assert a rule of evidence, it is

not only erroneous, but fairly open to the criticism which the

supreme court of Indiana (Clem v. State, 31 Ind. 480, 484 (1869),

in a well-considered opinion, make on the statement as it appears

in the learned work of Prof. Greenleaf. '' It is not sustained

by the authorities which the author cites in its support. It is

entirely at variance with principles which have received the uni-

form sanction of all the courts in this country and Great Britain.

It is a great inaccuracy, and it is strange that a work which has

passed through so many editions should still contain it. A con-

clusive presumption admits of no proof to rebut it; and murder
is a felonious killing. . . . The purport of it, then, is, that if the

defendant killed the person named by the deliberate use of a

deadly weapon, no evidence to show that the act was done in his

necessary self-defence can be sufficient to rebut the presumption, or

to prove that the killing was excusable and not felonious." The
courts of Kansas refuse even to allow the presumption the prima
facie force of a presumption of law. " The presumption that the

accused intended the natural and probable consequences of his own
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acts is not one of law to be applied by the court, but one of fact to

be weighed by the jury." Madden v. State, 1 Kans. 340, 356 (1863),

" The intention may be inferred from the act, but this in principle

is an inference of fact to be drawn by the jury, and not an implica-

tion of law to be applied by the court." People v. Stokes, 53 X. Y.

164 (1873). In a later New York case (Thomas v. People, 67 N. Y.

218 (1876) the court of appeals sustain a ruling that the facts that

the prisoner used a deadly weapon, and aimed at and struck a vital

part, were presumptive evidence of an intent to kill. •' He must

be presumed to have intended the natural consequences of his act,

just as if he had aimed at the heart of the deceased and tired a

gun. It was not charged that the evidence was conclusive, but

simply that it was presumptive, and it was left to the jury to

determine the fact upon the evidence under the cliarge as given."

'• The intent may be inferred from the act, but this, in principle, is

an inference of fact to be drawn by the jury, and not an implication

of law to be applied by the court." State y. Swayze, 30 La. Ann.

pt. 2, 1323 (1878).

Malice.— The example given by Mr. Greenleaf of the "conclu-

sive presumption " of intent is also affirmed by the learned author :

— "Therefore the intent to kill is conclusively inferred from the

deliberate violent use of a deadly weapon." This is the so-called

" conclusive presumption of malice." Exactly how it came about

that the most vital part of the government's case in an indictment

for murder could be established without proof has, as might be

expected, furnished somewhat of a mystery to the courts. Much
learning has been displayed in weigliing the claims of the " presump-

tion of innocence" against this so-called "conclusive presumption"

of malice. In fact, neither of these so-called presumptions are

presumptions at all. The " presumption of innocence " merely

states the burden of proof in criminal cases. The "presumption

of malice " probably owes its origin to another branch of positive

law. It was at first, in all probability, merely a rule of judicial

construction. The jury in cases of murder frequently found special

verdicts: — stating the facts and reserving the questions of law

for the court to pass upon. When, on such a verdict, tlie mere

fact was stated of a "killing," without circumstances of justifi-

cation or excuse, the courts very naturally ruled that, as a question

of how to construe this language, they must understand killing to

be " voluntary," for the plain reason that, had circumstances of

justification or excuse existed, it was the duty of the jury to have

stated them. Their not having done so must be taken to mean
that none such existed. Thus Plummer's Case (Eex v. Plummer,

Kelyng, 109 (1701). The indictment was for murder. The jury

returned a special verdict that under certain circumstances therein

stated, one of a company of smugglers " did shoot off the fuzee
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and thereby did kill " one of the others. The court, by the

chief-iustice, in construing this verdict say: "It seems to me

hard upon a Special Verdict to construe that the fuzee went oti

by accident, but it must be understood to be voluntary
;
though

even in an Indictment for Manslaughter, it is requisite that it

should be averred that he discharged it voluntarily
;

but m a

Verdict it need not be so alleged, but the saying he did it must

be understood to be with, and not against his will
;

for where

any one upon any killing of a Man is to be discharged by an

involuntary killing, it must be so found, without which it will be

understood to be voluntary; for a Man being a free Agent, if he

be found to do any Act, it must be supposed to be with his will,

unless it be specially, and particularly found to be against his

will Therefore when a Man is indicted for a voluntary killing, it

he did kill the Man by misad^?enture, the special Circumstances of

the Case must be found that it may appear to the Court to be

by accident." In Oneby's Case (Rex v. Oneby, 2 Rayin. 148o, 14J4,

2 Strano-e, 766 (1727) the court say, "Although there are many

special verdicts m indictments for murder, there never was one,

where the jury find in express terms that the act was done with

malice, or was not done with malice prepense, or that it was done

upon a sudden quarrel and in transport of passion, or that the passion

was cooled or not cooled; or that the act was deliberate or not

deliberate ; but the collection of those things from the facts found,

is left to the judgment of the court." In reply to an objection that

the homicide was on a sudden quarrel and so manslaughter, the

court say, " I must first take notice, that where a man is killed,

the law will not presume that it was upon a sudden quarrel, unless

it is proved to be."
, . -r i t> t„

The general reason for the rule is stated m Lord Raymond s

report of the same case at page 1497. In commenting on Legg s

Case (Kelyn, 27) the court say:-"If A. kills B. and no sudden

quarrel appears, it is murder; for it lies on the party indicted to

prove the sudden quarrel ; and therefore the jury not having found
.

any such thing for the prisoner's benefit, it is to be took, there was

no such " This rule of construction is probably the origin of the

so-called " presumption of malice." To turn this rule of construc-

tion into a rule of evidence is precisely to reverse it. In construing
;

the special verdict malice is presumed because it must have been
^

proved to the jury. As a rule of evidence malice, it is said, need ,

not be proved at all, but is co7iclusivel!/ presumed on mere proof ot -

the killm*^.

The rufe that malice is conclusively presumed from deliberate
^

killing has been either, (1) repudiated in the American courts or, q

(2) so explained as to render it of but little practical effect.
_

-

(1) Among the courts which decline to recognise this " conclusive fc
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l)resuniption " are the following. The supreme court of Indiana

.say: — '• Whatever the origin of the rule may be, we are convinced

that it is entirely arbitrary, contrary to tlie reason and the analogies

of the law of criminal procedure, both at common law and under

our procedure and code." Clem v. State, 81 Ind. 480, 4S4 (ISO'.);.

In Farris v. Com. 14 Bush, 362 (1878), on an indictment for murder

the trial court ruled :— "Malice is implied by the law from any cruel

and unnecessary act done by one jierson to another, and from tlie

deliberate and unnecessary use of a deadly weapon." It will be

noted, in passing, that this ruling does not come up to the level of a

*' eonclnsiue presumption," but is stated in the language of a pre-

sumi)tion of law. But even this modified expression of the doctrine

was held to be error. " Malice," the court hold, " is necessarily a

constituent element in the crime of murder, and must be established

by evidence to the satisfaction of the jury, as any other fact

necessary to make out the offence, and it is no more within the

province of the court to determine, than tlie fact of death or the

character of the weapon used to inflict it." In Tennessee (Coffee v.

State, 3 Yerger, 283 (1832), a ruling that, " if the fact of killing by

the defendant be proved, the law implied him guilty of murder

unless the proof clearly and satisfactorily showed the offence was

one of less magnitude," was ludd erroneous. " There is no reason

in saying that a jury must acquit upon a doubt as to the fact of

killing, and yet upon a stronger doubt as to the equally important

fact of malice, they must convict." E>i<L In People v. Stokes, 53

]Sr. Y. 164 (1873), the court of appeals say, "Argument seems un-

necessary to demonstrate the error of this charge. It was a necessary

part of the case of the prosecution to establish that the homicide

was perpetrated with a premeditated design to effect the death of

the person killed.. Yet the court, assuming to determine what the

circumstances of the killing were, solemnly instructed the jury that,

the fact of killing being conceded, the law implied malice." See

also People v. Downs, 123 N. Y. 67 (1890).

(2) In other jurisdictions, the so-called " conclusive presumption "

of malice from proof of killing is treated, not as conclusive, but as

an ordinary presumption or inference of law unless and until

evidence is introduced, by one side or the other, of justi-

fication or excuse. When such evidence is introduced, the pre-

sumption, as such, is, like any other presumption of law, as

distinguished from a presumption of i?iQ,t, functus officio. There is

reason for thinking that the courts have not in all cases been care-

ful to distinguish between the burden of proof (which, in a criminal

case, never leaves the government) and the "burden of introducing

evidence," which, in case of murder, upon the establishment by the

government of a deliberate killing, without justification or excuse,

obviousl}^ rests, for any justification or excuse, upon the defence; —
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Avhetlier tliis burden of establishing evidence is, strictly speakiiii-
shifted by the establishment of a presumption of- law from killing
itself, or not.

The supreme court of Massachusetts shows the tendency mani-
fested by the courts which do not repudiate the presumption, but
" draw its sting." In York's Case (Com. v. York, 9 Mete. 91 (1845),
the court was divided on this " presumption of malice." The
majority, in an exhaiistive opinion by Chief Justice Shaw, adopt
the view that when the fact of killing is proved, the accused must
establish any facts of justification or excuse by a preponderance of
the evidence. As they say, '' It will not be sufficient to make it

doubtful or questionalde. It must preponderate." From this
opinion, Mr. Justice Wilde dissented. The dissenting opinion has
been, by general professional opinion, considered to contain the better
law. In his view "The question depends entirely upon the rule of
law as to the burden of proof. If the burden of proof, throughout
the trial, was on the Commonwealth, the instructions to the jury were
clearly incorrect; if, on the contrary, it was on the prisoner, after
the proof of the homicide as charged, he has no ground of exception.
. . . The counsel for the Commonwealth contends, that, the homi-
cide having been proved as charged, the law presumes malice, and
consequently that a j^rimr fdcie case for the government was fully
proved, and thereupon the burden of proof shifted, and was thrown
on the prisoner, to make it appear that the homicide was excusable,
or was committed on such provocation as would be sufficient
to reduce the crime to manslaughter. This argument cannot be
maintained, unless the law of homicide as to the burden of proof
is an exception to tlie well-established rule of law in all other
cases. ... In criminal cases, the burden of proof never shifts, so
long as the defendant grounds his defence on the denial of any
essential allegation in the indictment. . . . Andhowcan the principle
vary when a jtrima facie case is made out partly by presumption ?

If on the whole evidence, the jury had a reasonable doubt of the
prisoner's guilt as charged, they could not be justified in convicting
him." After examining the authorities cited by the majority, and
tracing them all back to Oneby's Case (2 Ld. Ray. 1485 (1727), — a
case of special verdict, — he reaches the conclusion that " These
principles and authorities are wholly irreconcilable with the jire-

sumption of malice on which the counsel for the Commonwealth
relies. No malice can be inferred from the mere act of killing. Such
a presumption, therefore, is arbitrary and unfounded." The results
of a full examination of the entire field are summed up by the
learned judge in three propositions ;— which have frequently been
cited with approval, as a clear and concise statement of the law.
He holds :

" (1.) That when the facts and circumstances accompany-
ing a homicide are given in evidence, the question whether the
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crime is murder or manslaughter is to be decided upou the evi-

dence, and not upon any presumption from the mere act of killing.

(2) That if there be any such presumption, it is a presumption of fact,

and if the evidence leads to a reasonable doubt whether the pre-

suniDtion be well founded, that doubt will avail in favour of the

prisoner. (3) That the burden of proof, in every criminal case, is

on the Commonwealth to prove all the material allegations in the

indictment ; and if, on the whole evidence, the jury have a reasonable

doubt whether the defendant is guilty of the crime charged, they

are bound to acquit him."

A few years later, in Com. v. Hawkins, 3 Gray, 463 (1855), Chief

Justice Shaw himself, interrupting counsel when proceeding to

argue in favour of the dissenting opinion in York's Case {ubi siipni),

remarked, according to the report (page 465), " that the doctrine of

York's Case was that where the killing is proved to have been com-

mitted by the defendant, and nothlncj fartJwr is shown, the ])re-

sumption of law is that it was malicious and an act of murder;

and that this was inapplicable to the present case, where the

circumstances attending the homicide were fully shown by the

evidence," and cliarged that "if the jury, upon all the circum-

stances, are satisfied bej'ond a reasonable doubt, that it was done

with malice, they will return a verdict of murder ; otherwise, they

will find the defendant guilty of manslaughter." Though there is

reason to doubt whether York's Case would still be followed even in

Massachusetts on precisely the same facts, the qualification on the

rule laid down in Com, /•. Hawkins ( I'bl supra) effectually removes

the practical mischief of the rule, as it probably can but seldom

happen that, in any given case, the killing and no other fact will

appear in evidence.

The Vermont courts follow the rule laid down in Com. v. Hawkins

{ubi siij/r>i), in holding that the homicide is presumed to be malicious

only when nothing except the killing is shown, and follow the

learned chief justice (Shaw) by quoting his very clear and concise

ruling in that case. " The murder charged must be proved ; the

burden of proof is on the Commonwealth to prove the case ; all the

evidence on both sides wliieh the jury find true is to be taken into

consideration and if, the homicide being conceded, no excuse or

justification is shown, it is either murder or manslaughter; and if

the jury, upon all the circumstances, are satisfied beyond a reason-

able doubt that it was done with malice, they will return a verdict

of murder ; otherwise they will find the defendant guilty of man-

slaughter." State V. Patterson, 45 Vt. 308 (1873).

In Maine in a case where the trial court ruled that " in all cases

where the unlawful killing is proved and there is nothing in the

circumstances of the case, as proved, to explain, qualif}', or palliate

the act, the law presumes it to have been done maliciously ; and if
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the accused would reduce the crime below the degree of murder, the

burden is upon him to rebut tlie inference of malice which the law

raises from the act of killing, by evidence in defence," — the in-

struction, " not having been satisfactorily shown to be erroneous,"

was sustained. State v. Knight, 43 Me. 12, 137 (1S57).

In Texas, the trial court had charged the jury that "they should

look to all the facts and circumstances attending the homicide, as

disclosed by the evidence, and if they disclosed no facts or circum-

stances which reduce the offence to negligent homicide or man-
slaughter, or which excuse or justify the fact, the law, in such

cases, implies malice and makes such killing murder." The court

on appeal say :— '' We are unable to discover any error in this

instruction calculated to injure the rights of the defendant."

Brown v. State, 4 Tex. App. 275 (1878).

In Louisiana, the trial judge charged that '' where the killing is

proved, malice is presumed by the law from the fact of killing, and
that it was incumbent on the accused to prove any matter of excuse

or extenuation." Held, error, ''The circumstances which surround

the act either attest or negative a criminal intent. If none exist,

the court— as said by Mr. Greenleaf— is justified in charging that

from the act of killing, unacconipanled hy circumstcmces of extetiu-

atio7i, malice is presumed (he should have said 'iriay he inferred ') and
that the burden of disproving it is then thrown upon the accused.

This rule is as correct as rational, and its application would prevent

an otherwise unavoidable conflict between the presumption estab-

lished by law in favour of the state and of the prisoner. The intent

may be inferred from the act ; but this, on principle, is an inference

of fact to be drawn by the jury, and not an implication of law to be-

applied by the court." State v. Swayze, 30 La. Ann. pt. 2, 1323

(1878). In a later ease in the same court, the trial judge had
charged that the state must prove, 1. The killing ; 2. That the

prisoner did it, and that " when this is done, the law presumed

malice." Held error. " The jury must be instructed to weigh

and consider all the circumstances arising from, or connected with,

the evidence proving the homicide, and that the presumption of the

innocence of the accused must yield to the presumption of malice or

deliberate intent, only when the evidence is unaccompanied by cir-

cumstances showing alleviation, justification, or excuse." State v.

Trivas, 31 La. Ann. 1086 (1880).

In Mississippi, the rule is laid down thus : — "We understand the

settled rule to be this : The law presumes the accused to be

iiniocent of the crime charged, until the contrary is made to

appear ; but when it is shown that he killed the deceased with a

deadly weapon, the general presumption of innocence yields to the

specific proof of such homicide, and the law infers that it was
malicious and therefore murder, because, as a rule, it is unlawful to
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kill a human being, and it is murder if not something else, and as

special circumstances alone can vary the legal view of homicide

so as to relieve it from the character of murder, it is inferred or pre-

sumed to be such from the fact of killing, unexplained : but if the

attendant circumstances are shown in evidence, whether on the part

of the state or the accused, the character of the killing is to be

determined by considering them, and it is then not a matter for

presumption, which operates in the absence of explanatory evi-

dence, but for the determination from the circumstances shown in

evidence." Hawthorne v. State, 58 Miss. 778 (1.S81).

In North Carolina, a charge was sustained, '• that a presumption

in favour of innocence prevailed, until overcome by evidence of the

truth of the criminal charge, and this must be such as to remove all

reasonable doubt from the mind. That when such proof of the

homicide is presented, matters in excuse or mitigation must ap-

pear, or be shown, not beyond a reasonable doubt, but to the satis-

faction of the jury. The prisoner admitting the killing by means of

a shot from a pistol, that instrument, thus used, is a deadly weapon,

and the law implies malice, unless its absence is made to appear,

and this must be to the satisfaction of the jury." State r. Potts,

100 N. C. 457 (1888). See also State v. Smith, 77 N. C. 488 (1877).

In Georgia, the court approve a ruling that " When the state has

shown the defendant has done the killing, such killing would be pre-

sumed to have been done with malice, unless the defendant or the

circumstances of the case show the contrary." Marshall v. State, 74

Ga. 2C> (1884).

In Alabama, the supreme court indorse a ruling that " When life

is taken by the direct use of a deadly weapon, the law presumes

that the killing was malicious and therefore murder, and casts upon

the defendants the onus or burden of rebutting it ; unless the evi-

dence establishing the killing also shows circumstances of justi-

fication, excuse, or mitigation, which overturn the presumption."

The court say :
" There was no error in that portion of the charge."

Gibson v. State, 89 Ala. 121 (1889). See also Sylvester v. State, 72

Ala. 201 (1882.)

It will be observed that in no instance throughout these rulings

is the presumption of malice spoken of as conclusive.

Malice in Libel. — It is said by the learned author (§ 83),

following Mr. Greenleaf (in § 18), that the deliberate publication of

calumny, which the publisher knows to be false, or has no reason

to believe to be true, raises a conclusive presumption of malice."

Like other so-called " conclusive presumptions " this is a rule of

substantive law, having no direct relation to the law of evidence.

It amounts to saying that, under the law of libel, malice is imma-

terial. If a defamatory statement is false and made without reason-

able and probable cause, the publisher is legally (even if not
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morally) liable. As Judge Coolej says (Cooley, Torts, 24.^) : " It
seems misleading, therefore, to employ the tenn malice, and mali-
cious, in detiuiug these wrongs

; and, in a legal sense, as used, they
can only mean that the false and injurious publication has been
made without legal excuse." So in an action for slander Broma"-e
V. Prosser, 4 B. & C. 247, 255 (1825), Bayley J, said, ''Malice m
common acceptation means ill-will against a person, but in its legal
sense it means a wrongful act done intentionally, without iSst
cause or excuse.'' Certainly this is true of the law of libel, where
no question of privilege is involved. So in a Pennsylvania action
for libel, the court say, "In its common acceptation malice means
ill-will against a person; but in its legal sense it means a wrongful
act done intentionally, without just cause or excuse, and therefore
every utterance or publication having the other qualities of slander
or libel, if it be wilful and unauthorised, is in law malicious"
Barr v. Moore, 87 Pa. St. 385 (1878). See also Moore v. Stevenson,
27 Conn. 14 (1858).

"The publication of what is necessarily injurious, and done
purposely and knowingly, and not for any good purpose or justifi-
able end, is legally malicious in the law of libel." McLean v
Scripps, 52 Mich. 214 (1883).
"The court properly declined to instruct the jury . . . that if

the defendant acted bona fide in the discharge of what he believed
to be his duty, the action could not be maintained without extrin-
sic proof of express malice." Smart v. Blanchard, 42 X. H. 137
(18G0). "If a publication be libellous and not privileged, the law
implies that it was malicious. This is not a mere i)resumption,
which may be wholly overcome by proof, but it is a legal conclusion
which cannot be rebutted." Lick v. (3 wen, 47 Cal. 252 (1874).
The supreme court of Wisconsin holds, except in questions of
privilege, that "In all other actions for libel and slander, malicious
intent constitutes no part of the issue, but :s or may be considered
only as a circumstance in aggravation of damages." Wilson v
Noonan, 35 Wise. 321, 349 (1874). See also Lewis v. Chapman 16K Y. 372 (1857).

It is merely putting the rule in another form to say that "When
the appellant proved the publication of the article, the law implied
malice, and appellant was entitled to recover such compensatory
damages as he had sustained, regardless of the intent that actuated
the appellee in the publication of the libel." Rearick v. Wilson, 81
111. 77 (1876). "In common parlance malice means ill-will against
a person, but the law attaches a different meaning. In its legal
sense the term implies an act wrongfully and intentionally done,
without just cause or excuse, and does not necessarily imply malevo-
lence of disposition or enmity toward any particular individual "

Pennington v. Meeks, 46 Mo. 217 (1870). See also Indianapolis
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Sun. Co. V. Horrell, 53 Ind. 527 (1870). "The falsity of the libel

is sufficient proof of malice to uphold exemplary damages." Berg-

niann v. Jones, 94 N. Y. 51 (1883). " Where the words spoken or

written are shown to be within a confidential or privileged coni-

munication, the presumption of malice no longer exists ; but the

plaintiff in such a case must show express malice, and cannot rely

on the presumption of malice which the law attaches in all other

cases to the utterance or publication of the words spoken or written."

Dillard v. Collins, 25 Gratt. 343 (1874).

Malicp: IX Other Conxectioxs. — In all cases where the exist-

ence of malice is a material fact, except in the anomalous case of

homicide above referred to, it must be proved like any other fact.

For example, on an indictment for maliciously placing obstructions

on the track of a railroad. State v. Hessenkamp, 17 la. 25 (18G4);

Com. V. Bokeman, 105 Mass. 53 (1870). So of malicious miscliief.

Com. V. Williams, 110 Mass. 401 (1872).

Other Coxclusive Presumptioxs. — The other concdiisive pre-

sumptions referred to by the learned author are ecpially rules of

substantive law. The conclusive effect of judgments, for example,

is properly referable to that subject, see jjosf, ^ 1682. The law of

estoppel is a branch of substantive law, considered ante, § 89. So the

rules as to the conclusiveness of a default upon due service of process

have clearly no relation to the law of evidence. That an award

binds tlie parties, if within the scope of the submission ; that a

document under seal retpiires no consideration ; — these and many
others stand on the same footing. Most rules of substantive law

seem capable of being made an ap[)arent part of the law of evidence,

by simply saying that "evidence is admissible to show, &c.," or

"evidence is not admissible to show," according as the rule of

positive law is in form affirmative or negative.

Anciext Documexts. — Tlie rule relating to ancient documents

differs from those above-mentioned by being legitimately part of

the law of evidence. There seems, however, but little reason for

stating the rule in the form of a conclusive presumption, or indeed

in the form of a presumption at all. A well recognised rule of evi-

dence requires that the execution of a written instrument, executed

in presence of a subs(n'ibing witness, should be proved by the sub-

scribing witness, or, in case of his death, disability, or justifiable

absence, by proof of his signature. In case there is no subscribing

witness, the signature of the party must be proved, unless admitted.

See post, § 1839.

Ancient documents,

—

i.e. documents at least thirty years old,

produced from the proper custody and free from circumstances

of suspicion, form a recognised exception to this rule. Their pro-

duction and inspection is sufficient evidence of execution. If

there is a subscribing witness, he need not be called. No proof is
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necessary of the signature of an unavailable subscribing witness, or

of a party. If the document is relevant, it goes in evidence on its

face. It is said that the subscribing witnesses are ''conclusively

presumed to be dead." It is perhaps quite as accurate to say that

the rule applies, whether they are dead or not, or even whether they

are in court or not. There seems to be no inference, presumption,

or question of proof about the matter. It is simply a question of a

rule. The rule dispenses with living evidence if the witnesses

are alive ; of proof of signatures, if they are dead. All is, a docu-

ment thirty years old proves itself. This, of course, is by no means
the same thing as saying that it is admissible. To be admissible,

the evidence must also be relevant and not the subject of any rule

of exclusion.

For example, the Massachusetts supreme judicial court say: —
" It is an old and well-settled rule of evidence, that registered deeds

which appear to be thirty years old, and which have been followed

by possession under them, may be given in evidence, without any
proof of their execution. After such a lapse of time the witnesses

are presumed to be dead. And it is said to be a peremptory rule of

law, found to be both safe and convenient, that, after a lapse of

thirty years, a deed, unaccompanied by any circumstances of sus-

picion, may V)e admitted without proof of its execution." Green v.

Chelsea, 24 Pick. 71 (1S3G) ; Hentliorne v. Doe, 1 Blackf. 157 (18t>2)

;

Thruston v. ^lasterson, 9 Dana, 22."^ (1839); Carter r. Chandron,

21 Ala. 72, 91 (1852) ; McKeynolds v. Longenberger, 51 Pa. St. 13,

31 (1868) ; Duncan ^^ Beard, 2 Nott & McC. 400 (1820) ; Clark v.

Owens, 18 N.Y. 434 (1858); Eurgin v. Chenault, 9 B. Monr. 285

(1848); Weitman v. Thiot, 64 Ga. 11 (1879). So in speaking of a

memorial of an ancient deed, the court of queen's bench of Upper
Canada hold, " The principle of receiving in evidence documents
more than thirty years old, without proof of their authenticity, is

not confined to the deeds themselves, but extends to any written

documents whatever, even to letters." Doe v. Turnbull, 5 Q. B. U. C
129 (1848).

The supreme court of Georgia, speaking of a witnessed receipt over

thirty years old, say, " It was properly admissible in evidence on
the ground that it was more than thirty years old, and therefore its

execution need not have been proven at the trial. In admitting

written documents in evidence, when more than thirty years old,

the courts do not go altogether upon the presumption that the

subscribing witnesses are proved to be dead, but they adopt that

limit of time, beyond which proof of the execution of written

instruments will not be required, although the subscribing witnesses

maybe alive." Settle ?\ Alison, 8Ga.\>01 (1850). So of a will.

*' The reason of the law, in dispensing with the attendance of

witnesses to a deed of thirty years' standing, and where possession
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has been held under it, is founded upon the presumption that they

are dead, and the impossibility of proving its execution ; and

although they are, in fact, alive, it is not necessary to produce

them, for the rule is general in its operation. The reason of this

rule applies to the time of the execution of a will, and not to

the death of the testator, for the same difficulty of proof exists in

the one case as in the other." Jackson v. Blanshan, 3 Johns. 292

(1808). "The rule on this subject is, that when instruments are

more than thirty years old, and are unblemished by any alterations,

and obtained from the proper custody, they are said to prove them-

selves, and the bare production is sufficient, the subscribing witnesses

or all living witnesses of the transaction being presumed to be dead;

and this presumption, as far as this rule of evidence is concerned, is

not affected by proof that there are witnesses living. But it is

essential that it appear that the instrument or instruments come

from such custody as to afford a reasonable presumption in favour

of their genuineness and be otherwise free from just grounds of

suspicion." Reynolds v. Longenberger, 57 Pa. St. 13, 31 (1868).

The rule is arbitrary. A document twenty-nine years old is ex-

cluded. Glasscock v. Hughes, 55 Tex. 461 (1881).

Where a deed was executed under a power, the power, if an

ancient document, proves itself equally with the deed made under

it. But if the power is on record, neither are admissible, unless

the power or a copy of it is produced. Tolman v. Emerson, 1 Pick.

160 (1826).

The supreme court of Illinois have gone further;— holding that

ancient documents cannot be admitted in evidence when purporting

to be executed by one acting in a fiduciary character, in the absence

of proof of his authority to make the deed. Fell v. Young, 63 111.

106 (1872).

Where there are circumstances of suspicion concerning a docu-

ment over thirty years old, if the evidence explains or refutes such

circumstances, the document is entitled to the benefit of the rule.

Walton V. Coulson, 1 McLean, 120 (1831). To come under the rule,

" It is not sufficient . . . that the instrument merely bears date thirty

years before the time of its production. It is necessary to show
that it has been in existence for that period of time ; and that may
be done not only by evidence of its execution, by the maker, or of

its possession by the party claiming under it for that period, but by

circumstances creating the presumption of such existence." Fairly

V. Fairly, 38 Miss. 280 (1859). In New York existence for thirty

years is not sufficient. " If possession has accompanied the deed, for

that length of time, that is enough. If not, other circumstances

may be resorted to for the purpose of raising the necessary pre-

sumption in favour of the deed." Clark v. Owens, 18 N. Y. 434

(1858).
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That a predecessor in title relied on such ancient deed is sufficient

to admit it. Whether without this it would have been admissiblf^,

qu(Bi-e. Burgin u. Chenault, 9 B. Monr. 285 (1848).

In Massachusetts, " If a subscribing witness be alive, he shall be

called to prove the deed, although it be more than thirt}^ years

old." Tolman v. Emerson, 1 Pick. 160 (1826), citing Jackson v.

Blanshan, 3 Johns. 292 (1808), which, by the way, does not support

it.

The basis of such presumption as may exist in the matter is prob-

ably found in Duncan v. Beard, 2 Nott & McC. 400 (1820) :

" After a lapse of thirty years it is difficult, and in most cases im-

possible to procure the witnesses to the deed. Those who are parties

to a deed of thirty years' standing, must be upwards of fifty years

old, and a large portion of those who are born, die before that

period."

The rule relating to proving the execution of ancient documents

must not be confused with the somewhat analogous rule that ancient

records from proper custody are admissible to show facts of ancient

title, without further attestation. For example, " Ancient books pur-

porting to be record of the Lower Housatonic Proprietary " produced

from the custody of the clerk, " were properly admitted as evidence,

without any further proof of the original and continued organisation

of the proprietary. Tliis species of evidence is that usually intro-

duced in tracing ancient titles, and has long been sanctioned by this

court." King v. Little, 1 Gush. 436 (1848).

So the supreme court of New Hampshire hold that an " ancient

book of records, purporting to be the proprietary records of

Rumney, accompanied as it was by an admission that it came from

the custody of the town clerk of Rumney, the proper depositary, by

statute, of the public records of that character belonging to the

town, was properly admitted in evidence, without proof that it con-

tained the records of the original proprietors of tlie town. . . . The

jury may well presume many things, which it would be indispensable

to prove in relation to more recent documentary evidence." Little

V. Downing, 37 X. H. 355, 365 (1858).

The other conclusive presumptions mentioned by the learned

author fall into the same class. They are rules of positive law.

Thus that a child under seven cannot be guilty of felony; that a

boy under fourteen cannot be guilty of rape and certain kindred

crimes ; that a female child under a fixed age cannot legally consent

to certain sexual acts, — are among the rules of criminal law, common

or statutory. That an infant under a given age cannot dispose of

real or personal property in certain ways ; that the children of

husband and wife begotten during their cohabitation cannot be

shown to be illegitimate by the testimony of the parents, — all

present no question in the law of evidence.
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(2) Fictions. — Courts liave usually been sensitive about con-

fessing that they are making law rather than declaring it. A
common method of concealing this frequent and often valuable

process has been by interpretation. Another has been by the

creation oi fictions. Xow, it is obviously essential to the value of a

legal fiction that it should not be disputed. The casual loss by the

plaintiff and the finding by the defendant, in an action of trover

;

the promise in an indebitatus assumpsit, for example, would have

been of but little use, as fictions, if they could have been traversed

and an issue raised on them. The fiction was necessarily non-

issuable and, as in other cases, where a fact is not issuable, it has

been " conclusively presumed " to exist.

A modern instance will illustrate this process of legal develop-

ment. The circuit courts of the United States have acquired juris-

diction over suits between corporations organised under the laws of

different states, or where the other party is a citizen of a different

state, by establishing the fiction that the members of any corpora-

tion before them are all citizens of the state to which such corpo-

ration owes its charter. This is done by conclusively j)resuniin(/

them to be so.

'' A corporation itself can be a citizen of no state in the sense in

which the word 'citizen' is used in the Constitution of the United

States. A suit may be brought in the Federal courts by or against

a corporation, but in such a case it is regarded as a suit brought by

or against the stockholders of the corporation ; and, for the purposes

of jurisdiction, it is conclusively presumed that all the stockholders

are citizens of the state which, by its laws, created the corporation."

Muller V. Dows, 94 U. S. 444 (1876).

" The members of the corporate body must be presumed to be

citizens of the state in wliich the corporation was domiciled and

that both parties were estopped from denying it." Louisville, &c..

E. R. V. Letson, 2 How. 407 (1844), cited in Covington Drawbridge

Co. V. Shepherd, 20 How. 227, 233 (1857) ; Ohio & ISIississippi R. R. v.

AVheeler, 1 Black, 286, 297 (1861); R. R. Co. v. Whitton, 13 Wall. 270

(1871). The same rule applies to a corporation created under the

laws of the United States, e. r/. a National Bank ;
^Manufacturers, &c.,

Bank v. Baack, 2 Abb. Circ. Ct. 232 (1871).

Presumptions. — Presumptions, strictly so called, are divided into

two mam classes, '' Presumptions of Fact" and " Presumptions of

Law^" The presumption of fact is, as has been said, the logical

inference of the existence of one fact from proof of another. It is

the only real presumption, as the "presumption of law" is an

assumption of jurisprudence that a given presumption of fact has a

certain probative force, to wit : that it establislies a prima facie

case, or, in other words, that a tribunal of fact would be justified in
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acting on it in the absence of evidence to the contrary. It is, tliei-e-

fore, a rule of kxw, concerning presumptions. It is a levamen 2>>'o-

batlonis, rather than proof itself. It is, like an admission, or other

levamen probafio/iis, rather a fact to be proved by evidence, than

evidence to prove a fact. Presumptions of law are rules of law

;

and a rule has no probative force. The phrase " presumption " has

proved a very favorite one in judicial reasoning, and it apparently

embodies many different meanings. In deciding whether, in any
particular case, we are dealing with a bona fide presumption or a

counterfeit, but one infallible test presents itself, — to weigh it in

the scales of logic. If the " presumption " shows probative weight,

it is a presumption. If it does not, it is something else,— usually

a rule of positive law, or possibly one of pleading. A useful way
of verifying this result will be to see whether the so-called

'' presumption " can be exactly restated as a rule of positive law or

pleading. A true presumption does not lend itself readily to this

process ; but a rule which has been paraphrased from the positive

law into the language of presumption can usually be paraphrased

back again. Good illustrations of this process may be found

in the so-called ''presumption of innocence," or the "conclusive

presumption that every one knows the law."

A "presumption" (or assumption) of law, Mr. Wharton (2 Whar.
Ev. § 1237) well says, ''derives its force from jurisprudence as dis-

tinguished from logic." Perhaps it would be fully as accurate to say

that its force is derived from a definite weight, which jurisprudence,

in certain cases, has seen fit to give to logic. The law of evidence

alone does not fix rules for carrying on a line of reasoning. But

courts, from earlj^ times have apparently felt under pressure of

an obligation to the general community for the promotion of cer-

tainty in the rules of law. They have constantly tried to lessen

the field of the uncertain and the debatable in connection with

rights and liabilities ; to make repeated trials of fact settle some-

thing valuable generally ; to prevent, so far as possible, the use-

less expense and annoyance of trying the same question of fact

over and over again. As in cases of negligence, reasonable care,

due diligence, &c., the effort is to " lay down a rule about it" which

will remove some element of uncertainty as to what the legal stan-

dard really is. In its dealings with the jury this feeling has appar-

ently been intensified by practical dangers which a permanent

tribunal, realising the value of precedent, and responsible for the

larger consequences of litigation, would readily perceive might

arise from the uncontrolled and unaided efforts of a casual tribunal,

little given to the solution of the problems which they were called

uyjon temporarily to solve, and much more apt to be moved by the

facts of a particular case than by a consideration of the remoter

social consequences of permitting themselves to follow their feel-
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ings. Partly to guide the jury, and perhaps largely to control it;

partly to bring the experience of the past to their aid, and partly to

enforce the use of correct reasoning, or retain in the court a power

which it was undesirable the jury should exercise,— the court

naturally and early adopted the practice of stating to the jury th;it

certain plain, obvious inferences or " presumptions " of fact they

might safely assume to be correct, until they were disputed by other

evidence on the same point, ^yhen conflicting evidence was gone

into, the ''assumption" they had been asked to make would of

course be gone, and it became the duty of the jury to weigh all the

evidence, including the presumption of fact which they could have

assumed to be correct if it had been alone. It is obvious that this

action on the part of the court practically amounts to a ruling as to

the burden of proof in the sense of the "burden of introducing

evidence." This burden rests always on him against wliom the

tribunal of fact would decide if no more evidence were introduced.

Tn other words, at the opening of the case, it rests, together with

the " burden of establishing," on him who has the affirmative of the

issue, but may shift during the trial whenever the party on whom
it has rested succeeds in establisliing a pr'una furm case in his own
favor. Proof of a presumption of fact sufficiently strong to be

assumed by the law to be correct, establishes such a prima facie

case. Hence it is said that "a presumption of law shifts the burden

of proof;" which is true, if the burden of introducing evidence

is meant. When the party on whom this burden of evidence now
rests introduces evidence to show that the assumption of law is in-

correct in the particular case, the "assumption" is firncfus officio as

such, leaving the presumption of fact to have its probative force.

It simply has ceased to be assumed to be correct. U. S. v. Wiggins,

14 Pet. 331. 317 (1810). There is nothing in the above practice to

conflict with the rule that the probative force of a presumption is

always a question for the jury. " Whenever evidence is offered to

the jury which is in its nature prima facie proof, or presumptive

proof, its character as such ought not to be disregarded ; and no

court has a right to direct the jury to disregard it, or to view it

under a different aspect from that in which it is actually presented

to them. Whatever just influence it may derive from that charac-

ter, the jury have a right to give it." Crane v. Lessee of ^Morris,

6 Peters, 598, 620 (1832).

The facts on which the presumption or inference is claimed must

be themselves proved by affirmative evidence. They cannot be

themselves presumed. A presumption on a presumption is not per-

mitted. "A presumption which a jury is to make is not a circum-

stance in proof; and it is not, therefore, a legitimate foundation for

a presumption." U. S. v. Eoss, 92 U. S. 281 (1875); Douglass v.

Mitchell, 35 Pa. St. 440 (1860).
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Illustrations of certain of the more usual and definite presump-

tions of law have been cited by the learned author.

" Pkesumptiox of Innocence." — This is a spurious presumption,

and merely a paraphrase of the usual statement of the rule of the

burden of proof in criminal cases;— that the burden is on the gov-

ernment to prove beyond a reasonable doubt all facts material to the

offence charged. Mr. Justice Stephen (Dig. Law of Evid. Art. 94)

frankly abandons this so-called " presumption." It rests apparently

on no probative basis of fact. Speaking of the rights of a prisoner, the

supreme court of Ohio say :
" The benefit of the presumption of

innocence was fully and practically secured to him in the instruc-

tion that the state must prove the material elements of the crime

beyond a reasonable doubt." Morehead v. State, 34 Oh. St. 212

(1877) ; Hemingway v. State, 68 Miss. 371, 408 (1890). " The first

instruction prayed puts the point, whether the burthen of proof of

the offences charged in the indictment does not rest upon the United

States. Without question it does in all cases where a party stands

charged with an offence, unless a different provision is made by

some statute; for the general rule of our jurisprudence is that the

party accused need not prove his innocence ; but it is for the gov-

ernment itself to prove his guilt before it is entitled to a verdict or

conviction." U. S. v. Gooding, 12 Wheat. 4G0, 471 (1827).

Where the charge covered the rule as to burden of proof, but did

not state the " presumption of innocence," held, no error. Hutto v.

State, 7 Tex. App. 44, 49 (1879). "A reasonable doubt must be

charged in every felony case whether asked or not." Ihld.

The nature of this so-called presumption is seen when the attempt

is made to use it in a probative capacity. So tested, it cannot be

used as evidence of the fact of innocence. For example, on an

indictment charging the seduction of a woman " of previously chaste

character," affirmative evidence of the woman's chastity must be

furnished, the presumption of innocence furnishing no evidence of it

Avhatever. The court say that the presumption of innocence is

"always to be used in the administration of justice as a weapon of

defence, not of assault. They are the shield of the accused ;
not

the sword of the prosecutor." West v. State, 1 Wise. 209 (1853)

;

People V. Roderigas, 49 Cal. 9 (1874).

So on an indictment for enticing women of " chaste life and con-

versation," the judge at nhi prins ruled that it was for the govern-

ment to prove their chastity, but that " in the absence of evidence

to the contrary, it is a presumption of law that they were of chaste

life and conversation." This was held erroneous. " This instruc-

tion permitted the jury to find that the burden on the government

was satisfied by the legal presumption that the women were chaste,

although the government had introduced no affirmative evidence of

their chastity. . . . The defendant is presumed to be innocent until
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every material allegation necessary to constitute the offence charged

is proved beyond a reasonable doubt. To allow the proof of such an

allegation to rest merely on the legal presumption that the women

were chaste, would be to permit the presumption in favor of the

defendant's innocence of the offence charged to be overborne by

another legal presumption in favor of the innocence of other persons

not parties to this proceeding." Com. v. Whittaker, 131 Mass. 224

(1881).

To the contrary effect that in an action of seduction " the chaste

character of the prosecutrix was presumed, and the burden was on

the defendant to overcome the presumption," see State v. Wells,

48 la. 671 (1878).

On a civil action for breach of promise of marriage, the plaintiff

claimed a pretended marriage and subsequent cohabitation. The

defendant being already married ; held that evidence of recognition

of the plaintiff as his wife, &c., would not warrant a presumption of

a lawful ceremony. Wright v. Skinner, 17 C P. U. C. 317 (1866).

Differing from other courts, the supreme court of Vermont appar-

ently regards the " presumption of innocence " as having a certain

probative force. See Chikls v. Merrill, G6 Vt. 302 (1894).

" The presumption is single, and the same in all cases, and in all

must be overturned by evidence wliich excludes every other reason-

able hypothesis but that of guilt." Hawes v. State, 88 Ala. 37, 72

(1889).

Wliere proof of good character is said to raise a " presumption of

innocence," a true presumption of fact is referred to, but such is not

the usual meaning of the expression. Harrington v. State, 19 Oh.

St. 264 (1869).

In many civil cases, on the analogy of the " presumption of inno-

cence," is a so-called presumption against fraud, illegality, &c.,

which amounts merely, as also in many cases the so-called pre-

sum.ption of regularity, to a statement that the burden of evidence

is upon him who relies on proof of fraud, illegality, or irregularity.

" He who alleges fraud must prove it." Parkhurst v. McGraw,

24 Miss. 134 (1852).

So in an action on a promissory note it is for tlie defendant to

allege and prove illegality or fraud. ]>axter v. Ellis, 57 Me. 178

(1869).

So where a corporation was prohibited from making certain con-

tracts after a given date, it was held, in an action on such a con-

tract, " the presumption being that there was no violation of law,"

it would be presumed that the contract was made while it was yet

legal to make it. Friend v. Smith Gin Co., 59 Ark. 86 (1894). So

where a constitutional provision prohibited towns from issuing

bonds in aid of a railroad, after a certain date, held, in an action

on such bonds, " Courts can presume that an act was done prior to
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a period after which it coukl not legally have been done."' Stute

V. Hannibal &c. R. K., 113 Mo. 297 (1893).

Presumption of Ownership, — The presumption of ownership

from proof of possession is one of fact based on the general expe-

rience of mankind, stated by the learned author at § 123 suju-a, that

" Men generally own the property they possess." McEwen v. Port-

land, I'breg. 300 (1860).

The accuracy of this presumption of fact is an assumption or pre-

sumption of law, and proof of possession is 2^riiiia facie evidence of

ownership. " The first evidence of personal property is possession.

If this young man was in possession of the house ; holding himself

out to others as the owner ; and acting as the owner, the presumption

of law is that he was the owner." Drummond v. Hopper, 4 Har-

rington, 327 (1815). "Possession is priiiia facie evidence of title."

Vining v. Baker, 53 Me. 544 (1866) ;
Andrews v. Beck, 23 Tex. 455

(1859). "Possession of personal property is prima facie evidence

of ownership." Goodwin v. Garr, 8 Cal. 615 (1857). So of a

promissory note. Its possession at the trial is prima facie evi-

dence of ownership and authority to sue. Hovey v. Sebring, 24

Mich. 232 (1872)- Vastine v. Wilding, 45 Mo. 89 (1869); Stod-

dard V. Burton, 41 la. 582 (1875). "It is a presumption of la\y,

that every species of property found in a person's possession at his

'

death belongs to his succession." Alexander's Succession, 18 La.

Ann. 337 (1866).

So in an action of trespass (piarc c/aiisvm, the court say, "The

presumption of the law is, that the person who has the title is the

one in possession." Pinch v. Alston, 2 Stew. & P. (Ala.) 83 (1832).

So possession of land under a general claim of title is prima

facie evidence, of a seisin in fee simple. Ward r. Mcintosh, 12 Oh.

St. 231 (1861). So Chief Justice Savage, in Jackson v. Waltermire,

5 Cowen, 301 (1826), speaking of actual possession of land, says:

•'Tins is presumptive evidence of a seisin in fee, and sufficient until

tlie contrary appears."

"Possession of property alone and without explanation, is evi-

dence of ownership ; but is the lowest species of evidence. It is

merely presumptive, and liable to be overcome by any evidence

showing the character of the possession, and that it is not neces-

sarily as owner. If the custody and possession is shown to be

equally consistent with an outstanding ownership in a third person,

as with a title in the one having possession, no presumption of

ownership arises solely from such possession." Rawley v. Brown,

71 N. Y. 85 (1877).

The reasoning from experience on which the presumption is based

defines its scope. " The possession of an open account in favor of

another has never been held to be evidence of ownership in the

holder." Gregg v. Mallett, 111 X. C. 74 (1892).
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Omnia Contra Spoliatokem. — The presumption that one who

destroys or suppresses evidence does so because the evidence so

suppressed woukl operate against him, seems a true presumption,

i. e., one of distinct probative effect. As iii the case of other

presumptions, it is capable of being rebutted. Tlius, in prize pro-

ceedings, where it appeared that during the chase resulting in the

capture, a package of papers relating to the cargo was thrown over-

board by the master and super-cargo, the ship papers being retained,

the court say:— "Concealment, or even spoliation of papers, is

not of itself a sufficient ground for condemnation in a prize court.

It is undoubtedly a very awakening circumstance, calculated to

excite the vigilance and justify the suspicions of the court. But

it is a circumstance open to explanation, for it may have arisen

from accident, necessity, or superior force ; and if the party in the

first instance fairly and frankly explains it to the satisfaction of

the court, it deprives him of no right to which he is otherwise

entitled. If, on the other hand, the spoliation be unexplained, or

the explanation appear weak and futile ; if the cause labour under

heavy suspicions, or there be a vehement presumption of bad faith,

or gross prevarication, it is made the ground of a denial of further

proof, and condemnation ensues from defects in the evidence which

the party is not permitted to supply." The Pizarro, 2 Wheat. 227,

241 (isil).
. .

.

So abstracting from the court files part of a vessel's original

report of a collision "throws great discredit on the claimant's side

of the case." The Sam Sloan, 65 Fed. Kep. 125 (1894). So where

a party attempts to suppress testimony by defacing a public record,

it is held that the court was "justified in construing the testimony

strongly" against him. Murray r. Lepper, 99 Mich. 135 (1894).

" The spoliation of evidence, damaging to a litigant's cause, may

constitute just as much of a fraud, as the manufacture of evidence

that is favourable to it." Phoenix Ins. Co. v. Moog, 78 Ala. 284,

307 (1884).

For similar reasons, a plaintiff who has deliberately and volun-

tarily destroyed a promissory note will n6t be permitted, in the

absence of suitable explanation, to give secondary evidence of its

contents, " I believe no case is to be found, where if a party has

deliberately destroyed the higher evidence, without explanation

showing affirmatively that the act was done with pure motives,

and repelling every suspicion of a fraudulent design, that he has

had the benefit of it." Blade v. Noland, 12 Wend. 173 (1834).

So it is held error to allow the plaintiff in an action for libel

to introduce secondary evidence of the contents of an alleged

libellous letter which he had voluntarily destroyed. "This we

think was a violation of the cardinal principle that where it ap-

pears that a party has destroyed an instrument or document, the
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presumption arises that if it had been produced it would have been
against his interest or in some essential particular unfavorable to

his claims under it. Contra sj^olidtorem omnia j^resuynunttir. .

He must first rebut the inference of fraud which arises from the

act of a voluntary destruction of a written paper before he can
ask to be relieved from the consequences of his act by introducing^

parol evidence to prove his case." Joannes v. Bennett, 5 All. 1G9

(1862). '• It is not a matter of course to allow secondary evidence

of the contents of an instrument in suit upon proof of its destruc-

tion. If the destruction was the result of accident, or was without
the agency or consent of the owner, such evidence is generally

admissible. But if the destruction was voluntarily and deliberately

made by the owner, or with his assent, as in the present case, the

admissibility of the evidence will depend upon the cause or motive
of the party in effecting or assenting to the destruction." Bagley
V. McIMickle, 9 Cal. 430, 446 (1858).

Where the destruction was done in good faith ; — for example,

under the well intentioned though injudicious advice of a sister

the secondary evidence is receivable. Tobin v. Shaw, 45 Me. 331

(1858).

In a lesser degree, the same presumption arises where a material

witness is withheld. "Where a party has evidence in his jDOwer

and within his reach, by which he may repel a claim or charge

against him, and omits to produce it, this supplies a presumption
of fact that the charge or claim is well-founded. This presumption
attaches with more force in cases where a party, having more
certain and satisfactory evidence in his power, relies upon that

which is of a weaker or more inferior nature." Savannah, &c.,

E. R, V. Gray, 77 Ga. 440 (1886). But this rule receives a reason-

able construction. No presumption can be drawn against a railroad

if it does not produce a witness — one of its engineers— who has

gone to another state and whose residence is unknown. Ibid.

And where the witness is " subject to the call of either party,"

no inference can be drawn from a failure to produce him. Haynes
V. McRae, 101 Ala. 318 (1893) ; Scoville v. Baldwin, 27 Conn. 316

(1858).

Where the question is as to the meaning of a certain written

contract which the appellant refused to produce, the court say ; —
'•' Where the adverse party has it in his power to produce evidence

that would settle the question at issue, although not compelled to

produce it, every intendment and presumption is to be made
against the party who might remove all doubt on the question."

Benjamin v. Ellinger's Adm., 80 Ky. 472 (1882) ; Cross v. Bell, 34

N. H. 82 (1856) ; Wallace v. Harris, 32 Mich. 380, 394 (1875).

So the defendant's non-production of his books on notice is

"strong presumptive evidence against him." Atty-Gen. v.
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Halliday, 26 Q. B. U. C. 397 (18G7). ''If he does not exhibit it

to the court and jury for their satisfaction, they have the right to

infer that it contains evidence unfavourable to him in the matters in

dispute between him and the defendants." Lowell v. Todd, 15

C. F. U. C. 306 (1865) ; Merwin v. Ward, 15 Conn. 377 (1843).

But see Cartier v. Troy Lumber Co., 138 111. 533 (1891). So where

the defendant did not appear to testify to matters peculiarly

within his own knowledge, the court say that his course " carries

with it the usual unfavourable and damaging presumptions." Con-

necticut Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Smith, 117 Mo. 261 (1893).

The limits of the rule are well defined in a Michigan case.

Where a female plaintiff was absent, without excuse, a ruling

"that if she was absent when able to be present, the jury might

consider that as evidence tending to impeach the good faith of her

claim " was held correct. An instruction that there was a pre-

sumption of law that, if she had testified, her testimony would

have hurt her was held to have been properly refused. Cole v.

Lake Shore, &c. R. R., 95 Mich. 77 (1893). So where parties re-

fuse to obey the precept of a subpoena daces tecum, the court say

that "it is a circumstance that the jury could have considered as

a fact tending to show a purpose upon the part of appellees to

suppress evidence against them." Darby v. Roberts, 3 Tex. Civ.

App. 427 (1893).

But the "mere non-production of books, upon notice, has no other

effect than to admit the other party to prove their contents by

parol. . . . Any presumption against him can only be on the ground

that he withholds evidence and omnia contra spoliatorem. But

this rule cannot operate where all that is done is not to produce

evidence which can only go in by consent of the other side."

Cartier v. Troy Lumber Co., 138 111. 533 (1891).

" Where withholding testimony raises a violent presumption

that a fact not clearly proved or disproved exists, it is not error to

allude to the fact of withholding as a circumstance strengthening

the proof." Frick v. Bai-bour, 64 Pa. St. 120 (1870) ; Gulf, &c.,

R. R. Co. V. Ellis, 54 Fed. Rep. 481 (1893).

" The non-production of evidence clearly within the power of a

party creates a strong presumption that, if produced, it would be

against him." Miller v. Jones, 32 Ark. 337 (1877).

"In equity, as at law, the omission of a party to testify in con-

trol or explanation of testimony given by others in his presence is

a proper subject of consideration." McDonough v. CNiel, 113

Mass. 92 (1873) ; Eckel v. Eckel, 49 N. J. Eq. 587 (1892) ; Hall v.

Yanderpool, 156 Pa. St. 152 (1893).

"Where evidence which would properly be part of a case, is

within the control of the party whose interest it would naturally

be to produce it, and, without satisfactory explanation, he fails to
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do so, the jury may draw an inference that it would be unfavourable
to him. It is an inference of fact, not a presumption of law."
Hall V. Vanderpool, («6i supra).

It is competent for the party against whom such presumption
would lie to introduce evidence to meet its force. Thus, where it

is claimed that the plaintiff, in an action for personal injury, was
feigning weakness to escape medical examination into the extent
of her injuries, it is competent for her to show that shortly prior
she had herself freely invited such examination. Durgin v.

Danville, 47 Vt. 95, 105 (1874).

But it has been held that (however important as bearing on
evenly balanced evidence) the mere failure to question one's own
witness as to a certain fact will not relieve the other side of the
necessity of proving the fact affirmatively ;

— if material to his case.
" To so hold would be substituting conjecture for proof." Arbuckle
v. Templeton, 65 Vt. 205 (1892). But where a party offers only
weak and unsatisfactory evidence, when he clearly has plenary
evidence in his control, such evidence as is offered should " be
viewed with suspicion." Wimer v. Smith, 22 Oreg. 469 (1892).

In criminal cases, the voluntary suppression of testimony is

usually cogent circumstantial evidence of guilt. For example,
that a defendant travelled under an assumed name and destroyed,
on his arrest, the notes alleged to have been forged. State v.

Chamberlain, 89 Mo. 129 (1886); or offered to destroy some
barrels furnishing incriminating evidence of barratry. Phoenix
Ins. Co. V. Moog, 78 Ala. 284, 307 (1884), do not differ in any
essential particulars from other facts circumstantially tending to

sustain the claim of criminality.

The same inference or presumption obtains where evidence is

fabricated in support of any contention. Indeed, courts have fre-

quently exhibited a perhaps natural resentment and impatience in

disposing of such cases and have not always, apparently, felt in-

clined or constrained calmly to balance the weight of evidence in

favor of one who has deliberately attempted to mislead them
But even as matter of logic, an inference or presumption of lack
of real merits in a claim or defence which feels forced to rely upon
manufactured testimony, presses most strongly on the judgment.

Thus, in an admiralty case of collision, where the defendants
produced a log-book found to be false, the court say, "This conclu-
sion disposes of the case ; for, in a conflict of evidence such as the
case presents, the production of a fabricated log warrants the
rejection of the testimony which it is brought to support." The
Tillie, 7 Benedict, 382 (1874).

Similarly, for a plaintiff to attempt to bribe the sheriff to select

certain jurymen "is in the nature of an admission that the cause
of the party resorting to bribery of witnesses or jurors is unjust,
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and that his claim is dishonest and unrighteous." Kidd r. AVard,

(Iowa) 59 N. W. 279 (1894).

So in relation to witnesses. " Evidence of the fact of an at-

tempted subornation is admissible as an admission by conduct that

the party's cause is an unrighteous one." Fulkerson v. Murdock,

53 Mo. App. 151 (1892). So a party may show, if he can, that his

opponent has attempted to prevent an adverse witness from attend-

ing the trial, and to bribe a witness to testify on his own behalf.

Carpenter v. Willey, 65 Vt. 168 (1892).

Recent Tossessiox— The possession of stolen goods shortly after

the commission of the crime is presumptive evidence of guilt, or of

a receiving with guilty knowledge. " The rule is well established,

that the recent exclusive possession of the fruits of crime soon after

its commission is prima facie evidence of guilty possession." Hen-

derson V. State, 70 Ala. 23 (1881).

The supreme court of Illinois has sustained the following ruling

:

"The jury are instructed, as a matter of law, that possession of

stolen property, immediately after the theft, is sufficient to warrant

a conviction, unless attending circumstances or other evidence so far

overcomes the presumption thus raised as to create a reasonable

doubt of prisoner's guilt." Sahlinger v. People, 102 111. 211 (1882).

It may well be doubted, however, whether the prima facie weight

of a presumption of law has usually been given this presumption.

It seems to be essentially one of fact. "The instruction, that pos-

session of stolen property immediately after the theft, if an unsatis-

factory account is given, ' affords presumptive evidence of guilt,' was

right; and the whole matter of the degree of force the presumption

ought to bear in the particular case was submitted to the jury, as a

question of fact, in a manner which leaves no ground for exception."

Com. V. McGorty, 114 Mass. 299 (1873). " The doctrine of the cases

referred to is, that there is no presumption of law arising from the

possession of stolen goods. To that doctrine we readily yield our

assent. It is not a presumption of law for the court, but a presump-

tion of fact for the jury." State v. Eaymond, 46 Conn. 345 (1878).

The reasons for declining to assign this presumption the probative

weight of a presumption of law are principally that the varying cir-

cumstances of particular cases, as to remoteness of time, presence

or absence of reasonable explanation, etc., give this presumption

a very varying weight.

"The first practical difficulty in the way of making it a presump-

tion of law is the impossibility of inventing a rule by which to

determine whether the possession is recent or not. ... It is use-

less to call such a presumption a presumption of law. Call it what

we may, it is a presumption of fact. ... It is a presumption estab-

lished by no legal rule, ascertained by no legal test, defined by no

lec^al terms, measured by no legal standard, bounded by no legal
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limits. It has none of the characteristics of Law." State o Hoch'-e
50 N. H. 510 (1869).

In Stokes v. State, 58 Miss. 677 (1881), a ruling that the present
was a presumption of law was held erroneous. " However strongly
the one fact may seem to follow from the other, they (the jury)
cannot be told they must infer it, or that the law infers it for
them."

" Ordinarily it is stronger or weaker in proportion to the period
intervening between the stealing and the finding in possession of
the accused

;
and after the lapse of a considerable time before the

possession is shown in the accused, the law does not infer his guilt,
but leaves the question to the jury under the consideration of all the
circumstances." State v. Eights, 82 N. C. 675 (1880).

In Hernandez v. State, 9 Tex. App. 288 (1880), the court say that
the request for an instruction that, " The possession of property re-
cently stolen is a circumstance proper for the consideration of the
jury in determining the guilt or innocence of the accused, bat does
not of itself constitute sufficient evidence to sustain a verdict of
guilty," should have been granted. To same effect, State v. Kim-
ble, 34 La. Ann. 392 (1882). On the contrary, and with a confused
perception of the real relations of presumptions of fact to assump-
tions of law, the supreme court of Iowa hold that ''the presumption
in question, unless overcome, will authorise conviction. It is a pre-
sumption recognised by the hiw, and may therefore be termed a
presumption of law. The term 'presumption of fact' implies that
from certain facts the law will raise a presumption. Either of
these terms, 'presumption of law ' or ' presumption of fact,' may be
vised to express the same thought, for they are identical in mean-
ing." State V. Kelly, 57 la. 644 (1882).

Like other presumptions of fact, proof of the recent possession of
stolen goods amounts to circumstantial evidence of a fact in issue.
" The fact of the possession of the stolen property by the accused is

evidence tending to prove his guilt, but in no sense conclusive as
to his guilt ; nor does his guilt follow as a presumption of law
unless such possession be explained by the accused." Ingalls v-

State, 48 Wise. 647 (1879). See also State v. Eaymond, 46 Conn
345 (1878).

Presumption of Contiistuance. — The inference of the existence
of a fact at a particular time from proof of its existence at a time
previous seems to be entirely one of logic. In other words, it is a
presumption of fact. The inference naturally varies much in weight
according to the nature of the fact itself and the length of time over
which the continuance is sought to be presumed. The presumption
has probative force so far as based on experience.
The illustrations of the inference are as endless as the application

of any other line of thought.
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" If seizin is once proved, it will be presumed to continue until

the contrary is shown." Currier r. Gale, 9 All. 522 (1805) ;
Cob-

leigh V. Young, 15 N. H. 493 (1844) ;
Liud v. Lind, 53 Minn. 48

(1893) ; Balch v. Smith, 4 Wash. 497 (1892).

Evidence being introduced of delivery of bonds to a railroad, and

there being no evidence as to what was done Avitli them, the court

say: "The only presumption arising from these facts is that said

bonds are still in the hands of the railroad company." Choisser v.

People, 140 111. 21 (1892).

Where A. is shown to have owned certain personal property " the

law would presume, in the absence of any evidence to the contrary,

that it continued to be his up to the time of his death, and that it

belonged to the estate at the date of the commencement of this

action." Hanson v. Chiatovich, 13 Nev. 395 (1878); Flanders v.

Merritt, 3 Barb. 201 (1848).

But finding a piece of property at a certain place eight months

before the death of the deceased is no evidence that it was in the

same place at his death. Adams r. Clark, 8 Jones (N. C.) L. 56

(1860).

Where one enters into possession of premises as a tenant, he will

be presumed to hold under that title, and any intention to claim

under a title adverse to the landlord can only be shown by " plain

proof." Leport v. Todd, 32 N. J. Law, 124 (1866). This presumption

has been extended over a period of ten years without evidence in

the meantime. Alabama State Ld. Co. v. Kyle, 99 Ala. 474 (1892).

The fact that A. was insolvcmt shortly before giving a certain note

and mortgage raises " a legal presumption " that he was insolvent

at the time issue was joined in a suit on the note. Evidence that

he was solvent at the trial of the cause does not countervail the

presumption. Body v. Jewson, 33 Wise. 402 (1873).

When a person's residence is proved to be in a certain place, it

will be presumed to continue until the contrary is shown. "As A.'s

residence was admitted to be in the state in 1886, the law presumes

that his residence continued to be in this state unless such presump-

tion has been rebutted." Eerguson r. Wright, 113 N. C. 537

(1893).

"When the residence of the defendants in Xew York is once

established, it is presumed to continue there till the contrary is

shown ; and the burden is cast upon the defendants to show a

change of residence." Pvixford v. Miller, 49 Vt. 319 (1877) ;
Nixon

V. Palmer, 10 Barb. 175 (1850); Prather v. Palmer, 4 Ark. 456

(1841) ; Wray v. Wray, 33 Ala. 187 (1858).

The expression last above quoted from the court in Rixford v.

Miller is significant. The presumption of continuance, like many

others, is often made useful by the courts in determining who has

the burden of evidence as to a particular fact. In determining this,
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jurisprudence plays a part as well as logic, and the presumption of

fact being ruled in tlie language of a presumption of law as a

prima facie case is y>ro hac vice, given the force of a presumption

of law.

Insanity and other Mental States. — A state of settled per-

manent insanity once shown to exist will be presumed to continue.

" The rule does not apply to cases of occasional or intermittent

insanity ; but it does to all cases of habitual or apparently confirmed

insanity, of whatever nature." State v. Wilner, 40 Wise. 304

(187(;) ; Lilly v. Waggoner, 27 111. 395 (1862).

" When it appears in proof that a person was, at any given time,

of unsound mind (unless from some tempoi'ary or transient cause),

the legal presumption is, that that state of mind continues until the

conti'ary is made to appear by evidence." Grouse v. Holman, 19

Ind. 30 (1SG2).

If a certain state of relations is shown to exist between two per-

sons it will be presumed to continue. Eames v. Eames, 41 N. H.

177 (1860).

So of improper sexual relations. Caujolle v. Ferrie, 23 X. Y. 90

(1861).

Evidence that certain persons were partners two or three years

before raises a presumption that tliey are still partners. Cooper

r. Dedrick, 22 Barb. 516 (1856).

So if a course of dealing, e.g., taking by an insurance company of

a promissory note secured by a pledge of the policy in payment of

the premiums on a life insurance policy, is once shown to exist, it

will be presumed to continue. Hastings v. Brooklyn Life Ins. Co.,

138 N. Y. 473 (1893).

But where a former marriage would render a second one bigamous,

it will not be presumed to continue on proof that it once existed.

" That a fact continuous in its nature, will be presumed to continue

after its existence is once shown, is a presumption which ought not

to be allowed to overthrow another presumption of equal if not

greater force, in favor of innocence." Klein v. Lawdman, 29 Mo.

259 (1860).

The real meaning of this apparently is that a presumption is not

proof beyond reasonable doubt as is required in criminal cases.

Presumptions as to Life. — The presumption of the continu-

ance of life may be and frequently is of but slight probative force.

Its logical effect apparently varies greatly not only with the inter-

val of time which it is sought to cover with the presumption, but

also with the probability of procuring evidence other than the pre-

sumption if the fact be as claimed. While the presumption of the

continuance of life certainly continues during the period of seven

years from the time the person was last known to be alive, the

presumption of fact may and usually does gradually grow less and
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less strong; — until it finally remains merely a forensic presump-

tion or assumption of law ; in other words, amounts to a ruling

as to the burden of proof;— that he who asserts the death of

a person shown to be alive before seven years of unexplained

absence has intervened must introduce evidence to show it. '• The
presumption of the continuance of life is merely a presumption of

fact, which is subject to be controlled by facts and circumstances

and other legitimate evidence. ... It is a presumption by no means

of equal strength at all times and under all circumstances. If the

last known of a person was that he was a soldier, and was about

entering into a battle, and had been seen by none of his comrades

after the battle, the presumption of the continuance of life would

be very slight, and very slight evidence would be sufficient to con-

trol it."" Hyde Park v. Canton, 130 Mass. 505 (1881). " The evi-

dence, therefore, that a person was living at a particular time is but

one of the facts to be considered in the determination of the ques-

tion whether he is living at any future given time." Ibid.

So if a person be once shown to be alive, he will be presumed to

continue to live, within reasonable limits, until the contrary is

shown. State r. Plyra, 43 Minn. 385 (1890). ''Ordinarily, in the

absence of evidence to the contrary, the continuance of the life of

an individual, to the common age of man, will be assumed by

presumption of law. The burden of proof lies upon the party

alleging the death of the person." Stevens v. McXamara, 30 Me.

176 (1853).

" The rule is, that the proof of the death of a person, known to

be once living, is incumbent upon the party who asserts his death

;

for it is presumed he lives until the contrary be proved." Duke of

Cumberland v. Graves, 9 Barb. 595 (1850).

Extreme age alone is not sufficient to rebut the presumption of

the continuance of life. "The civil law w'ill presume a person liv-

ing at a hundred years of age, and the common law does not stop

much short of this." Watson v. Tindal, 24 Ga. 494 (1858). So the

fact that a person in " bad health " twenty-two years before, would
now, if alive, be eighty years old, raises no presumption of death.

Matter of Hall's Deposition, 1 Wall. Jr. 85 (1843).

Presumptiox of Death.— This apparently is not the entire

truth in the matter. As the unexplained absence grows in duration,

even during the seven years, and as the inference that the person in

question is alive because he has been shown to be at a previous time,

therefore continuously grows weaker, a presumption of fact that he

is dead has been gaining probative force. As both processes are

continuous, a time comes in any case when the probative weight of

the second presumption of fact not only preponderates over that of

the first, but preponderates to such an extent as to constitute a

prima facie case in favour of death. The burden of introducing evi-
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dence to prove the existence of life under these circumstances lieson him who asserts it; -in other words, there is a presumption ofaw that the person is dead. This period the law, somewhat arbi-
trarily but upon reasons historically satisfactory (see Stat. 1 Jac 1

. Merithew, 80 Me. Ill (1888); Whiting v. Nicholl, 4G III. 230

f9t!^{,\iTnZ\fZ""'
^^ ^'- 4^^(1869); Winship .. Conner.

4. IN. H 341 (1861); Primm v. Stewart, 7 Tex. 178 (1851); Spen-

oZ'nS'nrn^? ^"'t^^^
^^^^^^' ^"^"^^ ^- Heffner, 36 Oh. St.

;1T oali T f !,• f°^-^-°^^' 1 ^"t- I^ep. 527 (1882) ; Osborne v.
Allen, 26 N. J. L. 388 (1857) ; Burr .;. Sim, 4 Whart. 150 (1838) •

l^'n ^U; ^°i^T'
^^ '^'''- ^^'' ' ^'^ ^^^' ^)

'

^'"^'^ - Henke, 58 la:
407 (1882); Holmes v. Johnson, 42 Pa. St. 159(1862); Garwood
'•• Hastings, 38 Gal. 216 (1869).

^
v^^irwooa

" When a person goes abroad and has not been heard of for a long
time, the presumption of the continuance of life ceases at the expi-
ation of seven years from the period when he was last heard of.And the same rule holds, generally, with respect to persons away
from their usual place of resort, and of whom no account can be
given." Whiting v. Nicholl, 46 111. 230 (1867).

It is error to exclude evidence of persons who have heard of the
alleged deceasod on the ground that it is hearsay. It rebuts the
presumption, which only arises when a person is not heard from'
in seven years. Dowd v. Watson, 105 N. C. 476 (1890)

;' The presumption of death, from any lapse of time which the
evidence in the case would justify, would only apply where the indi-
vidual alleged to be dead had left the place of his domicile and had
not been heard from for seven years or more." Duke of Cumber-
land V. Graves, 9 Barb. 595 (1850).
"The statutory presumption, in certain cases, of death after

seven years affords no ground for the converse proposition that, if
the person has been heard from within seven years, there is a pre-
sumption of law that he is still living. Neither is it true that there
IS any presumption of law one way or the other as to the continu-
ance of life. It is a mere presumption of fact which is subject to
be controlled by facts and circumstances, and consequently by no
means of equal strength at all times, and under all circumstances;
or, perhaps, more correctly speaking, there is no rigid presumption
one way or the other." State r. Plym, 43 Minn. 385 (1890).

If the contention that great length of absence tends rather to
show that the person in question has changed his home than that
he IS dead, the court say, "We do not perceive any solid foundation
for It. Winship V. Conner, 42 N. H. 341 (1861). But the court
of Alabama very truly say that ''considering the great length and
breadth of this country, and the migratory character of the people
the presumption has less force here than in the country where the
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law on this subject originated." Smith r. Smith, 49 Ala. 156

(1873).

Where heirs at law, while very young, moved to a western state as

a place of permanent residence, evidence that for twelve years they

had not been heard of by the testatrix at the place of their original

residence, does not raise a presumption of their death. " The

absence, without being heard from for seven years, which will war-

rant the presumption that a person is dead, means absence from

that person's place of residence — his home — with which place he

would most certainly keep up some kind of communication, or to

which he would return were he alive." Keller r. Stuck, 4 Redf.

294 (1880).

The death of such person at any time within the seven years

is not presumed, but must be proved. Newman v. Jenkins, 10

Pick. 515 (1830) ; Whiting v. Nicholl, 46 111. 230 (1867) ;
Spencer

r. Eoper, 13 Ired. 333 (1852) ; Johnson v. Merithew, 80 Me. Ill

(1888). Such " death may be proved by showing facts from which

a reasonable inference would lead to that conclusion, as by proving

that a person sailed in a particular vessel for a particular voyage,

and that neither vessel nor any person on board had been heard of

for a length of time sufficient for information to be received from

that part of the globe where the vessel might be driven or the per-

sons on board of her might be carried." Johnson v. Merithew (uU

siqjra). So that "the person was dangerously ill, or in a weak state

of health, was exposed to great perils of disease or accident, or that

he embarked on board of a vessel which has not since been heard

from, though the length of the usual voyage has long since elapsed."

Eagle V. Emmet, 4 Bradf. 117 (1856) ; Smith r. Knowlton, 11 N. H.

191 (1840).

"Any facts or circumstances relating to the character, habits, con-

dition, affections, attachments, prosperity, and oljjects in life which

usually control the conduct of men and are the motives of their

actions, are competent evidence from which may be inferred the

death of one absent and unheard from, whatever has been the dura-

tion of such absence." Tisdale v. Connecticut, &c.j Ins. Co., 26 la.

170 (1868).
*' It may well be conceded that where a person is studious in his

habits, attentive to his business, has a fixed and permanent resi-

dence, and is surrounded by those influences which are calculated

to endear him to his home, suddenly and unaccountably disappears,

a presumption may arise which would warrant a jury in finding that

he was dead." Hancock r. American, &c., Ins. Co., 62 Mo. 26

(1876).

"A jury may find the fact of death, if the circumstances of the

case concur, from the lapse of a shorter period than seven years."

Puckett V. State, 1 Sneed, 355 (1853). So in a case where deceased
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Avas last seen on an overland journey to California, through a coun-

try infested with hostile Indians, and determined to fight his wa}-

through, the court presume from the fact that neither he nor any of

the party were since seen that he died soon after he was last seen.

Davie c. Briggs, 97 U. S. 628 (1878).

Whoever claims that death occurred at any period within the

seven years has the onus of proving that fact. Doe d. Hagerman
/.'. Stro^ng, 4 Q. B. U. C. 510 (1848), confirmed 8 Q. B. U. C. 291

(1851); Howard v. State, 75 Ala. 27 (1883).

JSTo Presumption of Death within the Seven Years. — The
attempt has been made to establish a presumption of law that the

person died precisely at the end of the seven years, i. e., lived through
that period. The better opinion seems to be that the time of death

within the prescribed period of seven years is a matter entirely for

evidence, and that the person to whose contention the fact of such

death is essential, must prove it. " It certainly has not been
expressly decided that the person must be taken to have lived

throughout the period ; but that conclusion inevitably follows from
the legal presumption of life, which, though prospectively rebutted

at a particular period, is sufficient to sustain the allegation of exist-

ence during the time it lasted." Burr v. Sim, 4 Whart. 150, 171

(1838). " The legal presumption . . . establishes not only the fact

of death, but also the time at which the person shall first be

accounted dead." Whiting r. Nicholl, 46 111., 230 (1867) ; Eagle

V. Emmet, 4 Bradf. 117 (1856) ; Whiteley v. Equitable Life, &c., Co.,

72 Wise. 170 (1888). " It is no answer to say that the probabilities

are that the death did not occur at the expiration of the seven

years, but at some other time within that period. The time of the

death, as well as the fact of death, are presumptions not of fact

but of law. The law regards neither as certain. It simply declares

that the party shall be presumed to be dead at the expiration of

seven years, whenever his death shall come in question." Clarke

V. Canfield, 15 K J. Eq. 119 (1802) ; Shown r. IMcMackin, 9 Lea,

601, 607 (1882) ; Stevens v. McNamara, 36 Me. 176 (1853) ; Craw-

ford r. Elliott, 1 Houst. 465 (1856) ;
Montgomery v. Bevans,

1 Sawy. C. Ct. 653 (1871).

If a person was unmarried when last heard from, it will be pre-

sumed that he died without issue. Shown r. McMackin, 9 Lea,

601 (1882).

Whose Ignorance is Important. — In an Alabama case it is

very truly said that "evidence of parties having no particular

interest in the person whose life or death is in issue, not being rela-

tions, friends, or members of the family, — parties with whom the

absent person, if alive, would not be likely to have any correspond-

ence ; . . . should have but little weight." The court held a single

letter from the allesred deceased from Texas to one of her friends
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four years before of much greater weight than many affidavits from

persons who woukl not naturally be expected to hear from the per-

son, if alive. Smith v. Smith, 49 Ala. 156 (1873).

No presumption of death is raised by the fact that inquiries

at the post-office of the party's former residence reveal the fact

that he is not known there; — even if the person were in "bad

health " twenty-two years ago ; that if now alive he would be

eighty years old, and that his name is not in the directory ; — in

the absence of evidence of inquiry being made among his friends,

the kind of ill health, and the fact of change of residence. '' Show
me that (alleged deceased) was the subject of some quick consum-

ing disease, or of any specific malady, and you will change the case.

... It is no presumption of law that the runners of the post-office

know, so as to answer at first inquiry, the name and residence of

every person in a populous city." Hall's Deposition, 1 Wall. Jr.,

85, 104 (1843).
" There is no rule of law which confines such intelligence to any

particular class of persons. It is not a question of pedigree." Flynn

V. Coffee, 12 All. 133 (1806).

So where a wife left the place where the parties had resided as

husband and wife, her evidence that she had not heard of her hus-

band for seven years does not raise the presumption of his death.

The persons whose not hearing is significant of the death of per-

sons not heard from are " those who are nearly related to them, or

were upon terms of friendship with them, and remained at or near

the place where they last resided." Thomas r. Thomas, 16 Neb.

553 (1884) ; Com. v. Thompson, 11 All. 23 (1865). To the same
effect is Hyde Park v. Canton, 130 Mass. 505 (1881). Under simi-

lar facts, and answering the question as to whether the former,

abandoning, husband, were dead, the court say: "This is a pure

question of fact ; and, in the absence of any direct evidence, is to

be determined by the presumption which the law authorises. If a

man leaves his home and goes into parts unknown, and remains

unheard from for the space of seven years, the law authorises to

those that remain, the presumption of fact that he is dead; but it

does not authorise him to presume therefore that any one of those

remaining in the place which he left has died." Hyde Park /•.

Canton {ubl supra). To same effect, of an absence of seventeen

years under similar circumstances, see Garwood tu Hastings, 38

Cal. 216 (1889). The fact that one has been absent twenty years

from a certain place raises no presumption of death, "as there is

no evidence he ever established his residence there." Stinchfield

V. Emerson, 52 Me. 465 (1864).

It is unnecessary to say that the presumption may be rebutted.

Youngs V. Heffner, 36 Oh. St. 232 (1880). "This is merely a pre-

sumption of fact, and may be rebutted." Flynn u. Coffee, 12 All.
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133 (186G). The explanations of such absence may be such as to

deprive the presumption of much of its probative force.

Where a person leaves home for some foreign place, unex-

plained absence for seven years does not raise a presumption of

death unless inquiry were "made at such place without getting

tidings of him." Wentworth v. Wentworth. 71 Me. 72 (1880) ;

McCartee v. Camel, 1 Barb. (N. Y.) Chan. 455 (1846).

It naturally follows that if the presumption of death from seven

years' absence turns out to be erroneous, that acts done on the

strength of the presumption are of no legal validity. For example,

a savings bank may be required to pay to a depositor money already

paid to his administrator, erroneously appointed on the presumption

of his death from seven years' absence. Jockumsen v. Suffolk

Savings Bk., 3 All. 87 (1861) . For a New York decision, by a divided

court, to the contrary effect, see Eoderigas 'r. East River Savings

Instn., 63 N. Y. 460 (1875).

Presumption of Life ix Ckiminal Cases. — The presumption

of the continuance of life, being at the highest a presumption of

law, regulating the burden of proof and based upon a presumption

of fact of a varying probative force, which grows weaker in exact

proportion as it becomes necessary to rely on it, is not considered

sufficient to sustain the government's burden of proof in a crim-

inal case on a material point. In other words, it is not proof be-

yond a reasonable doubt. To adopt a common expression, " The

presumption of life yields when in conflict with the presumption of

innocence." "Though the law presumes a continuance of life, yet

where this presumption necessarily involves a presumption of crime,

and comes in conflict with the presumption of innocence, the former,

which is the weaker, yields to the latter presumption, and the party

affirming that an individual is not dead will be bound to prove it."

Lockhart v. White, 18 Tex. 102 (1856). For these reasons, on an

indictment for bigamy, the courts have usually refused to consider

the fact that the defendant's first husband or wife was alive shortly

before the second marriage as sufficient evidence that such husband

or wife was actually alive at the time of the second marriage.

Squire v. State, 46 Ind. 467 (1874).

On an indictment for bigamy, the supreme court of Indiana de-

cline to consider the fact that the first wife was alive two years

before the second marriage sufficient evidence that she was alive at

that time. " Inasmuch as the state was required to prove the appel-

lant's guilt beyond a reasonable doubt, we think the jury were not

justified in coming to the conclusion, over the presumption of his

innocence, that the first wife was living at the time of the second

marriage." Squire v. State, 46 Ind. 459 (1874). The same rule is

applied in a civil case where the continuance of life would establish

bigamy in a criminal case. Sharp v. Johnson, 22 Ark. 79 (1860)

;
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Klein v. Landman, 29 Ma. 259 (1860) ; West v. State, 1 Wise. 209

(1853). " Thongh the law presumes a continuance of life, yet

where this presumption necessarily involves a presumption of

crime, and comes in conflict with the presumption of innocence, the

former, which is weaker, yields to the latter presumption, and the

party affirming that an individual is not dead will be bound to prove

it." Lockhart v. White, 18 Tex. 102 (1856). "Otherwise the second

marriage would be held criminal, by reason of a presumption ; which

would be to establish a crime upon a bare presumption." Spears v.

Burton, 31 Miss. 547 (1856).

While " it may be true that innocence is to be presumed, and that

when the presumption of life is brought in conflict with the pre-

sumption of innocence, the latter should prevail," the jury are not

to presume death except at the end of seven years, but are to weigh

all tlie evidence in the case. Murray v. Murray, 6 Oreg. 17

(1876).

The rule, more or less definitely announced in the above cases,

that the presumption of the continuance of life cannot be used to

prove the defendant guilty of bigamy was considered in an interest-

ing Massachusetts case. Com. v. McGrath, 140 Mass. 296 (1885).

The indictment was for polygamy. For the lawful marriage tlie

government relied on a marriage to one N. W. on January 24,

1880. The defendant set up that previously, in 1876, he had mar-

ried one C. T. and cohabited with her until within a month of his

going through the ceremony with the said N. W. He then asked

the court to rule that " the presumption of law in the absence of

evidence to the contrary " was that C. T. was alive at the date of

the ceremony relied on by the government as the legal marriage.

This the judge, on the strength of the presumption of innocence,

declined to do. Held error. "The fact that a person is alive at a

certain time does att'ord some presumption that he is alive a month

later, as it does that he was alive an hour or a year later. It is evi-

dence tending to prove that fact, which in ordinary cases, in the ab-

sence of other evidence, would be deemed conclusive. Its weight, of

course, would be affected by any circumstances affecting the proba-

bility of the continuance of life in particular cases, or rendering it

probable that death had occurred ; and, in this case, the fact of the

defendant's marriage is such a circumstance. But the question

whether a person is alive at a certain time, whether a day, or a

month, or a year, or any period less than seven years, after direct

evidence that he was living, is for the jury, to be determined by the

general presumption or probability of the continuance of life, modi-

fied by the circumstances of the particular case. . . . The jury were

to judge of the strength of the presumption of the innocence of the

defendant, as well as of the continuance of the life of his former

wife, in view of all the circumstances affecting them. The instruc-
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tions of the court were not merely that there was no presumption of

law, and that the fact was for the jury to find upon the evidence,

but were in effect a ruling that tlie presuiaiption of innocence

destroyed the presumption of the continuance of life, so that tlie

fact that the first wife was alive a month before the second marriage

was not to be considered as evidence that she was living at the time

of that marriage."

In a libel for adultery on account of a second marriage, the first

being denied, it was held that the general rule that marriage could

be inferred from cohabitation did not apply, and an actual marriage

must be proved. ''We cannot indulge this inference without pre-

suming that the defendant has been guilty of the crime of bigamy."

Case V. Case, 17 Cal. 598 (1861).

For analogous reasons, when the crime of bigamy is collaterally

involved, the continuance of life will not be presumed, e. g., in an

action of ejectment where the claim is made that certain heirs of

the patentee were illegitimate because a former wife was shown to

be living within five years of his marriage to their mother. Sharp

V. Johnson, 22 Ark. 79 (1860).

Presumption of Continuance Affirmed.— But this contention

that where, in a civil case, the presumption of the continuance of

life tends to show a subsequent marriage to be bigamous, the pre-

sumption of innocence requires that probative force should be

denied the presumption of continuance of life, has been vigor-

ously repudiated. In a case involving a pauper settlement acquired

by a second marriage and residence in the defendant town, the

defence being that of a prior marriage to a man who had abandoned

the pauper several years before and not shown to be dead, the court

say : " It is said, however, in argument, that there is a presumption

of innocence, which of itself is sufficient to overcome the presump-

tion of continuance of life ; and that therefore the fact that the

pauper married again is to be considered as some evidence that she

mi"ht lawfully do so. The presumption of innocence is not based

upon facts, but is independent of all evidence. The presumption of

continued life rests upon facts proved ; and those established facts,

while they raise the presumption of continued life, rebut the pre-

sumption of innocence." Hyde Park v. Canton, 130 Mass. 505

(1881).

Under similar circumstances, the supreme court of Oregon say

:

" Ordinarily the death of a person would not be presumed until

after an absence of seven years without being heard from. But if

within the seven years, the presumption of life is to be overcome by

the presumption of innocence, then the entire case and circum-

stances under which a party claims such force for this presumption

of innocence ought to be carefully considered." Murray v. Murray,

6 Oreg. 17 (1876).
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For similar reasons, the court will not allow a statute permitting

])ersons to marry after three years' unexplained absence by a former

iiusband or wife without beiug deemed guilty of bigamy to be used

as proof of actual death in a criminal case where such death is a

material fact. State r. Henke, 58 la. 457 (1882).

But in a Minnesota case, on an indictment where, however, there

were corroborating circumstances, the first wife being shown to be

alive within two years of the second marriage, the court sustain a

ruling that " when life is once shown, it is presumed to continue

until it is shown to have ended. That presumption may be stronger

or weaker according to the circumstances of any particular case.

It is not a conclusive presumption, but it is a presumption which

the jury is warranted in drawing, from the fact of life being shown,

that life continues until it otherwise appears." The court state

their opinion thus: '"Taken as a whole, we find no error in this

statement of the law. There is some confusion, if not conflict, of

views in the decisions in cases of conflicting presumptions of the

continuance of life and of innocence as to which shall prevail. Some

hold that what is called the presumption of the continuance of life

must yield to the stronger presumption of innocence ; and therefore,

in prosecutions for bigamy, the fact that the former husband or wife

was living at some particular date before the second marriage will

not warrant a conviction ; that there must be some direct evidence

that he or she was still living at the date of the second marriage.

Eeduced to its logical result, the effect of this would be that, if it

was proved by the most indisputable evidence that the former hus-

band or wife was alive and in good health a few hours before the

second marriage, the jury could not presume that death had not

intervened, without some direct evidence to the contrary. The
unreasonableness of this as a practical rule of evidence would seem
almost self-evident." State v. Plym, 43 Minn. 385 (1890) ; Howard
V. State, 75 Ala. 27 (1883).

Probably the -'confusion, if not conflict," referred to in State v.

Plym, 43 Minn. 385 (1890), in part, at least, arises from a failure

to distinguish presumptions of fact from assumptions or presump-

tions of law. In a criminal cause, the forensic rule of the " pre-

sumption of innocence " may fairly be considered to be inconsistent

wath the establishment of a conflicting rule of presumption that

there is such a probative force in the presumption of fact of a

continuance of life as to satisfy the burden of establishing pre-

scribed by the " presumption of innocence." But there seems no

reason why the presumption of continuance should not be used as

an inference of fact with such weight as the jury see fit to give it.

SuKvivoRSHip. — A mass of ingenious reasoning clusters about

the question. What presumption of survivorship exists when several

persons perish in a common accident ? The rugged common-sense
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of English law, after some slight attempts to adopt them, disfuvds

the intricate presumptions of the civil law, as based on age, health,

sex, &c., and adopts the rule that there is no presumption on the

subject whatever ; that he who relies on the fact of survivorship

must establish it as best he can. Newell v. Nichols, 12 Hun, 604

(1878) ; Newell v. Nichols, 75 N. Y. 78 (1878) ; Stinde v. Ridg-

way, 55 How. Prac. 301 (1878) ; Stinde v. Goodrich, 3 Redf. 87

(1877).

So in charging a jury, in such a case, Mr. Justice Woods says

:

" There are no presumptions of law in the case. If the evidence

produced by the plaintiffs establishes the fact of survivorship to the

satisfaction of your minds, your verdict should be for the plaintiff.

. . . The plaintiffs have the affirmative of the issue, the burden of

proof is on them, and unless the testimony in the case satisfies and

convinces your minds you cannot return a verdict in their favor

;

but, if you are satisfied and convinced, you can and should." Robin-

son r. Gallier, 2 Woods, 178 (1875).

It is merely reversing the statement, without affecting the mean-

ing, to say, as is frequently done, that the parties are presumed to

have perished at the same moment. What is meant is, that he who

desires to establish any survivorship, has the burden of proving it.

There is no probative "force in the "presumption" of simultaneous

death, and if that fact were material, affirmative evidence would be

required to prove it.

"When two persons, husband and wife, are killed in the same

accident, and there is no proof on the subject, the presumption of

law is that they died co-instantaneously." Kansas Pac. R. v. Miller,

2 Col. 442 (1874).

Apparently the facts that the accident was at sea; that the hus-

band was in the prime of life and an expert swimmer, while the

wife was in feeble health, does not authorise an inference that the

husband survived. Fuller v. Linzee, 135 Mass. 468 (1883).

But, on the contrary, in weighing the effect of positive testimony,

the tribunal may properly take into consideration the physical con-

dition of the parties. For example, where a father was washed

overboard from a wrecked vessel, a son for a time remaining, evi-

dence of the health of the father may found an inference of the

point of time at which the father died. "As we understand the

doctrine of the common law, it is this, that when several individuals

perish by a common calamity, and there is no circumstance other

than that of age, sex, &c., from which it may be rationally inferred

who was the longer liver, in such case, no presumption arises upon

which a conclusion can be predicated. But that when the calamity,

though common to all, consists of a series of successive events, sep-

arated from each other in point of time and character, and each

likely to produce death upon the several victims according to the
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degree of exposure to it, in such a case, the difference of age, sex and

health becomes a uinttei- oi e ride ?ice and may be relied u})on as such."

Smith V. Croom, 7 Fla. 81, 144 (1857). To the same effect is Pell

V. Ball, 1 Cheves (S. C.) Eq. 99, 108 (1840), where the fact that the

wife was heard for some time loudly calling for her husband in, all

parts of the vessel, without reply, was held sufficient evidence to

warrant the finding of her survivorship. " Because the plaintiffs

are to prove the fact of survivorship, it does not follow that they

are to prove it to demonstration." Ibid. So where an elderly lady-

was swept away by a wave, while her grandchildren were seen

standing in the place " some ten or fifteen minutes after the grand-

mother disappeared," it was held that " it may be that the evidence

is sufficient to justify the conclusion that the children survived their

grandmother as they were last seen alive." Stiude v. Ridgway,

55 How, Prac. 301 (1878). This decision, however, was reversed in

Matter of Ridgway, 4 Redf. 22G (1880), where the surrogate says,

after remarking that in such a calamity those who abandon the ves-

sel are the safer: "The facts of this case seem to me to indicate

the instant and inevitable doom of the children, with hope of res-

cue or at least some continuance of life on the part of the grand-

mother. At all events, I am of the opinion tliat the parties alleg-

ing survivorship have not satisfactorily proved the fact." Ibid.

Where the conditions of a common death, e.g., that caused by a

burning building, can be made the subject of evidence, all the cir-

cumstances of the case are relevant of the question of survivorship.

"The death of the several victims resulted from a succession of

causes." Will of Ehle, 73 Wise. 445 (1880).

Presumption of Regularity. — In most instances, this so-called

presumption is rather a rule of administration than one of logic.

It generally has slight probative force, and amounts in many in-

stances to a statement that whoever relies on an irregularity must

prove it. In other words, it states who has the burden of intro-

ducing evidence on that particular subject. As the effect of the

courts announcing an assumption or "presumption" of law is to

shift this burden of introducing evidence, the process of locating the

burden of introducing evidence on a particular point by ruling that

there is a presumption of law to the contrary has proved an easy

one. The practical considerations which have led courts to assume

the regularity of proceedings (especially those of long standing)

until the contrary is shown are obvious and valuable. It is fair to

say of these assumptions, as Sir William Grant, in Hillary v. Waller,

12 Vesey, Jr., 239, 252 (1806), said, in presuming a lost grant of the

estate, that these " Presumptions do not always proceed on a belief

that the thing presumed has actually taken place. Grants are fre-

quently presumed, as Lord Mansfield says (Eldridge v. Knott, 1

Cowp. 214 (1774), merely for the purpose, and from a principle of
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quieting the possession. There is as much occasion for presuming

conveyances of legal estates ; as otherwise titles must forever remain

imperfect, and in many respects unavailable, when from length of

time it has become impossible to discover in whom the legal estate

(if outstanding) is actually vested." This statement is cited with

approval in Fletcher v. Fuller, 120 U. S. 534 (1886).

Judicial Proceedings. — Whoever would impeach the accuracy

of judicial proceedings must introduce evidence to that effect. The
reason is partly given by the supreme court of Pennsylvania :

—
"We are not to expect too much from records of judicial pro-

ceedings. They are memorials of the judgments and decrees of the

judges, and contain a general but not a particular detail of all

tliat occurs before them. . . . Much must be left to intendment

and presumption, for it is often less difficult to do things correctly

than to describe them correctly." Beale v. Com., 25 Pa. St. 11

(1855); State v. Lewis, 22 N. J. L. 564 (1849); Worley Adm. r.

Hineman, 6 Ind. App. 240 (1892).

"It is a principle long since settled, that in pleading the judg-

ment or decree of a court having plenary jurisdiction of the subject,

it is not necessary to set forth the proceedings preliminary to such

judgment or decree. The presumption of law is conclusive, that

all the requisite prior proceedings were had in the case until the

contrary appears." Lathrop v. Stuart, 5 McLean, 167 (1850).

So the Maryland court of appeals, in a case involving the validity

of a license issued to a Pennsylvania corporation by the governor of

Pennsylvania under an act of the legislature of that state, hold that

they are required by comity "to presume, that the license granted

by the governor, purporting to be in pursuance of tlie law, was a

regular exercise of power, and further to presume from it, that the

patent had duly and regularly preceded it." Plank Road Co. v.

Bruce, 6 Md. 457 (1854).

But the proceedings must be prima facie regular.

The courts of Massachusetts, for example, will not assume, in the

absence of a recital in the record or evidence to that effect, that a

California court had jurisdiction to grant a valid divorce between

non-resident parties. " A presumption may exist in favor of the

jurisdiction of a court of record of another state, which has assumed

to exercise jurisdiction over a subject matter in controversy between

parties residing there. But there is no such presumption in favor

of the jurisdiction of such a court over parties not there residing."

Com. V. Blood, 97 Mass. 538 (1867).

Omnia rite acta. — So it will be assumed, after a suitable length

of time, that all facts existed necessary to the validity of an ancient

title. The rule proceeds partly upon the presumption of fact that

if serious flaw^s had in reality existed, advantage would have been

taken of them in so long an interval, and partly upon consideration
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of the practical advantages of quieting titles as contrasted with the

niischief and hardship of requiring the proof of trivial things in

cases where the evidence is perishable, and, after an interval of

time which would render the furnishing of absolute proof extreniely

ditficult and expensive, if not indeed impossible. " There is a time

when the rules of evidence must be relaxed. We cannot summon

witnesses from the grave, rake memory from its ashes, or give fresh-

ness and vigour to the dull and torpid brain." Eichards v. Elwell,

48 Pa. St. 361 (1864).

So in a case m Maine, where the question turned on the validity

of a tax-deed over thirty years old, it is said that " after tlie lapse of

thirty years from a collector's sale of land for taxes, it may be pre-

sumed from facts and circumstances proved, that the tax-bills, valu-

ation, Avarrants, notices, &c., were regular ; that the assessors and

collector were duly chosen at legal meetings ;
that the collector was

sworn ; that a valuation and copy of the assessment were returned

by the assessors to the town-clerk, and that everything which can

be thus reasonably and fairly presumed, may have the force and

effect of proof." Freeman r. Thayer, 33 Me. 76 (1851).

Where tlie plaintiff's title was based in part on a grant of land

by a proprietors' meeting ten years before the bringing of the action,

held: "It is but a just assumption as against them (and a fortiori

against a stranger) that a grant asserted by their records to have

been made at a legal meeting, was made by a meeting duly warned

and holden, until the contrary appears." Cobleigh v. Young, 15

N. H. 493 (1844).

But in a Massachusetts case, where five persons petitioned for a

proprietors' meeting under a statute authorising tiiat number to

apply to a justice of the peace for the purpose, and nine years

after a writ of entry was brought on a title derived through the

proceedings of that meeting, it was held that there was no " legal

presumption " that all five were in fact proprietors, but that the

demandant must establish that fact by competent evidence. Stevens

r. Taft, 3 Gray, 487 (1855).

In a later case in Maine, the point was raised in 1862 that the bond

filed by an administrator who had made sale of certain real estate

in 1836 did not appear of record to have been approved in writing

by the judge of probate, as required by law. The court say :
*' "When

we consider that this was a transaction which occurred more than

twenty years ago ; that the law required the bond to be approved

by the judge before it could be legally filed ; that the bond was in

fact filed ; that the record shows that all the substantial steps were

taken required by law, and, so far as the administrator was con-

cerned, with technical accuracy ; that the sale was a public one, and

that the defendant immediately entered under his deed, and has held

undisturbed possession for more than twenty years, the law would
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fully authorize the conclusion that all was done whicli was required
to give the defendant a perfect title." Austin v. Austin, 50 Me 74
(1SG2). In a case m Missouri, where executors had been directed
by the probate court to give a deed, and there had been undisturbed
possession for over twenty years, the court say :

" It may well be
presumed that the executors . . . executed ... a deed in con
forir.ity to the order of the probate court." The court further speak
o± the liberal presumptions that we would indulge in order to pre-
vent irregularities or imperfections in such transactions from bein.^
held fatal.' Williams v. Mitchell, 112 Mo. 300 (1892) A sheriff's
deed, over thirty years old, recited a judgment. The court records
being burned, held

:
- The existence of the judgment and execution

recited m the sheriff's deed ought to be presumed." Giddings v
Day, 84 Tex. 605 (1892).

^
In a North Carolina case the court, in deciding that a commis-

sioner appointed to take depositions offered in evidence is pre-sumed qualified until the contrary is shown, use the following
language : — °

" By the general rules of evidence, certain presumptions are con-
tinually made in favour of the regularity of proceedings and the
validity of acts. It presumes that every man in his private and
othcial character does his duty, until the contrary is proved •

it will
presume that all things are rightly done, unless the circumstances
of the case overturn this presumption. Thus it will presume that aman acting in a public office has been rightly appointed; that entries
made in public books are rightly made by the proper officer, and
like instances abound of these presumptions. Bank v. Dandrid^e
12 Wheat. 64; " Gregg v. Mallett, 111 N. C. 74 (1892).
Other Instances.— The same rule, for the same reasons, assumes

the propriety of official conduct in matters not of record or in aid of
ancient titles.

So the official acts of public officers, within the general scope of
their powers, will be presumed to be by legal authority. Payne v
Treadwell, 16 Cal. 220 (1860).

Public officers and all other people will be presumed to do their
duty,— the idea being that the onus of evidence is on the person
alleging the contrary. A county judge, for example, will be pre-
sumed to have paid over insurance-money to the county treasurer as

So"/f.i^7
^'''^- '-*^P^'' "'• ^^'''"° ^^- (Tex. Civ. App.), 28 S. W.

.^bJ (18 J4). So It will be presumed that a sheriff in giving a deed
acted withm his legal powers. Ivy v. Yancey (Mo. Supreme Court)
31 S. W. 937 (1895). The courts of North Carolina say that there
IS a presumption that men do their duty, private and official, until
the contrary is shown

; that all things were rightly done unless the
circumstances rebut the presumption; that they will presume men
in public office were rightly appointed; that entries in public books
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•were made by the proper officers. So it will be presumed that a

commissioner appointed by the court to take depositions is qualified

until the contrary is shown. Gregg [v. Mallett, 111 N. C. 74

(1892).

Such a presumption, as has been said, usually amounts merely to

a statement of the burden of evidence. Its lack of probative force

is seen when it is attempted to use it probatively, i. e., to supply

proof of such alleged regularity. Such a force the courts have

declined to give it. " The presumption that public officers have

done their duty, like the presumption of innocence, is undoubtedly

a legal presumption ; but it does not supply proof of a substantive

fact. . . . Nowhere is the presumption held to be a substitute for

proof of an independent and material fact." U. S. v. Ross, 92 U. S.

281 (1875).

Lost Graxt.— Analogous to the presumption of regularity in acts

of ancient possession is the rule that, in favor of the legality of a

long continued enjoyment of corporeal or incorporeal hereditaments,

a jury is authorised to infer the previous existence and subsequent

loss of such documents as would legally account for the existing

user. This "presumption" hardly pretends to be anything more

than a judicial fiction. By employing the language of the law of

evidence, the idea that judges declare law and do not create it is

made to " moult no feather." At first the inference of a lost grant

was said by the court to be a justifiable one; i. e., one which the

jury might draw if so disposed. Then it is stated as an inference

which the court advised. Finally, the rule was laid down broadly

that a jury should be instructed not only that they might, but also

that they were bound, to presume the existence of such a lost grant,

although neither judge nor jury nor any one else had the remotest

idea that any such instrument had, in fact, really existed.

Incorporeal Hereditaments. — In case of incorporeal heredita-

ments, the presum[)tion of a lost grant has been stated as a positive

rule. "Adverse, exclusive, and uninterrupted enjo3mient for twenty

years of an incorporeal hereditament affords a conclusive presump-

tion of a grant or a right, as the case may be, which is to be applied

as a j»?r.s»/»y;^/o juris et de jure, wherever by possibility a right can

be acquired in any manner known to the law." Wallace v. Fletcher,

30 N. H. 4.34 (1855).

The rule has even been invoked in favor of the state's power of

taxation. Certain Indian lands in the state of New Jersey were, by

convention in 1758, exempted from taxation. In 1803, tliese lands

were sold to the predecessors in title of the realtors, who. upon

being taxed by the state under a statute of 1804, resisted the attempt

to collect the tax, and by a decision of the United States supreme

court (State of New Jersey y. Wilson, 7 Cranch, 164 (1812) suc-

ceeded in their contention. For some unexplained reason, the pay-
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nieiitof taxes was resumed in 1814 and continued until 1877. Upon
their again insisting on an inminnity from taxation, it was held by
the court in giving judgment atRrming the tax, tliat " the presumption
will arise from the payment of the tax for so long a period, that the
claim of the citizen has been discharged and extinguished." The
fact " raises a conclusive presumption that by some convention
with the state the right to exemption was surrendered." State v.

Wright, 41 N. J. L. 478 (1879). The language of the court as to
" conclusive presumptions " sufficiently indicates that the rule laid

down is not one based upon logic primarily, but is a rule of positive
law.

But in a well-considered case in Pennsylvania, Carter v. Tinicum
Fishing Co., 77 Pa. St. 310 (1875), user of a fishery for a long
period was held to raise merely a presumption of fact, the weight
of which should have been submitted to the jury. "Acts of owner-
ship over incorporeal hereditaments," say the court, " corresponding
to the possession of corporeal, are deemed a foundation for a
presumption."

CoRPOKEAL Hereditaments. — The presumption of a grant of
corporeal hereditaments has not usually been placed higher than a
presumption of law, while in case of incorporeal hereditaments it

has been laid down as a positive rule of law, under the disguise of

a presumption of law.

" In cases where the party claiming title under such presumption,
may find it necessary to rely upon the presumption of a deed, we
think that long continued user is evidence of a lost or non-existing
grant, from some person who might, at some time, have made a valid
grant to some person capable of accepting it." Wallace v. Fletcher,
SON. H. 434,452 (1855); Proprietors of the Church in Brattle
Square v. lUillard, 2 Mete. 363 (1841) ; Williams v. Mitchell, 112
Mo. 300 (1892),

The rule in Massachusetts is stated thus by Chief Justice Shaw

:

" Such a question is a mixed question of fact and law, to this

extent, that the facts being found, it is for the court to advise the
jury, whether in their nature and quality they are sufficient to raise

the presumption proposed, the weight of the evidence being for the
jury." Valentine v. Piper, 22 Pick. 85, 94 (1839).

This presumption of a grant " can never fairly arise where all the
circumstances are perfectly consistent with the non-existence of a
grant ; a fortiori, they cannot arise where the claim is of such a
nature as is at variance with the supposition of a grant." Eicard v.

Williams, 7 Wheat. 59, 109 (1822).

Kegularity in Business. — In cases involving the operation of
an established course of public or private business where precision
is a necessary requirement, and systematic accuracy has been demon-
strated by experience, it is evident that we have in the so-called
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presumption of regularity something more than a statement that

the burden of introducing evidence to the contrary rests on him wlio

disputes it. The presumption in such cases is one of fact, the \)V{)-

bative force of which is readily recognised, though it may greatly

vary, for obvious reasons.

Eegulakity of Mails, etc. — For example, letters received in

regular course of business responsive to letters on the same subject,

with proper letter-heads, envelopes, etc., are presumably authentic,

according to their purport. Scofield v. Parlin, &c. Co., 61 Fed. Kep.

804 (1894).

The postmark of a letter containing a notice of protest of a

promissory note " is evidence that the letter was mailed and sent,

rather than that it was merely put into the post-ofhce." New Haven

County Bank v. Mitchell, 15 Conn. 20G (1842) ; Oaks v. Weller, 16

Vt. 63 (1844) ; Russell v. Buckley, 4 K. I. 525 (1857) ; U. S. v. Bab-

cock, 3 Dill. C. Ct. 571 (1876).

The presumption has been placed as high as a presumption of

law. " The depositing in the post-office of a letter properly

addressed, with the postage prepaid, is jjrima facie evidence that

the person to whom it was addressed received it. The fact that the

defendants had no additional proof that the letters were actually

received by the plaintiff is immaterial. The evidence that letters

were so deposited was competent, and should have been submitted to

the jury to be weighed by them in connection with the other evi-

dence in the case. They alone have the right to decide whether the

inference that the letters were received, founded upon the proba-

bility that the officers of the government will do their duty, and that

letters will be duly delivered, is overcome by the other evidence."

Briggs V. Hervey, 130 Mass. 186 (1881) ; Folsora v. Cook, 115 Pa.

St. 539 (1887).

Speaking of a notice of dissolution of a partnership, the supreme

court of Illinois say :
" Proof of the mailing of the circular to them

was prima facie evidence that they received it. And no rebutting

testimony was introduced to overcome the presumption thereby

created." Young v. Clapp, 147 HI. 176 (1892).
" It is well settled that the fact of depositing, in the post-office, a

properly addressed, prepaid letter, raises a natural presumption,

founded in common experience, that it reached its destination by

due course of mail. In other w^ords, it is prima facie evidence

that it was received by the person to whom it w^as addressed ; biit

that prima facie proof may be rebutted by evidence showing that

it was not received. The question is necessarily one of fact, solely

for the determination of the jury, under all the evidence." Whitmore
V. Dwelling House Ins. Co., 148 Pa. St. 405 (1892).

"It was error to instruct the jury that the mailing of a letter

addressed to the appellants was notice to them of its contents. It
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was presumptive evidence, but uothing more." Eckerlyv Alcorn 6'>

Miss. 228 (1884); Hastings r. Brooklyn Life Ins. Co., 138 n'y"
473 (1893).

,
oo .>. X.

So the supreme court of Pennsylvania say :
" There is no pre-

sumption of law that a letter, mailed to one at the place he usually
receives his letters, was received by him. A strong probability of
Its receipt may arise ... and the fact of its deposit in the mail-
bag in connection with other circumstances may be sufficient to
warrant the court in referring the question of its receipt to the
determination of the jury." National Bank, &c. v. McManide 69
Pa. St. 156 (1871).

s
'

"^

The requirement that the letter be sent to the sendee's permanent
address is a reasonable qualification of the rule. Huntley v Whit
tier, 105 Mass. 391 (1870).

•' Such a presumption is in accordance with and is founded upon
common experience, and is therefore known to the law as a pre-
sumption from the ordinary course of business. Farther proof of
the receipt of a letter than what is derived from proof of the proper
direction and mailing of it would be wholly unnecessary, always
difficult, and often impossible." Russell r. Bucklev 4 R T ^'>^

(1857).
^' -.0^0

Other courts have considered the presumption purely one of fact.
" The presumption so arising is not a conclusive presumption of law,
but a mere inference of fact, founded on the probability that the
officers of the government will do their duty, and the usual course
of business

;
and when it is opposed by evidence that the letter was

never received, must be weighed, with all the other circumstances
of the case, by the jury, in determining the question whether the
letter was actually received or not ; and the burden of proving its
receipt remains throughout upon the party who asserts it." Huntley
V. Whittier, 105 ]\rass. 391 (1870), quoted with approval in Rosen-
thal r. Walker, 111 U. S. 185 (1883). "The mailing of a notice
properly directed to the party to be charged raises a presumption of
notice in fact, for it is presumed that letters sent by post to a party,
at his residence, are received by him in due course. But it is a pre-
sumption of fact and not of law, and may be repelled by proof "

Austin r. Holland, 69 N. Y. 571, 576 (1877) ; De Jarnette v
i\rcDaniel, 93 Ala. 215 (1890) ; German Xat. Bk. r. Burns 12
Col. 539 (1889).

"There is no presumption of law that a letter directed and mailed
to one at the place where he usually received his letters was
received by him. . . . From its postmark, the fact that a letter was
mailed may be inferred ; but by that, or other admissible evidence,
the mailing, when material, must be proved. It will not be pre-
sumed from evidence that it had been written. So as to time of
mailing. No presumption whatever arises from the date written
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in the letter. . . . The date of a postmark upon a letter is not evi-

dence that it was forwarded on that day. . . . A fortiori the date of a

letter is not.'"' Uhlman o. Arnholdt, cStc. Brewing Co., 53 Fed. Rep.

485 (1893).

There is no presumption of law that a letter postmarked June

12th was not deposited in the post-office until that day. "A letter

deposited on the 11th might happen not to be noticed or stamped

until the 12th. It was sufficient, on this point, to instruct the jury

that the postmark was one of the circumstances to be taken into

consideration, with others, in deciding whether the letter was actu-

ally left on the 11th, or not till the 12th." Shelburne Falls Nat.

Bank v. Townsley, 102 Mass. 177 (18G9).

Kentucky court of appeals denies the presumption the weight of

a presumption of law, but considers it " proper testimony to be con-

sidered by the jury, together with the other evidence, in determin-

ing when it [the letter mailed] was received ;
and they should not

have been instructed that a presumption arose from it wliich must

prevail, unless overthrown by other satisfactory evidence." Sulli-

van V. Kuykendall, 82 Ky. 483 (1885).

The presumption does not go so far as to establish the date of the

receipt of the letter in the absence of evidence as to the frequency

and speed of trains or the "usual course and time of mails." Boon

V. State Ins. Co., 37 Minn. 426 (1887).

The mailing must be itself proved. Where the secretary of an

insurance company testified that he wrote and signed a certain

letter, and gave it to an attendant to press-copy ; that the latter

brought it back looking as if it had been press-copied; that he

folded and enclosed it in a sealed envelope, on which was a notice

to return if not delivered ; directed it to the insured, and put it in a

basket where letters for mailing were usually placed. And the

office-porter testified that it was his business to take the letters from

the basket and mail them ; that he mailed all letters found in the

basket, but had no recollection of ever seeing or handling this par-

ticular letter, it was /leld, this being the only evidence on the point,

that whether the letter was mailed was a question for the jury, and

it was not so conclusive as to authorise the court to take the case

from the jury. Hastings v. Brooklyn Life Ins. Co., 138 N. Y. 473

(189.3).

So no presumption of the receipt of a letter arises in the absence

of evidence that it Avas stamped. Bless v. Jenkins (Mo. Supreme

Court), 31 S. W. 938 (1895).

On the same ground of tlie due performance of official duty rests

the presumption that a letter was received by the sendee, if the

envelope containing it bore a request for its return to the sender if

not delivered in a certain time, and it has not been returned. "Evi-

dence that upon the envelope was printed a request for a return of
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the letter to the post-office address of the pLaiiitiff, if not called for in

ten days, and that the letter was not retnrned to him, was rightlv
admitted in connection with the evidence that the plaintiff sent the
bill enclosed in this envelope by mail to the defendant. It was
the duty of the officers of the postal service to return the letter to
the address upon the envelope (the postage being prepaid) if it was
not delivered to the person to whom it was addressed, and there
is the same inference of fact that they would do their duty in this
respect as in forwarding and delivering letters addressed to a mer-
cliant at his place of business." Hedden v. Koberts, 134 Mass. 38
(1882). In a recent Pennsylvania case, the court say that the fact
of non-return of a letter bearing a request for return in case of non-
delivery so strengthens tlie presumption of receipt from mailing

• "that it becomes well-nigh conclusive." Jensen v. McCorkell 154
Pa. St. 323 (1893).

But this presumption of the regular performance of official duty
may have but small weight in a particular instance especially outside
of the routine work of an office, and it may therefore be only a
ruling on the burden of evidence, L e., a pure presumption of law.
On the question whether a defendant knew he had no title to timber
he had cut, an attempt was made to show that he had been notified
by the United States government authorities that his entries had
been cancelled. Defendant absolutely denied that he ever had been
so notified. To prove notice, evidence was introduced that the
Commissioner of the Land-Office had notified the local register
that the defendant's entries were cancelled, and directed him so to
notify the defendant. The plaintiffs then relied on the presumption
that the Register had done as directed. The court say : "They rely
upon the familiar rule that all reasonable presumptions must be
made in favor of the regularity and validity of the action of public
officers and tribunals. This rule is well established, but it does not
appear to be applicable under the present circumstances. It is a
mere presumption of law, which operates only in case of absence of
evidence. It disappears entirely in the presence of positive, uncon-
tradicted evidence upon the subject ; and, furthermore, it seems
very doubtful whether any presumption could be indulged here that
the register gave the notice in question." Befay v. Wheeler, 84
Wise. 135 (1893).

Regularity in Telegrams. — Based on similar reasons, a pre-
sumption of fact exists that a telegram properly directed and deliv-
ered to the company for transmission is duly received by the person
to whom it is sent. But little can be added to the very cogent
reasoning adopted by the J^ew York court of appeals on the subject.
Finch, J., in Oregon Steamship Co. v Otis, 100 N. Y. 44G, 451 (1885) ;

Com. V. Jeffries, 7 All. 548 (1863) ; U. S. v. Babcock, 3 Dill. C. Ct.
571 (1876) ; White v. Flemming, 20 Nova Scotia, 335 (1888).



ALLEGATlONa AND EVIDENXE MUtiT CORKESrOND.

PART IT.

EULES GOVERNING THE PRODUCTION OF TESTIMONY.

CHAPTER I.

CORRESPONDENCE OF EVIDKNC'E WITH ALLEGATIONS; SUBSTANCE OF

ISSUE ; VARIANCE ; AND AMENDMENT.

§ 217.1 The production of evidence on a trial—whether civil oi

criminal—is governed by four general rules. First, the evidence

must correspond with the allegations in the pleadings,^ but the

substance only of the issues raised thereby need be proved
;
secondly,

the evidence must be confined to the points in issue ;
tliinUij, the

burthen of proving a proposition at issue lies on the party holding

the substantial affirmative; and fourthly, the best evidence, of

which the case in its nature is susceptible, must always be

produced.

§ 218.'^ The first rule is that the evidence must correspond with

the allegations in the pleadings. The pleadings, it may be explained,

are the written allegations of the parties, terminating in proposi-

tions distinctly affirmed on one side, and denied on the other,

called the issues.^ If these are propositions of fact, the first rule,

which it is important to remember, is, that the evidence must corre-

spond with the aUe(jations,hut that it is sufficient if the substance of thi

issues be proved. Pleadings being intended ^ to apprise the parties

of the specific questions to be tried, this object would be defeated

1 Gr. Ev. § 50, slightly. ' Gr. Ev. § 51, in part, as to first

2 See generally as to the nature of six lines.

pleadings, and the rules by which * As to their objects, see fui'ther,

they are now governed, post, § 298 post, § 299.

et seq.
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if either party were at liberty to prove facts essentially different

from tliDse stated on the record, as constituting the ilaini or char<'-e

on the one hand, or the defence on the other.^ Every material

disagreement, between the allegation and the proof, constitutes

what is called a variance, which, in strictness, is as fatal to the party

on whom the proof lies as a total failure of evidence.

§ 219. Having regard to the recent changes in the law on this

subject, it appears to be unnecessary to give detailed instances of

what the old law held to be a variance. ^

§ 220. A partial remedy for the injustice which in old days was

done by the highly technical rules which prevailed as to " vari-

ances " was provided in 1828 ;
^ larger powers of amendment were

granted in 1833 to the English judges,"* and in 1840 to the Irish

judges.^

§ 221. In cinl cases fm-ther powers of amendment were created

in 1852, by the Common Law Procedure Act,* and by the Equity

Procedure Act of that year ;
^ the Common Law Procedure Acts of

1854 and 18G0 contained clauses authorising the amendment of

" all defects and errors in any proceedings under the provisions " of

those Acts respectively, " if duly applied for ;
" ^ while the Irish

Common Law Procedure Act of 1853 empowered the judges in

that country to amend " all defects and errors in any writ, pleading,

record, or other proceeding in civil causes," ^ and the law relating

^ InCatoni^.Caton,1849,Dr.TAis]i- great disgrace to the English law,"
ington observed: "The maxim of the in Hemming v. Parry, 1834. See,
Eccles. Courts, and I may say of all also, Goodtitle v. Lanimiraan, 1809 •

other courts, is to decide secundum Brof)ks v. Blanshard, ]8;i3.
allegata et probata. There must be ^ gy 9 Qq^ 4^ g_ 15 (repealed by
both charge and evidence ; the party 53 & 54 V. c. 33, " The S. L. E. Act,
cited is entitled to know the specific 1890").
charge for the purpose of defence. * * ^ By 3 & 4 Will. 4. c. 42, §§ 23, 24
The difficulty I feel is to avoid the (repealed as to High Court by 44 &
error of adhering to this rule with 45 V. c. 59).
pedantic strictness, and, on the other « By 3 & 4 Y. c. 105 ("The Debtors
hand, not to weaken a rule which is (Ireland) Act, 1840"), §§48, 49.
founded on one of the great principles M5 & 16 V. c. 76, §§ 34, 35, 37,
of justice." See Malcolmson t;. Clay- 222 (repealed by 46 & 47 V. c. 49)!
ton, 1860, P. C. (Ld. Chelmsford); See corresponding sections in the
The Ann, 1860, P. C. ; Tyrer v. Irish Actof 16& 17 V.c.ll3,§§ 85—91.
Henry, 1860, P. C. ; Kilgour v. M5 & 16 V, c. 86, §§ 49, 53.
Alexander, 1860, P. C. ; The Has- « 17 & 18 V. c. 125, § 96; 23 & 24
well, 1864 ; and The Amalia, 1864. V. c. 126, § 36. Eepealed by 46 & 47

^ Jones V. Cowley, 1825, was de- V. c. 49.
clared by Alderson, B., to be " a » 16 & 17 V. c. 113, § 231, Ir.
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to sMoli amendments was in civil cases furtber altered by the Rules

of Court originally framed under the Judicature Acts of 1873 and

1875 ; and in 1883 these last-named Rules were annulled. The

Rules, now regulating the amendment of proceedings in civil cases

in the Supreme Court, are Orders XYI., XIX., and XX^'III. of

the R. S. C, 1883.1

§ 222-5. Not one of the above named three Orders, however, has

any effect on criminal proceedings, or on proceedings for divorce or

other matrimouial causes. Orders XVI., and XIX., moreover, are

inoperative in proceedings, either on the Crown side, or on the

Revenue side, of the Queen's Bench Division. Order XXVIIL
however, applies to all civil proceedings on the Crown side, includ-

ing mandamus, prohibition, and quo warranto, and to all pro-

ceedings on the Revenue side, of the same Court.- And it will be

recollected that the law as to amendment of civil proceedings in

many inferior courts, is still governed by the enactments earlier

than the Judicature Act which are referred to in § 22U.

§ 226. Reference must be made to a Book upon Prartice for the

details of the contents of the Rules just mentioned, Jind of the

decisions upon them. Briefly, however, their effect may be sum-

marized by saying that, 1st, the court or a judge may at any stage

of the proceedings, " for the purpose of determining the real ques-

tion or issue," ^ allow either party to alter or amend his indorse-

ment or pleadings ;
* 2nd, all such amendments shall be made as

1 Even an indorsement can be tended to have tri(>d, and not any
amended, see Cornish v. Hocheu, question which, during the course of

1853 ; Leigh v. Baker, 185". As to the trial, may for the first time he

amendments of i)leadings in the Con- brought into controversy by one of the

sistory Court of London, see Eeg. Litigants. See Roles v. Lavis, 1859

Gen. of 1877 relating to that conrt, (judgment of Court of Common
Ord. III. Pleas). As to amendments of names,

* Crown Office Eules, 1883, r. 299. or substituting or adding parties, see
3 As to what is "the real matter rr. 11 and 12 of Ord. XV"!., under

in controversy," it has been said that which an application cannot be made
it is a matter, not of law, but of fact, ex parte : 'i'ildesley v. Harper, 1876

what "the real question in contro- (Hall, V.-C.) ; S. C. in C. A., 1878.

versy between the parties " is ; next, * Where a plaintiff amends his

that this matter of fact must be de- claim so as to alter the whole cause

termined, not by the jury, but by the of action, the proper course is to

judge on a careful consideration of apply to the court to disallow the

the pleadings and the evidence ; and, amendment, or to allow it only on
lastly, that "the question in contro- terms: Bourne v. Coulter, 1884. See

versy" is, in other words, the ques- also rr. 1 and 4 of Ord. XYL, which
tion which both parties really in- respectively render amendments un-
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may be necessary for the purpose of determining tlae real ques k..s

in controversy- 3rd, without leave, but subject to the risk o

having to pay costs, the plaintiff may amend Ins statement oi

claim and the defendant may amend his counter.lann or set-off ;

4th, the application for leave to amend any pleading may be

made by either party to the court or a judge, or to the ju.lge at

the trial of the action ;2 5th, pleadings may be amended by

striking cut any scandalous or embarrassing matter; and lastly,

any of these respective amendments may be allowed upon such

terms as to costs or otherwise as may be just.

§ 227. The powers of amendment conferred by these rules ought

to be exercised in a liberal spirit.^

necessary in cases whore too many

plaintiffs or defendants have been

joined. See Child v. Stennmg. Ibn ;

Booth V. Briscoe, 1877.

1 See n. ^ ante, p. 186.

2 An application to amend can only

be made where there has been a bona

fide mistake: Clowes^. Hilbard, 1893

fjessel M.R.). But such mistake

may"^be one of law : Dur;kett v. Gover

1877 (Jes.el, M.R-)- And the court

must be satisfied, where a party is

proposed to bo added, that he has

assented, or that his interests have

been properly protected: Turquand

V Fearon. I.>s79. Where, after an

amendment, the opposite party tails

to plead again, he is taken to rely on

his original pleading : boddy v. ^^ a

U

1877 It a party be added (see r. 11

of Old XVI. as to this) he must, it

he be a plaintiff', have given a written

consent, and, if a defendant, be served

with a summons or notice. As to

when a plaintiff will or will not pre-

judice the fair trial of the action by

asking alternative relief, see Lagot

V. Easton, 1877, C. A. As to what is

embarrassing, see Heap ;'_-_Marr-,

1876- Davy v. Garrett, 18//, b. A. ,

Stokes ». Grant, 1878 ; Phihpps v.

Philipps, 1878, C. A. This last case

shows what statements must be con-

tained in an action for the recovery

of land of which the plaintiff has

never been in possession. A county

court judge can amend a miMOiirlor

of defendants in an action remitted

[rem the High Court. See Rennison

V. Walker, 1872.
,

3 This was so even with regard to

the power of amendment conferred

before the Judicature Acts. See Parry

V. Fairhurst, 1»;35 (Alderson, B.)

;

Sainsbury v. Matthews, 1838 (Parke,

B)- Ward v. Pearson, 1839; Evans

V Fryer, 1839 (Williams, J.) ;
Pacific

St. Navig. Co. V. Lewis, 1847 (Pol-

lock, C.B.); Smith r. Knowelden,

184 1'. Lord Mansfield long ago said

(Bristow V. AVrighr, 1781): "The

strong bias of my mind has always

leaned to prevent the manifest justico

of a cause from being defeated or

delayed bv formal shps, which arise

froiii the inadvertence of gentlemen

of the profession; because it is ex-

tremely hard on the party to he turned

roHTid, and put to expense, from such

mistakes of the counsel or attorney he

employs.
"

It is hard, also, <>n the pro-

fession." With reference to amend-

"nients under the Judicature Act,

Bowen, L.J., said thiit there was no

kind of error or mistake which, if not

fraudulent or intended to overreach,

,1 court <mght not to correct, if it can

be done without injustice to the other

party, for courts of justice do not

exist for the sake of discipline, but

for the sake of deciding matters m
contioversy, and amendments for this

purpose ought not to be regarded

as matters of favour or of grace :

Cropper f. Smith, 1884, C. A. (Bowen,

T, J.). In accordance with the spirit

of this dictum, the Court of Appe^

has held that an amendment on such
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§ 228-9. It would, since this is not a book of Practice, not only

be irrelevant to give details of the various decisions which have

taken place as to aTnendments, but it would aliso be of no practical

utility, seeing that it is extremely unlikely that a case in which the

necessity for amendment arises at Nisi Prius will be identical, or

nearly so, with any case which has been previously the subject of

actual decision.

§ 230. At the same time, it may not be entirely without use to

here point out a few instances which exemplify priiirip/cs, in

accordance with which an amendment has been permitted to be

made even under the old law.^

§ 231. Where the real questions in dispute were, first, whether

land in the possession of a tenant was the plaintiff's property, and,

next, whether there was a public footway across it, the plaintiff

was allowed to amend the pleadings in such a way as to really raise

these questions free from technicalities.^ Where the real question

was whether cargo had been delivered in proper time, an amend-

ment of the pleadings, by inserting averments that raised this

question in proper form, was allowed.^

§ 232. In an action for slander, where the words charged were,

" S. is to be tried at the Old Bailey, &c.," and those proved to

have been really spoken were, " / Iiare heard that S. is to be tried,

&c.," an amendment was allowed on payment of costs,'* Bosanquet,

J., observing that the introduction of the words " I have heard"

left the slander as actionable as before, although the amount of

terms as the circumstances may de- But now a totally different principle

mand ought always to be allowed prevails. Every amendment is to be

where the other party would not be made, which is necessary lor deter-

seriously or irremediably damnified, mininp: the real question in con-

but no "injury would be caused to troversy between the parties."

him which would not be sufficiently ^ Those who wish to understand

compensated for by costs, see Clapa- the very old doctrine of variance, and

rede v. Comm. Union Assurance Co., to trace its oppressive operation pre-

1893, C. A.; Tildesley v. Harper, viously to the passing of the remedial

Ks'ts', C. a. ; 'in re Trufort, Trafford statutes, will find the subject fully

V. Blanc, 1885. In St. Losky v. and ably treated in 1 St. Ev. 430—

Green, LSOO, Byles, J., observed, 494. See, also, 1 Ph. Ev. 503 et seq.

"Various statutes have, from time See, also, the cases cited supra, in n. ^

to time for more than 500 years, been to § 219.

passtd, from the 14 Ed. 3, c. 6, down- "^ May v. Footner, 1855.

wards, to facilitate amendments, but * Tennyson v. O'Brien, 1855. See

the strict and almost perverse con- Savage v. Canning, 1867 (Ir. C. I').

Btruction which the judges put upon * Smith v. Knuwelden, 1841.

them, rendered them nearly abortave.
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damages might be lessened, and also that, as the damages were

given for the words as proved, ami as the defendant did not apply

to amend his pleadings or to put off the trial, it did not appear how

he could have been prejudiced in his defence.^ In another action

for slander, where the words alleged to have been spoken about a

surgeon were, " There have been many inf|uests held upon persons

who have died, became he attended them ;
" but those proved were,

"Several have died that he (plaintiff) has attended, and inquests

have been held on them," an amendment was likewise allowed.^

Where the only variance was, that the words stated in the declara-

tion were in English, while the expressions proved were Welsh, an

amendment was also allowed.^

§ 233. In another action for defamation, on objection being

taken that the plaintiff's pleadings did not (as is necessary) set out

the libel, but merely stated its substance, an amendment by setting

out a verbatim- copy of the defendant's letter on the record was

allowed.* Where it was alleged that the defendant published a

libel, " contained in and being an article in a certain weekly paper

^

called the 'Paul Pry,^ " and proved that he had given a slip of

printed paper, containing the libellous matter, to several persons to

read ; but it was not proved that this slip had been cut from any

newspaper, the record was amended by striking out the allegation

marked in italics without any terms whatever being imposed.^

Similarly, a statement by way of justification, that goods had been

stolen by " some person unknown," was allowed to be amended by

striking these three words out, and substituting the name of the

party who was proved to have taken such goods.*

§ 234. Where a special contract is stated, and the pleading then

contains an erroneous allegation in conformity with its supposed

legal effect, such allegation (even under the old law) might either

be struck out, or so altered as to express correctly the real meaning

of the contract.''

1 2 M. & Gr. 565. * Pratt v. Hanbury, 1849. See,

* Southee v. Denny, 1847. also, West v. Baxeudale, 1850 ; and
3 Jenkins v. Phillips, 1841 (Cole- Hailes v. Marks, 1861.

ridge, J.). ' Whitwill v. Scheer, 1838. But
* Saunders v. Bates, 1857. see Bowers v. Nixon, 1847, cited

' Foster v. Pointer, 1840 (Gurney, post, § 239.

B.). See, also, Pater v. Baker, 1847.
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§ 235. An amendment, too, might, under the old law (and

a fortiori may now) usually be made, where the contract, or tort,

or custom declared upon, turns out to be either more or less com-

prelmisive than the one proved.' For example, the statement of a

general warranty of a horse has been amended by substituting an

allegation of a qualified warranty, where the defence did not depend

upon the qualification introduced ;
^ and a pleading alleging that

defendant promised to lay out certain money in the purchase of a

government annuity, and averring as a breach that he had not done

so, but had placed it in the hands of some private company, has

been amended by substituting " security " for " annuity," where

the evidence showed that the money had in fact been received for

the purpose of investing it in some government security.^

% 236. Where a contract, a duty, an instrument, or other matter

has been inisdeftcribcd on the record, an amendment to suit the facts

proved is permissible, alike under the old law and the present Riiles.^

For example, where the pleadings stated that the defendants, in

consideration of plaintiffs supplying beer to a third party, promisf d

to pa// them the amount of the beer so supplied, and in support of

plaintiff's claim a written guarantee was put in, the " variance

"

(between an original liability to pay, and the collateral liability

arising on a guarantee) was allowed to be amended by substituting

the word "guarantee" for "pay."^ In former editions of this

work, numerous further cases were set out, which furnished detailed

examples of amendments having been allowed ; but, for the reasons

already given, it is thought that the insertion of any more detailed

instances would be now useless.

§ 237. Even under the old law (and a fortiori now) the court

could, upon the trial of an issue of nul tiel record,—which, be it

remembered, must be determined by the court, and not by a judge

and jury,*^—amend, by inserting in the pleadings, the true date of

the judgment alleged to have been recovered.' A defence of " Not

1 See Pacific St. Navig. Co. i'. Lewis, * Hanbury v. Ella, 1834.

1847. * Parry v. Pairhurst, 1845.

* Ee liming v. Parry, 1834 (Alder- ® Ante, § 47 ; and see Eichardson

son, B.); Mash v. Denshani, 1834 v. Willis, 1872.

(id.) ; Read v. Dunsmore, 1840. '' Noble v. Chapman, 1854. See,

3 Gurfoidf. Bayley, 1842. See, also, Hunter v. Emmanuel, 1854,

also, Evans v. Fryer, 1839 ; May. of where the true amount recovered

Carmarthen v. Lewis, 1834. was inserted in the declaration.
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guilty by statute " has been amended by inserting in the margin

an Act which had been omitted;^ and a defence, not iechnk-nlhj

proved by the evidence, was amended at Nisi Prius so as to raise

the substantial question, without the imposition of any costs.^ A
judge has been held^ justified in amending a claim at the trial so

as to increase it from 600/. to 750/. ; and in an action against the

clerk of a local board of health, an amendment of the proceedings, by

substituting the board as defendants instead of the clerk, has been

allowed,'* and vice versa amendment has been sanctioned, where the

board had sued in the name of their clerk in lieu of their own name.^

§ 238. The cases in which amendments were refused under the

old law furnish no safe guide in interpreting the more liberal

language of the new rules. Indeed, it is clear that very many of

such decisions are no longer law.'' So far, however, as they appear

to establish 2jri)ic/ples which may be supposed to still exist, they are

to the effect stated in the following paragraphs :

—

§ 239. Some of the decisions cited in the footnotes were, it will be

noticed, before the Judicature Acts and Rules, but it would appear

that the principles they establish are sound, and ought still to be

acted upon. It would thus, on principle, appear that there exist

two great limitations on the exercise of the power of amendment.

First. An amendment ought never to be made for the mere pur-

pose of conferring jurisdiction.^

Secondly. An amendment ought never to be made where it

would be impossible if this were done to replace the opposite party

in the position in which he formerly stood, and irremediable hard-

ship would consequently be inflicted upon him by permitting the

amendment.^ In accordance with this principle, where more than

six months after action brought, defendants sought to amend by

the first time setting up a defence that the liability for the act

complained of rested with a third person against whom all remedy

had been lost because he was only liable if sued within six months

^ Edwards v. Hodges, 1855. * See, also, Wilkin v. Reed, 1854
;

^ Buckland V. Johnson, 1854. Lucas v, Tarleton, 1858; Eoles v.

^ Knowlman v. Bluett, 1873. See Davis, 1859.

Watkins v. Morgan, 1834. ' Hopper v. Warburton, 1863.
* Ld. Bolinbroke v. Townsend, ^ Steward v. North Metropolitan

1873. Tram. Co., 1886, C. A.
6 Mills V. Scott, 1873.
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AMENDMENTS REFUSED UNDER OLD JJlW. [pART II.

of the act, leave to make the amendment was refused.^ Ou this

principle, althougli the mere impropriety or harshness of an action

ought to have no effect in influencing the decision of the judge,=^

an amendment has been refused where the matter sought to be

expunged has been purposely and improperly introduced, with the

view of creating a prejudice against the other side ;
as, for instance,

where a complaint contains averments and innuendoes unfairly

connecting the plaintiff with parts of an alleged libel, which, in

fact, related to other persons.^ Moreover, as the rules for allowing

amendments at Nisi Prius are intended to meet variances arising

from mere slips or accidents, the judge will be very reluctant to

allow an amendment, where the party has intentionally framed his

pleading in such a manner as to give rise to the objection> When

it turns out at the trial that the plaintiff, having misconceived his

remedy, seeks to convert the proceedings into an action of a

different character, an amendment will usually be refused—certainly

at Nisi Prius—and never granted on other than strict terms.*

§ 240. On this latter principle, the court has, to prevent in-

justice, refused to amend a variance, where it appeared likely that

such variance has prevented the defendant from pleading a good

bar to the action," or where the amendment proposed would in all

probability have caused the defendant either to raise a question of

law,^ or to plead different defences from those on the pleadings,^

or would introduce an entirely new contract and new breach,' or,

perhaps even, any entirely new matter/"

1 Steward v. Nortli MetropoHtan B.).
.

Tram Co 1886 C. A. ' Evans v. Powis, 1847 ;
Bury v.

2 Doe V. Edwards, 1834 (Parke, Blogg, 1848; Martjoi v. Williams,

B V Doe V. Leach, 1841. See Bren- 1857. i- ,

nanv Howard 1856. ^ Perry v. Watts, 1842, explained

3 Prudhomm'e v. Eraser, 1834 (Ld. in Gurford v. Bayley, 1842; Erankum

Denman) '"• ^d- Ealmouth, 1835.

* Bowers v. Nixon, 1847 (Maule, " Brashier v. Jackson, 1840; Bou-

JV Clowes ?;. Hilliard, 1876 ( Jessel, cher v. Murray, 1844; Eichards v.

M.E.). But see Whitwill v. Scheer, Bluck, 1848 ;
Moncrieff v. Eeade,

'^'sefjfcoWSewatd, 1872, H. L.

;

''-'bavid .. Preece, 1843 See Gull

Newbv V. Sharpe, 1877, C. A. ; Clark v. Lindsay, 1849 ;
and Addmgton v.

V York 1882- Hipgrave v. Case, Magan, 1851. Eor examples see

1885 o'a • Clark v. ^Nrsij, 1885. Perry v. Watts, 1842, explained by

See, however, Laird v. Briggs, 1881, Maule, J., in Gurford v Bayley,

C A.; Cargill V. Bower, 1878. 1842; Erankum v. Ld. Falmouth,
'«

Ivey V. Young, 1836 (Alderson, 1835.
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CHAP. I.] ADDING PLEAS AT TRIAL.

§ 241. Independently of actual decisions, there is very little 'doubt

that the judge may allow a paragraph raising a new defence to be

added at the trial, whenever it is necessary for the purpose of

placing on the record the real question in dispute.^ It often

happens, as was once observed by Maule, J., that in consequence

either of imperfect instructions given to the pleader, or of ignorance,

or of oversight, the substantial point intended by the parties to be

tried is not raised by the pleadings ;
^ and when this occurs it would

be obviously unjust to refuse an amendment.^ It was, however, said

(before the Judicature Acts) that a direction that all amendments

necessary for determining the real question in controversy " s/iallhe

made," does not make it imperative on the court to allow a plea to be

substituted after issue joined, even though the application be made

prior to the trial, and though it be supported by an affidavit that

the real question in controversy between the parties can only be

raised on the record by the introduction of the proposed plea.^

§ 241a. All disputed questions of amendment depend upon the

discretion of the judge ; the Court of Appeal ^ wiU, therefore, always

be very unwilling to interfere with that discretion, save in a case

where it is obvious that some serious mischief would result from

non-interference.*

§ 242. It remains to notice a few practical points respecting the

exercise of powers of amendment, which, though decided under earlier

statutes, probably would, in general, be acted upon even with regard to

the powers of amendment conferred by the Judicature Acts : First,

an amendment at Nisi Prius must be made, if at all, during the

trial and before the verdict ;
^ unless, indeed, the opposite party

waives his right to enforce this amount of strictness, in which case it

would suffice if the amendment were made within the time allowed

for moving, provided it were ultimately in agreement with the judge's

note.^ Secondly, the amendment must be allowed by the presiding

judge, who, it seems, may be the sheriff or his officer.^ Thirdly,

1 Mitchell V. Crassweller, 1853. r. 4, cited poit, § 1883.
2 Wilkin V. Eeed, 1854. e Golding v. Wharton Salt Works
3 See supra, note ^ to § 227, and Co., 1876, C. A.-

infra, § 253, as to the spirit in which ' Brashier v. Jackson, 1840; Doe
applications for amendments ought v. Long, 1841 (Coleridge, J.),
to be entertained. -^ Jones v. Hutchinson, 185 L

* Eitchie v. Van Gelder, 1854. » Hill v. Salt, 1834. Compare Cox
» See E. S. C. 1883, Ord. LVIII. v. Hill, 1892.
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COSTS OF AMENDMENTS. [PART II.

wlien, in consequence of an amendment being allowed in a state-

ment of claim, some alteration becomes necessary in the defence,

the court will direct this also to be made, should the counsel for the

defendant decline to interfere or to amend the pleadings himself/

Fourthly, a divisional court ^ will not control the discretion of the

judge either in refusing ^ or allowing'* an amendment to be made,

unless upon clear proof that he was wrong, or, at least, unless it be

shown, by affidavit, that the defendant has been prejudiced by the

amendment. In all these cases, if both parties consent, a larger

power may be exercised, either by the judge at Nisi Prius, by the

person substituted in his stead, or by the court above.^

§ 243. It is difficult to lay down any distinct rule as to the terms

with regard to costs, and otherwise, upon which an amendment will

be permitted. Each case must, in a great degree, depend upon its

own particular circumstances. As a general proposition it may be

said that the court will not allow any additional expense to be

thrown upon the opposite party by reason of any amendment."

Thus, if the defendant has put a defence on the record, the proof

of which will be rendered unnecessary by the plaintiff's amendment,

or has summoned witnesses, whom it will thereby become needless

to call, or has otherwise been at any bona fide expense in preparing

to disprove the original allegations, the plaintiff will only be per-

mitted to amend on payment of the costs occasioned by his error.

If the defendant, in consequence of plaintiff's amendment, will

require to alter his statement of defence, or to summon other

witnesses, the trial will at least be postponed, and the plaintiff

obliged to pay the costs of the postponement. In cases where a

variance cannot have misled the opposite party, an amendment will

be allowed without the payment of any costs.

^

§ 244. Although the judge at Nisi Prius has a discretionary

1 Perry v. Fisher, 1846 (Lcl. Den- * Saiusbmy w. Matthews, 1838 (Ld.

man). Abinger).
^ So, too, the C. A., see supra, * Parry v. Fairhru-st, 1835, noticed

§ 241a. by Patteson, J., in Guest v. Elwes,
2 Doe V. ErringtoUi 1834; Jenkins 1836; Eoberts v. Snell, 1840; Brashier

V. Phillips, 1841 (Coleridge, J.); w. Jackson, 1840.

Whitwill V. Scheer, 1838 (Patteson, ^ Smith v. Brandram, 1841 (Tindal,

J.); Holden v. Ballantyne, 1860. See C.J.).

Lucas V. Beale, 1851 ; Brennan v. ' St. Losky v. Green, 1860.

Howard, 1856.
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CIIA.P. I.] APPLICATION OF RULES AS TO AMENDMENTS.

power of awarding or refusing costs in the event of an amendment,

the court will take care that no injustice is done by his accidentally

omitting to give directions on the subject. Therefore, when an

order had been obtained by the plaintiff, enabling him to withdraw

the record and amend his pleadings, but no mention was made as

to costs, the court held that, as the variance had been corrected

for the benefit of the plaintiff, he was bound to liquidate the

defendant's costs of the day.'

§ 245. As already stated,^ the present Er. S. C, which have

been referred to as to amendments, " apply to all civil proceedings

on the Crown side of the Queen's Bench Division, including man-

damus and prohibition, and also to quo warranto, and to all pro-

ceedings on the Revenue side of the said Division." ^ Such Rules

further apply to the High Court exercising jurisdiction in Bank-

ruptcy, which now forms part of the Supreme Court,'* to Admiralty

actions, and to Probate actions, and to such of the County Courts

as have Bankruptcy jurisdiction.^ But they do not afPect the

procedure or practice, either in criminal proceedings, or in pro-

ceedings for Divorce or other Matrimonial Causes.^ In the Divorce

Court the only material rule respecting the amendment of pleadings

was ^promulgated in 1875, and is thus expressed :
—"Either of the

parties before the court desiring to alter or amend a pleading may
apply by summons to one of the registrars for an order for that

purpose." ^

§ 2-46. Large powers of amendment are also possessed by the

County Courts, when errors have been committed with respect to

the names, descriptions, numbers, or representative characters of

the plaintiffs and defendants ;
^ and, in addition to these powers, it

is provided'' that a County Court judge " may at all times amend

all defects and errors in any proceeding in the court, whether there

is anything in writing to amend by or not, and whether the defect

or error be that of the party applying to amend or not ; and all

' Skinner v. Lond. & Bright. Ey. ' Rules in Div. and Mat. Causes,
Co., 1850. r. 187. See also rr. 35—37.

2 Ante, § 221. e gee Cy. Ct. Eules, 1889, Ord.
3 Ord. LXVIII. r. 2. XIV. See Mills v. Scott, 1878, cited
* 46 & 47 V. c. 52 (" The Bank- ante, § 237.

ruptcy Act, 1883"), § 93. » By § 87 of " The County Courts
^ Ibid., § 100. Act, 1888" (51 & 52 V. c. 43).
" Ord. LXVIII. r. 1.
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AMENDMENTS IN CIVIL BILL COURTS. [PART II.

such amendments may be made with or without costs, and upon

such terms as the judge may think just; and all such amendments

as may he necessary for the purpose of determining the real ques-

tion in controversy between the parties shall be so made, if duly

applied for." Still, if the particulars of the plaintiff's claim do not

disclose a case within the jurisdiction of the County Court, the

judge has no power to amend them, so as to turn the complaint

into one over which he has cognisance.*

§ 247. The Civil Bill Courts in Ireland possess^ powers of amend-

ment ; for, by § 2 of the Act regulating their practice,"^ " it shall

and may be lawful for the several assistant barristers, and judges

on appeal, and they are hereby respectively empowered, in all cases,

to amend all variances between the statement of the cause of action

in any civil bill, or other process or proceeding in their respective

civil bill courts, and the evidence in support of such cause of action,

and also to amend all variances, omissions, and misdescriptions in

the descriptions, additions, and residence of the parties, or any of

them, or otherwise howsoever, of or in any such process, or between

the original and any copy or copies thereof, provided such last-

mentioned variances, omissions, or misdescriptions shall not, in the

opinion of the assistant barrister, be calculated to mislead the defen-

dant or defendants therein ; and in every case of any misjoinder

of parties or causes of action, it shall and may be lawful for every

assistant barrister to strike out of the process the name or names of

any one or more plaintiffs or defendants, or any count or counts in

such process, by reason of whom or which such misjoinder shall arise,

and thereupon to proceed therein as to justice shall appertain." ^

§ 247a. We have now indicated in a general way, and so far

as they appear to be relevant to a work on Evidence, the principles

which regulate amendments in civil cases. The subject of amend-

ments in criminal cases remains for consideration.

§§ 248—51. We have seen that in 1828 ^ some powers of amend-

ment of variances in criminal cases were given,^ these powers were

1 Hopper V. Warburton, 1862 (Mel- to the "judge of assize on appeal,"

lor, J., in B. Ct.). by 27 & 28 V. c. 99, § 48, Ir.

2 By 14 & 15 V. c. 57 ("The Civil * By 9 G. 4, c. 15. See ante,

Bill Courts (Ireland) Act, 1851"), §220.

§ 106.
* See E. v. Cooke, 1836 ; R. v.

2 Further powers of amendment Hewins, 1841; B,. v. Christian, 1842.

are given to the Civil Bill Cts., and
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CHAP. I.] LOKD Campbell's criminal act of 1851.

exceedingly limited. Accordingly, in 1848, and the following

year, the limited provisions of the Act of 1828 were greatly

extended, and made applicable to all offences whatever.^ In 1851,

at the instance of Lord Campbell, an Act was passed,^ which has

placed criminal proceedings on nearly the same footing with civil

actions, in respect to the amendment of variances between the record

and the proof.^

» By 11 & 12 V. c. 46, § 4, as to

assize courts ; and 12 & 13 .V. c. 45

("The Quarter Sessions Act, 1849"),

as to sessions, the provisions of which

Act are extended to Irish quarter

sessions by 27 & 28 V. c. 99, § 49, Ir.

The inferior courts in Scotland have

now, under "The Summary Pro-

cedure Act, 1864 " (27 & 28 V. c. 53),

§ 5, large powers of amending com-

plaints before them with respect to

variances and other defects.

2 14 & 15 V. c. 100 (" The Criminal

Law Procedure Act, 1851 ").

3 The principal provisions of this

Act are as foUows: § 1, "Whenever,

on the trial of any indictment for any

felony or misdemeanor, there shall

appear to be any variance between

the statement in such indictment and

the evidence offered in proof thereof,

m the name of any county, riding,

division, city, borough, town corpo-

rate, parish, township, or place men-
tioned or described in any such in-

dictment,—or in the name or descrip-

tion of any person or persons, or

body politic or corporate, therein

stated or alleged to be the owner or

owners of any property, real or

personal, which shall form the sub-

ject of any offence charged therein,

—or in the name or description of

any person or persons, body politic

or corporate, therein stated or alleged

to be injured or damaged or intended

to be injured or damaged by the

commission of such offence,—or in

the Christian name or surname, or

both Christian name and surname,

or other description whatsoever, of

any person or persons whomsoever
therein named or described,—or in

the name or descri])tion of any mutter

or thing whatsoever therein named or

described,— or in the ownership of

any property named or described

therein,—it shall and may be lawful

for the court before which the trial

shall be had, if it shall consider such

variance not material to the merits of
the case, and that the defendant can-

not be prejudiced therelnj in his defence

on such merits, to order such indict-

ment to be amended, according to th»

proof, by some officer of the court or

other person, both in that part of the

indictment where such variance

occurs, and in every other part of

the indictment which it may become
necessary to amend, on such terms

as to postponing the trial to be had

before the same or another jury, as

such court shall think reasonable

;

and alter any such amendment the

trial shall proceed, whenever the

same shall be proceeded with, in the

same manner in all respects, and
with the same consequences, both

with respect to the liability of wit-

nesses to be indicted for perjury and

otherwise, as if no siich variance had
occurred ; and in case such trial shall

be had at Nisi Prius, the order for

the amendment shall be indorsed on
the postea, and returned together

with the record, and thereupon such

papers, rolls, or other records ol the

court from which such record issued,

as it may be necessarv to amend,

shall be amended accordingly by the

proper oilicer; and in all other cases

the order for the amendment shall

either be indorsed on the indictment,

or shall be engrossed on parchment,

and filed, together with the indict-

ment, among the records of the

court. Provided always that, in all

such cases where the trial shall be so

postponed as aforesaid, it shall be

lawful for such coui't to respite the

recognisances of the prosecutor and

witnesses, and of the defendant, and

his surety or siireties, if any, accord-
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§252. Under the provisions of the Act just referred to, an

indictment charging the defendant with having obstructed a foot-

way may be amended, when one of the termini of the way has been

misdescribed, provided the variance be not calculated to prejudice

the defence ;
'—an amendment may be made when the ownership of

stolen property ,2 or the stolen property itself,^ is wrongly described

;

—the mi^suomer of a party injured may be rectified ;•*—the misde-

scription of any persons described in the indictment may be set

right;*— an erroneous date ascribed to the passing of a statute

may be struck out; "^—an indictment for perjury alleging that the

crime was committed on a trial for burning a ham, may (to meet

the facts) be amended by alleging its commission on a charge of

firing a stackJ It, moreover, is not too late to apply for an amend-

ment, even though the counsel for the prisoner may have addressed

the jury.*

§ 252a. In general, however, the court will not amend an indict-

ment after plea, if, in its amended form, it would be open to a

demurrer.' Neither can an amendment be made after verdict."'

ingly ; in which case the prosecutor

and witnesses shall be bound to attend

to prosecute and give evidence re-

spectively, and the defendant shall

be bound to attend to be tried, at the

time and place to which such trial

shall be postponed, witho\it enter-

ing into any fresh recognisances for

that purpose, in such and the same
manner as if they were originally

bound by their recognisances to

appear ai'id prosecute or give evi-

dence at the ti:ne and place to which
such trial shall have been so post-

poned ;
" and a further proviso

directs, " that, where any such' trial

shall be to be had before another

jurv, the Crown and the defendant

shall respectively be entitled to the

same challenges, as they were respec-

tively entitled to before the first jury

was sworn." By § 2, "Every verdict

and judgment, which shall be given

after the making of any amendment
under the provisions of this Act,

shall be of the same force and effect

in all respects, as if the indictment

had originally been in the same form

in which it was after such amend-
ment was made." By § 3, "if it

shall become necessary at any time
for any purpose whatsoever to draw
up a formal record, in any case where
any amendment shall have been made
under the provisions of this Act, such
record shall be drawn up in the form
in which the indictment was after

such amendment was made, without
taking any notice of the fact of such
amendment having been made." See
further as to amendment of formal
defects in indictment, § 25 of the Act,

post, § 280, n. 1.

1 E. V. Sturge, 1854.
2 R. V. Vincent, 1852 ; E. v. Pul-

larton, 1853.
3 E. V. Gumble, 1872.
* E. V. Welton, 1862.
5 E. V. Western, 1868.
« E. V. Westlev, 1859.
' E. V. Neville,"^ 1852 (Williams, J.);

E. V. Tymms, 1870 (Lush, J.).

« E. v. Fullarton, 1853(Ir.)(Lefroy,

C.J„ and Monahan, C.J.); overruling

E. V. Rymer, 1853 (Williams, J.).

^ E. I'. Lallement, 1853. Sed qu.

The case, as reported, is not satis-

factory.
1" R. V. Larkin, 1854 ; E. v. Frost,

1855.
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CHAP. I.] AMENDING INDICTMENTS.

Nor will the court amend an amendment, or restore an indictment,

once amended, to its original form.' AVhere a prisoner was indicted

for a statutable forgery, but the evidence only sustained a forgery

at common law, an amendment on the indictment by striking out

the word " feloniously " (thus converting a charge of felony into

one of misdemeanour), has been refused.2

§ 253. The Acts which authorise amendments in criminal pro-

ceedings are founded on the policy that substantial justice is of

more real importance than technical precision, and they accordingly

seek to render punishment more certain, by neutralising the effect

of trivial variances, which have constantly protected the wrong-

doer. So long as the least rational doubt exists respecting his

guilt, juries should weigh with jealousy the evidence against a

prisoner; and judges should see most clearly that the act, with

which he is charged, is an offence against the law. But when

courts of justice go further than this, and permit the law to be

defeated by technical errors, which cannot by possibility mislead a

defendant, and which have nothing to do with the substantial

merits of the case, they take the most effectual means of rendering

the administration of the criminal law a fitting subject for con-

tempt and ridicule. In civil causes, the Eules authorising amend-

ments receive a liberal construction.^ Why should an unduly strict

construction be applied in criminal courts? The statutes them-

selves warrant no such distinction, and to introduce into the

interpretation of them the old doctrine " strictissimi jmns," is to

misunderstand and misapply the meaning of that doctrine.

§ 254. Having drawn attention to the Eules and the Acts now

authorising amendments, whether in civil or criminal proceedings,

and the leading decisions upon their construction, some three or

four general rules, which regulate the law of variance, may, with

utility, be noticed; for although a discrepancy between the allega-

tion and the proof is not (as formerly) fatal, if immaterial to the

substantial merits, yet it may still entail considerable expense and

responsibility as to costs on the party, who is driven by a " vari-

ance "
to apply for an amendment. It is in view of this that the

1 E. V. Barnes, 186G ; E. .. Prit- J See as to the spirit in which they

chard 1867 • E. v. Webster, 1861. should be regarded, supra, § 227, and

2 e'. v. Wright, 1860 (Hill, J.). note ^ thereto.
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SURPLUSAGE NEED NOT BE PROVED. [PART II.

subject is still discussed in this work, and in appljdng the strict

i-ules which exist as to variances, the ample power of amendment

now possessed by the courts must not be forgotten. Subject to this

observation, the rules with regard to variance may be stated to

he four in number, and are as follow :— (1) Surplusage need not be

proved; (2) Cumulative allegations, or sueh as merely operate in

aggravation, are immaterial; (3) Mere formal allegations need not he

proved ; (4) But allegations of mutter of essential description must be

proved as laid. Having stated these four important rules, the

remainder of this chapter will be devoted to discussing them in

detail

—

§ 255.^ The first rule as to "variances" is, that surplusage need

not be proved, and that the proof, even if offered, should he rejected.

" Surplusage " comprehends whatever may be stricken from the

record without destroying the right of action, or the charge, on the

one hand, or the defence on the other. This, it is true, is a loose,

and therefore unsatisfactory, definition ; but it is difficult, if not

impossible, to find one more distinct and practical. Each case

must, in a great measure, depend on its own pa7ticular circum-

stances. The best general idea of what will, or will not, amount to

surplusage, is to be gained from one or two decisions on the point.

Thus, where the pleading in an action for breach of a warranty

that some claret was in a certain state alleged that it was not, and

that the defendant well knew it was not in that state, but at the trial

no evidence was given of the defendant's knowledge, after a verdict

for the plaintiff, a motion having been made for a new trial, on

the ground that the scienter, having been alleged, ought to have

been proved, the court were unanimously of opinion that the alle-

gation of the scienter was wholly unnecessary and immaterial, and

therefore required no proof .^ Said Lord Ellenborough :
" If the

whole averment respecting the defendant's knowledge of the unfit-

ness of the wine for exportation were struck out, the declaration

would still be sufficient to entitle the plaintiff to recover upon the

breach of the warranty proved. For, if one man lull another into

security as to the goodness of a commodity, by giving him a war-

» Gr. Ev. § 51, in part. "by Ld. Abinger in Cornfoot v. Fowke,
a wiuiamson v. Allison, 1802 ; cited 1840.
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CHAP. I.J INSTANCES OF SURPLUSAGE.

ranty of it, it is the same thing whether or not the seller knew it

at the time to he unfit for sale ; the warranty is the thing which

deceives the buyer, who relies on it, and is thereby put off his

guard. Then, if the warranty be the material averment, it is

sufficient to prove that broken to establish the deceit." Said

Lawrence, J. : "I take the rule to be, that if the whole of an

averment may be struck out without destroying the plaintiff's right

of action, it is not necessary to prove it; but otherwise, if the

whole cannot be struck out without getting rid of a part essential

to the cause of action ; for then, although tho averment be more

particular than it need have been, the whole must be proved, or the

plaintiff cannot recover."

'

§ 256—7.2 On the same principle, in an action for removing earth

from the defendant's land, whereby the foundation of the plain-

tiff's house was injured, the allegation of bad intent in the defen-

dant need not be proved, for the cause of action is perfect,

independent of the intention ;^ in an action for impounding cattle

in an unfit pound, an averment that the pound was " at all times

unfit, as the defendant well knew," may be rejected as immaterial,

and consequently it requires no proof ;* if plaintiff's pleadings dis-

close a state of facts upon which an action may be maintained,

although it may also (needlessly) allege malice or fraud, the

plaintiff is not bound to prove either, and may recover upon the

hability which the facts disclose, and this even if both fraud and

malice be actually disproved ;^ in an action against a common carrier

for the loss of property intrusted to him, negligence, though averred,

need not be proved ;^ in trespass, for driving against the plaintiff's

cart, an averment that he was in the cart is immaterial ;
^ an aver-

ment that the defendant wrongfully cut in plaintiff's close, used as

a private road, a certain large sewer, and thereby diverted the

water from a pond, was held clearly immaterial, so far as regarded

1 In Williamson v. Allison, 1802. ' Panton v. Holland, 1819 (Am.)

;

See, also, Jackson v. Allaway, 1844; Twiss v. Baldwin, 1832 (Am.).

Att.-Gen. v. Clerc, 1844; Tempest v. * Bignell v. Clarke, 1860.

Kilner, 1845; Anderson v. Thorn- * Swiufen v. Lord Chelmsford,

ton, 1853; Thorn v. Bigland, 1853; 1860.

Southall V, Eigg, and Forman v. * Richards v. Lond. & South Coast

Wright, 1851. Ey. Co., 1849. See ante, § 187.

* Gr. Ey. § 64, as to first four lines. ' Howard v. Peete, 1817.
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SURPLUSAGE IN CRIMINAL rKOCEK DINCJS. [PART II.

the words marked iu itiilics, and the plaintiff entitled to recover

damages, though it appeared that the sewer was cut previously to

the construction of the road. " For," said Tindal, C. J., " what

has it to do with the wrongful act of the defendant, or the

measure of damages which the plaintiff is entitled to claim,

whether the defendant used his close as a road, an orchard, or a

garden ?
"

'

§§ 05s—262. In the former editions of this work many further

examples of averments in pleading in civil cases which were

"surplusage," and consequently "immaterial," were given, but

having regard to the present liberal state of the law with regard

to amendments, it is not thought advisable to weary the reader

with any further examples of the application of the rule in civil

cases. ^'^

§ 203. The law rejecting surjJusage applies equally in criminal

as in civil proceedings. The application of the rule that immaterial

averments (or "surplusage") need not be proved in criminal

cases may, moreover, be usefully exemplified. For instance, if a

party be indicted for robbery in the (hcelliiKj-liousc of A. B? or for

arson in the niyht tiine,^ the allegations marked in italics may be

rejected as sm-plusage, and, consequently, need not be proved ;

^

and where one section of a statute^ (now repealed) said that a

certificate given hnoicirKjhj and wilfully, with intent to deceive,

should be a misdemeanour, and a separate clause made it a distinct

offence to give such a certificate without having visited the patient,^

it was held that a conviction on an indictment, blending two

distinct offences in one charge, and stating that defendant

knoicingly, and icith intention to deceive, signed the certificate ivithoitt

having visited the patient, was, after a verdict in which the jury

1 Dukes V. Gostling, 1835. - E- v. Pye, 1790 ; R. v. Johnstone,

1^' Examples of the application of 1T!);3 (by all the judges); see, also, R.

the old law are contained in Powell v. Wardle, 1800.

V. Bradbury, 1849 (see, however, ^ R. v. Minton, 1786.

Lush I'. Russell, 1850, where this case * For other instances, see R. v.

is denied to be law) ; Smith v. Lovell, Phillips, 1818 ; R. v. Oxford, 1819
;

1850; Horton v. M'Murtrv, I860; R. v. Summers, 1705; R. v. Hick-

Keller V. Blood, 1861 (Ir.); R. v. man, 1784; R. t^. Radley, 1849; R. i-.

M'Kenna, 1842 (Ir.); R. v. Durore, Otway, 1849 (Ir.) ; R. v. Williams

1784- and R. v. Upton-on-Seveni, 1850; R. v. Kealey, 1851; R. v.

1x33' Healey, 1824.
* 9 G. 4, c. 41, §§ 9, 29, and 30.
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CHAP. I.] CUMULATIVE ALLEGATIONS IMMATERIAL.

negatived any intent to deceive, but found the defendant guilty,

held to have been rightly recorded, since, on the charge under the

latter clause of the statute (viz., that of having certified without

visiting), the averment of intention was mere surplusage.'

§ 264. On the same principle, too, where an indictment charged

the defendants with conspiring to indict the prosecutor ,/«/.. ///,
with

intent to extort money, they were held to be rightly convicted

thouo-h the jury, in finding them guilty of conspiring to mdict

with the intent alleged, expressly negatived any conspiracy to

make a false charge ; for the court observed that a conspiracy to

prefer an indictment for purposes of extortion was doubtless a

misdemeanour, whether the charge were true or false.^ Again,

where a parish was indicted for non-repair of a highway, an a le-

gation that the road in questioa was an immemorial highway has

been rejected as surplusage ;^ on an indictment iov jointly receiving

stolen property, persons guilty of separately receiving any part of

such property may by statute be convicted;* and on an indictment

charging a common law offence as having been committed " against

the form of the statute," the allegation in question may be rejected

as surplusage.^

§ 965. The second rule^ respecting variances is, that mmulatwe

alleoatiom, or such as merely operate in aggravation, are immatertal,

nrorided that mpcient is proved to establish some right, offence, or

lustification, included in the claim, charcje, or defence specified on tJie

'record^ For example, where a defendant was charged m an in-

formation with composing, printing, and publishing a libel, but no

evidence having been given to show that he was the author, his

counsel having claimed an acquittal, Lord EUenborough^ observed,

" It is enough to prove publication. If an indictment charges that

the defendant did and caused to he done' a particular act, it is enough

to prove either. The distinction runs through the whole criminal

law ; and it is invariably enough to prove so much of the indict-

1 R. V. Jones, 1831. pof ' § ^80, n '•

: I - f^^^l^'' ; E^mI ptrson, 1869. .

?4 I ^7'c 96 ('' The Larceny « See R. ..Hunt, 1811
;

S. P m
A . t^ri ''^ Vqi' R- ^- Williams, 1811 (Lawrence J.).

^^^'D^^^ aXI 170'^ See also « S. P- (M- Mansfield) in R. v.
* R. v. Mathews, 1/9.5. bee, aiso, .^.j',; /^ \ ^^.~

14 & 15 V. c. 100 ("The Criminal Middlehuist, 1767.

Procedure *Act, 1851"), § 24, cited
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CUMULATIVE ALLEGATIONS IMMATERIAL. [PART II.

raent as shows that the defendant has committed a substantive

crime therein specified."

§ 266. Accordingly at common law, on an indictment for

murder the prisoner may be convicted of manslaughter, for the

averment of malice aforethought is merely matter of aggravation ;

'

on an indictment for treason or conspiracy charging several overt

acts, it is sufficient to prove one ;
^ and on an indictment for

obtaining property by several false pretences, it is not necessary to

prove them all, unless they are so connected as to be incapable of

separation,^ but it will suffice to prove the one or more, by which

the property was in fact obtained.^

§ 267. Moreover, if a compound intent, or several intents, be laid

in the indictment, and if one part of the compound intent, or each

of the several intents, when coupled with the act done, constitute

an offence, it will not be necessary to prove the whole as laid. For

example, an indictment for killing a sheep, with intent to steal the

whole carcase, will be supported by proof of an intent to steal part

of the carcase ;
^ if a prisoner be charged with obtaining an order

for a certain sum from the prosecutor with intent to defraud him

of the same, he may be legally convicted, though it appears that

his real intention was to cheat the prosecutor out of a small portion

only of the proceeds of the order ; " under the old law a man

accused of assaulting a girl with intent to abuse her and carnally

know her, might be found guilty of an assault with intent to abuse

simply ;
^ and a party indicted for publishing a libel with intent to

defame certain magistrates, and also to bring the administration of

justice into contempt, may be found guilty, if the libel was pub-

lished with either of those intents.^

§ 268. But the intent proved must either correspond with, or be

included in, the intent alleged. Thus, it will be a fatal variance if

an indictment for burglary charge an intent to steal, and it be

^ Co. Lit. 282 a. part was part of the offence of in-
* Fost. 194. tending to steal the whole, and that
3 R. V. Wickham, 1839. the statute meant to make it im-
* E. V. Hill, 1811. material whether the intent applied
* R. V. Williams, 1825. The same to the whole, or only to part."

point seems to have been ruled by ® R. v. Leonard, 1848.

Cresswell, J., in R. v. Marley, 1842. ' R. v. Dawson, 1821 (Holi-oyd, J.).

The principle in both cases was "that ® R. v. Evans, 1821 (Bailey, J.).

the offence of intending to steal a
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CHAP. I.] now FAR INTENT MUST BE PROVED AS LAID.

shown that the real intent was to commit rape or murder ; ' and a

prisoner charged with burghiry and stealing will be acquitted, if no

property was taken, though it appear that the house was entered

with an intent to steal ; and though, had larceny actually been

committed, he would have been convicted without any allegation in

the indictment of a felonious intent.^

§§ 269

—

70a. The rule that matters merely of aggravation are

material, provided enough be proved to establish some substantial

right, offence or defence included in the proceeding upon the

record has been adopted by statute on several occasions. For

example, by statute, on an indictment for burglary and stealing,

if the prosecutor establish his case with the exception of proving

that the breaking was by night, the prisoner may be convicted of

housebreaking ;
^ if no breaking be proved, but the property stolen

be laid in the indictment, and be proved by the evidence, to be of

the value of five pounds, the verdict may be guilty of stealing in a

dwelling-house to that amount,^ the prisoner may be found guilty

of larceny, if the evidence be not sufficient to prove the commission

of the more aggravated crime ;
^ if no satisfactory evidence be

offered to show, either that the house laid in an indictment as such

was a dwelling-house, or some building communicating therewith

;

or that it was the dwelling-house of the party named in the indict-

ment ; or that it was locally situated as therein alleged ; or that

stolen property, laid as of that value, was of the value of five

pounds, provided it appear that any goods were stolen by the

prisoner, he may be convicted of simple larceny ;
^ and the same law

applies on a charge of stealing in a dwelling-house with menaces,^

or of stealing from the person, with or without violence,^ or of

stealing as a servant,^ while an indictment under the statute for

horse-stealing, though bad for not describing the animal by any

term used in the Act, will support a conviction for larceny ;
^" a

1 2 East, P. C. 514. Brookes, 1847 (Patteson, J.); E. v.

' B. V. Furnival, 1821 ; E. v. Van- Jackson, 1842 (Cresswell, J.).

dercomb, 1796. ^ See 24 & 25 V. c. 96 ("The
3 Under 24 & 25 V. c. 96 ("The Larceny Act, 1861 "), § 61.

Larceny Act, 1861 "), § 56. s jbid., §§ 40, 43.
* Ibid., ^60; see E. v. Compton, ^ E. v. Jennings, 1858; 24 & 25

1828 (Gaselee, J.). V. c. 96 (" The Larceny Act, 1861"),
* 2 Hale, 302 ; 2 East, P. C. 784. § 67.
« E. V. Bullock, 1825 ; E. v. '" E. v. Beaney, 1820.
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HOW YAH INTENT MUST BE PROVED AS LAID. [PART II.

woman charged with the murder of her infant may be convicted of

endeavouring to conceal its birth ;
^ a person indicted for felony in

administering poison so as to endanger life, or to inflict grievous

bodily harm, may be convicted of the misdemeanour of adminis-

tering poison with intent to injure, aggrieve, or annoy some one ;
^

on the trial of an indictment for simple or aggravated robbery,

the jury may convict of a simple or aggravated assault with intent

to rob, if the evidence shall prove such an offence to have been

committed ;
^ upon a count for maliciously wounding, or for

maliciously inflicting grievous bodily harm, against the statute, a

prisoner may be convicted of a common assault, even though the

term " assault " be not found in the indictment ;
* and it is pro-

vided^ that, "if, on the trial of any person charged with any

felony or misdemeanour,^ it shall appear to the jury upon the

evidence that the defendant did not complete the offence charged,

but that he was guilty only of an attempt to commit the same,

such person shall not by reason thereof be entitled to be acquitted,

but the jury shall be at liberty to return as their verdict, that the

defendant is not guilty of the felony or misdemeanour charged, but

is guilty of an attempt to commit the same, and thereupon such

person shall be liable to be punished in the same manner as if he

had been convicted upon an indictment for attempting to commit

the particular felony or misdemeanour charged in the said indict-

ment ; and no person, so tried as herein lastly mentioned, shall be

liable to be afterwards prosecuted for an attempt to commit the

felony or misdemeanour for which he was so tried." ^

1 24 & 25 V. c. 100 (" The Offences construction of -which, see R. v. Bird,

against the Person Act, 1861"), § 60. 1851. See E. v. M'Pherson, 1857.
2 Ibid., §25. ^ See R. v. Ryland, 1868; R. v.

3 24 & 25 V. c. 96 ("The Larceny Hapgood and AVyatt, 1870.

Act, 1861"), § 41; R. v. Mitchell, ^ The Articles of War for the

1852. See R. v. WoodhaU, 1872 government of the Navy establish

(Denman, J.). rules similar to those recognized by
* R. V. Taylor, 1868; R. v. Can- canon and statute law. " The Naval

well, 1869; R. v. Oliver, 1860; R. v. Discipline Act, 1866" (29 & 30 V.

Yeadon, 1861. See, also, R. v. c. 109), expressly enacts, indeed, in

Guthrie, 1870. § 48, that " where any prisoner shaU
14 iS- 15 V. c 100 ("The Criminal be charged with murder, a court-

Procedm-e Act, 1851"), § 9, replacing martial may find him guilty of man-
7 W. 4 & 1 V. c. 85, § 11 (which was slaughter, or of a common assault

;

worded differently, and is repealed where he shall be charged with

by 14 & 15 V. c. 100, § 10); as to the sodomy, a court-martial may find
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CHAP. I.] CUMULATIVE ALLEGATIONS IN CIVIL MATTERS.

§ 271—7. The rule that mere " cumulate allegations'' or " aver-

ments in aggravation," need not be proved not only prevails in

criminal cases, but equally obtains in civil actions. For instance,

in an action for defamation, if the plaintiff allege special damage, he

need not prove it, provided the words be actionable per se ;
'
in an

action on a policy of insurance, the material allegation is the loss;

but whether total or partial, is a mere question of degree
;
and if

the former be alleged, proof of the latter is sufficient.^ In all

cases, indeed, a party may in his statement of claim sue for a less

right than he is able to prove, provided that the lesser right claimed

does not differ in kind from, but is included in, the greater right

proved.^

I 278—9. The third rule^ with regard to variances is that mere

formal allegations need not be proved. " Formal allegations

"

comprise,-among other matters,—all those averments of place,

time, number, mine, quality, and the like, which may be inserted

in the pleadings, without being either essentially descriptive of the

subject of the claim or charge, or otherwise rendered material by

special circumstances, and also a multitude of other idle statements,

which, in former times, English lawyers loved to introduce into

Hm ginlty of an indecent assault; be charged with desertion may be

wheilhe shall be charged with theft, found guilty of attempting to desert

Icourt-martial may find him guilty or of being abroad ;-^th«ut Ic^^^ve

;

of an attempt to thieve, or of em- and if he be charged with attempt-

bezzlement, or of wrongful appro- mg to desert may be fojind guilty of

priation of property belonging to desertion or oi illegal absence. The

another ; and, generally, where any section then concludes with a general,

prisoner shal be charged with any but not very happily .expressed, en-

offen?e under this Act, he may, upon actment, that '

'
a prisoner charged

failure of proof of the commission of before a court-martial with any other

the greater offence, be found guilty offence under this Act may, on failure

of another offence of the same class of proof ot an offence being com-

involving a less degree of punish- mitted under circumstances mvolv-

ment but not of an| offence involv- ing a higher degree of punishment,

S' a greater degree of punishment." be found guilty of the same offence as

''The Army Act, 1881" (44 & 45 being committed under circumstances

V. c. 58), in § 56 thereof, also con- involving a less degree ot punish-

tains provisions to the same effect, ment."
/Tinrlnl

and enacting that any prisoner ' Smith v. Thomas, 1835 (Tindal,

charged before a court-martial with CJ.).
n r.^.An^^ I7fin-

steahng may be found guilty of em- ^ Gardner v. Croasdale, 1 /60 ,

bezzlement, or of fraudulently mis- Benson ^Chapman 1848. H. L.
,

applying money or property ; and if King i». Walker 18fad.

he\^e charged"^ with embezzlement \^^^^^^^ \ I^f«TpAii^HtL it
^

may be convicted of stealing, or of v. Appleyard 1838 (Coleridge, J.),

fraudulent misapplication ; and if he * Supra, § 254.
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every legal document. Since the modern amendments in the law,

the rule in question has fortunately become a matter more of his-

torical curiosity than of present practical interest.

§ 280. Indeed, so far as civil actions are concerned, this rule ha?

passed into a dead letter ; and Lord Campbell's Act of 1851/

renders it of little importance even in criminal cases. With regard

to averments of 2)h(ce, it is now sufficient in all cases, excepting

where local descriptmi is required, to state in the margin of the

indictment the county, city, or other jurisdiction, as the venue for

all the facts averred in the body of the indictment.^

1 14 & 15 V. c. 100 ("The Criminal

Procedure Act, 1851 "), § 23, enact-

ing, that '

' it shall not be necessary

to state any venue in the body of

any indictment, but the county, city

or other jurisdiction named in the

margin thereof shall be taken to be

the venue for all the facts stated in

the body of such indictment
;
pro-

vided that in cases where local de-

scription is or hereafter shall be re-

quired, such local description shall be

given in the body of the indictment

;

and provided also, that where an in-

dictment for an offence committed in

the county of any city or town corpo-

rate shall be preferred at the assizes

of the adjoining county, such county

of the city or town shall be deemed
the venue, and may either be stated

in the margin of the indictment, with

or without the name of the county in

which the offender is to be tried, or be

stated in the body of the indictment

by way of venue." § 24 enacts, that

"no indictment for any offence shall

be held insufficient for want of the

averment of any matter unnecessary

to be proved, nor for the omission of

the words ' as appears by the record,'

or of the words ' with force and
arms,' or of the words ' against the

peace,' nor for the insertion of the

words ' against the fonn of the

statute,' instead of ' against the form
of the statutes,' or vice versa, nor for

that any person mentioned in the

indictment is designated by a name
of office, or other descriptive appella-

tion instead of his proper name, nor

for omitting to state the time at

which the offence was committed ia

any case where time is not of the

essence of the offence, nor for stating

the time imperfectly, nor for stating

the offence to have been committed
on a day subsequent to the finding of

the indictment, or on an impossible

day, or on a day that never happened,
nor for want of a proper or perfect

venue, nor for want of a proper or

formal conclusion, nor for want of or

imperfection in the addition of any
defendant, nor for want of the state-

ment of the value or price of any
matter or thing, or the amount of

damage, injury, or spoil, in any case

where the value or price, or the

amount of damage, injury, or spoil,

is not of the essence of the offence."

§ 25 enacts, that " every objection to

any indictment for any formal defect

apparent on the fai e thereof shall be
taken, by demurrer or motion to

quash such indictment, before the

jury shall be sworn, and not after-

wards ; and every court, before

which any such objection shall be
taken for the formal defect, may, if

it be thought necessary, cause the

indictment to be forthwith amended
in such particular by some officer of

the court or other person, and there-

upon the trial shall proceed as if nc
such defect had appeared."

^ As to the foiTuer law, see E. v.

HoUond, 1794; E. v. Haynes, 1815;

E. V. Feargus O'Connor, 1843; 7

G. 4, c. 64 ("The Ciiuiinal Law
Act, 1826"), § 20. Even before the

Act it was no objection in the case

of a transitory felony that there was
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CIIAr. I.] AVERMENTS OF PLACE LOCAL OFFENCES.

§ 281. In indictments, however, for those offences which the law

regards as bearing a local character, the proof respecting the jjlace

must still correspond with the allegation; though probably in

many cases of variance on this point the courts would sanction an

amendment of the record/ The distinction between local and tran-

Bitory offences is not very clearly drawn, but among local offences

are-among others -burglary,2 but not highway robbery ;
^ house-

breaking; ^ stealing in a dwelling-house ;
^ sacrilege ;

" riotously de-

molishing churches, houses, machinery, &c. ;
^ maliciously firing a

dwelling-house, perhaps an out-house, but not a stack ;

» forcible

entry ; ' poaching ;
'" nuisances to highways

;

'' and malicious in-

juries to sea-banks, mill-dams, or other local property. In most

of these cases it is sufficient to allege and prove the parish, town-

ship, or other local district, less than a county, in which the offence

was committed; ^2
\^yjX in some, a more accurate description is

necessary.

§ 282. For example, an indictment for not repairing a highway

must specify the situation of the road within the parish, and any

substantial variance between the description and the evidence will

be material ; ^^ on an indictment for night poaching, it has been

held, by a majority of the judges, that the locus in quo must be

described either by name, ownership, occupation, or abuttals, and

that it is not sufficient to allege that the prisoner was found " in a

certain close in the parish of A ;
" ^^ but on a charge of taking or

no such parish in the county as that »» r. ^. Great Canfield 1810 ;
E.

in -which the offence was stated to v. Upton-on-Severn, 183^; K. v.

have been committed : E. v. Wood- Steventon, 1843. See E. v. March.
^

ward 18:31 • E. v. Dowling, 1826. Dow. of Downshire, 183o
;

E. v.

1 14 & 15 V c 100 ("The Criminal Waverton, 1851. If a carnage-way

Procedure Act, 1851"), § 1. cited is described as a bridle-way, the

ante § 249. variance is material : E. v. be.

2 i Euss. 0. & M. 826; E. v. Weonard's, 1834. See, also, E. v.

St John 1839 Lyon, 1824.

3 E. ^.'Dowling, 1826. '' E. v- Eidley, 1823, under the

* E. V. Bullock, 1825. repealed Act of 57 G. 3, c. 90, §1;
6 E.v.Napper, 1824;E.'j;.Jarrald, E. v. Crick, 1832 (Vaughan B

)

1863 under 9 G. 4, c. 69 ("The Night

6 Arch. Cr. PL 57, and p. 457 of Poaching Act, 1828"), § 9. In E. v.

21st edit. (1893). Owen, 1826, where the close was
' E V. Eichards, 1832. described by name and occupation,

8 e! v. Woodward, 1831. but the name proved was different

« 2 Leon. 136. from that alleged, the ]udges held

^° E V Eidley, 1823. that the variance was fatal. See E.

" e'. v. Steventon, 1843. v. Andrews, 1837 (Gurney, B.), and
12 See E. V. Napper, 1824. E. v. Eaton, 1851.

T. VOL. 1. 209 ^



AVERMENTS OF PLACE. [PART II.

destroying fish in water adjoining a dwelling-liouse, if the boundary

of any parish, township, or vill, happen to be in or by the side of

euch water, it is by statute sufficient to prove that the offence was

committed either in the parish, township, or vill, named in the

indictment, or in any such local district adjoining the water ;
^ and

if the charge be that of stealing oysters, or oyster brood, the bed,

laying, or fishery may also by statute be described by name or

otherwise, without stating it to be in any particular parish, town-

ship, or vill.2 Moreover, an indictment for an affray cannot be

sustained, unless it contain an averment that the ofPence was com-

mitted in a public street or highway, and unless that averment be

supported by corresponding proof.*

§ 283. Why a burglar should be entitled to more accurate infor-

mation respecting the house he is charged with having entered,

than the highway robber can claim as to the spot where his offence

is stated to have been committed, it is impossible to say ; either

full information should be given in all cases or in none.

§ 284. Excepting in the very few cases where time is of the

essence of the offence, an indictment,* too, need not contain any

allegation respecting time.^

§ 285, Allegations of number and rnh(e are, also, in general

immaterial in indictments. Thus, if a party be charged with steal-

ing five horses, he may be convicted of stealing one ; and if he be

indicted for larceny or robbery, and the property be laid as of the

value of twenty shillings, the offence will be complete, though it

1 24 & 25 V. c. 96 (" The Larceny what year of our Lord,'— ' I would

Act, 1861 "), § 24. not give a halfpenny to know,' said

2 Id. § 26. my Uncle Toby. ' Only, an! please

3 R. V. O'Neill, 1871 (Ir.). yaur Honour, it makes a story look the

* So as to coroner s inquisitions ; bettt^r in the face.' ^ Leave out the

see " The Coroners Act, 1887 " (50 & date entirely. Trim;' said my Uncle,

51 V. c. 71), § 20; and see, also, E. 'a story passes very well ivUhont these

V. Ino-ham, 1864. niceties, nnless one is pretty sure of
5 14 & 15 V. c. 100 ("The Criminal 'em!'" Even before the statute,

Procedure Act, 1851"), § 24. cited where a court had no jurisdiction to

ante, § 280, n. ^ on p. 208. The old try a criminal, except for an offence

rule required a day to be specified, committed after a certain day, no

but did not require that day to be objection could be taken to the in-

proved. But the legislature has dictment in arrest of judgment, for

now adopted my Uncle Toby's reply alleging that the act was done before

to Corporal Trim's argument in that day. when the jury had ex-

telling his unfortunate story of the pressly found that this was not

Kino- of Bohemia. "'There was a correct. See, also, E. v. Treharne,

certain King of Bohemia, but in 1831; and E. v. Levy, 1819.
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appear that the article stolen was of less value than any coin of the

realm, provided that it was of wine value to the owner/

§ 286. In certain cases, however, value is essential to constitute

the offence ; as where a bankrupt is indicted for fraudulently con-

cealing or removing property to the value of ten pounds,^ or for

absconding with property to the amount of twenty pounds,^ or a

person is indicted for maliciously injuring property to an amount

exceeding five pounds,^ or a tenant is indicted for stealing a chattel

or fixture let to him with his house or lodging, and exceeding the

value of five pounds,^ or a party is charged with stealing in a

dwelling-house chattels, &c., to that amount,*^ or with stealing, or

with destroying or damaging, either maliciously or with intent to

steal, any trees in a park, pleasure-ground, garden, or orchard,

above the value of one pound, or any trees elsewhere above the

value of five pounds.^ In such cases as these, the evidence must so

far correspond with the allegation as to show that the statutable

offence has been committed : that is, the property fraudulently or

maliciously dealt with, stolen, or destroyed, must be proved, as well

as alleged, to be of the requisite value ; though if this be done, the

exact amount specified in the indictment need not be proved.

Where » a bankrupt was charged with concealing his property, and

the indictment,—after specifying many articles without stating the

separate value of each,—added these words, " and also one hundred

1 E V Morris, 1840 (Parke, B.); stated, but it will be sufficient to

E v "Bingley, I'ScJa (Gurney, B.)

;

allege that the amount of the aggre-

E. V. Clark, 1810. The fact of the gate damage exceeded ol.
:

E. v.

article being in the possession of the Thoman, 1871.

prosecutor is, in general, evidence * 24 & 25 V. c 96 (''The Larceny

that it was of value to him. Id. Act, 1861 "), § 74. If the value of

2 32 & 33 V. c. 62 (" The Debtors the property stolen do not exceed ol..

Act 1869"), § 11, subs. 4, 5; as the prisoner is not liable to penal

amended by 46 & 47 V. c. 52 ("The servitude. Id.

Bankruptcy Act, 1883"), § 163, and « 24 & 25 V. c. 96 ("The Larceny

53 & 54 V. c. 71 ("The Bankruptcy Act, 1861 "), § 60.

Act, 1890"), § 26; 35 & 36 V. c. 57, ' 24 & 25 V. c. 96 ("The Larceny

§11, subs. 4,5, Ir. ^«^' ;^^i'Vr^-^= "n
^ aT'

3 3'^ & 33 V c. 62 § 12; as c. 97 (" The Malicious Damage Act,

amended by 46 & 47 V. c. 52, § 163

;

1861 "), §§ 20, 21 Where several

35 & 36 V. c. 57, § 12, Ir. trees have been stolen or damaged
* 24 & 25 V. 0*97 ('''The Malicious at the same time, their collective

Damage Act, 1861"), § 51. The value will satisfy the Act: E. v.

damage must be done at one time: Shepherd, 1868. ,„,,,„ ,,

E.V.Williams, 1862 (Ir.). The value » E. v. Forsyth, 1814 (all the

of each article injured need not be Judges).
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other ai tides of furniture and a certain debt due from J. T. to the

prisoner, to the value of twenty pounds and upwards ;" ' the indict-

ment was held bad, as all the property concealed was not specified,

and no distinct value was put upon the articles enumerated. It,

therefore, would seem that where value, being material, is ascribed

to several articles collectively, the offence must be made out as to

each of those articles.

§ 287. Descriptions of the subject-matter of the offence are also,

in many cases, unnecessary. Thus in an indictment for embezzle-

ment against a clerk or servant, or against a person employed either

in her Majesty's public service, or in the police, if the offence

relate to any money or valuable security, it is sufficient to allege

that money was embezzled, without specifying any particular coin

or valuable security ; and such allegation may be supported by

equally loose evidence ;
^ and it seems, even by proof of a general

deficiency of money that ought to be forthcoming, without showing

from what persons the money was received, or of what coins it con-

sisted, or that any particular sum was received, and not accounted

for by the prisoner.^ So, also, " in any indictment in which it shall

be necessary to make any averment as to any money,* or any note

of the Bank of England, or any other bank, it shall be sufficient to

describe such money or bank-note simply as money, without speci-

fying any particular coin or bank-note ; and such allegation, so far

as regards the description of the property, shall be sustained by

proof of any amount of coin or of any bank-note, although the

particular species of coin of which such amount was composed, or the

particular nature of the bank-note, shall not be proved ; and in

cases of embezzlement and obtaining money or bank-notes by false

pretences, by proof that the offender embezzled or obtained any

piece of coin or any bank-note, or any portion of the value thereof,

although such piece of coin or bank-note may have been delivered

to him in order that some part of the value thereof should be

returned to the party delivering the same, or to any other person,

and such part shall have been returned accordingly." ^

^ This case was decided under the including the three chiefs against
repealed Act of 5 G. 2, c. 30, § 1. seven).

2 24 & 25 V. c. 96 ("The Larceny * See R. v. Gumble, 1872.

Act, 1861 "), § 71. « 14 & 15 V. c. 100 ("The Criminal
* R. V. Grove, 1833 (eight judges Procedure Act, 1851"), § 18.
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§ 288. Allegations of quality (or, in other words, those allegations

which describe the mode in which certain acts have been done) may

often be omitted from an indictment, and it is seldom necessary to

prove them with precision. For example, in an indictment ^ for

murder or manslaughter, it is unnecessary to set forth the manner

in which, or the means by which, the death of the deceased was

caused ; but it is sufficient to charge that the defendant did felo-

niously, wilfully, and of his malice aforethought kill and murder

the deceased, or, in an indictment for manslaughter, that he did

feloniously kill and slay him.^ Moreover, should an indictment

for homicide unnecessarily allege the means of death, it would be

quite sufficient for the proof to agree with the allegation in its

general character, without precise conformity in every particular.

Similarly, on a charge of felonious assault, if it be alleged that it

was committed with a staff, and the proof be that it was done with

a stone ; or if a wound, alleged to have been given with a sword,

be proved to have been inflicted by an axe ; or if a pistol be

stated to have been loaded with a bullet, and it tm-ns out to have

been loaded with some other destructive material,^ the charge is

substantially proved, and no variance occurs.'*

§ 289. The fourth general and remaining rule^ as to variances is

that allegations of matter of essential description must be proved as

laid. The only practical mode of understanding this rule is to

examine some of the leading decisions on the subject, and then to

apply the reasoning or ruling contained therein to other analogous

cases, always bearing in mind that the judges now have large

powers of granting amendments both in civil and in criminal pro-

ceedings.^ And first, with respect to the criminal law, it is now

clearly established, that the name or nature of the property stolen or

damaged is matter of essential description. For example, the variance

is fatal if, on a charge of fii'ing a stack of hay, it turns out to

* This term includes inquisitions Ld. Campbell's Act in 1851, E. v.

taken before coroners ; E. v. Ingham, M'Conkey, 1841 (Ir.)(Torrens, J.); E.

1864, V. Waters, 1832; E. v. Culkin, 1832;
2 24 & 25 V. c. 100 (" The Offences E. v. Thompson, 1826; E. v. Kelly,

against the Person Act, 1861"), § 6. 1825; E. v. Mosley, 1825; E. v.

3 E. V. Oxford, 1840. See E. v. Tomlinson, 1834 (Patteson, J.); E.

Hughes, 1832, the marginal note of v. Turner, 1830 (Parke, B.); E. v.

which is misleading. Warman, 1846.

* 1 East, P. C. 341 ; E. v. Martin, * Supra, § 254.

1832 (Parke, B.). See, further, as « See ante, §§ 220—225, 249.

to the law prior to the passing of
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have been a stack of wheat ; or if a man be accused of stealing a

drake, and it is proved to have been a goose, or even a duck,

unless, indeed, an amendment be permitted.' An instance of the

application of this rule, before amendments were as liberally

allowed as now, occurred some years ago at assizes. A man,

charged with stealing " a slop," the theft of which was clearly

proved, when called upon for his defence, exclaimed, " Why, my
lord, it ain't no slop." " You hear what he says," observed the

judge to the jury. " Is it a slop^ gentlemen ? " " No, my lord,

it's a smock," said they. " Then you must acquit the prisoner."

He was acquitted ; but the grand jury not being discharged, a

second indictment was preferred and found, charging him with

stealing " a smock." Nothing daunted, the prisoner now pleaded

autrefois acquit, and called several witnesses to prove that the

article he had stolen was in fact a slop, and this question was sub-

mitted to a second jury with much gravity by the learned judge.

^

§ 290. Where the stealing of specified animals is made a sta-

tutable offence, it seems sufficient to use the generic term which

includes the whole species, even though the language of the Act

should be more specific. Thus, on an indictment for sheep stealing,

framed under an Act^ making it penal to steal any '* ram, ewe,

sheep, or lamb," charging a man with killing a sheep, with intent

to steal the carcase, it having been proved that a sheep was killed,

but the sex could not be discovered, a great majority of the judges

held that " sheep " was a generic term, which included equally

rams, ewes, and wethers, and confirmed the conviction ;
* an in-

dictment for stealing a sheep will now be supported by evidence of

killing a lamb ;
^ but whether a charge of stealing a horse would

» Under § 1 of 14 & 15 V.*c. 100 of 7 & 8 G. 4, c. 29, § 25, specified

("The Criminal Procedure Act, lambs as well as sheep. In an old

1851 "), cited ante, § 249. Act of 25 H. 8, c. 13, §§ 2, 13, which
^ 29 Law Mag. 12, 13. is now repealed by 19 & 20 V. c. 64.

3 7 & 8 Gr. 4, c. 29, § 25 (now and which prohibited persons from

repealed). The same words are now having above 2,000 sheep, it was
contained in 24 & 25 V. c. 96 (" The expressly enacted, that "lambs under
Larceny Act, 1861 "), § 10. the age of one whole year shall not

* R. V. M'Culley, 1838; R. v. be adjudged for sheep prohibited by
Bannam, 1839 (Jr.). These cases the statute." The special insertion

overrule R. v. Puddifoot, 1829. of such a clause leads rather to an
' R. V. Spicer, 1845, overruling R. inference, that, without it, the men-

V. Loom, 1827. The decision in R. tion of the grown animal would have

V. Loom was under the repealed Act included the young. See next note.

of 15 G. 2, c. 34, which, like the Act
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Le sustained by proof of stealing a gelding, a mare, a colt, or a

filly,' is by no means clear.

§ 291. "When forgery was a capital offence, on prosecutions for

that offence great nicety was required in describing the instrument

forged. The law, however, is now happily amended, and the

punishment for forgery has become less severe but more certain.

For the Act of 1861, now governing the law on this subjeet,^ by

§ 42, enacts that, " in any indictment for forging, altering, offering,

uttering, disposing of, or putting off, any instrument, it shall be

sufficient to describe such instrument by any name or designation

by which the same may be usually known, or by the purport

thereof, without setting out any copy or fac-simile thereof, or

otherwise describing the same or the value thereof." A similar

laxity of description is permitted, whenever any person is indicted

for engraving or making " any instrument, matter, or thing," or

for using or unlawfully possessing any plate, material, or paper on

which any instrument, matter, or thing shall have been engraved,

made, or printed.^

§ 292. Moreover in indictments, too, for offences under the

Debtors Act, 1869,* or the Bankruptcy Act, 1883,^ it is sufficient

to " set forth the substance of the offence charged, in the words of

the Act specifying the offence, or as near thereto as circumstances

admit, without alleging or setting forth any debt, act of bank-

ruptcy, trading, adjudication, or any proceeding in, or order,

warrant or document of, any court acting under the Banki^uptcy

Act, 1883." 5

§ 293. GreneraUy speaking, the name of the person injured,^ and,

indeed, the name of every person necessarily mentioned in the

1 Probably it would be good; * 32 & 33 V. c. 62, § 19; amended

"horse, mare, gelding, colt or tilly
" by 46 & 47 V. c. 52, § 149, subs. 2.

are tbe words used m 24 & 25 V. ^ AQ, & 47 V. c. 52, §§ 31, 163—167.

c. 96 ("The Larceny Act, 1861"), "The Irish Debtors Act, 1872,

§ 10. Under an old Act, which only contains a similar provision. 3o &
mentioned "horses, geldings, and 36 V. c. 57, § 19, Ir.

mares," proof of stealing a Jilly was ^ See, as to the old law on this

held to support an indictment for subject, R. v. Biss, 1838; E. v.

stealing a mare: E. v. Welland, Eobinson, 1817; E. v. Campbell,

1B22. 1843; E. v. Waters, 1848; E. v.

2 24 & 25 V. c. 98 (" The Forgery Willis, 1845 ; E. v. Stroud, 1842 ;
R.

Act, 1861"), §42. V. Sweeny, 1841 (Ir.); E. v. Smith,

' Ib^'d §43 1833; E. v. Evans, 1839; E. v.

Sheen, 1837 ; E. i;. Hogg, 1841.
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indictment,* is matter of essential description, and formerly it must

have been proved with precision. There is, however, little room

for doubt that the court would now, in every case of mere

misnomer,''' direct an amendment to be made almost as a matter of

course.^ Still a question may ©ccasionally arise as to what the

nature of the amendment ought to be, and as to this, the following

rules, therefore, may furnish some guide :—1st. If the name of the

injured party cannot be proved, it will suffice to describe him as a

person " whose name is to the jurors unknown." * 2nd. It is not

necessary to describe a party by what is, in strictness, his right

name ; but it will be sufficient to state any name he has assumed,'*

or by which he is generally known, and the omission of a second

christian name has been frequently held to be immaterial.* 3rd.

An illegitimate child is not entitled to the surname either of the

mother or of the putative father, but can only acquire a surname

by reputation.^ 4th. The proper mode of describing a peer is by

his christian name and rank in the peerage ; but the christian

name may be omitted ;
® and it seems that under the degree of a

duke, a nobleman may be designated by the simple title of " lord."®

5th. Foreigners of rank may be described by their christian names

and foreign titles, provided they be generally known by those

appellations ;
*° or it will suffice, as it seems, to describe them by

1 See, as to tlie old law on this Williams v. Bryant, 1839. But see

subject, E. V. Dunmurry, 1841 (Ir.); E. v. M'Anerney, 1841 (Ir.)(Cramp-

E. V. Walker, 1811 ; E. v. Bush, ton, J.).

1818. ' E. V. Waters, 1835; E. v, Clark,

2 See E. V. Welton, 1862. 1818.

3 Under § 1 of 14 & 15 V. c. 100 « E. v. Frost, 1855.

(" The Criminal Procedure Act, » E. v. Pitts, 1839, where the pro-

1851"), cited ante, § 249. secutor was described as "George
* See E. V. Welton, 1862. Talbot Eice, Lord Dynevor," instead

6 E. V. Norton, 1823. See E. v. of "George Talbot, Baron Dynevor;"

Williams, 1836. In E. v. Toole, 1857, E. v. Elliott, 1839, where the words

where the only proof of the prose- were, " The Eight Honovu-able Wil-

cutor's chi^istian name was the state- liam Fitzhardinge, Lord Segrave,"

ment of a witness, who said that he he being an earl. It seems that

had seeti the prosecutor sign the " Edward, Bishop of Hereford," is

charge against the prisoner, and the not a right description : E. v. Pitts,

deposition before the magistrates, supra.

and that the signatui-es of those *" E. v. Gregory, 1846, where the

documents, which the witness iden- prosecutor was held sufficiently de-

tified, corresponded with the name scribed as "Charles Frederick Au-
laid in the indictment, the court held gustus William, Duke of Brunswick

that the evidence was sufficient. and Luneberg," his name being Ch.

6 Att.-Gen. v. Hawkes, 1830 ; E. v. Fr. Aug. Wm. D'Este, and he having

Berriman, 1833; E. v. , 1834; ceased to be the reigning Duke : E. v.
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tlielr clinstlan and surnames, with the addition of the word esquire,

that being the title which English courtesy confers on foreign

noblemen.' 6th. If a parent and child bear the same name, it will

suffice in an indictment to describe the latter by that name without

the addition of " junior." ^ And lastly, where joint-stock com-

panies, trustees, or other joint owners have been injured, several

Acts of Parliament have been passed, which render it sufficient m

such cases to describe in the indictment one person only by name,

and to state that the offence has been committed against that

person, and another or others, as the case may be.^ The same de-

scription^ is allowed, under certain circumstances, in informations

or complaints before justices of the peace.

§ 294. In some few instances it has been expressly provided by

statute that, to justify a conviction, the name of the injured party

need neither be alleged nor proved. For instance, on an indict-

ment against a person for any offence against the Act of 1861

relating to malicious injuries to property, it will suffice to allege

and prove that the prisoner did the act charged with intent to

injure or defraud, and no allegation or proof is necessary that the

prisoner intended to injure or defraud any particular person
;

^

the law is the same in prosecutions "for forging, altering,

uttering, offering, disposing of, or putting off, any instrument,"

«

or for obtaining, or attempting to obtain, any chattel, money, or

valuable security by false pretences ; ^—and, in this last case, the

indictment will be good,^ "without alleging any ownership of the

chattel, money, or valuable security." Similarly, in indictments

for stealing, or fraudulently destroying, or concealing wiUs,^ or for

steaHng, or fraudulently taking, or maliciously destroying, records

SuUs 1800 where, in an indictment « 7 G. 4, c. 64 ("The Criminal Law

Srceny'the goods stolen were held Act, 1826;'), § 14. See also 7 G 4

to be properly laid as the property of c
46J"

The Country Bankers Act,

Victory, Baroness Turkheim, the pro- 1«26 ), § J.

q„Tnmarv
secutrixbeinganAlsatianlady,whose * .l^^.-^^X" ^" Us-? S 4 ^
real name was Selina Victoire. In JYisdiction Act, 1^48 ),§ 4

both these cases the parties were well « 24 &
'f

V- «• 9',( Tl"^.™^^"

known by the names used. Damage Act, 1861 ), § 60. See R.

; l::;?-ari8yo?E. . Hodg. ^^4-i;|v\Ti8"(.^T?e^Forgery

Fowler, 1815 ; R. v. Bayley. 1835. Ac* 1861 ), § 88.

See ante, § 195. J-<i- §
^^'
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or legal documents,^ or for stealing fixtures attached to any square,

street, or place dedicated to public use or ornament,^ it is not neces-

sary to allege that " the article in respect of which the offence is

committed is the property of any person."

§ 295. The prisoner's name is not a matter of essential descrip-

tion, because on this subject the prosecutor may have no means of

obtaining correct information. Therefore, if it, or his addition, be

wrongly described, or the addition omitted, the court may correct

the error, and call upon the prisoner to plead to the amended

indictment.^

§ 296. The rule that proof must be given of descriptive allega-

tions, which are essential, need not be illustrated with regard to

civil actions, because that subject has already been discussed, while

examining the cases that have been decided on the Rules authorising

amendments.*

^ 24 & 25 y. c. 96 ("Tlie Larceny the murder of her husband, being

Act, 1861 "), § 30. described as " A., the tvife of B. C,"
^ Id. § 31. the record was amended by inserting

' 7 G. 4, c. 64 ("The Criminal Law the word "widow" instead of "wife"

Act, 1826"), § 19. See E. v. Orchard, (Ld. Abinger).

1838, where a woman charged with * Ante, § 227 et seq.
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AMERICAN NOTES.

Relation of Pleading to Evidence. _ The rules of pleading exert

in certain directions a controlling mtiuence upon the admissibility ot

: iden;:. They determine also which party 1- the ..us o convin

• fKo fvihnml to a predetermined extent, of the tiutli ot tacts n

12^I^X^^^^^^ -'^^-- ^^ that bearing on facts in

he Lufor elevant to the issue, the issue is an absolute limitation
the issue 01 re

^^^^^ As such, a very natural

hS y bTn^c;^^^^^^ pa?t of thecourt to ^"ule that e.d^^^^

offered to prove facts other than those m issue or relevant theieto,

if not admissible to prove such facts; -as if such an exclusion

^^::^:^: We:^:^^:^ is that, in such a case the evi-

denc^off^iek is excluked nU by the rules of evidence bu by tho^

of Dleadin- Very possibly the evidence offered to piove tlie lact>

L tife tfy comp^en^ by the rules of evidence to prove it if the

acf it el were'competent. It is not, and therefore evidence to

pTove i is not admissible. The pleadings have not made the fact as

to which evidence is offered relevant, - a circumstance which the

rules of evidence themselves have no power to control.

Per contra, a ruling is frequently made that evidence is admissible

to prove a certain fact when no possible question has been or could

be raised that the evidence is competent to prove the fact m any

case where the fact itself would be admissible, and all that such

ruling in reality amounts to is a statement that under the pleadings,

the fact itself can be proved.

The obiect and function of the pleadings being to bring the par-

ties to an issue of fact upon some one or more material fact or facts

affirmed on the one side and denied on the other, it is of importance

in any ^nven case to determine what facts are material, for it is only

on the^e that issue can be taken. To ascertain this namely ^vhat

are the material allegations of fact in any case, resort must be had

neither to the law of evidence (which decides how a fact in issue may

be proved) nor to the law of pleading (which determines what niaterial

facts are placed in issue, and how it should properly be done) but to

tlie rules of the branch of the substantive law involvetl m the case.

In other words, what allegations are material in any given matter is

a Question of positive law ;
which of these material allegations is

^lacecn issuers a question of pleading ;
how such allegation when

placed in issue is to be proved or disproved is a questioii of evidence

There seems, as has been said, an unfortunate tendency to tur»

many of the l-nles of positive law or pleading into rules of evidence

3y by saying that evidence is not admissible to prove a cer ain

act! or that'the opposite of it is '' conclusively presumed" when
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what is meant is that, as a matter of pleading, the fact is not in

issue or perhaps, as a matter of positive law, is not material. Or,

on the other hand, to rule, as if on a point in the law of evidence, that

evidence is admissible to prove a certain fact when what is meant is

that, as matter of positive law, the fact is material and that, as a

matter of pleading, it has been placed in issue.

That the evidence offered must tend to prove some fact placed in

issue by the pleadings, is abundantly sustained by authority.

" It is a settled principle, that no evidence can be admissible,

which does not tend to prove or disprove the issue joined." Hudson

V. State, 3 Cold. 355 (1866). " The principle is, that all the evidence

admitted must be pertinent to the point in issue." Com. v. Choate,

105 Mass. 451 (1870).

'' Evidence was introduced .... tending to show that the defend-

ant held possession of the property under some other right than

under the contract. In so holding the Court erred, for the reason

that there was no such issue." Moline Plow Co. v. Braden, 71 la.

141 (1887).
" The fact that, &c did not tend to prove or disprove the

issue joined." Hawkins v. James, 69 Miss. 274 (1891).

"The end and purpose of testimony in legal proceedings is to

arrive at the truth of the issues between the parties." Turnbull v.

Richardson, 69 Mich. 400 (1888). "Collateral facts are not admis-

sible. The evidence must be relevant to the issvie, that is, to the

facts put in controversy by the pleadings." Nickerson v. Gould, 82

Me. 512 (1890); Grand Trunk R. R. Co. v. Richardson, 91 U. S.

454, 469 (1875).

Where the issue is not defined, " and where of course, at the time,

it is often impossible to anticipate what questions may arise in the

course of the trial, the rule in such cases is, that the testimony

should be received, if it is competent evidence in any view of the

case which may be thereafter taken." Harris r. Holmes, 30 pt 352

(1858) per Redfield, C. J.

Evidence Admitted de bene. — As a party can prove hut one fact

at a time; and as a strictly logical order of proof, especially when

offered by different witnesses, is not always possible, except at great

practical inconvenience, courts frequently receive evidence condi-

tionally upon its being connected later; i.e. made relevant and

otherwise admissible. " We agree," say the supreme court of Con-

necticut, " with the defendants' counsel that, as a general rule, no

evidence should be admitted till the court can see that it is admis-

sible. Where however the admissibility of evidence depends upon

several facts, to some extent independent of each other, and where

each fact must be proved to complete the chain of evidence, the exer-

cise of a sound judicial discretion does not require the court, uni-

formly, to interfere in the order of the testimony. A beginning
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must be made somewhere ; and when, as in the present case, the court

is satisfied that tlie party is acting in good faith, and intends fairly

to supply each particular link till the chain of testimony is perfect,

the evidence, as offered, may come in, subject to objection, to be

stricken out and go for nothing if the necessary connecting portion

be not supplied." Moppin v. .^tna Axle, &c. Co., 41 Conn. 27

(1874).

Such a ruling, being as to the order in which the evidence may be

introduced, is matter of judicial discretion, and therefore not a mat-

ter to which an exception may be taken. Com. v. Dam, 107 Mass.

210 (1871).

Tf the condition is not complied with, and the other side does not

ask to have it stricken out or disregarded, there is no error on the

part of the court in not itself taking action in regard to the matter.

Eeeve v. Dennett, 145 Mass. 23 (1887).

Eelevaxcy. — Whether a fact tends to establish the existence or

non-existence of a fact in issue is a question of logic. As the views

of particular judges naturally differ as to the logical effect of facts,

it is not surprising to have the supreme court of Maine say, that

" the relevancy of evidence of other facts, as bearing upon the proba-

bility or non-probability of the main fact in issue, has been one of

the most troublesome questions for the courts to decide." Nickersw

V.Gould, 82 Me. 512 (1890).

The recognition of a logically probative effect on the issue being a

fact preliminary to the receipt of evidence, it is one to be decided by

the court. In exercising tliis discretion, it has been held that where

the fact offered in evidence seems to the court to be of but slight pro-

bative force, either because too remote in point of time or for other

reasons, it is permissible within reasonable limits, for the court to

reject it. Jones v. State, 26 Miss. 247 (1853) ;
Morrissey v. Ingham,

111 Mass. 63 (1872).

This discretion may be reviewed on exceptions and reversed where

it appears to have been unreasonably exercised. Thus where a

defendant, endeavoring to show that he did not consent to his wife's

using her own house, in which he also resided, for an illegal

purpose, was confined to his acts during the time covered by the

indictment, an exception to this ruling was sustained. " When
the question is of the state of mind of a person at or during a partic-

ular time, which can only be shown by acts or speech, evidence of

what he said or did for a reasonable time before, if it tends to show

a permanent or settled state of mind on the subject, has always been

admitted." Com. v. Hill, 145 Mass. 305 (1887).

Evidence that during ten days immediately prior to the date

alleged certain premises were used for the illegal purpose charged

in the indictment is competent. Com. v. Ferry, 146 Mass. 203

(1888). The issue being whether a party was insane at a certain
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time, the court refused to admit evidence of such party's mental state

eight months after. " We cannot say that the judge who tried the

cause exercised the discretion confided to him erroneously." Wright

/'. Wright, 139 Mass. 177 (1885).

It is not necessary that evidence offered should be sufficient to

prove any fact in issue. ''If such were its tendency— if it were 'a

link in the chain of proof,' it was within the sphere of competency,

while its effect was for the consideration of the jury." Schuchardt

V. Aliens, 1 Wall. 359 (18G3). "Distinct matters, forming separate

links in a connected chain of title, often cannot conveniently be

given in evidence together. It is no answer to evidence, that it

does not prove the plaintiff's whole case ; if it is a link in the chain

of the evidence afterwards to be given, it is admissible." Haughey

V. Strickler, 2 W. & S. 411 (1841) ; Tams v. Bullitt, 35 Pa. 8t. 308

(1860); Tucker v. Peaslee, 3G N. H. 107 (1858) ; Com. o. Fenno,

134 Mass. 217 (1883) ; Sanders v. Stokes, 30 Ala. 432 (1857) ; Co-

lumbus Omnibus Co. v. Semmes, 27 Ga. 283 (1859) ; Willoughby /•.

Uewey, 54 111. 206 (1870); Farwell v. Tyler, 5 la. 535 (1857);

Comstock 0. Smith, 20 Mich. 338 (1870).

"Although, of itself, it may have been weak and inconclusive, yet

being derived h-om a legal source, and pertinent to the issue, the

jury was the proper tribunal to ])ass upon it." Richardson r. Mil-

burn, 17 Md. 67 (1860).

Auxiliary Facts.— If a fact be admissible, all preliminary and

introductory facts necessary to explain it are etpially admissible.

As Mr. Justice Stephen (Dig. Law. Evid. pt. 1, chap. 2, Art. 8) says,

" Facts necessary to be known to explain or introduce a fact in issue

or a relevant fact, or Avhich support or rebut an inference suggested

by the fact in issue or relevant fact, are relevant in so far as they

are necessary for these purposes respectively." Thus the question

being whether a lease was verbally surrendered, evidence is coni])e-

tent as to certain dealings between the landlord and tenant as to the

quality of certain ale, complaint as to which was the cause and occa-

sion of the alleged surrender. Wallace v. Kennelly, 47 N. J. L.

242 (1885).

In contests not held under the rules of the common law, and

where, therefore, there are, strictly speaking, no pleadings, the facts

in issue are determined by the nature of the investigation, and the

burden of producing conviction in the tribunal lies on him w];o asks

the intervention of the court in his favor.

Questions involving the power of the court in tlie allowance of

amendments and relating to the sufficiency of allegations, etc., are,

it would seem, too closely related to the statutory procedure of the

several states to admit of profitable discussion.
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CHAPTER II.

CONFINING EVIDENCE TO POINTS IN ISSUE.

§ 298. We may now pass to tlie consideration of fhe second of

the four general rules which have been pointed out ^ as governing

the production of evidence. This second general rule is, that the

evidence must be confined to the points in issue. These points having

been selected by the parties in their pleadings, as those on which

they are respectively willing to rest the fate of the cause,'^ any

evidence, in support of other facts, would be obviously improper.

Accordingly, in an action of defamation, where the issues raised by

the pleas of justification were whether the plaintiff's scholars were

"ill-fed, badly lodged, and covered with vermin," defendant's

counsel was not permitted to put any questions to show that the

boys were also badly educated.^ In another action of the same kind,

where the defendant had only pleaded the general issue. Lord

EUenborough would not allow the plaintiff to prove that the asser-

tions contained in the libel were false, observing :
" There is no

plea of justification on the record, and, therefore, I can no more

hear a falsification on the one side than a justification on the

other." ^ Where to an action in contract {not founded, be it

observed, on any allegation of fraud) the defendant pleaded the

Statute of Limitations, to which there was a replication that he did

promise within six years, and the plaintiff did not reply fraud to

this plea, but simply denied the fact by taking issue on the plea,

the plaintiff was not allowed to prove that the action was grounded

on a fraudulent receipt of money by the defendant, and that the fraud

was first discorered within six years from the commencement of the

suit ; ^ where the breach of covenant for which the action was

> See supra, § 217. * Stuart v. Lovell, 1817; Cornwall
« Steph. PI. 115. V. Eichardson, 1825.

» Boldron v. Widdows, 1824. * Claik v. Hougham, 1823.
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brought was that defendant had not used the plaintiff's farm in a

husbandlike manner, but had committed waste, evidence of bad

husbandry not amounting to irastc was rejected.^

§ 299. The cases just cited were decisions under the old rules of

pleading. The new rules (Order XIX. of E. S. C, 1883), are

intended to effect three material objects: first, to make each party

acquainted with the intended case of his opponent, and thus to

prevent either side from being taken by surprise at the trial;

secondly, to save the expense of collecting unnecessary evidence

;

and thirdly, to bring legal defences more prominently forward on

the face of the record.^

§ 300. Accordingly, it is provided, in general terms, that all

pleadings shall henceforth consist, first, of a statement of claim,

and of the relief or remedy sought ;
^ next, of a defence, set-off, or

counter-claim ;
* thirdly, of a reply ,^ if any ; and lastly, of a joinder

of issue on the one side or the other.® It is further provided that

" such statements shall be as brief as the nature of the case will

admit," ^ and that " every pleading shall contain, and contain only,

a statement in a summary form of the material facts on which the

party pleading relies, but not the evidence by which they are to be

proved." ^ For example, if an agreement be alleged in any plead-

ing, it is not sufficient to aver generally its existence, and to state

its effect, but the party relying on it should state whether it be in

writing, or by parol, or the result of a series of documents.*

The phrase " material facts " will include any facts which the

party pleading is entitled to prove at the trial. ^° Thus, in an action

for breach of promise of marriage, the plaintiff may allege in her

statement of claim her consequent seduction or infection, these

matters being important by way of aggravation.^*

§ 301. Twelve other pleading rules have a material bearing on

the Law of Evidence. Rule 13 of Order XIX. provides that

1 Harris v. Mantle, 1789. « Ord. XIX. r. 18. See post, § 304,
2 See Isaac v. Earrer, 1836 (Ld. also § 829, and Ord. XXVII. r. 13,

Abinger) ; Barnett v. Glossop, 1835 there cited.

(Park and Bosanquet, JJ.); Gutsole '' E. 2.

V. Mathers, 1836 (Ld. Abinger). ^ E. 4. See Heap v. Marris, 1876;
3 Ord. XIX. r. 2. Philipps v. Philipps, 1878, C. A.
* Id. » Turquand v. Pearon, 1879, 0. A.
» Id. ^^ Millington v. Loring, 1880, 0. A.

"Id.
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'* every allegation of fact in any pleading, not being a petition or

summons, if not denied specifically or by necessary implication, or

stated to be not admitted in the pleading of the opposite party,

stall be talien to he admitted,^ except as against an infant, lunatic,

or person of unsound mind not so found by inquisition." By
Hule 14, " any condition precedent, the performance or occurrence

of which is intended to be contested, shall be distinctly specified in

his pleading by the plaintiff or defendant, as the case may be

;

and, subject thereto, an averment of the performance or occurrence

of all conditions precedent necessary for the case of the plaintiff or

defendant shall be implied in his pleading." Rule 15 provides,

that " the defendant or plaintiif, as the case may be, must raise by

his pleading all matters which show the action or counter-claim

not to be maintainable, or that the transaction is either void or

voidable in point of law,^ and all such grounds of defence or reply,

as the case may be, as if not raised would be likely to take the

opposite party by sui-prise, or would raise issues of fact not arising

out of the preceding pleadings, as, for instance, fraud,^ the Statute

of Limitations, release, payment, performance, facts showing ille-

gality either by statute or common law, or Statute of Frauds."

By Rule 16, "No pleading, not being a petition or summons,

shall,—except b}' way of amendment,"^—raise any new ground of

claim, or contain any allegation of fact inconsistent with the

previous pleadings of the party pleading the same."

§ 302. By Rule 17, " it shall not be sufficient for a defendant

in his statement of defence to deny cjeneralhj the grounds alleged

by the statement of claim,^ or for a plaintiff in his reply to deny

generally the grounds alleged in a defence by way of counter-claim,

1 See Tildesley v. Harper, 1878, ford v. M'Anultv, 1883, H. L.
C. A. ; Harris v. Gamble, 1878 (Fry, ^ gee post, § 306.

J.) ; Eutter v. Tregent, 1879.
_

_

* See, also, Ord. XXIII. r. 6, wliich
^ An exception to this proposition provides, that "7!0 iiem assignment

is contained in Ord. XXI. r. 21, shall be necessary or used." But
which provides, that "no defendant everything which was formerly al-

in an action for the recovery of land, leged by way of new assignment may
who is in possession by himself or his hereafter be introchiced bj' amend-
tenant, need plead his title, unless ment of the statement of claim, or by
his defence depends on an equitable way of replj'. See Earp v. Hender-
estate or right, or he claims relief son, 1876, as explained by Hall v.

upon any equitable ground against Eve, 1876.

any right or title asserted by the * See Harris v. Gamble, 1878 (Exy,
plaintiff." As to this rale, see Dan- J.) ; Rutter v. Tregent, 1879.
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but eaoli party must deal specifically with each allegaticn of fact

of which he does not admit the truth, except damages." Rule 18

provides that, " subject to the last preceding rule, the plaintiff by

his reply may join issue upon the defence, and each party in his

pleading, if any, subsequent to reply, may join issue upon the

previous pleading.^ Such joinder of issue shall operate as a denial

of every material allegation of facts in the pleading upon which

issue is joined, but it may except any facts which the party may

be willing to admit, and shall then operate as a denial of the facts

not so admitted."

§ 303. The general effect of these rules—especially of the two

which are last cited— is to do away in the statement of defence with

what used to be termed by Special Pleaders " the General Issue."

Under the old forms of pleading, on an action, which was in form

one " ex contractu " (or founded on contract), being brought, when-

ever the defendant could show that no debt in fact existed before

action brought, he was allowed to do it under the plea of " never

indebted." For example, in an ordinary action for goods sold and

delivered, the defendant might, under the useful plea of " never

indebted," show either that they were paid for by ready money ;^

that they were sold on credit, which was unexpired when the

action was commenced •,^ that they w^ere bought through an agent,

to whom, before the expiration of the credit, the defendant had

remitted the price;* that they were sold under a condition, that if

they did not answer their purpose nothing should be paid for them,

and that in fact they did not answer their purpose;^ that they

were sold under any special agreement, which had not been per-

formed;® that they were delivered under a contract of barter;^

that the goods delivered did not answer the description of the

articles which the vendor professed to sell ;^ or that they turned

out to be utterly useless.''

1 As to tlie effect of not delivering I amonrl v. Davall, 1847.

a reply, or any subsequent pleading " Broouifield v. Smith, 18C6 (Ld.

within the proper period, see Ord. Abinger) ; Garey v. Pyke, 1839;

XXVII. r. 13, cited post, § 829. Hayselden v. Staff, 183G ; Mosely v.

2 Bussey v. Baruett, 1842. But M'Mullen, 1856 (Ir.).

see Littlechild v. Banks, 1845. '' Harrison v. Luke, 1F45; Smith
3 Broomfield v. Smith, 1836, over- I'.Winter, 1852; Bracegirdle v. Hinks,

ruling Edmonds v. Harris, 1834. 1854.

* Smyth V. Anderson, 1849. * Gompertz v. Bartlett, 1853.

* (irounsell v. Lamb, 1836. See ^ Cousins v. Paddon, 1835, recog-
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§ '303a. a similar multiplicity of defences was open under the

plea of " never indebted " in an action for use and occupation. No
useful purpose is to be served by mentioning them in detail.

§ 303 H. Now, however, the grounds of defence are in all cases

(in the two above specified, as well as in others), required to be

spcciJicaUy set out in the statement of defence.

§ 303c. While in an action founded on contract a great variety

of defences was thus permitted to be raised (without any previous

notice to the plaintiff as to which of such possible defences the

defendant intended to set up), under the " general issue " (or plea

of "never indebted"), in an action founded upon tort a similar

variety and choice of defences w^as allowed under a " plea of the

general issue," taking the form of " not guilty." The effect of

such a plea is learnedly discussed in Bullen on Pleading.^ By the

Pleading Pules of 1853 the operation of such a plea was considerably

restricted. But even after the passing of these rules the plea of " not

guilty " had still, in some cases, a wide operation ; for instance, in

actions for fraud, its operation was to deny that the defendant made

the representation charged, that it was false, that he made it either

knowing it to be false, or even without a belief in its truth, that

he made it with the intent to induce the plaintiff to act upon it,

that the plaintiff did act upon it, and also that the plaintiff sustained

damage in consequence of so doing. ^ Again, in respect of slander

for words not actionable in themselves, but which are so only by

reason of special damage caused by them, a plea of " not guilty
''

denied the speaking of the words, the speaking of them maliciously,

their use in the defamatory sense imputed, and the alleged special

damage.^

§ 304. The general issue is, by the rules at present in force under

the Judicature Act, forbidden to be raised by a statement of defence.

But it will be observed that, by Rule 18 of Order XIX., it is still

allowed to be contained in the plaintiff's reply, the rule saying that

the plaintiff " by his reply mat/ join issue uj^on the defence."* The

nised by Lcl. Denman in Hayselden ^ 3rd edit. pp. 697 et seq.

V. Staff, 1836; Baillie v. Kell, 1858; ^ Bullen on Pleading, ubi supra,

Chapel V. Hicks, 1833; Allen v. p. 701.

Cameron, 1833. These cases over- ^ Wilby v. Elston, 1849.

rule Eoffey v. Smith, 1834. * See ante, § 302.
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rule in question does not mean that the plaintiff mud take tlmt

course. He may—except in a case where, under the old system (<f

oommon law pleading, a new assignment would have been neces-

sary,'—either amend his claim under Order XXVIII., or traverse

the allegations in the defence generally or specially, or confess and

Avoid them, or unite in one reply those several answers.^

§ 305. Thus the whole object of the present system of pleading

is to narrow the parties to definite and distinct issues, and thereby

to diminish expense and delay, especially as regards the amount of

oral testimony required on either side at the trial.^

§ 306. This object is further sought to be attained by the help

of various rules besides those which have already been cited. Thus

Order XIX., r. 20, provides, that " when a contract, promise, or

agreement is alleged in any pleading, a bare denial of the same by

the opposite party shall be construed only as a denial in fact of the

express contract, promise, or agreement alleged, or of the matters

of fact from which the same may be implied by law, and not as a

denial of the legality or sufficiency in law, of such contract, promise,

or agreement, whether with reference to the Statute of Frauds or

otherwise." The effect of this rule is, that, whenever a party in-

tends to rely on the illegality or insufficiency in law of any con-

tract, whether with reference to the Statute of Frauds, or other-

wise, he must specially plead such illegality or insufficiency, and it

will not be sufficient to traverse allegations made by his opponent

in anticipation of objections to the contract upon such grounds.^

Neither can a defendant avail himself of the Statute of Frauds by

simply raising in general terms by his pleading a point of law^ (the

substitute for the old general demurrers® ), nor will it suffice for him

to state generally that he relies on a statute, but the facts which

make the statute applicable must distinctly appear on the plead-

ings.'

§ 307. Again, Eule 5 of Order XXI., provides, that " if either

party wishes to deny the right of any other party to claim as

1 See ante, p. 221, n. *. * Clarke v. Callow, 1876, C. A.

* Hall V. Eve, 1876, C. A. " Futcher v. Futcher, 1881 (Fry,

* Thorp V. Holdsworth, 1876(Jessel, J.).

M.E.) ; Byrd v. Nunn, 1877, 0. A.

;

« Ord. XXV. rr, 1, 2.

Tildesley v. Harper, 1878, C. A.

;

' Pullen v. Snelus, 1879.

CoUette V. Goode,'l877 (Fry, J.).
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executor, or as trustee, whether in bankruptcy or otherwise, or in

any representative or other alleged capacity, or the alleged consti-

tution of any partnership firm, he shall deny the same speci-

fically."

§ 308. Sometimes it will be difficult to reconcile this last rule,

and also Rule 13 of Order XIX.,i with certain express enactments.

For example, if in an action on a doctor's bill the statement of

claim allege that plaintiff is a "legally quahfied medical prac-

titioner," 2 an omission to specifically deny this statement amounts

to an admission of the fact. But the Medical Act of 1858'

expressly enacts that " no person shall be entitled to recover any

charge in any court of law for any medical or surgical advice,

attendance, or for the performance of any operation, or for any

medicine which he shall have both prescribed and supphed, unless

he shall prove upon the trial that he is registered under the Act."

Yet it cannot be that a quack doctor, who must inevitably be

nonsuited in any county court, would have a fair chance of

recovering his charges, if he sues in the High Court.

§ 309. Again, it would appear to follow that the objection that

an instrument is not stamped, or is insufficiently stamped, cannot be

taken at the trial by a party who has not relied on that point in

his pleading." But when the document is offered in evidence,

these pleading rules do not affect the steps which must be taken

either by the presiding judge, or by the ministerial officer of the

court, to protect the interests of the Revenue.

§ 310. Moreover, the question how far a defendant can avail

himself of want of jurisdiction in the court without raising that

defence by means of a special plea, does not seem to have been set

at rest by the rules of pleading under the Judicatui-e Act, and is

m an unsatisfactory state.*

1 Cited ante, § 301. diction are brought by the plaintiff

2 See 21 & 22 V. c. 90, § 34. himself to the notice ot the court, the

* Id 5 3'^ ' ' mere omission of the defendant to

* See as" to the old law. Field v. plead specially will not give the

Woods 'l8;^7
• Dawson v. Macdonald, court jurisdiction over the suit, but

1836- 'M'Dowall v. Lyster, 1836. it will be bound, whatever be the

See, also, post, § 397. nature of the issues raised, either to

6 See Spooner v. Jiiddow, 1848-50, nonsuit the plaintiff, or to direct a

PC where the Privy Council decided, verdict for the defendant, but de-

that when the facts ousting the juris- clined to state what would be the

T. VOL. I. 225 ^
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§ 311. The numerous cases in which a defendant is expressly

empowered to plead ^^ Not Guiltij by statute,''^ and to give special

matter in evidence iinder such plea, are not affected by the present

pleading rules further than this, tliat the party who intends so to

plead cannot " plead any other defence to the same cause of action

without the leave of the court or a judge ;

"^ and must " insert in

the margin of his pleading the words ' By Statute,' together with

the year of the reign in which tlie Act of Parliament on which he

relies was passed, and also the chapter and section of such Act, and

specify whether such Act is public or otherwise ; otherwise such

defence shall be taken not to have been pleaded by virtue of any

Act of Parliament." -

% 312. Under this form of general issue a defendant may some-

times give special matter in evidence so as to be entitled to lely

upon the want of notice of action, or a tender of amends, or on

some other special protection given by a particular Act of Parlia-

ment. But when such a privilege as this is claimed by virtue of

having acted in an office, or under a statute, it is extremely difficult

to lay down, as an abstract proposition of law, what amounts

to such an acting in pursuance of tlie statute, or in the execution of the

office, as to entitle the defendant to the protection of the statute.^

This much, however, may safely be stated, that if a party believes,

bona fide, in the existence of a state of facts,^ which, if they had

existed, would have afforded a defence to the action,' he is, —with-

out reference to the reasonableness of such belief,'"'—entitled to pro-

law, if tlie plaintiff were to close his * If there are no facts on which
case without betraying the want of a bona fide belief can reasonably be
jurisdiction, and the defendant were founded, the protection will not

then, without any^ special plea raising apply: Agnew f. Jobson, 1878.

the point, to oii'er evidence of facts * Hermann v. Seneschal, 1862
;

•with a view of showing that the Heath v. Brewer, 1864; Mid. Ey.
cause of action was ultra vires. Co. v. Withington Local Board,

1 Ord. XIX. r. 12. 1883, C. A. ; Eoberts v. Orchard,
2 Ord. XXI. r. 19. 1863. See Downing v. Capel, 1867;
3 See Arnold v. Hamel, 1854; Selmes i;. Judge, 1871.

and Kirbj^ v. Simpson, 1854, where ® Cham]^erlain v. King, 1871. Prior

a magistrate, acting in execution of to this decision, it was thought by
his office maliciously and without many that the belief, to be available,

reasonable and probable cause, was must have rested " on some colour of

held entitled by 11 & 12 V. c. 44 reason." See Cann v. Clipperton,

("The Justices' Protection Act, 1839; Cook v. Leonard, 1827, as

1848 "), § 9 (now repealed by 57 & 58 qualified in Jones v. Gooday, 1842.

v. c. 56), to notice of action. See, also, Kine v. Evershed, 1847

;
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tection, although he may have proceeded illegallj or exceeded

his jiu'isdiction.^ Statutes of this kind are intended for the pro-

tection of honest persons, who bona fide mean to discharge their

duty; 2 and the court will, consequently, so interpret their provi-

sions,' as to save harmless all persons who act illegally under the

reasonable belief that they are authorised in what they do by Act

of Parliament ; and this, too, whether the error complained of has

been committed in respect of time, place, or circumstance?

§313. Under a plea of ''Not Guilty hy statute:' a defendant

may, too, clearly set up any defence that could be specially pleaded,

whether it be founded wholly or partly on the statute, or be merely

sustainable at common law.* For example, in an action for an

excessive distress, such a plea puts in issue not only the matter of

justification, but the tenancy and the ownership of the goods.^ This

being the case, the courts will not, in general, allow a defendant to

plead "not guilty by statute," together with any other defence;

but if a reasonable doubt exists as to whether the defendant, m

regard to the particular act complained of, is entitled to such

a pica, the rule will, in favour of substantial justice, be some-

times relaxed.'^

§ 314. It may be added in connection with this subject that' so

much of any clause or provision in any Act commonly called

Public local and personal, or Local and personal, or in any Act of

a local and personal nature,^ whereby any party was entitled,

^:i:-^.ri (Its;: j.s H„^^riS5i;

V. Juddow, 1848-50, P. C. ; Jones v. of the Jucl^es
:

Fi-1^«^

J"
Thaxn^^

Goodav 1842 (Parke and Alderson, June. Ey. to 183 i llaine v i)a^ ey,

BBO Theobald .. Crichmore, 1818 1836; E..gleton .. Guttendge, 1843

(Ld. EUenborough a-d Bayley J,) ^f^^^ ^,^^^^^ ,,,,_ ^,,.,,,,1^

F^tidl r^nS 1842fH^pkL' ;. it also enabled a defendant to dispute

ewe 1836; Lidster.. BorroV. 1839; the character m which P a^titt sued

Bush^ Green 1837; Smith i-. Shaw, Tharpe ^. Stallwood, 1^^-^ (S^??^"

LsS); Davis "'Curling, 1845; Cox.. weU, J ). But see now, Ord. XXL

-?^^SB.,in Jones.Gooday, Jij^TS:^^^.
1842
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before the 10th of August, 1842, to give special matter in evidenoe

under the general issue, is repealed. The Irish Common Law
Procedure Act of 1853,^ also repeals, by § (59, " so much of any

Act of Parliament as entitles or permits any person to plead the

general issue only, and to give special matter in evidence without

pleading the same." Unfortunately a similar clause is not to be

found in either of the English Common Law Procedure Acts ; and

the pleader is consequently still left to discover, as best he may, in

what cases the defendant may or may not avail himself of this

indefinite and comprehensive form of pleading.

§ 315. It will be recollected that a general protection to public

authorities is, in lieu of the plea of " Not Gruilty," now afforded by

the provisions of the Public Authorities Protection Act, 1893,^ within

which is included every justice of the peace, sued for anything

done by him in the execution of his office.^ There are, however,

still in existence various statutes empowering defendants to plead

the general issue, and to tender or j^a,j into court amends for the

injury complained of. In many of these (but not in all of them *)

it is expressly enacted that tender of amends or payment into

court shall be specially pleaded.^

§ 315a. The general rule of law, as stated above," which limits

proof to the matters put in issue by the pleadings, has been supple-

mented by express enactment, as regards actions for infringement

of patents, by the Patents, Designs, and Trade-marks Act,

1883.7

Gent, 1843 ; P.arnett v. Cox, 1847 ; § 226, subs. 2.

Pilkington v. Eiley, 1849 ; Shepherd ® In §§ 298 et seq.

V. Sharp, 1856. ^ 46 & 4" V. c. 57. § 29 of this Act
^ 16 & 17 V. c. 113, Ir. provides as follows :

—

^ 56 & bl V. c. 61, ante, § 73. "(!•) I^ an action for infringe-
^ See 56 & 57 V. c. 61 (" The ment of a patent the plaintiff must

Public Authorities Protection Act, deliver with his statement of claim,
1893 "), ante, § 73a ; and on the con- or by order of the court or the judge,
sti'uction of a rej)ealed Act (11 & 12 at any subsequent time, particulars

V. c. 44, s. 9), see Kii-by v. Simpson, of the breaches complained of.

1854, cited ante, notes to § 312. " (2.) The defendant must deliver
* See, e.g., '' The Seaman's Clothing with his statement of defence, or, by

Act, 1869" (32 & 33 V. c. 57), § 6
;

order of the court or a judge, at any
and, also, 11 G. 2, c. 19 ("The Dis- subsequent time, particulars of any
tress for Rent Act, 1737 "), §§ 20, 21

;

objections on wliich he relies in
amended by "The S. L. Eev. Act, support thereof.

1888" (51 V. c. 3). "(3.) If the defendant disputes
5 See 45 & 46 V. c. 50 ("The ' .j validity of the patent, the par-

Municipal Corporations Act, 1882"),
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CHAP. II.] EVIDENCE OF COLLATERAL FACTS EXCLUDED.

I 316. The rule confining evidence to the points in issue not

only precludes the litigant parties from proving any facts not dis-

tinctly controverted by the pleadings, but it limits the mode of

proving even the issues themselves. Thus,' it excludes all evidence

of coUateral facts, which are incapable of affording any reasonable

presumption as to the principal matters in dispute. The reason

is, that such evidence tends needlessly to consume the pubhc

time, to draw away the minds of the jurors from the points m

issue, and to excite prejudice and mislead ; while the adverse party,

having had no notice of such evidence, is not prepared to rebut it.

The due application of this rule will occasionally tax to the utmost

the firmness and discrimination of the judge; so that while he

shall reject, as too remote, every fact which merely furnishes a

fanciful analogy or conjectm-al inference, he may admit as rele-

vant the evidence of all those matters which shed a real, though

perhaps an indirect and feeble, light on the question in issue. The

circumstances of the parties to the suit, and the position in which

they stood2 when the matter in controversy occurred, are generally

proper subjects of evidence ; and, indeed, the change in the law

enabling parties to give testimony for themselves, has rendered

this proof of ''surrounding circumstances'' still more important

than it was in former times.^ Accordingly, in an action for money

lent, the poverty of the alleged lender is a very relevant fact,

evidence of which is admissible for the purpose of disproving the

loan.*

§ 317. The most important facts which are excluded on the

ground of irrelevancy, are the acts and declarations, either of

ticulars delivered by him must state Hvered by the plaintiff and by the

orXtLrunds be disputes it, and, defendants; and tbey respective y

if le of those grounds is want of shall not be allowed any costs m
novelty must state the time and place respect of any particular delivered

of the^ Previous pubHcation or user by them, unless the same is certified

a lecTed by h^. l>y the court or a judge to have been

"74 ) It the hearing no evidence proven, or to have been reasonable

shall, except by leave of the court or and proper without regard to the

a iudffe be admitted in proof of any general costs of the case.
_

al egefinfringeient or objection, of ^ Gr. Ev. § 52, m part for six hues.

wSpSwarsarenotsodelivered. ^ See Woodward .. Buchanan,

"(5.) Particulars delivered may be 1870.
t\ v „ i»RnCTrN

from^ time to time amended, by leave
J.

Dowlmg v. Dowling, 1860 (Ir.)

of the court or a judge. (Pigot, UU.j.
^^ ,.

,j.^f^ ,j v

"
(6.) On taxation of costs, regard * Dowhng v. Dowhng, 1860 [ir.;.

shall be had to the particulars de-
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RES INTER ALIOS ACT^E EXCLUDED. [PAET II,

strangers, or of one of the parties to the action in his dealings

with strangers. These, in technical language, are denominated

" reii inter alios adw.^^

§ 318. A good example of matters being excluded for irre-

levancy, and as " res inter alios actcp,''^ is that in an action to recover

goods by his assignees against a bankrupt's creditor, proof of the

commission of acts of bankruptcy, by showing that other goods

which, about the same time, had been delivered to other creditors

before the goods in dispute came into defendant's hands, had been

got back from them, was rejected. It was suggested that the con-

duct of such other creditors bore upon the case which was being

tried, as it showed the conviction of the other creditors that they

had received the goods under circumstances which did not entitle

them to keep possession. But as their opinions, expressed after

the fiat, could not have been received as evidence, so also evidence

of tlieir acts, adduced for the purpose of raising an inference

respecting the pre\-ious intentions, either of themselves or of the

bankrupt, was inadmissible.^ To return, proof of the usage of a

particular estate, however extensive it may be, is inadmissible for the

purpose of importing into the lease of a farm on that estate some

special stipulations relative to the mode of cultivation ;
^ on a ques-

tion between landlord and tenant, whether rent be payable quar-

terly or half-yearly, evidence of the mode in which other tenants

of the same landlord pay their rent is rejected ;^ and where it was

necessary for a brewer to prove that he had supplied a publican

with good beer, other publicans were not allowed to show that,

during the same period as the dealing in question, he had furnished

them with beer of an excellent quality, for a man may deal well

with some of his customers, though not with others.*

§ 319. Again, where the issue is whether the plaintiff's scholars

have been ill-fed, although evidence is admissible to show the

general treatment of boys at schools, a witness may not be asked

as to the comparative quality of the provisions supplied by the

plaintiff with those consumed in a particular school ;
^ in an action

* Backhouse v. Jones, 1839. Ellenborovigli). See, also, Holling-
* Womersley v. Dally, 1857. ham v. Head, 1856; Rew v. Hutchins,
3 Carter v. Pryke, 1791 (Ld. Ken- 1861 ; Howard v. Shewaid, 1866.

yon). ^ Boldron v. Widdows, 1824 (Ab-
" Holcombe v. Hewson, 1810 (Txl. bott, C.J.).
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CHAP. II.] CUSTOMS OF MANOES WHEN ADMISSIBLE.

against a married woman, wliere there is an issue whether she had

represented herself to the plaintiff as a feme sole, and he had dealt

with her as such, evidence of the defendant's dealings with other

tradesmen is only admissihle, if at all, on the ground that she had

held herself out to others as a single woman in such a manner as to

reach plaintiff's ears ;
^ in an action by the indorsee against the

acceptor of a bill, where the defence is that the acceptance is a

forgery, evidence that a collection of bills, on which the defendant's

acceptance was forged, had been in plaintiff's possession, and that

some of them had been circulated by him, was rejected, as no dis-

tinct proof was given that the bill in question had everformedjmrt of

that eoJIeetion} But in an action for a nuisance to a highway by

placing a heap near it, evidence that other horses (as well as

plaintiff's) had shied at it goes to prove that that particular heap

is a nuisance, and such evidence is accordingly admissible.'*

§ 320. The two cases last cited point us to an exeeption to the rule

under discussion, which is, that evidence of facts which, though col-

lateral, are proved to be connected by some general link with the

matter in issue, is admissible. There are numerous other instances

of the recognition of this exception. Thus, although the customs

of one manor usually cannot be given in evidence to j)rove the

customs of another,* yet such customs become evidence the moment
that a foundation has been laid for their admission, by clear proof

of a sufficient connection between the two manors. The mere fact

that two manors lie within the same parish and leet, nor even that

the one was a subinfeudation of the other, will not be sufficient

;

at least, unless it be clearly shown that they were separated after

the time of legal memory, since otherwise they may have had dif-

ferent immemorial customs.^ If, however, it can be satisfactorily

1 Barden v. Keverberg, 1837. See Such evidence would be clearly inad-
Smitb I'. Wilkins, 1833, where, the missible in an indictment for forgery
question being whether credit was (Ld. Denman).
given to defendant's wife or to her ^ Brown et iix v. Eastern Counties
father, evidence that other tradesmen Ry., 1889, C. A.
had given credit to the father was * M. of Anglesey v. Ld. Hather-
rejected by Tindal, O.J. Also Dela- ton, 1842 (Ld. Abinger) ; Fiirneaux
motte f. Lane, 1840. v. Hutchins, 1778; Doe v. Sisson,

2 Griffits V. Payne, 1839; Thomp- 1810.

son V. Mosely, 1833 (Ld. Lyndhurst); ^ M. of Anglesey v. Ld. Hatherton,
Viney v. Barss, 1795 (Ld. Kenyon) ; 1842.

Balcetti v. Serani, 1792 (Duller, J.).
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COLLATERAL FACTS [PART II.

proved that the customs in the two manors are identical, or that the

one was derived from the other after the time of Richard the First,

then the customs of each will respectively become evidence.* More-

over, whenever the custom in question is as to a particular incident

of a general tenure proved to be common to the two manors,

evidence may be given of what the custom of the one is as to that

tenure for the purpose of showing what is the custom of the other

as to the same.^ For instance, prove in a particular manor that

borough English or gavelkind prevails, and then you may see from

other manors what are the peculiarities of these tenures.^

§ 321. Similarly, in the manors on the border between Scotland

and England,* a particular species of tenure, called tenant-right,

and in the manors in the mining districts of Derbyshire and

Cornwall, particular customs, as to the rights of the miners and the

rights to the minerals, prevail. If in one of these no example can

be adduced of what is the custom in any particular case, in order to

explain the nature of the tenure or right in question, evidence is

admissible to show what is the general usage with respect to that

tenure or right.*

§ 322. Accordingly, too, upon a question whether the Crown, in

right of the Duchy of Lancaster, had the exclusive privilege, under

an original charter, of appointing a coroner within the honour of

Pontefract, evidence of appointments of coroners, and of their act-

ing, in other parts of the same duchy, was admitted.* On the same

principle, the mode of conducting a particular branch of trade in one

place may be proved by showing the manner in which the same

trade is carried on in another place." And, where there is a dispute

as to the exact line of boundary between manors, evidence that the

alleged boundary is a natural one, and bounds one of the manors

from certain other manors (not the subjects of controversy) is

admissible, because the boundary being a natural one, equally

1 M. of Anglesey v. Ld. Hatherton, 1842 (Eolfe, B.).

1842 (Alderson, B.). * Eowe v. Parker, 1792 (Ld. Ken-
2 Id. ; Stanley V. White, 1811 (Ld. yon).

EUenborough) ; E. v. Ellis, 1813 ^ M. of Anglesey v. Ld. Hatherton,

(id.) ; D. of Somerset v. France, 1842 (Ld. Abinger) ; Eowe v. Bren-

1727; Champian v. Atkinson, 1672; ton, 1828.

explained(Eolfe,B.)inM. ofAnglesey ® Jewison v. Dyson, 1842. See

V. Ld. Hatherton, 1842. Fleet v. Murton, 1871.

* M. of Anglesey v. Ld. Hatherton, ^ Noble v. Kennoway, 1780,
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CHAP. II.] CONNECTED WITH FACT IN ISSUE.

suitable in both cases, it is highly unlikely to have been

varied.'

§ 323. Where, too, the question is whether a slip of waste land,

lying between the highway and the enclosed lands of the plaintiff,

belongs to him, or to the lord of the manor,—the lord may give

evidence of acts of ownership on other parts of the waste land

between the same road and the enclosures of other persons, although

at the distance of two miles from the spot in dispute, and although

the continuity of the waste be interrupted.^ Again, where, in

trespass, the plaintiff's object is to prove himself owner of the

entire bed of a river flowing between his land and that of the

defendant, and thus rebut the presumption that each party is

entitled ad medium filum aquoe,^ he may give evidence of acts of

ownership exercised by himself upon the bed and banks of the river

lower down the stream on the defendant's side, where the same

river flows between the plaintiff's land and the farm of a third

party, or of repairs done, beyond the limits of the defendant's land,

to a fence dividing defendant's and other laud from the river,

which runs for a considerable distance along the side of the stream,

till at last it comes actually opposite to the extremity of the plain-

tiff's property on the other side.*

^ Brisco V. Lomax, 1838.

2 Doe V. Kemp, 1831, recognized

(Parke, B.) in Jones v. Williams,

1837; Bryan v. Winwood, 1808;

Dendy v. Simpson, 1856.

3 Ante, § 119.
* In Jones y.Williams, 1837, Parke,

B., observes :
—"I think the evidence

offered of acts in another part of one

continuous hedge, and in the whole

bed of the river, adjoining the plain-

tiff's land, was admissible in evi-

dence, on the ground that they are

such acts as might reasonably lead

to the inference that the entire hedge

and bed of the river, and, conse-

quently, the part in dispute, belonged

to the plaintiff. Ownership may be

proved by proof of possession, and
that can be shown by acts of enjoy-

ment of the land itself ; but it is im-

possible, in the nature of things, to

confine the evidence to the very pre-

cise spot on which the alleged tres-

pass may have been committed ; evi-

dence may he given of acts done on other

parts, provided there is such a common
character of locality between thoseparts

and the spot in question, as would

raise a reasonable inference in the

minds of the jury, that the place in

dispute belonged to the plaintiff if the

other parts did. In ordinary cases, to

prove his title to a close, the claimant

may give in evidence acts of owner-

ship in any part of the same en-

closui-e ; for the ownership of one

part causes a reasonable inference

that the other belongs to the same
person ; though it by no means fol-

lows as a necessary consequence, for

different persons may have balks of

land in the same enclosure ; but: this

is a fact to be submitted to the jury.

So, I apprehend, the same rule is

applicable to a wood which is not

enclosed by any fence : if you prove

the cutting of timber in one part, I

take that to be evidence to go to a

jury to prove a right in the whole
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COLLATERAL FACTS [pAirr ii.

§ 324. The same principle applies to the case of mines. There-

fore, on a claim founded upon a demise of all mines and minerals

under a large contiguous area, evidence of working under one part

of the surface is evidence of possession of the entire subject of

demise.^

§ 325. In cases, as those above referred to, it is for the judge to

decide,^ whether such an unity of character exists between the spot

in dispute and the parcel of land over which acts of ownership

have been exercised, as to lead to the fair inference that both are

subject to the same rights, and constitute in fact but parts of an

entire property. If no such inference can be raised, evidence of

acts done beyond the limits of the locus in quo will be inadmissible.

For example, where it was attempted to connect parcels of waste

land with each other, by merely showing that they all lay within

the same manor, and between enclosures and public roads, evidence

of acts of ownership over some of these lands was held inadmissible

to prove title to the others.^

wood, although there be no fence, or

distinct bouudaiy surrounding the

whole ; and the case of Stanley v.

White, 1811, I conceive, is to be

explained on this principle : there

was a continuous belt of trees, and

acts of ownership on one part were

held to be admissible to prove that

the plaintiff was the owner of another

part, on which the trespass was com-

mitted. So I should apply the same

reasoning to a continuous hedge

;

though no doubt the defendant

might rebut the inference that the

whole belonged to the same person,

by showing acts of ownership on his

part along the same fence. It has

been said in the course of the argu-

ment, that the defendant had no in-

terest to dispute the acts of oiunership

not opposite his own lavd ; but the

ground on which such acts are ad-

missible is not the acquiescence of any

party : they are admissible of them-

selves propria vicjore, for they tend to

prove that he who does them is the

owner of the soil ; though if they are

done in the absence of all persons in-

terested to dispute ihem, the// ore of less

weight." See, also, E. v. Biightside,

33ieriow, 1849 ; Peardon v. Underbill,

1850 ; Donegall v. Templemore, 1858

(Ir.) (Christian, J.); and In re Belfast

Dock Act, 18GG-7 (Ir.).

1 Taylor v. Parry, 1840 (Tindal,

C.J.V
2 i)oe V. Kemp, 1S31 (Bosanquet,

J.) ; ante, § 24.

3 Doe V. Kemp, 1835. Ld. Den-
man, in giving judgment, observes,
'

' If the lord has a right to one piece

of waste land, it affords no infer-

ence, even the most remote, that he

has a right to another, in the same
manor, although both may be simi-

larly situated with respect to the

highway ; assuming that all were
originally the property of the same
person, as the lord of the manor,
which is all that the fact of their

being in the same manor proves, no
presumption arises from his retain-

ing one part in his hands that he
retained another ; nor, if in one part

of the manor the lord has dedicated

a portion of the waste to the use of

the public, and granted out the ad-

joining land to private individuals,

does it by any means follow, nor
does it raise any probability, that in

another part he may not have granted

the whole out to private individuals
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CHAP. II.] WHEN EXCLUDED IN CRIMINAL CASES.

§ 326. Tlie rule that evidence must be strictly confined to the

points in issue (as limited in the manner above stated), applies

with even greater force to criminal than to civil proceedings.

An indictment should afford distinct information to the prisoner

of the specific charge about to be brought against him. There-

fore, the admission of any evidence of facts unconnected with

that charge, and relating to acts alleged to have been done at

a different time or place, would be clearly open to the serious

objection of taking the prisoner by surprise. No man should be

bound, at the peril of life or liberty, fortune or reputation, to

answer at once and unprepared for every action of his life. Few

even of the best of men would choose to submit to such an ordeal.'

Consequently, if on an indictment for burglariously entering a

house on a certain day and stealing goods therein, the prosecutor

fail in proving that any larceny was committed on that occasion,

he cannot abandon the charge of burglary, and then proceed to

show that the prisoner stole some of the articles mentioned in the

indictment on a previous occasion; because, though time is not

usually a material allegation, yet the prisoner, having been led to

suppose that he was to meet a charge of burglary, cannot be

expected to come prepared to prove his innocence with respect to a

distinct offence, said to have been committed at a totally different

time.2 Accordingly, too, an admission by a prisoner that he has,

at another time, committed an offence similar to that with which he

is charged, and has a tendency to perpetrate such crimes, cannot

be received .3 Thus, on a charge of treason, no overt act amounting

to a distinct independent charge, though falling under the same

head of treason, can be given in evidence, unless it be either itself

expressly alleged in the indictment, or be direct proof of some oi

one of the overt acts which are there laid.*

and thev afterwards have dedicated (Bayley, J.).

part as a public road. But the case ' Fost., C. L. 246. Note the dis-

is very different with respect to those tmction between such cases and

parcels, which from their local situa- those where a charo;e necessarily

tion may be deemed parts of one involms some other distinct offence

waste or common ; acts of ownership to have been committed at the same

in one part of the same field, are tim^ and 23luce, as to which, see ante,

evidence of title to the whole ; and §§ 265 et seq.

the like may be said of similar acts ^ j^, ^, Vandercomb, 1796.

on part of one large waste or com- ^ R. v. Cole, 1810 (by all the

mon." See,also,Tyrwhitt7j. Wynne, judges). ^

1819 ; Hollis v. Goldfinch, 1823 * 7 W. 3, c. 3 ("The Treason Act,
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WHAT COLLATERAL FACTS ADMISSIBLE. [PART 11.

§ 327. When, however, qqvqtsI felonies are so connected together

as to form part of one entire transaction, an exception to the

general rule that collateral facts must be excluded arises, similar

to that which prevails in civil cases,^ and evidence of one felony

may be given to show the character of the other.^ Thus, on

an indictment for stealing 6.s. from a till, evidence was received

that on one occasion, when the till contained marked silver and

other money, amounting in all to 12.s. 6r/., the prisoner w^ent to it,

and it was afterwards found to contain lis. Qd. only, and that on

subsequent examinations of the till the money was perceived to

have gradually diminished, and that, on the prisoner being searched,

8s. of the marked money was found on his person; for though

each taking was a separate felony, they were all so connected

together as mutually to illustrate and prove each other.^ So where

the lessee of a coal-mine had run levels from his own shaft into his

neighbours' mines, and had, during a period of four years, been

constantly extracting coal belonging to thirty different proprietors,

an indictment charging him in one and the same count with

stealing the coal of each of these proprietors was held valid ; and

the judge refused to make the prosecutor elect on which case he

would rely, but allowed him to give evidence in support of all the

charges, as at least furnishing proof of a felonious intent.*

§ 328. Again, where four indictments against a woman respectively

charged her with poisoning her husband and two of her sons, and

with attempting to poison a third son, on the trial of the first indict-

ment evidence was admitted that arsenic must have been taken by

the three sons a few months after their father's death ; that all the

four parties, when taken ill, exhibited the same symptoms ; and

1695"), § 8, as explained in Fost., C. away the custom-liouse barge, and

L. 245 ; citing Ambrose Eookwood's gone a cruising in her, was rejected:

case, 1696; Lowick's case, 1696; Vaughan's case, 1696.

Layer's case, 1722 ; Deacon's case, ^ As to which, see supra, §§ 320—

1740; and Wedderburne's case, 1746. 325.

Accordingly, on an indictment for ^ E. v. Elhs, 1824 (Bayley, J.);

adhering to the King's enemies on Eoupell v. Haws, 1863 ; E. v. Eear-

the high sea, where the overt act laid den, 1864 (Willes, J.).

was the prisoner's cruising on the ^ E. v. Ellis, 1826.

King's subjects in a vessel called the * E. v. Bleasdale, 1848 (Erie, J.).

Loyal Clencarty, evidence, without See E. v. Eirth, 1869, where the

anything to connect it with the overt prisoner was indicted for stealing

acts for which he was being tried, gas : E. v. Henwood, 1870.

that he had some time before cut
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CHAP. II.] DOCTRINE OF ELECTION.

that the woman, who had lived in the same house with her husband

and children, had been in the habit of preparing their meals, such

evidence going to prove, first, that the husband (the subject of the

indictment that was then being tried) died of arsenic, and next,

that his death had not been accidental.^ Where, too, a man

committed three burglaries in one night, and left at one of the

houses property taken from another, the three felonies were con-

sidered so connected that the court could hear the history of all ;2

and similar evidence was received where a prisoner was charged

on three indictments with firing three stacks belonging to separate

parties, within sight of each other, which had all been set on fire

at about the same time.^

§ 329. In connection with the principle that criminal cases are

governed by the general rule that evidence of collateral facts

cannot be given except where it is shown to be immediately con-

nected in some way with the transaction which is the immediate

subject of the inquiry, we may usefuUy, with this first exception

to such general rule,'' consider the special rules of law, called the

doctrine of election, by which the application of this exception is

limited.

§ 329a. Now, in point of law, no objection can be raised, either

on demurrer or in arrest of judgment, though the defendant or

defendants be charged in different counts of an indictment with

different offences of the same kind.^ Indeed, on the face of the

record, every count purports to be for a separate offence,^ and

in misdemeanors it is the daily practice to receive evidence of

several libels, several assaults, several acts of fraud, and the hke,

upon the same indictment.' In cases of felony, however, this rule

1 E V Geerino- 1849 (Pollock, 58—60, for remarkable cases of a

OB after consulting Alderson, B., similar nature which occurred in

and Talfom-d, J.); E. v. Flanagan, Scotland.

1882 (Brett, J.); R. v. Garner, 1864 ' E. v. Long, 18.33 (Gurney, 15.)

,

(Willes, J., and Pollock, C.B.); E. v. E. v. Cobden. 1862 (Bramwell, B.).

Cotton 1873 (Archibald, J., and * As to other exceptions, see intra,

Pollock, B.); E. V. Eoden, 1874 §§ 335 et seq.
_ lonr. i? „

(Lush, J.); E. V. Heesom, 1878 (id. .
' E. v. Kingston, 1806 .

E. v

See post, § 340. But seeE. v. Wins- Jones, 1809 (Ld. EUenborough). As

low 1860 (Martin and Wilde, BB.). to election m civil cases, see Howard

2 Cited by Ld. EUenborough in E. v. Newton, 1843.

V. Wylie, 1804 ; E. .. Stonyer, 1843 Young .. E., IJS^ (Bui er J )

(Wightman, J.). See, also, Alison, ' R. v. Jones, 1809 (Ld. Ellen-

Cr. L. 313, 314, and Wills, Cir. Ev. borough) ; E. v. Levy, 1819. bee,
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DOCTRINE OF ELECTION. [PAKT II.

has, from motives of humanity, been considerably modified. As

an indictment containing several distinct charges is calculated to

embarrass a prisoner in his defence, the judges are accustomed to

quash indictments so framed, when it appears, before the prisoner

has pleaded and the jury are charged, that the inquiry is to include

separate crimes. When, however, this circumstance is discovered

during a trial, the prosecutor is usually called upon to elect one

felony, and to confine himself to that,^ unless the offences, though

in law distinct, seem to constitute in fact but parts of one con-

tinuous transaction, in which latter event an " election " will not

be enforced.^

§ 330. For instance, in general if a prisoner be charged with

knowingly receiving several stolen articles, and it be proved that

they were received at separate times, the prosecutor may be put

to his election. But if it be possible that all the goods may

have been received at one time, he cannot be compelled to

abandon any part of the accusation.^ The court, too, refused to

put the prosecutor to an election, but heard the whole story, in a

case where several prisoners were charged in different counts of

the same indictment with successive rapes upon the prosecutrix,

and with aiding each other in turn."* A similar coui'se has been

followed where an indictment contained five counts for setting fire

to five houses belonging to different owners, and it appears that

the houses were in a row, and that one fire bui'nt them all ;
^ so,

also, it was where an indictment, in the same count, charged four

prisoners with assaulting and robbing two persons, who were

walking together at the time when they were attacked ;® and also

in a case where the defendant was charged in a single count with

uttering several forged receipts (even as many as twenty-two)

purporting to be signed by different persons, with intent to defraud,

also, E. V. Finacane, 1833; E. v. ^ yo^-i^g ^^ j^^ 1789 (Buller, J.)

;

Collier, 1831. But see E. v. Barry, E. v. Levy, 1819 ; E. v. Birdseye,

1865 Martin, B.). 1830. See, also, Anon., 1841 (Ir.).

1 H. V. Ward, 1864 (Byles, J.). ^ j^, i,, Dunn, 1826 ; E. v. Hinley,

That was an indictment -witli three 1843 (Maule, J.),

counts for sending three threatening * E. v. Folkes, 1832 ; E. v. Gray,

letters. Held, that prosecutor must 1835 ; E. v. Parry, 1837.

elect to proceed on one count. ^ E. v. Trueman, 1839.
6 E. V. Giddins, 1842 (Tindal, C. J.).
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it being alleged that all were uttered at one and the same time,

and the proof corresponding with this allegation.'

§ 3-31. It is expressly provided by statute that in the case of

embezzlement by clerks, servants, and persons employed in the

public service, or in the police, distinct acts, not exceeding three,

may be charged in one indictment, if committed against the same

master, and within six calendar months from the first to the last of

such acts.^ Still, if a prosecutor (not taking advantage of the

statute) indict his servant for a single act of embezzlement, he

must confine his evidence to that alone, and, if it appear that the

prisoner received different sums on different days, and made a

false account respecting each sum separately, he must elect one

sum and one day on which to proceed.^

§ 332. In the case of larceny, again, it is by statute provided

that several counts may be inserted in the same indictment for

distinct acts of stealing, not exceeding three, which may have

been committed by the prisoner against the same person within

the space of six calendar months.* If, moreover, upon the trial

of any indictment for larceny, the property alleged to have been

stolen at one time shall turn out to have been taken at different

times, the prosecutor shall not be put to his election, unless it

shall appear that there were more than three takings, or that more

than the space of six calendar months elapsed between the first

and the last of such takings.^ In either of these last events the

prosecutor shall be required to elect to proceed for such number of

takings, not exceeding three, as have occurred within six months

of each other. ^

§ 333. In the case, too, of receivers of stolen goods, it is also

by statute provided ® that if the inquiry relate to a single criminal

act, one or more counts for feloniously stealing property may be

joined in the same indictment with one or more counts charging

the felonious receipt of the same property by the prisoner, he well

knowing it to have been stolen.^

» E. V. Thomas, 1800. * 24 & 25 V. c. 96 ("The Larceny
2 24 & 25 V. c. 96 ("The Larceny Act, 1861 "), § 5.

Act, 1861"), § 71. See E. v. Balls, » Id. § 6.

1871. 6 Id. §92.
3 E. V. Williams, 1834. '^ E. v. Beeton, 1849. Seo E. v.

Hughes, 1860.
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§ '334. The time for putting the prosecutor to his election is,

when it shall appear by the evidence that the two or more supposed

occurrences took place at different periods. It is not sufficient for

this purpose that the counsel for the Crown, in his opening address,

states that the fact is so, because the witnesses, on being examined,

may put the matter in a different light.
^

§ 335. It is now time to return to the consideration of the excep-

tions to the general rule that evidence of collateral facts is not

usually receivable. The first exception to this general rule, which

we were considering when we entered upon a digression as to the

law of election is, it will be remembered, the exception embodied in

the rule that evidence of collateral facts is received when such facts

are connected with the transaction which is the subject of inquiry.

A second exception to the general rule, which lays down that evidence

of collateral facts cannot be received, arises where the question is a

matter of .science, and where the facts proved, though not directly in

issue, tend to illustrate the opinions of scientific witnesses. For

example, where the point in dispute was, whether a sea-wall had

caused the choking up of a harboui', and engineers were called to

give their opinions as to the effect of the wall, proof that other

harbours on the same coast, where there were no embankments, had

begun to be choked about the same time as the harbour in question,

was admitted, as such evidence served to elucidate the reasoning of

the skilled witnesses.^ If the point in dispute be whether a defen-

dant was or was not in his right mind on a certain occasion, it is

clear that, after proof by a medical man, or (in a civil case) an

admission by counsel, that madness is often of an hereditary

character, evidence tending to show that none of the defendant's

ancestors or near relations had been insane, would be admissible in

support of the negative proposition ; and on a question of disputed

paternity, once prove as a matter of science that children are apt to

inherit the features or general appearance of their parents, and then,

as a matter of course, evidence will be received of personal resem-

blance between the party in question and his alleged father.^

§ 336. Tet a third exception to the general rule which, in

1 E. V. Smart, 1841 (Ir.) (Bushe, « Folkes v. Cliadd,1782; M'Fadden
C.J.). V. Murdock, 1867 (Ir.).

3 Bagot V. Bagot, 1878 (Ir.).
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criminal cases, excludes evidence of collateral facts, is that in sucli

cases evidence of such collateral facts is not excluded, when it can

raise a fair inference respecting the matter in issue by either tending

to show a prisoner's identity or to corroborate the testimony of a

witness in some material particular. For example, on an informa-

tion for a libel, where the printer swore that he had received the

manuscript from the defendant, and had returned it to him, and

notice to produce it had been given to the defendant, other libels

written by him concerning the same subject were received to corro-

borate the statement of the printer
;

' where a prisoner was charged

with robbing the prosecutor of a coat by threatening to accuse him

of an unnatural crime, evidence of a similar, but ineffectual,

attempt on the following evening, when the prisoner brought

a duphcate pawn-ticket for the coat, which was found on him

at the time of his apprehension, was held admissible, as con-

firmatory of the truth of the prosecutor's evidence respecting

what occurred on the former day ;
^ on a charge of highway

robbery, the prosecutor was allowed to rebut an alibi, by proving

that, shortly before the attack upon him, and near the same spot,

the prisoner had robbed another person ;
^ and even had no such

defence been set up, similar evidence would, it seems, have been

admissible, as showing at least that the prisoner was in the neigh-

bourhood at the time when the crime was committed.^

§ 337. The exception just stated also prevails in civil causes.

For instance, where a party was sued on a bill of exchange, accepted

in his name by another person, and evidence had been given that

this person had a general authority from the defendant to accept

bills in his name, an admission by the defendant of his liabiKty on

another bill so accepted was held receivable in evidence to confirm

the witness who had spoken to the general authority.''

§ 338. It may, in connexion with the rule that evidence of col-

lateral facts is usually inadmissible, be noted that, where the

Jcnow/edge, intent, or good faith, of a party is material, evidence

may be admitted to prove facts which happened before or after

1 R. V. Pearce, 1791 (Ld. Keuyon). J.). See, also, E. v. Fursey, 1833
2 E. V. Egerton, 1819, cited by (Parke and Gaselee, JJ.).

Holroyd, J., in E. v. Ellis, 1826. ^ Llewellyn v. Winckwortli, 1845.

3 E. V. Briggs, 1839 (Alderson, B.). See Hollingham v. Head, 1858 ;

* E. V. Rooney, 1836 (Littledale, Morris v. Bethell, 1869.
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the principal transaction, even when they have no direct or

apparent connexion with such transaction. At first sight the

admission of such evidence may appear to constitute another

exception to the general rule. But the knowledge or good faith, or

intrnt of the party being a material fact, the evidence, though

apparently collateral, and foreign to the main subject, really has

a direct bearing on an issue in the case.- Therefore, the admission

of such evidence, instead of being an exception to the rule, falls

strictly within it. An example of this principle is that where the

question is, whether the acceptor of a bill of exchange either

knew that the name of the payee was fictitious, or at any rate

had given the drawer a general authority to draw bills on him

payable to fictitious persons, evidence may be admitted to show

that he had accepted other bills, drawn in like manner, before it

was possible to have transmitted them from the place at which they

bore date.' Again, in an action for an assault and consequent

injury, evidence that she had ascribed her injury to a previous

accident having been given for the defence, the plaintiff was

allowed to show that in fact no such accident had ever occurred."

So, too, in any trial, evidence will be admissible to prove or dis-

prove any attempt at subornation of witnesses.^

§ 339. Further, in an action for fraudulently representing that

a trader was trustworthy, whereby the plaintiff was induced to

trust him, the defendant was permitted to call fellow- townsmen of

the trader to state that, at the time when the representation was

made, the man was, according to their belief, in good credit ;
^ in an

action for the price of fixing railings to certain houses belonging to

defendant, the defence to which was that plaintiff had given credit

to a builder by whom the houses were built under a contract, such

builder was, to show the bona fides of the defence, allowed to state

that the order was given by him on his own account, and not as

agent for the defendant, and that the defendant had actually paid

him for the building of the houses, including the charge for the

railing's;^ and where a person seeks to set aside a contract on the

ground of his having been insane when it was made, it must be

shown that the defendant was at the time aivare of the insanity ,5

1 Gibson v. Hunter, 1791. * Gerish v. Chartier, 1845.

2 MeUiuish v. Collier, 1850. * Imperial Loan Co. v. Stone, 1892

* Sheen v. Bumstead, 1863. (C. A.).
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and upon tWs question, evidence of the pl^ntlffs conduct at

diHerent times, both before and after the date of the contract, is

admissible to show that the madness was of such a character as

must have been apparent to anyone who had had opportunities

of observation lilie those afforded to the defendant.'

§ MO On the same principle, in an action against a company to

recover money paid to them in consequence of a ./irmrf alleged to

have been committed by tUeli- agent, with their knowledge and

for their benefit, evidence of similar frauds perpetrated on other

persons by the same agent, with the knowledge and for the benefit

of the defendants, is admissible in proof of fraudulent complicity

ia the case before the court;' in actions tor false representation,

where the questions tui^n on fraudulent Mn,f, other mis-statements

besides those laid in the statement of claim will be admissible in

evidence, for the purpose of showing that the defendant wa

actuated by dishonest motives - in the Divorce Division, in a su,

for dissolution of marriage, evidence of acts of adultery, subsequent

to the date of the latest act charged in the petition, will be

admissible for the purpose of showing the character of previous

acts of improper familiarity - in aclions for malicious arrest, the

jury are always at liberty to draw an Inference of malice e.

antecedentibus et conseqnentibus - and in actions for defamation,

other words written or spoken by the defendant, either before,' or

after, those declared upon, or even after Issue joined,' are admis-

sible as evidence of actual malice or of Memte p»bl.c„t.o.

,

. Bsava. .. M.DonneU, 1854. the alleged libel: Bol.o. v. O'Brien.

« Bl»ke V. Albion Life Ass. Co., 1^^»J(I;;,);^
,^ j,, Mritre, 18«. A

1878. fiee mte i i^b.
written snbsMluently to the

3 Huntmgford v. Massey, 18o9 ^tj^^
«^^^^^t „,. ^L action, and

(Crompton, J.).
fourteen months after tte libel com-

« Boddy 0. Boddy, 181.0.
admissible : Ibid. See,

= Speneer ..

'"'"-^'""i/f^/J^^: LCliacleod „. Wakley, 1828, wiere
« Long V. Bane t I Ji.), iMo

,

'

„™ii published only two days
Barrett v. Long 18o6 H. L. Libels

^ P.""S ' 1

a,i„,itted by Ld.
written a. mnch as six years betee b»lo,

'en ami Flunkett ,•. Cobbett,

that sued upon are admissible ihe |™™' "™
, ,^.,t a copy of the

jury should, however, be cautioned l^"^;"^"^,^^"
tj^e libel was sold

iotto give damages respecting them ^^Son b o
«
ht was admitted by

Ibid. But the omission to give such
*%'',^^X,rou»h as evidence of de-

caution will not amount to misdirec- Lrt. Jlllenoorou-u ab

tion : Dlrby .. Ousele,, 1856 Such ^^^^t^^,, 1843; Bar-
other libels are also admissible upon 1 ;^^«o

{^^/^" \\^^ Perkins v.

a question as to the construaion oi well v. Adkm., ib^u

,

^ 243 i^-^
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and this whether the language on wliidi tlio action is founded be

equivocal or clear,'—\vli(4her the collateral words tendered in

evidence be addressed to the same party, to whom the slander is

•iUegod in the statement of claim to have been spoken, or to a

stranfer,-— or whether those words be themselves actionable or not.'

§ 341. Ao-ain, in an action for false imprisonment, in which the

defendant pleaded, first, not guilty, and secondly, a plea (which

was abandoned and a[)ologised for at the trial) setting up a justifi-

cation, and alleging that plaintiff had committed a felony, it was

held that, in estimating the damages under the first issue, the jury

might take into account the fact of a justification having been

pleaded, because the placing such a plea on the record was a

persisting in the charge, which, under the circumstances, was

strong evidence of malice.^ And if, on the trial of an action for

slander, to which the general issue and a justification are pleaded,

the plaintiff express his willingness to accept an apology and

nominal damages on the plea of justification being withdrawn,

but the defendant refuses to abandon such plea, though he offers

no evidence in support of its truth, tlie jury may consider the

defendant's conduct, not only with reference to the question of

damages, but as furnishing evidence of express malice, and thus

Vaughan, 1842; Hemminpis v. Gas- ajjainst givinjj any damages in respeot

son, 1S5S ; Eustell v. Macquister, of it ; and if such evidence is offered

1809 (Ld. Ellenborougli) ; Charlter merely for the purpose of obtaining

V. Barret, lTi.»() (Ld. Keuyon) ; Lee v. damai^cs for sucli subsequent injury,

Iluson, 1791 (id.); Scott v. Ld. Ox- it will be properly rejected. And
ford. 1808 (Lawrence. J.) ; Dalegal perhaps the cases of Pearce v. Ornsby

V. Highley, 1837 (Tindal, C.J.); and Syinnions v. Blake went no

Jackson v. Adams, 183o. farther than this. ' * Upon principle,

1 See n. ^ below. "we think that the spirit and intention

2 Pearson v. Lemaitre, 1843; Mead of the party publishing a libel are fit

V. Daubigny, 1792 (Ld. Kenyon). to be considered by a jury, in esti-

3 Pearson v. Lemaitre, 1843, ques- mating the injury done to the plain

-

tioning Pearce r. Ornsby, 1835, and titf, and that e\-idence tending to

Symm'ons v. Blakj. 1835. Tindal, prove them cannot be excluded,

C.J., in pronouncing the judgment simply because it may disclose

of tbe court, states the correct rule another and different cause of ac-

to be, "that either party may with tion." See, also, EustelU-. Macquister,

a yiew to damages, giye'evidence to 1809, where Ld. Ellenborough re-

proye or disproye the existence of a marked, that the distinction between

malicious motiye in the mind of the words actionable and not actionable

publisher of defamatory matter ; but was not founded on any principle

;

that, if the e\'idence giyen for that and Camfield v. Bird, 1852 (Jervis,

^)urpose establishes another cause of C.J.).

action, the jury shall be cautioned * Warwick v. Foulkes, 1844.
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rendering the words proved actionable, though they were prima facie

privileged communications.^

§ 342. If, however, in an action for a libel, the defendant set up the

defences of a privileged communication and justification, which are

openly abandoned at the trial, the jury ought not to take into considera-

tion the circumstance that the justification was once pleaded.^ And
where it clearly appears that other libels are offered in evidence, merely
with the view of unfairly recovering damages for the injury sustained

by fheir publication, they will properly be rejected ; '—indeed, no libels

subsequent to that which is the subject of the action ought to be

admitted, unless they directly refer to the defamatory language set out

in the statement of claim, or at least relate to the same subject-matter.*

§ 343. Not only is other defamatory matter sometimes admissible for

the purpose of showing the animus of the defendant, but the mode in

which such matter was published may also be highly material ; as, for

instance, if printed placards were sent to the plaintiff's house, or paraded

before his door.*

§ 344. On the other hand, on the principle that evidence of collateral

facts is admissible to show intent, malice, or good or badfaith, a defendant

has been allowed, in mitigation of damages, to give evidence palliating,

though not justifying, his act of publishing a libel. For instance, he
may show that he copied it from another newspaper,^ or that he had
been provoked to act as he had done by the conduct of the plaintiff, who
had previously published libels of him respecting the same subject-matter,

which had only recently come to the knowledge of the defendant ; ^ for

' Simpson v. Eobinson, 1848. A jury in Pearson v. Le Maitre, 1843. In Tal-
should, however, always consider quo butt v. Clark, 1840, Ld. Denman would
animo a justification which fails was not permit the editor of a newspaper to
pleaded, and whether it was put forward show, in mitigation of damages, that the
bond fide as a defence, or only to embrace libel was published on the commimica-
the opportunity of reiterating the charge. tion of a correspondent; and referring
The mere failure to prove a justification to a case, which was probably Saunders
is not alone and in itself evidence of v. Mills, his Lordship observed, that
malice: Upton t;. Hume (Am.), 1893. "that decision had been very much

'^ Wilson V. Eobinson, 1845. questioned." However, by the recogni-
2 See cases cited, ante, in notes ^ ^ tion of Saunders v. Mills in Pearson v.

and 8 to § 340; Stuart v. Lovell, 1817; Le Maitre, Talbut v. Clark would seem
Defries v. Davis, 1835. to be indirectly overruled. See, also

* Fmnerty v. Tipper, 1809 (Sir J. East v. Chapman, 1827 ; Charlton v.
Mansfield). Watson, 1834 (Patteson, J.) ; Creevv v,

^ Bond?;. Douglas, 1836 (Ld.Abinger). Carr, 1835.
« Upton V. Hume (Am.), 1893; Saun- ' Watts v. Fraser, 1837; Tarpley v

dersv. Mills, 1829, cited by Tindal.C. J., Blabey, 1836; May v. Brown, 1824
j
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eviJonoe of provocation by liLels on the defendant is adniissiLle, nf)t on

the ground of any riglit to set off one libel against another,' but from an

indulgent consideration of the weakness, which sometimes leads an angry

man to say " that he should be sorry for." But it is now directed that

in actions for libel or slander, in which the defendant does not by his

defence assert the truth of the statement complained of, the defendant

shall not be entitled on the trial to give evidence in chief, with a view to

mitigation of damages, as to the circumstances under which the libel or

slander was published, or as to the character of the plaintiff, without the

leave of the judge, unless seven days at least before the trial he furnishes

particulars to the plaintiff of the matters as to which he intends to give

evidence.^

§ 315. Evidence as to animus or intent is, moreover, frequently admis-

sible in criminal proceedings. For instance, on an indictment for know-

ingly uttering a forged document, or a counterfeit bank note, or counter-

feit coin, proof of the possession, or (by statute) of the prior or subsequent*

utterance, either to the prosecutor himself or to other persons, of other

false documents or notes, or bad money, though the latter be of a dif-

ferent description,^ or themselves the subjects of separate indictments,^ is

admissible as material to the question of utiilti/ knowledge or intent.^ In

these cases, however, it is essential to prove distinctly that the instru-

Wakley v. Johnson, 1S26; Finnorty v. would be admissible, if the notes or coin

Tipper, 1809. See Richards i'. Richards, were of a ili(fere)it description.

1844. In America the defendant is * R. r. Ilarris, 18:36 (bv all the juf^lf^es);

allowed to give evidence, not only in E. v. Forster, 18-55. Doubts had been
mitigation of damages in a civil suit, but entertained on this subject by gome of

of punishment in criminal proceedings, the judges in R. v. Millard, 181."J, but
that the plaintiff has libelled him pre- the evidence was admitted in Suuder-
viousl}' to the publication by the defen- land's, Hodgson's, Kirkwood's, and
dant of the libel complained of. See Martin's cases (I8;30). The same evi-

Decamp v. Archibald (Am), 1893. dence is admissible in Scotland: Alison,
1 Watts v. Fra^er, kS.-io (Ld. Denman). Cr. L. 420.

In Judge W.Berkeley,! 825, Burrough, J., * R. r. Hough, 1806; R. v. Weeks,
allowed the defendant, in an action of 1861 ; Kirkwood's case, 1S30 (Littledale,

assault, to prove, in mitigation of dama- J.); Martin's case, 1814 (id.); R.i'. Aston,
ges, a series of libellous articles pub- 1838 fAlderson, B.); R. v. Lewis, 1840
Hshed respecting him by the plaintiif, (Ld. Denman). Contra, R. v. Smith,
one of which a^jpeared on the day of the 1827 (Vausrhan, B.).

assault. « R. v. Wvlie. 1804; R. v. Ball, 1807;
2 R. S. C. 1883, Ord. XXXVI. r. 37. R. v. Harrison, 1834 (Taunton, J., and
^ R. V. Forster, 1855. This case dis- ALlerson, B.); R. v. Green, 1852 (Cress-

poses of a doubt raised in R. v. Taverner, well, J.) ; E. v. Nisbett, 1S53 (Williams,

1809, and in R. v. Smith, 1831, as to J.); R. v. Salt, 1862 (Williams, J.); R.
•whether evidence of subsequent utterings v. Oolclough, 1882 (Ir.).
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ments offered in evidence of guilty knowledge were llieraselves

forged.' Moreover, though the prosecutor may prove the uttering

of other forged notes by the prisoner, and his conduct at the time

of uttering them, it seems that he cannot show what the prisoner

said or did at another time, with respect to such uttering ; for these

collateral facts are too remote for any reasonable presumption of

guilt to be founded upon them, and such as the prisoner cannot by

any possibility be prepared to contradict.

^

§ 346. Evidence of this description has long been admissible on.

charges of uttering, and of one or two offences of a cognate character.*

It has now been expressly rendered by the Legislature also admis-

sible against receivers of stolen goods; the Prevention of Crimes

Act, 1871, enacting^ that, "where proceedings are taken against any

person for having received goods knowing them to be stolen, or for

having in his possession stolen property, evidence may be given at

any stage of the proceedings that there was found ^ in the possession

of such person other property stolen within the preceding period of

twelve months,'"' and such evidence may be taken into consideration

for the purpose of proving that such person knew the property to

be stolen which forms the subject of the proceedings taken against

him."

§ 347. Nevertheless, in ordinary criminal trials, judges may, if

they so please, still decline to recognise the doctrine under discus-

sion.' Yet not only has such doctrine been acted upon in the cases

previously mentioned, but on a charge of sending a threatening

1 E.. V. Millard, 1813. * It is not sufficient under tlieso

2 R. V. Phillips', 1829 (Bayley, J.); words to prove that the prisoner had

R v'. Cooke, 1838 (Patteson, J.). very recently dealt with other stolen

Contra R. v. Forbes, 1835 (Cole- property: R. v. Drage, 1875 (Bram-

ridge, J.). See R. v. Brown, ISGl. well. L. J.) ; R. v. Carter, 1884

^E.n., the obtaining money by (C. C. R.). ,
• .,,

falsely pretending to a pawnbroker « This evidence will be admissible^

that a spurious chain was silver : R. though the property so found may

V. Roebuck, 1855 ; R. v. Francis, be the subject of another indictment

1*874. The doctrine, however, does against the prisoner at the same

not extend to ordinary indictments assizes : R. v. Jones, 1877.

for false pretences : R. v. Holt, 1860. ' See and compare R. v. Fame,

Still it has been applied to cases of 1857; R. v. Wmslow, 1860; R. v.

arson with intent to defraud insiu-- Geering, 1849, cited ante, § 328,

ance companies : R. v. Gray, 18(56 followed R. v. Flannagan, 1882
; R.

(Willes, J., and Martin, B.), sedqu. v. Oddy, 1851; R. v. Sirrell, 1850;

* 34&35V. c 112 §19. E. v. Dunn, 1826; R. v. Nicholle,.

1838.
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lottor, ((tluT letters written by the j)ri.Miner, Imtli Iteforo iiiid iifter

the one ill iiue>ti<iii, hiivo Wen athnittetl to explain its nieaniiij; ;
' on

an in<lii;tiiient i'nr iralieioiis sluxtting, if it be (lou})tful whetlier the

shot was lirod by aeeideut or design, proof may be given that the

prisoner at anotlier time intentionally shot at the same person;'

and on indictments for murder, evidence of former menaces or

quiirrels will have an important tendency towards supjiorting the

legal inference of malit^e,'' while proof of expressions of kindness or

of friendly acts towards the deceased will be entitled to equal

weight as raising a counter presumption.*

i^
."{48. On an indictment for a robbery, where the j)risoners

formed part of a mob who went into the prosecutor's house, one of

which mob had civilly advised prosecutor to give it something to pre-

vent mischief, evidence that the same mob, in the presence of some

of the prisoners, had demanded money at other houses on tlie same

day, was admitted, as tending to prove that the advice was not

given bona fide, but was in reality a polite mode of committing a

robbery.' On this last case the acts given in evidence were not

committed by the prisoners themselves, but only by some of the

mob with whom they were connected. But the principle is the

same, the law being, that where several evil-doers conspire together

to effect some unlawful purpose, acts done by any one of the party

in furtherance of the common design .shall be considered as done

by all."

§ 34'J. On this rule, that collateral facts are admissible to show

animus or intent, rests the admissibility of evidence as to the (jeneral

character of individuals. Such evidence is tendered for the purpose

of either raising a presumption of innocence or guilt, or of affecting

the amount of damages, or of impeaching or supporting the reraeitij

of a witness;^ the first object being chiefly confined to criminal

^ E. V, Eobinson, 1796. with the concurrence of Ld. Ten-
' R. V. Yoke, 1823. For other terden. Aldeison, J., and Vaughan.

examples, see R. v. Mogg, 1830 ; R. B.). This doctrine forms an incident

V. Dossctt, 1846 (Maule, J.); R. v. in Mr. Baring Gould's Novel " Cheap
Richardson, 1860 ; R. v. Harris, Jack Zita."

1864. See, also, ante. §§ 327, 328. « R. v. Watson, 1817 ; R. v. Hardy,
3 See R. V. Hagan, 1873. 1794 ; R. v. Salter, 1804 ; R. v. Hunt,
* 1 Ph. Ev. 470, 476. 1820.

« E. V. Winkworth, 1830 (Parke, J., ^2 St. Ev. 303.
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prosecutions, and the second to civil causes, while the third is

equally applicable to both forms of procedui-e.

§ 350. The term " character," as here used, is not—as some able

judges have considered it to be '—synonymous with " disposition,"

but it simply means " reputation," or the general credit wliieh a

man has obtained in public opinion.^ The position of a witness

who is called to speak to character is exactly the opposite of that

of a master who is asked for tlie character of his servant. The

master must give his servant the character which his own personal

experience has told him that the servant deserves. But a witness

to character cannot give the result of his own personal experience

and observation, or express his own opinion, but must, in strict law,

confine himself to evidence of mere general repute.^ This rule

rests rather on authority than on reason, and would probably have

been long ago discarded but for two causes. First, the rule, in

practice, is seldom strictly enforced ; and next, as " the best

character is generally that which is the least talked about," ^ the

judges hnre modified it, to a certain extent, by permitting witnesses

to give negative evidence on the subject, and state that " they

never heard anything agaimt the character of the person on whose

behalf they have been called." ^

§ 351. When the point at issue is whether the accused has

committed a particular criminal act, evidence of his general good

character is obviously entitled to little weight, unless some reason-

able doubt exists as to his guilt ; and, therefore, in tliis latter event

alone will the jury be advised to act upon such evidence.* The

inquiry, too, must be confined,—except where the intention forms a

material ingredient in the oifence,^—to the general character of

the prisoner, and must not condescend to particitlar facts.* For

' R. V. Eowton, 1865 (Erie, C.J., witnesses called in point of reputa-

and Willes, J.). tion I must leave to you. Few men
* Id. that come to be questioned but shall

^ Id. See post, § 1470. have some come and say, 'he is a
* Per Erie, C. J., 1865. Some very honest man ; I never knew any

judges, indeed, have asserted that hurt by him;' but is this anything

evidence in this negative form is the against the evidence of the fact ?
"

most cogent proof of a man's good '' Ante, § 345.

reputation: Id. * J'Anson v. Stuart, 1796 (BuUer,
* Per Cockburn, C.J., 1865. J.). In former times the practice
* In R. V. Turner, 1664, Hyde, was less strict. See E. v. Turner

C.J., observed to the juiy:—"The 1664.
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although the common reputation, in which a jx-rson is li'lil iu

society, may be undeserved, and the evidence in support of it must,

from its very nature, he indefinite, yet some inference, varying in

degree according to circumstances, may fairly be drawn from it

;

since it is not probable that a man, who has uniformly sustained a

character for honesty or humanity, will forfeit that character by

the commission of a dishonest or a cruel act. The mere proof of

isolated facts can, however, afford no such presumption. " None

are all evil," and the most consummate villain may be able to prove

that on .soinr occasions he has acted with humanity, fairness, or

lionour. In all cases, too, wlien evidence is admitted t«»u»hing the

general character of the party, it ought manifestly to bear reference

to the nature of the charge against him ;
' as, for instance, if he

be accused of theft, that he has been reputed an honest man ;— if

of treason, a man of loyalty. It .should also relate to the same

period as the supposed olfence ; for, as Lord Holt once remarked,

"A man is not boni a knave ; there must be time to make him so

;

nor is he presently discovered after he becomes one."^ Subject

to these observations, evidence of the defendant's general good

character is admissible in all prosecutions whether for felony or

misdemeanor.'

§ 352. Although a defendant is, from motives of humanity,

allowed this reasonable indulgence, the prosecutor cannot, in the

first instance, have recom-se to similar loose testimony for the pur-

pose of establishing the guilt of the accused.* If, however, with

the view of raising a presumption of innocence, witnesses to cha-

racter are called for the defence, counsel for the Crown may then

not only cross-examine such witnesses to rebut this presumption,

either as to particular facts,^ or, if it be deemed essential, as to the

grounds of their belief ,*• but evidence of general bad character will also

1 Douglass ?•. Tousev, 1S29 (Am.). * R. v. llodgkiss, 18:36. In E. v.

2 E. V. Swendsen, 1702. Wood, 18hO, Parke, B., allowed a
3 2 Euss. C. I't M. 784. witness to character tn be a,-;ked, in

* E. V. Tuberfield, 1804. In that cross-examination, whether he had

case the question was put, not to not heard that the prisoner was

prove the guilt of the prisoner, but suspected of having committed a

to show that the witness, a police- robbery some years before. See, also,

man, had had probable cause for E. v. Turner, 1664.

arresting him. Held, nevertheless, * 2 St. Ev. 304.

that the answer was not evidence.
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be admissible,'—though the right of counsel for the Crown in this

respect is in practice seldom resorted to.^ Moreover, in most trials

for felony, and in some for misdemeanor, if defendant endeavour

to establish a good character, either by calling witnesses himself,

or by cross-examining the witnesses for the prosecution,^ the pro-

secution have a right—which is usually exercised—to, in answer,

prove the specific fact that the prisoner has actually been convicted

previously. The statutes authorizing this, however, do not extend

to any capital felonies, and apply only partially to misdemeanors/

§ 353. Moreover, the Prevention of Crimes Act, 1871,^ in addi-

tion to the provisions which have been ah-eady*^ set out, provides^

that " where proceedings are taken against any person for having

received goods knowing them to be stolen, or for having in his

possession stolen property, and evidence has been given that the

stolen property has been found in his possession, then if such person

has witliiu five years immediately preceding been convicted of any

offence involving fraud or dishonesty, evidence of such previous

conviction may be given at any stage of the proceedings, and may

be taken into consideration for the purpose of proving that the

person accused knew the property which was proved to be in his

possession to have been stolen
;
provided that not less than seven

days' notice in writing shall have been given to the person accused

that proof is intended to be given of such previous conviction
;

and it shall not be necessary for the purposes of this section to

charge in the indictment the previous conviction of the person so

accused." ^

§ 304. The admission of evidence of general character is only

' R. V. Eowton, 1865, by all the of uttering false or counterfeit coin,

judges, overruling E,. v. Burt, 1851. or of jw-ssessing counteifeit gold or
^ 2 St. Ev. 30-1. silver (;oin, or the otlence of obtain-
^ R. V. Shiimpton, 1851; R. v. ing goods or money by false pre-

Gadbury, l!S38 (Parke, B.). tences, or the ofPence of conspiracy
* See, as allowing this, 6 & 7 W. 4, to defraud, or any misdemeanor

c. Ill, as to any felon 11 not punishable under 24 & 25 V. c. 96 ("The Larceny
wi^A f/e^^/i after conviction for felony

;

Act, 1861"), § 58. See, also, "The
as to offences punishable under that Prevention of Crimes Act, 1871 " (34
Act, 24 & 25 V. c. 96 ("The Larceny & 35 V. c. 112), §§ 9, 20.

Act, 1861"), § 116; see also, as to ^ 34 & 35 V. c. 112.

offences against the coin, 24 & 25 V. ® Ante, § 345.

c. 99 ("The Coinage Offences Act, ^ In § 19.

1861"), § 37; E. v. Martin, 1869; « R. v. Davis, 1870.

and as to any felony, or the offence
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allowed iu criminal proceedings, where it was originally received,

Borae two centuries ago,' in favorem vitic. 80 strict is this rule,

that even upon an information for penalties filed in the llevcnue

side of the (iueen's Bench Division by the Attorney-General, such

evidence will be rejected, because proceedings of this kind, though

brought in the name of the Sovereign, are considered as civil suits.'

Evidence of general good character or competency is not admissible

either in an action of ejectment by an heir-at-law against a devisee,

where defendant was charged witli having imposed a fictitious will on

the testator in extremis ;
^ in an action for slander—even where, by

pleading the truth of words charging the plaintiff with stealing

money, the latter had put the character of the former directly in

jeopardy ;
"* in an action for malicious prosecution,' in support of

probable cause ; in an action of trespass for false imprisonment on

a criminal charge, in which the defendant must not even cross-

examine, either as to the plaintiff's bad character, or as tx) previoua

charges made against him ; '' nor in an action for a libel charging

a professional man with want of skill in some particular work

—

and this even though the evidence be offered with a view of

showing that the defendant, in making the charge, was actuated

by malice.^

§ 355. A distinction, however, exists between cases where par-

ticular acts of misconduct are imputed to a party, and those where

his general conduct is put in issue. For general evidence of cha-

1 So early as 1664, the practice of 1801.

calling " witnesses in point of repu- * Cornwall v. Richardson, 1825

tation" was well established. See (Abbott, C. J.).

Hyde, C.J., in R. v. Turner, 1664. * Newsam v. Carr, 1S17 (Wood,

Accordingly, in 1680, such evidence B.) ; Gregory v. Thomas, 1811;

was received even by Scroggs, C.J., contra, Rodriquez v. Tadmire, 1799

with JelTeries as prosecuting counsel

:

(Lord Kenyon). In America, this

R. I'. Harris, 1680. kind of evidence has been also re-

^ Att.-Gren. I'. Bowman, 1791 (Eyre, jected in actions of assault and bat-

C.B.). His lordship obsei-ved, that tery: Givens f. Bradley, 181:5 (Am.)

;

"the true line of distinction is this; and in assumpsit, Nash v. Gilkeson,

in a direct prosecution for a crime, 1819; and is inadmissible whenever

such evidence is admissible ; but the general character is involved by

where the prosecution is not directly the plea only, and not by the nature

for the Clime but for the penalty, as of the action : Anderson v. Long,

in this information, it is not." See 1823 (Am.) ; Potter v. Webb, 1829

Att.-Gen. v. Radloff, 1854 (Martin, (Am.). See Gr. Ev. § 55.

'Q\ ^ Downing v. Butcher, 1841 ; Jones

"3* Doe V. Hicks (Buller, J.), cited v. Stevens, 1822.

by Gibbs, arguendo, in Doe V.Walker, ' Brine v. Bazalgette, 1849.
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racter, though rejected in the former, is admitted in the latter class

of cases.' Thus, in an action for a libel, wliere the language com-
plained of stated that the defendant parted with the plaintiff " on

account of her incompetency, and her not being ladylike or good

tempered," general evidence of her competency, good temper, and
manners was given by her personal friends ;

^ and where, in a
similar action, the words charged the plaintiff generally with

dishonesty and misconduct while in service, a witness, with whom
she had formerly lived, was allowed to testify to her antecedent

general good conduct.^ These cases are, however, in truth no

exception to the rule of exclusion.*

§ 356. General evidence of character is (subject to compliance

with the rule as to previous notice in actions for libel or slander,

which has been set out while considering the subject of evidence of

libellous attacks upon a defendant being received in mitigation of

damages 5) admissible, not only upon questions of malice, intent, and

80 on, but also for the purpose of increasing or diminishing damages.

For example, evidence impeaching the previous general character

as to chastity of the seduced wife or daughter is admissible on a

petition claiming damages on the ground of adultery,'' or in an

action for seduction.^ For in these proceedings the plaintiff in

reality (though in actions for seduction it is not the ostensible ground

of claim '^j seeks compensation for the pain caused him, by the dis-

grace of his family, and the ruin of his domestic happiness ; and

the damages should be commensurate with the pain, and vary

according as the character of the seduced wife or daughter was

* Doe V. Ilicks, undated (Buller, general evidence that such, charge
J.), as cited by Gibbs, arguendo, in can be rebutted.
Doe V. Walker, 1801. * See Ord. XXVI. r. 37, ante,

' Fountain v. Boodle, 1842. See § 344 ; see, also, § 349.
Brine v. Bazalgette, 1849. « 20 & 21 V. c. 85 (" The Matri-

2 King V. Waring, 1803 (Ld. Al- monial Causes Act, 1857"), § 33.
vanley). ^ B. N. P. 27, 296 ; Elsani v.

* For just as in cumulative of- Faucett, 1797 (Ld. Ivenyon).
fences, such as treason, or a con- ^ ^^gg Dodd v. Norris, 1814 (Ld.
spiracy to carry on the business of EUenborough) ; Andrews v. Askey,
common cheats, many acts are given 1837, (TinJal, C.J.). See, also, cases
in evidence, because such crimes can cited in n. a, to S. C. ; Grinnell ?;.

be proved in no other way: E. v. Wells, 1844; Thompson v. xtoss,
Eoberts, 1808 (Ld. EUenborough), 1858 ; Long y. Keightley, 1877 (Ir.)

;

so where the general behaviour of a Past v. Faux, 18G3; Terry v. Hutch-
party is impeached, it is only by inson, 1808 ; Hedges v. Tagg, 1872.
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previously unblemished or profligate. Therefore, in such cases,

not only is evidence of general bad character admissible in mitiga-

tion of damages, but even particular acts of immorality or indecorum

may be proved.'

^ 3i)7. Both evidence of acts of this description, as well as proof

of general bad character, must, however, be confined to occurrences

previously/ to the defendant's misconduct, because this very miscon-

duct may, by weakening tlie principles of the woman, have been

the indirect cause of subsequent immorality, and may have itself

occasioned a general want of reputation.^ In an action of seduction,

where plaintiff's daughter is called as a witness, the defendant can

probably in strict law (but if such a course were ad<iptcd in practice

it would be made matter of strong observation) prove specific acts

of immorality, without first cross-examining the woman ; since, on

principle, such evidence may be tendered, not so much to impeach

the veracity of the party seduced, but to show that, as her previous

conduct had been disgraceful, the father's feelings could not havebeen

wounded by the misconduct of the defendant.' However, where the

daughter, in her examination in chief, states that the defendant

seduced her, and that she has borne a child in consequence, and the

defence is that she has declared another person to be the father, it is

clear that "VN-itnesses cannot be called to prove her declarations, unless

she be first cross-examined as to the fact of her having made them
;

because, though language of this kind, if lightly uttered, would tend

to degrade her cliaracter, yet, if used in earnest, it would directly

contradict the testimony she had given, and would be evidence not

in mitigation of damages, but in bar of the action.^

§ 358. On a claim of damages from an alleged adulterer,'

the co-respondent may prove, in mitigation of damages, that the

petitioner has beon guilty of notorious infidelity ; has turned

his wife out of doors ; has refused to maintain her ; or has other-

wise been guilty of dissolute conduct ;

" for, in such cases, a man

can scarcely complain of the loss of that society upon which he has

1 Verry v. Watklns, 1836 (Alder- (Tindal, C.J.).

son, B.). See, also, Simpson v. Gray- ^ See 20 & 21 V. c. 85 ("The
8on, 1892 (Am.). Matrimonial Causes Act, 1857 "),

2 Elsam V. Faucett, 1797. § 33.

» Carpenter v. Wall, 1840. « B. N. P. 27 ; Bromley v. Wallace,
* Id. ; Andrews v. Askey, 1837 1803.
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himself placed so little value. In an action for seduction, it would

on principle appear that evidence in mitigation of damages may be

given (since plaintiff conduced to the result by allowing his daughter

to consort with such a person) to show that the defendant is notori-

ously a man of profligate habits. In actions for breach of promise,

the defendant is entitled to prove, in mitigation of damages, that

the plaintiff is a person, either of bad character,' or of coarse and

brutal manners,^ though acts of misconduct committed after the

promise, or even before that event tcithout the knowledge of the

defendant,^ can, where sufficiently glaring to constitute a bar to

the action,* only be proved under a special defence.^

§ 3o9. It has been much discussed, and is not now clear,

whetlior, in an action for defamation, evidence impeaching the

plaintiff's previous general character, and showing that, at the

time of the publication, he laboured under a general suspicion of

having been guilty of the charge imputed to him by the defendant,

is admissible as affecting the question of damages.*

§ 360. Assuming, however, such evidence to be admissible, a

defendant in libel or slander, who has not pleaded truth as a justi-

fication, is now precluded, by a Rule of Court already set out,

from attempting to mitigate damages by giving evidence reflecting

on the plaintiff's character, unless he has complied with such Rule.'

1 Foulkes V. Sellway, 1800 (Ld. B.); Mawby v. Barber, 1826 (Ld.

Kenvon). See, also, Johnson v. Tenterden) ; Hardy v. Alexander,

Caulkins, 1799 (Am.); Boynton v. 1837 (Coltman, J.). These last four

Kellogg, lS07(Ani.). cases are cited in 2 St. Ev. G41, 642,
2 Leeds v. Cook, 1803 (Ld. Ellen- n.e.; Ace. Kirkmanw. Oxley, 1811-16

borough). (Heath, J.). See contra, Scott v.

3 Irving V. Greenwood, 1824 (Ab- Sampson, 1882 (Mathew and Cave,

bott, C.J.). JJ-); Jones v. Stevens, 1822;
* Leeds v. Cook, 1803 ; Baddeley Waithman v. Weaver, 1822 (Abbott,

V, Mortlock, 1816. C.J.); Cornwall v. Eichardson, 1825
* Ante, § 301. See Young v. (Abbott, C.J.); Snowdon v. Smith,

Murphy, 1836 ; and Pujolas v. Hoi- 1811 (Chambre, J.). In Scotland

land, 1841 (Ir.). the evidence is admissible : Dickson,
® See, in support of the admissi- Ev. (Sc.) § 24, and cases there cited in

bility of the evidence, Richards v. n. (ri). For the American autho-

Eichards, 1844 ; v. Moor, 1813
;

rities, see Eoot v. King, 1827 (Am.)

;

Ld. Leicester v. Walter, 1S09 ; Bell Bailey v. Hyde, 1820 (Am.); Ben-
r;. Parke, (Ir.) l860(Pigot,C.B.); Wil- nett v. Hyde, 1825 (Am.) ; Douglass
hams V. Callender, 1810; Earner v. v. Tousey, 1829 (Am.); Inmnn v.

Merle, 1802-9 (Ld. Ellenborough)
Knobell v. Fuller, 1797 (Eyre, C.J.)

Newsam v. Carr, 1817 (Wood, B

Foster, 1832 (Am.) ; Walcott v. Hall,

1810 (Am.); Eoss v. Lapham, 1817
(Am

) ; Foot v. Tracy, 1806 (Am.).

EUershaw v. Eobiuson, 1816-28 ' E.S.C. 1883, Ord. XXXYLr.37,
(Holroyd, J.) ; Moore v. Oastler, 1836 cited ante, § 344, ad fin.

(Ld. DeDJuan, after consulting Parke,
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§301. Ill tlie above cases, as well us in other actions for libel,

and other actions where witnesses to character are admitted, tlie

evidence impeaching the plaintiff's previous general character

must (if admissible) be confined to the particular trait in it

which is attacked in the alleged libel. Such evidence must,

moreover, be confined to the yencml reputation as to plaintiff's

character on this point, and it must not relate to particular ad'i

of bad conduct.^ Evidence of any rumours calculated to com-

promise the plaintiffs character must, too, be strictly confined

to rumours which were prevalent before the publication of the

slander of the defendant ; otherwise a man might slander another,

and then call neighbours to say that they had heard of the impu-

tations which he had himself originated.^

§ 362. A plaintiff cannot give evidence of general tjond eharaeter

in aggravation of damages, unless counter-proof has been first offered

by the defendant ; for, until the contrary appear, the presumption

of law is already in his favour. Therefore, in an action of slander

for imputing theft, plaintiff will not be allowed to prove his cha-

racter for honesty, even though the defendant has placed on the

record pleas of justification.^ Indeed, in an action for seduction,

where evidence was produced for the defence, to prove that the girl

had previously had a child by another man, she was not allowed to

be asked respecting her general good character for chastity, but

plaintiff was restricted to proof that the specific charge made by

the defendant was false ;
* on another occasion similar evidence

was rejected where the daughter had been cross-examined, with a

view of showing that she had been guilty of gross levity and

indelicacy ;
^ and in a case for criminal conversation, in which the

defendant had endeavoured, by cross-examining the plaintiff's wit-

nesses, to impeach plaintiff's character, but had failed, plaintiff was

not permitted to call witnesses to his general good conduct.^ It is

true that in these cases the characters attacked remained, in strict-

ness, unimpeached, because the facts insinuated had, or might have,

* See cases cited in last note but (Abbott, C.J.).

one, and further, Andrews v. Van- * Bamfield v. Massey, 1808 (Ld.

duzer, 1814 (Am.); Sawyer v. Eifert, Ellenborough).

1820 (Am.). * Dodd v. Norris, 1814 (Ld. Ellen-
* Tnompson v. Nye, 1850 ; Bell v. borough).

Parke, 1860 (Ir,). « King v. Francis, 1800 (Ld. Ken-
3 Cornwall v. Eichardson, 1825 yon).
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been denied. But, the very circumstance of the questions being

asked was calculated to excite a suspicion in the minds of the jury,

which, it may be said, the plaintiff should be given an oppor-

tunity of removing. ' A contrary rule has prevailed in a later

English case,- subsequently followed in Ireland.^

§ 363. The law as to the admission of general evidence of cha-

racter to impeach the veracitu of a witness will be discussed hereafter.^

Such evidence is, however, sometimes receivable, not so much to

shake the credit of the witness, as to show directly that the act in

question has not been committed. Thus, on indictments for rape,

or attempts to commit that crime, not only is evidence of general

bad character admissible to show that the prosecutrix ought not to

be believed upon her oath, but so also is proof that she is a reputed

prostitute, for it goes far towards raising an inference that she yielded

willingly. In such cases general evidence of this kind will on this

ground be received, though the woman be not called as a witness,

and though, if called, she be not asked, on cross-examination, any
questions tent^ing to impeach her character for chastity.'^ Counsel

for the defence cannot, however, prove specific immoral acts with

the prisoner, unless he has first given the prosecutrix an opportunity

of denying or explaining them.'' Moreover, the prosecutrix, if

cross-examined as to particular acts of immorality with other men,
may decline to answer such questions, while, if she answers them
in the negative, witnesses cannot be called to contradict her.^

\ 1 C. & P. 100, n. «; 2 St. Ev. 11. v. Aspinall, 1827 (llullock, B.).
3^^^ 307. On one ocfasion the prisoner's counsel

2 Bate V. Hill, 1823 (Park, J.); was allowed to ask the prosecutrix,
Murgatroyd v. Murgatroyd, 1828 with the view of contradicting her,
(Bayley, J.). See, also, E. v. Clarke, whether she had not, on a day since
1^1

1*
• the alleged rape, been walking in a

» In Brown v. Goodwin (Ir.), 1841 certain street with a common prosti-
(Torrens, J.), an action for seduction, tute, looking out for men: R. v.
in which plaintiff's daughter having Barker, 1829 (Park, J., after consult-
been asked questions to impeach her ing Parke, J.) ; see, also, Verry v.
reputation, plaintiff was allowed to Watkins, 1856; Andrews 'v. Askey]
call witnesses to her general good 1837; and E. w. Dean, 1852.
character. 7 jj, ^_ Cockcroft, 1870 (WiUes, J.,

^ Post, §§ 1470—1473. and Martin, B.); E. v. Holmes and
» E. V. Clarke, 1817 (Hokoyd, J.)

;

Furness, 1871 (C, C. E.) ; overruling
E.-y. Clure(Ir.), 1841 (Crami^ton, J.). E. v. Eobins, 1843; E. v. Hodgson"^

« E. V. Cockcroft, 1870. See E. v. 1812 ; secus, as to acts with prisoner
Martin, 1834 ; E. v. Eobins, 1843

;
himself, post, § 1441.
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AMKUICAN XOTES.

Res inter alios actae It may he doubted whether many of the

facts excluded under the rule hinted at in the phrase ms- iitfer alios

acta are excluded because they are irrelevant. It is one of the few

errors in Mr. Justice Stei)hen's admiral)le Digest of Evidence that

all questions of admissibility are decided by him on the single test

of relevancy. Such does not seem to be the case. Relevancy indeed

is essential to admissibility. But it is not sufficient, in all in-

stances, to secure it. It might almost be said to be the essential

characteristic of the English common law of evidence that much

evidence, perfectly relevant, is not received ; — because practical

dangers and difficulties in receiving it are thought or have been

thought to outweigh the advantages which could be derived from its

use. Probably the historical reason of much of this is to be found in

a i)ersistent influence of the feeling that a jury was liable to be con-

fused, or misled by the consideration of certain matters that would

not affect better disciplined minds to the same extent. That it was

better, on the whole, to lose the benefit of the evidence, rather than

run the risk. The fact that many kinds of evidence are admitted,

either directly or as exceptions to the rules of exclusion, which

seem quite as dangerous as those which are ruled out, counts for

but little. The law of evidence is neither the growth of one mind or

of several minds at one time. It was not even the work of a single

age. Its symmetry therefore lays little claim to admiration. And

aU that can be said is that certain great rules for excluding other-

wise competent evidence became established. That they are prin-

cipally io\w\ — Res inter alios actce, matters of hearsay, character,

and opinion. That certain exceptions in the operation of each of

these general rules have also become established. It is perhaps not

a scientific statement. But it is apparently correct as a general

statement, and gives the present condition of a branch of law

which, considering the conditions of its growth, is greatly to the

credit of those men who have helped to mould it;— in that it has

served its purpose, on the whole, fairly well.

The rule of res Inter alios excludes evidence otherwise relevant.

There is little need of a special rule excluding irrelevant evidence.

It excludes itself, furnishing slight apparent necessity for classify-

ing the reasons why it is irrelevant. As a rule of exclusion, the

rule forbids the attempt to prove that. A. did or omitted to do a

certain act by means of evidence that he did or omitted to do the

same or a substantially similar act at another time.

On the question whether the driver of a horse-car stopped his car

with undue suddenness, it is erroneous to admit evidence of his sud-

den stopping on previous occasions. Maguire v. Middlesex Bail-
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way, 115 Mass. 239 (1874). In a oaso in\T>lving responsibility for a

maritime collision, it is error to permit the captain of one of the

vessels to be asked^ as to "accidents which had happened while he
was pilot or captain of the propeller." Mailler t\ Express Propeller

Co., 61 N. Y. 312 (1874). The question whether a railroad company
gave danger signals at a certain crossing " is a question of fact that
cannot be affected one way or another by showing the conduct of

subordinate ofticers or servants in charge of some other train or

trains " in giving the signals at this crossing. Eskridge v. Cincin-
nati, &c. R. II., 89 Ky. 307 (1889). So in a case in Massachusetts,
the issue being whether the bell was rung and the whistle sounded
at a certain crossing, the court say, " It was not competent for the
defendant to prove that its servants usually rang the bell at this

crossing, and to ask the jury to infer therefrom that it was rung at

the time of the accident ; neither was it competent for the plaintiff

to prove that the defendant's servants often or usually omitted to

ring the bell at this crossing, and to ask the jury to infer therefrom
that the bell was not rung at the time of the accident." Tuttle v.

Fitchburg li. R. 152 Mass. 42 (1890).

On an issue as to the terms of a contract for the service of a
stallion, evidence is incompetent as to contracts with others for the
same service. Evans v. Koons, 10 Ind. App. 603 (1894). Of course
the rule does not apply where the second contract refers to the lirst.

Gardner r. Crenshaw, 122 Mo. 79 (1894). See also Roberts v.

Dixon, 50 Kans. 436 (1893).

On an issue of devisavit vel non the claim was made by the
remonstrants that the will was forged by the propounder. Held :

the propounder could not be asked whether he had not been guilty

of other forgeries. "The fact of forgery of a particular paper can-

not be shown by proof of other crimes of the same kind." Frank-
lin V. Franklin, 90 Tenn. 44 (1890). Similarly, it has been held
that where the payee is claimed to have forged one of the endorse-

ments on the note, evidence of his previous conviction of forgery is

immaterial. Benedict v. Rose, 24 S. C. 297 (1885). Or that the

party had the " capacity, skill, and appliances which would enable
him to forge the note in suit." The court say : — "In cases where
a person is accused of a crime, it is not competent to show, as evi-

dence of the corpus delicti, that he has committed similar offences,

or that he is of bad character, or that he has the capacity and the

means of committing the crime. The argument in favor of admit-

ting such evidence is plausible. It might aid the jury if they could

know the character of the defendant, — whether he is a man morally

and physically able and likely to commit the offence ; but the law
excludes such evidence upon grounds of public policy, to prevent
the multiplication of issues in a case, and to protect a party from
the injustice of being called upon, without notice, to explain the
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acts of his life not sliowii to be connected with the offence with

whicli lie is charged." Costehj v. Crowell, I.'VJ Mass. 5«.S (188.')).

Where the <iuestion was whether tlie idaintiff niatle a certain con-

tract with the defendant, it is not competent for him to show that

he made similar contracts with other people. '• The maxim tliat a

transaction between two persons ought not to operate to the disad-

vantage of a third-, tliough somewhat obscure in its applicati(ni,

l)e(!aiise it does not show how unconnected transactions should be

supposed to be relevant to each other, and though failing in its

literal sense, because it is not true that a man cannot be affected by

a transaction to which he is not a party, is nevertheless one of the

most important and practically useful maxims of the law of evi-

dence. It means . . . tliat you are not to draw inferences from one

transacti(jn to another that is not specifically connected with it

merely because the two resemble each other; that they must be

linked together by the chain of cause and effect in some assignaWe

way before you can draw your inference."' Aiken r. Kennison, 58

Yt. 005 (1880). On the question what arrangements a firm of book

publishers made with one of their canvassers, evidence is incompe-

tent, of their contracts with other canvassers, in the absence of evi-

dence that the particular canvasser knew of such other contracts or

of some usage in the business. Newhall /•. Appleton, KH' X. V. l.T,

(1880).
" It would seem also that custom or the habituiil conduct of the

defendant is not admissible to show the existence or absence of

negligence in a given case." Gulf, &c. Ry. Co. c Rowland, 82 Tex.

100 (1891).

In New Hampshire, however, "a different rule prevails, and has

become established in cases where the evidence is conflicting; and

it is here held to be competent to show that the party charged with

negligence had performed or omitted the same act in the same way

before, as tending to show that he did or omitted the act at the time

in question, on the ground that a person is more likely to do a thing

in a particular way, as he is in the habit of doing or not doing it."

Parkinson v. Nashua, &c. R. R., 01 N. H. 410 (1881).

lu :Mas3achusetts, the rule prevails that on an issue of the value

of land evidence is admissible of the price at which other lots, simi-

larly situated, sold about the same time. Roberts v. Boston, 149

Mass. 340 (1889). The preliminary question as to whether the lots

are so far similar and the time sufficiently near to render evidence

of sales competent is for the court. " It is not competent to put in

the opinion or judgment of witnesses as to the value of other land

in the vicinity." Thompson r. Boston, 148 :\Iass. 387 (1889).

On a question whether a certain brick-kiln was a nuisance to the

plaintiff, evidence is inadmissible that a certain other brick-kiln

was not a nuisance to the witness. Kirchgraber v. Lloyd, 59 Uo.

App. 59 a894\
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Of course the doing of acts at another time may be inadmissible
on tlie ground of irrelevancy. For example, on an indictment for

arson, it is fatal error to allow evidence that the defendant had
stolen a buggy previously. Schaser v. State, 3G Wise. 429 (1874).
So on an issue of the value of a son's services in his father's store,

evidence of what the father paid another son is immaterial. Colien
r. Cohen, 2 Maekey, 227 (1883). So in an action to recover against
an estate for horse hire, evidence that the plaintiff did not charge
certain other persons for tlie use of the same horse is immaterial.
Harris r. Howard, 5G Vt. 095 (1884).

In CuiMixAL Cases. — The rule excluding proof of similar acts at

another time as evidence on the question of th(^ doing of a particular

act, has naturally been enforced with especial strictness in criminal
cases. The increased probative force of proof of a prior illegal

act and the seriousness in consequences to the prisoner have per-

jnitted but comparatively little relaxation in criminal as compared
with civil cases. To permit this evidence, Avould substantially

amount to proof of character by evidence of particular acts of mis-
conduct. Tliis cannot be done directly, and this rule forbids its

being done indirectly. " The rule is a familiar one in criminal pro-

cedure, that a party cannot be proved guilty of one offence by evi-

dence that at a different time and place he was guilty of committing
a similar crime." Com, v. Campbell, 7 All. 541 (1863).

Thus on an indictment for advising a slave to escape, it is error

to allow the government to show that the defendant previously

advised another slave to escape. Cole v. Com., 5 Gratt. 696 (1848).

On an indictment for infanticide, an admission, by silence, that the

prisoner '-'had a child this way before, and put it away," is inadmis-

sible. State r. Shuford, 69 n" C. 486 (1873).

So on an indictment for murder it was held to be error to permit
the government to connect the prisoner with other offences. " The
only effect of testimony of this character was to distract the atten-

tion of the jury from the real issues in the case and to hll their

minds with prejudice against the accused. All independent mat-

ters and all independent crimes which are disconnected from the

crime then under investigation, which shed no light upon the alleged

criminal transaction, are to be rigorously excluded for the reasons

already given." State v. Parker, 96 jMo. 382 (1888).

" As a general rule, it is not admissible to adduce evidence that

a defendant committed an offence, in order to prove that he com-

mitted another." State v. Alston, 94 N". C. 930 (1886).

On an indictment for murder, preceded by an attempt at robbery,

it is error to permit evidence of prior robberies by the defendants.

"Proof of them only tended to prejudice the defendants with the

jurors, to draw their minds away from the real issue, and to produce

the impression that they were wretches whose lives were of no

value to the community." Boyd v. U. S. 142 U. S. 450 (1892).
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On an issue of burglary evidence is incompetent of a prior bur-

!,'hu-y of the liouse of the prosecutor and tlie ])risoner's ronnection

with it. J>i-htfoot i'. People, 10 Mich. oOT (18(;.S).

The government in a criminal case, however, is not prevented from

liroving the offence charged because such proof incidentally shows

that the defendant has been guilty of another crime. Com. f. John-

son, 150 :\[ass. 54 (1S8!)).

The rule has no application where the j)rior act was the cause of

the act in question. Under these circumstances "the two embrace

but one continuing transaction, and, occurring at the same time and

place, together constitute but the n-s (jcstw of a single principal

fact." Prior v. State, 77 Ala. 50 (1884).

Kklaxation of the Kllk.— In two important particulars the bene-

fits to be derived from the use of this species of evidence have been

considered to more than compensate for the danger of admitting it.

The controlling consideration api)arently has been that two impor-

tant sets of facts can frequently be proved in no other way. These

are, (1), mental states, and, (2), in seeking a responsible cause among

several possible causes.

(1) ^Ikntal Statks. — To prove purpose, intent, motive, knowl-

edge, or other mental state is a task of difficulty. To the niediteval

mind, indeed, the task was insuperable. To ascertain the secret

thoughts of the human heart seemed to our ancestors a task beyond

mere mortal power. A direct appeal to the judgment of Heaven,

by ordeal, wager of battle, &c., was needed to aid consciously feeble

resources for the discovery of truth, when locked up in a human
breast. But this is a mystery which modern jurisprudence by the

use of reason undertakes to unravel. It demands, however, from

the nature of the probleni, a certain rela.xation of the usual rules of

evidence. Unless the person whose mental state is involved ad-

mits its existence, the fact of such mental state can be established

only by proof of its natural manifestations, either in language or

conduct. It follows therefore that in cases where a mental state is

a fact in issue or relevant to the issue, the usual expressions of such

state are competent. The exclamation of pain, hatred, or malice

;

the threat of revenge ; the timid expression of fear by a mind unduly

influenced to do what its sense of justice repudiates ; — these, and
many others are admissible in any case where such a mental state is

in issue or relevant, not as hearsay evidence of the facts stated, but

as original circumstantial evidence of the existence of the state of

mind of which they are the usual expression.

In like manner, the existence of such a mental state may be

proved by evidence of conduct which is the usual expression of such

state. It naturally follows that such proof will frequently be found

in the doing of an act at another time similar to the one as to which
the issue is raised in the case on trial. That such proof would
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come within the scope of the rule against admitting res inter a/los
((ctce, does not afiect the validity of the reasoning under whicli it is
received.

Intent. —Perhaps the most frequ(uit mental state to be affirma-
tively shown, especially in criminal cases, is the existence of a
specific intent.

In an indictment for assault with intent to commit murder,
''previous attacks . . . during the same evening, which showed a
continuous and persevering determination, by repeated assaults
accompanied by threats to kill (the prosecutor) or otherwise injure
him" were admitted. Koss /'. State, 62 Ala. 224 (1878).

So on an indictment for murder previous threats or attempts to
kill are competent. "This evidence did not of itself establish the
tact that the defendant intended to kill his wife at the time he fired
the fatal shot; but it was to be weighed by the jury in connection
with all the facts surrounding the homicide for the purpose of deter-
mining the motive and intent of the defendant at the time." People
V. Jones, 99 N. Y. G67 (1885).

So in an indictment for rape a prior unsuccessful attempt to com-
mit the same crime upon the prosecutrix is competent. People v
O'Sulhvan, 104 N. Y. 481 (1887); State '^;. Walters, 45 la. 389
(1877).

So in a libel for divorce on the ground of adultery prior acts of
adultery are admissible "for the purpose of proving an adulterous
disposition in the persons implicated, which itself tends to prove
the particular act charged, as a continuation of the same immoral
proclivity." Hicks v. State, SG Ala. 30 (1888). So on an indict-
ment for adultery, subsequent acts of adultery are competent, but
the effect of the evidence must be properly limited, and it is error
not to do so. Funderburg v. State. 23 Tex. App. 392 (1887) • State
V. Way, 5 Neb. 283 (1877).

In an indictment for adultery, one of the government witnesses
testified to seeing the alleged guilty parties undress for the pur-
pose of occupying the same bed for the night and go to bed together.
The defence introduced evidence of the witness's character for truth.
It was held that prior acts of undue familiarity were admissible.
"The circumstances thus proved were such as naturally excite in
the mind a belief that a woman who would so conduct herself, would
be more likely to commit the fact alleged against her, than if her
deportment had been modest and discreet." Com. v. Merriam 14
Pick. 518 (1833).

In an action for malicious and wilful mischief the court permit
evidence of other similar offences against the prosecutor by the
defendant. "Inasmuch as the case was one where the motive or
intent with which the act was committed was the gist of the offence,
it was permissible to go into and show other criminal transactions
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of a similai- character, as evidence of tlie intent or niDtive.'' Street

V. State, 7 Tex. App. 5 (IcSTU)-

So in a case of larceny, " as a general rule, evidence tliat the

defendant has coniniitted offences other than those charged in the

indictment, thongh of a similar nature, is prima facie inadmissible.

The general rule has its limitations and exceptions. When it is

material to sliow the intent with which the act charged was com-

mitted, to illustrate its criminality, or to identify the accused as the

person who committed the act laid in the indictment, such evidence

is admissible." Curtis v. State, 78 Ala. 12 (1884).

In an actioii of libel the publication of which is claimed to be

malicious, subsequent publications by the defendant are admissible

'•for the purpose of showing the personal malice and ill-will of the

defendant towards the plaintiff." Grace v. McArthur, 7(5 Wise.

Till (1S90). In an indictment for manslaughter, evidence of cruel

anil abusive treatment of the deceased is admissible on tiie question

of malice. Burnett r. State, 14 Lea, 4.TJ (1H84)
; Eldridge r. State,

27 Fla. 162 (1891).

So where the replication of express malice was made to a defence

of privileged communication in an action of slander, the plaintiff is

entitled to give evidence of a previous statement to a similar effect,

under circumstances not privileged. Hainel v. Amyot, 14 (^)uebec,

56 (1887).

Where an innkeeper, in nu action by a guest to recover for loss of

pro[)erty by fire, relied on a statutory exemi)tion that the fire was

incendiary, evidence was offered that on the same evening an attempt

was made to fire a neighbouring building by similar means. The evi-

dence was rejected, and such rejection was ruled to be error. The

court, per Andrews, J.,while conceding thattlie evidence offered would

be incompetent against the prisoner on an indictment for arson, con-

tinue :
— " But in investigating in a civil suit a question depending

solely upon circumstantial evidence, it would, I think, be holding

too strict a rule to refuse evidence such as was offered in this case,

wliich is connected with the principal fact by circumstances which

naturally tend to establish it. There is no fixed and definite rule,

by which it can be determined whether a collateral fact is so remote

as to be inadmissible to support the principal fact sought to be

established. The question must, to a considerable extent, be de-

cided in each case, on its own circumstances." Faucett r. Nichols,

64 X. Y. 377 (1876). On an indictment for arson, a prior attempt

four weeks before by the defendant to fire the same buildings, is

competent. " Evidence of previous unsuccessful attempts to com-

mit the same crime for which a respondent is on trial, is admis-

sible." State V. Ward, 61 Vt. 153, 181 (1888).

Where the issue was whether the plaintiff was dealing with the

cashier of the defendant bank as an individual or as an officer of the
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defendant bank, evidence is competent of former transactions of

a similar nature between the parties. L'Herbette v. Pittsfield

Xational Bank, 162 Mass. 137 (1894).

Acts admitted for the purpose of showing intent may really

amount to what would popularly be termed circumstantial evidence

of guilt, though in truth all evidence of the existence of one thing

by proof of the existence of another is, in a sense, circumstantial.

Thus on an indictment for stealing a hog, evidence is admissible

that the defendant after the taking altered the brand on the hog,

though this would be a distinct offence, '•' to show the intent with

which the act charged was done . . . inasmuch as the altering of

the previous mark of an animal tends to show the intent of convert-

ing it to one's own use." State v. Thomas, 30 La. Ann. Ft. 1, 600

(1878).

On an indictment for using instruments on a certain woman to

procure a miscarriage, evidence of treatment by electricity of the

same woman on the same occasion and of similar acts on other occa-

sions, is competent. " Whether it was of acts which formed part of

the principal transaction, or of acts of the defendant at other times,

it tended to prove attempts of the defendant to procure the identi-

cal result the intent to procure which constituted the gist of the

otfence charged,— that is, to prove the intent which was charged in

the indictment." Com. v. Corkin, 136 Mass. 429 (1884).

Where the defendant, an insurance agent, was indicted for

fraudulently transferring to a certain insurance company from
another company, for the purpose of shielding the latter, after he

knew that the vessel called the " Wade " and her cargo insured

had been lost, a certain share of the risk, evidence is admissible

that he did the same thing as to other risks about the same time.

" It was necessary for the People to show the evil motive and
fraudulent intent of the defendant in changing the insurance upon
the cargo of the Wade, after knowledge of the loss, from the Conti-

nental to the Thames and Mersey ; and for the purpose of showing

the motive and intent, it was competent for the People to show that

the defendant had done similar acts, although it might thus be

shown that he was guilty of other crimes." People v. Dimick, 107

N. Y. 13, 32 (1887).

Malice. — Acts of the person whose malice at a particular time

is important, whether made before or after the time in question,

may be shown if such acts tend to establish the existence of malice

at the time alleged.

On an indictment of a husband for the murder of his wife evidence

of threats and acts of violence for a period of eight years prior to

the death is competent. " It tended to show a settled ill-will and
malice on the part of the defendant towards his wife, and therefore

bore directly on the question wliether there was any motive for him
to commit the crime." Com. v. Holmes, 157 Mass. 233 (1892).
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So in an action for malicious prosecution, the court say :
'^ Malice

may also be interred, of course, from the circumstances surrounding

and attending upon the prosecution, the conduct and declarations ot

the prosecutor, his activity in and about the case, his efforts therein

to secure some personal end. Indeed, the existence of malice being

a fact which, in the nature of things, is incapable of positive, direct

proof, it must of necessity be rested on inferences and deductions

from facts which can be laid before the jury ;
and hence it is that a

wide range is permitted in adducing attendant circumstances which

tend to throw any light on the subject."' Lunsford r. Dietrich, 93

Ala. r)n5 (1890).

KNowLi:n<;K.— That a particular fact was known to a person is

difficult of proof in the absence of an admission or other affirmative

proof. When, as frequently happens in criminal cases, it becomes

necessary to establish such a mental state, the usual, and apparently

the necessary, method of doing so is by proving facts which tend to

render such knowledge probable. Usually a single fact of this nature

so easily admits of explanation in the way of accident or mistake as

to furnish but a slight degree of probative force. But it will be seen

that the number of such as facts is multiplied, hypotheses which

satisfactorilv explain them all grow rapidly fewer and more diffi-

cult of belief. The necessity of the case and the valuable results to

be obtained from the process have warranted a frequent use of

facts which would otherwise be objectionable as res inter alios

actce.

The question being whether A. fraudulently induced P.. to loan

him money on the security of false certiticates of stock, evidence of

the i^ssession and use by A. of other altered and false certificates

about the same time, whether before or afterwards, is "competent,

to show that his possession of those, for the use of which he was

indicted, was not casual and accidental. . . . They were admitted

and allowed to be used only to show guilty knowledge." Com. v.

Coe, 115 Mass. 481 (1874).

On indictments for receiving stolen goods knowing them to have

been stolen, evidence of stealing from the same persons of similar

goods and their purchase by the accused, is competent. " The rule

ts recognized as well established, that in cases like the present,

where guilty knowledge is an ingredient of the offence charged, the

same may be proved as other facts are proved, by circumstantial

evidence, and tliat other acts of a like character, although involving

substantive crimes, may be given in evidence to prove the scienter.

The principal limitation of the rule is, that the criminal act which

is sought to be given in evidence, must be necessarily connected with

that which is the subject of the prosecution, either from some con-

nection of time and place, or as furnishing a clue to the motive on

the part of the accused." Coleman v. People, 58 N. Y. 555 (1874).
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It is not essential to this rule that the goods should have been

stolen, in the second instances, from the same party. " Upon the

trial on an indictment for receiving certain stolen goods, knowing
them to have been stolen, evidence that other goods, known to have
been stolen, were previously received by the defendant from the

same thief, is admissible for the purpose of showing guilty knowl-
edge on the part of the accused that the goods, for receiving which
he is charged, were stolen." Schriedley v. State, 23 Ohio St., 130

(1872) ;
Devoto v. Com., 3 Mete. (Ky.) 417 (1861).

On an indictment for forging and uttering certain receipted bills

for hides, " on the question of the defendant's knowledge that the

bills in issue were not genuine, his possession and use of other sim-

ilar false bills, about the same time, whether before or afterwards,

in a continuous series of transactions with the same persons under
the same contract, was competent to show that his use of the former
was not innocent." Com. v. Wliite, 145 Mass. 392 (1888). It is

immaterial that the transactions extend some months later than the

latest forgery mentioned in the indictment. Ibid.

To prove defendant's knowledge of the falsity of the false pre-

tence used in obtaining a certain amount of money by means of a

cheque, evidence of prior frauds on other parties, shortly before, is

admissible. Tarbox v. State, 38 Oh. St. 581 (1883). In an action

against a stage line for damages sustained by the overturning of a

stage-coach, as bearing on the bad nature of the roads and the

defendant's knowledge of the necessity of providing a careful driver

in consequence, the frequent occurrence of other sin:iilar accidents

may be shown. But such evidence is not admissible " for the pur-

pose of showing negligence on the part of the driver at the time."

Higley v. Gilmer, 3 Mont. 90 (1878).

So in an action of negligently setting fires by sparks escaping

from a locomotive engine, prior instances of similar fires are admis-

sible as bearing on '' whether, in view of their previous occurrence,

the company was, at the time of the fire in question, in the exer-

cise of reasonable care." Smith v. Old Colony, &c. E. II., 10 R. I. 22

(1871). But no evidence of past fires is admissible for that purpose.

Ibid. So on an issue of negligence, it is competent to show other

occurrences showing knowledge of defects on the part of the defend-

ant. Thus, in an action for personal injuries caused by the cars of

a freight train running off the track, evidence is competent that

freight trains under the same conductor had run off the track sevei\

or eight times within the preceding month. Mobile, &c. R. R. v.

Ashcraft, 48 Ala. 15 (1872).

So on an indictment for passing counterfeit money a witness tes-

tified " that the defendant's wife sold to him a twenty dollar coun-

terfeit bill belonging to the defendant, in his absence; but that the

defendant subsequently was advised of the transaction and sane-
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tioned it." This was not the bill for the passing of which the

defendant was indicted. Held, '' the evidence was admissible as

tending to show knowledge on the part of the defendant that the

bill passed by himself was counterfeit, as the transactions were

about the same time." Bersch v. State, 13 Ind. 434 (1859).

On an indictment for uttering and passing counterfeit money,

evidence that the prisoner " had been employed in the business of

printing parts of genuine bank bills was pertinent for the purpose

of showing his knowledge in respect to bills. It tended to show

guilty knowledge that the bills he passed were counterfeit." Com.

V. Hall, 4 All. 305 (18G2).

So on an indictment for uttering a forged cheque, it is competent

to show the uttering of other forged cheques upon other occasions.

" Such proof is not received for the purpose of showing other crimes

than that charged in the indictment, but for the purpose of show-

ing the guilty knowledge and intent which are elements of the

crhue charged." People v. Everhardt, 104 N. Y. 591 (1887).

Motive.— It is obvious that where the doing of an act, especially

one of serious consequence, is to be established by circumstantial

evidence, one of the most essential objects of judicial inquiry is as

to the existence of motive. Crimes of magnitude and other acts

of grave import are not usually done without a motive, of some

kind, which, for the time at least, probably appeared adequate.

To establish such a motive, resort frequently must be had, as in

proving other mental feelings, to proof of acts which are its usual

expression or otherwise point to it. " Indeed, it would be difficult to

detect criminals and bring them to punishment, by any other means

than by following the thread of impelling motives." Com. v. Ferri-

gau, 44 Pa. St. 386 (1863). Instances of the use of this kind of

evidence are extremely frequent.

For example, in a case where a father was indicted for murder of a

daughter, May, it was the theory of the government that the defend-

ant desired to be rid of a wife and two children, Irene and ]May, in

order to marry another woman. "There was evidence tending

strongly to support this theory, and to show that the death of each

one of the victims was but a part of a system in which the lives of

all were involved, and in the working out of which to the accom-

plishment of defendant's ulterior purpose, the life of each was, in

substantially the same manner, ruthlessly sacrificed. Under these

circumstances, all evidence going in any way to connect the defend-

ant with the murder of his wife, or of his daughter Irene, was rele-

vant to the issues involved on his trial for the murder of ^lay, and

was properly admitted." Hawes v. State, 88 Ala. 37, 67 (1889).

Similarly, where the object of the government was to show that the

murder was committed to enable the prisoner to marry the wife of

the victim, evidence of adulterous intercourse between these parties
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was ad.nitted. - He is a poor judge of human motives and impulseswho cannot see in such a relation as proposed to be proved here!
between the deceased's wife and the prisoner, that it might lead to
the perpetration of the crime charged, or who would deny that itwould probably shed light on the motive for the act. History is
full of such examples." Com. v. Kerrigan, 44 Pa. St. 38G (1863)So evidence IS competent, m a similar case, -that during four of
the eleven nights intervening between the killing and the finding
of the body of the deceased, the accused and Polly, the wife of the
deceased slept in the same bed, and together, at' witness's house.
Clearly this was a pregnant circumstance, taken with the other
proofs tending to show a motive for the crime on the part of the
accused." Miller v. State, 68 Miss. 221 (1890).

"Evidence of one crime may be given to shew a motive for com-
mitting another, as in the case of Kex v. Clewes (4 C. & P 221)and where several felonies are all parts of the same transaction,'
evidence of all is admissible upon the trial of an indictment for any
of them. R. V. Chasson, 16 New Bruns. 546, 582 (1876) Sowhere the motive claimed for a murder was revenge for procuring
prisoners dismissal from employment, evidence is admissible that
the prisoner had stated that he so believed and had threatened to

fix deceased for it. " Upon an indictment for murder, evidence
of former grudges and antece.lent threats is received, because it
tends to show malice in the defendant against the deceased. Such
evidence is admissible because it supplies a motive for the act

"

State V. Palmer, 65 N. H. 218 (1889).
On an action against certain judges of election for refusing to

allow the plaintiff to vote, it was the plaintiff's contention that the
motive of the defendants, who were all members of one political
party, was the partisan one of preventing members of the opposite
political party (of which the plaintiff was a member) from voting
Held: that evidence was competent that the defendants on the same
day had rejected others of their political opponents for the same

'

trivial reasons. " Where the inquiry turns upon intention and motive
and in cases where fraud, corruption and the like constitute the gist
of the action, acts and declarations of a similar character, at or
about the same time, to or towards third parties, are admissible toshow the QUO ammo of the particular transaction." Friend v
Hamill, 34 Md. 298, 306 (1870).
In an indictment for the murder of one Prince Arthur Freeman

by poison, the motive of the defendant, as claimed by the govern-
ment, was as follows. That Freeman, a married man with a wife
and two children, had insured his life for $2000 in favor of his wife
Annie Freeman. That the defendant, a sister of his wife, was bur-
dened with and pressed for the payment of debts which she had no
means of paying. That thereupon, the defendant formed the plan
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and intention of procuring to liersolf tliis insurance money, for the

payment of these pressing debts, by first killing her sister; then

inducing Freeman to make his life insurance payable to herself and,

tinally, killing him. The wife died February liGth, 1885; on May
13th, 1885, the defendant was appointed by Freeman beneficiary

under his insurance certificate ; on June 27th, 1885, Freeman died

;

the defendant's bills were paid from the insurance money which

was duly received on September 23rd, 1885. The court ruled that

upon a trial of a defendant for the commission of a crime, evidence

that at another time he committed a similar crime could not be

received or considered as tending to show that he committed the

crime for which he was on trial ; that therefore evidence tending to

show that the defiMulant killed hor sister Annie Freeman was not

to be considered as indicating that she would be likely to kill Frince

Arthur Freeman, and that all the evidence in relation to the death

of Annie Freeman was only to be considered so far as it bore upon

the question whether the defendant, at the time of the alleged mur-

der of Prince Arthur Freeman, was actuated by the motive which

was imputed to her by the Commonwealth, to obtain for her own

use the life insurance money payable on his death. Held: ''the

ruling at the trial was correct." Com. r. llobinson, 140 Mass. 571

In a Pennsylvania case involving a series of murders by poison,

where the apparent motive in each case was different, the court

insist that the existence of a common motive is an absolute essen-

tial to admitting evidence of other crimes. In other words, the

crimes must be means to a common end foreseen from the begin-

ning, as in the Robinson case, to admit the evidence of other crimes.

"To make one criminal act evidence of another, a connection

between them must have existed in the mind of the actor, linking

them together for some purpose he intended to accomplish ; or it

must be necessary to identify the person of the actor, by a connec-

tion which shows that he who committed the one must liave done

the other." Shaffner v. Com. 72 Pa. St. 60 (1872).

Where the supposed motive for the murder of a wife to whom the

prisoner had been secretly married was the fact that the announce-

ment of such marriage, wliich could be delayed but a short time

longer, would interrupt his relations with a prostitute and prevent

marriage with another woman living in Indiana, to whom he was

then under engagement of marriage, letters of the prisoner to the

deceased and such other women were held competent. "All of

them . . . showed the existence of a relation between the accused

and these two women which might be broken off or interfered with

by his marriage to the deceased becoming piiblic. They exhibited a

motive why he should desire to rid himself of his wife and theii

unborn offspring." O'Brien v. Com., 89 Ky. 354 (1889).
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Where the claim was that the insured had swindled an insurance

company by insuring his life for large amounts in favour of his cred-

itors and other friends, then killing himself, a witness was allowed

to testify that a few months before the process of insurance began

he went at request of insured to raise money for him from his

(insured's) friends ; that he failed to accomplish the purpose and so

informed the insured. "It indicated an existing motive for the

fraud in the want of money and the failure to obtain it." Smith v.

N. B. Society, 123 N. Y. 85 (1890). So where a prisoner had mur-

dered his father and step-mother, the government was permitted on

an indictment for the murder of the father to show ill-will on the

part of the prisoner against the step-mother. " The motive which

induced the defendant to kill any one of the family might very well

be held to have induced him to kill the others." Woolfolk v.

State, 85 Ga. Gl), 105 (1890). So in a murder case, the court rule

that, " It is permissible to prove previous altercations or combats

between the accused and the deceased as tending to show malice,

ill-will, or a motive for the killing. The object of such evidence is

the fact of the previous difftcuity, and collateral inquiries into the

particulars, details of merits, are not allowable." Garrett v. State,

76 Ala. 18 (1884).

On an indictment for murder in an attempt to rape, evidence of

the defendant's conduct about the time of the homicide toward vari-

ous women in the neighbourhood showing an apparent desire to

commit the crime of rape is admissible. But the government can-

not show that the defendant committed a rape several years before

on a woman other than the deceased. " The law in regard to proof

of intent, is, I aDprehend, in no particular different from the law in

regard to the proof of other facts, unless it may be in the general

principle that a person is ordinarily presumed to intend the natural

consequences of his actions. But always the evidence will be sub-

ject to the condition that it legally and logically tends to prove the

facts in issue, wliether it be the intent or any other fact." State v.

Lapage, 57 N. H. 245, 290 (1876) ; State v. Walters, 45 la. 389

(1877°).

'

-

In an indictment for rape, evidence of solicitations six months

previous is competent. " The evidence was admissible as tending

to show the existence of a motive or passion that would render the

commission of the act charged more probable." State v. Knapp,

45 N. H. 148 (1863).

To show that a defendant had negotiated the note in suit at a

large discount because of his impecunious condition, evidence is

admissible that he negotiated other notes at large discounts at about

the same time. Turner v. Luning, 105 Cal. 124 (1894).

Where the doing of a prior act possesses a probative force apart

from its resemblance to the act in question, such fact is, in general,
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admissible, in the absence of special danger to be appreliended from
its use.

J^UKrosE. — So where criminal acts form part of a common pur-

pose or organised plan of operations. " There is a distinct and
significant probative effect, resulting from the continuance of the

same plan or scheme, and from the doing of other acts in ])ursuaiice

thereof. It is somewhat of the nature of threats or declarations

of intention, but more especially of preparations for the commission
of the crime which is the subject of the indictment." Com. if.

Robinson, 14G ^lass. 571 (18S8).

On an indictment for stealing a horse it may be shown that the
defendant on the same nigiit stole a wagon from another person.

"The taking a wagon to use with the stolen horse, if they were used
together, was evidence of a corroborating circumstance to the main
charge, and could be used as evidence for that purpose, notwith-

standing it was proof of another felony also, not charged in the
indictment." Phillips v. People, 57 Barb. 353 (1869). On an issue

of larceny of a horse evidence of the larceny of a saddle and blanket
at the same time was competent. State v. Folwell, 14 Kans. 1()5

(1874). So a larceny of a whittletree about the same time, useful

in enabling the prisoner to escape. Ibid.

On the contrary, the supreme court of Arkansas granted a new
trial in a case where, on an indictment for larceny of two horses,

evidence was admitted that the defendants had shortly afterwards
stolen bridles and saddles with which to equip the horses for the
journey. " It was not competent for the State to prove these sepa-

rate and distinct offences, by the admissions of appellant, or other-

wise, on his trial upon the charge of stealing the horse and mare."
Endaily v. State, 39 Ark. 278 (1882). In this latter case, however,
the evidence of stealing the horse was plenary the defendants hav-
ing confessed. The evidence of the further larcenies seems to have
served no useful purpose.

It is necessary to establish a connecting link between the trans-

action sought to be shown and the transaction in question ;
— as that

they are part of a single plan or scheme. In a well-considered

Massachusetts case, of alleged false pretences in the sale of a horse,

similar false pretences in sales to other persons shortly before were
held inadmissible. " It is not in general competent to show a dis-

tinct crime committed by the defendant for the purpose of proving
that he is guilty of the crime charged. . . . But as in all crimes,

except a few statutory offences, a criminal intent is necessary to be

proved, evidence Avhich legitimately bears upon this may be put in,

even if it be derived from circumstances which also show the com-
mission of another offence. . . . The evidence here admitted as to

the three other distinct fraudulent sales does not appear to come
within any of the exceptions to the general rule that limits the trial
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to the immediate act for wliicli the defendant is indicted. . . . The
transactions formed no part of a single scheme or plan, any more

than the various robberies of a thief." Per Devens, J., in Com. v.

Jackson, 132 Mass. 16 (1882).

Where, on the trial of one charged with the forgery of a promis-

sory note, it appears that the crime in question is one of a system

of lik« crimes committed by the defendant in pursuance of a con-

spiracy, other notes forged by him during the pendency of the

conspiracy and purporting to be executed by different persons, are

admissible in evidence against him. '' The reason for the rule in

this and similar cases is that when once system is proved, each par-

ticular part of the system may be explained by the other parts

which go to make up the whole." Card v. State, 109 Ind. 415, 420

(1886).

In a case in New Hampshire which the court evidently feel is a

close one, the evidence having been admitted on the wrong ground

at the trial, the court "after some hesitancy " decide that on an

indictment for placing obstructions on a railroad track, evidence

was admissible that shortly before and shortly after the obstruc-

tions in question were struck the defendants placed other obstruc-

tions on the track, in the immediate vicinity. "Tlieso acts would

show that the defendants were near the place where the offence was

committed, about the time it was committed, and that they were

consequently in a situation to place the obstructions on the track,

and had the strength and ability to put them there." State v.

Wentworth, 37 N. H. 106 (1858). A similar reasoning is adopted

in a Massachusetts case. " Where unlawful acts of the same

general character are continuous in their nature, and appear to

be parts of a general scheme or plan, participation in them at an

earlier stage is the usual evidence that one who was afterward

present was a participator then." Tyson v. Booth, 100 Mass. 258

(1868).

Fraud. — Nowhere is a wider latitude given into the range ot

res inter alios actce than in cases of fraud.

To show fraudulent intent, evidence is admitted of other frauds

of a similar nature, especially where such evidence tends to estab-

lish the existence of an organized scheme, of which separate frauds

constitute part.

For example, where it was claimed that the plaintiff was patentee

of an invention for baling cotton, and that the defendants, an

English company, making a similar device, fraudulently pretended

to be about to purchase this invention, not actually intending to do

so, but with the real object of keeping the market for their own

process during the pendency of protracted negotiations, evidence

that the defendants, during the same period, entered into negotia-

tions with other American inventors, patentees of competing inven-
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tions, in the s;iine way uiul with tlie same object, is competent. " It

was an important iiKpiiry in the ease, what was the purpose or

animus of tlie del'endants in tlieir negotiations with tlie plaintiff?

... If a motive exist prompting to a particuhir line of conduct,

and it he shown that in pursuing that line a defendant has deceived

iind defrauded one person, it may justly be inferred tluit similar

conduct towards another, at about the same time, and in relation to

a like subject, was actuated by the same spirit." Butler v. Wat-

kins, 13 Wall. 45(5, 4G4 (LS71). On an issue whether tlie defend-

ants fraudulently sold the plaintiff's goods to a person of no financial

standing, it may l)e shown that they sold the goods of others to such

persons with similar false representations. "Actions of this de-

scription, . . . where fraud is of the essence of the charge, neces-

sarily give rise to a wide range of investigation, for the reason that

the intent of the defendant is, more or less, involved in the issue.

E.xpericnce shows that positive proof of fraudulent acts is not gen-

erally to be expected, and for that reason, among others, the law

allows a resort to circumstances, as the means of ascertaining the

truth." Castle v. Bullard, 23 How. 172, 1.S7 (ISr/J). So on an

issue of a fraudulent entry of goods at the custom-house, evidence of

similar previous fraudulent entries has been received. " Wherever
the intent or guilty knowledge of a party is a material ingredient in

the issue of a case, these collateral facts, tending to establish such

intent or knowledge, are j)roper evidence." Bottoniley /*. U. S.

1 Story, 135, 144 (1840). Where it was claimed that the defendant

procured an extension of time upon a certain indebtedness by fraud-

ulent representations as to his ability to pay, evidence is admissible

that at the same time the defendant was making like false repre-

sentations to others. "The plaintiff relied upon showing, that the

defendant had been engaged in a scheme, to defraud those upon

whose credulity he could impose; and the entire history of the

defendant's dealings with him, in regard to this money loaned,

would tend, in some degree, though perhaps remotely, to show that

it was with a continued intent to defraud, that he made the rep-

resentations " in question. French r. White, 5 Duer, 2o4 (1856).

On the issue whether a certain conveyance to the plaintilf was in

fraud of A.'s creditors, evidence is admissible of other conveyances

from A. to the plaintiff and collusive suits between A. and the

plaintiff about the same time which were also in fraud of A.'s cred-

itors. " It is usually the only mode of proving such matters.

Purpose and intention, especially when there is an obvious motive

for disguise, is only to be reached by inference, and safe inference

oan almost never be made from a single transaction, especially when
the form of the act is in itself indifferent and of hourly occurrence."'

Pierce r. Hoffman, 24 Yt. 525 (1852) ; Baldwin r. Short, 125 N. Y.

553 (1891). " It is not essential to the competency of such evidence
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that it sliould relate to transactions contemporaneous with the one
investigated. If they are so closely related in time that the intent
that governed in the one may fairly and reasonably be inferred to
be the intent that controlled the other, then the one sheds light
upon the other and is therefore a relevant subject of investigation."
Bernheim v. Dibrell, 66 :\[iss. 199 (1888). So evidence that the
alleged fraudulent grantee assisted the grantors in devising means
to prevent their creditors from availing themselves of their legal
remedies, e. (/., by leaving the State and remaining away until after
a certain session of the trial court, is competent. Adams v Kenney
59 N. H. 133 (1879).

It is not, per contra, sufficient to show that two frauds are contem-
poraneous to succeed in establishing a probative relation between
them. This would only tend to show that the defendant was likely
to do the act complained of because he had done it before,— which
is precisely what the rule of the re,s inter alios seeks to prevent.
Such a line of proof substantially amounts to proof of (diaracter by
specitic acts of conduct. Evidence of prior frauds is admitted only
when done with a persistent motive, or as part of a systematic plan.
In a case where tlie phiintiffs, who were wholesale merchants,
claimed that the defendant had procured a sale to himself of certain
goods by fraud and with intent not to pay for the same, it was held
error to admit evidence of similar fraudulent representations to

other merchants about the same time, unless the transactions should
be connected in some particular manner. '* The admission of such
evidence would introduce a multiplicity of collateral issues, calculated
to withdraw the attention of the jury from the real issue in the case •

and it would operate unjustly to the defendant, as it requires him
to explain his transactions with others, without any notice or oppor-
tunity for preparation." Jordan v. Osgood, 109 Mass. 457 (1872).
After reviewing the authorities, the court in that case (Jordan v.

Osgood) say :
'< We think the true rule to be deduced from them is,

that another act of fraud is admissible to prove the fraud charged
only where there is evidence that the two are parts of one scheme
or plan of fraud, committed in pursuance of a common purpose."
Ibid. Edwards v. Warner, 35 Conn. 517 (1869) ; Moline-:\rilburn

Co. V. Franklin, 37 Minn. 137 (1887).

Where, in an action on a life insurance policy, the defence was
that the policy was procured by one Hunter on the life of Arm-
strong for the fraudulent purpose of feloniously killing Armstrong
and securing the money from the policy, the benefit of which had
previously been assigned to him, it was held that "evidence that he
effected insurances upon the life of Armstrong in other companies
at or about the same time, for a like fraudulent purpose, was admis-
sible. A repetition of acts of the same character naturally indicates
the same purpose in all of them ; and if when considered together
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they cannot be reasonably explaiiunl without ascribing a paiticuh'ir

motive to the perpetrator, such motive will be considered as

prompting each act." New York Mutual, &c., Ins. Co. v. Ann-

strong, 117 U. S. 51)1 (1885). In a Virginia case, on an action to

cancel a contract for the sale of land alleged to have been procured

by the fraudulent misrepresentation of an agent, evidence that the

agent made similar representations to others is admissible, not as

showing what took place on tlie jjarticular occasion, but as being

** very persuasive of the bent" of the agent's miml. Wilson r.

Carpenter's Adm'r, 21 S. E. 243 (1895).

So in an action in Michigan, where the issue was whcthfr tlie sale

of a certificate of stock was induced by certain fraudulent represen-

tations of a promoter, similar rej)resentations to others by the same

promoter may be shown. French /*. Ryan, (32 N. W. lOlG (181)5).

On a bill in equity to rescind the purchase of a silver mine on the

ground of fraud perpetrated by "salting" the si)eciniens of ore

taken by the complainant for assay, evidence is competent that the

defendant also " salted " samples \ised in prior negotiations with

other persons for the sale of the same mine. Mudsill Mining Co.

V. Watrous, Gl Fed. Rej). 1(53 (18l>4). To prove that the "salting"

was not accidental, evidence is competent that no native silver was

found in the samples assayed, but that each one of tliirty samples

contained powdered silver. Jfn'd. To establish fraud in the impor-

tation of certain merchandise, evidence of twenty-nine other invoices

imported by the claimant into the same port is admissible " for the

purpose of showing the fraudulent intention of the claimant in these

importations as well as the ])resent." The supreme court of the

United States, speaking by Story, J., say : "Indeed, in no other

way would it be practicable, in many cases, to establish such intent

or motive, for the single act taken by itself may not be decisive

either way ; but when taken in connection with others of the like

character and nature, the intent and motive may be demonstrated

almost with a conclusive certainty." AVood r. U. S. 16 Peters, 342,

360 (1842). "Experience shows that positive jiroof of fraudulent

acts is not generally to be expected, and for tliat reason, among
others,, the law allows a resort to circumstances, as the means of

ascertaining the truth." Castle v. Bullard, 23 How. 172 (1859).

In cases of fraud, subsequent acts may be shown to establish

a prior fraudulent intent. " The subsequent acts are illustrative

of the intent and character of the lirst." Butler c. Collins, 12 Cal.

457 (1859).

Skill.— So in the proof of any other mental state, e. ff.,
the

skill needed to do the act alleged to have been done, evidence of

acts done at another time may be received.

On an indictment for arson, the government, after showing that

the fire was set by the use of a peculiarly constructed box, well
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adapted to that purpose and to no other, was permitted to show
that a box found a month before, under circumstances showing its

use for incendiary purposes, was made at the defendant's shop '* to

show that he possessed the requisite skill, materials, tools, and
opportunity to have made " the box used in the fire in question, and
that this was the sole legitimate purpose of the evidence, " unless

the jury should find, in the one, such marks as show that one hand

must have made both." Com. /'. Choate, 105 Mass. 451 (1870).

It is immaterial that the proof of a mental state in this way inci-

dentally results in showing the commission of other crimes. Street

V. State, 7 Tex. App. 5 (1879) ; Com. v. Robinson, 146 Mass. 571

(1888); State v. Palmer, 65 X. H. 216 (1889); R. r. Chasson, 16

New. Bruns. 546 (1876) ; Phillips v. People, 57 Barb. 353 (1869).

If evidence " tends to prove the crime alleged, it is not to be re-

jected, though it also tends to prove the commission of other crimes,

or to establish collateral facts." Com. v. Choate, 105 Mass. 451

(1870); Com. v. Scott, 123 Mass. 222 (1877) ; Com. v. Corkin, 136

Mass. 429 (1884). The rule is well stated by the supreme court of

Missouri in State v. Tabor, 95 Mo. 585 (1888). "Evidence of

another crime is never admissible unless so connected with the one

tlien being investigated as to show that the commission of the for-

mer had something to do with the perpetration of the latter. Un-
less the apparently collateral crime be brought into a common
system, a system of mutually dependent crimes, or unless it be so

linked to the crime under trial as to show that the former, though

apparently an extraneous offence, is not so in reality, such evidence

is not admissible."

(2) Tracixu a Constant Cause. —^^A frequent and indeed the

usual ground on which facts objectionable as res inter alios actce are

admitted to prove intent, knowledge, motive or other mental state

is that a constant effect under various circumstances in which one

cause alone (the mental state sought to be proved) remains constant

strongly tends to show that the mental state is the impelling cause

in tliecase under consideration. This naturally results from the fact

that other hypotheses, perhaps at first equally tenable, are being con-

stantly eliminated from the problem. If the case under considera-

tion were alone submitted to examination, it would be difficult (if not

impossible) to establish to the required extent the proposition that

one among the several possible causes disclosed by the evidence, was

the one actually operative. Various other hypotheses would, in all

probability, seem equally tenable upon the facts in evidence. But

as these facts are varied in other instances and as these instances

are multiplied, if the same effect follows it will naturally be found

that as instance after instance is added to the scope of the inquiry,

one permissible hypothesis after another is being excluded ;
— until

only the mental state alleged remains as a constant cause. This
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line of reasoning is in frequent use in otlier lieMs of imiuiry, ami it

is doubtful whether the search for truth on many issues involving

the existeiiee of a mental state can bt; prolitahly proseentetl in any

other way.

The same statement will be found to apply to many cases other

than those involving the existence of a mental state. Where the

effort is made to fix liability for a certain result upon one among

several ])OSsible causes the same thing is true. Upon the evidence

in the case itself, the eiTort must fail, where other exculpating theo-

ries are deducible from the facts. Among them the cause to which

liability is assigned may not stand out with sufficient prominence to

sustain the onus of establishing the case. E-v )ii'r,x>(it<tte ret, the

pleader must proceed to show that in (»ther instances, where different

facts existed, the same result followed the presence of the cause for

which liability is claimed. Any exculpatory hypothesis nuust now

apply to all the cases, and these will be found to be few and faint
;

—
if, indeed, they exist at all. The process, sufficiently continued,

leads to mental certainty.

For example, it is claimed that the plaintiff's horse, when oi.posite

a pile of lumber, which the defendant town permitted to remain

near the highway, shied violently, by which damage occurred. The

plaintiff's claim is that tlie pile of lumber frightened the horse, and

that permitting such a pile to remain was a defect in the highway.

It may be claimed, in defence, that other causes than those inherent

in the appearance of the pile of lumber, are responsible for the acci-

dent. The time of day, the condition of the weather, the care and

skill of the driver, the unsafe character of the horse; —these or

other more or less possible causes of the accident may be so left

upon the evidence of the particular occurrence as to render it doubt-

ful to which of such causes the injury is fairly to be attributed.

If, however, the plaintiff can go forward and show that at all times

of the day, in many various conditions of the weather, with many

drivers of varying degrees of skill and care, other horses, old and

young, kind and vicious, were affected in a substantially similar

"manner when brought in contact with the same pile of lumber, it is

evident that new facts are being shown ;
— of probative force great

in proportion as they exclude the operation of causes other than the

nature of the pile of lumber itself.

It may fairly be alleged against this method of proof that it tends

to a multiplicity of issues. But this objection is purely a matter for

the court, on a fair consideration of what may reasonably be expected

to be gained by pursuing such inquiries. As the supreme judicial

court of :Massachusetts say :
'• So far as the introduction of collateral

issues goes, that objection is a purely practical one, a concession to

the shortness of life. When the fact sought to be proved is very

unlikely to have any f)tlier explanation than the fact in issue, and
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may l)e proved oi disproved without unreasonably ])rotracting tlie

trial, there is no objection to going into it.'' lleeve ik Dennett, 145

Mass. 23 (1887).

Reeve v. Dennett (^ubi supj'u) is an instance of the ai)})lieation

of this rule. The issue was fraud in the sale of shares in a com-

pany intended to encourage the use in dentistry of a coin})ound dis-

covered by the defendants called " Naboli." The plaintiff's claim

was that this compound was worthless. In reply to this evidence,

" the defendant put on a number of his patients, who testified that

the defendant's operations upon their teeth, using his invention,

were practically painless, whereas similar operations before had been

very painful." Held that this was competent :
" If a dozen patients

should testify that, when the defendant used his naboli, he filled

their teeth without liurting them, and that he hurt them a good deal

when he did not use it ... it would go far towards proving that

naboli had some tendency to deaden pain. Indeed, the same thing

is true in a less degree, if the painful operations were by another

hand. Filling teeth, however skilfully done, is generally unpleas-

ant. If it is found to be wholly painless when a certain com])ound

is used, as the witnesses testified, probably the compound is at least

in part the cause." Ibid.

Where a horse was alleged to have been frightened by steam

escai)ing from the defendant's mill, situated on the margin of the

public higliway, "witnesses for the plaintiff were permitted to tes-

tify that, when travelling by the mill with horses well broken and

ordinarily safe, their horses were frightened by the escaping steam.

This evidence was limited to a short time before and after th(^

plaintiff's injury, when the mill was in the same condition as

when she was injured; and was admitted for the sole purpose of

showing the capacity of the escaping steam to frighten ordinary

horses." Held, no eri-or. " We think tlie competency of the evi-

dence rests upon the same principle as evidence, in actions against

railroad corj^orations for damage by fire, alleged to have been set by

coals or sparks from a passing locomotive, that the same locomo-

tive, or others similarly constructed and used, have emitted sparks

and coals, and set fire at other places and on other occasions. It

tends to show the capacity of the inanimate thing to do the mischief

complained of." Crocker v. McGregor, 76 Me. 282 (1884). So

in an action to recover for injuries caused by a defect in a high-

way where the defence is that the i)laintiff was driving at a very

high rate of speed, the capacity of the horse for going at that

rate of speed may be shown by evidence of recent trials of his

speed on a race-track. Whitney i\ Leominster, 136 Mass. 25 (1883). ,

So in an action against a town for an injury caused by an alleged '

defect in the highway consisting of a pile of lumber by the side of

the road likely to frighten horses, where the defence was that the
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plaintiff's horse was vicious and unsafe, evidence is adtnissiMe that

another horse on driving })ast this pile of lumber was also fright-

ened by it. Darling f. Westmoreland, 52 N. H. 401 (1872). "In

this case two primary questions arose, whether the lumber was

likely to frighten horses, and whether it did frighten the plaintiff's

horse. Was it of such a character, quality and condition, tliat it

could, and probably or manifestly would, be an object of terror to

horses in general, or horses of ordinary gentleness or of average

skittishness ? That was one question. Was the plaintitf's horse

frightened by it ? That was anotlier and very different (question. . . .

No one doubts that the fright of the plaintiff's horse was com})e-

tent evidence on that question (whether the lumber was likely to

frighten horses) ; and, ordinarily, where evidence of one experiment

is admissible to show the cliaracter of inanimate matter, evidence of

two experiments of the same kind is not inadmissible. . . . What
rule of law considers the fright of Mr. Darling's horse as impor-

tant, and disregards the fright of Mr. Fletcher's horse as of no

cons(>queiice at all?" Ihid.

Jiailroad Cases. — The nature of the questions raised b}' certain

injuries caused by the operation of railroads makes a resort to the

evidence of other occasions necessary, while the general regularity

of operation and similarity of construction in machinery, &c., which

may be presumed to exist under a common and higldy systematized

management make a resort to such evidence frequently productive

of a highly }jrobative effect.

Thus with regard to fires alleged to be communicated by sparks

from locomotive engines.

In an action to recover damages to the plaintiff's mill from fire

alleged to have been communicated by one of two locomotive en-

gines of the defendant company, on June 7th, 1870, " the plaintiffs

' were allowed to prove . . . that at various times during the same

summer before the fire occurred, some of the defendant's locomo-

tives scattered fire when going past the mill and bridge, without

showing that either of those which the plaintiffs claimed communi-

cated the fire was'among the number, and without showing that the

locomotives were similar in their make, their state of repair or

management, to those claimed to have caused the fire complained

of." Held, no error. " The question has often been considered by

the courts in this country and in England ; and such evidence has,

we think, been generally held admissible, as tending to prove the

possibility, and a consequent probability, that some locomotive

caused the fire, and as tending to show a negligent habit of the

officers and agents of the railroad company." Grand Trunk R. R.

V. Richardson, 91 U. S. 454 (1875) ; Koontz v. 0. R. & X. Co., 20

Oreg. 3 (1890); Pennsylvania R. R. v. Stranahan, 79 Pa. St. 405

(1875) ; Field v. N. Y. Cen. R. R. 32 N. Y. 339 (1865) ;
Cleaveland

V. Grand Trunk R. R. 42 Vt. 449 (1869).
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So a phiiiitiff can show tliat at intervals during a period of four
years i)rior to the setting of tlie fire in question, coals dropped from
the defendant's locomotives had caused fires in the same place and
that such locomotives had emitted sparks of sufficient size to set fire
to the pUiintiff's property. Longabaugh v. Virginia Citv, &c K K
9 Nev. 271 (1874).

So the fact "that fires frequently occurred along the line of rail-
way after the passing of the defendant's trains" is admissible
Robinson v. New Brunswick R. R. 23 Xew Bruns. 323 (1883)
So evidence is competent, in a similar case, that trains frequently

set fire to fences and grass at other places in the vicinity of
plaintiff's premises during the same autumn. Kentucky Cen R R
V. Barrow, 81) Ky. G38 (1890). So that within a week before the
hre in question the engines of the defendant, in passing, had scat-
tered large sparks which were capable of setting fires to combustible
articles along the road, and that frequent fires, occasioned by such
sparks, had been put out within that time. Annapolis, &c. R R v
Gantt, 39 m\. 115 (1873).

"It is competent for the plaintiff to show the emission of sparks
or Ignited matter from other engines of the defendant, passing the
spot upon other occasions, either before or after the dama-e
occurred for which the action is brought, without showing that they
were under the charge of the same driver, or were of the same con-
struction as the one occasioning the damage." The actual inquiries
were limited to within a month of the fire. Diamond r. Northern

Ya 443^188
^*'"^" ^^^' ^^^ ^^^^'^

' ^"^^'^^'°P^ ^- ^- ^- ^^^gers, 76

For similar reasons evidence is admissible "that encrines had
prior to the fire passed over the road under like conditions of wind
weather, &c., wit/iont causing fires" on an issue whether there was
negligence in causing the fire in question. Atchison, &c R R v
Stanford, 12 Kans. 354 (1874).

'
"

'

Tn a Rhode Island case, evidence of both antecedent and subse-
quent fires from sparks was held admissible under certain restric-
tions. "We think there are two purposes for which such testimony
may be admissil)le. The fact that other fires have been communi-
cated before, and especially if recently before, the occurrence of the
hre 111 question, is a fact which should put the company on their
guard and stimulate them to increased watchfulness, and therefore
testimony relating to such fire might properly pass to the jury to
enable the jury to judge whether, in view of their previous occur-
rence, the company was, at the time of the fire in question, in the
exercise of reasonable care. For this purpose, however, no testi-mony should pass to the jury relating to fires subsequent to the fire
in question, for obviously no such fire could have put the company
on their guard against the fire in question. A second purpose for
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which such testimony might be iulinissible is this, namely : to show

the possibility of communicating fire by sparks from a locomotive,

if any question were made \ipon that point, and, for this i)urp()se,

it would be immaterial whether the testimony related to tires of an

earlier or later date than the tire in question. If, however, the pos-

sibility were not questioned, and, especially, if it were admitted

that the fire so originated, testimony relating to fires of a later

date should be carefully excluded as being irrelevant, and as having

a tendency to excite ])rejudice against the company." Smith /•. Old

Colony, &c, K. \i. 10 K. I. 22 (1871).

Where " the fatal fire has been set out from a designated engine,

it is admissible to introduce evidence of other fires previously set

out by the same engine but not by any other engine of the defen-

dant company." Jacksonville, &c. 11. K. r. ]*eninsular Land, titc.

Co., 27 Fla. 1, 104 (1891). "Former tires by the same engine arc

admissible as evidence tending to prove its defective condition or

construction, or improper management, and those put out l)y other

engines are excluded because they are matters collateral to the

issue and not evidence of the imperfect condition or bad manage-

ment of the particular locomotive." J7)iJ. Ireland v. Cincinnati,

&c. E. R. 79 Mich. 163 (1890).

So where the evidence placed responsibility for the fires on one

of two designated engines, fires set by other engines were excluded.

" The evidence in this case was circumstantial, and it should not be

extended to circumstances which could not have any logical bearing

upon the issue. Tlie syllogism that because other locomotives on

this road caused other fires at other times in the vicinity, therefore

these two locomotives, or one of them, which passed the place at

this time, caused this particular fire, would be no more logical than

that locomotives on some railway in another state, a thousand miles

distant, caused fires in the vicinity of the railway, on account of

insufficient manufacture or repair, or other negligence." Gibbons
V. Wisconsin, &c. R. R. 58 AVisc. 335 (1883).

"The testimony tending to show that other fires Avere set about

the same time by the same engine was competent." Haseltine v.

Concord R. R. 64 N. H. 545 (1888) ; Stertz /•. Stewart, 74 Wise.

160 (1889). So of fires on the same day and trip. Lanning v.

Chicago, &c. R. R. m la. 502 (1886) ; Slossen r. R. R. 60 la. 215

(1882).

Where the fire was claimed to have been set by a designated

engine, evidence that about the same time other engines had set

fires along the defendant's road was excluded as collateral although

it was in evidence that all the locomotives on the road used the

same kind of spark arresters, and that the designated engine "was
a good, safe engine which was supplied with the most approved
spark arrester." Coale v. Hannibal, &c. R. R. 60 Mo. 227 (1875).
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The only authority cited by the court in support of this proposi-

tion is Baltimore, &c. R. R. v. Woodruff, 4 Md. 242 (1853), which
may be considered as overruled.

It has been held that where the emitting of sparks must, accord-

ing to the testimony, be due to a want of repair in the spark
arresters or similar contrivances, it is the duty of the court, before

admitting evidence of subsequent fires, to ascertain that the state

of repair of the engine is approximately the same on the two occa-

sions. Collins V. X. Y. Central, &c. R. R. 109 N. Y. 243 (1888).

So in New Hampshire, the qualification is made on the admissi-

bility of evidence of other locomotive fires or sparks that the other

engines were of the same construction, used in the same manner,
and in the same state of repair. Boyce v. Cheshire R. R. 43 N. H.
G27 (1862).

Such evidence of other occasions is only admissible where it is

necessary to rely on it for the purpose of enabling the plaintiff to

prove his case. Where the issue is a simple question of fact to be

settled by direct evidence, it is not admissible. Thus on an issue

whether the defendant company had set fire to the plaintiff's wliarf

and lumber-yard by sparks emitted from the smokestack of a

steamer, the screens being negligently left open, " evidence of the

screens being open and the escape of sparks therefrom on other

occasions and at other places than at the time and place in question

was inadmissible." Edwards v. Ottawa River Navigation Co., 39

Q. B. U. C. 264 (1876).

So where the facts are capable of being shown to the jury such

evidence will not be received. Thus where the question was
whether the defendant railroad had left the highway to the plain-

tiff's tavern in suitable condition evidence that " one or more per-

sons had been upset in driving over the road in question," is not

admissible. '•' The width of the road, the smoothness of its surface,

its elevations and depressions, the obstructions remaining thereon

and their size and position, are all susceptible of exact admeasure-

ment, and from these facts as disclosed with more or less of accuracy,

it will be for the jury to determine how far and to what extent the

condition of the road may have been the cause of injury to the party

complaining." Hubbard v. And. &c. R. R. 39 Me. 506 (1855).

Charactp:r Evidexce. — An exclusionary rule characteristic of

the English law of evidence is that w^hicli, on the question whether

a person did or did not do a certain act, withholds from the consid-

eration of the jury the fact that the person alleged to have done or

refrained from doing the act in question was of a character such as

to make it probable that he did it or refrained from doing it. Battles

V. Laudenslager, 84 Pa. St. 446 (1877) ; Lander r. Seaver, 32 Vt. 114

(1859); Soule v. Bruce, 67 ^fe. 584 (1877) ; McCarty v. Leary, 118

Mass. 509 (1875); Jacobs v. Duke, 1 E. D. Smith, 27i (1851).
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Thus, ill an nctioti of assumitsit l)y a i)liysiciau for services, wliere

the defendant offered evidence of the plaintiff's poor character as a

physician, the evidence was held to have been properly excluded.

"Character was not put in issue by the nature of this action. . . .

The plaintiff is entitled to compensation for his skill and labour

whatever they might be." Jeffries v. Harris, 3 Ilawkes, lo") (l<Sli4;.

In a civil action for assault and battery evidence of plaintiff's bad

character and loose morals is not competent even on the (piestion of

damages. IJruce r. Priest, o All. 100 (1801').

This evidence is not, as a rule, excluded because irrelevant. On
the contrary, it is frequently probative in a high degree. Character

evidence may, on the other hand, be properly rejected because irrele-

vant. For example, where a witness had admitted on cross-examina-

tion various acts of drunkenness, evidence of a general rejjutation

for sobriety is irrelevant as " it would not have removed the imputa-

tion which resulted from liis testimony on the stand." McCarty r.

Leary, 118 Mass. 500 (187.")). So where a si)ecitic act of negligence

is proved, '* the question whether it is actionable negligence is to be

decided by the character of that act or omission, and not by the chai-

acter for care and caution that the defendant may sustain," and evi-

dence of defendant's cliaracter as a careful man, is immaterial and

irrelevant. Tenney r. Tuttle, 1 All. 185 (l8()l).

All that is meant is that the ground for excluding evidence of

character is not, primarily, that it is irrelevant.

The reason for the rule is probably to be sought, in part, at least,

in that rigor of the early Knglisli criminal law code wliich naturally

led to unusual and, perhaps, undue leniency in its administration.

Civil Cases. — In a civil action the rule is well settled that

neither party is allowed to introduce evidence of good character.

Even though the facts savor of criminality, the party affected does

not have the option (as in criminal cases) to introduce evidence of

his good character. Boardman r. Woodman, 47 N. II. 120 (i860)

;

" On principle, as well as authority, evidence of good reputation is

not competent to show that one is not guilty of a dishonorable or

unlawful act whicli is not punishable as a crime." Lamagdelaine

V. Treniblaj-, 162 Mass. 339 (1894).

So in an action on a policy of insurance, where the defence is

fraud, the plaintiff cannot set up evidence of good character. Fowler

V. iEtna Fire Ins. Co., 6 Cowen, 673 (1827); "If such evidence is

proper, then a person may screen himself from the punishment due

to fraudulent conduct, till his character becomes bad. Such a rule

of evidence would be extremely dangerous. Every man must be

answerable for every improper act ; and the character of every trans-

action must be ascertained by its own circumstances, and not by the

character of the parties." Ibid., Schmidt v. N. Y. &c. Ins. Co., 1

Gray, .529 (1854). But see Spears v. International Ins. Co., 1 Baxter,

370"'(1872).
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So in an action of debt, tl.e plea of fraud does not put in issue ti.echaracter ot the plaintiff. Ko evidence is admissible regan i.VAnderson r. Lono- in S ,e. i? -t.-t/iQQ.n -rw n
^ ^'^o'Ik^u'i.-,'^ ic.

T
^°

°"J\^f°^J"''
^"^^•''•'y' character eviaeuce is inadmissibleLow V. Mitchell, 18 Me. 372 (1S41)

maumissiDie.

evklence of ^^^'H,
'"'?" "'"' " "'"'f'''' «'» ''«f™"->t offeredex Klenee o his good ehaiacter as a peaceable and orderly person Inartinning the rejection of the evidence the court say aftefa fnTl «

SrinXre's' "n\"Tr"t"'°""",'
""' '"^^^ a«thorities'ts;Vr "two"piinciples. (I) ihat in civil suits evidence of the character of the

! i
/'-• ' P""".'S '='""•''<='" in issue is a technical expression

esd to tl,:
;?,"„?""'"/ "r'

"" ""'"''""" "•^>- '- affect^^b; tleresult but that it is of particular importance in the suit itself n^ th^character of the plaintiff in an action of slander, or t mVff a wo,nanm an ac ,011 on the case (or seduction. The remark ofProfessor(xr enleaf, 11, his Treatise on Evidence, Vol. 1st, sect. 54, that 'Te°erally ,„ actions of tort, wherever the defendant is chargec i?h fAi dfrom inere oirciimstances, evidence ot his general good ch.aract isadmissible o repel it,' is not sustained by any authority wWch anhnd, save Kuan .. Perry, .'J Caines (120), and this is expre s y ove,

Sttr,]t^"\ '"''f^
''"'' '"'"""• '°-" l'°''«'- "• Sei e 23 it

appeals .say ' That case was long since overrulal." p^tt v Andrews, 4 N. ^ 493 (18,51). This view is concurreil in by the courfin"Gregory ,. Chambers, 78 Mo. 294, 300 (1883), and Araer Fire InsCo. ,. Hazen 110 Pa. St. 530 (1885). lUit .s^e Scott .. Fie ler 1Overton, 488 (1812), which follows Kuan ,-. Perry. Eviden e ofcliaracter is incompetent for the plaintiffs in an action on an insiu-

ttei?:'":; n " f' "^'r" r " '^ "'^' "- 1"-"«^ ^^^
(1886)

""• ' '"• '^°- '• "''*'^''»' "" I'''- St. 530

does°n'^'t put'21 '"•V°:, ™f"''°"'^'y
''"""'? the plaintiff's bamdoes not put the defendant's character in issue, or enable him to in-troduce evidence of good character. Thayer „. Boyle, 30 Me. 475

In an action for slander not imputing a crime, a defence of truthdoes not entitle the plaintiff in rebuttal to put in evidence of hsgener.al goo.I character. Matthews .;. Huntley, 9 N. H 146 «8381Honghtaling ,.. Kilderhonse, 1 X. Y. 530 (1848)
''

The courts of Vermont admit such evidence in these cases of indirect incrimination on the ground that the incriminating evideneimpeaches the character ot the plaintiff as a witness tor veJacte
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"That testimony tending to show that lie had sworn falsely u})on a

material matter then in issue and on trial, would have that tendency

eaiinot be doubted." Mosley /'. Vermont, &c. Ins. Co., 55 Vt. 1 I'J

(lJ^«-0-
. . .

In Alabama, the rule is laid down that unless character is in issue

in a civil case evidence of reputation is incompetent; but that if

evidence of bad character is introduced the party assailed may intro-

duce evidence of good character. Goldsmith /;. Picard, 27 Ala. 142

(1855).

Ckimixal Casks. — In criminal cases, the defendant is entitled to

introduce evidence of his good character, if he desires. Unless and

until he avails himself of this option, the government can introduce

no evidence that the prisoner's character is bad. Felscnthal v. State,

30 Tex. App. 075 (1892) ; State r. Merrill, 2 Devereux, 269 (1829).

When the prisoner opens the subject, the government is not only at

liberty to meet the defendant's evidence but to prove affirmatively

that the defendant has a bad character in relation to the trait in-

volved in the inquiry. People v. White, 14 Wend. Ill (1835);

Peo])le V. Fair, 43 Cal. 137 (1S72) ; Com. r. Hardy, 2 :Mass. 303

(1807).

This disproof of the defendant's evidence of good character must

follow the same limitations as the proof itself.

Even when the accused has opened the issue of character, and the

government attempts to rebut the evidence offered by the prisoner,

"ordinarily such rebutting testimony must be contined to general

reputation, and cannot be extended to particular acts." Holsey v.

State, 24 Tex. App. 35 (1887). So after accused offers evidence of

good character as a peaceable and quiet person, the government

cannot show that he has been indicted for an assault. Com. v.

O'Brien, 119 Mass. 342 (1875). Or has drawn his revolver on a cer-

tain occasion. Olive v. State, 11 Xeb. 1, 27 (1881).

By reason of the fact that the legitimate probative effect of char-

acter evidence lies in throwing a suspicion upon facts tending to

show that a person of excellent moral character should have been

guilty of the offence charged, courts have been led to rule that it was

of comparatively little value in the case of serious offences. " There

are cases of circumstantial evidence, where the testimony adduced

for and against a prisoner is nearly balanced, in which a good char-

acter may be very important to a man's defence. . . . But where it

is a question of great and atrocious criminality, the commission of

the act is so unusual, so out of the ordinary course of things and

beyond common experience; it is so manifest that the offence, if

perpetrated, must have been influenced by motives not frequently

operating upon the human mind ; that evidence of character, and of

a man's habitual conduct under common circumstances, must be

considered far inferior to what it is in the instance of accusations
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of a lower grade. Against facts strongly proved, good character
cannot avail. . . . But still, even with regard to the higher crimes,
testimony of good character, though of less avail, is competent
evidence to the jury, and a species of evidence which the accused
has a right to oifer.'' Com. v. Webster, 5 Cush. 29o, 324 (1850).

Following the same line of thought, it has been ruled that " evi-

dence of good character in relation to the particular crime charged,
seems to be only admissible in cases where the guilt of the party

^accused is doubtful." McDaniel v. State, 8 Sm. & M. 401 (1847)

;

Bennett v. State, 8 Humph. 118 (1847) ; State v. Ford, 3 Strob. 517 n.

(1849) ; Schaller v. State, 14 Mo. 502 (1851).

Such, however, is not the prevailing rule in the United States.

The ruling in Com. v. Webster (iibi supra) has frequently been
repudiated as unsound. For example, in Harrington v. State, 19
Ohio St. 2G4 (18G9), a charge based on Com. v. Webster was held
erroneous. The court say, " The weight that ought to be given to
proof of good character does not depend upon the grade of the crime,
but rather upon the cogency and force of the evidence tending to

prove the charge, and the motives shown to exist for the commission
of the crime by the accused. . . . The reasonable effect of proof of
good character is to raise a presumption that the accused was not
likely to have committed the crime with which he is charged. The
force of this presumption depends upon the strength of the opposing
evidence to produce conviction of the truth of the charge. If the
evidence establishing the charge is of such a nature as not, upon
principles of reason and good sense, to be overcome by the fact of
good character, the latter will, of course, be unavailing and imma-
terial. I^ut the same will be true of any other fact or circumstance
in evidence, which, after receiving its due weight, does not alter the
conclusion to be drawn from the other evidence in the casp. Good
character is certainly no excuse for crime ; but it is a circumstance
bearing indirectly on the question of the guilt of the accused, wliich

the jury are to consider in ascertaining the truth of the charge."

A ruling that evidence of character is admissible ojily in a doubt-
ful case, was held erroneous. '-In the laws of all civilized countries,

under various aspects of the question, good character is recognized
as an element, a very potent element of defensive proof, going
directly to the credibility of the accusing witness, to the intrinsic

value of the inculpating testimony, to the probabilities of mistaking
memory, of mistaken identity, of innocent motives in actions appar-
ently culpable and in many instances amounting in and of itself to a
complete defence." U. S. v. Gunnell, 5 Mackey, 196 (1886). "Good
character is always to be considered. It will of itself sometimes
create a doubt where none could exist without it." People v. Moett,

23 Hun, 60 (1880). " Evidence of good character is substantive and
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iiiiist bo treated as such; that it is nut a mere makeweight to lie

thrown ill to (leteniiine the bahiuee in a doubtful case, but tliat it

uiay, of itself, by the creation of a reasonable doubt, produee an

acquittal." Haniu-y v. Com. lib I'a. St. 322 (1«.S7}. •* If upon the

whole of the evidence introduced, including that of the good char-

acter of the defendant, the jury entertain a reasonable doubt as to

the defendant's guilt, he should be acquitted." State v. Douglass,

44 Kans. 618 (1890).

In Vermont, a ruling that evidence of the deiendant's good char-

acter was received " as a kind of makeweight in his favor, if there is

a pinch in the case," was held to erroneously impress the jury with

the idea that the evidence was of no value except where the respon-

dent was entitled to an acquittal without it. " Such evidence is not

only useful in cases of doubt, but it is equally so, for the purpose of

creating, generating doubts." State i\ Daley, 5:3 Vt. 442, 440 (ISSI).

''A long and honorable life must be worth something to a man when

accused of a crime in cases other than those where the evidence, in-

dependent of his good character, is doubtful or obscure." State v.

Northrup, 48 la. 583 (1878) ; Long v. State, 11 Fla. 295 (1H(;0). Of

course, " If the evidence in this case had been so clear, and con-

clusive as to satisfy the minds of the jury, and leave no doubt as to

the guilt of the party, then character, however excellent, could not

be considered." !/>!</.

In Alabama, Avhere evidence of good general character for twenty

years was introduced in favor of a person accused of murder, a ruling

that "proof of good character, then, is not permitted to go to the jury

for the purpose of shielding the defendants from the consequeiu^es

of their conduct, but simply as a circumstance to be considered by

the jury, along with the other evidence in the case," and that if u])on

all the evidence the jury found the defendants guilty they were to

say so " as lirmly against a man of good character as of bad," was

approved. Armor c. State, Go Ala. 173 (187V)). ''In all criminal

prosecutions, whether of felony or misdemeanor, the accused may

prove his good character not only when a doubt exists on the other

proof, but even to generate a doubt of his guilt. ... It does not

shield from the consequences of a criminal act, proved to the satis-

faction of the jury ; though it may raise a reasonable doubt of the

act having been done with a criminal intent." Ibid.

It abundantly appears from the foregoing cases that the theory on

which evidence of good character is admitted in criminal cases on

behalf of the accused is, that it renders improbable the evidence

tending to show that a man of good character has been guilty of an

act involving moral turpitude. It necessarily follows that evidence

of the accused's good reputation is of no importance where it can

have no such effect. If the criminal act in question is the viola-

tion of a municipal ordinance, town by-law, &c., where the act has
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no moral quality, the reasons for admitting character evidence ceaseto apply So in an indictment for selling liquor to a minor, evidenceof the defendants good reputation for observing the conditions ofhis license was held properly rejected. " This rule has little or noapplication to penal acts which have no moral quality, but are merely.u^aproJnOrM. That one is of good reputation as an honest, pelceable citizen has little tendency to show that he has not vio ate^ata ute or ordinance forbidding him to catch trout out of season orto drive certain velucles faster than a walk, or requiring him to keepthe sidewalks abutting on his premises free from snow and ice Thesale of intoxicating liquor to minors is strictly forbidden by the
s atute, but It does not necessarily involve an/ moral turpitude''Com. V. Nagle, 157 .Afass. 554 (1893).

"ipiuuie.

Failure to offer evidence of character in a criminal case is a factwhich may be brought to the attention of the jury. State J McAl
lister, 24 Me. 139 (1844).

^ ^^'

defpnd'^'i'

^'''"'
^1^' ^''" strenuously opposed as destructive of the

sees fi WlleiTh'"
"' ''' "^"" '^" ^^"" °^ ^^^^'^^ -^^-^ ^-

on the f.rl ^rT /' ^°"^"^'"^"^ •^^"°^-"«y ^^s allowed to commenton the fact that the prisoner had offered no evidence of characterthe supreme court of Michigan held tliat it was " error of the gite icharacter. Xo presumption of guilt arises from tlie fa.t that'a [,"!
son, when on trial for a crime, fails to call witnesses in support of hisgood character. This is a privilege which the accused nay avahimself otit he chooses.

. . . Xo legal inference can arise from such

actei IS bad People v. Evans, 72 Midi. 3G7, ;;,S2 (1888) Thesame case holds that the error of permitting such an ar-nune,; is not

pri4'iiT-;of;r^^^"
^\^'^7^-^ ^^^ ^->t>"-^ ^-n^ Quiunl. iC.ple, 1.3 111. 3.,3, the remarks of the court on the futility of a similar

o biusl off with the hand a stain of ink from a piece of white

ihrother."''

'" """^ ""''"'' °^ '''"^^''' ^'^ J"^' ^^ impossible as

heW%t'T«''u ''
'^^f^"^^'^"<^ is t« be established by reputation

befoie the difiiculty arose. He is not to be exposed to tlie injustice
of having the arising of the difficulty assist in proving its truthWroe V. State, 20 Oh. St. 460 (1870).
Evidence of character subsequent to the doing of the act in ques-

tion is rejected as -irrelevant and immaterial." Graham v. State,
29 Tex. App. 31 (1890; ; Carter .. Com. 2 Va. Cases, 1G9 (1819). A
different rule would expose the defendant to tlie great danger ofhaving his character ruined or badly damaged by the arts of a pop-
ular or artful prosecutor stimulated to activity by the hope of thus

(\ C ) 1-1 (iTcT"^'"'''

successful." State v. Johnson, 1 Winsted,
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(;ii.\R.\rTEK IX Is.si'E. Civil Casks. — The rule by no uu'uii.s

absolutely excludes evidence of elKuacter. It excludes such evidence

merely as evidentiary that a person did a certain act because he was

of a certain character. In many eases the existence of a particular

character is part of the substance of the issue. To such cases the

rule has no a|)plii'ation.

T'here are many instances of the aijplication of this jtrinciple.

Yor examjile, in instituting an action for the breach of a promise of

inarriage a female plaintiff places in issue her character for chastity.

McCarty r. Cofliii, 157 .Mass. 478 (1«'.>2); "^''i" ^torch v. Grithn, 77

Pa. St. 504 (1875). To the extent that damages are claimed for

injury to rei)utation, any flaw in the reputation may be shown in

mitigation of damages.

The witnesses of such a ])laintifT may be asked on cross-examination

''i-especting the plaintiff's general badness of (-haracter " in mitiga-

tion of damages. McGregor r. McArthur, 5 C. P. U. C. 403 (185(1).

8o fhe action for indecent assault puts in issue the plaintiff's

character for chastity, liingham v. l>ernard, 36 ]\Iinn. 114 (18M(;).

In like manner, an action for seduction, being based on the jjrevious

existence of chastity in the woman, places such portion of character

in issue. People r. Knapp, 42 Mich. 207 (1879) ; M'Creary u.

Grundy, 39 Q. R. U. C. 310 (1876). For the same reason, in a civil

action for damages caused l)y a rape, the character for chastity of

the plaintiff is in issue, and may be impeached by particular acts of

misconduct. Young r. Johnson, 123 X. Y. 226 (1890.) The fur-

ther ruling in this case that good reputation for chastity is part of

the i)laintiff's original case, seems somewhat more doubtful, as a

matter of principle.

Evidence of plaintiff's bad character in these actions involving

offences against chastity is admissible in mitigation of damages.

M'Xutt i\ Young, 8 Leigh, 542 (1837). "Among the elements of

damages is the injury to feelings and the injury to reputation. Put
both these injuries would be less in the case of a woman of bad reputa-

tion tlian in one of good."' P)urnett /'. Simpkins, 24 111. 204 (1800).

On the contrary, the Court of Queen's Bench of Upper Canada
have ruled that such evidence is inadmissible, flyers r. Carrie, 22

Q. H. U. C. 470 (1863).

On an action for libel or slander the character of the plaintiff is

in issue. Peterson v. Morgan, 116 Mass. 350 (1874) ; Holley r.

Burgess, 9 Ala. 728 (1840) ; Campbell v. Bannister, 79 Ky. 205 (1880);

Bodwell /•- Swan, 3 Pick. 376 (1825) ; Leonard v. Allen, 11 Cush. 241

(1853); Sawyer r. Eifert, 2 Xott & iSIcC. 511 (1820); Powers v.

Presgroves, 38 Miss. 227, 241 (1859); Paddock r. Salisbury, 2 Cowen,

811 (1824).

It is not necessary that the plaintiff should rest content in relying

on the presumption that his reputation was good at the time of the
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alleged defamation. He can introduce affirmative evidence to tliat

effect. Adams r. Lawson, 17 Gratt. 250 (1807); Shroyer r. Miller,

3 W. Va. 158 (18GD). 80 of a plaintiff in a civil action for rape as
to her character for chastity. Young 0. Johnson, 123 N. Y. 22G
(1890). The plaintiff in an action of slander can certainly prove
a good reputation when it is attacked. Holley v. Burgess, 9 Ala.
728 (184G). For example, by evidence of rumors that the alleged
slanderous statements were true. Inman v. Foster, 8 Wend. 602
(1832). But see Stow v. Converse, 3 Conn. 325 (1820), contra.

In an action for malicious prosecution, evidence of the plaintiff's

general bad character as a horse racer and gambler is admissible.
''It would certainly require less stringent proof to make out probable
cause for prosecuting such a character for larceny, than one who
juaintained a good character, and followed an occupation for a liveli-

hood altogether lawful." :\rartin r. Hardesty, 27 Ala. 458 (1855);
Mark v. Merz, 53 111. App. 458 (1893) ; Miller v. Brown, 3 Mo. 94
(1832) ; I'.arron v. Mason, 31 Vt. 189 (1858) ; Gregory v. Thomas,
2 Bibb, 286 (1811).

The plaintiff, on the other hand, may prove his good reputation as
tending to establish his claim that there was no probable cause for
the prosecution. "To prove that the attack was originally made
Avithout probable cause, we think he should be permitted to show his
good reputation known to the defendant when the prosecution was
commenced." JNIcIntire v. Levering, 148 Mass. 546 (1889) ; Bostick
V. Kutherford, 4 Hawks, 83 (1825); Blizzard v. Hayes, 46 Ind. 166
(1874); Woodworth r. .Mills, 61 Wis. 44 (1884); Israel t: Brooks,
23 111. 575 (1860) ; :\Iiller r. Brown, 3 Mo. 94 (1832) ; Rosenkrans v.

Barker, 115 111. 331 (1885). Evidence of plaintiff's bad reputation
is admissible in malicious prosecution in reduction of damages.
O'Brien r. Frasier, 47 X. J. L. 349 (1885) ; Bacon v. Towne, 4 Cush.
217 (1849) ; Fitzgibbon /•. Brown, 43 Me. 169 (1857) ; Gregory r.

Chambers, 78 Mo. 294 (1883), which cites with disapproval the
statement in 1 Greenleaf Evidence, § 55, to the effect that character
evidence "is not permissible *in trespass on the case for malicious
prosecution.' The single authority cited by him in support of the
text is Gregory v. Thomas, 2 Bibb, 286. With great respect I sub-
mit that the case is no support for the text. . . . The trial court
had, under the special plea admitted evidence of other particular
charges of thefts, &c. imputed to the plaintiff'. That was held to be
error. But the court expressly say :

' We think the court ought not
to have permitted the inquiry to have extended further than to the
plaintiff's general character.' It is, therefore, an express authority
for impeaching the general character." Gregory v. Chambers, 78
Mo. 294 (1883) ; Rosenkrans v. Barker, 115 HI. 331 (1885).
A defendant has been permitted to show, in mitigation of damages,

that the defendant's character was bad after the prosecution. If the
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prosecution itself caused the bad reputation, damages should Le

enhanced. r>ostu-k r. Ifutherford, 4 Hawks, S3 (IS'J,*)).

In an action against a inast<'r tor k('ei)ingan ine-onipetent servant,

traits of character showing incompetency are in issue. East Line, tS:c.

K. R. ('. Scott, 08 Tex. <;*J4 (1SS7) ; Frazier <•. Tennsylvania K. K.,

38 Pa. St., 104 (18(50).

So in an action for false im])risonment, evidence as to the plaintitf's

character has been admitted, and evidence of specific acts of mis-

conduct rejected. Wolf v. Perryman, 82 Tex. 112 (1801).

Where the issue involves the existence of due care on the part

of the plaintiff, evidence of his general character in the particular

involved is not admissible. The (piestion is to be "dccidcil by the

character of the act or omission, and not by the character for care

that the defendant nuiy sustain.'' McDonald r. Savoy, 110 Mass.

40 (1872).

Such evidence of reputation for ilue care is not admissible; — cer-

tainly where the facts have been observed by eye-witnesses. So.

Kans. R. K. Co. v. Kobbins, 4.3 Kans. 14r> (1890).

In a civil case, what portion of a party's entire character may be

made the subject of evidence is determined by the pleadings or the

nature of the investigation. So in an action for slander in alleging

that the jdaintiff set fire to a schoolhouse, the defendant in reduction

of damages was permitted to introduce evidence of tln^ plaintiff's

bad reputation either for integrity and moral worth or in regaril to

conduct similar to that charged in the slander. Leonard r. Allen,

11 Cash. 241 (1853).

Criminal Cases. — The rule excluding character evidence in

criminal cases until the defendant opens the issue applies only to

the character of the defendant. It may be of the substance of the

issue for the government to establish the character of some person

other than the accused ; and it may be equally open to the defendant

to disprove such a chai'acter or make its existence doubtful.

For example, on an indictment for carnal knowledge of a girl

under sixteen "theretofore chaste," the girl's character for chastity

is in issue, and evidence is competent to prove it. People v. Mills,

94 ]\Iich. 630 (1893). So on an indictment for rape, evidence is

admissible of the character of the prosecutrix for chastity. "The
witness must be able to state what is generally said of the person

by those among whom he dwells, or with whom he is chiefly con-

versant, for it is this only that constitutes general reputation or

character." Conkey r. People, 1 Abb. Ct. of App. Dec. 418 (1860)

;

O'Blenis v. State, 47 N. J. Law, 279 (1885).

So in an indictment for indecent assault, the accused may show

that the reputation of the woman for chastity is bad. Com. r. Ken-

dall, 113 Mass. 210 (1873).

So on an indictment of an attempt to commit rape. Camp v. State,
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3 Kelly, 417 (1847). On an indictment for rape the character for

cliastity of the prosecuting witness is in issue. Evidence of ])artie-

ular acts of misconduct, sufficiently numerous to be habitual, iias

been admitted. Thus in a New York case, numerous witnesses were
allowed to testify that the woman had been " in the habit of receiv-

ing men there for the purpose of promiscuous intercourse." It seems
probable that tlie evidence was really received as circumstantially

establishing the fact that the woman was a prostitute— " proof more
satisfactory than that of a bad general reputation for chastity."

Woods V. People, 55 X. Y. 515 (1874).

Especially as bearing on the probability of consent, single acts

of sexual misconduct have been admitted, in indictments for rape.

In Vermont, on such an indictment, a single prior act of illicit sexual

intercourse with a person other than the prisoner was admitted, on
cross-examination of the woman. As compared with general reputa-

tion for cliastity, the court say, that '' The testimony here offered has
practically the same tendency, though inferior in force and conclu-

siveness." State 0. Reed, 39 Vt. 417 (18G7). So that the complain-
ant had been delivered of a bastard child. State v. ^Murray, 63 N. C.

31 (18G8); State v. Jefferson, 6 Ired. Eq. 305 (1846). In Illinois

the right to prove character by specitied acts of incontinence as

distinguished from evidence of general reputation for chastity has
been denied, though such evidence was admitted for another pur-

pose. Shirwin v. People, 69 111. 55 (1873). So on an indictment for

adultery, the evidence of the complainant may be met by evidence of

prior acts of undue intimacy with other men. U. S. v. Bredemeyer,
6 Utah, 143 (1889).

So on an indictment for murder, to aid a plea of self-defence the
prisoner may prove that the general character of the deceased in the

neighborhood where he lived '' was that of a turbulent, bloodthirsty,

and violent man." Williams v. State, 74 Ala. 18 (1883) ; Thomas v.

People, 67 N. Y. 218 (1876).

Witness.— The character of a witness for truth and veracity may
be said always to be in issue. It may be impeached by evidence
directed to that point. Evansich v. K. K., 61 Tex. 24 (1884).

The rule applies to the attesting witness to a will. Chamberlain v.

Torrance, 14 Grant's Chan. Rep. 181 (1868). And to the defendant
when offering himself as a witness. McDonald c. Com., 86 Ky. 10
(1887).

Such evidence is confined to character for truth and veracity.

Moreland v. Lawrence, 23 Minn. 84 (1876) ; Shaw v. Emery, 42 Me.
59 (1856).

A party cannot, in the first instance, sustain himself or other
witnesses by proving their good character for truth and veracity
until these qualities are directly impeached. A mere conflict of

evidence is not sufficient, although of such a nature as to raise a
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stroiij^' prosuinptioii tliat oiio sidci or the otlier is testifying fulsrly.

>rorg:in r. State, H8 Ala. L'L'3 ( 18MD). As is said in lY'oplc r. Htisli,

()o Cal. 129 (18.S4), "Where witnesses contradiet eaeh otlier, the

character of the one is as niueh impeached as that of the other."

I'ruitt I'. Co.x, 21 Ind. !'> (1H0;5) ; \'ance /•. Vance, 2 Mete. (Ky.) 5S1

(isr/.)) ; Saussy /•. K. K., 22 Fla. iVJl (ISSfJ); Tedens r. Schuiners,

112 111. 2(53 (1884) ; Sweet /•. Sherman, 21 Vt. 2;i (1848) ; St:iinp.'r /•.

Grittin, 12 Ga. 450 (1853).

A similar rule obtains where the contradiction is not between

different witnesses, but where evidence is intnjduced of contradic-

tory statements of the same witness. Hy the weight of authority,

it is not competent for the jjarty offering the witness thus discredited

to sustain him by proof of his good general character. Frost /•. Mc-

Cargar, 2<) Harb. <;17 {185:>); Chapman /•• Cooley, 12 Rich. (S. C.)

Law, 054 (1«G0;; State /•. Arciier, 73 Iowa, 320 (18.S7); lirown v.

Mooers, 6 Gray, 451 (185G) ; Stamper r. Griffin, 12 (Ja. 450 (1853).

Many of the earlier cases, relying largely upon 1 Greeid. Ev. § 469,

which "'is not sustained by the case the author cites of Rex r.

Clarke, 2 Stark. R. 241, and is not law" [Rrown /•. Mooers, G Gray,

451 (185G)J, have adopted the oi)posite view, /. /•., that under such

circumstances, sustaining evidence of good general character is

competent, liurndl /-.State, 18 Tex. 713 (1857); Sweet v. Sher-

man, 21 Vr. 2.'. (1818) ; lladjo /•. (Wooden, 13 Ala. 718 (1818); Harris

r. State, 30 Ind. 131 (1808).

And see also Chandjerlain r. Torrenee. 14 Cirant's Ch. Re[). 181

(1808), where it is said that as soon as any doubt is thrown on the

execution of a tleed, the person olfering it may give evidence of the

good character of the subscribing witness.

Proof of Ch.vkactkk (jExerally. — The proof of character is

by proof of general reputation in the community where the person

resides. As the Supreme Court of Alabama say, it ** is the only

mode in which character can be exhibited to us." Jones v. State, 7G

Ala. 8 (1884) ; Bodwell r. Swan, 3 Pick. 370 (1825).

"It is not competent to show what two or three persons only may
think or say concerning the witness, but the inquiry must be confined

to the general estimation in whicdi he is held by his neighbors and

acquaintances." ^fatthewson v. Burr, 6 Neb. 312 (1877).

"It is a general rule that particular acts are not admissible to

sustain an attack upon character." McCarthj- v. Coffin, 157 Mass.

478 (1S92). So in an action for a breach of promise of marriage

" an intimacy with several different men " cannot be proved. Ihld.

In an action for slandering the plaintiff by accusing her of unchastity,

evidence is incompetent that others made similar remax'ks. " Neither

can the character of plaintiff for chastity be assailed by this class

of testimony. Nothing but general reputation is allowable for such

a purpose. It cannot be attacked by proof of particular acts or
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particular suspicions." Proctor v. Houghtaling, 37 Mich. 41 (1877)

;

Jones V. State, 76 Ala. 8 (1884).
" Particular facts are not admissible to prove the reputation of a

party or witness to be either good or bad, for the reasons that they do
not necessarily tend to establish a general character ; that they con-
fuse the jury by raising collateral issues, and especially that a party
is presumed to be ready to defend his own general reputation or-

that of his witnesses, but not to meet specific charges against either
without notice." Nixon v. McKinney, 105 N. C. 23 (1890) ; People v.

White, 14 Wend. Ill (1835); Campbell v. Bannister, 79 Ky. 205
(1880) ; Kearney v. State, 68 Miss. 233 (1890).
Though a defendant in an action of slander may show that the

plaintiff's character was bad as to the offence charged at the time of
the alleged speaking of the words, he cannot show it by rumors
current in the community. Such evidence is objectionable as a
surprise on the plaintiff, "and besides proof of false rumoi's alone
must of necessity be by hearsay evidence in its most objectionable
form." Peterson v. Morgan, 116 Mass. .350 (1874) ; Holley r-

Burgess, 9 Ala. 728 (1846).

In an action for malicious prosecution, the defendant can introduce
evidence of plaintiff's bad reputation in reduction of damages, or as
affording probable cause for the prosecution, but he cannot prove
individiuil acts of misconduct. So particular rumors are to be
rejected. Powers v. Presgroves, 38 Miss. 227, 241 (1859). And
what a mhior'ttif of his neighbors say is not competent, though
precisely why not, if the evidence is offered in mitigation of
damages, is not apparent. Ihid. It is not permitted in such a
case to show that the plaintiff was seen on the street in bad
company, at all hours of the night, swearing louder than other boys.

"General reputation, when thus placed in issue maybe supported
by the party thus attacked by calling witnesses to prove the contrar}'-

of the statements of witnesses by which his reputation is attacked.
It would be quite difficult to see what proof could have been made
to rebut the impression created in the minds of the jury by this
testimony." Dorsey r. Clai)p, 22 Neb. 564 (1887). Evidence tend-
ing to show dishonesty has, however, been admitted, though not
apparently against objection, as bearing on the question of reason-
able cause for suing out a search warrant. In such case the party
sought to be impeached may give evidence of his general character.
Mark r. Merz, 53 111. App. 458 (1893).

The fact that no reputation exists on the particular aspect of char-
acter is competent evidence. " Such evidence is often of the
strongest description, as where a character for truth is in issue,

that among those acquainted with tlie party, it has never been
questioned, and so, as to character for peace and quietness, that
among those with whom the party associates, no instance has been
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known (.1- lioard of, in \vliic--li Iw Iihs been engage! in a .luanvl.
'

Gandolio v. State, 11 Oh. St. lit (1S«;()) ;
Kreneh r. Sale, (-..'i Miss.

,'J.SC (1.S85) ;
liuon /•. Weatliere.l's Adui. L>;5 Tex. 075 (1S5«))

;
I5inghani

r. Bernard, ;i6 Minn. 114 (lS8r,); Davis r. Franke, So Gratt. 41.i

(ISSO). . . . ,

The evidence as to the defendant's charaet.-r m a enmmal case

must be relevant to the ottVnoe witb whicli lu- is eliarged, ,>.,

directed to the particular mental or moral attributes involved m

the accusation, otherwise the evidence is without logical force.

On an indictment for felonious as.sault, evidence of reimtation as

a law-abiding citi/en is inad.nissil>le. "The law limits the inquiry

in such cases to his general character as to the trait in issue. State

/•. King, 78 Mo. oa", (1H83).
. ,

(Jn the other hand, by a parity of reasoning, on an iiulictment for

assault with intent to kill, evi.lence of character tor truth and

veracity is incompetent. Morgan v. State, 88 Ala. 22.'? (I88i0.

On an indictment for murder of a man by his mistress, no evidence

of the prisoner's bad reputation for chastity is admissible, - mas-

much as it involves a trait of character not in the slightest degree

involved in the alleged commission of the crime with which she

stood charged.' People r. Fair, 4:5 Cal. i;;7 (1872).

But it has been held that on an indictment for rape, the defendant

may offer evidence tending to show that he is of a good moral

character. State r. Knapp, 45 N. H. 148 (18Go).

On an indictment for larceny evidence of general moral character

is incompetent. " (ieneral character is shown by general reputation,

and not by the particular facts of one's life ; but the general reputa-

tion may well be confined to the particular traits of character that

are supposed to render, to some extent, the commission of the crime

charged improbable." State v. Bloom, 08 Ind. 54 (1879).

SmxiKic Acts. — When' Admissible. — Cross-examination. —
The exceptions to the rule that character must be proved by evidence

of general reputation are neither numerous nor important. In

attempting to weaken the force of evidence of the defendant's good

character in a criminal case, the witnesses in his favor may be asked

in cross-examination as to specific instances of misconduct involving

the existence of the trait of character in question. " It has been

thought useful and favorable to the elucidation of truth in such cases

to allow on cross-examination an inquiry as to particulars in the

charges and also in reference to the persons who made them, or gave

theii^ opinion as to the character of the individual impeached."

Leonard v. Allen. 11 Cush. 241 (1853); Sawyer >: Erbert, 2 Nott &

McC. 511 (1820) ; Holmes v. State, 88 Ala. 26 (1889).

Where on an indictment for rape witnesses for the defendant

testified to his good character for morality, as well as chastity, " on

cross-examination, the State was properly allowed to test their accu-
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racy by inquiries .as to liis reputation for selling liquor in violation

of the law ; for the court surely cannot say that such acts are not

immoral." State v. Knapp, 45 N. IJ. 148, 157 (18G3).

So on an indictment for murder, where a government witness had

testitied that the reputation of the deceased as a peaceable man was

good, the defendant is entitled to inquire, upon cross-examination,

wliether he had not heard of certain enumerated acts of violence

done by the deceased. De Arman r. State. 71 Ala. 351 (1882). As
the defence was that the killing was in self-defence, the evidence

offered was probably admissible on other grounds.

A witness to good character of a deceased person may state in

cross-examination ''that he did not think that he possessed that

high character the latter part of his life.'' Nixon r. McKinney,
105 N. C. 23 (1890).

Evidence of hearsay of specific acts has been admitted in cross-

examination of a witness to the defendant's character. For example,

on an indictment for murder, a witness testifying to the defendant's

character may state that he "had heard for the last few years that

defendant had frequent difficulties with, and struck his wife."

Hawes v. State, 88 Ala. 37, 71 (1889).

Keputation is Ciiar.actek. — It may well be doubted whether
in selecting reputation in the community as the sole permissible

proof of character the law uses the only rational means of proof, or

even the best. The effort is to prove the existence or non-existence

of a mental attribute by circumstantial evidence. The probative

success of such an effort rests on a presumption of fact that when
a nuin has a trait of character his neighbors know of it, and suffi-

ciently discuss it to establish a reputation as to its existence. Experi-

ence hardly seems sufficiently uniform to lend much weight to such

a presumption. Abilit}' to conceal real character is an essential

element in the commission of many offences, and dissimulation is

sufficiently common to make good standing in a community by no

means a reliable, much less a necessary test, of actual character and

disposition. On the other hand, suspicion, gossip, unpopularity;—
tliese and other misfortunes may place a really fair character at great

disadvantage when tested by its reputation. A partial explanation

of the limitation is found in the historical origin of this species of

evidence. Historically considered, it is a final remnant of compurga-

tion, a fact which naturally explains the test of reputation in the

community. Starkie, Evid. (*76) n. h.

"While, under any circumstances, the existence of a certain repu-

tation or the absence of any reputation concerning a particular trait

of character is a circumstance of probative value, other (at present

prohibited) methods of proving the existence of such traits seem at

least of equal value.

Character is a mental or psychical condition. The usual proof of
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siicli coiulitioiis is by proof of acts or statements which :in- their

natural expression. Tliat a multiplicity of issues might be thus

raised has not sufficed to otTsct the admitted benefit of receiving this

class of evidence in other cases requiring i)roof of a mental state.

The difficulties do not seem greater in tiie case of evidence of

character.

As a general rule, such evidence of sj)ecifi(' acts is not admissible*.

Thus on an action for furnishing a careless conductor, the supreme

court of Pennsylvania say :
" Character for care, skill, and trutli of

witnesses, parties or others, must all alike be ])roved by evidence of

general reputation, and not of special acts. . . . Character grows

out of special acts, but is not i)roved by them. Indeed, special acts

do very often indicate frailties or vices that are altogether contrary

to the character actually established. And sometimes the very frail-

ties that may be proved against a man, may have been regarded by

him in so serious a light, as to have i)roduced great improvement of

character. Besides this, ordinary care implies occasional acts of

carelessness, for all men are fallible in this respect, and the law

demands oidy the ordinary." Frazier v. Pennsylvania K. K. 38 Pa.

St. 104 (1S(;()) ; Nixon /•. McKenney, l^o N. C. ."JS (1S«J0). So in an

action against an employer for furnishing an incompetent foreman,

specific acts of carelessness are incompetent. Ilatt /•. Nay, 1 11 Mass.

18G (1887).

In several cases, however, such evidence has been received, appar-

ently without objection.

On an indictment for murder a witness to the defendant's char-

acter was allowed to testify '' He is the most quiet, peaceable boy

I ever saw or had. ... If I spoke roughly to him, it would bring

tears to his eyes, but no retort. ... I never knew him to give an

uncivil word to any of them." Gandolfo v. State, 11 Oh. St. 114

(18G0). "'Those acquainted with the party, — with the ordinary

course and conduct of his life, would know how far and to what

extent he had exhibited or failed to exhibit the quality or trait."

Tfn'd.

In an action against a town for a defect in a highway the defence

was that the driver, the plaintiff's husband, was fast and careless.

Plaintiff was then allowed to testify to his careful driving on several

other occasions, "The evidence was relevant to the question of the

husband's character for driving safely or otherwise." Plummer r.

Ossipee, 59 N. H. 55 (1879).

In the case of lower animals, character, when material, may be

proved by specific acts of conduct embodying the trait in question.

On an issue whether a certain horse was gentle, evidence of both

prior and subsequent conduct on the part of the animal is competent.

Turnpike Co. v. Hearn, 87 Tenn. 291 (1888), citing with approval

Todd V. Rowley, 8 All. 51 (1864), where, the character of a horse
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being 111 issue, under similar cireuinstances, the court say: "The
liabit of an animal is in its nature a continuous fact, to be shown by-

proof of successive acts of a similar kind." To the same effect, also

in a highway accident case, see Chamberlain v. Enfield, 43 N. H. 35G
(1861). So in an action against the proprietors of a stage line in

providing vicious horses, causing injury to the plaintiff. " The
vicious habits of a horse can only be proved by instances. . . , That
he had this habit might be proved by instances before and after the
accident in question." Kennon v. Gilmer, 5 Mont. 257 (1885);
Lynch v. Moore, 154 ^Mass. 3o5 (1891).

Traits of character even of inferior animals, e. g. a horse, may, it

has been said, also be proved by general reputation. Wormsdorf v.

Detroit &c. Kail way, 75 .Mich. 472 (1889).

On the contrary, the supreme court of New Hampshire, in allow-

ing the character of a horse to be shown by specific acts, state that

they are not ''aware of any authority that would allow evidence
of general reputation. The case does not stand like the character

of a person for truth, for then it may well be presumed that it

cannot be bad without being known to the public, but it may be
otherwise in respect to the vicious propensities of the horse." Whit-
tier V. Franklin, 40 X. H. 23 (18G5).

Where the question relates to the existence of a habit, it would
seem that, on principle, repeated acts calculated to show its exist-

ence are competent. The range of these acts is largely discretionary

with the court. They may be "so remote in time or so insignificant

in character, as to furnish no aid in deciding the fact to be found."

Cora. V. Ryan, 134 Mass. 223 (1883) ; Com. v. Abbott, 130 Mass. 472

(1881).

Again, upon principle, a further method of proving character

would be that those acquainted with the person a particular aspect

of whose character is involved, should testify what, in their opinion,

was the character of the person, based on their observation. Such

evidence is received as to the existence, on a particular occasion, of

anger, fright, insanity, and other mental states. It is difficult to

assign a satisfactory reason why, for example, a character of prone-

ness to the exhibition of these same mental qualities should not be

proved in the same or a similar way.

Such evidence of character by the opinion of the witness has

occasionally been received. On an indictment for rape a witness

was allowed to state that in his opinion the character for chastity of

the prosecuting witness was good. Conkey v. People, 1 Abb. Ct. of

App. Dec. 418 (1860).

But the rule is well established that the only proper proof of

character is by evidence of reputation.

In Mississippi, on an indictment for murder, counsel for the

prisoner were not allowed to ask for the prisoner's general char-
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lu'tcr ••for ppaco ov vi(jloiice " as a iircliiiiinary for asking' whctlicr

from the witness's knowledge of that character he " regarded him

as a man of violent or peaceful character." The court tliought the

second question was correct, but required the counsel to first inquire

as to the ''general character of the accused." McDanid v. h>tate,

8 S. & M. 401 (1847>
( )u an indictment for murder in procuring an abortion, a ])hysician

cannot be asked, in reference to certain testimony, ''if, on that testi-

mony, you would lose faith in the character of any person whose

character had heretofore been high in your estimation." Beasley r.

People, 89 111. 571 (1878).

So, on an indictment for murder, where a witness was asked, con-

cerning the defendant, " What is his character for peace and quiet-

ness. ... By character I mean what the man /.<, not what people

say about him," the question was held rightly excluded. '• If the

question ' What the man is ? ' was intended to . . . require from the

witness his opinion formed from sources not common to those

acquainted with the party, and having no reference to the general

character as shown by his ordinary course and conduct, we do not

think that the rule has ever been carried so far." Gandolfo v. State,

11 Oh. St. 114 (1860). In a suit for damages caused by an incom-

petent engineer, to show incompetence, the opinion of an expert

engineer who had had no previous acquaintance with the engineer as

to whose competence he was testifying was offered. The evidence

was held properly rejected. " Incompetency cannot be thus estab-

lished." East Line &c. R. R. r. Scott, 08 Tex. (304 (1887).

Such opinion as to the existence of traits of character cannot be

said to be excluded because such evidence would not be relevant.

The reason assigned is that the rule is otherwise. Of course, in

certain cases where the mode of use of an inanimate object is

involved, such evidence of opinion would be simply irrelevant. For

example, the character of a house in which a certain assault was

committed is not a matter for evidence of opinion. People v. Lock

Wing, 61 Cal. 380 (1882). But the character of a house as being a

'lewd house" must be proved by its reputation. Hogan v. State,

76 Ga. 82 (1885).

Community Defined. — The question has naturally arisen in

cases where the person whose character is in issue has successively

resided in several communities, which community was entitled to

speak on the subject of his character. Is it the community where

he last resided, where he longest resided, or where he now resides ?

The question has received a very sensible answer. Inquiry may
be directed to reputation in anj'- community where the party in

question has resided for a sufficient length of time to acquire a

reputation for the particular trait involved
;
provided, the time is

sufficiently near to the time when the fact is important, to have an
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appreciable probative effect. Tlie question of remoteness is a pre-

liminary matter of fact lor determination in the discretion of the

court. In the absence of surprise, the exercise of this discretion

will not be reviewed '' unless the circumstances of the case show a
gross abuse of this discretion." Snow v. Grace, 29 Ark. 131, 141

(1874). In this discretion, evidence of reputation seven or eight
years prior to the trial has been received. Graham v. Chrystal, 2
Abb. Ct. of App. Dec. 263 (I8G0).

In Holsey v. State 24 Tex. App. 35 (1887) it was held that the
reputation of a witness can be proved either "in the community of
his residence or where he is best known." " The general reputatiou
of a witness among his neighbors is the only legitimate subject of
inquiry. . . . Neighbors are those who dwell near each other ; and
he who would testify as to the general reputation of a witness must
be able to state what is generally said of the person by those among
whom he dwells, or with whom he is chiefly conversant." Wadding-
ham V. Hulett, 92 Mo. 528 (1887).

So evidence offered of the reputation of the appellant as a witness
for truth and veracity in the county of Johnson, where he had lived

until four years before, was admitted. '' The law does not presume
that a person of mature age, whose reputation has been notoriously

bad to within a period such as intervened , between the time the

appellant resided in Johnson County and the time when the witness

testified, has so reformed as to have acquired a different reputa-

tion. The evidence offered may not have been entitled to so much
weight as if it had related to his reputation in the community in

which he lived at the time the testimony was given . . . and was
subject to be rebutted by evidence showing a different reputation at

the time of the trial in the community in which he resided."

Mynatt v. Hudson, 66 Tex. 66 (1886). The character of a witness

may be impeached by persons in whose neighborhood he had lived

until four years prior to the trial, though he had then removed to

another ])lace fourteen miles from that neighborhood, where he had
since resided, and the witnesses did not know the character which
he bore at the latter place. " There is a strong probability that one,

whose general character was bad four years since, is still of doubtful

or disparaged fame. So much, at least, may be asserted, without
evincing the feeling of a misanthropist or any unseemly lack of

charity." Sleeper v. Van ]Middlesworth, 4 Denio, 431 (1847). So
it has been held that reputation in a place where a witness had lived

two years before was admissible for purposes of impeachment. Kelly

V. State, 61 Ala. 19 (187S) ; Louisville &c. R. R. v. Richardson, 66
Ind. 43 (1879). So the inmates of a prison can testify to the repu-

tation of a deceased person as quarrelsome and vindictive in the
community where they became acquainted with it, i.e., in the prison
itself. Thomas v. People, 67 X..Y. 218 (1876). So where a witness
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a few months prior to the trial had removed to a new place of

residence, where he had not lived long enough to acfpiire a

reputation, evidence of reputation at his former residence was

admitted. Pape /•. Wrigiit, 110 Ind. o02 (1888) ; Coates v. Sulau,

40 Kan. 341 (1891). So evidence of the reputation of a witness

two years prior at another place is competent. Lawson /•. State, .32

Ark. 220 (1877). "General reputation at a former period and in

another neighborhood may or may not tend to prove that issue,

according to the remoteness of the time and place, and other circum-

stances. Ordinarily these will affect the weight, but not the compe-

tency of the matter." Brown c. Luehrs, 1 111. App. 74 (1877). Two
or three years are not too remote. State v. Lanier, 79 N. C. 022

(1878).

On the contrary, where a witness had resided for the last five years

in his present residence ''and there was abundant evidence as to his

reputation," it was held incompetent to inquire as to his character

for truth and veracity at the place of former residence. State r.

Potts, 78 la. 050 (1889).

So the character for truth of a witness at a distant place where he

has resided but three months on a temporary visit is not competent.

"A man's character is to be judged by the general tenor and current

of his life, and not by i\ mere episode in it." W;uldingham v. Hulett,

92 Mo. 528 (1887).

'

The reputation of a person among a minorlfi/ of his neighbors is

not competent. Powers r. Presgroves, .'38 Miss. 227, 241 (1859).

But it is not necessary that the witness should know that the repu-

tation he states is the opinion of the majority, liobinson r. State,

10 Fla. 835 (1878;.

The existence of a certain reputation may be circumstantial evi-

dence entirely apart from any effect in proving character. In such

cases the rules under consideration have, of course, no application.

For example, on the question whether the vendor of a chattel intended

to reserve the title in himself, evidence of the poor reputation of the

vendee for financial stability is competent. Buswell Trimmer Co. v.

Case, 144 Mass. 350 (1887). So in an action against an employer for

negligence in hiring a fellow servant physically too infirm to safely

do his duty, evidence is competent that he " was generally reputed

to be infirm in the senses of sight and hearing and in physical

strength" . . .
" for the purpose of proving that liis infirniities in

these respects were well known in the community," and that there-

fore the employer either knew of his condition or with reasonable

diligence might have learned. Monahan r. Worcester, 150 Mass.

439 (1890).

Proof of Character. Witness. — The law is now entirely

settled that, as to a witness, the only proper object of inquiry is

as to reputation for truth and veracity.
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Certain of the earlier cases, indeed, souglit to establish the rule

that the general moral character of the witness is the preliminary

subject of inquiry.

It has accordingly been held that to impeach a witness the proper

method '• is by asking, first, the question ' what is the witness's gen-

eral character ? ' If this is answered tliat it is bad, then it is fol-

lowed by the question, ' from his general character would you believe

him on his oath in a court of justice ?
'
" Anon. 1 Hill, Law (S. C.)

251, 258 (1833) ; State r. Boswell, 2 Dev. Law (N. C), 209 (1829)

;

Stokes V. State, 18 Ga. 17, 37 (1855) ; Hume v. Scott, 3 A. K. Marsh.

260 (1821); State v. Stallings, 2 Haywood (N. C), 300 (1804); Cun-

ningham V. State, 65 Ind. 377 (1879) ; Gilliam v. State, 1 Head, 38

(1858).

In support of this form of interrogation, it has been urged, that

if the inquiry be limited to reputation for truth alone, a witness

of immorality so notorious that the mere matter of veracity has

escaped remark, would stand unimpeached.

In reply, it has been said that " a man who is notoriously im-

moral, who is believed to be dishonest, and who is addicted to mis-

representation, can never have a good character for truth." U. S.

V. Vansickle, 2 McLean, C. Ct. 219 (1810).

The position taken in U. S. v. Vansickle (ubl supra) has been gen-

erally approved. The prevailing rule, therefore, is that the deposing

witness must first be asked whether he knows the general reputation

for truth of the witness sought to be impeached instead of asking

for his " general character." " What is wanted is the common opin-

ion, that in which there is general concurrence, in other words, gen-

eral reputation or character attributed. That is presumed to be

indicative of actual character, and hence it is regarded as of impor-

tance when the credibility of a witness is in question." Knode v.

Williamson, 17 Wall. 586 (1873); Craig y. State, 5 Ohio St. 605

(1854); Davis v. Franke, 33 Gratt. 413, 425 (1880); U. S. v. Van-

sickle, 2 McLean, 219 (1840) ;
Smith v. State, .58 Miss. 867 (1881) ;

Teese v. Huntingdon, 23 How. 2 (1859).

Where a witness was impeached by evidence of bad general char-

acter for honesty, the form of inquiry was held to be error. Born

r. Weathered's Adm. 23 Tex. 675 (1859) ; Craig v. State, 5 Oh. St.

605 (1854).

A party who takes the stand has the same position as any other

witness, and the inquiries are limited to character for veracity and

do not extend to general character. State v. Beal, 68 Ind. 345

(1879); Mershon v. State, 51 Ind. 14 (1875) ; State v. Kugau, 5 Mo.

App. 592 (1878).

It is equally well settled that specific instances of untruth or im-

morality are incompetent to prove the character of the witness for

truth and veracity.
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Tilt' vi'iacity of a male witness cannot be impeached l)y sliowin.,'

that ho is habitually iiituxicati-d. Thayer /'. Uoyh', 30 Me. 475

(1841)). Or has indul^'r<l in unlawful sexual intorcuuise. Cuniniii;-

luun 0. State, 65 Ind. 377 (1S7'J).

Where evidence on behalf of the accused as to his good character

for truth and veracity was met by the government by evidence of

particular acts of immoral conduct, tending to show low and im-

moral associations, the court held that ''This . , . was clearly ille-

gal evidence," As, however, the evidence as to truth and veracity

was itself iniproi)erly admitted, the court decline to reverse the judg-

ment. Morgan v. State, 88 Ala. 223 (ISSOj. '-A witness cannot be

impeached by evidence of particular wrongful acts, nor is it proper

to question the witness with reference to such matters." Jones i\

Duchow, 87 Cal. 10'.) (1890) ; U. S. c Vansickle, 2 McLean, C. Ct.

210 (1840).

The character for veracity of a female witness cannot be im-

peached by showing lack of chastity. People /•. Mills, 1)4 Mich. 030

(1893) ; Camp /;. State, 3 Kelly, 417 (1847) ; Johnson v. State, 01

Ga. 305 (1878); Jackson /-. Lewis, 13 Jolms. 504 (1816); Spears /'.

Forrest, 15 Vt. 435 (1843) ; Com. c. Churchill, 11 Mctc. 538 (1840);
overruling Com. *'. Murphy, 14 Mass. 387 (1817) ; Dimick v. Downs,
82 111. 570 (1876).

But see U. S. v. Bredemeyer, 6 Utah, 143 (1889) where the court

apparently' decided that on an indictment for adultery, the character

of the woman as a witness may be im[)eached by proof of improper
relations with other men. The evidence was admissible, however,

on other grounds.

The rule forbidding proof of character by particular instances of

conduct, does not interfere with the right, on cross-examination of a

sustaining witness to character, to inquire as to such particular in-

stances. Jones V. State, 76 Ala. 8 (1884) ; Holmes r. State, SS Ala.

26 (1889) ; Leonard r. Allen, 11 Cush. 241 (1853); Steeples v. New-
ton, 7 Greg. 110 (1879). An impeaching witness may be asked, on
cross-examination, to state the names of all persons whom he has

heard speak against the reputatiou of the witness impeached. B>ates

V. Barber, 4 Cush. 107 (1849). As the court say in State v. Perkins,

66 N. C. 126 (1872), " It is settled that a witness who swears to the

general bad character of another witness on the other side, may,
upon cross-examination, be asked to name the individuals whom he
heard speak disparagingly of the witness, and what was said. This

is everyday practice."

"Where the attempt is made, on cross-examination, to limit the

bad reputation to a particular set of facts, e. [/., promises to pay
debts, the impeaching party can extend the scope of the bad repu-

tation to the extent of making it general. Pierce v. Newton, 13

Gray, 528 (1859).
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So the opinion of one witness as to the truthful character of an-
other is not competent.

On the matter of the veracity of a witness, an impeaching witness
cannot be asked '' From wliat you l^now of his reputation, andivhat
you know of him, would you believe him under oath in a matter in
which he is interested ? " The court say " so far as it authorized
the witness under examination to base belief on his personal knowl-
edge— as distinguished from general reputation — the cpiestion was
improper." People c. Methvin, 53 Cal. 68 (1878) ; Holsey v. State,
24 Tex. App. ^o (1887) ; State v. King, 78 Mo. 555 (1883).
The preliminary question is whether or not he knows the general

reputation for truth and veracity in the neighborhood in which he
resides. If he says no, his examination should stoj). If he says
yes, he should be asked whether that general reputation is good or
bad, and whether, from such general reputation, he would believe
the person under oath

; and the sources and extent of his information
may be tested on cross-examination. French v. Sale, G3 I^Iiss. 386
(1885). He must answer, as a matter of conscience, if a sufficient
number of neighbors have expressed themselves. Ibid. Hamilton
V. People, 29 Alich. 173, 189 (1874); Wilson v. State, 3 Wise. 798
(1854). If the witnesses to character understand the jjhrase in a
general sense, it is not error to omit tlie word "general " in iiupiir-
ing for the reputation of the witness. Coates v. Sulau, 4(J Kans
341 (1891).

This preliminary (juestion as to whether the second witness knows
the reputation of tlie first, is for the jury and not lor the court.
Bates V. Barber, 4 Cush. 107 (1849).

" It IS not like the case of experts, who are called to give opinions,
and whose qualifications to give such opinions must be first ex-
amined and decided upon by tlie court. What is the reputation of
a witness for truth and veracity, is a simple question of fact; and
there is no more reason for the court to make a preliminary exami-
nation as to the knowledge of witnesses called to testify to this fact,
than there is for making such examination as to the knowledge of
witnesses called to testify to any other fact. All witnesses, com-
I)etent to testify to any fact in the case, are competent to testify to
the fact of reputation for truth ; and the inquiry as to the amount
and means of this knowledge is for tlie jury, in order to enable them
to satisfy themselves as to the weight and importance of the testi-
mony." Bates V. Barber, 4 Cush. 107 (1849).

'- ExGLisH Rule." — Assuming that the impeaching (or sustain-
ing) witness has answered that he knows the reputation for truth
and veracity of the witness sought to be impeached, and has iiext
been asked whether it is good or bad, the point in dispute on the
cases IS whether the inquiry should stop here or whether the witness
should be further asked, " From what you know of this reputation
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would you believe him under oath ? " This latter question, if asked,

is said to be according to the so-called '• English rule."

It is believed that the great preponderance of authority is in favor

of this so-called " English " form of interrogation. The great in-

fluence of Professor Greenleaf is probably responsible for such con-

flict as exists. It is said in Hamilton v. People, 29 Mich. 173 (1874),
" Until Mr. Greenleaf allowed a statement to creep into his work on

evidence to the effect that the American authorities disfavored the

English rule, it was never very seriously questioned. ... It is a

little remarkable that of the cases referred to to sustain this idea,

not one contained a decision upon the question, and only one con-

tained more than a passing dictum not in any way called for."

The reasons in favor of the form of (piestion calling for the

opinion of the witness as to the effect on his own mind of the repu-

tation of the impeached witness, are given in this well considered

case of Hamilton v. People, 29 Mich. 173 (1874). *• Unless the im-

peacliing witness is held to showing the e.\tent to which an evil

reputation, has affected a person's credit, the jury cannot accurately

tell what the witness means to express by stating that such repu-

tation is good or bad, and can have no guide in weighing his testi-

mony. ... It has also been commonly observed that impeaching

questions as to character are often misunderstood, and witnesses, in

spite of caution, base their answer on bad character generally, which

may or may not be of such a nature as to impair confidence in tes-

timony. . . . The objection alleged to such an answer by a witness

is, that it enables the witness to substitute his opinion for that of

the jury. But this is a fallacious objection. The jur}-, if they do

not act from personal knowledge, cannot understand the matter at

ull without knowing the witness' opinion, and the ground on which
it IS based.'' Ibid. The following authorities, among others, follow

the English rule. People r. Davis, 21 Wend. 30'J (183'J) ; Titus >:

Ash, 24 N. H. 319 (1851) ; I.yman r. Pliiladelphia, 56 Pa. St. 488

(18G7) ; Knight/'. House, 29 Md. 194 (18(;8); Eason r. Chapman,
21 111. 33 (1858); Wilson c. State, 3 Wis. 798 (18.54); Stokes >'.

State, IS Ga. 17 (1855); M'Cutchen r. :\PCutchen. 9. Porter (Ala.),

650 (1839) ; United States r. Vansickle. 2 McLean, C. Ct. 219

(1840) ; Mobley r. Hamit, 1 A. K. :Marsh, 591 (1819) ; Ford v.

Ford, 7 Humph. 92 (1846); Kobinson v. State, 16 Fla. 835 (1878) ;

Snow V. Grace, 29 Ark. 131 (1874).

In a New York case a witness called to sustain a prior witness

whose veracity had been attacked, testified that he did not know
*' from the speech of the people " what the prior witness's character

for veracity was. But that he had known him for ten years, knew
his character, and had heard it questioned. He was then asked,

"From the speech of the people as to his character, would you be-

lieve him under oath ? " Held to be a proper question. Adams v.

Greenwich Ins. Co., 70 X. Y. 166 (1877).
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To the same effect is the reasoning in Ford v. Ford. 7 Iliimpliroy
(Tenn.), 92 (1846j :

'• We think it is proper that the witness should
testify as to his own opinion. But this opinion must be the result
of his knowledge of the general reputation of the principal witness

;

not of particular facts, nor of his estimate of the character of the
party, founded upon his knowledge of many facts. . . . Rumors may
exist, and may acquire a general circulation in a neighborhood, and
yet their origin may be so vague, or the sources from which they
spring so unworthy of credit, as that the people of the neighborhood
may entirely disregard them, and retain the utmost confidence in
the party to whom they relate. . . . The party has no such general
reputation as that which these rumors, if believed, would give.
General reputation is the estimate one's neighbors place upon his
character." lOid. Wike i\ Lightner, 11 H. & R. 198 (1824). " We
all know that there are j^ersons so given to apocryphal statements
in their common conversation and intercourse with their friends
and neighbors, that no one jdaces any confidence in their state-
ments, and this want of truthfulness becomes a subject of common
remark among all who know them, still, from their daily walk and
conversation in other respects, none would doubt their truthfulness
when solemnly called to testify in a court of justice." Eason v.

Chapman, 21 111. 33 '1858). The same rules apply to a party
when he takes the stand as a witness. State v. Beal, G8 Ind. 345
(1879).

Where a party is a witness the form of the question may be modi-
fied as follows. After inquiring as to the general reputation for
truth and veracity in the community where he resides, the impeach-
ing witness may be asked, " Whether, from that reputation, he, the
witness, would believe him on oath, in a matter in which he was
interested." Knight v. House, 29 Md. 194 (1868).

Should the sustaiiung witness, when inquired of as to the reputa-
tion for truth and veracity of the first witness, state tliat he has
never heard it questioned, he is entitled, if otherwise competent,
to state that he would believe him on his oath. ''If sucli a question
was not permitted, the most respectable man in the community might
fail in being supported if his character for truth should happen to
be attacked." People v. Davis, 21 Wend. 309 (1839). But where
the second witness said, " I never heard his reputation spoken
of. I have heard people say he has lied," it was held that he did
not possess the requisite knowledge of the reputation for truth to
entitle him to state his own belief in the value of the first witness's
oath. " A witness must state his own knowledge of another's general
good reputation before he will be permitted to say he would believe
him on oath, otherwise he has no legitimate foundation for his be-
lief. In some of the states the secondary question as to belief is

not permitted at all." Lyman v. Philadelphia, 56 Pa. St. 488
(1867).
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Certain American authorities, following the authority of Professor

Greenleaf, hokl that the only pnjper in<iuiries are whether the wit-

ness knows the general reputation of the impeached witness for

truth and veracity, and if so, what it is. J'romment among tln-se

states is Massachusetts.

In that state the usual question is, '' \Vhat is his general reputa-

tion for truth and veracity ? " It is discretionary with the court to

direct the examining party to Hrst inquire whether the witness

knows the reputation. " The practice upou this subject differs in

ditferent courts. In this state, no practice is established as a rule

of law, but it is within the discretion of the presiding judge to re-

quire the preliminary (piestion above stated to be asked of each

witness if he shall deem that the interests of justice require it.

The same principle is applicable to the examination of witnesses

upon other subjects. It often occurs, in the trial of cases, that the

judge is called upon to inquire of a witness whether he has knowl-

edge of the matter of which he is called to testify. If it appears to

be'^doubtful whether the witness understands and appreciates his

duty to testify only to what he knows of his own knowledge, or if,

for any reason, there is danger that he may testify to hearsay, it is

the right, and may be the duty, of the presiding judge to inquire of

him if he has knowledge of the matter as to which he is asked to

testify; and the party calling the witness would not be thereby

aggrieved, and no exceptions would lie." Wetherbee r. Xorris, 103

Mass. 505 (1870); Quinsigamond Uank /•. Ilobhs. 11 (iray, 250

(1858).

The rule is the same in New Jersey. It is not sufficient that the

impeaching witness should state that from what he knows of his

reputation he would not believe him under oath. '• The only testi-

mony allowed in such case is as to the general reputation of the

witness impeached, in the neighborhood, for truth and veracity, and

that such reputation is generally bad ; saying that the witness, from

what he knew of his reputation, would not believe him under oath,

is not sufficient." King v. Paickman, 20 N. J. Eq. 316 (1SG9).

And California, " The question of veracity is one of fact for the

jury, and it cannot be affirmed, as a legal proposition, that a witness

is not successfully impeached, unless the impeaching witnesses

testify that, from the general reputation of such witness, they

would not believe him or her under oath." People v. Tyler, 35 Cal.

553 (1868).

In Texas, the impeaching witness, after stating knowledge as to

the first witness's reputation for truth and veracity, "may then

properly be asked whether that general reputation is such as to en-

title the witness to credit on oath," but not whether he Avould be-

lieve him on oath. Marshall v. State, 5 Tex. App. 273, 294 (1878).

The reasons for excluding the final question as to the witness's
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belief is thus stated in Boon /•. Weathered, 23 Tex. 675 (1859),

cited with a})proval in Marshall r. State {iibl siijjrd). "Where the

impeaching witness is asked ' whether or not he could believe the

other under oath,' he is more likely to give an answer suggested by

his personal knowledge, or prompted by his personal feelings, or his

individual opinion, than when he is asked, whether or not he is ac-

quainted with the general reputation of the impeached witness, for

truth, and whether it is good or bail."

In Ohio a somewhat similar rule is adopted. The court suggest

the following as the proper form of question :
" Have you the means

of knowing the general reputation of A B, the witness, for truth?

Or, this preliminary question may be thus : Are you acquainted with

A J^, and do you know what is his general reputation for truth?

Ho, any other form of words may be adopted, by which to ascertain

whether the witness has sufficient knowledge of the public estima-

tion for truth, in which the witness proposed to be impeached is

held." Craig v. State, 5 Ohio St. 005 (1854).

Reputation ante Litk.m Motam. — The reputation as to veracity

is reputation at the time of trial. As bearing on this question,

reputation subsequent to the bringing of the suit is competent,

though if it arises out of the suit itself its force is naturally much
weakened. "A foundation for such evidence must first be laid by

showing that the witness has a reputation, that there is a common
report as to his veracity ; and to determine this, it is proper to show

its extent, how it originated, and what originated it, whether in the

transaction out of which the controversy arose, or independent of it.

If from the controversy itself, and since it commenced, its force and

weight would be materially lessened." Amidon v. Hosley, 54 Vt.

25 (1882) ; Fisher /•. Conway, 21 Kans. 18 (1878).

In New Jersey the courts have gone further, and hold that the

reputation of a witness for veracity arising since the controversy, is

incompetent. "No rule is better settled, or founded on clearer

principles, than that which excludes all testimony touching reputa-

tion founded on opinions expressed post lift'ni viotam. Not only

should evidence as to the character of the witness be founded on

reputation, previously existing, but a stranger sent by a party to

the neighborhood of the witness to learn his character, will not be

permitted to testify as to the result of his inquiries." Reid v. Reid,

17 N. J. Eq. 101 (1864).

Where evidence of bad reputation of a witness for veracity is re-

ceived, evidence is competent that prior to a certain event, e. g. his

failure in business, it was good. Quinsigamond Bank v. Hobbs, 11

Gray, 250 (1858). So where an impeaching w^itness has stated, in

reply to the usual questions, that he could not believe the first wit-

ness under oath, he may state further that, laying aside impressions

which he received at a certain trial at which the impeached witness
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testifi('(l, ho would believe hiia uiuler oath. Titus r, .Vsh, L'l N. II.

319 (iHol).

Who may testifv.— In Morgiiii c. State, 88 Ala. 223 (1889), a
party testified to his own reputation for trutii and veracity. The
evidence was held incompetent, but not aj)parently on account of

any disability of the; wituess to testify.

Wliere the inipeachiug witness had had no dealings with the

principal witness for five years, it was held discretionary with the

court to refuse to admit the questiini. Teese /•. Jluntiugdou, 2,>

How. 2 (1859).

It is not necessary that the second witness should be a member of

the community in which the reputation e.xists. It is sutticient if he
knows what it is. lladjo /•. Gooden, 13 Ala, 718 (DSlH). If an
impeaching (or sustaining) witness knows the reputation of the

first witness where he resides he need not himself be one of his

neighbors. That is a circumstance going merely to the weight of

his evidence. Wallace /'.White, 58 Wis. 2<J (1883). But "ordi-

narily, the witness ought to come himself from the neighborhood of

the person whose character is in (piestion." Towers /•. Tresgroves,

38 Miss. 227,241 (lH5i)) ; Louisville, &c. II. li. r. Kichardson, GG
Ind. 43 (1879). It is for the jury to judge as to the qualifications

of the second witness. If he says he knows the reputation of the

first witness he can testify, even if the court thinks differently.

Bates r. IJarber, 4 Cush. 107 (1840). But if the witness does not
claim knowledge, his evidence may be e.\cluded. Com. r. Lawler,
12 All. 585 (18GG) ; State v. Perkins, 6G N. C. 126 (1872).

In the case of Com. r. Lawler, 12 All. 585 (18G6), the government
relied on the evidence of one A. "In order to impeach him, the
defendant called a witness, and asked him, ' W^hat is the general
reputation of Connell for truth and veracity? ' The defendant then
asked the several questions following; but all were excluded by
the judge. 'Have you heard his character for truth and veracity
called in question ? If you have heard his character for truth and
veracity called in question, state what the common speech of people
is as to his character for truth and veracity. What is the general
reputation of Connell for truth and veracity, among those who
speak of it at all ? ' The judge ruled that the defendant might ask
the witness what was the common speech of people as to Connell's
character for truth and veracity, but that the questions in the form
put by the defendant were inadmissible." This ruling was sus-
tained on exceptions, the Supreme Judicial Court (Bigelow C. J.)

saying, — " The defendant has no valid ground of exception to the
ruling of the court. He was permitted to put to the witness the
proper inquiry as to the general reputation for truth of the person
whose character for veracity he sought to impeach. The questions
which were ruled out Avere calculated to elicit testimony to the
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prejudice of the witness offered by the government, from a person

who had no actual knowledge of his general reputation for truth.

If answered, they might have led to the introduction of evidence of

particular instances of prevarication by the government witness, or

of doubt as to his truthfulness on some special occasion, without

touching his general character for veracity. The rule is perfectly

well settled that the evidence must be confined to the general repu-

tation of the witness, and the court did nothing more than hold the

party to a strict observance of it, by requiring his questions to be

restricted to that form of inquiry solely." Com. r. Lawler, 12 All.

585 (186G).

The number of impeaching and sustaining witnesses to credibility

may be limited by the sound discretion of the court, to be exer-

cised according as the issue of credibility is important in the case.

" It would be absurd to hold, that, upon an enquiry of that sort, de-

pending, in a great measure, upon the opinion of witnesses, a party

has the right to examine as many as he pleases, and that the court

and jury are bound to sit and hear them, without any power to inter-

fere." Bunnell v. Butler, 23 Conn. G5 (1854). In this case the

court limited the number to six on each side.
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CHAPTER in.

BURTHEN OF I'KOOF.

§ 364.' The third of tlie ruli's"^ governing the production of evi-

dence is, that the burfhen of proof lioa on the pnrtij who substantia////

asserts the affirmative of the issue. This rule is in the Roman law

thus expressed, Ei ineumbit probatio, qui (/ieit, uon qui neejat? It

has been adopted in practice, not because it is impossible to prove

a negative, but because the negative does not admit of the direct

jind simple proof of which the affirmative is capable ;
^ and also

since it is but reasor.able and just that the suitor who relies upon

the existence of a fact should prove his own case. In its applica-

tion, regard must be had to the substance and effect of the issue,

and not to its grammatical form ; for in many cases a party, by

making a slight alteration in his pleadings, can give the issue a

negative or affirmative form at his pleasure.'

^ Slio. The best tests for ascertaining on whom the burthen of

proof lies are, to consider first which party would succeed if no

evidence were given on either side ; " and, secondly, what would be

the effect of striking out of the record the allegation to be proved.

The onus lies on whichever party would fail, if either of these

steps were pursued.' Instances in which, on these grounds, aver-

ments negative in form must be, nevertheless, proved by the party

who asserts such negative, arise in an action for non-compliance

with tlie covenants in a lease, where the breach assigned is that

^ Gr. Ev. § 74 in part. ® Amos v. Hughes, 1835 (Alder-
2 See ante, § 217. son, B.); Belcher v. M'Intosh, 1839
3 Dig. Lib. "22, tit. 3, 1, 2; Masc. (id.); Doe v. Rowlands, 1S40 (Cole-

de Prob. Concl. 70, tot. ; Concl. 1128, ridge, J.); Osbom v. Thompson,
n 10. See Tait, Ev. 1. 1839 (Erskine, J.) ; Eidgway v. Ew-

* Dranquet v. Prudhomme, 1831 bank, 1839 (Alderson, B.) ; Geach v.

(Am.). Ingall, 1845 (id.).

* Soward v. Leggatt, 1836 (Ld. '" Mills v. Barber, 1836 (Alderson.
Abinger). B.).
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the premises were not kept in repair, for this allegation must, if

traversed, be proved by plaintiff ;i and in an action where a plaintiff,

claiming on a life policy, avers that the insurance was effected on

an assertion, made by the insurer, that the insured was not subject

to habits or to attacks of illness tending to shorten life, and was in

good health, which was true ; but the defence is that such state-

ment was false in these respects, namely, that the insured was

subject to habits and to attacks tending to shorten life, that is, to

habits of intemperance and to attacks of erysipelas, and was ill at

the time when the assertion was made, in which case the burthen

of proof here again lies upon the plaintiff—since, to entitle him to

a verdict, some evidence must be given that the life was insurable

at the time when the policy was effected.^

§ 366. Similarly, the burthen of proof lies upon the plaintiff in

an action for not executing a contract in a workmanlike manner, to

which it is pleaded that the work was properly done;^ in an action

on a warranty of a horse, where plaintiff alleges that the horse was

not sound as warranted, and the defendant denies the unsoundness;*

in an action against a solicitor for not using due diligence f against

a merchant for not loading a sufficient cargo on board a ship, pur-

suant to a charter-party f against an architect for not building

houses according to a specification ; '' and, indeed, in every case in

which plaintiff grounds his right of action upon a negative allega-

tion, and the establishment of this negative is consequently an

essential element in support of his claim. ^ The practice in Admi-
ralty is also in accordance with these principles. In a damage suit

there, if a defendant, making no charge of negligence against

plaintiff, denies his averments, and pleads inevitable accident,

1 Soward v. Leggatt, 18:^6; Doe (Ld. Denman) ; S. P. (Tindal, C. J.).

V. Rowlands, 18-K) (Coleridge, J.)

;

In Fisher v. Joyce, 1839, Cole-
Belcher v. M'Intosh, 1839 (Alder- ridge, J., allowed defendant to begin,
son, B.), but in Doe v. Rowlands, 1840, con-

2 Huckman v. Firnie, 1838; Ashby fessed this wrong.
V. Bates, 1846; Geach v. Ingall, ^ Shilcock v. Passman, 1836(Alder-
1845; Rawlins v. Desborough, 1837 son, B.).

(Ld. Denman); Craig v. Fenn. 1841 « Ridgway v.Ewbank, 1839(Alder-
(id.); Polo V. Rogers, 1840 (Tindal, son, B.).

C.J.). » Smith V. Davies, 1836 (Alderson,
* Amos V. Hughes, 1835. B.).
* Osborn v. Thompson, 1839 (Ers- » j)Qg ^^ Johnson, 1844 (Tindal,

kine, J.); Cox v. Walter, undated 0. J.).
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plaintiff must Legin at the trial' But if, on the (idmitted f(Hn, the

onus of proving that there was uo negligence by liira is upon the

defendant, he begins.'^

§ 367. There are certain exceptions to this general rule that the

burthen of proof rests on the party whose assertion, though in form

negative, is in substance affirmative. These must now be noticed.

The first exception to such rule is that the party who asserts the

negative must begin whenever there is a disputable presumption of

Jaa- in favour of an affirmative allegation.^ Tlie presumption, till

displaced by direct evidence, serves the party, in whose favour it

arises, as well as if he had given express proof. Thus, for instance,

where a shi]iper was charged in a civil action witli having shipped

dangerously combustible goods without giving notice of their

nature, whereby the ship was burnt, as the omission to give notice

woidd have been criminal on the part of the defendant, the law

was held to presume that notice had been given, and to thus throw

upon the plaintiff the burthen of proving the negative;^ in an

action by a landlord against a tenant for forfeiture by breach of a

covenant to insure, it was held that the law presumed, in favour of

the party in possession, that he had satisfied the covenant, and that

the non-insurance must therefore be proved by the plaintiff,* and

that the landlord could, to relieve himself from the burthen of

giving this negative proof, have inserted an express clause to

that effect in the lease;* in an action on an insurance on a ship, if

the underwriter plead that certain material facts, known to the

assured, had been concealed from him, the burthen of proving the

non-communication of these facts will, on a reply traversing this the

whole statement of defence, be on the defendant ; for the presump-

tion of law prima facie is that the assured discliarged his duty of

communicating all material facts to the underwriter—though the

1 The Benmore, 1873 ; The Otter, See ante, §§71, 109, 214—216.

1874.
i Williams v. E. India Co., 1802.

The Merchant Prince, 1892. * See Toleman v. Portbuiy, 1869

3 It is onlv with reference to dis- (Ex. Ch.).

putable presumptions of law that this « Doe v. Whitehead, 1838, where

rule applies, for if the presumption refusal to produce the policy or any

be conclusive, no evidence at all can receipt for premium was held not

be given to rebut it ; if it be merely sufficient proof of an omission to

one of fact, the presumption itself insure,

does not arise till made by a jury.
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amount of evidence required to show the contrary will vary accord-

ing to circumstances. Indeed, tiomctime.s very slender evidence will

be sufficient, so that, for instance, proof that a ship was known by
the assured to have been burnt at the time when the assurance was
effected would in itself be reasonable evidence to show that it had

not been communicated, because no underwriter, had he been aware

of such a circumstance, would have executed the policy.^

§ 368. A common example of the principle that a person who
asserts that which is contrary to a prima facie presumption of law

must prove it, is afforded by actions upon bills of exchange, for in

these the plaintiff need neither allege nor prove that the bill sued

upon was given for good consideration, as, in the absence of evi-

dence to the contrary, the law presumes that fact.^ But in an

action by indorsee against the acceptor of a bill of exchange, on a

defence that the bill was accepted for the accommodation of the

drawer, and was indorsed to the plaintiff without value,^ and when
it was overdue,* and a reply traversing the latter of these allega-

tions, the burthen of proving that no value was given for the bill,

or that it was overdue at the time of indorsement, devolves on the

defendant, because the defence does not contain an allegation of

any fraud which would counteract the presumption arising from

the possession of such an instrument.^

§ 369. Where, however, the defendant " taints the bill" (as it ia

called), that is, shows fraud or illegality in the original transaction,

—as, for instance, after stating that the bill was originally obtained

by fraud or duress, or had been given for gambling purposes,* oi

had been lost or stolen, he avers that the plaintiff held it without

value, and this last fact is traversed,—the plaintiff is required

to prove that he gave value, because the presumption of illegality

arising from an admitted fraud in the inception of the bill is pre-

1 Elkin V. Janson, 1845 (Parke and * Lewis v. Parker, 1836 ; Jacob v.

Alderson, BB.). Hungate, 1834 (Parke, B.) ; Brown
* See 45 & 46 V. c. 61 (" The v. Pliilpot, 1840 (Ld. Denmau). See,

Bills of Exchange Act, 1882 "), § 30. also, Smith v. Martin, 1841.
See, also, E. S. C. 1883, Ord. XIX. « The fact that a note was given
r. 25. for a wager on duty subject to

' Mills V. Barber, 1836; Whit- fluctuation, does not render the in-
taker v. Edmunds, 1834 (Patteson, strument illegal within this rule, for
J.) ; Fitch V. Jones, 1855. such a wager was only a promise

* See (Alderson, B.) Elkin v. Jan- which the law would not enforce:
Bon, 1845. Fitch v. Jones, 1855.
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sumod to altaoli to every subsequent lioMer, and to render liini in-

cajialde of recovering on such a bill in the absence of evidenco

showing under wliat circumstances lie became possessed of it.'

Similarly, if in such a case, whether the action be upon a bill- or

upon a note,^ the plaintiff, in answer to such a defence, merely

reply a general denial,* and defendant gives evidence of the fraud,

as soon as the illegality is proved, the onus of showing that he gave

value is east upon the plaintiff without notice of any fraud.

§ 370. On the same princijile, too, that a person who asserts the

negative of a legal presumption must begin and prove his denial,

if a plaintiff avers that a certain party was, at a specified time, of

sound mind, and this averment is traversed by the defendant, the

latter is bound to prove the negative allegation of incompetency,

for the law presumes every man to be sane till the contrary is

shown.* If, however, on the trial of such an issue, the defendant

' See cases cited in last four pre-

ceding; notes. Also 45 & 46 V. c. 61

("The Billsof Exchanj?e Act, 18S2"),

§ 30, subs. 2 ; and Bin^^ham r. Stan-

ley, 1841, overruling Ld. Denman's
decision at Nisi Prius as reported in

9 C. & P. 374. See, also, Elkin v.

Janson, 1H45 (Aldcrson, B.). See

also, however, Masters v. Barrets,

1849.
- Harvey v. Towers, 1851 ; Smith

V. Brain, 1851 ; Hogg v. Skeen,

1865 ; Berry v. Aldennan, 1853

;

Fitch V. Jones, 1855 ; Mather v. Ld.

Maidstone, 1856; Hall v. Feather-

stone, 1858.
3 Bailey v. Bidwell, 1853, over-

ruling Patcrson v. Ilardacre, 1811.
* Which is now the proper plead-

ing : see E. S. C. 1883, Ord. XIX.
r. 18 ; ante, §§ 302, 304.

* See Sutton v. Sadler, 1857 ; Dyce
Sombre v. Troup, 1856. The pro-

position stated in the text, that every

man is presumed to be sane till the

contrary is proved, is doubtless true

in criminal cases. It may even be,

too, that it is also true in civil cases.

But, so far as probate issues are con-

cerned, the cases are conflicting. See

a learned note on the whole matter

in Greenleaf on Evidence, 15th edit.

(1892), p. 124. The passage in the

text has been allowed to stand, as it

appears to express the deliberately

foniifd opinion of the Author. As
to Probate issues, however, many
other text books state the law some-
what differently to the proposition in

the text above, and in the above cited

note to Grei'ulcaf on Evidence (a

work iipon which the present treatise

was, originalh', to a large extent

founded) it is said that, on a ques-
tion of ])robate, the burthen of prov-
ing that the testator was of sound
mind " is, by the better cases, held

to rest upon the party propounding
the will." The present Editor, while

he does not feel justified in altering

Mr. Pitt Taylor's text, nevertheless

personally agrees in the views ex-
pressed in the above cited note to

Greenleaf, since, in his opinion, the

maxim that "eveiy man is presumed
to be sane till the contrary appears

"

does not arise at all, until it has been
shown that the individual, whose act

is under investigation, was like other

men, and, possibly, applies only in

criminal cases, while the case oi

Sutton V. Sadler itself shows that a

direction to the effect suggested in

the text is a misdirection to a jury.

As to wills, a contrary rule prevaUs

in Massachusetts. Crowninshield v.

Crowninshield. 1834 (Am.); and see

Anderson v. Gill, 1858, H. L. (Ld.

Wensleydale) ; Smee v. Smee, 1879.
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puts ill evidence an inquisition finding the party lunatic from a

date prior to the transaction in question, this evidence, though only

prima facie and not conclusive, shifts tlie burthen of proof on the

plaintiff, who asserts the party's sanity.^ Thus, if it be shown that a

testator was insane, or even subject to delusions,^ at any time prior

to the date of an alleged will, or within a few years after that date,

the burthen of establishing his testamentary capacity will certainly

be shifted on to the party propounding the will.^

§ 371. On the ground that a prosecutor must prove every fact

necessary to substantiate his charge against a prisoner, or, in other

words, that the law always presumes innocence in the absence of

convincing evidence to the contrary, in criminal cases the burthen

of proof, unless shifted by legislative interference, always falls on

the prosecuting party,—and this though, in order to convict, he

must necessarily have recourse to negative evidence. Thus? if a

statute, in the direct description of an offence, and not by way of

proviso, contain negative matter, the indictment or information

must both contain an allegation negativing such matter, and the

allegation itself must also be supported by prima facie evidence.^

A better illustration of this principle cannot be given than to

point out tliat the old (and now repealed) statutes made it an

offence to either course deer in inclosed grounds without the con-

sent of the owner,^ or to cut trees without such consent ;" and that

the law, having made the absence of consent a material element

in such offences, on indictments for them it was necessary both to

allege and to prove that the act was done without such consent.

§ 372—374. The Legislature has now, however, in many in-

stances got rid of the necessity for proving negative matter either

1 Hassard v. Smith, 1872. " E. v. Allen, 1826 ; 42 G. 3, c. 107,

» Smoe V. Smee, 1879 (Sir J. Han- § 1, repealed by 7 & 8 G. 4, c. 27.

nen). Other provisions, omitting all men-
3 Waring v. Waring, 1848 (Ld. tion of consent, are now substituted

Brougham) ; Fowlis v. Davidson, by 24 & 2o V. c. 96 (" The Larceny
1848 (Sir H. Fust); Grimani v. Act, 1861 "), § 13.

Draker, 1848 (id.); Prinsep v. Dyee « E. v. Hazy, 1826; 6 G. 3, c. 36,

Sombre, 1856 (P. C.) ; ante, § 197. repealed first by 7 & 8 G. 4, c. 27,

* E. V. Jarvis, 1756; Taylor v. and, secondly, by 30 & 31 V. c. 59.

Humphries, 1864 ; Davis v. Scrace, Other provisions, omitting all men-
1869; Morgan v. Hedger, 1870; tion of consent, are now substituted

Copley V, Burton, 1870. by 24 & 25 V. c. 97 (" The Malicious

Damage Act, 1861 "), §§ 20, 21.
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by enactments creating the offence afresh, and omitting all

mention of the negative niatter,^ but more generally by ex-

pressly enacting that the burfZ/cn of proring outhoriti/, consent,

lawful excmc, and the like, shall lie on the difcndant. Thus,

the accused is, by the statutes relating to the offences, bound to

protect himself by showing affirmatively the existence of some

lawful authority or excuse where he is charged with sundry statut-

able offences.^

1 See, for instance, the two pre-

ceding notes.
- Amongst such offences are : being

fouiul by night in possession of any
picklock key, crow, jack, bit, or

other implement of housebreaking

(L'4 & 20 Y. c. 9G("The Larceny Act,

18(51"), § 58); or buying or selling

coin at an undervalue, or exporting or

importing, counterfeit coin (24 & 25

V. c. 99 (•' The Coinage Offences Act,

18(il "), §§6, 7, H, 14, 19); or making,
mending, or having possession of,

coining tools, or conveying such

tools, or anv coin or bullion, out of

the Mint (24 & 25 V. c. 99 ("The
Coinage Oftences Act, 18G1"),§'^ 14, 24,

25; see R. v. Harvey, 1871 [Q. C. R.);

or having possession of ])aper, plates,

or dies used in connection with the

stamp duties (:« & 34 V. c. 98,

§§ 18, 22; 54 & 55 V. c. 38 ("The
Stamp Duties Management Act,

1891 "), § 15) ; or (being licensed to

sell stamps) haAang possession of any
forged stamps (see 54 & bb V. c. 38.

§ 18), or any instruments or materials

for making either letter stamps (54 &
65 V. c. 38, § 13, subs. 1 ); orexcise paper

(2 W. 4, c. 16 ("The Excise Permit

Act, 1832"). § 3 ; 11 & 12 V. c. 121,

§ 18), or paper used for making ex-

chequer bills (24 & 25 Y. c. 5, § IS ;

24 & 25 Y. c. 98 (" The Forgery Act,

1861 "), § 9), bank notes (24 & 25 Y.

c. 98 ("The Forgery Act, 1861"),

§ 14\ the notes of private bankers

(Id. '§ 18), or foreign notes (Id. § 19)

;

or for manufacturing paper similar

to that used for stamps by or under

the Commissioners of Inland Revenue

(54 & 55 Y. c. 38, § 14 ; see, also, 24

& 25 Y. c. 5, § 18 ; 24 & 25 Y. c. 98

("The Forgery Act, 1861 "), § 10);

oi- having pussession of such paper

beiore it has been stamped and issued

for use (54 & 55 V. c. 38, § 15 ; 24 &
25 Y.c.98("The Forgery Act, 1861"),

§ 1 1 ; 24 & 25 Y. c. 5, § 19) ; or engrav-
ing bank notes or anv part thereof

(24 & 25 Y. c. 98 (" The Forgery Act,

1S61 "), §§ 16, 17). the notes of i)rivate

bankers (Id. § 18), or foreign notes

(Id. § 19) ; or having possession of

counterfeit dies for making gold

and silver wares, or in^itruments for

making such dies, or any wares of

gold, silver, or base metal, having
thereon forged dies (7 & 8 Y. c. 22

("The Gold and Silver Wares Act,

1844"), §§ 2, 3) ; or having i>osses8ioL

of hackney-coach and stage plates,

or drivers' or watermen's tickets (6 &
7 Y. c. 86 ("The London Hackney
Carnages Act, 1843"), § 20; and see

also 30 & 31 Y. c. 134 (amended by
48 Y. c. 18), § 17); and certain other

cognate offences (see R. v. Edmund-
son, 1859). The law is the same
when, on a party being charged with
applving any marks appropriated to

Her'Majestv's stores (38 & 39 Y.
c. 25 ("The Public Stores Act,

1875"), § 4), or with converting or

having in his possession any such
stores, when the same are reasonably
suspected of being stolen or unlaw-
fully obtained (§ 7 ; see, also, §§ 8 and

9), proof is given, or an inference

raised, that he has acted (R. f.' Wil-
mett, 1848'Coltman, J.); R. v. Cohen,
1858 (Watson, B., and Hill, J.); R.
V. Sleep, 1861) " knowingly; " so, the

burthen of proof also rests (R. v.

]3anks, 1794 (Ld. Kenyon)) uj^on the

accused in a prosecution under the

direction of the Commissioners of

Customs, in respect of goods seized

for non-payment of duties, or any
other cause of forfeiture, or for re-

covering any penalty under any Act
relating to the customs; on an in-
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dictment for making a signal to a

smuggling vessel at sea, the defen-

dant (;-i9 & 40 V. c. 36 ("The Customs
Consolidation Act, 187(J"), § 259) must
prove that the signal was not made
for the purpose of giving illegal

notice (Id. § 191) ; and goods found

or seized under the customs laws

will be deemed to be run goods,

unless the owner can prove the con-

trary (Id. § 178). The burthen of

justifying his conduct (32 & 83 V.

c. o7,'§§ 4, 5) also rests upon the de-

fendant in proceedings under "The
Seamen's Clothmg Act, 1869." So,

xmdor '
' The Foreign Enlistment

Act, 1870," where the breach of

neutrality charged relates to the de-

livery of a ship to one of the States

(33 & 34 V. c. 90, § 9) at war. So,

under "The Merchant Shipping Act,

1894," it simihirly rests where a

person is charged with sending, or

attempting to send, or take a ship to

sea in an unseaworthv state so as to

endanger life (39 & 40 V. c. 80, § 4)

;

and in such cases the indictment

need neither aver that the accused

knew the ship was unseaworthy,

nor negative the use of reasonable

means to insure her going to sea

in a seaworthy state : R. v. Free-

man, 1875 (Ir.). In any prosecution

under the Act for preventing acci-

dents by threshing machines, on

proof "that the machine was not duly

fenced while working, the person to

whom it belongs, or for whom it has

been used, must "satisfy the court

that he took all reasonable precau-

tions to ensure the observance of the'

Act" (41 & 42 V. c. 12 ("The Thresh-

ing Machines Act, 1878 "), § 1). So,

the burthen of proof that he acted

innocently lies upon any person

charged under "The Army Act,

ISbl," with illegally purchasing

from soldiers regimental necessaries,

equipment, or stores, or with illegally

being in possession of any such

articles (44 & 45 V. c. 58, § 156,

sub-ss. 1 and 2). Again, a man sum-
moned for being unlawfully in posses-

sion of venison, must satisfy the

magistrate that he came lawfully by

it (24 & 25 V. c. 96 ("The Larceny

Act, 1861 "), § 14) ; and one who
knowingly and unlawfully has on

his premises any tree, shrub, post,

pale, rail, or the like, must give a

satisfactory account of how he came
posse -sed of the article found (24 &
25 V. c. 96 ("The Larceny Act,

1861"), § 35). Persons found in

possession of, or offering for sale,

shipwi-ecked goods, are bound to

show that they have not transgressed

the law in taking them (Id. §§ 65, 66).

In proceedings against any person

for having or keeping an unlicensed

theatre, or for acting for hire there-

in, if it be proved that the theatre is

used for the public ptjrformance of

stage plays, the burthen of proving

that it is duly licensed or authorized

lies on the accused (6 & 7 V. c. 68

("The Theatres Act, 1843"), § 17).

In an action for a penaltv under
" The Public Health Act, lf-'75," for

improperly acting as a member of a

local board, the burthen of proof is

in great measure shifted on to the

defendant (38 & 39 V. c. 55, Sch. 2,

rule 1, sub-rule 70). In any dispute

in the hosiery trade between the

manufacturer and the workmen re-

specting the alleged imperfect exe-

cution of any work, which has been
delivered to the manufacturer or his

agent, the work, if not prodiiced in

order to adjudication, will be deemed
to have been properly executed (8 &
9 V. c. 77, § 3 ; 8 & 9 V. c. 128, § 3).

So, on a complaint that a person

employed in a factory or workshop)

without a surgical certificate, is under
the prescribed age, if the court be of

that opinion, the employer shall be
liable to penalties, unless he can
prove thiit the party employed is of the

age required (41 V. c. 16 ("The Fac-
tory and Workshop Act, 1878 "), § 92).

The proof of the age of the employed
also rests upon the defendant in anj'

prosecution of a chimney sweeper for

illegallv employing a climbing boy
(27 & 28 V. c. 37, § 10), and in any
proceeding against any person for

employing a child in a dangerous
performance (42 & 43 V. c. 34, § 4).

Similarly, the proof of the dog's age
lies on the defendant on the hearing

of an information for a penalty for

keeping a dog without a licence,

where it is said that the animal is

a mere puppy (41 V. c. 15 ("The Cus-
tomsand Inland RevenueAct, 1878"),

§ 19). A pawnbroker charged with
certain offences against "The Pawn-
brokersAct, 1 8 7 2 ," is required toprove
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§ 375. Moreover, as to all cases falling within the Sutnniiiiy

Jurisdiction Act, 1879,' it is generally provided,- tliat " any ex( ep-

tion, exemption, proviso, excuse, or qualification, whether it does

or does not accompany, iu the same section, the description of

the offence in the Act, order, bje-law, regulation, or other docu-

ment creating the offence, may be proved by the defendant, but

need not be specified or negatived in the information or com-

plaint, and, if so specified or negatived, no proof in relation tc

the matters so specified or negatived shall be requu-ed on the jjart

of the informant or complainant.'

§ 376. The first exception to the general rule that the burthen

of proof rests with the party who asserts the substantial affirmative

is, then, that it does not apply where there is a prima facie pre-

sumption of law one way or the other; and it is sufficiently esta-

blished by the examples which have been cited.

§ 376a. The second exception to the above-named general rule

is that where the subject-matter of the allegation /ic.<i pevidiarl'j

within the hnoivledge of one of the parties, that party must prove it,

whether it be of an affirmative or a negative character, and even

though there be a presumption of law in his favour.^ For instance,

some lawful or reasonable excuse for whon siicli meter is under the con-

his conduct (;15 & ;}6 V. c. 93, § 23, sumer's control, is prinui facie evi-

r. 4, and § 31). In most prosecn- denee that such alteration, preven-

tions for offences against the bank- tion, abstraction, or consvimption has

rupt law, the accused may be con- been fraudulently, knowingly, and

victed on the sole proof of his having wilfully caused by the consumer (34

committed the act charged, "unless & 35 V. c. 41 ("The Gasworks

the jury is satisfied that he had ;/ti Clauses Act, 1871"). § 38). In charges

intent to defraud," or, "to conceal against consumers for frauduh-ntly

the state of his affairs," or, "to defeat abstracting it. or water supplied by

the law," as the case may be (32 & 33 meter (38 & 39 V. c*. bb, § (U); 41 & 42

V. c. 62, §§ 11, 12; as amended by V. c. 52, § 70, Ir.), the burthen of

46 ti 47 V. c. 52, § 163; 53 & 54 V. proof also rests with the accused,

c. 71, § 26; 35 & 36 V. c. 57, §§ 11, As to cases under the Pedlars Act,

12, Ir.). The burthen of showing see infra, § 375.

"any lawful authority or excuse" * 42 & 43 V. c. 49.

for his conduct rests upon a person - § 39, subs. 2; "The Pedlars Act,

charged with having committed an 1871" (34 & 35 Y.c. 96), § 20, sub-s. 3;

offence against " The Diseases of 41 & 42 Y. c. 52, § 250, Ii-., contains

Animals Act, 1894" (57 & 58 Y. a similar provision.

0. 57), §§ 52, 53. See Huggins v. ^ See, on the construction of this,

Ward, 1882. On a charge against Boberts v. Humphreys, 1882 (decided

a consumer of fraudulently abstract- on a very similar clause in the Licens-

ing gas, "the existence of artificial ing Acts).

means " for altering the index to any * Dickson v. Evans, 1794 (Ash-

meter, or for preventing any meter hurst, J.); E. v. Turner, 1816 (Bay-

from duly registermg, or for ab- ley, J.). But see the obsei-vations of

etracting, consuming, or using gas Alderson, B., in Elkin v. Janson,
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under the old law, in an action for penalties against a person for

practising as an apothecary without a certificate,^ as the defendant

was peculiarly cognizant of the fact whether or not he had obtained

a certificate, and, if he had done so, could have no difiiculty about

producing it, the law compelled him to do so (although, had it not

been for the principle in question, the plaintiff would have been

bound to prove the negative for two reasons ; first, as essential to

his case, and secondly, to rebut the presumption of innocence),

and in accordance with the principle under consideration it is

for him to do so, and not for the plaintiff to prove it non-

existent.^

§ 377. This second exception also prevails in all civil or criminal

proceedings instituted against parties for doing acts which they

are not permitted to do unless duly qualified. It holds good, and

compels the defendant to produce the necessary licence or autho-

rity (as the case may be), in proceedings for selling liquors, offences

against the game laws,=' improperly exercising a trade or profession,

and the like;^ in actions for penalties against the proprietor of a

theatre, for performing dramatic pieces without the written consent

of the author; 5 in proceedings for misprision of treason—where, if

the treason be proved, and the knowledge of it be traced to the

prisoner, he is, in strictness, bound to negative the averment of

concealment by offering proof of a discovery on his part.« It also

prevails in the Ecclesiastical Courts, so that, in proceedings against

a clergyman for non-residence without licence or exemption, the

prosecution need neither allege nor prove that the defendant had

not a licence, or that he was not resident on another benefice
;
but

if defendant have a Hcence he must produce it.'

1845, suggesting that the rule only Jeffries, 1821 ;
Hanson's case, 1821 ;

refers to the weU,ht of the evidence, Sheldon v. Clark 1806 (Am^); U fe.

but that there should be some evi- r
Ii^J^,^^"'^\itl''/v ^•^' « "" fJ'

dence to start the presumption and The State 1822 (Am
)

See also

cast the onus on the other side. Doe v. Whitehead, 1 SJS, cited ante,

1 Under bb G. 3, c. 194 ("The § 367, where this rule was held in-

Apothecaries Act, 1815"). See, now, applicable.
, „, , „ i

- r- TI^p
21 & "^2 V c 90 § 40 ' Under 3 & 4 W. 4, c. lo

(
ihe

2 Apoth. Co.' V. Bentley, 1824 Dramatic Copyright Act 1833 V

r A-KV>f>H C T "i § 2 ; Morton v. Copeland, 18oo (Am.).

3 See 1 & 2 W -1 c. 32 ("The « E. v. Thistlewood, 1820 (Abbott.

Game Act, 1831 "), § ^2. C.J. in charge to grand jury).

* E. V. Turner, 181G; Smith v. ^ Bluck t;. Eackman, 1840 (F. C.>
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§ 378. The tliird rule governing the iinxluetiou of evidence,

namely, tliat the burthen of proof generally lies upon the party

who substantially asserts the affirmative, has now been in it.M-lf

sufficiently considered. But in connection with this rule .piestions

frefiuently arise with respect to the ri<jlit to hnjin. Therefore, it

will be well to conclude this chapter with a discussion upon this

important subject. This is, indeed, strictly speaking, perhaps a

digression from the subject of the chapter, namely, the considera-

tion of the rule as to the Burthen of I'roof. Yet it is so inti-

mately eonnected uitli the subject, so obviously must be determined

with a due regard to the principles contained in this third rule,

and so important, that its con.sideration will certainly not be

irrelevant. The " rigid to hnjiii,"—in other words, the privilege

of opening the case to the jury— is often one of considerable

advantage before any tribunal,^ but in particular at Nisi Prius.

It not only enables a party to create an impression in his favour,

which it may be difficult subseiiuently to erase, but also secui-es

him the last word, in the event of witnesses being called by his

opponent. Still, cases sometimes occur where a defendant goes

to trial relying simply on the weakness of the plaintiff's case, and

where, if called upon to begin, he will instantly be defeated.^

The duty of beginning is, consequently, seldom a matter of in-

difference, but is generally regarded as an object which it is

important either to attain or to avoid, according to the circum-

stances. The principles which govern the question as to who

has the privilege or duty (as the case may be) of the '' rir/ht to

begin'' are difficult of application, and are, moreover, not very

distinctly understood, and the decisions as to such right are alike

numerous and conflicting. A detailed examination of them all

would be out of place here, but a few general rules may, perhaps,

be of practical value.

§ a79. The first general rule as to the right to begin is, that

1 On tbe hiearin"- of appeals in substance) was want of considera-

enuitv the appellant always used to tion ; the plaintiff having replied, aa

begin • Williams v. WilHams, 18G6. to part of the sum claimed, that he

^ Best ''On Eight to Begin," 21,28. gave consideration, and as to the

See en Edwards v. Jones, 1837 ;
residue, nolle prosequi, Alderson, B.,

where in an action on a note by held thatdefendant must begin, and as

indorsee against maker, the plea (in he could not, plaintiff had a verdict.
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the party on nJiom fho oDHfi prohandi lic^,^ as devrloprd on the record.

must begin} It sometimes is said that the right of bf-gimiiug

belongs to the party on whom the affirmative of the issue lies ; but

this assertion, if literally understood, is by no means accurate, since

(as we have seen) it does not apply either where the affirmative

allegation is supported by a legal presumption, or the truth of the

negative averment is peculiarly within the knowledge of the party

who relies on it.^ And the rule as to the Right to begin is, in what-

ever foi-m it may be stated, subject to some exceptions. First, in

some eases, if at the trial the defendant will admit the wJioIe prima

facie case of the plaintiff, he will be entitled to begin, provided he

was not bound to have made this admission by his pleading at

an earlier period. For instance, this is so in a claim h}^ a person

as heir-at-law of the person last in possession against a devisee

under such person's will, if the defeijdant admits not only that

])laiutiff is heir, but tluit the ancestor, through whom he claims,

died seised.*

§ 880. The exception will, however, be strictly confmed to cases

where the defendant admits the whole title of the plaintiff. There-

fore, if defendant, in an action to recover land, admit at the trial

a will under which the plaintiff claims, and rely on a subsequent

devise or codicil, he will not be entitled to begin. For so

far from admitting the ichole title of the plaintiff, he would

expressly deny a most material part of it, since by setting up a

second will or codicil, he would in effect assert that his opponent

was not devisee at the time of the testator's decease.^ Again, a

defendant whose title rests upon a conveyance from the ancestor,"

or in part under the ancestor's marriage settlement,'' cannot, by

* As to the best tests of the onus Patteson, J.), defendant was allowed

proband!, see ante, § 365. to begin, though plaintiff, as to part
2 Thus, where a husband petitions of the premises, was prepared to prove

for a restitution of conjugal rights, a that he was assignee of an outstand-

respondent who answers by pleading ing term. See, now, E. S. C. 1883,

cruelty is entitled to begin : Cherry Ord. XXI. r. 21 , cited ante, § 301 , n. 2.

V. Cherry, 1858. ^ Doe v. Brayrie, 1848 ; overruling
3 Best " On Riffht to Begin," 29. Doe v. Corbett, 1813, and an anony-

See ante, §§ 367, 376. mous case cited by Ld. Denman in

* Goodtitle v. Braham, 1792 ; Doe Doe v. Barnes, 1834.

V. Brayne, 1848; Doe v. Barnes, « j)oe v. Tucker, 1830 (Bolland, B).

1 834 (Ld. Denman). In Doe i'. Smart, ^ Doe v. Lewis, 1843 (Maule, J.).

1835 (Gurney, B., after consulting
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simply admitting his <);tp(jiient's heirsliiii and his own possession,

deprive the former of his right to begin, bt'eause mkIi an athnission

will not cover the entire title of the jilaintilf. Where, too, each

party claims as heir-at-law, and the defendant is clearly the heir,

if hyitimatc, his admit:sion of a conditional title in the plaintiff, if

the defendant was illegitimate, is insulh.ient to give him the right

to bet^in, because the plaintiff, in order to recover, must prove his

own title ; for although in this particular case the title may depend

on defendant's legitimacy, the legitimacy dues not constitute the

direct issue.

{^ ;3,S1— 2. A second exception to the general rulr that the party

on whom lies the onus probandi, as developed on the record, must

begin, is that the plaintiff begins in all actions where he seeks

substantial and iiii/ifjiddafed damayes, t/ioutjh the aj/innatire tie upon

the defendant. Tiiis doctrine rests upon the broad principles of

public convenience and justice, and was promulgated by a majority

of the judges many years back, as applicable to actions for Ut)el,

stander, and injuries to the person, and extended (in 184o) by a

«;onsidered judgment of the Court of (iueen's Bench.- Its operation

was subsequently extended to actions of covenant and assumpsit,

and indeed, as it would seem, to atl actions, where the plaintiff is

seeking to recover actual damages of an unascertainnl amount.^

§ 383. This second exception, however, does not extend to cases

where the plaintiff seeks to recover a debt, or a liquidated demand in

money ; * since in such actions, unless a specific denial of the claim

be placed on the record, the plaintiff is not required to give any

evidence as to its amount. Neitlier does such exception apply

where the damages sought to be recovered, though technically

unliquidated, are obviously nominal ;
^ nor where they are admitted

1 Doe V. Bray, 1828 (Vaughan, B.). he on wliom the burthen of proof lay

2 In Mercer v. AVhall, 18-15, an ac- ought to begin"). See, also, Cartel

tion by a solicitor's clerk for wrongful v. Jones, 1833.

dismissal, which defendant justitied ^ 8ee Foley v. Tabor, 18(31.

by pleading misconduct on his part, * Woodgate v. Potts, 1847 (Parke,

plaintiff was held entitled to begin. B.) ; Fowler i-. Coster, 1828 (Ld. Ten-

See iudgment therein delivered by terden) ; Bonfield v. Smith, 1843;

Ld. Denman. (Parke, B., never as- E. S. C. 1883, Ord. XXVII. r. 2.

sented to this exception, but was * Hodges i'. Holder, 1813 (Bayley,

always of opinion that " in all cases J.); Jackson v. Hesketh, 1819 (id.).
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CHAP. III.] WHEN PLAINTIFF MUST BEGIN.

by the defendant, so far as amount is concerned ;

' nor where they

can be ascertained by mere computation, as, for instance, where the

action is brought on a hill of exchange or a promissory note ;
- nor

where the plaintiff will not say whether or not he intends to

proceed for substantial damages.^

§ 384. A second general rule as to the right to begin is, that if

the record contains severed issues, and the burthen of proving anij one

of them lies on the plaintiff, he is entitled to begin provided he will

xndertahe to give evidence upon it} This rule will equally prevail,

though it clearly appears, as matter of calculation, that if the

defendant should eventually succeed on a certain one of the issues,

the proof of which lies upon him, the plaintiff will recover nothing

on the issue which lies upon him.* But the proviso at the end of

the rule constitutes a material part of it ; and, therefore, if a mere

claim in general terms for an unliquidated money demand has been

added to some special claim for liquidated damages, and the

defendant, while confessing and avoiding the special claim for the

liquidated amount, specifically denies that made in general terms

for the unliquidated amount, such a denial will not entitle the

plaintiff to begin, unless in fact he intends to rely on the claim

which has thus been made in general terms for an unliquidated

amount, and to adduce evidence in support of it." The effect of the

proviso is, in short, this : that it must be the object of an opening

to explain to the jury the facts which the witnesses are going to

prove.

§ 385. Sometimes the burthen of proof of some one or more issues

lies upon the plaintiff, while that of proving others lies upon the

defendant. Under such circumstances the plaintiff may (at his

own option) either go into the whole case in the first instance, or

else elect to only give evidence with regard to those issues which

1 Tindall v. Baskett, 1861 (Erie, ruling Homan v. Thompson, 1834;
C.J.). Faith V. M'Intyre, 1835 ; Oake-

^ Cannam v. Farmer, 1849 ; E. S.C. ley v. Ooddeen, 1861 (Byles, J.). See
1883, Ord. XXXVI. r. 57. Edge v. Hillary, 1852, where to an

' Chapman v. Rawson, 1845. action for goods sold, defendant
* Rawlins v. Desborough, 1840 pleaded, except as to 150/., the

(Ld. Denman). general issue, and as to that sum a
* Cripps V. Wells, 1843 (Rolfe, B.); special plea. The plaintiff's par-

recognised in Booth v. MiUns, 1846. ticulars limited his demand to 150/.,
® Smart v. Rayner, 1834 (Parke, and it was held (Ld. Campbell) that

B.); Mills V. Oddy, 1834 (id.); over- defendant should begin.
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he is hinipelf Louiid to jirove, reserving tlie right of rtibuttiiig liis

adversary's ]»rool"s, in the event of tlie hitter estaMishing a prima

facie case in support of the issues wliich lie upon him.' Tlie hist-

named course is, in practice, most usually adopted ; and if it is

followed, the defendant may have a special reply on the plaintiff's

fresh evidence, while the plaintiff will he entitled to the general

reply on the whole case. If, however, the plaintiff at the outset

thinks fit to call any evidence to repel the defendant's case, he

will not be permitted to give further evidence hy way of reply
;

in other words, he " cannot s]»lit his case ;" since if such a privi-

lege were allowed to a plaintiff, the defendant, in common justice,

might claim the same, and the proceedings would run the risk of

being extended to a very inconvenient length.'

§ 'iSf5. Accordingly, in an action by the indorsee of a bill against

the acceptor, where the only issue wa,s on a defence denying the

indorsement, the ])laintiff was not allowed to rest his case at first

on testimony given to identify the indorser's handwriting, and

after evidence for the defence had been given to show that plaintiff

himself was too poor to have discounted the bill, and that he had

disclaimed all knowledge of it, to call by way of reply evidence to

show that, in point of fact, plaintiff actually liad discounted the

instrument.^ A further illustration of the same princijjle will be

found on a later page*

^ 387. The question respecting the right to begin or to reply is

a matter of practice and regulation upon which the presiding judge

must exercise his discretion. Accordingly, the court will not

interfere with his decision, unless it be clearly proved, not only that

the ruling on this point was manifath/ icrong, but that it has

occasioned substantial injustice.* It will not grant a new trial,

^ Formerly, -n-hon either by plead- a different course was, indeed, per-

ing or notice, the defence was known, mitted ; sed qy. if it be allowed now.

the plaintiS was bound to open his ^ Jacobs i-. Tarleton, 1848. See,

whole case : Eees v. Smith, 1816 ; also, Wright v. Wilcox, 18J0.

but this practice having been found * Infra, § 387.

inconvenient, has been abandoned: * Brandford v. Freeman, 1850;

Browne v. Murray, 1825 (Abbott, Edwards v. Matthews, 1847. See,

C.J.) ; Shaw v. Beck, 1853. See also, Birrrell v. Nicholson, 1833 (Ld.

Penn V. Jack, 1866. Denman) ; Biid v. Higginson, 183-i

^ Browne v. Murray, 1825 (Ab- Huckman v. Fernie, 1838; Doe v.

bott, C.J.); Sylvester v. Hall. 1825 Brayne. 1848: Booth z'. Millns, 1846;

(id.). In Williams v. Da\it>. 1833, <1 upiuuu r. Emden, 1841 (^Coleridge,
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merely because the judge has either a<!inkte.l evlileu-e in reply

which should in strictness liave been i)rodured in support of the

plaintiff's original case,' or has prevented the plaintiff from calling

witnesses in anticipation of the defendant's case, provided such

witnesses be subsequently examined in reply.^

§ 387*. The right to begin, however, usually draws after it, both

in civil and criminal proceedings, whenever the adversary adduces

evidence to the jury in support of his case, some right of reply.*

The right of reply thus conferred may be either (a) a right to make

a further speech in reply to the adversary's case, or (b) a right to

call evidence in reply to such case.

§ 387a. With these prefatory remarks, civil and criminal cases

must be separately considered.

§ 387 B. In civil cases a right even to make a speech in reply is

not conferred by the mere commenting on a cash-book, wliich has

been used to refresh the memory of one of the adverse witnesses, or

even by a reference to parts of this book, not looked at by such

witness,* nor by the production of a paper, which the judge has

called for in order to satisfy his conscience.^ Neither will the

plaintiff be entitled to a speech in reply, because, in the course of

the trial, it has become necessary for the defendant to call witnesses

to inform the jmlye upon a question respecting the admissibility of

evidence.*'

§ 387c. In criminal cases where several prisoners are jointly in-

dicted, and one of them calls witnesses, the counsel for the prosecutor

has a strict right to reply generally, if the charge be a joint one, and

the evidence affects the prisoners generally. If, however, the charges

be separate (as for stealing and receiving), or the defence be a

separate one (as an alibi), coimsel for the prosecution has not a

general, but only a special, reply, and must in his reply confine his

remarks to the case of the party for whom witnesses have appeared.^

J.); Doe V. Eowlands, 1840 (id.); C.J.).

Mercer v. Whall, 1845 ; Geach v. * Bowling v. Finigan, 1824 (Best,

Ingall, 1845 (Pollock, C.B.). C.J.).

1 Williams v. Davies, 1833; Doe ^ Harvey v. Mitchell, 1841 (Parke,

«. Bower, 1851. B.) ; Dover v. Maestaer, 1804 (Ld.

* Smitii V. Marrable, 1842. Ellenborough). See ante, § 23.

8 Best " On The Jiiqht to Begin," ' R. v. Hayes, 1838 (Parke, B., and

85, and cases there collected. Coltman, J.); R. v. Blackburn, 1853
* Pullen V. White, 1828 (Best, (Talfourd and Williams, JJ.) ; E. v.

T. VOL. I. 273 T
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Again, "if the only evidence called on tlie part of a jirisoner is

evidence to character, although the counsel for the prosecution is

entitled to the reply, it will he a matter for his discretion whether

he will use it or not. Cases may occur in which it may be fit and

proper to do so."
'

§ 387i). It has not been clearly decided whether the counsel for

the plaintiff or the prosecution will be entitled to reply, if the

defendant, icithout adducing evidence, opens new facts ; but the better

opinion is that no such right can be claimed, though the judge

may, in a flagrant case, permit its exercise.^

§ 388. As to the nature of the evidence which may be called in

reply, the remarks made on a previous page to the effect that the

party beginning is "not allowed to split his case," ^ must in the

first place be borne in mind, llegard also must be had to the

circumstances of the individual case, and considerable latitude will

necessarily be granted to the judge in the exercise of his discretion.''

Thus, where a pluintiti: in ejeetiuent made out a prima facie case

as heir-at-law, which was met by a will being proved for the

defendant, he was permitted, in reply, to put in a subsequent will

whereby the estates claimed were devised to himself ; for although

this will proved him to be entitled to the premises as devisee, and

thus set up a title different from that on which he originally relied,

it operated also as a revocation of the former will, and thus

demolished the defendant's case.^ Indeed, in one case, where the

plaintiff in an accident case originally offered evidence to show

that the defendant was at Layton at a given time, and the defen-

dant had called witnesses to show that he was then at Eichmond,

the judge refused to exclude furtlier witnesses, tendered in reply by

the plaintiff to prove that the defendant was not at Kichmond, but

at Layton, at the time in question.* On the other hand, where the

Jordan, 1S:59 (Williams, J.); R. v. (Parke, B.); Stephens r. Webb, 18,35;

Trevelli, 1882 (Hawkins, J.); R. v. E. v. Abingdon, 1794 (Ld. Kenyon);
Kaiii, 1883 (Stephen, J.). Naish v. Brown, 1846 (Pollock, C.B.).

1 Resolution of the judges, 1837, ^ Supra, § 38.

reported 7 C. & P. 676. * Wright v. Wilcox, 1850.

2 Crerar v. Sodo, 1827 (Ld. Ten- » Doe v. Gosley (Ld. Denmau).
terden). See, in favour of the right, Sed qu. as to the present practice.

E. V. Home, 1777; E. v. Bignold, See R.S.C. 1883,Ord. XXI. r.21,and

1824 (Abbott, C.J.) ; E. v. Carlile, Ord. XXIIL r. 6, cited ante, § odl.

1834 (Park, J.); Best " (9« The Bii/ht « Briggs i'. Aynsworth, 1838 (Ld.

to Begin," 92—94 ; against it, Best, Denman). This case certainly carries

id. 94—99 ; Faith v. M'Intyre, 1835 the pri\'ilege of adducing evidence
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issue was as to the soundness of a horse, which was exhibited to

the jury during the defendant's case, the plaintiff was not allowed

to recall his veterinary witnesses, who had possessed an opportunity

of inspecting the horse before the plaintiff's case had been closed,

but had only seen him on the view in question, to give their

opinion respecting his soundness.'

• § 38!). In civil cases in which evidence is taken by affidavit under

R. S. C. 1883, Order XXXVIII., it is expressly provided by
R- 27,—in accordance with the practice described in the preceding

section,— that the plaintiff's affidavits in reply " shall be confined

to matters Htrkthj in reph/.^'^

§ 390. With regard to the nature of the evidence which may be

called in reply in criminal cases, sufficient guide will for the most

[)art be obtained from what has already been said as to the practice

in civil cases. But in criminal cases it is further a rule that on

the trial oi public prosecutions^ whether for felony or misdemeanor,

directly instituted by the Croicn, and conducted personally by the law

officers of the Crown, but not on prosecutions merely directed by

them,"^ such law officers are in strictness entitled to reply, even if no

evidence be adduced on the part of the defendant.* As, however,

in rei)ly to its extreme limit ; for counsel for the Crown, and in no
althou-,'}! th<' plaintiff was at liberty others." It had before tliis, in R.
to disi)i()ve the alibi by showing that v. Christie, 18.58, been hehl tliat the
the defendant was not at Eiehniond, privilege does not extend to the Att.-
yet when the witnesses went on to Gen. of the County Palatine, and
prove that he was at Layton, they that where such prosecution was not
they not only gave evidence which conducted by a law officer in person,
ought to have been submitted to the it did not extend to a prosecution
jurj- in tlie first instance, but con- directed by the Poor Law Board : R. v.

firmed that which was actually given Beckwith, 18')8(Byles, J.); but that it

in chi.f, and which, consequently, did a])ply to Post-Office Prosecutions,
should have been then exhausted and that it extended to the Sol.-Gen.,
(see note a to S. C. pp. 169, 170.) as well as to the Att.-Gen. : E. v.

1 Osborn v. Thompson, 1839 (Er- Toakley, 18(5(5 (Mellor, J.); E. v.

ski)ie, J.). Barrow, 186(5. With respect to the
2 But this rule appears to have been Att.-Gen. of the Prince of Wales, see

disregarded in Peacock v. Harper, Att.-Gen. of P. of Wales v. Cross-
1878. Sed qu. _ man, 1866. The authorities as to

2 By a resolution of the judges the Att.-Gen. 's right of reply are
come to in 1887, and reported in collected 2 St. Tr. N. S. 1019.

St. Tr. N. S. p. 34, it was resolved: * Resolution of the judges in 1837,
"That in those Crown cases in which reported 7 C. & P. 676: E. v. Home,
the Att.-Gen. and Sol.-Gen. is per- 1777 (Ld. Mansfield); E. v. Marsden,
sonally engaged, a reply, where no 1829 (Ld. Tenterden). The same un-
witnesses are called for the defence, just rule prevails \\\ the Eevenue side
is to be allowed, as a right, to the of the (iuucn"s Bench Div. in all cases

27o T 2
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this is a privilege, or rather a prerogative, opposed to the ordinary

practice of the courts, and is, oni})hati(ally, " more honoured in the

breach than the observance," it sliould be watched with jealousy.

Mr. Home, in 1777 observed, that the Attorney-General would

be grievously embarrassed to produce a single argument of reason

or justice on behalf of his claim.' As the rule which precludi-s

the counsel for the prosecution from addressing the jury in reply,

when the defendant has called no witnesses, has b(Mm long thouf;ht

to afford the best security against unfairness in ordinary trials, a

natural suspicion arises that a contrary rule may have been

adopted, and may -still be followed, in State prosecutions, for a less

legitimate purpose. It is to be hoped that, ere long, the Legislature

will interfere, and introduce one uniform practice in the trial of

political and ordinary offenders.^

where the Crown is concerned : M. of formation respecting the subjects dis-

Chandost'. Comrs. of Inl. Rev., 1851. cussed in this chapter are ret'eiTed to
' 1777, '20 How. St. Tr. i\m. to Mr. liust'ti work "On The Right to

* Those who wish for further in- Btyiu."
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Burden of Proof. — In the law of evidence this phrase means one
o± two distinct things. " Proof " means either (1) ^' proving," or
(2) evidence to prove. In other words, either the result of evidence
in producing affirmative belief, or the means used in producing
that result. Therefore, it means either a mental state or the means
of producing one. When incorporated into the phrase "burden of
proof," and the latter applied to the trial of causes, where an issue
has been raised as to the existence of a particular fact or facts, the
phrase necessarily means (1) The duty of creating by a certain pre-
ponderance an affirmative belief on the part of the tribunal in the
existence of the fact or facts in issue, or (2) The duty of introduc-
ing the evidence necessary to establish facts which produce or pre-
vent such affirmative belief. That these two burdens are distinct
from each other; that they may and often do rest at particular
times on different parties to the litigation, is perhaps obvious It
is, liowever, rather the rule than the exception that they are suitably
distinguished in practice. It seems advisable, therefore, to consider
their respective differences.

(3) BuRDEx OF ESTABLISHING.^ With the placing of this onus
the rules of evidence have nothing whatever to do. It has been
determined before the time comes for the use of evidence by the
issue as raised by the pleadings. Under the established rules of
pJeading, the parties litigant have formed an issue of fact- — an
allegation of fact asserted by one party and denied by the otherUne party has, therefore, assumed, by asserting the truth of a con-
tes ed fact, the affirmative of the issue. By so doing, he has, as amatter of substantive law (not under a rule of evidence), undertaken
the responsibdity of resting the result of the entire case upon his
ability to produce in the minds of the tribunal, by a certain required
preponderance of evidence, an affirmative belief in the existence ofthe fact or facts which he has asserted and his opponent has denied,
in other words, he must prove his case. He has assumed the bur-
den of establishing it. There is no such burden on the other side
it that interest can merely prevent the necessary affirmative belief
by the party having this burden of establishing, it succeeds. All
this has nothing to do with the rules of evidence. As a matter of
pleading or substantive law, whoever substantially has the affirma-
tive of the issue as determined by the pleadings, has the burden of
establishing his case.

Q.r^^^^.'ii'o^""'
""'''* P"""^^-" Blanchard v. Young, 11 Gush.

341, 34o (18o3)
; McClure v. Pursell, 6 Ind. 330 (1855) ; Seavy v

M«A7rn ?^' ^ ^'^ ^^^^^)' Southworth v. Hoag, 42 111. 446
(1867); Gizler v. Witzel, 82 111. 322 (1876) ; Oakes v. Harrison, 24
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la. 179 (1807) ; lloyal Ins. Co. r. Schwing, 87 Ky. 410 (1888^ ; Scott

r. Wood, Hi Cal. ;U)S (1889); lleineinann r. Heard, 62 N. Y. 448,

ir>r> (1875) ; Clark r. Hills, 07 Tex. 141 (188G) ;
East Tennessee, &c.

K. K. V. Stewart, 13 Lea, 432 (1884) ; Estate of Ehle, 73 Wis. 445,

458 (1889) ; Koche v. Eraser, 7 Low. Can. Kep. 472 (1858) ;
Lehman

V. McQueen, 65 Ala. 570 (1880) ; :MeQueeu r. Vvo\)]o's Bank, 111

N. C. 509 (1892); Kent v. White, 27 Ind. 390 (1800); ^lotfet v.

Moffet, 90 la. 442 (1894) ; McKenzie v. Stretch, 48 111. Ai)p. 410

(1892) ; Youn v. Lamont, 50 Minn. 210 (1894).

So where the defence to a promissory note is payment, the burden

of establishing is on the defendant. Kendall v. r)rownson, 47 X. H.

186 (1866). So where the defence is the existence of fraud known

to the plaintiff. Reeve v. Liverpool, «&c. Ins. Co., 39 Wis. 520

(1876). The same rules as to the effect of the pleadings to deter-

mine the burden of establishing obtain in equity, as at law. I'usey

r. Wright, 31 l^a. St. 387 (1858). " In both, the party maintaining

the afhrmative of the issue has it cast upon him." Uid. " It is an

established rule of evidence in equity, that where an answer which

is put in issue, admits a fact, and insists upon a distinct fact by way

of avoidance, the fact admitted is established, but the fact insisted

upon must be proved ; otherwise the admission stands as if the fact

in avoidance had not been averred." Clements v. Moore, 6 Wall.

299, 315 (1867) ; ISIcGhee Irrigation Ditch Co. v. Hudson, 85 Tex.

587 (1.S93).

In what particular instances the burden of establishing is on the

plaintiff or on the defendant is not a question in the law of evidence.

The affirmative of the issue may, as a matter of pleading, rest upon

the defendant when equally satisfactory a jjriori reasoning would

place it upon the defendant. As is said in Starratt r. :\Iullen, 148

Mass. 570 (1889) : " Undoubtedly many matters which, if true,

would show that the plaintiff never had a cause of action, or even

that he never had a valid contract, must be pleaded and proved

by the defendant; for instance, infancy, coverture, or, probably,

illegality." See also Sparks v. Sparks, 51 Kans. 195 (1893). But

with all this the law of evidence is not directly concerned. Evi-

dence takes up the procedure of the trial where pleading leaves it.

Indeed Bentham says with great truth (Works, Vol. VI. p. 214) :

'•'This topic . . . onus prohandi . . . seems to belong rather to Proce-

dure than to Evidence." Evidence is limited to facts from which

a judicial tribunal may infer the existence of a fact in issue. The

definition, therefore, excludes mere argument. Yet the burden of

establishing, fixed and unshifting, lies upon the party who has the

affirmative of the issue, during the stage of argument, after the

evidence is all in, and throughout much legal reasoning, whether

relating to rviles of law or issue of fact. Therefore while burden of

proof concerns the law of evidence, it concerns it merely because

evidence is part of the law of procedure.
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Where a party has assumed without objection the burden of es-

tablishing in the trial court, he will not be permitted to contend in

the upper court that he wrongfully assumed that burden. Benjamin

V. Shea, 83 la. 392 (1891).

The burden of establishing may involve proof of negative aver-

ments or facts.

" Whilst the party having the affirmative of the issue holds the

burden of proof, as a general rule it is not necessary that the issue

should always be presented in an affirmative form. If this were

requisite, a mere change in the form of the issue would change the

burden of proof, without regard to the substance and effect of the

issue." Clark v. Hills, 67 Tex. 141 (188G).

So in an action for malicious prosecution, the plaintiff must show

that the proceedings were instituted iv'dhout probable cause. King

V. Colvin, 11 R. I. 582 (1877) ; Ames v. Snider, 69 111. 376 (1873);

Smith V. Zent, 59 Ind. 362 (1877).

In an action for negligence the plaintiff may be required to show

that certain warnings were not given. Greany v. Long Island R. R.,

101 N. Y. 419 (1886). On a complaint against the keeper of a

billiard table for allowing a minor to play billiards at his table

trlthont the consent of his parent or guardian, the burden of proving

that the i)arent or guardian did not consent is on the State, Conyers

V. State, 50 Ga. 103 (1873). So in an action against a surety on a

note, where the surety has given notice of his intention not to con-

tinue liable, the burden of proof is on the plaintiff to show that the

money could )iot have been collected if suit had been brought when

notice was given. Strickler y. Burkholder, 47 Pa. St. 476 (1864).

In like manner, on a bill in equity to cancel a deed, on the ground

that it was never executed, it is incumbent on the complainant to

prove the negative allegation. Kerr v. Freeman, 33 Miss. 292

(1857).

So in an indictment for selling liquor to a slave without an order

from his owner, it is the duty of the State to prove that no order was

given. State v. Evans, 5 Jones, 250 (1858). In an indictment for

selling goods not of the growth, produce, or manufacture of the state,

the burden is on the government to prove this negative averment.

State V. Hirsch, 45 Mo. 429 (1870). So on an indictment for selling

goods not the produce or manufacture of the United States. Com.

V. Samuel, 2 Pick. 103 (1824). So where a statute gave a civil

remedy for cutting logs vithout the owner's consent, the plaintiff

must show affirmatively the absence of such consent. Little v.

Thompson, 2 Greenl. 228 (1823). But see to the contrary effect,

Welsh V. State, 11 Tex. 368 (1854).

But while the onus of establishing may include proof of negative

averments, it does not follow that the same cogency of proof is re-

quired as in proving positive allegations.
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On a bill in equity for the cancellation of an agreement in writing

on the ground that certain representations were false and fraudulent,

and the plaintiff's burden of establishing involved proof of certain

negative av<n-nients, viz. : that one Lea had imt invented a new and
ini[)roved process for making iron and steel ; had not taken out a

covedt on the same, and had )o)t transferred the same to a certain

company, the court say :
" The degree of proof of a negative allega-

tion is seldom measured by tliat required of an affirmative allegation.

In some cases a negative may be positively and conclusively proved,

. . . but in many cases this is impossible, and hence the amount of

proof required to support the negative proposition and to shift the

burden will vary according to the circumstances of the case ; and
very slight evidence will often be sufficient to shift the burden to

the party having the greatest opportunities of knowledge concerning

the fact to be inquired into.'' Kelley c. (Jwens (Cal.), 30 Pac. Rep.

596 (1892).

Where the burden of establishing involved proof of a negative alle-

gation, viz., that no alluvion existed at a certain time susceptible of

private ownership, the court liold :
'* Inasmuch as this involves the

proof of a negative and is an exception to the general rule that the

party holding the affirmative must prove it, demonstrative evidence

is not required, and tht^ burden of proof may be shifted when suffi-

cient facts are established to raise a strong presumption in favor of

the negative." Succession of Delachaise v. .Maginnis, 44 La. Ann.
1043 (1892). This ex^tract, by the way, is an excellent instance of

the common confusing of the "burden of establishing" and the

"burden of evidence." The first reference is apparently to the bur-

den of establishing ; the second to the burden of evidence. " Full

and conclusive proof, however, where a party has the burden of

proving a negative, is not required, but even vague proof, or such as

renders the existence of the negative probable, is, in some cases,

sufficient to change the bunien to the other party." l^eardstown v.

Virginia, 76 111. 34 (1875) ; cited with approval in Vigus r. O'Ban-

non, 118 111. 334 (1886).

"Where the negative does not admit of direct proof, or the facts

lie more immediately within the knowledge of the defendant," the

party within whose knowledge the proof is, is required to produce evi-

dence of the affirmative. U. S. v. Hayward, 2 Gall. 485, 498 (1815).

So in an action for a penalty in neglecting, wifJiout excuse from

the judge of probate, to probate a will, it was held that the onus

was on the plaintiff to establish the negative averment of lack of

excuse. Smith v. Moore, 6 Greenl. 274 (1830).

Probably the onus of the party having the burden of establishing

is relieved of the proof of these facts because of the presumption

that suppressed evidence is unfavorable to the one who declines to

produce it; a feeling embodied in the maxim, omnia contra spolia-
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torem. Lovell v. Payne, 30 La. Ann., Pt I., 511 (1878); Great

Western li. R. v. Bacon, 30 111. 347 (1863).

" Where it is as easy for the plaintiff to prove the negative as it is

for the defendant to disprove it, then the burthen of proof must rest

npon him, as that the place where the animal was killed was not in

a town or village, or was not more than five miles from a settlement

;

but where the means of proving the negative are not within the

power of the plaintiff, but all the proof on the subject is within the

control of the defendant, who, if the negative is not true, can disprove

it at once, there the law presumes the truth of the negative averment,

from the fact that the defendant withholds or does not produce the

proof, which is in his hands if it exists, that the negative is not true.

In other words, the burthen of proof is thrown upon the defendant

to prove the affirmative against the negative averment." Great

Western R. R. >: Racon, 30 111. 347 (18G3).

Facts well knowx to othkr Paktv. — The rule requiring proof

of essential negative facts by him who has the burden of establishing

is especially modified where such proof includes facts difficult of

proof and peculiarly within the knowledge of the other party.

Thus where the defendant is charged with the commission of an

act without a license or other authority of law, as the fact of such

license or authority being one peculiarly within the knowledge of

the defendant, he may be called upon to prove it. State v. Morrison,

3 Dev. 299 (1-831) ; Haskill v. Com. 3 B. Mon. 342 (1843) ;
State v.

Crowell, 25 Me. 171 (1845) ; Shearer v. State, 7 Blackf. 99 (1844) ;

Schmidt v. State, 14 Uo. 137 (1851) ;
Wheat v. State, 6 Mo. 455

(1840).

On an indictment for selling intoxicating liquor, not being an agent

appointed for the sale of the same, it is not incumbent upon the

government to prove the negative averment ; but if the necessary

facts exist, the onus is on the defendant to introduce evidence to

prove them. State v. Shaw, 35 N. H. 217 (1857). On an indict-

ment for keeping a ferry without a license, the same rule is applied.

Wheat V. State, G Mo. 455 (1840). So on an indictment against a

physician for practising without a license. Williams v. People, 121

111. 84 (1887).

So in an action against a railroad company, under a statute, for

killing stock, the burden of establishing is not on the plaintiff to

prove the averment that there was no contract between the company

and the owner of the land that the owner should fence. Great

Western R. R. v. Bacon, 30 111. 347 (1863).
" When a fact is peculiarly within the knowledge of a party, the

burden is on him to prove such fact whether the proposition be

affirmative or negative." Robinson v. Robinson, 51 111. App. 317

(1893) ; Clapp v. Ellington, 87 Hun, 542 (1895).

Where the plaintiff is the party to whose case the existence of a
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license is essential, lie must prove it. For example, in a civil action

for liquors sold. Bliss v. Brainard, 41 N. II. 25(J (18GU)
;
Solomon

V. Dreschler, 4 Minn. 278 (ISGO).

To the contrary effect, see Wilson v. Melvin, 13 Gray, 7;i (1«.")U).

" There is no legal i)resumption that the sale is unlawful, and there

should hardly be, in favor of a defendant who has himself joined in

the contract. As against the Commonwealth, the legislature have

required that the defendant in a criminal prosecution shall prove

the authority under which he acts, when charged with a violation of

the statutes prohibiting the unlicensed sale of intoxicating liquors
;

but they have imposed no such obligation upon parties who seek the

enforcement of contracts." Ibid. So where the defendant sets up

the illegality of such a contract, it is for him to establish it, even if

so doing includes the proof of negative averments. Craig v. Proctor,

6 R. I. 547 (18G0).

The same result is reached by statute in Massachusetts. I'ub.

Stats. Ch. 214, Sect. 12. Under this section it has been held, speak-

ing of the licensee, " If he be iiwested with tliat authority only in

case certain circumstances exist, it is for tlie party relying on the

license to prove the existence of the circumstances." Com. r. Towle,

138 Mass. 490 (1885). Therefore, in case of a sale on Sunday, it is

necessary to show that the persons sold to were guests of the

licensee's hotel, such sales only being authorized by the license.

BuRDEX OK Establishing in Crimixal Casks.— The pleadings

in a criminal case place the burden of establishing upon the govern-

ment as to all the essential ingredients of the crime charged. State

V. Patterson, 45 Yt. 308 (1873). Shafer v. State, 7 Tex. App. 239

(1879) ;
Com. v. ^SIcKie, 1 Gray, 61 (1854) :

"The burden is on the

Commonwealth to prove all that is necessary to constitute the

crime of murder." Com. v. Eddy, 7 Gray, 583 (1856); People v.

Garbutt, 17 ^Nlich. 9 (1868).

So of insanity in a criminal case. As the court say on a trial for

murder, " The prosecution takes upon itself the burden of establish-

ing not only the killing, but also the malicious intent in every case.

There is no such thing in the law as a separation of the ingredients

of the offence, so as to leave a part to be established by the prosecu-

tion, while as to the rest the defendant takes upon himself the

burden of proving a negative. The idea that the burden of proof

shifts in these cases is un philosophical, and at war with fundamental

principles of criminal law." People v. Garbutt, 17 Mich. 9, 21

(1868) ; State v. Crawford, 11 Kans. 32 (1873); Fife v. Com., 29 Pa.

St. 429 (1857).

In a criminal case, where the defence of aJibi was relied on, the

court say that if they are to construe a ruling of the trial judge,

that by evoking this defence, '"'the prisoner changed the burthen of

proof under his plea of not guilty, and waived his right under that
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plea, to demand from the Commonwealth full proof of his guilt, we
should be bound to say that it was a cruel and monstrous misappre-
hension of the law. . . . But it is very clear that a resort to that
kind of evidence neither changes the burthen of proof on the other
questions in the cause, nor in any manner entitles the Common-
wealth to a verdict against the prisoner without proof of his guilt

beyond reasonable doubt." Fife v. Com. 29 Pa. St. 429 (1857).
In a Massachusetts case for arson where the defence of alibi was

also relied upon, the court sustain a ruling which, indeed, is correct,

though using the phrase " burden of proof" indiscriminately as des-
ignating the burden of introducing evidence to support the claim
of alibi (which clearly rested on the defendant as soon as the gov-
emment had made out a prima facie case), and the burden of
establishing that the defendant was guilty (which at no time left

the government). "The proposition was, in substance, that if the
defendant sought to establish the fact that he was at a particular
place at a particular time, the burden of proof was upon him. But
he (the trial judge) modified this statement in respect to its bearing
upon the burden of proof which was upon the government to
establish the alleged fact that the defendant was present at tlie fire.

The substance of the whole ruling was, that if the evidence of the
defendant which tended to prove an alibi was such that, takeii
together with the other evidence, the jury were left in reasonable
doubt as to whether the defendant was present at the alleged fire,

they should accpiit him. We cannot see that he has any ground to
object to this ruling, for it left the evidence which tended to prove
the alibi, even if it failed to establish it, to have its full effect in
bringing into doubt the evidence tending to prove the defendant's
presence at the fire." Com. v. Choate, 105 Mass. 451 (1S70). To
the same effect see Briceland u. Com., 74 Pa. St. 4().'3 (1S73). " There
is no shifting of the burden of proof. It remains upon the State
throughout the trial. The evidence may shift from one side to the
other. The state may establish such facts as must result in a con-
viction, unless the presumption they raise be met by evidence, but
still the burden of proof is on the State to establish the guilt of the
accused beyond a reasonable doubt." State /•. Wingo, 66 Mo. 181
(1877).

To the contrary effect, that when the defendant in a criminal case
relies on tlie justification of self-defence, he must prove the same by
a fair preponderance of the evidence, see People v. Schryver, 42
N. Y. 1 (1870).

Proceedings without Pleadings. — Where the legal investiga-
tion is of such a nature that there are no pleadings, the analogy of
pleading is so far followed that the burden of establishing lies upon
him who asserts the affirmative of the issue as determined by the
nature of the investigation.
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As the party offering h will lor probate imi)lieilly aftirnis that the

will '• was executed with tlie re([uisite formalities by one of full age

and sound mind, he must prove it.'' The onus of establishing is

therefore on him throughout. This burden is not shifted by evi-

dence of sanity by the subscribing witnesses. Crowninshield v.

Crowninshield, 2 Gray, ."ilM (18.')4) ; Comstoek /•. lladlyme Keclesi-

astieal Society, 8 Conn. L'.j4 (IS^O); Ware r. Ware, 8 Greenl. \'J

(18:31).

TuK IJiKUKN OK EsTAni.isniM; iJOK.s xor Shift. — It is hardly

necessary to say that this burilen of establishing a case does not

shift. It cannot shift, simply because the issue has been fi.xed once

for all by the pleadings, and the rules of pleading do not permit it

to be altered tluring the progress of a trial on those i)leadings.

Wright IK Wright, V',*J Mass. 177 (188;')). "We understand the doc-

trine to be well settled in this Commonwealth, that the burden of

proof never shifts ; and we think, that in the ca.se we are discussing,

and in the case at bar, the burden to show negligence was upon the

j)laintiffs from the beginning, and ri'inained on them throughout the

trial." Willftt v. Kich, 142 Mass. .'!.")(; (1S8(;); Aulls r. Voung, 1)8

Mich. 231 (1893).

In this sense, it is true that "a jir'nini fmi, case does not change

the burden of proof." lilanchard r. Young, 11 Cush. 341, 34.5 (18.")3).

In an action of contract on the warranty of the endorsement on a

promissory note, the defendant set up that he was acting as a broker

in the negotiation of the note, and that the plaintiff knew the fact.

The plaintiff asked for a ruling that the burden of proof was on the

defendant to sati.sfy the jury of these farts. Held: that such an

instruction was rightly refused. " Although it was incumbent upon

the defendant to establish the truth of any fact relied uj)on by him
to overcome the prima fade case which the })laintiff had made out,

yet there was no change in the burden of proof in a legal sense.

This defence was not a confession and avoidance. It was indeed an

assertion of new and distinct facts ; but it tended to establish the

negative of the very proposition upon which alone the plaintiff could

recover; namely, that his contract was with the defendant in the

suit." W^ilder \'. Cowles, 100 r^lass. 4.s7 (1S6«).

It is thought that a certain amount of ambiguity in the use of the

phrase "burden of proof," lies in the fact that under the statute

laws of many of the states of the American Union, there are no

such things as pleadings,-—^in the scientific sense. The defendant is

allowed to set up some kind of a general issue and introduce, under

that traverse, a number of affirmative defences on which, in a more

scientific system of pleading, the burden would be on him. For

example, under a general issue to a declaration charging negligence,

the defendant, it has been held, is entitled to give evidence of

contributory negligence. Indianapolis &c. R. R. v. Horst, 93 U. S.
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291 (187G). Under these circumstances, the burden of proof is said

to be upon the defendant to establish the defence relied upon by a

fair preponderance of the evidence. In other words, he has the

burden of establishing that issue. As a matter of common-law

pleading, the defence of contributory negligence is set up by an

aflirniative plea. Stone v. Hunt, 94 Mo. 475 (1887).

It may plausibly be said that in cases like Indianapolis &c. R. R.

V. Horst (ubi supra), the burden of establishing changes, or, as it is

said, shifts. Color is given to this suggestion by the fact that while,

on the record, the affirmative of the issue seems to be upon the

plaintiff, after the affirmative defence of contributory negligence is

set up, the burden of establishing it, by a fair preponderance of the

evidence, is upon the defendant. This seeming exception to the

rule that the burden of establishing does not change, exists in

appearance only. The fact seems to be that the parties are not

really at issue on the allegations of the record, and only become so

when the defendant states his real defence in the evidence. In

other words, the defendant is allowed to raise the issue by his evi-

dence, instead of in his pleading. The real issue in Indianapolis

&c. R. R. t'. Horst was one of contributory negligence, and on this

defence the affirmative was on the defendant. Under a scientific

system of pleading, this issue would have been revealed before the

close of the ])leadings, and the burden of establishing definitely

])laced upon the defendant. Under the system of pleading in use in

Indianapolis &c. R. R. /•. Horst {iihi supra), the defendant was

accorded the privilege of delaying the time at which he should set

up liis real affirmative defence until the record pleadings had closed

and the trial begun. Another instance may be found in MeC^loskey

V. i:)avis, 8 Ind. App. 190 (1893), where the court say: "When a

general denial is pleaded, all defences may be proved under the

issues thus formed, except a set-off or counter claim."

(2) BuRDEX OF EviDExcK.— The duty of introducing evidence

to i>rove or prevent proof of facts in issue is not, like the burden of

establishing, a resultant of the pleadings. Its jjosition, as between

the parties, is determined, not by the state of the pleadings, but by

the logical state of the case. The issue being fixed, the logical

interest of one party is to produce an affirmative conviction on the

l)art of the tribunal. It is tlie object of the other party to prevent

it. Such a state of the evidence as would, if undisputed, produce

such affirmative conviction, constitutes a prbyia facie case. It merely

repeats the statement, therefore, in another form, to say that the

interest of one party is to establish such 2i prima facie case, and of

the other party to destroy it, either by establishing a prima facie case

of his own, or by reducing the probative force of the opposing case

below the required standard. Should this effort succeed, the neces-

sary consequence is that the burden or necessity rests on the first
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pleader to introduce additional evidence with a view to strenj,'tlienini,'

liis former proof into a primn fucif case, eitlier by disprovinj^ the

facts alleged against it, or by proving additional facts. If, wlieii

the evidence on both sides is all in, the pleader wlio has the attirina-

tive of the issue remains with what the tribunal considers the

equivalent of a pr'uun facie case, he succeeds; otherwise, not. The
necessity for having the final tip of the scale in his favor has not

changed since the pleadings placed it on him, however many times

the probative scales may liave clianged in their l»alance. *' Wiien
upon all the facts the case is left in equipoise, the party afhrming

must fail." Oaks v. Harrison, L'4 la. 171) (ISOS).

TiiK BiitDKX OF EviDKNCK SiiiKTs. — It follows from what has

been said that this burden of introducing evidence to prove or dis-

l)rove a jir'una fade case may, and frequently does, change from one

side to the other. A fair test of where it rests at any particular

stage of the case is to answer tiie question : Against whom would the

tribunal decide if no further evidence were introduced? Applying
this test, it is obvious that at the opening of the case the bunlen of

establishing and the burden of evidence rest on the same person.

Vriets r. Ilagge, 8 Pa. 103. WYl (ISriO). Upon the establishment by
him of a prima fdcie case, while the burden of establishing remains,

the l)urden of evidence is obviously shifted. Towers r. Kussell, 13

Pick. G9, 77 (1832) ; Tolson v. Iidand, &c. Coasting Co., 6 ^lackey,

39 (1887) ; Penitentiary Co. v. Gordon, 85 Ga. ir>9 (1890) ; Ketchum
V. Amer. &c. Exp. Co., 52 Mo. 390 (1S73). " The two burdens are

distinct things. One may shift back and forth with the ebb and
flow of the testimony. The other remains with the party upon
whom it is cast by the pleadings, — that is to say, with the party

who has the affirmative of the issue." Scott r. Wood, 81 Cal. 398

(1889.)

" During the progress of a trial it often happens that a party

gives evidence tending to establish his allegation, sufficient it may
be to establish it ^) /•/?«« ficie, and it is sometimes said that the

burden of proof is then shifted. All that is meant by this is, that

there is a necessity of evidence to answer the prima firie case, or it

will prevail, but the burden of maintaining the affirmative of the

issue involved in the action is upon the party alleging the fact

which constitutes the issue, and this burden remains throughout the

trial." Heinemann v. Heard, 02 X. Y. 448, 455 (1875). The su-

preme court of Texas, after sa3nng that the fact that the negative

form of the issue does not determine the burden of proving, add,
" Much less does the fact that a defendant is forced to maintain the

affirmative of some fact, in disproving the plaintiff's case, shift upon
him the burden of proof." Clark v. Hills, 07 Tex. 141 (1880) ; Small

V. Clewley, 02 Me. 155 (1873); Jones v. Simpson, 110 U. S. 009

(1885) ; Harris v. Harris, 154 Pa. St. 501 (1893).
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Where a deed pinma fdcie correct was put in evidence by the

plaintitfs in aid of their title, the burden of introducing evidence to

show a forgery is on the defendant. " The appellees having made a

prhna facie case of the genuineness of the instrument the burden

of proof was cast upon the intervener to rebut this." .Smith i\

Gillum, 80 Tex. 120 (1891). In an action for negligently over-

driving a horse the court say :
" A prima facie case was made by

the introduction of evidence tending to prove that the horse, at the

time of the delivery to the defendant, was apparently in good con-

dition. If the evidence had closed at this point, the plaintiff would

have been entitled to recover, provided the jurors were satisfied

from its evidence that the horse was in a healthy condition at the

time of its delivery to defendant. Therefore, at this stage of the

proceeding, the burden of evidence was cast on the defendant to show
by some substantial evidence that he exercised ordinary care in

the use of the animal. When this burden was met, then the final

question for the jury was whether the whole evidence preponderated

in favor of the plaintiff as to the constitutive facts of its cause of

action, /. e., that the defendant was negligent in the use of the horse,

and that such negligence was the proximate cause of its death. The
burden of proving these issues by a preponderance of evidence was
imposed on the plaintiff by the pleadings, and we can conceive of no

principle, recognized in our code of civil procedure, that would re-

lieve the plaintiff of this onus." Marshall Livery Co. v. McKelvy,
55 Mo. App. 240 (1893).

"In every case in which there is prima facie evidence of any
right existing in any person, the burden of proof is always on the

person or party calling such right in question." Walker o. Detroit,

&c. R. R., 47 Mich. 338, 351 (1882).

8o where a plaintiff claims an easement by prescription, the

onus of {)roving the easement claimed is on him. When the

necessary facts are shown, the prima facie case is established. If

the defendant's position be that he was under a disability at the

time of the user claimed to be adverse, the onus of introducing evi-

dence to prove such disability is on the defendant. Davidson v.

Nicholson, 59 Ind. 411 (1877).

So far as proof of particular facts goes, it is undoubtedly true that

the party whose case requires i)roof of any particular fact is under
the onus of introducing evidence to prove it. Lehman Bros. v.

McQueen, 65 Ala. 570 (1880); Clements v. :Moore, 6 Wall, 299, 315

(1867) ; Freeh v. Philadelphia, &c. R. R., 39 Md. 574 (1873).

If such particular fact, however, is involved in the proof of the

affirmative of the issue in the case, it is sufficient for the party

not having the burden of establishing, to create an equipoise or

reasonable doubt, according as the case may be civil or criminal.

As an instance of the ambiguity arising from the use of the term,
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«' bmcU'U ot pruotV to indicate the l)MiiltMi of iiitioducinp evidence

to prove particular facts, see Burton r. Hlin, 23 Vt. 151 (l«".l), where

the learned judge (Chief Justice Kedtield) says: *' As a g.-neral rule,

It is fair to say, tliat tlie burden of proof rests upon both parties, to

make out their own part of the case."

Pkksumptions ok Law. — It is said that " presumptions of law

shift the burden of proof." This is not true of the burden of estab-

lishing. It may be (pute <;orrect as tt) the burden of evi«lence, if the

prestuni)tion in (luestion covers a fact in evidence. As to such fact,

there is a lecamfn pruhntimtis in favor of the party having tl»e onus.

A presumption of law is a fact to be proved, ratlier than evideiiee

to prove a fact.

As lias been saitl, tin; burden of evidence is, at first. <m the party

who has the burden of estalilishing, and afterwards on the party who

has to meet an amount of adverse evidence equivalent to a prima

facie case. A presumption of law as to fact covered by it estab-

lishes a prima facie case. That is its precise object and effect. It

follows that the party who is able to ])rove the existence of a pre-

sumi)tionof law in his favor has, in so doing, made out a prima facie

case as to the fact covered. The burden of disproving it is cast on

the oi)posing interest. In other words, the bunh-n of evidence is

shifted. When conflicting evidence on the jinint covered by the

presumption of law is gone into on the initiative of the opposing

interest, the presumption of law is funrtus »Jfirio, as such. The

presumption of fact on whieli it is founded loses its prima facie value

as a levnnien j,rf>/>iifl»iu's. but, n-tains any probative force.

So in an action on a promis.sory note, where the defence is lack of

consideration, the court charged that the burden of jiroof was on the

defendant to jirove sucii lack of consideration. Held, that this was

erroneous. " In one sense, a burden of proof would l)e upon the de-

fendant a particular burden, to rebut the prima facie case made by

the prodviction of a genuine note, but the general burden of proof

was upon the plaintiff to show a consideration for the notes, and

that burden does not sliift. . . . Here the plaintiff declares, in his

writ, that the notes were given for value. If not so given, they

were not the contracts upon which the defendant could be legally

held. The plaintiff is required to prove this essential allegation.

He can rely on the presumption which arises from the note itself.

But there being other evidence on both sides, which has a bearinc

\ipon the question of consideration, the burden remains upon th<'

plaintiff upon all the evidence produced, including the note itself

and the presumption tliut arises from it, to establish what he, in the

declaration in his writ, has necessarily alleged." Small r. Clewley.

62 Me. 155 (1«73; Atlas Bank v. Doyle, 9 R. I. 76 (1868) ;
Mani.stee

Bank v. Seymour, 64 Mich. 59 (1887) ;
Wilcox r. Henderson, 64

Ala. 535 (1879) ;
Coffin v. Grand Rapids, &e. Co. 136 N. Y. 655
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(1893); Kitner r. Whitlock, 88 111. 513 (1878); Temple Street

Cable K. R. v. Helhnan, 103 Cal. 634 (1894).

A fair instance of the effect of a presumption of law in shifting

the burden of evidence may be seen in the defence of insanity in

criminal causes. According to the better opinion the burden is on the

government to prove sanity — beyond a reasonable doubt. State v.

Jones, 50 N. H. 369, 400 (1871) ; People v. Garbutt, 17 Mich. 9

(1868); State v. Crawford, 11 Kans. 32 (1873); Com. v. Eddy, 7

Gray, 583 (1856).

At the opening of the trial the burden of proving the defendant

guilty rests on the government. The burden of introducing evi-

dence of the facts necessary to sustain that burden of proving, in

other words the establishment of a prima facie case, is also on the

government.

But to make out sui-h a prima facie case, so far as sanity is con-

cerned, the government is not required to produce affirmative evi-

dence as part of its original case. It is a presumption of law that

all men are sane.

If the accused rests his defence on the claim tliat he is insane, and

there is no otlier evidence in the case, the burden of evidence is on

him to introduce evidence to that effect. If he is silent, the pre-

sumption of law prevails. It thus has shifted the burden of evi-

dence from the government to the accused. i>ut the burden of

establisliing the defendant guilty has not shifted. If the accused

weakens the government's prima facie case by rai.sing a reasona-

ble doubt as to his sanity, the burden of introducing evidence to

strengthen the government's quantum of ])roof to tiie eipiivalent of

a prima facie case now rests on the government. — who may intro-

duce affirmative evidence of sanity. In so doing, while the prima

facie effect of tlie presumption of law as a levmnen probntionis is

gone, the government is entitled to the full probative effect of the

presumption of fact that the accused is sane, because men generally

are.

When all the evidence is in on the issue of sanity, the burden of

establishing still continuing to rest on the government, if the accused

has succeeded in preventing the government from establishing the

equivalent of a prima facie case, by raising a reasonable doubt as to

his sanity, he must be acquitted. State r. Jones, 50 X. H. 369, 400

(1871) ; People ik Garbutt, 17 Mich. 9 (1868) ; State v. Crawford,

11 Kans. 32 (1873).

Presumptions of law may be established by the legislature pre-

scribing that certain facts sliall establish a prima facie case.

Like other presumptions of law, the presumptions so created do
not operate to alter the burden of establishing, but transfer to the

opposite party the onus of introducing evidence to meet the prima

facie case they establish. While the party having the burden of
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estMblishing is excused from goinj^ forward in the first instance wnt-n

there is a presumption of law in his favor, he is by no njeaaa there-

by excused from tlie necessity of establishing that fact if disputed.

Com. V. Heath, 11 Gray, 30.'^ (l.SoH).

'i'hus, wlien an auditor's report is made prima facie evidence by

-statute for the party in whose favor it is. '' The auditor's report, it

is true, is only prima facie evidence, and does not change the burden

of proof, but the plaintiff may in the first instance rest his case upon

it, and, if it is attempted to control or impeach it by other evidence

offered by the defendants, may be permitted to put in evidence in

reply, in support of his own case." Brewer v. Housatonic K. K. Co.,

104 Mass. r)<J3 (1H7U) ; Shepardson r. Perkins, GO X. H. "('» (l.SSO);

Blodgett V. Cummings, GO N. H, 11") (1880). So of the assessment of

value by appraisers appointed under a statute. Railroad c. Crider,

91 Tenn. 480 (180L').

Such prima facie effect may be given to certain evidence, by stat-

ute, not only in civil but in criminal cases.

Thus the law may provide that the act of a physician in prescrib-

inrf whiskey is i)rima facie a violation of tiie '* local option'' law.

Co^m. V. Minor, 88 Ky. 4L'2 (18S0).

Right to Opex and Closk. — This right is rather a rule of

practice and procedure than one involved in the burden of proof.

As a rule, however, tlie party having the burden of establishing has

the right to open and close. Seavy i-. Dearborn, 19 N. H. 3r>\ (1840)

;

Royal Ins. Co. r. Schwing, 87 Ky. 410 (1888); Ware r. Ware. 8

Greenleaf, 42 (1831) ; Gaul v. Fleming, 10 Ind. 253 (18r)8)
;
Norris

V. Ins. Co., 3 Yeates, 84 (1800). Rut while this is so, the right is

largely discretionary with the court, and on a probate of a will

where the party not under the burden of establishing was given the

open and close, the court refused a new trial. Comstock v. lladlyme

Ecclesiastical Society, 8 Conn. 254 (1830).

In Massachusetts, on the contrary, the plaintiff opens and closes,

regardless of who has the burden of establishing a case under the

pleadings. Page v. Osgood, 2 Gray, 260 (I8r4) ;
Hurley r. O'Sulli-

van, 137 Mass. 8G (1884). The rule is the .same in equity cases.

Dorr V. Tremont Bank, 128 :\Iass. 349 (1880).

In probate trials, in Massachusetts, the executor propounding the

will opens and closes without regard to the burden of proof. Dorr

V. Tremont {ubi supra) ;
Crowninshield r. Crowninshield, 2 Gray,

524 (1854). The rule is essentially one of procedure. For a short

period the right to open and close could be acquired by the defend-

ant under a rule of court. Spaulding r. Hood, 8 Cush. 602 (1851)

;

Emmons v. Hayward, 11 Cush. 48 (1853).
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CHAPTER ly.

BEST EVIDENCE.

§ 391.' The fourth of the rules which have been laid down 2 as
governing the production of evidence is, that the best evidence, of
which the case in its nature is susceptible, should always be presented
to the jury. This rule does not demand that the greatest amount
of evidence which can possibly be given of any fact should be
offered; it is designed to prevent the introduction of such evidence
as, from the nature of the case, allows room for supposing that
better evidence is in the possession of the party, and to prevent fraud.
For when better evidnnce than that which is offered is withheld, it

is only fair to presume, that the party has some sinister motive
for not producing it, which would be frustrated if it were offered.'

The rule is thus essential to the pure administration of justice. In
requiring the production of the best evidence applicable to each
particular fact, it is meant that no evidence shaU be received which
is merely substitutionary in its nature, so long as the original
evidence is attainable.* For instance, depositions are in general
admissible only after proof that the parties who made them cannot
themselves be produced

;
^ and a preliminary agreement, which has

been followed up by the execution of a deed of conveyance, cannot
be admitted as evidence to show what parcels were subsequently
conveyed.'' For the contents of every deed must be proved by the
production of the deed itself, if such deed be within the control of

2 T\^l-i^-^' "^ P""^^- * 1 Phil- Ev. 418; 1 St. Ev. 500-

t %^ il'- -D
Cflassf. Ev. 266-278 Tayloe ^RiZ'

3 See Stn.ther 1;. Ban-, 1828 (Best, 1828 (Am.) ; U. S. v. Ilevburn llS
royd, J.); iwyman v. Knowles, 18o3 » g jg- p 239

^ ^

firt(Nelt' •,Sf" ' U- ^- '"''
°
^^^'^-» »• Morgan, 18.0.
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BEST EVIDENCE MUST BE PRODUCED. [I'AUr IT.

the party. For every deed is the best evidence of its own contents,

and its non-production raises a presumption that it contains some

matter of defeasance. On the same principle, if there be duplicate

oriffinals of a deed, all must be accounted for, before secondary

evidence can be given of any one.^

§ 392. Similarly, an instrument, requiring attestation to its

validity,^ must in general be proved by calling a subscribing

witness;^ and if there be two such witnesses, it will not be sufficient

80 long as one of them is alive, sane, free from permanent sickness,

within the jurisdiction of the court, and capable of being found by

diligent inquiry, to prove the signature of the other who is dead
;

for such evidence would merely raise a presumption that the deceased

had witnessed all which the law requires for the due execution of

the instrument; whereas the surviving witness would have been

able to (jii-e direct proof. Such direct testimony is evidence of a

better and higher nature than mere presumption arising from the

proof of the witness's handwriting.^

§ 393. The rule under discussion only excludes evidence which

itsc/f indicates the existence of more original sources oi information.

Therefore, when there is no substitution of inferior e\4dence, but

only a selection of weaker, instead of stronger, proofs, or an

omission to supply all the proofs capable of being produced, the

rule is not infringed.* For instance, in proof or disproof of hand-

writing, or in proof of the contents of a letter which cannot be

produced, it is not necessary to call the supposed writer ;
* where it

is necessary to prove negatively that an act was done without the

consent, or against the will, of another, the person whose will or

consent is denied, need not be himself called,' and where an

instrument is required to be attested by two witnesses, it is only

necessary,—excepting in the case of wills relating to real estate,

—

to call one of them, though the other may be at hand.^ Even the

1 Alivon V. Furnival, 1834 (Parke, U. S., 1843 (Am.).

^\ 6 E. V. Hurley, 1843 ; Hughes'

-As to proving execution of docu- case, 1802 ;
M'Guire's case, 1801 ;

E.

ments not requiring attestation, see v. Benson, 1810; Liebman v. Pooley,

28 & 29 V. c. 18, § 7. 1816; Bank Prosecutions, 1819.

3 Bowman y. Hodgson, 1867. ' R- v. Hazy, 1826; E. v. AUen,
* Wright V. Doe d. Tatham, 1834 1826 ; E. v. Hurley, 1843.

(Tindal, C.J.). ® Andrews. Motley, 1862; Belbin

6 1 Ph. Ev. 418. See Alfonso v. v. Skeats, 1857 ; Foreter v. Forster,
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previous deposition of a deceased subscribing witness, if admissible

on other grounds, may supersede the necessity of calling the

survivor.'

§ 394.2 The rule that in each case the best attainable evidence is

required to be given naturally suggests that all evidence is divided

into PRIMARY and secondary. Primary evidence is the best or

highest evidence, or, in other words, that kind of proof which,

in the eye of the law, affords the greatest certainty of the fact in

question. Until it is shown that the production of this evidence is

out of the party's power, no other proof of the fact is in general

admitted. All evidence falling short of this in its degree, and

suggesting on the face of it that other and better evidence is

attainable, is termed secondary. The question whether evidence is

primary or secondary has reference to the nature of the case in the

abstract, and not to the peculiar circumstances under which the

party, in the particular cause on trial, may be placed. It is a dis-

tinction of law, and not of fact ; referring only to the qualify, and

not to the strength of the proof. Evidence, which carries on its

face no indication that better remains behind, is not secondary, but

primary.

§ 395.3 J3^^ though all information must, if possible, be traced

to its fountain head, yet if there be several distinct sources of

information of the same fact, it is not in general necessary to show
that they have all been exhausted, before recourse can be had to

secondary evidence with respect to one of them.'* For instance, if

it be requisite to prove that a collector has received certain sums of

money, primary evidence of that fact is the evidence of the col-

lector himself if he be alive, or else the evidence of the parties who
paid him, while (if the collector be dead) secondary evidence—such

as entries in his book acknowledging the receipt, or if the book

itself be in the hands of the opposite party, who, after notice,

refuses to produce it, even secondary evidence of its contents—is

also admissible.*

1863; Ansteyr. Dowsing, 1745, 1746; U. S. v. Gibert, 1834 (Am.).
Gr. Ev. 120, 122, 123. » Middleton v. Melton, 1829 (Bay-

1 Wright V. Doe d. Tatham, 1834. ley and Parke, JJ.); Barry v. Beb-
» Gr. Ev. § 84, in part. bington, 1792. The distinction be-
* Gr. Ev. § 84, as to first four lines. tween this case and that of the two
* Cutbush V. Gilbert, 1818 (Am.); subscribing witnesses to an instru-
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DOCUMENTS NOT PROVABLE BY PAROL. [PART IL

§ 396.' The cases which most frequently call for the application

of the rule that the best evidence of which the case is susceptible

must always be produced, are those w^hich relnte to the substitution

of oral for written evidence. The effect of the rule on these cases is

to render it necessary that the contents of a written instrument,

which is capal)le of being produced^ be proved bij the instrumnit itself,

and not by parol evidence? Lord^ Tentei'den said :
" I have always

acted most strictly on the rule, that what is in writing shall only

be proved by the writing itself. My experience has taught me the

extreme danger of relying on the recollection of witnesses, however

honest, as to the contents of written instruments ; they may be so

easily mistaken, that I think the purposes of justice require the

strict enforcement of the rule."* Lord "Wynford observed: "I

seldom pass a day in a Nisi Prius Court without wishing that there

had been some written statement evidentiary of the matters in

dispute. More actions have arisen, perhaps, from want of attention

and observation at the time of a transaction, from the imperfection

of human memory, and from witnesses being too ignorant, and too

much under the influence of prejudice, to give a true account of it,

than from any other cause. There is often a great difficulty in

getting at the truth by means of parol testimony. Our ancestors

were wise in making it a rule, that in all cases the best evidence

that could be had should be produced ; and great writers on the

law of evidence say, if the best evidence be kept back, it raises a

suspicion that, if produced, it would falsify the secondary evidence

on which the party has rested his case. The first case these writers

refer to as being governed by this rule is, that where there is

a contract in writing, no parol testimony can be received of its

contents, unless the instrument be proved to have been lost." ^ An
additional but important reason for the application of the rule

ment,where, as we have seen (ante, mony they wish to relj', and, conse-

§ 392) proof must be given that both quently, so long as one of them can
the witnesses are unable to be called, be called, secondary evidence respect-

before evidence of the handwriting ing the other cannot be admitted.

of one of them can be received,

—

^ Gr. Ev. § 85, as to first three

seems to be, that the attesting wit- lines.

nesses are either rendered necessary ^ The Queen's case, 1820, H. L.
by statute, or at least have been ^ Gr. Ev. § 88, in part,

solemnly chosen by the parties, as * Vincent v. Cole, 1828.

the persons on whose united test!- ^ Strother v. Barr, 1828.
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CH. IV.] WANT OF PROPER STAMP, IIOW CURED AT TRIAL.

in the manner pointed out is, that the court may acquire a know-
ledge of the whole contents of the instrument, which may have a
very different effect from the statement of a part.'

§ 397. The rule requiring every written document to be proved
by production of the document itself in civil courts 2 often indi-
rectly inflicts grave injustice ^ in consequence of the stamp laws.
For, as a general rule, a document which is inadmissible for want
of a stamps to prove the fact it prima facie shows is also inad-
missible for any purpose whatever,^ even a collateral purpose—so
that, for example, an insufficiently stamped promissory note cannot
be used as evidence of the receipt of money by the maker of such
note.5 An exception to this rule indeed prevails when it is only
sought to use a document to refresh the memory.^ And, moreover,
the judges, some years ago, promulgated a rule (which is, perhaps,'
of questionable expediency), that, unless the want or insufficiency of
a stamp be pointed out at the earliest possible period, that is, as soon
as the document is tendered in evidence, an objection on that ground
wiU not be entertained.^ And a further attempt has been made to,
as the Common Law Commissioners express it,^ "reconcile the claims
of justice with the interests of the revenue," by enabling all such
instruments as may be stamped after execution to be received in
evidence, though unstamped, or insufficiently stamped, if the party
who tenders them is prepared at the trial to pay to the officer of the
court the proper duty,« the penalty, and a further sum of !/.'»

J

The Queen's case 1820, H. L. c. 39, § 14, subs. 4; Clarke v. Eoche^ In criminal courts a stamp ob- 1877
xiocne,

?Stamn Acr/so'l ^'^^H'-'^^
"
I^f /' '^ ^ ^^ ^- «• 39 (" The Stamp

fl4 subs 4 ^ "' ^- '• ^^^' ^'^' ^^'^^ ")' § 14' «^bss. 1 and 2^

3 See nei Ld Tpntprdpr. ,-. "R •
1

^''^•*'' ^^'""^ " ''P°^ ^^<^ production of

Batte 18^9 t£ 1 !l '
f

^"''^ " ^'^/'^sti-urnent chargeable with any^atte, 182 J. Ihe law as to stamps duty as evidence in any court of civil

±ne btamp Act, 1891 (o4 & 00 Kingdom, or before any arbitrator or
*4 T.,f 1 * T. 1 T 1 • r^

referee, notice shall be taken bv the

Hns fssf
P^bl^^l^g Co. .. Phil- judge, arbitrator, or referee ofan,"

3 'a VI -D ,nr.,
omission or insufficiency of the stamp

« See o?t ", Un
'''•

'^rr ' "^^*^ '' ^^^ mstrunient L7Zgeepo,^t,
^ 1411 which may legally be stamped after

SoeSit"r309"
'^'- ''""°"' ''"'• '^^ -eciiioir thereof, it Cy on

8 2nd pin n 9r
payment to the officer of the court

mn,«TKr r 1°.^ "dulystampod" ment, or to the arbitrator or refere«must be stamped 'in accordance with of the amount of the unpaid dutv'

lis fiTs^ ixerut'ed
''
' 'T^^'''-''^' f^^

^^^^ P-alty payable oHLu^^n,was faist executed. o4 ^ 00 V. the same as aforesaid, and of a fuiWr
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282 ORAL TESTIMONY, WHEN WRITING REQUIRED. [PART II.

Further, it is provided that instruments executed abroad may

be stamped within thirty days of their being received in the United

Kingdom.' And this provision applies to a charterparty uholhj

executed abroad.' By E. S. C, 1883, Ord. XXXIX., r. 8, it is

also provided that " a new trial shall not be granted by reason of

the ruling of any judge that the stamp upon any document is

sufficient, or that the document does not require a stamp." This

provision impliedly restrains a judge at Nisi Prius from reserving

for the court any question respecting the sufficiency of a stamp on

a document admitted by him at the trial,' and makes the ruling of

the judge final where a case is tried by him without a jury.^ In

the criminal courts, no objection can now be taken to the admis-

sibility of any document in evidence for want of a sufficient stamp.

§ 398. The cases under the rule requiring the contents of a

document to be proved by the document itself, if its production be

possible,^ may be arranged in three classes : the first class contain-

ing those instruments which the law requires to be in writing

;

the second, those contracts which the parties have put in writing

;

and the third, all other writings material to the issue, the existence

or contents of which are disputed.'

§ 399.*' The first class of cases in which oral evidence cannot be

substituted for the writing are those in which there exists any

instrument ichich the law requires to he in ivriting. The law having

required that the evidence of the transaction should be in writing,

no other proof can be substituted for that so long as the

sum of one pound, be received in ^ See now 54 & 5o V. c. 39 ("The

evidence, saving all just exceptions Stamp Act, 1891"), § 15, subs. (3).

on other grounds. The officer or ^ The Belfort, 1884.

arbitrator or referee receiving the » Siordet v. Kuczmski, ISoo; lat-

duty and penalty shall give a receipt tersall v. Fearnley, 1856 ;
Cory v.

for 'the same, and make an entry in Davis, 1863. „
/,-c * \

a book kept for that purpose of the * Blewitt v. Tntton, 1892 (C. A.),

payment and of the amount thereof, * 54 & ob V. c. 39 ('' The Stamp

and shall communicate to the com- Act, 1891 "), § 14, subs. (4).

missioners the name or title of the « Gr. Ev. § 85, m part,

proceeding in which, and of the party ^ The question how far witnesses

from whom, he received the said dutv may be cross-examined as to written

and penaltv, and the date and de- statements made by them without

scription ofthe instrument, and shall producing the writings, will be dis-

pay over to such person as the com- cussed hereafter. See post, §§ 1446,

missioners may appoint, the money et seq.
, n ^ ,

received by him for the said duty and « Gr. Ev. § 86, as to first six lines,

penalty."
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CHAP. IV.j ORAL TESTIMONY, WHEN INADMISSIBLE.

writing exists, and is in the power of the party. Accordingly,

parol evidence is inadmissible to prove records, public and judicial

documents, official informations ^ or examinations, deeds of con-

veyance of lands, wills, other than nuncupative, acknowledgments

under Lord Tenterden's Act, promises to pay the debt of another

person, and other writings mentioned in the Statute of Frauds;

or to show at what sittings or assizes a trial at Nisi Prius came

on,'* or even that it took place at all, the only proper evidence of

this being the record, or at least the record with a minute of the

verdict indorsed on it,^ nor to prove the date of a party's appre-

hension for a particular offence, as the warrant for ap})rehension or

committal is superior evidence ;
^ as it also is to prove the testimony

of a witness when it is required by law that it should be reduced

into writing,—as, for instance, when it is taken by depositions,

either before an Examiner of the Court, or before a magistrate on

an indictable charge,—since the writing is in all subsequent pro-

ceedings, whether civil or criminal, the best evidence of what the

witness has stated ;
* and so it also is as to the statement of a

prisoner before the magistrate upon an examination reduced into

writing, and subscribed, and returned by the justice,*^ in conformity

with the Indictable Offences Act, 1848,^ in England, or the cor-

responding Act in Ireland.

§ 400. Parol evidence of what was said by a prisoner before a

magistrate is however admissible if the written examination be

excluded for informality,*—other than for having been a confession

taken on oath, and therefore not voluntary,^—or if it be clearly

^ R. V, Dillon, 1877. the same day, and the majority of
2 Thomas v. Ansley, 1807 (Ld. the Irish Court of Criminal Appeal

EUenborough) ; R. v. Pa^e, 1807 sanctioned his action. The refine-
(Ld. Kenyon); as explained in "Whit- ment by which it was supported was
aker v. Wisbey, 1852, cited ante, § 85. that for all that appeared the witness

^ Olive V. Gwin, 1658 ; li. v. was speaking of a separate sworn in-
Browne, 1829. formation which had not been re-

* R. V. Phillips, 1818. duced into writing.
• Leach v. Simpson, 1839, post, ^ R. v. Fearshire, 1779 ; R. v.

§ 416. But in R. v. CoU, 1889 (Ir.), Jacobs, 1784. See post, § 893 et seq.
the judge at the trial, having rejected '' 11 & 12 V. c. 42; 14 & 15 V.
a deposition which he ought to have c. 93, Ir.

received, appears to have afterwards ® R. v. Reed, 1829 (Tindal, C.J.);
set the matter right by the reception R. v. Christopher, 1849, post, § 416.
of oral evidence from a witness of ^ R. v. Wheeley, 1838 (Aldersou,
what he said he had also sworn on B.); R. v. Rivers, 1835 (Park, J.).
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ORAL TESTIMONY, WHEN CONTRACT IN WRI'nNG. [rT. II.

proved ^ that the statement was not reduced into writing. So it

may also, if the prisoner was examined on two occasions, or with

reference to two offences, and the examination, signed by the

magistrates, rehites only to what occurred on one occasion,^ or with

respect to one offence,' as to statements made by the prisoner in

that part of the inquiry not included in the written examination.

In like manner, if a witness, having given a written deposition

in a cause, has afterwards testified orally in court, parol evidence

may, in the event of his death, be given of his viva voce testimony,

notwithstanding the existence of the deposition ;
* for, in this last

case, as two independent sources of information exist, the party

who relies on the e^ddence may, at his discretion, have recourse to

either. In all these cases the parol evidence is offered, not in

substitution for that of the official document, since no such docu-

ment exists, but as the best evidence which the circumstances

admit of.

§ 401 .^ The second class of cases * falling within the rule requiring

the contents of a document to be proved by the document itself

if its production be possible consists of those in which ihe imrtk'8

ham of themselves chosen to put their contract into nriting. Here

also oral proof cannot be substituted for the written evidence. The

written instrument may indeed be regarded, in some measure, as

the ultimate fact to be proved, especially in the case of negotiable

securities ; and has tacitly been treated by the parties themselves

as the only repository and the appropriate evidence of their agree-

ment. The written contract is not collateral, but is of the very

essence of the transaction
;

' and consequently, in all proceedings,

1 But in Parsons v. Brown, 1852, ® See supra, ^ 398.

Jervis, C.J., held that the Court ' See E. v. Castle Morton, 1820

could not, in the absence of positive (Abbott, C. J.). Domat thus explains

evidence, let in parol evidence by the pi'inciples on which a document
presuming that examinations before is deemed part of the essence of any
iustices on a charge of felony were transaction, and consequently the

not taken down in writing; but see best or primary proof of it:
— ''The

R. V. Coll (Ir.), cited ante, § 399, n. ^. force of wi'itten proof consists in
^ E. V. Wilkinson, 1838 (JParke, B., this : men agree to preseiwe by

and Littledale, J.) ; E. V. Christopher, writing the remembrance of past

18-19. See also E. v. Coll (Ir.), sujira. events, of which they wish to create

' E. V. Harris, 1832. a memorial, either with a view of

* Tod V. E. of Winchelsea, 1828 lapng down a rule for their own
(Ld. Tenterden). guidance, or in order to have, in the

^ Gr. Ev. § 87, in part. instrument, a lasting proof of the
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civil or criminal, in which the issue depends in any degree upon

the terms of a contract, the party whose witnesses show that it was

reduced to writing, must either produce the instrument, or give

some good reason for not doing so. Thus, for example, if in an

action to recover land against a tenant holding over, or in an

action for the use and occupation of real estate, it should appear,

either on the direct or cross-examination of the plaintiff's witnesses,

that a written contract of tenancy has been signed, plaintiff must

either produce it, or account for its absence ;
' and in an action by

landlord against tenant for rent and non-repair, if it should appear

that the parties had agreed by parol that the tenant should hold

the premises on the terms contained in a former lease between the

landlord and a stranger, a nonsuit would be directed, unless this

lease could be produced.

^

§ 402. The same strictness prevails where the question at issue

is simply what amount of rent was reserved by the landlord,^ or

who was the actual party to whom a demise had been made,* or

under whom the tenant came into possession.^ It has also several

times been held that, in an action for extra work done beyond the

contract, if it appeared that the work was commenced under an

agreement in writing, in the absence of positive proof that the

work in question was entirely separate from that included in the

agreement, and was in fact done under a distinct order, the

plaintiff is bound to produce the original document, since it raaj

truth of what is -written. Thus con- parties hy their own testimony. The
tractsare written, in order to preserve truth of written acts is established
the memorial of what the contracting by the acts themselves, that is, by
parties have prescribed for each other the inspection of the originals":
to do, and to make for themselves a Domat's Civ. Law, Liv. 3, tit. 6, § 2.

fixed and immutable law, as to what ^ Brewer v. Palmer, 1800 (Ld.
has been agreed on. So, testaments Eldon) ; Fenn v. Griffith, IH.'JO ;

are written, in order to preserve the Henry v. M. of Westmeath, 1843 (Ir.)

remembrance of what the party, who (Richards, B.) ; Thunder v. Warren,
has a right to dispose of his property, 1845 (Ir.) ; Rudge v. M'Carthy, 1841
has ordained concerning it, and (Ir.).

thereby to lay down a rule for the ^ Turner v. Power, 1828.
guidance of his heir and legatees. ^ R. «;. Merthyr Tidvil, 1830; Au-
On the same principle are reduced gustien ?;. Challis, 1847, where Alder-
into writing all sentences, judgments, son, B., observes, "you may prove
edicts, ordinances and other matters, by parol the relation of landlord and
which either confer title, or have the tenant, but without the lease you
force of law. The writing preserves cannot tell whether anyrentwasdue."
unchanged the matters intrusted to * R. v. Rawden, 1828.
it, and expresses the intention of the ^ Doe v. Ilarvey, 1832.



ORAL TESTIMONY IN CLAIM FOR EXTRA WORK. [VT. II.

furnish evidence, not only that the items sought to be recovered

were not included therein, but also of the rate of remuneration

upon which the parties had agreed.' On like piinciples, where an

auctioneer delivered to a bidder, to whom lands were let by

auction, a written paper sirjned by hhmelf, containing the terms of

the lease, in an action for use and occupation, the landlord was

held bound to produce this paper duly stamped as a memorandum

of an agreement.'^

§ 403. Similarly, where ' the plaintiff had been employed as

secretary to the committee of a charitable society, pursuant to a

reeolution entered in the book of the committee, of which, having

iiccepted the situation and entered upon its duties, the plaintiff

during his service had the care, and on the society being afterwards

dissolved sued some of the members of the committee of the society

for his salary, it was held that he was bound to produce the book

under which he was engaged. It is doubtful whether, in an action

for an injury done to the plaintiff's reversion, his interest as

reversioner may be proved by the parol testimony of the tenant,

when it appears that the premises are occupied under a written

agreement.*

§ 404. On principle, in cases of this kind, the fact that the

writing is in the possession of the adverse party does not change

its character ; it is still the primary evidence of the contract
;
and

its absence must be accounted for by notice to the other party to

produce it, or in some other legal mode, before secondary evidence

of its contents can be received. But in all such cases, if the

plaintiff can establish a prima facie case, without betraying the

existence of a wTitten contract relating to the subject-matter of

the action, he will not be precluded from recovering by the defen-

dant subsequently giving evidence that the agreement was reduced

» Vincent v. Cole, 1828 (Ld. Ten- v. Warre, 1825, where Abbott, C.J.,

terden) • Buxton v. Cornish, 1844
;

draws the distinction between papers

Jones J Howell, 1835; Holbard v. signed by the parties or their agents,

Stephens, 1841 (Williams, J.) ; Parton and those which are unsigned.

V. Cole, 1842 (Patteson, J.). See ]
Whitford .. Tutin, 1834.

Reid V. Batte, 1829, cited post, § 405 ;

* CotteriU v. Hobby, 182o, holding

and Edie v. Kingsford, 1 854

.

that the agreement must be produced

2 Eamsbottom v. Mortlev, 1814. (which seems correct), and in Strother

See Eamsbottom v. Tunbridge, 1814. v. Bair, 1S2S, where the judges were

cited post, § 406. See, also, Hawkins equally divided,
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CHAP. IV.] ORAL TESTIMONY, WHEN ADMISSIBLE.

into writing ; but the defendant, if he means to rely on a written

contract, must produce it as part of his evidence,^ and in the event

of its turning out to be unstamped, or insufficiently stamped, he

must pay the duty and penalty^—and this even though a notice to

produce the document has been served on the plaintiff.^ It has

even been held in an action of ejectment that the plaintiff cannot

be forced to produce a written agreement merely because one of

his witnesses proved, on cross-examination, that an agreement,

which he only knew related in some nay to the lavd in question, was

seen on that morning in the hands of the plaintiff's solicitor, and

was produced at a former trial between the same parties, since, to

exclude parol evidence of the tenancy, it should appear (which

it did not) that the agreement was between the same parties, and

was binding at the time of the second trial/

§ 405.^ Moreover, a written communication or agreement between

the parties which is collateral to the question in issue, need not

be produced. For example, plaintiff can recover without pro-

ducing the original written agreement, if during an employment

under a written contract a verbal order is given for separate work,

if he can show distinctly that the items, for which he seeks remu-

neration, were not included therein ; as, for instance, that whilst

certain work was in progress in the inside of a house under a

written agreement, a verbal order was given to execute some

alterations or improvements on the outside.^ So, also, tJie fact of

the existence of a particular relationship may be shown by parol

evidence, though the terms which govern such relationship appear

to be in writing.'' Thus, if the fact of the occupation of land is

alone in issue, without respect to the terms of the tenancy, this

fact may be proved by any competent parol evidence, such as pay-

ment of rent, or the testimony of a witness, who has seen the

tenant occupy, notwithstanding it appears that the occupancy was

1 Magnay v. Knight, 1840 ; Ste- ^ Gr. Ev. § 89, in part.

phens V. Pinney, 1818; Marston v. ' Eeid v. Batte, 1829 (Ld. Tenter-

Dean, 1835; Fry v. Chapman, 1836; den); commented on by Patteson, J.,

B. V. Padstow, 1832; Eeed v. Deere, in Parton v. Cole, 1842. See Vincent
1827. V. Cole, 1828, and cases cited ante,

8 Ante, § 397. § 402, n. \
2 See cases cited in n. ^ supra. ' See dictum of Alderson, B., and
* Doe V, Morris, 1810. other cases cited in next note.
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under an agreement in writing ;' where a tenant ludds lands under

written rules, hut the length of his terra has been agreed oral!}',

these rules need not be produced in an action of trespass where the

defendant denies the tenant's possession, because it is only necessary

to prove the extent of the tenant's term, which, having been

agreed to by parol, does not depend upon the written rules
;'"' the fact

of partnership may be proved by parol evidence of the acts of the

parties, without producing the deed;^ and the fact that a party

has agreed to sell goods on commission may be established by oral

testimony, though the terms respecting the payment of the com-

mission have been reduced into writing.^

§ 406. Parol evidence will be admissible when the writing only

amounted either to mere unaccepted proposals, or to minutes

capable of conveying no definite information to the court or jury,

and could not, by any sensible rule of interpretation, be construed

as memoranda, which the parties themselves intended to operate as

fit evidence of their several agreements. Thus, it has been admitted

where, at the time of letting premises to the defendant, the plaintiff

had read the terms from pencil minutes, and the defendant had

acquiesced in these terms, but had not signed the minutes ;
^ where,

upon a like occasion, a memorandum of agreement had been drawn

up by the landlord's bailiff, the terms of which were read over, and

assented to, by the tenant, who agreed to bring a surety and sign

the agreement on a future day, but omitted to do so ;
^ where, in

order to avoid mistakes, the terms upon which a house was let

were, at the time of letting, reduced to writing by the lessor's agent,

and in his absence signed by the lessee's wife, in order to bind him,

and the lessee himself afterwards entered upon and occupied the

premises but did not otherwise appear to have constituted the wife

1 E. V. Holy Trinity, HuU, IS*:?; * ^Tiitfield w. Brand, 1847.

Doe V. Harvey, 1832 ; Spiers v. Willi- ^ Trewhitt v. Lambert, 1839. See
son, 1808 fAm.) ; Dennett ;;. Crocker, Drant v. Brown, 1825; and Bethell

1832 (Am.) See, however, the obser- v. Blencowe, 1841, where it was held

rations of Best, C.J., on E. v. Holy that written proposals, made pend-
Trinity, in Strother v. Barr, 1828; ing a negotiation for a tenancy, might
eee, also, Twynam v. Knowdes, 1853

;

be admitted without a stamp, as

Augustien v. Challis, 1847 (Alderson, proving one step in the evidence of

B.), cited ante, § 402. the contract.
2 Hey V. Moorhouse, 1839. « Doe v. Cartwright, 1820. See
3 Alderson v. Clay, 1816 (Ld. Hawkins v. Wane, 1825.

Ellenborough).
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CHAP. IV.] WHEN PAROL EVIDENCE NOT EXCLUDED.

as his agent, or to have recognized her act ;
' where lands were

let by auction, and a written paper was delivered to the bidder by

the auctioneer, containing the terms of the letting, but was never

signed either by the auctioneer or by the parties ;
^ and where, on

the occasion of hiring a servant, the master and servant went to the

chief constable's clerk, who in their presence, and by their direction,

took down in writing the terms of the hiring, but neither party

signed the paper, nor did it appear to have been read to them.^

§ 407. Where, too, an action is not directly upon an agreement

and for non-performance of its terms, but is in tort, for the

conversion, or detention, or negligent loss of the writing containing

such agreement, plaintiff may give parol evidence, descriptive of its

identity, without giving notice to the defendant to produce the

document itself.* Moreover, even though the defendant be willing

to produce such document without notice, the plaintiff is not bound

to put it in, but may leave his adversary to do so, if he think fit, as

part of his own case.^ For, as has been observed, for the purpose

of identification, no distinction can be drawn between written

instruments and other articles ; between trover for a promissory

note, and trover for a waggon and horses/

§ 408. A similar rule prevails in criminal cases. For example, if

a person be indicted for stealing a bill or other written instrument,

its identity may be proved by parol evidence, though no notice to

produce it has been served on the prisoner or his agent. ^ On an

indictment for forgery, however, if the forged instrument be in the

hands of the prisoner, the prosecutor must serve him or his solicitor

with a notice to produce it, before he can offer secondary evidence

of its contents.^

' E. V. St. Martin's, Leicester, 1816 (Am.); M'Lean v. Hertzog,
1834. 1820 (Am.). These cases overrule

^ Eamsbottom v. Tiinbridge, 1814. Cowan v. Abrahams, 1793.

See Eamsbottom v. Mortley, 1814, ^ Whitehead v. Scott, 1830 (Ld.
cited ante, § 402. Tenterden).

3 E. V. Wrangle, 1835. See, for « Jolley v. Taylor, 1807 (Sir J.

other instances, Ingram v. Lea, 1810

;

Mansfield).

Dalison v. Stark, 1803 ; Wilson v. "> E. v. Aickles, 1784.

Bowie, 1823. s ^ ^, Haworth, 1830 (Parke, J.);
* Scott V. Jones, 1813 ; How v. E. v. Fitzsimons, 1869 (Ir.). Several

Hall, 1811; Biicher v. Jarratt, 1802; grounds for this difference between
Eead v. Gamble, 1839; Eoss v. Bruce, larceny and forgerymay be suggested.
1803 (Am.); The People i^. Holbrook, One is, that under the old law (see

T. VOL. I. 289



WHEN PAROL EVIDENCE EXCLUDED BY WRITINGS [P. 11.

§ 409.' The third class of cases ^ falling within the rule that a

written document can only be proved by the instrument itself,

embraces every tcriting not falling within the two classes already

discussed, as to the existence or contents of ichich there is a dispute,

and which is material to the issue between the parties, and which is

not a mere memorandum of some other fact. Thus, to take some

common examples, newspapers and account-books are the best

evidence of their own contents, and therefore a witness cannot be

asked whether certain resolutions were published in the newspapers;'

neither can he be questioned as to the contents of his account-books.*

The primary proof of the publication of an opera is tbe production

of the printed music, and consequently the fact of publication

cannot be proved in the first instance by a witness who has merely

seen the opera in print, or heard parts of it played in society.^ The

fact of a person being rated to the relief of the poor can only be

legally proved by the rate-book itself," or at least a certified or

examined copy from it,^ and it therefore cannot be shown by the

collector stating that such person's name was on the rate
;

' neither

can a plaintiff be asked on cross-examination whether his name is

written in a certain book described by the questioner, unless a

satisfactory reason be first given for the non-production of the book

now 24 & 25 V. c. 98 (" The Forgery larceny, it is highly improbable that

Act, 1861 "), § 42, cited ante, § 291), anything material will turn either

it -was always sufficient, on charges upon the contents of, or a minute

of larceny, ' to both in the indict- description of, the instrument itself,

ment and the proof describe a stolen whereas on a charge of forgery the

instrument in very general terms, exact opposite is the case, and an

whereas, in the case of forgery, examination of the instrument itself

the prosecutor was often required to may very probably prove of the

enter into a minute description of the highest importance.

document alleged to have been forged ^ Gr. Ev. § 88, in^jart.

(Butcher v. Jarratt, 1802 (Cham- « gee supra, § 398.

bre, J.)). A second is, that a per- => E. v. O'Connell, 1843-4 (Ir.).

son charged -with stealing an instru- * See post, § 462.

ment must know, from the veiy * Boosey v. Davidson, 1849. But

nature of the accusation, that he will see Geralopido v. Wieler, 1851 (Jervis,

be called upon to produce it, while C.J.).

an indictment for forgery furnishes « E. v. Coppull, 1801, recognised

no such intimation; and it will be (Patteson, J.) in E. v. Staple Fitz-

presently seen, when the rules which paine (1842). See "The Poor Eate

regulate the sei-ving of notices to Assessment and Collection Act, 1869,"

produce are discussed (post, § 452), 32 & 33 V. c. 41, § 18, cited ante,

that this is a material distinction. § 147a.

A thiid (and very substantial) one " Justice v. Elstob, 1868.

is that, where the charge is one of

29^)



C. IV.] PAROL ADMISSIONS SUBSTITUTED FOE WRITINGS.

itself.' Having regard to these principles, it is very doubtful

whether the contents of handbills written or dictated at a meeting

of conspirators can be proved by oral testimony.^

§ 410— 11. When it is stated that oral testimony cannot be sub-

stituted for any writing included in either of the three classes above

mentioned, a tacit exception must, perhaps, be made in favour of

the parol admissions of a party, and of his acts amounting to admis-

sions. A party's admissions, and acts amounting to admissions, are

primary proof against himself and those claiming under him, even

where they relate to the contents of a deed or other instrument^

which are directly in issue in the cause.^ It is said that the reason

why such statements or acts are admissible, without notice to

produce, or accounting for the absence of the written instrument,

is, that they are not open to the same objection which belongs to

parol evidence from other sources, where the written evidence

might have been produced ; for such evidence is excluded from the

presumption of its untruth, arising from the very nature of the

case, where better evidence is withheld ; whereas, what a party

himself admits to be true, may reasonably be presumed to be so/

* Darby v. Ouseley, 1S66, ment to whicli it refers, because tli»

2 R. V. Thistle-wood, 1820, See simple question in such case will be,

post, § 417. is ^^^ admission true ? and the
3 Earlev.Picken, 1833 (Parke, B.); rational presumption is, that a man

Newhall ?;. Holt, 1840 (id.); Slatterie will not tell a falsehood, which is

V. Pooley, 1840 ; Bethell v. Blencowe, against his own interest. But when
1841 ; Howard v. Smith, 1841 ; E. v. a witness is called to say that he has

Welch, 1846; King v. Cole, 1848; heard the opposite party make a

E. V. Basingstoke, 1851 ; Boulter v. certain statement with respect to the

Peplow, 1850. These cases overrule contents of a written instrument.

Lord Tenterden's decision in Bloxam the further question arises, was this

V. Elsie, 1825. See Fox v. "Waters, statement really made ? and to per-

1814. mit such parol evidence to be equally
* Slatterie v. Pooley, 1840 (Parke, admissible, in proof of the contents

B.). Although the admission of a of the instrument, with the pro-

party may fairly be presumed to be duction of the instrument itself, is to

true, the parol evidence by which open a vast field for misapprehension,

that admission is proved need by no perjury, and fraud, which would be
means be so; and, indeed, such wholly closed, if the salutary rule of

testimony is open to even greater law, requiring that what is in writ-

objection than applies to the ordinary ing should be proved by the writing-

case, where secondary evidence is itself, were here, as in other cases,

produced, and the best evidence is to prevail. Liord Tenterden and Ma-.

withheld. When the admission is Justice Maule have emphatically ex-

made in Court, it may very reason- pressed opinions in support of th»

ably be allowed to render needless view here suggested (see Bloxam v.

the production of the written instru- Elsie, 1825 ; Boulter v. Peplow»
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PAROL ADMISSIONS CONFESSIO JURIS. [r.MM' II.

§ 412. Since some observations in the last footnote dealing with

the above reasons were written, the judges in Ireland * have declared

their disapproval of the principles which such reasons embody. "The

doctrine that parol admissions can prove the contents of written

documents is," said Pennefather, C. J., "a most dangerous propo-

sition ; by it a man might be deprived of an estate of 10,000/. per

annum derived from his ancestors through regular family deeds

and conveyances, by producing a witness, or by one or two con-

spirators, who might be got to swear that they heard the defendant

say he had conveyed away his interest therein by deed, or had

mortgaged, or had otherwise encumbered it ; and thus, by the

facility so given, the widest door would be opened to fraud, and a

man might be stripped of his estate through this invitation to fraud

and dishonesty."

§ 413. In any case it is doubtful whether (even assuming it

to be established) the doctrine allowing admissions by parol to

sufficiently prove a written document extends to records, as well as

to deeds and ordinary writings, and whether it would embrace the

case of a confessio Juris, as well as that of a confessio facti. On the

one hand, the admission of a party that he had been discharged

under the Insolvent Debtors Act, was held insufficient evidence of

a valid discharge, because the judicial document, on being pro-

duced, might be found irregular and void, and the party might be

1850); wliile Parke, B., himself has whilst what A. states, respecting a

declared that the parol evidence of document which he himself has seen,

admissions may, in some cases, be is not admissible,—although in the

quite unsatisfactory to a jury (Slat- latter case, the chance of error is

terie v. Pooley, 1840), and that too single, in the former, double."

great weight ought never to be i Lawless t-. Queale, 1845 (Ir.). The
attached to such "evidence, since it case which called forth the remarks

frequently happens that the witness cited above was an action for use

not only has misunderstood what the and occupation. At the trial, one

party has said, but, by unintention- of the plaintiff's witnesses, after

ally altering a few of the expressions proving the occupation of the pre-

really used, has given to the state- mises by the defendant, acknow-

ment an effect completely at variance ledged in cross-examination the

with what was intended. See note existence of a written agreement

;

to Earle v. Picken, 1833. Moreover, and the Court held, that this agree-

as the reporter observes in the re- ment must be produced, though the

port of Boulton v. Peplow (1850), 9 defendant had admitted that he was

C B. 501, n. c, "according to Slat- tenant at a particiilar rent. See,

terie v. Pooley, what A. states also, Ld. Gost'ord v. Eobb, 1845;

as to what B., a party, has said re- Parsons v. Purcell, 1849; and Ilen-

epecting the contents of a document man v. Lester, 1862 (Byles, J.),

which B. has seen, is admissible,
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CHAP. IV.] ORAL EVIDENCE, WHEN ADMrSSIBLE.

mistaken.' On the other hand, on an indictment for LIgamj, the

prisoner's deliberate declaration, that he had been married in a

foreign country was held to render it unnecessary to prove that the

mari'iage had been celebrated according to the laws of that

country ;
^ and in an action for wages, an admission by plaintiff

that his claim had been referred to an arbitrator, who had made
an award against him, was held admissible evidence on behalf of

the defendant.^

§ 414. A material difference, at all events, exists between proving

by an admission the execution of an instrument requiring attestation,

which is produced, and proving the party's admission, that by such

and such instrument, which is not produced, a certain act was done.

It will hereafter be shown,* that when an instrument, which requires

attestation to give it validity ,' is in court, and its execution is to be

proved against a hostile party, an admission on his part of due
execution, unless made with a view to the trial of that cause, is

generally" not sufficient.

§ 415.' Where a writing does not fall within either of the three

classes already described, no reason exists why it should exclude

oral evidence. For instance, if a written communication be accom-

panied by a verbal one to the same effect, the latter may be received

as independent evidence, though not to prove the contents of the

writing, nor as a substitute for it ;
* the payment of money may be

proved by oral testimony, though a receipt be taken ; » a verbal

demand of goods may be shown, though a demand in writino- was
made at the same time ;

'° the admission of a debt is provable by
oral testimony, though a written promise to pay was simultaneously

given ;" and the determination of an interest in land, whether free-

hold or copyhold, may be proved without producing, or accounting

for the non-production of, the title-deeds or court rolls, but merely

1 Scott V. Clare, 181-2 (Ld. Ellen- » See 28 & 29 V. c. 18, § 7.
borough). See, also, Summersett v. « See, however, Nagle v. Shea,
Adamson, 1822 ; Jenner v. Jolliife, 1875.
1810 (Am.); Welland Canal Co. v. ' Gr. Ev. §90, in part.
Hathaway, 1832 (Am.). s g^e ante, § 400.

2 E. V. Newton, 1843 (Wightman » Eambert v. Cohen, 1803 ; Jacob
and Cresswell, JJ.). But see E. v. v. Lindsay, ISOl.
Flaherty, 1847; and E. v. Savage, i" Smiths. Young, 1808 (Ld. EUen-
1876 (Lush, J.). borough).

» Murray v. Gregory, 1850. " Singleton v. Barrett. 1832.
* See post, §§ 1843, 1849.
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ORAL EVIDENCE, WHEN ADMISSIBLE. [I'AIM' i:.

showing that a deceased occupier liad, wliile in possession, dt-elareiJ

that his interest in the premises would expire at his death,' since,

—

as will presently be seen,^—all statements by a person, while iu

possession of property, are, after his death, in themselves primary

evidence, if they tend to cut down his interest therein.'

§ 416. In the same way, oral evidence of what then passed will

be equally as admissible as the clerk's note, where, on a prelimi-

nary hearing of a charge, the magistrate's clerk takes down what

the witness says, but neither the witness nor the magistrate signs

the writing, and it does not constitute part of the depositions

returned :
* or if, on the hearing of an information for a trespass in

pursuit of game,* the clerk takes a note of the charge ; because

this is not one of those cases where the magistrate is bound to take

down what the witnesses say ; " or if in support of an indictment

for perjury committed in a County Court, without production of

the judge's note, the perjury be proved by any witness who was

then present, if the case was one in which the law does not require

the judge to take any note." Similarly, too, what j)assed at a

meeting where the proceedings of directors, commissioners, public

trustees, and the like, are voluntarily entered in books, may be

proved by parol, because the fact that such books are rendered by

statute admissible in evidence, does not exclude verbal proof of what

has taken place.^ On like grounds, it is not necessary to produce

a certificate of registration in order to prove that a joint stock

company has been completely registered.® The fact of birth,

baptism, marriage,'" death or burial, may, for tlie same reason, be

proved by parol testimony, for though the law requires a narrative

or memorandum of these events to be entered in registers, the

existence or contents of these registers form no part of the fact to

» Doe V. Langfield, 1847. ' E. v. Morgan, 1852 (Martin, B.);
» Post, § 684 et seq. Harmer v. Bean, 1853 (Parke, B.).
3 Doe V. Langfield, 1847 (Parke, » Miles v. Bough, 1842 ; Inglia v.

B.). Gt. North. Ey. Co., 1852, H. L.
* Jeans v. Wheedon, 1843 (Cress- ® Agricultural Cattle Ins. Co. v.

well, J.); E. V. Christopher, 1849; Fitzgerald, 1851, decided under the
ante, § 400. repealed Act, 7 & 8 V. c. 110, §§ 7,

5 Under 1 & 2 W. 4, c. 32 (" The 25. See, now, 25 & 26 V. c. 89, § 18.

Game Act, 1831 "), § 30. See, also, E. v. Langton, 1876.
® Eobinsou v. Vaughton, 1838 '" Lady Limerick v. LordLimerick,

(Alderson, B.). 1862.
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CHAP. IV.] ORAL EVIDENCE, WHEN ADMISSIBLE.

be proved, and the entry is no more than a collateral or subsequent

memorial of that fact, which may be used to furuish a satisfactory

and convenient mode of proof, but cannot exclude other evidence,'

while the non-production of a minute book or register at most does

no more than afford grounds for scrutinising such evidence with

more than usual care. The fact that a picture is an infringement

of the copyright in another picture may, too, be proved in an action

for infringement of copyright without producing the original

picture.'' It is also every-day practice for the fact that writing is

very like that of a named person to be proved without producing

any of that person's writing.

§ 417.^ The principle under consideration, though hitherto only

illustrated by examples drawn from civil cases, also applies in

criminal ones. Accordingly, on prosecutions for political offences,

such as treason, conspiracy, and sedition, the imcriptiom on flags and

banners paraded in public, and the contents of resolutions read at a

public meeting, may be proved, as being of the nature of speeches,

by oral testimony.* Where, too, a party was indicted for ad-

ministering an unlawful oath, a witness was permitted to give

parol evidence of the words used, though he stated his belief that

the accused read the words from a paper, which he held in his

hand when he administered the oath, and no notice to produce this

paper had been served on the prisoner.^

§ 418. The rule of law that the best evidence which the nature of

each case permits must always be produced, has thus far been

discussed as to its effect in forbidding oral evidence being substi-

tuted for written evidence. But the same rule of law sometimes

excludes writings xchich the law considers as entitled to less weight

than those which might be forthcoming. The original of a

document must always (with a few exceptions that will be

presently mentioned*^) be produced, and a mere cojyy, however

1 Evans V. Morgan, 1832 ; E. v. 2 Lucas v. Williams, 1892, C. A.
Allison, 1806 ; Harrison v. Corp. of 3 (jj._ -£^y ^ gj,^ -^ pg^j,^_

Southampton, 1853; E. v. Main- * E. v. Hunt, 1820 ; Sheridan's and
waring, 1856; Eeed v. Passer, 1794; Kirwan's case, ISU; E. v. O'Connell,
St. Devereux v. Much Dew Church, 1843-4 (Ir.). See ante, § 409, and
1761-2; Morris v. Miller, 1766-7; cases cited in notes.
Birt V. Barlow, 1779; Com. v. Nor- * E. v. Moors, 1801.
cross, 1813 (Am.); Ellis v. Ellis, 1814 « Post, § 428.
(Am.); OwingsiJ. Wyant, 1795 (Am.).
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BEST DOCUMENTARY EVIDENCE PRODUCED. [PART II.

aocurate, will not be, in the first Instance, admissible.* For

instance, on an indictment for feloniously setting fire to a house,

with intent to defraud the insurers, the policy itself, being the best

evidence of the fact of insurance, must be produced by the

prosecutor; and recourse cannot be had either to parol evidence

that the premises were insm-ed, or to the books of the insurance

office, unless notice to produce the policy itself has been duly

served upon the defendant, as this ought to be, and usually is, in

his possession.^ If, too, it be necessary to show the contents of a

manuscript which is in the possession of the opposite party, a

paper, purporting to be a printed copy, cannot be received in

evidence, without a notice to produce the manuscript.^ The ques-

tion as to what is or is not an original is sometimes raised. On

this point it is settled that, on the one hand, a duplicate writing,

taken from an autograph at one impression by means of a copying

machine cannot be regarded as an original, but the autograph

itself mu.st be produced, or its non-production be accounted for as

in ordinary cases.^ On the other liand, all printed copies struck

off in one common impression, though they constitute merely

secondary evidence of the contents of the paper from which they

are taken, are primary evidence of each other's contents.*

§ 419. The memorial of a registered conveyance is primary evi-

dence ® to prove the contents of a deed against the party by whom

the deed is registered, and those who claim under him, being con-

sidered in the light of an admission,^ and is at the very least, as

against such persons, good secondary ^ evidence. As against third

persons, however, it is certainly inadmissible as primary evidence.'

* B. N. P. 293, 294. which were traced to his possession,

2 R. V. Doran, 1791 (Ld. Kenyon)

;

and a copy remaining with the printer

E. V. Kitson, 1832; R. v. Gilson, was allowed to be read in evidence

1807
'; R. V. EUicombe, 1833 (Little- for the prosecution, though no notice

dale, J.). ^^^ been sei-ved upon the prisoner to

3 R. V. Watson, 1817. produce the copies which had been
* Nodin V. Murray, 1812 (Ld. delivered to him.

EUenborough). In India, " an im- « Boulter v. Peplow, 1850 (Maule,

pression of a document made by a J.). See Brown v. Armstrong, 1873

copying machine shall be taken (Ir.).

without further proof to be a correct '' Wollaston v. Hakewill, 1841.

copy." Act 11 of 1855, § 35. ^ Doe v. Clifford, 1847 (Alderson,

*'R. 7\ Watson, 1817, where the B.) ; D. of Devonshire v. NeiU,

question was, whether a prisoner was 1876-7 (Ir.).

acquainted with the contents of » Molton v. Harris, 1797 (Ld.

certain placards, some copies of Kenyon).
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CHAP. IV.] MEMORIAL OF REGISTERED DEED.

On one or two occasions, indeed, such memorial, or oven an

examined copy of the registry, has, under special circumstances,

been received as secondary evidence of the contents of an inden-

ture, not only as against parties to the deed, who have had no part

in registering it, but also as against third persons.' The enrolment

of a lease granted by the Crown is primary evidence, because the

possessions of the Crown cannot be alienated but by matter of

record ; and so also are memorials of leases granted by the Duke
of Cornwall, on account of the identity of interest which subsists

between his Eoyal Highness and the Crown.^

§ 420. Occasionally it is a question of some nicety to determine

what instrument constitutes the primary evidence of a transaction.

For instance, it has been discussed what is the primary evidence of

the transaction where goods have been sold through the medium of

a broker. Some have said that the broker^s hook^ if signed by the

broker, is the primary evidence of the transaction, and conse-

quently, in the first instance, the only admissible proof of the con-

tract.^ On the other hand, it has, after much consideration, and

after consulting merchants, been held that the bought and sold notes^

provided they agree, and are signed so as to satisfy the Statute of

Frauds,^ constitute the contract, and, as such, must be produced in

the first instance.* It is at least quite clear, that if no notes have

been transmitted to the principals, recourse may be had to the

signed entry in the book kept by the broker,* or, indeed, to any

other memorandum made by him as agent for both parties, which

» See Sadlier V. Biggs, 1853, H. L.

;

borough); Grant v. Fletcher, 1826;
Biggs V. Sadlier, 1847 (Ir.); Peyton Henderson v. Barnewall, 1827.
V. M'Dermott, 1837 (Jr.). See, also, * Durrell v. Evans, 1861. See Par-
Collins v. Maule, 1S38; Doe f. Kilner, ton V. Crofts, 1864; and Thompson
1826. In all these cases, however, v. Gardiner, 1876. In these last two
either the parties had been acting for cases the production of the sold note
a long period in obedience to the pro- only was held sufficient to satisfy the
visions of the supposed instrument, statute.
or the deed has been recited or re- * Goom v. Aflalo, 1826 ; Thornton
ferred to in other documents admis- v. Kempster, 1814 ; Thornton v.
sible in the cause Meux, 1827 (Abbott, C.J.) ; Cum-

2 Rowe V. Brenton, 1828. For ming v. Eoebuck, 1816; Hawes v.
other instances, see post, §§ 1650 Forster, 1834 (Ld. Denman) ; Town-
et seq. end v. Drakeford, 1843 (id.).

3 Sievewright v. Archibald, 1851 « Townend v. Drakeford, 1843;
(Patteson, J., and Ld. Campbell); Pitts v. Beckett, 1845 (Parke, B.) ;

Hevman V. Neale, 18U9 (Ld. Ellen- Thompson v. Gardiner, lb76.
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broker's books BOUGHT AND SOLD NOTES. |_PART II.

is sufficient to satisfy the statute.' But if even a single note, actually

signed by one party, has been delivered to the other party, this

note has been held to itself constitute the contract, even though

it differed materially from the note which was sent to the party

signing that originally produced by the plaintiff.^* Wliere the

bought and sold notes are signed by the broker, and it is affirma-

tively shown that these substantially differ from each other, no

binding contract is usually effected, even although the purchaser,

on objection raised by the vendor to a particular word inserted in

the sold note, strikes out that word, and evidences his consent to

the erasure by affixing his initials thereto.*

§ 421. Whether the broker's book may be resorted to if there be

a material disagreement between the bought and sold notes is a

very difficult question. Two emiuent judges, on three different

occasions, held that it could not.^ But a third, who was no mean

lawyer, thought that it could,^ and it is submitted that his opinion

will ultimately prevail.

§ 422. In general, it will be sufficient if a party seeking to en-

force a contract made through a broker produces the note in his

possession, and shows that the broker was employed in the trans-

action by his adversary without producing the original broker's

book. His adversary, if he rely on any variance between the

bought and sold notes, must produce, as his evidence, the one that

has been handed to himself.*

§ 423. As already indicated,^ any substantial variance between

the bought note and the sold note may prevent there ever having

been any contract at all. But the amount of variance that will

have this effect cannot be expressly defined. In one case, where

1 Eichey v. Garvey, 1847 (Ir.). also, Moore v- Campliell, 1S54; Hey-

There the memorandum had been worth i'. Knight, 1!S()4 (Willes, J.),

drawn up two or three days after the ^ Thornton v. Charles, 1836 (Ld.

sale; but the Court held this fact to be Abinger) ; Townend v. Drakeford,

immaterial, the broker's authority as 1843 (Ld. Denman) ; and Gregson v.

agent for the parties not having been Euck, 1843 (Ld. Denman).

revoked. * Lord AVensleydale in Thornton
J» Eowe V. Osborne, 1815. v. Charles, 183G.

» Cowie V. Eemfry, 1846, P. C. « Ilawes v. Forster, 1834 (Ld.

But see Eowe V. Osborne, 1815 /Ld. Denman).

EUenborough), recognized in Cowie ^ Cowie v. Eemfry, 1846, P. C,
V. Eemfry, P. C, supra; and see, supra, § 420.
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the bought note spoke of a brokerage of one per cent., and a deposit

of fifteen per cent., and the sold note stated that the brokerage was

ten shillings per cent., and omitted all mention of the deposit, it

was ruled that the discrepancy was fatal, though with respect to

the brokerage one of the jury interpreted the notes as meaning

that the broker should be paid by the buyer one per cent., and by

the seller a half per cent. ;
^ and a similar conclusion was come to

in another case, where Scotch iron was named in the bought note,

and Dunlop's iron, which is Scotch iron, but not the only kind of

Scotch iron, was specified in the sold note ;
^ and in yet a third, in

which the sole difference between the bought and the sold notes

was, that the one purported to deal with " Riga," and the other

with " Petersburg," hemp.* But a mere clerical error, or even a

mistake in a name, if productive of no loss, will not invalidate the

Bale.*

^ 424. In applying the general rule that the original document,

and not a mere copy of it, must be produced as evidence, to notarial

instruments, it is always considered a duplicate made out at any

time from the original or protocol in the notarial book, is equiva-

lent to an original drawn up at the time of the entry in the book.*

§ 425. Primary proof of the title of a person as executor or

administrator may, as to grants since the 11th of January, 1858,^

be proved either by producing the probate or letters, or by an

exemplification thereof granted by a registrar or district registrar

of the Probate Division of the High Coort.'

§ 426. The rule as to whether any or which of the copies of

deeds executed in duplicate may be regarded as an original, and as

to any or which of them are to be regarded as copies, is this :

—

When two or more parts are sealed and delivered by each party,

—

1 Townend v. Drakeford, 1843 (Ld. ("The Court of Probate Act, 1857 ")
Denman). See Kempson v. Boyle, (as now amended by "The Statute
1865, where parol evidence was ad- Law Eevision Act, 1892," oo & 56
mitted to explain away an apparent V. c. 19), came into operation. See
variance between the notes. Gazette of Friday, Dec. 4, 1857.

2 Sievewi-ight y. Archibald, 1851. 'See forms of exemplifications
3 Thornton v. Kempster, 1814. appended to the Eules, &c. of 1862,
* Mitchell V. Lapage, 1816. See for the Registrars of the Court of

Bold V, Eayner, 1836. Probate in respect of non-contentioua
* Geralopulo v. Wieler, 1851 business, Nos. 10 and 11; and similar

(Maule, J.). forms appended to Rules, &c. for the
8 When the Act of 20 & 21 V. c. 77 District Registrars, Nos. 11 and 12.
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a practice wliich of late years has frequently prevailed,—they are

denominated duplicate or triplicate oriyiiia/.s,^ and each copy is

considered primary evidence.'^ When, however, each part is exe-

cuted by one party only (as often occurs in the case of leases), the

two instruments are called counterparts, and each is alternately the

best evidence as against the party sealing it, and those in privity

with such party,^ and secondary evidence of the contents of the

other part/ Thus, if a landlord brings an action for rent, he

produces the counterpart executed by the tenant as original

evidence,* or, in the event of its loss, he may have recourse, either

to the part sealed by himself, or to any other species of secondary

proof of such counterpart :
^ if, however, the tenant is the person

aggrieved, he must rely on the part delivered by the landlord, and

that executed by himself will only be considered as secondary

evidence. For stamp purposes the counterpart sealed by the lessor

is usually deemed the original ; but that which is sealed by the

lessee may be described in pleading as the " indenture," though

stamped as a counterpart, provided the action be brought against

the lessee.' Where any discrepancy is found to exist between a

lease and its counterpart, the law will presume that the lease is

correct, unless it be clear that the mistake is in that instrument.^

§ 427. On one or two occasions, where it was necessary to show

that the plaintiff's ancestor had exercised acts of ownership over the

property in question, counterparts of leases older than the period of

living memory, and found in the ancestor's muniment room, have

^ Note by reporter, 2 M. & Gr. actions, suits, aud proceedings, proof
618 &, 1841. by or on behalf of any landlord of

2 See Colling v. Treweek, 1827 the perfection of the counterpart of

(Bay ley, J.); Brown v. Woodman, any lease shall be equivalent to proof

1834 (Parke, J.). of the perfection of the original lease

;

3 Eoe V. Da-vds, 1806; May. of and in case it shall appear that no
Carlisle r. Blamire, 1807 ; Paul v. counterpart existed, or that the
Meek, 1828; Pearce v. Morrice, 1832

;
counterpart has been lost, destroyed,

Burleigh v. Stibbs, 1793; Houghton or mislaid, proof of a copy of the

V. Koenig, 1856. original lease or counterpart, as the
* Munn V. Godbold, 1825. As case may be, shall be sufficient evi-

Becondary evidence it will be admis- dence of the contents of the lease, as

sible, though unstamped : id. See against the lessee, or any person
54 & 55 V. c. 39 ("The Stamp Act, claiming from or under him."
1891 "), § 72 ; and ante, § 148. ^ d^^ v. Eoss, 1840; Hall v. Ball,

^ The law in Ireland is now regu- 1841.

lated by § 23 of the Act 23 & 24 V. ' Pearce v. Morrice, 1832.

c. 154, which enacts, that " in all ^ Burchell v. Clark, 1876.
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been admitted in evidence even against strangers, though executed

by no one but the persons named as lessees, who were not shown to

have actually held under them, and though no excuse was given

for not producing the original leases sealed by the ancestor.^ It is

difficult to reconcile these decisions with strict principle, since the

counterparts amounted, in fact, to no more than admissions by-

third parties that the ancestor was seised ; but the rule was

apparently relaxed in consequence of the acknowledged difficulty

of tracing acts of ownership after the lapse of many years.

§ 428. The rule which requu-es the production of the best

attainable evidence has now been discussed, and an attempt

has been made to illustrate the distinction between primary and

secondary modes of proof. It remains, before concluding this

chapter, to be seen upon what occasions secondary evidence will be

received.

§ 428a. The first general rule is, that secondary evidence is

inadmissible, until it is shown that the production ofprimary evidence

is out of the party''s poicer. The second is, that secondary ecidence as

to previous oral testimony can only be given in a prescribed uay and

subject to certain restrictions. The remaining general rule as to

secondary evidence is that there are no degrees of secondary evidence.

§ 428 H. The first of these general rules, namely, the rule that

secondary evidence is inadmissible until it he shown that the production

of primary evidence is out of the party's power, and the exceptions

to it, will be most conveniently discussed with regard to, first,

documentary evidence, and, next, to oral testimony.

§ 428(;. With respect to documents, proof of their contents may
be established by secondary evidence, fii'st, when the original

writing is destroyed or lost ; secondly, when its production is

physically impossible, or at least highly inconvenient ; thu'dly,

when the document is in the possession of the adverse party, who
refuses, after notice, or in some cases without notice, to produce it

;

fourthly, when it is in the hands of a third party, who is not eom-

1 Doe V. Pulman, 1842; D. of v. Woodhouse, 1782. In this last

Bedford v. Lopes, 1838, decided case the distinction between counter-
by Ld. Denman ; Bristow v. Cor- parts and leases does not appear to
mican, 1878 (Ld. Blackburn), in have been much discussed, if taken
H. L. ; Gov. of Magdalen Hospital at all.

V. Knott, 1877, C. A. ; Clarkson
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peila,ble by law to produce it, and who, being called as a witness

with a subpoena duces tecum, relies upon his right to withhold it;

fifthly, when the law raises a strong presumption in favour of the

existence of the document : sixthly, when the papers are voluminous,

and it is only necessary to prove their general results ; and lastly,

when the question arises upon the examination of a witness on the

voire dire.

§ 429.' First, if an insfrument be destroyed or lost, a party who

seeks to give secondary evidence of its contents must, to begin

with, give some evidence that the original once existed," and then

either prove positively, or at least presumptively (as by showing

that it has been thrown aside as useless^), that such instrument has

been destroyed, or he must show that it has been lost by proof that a

search has been unsuccessfully made for it, in the place or places

where it was most likely to be found. What degree of diligence ie

necessary in a search for a lost instrument cannot easily be defined,

as each case must depend much on its own peculiar circumstances.^

The party seeking to be allowed to give secondary evidence, on the

ground that an instrument is lost, is, however, generally expected

to thovf that he has, in good faith, exhausted in a reasonable

degree all the sources of information and means of discovery which

the nature of the case would naturalh^ suggest, and which were

accessible to him.^ The object of the proof is merely to establish a

reasonable presumption of the loss of the instrument, and this is a

preliminary inquiry addressed to the discretion of the judge. •* The

party offering secondary evidence, therefore, need not on ordinary

occasions have made a search for the original document, as for

stolen goods, nor be in a position to negative every possibility of its

having been kept back.'' If the document be important, and such

as the owner may have an interest in keeping, or if any reason

exist for suspecting that it has been fraudulently withheld, a very

^ Gr. Ev. § o.iS. in part. Gordon, ISoo.
« Doe V. Wittcomb, 1851 (Ld. « E. v. Saffron HiU, 1852. See

Campbell); inH. L., 1853 (Alderson, Moriartv v. Grey, 1860 (Ir.).

B.). ® Ante, § 23.

3 E. V. Johnson, 1805. ' M'Gahey v. Alston, 1836 (Alder-
* Bre-wster v. Sewell, 1820 (Best, son. B.); recojjnized (Wigram, V.-C.)

J.); Gully V. Bp. of Exeter, 1827. in Hart v. Hart, 1841.

See Pardoe v. ]?rice, Ibli ; E. v.
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strict examination will be required ; but only a comparatively

slio-ht degree of diligence will be demanded on a search for a paper

supposed to be of little or no value.'

§ 430. When a document belongs to the personal custody of a

particular individual, or is proved, or may be presumed, to be in

his possession, he must in general be served with a subpoena duces

tecum, and be sworn to account for it ; since, so long as he is

capable of being called as a witness, his declarations respecting it

will in strictness be inadmissible,^ and even after his death this

species of evidence, though admissible as tending to prove the

diligence and extent of the search, must be received with great

caution.^ However, this species of evidence being only required

for the purpose of satisfying the conscience of the judge on a

preliminary inquiry, a looser rule is allowed to prevail than would

have been applicable to proof of material issues ; indeed it even has

1 Gathercole v. Miall, 1846 (Pol-

lock, C.B., aud Alderson. B.); Brew-
ster r. Sewell, 1820 ;

Kensiii.^ton v.

Inglis, 1807 ; R. v. East Eairley,

1825 (Bayley, J.); Freeman v. Arkell,

1824.
2 See R. V. Saffron Hill, 1852.
3 E. V. Denio, 1827 ; E. v. Castle-

ton, 1795 ; Williams v. Young-
husband, 1815; Walker v. Lady
Beauchamp, 1834 (Alderson, B.).

* E. V. Eawden, 1834 (Ld. Den-
man). On one occasion, wliere an
apprentice, shortly before bis death,

had stated that his indenture had
been given up to him after the expi-

ration of the apprenticeship, and
that he had burnt it, secondary evi-

dence of its contents was received

without any search having been
made for it, as proof was given that

the deed had not been executed in

duplicate, that the master was dead,

and that his executrix had declared

that she knew nothing about the in-

strument (E. V. Morton, 1815). This

decision appears to have proceeded

on the somewhat dubious ground,

that if the statement of the appren-

tice was inadmissible, the indenture

was not traced into his hands, and as

the term of service had expiied, no
particular reason could be assigned

why it should be in his custody,

while, if the statement was receiv-

able to show a possession of the deed

by him, it further showed that search

for it was unnecessary (per Ld.

EllenboVough, in 4 M. & Sel. 50,

1815; explained by Bayley, J., in

E. V. Denio, 1827. See Eichards v.

Lewis, 1852). The second branch of

this dilemma is unanswerable, but
the first is open to much doubt ; for

even if the fact of the deed not being

traced into the hands of the appren-

tice could preclude the necessity of

searching in that quarter (as to which
see post, § 434, n. ^), it could not

discharge the parties of laches, in

having neither called the personal

representative of the master, nor even
examined his papers. Perhaps, how-
ever, the case may best be supported

on the grounds stated in the text a

few words further on. In City of

Bristol V. Wait, 1834, too. Aider-

son, B., held that, in order to

let in secondary evidence of the

appointment of one of the defen-

dants as overseer, it was sufficient

to show that one of the witnesses had
asked him for his appointment, and
that he had said he had lost it, where-
upon no search was made. See, also,

E- V. Eordingbridge, 1858.
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been held' that, in order to show that senrdi luis Lcen made for u

document, so as to let in secondary i)roof of its contents, hearsay

evidence of the answers given by persons who were likely to have it

in their custody ought to be received.^

§ 431. If an instrument ought to have been deposited in a public

office, or other particular place, it will generally be deemed sufficient

to have searched that place, without calling the party whose duty
it was to have put it there, or any other person who may have had
access to it. For example, wliere a parish indenture of apprentice-

ship was proved to have been given to a person since dead to take

to the overseers, and a fruitless search had been made for it in the

parish chest, which was the proper repository for such instruments,

secondary evidence was admitted witliout more ;
^ where it was the

duty of a paying clerk of a parish to deposit a certain cancelled

cheque in a room of the workhouse, an application to the successor

of this clerk for an inspection of the cheques in the room, and an

ineffectual examination of several bundles, which were handed to

the party searching by the successor, was deemed a sufficient search

to let in secondary evidence, though no notice to produce had been

served on the first clerk, he being the defendant in the cause, and

though the person who succeeded him in the ofhee was not called ;
*

and on proof by the high constable, who levied under it, that he

had deposited it in his office, and had sought for it there in vain,

secondary evidence of the contents of a warrant issued by the

defendant has been received, and this though the constable added
that the town-clerk had access to the office, and it was objected

that the defendant should have been served virith a notice to produce

the warrant, and the town-clerk with a subpoena duces tecum.^

IK. V. Kenilwortli, 1845 (Cole- quitted the service of the solicitor a
ridge, J.). long time back), but the defendant's

2 K. V. Bramtree, 1859; E. v clerk stated that he had searched
Ke_mlworth, 1845 ; Smith v. Smith, for the deed in his counting-house,
1876 (Ir.). where the transactions to which it

3 E. V. Stourbridge, 1828. See referred were all carried on, and
Minshall v. Lloyd, 1837. where books containing entries re-

* M-Gahey v. Alston, 1836. lating to these transactions were
6 Fernley v. Worthington, 1840. kept; the case, on this state of

Where, however, it appeared that facts, and without the expression
a solicitor, who had prepared an of any opinion as to the effect of the
agreement between the plaintiff' and absence of the solicitor's clerk, was
defendant, had sent it after execu- referred back to a master, in order
tion to the defendant by his clerk, that a further search might be made
and this clerk was not called (having at defendant's private residence, since
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§ -132. It is often difficult to ascertain what is the proper cusfod)/

of an instrument/ and it will then always be expedient, and some-

times necessary, to search several places. For e.xample, where a

marriage settlement, after providing a portion for younger children,

and vesting a legal term in trustees to secure it, reserved an

ultimate remainder to the settlor's heir, a search among the papers

of the surviving younger child was held insufficient to let in

secondary evidence of its contents, as the papers of the surviving

trustees, and of the heir, should also have been examined ;

' an

expired indenture of apprenticeship remains sometimes with the

master, sometimes with the apprentice, but, since the apprentice

has the greatest interest in its preservation,^ stricter inquiry should

be made of him than of the master, and in the absence of positive

proof respecting the possession, caution would suggest what strict

law might not require*—a search among the papers of both. Search

for an expired lease should be made among the papers of both lessor

and lessee,^ whether a term has come to an end by efflux of time or

by forfeiture, since the lessee will have a right to keep the deed,

for a time at least, to use in an action of covenant against the

lessor, but it will frequently, after a considerable interval, be found

in the landlord's possession, as constituting one of the muniments

of his title.6

§ 433. A deed of compromise which comes from the office of the

solicitor to one of the parties to it comes from the proper custody.''

The legal custody of a document appointing an overseer is in that

it did not appear that his clerk, who * R. v. Hinckley, 1863.

had been actively concerned in the ® Brewster v. Sewell, 1820; Hall
transactions in question, had ever v. Ball, 1841 (Erskine, J.),

seen the deed at the counting-house :
® Hall v. Ball, 1841; Plaxton v.

Hart V. Hart, 1841. And in Bligh Dare, 1829 ; Elworthy v. Sandford,
i;. Wellesley, 1826, a witness stated 1864; E. v. North Eedburn, 1784

that he had in vain searched for some (Buller, J.); Doe v. Keeling, 1848.

papers in a box, in which he thought It has, however, never been ex-
he had put them, but that he still pressly decided that a search among
fancied they were somewhere in his the muniments of the lessor alone
possession, though he had not looked would not let in secondary evidence

;

elsewhere for them ; this was insuffi- and Bayley, J., on one occasion, seems
cient (Best, C.J.). to have thought that an examination

^ As to this, see post, §§ 659—664. of the lessee's papers would not be
2 Cruise v. Clancy, 1844 (Ir.) absolutely necessary. See cases just

(Sugden, C); Eichards v. Lewis, cited.

1852. "^ Miller v. Wheatley, 1890.
3 See HaU v. Ball, 1841.
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officer, he being the person most intere-ted in it, and requiring its

production as a sanction for those acts which he may he called upon

to do under its authority; therefore, in the absence of proof that the

other parish officers have the actual custody of such an instrument,

it will not suffice to give them notice to produce it, but before

secondary evidence can be received it will be necessary to call the

overseer himself.'

§ 434. If the party entitled to the custody of a document be

dead, inquiries should generally be made of liis personal represen-

tatives, and if the document relate to real estate, of the heir-at-law

also. But these steps will not be necessary should it appear that

another party is in possession of tlie papers of the deceased. There-

fore, where the master of an apprentice, being possessed of the

indenture, failed, and an attorney took the custody of his papers,

a search among these papers by the attorney, after the master's

death, was held sufficient to let in secondary evidence of the deed

of apprenticeship, though no inquiries had been made of the

master's widow.*

§ 435. The law does not, moreover, require that the search should

have been recent, or made for the purposes of the cause. Therefore,

a search made amongst the proper papers three years before the

trial, was held sufficient, though it would have been more satis-

factory had the papers been again examined.^ If an instrument

were executed in duplicate, or triplicate, &c., the loss of all the

parts must be proved, in order to let in secondary evidence of the

contents ; * and, in every case, before such evidence will be admis-

sible, the original instrument must be shown to have been duly

executed, and to have been otherwise genuine.' If the instrument

were of such a nature as to have required attestation,^ the attesting

witness must, if known, be called, or in the event of his death, his

handwriting must be proved, precisely in the same manner as if the

deed itself had been produced ; though, if it cannot be discovered

who the attesting witness was, this strictness of proof wiU, from

1 E. V. Stoke Golding, 1817. Culpepper, 1696; Doe v. Whitefoot,

* E. V. Piddlehinton. 1832. 1838; Jackson v. Frier, 1819 (Am.)
;

8 Fitz V. Eabbits, 1837. Kimball v. Morrell, 1826 (Am.).

* E. V. Castleton, 1795; Alivon v. ^ See, however, as to documents

Furnival, 1834. See ante, § 391. not requiring attestation, 28 & 29 V.
6 Goodier v. Lake, 1737 ; E. v. c. 18, § 7.
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necessity, be waived. In the ab?ence of evidence to the contrary,

the court will presume that a lost instrument was duly stamped.'

§ 43G. In the Court of Probate where a will itself has, after the

death of the testator, been irretrievably lost or destroyed, if its

substance can be distinctly ascertained (either by the original

.instructions, by a copy of the will, or even by the recollection of

witnesses who have heard it read) probate may be granted of a

copy embodying such substance.* On one remarkable occasion the

contents, or rather a large portion of the contents, of a lost will,

were allowed to be proved by the testimony of a single interested

witness, whose veracity and competency were unimpeached ; and

probate granted to the extent of the proof.^ In all cases, however,

of this nature, the jurisdiction of the court must be exercised with

the greatest possible caution; and a judge will scarcely feel justified

in acting on the evidence, unless it be of the most cogent and

irrefragable character, not only free from suspicion in its sources,

but exact and certain in its conclusions.*

§ 437. Notwithstanding the rule, which in general enables parties

to prove, by secondary evidence, the contents of documents which

have been lost or destroyed, in certain cases prior to the year 1854, no

action could be maintained either upon certain written instruments

themselves or even upon the consideration on which they were

founded, without the production of such written instruments them-

selves. Thus, no action could at law be sustained on a lost hill of

exchange, promissory note, or cheque, or on their respective con-

siderations, provided the instrument had been originally drawn

payable to order, or bearer, and provided the fact of the loss had

been specially pleaded.^ The payee of a lost instrument of the

description indicated was, to recover payment, formerly compelled

' Ante. § 148. * Cases in last note but one.
"^ Wharram v. Wharram, 1S63

;
' Ramuz v. Crowe, 1847 ; Crowe v.

Podmore v. Whatton, 1864; Moore Clay, 1854; Hansard v. Eobiuson,

V. Whitehoiise, 1864; In re Body, 1827; Pierson v. Hutchinson, 1809;
1864 ; In re Barber, 1866 ; Wood v. Mayor v. Johnson, 1813 ; Davis v.

Wood, 1866; Finch v. Finch, 1867; Dodd, 1812; Champion v. Terry,

Burls v. Burls, 1868; In re Callan, 1822; Bevan v. Hill, 1810; Wood-
1874 (Ir.); Mahood w. Mahood, 1874 ford v. Whiteley, 1830. See Alex-
(Ir.). See post, § 550. ander v. Stronf?, 1842 ; Lubbock t\

^ Sugden v. Ld. St. Leonards, Tribe, 1838 ; Blackie v. Pidding,

1876. 1848; and Charnley v. Grundy, 1854.
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to resort to a court of equity.' But the law on this subject was

altered in 1854 by the Common Law Procedure Act of that year

(which appears to be still in force) and the Bills of Exchange Act,

1882, repeats very similar provisions.*

g 438. The second case^* in which the contents of a written

document may be proved by secondanj evidence, is when its produc-

tion is either phydcally impossible, or highly inconvenient. Thus,*

inscriptions on walls and fixed tables, mural monuments, gravestones,

survei/ors' marks on boundary trees, notices affixed on boards to

warn trespassers, and the like, may be proved by secondary

evidence, since they cannot conveniently, if at all, be produced in

court.* For instance, on one occasion a man was convicted of

1 Warmsley v. Child, 1749; Toul-

min V. Price, 1800 ; Ex parte Green-

way, 1802; Macartney v. Graham,

1828 ; Davies v. Dodd, 1817 ; Mossop

V. Eadon, 1810.
2 § 87 of " The Common Law

Procedure Act, 1854" (17 & 18 V.

c. 125), is as follows:—"In case

of any action founded upon a bill

of exchange or other ncg()tiablo

instrument," which words will in-

clude a bank note (M'DonncU v.

Murray, 1859), or a lost half of a

bank note (see Byles on Bills, 1891

odit.. p. 394)—"'it shall be lawful

for the court or a judge to order that

the loss of such instrument shall not

be set up, provided an indemnity is

given, to the satisfaction of the court

or judge, or a master, against the

cliiims of any other person upon such

negotiable instrument" (see Aran-

guerin v. Scholtteld, 1856 ; King v.

Zimmermann, 1871). If the payee

of a lost note can show that the in-

strument was never negotiable, as

having been originally made payable

to himself alone, he cannot, as it

would seem, be called upon to give

an indemnity under this clause, but

the action will be sustainable, either

on the instrument itself, or on the

consideration ; because, in such case,

the defendant cannot be rendered

liable to pay the amount a second

time (Wain v. Bailey, 1839 ; recog-

nized in Ramuz v. Crowe, 1847;

Clay V. Crowe, 1853. As to what is

the effect of the bill being destroyed,

SCO § 322 of the 1st edit, of this work,

and Wright v. Ld. Maidstone, 1855

(Wood, V.-C). See, too, Conflans

Quarry Co. v. Parker, 1867 ; where
circular notes having been lost, the

])arty losing them was held not en-

titled to sue the bankers for money
had and received). §§ 69 and 70 of

"The Bills of Exchange Act, 1882"

(45 & 46 V. c. 61) are as follow :

—

§ 69. " Where a bill has been lost

before it is overdue, the ])erson who
was the holder of it may apply to the

drawer to give him another bill of

the same tenour, giving security to

the drawer, if required, to indem-

nify him against all persons what-

ever in case the bill alleged to have

been lost shall be found again.

"If the drawer, on request as afore-

said, refuses to give such duplicate

bill, he may be compelled to do

so."

§ 70. " In any action or proceeding

upon a bill, the court or a judge

may order that the loss of the in-

strument shall not be set up, pro-

vided an indemnity be given to the

satisfaction of the court or judge

against the claims of any other person

upon the instrument in question."

3 See supra, § 428b.
* Gr. Ev. § 94, in part.

5 Mortimer v. M'Callan, 1840 (Ld.

Abinger and Alderson, B.) ; R. v.

Fursey, 1833; Doe v. Cole, 18.?4

(Patteson, J.) ; Bartholomew v.
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writing a libel on the wall of the Liverpool gaol, on mere proof of

his handwriting.' In order, however, to let in this description of

secondary evidence, it must clearly appear that the document or

writing is affixed to the freehold, and cannot easily be removed
;

and therefore, where a notice was merely suspended to the wall of

an office by a nail, it was considered necessary to produce it at the

trial.2 If, too, a document be deposited in a foreign country, and
the laws or estabHshed usage of that country will not permit its

removal, secondary evidence of the contents will be iidrnitted,

because in that case, as in the case of mural inscriptions, it is not

in the power of the party to produce the original.^

§ 439.* On a similar ground, the existence and contents of any
record of a judicial court, and of entries in any other puh lie books

or registers, may be proved by an examined copy, and in some cases

by an office copy, by a certified copy, or even by a mere certificate.*

This rule extends to all records and entries of a public nature in

books required by law to be kept ; and is adopted,—partly, because

of the serious risk of loss which the removal of such documents

would occasion,— partly, because of the inconvenience which the

public might experience from the removal, especially if the docu-

ments were wanted in two or more places about the same time,

and partly, because of the public character of the facts recorded,

and the consequent facility of detection of any fraud or error in the

copy.®

§ 439a. For very similar reasons, too, and on grounds of con-

enience, in an action for infringement of a copyright in a picturev

Stephens, 1839 (id.); Bruce v. Nico- could not have been removed with-
lopulo, 1855. out a sjjecial warrant from the Queen.

1 Mentioned by Ld. Abinger in Semble. this evidence would not have
Mortimer v. M'Callan, 1840. been admissible had not the question

^ Jones V. Tarleton, 1842. On one at issue related to a, pedigree: Berke-
occasion, indeed, the Committee for ley Peerage, 1858-61, H.L.; Shrews-
Privileges in the House of Lords bury Peerage case, 1857, H. L.
received in evidence, as proof in a ^ Burnabie v. Baillie', lSfS9; Ali-
pedigree, a copy of a plate of the von v. Furuival, 18;34; Boyle v.
arms of the Knights of the Garter, Wiseman, 1855; Quitter v. Jorss
which had been put up in the Chapel 1853. See 14 & 15 V. c. 99 ("The
Royal at Windsor in the reign of Evidence Act, 1851"), § 7; and
Henry V., and which, being fastened Crispin v. Doglioni, 1862.
to the building only by screws, was * Gr. Ev. § 91, in part,
physically removable; but this case ^ 'Y:h.\s subject will be discussed
seems to rest, at least partly, on the post, §§ 1534 et seq.
ground that the plate in question « B. N. P. 226.
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PAPERS IN POSSESSION OF OPPONENT. [I'ART II.

it is not necessary to produce the original picture, but the infringe-

ment may be proved by persons who, on looking at the infringe-

mout in court, say that it resembles it.^

§ 440. The third case in which secondary evidence of a written

document is admissible is when a document is in the possession of

the udvermnj, who ivithholds it at the trial, and a notice to produce the

orif/inal has been duly screed, where such notice is requisite.^ This

rule applies equally both in civil and criminal cases. In either

mode of proceeding, in order to render the notice available, it must,

however, be first shown that the instrument is in the hands, or

under the control, of the party required to produce it.^ Very slight

evidence will raise a sufficient presumption of this where the

document exclusively belongs to or in the regular course of business

ought to be in the custody of a party served. Therefore, where a

bankruptcy certificate was proved to have been obtained for a

defendant, the court presumed that it had come into his possession ;^

while, if i)apers were last seen in the hands of a defendant, it lies

upon him to trace them out of his possession,^—and for this

purpose he may interpose with evidence while the plaintiff's case is

proceeding, and, such evidence being submitted to the judge alone,^

its admission does not give the plaintiff's counsel a right to reply

to the jury.' Where a party has notice to produce a particular

instrument which has been traced to his possession, he cannot, it

seems, object to parol evidence of its contents being given, on the

ground that, preciousli/ to the notice, he had ceased to have any

control over it, unless he has stated this fact to the opposite party,

and has pointed out to him the person to whom he delivered it.»

Neither can he escape the effect of the notice, by afterwards volun-

tarily parting with the instrument, which it directs him to produce.

»

1 Williams V. Lucas, 1892, 0. A. ' Harvey v. Mitcliell, 1841 (Parke,

2 E V Watson, 1788 (Buller, J.); B.V, Smith v. Sleap, 1843 (Alderson,

cSefr-w'W';! n'r' As ti' ai ''hi.d.ir ... Stevenson. 1824 (Best,

presumption respecting the stamp, J.). In Knight „. Martm, 1819

te § 148 wliere secondary evidence was held

''^a Sharper.' Lamb, 1840. inadmissible, the party who was

* Henrv v Leigh, 1813 (Ld. Ellen- served with notice to produce a lease,

borou«>h). See, also, Eobb v. Star- told his opponent that he had as-

VoTT i'k^t signed it.

^R t. Thistlewood, 1820; E. v. « Per Dallas, C.J.. m Knight v.

Ings,l820.
Maitin, 1819.

5 Supra, §§ 23 et seq.
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§ 441, If an instrument be in the possession of a person in

privity with the party, such as his banker,^ agent, servant, deputy,

or the like, such person need not be served with a subpoena duces

tecum, or even be called as a witness, but a notice given to the

party himself will suffice.^ For example, the admission of secondary

evidence will be justified by a notice to a shipowner to produce

papers, though the captain has possession of them for his own
protection,^—or by a notice to a sheriff to produce a warrant, which

is shown to have been returned to the under-sheriff during the time

that the sheriff remained in office ;
* and a document deposited in a

court of equity by a party to a suit, and scheduled in his answer,

which had been ordered to be delivered to him, was held to be

sufficiently within his control to let in secondary evidence after

notice to produce, though it appeared that, at the time of the trial,

the document was still in the hands of an officer of the court.*

But the party served with the notice to produce must have such a

right to the instrument which is the subject of it as would entitle

him not merely to inspect it, but to retain it. Therefore, where a

document is held by a stakeholder between the defendant and a

stranger to the cause,^ or where it has been delivered to a third

person, under whom the defendant has justified in an action of

trespass, and by whose directions he acted,^ parol evidence of its

contents must be rejected, notwithstanding that a notice to produce

has been duly served on the defendant.

§ 441a. a proper notice to produce is, however, in all these

cases necessary before secondary evidence becomes admissible. A
few remarks as to the form and service of such a notice will, there-

fore, not be out of place here.

§ 442. The notice must, it seems, not only be in uriting,^ but,

so far as civil proceedings are concerned, must be in a special

> Partridge v.Coates, 1824 (Abbott, » Eush v. Peacock, 1838 (Ld. Den-
C.J.); Bm-ton v. Payne, 1827 (Bay- man).
^^^' /•)•,

. r.
* Parry V. May, 1833 (Littledale,

2 Sinclair i;, Stevenson, 1824 (Best, J.).

C-J-)- ^ Evans v. Sweet, 1824 (Best,
3 Baldney v. Ritcliie, 1824 (Ld. C.J.).

EUenborough). 8 yge E. S. C. 1883, Ord. LXVL.
* Taplin V. Atty, 1825; Suter v. r. 1.

BurreU, 1857.
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form.^ It may be directed to the party or to his solicitor, and may

be served on either.^ Indeed, it will be sufficient to leave the notice

witli a servant of the party at his dwelling-house, or with a clerk

at the solicitor's office.' Where the solicitor has been changed, a

notice served on the first solicitor before the change will suffice

;

for otherwise the efPect of the notice might be easily evaded by

changing the legal adviser on the eve of the trial."* A notice duly

served on Ih'^ party will not be rendered invalid by a subsequent

bad service on the solicitor.'^

§ 443. It is difficult to lay down any general rule as to icliai a

notice to produce ought to contain, since much must depend on the

particular circumstances of each case. No misstatement or in-

accuracy in the notice will, however, be deemed material, if not

really calculated to mislead the opponent.® Neither is it necessary,

by condescending minutely to dates, contents, parties, &c., to

specify the precise documents intended. Indeed, to do so may be

dangerous, since if any material errors were inadvertently made,

the party sought to be affected by the notice might urge, with

possible success, that he had been misled thereby. If enough is

stated on the notice to induce the party to believe that a particular

' Order XXXII. r. 8. The form is as follows :

—

No. 14. App. B.

[^Heading as in Form 1.]

"Take notice, that you are hereby required to produce and show to the

court on the trial of this all books, jiapers, letters, copies of letters,

and other writings and documents in your custody, possession, or power,
containing any entry, memorandum, or minute relating to the matters in

question in this , and particularly

Dated the day of , 18 .

To the above-named
/ (Signed)

) , of , agent for

J , solicitor for the above-

h solicitor or agent. \, named ."

2 Hughes V. Budd, 1840; R. v. » Evans v. Sweet, 1824 (Best, C.J. ).

Barker, 1858; E. v. Boucher, 1859; * Doev. Martin, 1832(Tindal,C.J.).

Houseman v. Roberts, 1832 ; Gates v. * Hughes v. Budd, 1840 (Patteson,

Winter, 1789. This last case was a J.).

qui tam action. See R. v. Downham, ® Justice v. Elstob, 1858 ; Graham
1858. " Oldis, 1858.
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instrument will be called for, this will be sufficient.^ But a notice

to produce " all letters, papers, and documents, touching or con-

cerning the bill of exchange mentioned in the declaration, and the

debt sought to be recovered," ^ has been held too vague to admit

secondary proof of a notice of dishonour sent by the plaintiff to the

defendant. And in an action ^ against four defendants, as owners

of a sloop, to recover an account for warehousing the rigging of the

vessel, in order to prove that one defendant was a joint owner, the

plaintiff called for a letter, which was stated to have been written

nine years before by this defendant to the son of another defendant,

and relied upon a " notice to produce letters and copies of letters,

and all books relating to the cause," but the court decided that the

notice was too uncertain, and no sensible man could entertain a

different opinion. It is believed that many judges still act upon

these old principles, though later decisions justify a greater laxity

of practice."*

§ 444. In an old case, a notice which misdescribed the title of

the cause was held invalid ;
^ but an objection to a notice on the

ground that it was entitled (by mistake) in a wrong court, was over-

ruled, Alderson, B., saying, "One does not know where we are to

stop. Would the notice be bad if one of the names was spelt

wrong? . . At the time of the decision in Harvey v. Morgan, the

courts were much more strict than now as to matters of this nature."*

^ See Eogers v. Custance, 1839. adilres.sed apiseared on the notice.
' France v. Lucy, 1825 (P^est, C.J.). This was pointed out and relied upon
8 Jones V. Edwards, 1825. by Patteson, J., in Jacob v. Lee,
* Thus, a notice to produce " all 1837. The Coui-t of Queen's Bench,

letters written by the plaintiff to the in an action for work and labour,
defendant, relating to the matters in also decided that a notice to pro-
dispute in the action " (Jacob i'. Lee, duce "all accounts relating to the
1837 (Patteson, J.); see, also, Conny- matters in question in this cause,"
bear v. Parries, 1869), or " all letters comprehended with sufficient pre-
wi-itten to or received by the plaintiff cision a particular account relating
between the years 1837 and 1841, to a small part of the work, though
both inclusive, by and from the defen- it appeared that many such accounts
dants, or either of them, or any per- for different parts of the work had
son in their behalf, and also all books, been rendered by the plaintiff to the
papers, &c., relating to the subject- defendant: Eogers v. Custance, 1837.
matter of this cause" (Morris v. * Harvey v. Morgan, 1816. The
Hauser, 1841 (Ld. Denman)), have notice in that case was entitled "A.
respectively been held sufficient to & B., assignees of C. & D., v. E.,"
let in parol evidence of a particular instead of "A. & B., assignees of C,
letter not otherwise specified. In v. E."
these cases the names of the parties ® Lawrence v. Clark, 1845.
by and to whom the letters were
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§ 445. As to the time and place of the service, no more precise

rule can be laid down, than that it must be such as to enable the

party, under the known circumstances of the case, to comply with

the call.^ If the person to be served, whether client or solicitor,

dwell in another town than that in which the trial is had, he must

generally be served before the commission day.^ Service after he

has left home to attend the court will usually be insufficient.^ In

town causes, however, and in country causes, where the solicitor

lives in the assize town, a shorter notice will suffice, and if the

documents be such as may reasonably be presumed to be in the

solicitor's possession, service on him, or at his office, before six

o'clock* in the afternoon of the day preceding the trial, will

generally be sufficient ;^ though, if the documents would probably

be in the client's custody,—as, for instance, if they were a trades-

man's books,*' or if they were letters or papers not obviously

connected with the cause,—such service would be too late.^ And

a notice during the trial of a town cause lasting twelve days, given

on one day during the trial for the next, is not sufficient.^ If a

party be served with notice sufficiently early to enable him to

produce the document, it makes no difference that at the time of

the service the cause is part heard.

^

§ 446. If the party served w^ith a notice to produce can prove

that his papers are in a foniyn country, or at such a distance from

the place of trial as to render it impossible for him to produce them

under an ordinary notice, such a notice will be inoperative. The

1 E. V. Hankir.s, 1849 ; R. v. Kit- Miors, 1839; Lawrence v. Clark, 1845.

son, 1853. If the trial is to take place on the Mon-
2 Trist V. Johnson, 1833 (Park, J.); day, a service on the Sunday, or even

E. r. EUicombe, 1833(Littledale, J.); on Saturday after 2 p.m. (see rule

Lessee of Leader v. Duggan, 1841 cited in last note), will not do ; and
(Ir.) ; Humphrey v. St. Leger, 1841 perhaps a service on a Sunday would
Ir.); M'MasterandBovle'scase, 1843 in any event be bad. See Hughes v.

(Jr.). SeeHowardr. Williams, 1842. Budd, 1840 (Patteson, J.); and 29
3 George i;. Thompson, 1836; Har- Car. 2, c. 7, §(> ('TheSunday Observ-

gest V. Fothergill, 1832 (Taunton. J.). ance Act, 1677 ").

* See post, § 1586a, citing Ord. « Atkins v. Meredith, 1836.

LXIV., r. 11, of E. S. C. 1883. '' Bryne v. Harvey, 1838 (Ld.Den-
* Atkins V. Meredith, 1836 ; Leaf v. man) ; Vice v. Lady Anson, 1827 (Ld.

Butt 1842 (Alderson, B.); Mevi'ick Tenterden) ; Aflalo v. Fourdrinier,

V. Woods, 1842 (id.); Firkin r.' Ed- 1829 (Tindal, C.J.).

wards, 1K40 (Williams, J.); Gibbons ^ Sugg v. Bray, 1885.

V. Powell, 1840 (Gurney, B.); R. v. * Sturm i--. Jeifree, 1847 (Pollock,

Hamp, 1852 (Ld. Campbell); Holt v. C.B.).
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courts, however, incline to favour the sufficiency of the notice,

whenever the circumstances will warrant it. For example, where

a party had gone abroad, leaving the cause in the hands of his

solicitor, it was presumed that he had left with him all papers

material to the cause, and, consequently, a notice served on the

solicitor the evening next but one before the trial, was held to

be sufficient
;

' a four days' notice, given to the defendant to

produce letters written by him to his partner in New South Wales,

was considered good, where long litigation on the subject of them

made it presumable that they had been remitted to this country ;

^

and even a similar notice to a foreign defendant was sufficient

where the action had commenced only seven months before the

trial, though the letters required had been addressed to him eighteen

years before at his residence abroad, Abbott, C. J., observing that

it would lead to great inconvenience and delay if trials were

allowed to be postponed upon such an objection.-''

§ 447. However, a party who seeks the production of papers

must not put his adversary to needless trouble and expense. A
solicitor who, having been served in Essex with notice to produce

certain deeds, fetched them from London, and on the commission

day was served with a fresh notice to produce another deed, which

he on being served stated was also in town, but then said that it

should be forthcoming at the trial if the other side would pay the

expenses of a messenger, after this offer had been declined, was held

justified, in the absence of payment of such expenses, in not com-

plying with the notice, and it also was held that secondary evidence

was not rendered admissible by such second notice.'* If a party, on

being served with a notice to produce a document, states that it is

not in existence, parol proof of its contents will be received, and

no objection can be taken to the lateness of the service.* A notice

to produce certain documents " upon the trial of the cause," applies

not merely to the trial which it immediately precedes, but to every

subsequent trial of the same cause which may take plaee.^

1 Bryan v. "Wagstaff, 1825 (Abbott, the commission day, would have been

C.J.). too late, indei^endent of the special

2 Sturge V. Buchanan, 1839. circumstances.
3 Drabble v. Donner, 1824. But ^ Foster v. Pointer, 1841 (Gurney,

see Ehrenspergen v. Anderson, 1848. B.).

* Doe V. Spitty, 1832. Perhaps the ^ Hope v. Beadon, 1851.

second notice, having been served on
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§ 44S. By K. S. C, 1883, Or.ler XXXII. r. 8, "An amdiivit of

the solicitor, or liis clerk, of the service of any notice to produce,

and of the time when it was served, with a copy of tlie notice to

produce, shall in all cases he sulfic-ient evidence of the service of the

notice, and of the time when it was served."

§ 449, In seven cases notice to produce is not neccssnrt/, viz. : (1)

where a dujtlicate original or a counterpart is at hand
; (2) where

the document required is itself a notice
; (3) if the form of the

proceedings tells the party that he will be charged with the

possession of the instrument and galled on to produce it
; (4) in

odium spoliatoris; (5) in the case of agreements by sailors with

masters of 8hij)s
; (6) where the document required is admittedly

lost ; and (7) where it is actually in court.

§ 440a. Each of these seven cases requires a few separate words

of notice.

§ 449 15. The first of such seven cases is, where the instrument in

the possession of the adversary, and that tendered in evidence, are

either duplicnte originals,^ or are counterparts, and the part offered

in evidence has been executed by the adversary, or by some person

through whom he claims. The instrument produced is, as before

stated, considered primary evidence, not secondary.

^

§ 4o0. The second of the seven cases just indicated arises where

the instrument to be proved is itself a notice. This exception

appears to have been originally adopted in regard to notices to

produce, for the obvious reason, that, if a notice to produce such a

document were necessary, the series of notices would become

infinite.^ The exception has subsequently been extended to other

' Colling r. Treweek, 1827(Baylev, rule are, partly, the experienced in-
J.); Philipson v. Chase, lS09 (Ld. convenience attendant on a strict ob-
Ellenborough). servance of the rule requiring notice

2 Ante, § 426. (2 i'h. Ev. 226, n. 5) ;
partly, because

^ 3 St. Ev. 730 ; Philipson v. Chase, the secondary evidence that is usually
1809. But see ante, § 448. This offered of a notice is a copy of the
has arisen, partly, jierhaps, from a paper sent, which partakes in great
misapprehension of the ground on measure of the character of a dupli-
which the doctrine rests (in Philip- cate original (Kine v. Beaumont,
sent'. Chase, 18(i9, Ld. Ellenborough 1822); and, chiefly, because it con-
observes: "Wilson, J., said that if stantly happens that the opposite
a duplicate of the notice to quit was party is well aware, from the natiu-e
not ot' itself sufficient, no more ought of the action, that he will be charged
a duplicate of the notice to produce, with the possession of the original
and thus notices might be requii-ed in document (Colling c Treweek, 1827
infinitum"). The foregoing reasoning (Bayley, J.); Eobinson v. Brown,
is fallacious. See 3 St. Ev. 3rd edit. 1845 (Maule, J.). See post, § 4i>2).

(1842) 730. The real reasons for the

.^16



CHAP. IV.] NOTICE TO PRODUCE A NOTICE UNNECESSARY.

notices, and now lets in proof by copies, if not by any species

of secondary evidence, of a notice to quit ;

' of a notice of dis-

honour,^ provided the action be brought upon the bill, but not

otherwise ;
^ of all such notices of action, or written demands, as

are necessary to entitle the plaintiff to recover ; * and of bills of

costs of solicitors, and parliamentary agents, delivered pursuant to

statute.^

§ 451. An exception to the general principle, that no notice to

produce a notice is usually required, appears to exist in all cases in

which the notice required to be produced has been served on a third

person.^ Accordingly, where two parties had become sureties, by a

joint and several bond, for the payment, within one month after

notice should have been given to them, of such sum as should be

due from their principal, it has been held that the service of notice

upon one of the parties cannot be proved in an action brought

against the other, by producing the duplicate of the notice, but

that the first party should have been subpoenaed to produce the

original, or to account for its non-production.^

§ 452. The third of the seven cases in which a notice to produce

is unnecessary, is where from the nature of the action, or indictment,

or from the form of the pleadings, the defendant must knotv that he

will be charged with the possession of an instrument, and be called

upon to produce it.^ For instance, in an action of trover for con-

' Doe V. Somerton, 1S4J; Jnry v. Act. 1843"). In an action against a
Orchard, 1779 (Lrl. Eldon) ; Colling surety, on a bond conditioned to pay
V. Treweek, 1827 (Bayley, J.). See the plaintirt' the principal within six

E. V. Mortlock, 1815. months after notice. Lord Ellen-
^ Swain V. Lewis, 1835 ; Kine v. borough, however, held a notice to

Beaumont, 1822 ; Ackland v. Pearce, produce this notice to be necessary,
ISll (Le Blanc, J.) ; Roberts v. Brad- on the ground that it was not a mere
shaw, 1815 ; Colling v. Treweek, notice, but in the nature of a state-

1827 (Bayley, J.). The first two of ment of account between the plain-
these cases were decided after con- tiff and the principal (Grove f. Ware,
ferring with the judges of the other 1817). Whether this case would now
courts, and put the question beyond be considered a binding authority
dispute, overruling Langdony. Hulls, may well be questioned, since, in
1804, and Shaw v. Markham, 1791. principle, it is difficult to distinguish

3 Lanauze v. Palmer, 1827 (Abbott, it from several of the cases cited

C.J.). above, in which notice to produce
* dory V. Orchard, 1799. has been deemed unnecessary.
* Colling V. Treweek, 1827, decided ® Robinson v. Brown, 1846.

on § 23 of the repealed Act (2 G. 2,
"< Id.

c. 23), but equally applicable to § 37 * Colling w. Treweek, 1827 (Bayley,
of 6 & 7 V. c. 73 (" The Solicitors J.). See ante, §§ 407, 408.
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WHEN NOTICE TO PRODUCE UNNECESSARY. [PART 11.

verting a bond, a bill of exchange, or other ^vriting,' or in a

prosecution for stealing any document,Hhe counsel for the plaintif!

or the Crown may at once produce secondary evidence of its

contents, even though the defendant offer to produce the document

itself.' A like rule prevails in an action on contract against a

carrier for the non-delivery of written instruments,* as also in

indictments for conducting a traitorous correspondence.' It is,

however, inai-plicable on a charge of forging a deed ;

' or on an

indictment for arson, with intent to defraud an insurance office.^

Similarly, it is the necessary (though reverse) consequence of this

rule that a plaintiff may object to a defendant, who is the maker of

a note or cheque, or the acceptor of a bill, the making or acceptance

of which is not denied by the latter's pleadings, and is therefore

admitted on the record,** giving secondary evidence of its contents,

for the purpose even of identification, unless a notice to produce has

been duly served," or unless the instrument is shown to be in court.'"

§ 453. The fourth case, in which a notice to produce is not

necessary, is where possession of the paper, the production of which

is required, has been obtained by the adverse party, fraudulently

or forcibly, as where, after action brought, he has received it from

a witness, in fraud of a subpoena duces tecum." In such cases

"in odium spoliatoris" a notice to produce is not required to be

given to him before admitting secondary evidence of the contents

of the document of which he has improperly obtained possession.

§ 454. The fifth case in which notice to produce is not needed, is,

that by statute every seaman may bring forward evidence to prove

1 Scott V. Jones, 1813; ITow v. ' R. v. EUicombe, 1834 (Littledale,

Hall, 1811; Bucher r. Janatt, 1802. J.); E. v. Kitson, 1852. See R. v.

These cases overnile Cowan v. Abra- Hiimphries, 1829 ; R. v. Mortlock,

hams, 1793. 1845.
. .„ ,

2 R. r. Aickles. 1781; R. r. Bren- » The plaintiff, however, cannot

nan, 1843 (Ir.) (Penin, J.). recover interest on the bill from the

3 Whitehead v. Scott, 1830 (Ld. date of its maturity without pro-

Tenterden). ducing it: Hutton v. Ward, 1850;

* Jollev v. Taylor, 1807 (Sir J. Chaplin v. Levy, 1854 (Parke, B.).

Mansfield. C.J.). ® Goodered v. Armour, 1842 ;
ex-

'=

R. V. be la Motte, 1781 ; Layer's plaining Readf. Gamble, 1839; Law-

case 1722. rence?'. Clark, 1845. See, also, Chap-

6 R. t;. Haworth, 1830 (Parke, J.). Hn v. Levy, 1854 (Parke, B.).

See Spragge's case (no date given
;

i° Dw^^er v. Colbns, 18o2.

decided bv Buller, J.), cited by Ld. " Leeds v. Cook, 1803 (Ld. EUen-

Ellenborough, 1811 ; also R. v. El- borough); Doe v. Ries, 1831.

worthy, 1867, C. C. R.
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the contents of his agreement with the master of the ship, or

otherwise to support his case, without producing, or giving notice

to produce, the agreement itself or any copy of it.' The reason for

this indulgence is the proverbial inexperience and recklessness of

seafaring men.

§ 455. The sixth instance in which notice to produce is dispensed

with is where either the adverse party or his solicitor has admitted

that a document is lost—for in such case the notice would be

nugatory,^—or where, as it seems, the party in possession of the

writing might himself give secondary evidence of its contents

without producing it, as, for instance, if it be an inscription or

notice attached to the freehold.^ Under this exception, however, a

party cannot call witnesses to prove the destruction of a document

that has been traced into the hands of his opponent, and then show

its contents by secondary proof, unless he has first served a notice

to produce, since (notwitlistanding the evidence to the contrary)

the document may still be in existence, or, at any rate, the

opponent may dispute the fact of its having been destroyed."

§ 456. In the seventh, and last, place, notice to produce is

unnecessary if it be proved that the adverse party, or his solicitor,

has the original instrument in court. For the object of the notice

is not,—as was formerly thought,^—to give the opposite party

an opportunity of providing the proper testimony to support or

impeach the document, b\it merely to enable him to produce it, if

he likes, at the trial, and thus to secure the best evidence of its

contents.' If a solicitor, on being called by his client's opponent

to state whether he has a particular document in court, asserts that

he does not know whether he has it with him or not, and that he

does not intend to ascertain that fact, unless compelled to do so by

the judge, it is undecided whether or not he will then be ordered

to search among his papers
;
probably he will.

1 57 & 58 V. c. 60 (" The Merchant * Doe i-. Morris, 1835.

Shipping Act, 1894"), § 123. See » Bate r. Kinsoy, 1834; Cook v.

Bowman v. Manzelman, 1809. Hearn, 1832 (Patteson, J.); Doe
2 R. V. Haworth, 1830 (Parke, J.); v. Grey, 1816 (Ld. EUenborough)

;

Fosters. Pointer, 1841 (Gurney,B.); Exall v. Partridge (no date given)

Howv. Hall, 1811 (Ld. EUenborough); cited (by Scarlett, arg. Doe v. Grey)

Doe V. Spitty, 1832. as having been ruled by Ld. Keuyou.
3 Bartholomew v. Stephens, 1839 ^ Dwyer v. Collins, 1852.

(Patteson, J.).
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§ 40Ga. The Jill. S. C. provide that " if a noticH to i>iuiliioe

comprises documents which are not necessary, the costs occasiooed

thereby shall be borne by the party giving such notice."
'

§ 457. Tlie fourth "^ cla-s of cases in which secoiuhiry eviden-^e as

to documents is admissible, is when a document is in the hands of

a stranger, who is either noi compellable hi/ l/iiv to produce it, an<l

who justifiably rcftixcH to do so either when summoned as a witness

with a subpoena duces tecum,^ or, when liaving been sworn as a

witness without a subjtccna, he admits that he has the document in

court.* The mere di.sohedience of a person served with a subpoena

duces tecuTu will not render admissible secondary evidence of the

contents of the document which he is called upon to produce.' To

do this the witness must ha justified in refusing the production, for

otherwise the party will have no remedy, except as against him.^

The rule is only recognized at all for the same reason as that which

allows of parol proof, when an adversary, after notice, refuses to

produce a deed in his possession,—namely, because the party offering

secondary evidence has done all in his power to obtain the original

document.' If, therefore, a solicitor refuses to produce a deed as

claiming a lien upon it, secondary evidence of its contents cannot be

received, where the party tendering such evidence is the person liable

to pay the solicitor's charges.^ And if a solicitor, who is not acting

under special instructions from his client, declines to produce an

instrument on the ground of privilege, it is very questionable

whether the client must not be subpoenaed, in order to ascertain

whether he relies on a right to withhold the deed ;
^ and it will at

least be prudent to do this, inasmuch as the privilege is, in strictness,

not that of the solicitor, but that of the client. If, however, the

solicitor swear that his client has instructed him not to produce the

instrument, it will not be necessary to subpoena the client ; for in

1 R. S. C. Ord. XXX IT. r. 9. » Jesus Coll. v. Gibbs, 1834.
^ See § 428, supra, as to the three * R. v. Llanfacthly, 1853.

classes which preceded and as to the ' Doe v. Ross, 184U.

others which follow the present class. ® Att.-Gen. v, Ashe, 1859 (Ir.).

3 Maiston v. Dowues, 18:^4 ; Doe See, however, as to a claim of Hen,
V. Ross, 1840; Mills v. Oddy, 1834 infra, §458.
(Parke, B.); Doe v. Owen (^1837) can » Doe v. Ross, 1840; Newton v.

no longer be supported. Chaplin, 1850 ; In re Cameron's
* Doe V. Clitlord, 1847 (Alderson, Coalbrook, &c. Rail. Co., 1858.

B.) ; Newton v. Chaplin, 1850.
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sue' I a case it would be assumed tliat the client, if called, would

continue of the same mind.^

§ 4-j8. Judges always refuse to compel either a witness or a

party to a cause - to produce either his title-deeds,^ or any document

the production of which may tend to criminate him,'* or any docu-

ment which he holds as mortgagee ^ or pledgee.*' But a witness

will not be allowed to resist a subpoena duces tecum on the ground

of any lien ' he may have on the document called for as evidence,*

unless the party requiring the production be himself the person

against whom the claim of Hen is made.'' If the witness be a

solicitor, though he will be permitted, he will certainly not be

/b;rff/,^°—except in some cases for the purpose of identification,'^

—

to produce any instrument which he holds confidentially for his

client, and which the client has a right to keep back ;
'^ but, as just

noticed, it by no means necessarily follows that, in the event of the

client himself not being summoned, secondary evidence will be

admissible. ''

1 Phelps V. Prew, 1854.
* The rule, so far as it relates to

parties, appears to be this ; a plain-

tiff will not be compelled to produce

muniments of title which he swears

do not, to the best of his knowledge,

information, and belief, contain any-

thing impeaching his case, or sup-

porting or material to the case of the

defendant: Miuet v. Morgan, 1873.

3 I'ickeriug I'. Noyes, 1823; Han-is

V. Hill, 1822 (Abbott, C.J.) ; R. v.

Upper Boddingttm, 1820; Doe v.

Clitford, 1847 ; Egremont Burial

Board v. Egremont Iron Ore Co.,

1880 (Mnlins, V.-C).
* SeeWhitaker v. Izod, 1809.

6 Doe V. Eoss, 1840; explained by
Turner, L.J., in Hope v. Liddell,

] 855 ; Chichester v. Marq. of Done-
gall, 1870 (Gifiard, L.J.) ; Costa

Kica, Republic of v. Erlanger, 1875.
6 See Ex parte Shaw, 1821.
' In the Courts of Bankruptcy,

"no person shall, as against the

official receiver or trustee, be en-

titled to withhold possession of the

books of account belonging to the

debtor, or to set up any lien there-

on": Bankruptcy Rules, 1883, r. 259.

8 Hunter v. Leathley, 1830, re-

cognized (Parke, B.) in Ley v. Bar-

low, 1848; Thompson v. Mosely,

1833 (Ld. Lyndhurst) ; Brassington

V. Brassington, 1823 (Leach, V.-C);
Pratt V. Pratt, 1882 (Bacon, V.-C);
Furlong v. Howard, 1804 (Ir.) (Ld.

Redesdale) ; In re Cameron's Coal-

brook, &c. Rail. Co., 1858; Hope v.

Liddeil, 1855, overruling Griffith v.

Ricketts, 1849. See, also, Lockett v.

Cary, 1864 (Romilly, M.R.); Ex parte

Paine and Layton, 18(59, C A. ; Re
Toleman, Ex parte Bramble, 1880.

9 Kemp V. King, 1842 (Ld. Den-
man), recognized in Hope v. Lid-

dell, 1855. See In re Capital Fire

Ins. Assoc, 1883, and cases there

cited. Also, In re Cameron's Coal-

brook, &c. Rail. Co., 1858 (Romilly,

M.R.) ; Vale v. Oppert, 1875, C A.

But see Fowler v. Fowler, 1881 (Kay,

J.), et qu. ; Re Martin, 1883 (Ir.).

'0 Hibberd v. Knight, 1848, ex-

plaining Marston v. Downes, 1834.

" Phelps V. Prew, 1854.
12 Harris v. Hill, 1822 ; Volant v.

Soyer, 1853; Doe v. James, 1837

(Ld. JDenman); Ditcher v. Kenrick,

1824. See Doe v. Langdon, 1848.
1^ This sentence was cited and ap-

proved (Esher, M.R.), in BurseU v.

Tanner, 1885, C. A.
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§ 459. The nile exempting witnesses from producing title-deeds

extends to a will, under which the witness claims as devisee,

though such will extend to personalty as well as to realty, and,

therefore, ought to have been deposited in the Ecclesiastical Court,

where the public might have had access to it.^ But the rule will

not prevail unless it appears that the title of the person possessing

the document will in some way be affected by its production.^ For

instance, in an action of ejectment, w^here plaintiff's title was

disputed, the solicitor of a gentleman, who had been in treaty

(wliich ultimately went off) for the purchase of the pro])prty, was

allowed to produce on behalf of the defendant the abstract delivered

to his client, as furnishing secondary evidence of the contents of

the deeds relating to the property, which had, after notice, not

been produced.^

^ 460. However, the mere circumstance that the production of

the document may render the witness liable to a cii-il action, does

not entitle him to withhold it as being within the protection of the

rule. For instance, in an action of ejectment, where a plaintiff

claimed under a devise in remainder, and defendant held under an

invalid lease by a late tenant for life, a witness, who was an

executor and legatee of the late tenant for life, was compelled to

produce his testator's rent-book to enable the plaintiff to identify

the lands in qiiestion with the lands originally devised, notwith-

standing that the witness was, as executor, bound (under a covenant

contained in the lease granted by the late tenant for life) to

indemnify the defendant from all loss he might sustain from an

adverse verdict ;
^ and where a Avitness, who was steward of a

borough, and attorney for the lord, declined to produce certain old

precepts, books of presentment, and a case, relative to his office, on

w^hich the opinion of counsel had been taken by a former steward,

saying that he held them as attorney for the lord, and that their

production would prejudice his client's interest, it was held that

as the precepts and presentments were public documents he was

bound to produce all of them, except the case and opinion.^

1 Doe V. James, 1837 (Ld. Denman). * Doe v. Date, 1842.
» Lee V. Merest, 1870. » E. v. Woodley, 1834 (Ld. Den-
' Doe V. Langdon, 1848. man).
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§ 4G1.' Tho fifth ^ class of cases in wliicli socoiidnry cvidinuio to

prove the eonteuts of a document is adiiiissihK>, in \\w llrst |»liice

consists of those cases in whicli the hiw raises ii sliou;^'' prcsmuiilioii

of the existence of sucli a docunitMii. Vov iiislaiicc, lli(> (irii/iii((/

icritti')! a))pi)iiihnont to a ))iihlic office need not in <2;cncrMl be jirothiccd,

in consequence of the stronjj^ prosunipiion of Ww valid if y thereof

which arises from its undisturbed exenMse, but it will l)e sulllcient

to show that any sucli odlcer lias (irlnl in nn olllcinl (•;i|iiu'ity.''

§402."' The sixth- n^laxation of the rule ddinandiii;^- prinuiry

proof to be given of a document before any stMondary evidence of

it is received, occurs where the evidence ro(piinMl is \\w i-esult of

ro/N)iiinoNs fitrfsj or of the ins)iccl ion of ni(nn/ IxioLs mid iidpcr.s^ ihc

examination of which could not conveniently take ])lace in court.''

For instance, if bills of exchange have* bc(»n drawn between

particular parties in one invariable mode, this may b(* pidvcd by

the testimony of a witness conversant willi llicir habils of l)usiiiesH,

who speaks generally of tho fact wilhoui- produelion of all the

bills ; " a witness who has ins])ected the accounts of the |t!irlies,

though he may not give evidence of thcic ]tarti(!ular coiilculs, will

be allowiid to speak to the geuf^ral balaiict' without |ir(»(|uciiig the

accounts;' and where the qu(!Hti(jn is as to the solvcney of a party

at a particular time, the general result of an examination of his

books and securities may be stated in like nuinner." Itiit the

exception under considc'ration will not enable a witness to state the

general contents of a nund)er of letters received by him from one

of tho parties in the cause, though such letters havo since boon

^ Gr. Ev. § 92, in gi-eat part. and act on Kiinilar principles, if tho
^ Soo supra, § 428, as to what tho piiiti<!s to uctioiis aro iiuiimiixis :

others are. Onl. XVI. r. !>.

» See ant<i, § 171. See, also, IJiew- " Hijeiicer v. jJillinf,', \H\2 {\A.
ster V. Sewfjll, 1820 (Ilolroyd, J.). Kll<;nl)oroujj;hl. It tlie iiiodo oi' deal-

* Gr. l')v. § n.'i, ill j^ieat part. iii{^ lias not hefii iiiiil'otKi, tlie caso
' 1 Ph. Ev. 4.'{;5. In pleadiiij^, too, docs not tail within tliis exeejjtioii,

a general allegation is fretjuently but is governed Ijy tho I'ule nxjiiiiiag

allowed, " when tli<; matters to be the pi<jdij(;tion ol the writings,

pleaded tend to iiifiniteness and niul- '' liolterts v. l>ox(jn, IT!)] (Ld.
tiplicity, whereby the rolls shall be Kenyon). But s<!e Johnson w. Kor-
incumbered with the lengtli there- sliaw, 1847, wl)r;re tliis eourse wuh
of": Mints v. I'ethil, HJOl. See not allowed b}' Knight l>ru(;e, V.-G.
E. S. C. 188;j, Ord. XIX. r. 2; " Meyer v. Selton, 1817 (Ilolroyd,

Ord. LXV. r. 27, subs. 20. The J.),

courts admit the same exception,
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destroyed, if the object of the exaniiaatioQ be to elicit from the

witness not a fact but merely an opinion or impression ; for instance,

the impression which the destroyed letters produced on his mind

with reference to the degree of friendship subsisting between the

writer and a third party. ^ In the other cases mentioned the fact

in question is one which simply depends on the honesty of the

witness, whereas he might, from the perusal of the documents,

conscientiously draw a very different opinion or inference from that

which would be drawn by a jury.

§ 463. The seventh and last class of cases in which secondary

evidence of documents is admissible is in the examination of a

witness on the voire dire, and in pre/iminari/ inquiries of the same

nature. Owing to the modern improvements in the law as to the

competency of witnesses, this rule has become practically inoperative;

further discussion of it is therefore unnecessary.^

§ 464. "We have now fully considered the general circumstances

under which secondary evidence as to documents is admissible.'

We may therefore pass on to consider the circumstances under

which secondary evidence of oral tedimoni/ will be received. The

broad proposition as to this is, it will be recollected, that such proof

is only admissible where the production of primary evidence is out

of the party's power. Subject to this it may be stated, as a general

rule, that where a witness has given oral testimony under oath in

a judicial proceeding, in which the adverse litigant had the power

to cross-examine, the testimony so given will, if the witness himself

be incapable of being called, be admitted in any subsequent suit

between the same parties, or those claiming under them, if such

suit relate to the same subject, or substantially involve the same

material questions.*

§ 465. This rule is now recognized by all courts of justice.^

1 Topliami'. M'Gregor,1844(Rolfe, Pyke v. Croucli, 1696; Wright v.

B.). See Taylor v. Carpenter, 1846 Doe fZ. Tatham, 1834; Glass u. Beach,

(Am.). 1833 (Am.); Lightner v. Wike, 1818
2 See 1st edit, of this work, § 342

;

(Am.).

and cases cited in this edit., post, * See Lawrence v. Maule, 1859

§ 1393, last note. (Kindersley, V.-C). The rule has
^ See ante, §428. been extended to affidavits: Dunne
* B. N. P. 239—243 ; Mayor of v. English, 1874. See, also, Parker

Doncaster v. Day, 1810 ; Strutt v. v. M'Kenna, 1874, and Meyrick v.

Bovingdon, 1803 (Ld. Ellenborough)

;

James, 1877.

E. V. JoUiffe, 1791 (Ld. Kenyon)

;
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However, to render secondary evidence of the testimony of a
witness admissible, it must be proved that the witness was duly

sworn in some judicial proceeding, to the authority of which the

party, against whom his testimony is offered, was legally bound to

submit, and in which he might have exercised the ruiht of crossr

examhuition. If this were not the rule, the jDreposterous consequence
would follow, that secondary evidence of testimony might be
received under circumstances that would exclude the testimony
itself. Therefore, should it appear that depositions were taken,

either by parties not legally authorised to take them,> or without
the sanction of an oath or affirmation, or in the absence of the

party against whom they are offered,^ when, as in most criminal

investigations,^ his presence was requisite, they cannot be received.*

§ 460. But although it is necessary that the party, against whom
depositions are offered in evidence, should have had an opportunity

of being present at the examination, and of cross-examining the

witness,^ yet it is by no means requisite that he should have
exercised that power. If, for example, notice has been given to

him of the time and place of an examination on commission, and
he neither intimates a wish to cross-examine, nor applies to the

court to enlarge the time for that purpose, it will be presumed that

he has acted advisedly, and the depositions will be received.^

§ 467.^ The admissibility of this secondary proof of oral testi-

mony seems to turn rather on the right to cross-examine than
upon the precise identity, either (if the opponent be substantially

the same) of the parties or of the points in issue, in the two

1 12 Vin. Ab. Ev. A. b. 31 ; B. N. Steinkeller v. Newton, 1840.

'^'"ml" J • -L-T
* -^^ Cazenove v. Vaughan, 1813,

- ihe admissibility of depositions the examinations taken under the
taken belore a coroner, in the ab- order were held to be admissible in
sence of the accused, will be dis- evidence, although the defendant had
cussed hereafter. See post, § 494. received no notice of the time and

' See post, § 479. place of taking them : McCombie v.
* in R. V. Eriswell, 1790 (Ld. Anton, 1843, where a defendant,

5^A?'^^'o -r%
^'^^'^^ joining plaintiff in obtaining a

Att.-(jen. V. Davison, 1825. If, commission to examine witnesses
therefore, a commission be executed upon interrogatories, gave notice that
without any notice, or without a he declined to proceed with the exa-
sufficient notice (Fitzgerald v. Fitz- mination, upon which plaintiff sent
gerald 1863), being given to the him word that he should apply for a
opposite party, to enable him, if he commission ex parte, and had done
pleases, to put cross-interrogatories, so, and obtained one.
the depositions will be rejected: ' Gr. Ev. § 164, in part.
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proceedings.^ Consequently, the evidence taken on the first trial

is admissible on a second trial if, although the two trials be not

between the same parties, the second trial is between those who

represent the former parties, and claim through them by some title

acquired subsequently to the first trial ;
^ if in a dispute respecting

lands any fact comes directly in issue, the testimony given to that

fact is admissible to prove the same point in another action between

the same parties or their privies, though the last suit relate to other

lands ;
* and, in criminal cases, a deposition taken on a charge

either of assault and robbery, or of stabbing, or of doing grievous

bodily harm, can, after the death of the witness, be read upon a

trial for murder, where the two charges relate to the same transac-

tion ;
^ for, if this were not the law, the depositions of the deceased

would, in many cases of homicide, be most improperly excluded.*

Thus, where a prisoner, who had been summarily convicted of an

assault, was, in consequence of the death of the party struck,

subsequently indicted for murder, the convicting magistrate was

permitted to state what the deceased had sworn in the prisoner's

presence, the examination not having been reduced into writing ;
^

on another indictment for murder, a deposition of the deceased

taken on a prior charge of larceny against the accused was read.^

§ 468. If, however, the point in issue, though very similar, was

so far different in the two proceedings, that the witness, who was

called to prove or disprove the issue in the former, need not have

heenftd/i/ cross-examined in regard to the matters in controversy

in the latter, his deposition, if tendered on the second trial, will

be excluded. On this ground a deposition taken on a charge of

1 Wright V. Doe d. Tatham, 1834, 1852 (Wightman, J.) ; R. v. Beeston,

•where the evidence of a witness who 1855 ; R. v. Williams, 1871.

had testified in a suit, wherein A. and * 2 Stark. R. 212 (1817), note Jby

several others were plaintiffs and B. the reporter.

defendant, was, after his death, held * R. v. Edmunds, 1833 (Tindal,

admissible in a subsequent action re- C.J.). The learned judge appears,

lating to the same matter, brought however, to have received the evi-

by B. against A. alone. dence, not as proving the facts stated,

^ Com. Dig. Ev. A. 5, explained but as producing an answer from the

by Littledale, J., in Doe v. Derby, prisoner.

1834 ; Doe v. Powell, 1852. R. v. Buckley, 1873 (Lush, J.).

3 Doe V. Foster, 1834 (Alderson, This, however, was allowed not as

B.); Llanover V. Ilomfrav, 1880. any evidence of the facts deposed,
* R. V. Smith, 1817; R. v. Lee, but simply as affording a motive for

1864 (Pollock, C.B.) ; R. v. Dilmore, revenge on the part of the prisoner.
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assault was afterwardi? rejected on an indictment for wounding ;
^

again,2 in America, where the issue in one action had been upon a

common or free fishery, and that in another action was upon a
several fishery, evidence of what a witness, since deceased, had
sworn upon the former trial, has been held inadmissible.^

§ 469. In stating that this rule mainly depends on the oppor-

tunity given for cross-examination, it must however be carefully

noted that though a party may have had the right of cross-

examining a witness, he will be liable to have the statement of that

witness adduced against him in a subsequent action, only in the

event of his opponent being subdantiaUy the same in both suits.* For,

unless this be the case, the adversary in the second suit has had no
power to offer evidence in his own favour.^

§ 470. In a civil case, R. S. C, 1883, Ord. XXXVII. r. 25,

provides " all evidence taken at the hearing or trial of any causo

or matter may be used in any subsequent proceedings in the same

cause or matter."

§471. Subject to the above rule, secondary evidence of oral

testimony cannot (as has already been stated) be received. An
attempt made some years ago in equity to engraft an exception on
this rule—and to say that whenever depositions have been' taken

not strictly in the same matter, but against a party in one suit, who
is also a party to a second suit, wherein substantially the same
questions arise, such depositions are as against him admissible in

the second suit without any proof that the witnesses are dead, or for

other good reasons incapable of being examined ^—entirely failed.^

§§ 472-8. The common law (apart from the rule above cited)

1 E. V. Ledbctter, 1850, com- the witnesses were alive) ; Byrne v,
mented upon, however, in E. v. Frere, 1828 (where the witnesses
Beeston, 18o5. were clearly dead) ; and City of

2 Gr. Ev. § 164. London v. Perkins, 1734 (where the
3 Melvin V. Whiting, 1828 (Am.); decision of the House of Lords does

Jackson v. Winchester, 1800 (Am.). not touch this point), and which were
* Morgan v. NichoU, 1866. relied on for that purpose, do not,
« Doe V. Derby, 1834. when carefully and critically exa-
* As to what constitutes this, see mined, afford any authority for the

next section. contrary. See, also, Canington v.
"> Blagrave v. Blagrave, 1847. The Cornock, 1829 ; see, and compare,

cases of Nevil v. Johnson, 1703 ; 3 Br. P. C. and 24 Lords' Journ. 248
Barton v. Palmes, 1704 (in both (28th January, 17G4).
•which, cases it is not clear that
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regards a witness as incapable of being calL d.^—1, When bo

is dead ;
^ 2, AVben be is out of tbe jurisdiction of tbe court,

or possibly, when he cannot be found after diligent inquiry ;

'

' In which case only is his evi-

dence on oath in a jiiior suit between
the same parties admissible : supra,

§ 464.
2 Pyke V. Crouch, 1696. The

court, however,—unless some ac-

count of the death of a witness

be given, or at least some evidence

be furnished showing that proper
inquiries have been made, and that

no tidings can be heard of him,

—

will not presume his death, so as to

admit his deposition, though taken
as much as fifty years before : Ben-
eon V. Olive, 1732. See ante, § 297.

^ This is clear where it is proved
that the witness is actually residing

in some place beyond the jurisdiction

of the court : Fry v. Wood, 1731.

But questions sometimes arise re-

specting the amount and nature of

the proof required to establish this

fact. Thus, if a witness has been
examined on interrogatories by con-

sent, on account of expected absence,

it is not absolutely necessary that he
should be on his voyage when the

trial comes on. If the ship has
sailed, though it has put back, or

if the witness has gone on board,

and was ready to sail, though pre-

vented by contrary winds, that is

sufhcient : Fonsick v. Agar, 1807
(Sir James Mansfield). But see

Carruthers v. Graham, 1841, cited

post, § 517. For instance, secondary
evidence was admitted where the wit-

ness had sailed for Spain, had been
driven back by stress of weather, and
six days before the trial was at Fal-
mouth, expecting to sail again imme-
diately : Ward v. Wells, 1809. See
Varicas v. French, 1849. But where
it was only sworn that the witness

was a seafaring man, and some six

months before the trial had belonged
to a ship lying in the Thames, this

evidence was rejected as too vague,
though possibly admissible, if it could

be further shown that any efforts had
been recently made to find him

:

Falconers. Hanson, 1808 (Ld. EUen-
boroi igh). This case suggests the pro-

jjriety of noticing an old decision of

the time of James the First (Godb.
386), in which it was expressly laid

down that, if a party catmot find a
witness, then he is, as it were, dead
to him ; and his depositions in a
cause betwixt the same parties may
be read, provided the party make
oath that he endeavoured to find him,
but could neither see him nor hear
of him. In no modern case has pre-

cisely the same point been ruled; but
as it has frequently been held that

proof of inability to find an attesting

witness will let in evidence of hia

handwriting (Kay i". Brookman, 1828;
Cunliffe v. Sefton, 1802 ; Crosby v.

Percy, 1808; Ld. Falmouth v.

Eoberts, 1842 ; Parker v. Hoskins,
1810; Burt t'. Walker, 1821 ; Spooner
V. Payne, 1847), these analogous de-
cisions would seem in some degree to

support the correctness of the old

authority, at least so far as relates

to civil causes.

A similar latitude is not allow-

able in criminal proceedings, and
the deposition of a witness, whether
taken before a magistrate or a coro-

ner, will not be rendered admissible,

on mere proof that the witness him-
self cannot be found after diligent

search : Ld. Morley's case, 1666 (aU
the Judges); R. v. Scaife. 1851.

Neither will it be received, though
satisfactory proof be given that the

witness was not absent from any
intention to defeat justice, but that,

being a foreigner, he had, since the

prisoner was committed for trial,

returned to his own country, and
was at the time of the trial resident

abroad: R. v. Austen, 1856; R. v.

Hagan, 1837. These cases overrule

the law as laid down in B. N. P.

242. This kind of evidence has also

been rej ected in America, both where
the witness could not be found within
the jurisdiction, but was reported

to have gone to an adjoining state

(Wilbur V. Selden, 1826 (Am.)), and
where he was proved to have left

the state, after being summoned to

attend at the trial : Finn's case,

1827 (Am.).
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3, When he is either insane, or seriously sick ; ^ and 4, When
it is proved to the satisfaction of the court that he is

How far ansiuers to inquiries re-
specting the witness are admissible
to 2:)rove that he cannot be found, is

not very clearlj' defined. That such
answers will be rejected as hearsay,
if tendered in proof of the fact that
the witness is abroad, is beyond all

doubt (Robinson i). Markis, 1841 (Ld.
Abinger); Doe i-. Powell, 1836); but
where the question is simply whether
a diligent and unsuccessful search has
been made for the witness, it would
seem, both on principle and authority,
that the answeis should be received
as forming a prominent part of the
very point to be ascertained : Wyatt v.

Bateinan, 1836 (Coleridge, J.) ; Burt
V. Walker, 1821 ; Austin v. Eumsey,
1849 (Erle._ J.). In order to show
that inquiries have been duly made
at the house of the witness, his decla-
rations as to where he lived cannot
be received (Doe v. Powell, 1832);
neither will his statement in the
deposition itself, that he is about to
go abroad, render it unnecessary to
prove that he has put his puipose in
execution : Proctor v. Lainson, 1836
(Ld. Abinger).

^ If he be proved at the trial to
be insane, the witness's deposition
wiU be admissible (as to deposi-
tions taken by committing justices,
see post, § 479a), in like manner
as if he were dead (R. v. Eriswell,
1790 (Ashhurst, J., and Ld. Ken-
yon)); and the same rule is stated
to prevail, though the insanity be
only of a temporary character : R.
V. Marshall, 1841 (Ludlow, S., after
consulting Coltman, J.). This, how-
ever, appears to be carrying the
doctrine beyond its legitimate ex-
tent ; for since the casual illness of a
•witness will not—as shown below

—

warrant the reading of his former
testimony, at least in a civil suit,
but will only fiu-nish good ground
for moving to postpone the trial, the
same rule should surely prevail in
the event of a witness being afflicted
with temporary madness. No sen-
sible distinction can be drawn be-
tween the two cases. Where deposi-
tions are tendered on the ground of

the witness being insane, it may
sometimes be advisable to show that
his intellect was sound at the time
of his previous examination

; and if

such examination were had but a
short time before the trial this course
may even be necessary : R. v. Wall
1830 (Park, J.).

It is somewhat difficult to discover
from the authorities what degree of
illness must be proved in order to
let in depositions: R. v. Bull, 1871
See R. 8. C. 1883, Ord. XXXVIl!
r. 18, cited post, § 506. In an old
case, where a witness on his journey
to the place of trial was taken so ill

as to be unable to proceed, his
deposition was allowed to be read
(Luttrell V. Reynell, 1677); but too
much weight must not be given to
this decision, since, if the course there
adopted were ordinarily allowed, there
would be very sudden indispositions
and recoveries : Harrison v. Blades,
1813 (Ld. Ellenborough) ; Jones v.

Brewer, 1811 (Heath, J.). The rule
laid down by Lord Ellenborough, that
where a witness is taken ill, the party
requiring his testimony should move
to put off tlie trial, is certainly less
open to objection and abuse : Harri-

^

son V. Blades, 1813. In the criminal
courts this practice has long pre-
vailed, and it has there been ex-
pressly decided, that the depositions
of a woman who was so near her
confinement as to be unable to attend-
a trial could not be received: R.
V. Savage, 1831 (Patteson, J.); see
post, § 481. If, however, from the
nature of the illness or other infir-
mity no reasonable hope remains
that the witness will be able to ap-
pear in court on any future occasion,
his deposition is certainly admissible
in criminal (11 & 12 V. c. 42 (" The
Indictable Offences Act, 1848 "),
§ 17, cited post, § 479; E. v. Hogg,'
1833 (Gurnev. B.); R. v. Edmunds'
1833 (Tindai. C.J.) ; R. v. Wilshaw!
1841 ; R. V. Cockburn, 1857), as it is
in civil, proceedings (Jones v. Jones,
1785 ; Andrews v. Palmer, 1812 ; Fry
V. Wood, 1731; Coibett v. Corbett,
1813). The case of Loo v. Evans,
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kept out of the way by the contrivance of the opposite

party.^

§ 479. The Legislature has moreover also expressly provided

that, in certain cases, certain depositions should, under particular

circumstances, he received in evidence.'^

§ 479a. Depositions taken in criminal cases in pursuance of

"The Indictable Offences Act, 184S," * are made secondary

evidence if the witness be (1) dead, (2) so ill as to be unable to

travel. The Act in question provides, " That in all cases, where

any person shall appear or be brought before any justice or justices

of the peace charged with any indictable offence, whether com-

mitted in England or Wales, or upon the high sea, or on land

beyond the sea, or whether such person appear voluntarily, upon

summons, or have been apprehended, with or without warrant, or

be in custody for the same or any other offence, such justice or

justices, before he or they shall commit such accused person to

prison for trial, or before he or they shall admit him to bail, shall,

in the presence of such accused person, who shall be at liberty to put

18'27, where Vaughan, J., is said to

have rejected the depositions of a wit-

ness, who was bedridden, and nearly

a century old, and (piite unublcs to

attend the trial, is obviously not law.

Where, upon an issue being directed

out of the old Court of Chancery, it

appeared that a witness, who had
been examined in the cause as to the

handwriting of certain documents,

had since become hlind, the court

made an order that his depositions

should be read at the trial : Lynn v.

Robertson, 1823.
^ The proposition that, if a witness

be kept out of the way by the adver-

sary, his former statements on oath

will be admissible, rests partlj" on

the authority of several decisions

both in the civil and criminal courts

(Ld. Morley's case, 16G6 (all the

Judges); E. v. Harrison, 1692 (Ld.

Holt) ; Green v. Gatewick, 1673

;

E. V. Scaife, 1851 ; R. v. Guttridge,

1840. See, also, Egan v. Larkin,

1842 (Ir.) (Brady, C.B.)); partly on
the analogies furnished by one or

two statutes (see bO G. 3, c. 102,

§ 5 (Ir.); oQ G. 3, c. 87, § 3 (Ir.),

noticed post, § 497); but chiefly

on the broad principle of justice,

which will not permit a party to

take advantage oi his own wrong.
In a case where three prisoners were
indicted for felony, and a witness for

the prosecution was proved to be ab-
sent through the procurement of one
of them, the court held that his de-

position might be read in evidence

as against the man who had kept
out of the way, but that it could not
be received against the other two
men: E. v. Scaife, 1851.

^ See, as to depositions in criminal

cases, supra, § 479a; as to deposi-

tions in bankruptcy cases, infra,

§ 496 ; and as to certain special cases,

infra, § 497 (as to Ireland), and § 499
(as to India and the Colonies) ; and
as to those in ordinary civil cases

taken on commission, infra, § 505

;

and as to those filed in answer to

interrogatories, §§ 521 et seq. For
another and special instance, see

"The Fugitive Offenders Act, 1881"

(44 & 45 V. c. 69), § 29, cited post,

§ 1562.
3 n& 12 V. c. 42, § 17.
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questions to any witness produced against him, take the statement'

on oath or affirmation of those who shall know the facts and

circumstances of the case, and shall put the same into wiiting, and

such depositions shall be read over to and signed respectively by the

witnesses who shall have been so examined, and shall be signed also

by \}xe justice or justices taking the same; and the justice or

justices, before wliom any such witness shall appear to be examined

as aforesaid, shall, before such witness is examined, administer to

such witness the usual oath or affirmation, which such justice or

justices shall have full power and authority to do ; and if, upon

the trial of the person so accused as first aforesaid, it shall be

proved, by the oath or affirmation of any credible witness, that

any person whose depositions shall have been taken as aforesaid, is

dead, or so ill as not to be able to travel, and if also it be proved that

Buch deposition was taken in the presence of the person so accused,

and that he or his counsel or attorney had a full opportunity ^ of

cross-examining the witness, then, if such deposition /jwrjoor^ to be

signed by the Jitstice by or before whom the same purports to have

been taken, it shall be lawful to read such deposition as evidence

in such prosecution, without further proof thereof, unless it shall

be proved that such deposition was not in fact signed by the

justice purporting to sign the same."

§ 480. Although the above enactment only renders his deposition

admissible if the witness be " dead, or so ill as not to be able to

travel," the maxim, " expressio unius est exclusio alterius," has

^ The form given in Sched. M to the Act is as follows :

—

Depositions of Witnesses.

"To Wit,—The examination of C, D., of [Farmerl, and E. F.,
of ILabourer^, taken on \_oath] this day of , in the year of
our Lord at , in the [comdi/l aforesaid, before the undersigned,
[one] of Her Majesty's justices of the peace for the said [county], in the
presence and hearing of A. B. ; who is charged this day before [me], for that
lie the said A. B. on at [&c;, describimj the offence as in a uutrrant

of commitment]. This deponent C. I), on his [outh] saith as follows [&c.,
stating the deposition of the ivitness as nearly as possible in the words he uses.

When his deposition is complete, let him. siyn it].

And this deponent E. F. upon his oath saith as follows [&c.].
The above depositions of CD. and E. F. were taken and Isworn] before

me at on the day and year first above mentioned. T. S."

^ This fact may be negatived by ness from cross-examining the depo-
proof that the accused was insane nent : R. v. Peacock, 1870 (Brett and
when the deposition was taken, or MeUor, JJ.).
"was otherwise incapacitated by ill-
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no application, and it does not abrogate the common-law rule,^

that if a witness be fraudulently or forcibly kept out of the way by

the prisoner himself, his deposition ought to be received.- Whether

the courts will go one step further, and admit the deposition of a

witness, who, although not too ill to travel,^ may be proved to be

permanently insane,^ remains to be seen ; but such a decision seems

naturally to follow from the former ruling.

§ 481. Some judges consider (though this is not clear) that the

statute does abolish, however, the old common-law rule^ that a

prosecutor ought to apply for a postponement of the trial, where a

material witness is only suffering under a iempovary indisposition.

Accordingly, such judges have, under the statute, admitted the

deposition of a woman who, when the trial took place, had just

been confined.^ But other judges think that a confinement (which

after all is but a natural state) is not " illness" within the meaning

of that word or the statute.^

§ 482. The statute, too, apparently authorises the reading of the

deposition on its being merely proved that the witness is dead, or

too ill to travel ; that he was examined in the presence of the

accused, who had a full opportunity of cross-examining him ; and

that the document purports to be signed, either by the committing

justice, or, at least, by the justice " by or before whom the same

purports to have taken place." ^ Possibly, however, it is also

1 Ante, note ^ to §§ 472-8. See, too, E. v. Crouclier, 1862 ; E. v.

2 E. V. Scaife, 1851. Wilson, 1874; E. v. Heesom, 1878
3 When a witness is able to travel (Lush, J.); and E. v. Goodfellow,

without risk, her old age and nervous- 1879 (Bowen, J.); E. v. Wellings,

ness and inability to stand a cross- 1878. In these last three cases the

examination will not justify the woman was daily expecting her con-

reading of her deposition : E. v. finement.

Farrell, 1874; E. v. Thompson, 1876 ' E. v. Wilton, 1858 (Willes, J.);

(Lush, J.). E. V. Walker, 1859 (id. with concur-

* Ante", "note ^ to §§ 472-8. In E. rence of Crowder, J.) ; E. v. Parker

V. Cockbmn, 1857, the deposition of and Ashworth. York Summer Assizes,

a" witness was received, on his doctor 1862 (MeUor, J., saying that the gene-

proving that, though he might have ralopiaionof the bench waswith him);

been brought to the court without E. r. Omant, 1854. And at all events

danger to fife, he was suft'ering from from E. v. Tait, 1861 (Crompton, J.),

paralysis, which disabled him alto- andothercasesin this note, it appears

gether from giving evidence. See, that the judge, notwithstanding the

also E. V. Wilson, 1861. Act, has a discretionary power of

s Ante, note ^ to §*> 472-8.
' postponing the trial (which some

6 Thus' in E. v. Stephenson, 1862, judges habitually exercise), instead

and E. v. Harvey, 1 ti50, the court of allowing the deposition to be read,

admitted the deposition of a woman, « In E. v. Vidil, 1861, Blackburn,

who was daily expecting her confine- J., held the deposition of_ a sick wit-

ment, and was "otherwise poorly." ness admissible, though it had been
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necessary for the prosecutor to further prove all or some of the

following facts, viz., that the deposition was taken before the

accused was committed or bailed ; that it was taken on oath or

affirmation ; that it was read over to the witness, and that it was

signed by him. For it may be contended that the section set out

above enumerates all these circumstances as apparently necessary

ingredients in a valid deposition ; and then, in the paragraph rela-

tive to the proof, speaks, first, of " the person, whose deposition:

shall have been taken as aforesaid," being dead, &c., and next, of

" such ^ deposition " purporting to be signed by the justice, while

in the form of deposition provided the justice merely states that

the witness was examined on oath, and in the presence of the

accused, and such form is wholly silent as to whether or not the

examination was read over to the witness, or was signed by him.

§ 483. It is submitted that while *' omnia pra^sumuntur rite esse

acta," a deposition will be rendered inadmissible if the prisoner can

show affirmatively that the signature, purporting to be that of the

justice, is a forgery, or even that the deposition was not taken upon

oath, or that it was not read over to the witness, or that the signa-

ture purporting to be that of the witness was not made by him, or

that the witness had refused or omitted to sign the statement.

§ 484. A few words as to the proper course of taking dejjositions.

under the Act, so as to render them admissible in evidence, will

probably prove useful here. To render depositions admissible, it

is apparently necessary that the accused should, when they were

taken, have been charged with some indictable offence ; that the

statement of each witness should have been made under the sanc-

tion of an oath or affirmation, administered by the magistrate

before whom the charge is preferred ;
^ that such oath or affirma-

tion should have been administered in the presence of the accused

;

that the statement should have been made entirely in his presence,*

taken before two magistrates who ^ See R. v. Vidil, 1861, cited ante,

acted only on that occasion, and the § 482, n. ^.

prisoner had been charged before * The same doctrine preva,iled at

and committed by another magis- common law. See E. v. Errington,

trate. Sed qu. 1838; R. v. Woodcock, 1789; R. v,

1 As to the meaning of the word Dingier, 1791 ; R. v. Paine^ 1695;
" such," see Ld. Brougham in Case- cited with approbation (Ld. Kenyon)
ment v. Fulton, 1845, P. C. in R. v. Erisweil, 1790.
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and that he should have had full opportunity for cross-examina-

tion ; that the whole of the statement elicited either by examina-

tion or by cross-examination, and not merely so much of the

evidence as the justice might consider material,'^ should have been

reduced to writing in the first person, and in the very words of the

witness ;
^ that the deposition, when completed, should have been

read over to the witness, and signed by him, as a token of his

assenting to its correctness ;
^ that the whole body of the deposi-

tions, if not each deposition,^ should also be signed by the justice;

and that they should have been transmitted by him,—together

with the written information, the statement of the accused, and

the recognizance of bail, if any such documents should exist,—to

the proper officer of the court in which the trial is to be had, before

or at the opening of such court.^

§ 485. The Legislature, in directing the magistrate to take down

the statements of the witnesses as nearly as possible in their own

words, and not merely " so much thereof as shall be material," of

course did not intend the depositions to be loaded with every idle

word let fall by the persons under examination, and with expres-

sions obviously having no reference to the charge against the

accused. But it certainly meant to fetter the discretion of the

justices, who, under the old law, were apt to reject as immaterial

much valuable information. For facts which on a preliminary

inquiry appear to be of trifling importance, turn out often to be

extremely relevant ; and where all the evidence is not given, the

court, the prosecutor, and the prisoner, are alike kept in the dark,

and much time may be wasted in endeavours to throw discredit

upon the testimony of witnesses, by showing that they have made

statements at the trial w^hich are not to be found in the depositions

returned.^ If a person of weak intellect, or a child, be examined

before the justice, it is also desirable that the questions and

1 This was the old law. See 7 Gr. 4, * See § 487, post.

c. 64, §§ 2 and 3 (" The Criminal Law * See §§ 17 and 20 of 11 & 12 V.
Act, 182(3 "). c. 42 (" The Indictable Offences Act,

- See Sched. M. cited ante, § 479a, 1848 ").

n. K « E. V. Potter, 1829 ; E. v. Thomas,
» See R. v. Plummer, 1844 ; R v. 1837; E. v. Grady, 1836; E. v.

Flemming, 1799. Smith, 1845 ; E. v. WeUer, 1846.
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answers touching his capacity to take an oath, should appear on

the face of the deposition.^

§ 486. Whether a deposition originally written down in the

absence of the prisoner could be received in evidence under the

Act, on proof being given that it had afterwards been read over in

his presence to the witness, who had then assented on oath to its

contents, is very problematical. Although depositions, thus laxly

taken, have more than once been admitted under the old law,^ this

course of proceeding has frequently been condemned by judges as

highly unjust;^ and, indeed, it is obvious that it affords no fair

opportunity to the accused of cross-examining the deponent. On

one occasion, Piatt, B., rejected a deposition expressly upon this

ground, remarking that a prisoner could not have " a full oppor-

tunity of cross-examining the witness," within the meaning of the

statute, unless the deposition was taken down in his presence, and

in the presence of the magistrate, and unless he was warned by the

magistrate at the close of the examination that he might put any

questions he liked to the witness, with reference to the statement

which had been made.^ It also is extremely doubtful whether a

deposition can be read in a case where the prisoner has abstained

from asking any questions in consequence of the witness being too

ill to bear further examination.^

§ 487. As to the mode in which depositions should be entitled,

one caption at the head of the whole body of depositions will

suffice,^ if, indeed, it be necessary, in strict law,^ to have a caption

at all ; ® and no objection can be sustained on the ground that the

title does not state with sufficient precision the charge against the

accused.^ Although each witness must sign his own deposition, it

will be sufficient for the magistrate to attach his signature, once for

all, at the end of the whole body of depositions, provided that all

1 E. t;. Painter, 1846 (Wilde, O.J.). * R. v. Day, 1852. See R. v. Bates,
2 E. V. Smith, 1817; R. v. Calvert, 1860; R. v. Watts, 1864.

1848 ; R. V. Walsh, 1850. See R. v. ^ R. v. Hyde, 1848.

Christopher, 1849. * R. v. Johnson, 1847 (Alderson
3 R. V. Johnson, 1846 (Piatt, B.)

;

B.).

R. V. Forbes, 1814 (Chambre, J.); ' See, however, R. v. Newton,
R. V. Kiddy, 1824; R. v. Calvert, 1859; and R. v. Galvin, 1865 (Ir.),

1786 (Rolfe, B.); R. v. Walsh, 1850; where the point almost eq[ually

R. V. Beeston, 1854 (Alderson, B.). divided the Irish judges.

See, also, R. v. Crowther, 1786. ^ R. v. Langbridge, 1849.
9 Id.
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of them be written either on one sheet of papei'/ or on differc nt

sheets connected with each other. ^ Still, if the depositions be

copied on separate sheets, and no proof be given of their having

been pinned, or otherwise fastened together, at or before the time

when the last was signed,^ those bearing no signature will be

rejected.* The signature of the justice must seemingly appear on

the face of the deposition to be that of the magistrate " by, or

before, whom the same purports to have been taken," and no parol

evidence can supply any omission on this head.^ Depositions,

when admissible under the Act, may be read in evidence before the

grand jury as well as at the actual trial.®

§ 488. It is no longer necessary (as formerly) to verify the

signature of the magistrate taking the deposition, but proof must

be adduced " that the deposition was taken in the presence of the

accused, and that he, or his counsel or attorney, had a full

opportunity of cross-examining the witness." Either the justice,

clerk, or at least some person who was present during the whole

inquiry,' must be forthcoming, to show that the requii-ements of

the law have been duly complied with. "When a deposition is

sought to be read on the ground of the sickness of the witness, if

must, of course, be further proved that he is at the actual time of

the trial too ill to travel. The judges require this fact to be

strictly established.^ Mere proof that the witness was confined to

his bed some days before will not suffice ;
^ and, as a general rule,

it will be prudent, ^° though it is not absolutely necessary,^^ to have

the testimony of a medical man.

§ 489. As ah-eady mentioned,'*^ a deposition will be admissible

under the Act, though taken upon a charge technically dififerent

1 E.-y. Young, 1850; E. r. Osborne, ' See E. v. Wilshaw, 1841; E. v.

1837 (Coleridge, J., and Ld. Abin- Wilson, 1874.

ger). ® See E. v. Harris, 1850; E. v.

2 E. V. Parker, 1870; overruling TJlner, lf-50; E. v. Eiley, 1851.

E. V. Eicbards, 1866. See, also, E. See, also, E. v. Dav, 1852.

V. Carrol, 1869 (Hannen, J.). » E. r. Eiley, 1851; E. v. Wniiams,
3 See E. V. Lee, 1864 (Pollock, 1865 (Pigott,"'B.).

C.B.). 1" E. V. Eiley, 1851 ; E. v. Welton,
* E. V, France, 1839 (Alderson 1862 (Bvles, J.); E. v. Williams,

and Parke. BB.). 1865 (Pigott, B.).

6 E. V. Miller, 1850 (Maule, J.). " E. v. Stephenson, 1862 ; E. v.

^ E. V. Clements, 1851. Croucber, 1862 (Bramwell, B.).
12 Ante, § 467.
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fcom that in respect of which the accused is afterwards indicted,

provided that on the former inquiry a full opportunity of cross-

examination ha»s been afforded to him. For instance, the deposition

of a deceased person, taken on a charge against the prisoner of

having stabbed him, or done him some grievous bodily harm, can

be read on a subsequent trial for his murder or manslaughter/

§ 41)0. In addition to the regulations considered above,^ an Act

of 1867^ contains two important enactments on this subject. The

first ^ provides in substance that every person, who is charged

before a justice with an indictable offence, shall be asked whether

he desires to call any witnesses ; and, if he does so, the justice in

his presence shall examine such witnesses on oath, and reduce their

statements to writing. The depositions thus taken shall then be

read over to the witnesses and signed by them, and shall also be

countersigned by the justice, and " transmitted in due course of

law ;
" and, afterwards, upon the trial, all the laws relating to the

depositions of witnesses for the prosecution shall apply to these

depositions.

§ 4'Jl. The other enactment,^ after reciting the provisions of

the Indictable Offences Act, 1848, which have been already set

out, further recites that it is permitted under certain circum-

stances to read in evidence on the trial of an accused person the

deposition, taken in accordance with the provisions of the said Act,

of a witness. " It may happen that a person dangerously ill, and

unable to travel, may be able to give material and important

information relating to an indictable offence, or to a person accused

thereof," and " it may not be practicable or permissible to take, in

accordance with the provisions of the said Act, the examination or

deposition of the person so being ill, so as to make the same

available as evidence in the event of his or her death before the

trial of the accused person, and it is desirable in the interests of

truth and justice that means should be provided for perpetuating

such testimony, and for rendering the same available in the event

» E. V. Beeston, 1854; E. v. Dil- c. 42 ("The Indictable Offences Act,
more, 1852 (Wightman, J.); R. v. Lee, 1848 '^).

1864 (Pollock, C.B.) ; R. v. WilUams, ^ 30 & 31 y. c. 35.

1871. See R. u. Clarke, 1859. * § 3 of 30 & 31 V. c. 35.
» Under § 17 of 11 »fe 12 V. * 30 & 31 V. c. 35, § 6.
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of the death of the person giving the same : therefore, whenever it

shall be made to appear to the satisfaction of any justice of the

peace that any person dangerously ill, and in the opinion of some

registered medical practitioner not likely to recover from such

illness, is able and willing to give material information relating to

any indictable offence, or relating to any person accused of any

such ofPence, and it shall not be practicable for any justice or

justices of the peace to take an examination or deposition in

accordance with the provisions of the said Act of the person so

being ill, it shall be lawful for the said justice to take in writing

the statement on oath or affirmation of such person so being ill,

and such justice shall thereupon subscribe the same, and shall add

thereto by way of caption a statement of his reason for taking the

same, and of the day and place when and where the same was

taken, and of the names of the persons (if any) present at the

taking thereof, and, if the same shall relate to any indictable

offence for which any accused person is already committed or

bailed to appear for trial, shall transmit the same with the said

addition to the proper officer of the court for trial at which such

accused person shall have been so committed or bailed ; and in all

other cases he shall transmit the same to the clerk of the peace of

the county, division, city, or borough in which he shall have taken

the same, who is hereby required to preserve the same, and file it of

record ; and if afterwards, upon the trial of any offender or offence

to which the same may relate, the person who made the same

statement shall be proved to be dead, or if it shall be proved that

there is no reasonable probability that such person will ever be

able to travel or to give evidence, it shall be lawful to read such

statement in evidence, either for or against the accused, without

further proof thereof, if the same purports to be signed by the

justice by or before whom it purports to be taken, and provided it

be proved to the satisfaction of the court that reasonable notice ^ of

the intention to take such statement has been served upon the

person (whether prosecutor or accused) against whom it is proposed

to be read in evidence, and that such person, or his counsel or

attorney, had or might have had, if he had chosen to be present,

^ This must be in writing : E. v. Shurmer, 1886 (C. C. E.)-
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full opportanity of cross-examining the deceased person who made

the same."^

§ 492. The depositions of witnesses examined before the coroner

as to a murder or manslaughter are probably admissible as

secondary evidence^ if certified and subscribed by such coroner

with the recognizances, if they and also the inquisition taken before

him, are delivered to the proper officer of the court in which the

trial is to be, before or at the opening of the court.

§ 493. Assuming that the above provisions as to coroners*

depositions are still in force,^ they differ materially from those

which regulate the mode of taking depositions before justices, and

of proving them when taken. In the first place, the coroner is

only required to put in writing " so much of the evidence as shall

be material;" secondly, the narrative may be drawn up in the

third person ; thirdly, the witness is not required to sign the docu-

ment, though he usually does so for the purpose of identifying

it ;4 fourthly, the deposition must, it would seem, be proved, either

by calling the coroner who subscribed it, or by proving his signa-

ture thereto, and showing by his clerk, or by some person who was

present at the inquiry, that the requirements of the law were duly

complied with.^

§ 494. It was at one time said that a striking distinction existed

between depositions returned by justices and those taken by

coroners, inasmuch as while *(as we have seen) depositions taken

before justices, to be admissible as secondary evidence against the

prisoner, must have been taken in his presence, depositions taken

before coroners might be received, though taken in a prisoner's

absence. This doctrine, however, has not only been questioned by

1 A cross-examination stopped in custody of the prisoner to convey

consequence of the witness's illness him to the plac^ mentioned m the

will not suffice : R. v. Mitchell, 1892. said notice for the purpose of being

S 7 enacts, that "whenever a prisoner present at the taking ot the state-

in actual custody shall have served, ment ; and such gaoler shall convey

or shall have received, notice of an the prisoner accordingly

intention to take such statement as ^ By 7 G. 4 c. o4, §4, extended

hereinbefore mentioned, the judge or to Ireland by 9 U. 4, c. 04, ^4.

justice of the peace bv whom the ' Possibly they are repealed by

irisoner was committed; or the visit- § 34 of 11 & 12 V. c 42, as to which,

mg iustices of the prison in which however, see R. v. Cleary isb2.

he is confined, may, by an order in * See E. v. F emming 1799.

writing, direct the gaoler having the » See R. v. Wilshaw, 1841.
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such modern text writers of eminence as Starkie/ Phillipps," and

Eussell;' but Montague Smith, J.,* has declined to act upon it,

and the doctrine will probably be discredited by all the judges

whenever it formally comes before the Court of Criminal Appeal.^

§ 495. Two other statutes make depositions taken either under

'the English Bankruptcy Act, 1883,*' or the Irish Bankrupt and

Insolvent Act, 1857,^ admissible in evidence. The English Act

provides^ that, "in case of the draf/i^ of the debtor or his wife,

or of a witness whose evidence has been received by any court in

any proceeding under this Act, the deposition of the person so

deceased, purporting to be sealed with the seal of the court, or

a copj/ thereof purporting to be so sealed, shall be admitted as

evidence of the matters therein deposed to." The Irish Act

provides^" that, in the event of the death of any witness deposing

to the petitioning creditor's debt, trading, or act of bankruptcy,

under any bankruptcy heretofore or hereafter, or under any

petition for arrangement, his deposition, purporting to be sealed

• with the seal of the Court of Bankruptcy, or a cop// thereof pur-

porting to be so sealed, shall in all cases be received as evidence of

the matters therein respectively contained.

§§ 496—498. In Ireland,^^ if any person, after giving information

or examination upon oath against any person for any offence, shall,

before the trial, be murdered or violently put to death, or so maimed,

or forcibly carried away and secreted, as not to be able to give

evidence on the trial, his information or examination shall be

admitted in all courts of justice in Ireland as evidence on the trial

;

* 2 St. Ev. 384—386. dicta thrown out by Ld. Kenyon and
* 2 Ph. Ev. 74, 75. BuUer, J., in R. v. Eriswell, 1790;—
* 2 Russ. C. & M. 892, 893. on a note of a case said to have been
* In R. V. Rigg, 18(36. decided by Hotham, B. (R. v. Pure-
6 See R. V. Wall, 1830. The doc- foy, 1794);—and on a ruling by

trine that depositions taken before a Coleridge, J., Sills v. Brown, 1840.

coroner in a man's absence are evi- * 46 & 47 V. c. 52.

dence against him apparently rests ' 20 & 21 V. c. 60, Ir.

on two or three decisions temp. ^ 46 & 47 V. c. 52, § 136.

Charles II. (Ld. Morley's case, 1666 » The answers of a bankrupt are

(allthe Judges in H.L.); Bromwich's not—at least, during his life—made
case, 1666 ; Thatcher v. Waller, 1675; evidence in proceedings in the bank-

E. V. Harrison, 1692), when the rules ruptcy against persons other than

of evidence were only partiallv vmder- himself: Brunner, In re, 1887. .

stood, and appear to be capable of a .

^o 20 & 21 V. c. 60. § 365, Ir.

far more limited interpretation;—on " By 50 G. 3, c. 102, § 5.
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provided ' tliat the information or examination of a witness secreted

shall not he evidence, unless it shall be found on a collateral issue,

to be put to the junj trying the prisoner, that he was secreted by

the person on trial, or by some person acting for him, or in his

favour. By a subsequent Irish statute^ informations, or examina-

tions, under similar circumstances, are rendered, after similar proof,

receivable in evidence before the grand jury.

§ 499. The original common law rule which required that, to

constitute them evidence, the examinations of witnesses should be

taken viva voce in the presence of both a jury, and of, in a criminal

case, the accused, and in a civil case both parties, has in modern

times been much broken in upon by sundry Acts of Parliament

and rules made by statutory authority.

§ 500. Evidence may be given about matters which have taken

place in India or the English Colonies, or elsewhere, and have

become the subject of criminal or civil proceedings in England, if

such evidence be taken in accordance with certain statutory pro-

visions which are mentioned in the footnote. ^

^ This is a remarkable proviso,

since it differs from the ordinary

rule of law on the subject, which is

stated ante, § 23.

2 o6 G. 3, c. 87, § 3.

^ The principal of such provisions

is " The East India Company's Act,

1772 " (13 G. 3, c. 63, amended by
"The Statute Law Revision Act,

1888," of 51 V. c. 3, and further

amended by " The Statute Law Re-
vision Act, 1892," of 55 & 56 V.
c. 19), made applicable (see Wilson
V. Wilson, 188o, C. A.) to the In-
dian High Courts by 24 & 25 V.
c. 10-1 ("The Indian Hi-h Courts
Act, 1861 "), §§ 10, 11. § 40 of the

original Act relates to criminal pro-
ceedings in the Queen's Bench for

offences committed in India, and
gives power to the Queen's Bench to

issue warrants to the Indian Courts
in such proceedings in the Queen's
Bench ; and if under this section the

Attorney-General move for a lule to

order the Indian Courts to take evi-

dence, his statement that this is ne-
cessary will be sufficient without any
affidavit. See E. v. Douglas, 1824

;

and also R. v. Douglas, 1846. The

provisions of this section were re-

enacted by 24 G. 3, c. 25 (" The East
India Company's Act, 1784 "), § 78,
and in 26 G. 3, c. 57 ("The East
India Company's Act, 1786"), § 28.

§§ 42 and 45 of the same Act relate

to proceedings in Parliament touch-
ing offences committed in India, and
give the Lord Chancellor or Speaker
(as the case may be) power to issue
warrants to the Indian Courts to

take the necessary evidence. § 44
of the Act relates to actions in the
High Court in England for causes
of action which ar<jse in India, and
gives such High Court in England
power to issue warrants to the Indian
Courts to take the necessary evidence.
As to the construction of the Act
generally, and in particular of the
expression " cause of action," see
Francisco v. Gilmore, 1797 ; Savage
V. Binney, 1834 ; and Kelsall v. Mar-
shall, 1856.

The Queen's Bench Division in
England is authorized to trj^ any
person emjiloyed in the public ser-
vice abroad, who, in the exercise or
under colour of such employment,
shall have committed any otlence.
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§ 50('A. It will be noticed that none of the statutes above re-

ferred to require the party to prove that the witnesses who.M^

depositions he seeks to use are beyond the jurisdiction of the coun

at the time of the trial. Perhaps, however, principle requires that

some slight evidence of this kind shall be given, and this view

derives confirmation from Ord. XXXYII. r. 18.^

§ 501. In criminal proceedings a resort to the provisions of the

Acts mentioned in the footnote to § 500 may even now become

sometimes necessary.

§ 501a. In civil cases, however, the statutes mentioned in the

footnote have been rendered practically obsolete by the provisions

contained in E. S. C. Ord. XXXVII.^'^

^ 502. The examination of witnesses taken dr bow esse on com-

mission may also be contained in depositions which may be read at

the trial if such depositions were taken under an order for that

purpose, which may generally be obtained where a witness is over

seventy years of age,- or is dangerously ill, or is about to go

abroad,^ and the inability of the witness to attend the trial is

proved.*

§ 503. The High Court, moreover, has a general power * to order

the examination of witnesses in any cause or matter to be taken

by depositions on commission wherever it " shall appear necessary

for the purposes of justice."

by 42 Gr. 3, c. 85. The evidence on The High Court of Justice in Ire-

such trial may (by § 3 of the above land is given powers similar to those

statute, and also by § 81 of 24 G. 3, possessed by the High Court of Jus-

c. 25) be taken upon commission. tice in England, by 3 & 4 V. c. 22

See, as to postponement of a trial (" The Debtors (Ireland) Act, 1840.")

under the enactment above men- As to the powers of the Scotch Courts,

tioned, R. v. Jones, 1806. see 29 & 30 V. c. 112.

The provisions of § 40 of "The ^ See post, § 504.

East India Company's Act, 1772" i» Post, § 504.

(supra), are extended to the trials ^ This rule, however, does not en-

in the Queen's Bench Division of title the party to an order for the

offences against '

' The Slave Trade examination of a very large number
Acts " by & 7 V. c. 98, § 4 (" The of witnesses: Bidder v. Bridges, 1884,

Slave Trade Act, 18i3"). Their pro- C. A., which consult generally as to

visions as to taking evidence by examination of old witnesses de bene

commission are also extended to all esse.

Colonies, and to all actions (not * Bellamy v. Jones, 1802.

being actions at the suit of the * Post, § 504 ; Ord. XXXYII.
Crown: see R. v. Wood, 1841) in r. 18.

•whatever country the cause of action ^ Under Ord. XXXVII. r. 5, set

may have arisen, by I W. 4, c. 22. out in full, post, § 504.
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§ 504. Under whichever of the powers mentioned above evidence

by depositions may have been taken, questions as to the admissi-

bility of such depositions may arise in connection with the law of

evidence; therefore, although it would be quite foreign to this

work to give any detailed instructions as to the practice ^ to be

followed in obtaining an order to take evidence on commission, it

may be useful to set out a large portion of R. S. C. of 1883,

Ord. XXXVII., which practically collects in a code the powers of

the High Court upon this subject. The material parts of such

Order appear to be as follow :

—

" Ord. XXXVII. Examination of witnesses.

5. The court or a judge may, in any cause or matter where

it shall appear necessary for the pui-poses of justice, make any

order 2 for the examination upon oath before the court or jud^-e

or any officer of the court, or any other 2)erson and at any place, of

any witness or person,^ and mny empower any party to any such

cause or matter to give such deposition in evidence therein on such

terms,^ if any, as the court or a judge may direct.*

* # * * *

6a. If in any case the court or a judge shall so order, there

shall be issued a request to examine witnesses in lieu of a commis-

sion. See R. S. C. Ord. XXXVII. r. 6a (R. S. C, October, 1884,

r. 6). The Appendix to the Rules of 1884 contains (in forms 1

and 2) the forms of such order and request, which may be cited as

forms 37a and 37b in Appendix.

8. Any person wilfully disobeying any order requiring his

attendance for the purpose of being examined or producing any

' This will be found in any good order the production of documents,
book on Practice, e.g., the Annual Cape Coi^per Co. v. Coniptoir d'Es-
Practice for 1895, at pp. 727 et seq. compte, 1890, C. A. But qutere

"^ The forms of " Order for Exa- whether letters of request, or any
mination of Witnesses before Trial

" matter within the jurisdiction may-
are given in E. S. C. 1883, App. K. not be added to the commission.
Nos. 36 and 37. An order under See Mason and Barry v. Coniptoir
this rule may be made ex parte, but d'Escompte, 1 890. Moreover, when
only at the peril of the applicant

:

no action is pending against him,
Bidder v. Bridges, supra. and it is not necessary for the carry-

^ See also r. 1 of same Order, cited ing out of an order already made,
post, § 1395. there is no jimsdiction under thia

* See r. 18, post, § 504. rule to make an order against a
* An order under this rule can person not a party to any pending

only be made where it is sought to . action. See Elder v. Carter, 1890,
examine witnesses. Under it the 0, A.
English Court has no jurisdiction to
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" document shall be deemed guilty of contempt of court, and may

be dealt with accordingly.

9. Any person required to attend for the purpose of being

examined or of producing any document, shall be entitled to the

like conduct money and payment for expenses and loss of time as

upon attendance at a trial in court.

10. Where any witness or person is ordered to be examined

before any oflBcer of the court, or before any person appointed for

the purpose, the person taking the examination shall be furnished

by the party on whose application the order was made with a copy

of the writ and pleadings, if any, or with a copy of the documents

necessary to inform the person taking the examination of the ques-

tions at issue between the parties.

11. The examination shall take place in the presence of the

parties, their counsel, solicitors, or agents,^ and the witnesses shall

be subject to cross-examination and re-examination.

12. The depositions taken before an officer of the court, or

before any other person appointed to take the examination, shall

be taken down in writing by or in the presence of the examiner,

not ordinarily by question and answer, but so as to represent as

nearly as may be the statement of the witness, and when completed

shall be read over to the witness and signed by him in the presence

of the parties, or such of them m may think fit to attend. If the

witness shall refuse to sign the depositions, the examiner shall sign

the same. The examiner may put down any particular question or

answer if there should appear any special reason for doing so, and

may put any question to the witness as to the meaning of any

answer, or as to any matter arising in the course of the examination.

Any questions which may be objected to shall be taken down by

the examiner in the depositions, and he shall state his opinion

thereon to the counsel, solicitors, or parties, and shall refer to such

statement in the depositions, but he shall not have power to decide

upon the materiality or relevancy of any question.

» » * * *

16. When the examination of any witness before any examiner

shall have been concluded, the original depositions, authenticated

* How if they do not tliiiik fit to attend ? See r. 12.
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" by the signature of the examiner, shall be transmitted by him to

the Central Oflice, and there filed.

17. The person taking the examination of a witness under these

Eules may, and if need be shall, make a special report to the court

touching such examination and the conduct or absence of any

witness or other jjersou thereon,^ and the court or a judge may
direct such proceedings and make such order as upon the report

they or he may think just.^

18. Except where by this Order otherwise provided, or directed

by the court or a judge, no deposition shall be given in evidence

at the hearing or trial of the cause or matter loithout the consent of

the party against whom the same may be offered, unless the court

or judge is satisfied that the deponent is dead, or beyond the juris-

diction of the court, or unable from sichness or other infirrdity to

attend the hearing or trial, in any of which cases the depositions

certified under the hand of the person taking the examination shall

be admissible in evidence, saving all just exceptions, without proof

of the signature to such certificate.*****
20. Any * * * * party or witness, having made an affidavit to

be used or which shall be used on any proceeding in the cause or

matter, shall be bound, on being served with such subpoena, to

attend before such officer or person for cross-examination.

21. Evidence taken subsequently to the hearing or trial of any
cause or matter shall be taken as nearly as may be in the same
manner as evidence taken at or with a view to a trial.

22. The practice with reference to the examination, cross-

examination, and re-examination of witnesses at a trial, shall extend

and be applicable to evidence taken in any cause or matter at any
stage.

23. The practice of the court with respect to evidence at a trial,

when applied to evidence to be taken before an officer of the court

or other person in any cause or matter after the hearing or trial,

' See r. 5, ante. It seems that the citor of one of the paities : In re
examiner may order any witness to West of Canada Oil Lands and Works
be examined apart from the others, Co., 1877 (Jessel, M.R.).
even though he be the agent or soli-
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"shall be subject to any special directions which may be given in

any case.

24. No affidavit or deposition filed or made before issue joined

in any cause or matter shall, without special leave of the court or a

judge, be received at the hearing or trial thereof, unless within one

month after issue joined, or within such longer time as may be

allowed by special leave of the court or a judge, notice in writing

shall have been given by the party intending to use the same to the

opposite party of his intention in that behalf.

25. All evidence taken at the hearing or trial of any cause or

matter may be used in any subsequent proceedings in the same

cause or matter."

^§ 505— 6. It is incumbent on the judges to exercise extreme

caution before making any order of an unusual character under

either rule, unless such order be obviously necessary for the pur-

poses of justice.^ An arbitration under the Companies Acts is

a " cause or matter " falling within them.-

§1 507—10. The " officers of the court " mentioned in Eule 5 are

barristers of at least three years' standing,^ appointed by the Lord

Chancellor for five years, and removable by him.-* They are called

" Examiners of the Supreme Court." All the examinations ordered

in the Chancery Division must be referred to them in rotation,

unless the court or a judge otherwise directs^ ; and they may take

the examinations in any cause or matter depending either in the

Queen's Bench or in the Probate, Divorce, and Admiralty Divi-

sions, if the court or a judge so directs.^ The examinations, unless

the court or a judge entrusts the inquiry to one particular ex-

aminer,^ are distributed by tho principal clerk to the registrars of

the Chancery Division among the whole body, "according to

regular and just rotation, and in such manner as to keep secret

from all persons the rota or succession."® They are to give

appointments in writing, specifying the place and time, not more

1 Central News Co. v. East. News * Id.

Tel. Co., 1884, C. A. ** Id. r. 39.

2 In re Mvsore, &c. Co., 1889. « Id.

3 E S. C. made 4 Feb. 1884, ' Id. r. 49.

Ord. XXXYLI. r. 40. ' Id. rr. 41, 42.
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than seven days in advance, " at which, subject to any application

of the parties, the examination shall be taken ;

"' they are to re-

gard the convenience of the witnesses, and all the circumst apices of

the case;'- and, subject to such adjournment as they shall thmk

reasonable or just, they are to proceed de die in diem ;3 they may,

with like consent, examine persons not named m the order.
^

^

§ 511 The Form^ given by the R. S. C. 1883 for a commission

to examine witnesses contains a clause requiring the commissioners

to be sworn. Decided cases « show that commissions may be

granted to examine witnesses resident in countries beyond the

dominion of the British Crown. A commission containing such a

clause, but appointing a single commissioner, should also authorize

him to administer the oath to himself .^

_ _

§ 512 To render the depositions taken under a commission avail-

able, the evidence must be such, in substance, as would be received

according to the English law. If at the trial it appears, either on

the face of the depositions, or by extrinsic proof, that the commis-

sioners have, after due objection taken,« admitted illegal, or rejected

legal, evidence, the judge will in his discretion suppress the deposi-

tions either wholly or in part.^ The examiner's certificate must

be taken up. If it be not, its effect may not be stated to the

''1'513 The commissioners must, moreover, have substantially

followed the instructions given by the instrument appointing them.

The court, however, will not look out critically for objections to

their conduct, but will rather in their favour presume that they

have discharged their duty.'^ Thus, though a commission that

after the examinations had been taken, the same should be trans-

mitted to this country, is not satisfied by sending mere copies ot

them-^-^ where oommissioners were directed to reduce the examma-

, Tj H^ « Lumley v. Gye, 1854.

\\ ^-
f.'

10 Stuart V. Balkis Co., 1883.
' }\ ^- ^^' n Atkins V. Palmer, 1821 (A

I i^- .p C.J.); Greville v. Stulz, 1847 _

5 S'/irliv .ar. 8. Aw. J. Denman)
;

.
Hitchins v Jl.tohms

U^t^tSiiriS'
""' ''''"

l^ier a;:S8e6; Hod.es . Cobb.

T Wilson V. De Coulon, 1883. 1^"/.
vviiboii u. j^c

, j2 niav-y. Stephenson, lbo7.
8 Eobmson v. Davies, 18 < 9. '^''^i "• ^''^f
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tlons into writing in the English language, and to swear an inter-

preter to translate the oath, interrogatories, and depoi?itions, the

commission w\as held to be well executed by the return of dejiosi-

tions, which had originally been taken down in the foreign lan-

guage, and translated by the interpreter into Engli.^h six weeks

afterwards ;
^ and when a commission contained a direction that

the witnesses should be examined apart from each other, the

court presumed that the commissioners had complied with this

order, although their return was silent on the subject.^ Possibly,

however, the court would not feel justified in presuming that com-

missioners had taken the oaths prescribed to them before acting.^

When documents have been produced in evidence before the com-

missioners, it will now suffice to transmit with the depositions

either the originals or certified copies or extracts ; and attention

is drawn to this rule, because a more stringent one used to

prevail.*

§ 514. When a commission to take evidence has been directed to

a court, it is of course desirable that the court should have been

rigiitly named ; but a slight error in the description, provided it

be not of such a nature as to render it really doubtful what

tribunal was intended to have been addressed, will not invalidate

a commission

§§ 515—51(). With regard to reading at the trial depositions

which have been taken under any of the various provisions men-

tioned above, reference must be made to the terms of Rule 18 of

Order XXXYIL, which has been already set out in full." The effect

of this rule is, that depositions taken under the above rules are in

general admissible only in one or other of four events. First, if

the opposite party consents ; secondly, if the witness be proved to

be dead ; thirdly, if he be shown to be beyond the jurisdiction of the

court;' and, lastly, if it appear that, from sickness or infirmity,

—

1 Atkins V. Palmer, 1821 ; E. v. under a commission may be read

Douglas, 1846. witliout proving at the trial that he
2 Simms v. Henderson, 1848. is then absent ; the onus of show-
^ Brydges v. Braiifill, 1841. ing that he is within the jurisdiction
* R. V. Douglas, 1845. rests on the objecting party: Sutton
" Wilson V. Wilson, 1883. v. Ainslie, 1852. The same doctrine
8 Supra, § 504, at p. Mb. was adopted bj^ Sir C. Cresswell in
' By Scotch law, the deposition of the Matrimonial Court : Pollack v.

a witiiess residing abroad examined Pollack, 18G1; andMillsf. Mills, 1861.
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which terms do not necessarily mean an incurable malady, but will

be satisfied by any grave illness,^—he cannot attend the trial. By

Eule 5,2 indeed, none of these conditions are absolutely binding,

for the judge has power to order depositions to be given in evi-

dence in any case. Still, that power must be guided by a judicial

discretion.^ The admissibility in evidence of depositions will

still, in the absence of consent, depend (as it formerly did) upon

whether the witness at the trial * is or is not able. Indeed, in the

case of affidavits, it is expressly provided ^ that " where it appears

to the court or judge that the other party bona fide desires the

production of a witness for cross-examination, aud that such witness

can be produced,, an order shall not be made authorizing the evidence

of such witness to be given by affidavit." ^

§ 517. The question remains, how the incapacity of the witness

to attend the trial is to be proved. The evidence as to such inca-

pacity being exclusively addressed to the judge, affidavits are

probably admissible upon the point as well as ordinary viva voce

testimony.^ The R. S. C. 1883, make no reference to the matter,

while the only two forms which allude to it do so in language

inconsistent and obscure. The Form of Order for a commission to

examine witnesses contains a clause that the depositions may be

given in evidence, " without any other proof of the absence front

this country of the witness or witnesses therein named, than an

affidavit of the solicitor or agent of the said as to his belief

of the ." This, so far as it goes, is clear, but it deals simply

with the case of the witness being out of the jurisdiction of the

court. The form given for an order for examining witnesses

before an examiner, contains a direction that the depositions of

^ D. of Beaufort v. Crawsliay, The point was again raised and left

1866. undecided in the case of the D. of
* Cited ante, § 504. Beaufort v. Crawshay, 1866. There,
^ SeeWarner v.Mosses(C. A.), 1880 Willes, J., who seemed inclined to

(Jessel, M. E.) ; Bidder v. Bridges, support the ruling of the Chief

1884. Baron, referred to E. v. Eyle, 1841,
* See Bagot V. Bagot(Ir.), 1878. but that case, on careful examina-
6 By E. S. C. Ord. XXXVII. tion, will be found to throw a most

r. 1. treacherous light on the subject, as
® See Nadin v. Bassett, 1883, 0. A. it relates to a mere ex parte proceed-
^ On one occasion Pollock, C.B., ing. See, also, Carruthers v. Graham,

received the affidavit of a medical 1841 (Ld. Denman) ; Eobiuson v.

man, as sufficient proof of the sick- Markis, 1841 (Ld. Abinger) ; and
ness of a deponent to let in his depo- ante, §§ 473, 475.

sition : Knight v. Campbell, 1848.
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any witness may be given in evidence on the trial of tlie cause,

*' without any further proof of the ahnowe of the said witncns than

the affidavit of the solicitor or agent of the as to his

belief." Here the term " absence " has a more indefinite significa-

tion than in the former form, and it is suggested that it may be

interpreted as including an absence from the court in consequence

of death or illness, as well as an absence from the country.

§ 518. All tlie provisions of the special Acts cited in a footnote

on a previous page > relating to the examination of witnesses under

commissions and orders have been extended to all suits and pro-

ceedings on the Revenue side of the Queen's Bench Division, and

also made applicable to the Probate and Divorce Division in

England,2 and to the corresponding courts in Ireland.'

§ 519. The Court of Bankruptcy is empowered'* to " order that

any person, who in England would be liable to be brought before

it," with the view of discovering the debtor's property, " shall be

examined in Scotland or Ireland, or in any other place out of

England "
; and it is also provided^ that " subject to general rules,

the court may in any matter take the whole or any part of the

evidence either viva voce, or by interrogatories, or upon affidavit,

or by commmion abroad.'" By General Rule 66, the court may

empower any party to any matter, " where it shall appear

necessary for the purposes of justice," to give depositions in

evidence on such terms as the court may direct ; and by r. 60,

" an order for a commission to examine witnesses, and tlie writ of

commission shall follow the forms for the time being in use in the

Hio-h Court, with such variations as circumstances may require."

^ 520. The County Court rules on the subject of taking evidence

by deposition will be found in Ord. XVIII. of the Rules of 1889,

rr^ 14—28, which are substantially identical with the provisions

of R. S. C, Ord. XXXYII. rr. 5—25, which have been already set

out.^ It is also provided ^ that " affidavits and depositions shall be

read as the evidence of the person Iji/ ichom they are used."

1 See footnote to § 500, supra. Enlcs of 1865 for the Ct. of Div. and
2 See Eules in Div. and Mat. Mat. Causes, rr. 129—137, Form 20.

Causes, rr. 132—137, 198. * By 46 & 47 V. c. 52 ("The Bank-
3 See, also, on this subject. Brown ruptcj- Act, 1883"), § 27, subs. 5.

V. Brown, 1869; the Eules of March, * Id. § 105, subs. 5.

1874, for the Ct. of Prob. in Eng., ^ Supra, § 504.

rr. 116—123, and Form 31 ; and the "> C. C. Ord. XVIII. r. 13.
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§ 521. It has been already incidentally mentioned that evidence

other than oral (in other words secondary) is sometimes obtained

by means of interrogatories, and the depositions in answer to them.

Between the years 1851 and 1875 many rules were framed either

by the Legislature or the judges, with the view of enabling

litigants, before the actual trial took place, to scrape the con-

sciences of their opponents by means of interrogatories.^ The law

on the subject is now embodied in E. S. C, 1883, Ord. XXXI.

§ 522. Any discussion as to u-hen interrogatories may be

administered, or as to the practice with regard to them, would

appear to be out of place here. Moreover, full information on the

subject wdll be foimd in any book upon "Practice." In this

edition of the present work ^ it will therefore not be further

discussed.

§ 523. The question whether any and what use can be made at

the trial of the answers to interrogatories which have been given

by the other side may properly be considered a branch of the Law

of Evidence. As to this, the RR. S. C, 1883, provide, by Ord.

XXXI. r. 24, as follows :—" Any party may, at the trial of an

action or cause, matter, or issue, use in evidence any one or more

of the answers, or any part of an answer, of the opposite party to

interrogatories without putting in the others, or the whole of such

answer : Provided always, that in such case the judge may look at

the whole of the answers, and if he shall be of opinion that any

others of them are so connected with those put in that the last-

mentioned answers ought not to be used without them, he may

direct them to be put in."

§1 524—542. It has been remarked, " Under the new rules the

plaintiff can read one passage without referring to the whole, even

of the same paragraph, and I think no judge would allow a

defendant, where he had made an admission, to read with it a

passage which was not connected in sense or substance with that

» 17 & 18 V. c. 125. 5§ 51—57; ralty, wliether for England (see 24

38 & 39 V. 0. 77, Ord. XXXI. For & 25 V. c. 10, § 17, repealed by 44

corresponding provisions relative to & 45 V. c. 59), or for Ireland : see

Ireland, see 19 & 20 V. c. 102, §§ 56— 30 & 31 Vict. c. 114, § 41, Ir.

59 and 62 ; 40 & 41 V. c. 77 (Ir.) and '^ The eighth edition (1885) of this

Bules. Similar powers were also work discussed the subject at great

extended to the old Coui't of Admi- lengtb.
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admission, even if he had put in a statement suhtuitting tliat he

was entitled to do so, and claiming- to do so. Of course, when an

admission is read, everything ought to be read which is fairly con-

nected with that admission, but I think it would be wrong for the

defendant, and he would not be allowed, to try to bring in matter

which was not in any w^ay connected with the matter admitted." ^

§ 543. Before courts of law were empowered to issue commis-

sions for themselves, it was often necessary to institute proceedings

in Chancery as auxiliary to an action at law ; and in such cases,

recourse was had to what was called " an action for perpetuating

testimony."

§ 544. To extend the benefits derivable from this mode of pro-

ceeding, two Acts were passed. The first of these was passed in

1842,2 Qj^^ ig now repealed. Its provisions are, however, sub-

stantially embodied in the R. S. C, 1883, Ord. XXXVII. r. 35,^

which provides, that " any person who would, ui.der the circum-

stances alleged by him to exist, become entitled, upon the happen-

ing of any future event, to any honour, title, dignity, or office, or

to any estate "* or interest in any property, real or personal, the right

or claim to which cannot by him be brought to trial before the

happening of such event, may commence an action to perpetuate

any testimony which may be material for establishing such right

or claim." By the Legitimacy Declaration Act, 1858,^ which

is the second of the Acts just referred to (and is still in force), the

Divorce Division of the High Court, on the petition of certain

persons specially interested, may make decrees declaratory of the

legitimacy or illegitimacy of any such petitioner, or of the validity

or invalidity of the marriage of his parents, or grandparents, or of

his own marriage, or of his right to be deemed a natural-born

subject.

§ 545. An action to perpetuate testimony must have " been com-

menced for the purpose," or no witness will be allowed to be

examined.^ The court may, on motion in such an action, if the

1 Cotton,L.J.,iiiLyellv. Kennedy, bell v. E. of DaDionsie, 1869, H. L.

1884 • and see Bowen, L.J. * See Ee Stoer, 1884, C. A.
2 5 & 6 V. c. 69, repealed by 46 & « 21 & 22 V. c. 93, §§ 1, 2 ; ex-

47 V. c. 49. tended to Ireland bj' 31 & 32 V.
=* rrooeedings under this rule c. 20, Ir.

should be jealously watched: Camp- ® Ord. XXXVII. r. 31.
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defendant makes default in delivering a defence, make an order for

the action to proceed in due course, and that (where this is advisable)

a witness be at once examined, as if the pleadings were closed.^

The witnesses will be examined orally before one of the exammers

of the court under Ord. XXXVII. r. 5.^ The depositions will

then be taken down, signed, authenticated, and transmitted to the

Central Office, as in other cases.^ No relief being prayed, the

action must not be set down for trials In general, the depositions

will not be received at a subsequent trial as evidence,^ except in

support of an action, nor then, unless it be proved that the wit-

nesses are dead, or otherwise incapable of attending to be examined.^

The practice of the ecclesiastical courts was similar.^

§ 546. If a witness, besides being examined on interrogatories,

should testify at the subsequent trial of a cause, either party, on

any further trial respecting the same subject, may, if the witness

be then incapable of attending, rely, at his option, either on the

deposition, or on the previous viva voce testimony.^ What such

witness^ orally testified may be proved, either by any person, who

will swear from his own memory,^" or by notes taken at the time

by any person, who will swear to their accuracy,^^ or possibly from

the necessity of the case, by the judge's notes.^^ This last mode

of proof, however, is open to very grave, if not insuperable, objec-

tions, as such notes form no part of the record, nor is it the duty

of the judge to take them, nor have they the sanction of his oath

to their accuracy or completeness.^^ How far it may be necessary

to prove the precise tvorcls spoken, does not clearly appear. It is

iMarqnessof Bute r. James, 1886; Eay 1843.

and see Ellice .. Eoupell, 1863 Wequehn -• Weq^;l-i///^i828
^Marquess of Bute v. James,

'^f''- f-f V,]! '

Bupra. See, also, Litton .. Murphy, (L^'
^f

"^e^'de^)' ^-^e H^

"f d £1?V?I - ?16 Ellenborough) ; May. of Doncaster

* Ord. XXXVII. r. 38. v. Day, 1810; E. v. JollifSe, 1791

6 Where the Crown has an interest, (Ld. Ivenyon).

if the Att.-Gen. be made defendant. May of po^cast|r^- ^ay, 1810.

ihen no objection can be taken to Id. (Sir J. ^ansfield .

L depositions on the ground that /^Conradi v. Conradi
18f8

(Wilde

the Crown was not a party to the J.O ); MAesv. ^
^ara^lSlUAm

.

action : Ord. XXXVII. r. 36. Foster v. Shaw, 1821 (Am.)
,
J^x parte

« 1 Smith's Ch. Pr. 769 ; Morrison Learmouth, 18^1.

V. Arnold, 1817. See Att.-Gen. v.
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said that in one ease the evidence of a witness was rejected " as

he could not undertake to give tlio words, hut merely to swear to

the effect of them."^ The same precision has, on several occa-

sions, heen deemed requisite in America.- On the otht-r hand, it has

been forcibly urged^ that to insist upon strict accuracy, in effect

excludes this sort of evidence altogether, while extreme particu-

larity and minuteness in a witness's narrative, and an undertaking

by him to repeat with exactness every word of the deceased's testi-

mony, ought to excite just doubts of the witness's honesty, and the

truth of his evidence.^

§ 547. It has been, on the one hand, decided that a dying depo-

sition is not admissible unless the very words of the deceased were

taken down, both question and answer having been taken down

where questions were put.^ On the other hand, on indictments for

perjury, it is not necessary to state the entire examination, but it

will suffice to narrate, with accuracy, the whole of that portion of

the evidence which relates to the point on which the perjury is

assigned, provided the witness can further swear that ho heard the

whole examination, and that nothing was subsequently said to

qualify the original statement.'' Unless he can do this, his evidence

cannot be received ;
' and as the same rule ought to apply to the

proof of the testimony of a deceased witness, it would follow that the

person who heard a deceased witness give his evidence must at all

events be able to positively state what was said on the examination in

chief, and must also be able to give the substance of his answers

in cross-examination, or to positively swear that nothing escaped

the witness, which could vary or qualify the fii'st statement.^

§ 548. When depositions are tendered in evidence as secondary

proof of oral testimony, they are, of course, open to all the objec-

tions which might have been raised had the witness himself been

personally present at me liial. Leading and other illegal questions

are therefore constantly suppressed, together with the answers to

1 Mentioned by Lord Kenyon in Miles v. O'Hara, 1811 (Am.); Caton

E. -y. Jolliffe, 1791. v. Lenox, 1827 (Am.); Jackson v.

*a U. S. V. Wood, 1818 (Am.)

;

Bailey, 1806 (Am.).

Posters. Shaw, 1821 (Am.); Wilbur * E. v. Mitchell, 1892.

V. Selden, 1826 (Am.); Com. v. « E. v. Eowley, 1825; E. v. Dow-
Eicbards, 1836 (Am.). Hn, 1792.

•^ Gr. Ev. § 165. ' E. v. Jones, 1791.

« See Cornell v. Green, 1823 (Am.)

;

« Wolf v. Wyeth, 1824 (Am.).
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them ; and this, too, whether the testimony has been taken viva

voce or by written interrogatories. ^ Bnt a party cannot repudiate

an answer which has been given to an illegal question put on his own

side ;
^ and in all cases where objections are taken to interrogatories

on the ground of their being couched in a leading form, the judge

is vested with a wide discretion as to how much, if any, of the

depositions returned he will in consequence strike out.^ Where a

witness, on being examined upon interrogatories in a foreign country,

stated in one of his answers the contents of a letter which was not

produced, that part of the deposition was suppressed at the trial,

though it was urged, that as the witness was beyond the jurisdic-

tion of the court, no means existed for compelling the production of

the letter.^ Said Chief Justice Tindal,^ " We have no power to

compel the witness to give any evidence at all : but if he does give

an answer, that answer must be taken in relation to the rules of our

law on the subject of evidence."

§ 549. In another case, under similar circumstances, where a

witness described the contents of a letter and of the reply to it,

but produced neither, on this deposition being tendered the court

at the trial rejected the answers which stated what the letters con-

tained, but admitted so much of the deposition as stated that the

witness had written a letter to the party in question ;
for had the

witness been himself present in court he might have been examined

thus far, in order to prove that the defendants through him had

used some exertion to procure the party's answer.^ Again, depo-

sitions have been admitted, though the witness on his examination

had refreshed his memory with some papers, which he alleged were

partly in his handwa-iting and partly not, but which he refused to

allow the commissioners to see upon the ground that they were

private memoranda ; for, as it was a matter for the discretion of the

commissioners whether they would permit the witness to refer to

1 Hutchinson v. Bernard, 1836. stances, that either the letter must
2 -£j^ be produced, or the whole inter-

3 Small V. Nairno, 1849. rogatory abandoned. But this case

* Steinlieiler v. Newton, 1838 (Tin- is clearly not law. See per Ld.

dal, C.J.). In Wheeler v. Atkins, Denman, in Small v. Naime, 1849.

1805, Ld.Ellenborough is reported * In Steinkeller t;. Newton, 1838.

to have held, under similar cii-cum- « Tufton v. Whitmore, 1840.
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papers during his examination, the learned judge, at the trial,

presumed that they had exercised their discretion with propriety.^

§ 549a. The rules governing the production of depositions as

evidence have now been fully discussed.

§ 550. It remains to consider a third head of tlie subject of

secondary evidence, viz., the general principle that the law
recognises no degrees in the various kinds of secondary evidence.^

This rule applies whether the original evidence be itself oral or

documentary. For instance, if a deed be lost, or in the hands of

the adversary, who after due notice refuses to produce it, secondary

evidence of its contents may at once be given by parol testimony,

even though the party offering such evidence may be proved to

have in his possession a counterpart, a copy, or an abstract of the

document ;

' and the former testimony of a deceased witness may
be proved by any person who heard him examined, even where a

clerk or a shorthand writer took down his evidence word for word.*

§ 551. At the same time, the rule that there are no degrees of

secondary evidence simply applies to the admimhilitj/ of secondary

evidence, and not to the degree of weight to which different sorts of

secondary evidence are entitled ; it does not mean that the mere

memory of a witness, who has read a deed, is entitled to equal

weight with an authenticated copy of the same instrument. In

many cases a jury would properly regard evidence with distrust if

it appeared that more satisfactory proof was intentionally withheld,

and under some circumstances this distrust might even amount to

absolute incredulity.

§ 552. Cases in which the law has expressly substituted some

particular species of secondary evidence, in the place of primary

proof, are, however, excludedfrom the operation oftlie rule that there

are no degrees of secondary evidence. For instance, examined

copies, and, in some cases, office or certified copies of public records

1 Steinkellerv. Newton, 1838 (Tin- and In re Gardner, 1858, in which
dal, C.J.). cases oral evidence of the contents

* Doe V. Ross, 1840 ; Hall v. Ball, of a lost ivill was admitted. See
1841; Brown v. Woodman, 1834 Johnson v. Lyford, 1868; also, ante,
(Parke, B.); Jeans v. Wheedon, §436.
1843 (Cresswell, J.). * Jeans v. Wheedon, 1843 (Cress-

' Cases in last note ; also, Sugden well, J.). See B. v. Christopher,
V. Ld. St. Leonards, 1876 ; Brown v. 1849.

Brown, 1858 ; In re Brown, 1858

;
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and documents are, on grounds o£ general convenience, considered

admissible,^ and, though in strictness secondary evidence, partakd

so much of the character of primary proof, that so long as it is

possible to produce them, other inferior degrees of secondary

evidence cannot be received.^ Parol testimony, in such cases,

can only be admitted on proof, first, that the public record or

document has itself been lost or destroyed (for otherwise a copy

might be obtained), and, secondly, that any copy which may
have been taken, is no longer under the control of the party

relying upon less satisfactory evidence.^ In like manner, if a

witness has been examined before a magistrate or coroner under

such circumstances, that these officers respectively have, in pur-

suance of their duty, taken down his statement in writing, parol

evidence of his examination cannot be given in the event of his

death, so long as the deposition itself can be produced, since the

law, having constituted the deposition as the authentic medium of

proof, will not permit the admission of any inferior species of

evidence. The mere statement of a witness who was present at the

examination will be admissible if—and only if—it can be shown

that the deposition is lost or destroyed, or is in the possession of

the opposite party, who after notice refuses to produce it.*

§ 553. The principle, too, which includes every species of secon-

dary proof in one legal category, by no means, however, opens a

door to any sort of evidence, however loose, which a party chooses to

tender.^ For example, the contents of a written instrument which

is lost cannot be proved by means of a copy, until it be shown that

such copy is accurate. If, as frequently happens, a party to the

suit has himself made a copy of a letter which he has sent to his

adversary, this copy, should the adversary, after notice to do so,

refuse to produce the original letter, cannot be read in evidence,

unless the party who made it can swear to its accuracy, or some
other witness can be called who has compared it with the original.^

Neither can a document,—excepting in a very few cases by

1 Ante, § 439, and post, §§ 1534, Wylde, 1834.
1545, 1598 et seq. e Everingham v. Eoundell, 1838

2 Doe V. Eoss, 1840 (Ld. Abinger). (Alderson, B.).
3 Thurston V. Slatford, 1700; Mac- ^ pigj^er v. Samuda, 1808 (Ld.

dougal V. Young, 1826. Ellenborough). But see Waldy v
* See 2 Euss. C. & M. 895 ; E. V. Gray, 1875 (Bacon, V.-C).
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statutory authority,—be proved by the production of the copy

of a copy.^ Such evidence is rejected on the broad ground which

renders hearsay evidence inadmissible, for assuming the second

copy to correspond exactly with the first, the first must be produced

and proved to have been compared with the original, or otherwise

there would be nothing to show that the second copy and the

original were identical. Such evidence would in fact be but the

shadow of a shade.

§ 653a, AVe have now discussed in full the four great rules

governing the production of testimony, which are : (i.) that the

evidence must correspond with the issue—a rule which has necessi-

tated as incidental to it the consideration of " variances" and of

"amendments;"— (ii.) that the evidence must be confined to the

point in issue
;

(iii.) that the burden of proof always lies upon the

party who substantially asserts the affirmative—a rule as sub-

sidiary to which the subjects of the "Right to Begin," and "Right

to Reply" have been necessarily considered— ; and (iv.) that the

best evidence must always be produced—the subjects of " Secon-

dary Evidence" being rendered admissible, (1) as to documents,

by means of "Notices to Produce," &c., and (2) as to oral evi-

dence by depositions, &c., having been treated of as arising out of,

and in connection with, this fourth rule.

§ 553b. The general rules governing the production of testimony

having been thus explained fully, we may now usefully pass on to

the next part of our subject, which will be to consider the parti-

cular kinds of evidence.

1 Liebmau v. Pooley, 1816 (Ld. Ellenborough) ; Everingham v. KoundeU,

1838.
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AMERICAN NOTES.

Best Evidence.— It is extremely doubtful whether any rule so
philosophical and general exists in the English law of evidence as
that *' the best evidence, of which the case in its nature is suscej)-

tible, should always be presented to the jury," if by this is meant
that other evidence is excluded. That it would be well as a
rule of indulgence that evidence should be admitted in all cases if

it is the best that the nature of the actual situation permits, for
example, hearsay statements of a deceased person, is a position in
favor of whicli much might be urged. But neither as a rule of
requirement or of indulgence, does the rule exist that the best
evidence of which the case is capable is to be given. It is quite
possible to trace in the development of the law of evidence both
the feeling, on the part of jiulges, that the best evidence must
be given and that evidence should be received, if, ex necessitate rei,

it is the best that can be offered. But neither policy has become
established into a rule.

During the close of the sixteenth and for the major part of the
seventeenth century, a formative period in the law of evidence,
the effort was persistently made to determine all exclusions and
admissions by this standard.

The earlier American cases, as might be expected, follow these
stages of development of the "best evidence" rule in England by
insisting on the rule in its wider scope.

So held that conviction of larceny could not be shown by parol
to impeach a witness even if the court records had been destroyed
by the burning of the court house, since it was the duty of "the

district attorney to send a certificate of the conviction to the Court
of Exchequer, and that certificate was "higher and better proof."
Hilts V. Colvin, 14 Johns. 182 (1817). So where an exemplified
copy of the judgment can be obtained, "neither the records them-
selves, nor minutes, should ever be received, when copies can be
obtained, unless tliere is some strong reason for dispensing Avith the
usual and appropriate evidence." Lowry v. Cady, 4 Vt. 504 (1832).
Such " strong reason " was considered to exist where the judgment
was in 1783 " in a new and frontier County Court at the close of
the revolutionary war, at a time and in a place where we may
presume the records were made and kept in a slovenly manner."
Walker v. Greenlee, 3 Hawkes, 281 (1824). The birth of de-
ceased cannot be proved by witnesses while the register of the
birth is not accounted for. Hartigan v. International, &c.. Society,
8 L. Can. Jur. 203 (1863), It will be observed that many of these
cases bear on the vexata quaestio of degrees in secondary evidence.

So the corollary of the "best evidence" rule— that the best
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evidence which it is possible to offer will be received— has been
laid down in broad terms. Thus the court of appeals of New
York: "It is a universal rule, founded in necessity, that the best
evidence of which the nature of the case admits is always receiv-
able." McKinnon r. Bliss, 21 N. Y. 200 (1860).

It is not surprising that survivals are found, even in recent
times.

On an indictment for larceny of a hog the son of the owner was
not allowed to testify that his father had not consented to the
taking. "The best evidence of non-consent was that of the owner
himself; and before secondary evidence as to that fact was admis-
sible a reason should have been shown satisfactorily accounting
for the non-production of the best evidence." Smith v. State,

13 Tex. App. 507 (1883). But the later development of the law
has rejected the "Best Evidence" rule in its sweeping form, both
as a rule of indulgence and as one of requirement.
The strict rules of evidence are relaxed on the ground of impos-

sibility of other proof than that excluded only in specified instances.
For example, "The rule excluding hearsay evidence applies with
full force notwithstanding no better evidence is to be found, and
though it be certain, if the account is rejected, that no other can
possibly be obtained." Reeves v. State, 7 Tex. App. 276 (1879).

Certainly there is at present no rule which requires, except in

certain specified cases, that weaker evidence cannot be received
where stronger is available. If a party, for any reason, presents
a case of inherent weakness, either on account of the nature of the
proof presented or because an unfavorable inference arises from
the apparent suppression of better evidence, probably no rule of
law is broken.

The official character of an individual may be shown by his
openly acting in that capacity as well as by production of a com-
mission or api)ointment. U. S. v. Reyburn, 6 Peters, 352, 367
(1832); Bank v. Daiidridge, 12 Wheat. 64, 70 (1827).

A promissory note may be used to prove a fact, though it is con-
tradicted by a recital in a deed. Magee v. Burch, 108 Mo. 336
(1891). Any person may state what the opposite party said on a
previous occasion in court, though the evidence has been taken
down by a stenographer, and no attempt is made to account for

failure to produce his notes, Brice v. Miller, 35 S. C. 537 (1891).
The defence that certain machines sold do not comply with a

warranty may be established by the results of certain tests made
by the vendor; though the defendants have themselves made no
attempts to put the machines into actual use. " It is obvious that
the well-known rule of law to which the learned judge who tried
the case called the attention of the jury has no just application
to the case on trial. Its purpose is to require parties to deal
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frankly with court and juries, to produce the best evidence in their

possession or control at the time of the trial, and if it appears dur-

ing the trial that the party has in his possession, or under his

control, evidence which is better in quality than that which is pro-

duced, it is the duty of the court to direct the jury, in effect, to dis-

regard the evidence produced, and to take into consideration the

attempted fraud." Baker, D. J., in U. S. Sugar Refinery v. E. P.

Allis Co. oG Fed. Rep. 78G (1893). "The testimony of the chemist

who has analyzed blood, and that of the observer who has merely

recognized it, belong to the same legal grade of evidence; and
though the one may be entitled to much greater weight than the

other with the jury, the exclusion of either would be illegal."

People V. Gonzalez, 35 N. Y. 49 (18GG).

So a witness can testify even if better witnesses could have been

produced. "One who can testify under any circumstances upon
the facts on which he is examined, may do so as well where his

superiors are to be found as where he knows as much as any other."

Elliott V. Van Buren, 33 Mich. 49 (1875). In the same way, on
an indictment for selling intoxicating liquor to a minor, the minor
was allowed to testify to his minority, though better evidence, in

the persons of his father and mother, was available, and an
instruction to the effect that such evidence was not "the best evi-

dence of which the case will admit " was held correctly refused.

"It is perhaps true that the evidence of the minor may not be so

satisfactory, as to the fact, as the evidence of the father or mother,

or some other person present at his birth — still, his statement on
oath as to his age, should be received and permitted to go to the

jury as evidence, to have such weight as it is entitled to have,

under the circumstances. ... It is true, it is a rule of evidence,

that, the best evidence of which the case, in its nature, is suscep-

tible, should be required. But still, when there is no substitution

of evidence, but only a selection of the weaker instead of the

stronger proofs, or an omission to supply all the proofs capable of

being produced, the rule is not infringed." State v. Cain, 9 W.
Va. 559, 5G9 (187G). Where a document from the comptroller's

office was produced, in the absence of the comptroller, by a witness

to whom he had left the keys of his office, it was objected that the

comptroller himself was the best evidence, and so that offered was
inadmissible. Held :— unsound. " The rule that the best evidence

in the party's power or possession shall be produced, does not apply
in tliis case, for that rule only applies to grades of evidence. Oral
evidence shall not be received when there is written , a copy when
the original can be had." Governor v. Roberts, 2 Hawks, 26 (1822).

The difficulties of applying the "best evidence" rule to the ex-

tent contended for are thus set out. "If the rule was, that the

most full and satisfactory evidence should be produced, it would
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follow that wliei-e it appeared tliere were others present, they
should also be produced, or where a person from his situation had
a better view of the transaction; one who had a less favourable

position should not be received, or where it appears that another

coiild give a more detailed account of the affair, one who could

not give so full a one should be excluded, although there may be

no doubt as to his knowledge of the facts to which he deposes."

Ibid.

To prove the incarceration of a prisoner the sheriff who took him
there is a competent witness, though the warden, keeping a record

of the terms, &c., of prisoners, would be a better one. "If the

marriage or birth of the prisoners had been wanted as introductory

to evidence of the crime charged, it would scarcely be argued that

a witness, who was present at the birth or nuirriage, was incompe-

tent to prove it, because a registry existed. In questions of iden-

tity, records and registries are not the best evidence, for after the

entries in them are received it is necessary to individuate the per-

sons mentioned, and this must be done by evidence dehors the doc-

ument." Howser v. Com. 51 Pa. St. 332 (18G5). Evidence is

admissible that a tumbler contained intoxicating liquor without

producing the liquor or accounting for its absence. Com. v. Welch,
142 Mass. 473 (1886). The condition of clothes may be described

though no reason is given for not producing them. To hold other-

wise would require real evidence in all cases where it would be

possible. Com. v. Pope, 103 Mass. 440 (1869). And yet it has

been held that testimony was admissible that certain parts of a

broken machine fitted each other, though the machine was present

in court and could have been examined by the jury. Congdon v.

Howe Scale Co., (^(^ Yt. 255 (1894).

In proving what was done in buying and selling oil through

agents at distant points under telegraphic orders, the principal is

a competent witness, though better evidence could very probably

be given by the agents who effected the transactions.

" In requiring the production of the best evidence applicable to

each particular fact, it is meant that no evidence shall be received

which is merely substitutionary in its nature, so long as the original

evidence can be had. The rule excludes only that evidence which
itself indicates the existence of more original sources of informa-

tion; but where there is no substitution of evidence, but only a

selection of weaker instead of stronger proofs, or an omission to

supply all the proofs capable of being produced, the rule is not

impinged." Western Union Tel. Co. v. Stevenson, 128 Pa. St.

442 (1889); Richardson v. Milburn, 17 Md. 67 (1860). "It may
be weaker than other evidence which might be attained, tending

to prove the same fact; but the mere selection of weaker, instead

of stronger proofs, Avill not justify the exclusion of the weaker,
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when it is, in its nature, primary and relevant." McCreary v.

Turk, 29 Ala. 244 (1856). To prove percolation, the plaintiff is

not called upon to go to the expense of an uncertain experiment

of ditching. Crozer v. New Chester Water Co., 148 Pa. St. 130

(1892).

Where the making of certain statements is in issue as the basis

of conduct, one who heard them may testify to them, although the

party who made them might himself have been called as a witness.

Badger v. Story, 16 N. H. 168 (1844); Weatherman v. Miller, 45

Pa. St. 96 (1863). Or the statements are in writing. State v.

Seymore (la.), 63 N. W. 661 (1895). The age of a person may
be shown by witnesses, though there is a record of the birth in a

family Bible. State v. Woods, 49 Kans. 237 (1892).

To the contrary effect, i.e., that a witness with inferior know-

ledge cannot be called, while a better witness is available, see

Parliman v. Young, 2 Dak. 175 (1879).

Substitutionary Evidence. — There seems no doubt, however,

that merely substitutionary evidence will be rejected, or, if received,

will be so counterbalanced by the inference of fraud caused by the

suppression of the superior evidence as to possess little, if any,

resultant of probative force. This proceeds upon the line of

thought embodied in the maxim, " Omnia contra sjjollatorem,"

and has been considered in that connection. See ante, p. 183'^

There seems but slight practical advantage in formulating the

*' best evidence " rule to cover the same ground already covered by

this presumption.

In Holmes v. Coryell, 58 Tex. 680 (1883) the court cite with

approval an extract from 1 Greenl. Evid. 82. " This rule does not

demand the greatest amount of evidence which can possibly be

given of any fact ; but its design is to prevent the introduction of

any which, from the nature of the case, supposes that better evi-

dence is in the possession of the party. ... In requiring the best

evidence applicable to each particular fact, it is meant that no

evidence shall be received which is merely substitutionary in its

nature, so long as the original evidence can be had. The rule only

excludes that evidence which itself indicates the existence of more

original sources of information."

On the principle of omnia contra, sjjoliatorem, the unfavorable

inference which arises from failure to produce witnesses who know
the entire facts, while putting forward those who know less, is both

logically and legally obvious. As the court say on an indictment

for keeping a gaming house, where several persons present at the

time of the raid were in attendance at the trial and not called as

witnesses, " Had there been any reply to be made to the inculpa-

tory evidence produced by the state, it was clearly in the power of

the accused to answer that evidence ; and his failure to do so,
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notwithstanding; his ample opportunity, could well be considered by

the jury as adding strength and force to the jjrinia facie case made
out by the state. He introduced other witnesses who did not know
the material facts, but carefully avoided introducing those who did

know them. 'Where a party being apprised of the evidence to be

adduced against him has the means of explanation or refutation in

his power if the charge or claim against him be unfounded, and does

not explain or refute that evidence, the strongest presumption arises

that the charge is true or the claim well-founded. It would be

contrary to all experience of human nature and conduct to come to

any other conclusion.' 1 Stark Evid. 545." Stevenson v. State,

83 Ga. 575 (1889).
" The jury may draw unfavorable inferences from a party's failure

to call witnesses who have knowledge of material facts." Wimer i'.

Smith, 22 Oreg. 469 (1892).
" Any failure to do this could hardly happen without some motive,

and in the absence of any other being shown, the almost irresistible

conclusion would be that he feared at least the witness would not

support his other testimony, and thus have the effect to create

more or less doubt and discredit of such party's case.*' Seward v.

Garlin, 33 Vt. 584 (1861) ; Whitney v. Bayley, 4 All. 173 (1862)

;

Baldwin v. Wliitcomb, 71 Mo. 651 (1880).

The modern objection to substitution lies in the bad faith to the

tribunal implied in suppressing better evidence while offering an

inferior quality, presumably less injurious to him who declines to

produce the more conclusive. " For if it appear from the very

nature of the transaction, that there is better evidence of the facts

proposed to be proved, which is withheld, a presumption arises that

the party has some secret and sinister motive for not producing the

best and most satisfactory evidence, and is conscious that if the

best were to be afforded, his object would be frustrated." Hart v.

Yunt, 1 Watts, 253 (1832).

Facts showing that the evidence is not substitutionary but that

some good excuse exists for not producing the better evidence,

are admissible, with the effect of admitting the evidence otherwise

excluded. Smith v. State, 13 Tex. App. 507 (1883) ; Mark v. Hast-

ings (Ala.), 13 So. Eep. 297 (1893) ; Crozer v. New Chester Water

Co. 148 Pa. St. 130 (1892).

What evidence is substitutionary depends upon the circumstances

of each particular case. It by no means follows because more con-

clusive evidence is possible that a party is withholding and suppress-

ing it because, if produced, it would injure his case. A reasonable

construction of the situation is adopted.

" The rules of evidence are adopted for practical purposes in the

administration of justice ; and although it is laid down in the books

as a general rule, that the best evidence the nature of the case will
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admit of, must be given; yet it is not understood that this rule
requires the strongest possible assurance of the matter in question."
Minor v. Tillotson, 7 Peters, 99 (1833). The existence of a judg-
ment cannot be shown by the parol statement of the creditor. It
'' implies that there is better evidence of its existence than mere
testimony can be." McNeill v. Donohue, 44 111. App. 42 (1891).
Wkitten Instruments.— The rule excluding substitutionary

evidence has its most rigid and invariable application where the
substitution attempted ^is that of secondary or inferior evidence of
the contents of a written instrument for the primary evidence of
the instrument itself. Probably the rule (and it was a most natural
beginning of the entire "best evidence" rule) concerned itself at
first with sealed instruments, and was connected with the rules regu-
lating 7;;Y>/f';-/', which required the actual production of the very in-
strument set up in the pleadings. The reasons requiring/^ro/er;^ and
the nature of the acceptable excuses are forcibly and quaintly set
forth by Lord Coke. " And therefore it appears, that it is dangerous
to suffer any who by the law in pleading ought to sliew the deed
itself to the court, upon the general issue to prove in evidence to a
jury by witnesses that there was such a deed, which they have heard
and read

;
or to prove it by a copy

; for the viciousness, rasures, or
interlineations, or other imperfections in these cases, will not appear
to the court

;
or peradventure the deed may be upon condition, limi-

tation, with power of revocation, and by this way truth and justice,
and the true reason of the common law would be subverted. But yet
in great and notorious extremities, as by casualty of fire, that all his
evidences were burned in his house, there if that should appear
to the Judges, they mcay, in favour of him who has so great a loss
by fire, suffer him upon the general issue to prove the deed in
evidence to the jury by witnesses, that affliction be not added to
affliction; and if the jury find it, although it be not shewed forthm evidence, it shall be good enough." Doctor Leyfield's Case, 10
Co. Eep. 88, 92 (1610).
The transition from the production of the document as a matter

of procedure to its use as evidence and the broadening of the rule
from sealed to written instruments probably proved easy.

Still, as late as 1797 the common law rule obtained in"New Jersey
that sealed instruments went with the jury to their consultation
room as of right, while other written documents went only by con-
sent or order of court. State r. Ptaymond, 53 X. J. 260 (1891).

_

Modern " Best Evidence " Eule.— At present the rule requir-
ing the best evidence is practically limited in scope to requiring
proof of the contents of a written instrument bv the primary
evidence of the instrument itself until a sufficient excuse has been
shown for allowing secondary evidence.

" The term ' best evidence ' is confined to cases where the law has
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divided testimony into primary and secondary. And there are no

degrees of evidence except where some document or other mstru-

me'nt exists, the contents of which should be proved by an original

rather than by other testimony which is open to danger of inaccu-

racy." Elliott r. Van Buren, 33 Mich. 49 (1875).

Even a certified copy of a deed is not admissible until the party

offering shows that the original is not in his possession or control.

Phenix', &c. Ins. Co. v. Merchants, &c. Assoc, 51 111. App. 479

(1893). . „ .

When it appears that the party offering evidence of an inferior

grade is not suppressing evidence, but is offering the best he has,

such proof is received. So where the minutes of a parish meeting

were never extended on the records of the parish, they may be

proved by parol. Wallace v. Townsend, 109 Mass. 263 (1872).

The preliminary inquiry when secondary evidence is offered of

the contents of a written document is whether the party offering it

is suppressing the primary evidence. Has he the original document

in his possession or control, and, if not, could he by reasonable care

and diligence have procured it ?

^'Before, therefore, testimony of an inferior grade is permitted to

be adduced, the court to whom the preliminary enquiry is addressed,

will require satisfactory proof, that better evidence is not voluntarily

withheld." Mordecai v. Beal, 8 Porter, 529 (1839); Morrison v.

Jackson, 35 S. C. 311 (1891).

The rule excludes even press copies. The originals must first be

accounted for. State v. Halstead, 73 la. 376 (1887) ;
Marsh v.

Hand, 35 Md. 123 (1871).
'•' A letterpress copy is not an original. It in no wise differs from

any other accurate copy than in the mode in which it is made
;
and

it can be used in the place of the original in no case where a proved

copy, made in another manner, would not be equally admissible."

'

King V. Worthington, 73 111. 161 (1874); Foot v. Bentley, 44 N. Y.

166^(1870); Watkins v. Paine, 57 Ga. 50 (1876).

The contention that such copies are always admissible is queried

in Gilbert r. Moline Plow Co., 119 U. S. 491 (188G). Press copies,

however, are admissible upon proof that the original letters were

duly sent by course of mail, and that the sendee has made diligent

and fruitless search for them. Powell v. Wallace, 44 Kans. 656

(1890).

The onus is on the party offering secondary evidence to

establish a satisfactory excuse. This he may do in one of three

ways, according as the original is (a) presumably in his own

possession, (l>) presumably in that of the adverse party, (c) presum-

ably in the hands of a third party.

Diligent Search.— (a) Own Fossession. If the document, when

last seen, was in his own possession or control, a party offering
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secondary evidence of the same must show diligent search in all

places where the document might fairly be expected to be, and

that such a search, pursued for a reasonable period, has been fruit-

less. Phillips V. Trowbridge Furniture Co., 86 Ga. 699 (1890);

Wing V. Abbott, 28 Me. 367 (1848) ; Perrin v. State, 81 Wis. 135

(1892) ; Sebree v. Dorr, 9 Wheat. 558 (1824) ; Hart v. Yunt, 1 Watts,

253 (1832) ; Susquehanna &c. Ins. Co. v. i\Iardorf, 152 Pa. St. 22

(1892) ; Koberts v. Dixon, 50 Kans. 436 (1893) ; Putnam v. Goodall,

31 N. H. 419 (1855) ; Danforth v. Tennessee, &c. E. E. 99 Ala. 331

(1892).

Where court papers were taken from the files, and traced through

several successive attorneys for the plaintiff to one who said that he

had never seen them, held that a sufficient basis had been laid for

the introduction by the plaintiff of secondary evidence. Carr v.

Miner, 42 111. 179 (1866).

Eeasonable diligence in search is the test applied. Where an

ancient deed was sought among the other similar papers of the

owner of the land, without effect and no other place of search ap-

peared, secondary evidence was admitted. " If any suspicion hangs
over the instrument, or that it is designedly withheld ; a more rigid

inquiry should be made into the reasons for its non-production.

But when there is no such suspicion, all that ought to be required

is reasonable diligence to obtain the original." Minor v. Tillotson,

7 Peters, 99 (1833). Where the written resolution of a board of

directors was not found, on due search, in the office of the recorder

of deeds, nor in that of the receiver or of the attorney for the

assignee, who had received the assets prior to the receiver, but

neither the secretary, president, or assignee of the company were
produced or their depositions taken, held, that no sufficient foun-

dation had been laid for the admission of secondary evidence.

Mullanphy Savings Bank v. Schott, 135 111. 655 (1891).

"It must be proven — that a diligent, unsuccessful search has
been made for it in all places where it is likely to be." Bascom v.

Toner, 5 Ind. App. 229 (1892) ; Darrow v. Pierce, 91 Mich. 63 (1892) ;

Smith V. Allen, 112 K. C. 223 (1893). " We agree that the rule of

law which requires the best evidence within the power or control of

the party to be produced should not be relaxed, and that the court

should be satisfied that the better evidence has not been wilfully

destroyed nor voluntarily withheld. But the rule on the subject

does not exact that the loss or destruction of the document of evi-

dence should be proved beyond all possibility of a mistake. It only
demands that a moral certainty should exist that the court has had
every opportunity for examining and deciding the cause upon the
best evidence within the power or ability of the litigant." U. S. v.

Sutter, 21 How. 170, 175 (1858); Eullraan v. Barr, 54 Kans. 643

(1895); Mark v. Hastings, 13 So. (Ala.) 297 (1893); Brooke v.
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Jordan, 14 Mont. 375 (1894), It is not sufficient tliat a present

court stenographer could not find the notes of a former stenographer.

Susquehanna Ins. Co. v. Mardorf, 152 Pa. St. 2'2 (1892).

Amount of Proof.— " The amount of evidence required to

prove the loss of a written instrument, for the purpose of admitting

secondary evidence of its contents, depends, in a great measure

upon the nature of the instrument and the circumstances of the

case. . . . Thus, it is obvious, that the same evidence ought not to

be required, to prove the loss of a promissory note, after the debt

had been paid, and the note taken up by the maker, as would be

requisite to establish the loss of a deed, under which a party claimed

title. For, it is not usual to preserve instruments of the former

character, after the debts which they represent have been paid
;

while title deeds are generally kept with care." Waller v. Eleventh

School District, 22 Conn. 32G (1853); Wiseman v. ZSTorthern Pac.

R. R., 20 Greg. 425 (1891).

Slight search will be sufficient for a subscription paper which had
become of no value, because the amount on which the obligation was
conditional had not been raised. " It might then be treated as mere
waste paper." Waller v. Eleventh School District, 22 Conn. 326

(1853).

Where the record of a judgment of a deceased justice of the

peace was lost, secondary evidence of its contents was not admissible

in the absence of evidence of inquiry among the family of the

deceased. Wing v. Abbott, 28 Me. 367 (1848). "To entitle a party

to give parol evidence of the contents of a paper alleged to be

lost, it is incumbent upon him to show that a diligent and careful

search was made at the proper places and by the proper persons,

and that it could not be found. It is not enough to give some evi-

dence of its loss, but he must give such evidence as will satisfy the

court that the proper foundation for the admission of secondary

evidence has been laid. Where a paper which the law requires to

be filed and kept by a public officer as part of the records or papers

of his office, is alleged to be lost, the court has a right to require,

before receiving parol evidence of its contents, that careful and dili-

gent search was made in the office, and by one so fully acquainted

with the office, records and papers as to make it probable that if

the paper was in the office he would find it.'' Howe v. Fleming,

123 Ind. 262 (1889).

A search at the Dead Letter Office will not be required in case of

a missing letter, in the absence of evidence that such a search would
probably be successful. Williams -v. Grey, 23 C. P. U. C. 561 (1874).

There must be proof ''that there has been diligent search and
inquiry made of the proper person and in the proper place for the

lost deed ; that the loss must be proved, if possible, by the person

in whose custody it was at the time of the loss, if such person be
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living ; and if dead, application should be made to his representatives

and search made among the documents of deceased." Trimble v.

Edwards, 84 Tex. 497 (1892); Tibbals v. Itfland, 10 Wash. 451

(1895).

If such search is not made among the effects of the deceased

possessor of the document, secondary evidence is inadmissible.

Adkins V. Galbraith (Tex. Civ. App.), 30 S. W. 291 (1895).

If such search is made, evidence of contents of a deed is admissi-

ble, "even in the absence of certificates showing the proper execution

of the original." Van Gunden v. Virginia Coal & Iron Co., 52
Fed. Rep. 838 (1892). "The courts have never attempted to define

the precise degree of diligence essential to be shown in the effort to

produce a written instrument in order to render admissible parol

evidence of its contents. But it would seem to be sufficient if the

party offering such proof has in good faith exhausted all the sources

and means of discovery which the nature of the case would suggest,

and which are accessible to him." Baldwin v. Burt, 43 Neb. 245

(1895).
*

Good Faith for the Court. — The degree of proof of good
faith in the search for the primary evidence is addressed to the

sound discretion of the court.

" What shall constitute this satisfactory proof, to authorize the

introduction of secondary evidence, cannot easily be reduced to any
fixed rule ; it is addressed to the discretion of the court, to be

governed by the circumstances of the case." Mordecai v. Beal, 8
Porter, 529 (1839) ; Morrison v. Jackson, 35 S. C. 311 (1891) ;

Gorgas v. Hertz, 150 Fa. St. 538 (1892) ; Bain v. Walsh, 85 Me. 108

(1892) ; Williams v. Grey, 23 C. F. U. C. 561 (1874) ; Stratton v.

Hawks, 43 Kans. 53S (1890); Elwell v. Mersick, 50 Conn. 272
(1882); Kleinmann v. Gieselmann, 114 Mo. 437 (1893); Martin v.

Bowie, 37 S. C. 102 (1892) ; Brooke v. Jordan, 14 Mont. 375 (1894).
"The finding of the presiding judge upon preliminary questions of

fact material to the competency of evidence at the trial are not open
to revision in this court." Stevens v. Miles, 142 Mass. 571 (1886).
The discretion of the trial court is final, unless it has been abused.

Howe V. Fleming, 123 Ind. 262 (1889). "His determination of the
fact cannot be reviewed here, unless the proof of loss was so clear

and conclusive that it was error of law to find against it." Kearney
V. Mayor &c. of New York, 92 N. Y. 617 (1883).

There seems to be an abuse in exercising this discretion when
secondary evidence is admitted of an instrument alleged to be lost

where the witness, in whose custody it has been, testifies that, after

an hour's search, he is unable to find it, but thinks it must be among
his papers, and that, by further search, he might possibly find it.

Wilburn v. State, 60 Ark. 141 (1895).
" Whether there was sufficient evidence of the loss of the assign-
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ment of which secondary evidence was admitted, was a question of

fact for the presiding judge. Unless his finding was based upon an

error of law, or upon evidence which, as matter of law, was insuffi-

cient to sustain the finding, it would not here be open to revision."

Smith V. Brown, 151 Mass. '338 (1890).

But wliile tiie preliminary inquiry necessary to the introduction

of secondary evidence is addressed to the discretion of tlie court,

yet all the evidence admitted is for the consideration of the jury.

"The admissibility of the evidence was a question for the court, but

its weight and effect, when taken in connection with other facts in

the case, was a question for tlie jury, and should be left to their

consideration and judgment.*' Graiiam v. Campbell, 5(j Ga. L'58

(187()).

What Instruments are Included. — Where the regulations of

a railroad company are printed in a book, which is not produced or

accounted for, parol evidence is not admissible. Louisville, &c. R. R.

V. Orr, 94 Ala. 602 (1891) ; Price v. Richmond, &c. R. R. 38 S. C.

199 (1892).

The rule applies to books of original entry, orders, drafts, &o.

McCrady v. Jones, 36 S. C. 136 (1891). To books of account, Rau
Mfg. Co. V. Townsend, 50 111. App. 558 (1893). To time books,

Dillon V. Howe, 98 Mich. 168 (1893). To the books of a bank, Roden
V. Brown (Ala.), 15 So. Rep. 598 (1894). To an ordinary message,

if contained in a written note. Combs v. Com. (Ky.), 25 So. West.

590 (1894).

The fact of a comjdaint to the assessors of taxes can only be

shown by their record and not by the testimony of one of their

number. State r. Central, &c. R. R. 17 Nev. 259 (1883).

Where dying declarations are reduced to writing they come under

the application of the rule. Boulden v. State, 102 Ala. 78 (1893).

The rule under consideration applies to ancient documents e(pially

with others. McReynolds v. Longenberger, 57 Pa. St. 13 (1868).

So as to documents refreshing memory. Dillon v. Howe, 98 ^lich.

168 (1893).

So to the heading of a hotel register. Grauley v. Jermyn, 163 Pa.

St. 501 (1894). And to proof of a foreign law. Ennis v. Smith,

14 How. 400, 426 (1852).

So of entries in corporation books and papers. Mandel v. Swan
Land Co., 154 111. 177 (1895).

If the authority to draw a bill of exchange is itself in writing, it

must be produced. Tensley v. Penniman, 83 Tex. 54 (1892).

A certified copy of a registered deed is not admissible until notice

has been given the grantee to produce the original. Com. v. Emery,

2 Gray, 80 (1854), But a plaintiff who has never had the original

deeds in her possession may introduce such a copy. Be Assignment
of Rea, 82 la. 231 (1891).
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Whether the original is in the possession or control of the party

offering a copy is a question for the court. Bell v. Kendrick, 25 Fla.

778 (lfc89).

Deukeks in Secondary Evidence. —The rule requiring proof

of a written instrument by the production of the instrument itself,

practically the solitary survival of a once sweeping "best evidence"

rule, retains in many jurisdictions much of the old-time strictness

of t'lie original. It is required that even when secondary evidence

is admissible an inferior degree or grade of secondary evidence shall

not be received while it is in the power of the party to present a

higher gratle of this secondary proof.

Suchis the requirement in the courts of the United States.

Where the original record of a judgment and a certified copy

of the same had both been destroyed by tire, a certified copy of this

first copy was held admissible. "The principle established by

this court as to secondary evidence in cases like this is, that it

must be the best the party has it in his power to produce. The

rule is to be so applied as to promote the ends of justice and guard

against fraud, surprise and imposition. . . . This court has not

yet gone the length of the English adjudications, which hold,

without qualification, that there are no degrees in secondary

evidence." Cornett v. Williams, 20 Wall. 22G, 246 (1873). But in

Renner v. Bank, 9 Wheat. 581 (1824) it was held that in proving a

lost note a notarial copy was not required,— "it not being neces-

sary that a promissory note should be protested." Ibid.
;
Stebbins v.

Duncan, 108 U. S. 32, 43 (1882). Apparently the courts of Georgia

adopt a similar view. Where a blank form of a bill of sale of

furniture on the instalment plan was offered with evidence that the

contract between the parties was made by filling out a similar blank,

the evidence was rejected. "The proper foundation was not laid

for the introduction of this paper. One of the originals which had

been executed should have been introduced, if obtainable. If none

could be obtained from the original parties, or a certified copy of

the same from the record, in case they had been recorded, then,

perhaps, the paper presented might have been admissible." Phillips

V. Trowbridge Furniture Co., 86 Ga. 699 (1890).

So in Louisiana, where record of a copy of a marriage contract

was admitted although neither the absence of the original was

accounted for or any evidence offered that a copy of the original

could not be procured, the judgment was reversed. " The objection

embodied an elementary principle found in every work on evidence,

and so completely consecrated by established jurisprudence as to

dispense with any citation of authorities to support it." Mercier v.

Harnan, 39 La. Ann. 94 (1887).

So in Arkansas, Steward v. Scott, 57 Ark. 153 (1893) ; and Cali-

fornia, Ford V. Cunningham, 87 Cal. 209 (1890).
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A modified insistance on degrees in secondary proof prevails in

Alabama. '' While the doctrine, that there are no degrees in second-

ary evidence has not prevailed to its fullest extent, in this State, we
are not prepared to adopt a stringent extension of the rule, which

excludes all secondary, until the absence of the primary evidence is

accounted for, to secondary evidence. Where the secondary evi-

dence offered, ex natura rel, supposes a higher degree of secondary

evidence, the best should be produced. 'But, where there is no

ground for legal presumption that better secondary evidence exists,

any proof is received, which is not inadmissible by other rules of

law, unless the objecting party can show that better evidence was
previously known to the other, and might have been produced; thus

subjecting him, by positive proof, to the same imputation of fraud,

which the law itself presumes when primary evidence is withheld.'

When a certified or examined copy of a paper required to be recorded,

or a letter-press copy of a writing, is shown to be in existence, it is

better evidence than the memoriter statements of a witness, and
its production should be demanded." Jaques v. Horton, 76 Ala.

238 (1884).
" We confess that the Amerrcan rule appears to us more reason-

able than the English ; and we see great propriety, if there was an
examined copy of an instrument in the possession of a party, in

refusing to allow him to prove it by the uncertain memory of wit-

nesses. A copy of a letter, taken by a copying press would unques-

tionably be better evidence of the original than the recollection of

its contents by a witness ; and the same reasons which would require

the production of the original, if in the control of the party, would

operate in favor of the production of the fac-simile, or of the

examined copy. But, in all these cases, the strength of the proposi-

tion consists in the fact, that there is secondary evidence, in its

nature and character better than that which the party offers, and
that it is in his power to produce it. He certainly must be allowed

to show, that what appears to be secondary evidence of a higher

degree is not so in fact. In other words, he would be allowed to

show that the paper, which purported to be a copy, was not in fact

and in truth one." Harvey v. Thorp, 28 Ala. 250 (1856).

The courts of Georgia insist upon the existence of degrees in

secondary evidence. " There are degrees in secondary evidence, and

the best should always be produced. ... A sworn copy should

always be received in preference to verbal testimony, to prove the

contents of a written contract." Williams v. Waters, 36 Ga. 454

(1867).

The rule is the same in Illinois. It appearing probable that there

is in existence a copy of a lost will, parol evidence of contents is

not admissible until the non-production of the copy is accounted for.

Illinois, &c. Co. v. Bonner, 75 111. 315 (1874).
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The rule is the same in Pennsylvania. Parol evidence of the

contents of a letter is not admissible while a facsimile (in a letter-

press copying book) is not produced or accounted for. Stevenson i\

Hoy, 43 Pa. St. 191 (1862).

The courts of Minnesota do not apply the rule that there are

degrees in secondary evidence to cases where " the nature of the

case does not of itself disclose the existence of such better evi-

dence." Minneapolis Times Co. v. Ximocks, 53 Minn. 381 (1893).

On the contrary, it is held in many states that, when the sources

of original evidence are exhausted, the contents of the instrument

in question may be proved by any competent evidence.

Among these states is Massachusetts. "When the source of

original evidence is exhausted, and resort is properly had to second-

ary proof, the contents of private writings may be proved like any

other fact, by indirect evidence. The admissibility of evidence

offered for this purpose must depend upon its legitimate tendency

to prove the facts sought to be proved, and not upon the compara-

tive weight or value of one or another form of proof." Goodrich v.

Weston, 102 Mass. 362 (1869). " If there are several sources of

information of the same fact, it is not ordinarily necessary to show

that all have been exhausted before secondary evidence can be

resorted to." Smith i: Brown, 151 Mass. 338 (1890). Maine fol-

lows the same rule. Xason v. Jordan, 62 Me. 480 (1873).

The rule in Indiana is the same. "There are no degrees, as a

general rule, in secondary evidence." Carpenter v. Dame, 10 Ind.

125 (1858).

And ISlew York. A copy of a letterpress copy is admissible after

notice to the other side, in whose possession it is, to produce the

original letter. Robertson v. Lynch, 18 Johns. 451 (1821).

In New Jersey. Ketcham v. Brooks, 27 N. J. Eq. 347 (1876).

In Connecticut. " The rule that a copy of a copy is not evidence,

properly applies to cases where the original is still in existence and

capable of being compared with it; or where it is the copy of a

copy of a record, the record being still in existence, and being by

law as high evidence as the original. The reason of the rule is the

same in both cases, the copy offered is two removes from the original.

But it is quite a different question where the original is lost, and the

record is not deemed in law as high as the original." Cameron v.

Peek, 37 Conn. 555 (1871).

Telegrams. — Secondary Evidence. — The single point of

difference, so far as relates to primary and secondary proof of con-

tents, between telegrams and other written instruments, lies in the

fact that there are frequently two written instruments in each trans-

mission of intelligence ; — viz., the document delivered to the

transmitting office and that delivered to the sendee by the receiving

office. Which of these two instruments is the original document
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within the meaning of the rule under consideration is, under the

weight of authority, determined by the rules governing the law of

agency.
" When the sender of a telegraphic message takes the initiative,

the message, as delivered, may, as between him and the person to

whom it is sent, be treated as the original, in the absence of evi-

dence to show mistake in the transmission of it." Nickerson v.

Spindell, 164 Mass. 25 (1895); Saveland v. Green, 40 Wis. 431

(1876); Durkee v. Vermont Central R. R., 29 Vt. 127 (1856) ;
Mor-

gan V. People, 59 111. 58 (1871) ; Anheuser-Busch Brewing Asso-

ciation V. Hutmacher, 127 111. 652 (1889) ; Western Union Telegraph

Co. V. Shotter, 71 Ga. 760 (1883) ; Wilson v. Minneapolis, &c. R. R.

31 Minn. 481 (1884) ; Morgan v. People, 59 111. 58 (1871) ; Magie v.

Herman, 50 Minn. 424 (1892).

To the contrary effect, that the original in all cases is the message

delivered at the transmitting office, see Matteson v. Noyes, 25 111.

591 (1861) ; Williams v. Brickell, 37 Miss. 682 (1859).

It is necessary in some way to show that "'the alleged sender did

actually send or authorize to be sent the dispatches in question."

Oregon Steamship Co. v. Otis, 100 N. Y. 446 (1885).

This evidence may frequently be found in the telegram, signed by

the party himself or his agent, i. e., the copy delivered to the com-

pany. Ibid. Smith v. Easton, 54 Md. 138 (1880).

For the rule to apply at all, it is essential to show that the tele-

grams were in writing instead of being delivered orally, many

telegrams being communicated to the transmitting office in that

way. Terre Haute, &c. R. R. v. Stockwell, 118 Ind. 98 (1888). ''In

proving a contract entered into in such a manner, it would, I appre-

hend, be necessary to produce the original communications with the

proper signatures of the parties, and the transmission over the wires

might then be admitted as the means of informing them of the

proposition on one side and the acceptance on the other." King-

home V. Montreal Telegraph Co., 18 Q. B. U. C. 60, 71 (1859).

Where the person who afterwards becomes the sendee of a tele-

gram, requests an answer by telegraph, the telegraph company

iiecomes the agent of the sendee, and the original is the message as

delivered to the telegraph company at the transmitting office. " But

where the party to whom the communication is made is to take the

risk of transmission, the message delivered to the operator is the

original, and that is to be produced, or the nearest approach to it by

way of copy or otherwise." Durkee v. Vermont Central R. R. 29

Vt. 127 (1856) ; Smith v. Easton, 54 Md. 138 (1880).

The rules governing the admission of secondary evidence in the

case of telegrams are the same as obtain in connection with other

written instruments. Saveland v. Green, 40 Wis. 431 (1876);

Western Union Telegraph Co. v. Collins, 45 Kan. 88 (1890)

;
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Prather r. Wilkens, 68 Tex. 187 (1887); Howley v, Whipple, 48

N. H. 487 (1869) ; State v. Hopkins, 50 Vt. 316 (1877) ; Lindauer v.

Meyberg, 27 Mo. App. 181 (1887) ; Western Union Telegraph Co.

V. Cline, 8 Inch App. 364 (1893).

There is no question that a teJejjhone message may be proved by
the oral evidence of the sendee. Wilson v. Minneapolis, &c. II. R.

31 Minn. 481 (1884).

When parol evidence is admissible as to the contents of a written

instrument it is naturally confined to such portions of the instru-

ment as would be relevant if the instrument itself were produced.

It is no objection to the competency of a witness that he cannot

state the immaterial portion of a letter. IMcGibbon v. Burpee, 25
New Bruns. 81 (1885).

Admissions as Proof of Contents.— Whether an admission

by a party otherwise entitled to insist upon primary proof of con-

tents by production of the original, regarding the contents of a

written instrument is such a levamen probatlonis as to dispense with
the proof of such contents is in dispute.

That an admission does have that effect, see Wolf v. Lachman
(Tex. Civ. App.), 20 S. West. 867 (1892); Loomis v. Wadhams, 8

Gray, 557 (1857) ; Hoefling v. Hambleton, 84 Tex. 517 (1892)

;

Morey v. Hoyt, 62 Conn. 542 (1893).

So of the contents of a telegram, as admitted by the sender.

Williams v. Brickell, 37 Miss. 682 (1859).

To the contrary, see Welland Canal Co. v. Hathaway, 8 Wend, 480

(1832). " The admissions of a party are competent evidence against

himself only in cases where parol evidence would be admissible to

establish the same facts, or in other words, where there is not, in

the judgment of the law, higher and better evidence in existence to

be produced." Jbld.

Production of written receipts is not excused by the fact that a
third party has made a memorandum of them to the accuracy of which
the party demanding primary proof has assented. Hart v. Yunt, 1
Watts, 253 (1832).

In jSTew Jersey the rule prevails that while an ordinary admission
does not have the effect of relieving the adverse party from the
necessity of proving the contents of a written instrument, a "formal
and solemn" admission has been '-'ever regarded as intrinsically

possessing all the force of primary evidence." Cumberland, &c.
Ins. Co. V. Giltinan, 48 N. J. Law, 495 (1886).
The rule requiring primary evidence of contents is not dispensed

with in favor of a holder in a suit against the maker on a promissory
note by the fact that under a statute the defendant is not entitled to

dispute his signature, having filed no affidavit to that effect. Seebree
V. Dorr, 9 Wheat. 558 (1824).

{h) Papers in Adverse Possession. — If the original document
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is ill the possession of the advei'se party, his faihive to produce it,

upon being seasonably requested so to do, will be regarded as suffi-

cient proof that the party is not suppressing evidence to let in

secondary evidence of contents. Steed r. Knowles, 97 Ala. 573

(1892) ; Roberts i\ Uixon, 50 Ivans. 436 (1893); Coffman r. Niagara

&c. Ins. Co., 57 Mo. Ap. 647 (1S94) ; Morse r. Woodworth, 155 Mass.

233, 248 (1892). Or to his attorney. Den r. M' Allister, 7 N. J. Law,

46, 53 (1823). This is sufficient even where there was no evidence

that the original had never been in the hands of the defendant, but

was traced into the hands of his attorney through his connection

with another case. Ibid. " But such notice may be dispensed with

upon proof that such party has said that such writing has been lost

or destroyed. . . . The law nowhere requires the doing of an

obviously nugatory and unavailing act." Barmby r. I'hunnier, 29

Neb. 64 (1890) ; U. S. v. Britton, 2 Mason, 464 (1822).

So where from the nature of the action the defendant has notice

that the plaintiff intends to charge him with the possession of a

written instrument, e. r/., a notice in writing, formal notice to pro-

duce is not required. Railway Co. r. Cronin, 38 Oh. St. 122 (1882) ;

Howell V. Huyck, 2 Abb. App. Cases, 423 (1867).

In a criminal case, where an original instrument is in the posses-

sion of the accused, apparently notice to produce is excused. The
court will not compel him to furnish evidence against himself.

State V. Gurnee, 14 Kans. Ill (1874). See also Dunbar v. U. S., 156

U. S. 185 (1894).

An admission by the defendant that he wrote a letter which he

refuses to produce on notice is sufficient to admit secondary evi-

dence of its contents. Dunbar v. U. S., 156 U. S. 185 (1894).

Where the defendant puts in part of a letter which he has

received from the plaintiff, but which the plaintiff claims is muti-

lated, the plaintiff can give parol evidence of the mutilated portion

without a notice to produce given to the defendant. Robinson v.

Cutter, 163 Mass. 377 (1895).

A seasonable notice must be given. A notice given on the same
day as the copy was received in evidence, the opposite attorneys dis-

claiming any knowledge of the original, has been held insufficient.

Pitt V. Emmons, 92 :\Iich. 542 (1892).

So a notice to attorneys to produce papers which are in a distant

state must be sufficiently extended to permit the originals to be

found and produced if secondary evidence is to be received. Dade
V. .^tna Ins. Co., 54 INIinn. 336"'(1893).

Less extended notice may be sufficient where the party in whose

possession they are, in view of their relation to the case or their

use in former hearings, has reason to expect that the originals will

be called for. Battaglia r. Thomas, 5 Tex. Civ. App. 563 (1893).

If the instrument is within the control of a party it is the same
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thing as if in his possession. '• If a party has the legal right to the

possession of a document, in a legal sense it is within his control,

though he may have left it with an agent or other person, from

whom he has a right to receive it by demanding its possession.''

Wilson V. Wright, 8 Utah, 215 (1892).

Where the defendant, on being requested to produce certain

written receipts, excuses their non-production by claiming that a

third party refuses to surrender them, he cannot afterwards intro-

duce parol evidence of their contents if the judge finds that, in

point of fact, the defendant has attempted to suppress the written

receipts. " A party who has suppressed a written document, and

refused to produce it upon notice, and so compelled the adverse

party to resort to secondary evidence thereof, is not afterwards

entitled to offer proof of its contents." Gage v. Campbell, 131

Mass. mf^ (1881).

Mere failure to produce a written document on notice, where a

reasonable excuse exists, will not prevent the party on whom the

demand was made from proving its contents by secondary evidence.

Spears v. Lawrence, 10 Wash. 368 (1894).

{c) Possession in a Stranger.— I: the document itself is pre-

sumably in the possession of a third party, reasonable efforts to

procure his attendance as a witness, with the document, will be

required in order to admit secondary evidence of contents. Greer

V. Richardson Drug Co., 1 Tex. Civ. App. 634 (1892).

Where the document is in the hands of a third person outside the

reach of the process of the court, production is excused. Cabot v.

Given, 45 Me. 144 (1858): Mordecai v. Beal, 8 Porter. 529, 536

(1839); Pensecola R. R. t-. Schaffer, 76 Ala. 233 (1884); Beattie u.

Hilliard, 55 N. H. 428 (1875); Missouri, &c. R. R. v. Gernan, 84

Tex. 141 (1892); Barton v. Driggs, 20 Wall. 125 (1873); Gordon v.

Searing, 8 Cal. 49 (1857); Zellerbach v. Allenberg, 99 Cal. 57

(1893) ; Brown v. Wood, 19 Mo. 475 (1854) ; Shepard v. Giddings,

22 Conn. 282 (1853) ; Ralph v. Brown, 3 W. & S. 395 (1842). When

the residence of the holders of an instrument is beyond the jurisdic-

tion of the court, the instrument is presumably out of the jurisdiction.

Manning v. Maroney, 87 Ala. 563 (1888).

But see Mullanphy Savings Bank v. Schott, 135 111. 655 (1891).

where, upon the original paper being traced into the probable

possession of persons outside the jurisdiction, the court suggest that

" Although all three were either non-residents or out of the state at

the time of the hearing, yet no reason is perceived why their testi-

mony could not have been taken." " It has repeatedly been held

that the person last known to have been in possession of the paper

must be examined as a witness, to prove its loss, and that even if he

is out of the State, his deposition must be procured if practicable, or

some good excuse given for not doing so." Kearney v. Mayor, &e.,
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92 N. Y. 617 (1883). ''Tlie law i)rovi(los an easy and simple

method of taking the deposition of a witness residing out of the

state, and his deposition should have been taken, or some proper

effort made to obtain it. The fact that the person to whose posses-

sion the paper was traced resided out of the state, did not excuse

defendant from a diligent effort to procure it." Wiseman r. North-

ern Pacific K. R., 20 Greg. 425 (1891) ; Wood v. Cullen, 13 Minn.

391 (1868) ; McGregor t\ Montgomery, 4 Pa. St. 237 (1846) ;
Porter

V. Hale, 23 Can. Sup. 265 (1894).

But if the party having the custody of the original is out of the

state, and on being asked to give a deposition refuses in the interest

of the opposite party to surrender the original, secondary evidence

is competent. Thomson-Houston Electric Co. v. Palmer, 52 Minn.

174 (1893).

If an original deed is in a foreign court, which declines to permit

its removal, a copy is admissible. Ovvers v. Olathe Co. (Colo.), 39

Pac. Rep. 980 (1895).

The suggestion that parol evidence is substitutionary and offered

in bad faith instead of written evidence, and to avoid its effect, pre-

sents itself in a most incisive form when it appears that the original

has been voluntarily and intentionally destroyed by the party offer-

ing the parol evidence. Under such circumstances the party is not

allowed to offer secondary evidence. Pagley v. Mc^Mickle, 9 Cal.

430 (1858) ; Count Joannes v. Bennett, 5 All. 169 (18G2) -, Rudolph

V. Lane, 57 Ind. 115 (1877).

So where original documents are destroyed by the plaintiff after

the commencement of the suit. Baldwin v. Threlkeld, 8 Ind. App.

312 (1893).

Where the destruction is by accident or in good faith, parol

evidence of contents is competent. Pollock v. Willcox, 68 N. C. 46

(1878) ; Steele v. Lord, 70 X. Y. 280 (1877). But the party destroy-

ing must repel every inference of a fraudulent design in its destruc-

tio°n. Blake v. Fash. 44 111. 302 (1867).

Mere negligence is not fatal to the right to introduce secondary

evidence. Rodgers v. Crook, 97 Ala. 722 (1892).

The rule requiring the contents of a written instrument to be

proved by the production of the instrument itself, does not apply

when the only fact to be proved is that of the execution of the-

instrument. "Here the suit was not on the paper : its contents had

nothing to do with the case." Shocnberger v. Hackman, 37 Pa. St.

87 (1860). "The rule that excludes secondary evidence in aeon-

test with primary, does not mean that everything is secondary which

is not of the highest grade of proof, but only that which discloses

the existence of other evidence, the non-production of which may

be supposed to be on the ground that if produced would work

against the party offering it." Ibid. So wherever the effort is to
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prove the existence of a fact which may be shown by a writing,

parol evidence of the same fact is not rejected. For example, '' If

a person acts notoriously as cashier of a bank, and is recognised by

the directors, or by the corporation, as an existing officer, a regular

appointment will be presumed: and his acts, as cashier, will bind the

corporation, althougli no written proof is or can be adduced of his

appointment." Bank of United States v. Dandridge, 12 Wheat. 64. 70

(1827). So where it is sought to prove, not the contents of certain

depositions, but simjdy the fact that they were properly taken and

used in a previous suit between the same parties touching the same

subject-matter, this may be done by parol. Ayers v. Chisum, 3 New
Mex. 52 (1884). In a case involving the foreclosure of a mortgage

by notices posted,. objection was made to evidence of the posting of

these notices on the ground that they were in writing and should have

been produced. Held otherwise. "The rule requiring the produc-

tion of the writing itself as the best evidence does not extend to

mere notices or to matters collateral." McMillan v. Baxley, 112

N. C. 578 (1893). So the substantive fact that proofs of loss had

been made and delivered under an insurance policy may be proved

by parol. "The thing to be proved, therefore, was not what was
contained in the written proofs of loss but the fact that such written

proofs of loss had been furnished to the company within the pre-

scribed time." Pelzer Mfg. Co. v. Sun Fire Office, 36 S. C. 213

(1891). A witness may state that he had a mortgage, began, a suit

to foreclose it, and took a deed of the same property, although the

record could also be used to prove them. File v. Springel, 132 Ind.

312 (1892). A witness may testify that he received orders from the

Post Office Department to demand certain things of a defaulter,

though these orders were in Avriting. " The question did not call

for the contents of the orders." Alexander v. U. S., 57 Fed. Eep.

828 (1893). So evidence is admissible that a defendant applied in

writing for a goveimment liquor license, though the application is

not produced. State v. McGill, 65 Vt. 604 (1893). In an action

against a railroad company for failure to carry a theatrical company
to their destination on time, the plaintiff may testify that he was to

receive 75 per cent, of the box receipts, though the agreement estab-

lishing this share was in writing. Foster v. Cleveland, &c. E, E.,

56 Fed. Eep. 434 (1893).

On an action for failure to deliver a telegraph message, parol evi-

dence of the contents of the message as delivered and received is

admissible. " That a certain message was delivered for transmission

was a substantive fact necessary to be proved, and the rule is, that

when parol evidence is as near the fact testified to as the written,

then each is primary." Western Union Telegraph Co. v. Cline, 8

Ind. App. 364 (1893).

In refusing to apply the best evidence rule so as to exclude parol
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evidence that A was not mentioned in a certain will not directly

involved in the case itself, the Supreme Court of Alabama say :

" The question was not one directly raised by the issue in the cause,

but came up incidentally. In such case, the rule requiring the

highest and best evidence the nature of the question admits of does

no't apply." Bulger v. lioss, 98 Ala. 2G7 (181)2)-

A party may testify to the payment of money though a receipt

was taken at the same time. Davis v. Htate, 92 Tenn. 634 (1893).

In an action on an account for rent or use and occupation, the

plaintiff can recover on proof of an admission that the account is

correct and due notwithstanding the defendant has taken a written

lease of the premises from the plaintiff, and this lease is neither

produced nor any attempt made to account for it. Burch v. Ilarrell,

93 Ga. 719 (1894).

Parol proof of the identity and character of an instrument not

produced will be admitted. The " best evidence " rule applies only

to proof of contents. Morrison v. Jackson, 35 S. C. 311 (1891).

On a complaint brought under the laws regulating the sale of intoxi-

cating liquor, evidence is competent as to what was written on

labels attached to jugs and decanters in the defendant's shop, with-

out producing them, or accounting for their not being produced.

"The labels on the jugs do not come within any class of written

instruments, the contents of which cannot be proved without pro-

ducing the original paper or document, or accounting for its loss or

unavoidable absence." Com. v. Blood, 11 Gray, 74 (1858).

Scope of "Rule. — The rule requiring production of the primary

evidence of the contents of a written instrument applies only when

the instrument in question is admissible itself because relevant to

the issue. It does not extend to the use of written instruments in

incidental or collateral matters. " This rule has never been under-

stood to extend to matters aside from the issue and merely inci-

dental to the trial. Thus, the interest of a witness, and similar

concerns, could always be shown without the production of the

document by force -of which such interest had been acquired."

Cumberland, &c. Ins. Co. v. Giltinan, 48 N. J. Law, 495 (1886).

"The general rule has no application where the written instrument

is merely collateral to the issue; as where the parol evidence relates

to matters distinct from the instrument of writing, although the

same fact could be proved or disproved by the writing." Coonrod v.

T^ladden, 126 Ind. 197 (1890) ; Schoenberger v. Hackman, 37 Pa. St.

87 (1860).

But it has been held that a witness cannot be questioned about a

copy of a statement until the non-production of the original is

accounted for. Glen Brick Co. v. Shackell, 14 Low. Can. Jur. 238

(1870). Or allowed to refresh his memory by a copy of a deed until

the original has been accounted for. Jones v. Jones, 94 IS". C. Ill

(1886).
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Parol evidence of contents cannot be given until proof is offered

that the original, if itself produced, wouldbe competent. The con-

tents of a letter supposed to have been written by the prosecuting

^v'itness in a bastardy complaint cannot be proved until some evi-

dence is adduced that she wrote the letter itself. Stevens v. State,

r)0 Kans. 712 (1893). A lease cannot be proved by parol until the

subscribing witness is produced. Hughes r. Southern Warehouse

Co., 91 Ala. 613 (1891).

In case of parol proof of the contents of a lost will
;

" Unless

the whole can be proved, his intention will not be effectuated, and

therefore no part of the will can be established." Davis v. Sigour-

ney, 8 Mete. 487 (1844). But that a certain instrument is a copy

of a will and that the will was properly executed may be proved by

parol. Keagle v. Pessell, 91 Mich. 618 (1892).

The rule above stated does not extend so far as to forbid other

evidence of the fact which the written instrument would establish.

Consaul v. Sheldon, 35 Neb. 247 (1892). So where a certain sum

of money was paid and a receipt taken therefor, the evidence of a

witness who saw the sum of money paid is competent, even if the

same witness would not be allowed, until a suitable foundation was

laid to state the contents of the receipt. " The difference between

the two principles consists in this : The payment of the money was

a fact testified to independent of tlie receipt, and was capable of

parol proof. But when the witness went further and stated that he

saw a receipt for the money signed, he undertook to give the con-

tents of the receipt, and the receipt itself was the better evidence."

Steed V. Knowles, 97 Ala. 573 (1892) ; Hyde v. Shank, 93 Mich. 535

(1892). Ownership in a vessel may be shown by acts of ownership

ecpially well as by the ship's register. Stearns v. Uoe, 12 Gray, 482

(1859). A horse-car conductor may testify to the number of his

passengers on a particular trip though his slip is not produced.

Wynn". City, &c. Fv. R. 91 Ga. 344 (1893).

But see also Coder v. Stotts, 51 Kans. 382 (1893).

The rule does not apply where a written document is used to

" test the temper and credibility of the witness." Klein v. Eussell,

19 Wall. 433, 439, 464 (1873).

A photographic copy will not excuse failure to produce the

original. Maclean v. Scripps, 52 Mich. 214 (1853).

Duplicates. — The rule also does not apply to the case of dupli-

cate originals. In such case, each of the duplicates is admissible,

not as a copy but as an original. Gardner v. Eberhart, 82 111. 316

(IS^S)- ^ , ^1

There is no obligation to account for the absence of the othei-

duplicates or any of them. Cleveland, &c. R. R. v. Perkins, 17'

Mich. 296 (1868). .

Where two letters are written at the same time, one being retained
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and the other sent, the one retained is not a copy but a (lui'licate

original, and is admissible without notice to produce the other

original. Hubbard r. llussell, -J4 Harb. 404 (1JS57).

When a i)aper is made out in duplicate and one of the originals is

lost and the other in the hands of the person accused of a criminal

offence, a copy is admissible, as the court cannot compel the prisoner

to put in the other original against himself. State /•. (Jurnce, 14

Kans. Ill (1874).

So where a bill of lading was executed in duplicate, the plaintiff,

to prove the contents by secondary evidence, must satisfactorily

account for the non-production of both originals. When the plain-

tiff introduces parol proof of contents, the defendant may rebut

the proof by evidence of a similar nature. Dyer v. Fredericks, G3

Me. 173, 592 (1874).

Proof of Coxtknts. — The parol evidence of contents must be

confined to an attempt to state the language contained in the written

instrument. P>idence is not competent of the previous conversation

of the parties in relation to what they ])roposed to agree in the

writing to be drawn up. liichardson r. Kobbins, 124 Mass. 105

(1878).

The language itself is to be given and not evidence as to what

the witnesses understood were the propositions made and accepted

in the written instrument. Elwell r. Walker, 52 la. 25G (1879) ;

Burr r. Kase, 1G8 ^a. St. SI (1895).

A photographic reproduction of the original is admissible as

secondary evidence. It is merely a coi)y and whether a facsimile

or not is a question of fact for the jury. Eborn /•. Zimpelman, 47

Tex. 503 (1877).

Depositions. — The law relating to depositions is so largely

statutory and so varying in the different states that it appears hardly

to admit of profitable attempts at classification.



PART III.

PAETICULAE KINDS OF EVIDENCE.

CHAPTER I.

EVIDENCE ADDRESSED TO THE SENSES.

§ 554. The first degree of evidence, and that which, though

open to error and misconception, is obviously most satisfactory to

the mind, is afforded by our own senses.^ " Believe half what you

yourself see, and a twentieth part of what you hear from others," is

a maxim, founded in the main upon the experience of life, marking

the vast distinction that obtains between a knowledge of facts

derived from actual perception, and the belief of the existence of

facts resting on information. In judicial proceedings, the judge

or jury can seldom act entirely upon evidence of this description.^

In a vast number of instances, however, especially where the fact

in dispute is sought to be proved by circumstantial evidence, the

verdict will rest materially upon matter submitted to the ocular

inspection of the jury.

§ 555. Indeed, in all cases in which the guilt or innocence of a

* " Segnius irritant animos demissa per aurem,
Quam quse sunt oculis subjecta tidelibus, et quae

Ipse sibi tradit spectator."—HoR. Ars Poet 1. 180.

So, also, in Shakespeare's " Eape of Lucrece," we read,

—

'

' To see sad sights moves more than hear them told,

For then the eye interprets to the ear."

* Though, when pregnancy is just cited, that the matrons may, in

pleaded, a jury of matrons is em- addition to their personal inspection,

powered to decide the issue upon hear the evidence of a surgeon ; but
examination of the person of the in that event he must be examined
prisoner: Bayuton's case, 1702; R. as a witness in open court. See,

V. Wycherley, 1838. But even here also. Lady Essex's case, 1613.

it appears, from the last of the cases
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prisoner depends upon the identity of two articles found in dillercnt

places, it is highly expedient that a direct appeal be made to the

senses of the jury, and that the actual articles to be compared should

be produced in court. Thus, on an indictment for stealing corn, where

the prisoner's possession of wheat, apparently resembling a quantity

from which a portion has been recently taken, is relied upon by

the prosecution, a comparison by the jury of the wheat found upon

the prisoner with a sample of that belonging to the prosecutor,

will evidently be more satisfactory than for its identity to be sworn

to by a witness, who has examined the two lots out of court. It is

true that the jury may come to an erroneous conclusion in such a

case ; for either the witnesses, who state that the two parcels of

wheat produced were respectively taken from the prisoner and the

prosecutor, may intentionally or accidentally assert what is not

true, or the jurors themselves may be mistaken in assuming the

identity or non-identity of the grain. Still, in the event of a

witness beiug called to state the result of his previous examination

of the two samples, these sources of error will both equally exist,

while, in the latter case, there is also the further possibility that

the witness may tell a fabricated story with little danger, since

examination as to mere matters of opinion is almost necessarily

inconclusive. Similar considerations arise where it is necessary to

compare two articles found in different places ; as, for example, the

wadding of a pistol with portions of a torn letter found on the

person of the accused ; the fractured bone of a sheep with mutton

found in his house ; or fragments of dress with his rent garment

;

or to compare damaged property with the instrument by which the

damage is supposed to have been effected.

§ 555a. However, the rule which demands the production of the

best evidence does not expressly require that the course sug-

gested should always be adopted, but permits a witness to testify

as to his having made the comparison, without first proving that

the articles cannot be produced at the trial. Nevertheless the non-

production of articles which could be produced, when unexplained,

often generates a suspicion of unfairness, and will always furnish

an occasion for serious comment.^ A well-known instance of the

1 See ante, § 117.
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application of this principle occurred where a hoy having found a

diamond, took it to a jeweller, who refused to return it to him, or

to produce it at the trial, on which the jury were directed to pre-

sume that this diamond was one of the finest water. ^ Another

instance of the principle was furnished hy a case ^ in which, the poiut

at issue being whether " Running Rein," a Derby-winner of 1844,

had been foaled by " Mab " in 1»41, the plaintiff, being unable to

comply with an order of the court to produce " Running Rein,"

submitted to a nonsuit.

§ 55t). In such cases as these, however, where the personal ex-

amination of the articles by the jury themselves is very valuable,

they ought, in certain instances, to be assisted by persons conversant

with the particular articles produced. For instance, on a question

whether two samples of wine be drawn from the same bin, or two

pieces of cloth be the produce of the same loom, or two coins be

struck in the same die, a wine-merchant, a clothier, or an officer of

the Mint,3 should respectively be called. Still, even here the

articles should be produced, that the jury may test the accuracy of

the opinions expressed by the witnesses, and may perceive that

the reasons, upon which those opinions are founded, correspond

with the actual state and condition of the articles themselves.

These observations are especially applicable in comparisons of dis-

puted handwriting—the mere fact that an expert mi/.^ that two
specimens of handwriting are similar or dissimilar is of little value,

but becomes of great weight if he can point out to the jury
peculiar features of similarity or dissimilarity in them.

§ 557. Though evidence addressed to the senses, if judiciously

employed, is obviously entitled to the greatest weight, care must
be taken not to push it beyond its legitimate extent. The minds
of jurymen, especially in the remote provinces, are grievously open
to prejudices, and the production of a bloody knife, a bludgeon, or

a burnt piece of rag, may sometimes, by exciting the passions, or

enlisting the sympathies of the jury, lead them to overlook the

1 Armory v. Delamirie, 172L it is not necessary to call anv moneyer
Wood v. Peel, 1844, cor. Alder- or other officer of the Mint, but is

^°?'t?"'o. ?•.,- Tr «« / m, ^ •

sufficient to prove that fact by the
By 24 & lo V. c. 99 ("The Com- evidence of any other credible wit

-

age Offences Act, 1861 "), § 29, in ness.
order to prove coin to be counterfeit,
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necessity of proving in what manner these articles are connected

with the criminal or the crime ; and they consequently run no

slight risk of arriving at conclusions, which, for want of some

link in the evidence, are by no means warranted by the facts

proved. The abuse of this kind of evidence has been a fruitful

theme for the satirist.^

§ 558. In causes relating to disputed rights of way, light, or

water, or otherwise, involving some question which depends on the

relative position of places, it is often desirable that the jury should

have an opportunity of viewing the spot in controversy -^ since the

knowledge derived by these means is far more satisfactory than

any obtainable by the mere examination of maps or plans, which

are often inaccurate and obscure, and may perhaps have been pre-

pared with an express view to mislead. A clause providing

machinery to direct a view of the place in question, " where

proper, after writ issued by order of the court or a judge," is con-

tained in the Jury Act of 1825.

^

§ 559. The Act just cited extends to criminal cases depending in

the superior court.* In civil actions it, however, extended only to

such as those for trespass, quare clausum fregit, ejectment, or

1 For instance, Shakespeare makes of "The Amber Witch" ("Amber
Jack Cade's nobility rest on this foun- Witch," translated by Lady Duff

dation: for Jack Cade having asserted Gordon, pp. 78—80), the poor girl

that the eldest son of Edmund Mor- charged with witchcraft,—after corn-

timer. Earl of March, "was by a plaining that she was the victim of the

beggar woman stolen away," "be- sheriff , who wished to do " wanton-

came a bricklayer when he came to ness with her,"—added, that he had

ao-e," and was his father; one of the come to her dungeon the night be-

ri'ot'ers confirms the story, by say- fore for that purpose, and had

ing, " Sir, he made a chimney in struggled with her, " whereupon

my'father's house, and the hricks are she had screamed aloud, and had

alive at this day to testify it : there- scratched him across the nose, as

fore, deny it not."—Second Part of might yet be seen, whereupon he

Hen. 6, act 4, scene 2. ^\^lately had left her." To this the sheriff

makes use of the above anecdote in replied, "that it was his little

his diverting " Historic Doubts rela- lap-dog, called Below, which had

tive to Napoleon Buonaparte," p. 28, scratched him, while he played with

6th edit., and adds, " Truly this evi- it that very morning," and having

dence is such as country people give produced the dug, the Court_ were

one for a story of apparitions ; if satisfied with the truth of his ex-

you discover any signs of incredulity, planation.

they triumphantly show the very ^ For an early instance of this

house which the ghost haunted, the being ordered, see Mossam v. Ivy,

identical dark corner where it used 1684.

to vanish, and perhaps even the tomb- \6 G. 4, c, 50, §§ 23, 24 ("The

stone of the person whose death it Juries Act, 1825 ").

foretold." So, m the iateresting story * See Id.
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waste. ^ The cumbrous machinery it provided having been first

improved,^ the narrow construction placed upon this Act led^ to

its being practically superseded, so far as regards civil causes, by

§ 58 of the C. L. P. Act, 1854.4

§ 560. The last-named is itself now repealed,^ and the law on

the subject, so far as concerns civil cases, is governed by the

R. S. C, 1883, Ord. L. Rule 3 of this Order, in general terms,

gives the court or a judge power, upon the application of any party

to a cause or matter, and upon such terms as may be just, to make

any order for the detention, preservation, or inspection of any property

or thing, being the subject of such cause or matter, or as to which

any question may arise therein, and for all or any of the purposes

aforesaid to authorise any persons to enter upon or into any land

or building in the possession of any party to such cause or matter,

and for all or any of the purposes aforesaid to authorise any

samples to be taken, or any observation to be made or experiment

to be tried, which may be necessary or expedient for the purpose

of obtaining full information or evidence. Rule 4 of the same

Order gives power to any judge, by whom any cause or matter may

be heard or tried with or without a jury, or before whom any cause

or matter may be brought by way of appeal, to inspect any property

or thing concerning which any question may arise therein. Rule 5

extends the provisions of Rule 3 to inspection by a jury, and gives

the court or a judge power in such a case to make all such orders

upon the sheriff or other person as may be necessary to procure the

attendance of a special or common jury at such time and place, and

in such manner as they or he may think fit. Finally, Rule 6 pro-

vides that an application for an order under Rule 3 may be made

to the court or a judge by any party. " If the application be by

the plaintiff, it may be made after notice to the defendant at any

time after the issue of the writ of summons, and if it be by any

other party, then on notice to the plaintiff, and at any time after

appearance by the party making the application."

1 See Stones v. Menhem, 1848. their 2nd Report, at p. 37.
2 By 15 & 16 V. c. 76, § 114. * 17 & 18 V. c. 125.
3 On the recommendation of the * By 46 & 47 V. c. 49.

C. L. Commissioners contained in
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§ 561. Very similar (though not identical) provisions are in force

in Ireland.^

§ 562. Powers of directing a view are also possessed by the court

in which such actions are pending, in actions under the Patents,

Designs, and Trade Marks Act, 1883 ;
^ by the Admiralty Court ;

'

and a Referee and his assessors (if any) to whom an action pending

in the High Court, or any cause or matter, or any question in any

cause or matter, has been referred, also possess powers of ordering

an inspection or a view.*

§§ 563 5. AH these powers to order views of places or inspection

of property, whether granted by statute or rule, give to the courts

and judges, by imi)lication, authority to order all things ancillary

to the view or inspection required. Where, therefore, a wall had

recently been erected in a mine, so as to obstruct a complete

inspection of the workings, the court, on a question of encroach-

ment, ordered the removal of such obstruction.*

§ 566. County Courts,^ Barmote Courts ^ and Courts-martial,*

also possess power of ordering a view or an inspection. But with

these important exceptions the power of ordering a view appears to

exist only, and so far as regards the PR. S. C. of 1883^ are expressly

confined to, the High Court and its judges. It is suggested that

the most extensive power of directing a view ought to be extended

to every court of record and also to all criminal proceedings, the

practice in which respecting views still rests on the inadequate

provisions of the Acts of 1825 and 1852.'° In short, the presiding

judge at amj trial ought to be expressly empowered to order a view,

» See 16 & 17 V. c. 113. ' R- S. C. 1883, Ord. LX\T[II.

» 46 & 47 V. c. 57, § 30. r. 1.

3 Under 24 & 25 V. c. 10 (" The '« 6 G. 4. c. 50. §§ 23 and 24 (" The

Admiralty Court Act, 1861"), § 18. Juries Act. 1825"); 15 & 16 V.

See 30 & 31 V. c. 114, § 66, Ir. See, c. 76, § 1 14. both cited ante, § ooS.

also. The Gei mania, 1 868. As to the existin- practice in criminal

* Ord. XXXVI. r. 48. cases which have been removed

6 Bennet1%\ Griffiths, 1861. into the Queen's Bench Division

« Cv Ct. Eules, 1889, Ord. XII. of the High Court, see Short & Mel-

y 3
•''

lor's Crown Office Practice, pp. 215

'See 14 & 15 V. c. 94, 1 Sch., et seq. An order for a view is drawn

CS 22—28 and 2 Sch. Form. up as of course. See Crown Office

8 44 &'45 V. c. 58 ("The Army Eules, r. 252.

Act, ISvSl "), § 53, subs. 7.
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even after the evidence may have been heard, ^ if in his opinioa such a
step is necessary for the purposes of justice.

thi ll^rl nf P^'"^^^^^^?- S- ?-^' P^«^^^^« i^ question, after he hadthe Court of Crim. Appeal held that summed up the evidence to themthe deputy assistant judge for the Here, however, nrarc-ument wasMiddlesex Sessions, on the trial of a heard, and the attention o^Oieiudlesmisdemeanour, was empowered to was not directed to any of the sS-aUow the jury to have a view of the tutes on the subject
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AMERICAN NOTES.

Real Evidence. — As is implied by its derivation from the latin res,

the phrase under consideration indicates the evidence furnished by

thin(/s, as distinguished from persons. This is Bentham's idea.

" By real evidence, I understand all evidence of which any object

belonging to the class of things is the source ; persons also in-

cluded, in respect of such properties as belong to them in common

with things." o Rationale Jud. Ev. p. 26. Bentliam, indeed, divides

the genus into two species. (1) The evidence furnished by things,

which is brought to the tribunal by witnesses. (2) The evidence

which things (and persons considered as things) furnish to the

tribunal itself. ''Physical real evidence (whether issuing from a

real or from a personal source) requires to be distinguished into

immediate and reported. I call it immediate, in the case where the

thing which is the source of the evidence is made present to the

senses of the judge himself. I call it reported, in the case where

it is not made present to the senses of the judge liimself— but the

state of it in respect of the evidence, the evidentiary facts afforded

by it, is presented to the judge no otherwise than by the report of

it made by a person, by whom (in the character of a percipient

witness) the. state and condition of it in respect of the evidentiary

facts in question is reputed by him to have have been observed."

3 I/nd. p. 33 (1802— 1812).

A USELESS DisTixcTiGX. — It secuis an unnecessary and useless

refinement to distinguish in the oral testimony of witnesses between

facts which these witnesses have derived from ])ersons and those

which they have derived from observation of things. With the

exception of oral statements, most circumstantial evidence is real

in this sense.

But real evidence, in the sense of immediate real evidence— the

information which the court or jury receives from seeing things

themselves, actually produced in court, is quite a different matter.

The phrase then represents a class of evidence which it is well

worth distinguishing. The court sees for itself;

—

res ipsa

loquitur.

It is always difficult and frequently impossible so accurately to

describe a thing as to communicate the impression formed in the

mind of the witness to the mind of the tribunal. Producing the

thing itself for inspection answers the purposes of evidence per-

fectly. To this inherent advantage of real evidence is added an-

other :— namely, that the chances for error on the part of the tri-

bunal are largely decreased. In all cases where witnesses testify,

even directly, lurks a double danger (1) that the witnesses may not

observe correctly or may not draw correct inferences from what they
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see, and (.) that their evidence may be misunderstood. Where thecourt Itself stands in the position of the observing witness thesecond opportunity for error from human fallibility is removedMixed REAL evidexce. _ Much real evidence comes to the tri-
bunal of fact involved and blended with personal evidence

It had been said that persons, considered as things, may furnish
real evidence. Instances of this have been found in cases involv-
ing an inspection of a witness or other person present in court as
to age color, race, or resemblance to other persons, said to stand
in certain relations to the person in question
To a certain extent every witness is under inspection while on

the stand or in court and furnishing thereby real evidence. Whathe says is of course personal evidence, under Bentham's classification.
But while testifying as a witness and indeed at all times, at the
option of the tribunal while in its sight, every witness is creating
an impression, favorable or otherwise, as to his bias, veracity and
general reliability. That this is done by means so subtle and in ways
so numerous as to elude statement, and sometimes conscious recog-
nition does not detract in the least from the force of this kind of
evidence. It is this which largely assists to create the -atmo-
sphere of a trial, -frequently impressive, though intangible-
which enables a jury to decide on conflicting testimony and makes
the court of appeal which has merely the statements of the wit-
nesses without these tests and earmarks of truth, loath to disturb
the verdict of a tribunal which has had the benefit of thein
The same statements are true, to a lesser degree, in case of a

document. Its contents are an instance of personal evidence. But
the paper or other substance forming it, may on inspection furnish
much evidence to the tribunal. It is probably principally for this
reason, as applied to erasures and other blemishes, that the early
laws of pleading required profert of sealed instruments.
Thus on an issue involving the validity of a will,- the attention

of the court and jury may be called to evidence that the signature
IS a^simulated and counterfeited hand, Withee v. Rowe, 45 Me. 571
(1858). As to evidence, in connection with an examination of the
will Itself, that the signature is '-entirely unlike and could not have
been written by the same hand" as certain genuine documents.
Demerntt v. Randall, 116 Mass. 331 (1874). So in an action on a prom-
issory note where the defence of forgery is relied on, that the body
ot the note, which was written in blue ink, had been written after
signature by the maker, which was written in black ink, because
certain parts of the blue ink passed on and overlapped the blackmk

;
that there was an erasure in the note

; that the erasure was
made at a certain time relative to the writing of the body of the
note; whether either of the edges of the note were cut edges, or
the ordinary foolscap edge ;-- are all facts apparent and obvi-
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ous upon an inspection of the note.'" Dubois v. Baker, 30

N. Y. '3oo (18(;4).

In a similar way, the jury may compare a disputed handwriting

with a specimen alinitted to he genuine. Wilson v. Beauchamp,

50 Miss. 24 (1«74) ; Calkins v. State. 14 Oh. St. 222 (1803);

Vinton r. Peck, 14 Mich. 287 (1800).

Experts may point out to the court the facts visible on inspection

of a document. "It is very true that the jury nmy examine the

paper for themselves and that opinions are not usually admissible

where the jury can form their own conclusions unaided. But we

do not think it would be safe in this country to adopt a rule which

assumes such a degree of knowledge and skill among jurors" as to

dispense with assistance in recognizing the facts visible on inspec-

tion of a document. Vinton v. Peck, 14 Mich. 287 (1800) ;
Dubois

V. Baker, 30 N. Y. 355 (1804); Wilson v. Beauchamp, 50 Miss. 24

(1874); Calkins /•. State, 14 Oh. St. 222 (1863); Withee v. Rowe,

45 Me. 571 (1858) ; Demerritt v. Randall, 110 Mass. 331 (1874).

Constant and apparently increasing use is made of the aid which

actual inspection can give the court.

On an indictment for homicide in killing a person by the use of

improper building materials, especially inferior mortar, used in the

construction of a tenement house, specimens of the mortar used by

the defendant and of mortar properly prepared were received in

connection with the testimony of an expert witness as to the differ-

ences. People V. Buddensieck, 103 N. Y. 487 (1880).

In a highway accident case, the shoes of the horse who was

injured may be exhibited to the jury in connection with the evi-

dence of a blacksmith that the corks were not appropriate for the

season of the year in which he was being driven. Evarts v. Middle-

bury, 53 Vt. 620 (1881).

Where samples of paving stones used in paving a street in

front of the defendant's residence were offered in evidence it was

held not necessary to produce any of the identical stones used in

the construction. Philadelphia r". Rule, 93 Pa. St. 15 (1880). In

an action to recover for injuries from the fall of a derrick caused

by the breaking of an iron hook, which the plaintiff claimed was

insufficient, a portion of the broken hook may be exhibited to the

jury, together with evidence as to its weakness and the causes of

it. King V. Xew York Central &c. R. R. 72 X. Y. 007 (1878).

Resemblaxce. — On questions of the relationships? between per-

sons "where the parties are before the jury, and the latter can

make the comparison for themselves, whatever resemblance is dis-

covered may be a circumstance in connection with others, to be

considered." Jones ?-. Jones, 45 Md. 144 (1870); Stumm v. Hum-
mel, 39 la. 478 (1874).

So in a bastardy c:\se, the bastard may be exhibited to the jury,
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and any resemblance to the putative father commented upon.
" Why should not the jury be permitted (when they have the

opportunity) to see for themselves and draw their own conclusions

from their observation, as well as to hear witnesses depose as to

their observation made in the same way?" State v. Woodi-uff, 67
N. C. 89 (1872); Gaunt v. State, 50 N. J. 490 (1888); Gilmanton
V. Ham, 38 N. H. 108 (1859); Finnegan v. Dugan, 14 All. 197

(1867).

In Iowa, the exhibition to the jury of a child two years old in

a bastardy proceeding has been held permissible. "It is a well-

known fact that resemblances often exist between persons who
are not related, and are wanting between persons who are. Still',

what is called family resemblance is sometimes so marked as

scarcely to admit of a mistake. We are of opinion, therefore, that

a child of the proper age may be exhibited to a jury as evidence of

alleged paternity." State v. Smith, 54 la. 104 (1880). Exliibi-

tion of a child three months old has, on the contrary, in the same
state, been refused. State v. Danforth, 48 la. 43 (1878). In com-
menting on this, the court in State v. Smith {ubi supra) say, "A
child which is only three months old has that peculiar immaturity

of features which characterizes an infant during the time that it

is called a babe. A child two years old or more has, to a large

extent, put oft" that peculiar immaturity." On an indictment for

seduction under promise of marriage, the child, resulting from the

unlawful intercourse, can be exhibited to the jury to enable them
to trace a resemblance to the defendant as bearing on the fact

of sexual intercourse. State v. Horton, 100 N. C. 443 (1888).

On the contrary, it has been held error, in a bastardy complaint,

to allow a child six months old to be exhibited to the jury for the

purpose of basing an argument on the supposed resemblance. "In

a case like this, where the child was a mere infant, such evidence

is too vague, uncertain and fanciful, and if allowed would estab-

lish not only an unwise, but dangerous and uncertain rule of evi-

dence." Clark V. Bradstreet, 80 Me. 454 (1888).

The reasons for this ruling are partly pointed out in People v.

Carney, 29 Hun, 47 (1883), a bastardy case, where it was held

error to allow the mother, when on the witness-stand, to be asked

to examine the infant, and tell the jury the color of its eyes, and

thereby enable them to compare the color with that of the defend-

ant's eyes. "Common observation reminds us that in families of

children, different colors of hair and eyes are common, and that it

would be dangerous doctrine to permit a child's paternity to be

questioned or proved by the comparings of the color of its hair or

eyes with that of the alleged parent." Ibid.

Evidence of paternity from comparison with a very young infant

should therefore "be very sparingly resorted to. It could scarcely
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be said that a want of resemblance between the defendant and the

child could be treated as a strong circumstance against the alleged

paternity." Udy v. Stewart, 10 Ont. Kep. 591 (1886).

In certain jurisdictions, tlie evidence of inspection as proof of

paternity in bastardy cases is not permitted, whatever the age of

the child. So in Indiana. Keitz v. State, 33 Ind. 187 (1870);

Risk V. State, 19 Ind. 152 (18G2).

In Wisconsin, Ilanawalt v. State, 64 Wis. 84 (1885). And in

New York, People v. Carney, 29 Hun, 47 (1883).

Because inspection would be permitted on the question of resem-

blance it does not follow that evidence on the same point will be

received. One claiming to be the son of A. cannot introduce the

evidence of witnesses as to the resemblance between himself and

A. "We all know that nothing is more notional in the great

majority of cases. What is taken as a resemblance by one is not

perceived by another, with equal knowledge of the parties between

whom the resemblance is proved to exist." Jones v. Jones, 45

Md. 144 (1876).

"The effect of the substitution of testimony for inspection is to

put the subject-matter of investigation one further remove from

its responsible judges, and thus to add to the intirniities inherent

in proof of this class the additional danger of bias and imposi-

tion." Gaunt 0. State, 50 N. J. Law, 490 (1888). The same

case speaks of "the almost utter worthlessness of the testimony

of witnesses adduced in the question of the resemblance of a bastard

to an alleged parent."

In bastardy process, a complainant is not entitled to introduce

the evidence of witnesses of a resemblance between the bastard

and the putative father. Eddy v. Gray, 4 All. 435 (1862). It "is

matter of opinion." Keniston v. Rowe, 16 Me. 38 (1839); U. S.

V. Collins, 1 Cranch. C. Ct. 592 (1809).

On the contrary, in North Carolina, where the defence to a bas-

tardy complaint involved evidence that the complainant at a time

when the child could have been begotten was habitually having

intercourse with a man other than the defendant, evidence that

the child resembled the other man is admissible. State v. Britt,

78 N. C. 439 (1878).

In Massachusetts, it has been held that the complainant in such

a case cannot meet the defendant's evidence of intercourse with

another by showing a dissimilarity in personal appearance between

the child and the person claimed by the defendant to be the father.

Young V. Makepeace, 103 Mass. 50, 54 (1869). "Points of dis-

similarity, not implying a difference of race, do not tend to disprove

paternity." Ibid.

Race, Color, etc.— Many of the informative suggestions which

pertain to evidence of resemblance from inspection, do not as sug-
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gested in Young v. Makepeace , sw/>?'«, weaken the force of the more
deeply graven facts of race or color. That one person, especially

at a very early age, resembles another is often a matter of fancy.

Whether a person is white or colored, whether he has a set of

features usually found in the African or European races, can fre-

quently be established with small chance of error. A child of

white parents, claimed to be illegitimate, may be exhibited to the

jury with a view to demonstrating that she is of colored parentage

at least on one side. "On general principles it would seem that

when the question is whether a certain object is black or white,

the best evidence of the color would be the exhibition of the object

to the jury. The eyes of the members of the jury must be pre-

sumed to be as good as those of medical men. Why should a jury

be confined to hearing what other men think they have seen and
not be allowed to see for themselves." Warlick v. White, 76 N.
C. 175 (1877).

Personal Injuries.— A plaintiff injured by a defect in machinery
may exhibit his wounded hand to the jury. Indiana Car Co. v.

Parker, 100 Ind. 181, 199 (1884). 8o of an arm injured by the

negligence of the driver of a street railway company, Mulhado v.

Brooklyn City, R. R., 30 N. Y. 370 (1864); Hatfield v. St. Paul,

&c. R. R., 33 Minn. 130 (1885). So the plaintiff has been allowed

to exhibit her injured feet to the jury. Louisville, &c., R. R. v.

Wood, 113 Ind. 544 (1887); Edwards v. Common Council, 96 Mich.

625 (1893). In an action for personal injury to the plaintiff's

shoulder requiring amputation, the plaintiff may exhibit to the

jury the naked remnant of the arm. "The plaintiff had a right to

prove the hurt, and that it had entailed lasting injury by causing

the amputation and loss of his arm. He could prove that by oral

evidence. He could himself stand before the jury for ocular

demonstration of the fact; and why may he not intensify and make
more certain the fact by inspection of the naked shoulder itself?

It is only more and more conclusive evidence upon a fact, which
he was entitled to prove, and, being relevant, we cannot exclude

it, because there may have been danger of inspiring sympathy in

the jury and increasing damages." Carrico v. West Virginia, &c.,

R. R., 39 W. Va. 86 (1894). So in an action for personal injuries

through mill machinery claimed to be unsafe, the plaintiff's clothes

as torn by the machinery are admissible. "We think the admis-

sion of such evidence rests in the sound discretion of the court.

If the manner in which the plaintiff was injured, or the nature or

character of the injury, could be better explained by the produc-

tion of the torn clothing which the plaintiff' was wearing at the

time the injury was received, we perceive no reason why such evi-

dence may not be resorted to." Tudor Iron Works v. Weber,

129 111. 535 (1889).
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In an action against a city for personal injuries through a defect

in the sidewalk the plaintiff may not only exhil)it his injured limb

to the jury, but may have it examined by a medical expert m
presence of the jury. Lanark c. ])ougherty, 153 111. 10;i (18'J4).

[n a similar case in Missouri, wliere the plaintiff, while on the

stand, was permitted to exhibit his injured leg to the jury, it is

error not to permit the defendant to call experts to examine the

limb in presence of the jury with a view to stating, as the result

of such examination, their opinion of the condition of the injuries

as compared with their condition at a former trial, llaynes v.

Trenton, 123 Mo. 320 (1894). "When a party in open court vol-

untarily submits his person to inspection for his own bene tit, he

confers upon the opposing party a right to the further inspection

precisely the same as a party who becomes a witness must submit

to cross-examination." Cole ,k Fall Hrook Coal Co., 87 Hun, 584

(1895). "The rule is well recognized by substantially all the

courts of the country that the injured party may exhibit his

wounds to the jury, in order to show their nature or extent, and

that rule has been followed in this state." Graves v. Battle Creek,

95 Mich. 266 (1893).

So in an Indiana case. "The evidence in the cause tended to

prove that an incurable disease of the hip joint and curvature of

the spine followed as a result of the injuries inflicted by the appel-

lant's servant upon the appellee. During the progress of the trial,

a physician was permitted to exhibit to the jury the appellee in

his then condition and to place him in different attitudes in order

to enable them to determine the extent of his disability." This

was held correct. Citizens' Street K. R. v. Willoeby, 134 Ind.

563 (1893).

The exhibition must be conducted under such circumstances as

not to mislead the jury. Therefore, in an action for injuries

caused by a dog bite it is error to permit the plaintiff to exhibit

the then condition of his limb— three years and four months after

the bite — without any testimony tending to show absence of

change for the worse. French v. Wilkinson, 93 Mich. -322 (1892).

Compulsory Examination'. — A conflict of authority exists on

the question as to whether a defendant can be compelled by the

(iourt to submit his person to an examination of the extent of his

injuries.

The opinion that such a power does not exist in the court at

common law is strongly contended for by Mr. Justice Horace

Gray, speaking for the majority of the United States supreme

court in Union Pacific R. R. v. Botsford, 141 U. S. 250 (1890).

On an action by a female passenger for injuries to the back of her

head, rupturing the membranes of the brain and spinal cord, the

defendant moved the United States circuit court "for an order
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against the plaintiff, requiring her to submit to a surgical examin-
ation, in the presence of her own surgeon and attorneys, if slie

desired their presence; it being proposed by tlie defendant that
such examination should be made in manner not to expose the
person of the plaintiff in any indelicate manner; the defendant at
the same time informing the court that such examination was
necessary to enable a correct diagnosis of the case, and that Avith-
out such examination the defendant would be without any wit-
nesses as to her condition." The court overruled the motion on
the ground that they had no authority to make or enforce such an
order. This was sustained on writ of error. The court say, "No
right is held more sacred, or is more carefully guarded, by the
common law, than the right of every individual to the possession
and control of his own person, free from all restraint or interfer-
ence of others, unless by clear and unquestionable authority of
law. . . . The inviolability of the person is as much invaded by
a compulsory stripping and exposure as by a blow. To compel
any one, and especially a woman, to lay bare the body, or to submit
it to the touch of a stranger, without lawful authority, is an indig-
nity, an assault and a trespass; and no order or process, command-
ing such an exposure or submission was ever known to the common
law in the administration of justice between individuals, except
in a very small number of cases, based upon special reasons, and
upon ancient practice, coming down from ruder ages, now mostly
obsolete in England, and never, so far as we are aware, introduced
into this country." Ibid.

The supreme court of Indiana say, "so far as we know, the
courts of this state have never attempted to exercise such a power,
and we are of the opinion that no such power is inherent in the
courts." Pennsylvania Co. v. Newmeyer, 129 Ind. 401 (1891);
Kern v. Bridwell, 119 Ind. 226 (1889). Until jnodified by statute,'

the rule was the same in Xew York. "The exercise by the court
of the power now invoked, as has been shown, is not sanctioned by
any usage in the courts of England or of this state. Its existence
is not indispensable to the due administration of justice. Its

exercise depending on the discretion of the judge, would be subject
to great abuse. We think the assumption by the court of this

jurisdiction, in the absence of statute authority, would be an arbi-
trary extension of its powers. It is a just inference that an alleged
power which has lain dormant during the whole period of English
jurisprudence, and never attempted to be exercised in America
until within a very recent period, never in fact had any exis-
tence." McQuigan v. Delaware, &c., E. R., 129 N. Y. 50 (1891).
The party may submit, if so disposed, to any examination not
indecent. Pennsylvania Co. v. Newmeyer, 129 Ind. 401 (1891).
Should a party refuse to acquiesce in a reasonable request to
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submit his person to examination, it gives rise to the same pre-

sumption as refusing to produce any other evidence in his i)Ower.

"Should a litigant Avillingly submit, there could be no legal ob-

jection to such an examination, and should he refuse to submit

to a reasonable examination his conduct might possibly be proper

matter for comment, but this is quite a different matter from com-

pelling him, against his will, to submit his person to the examina-

tion of strangers." Pennsylvania Co. v. Newmeyer, 129 Ind. 401

(1891). "If he unreasonably refuses to show his injuries, when

asked to do so, that fact may be considered by the jury, as bearing

on his good faith, as in any other case of a party declining to

produce the best evidence in his power." Union Pacific K. K. v.

Botsford, 141 U. S. 250 (1890). "It is unknown to our practice

and to the law." Loyd v. Hannibal, &c. K. R., 53 Mo. 509

(1873). "The court had no power to make or enforce such an

order." Parker v. Enslow, 102 111. 272 (1882). "This court is

committed to that doctrine. We do not think injustice is likely

to result to a defendant by a refusal to make such an order,

especially when given the full benefit of the fact that the plaintiff

has refused to submit voluntarily thereto, as was done in this

case." Peoria, &c., R. R. v. Rice", 144 111. 227 (1893).

"If a party is entitled to the compulsory exhibition of the body

of his opponent, it would seem to follow that he might have

such examination made before the jury. And the court might

require the plaintiff, on the trial and before the jury, to submit to

the same examination as is required by this order. . , . We know

of no right which this court has to compel a party to submit to any

bodily examination." Roberts v. Ogdensburg, &c., R. R. 29 Hun,

154 (1883) ; Cole v. Fall Brook Coal Co. , 87 Hun, 584 (1895). The

rule has been changed by statute in New York, and such a law has

been held not to infringe any of the express or implied restraints

upon the legislative power to be found in the federal or state

constitution. Lyon v. Manhattan R. R., 142 N. Y. 298 (1894).

A very sagacious ruling was laid down in the case last mentioned.

" The power conferred by the amendment should never be used in

such a way as to leave any doubt as to the fairness and good faith

of the proceeding, otherwise it may prove to be a sword instead of

a shield. It should be a fair and open inquiry after truth, in

which both sides are or may be actors. If it is used only for the

purpose of enabling the defendant to prepare expert witnesses to

give testimony at the trial it will be hardly possible to keep the

fact from the jury, and it is easy enough to see how such an ele-

ment in the case might be used to excite sympathy, stimulate

prejudices, and in some cases possibly to enhance damages." Ibid.

Compulsory Examination Ordered.—The considerations which

have induced certain courts in the southern and western states of
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America, under the lead of Iowa in 1877, to make orders compelling
examinations of the person of the plaintiff in cases of claims for

])ersonal injuries, are partly stated in the breezy dissenting opinion

of the justices Brewer and Brown in Union Pacific K. 11. v.

Botsford, 111 U. S. 250 (1890). "It seems strange that a plain-

tiff may, in the presence of a jury, be permitted to roll up his

sleeve and disclose on his arm a wound of which he testifies; but
when he testifies as to the existence of such a wound, the court,

though persuaded that he is perjuring himself, cannot require him
to roll up his sleeve, and thus make manifest the truth, nor require

him in the like interest of truth, to step into an adjoining room
and lay bare his arm to the inspection of surgeons. It is said

that there is a sanctity of the person which may not be outraged.

We believe that truth and justice are more sacred than any per-

sonal considerations; and if in other cases in the interests of jus-

tice, or from considerations of mercy, the courts may, as they often

do, require such personal examination, why should they not exer-

cise the same power in cases like this, to prevent wrong and
injustice?" Ibid.

The leading case to this effect, above referred to, is Schroeder v.

Chicago, &c., R. R., 47 la. 375 (1877). The plaintiff was injured,

by the alleged negligence of the defendant's employees, in his

back and hips. He claimed that these injuries were permanent,
had impaired the nervous system to the extent of partial paralysis,

especially of the bowels. The application for an examination was
refused in the lower court on the ground that the defendant was
not entitled, as of right, to the order sought. This was held to be

error. The grounds of this ruling in main are : (1) Every party

litigant has a right to exact justice, which involves obtaining the

entire truth on all matters in issue. (2) A proper examination by
skilled physicians would be more apt to do full justice to both
parties than any other way. (3) The plaintiff has testimony under
his control which reveals the truth more clearly than any other.

•'The cause of truth, the right administration of the law, demand
that he should have produced it." (4) The plaintiff is jn-actically

being cross-examined, as he has offered himself as a witness.

(5) There is no indignity; as parties assured, pensioners, men
enlisting in the army and navy submit to rigid examinations of

their bodies. (6) A plaintiff can exhibit, in a case of this kind,

his wounds or limbs. (7) The divorce courts have ordered exam-
inations in cases of alleged impotency.

In Nebraska, while the court will order an examination in a suit

for personal injuries, the examination must be before the trial and
by experts agreed on by the parties or appointed by the court.

Stuart V. Havens, 17 Neb. 211 (1885).

It cannot be regarded as definitely settled that the courts of
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Nebraska will compel such an examination at all. Jiut it is ut

least definitely settled that " if such an application is proper under

any circumstances, it must be made before trial." Chadron v.

Glover, 43 Xeb. 732 (189;-)).

A i)recisely reversed ruling has been made in Wisconsin. In

that state, an examination may be ordered during the trial and in

the presence of the experts of the adverse party. White v. Mil-

waukee City R. R., 61 Wis. 530 (1884). So also in Kansas,

Atchison, &c. R. R. v. Thul, 29 Kans. 460 (1883). In Schroeder

V. Chicago, &c. R. R., 47 la. 375 (1877) the application was made
at the trial and before evidence was gone into, and the motion was

for a board of physicians appointed by both parties. In Ohio, " in

an action to recover for personal injuries caused by the negligence

of the defendant, the court has power to require the plaintiff to

submit his person to an examination by physicians and surgeons,

when necessary to ascertain the nature and extent of the injury."

Miami Turnpike Co. v. Rally, 37 Oh. St. 104 (1881). In Texas

the court ordered an examination out of court, l)ut upon the plain-

tiff objecting to one of the defendant's doctors on personal grounds,

and the other declining to go on alone, refused to stop the case or

compel the plaintiff to be examined by the two doctors suggested

by the defendant. Missouri, &c., R. R. v. Johnson, 72 Tex. 95

(1888). "If this power should be exercised at all, it should be by

the appointment by the court of one or more disinterested experts,

either of its own selection or such as may be agreed upon by both

parties." IbUL The question of the court's power was regarded

as an open one in Gulf, &c., R. R. i\ Nelson, 5 Tex. ('iv. A pp.

387 (1893). The power to compel an examination is asserted in

Georgia. Richmond, &c., R. R. v. Childress, 82 Ga. 719 (1889),

And in Alabama. Alabama, &c., R. R. v. Hill, 90 Ala. 71 (1890).

The rule is the same in Nebraska. Stuart i\ Havens, 17 Neb.

211 (1885). And in Michigan it has been held error to refuse to

request a female plaintiff to remove her glove from an injured

hand. "The decisions are not uniform upon this question, but

the very great weight of authority is in favor of the exercise of

sucli power by the court, under proper restrictions ; the rule recog-

nizing, however, that a wide discretion is vested in the trial court,

which justifies a refusal to require the examination where the

necessities of the case are not such as to call for it, or where the

sense of delicacy of the plaintiff" may be offended by the exhibi-

tion, or where the testimony would be merely cumulative, or where,

in the judgment of the trial court, it would not materially aid the

jury." Graves v. Battle Creek, 95 Mich. 266 (1893). But on an

action for breach of warranty on the sale of a horse the court has

no power to order that the defendant have the privilege of sending

a veterinary surgeon into plaintiff's stable to examine the horse.
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"The court had no power to compel the phiintitf to submit to sucli

an invasion of his premises." Martin v. Elliot (Mich.), 63 N. W.
908 (1895).

The courts of ^lissouri after at first deciding that such an order

could not be made (Loyd v. Hannibal, &c., R. R., 5.3 Mo. 509

(1873),) subsequently reversed their position, and now hold that

they will order the submission. Shepard v. Missouri, &c., R. R.,

85 Mo. 629 (1885); Sidekum v. Wabash, &c., R. R., 93 Mo. 400

(1887); Owens v. Kansas City, &c., R. R., 95 Mo. 169 (1888).

In Arkansas, the rule is laid down as follows: — "Wliere the

plaintiff in an action for personal injuries alleges that they are of

a permanent nature, the defendant is entitled as a matter of right,

to have the opinion of a surgeon upon his condition— an opinion

based upon personal examination." Where the evidence of experts

is abundant, the court may, however, refuse an order. Sibley i\

Smith, 46 Ark. 275 (1885). But where the defendant requested that

the plaintiff should be examined by experts in oj^en court, the

judge at nisi -pvlas overruled the motion, but required him to sub-

mit to an examination at his own home before certain physicians

representing both sides and passed upon by the court. This was

held correct. " It is within the sound discretion of the circuit

court to order such an examination, or not, and to direct whether

it should be made in court or not; and the court will not control

the exercise of that discretion, unless its exercise is abused." St.

Louis, &c., R. R. V. Dobbins, 60 Ark. 481 (1895).

Order is Discretioxary. — The order is discretionary with

the court. White v. Milwaukee, &c., Ry., 61 Wis. 536 (1884);

Miami, &c., Turnpike Co. v. Baily, 37 Oh. St. 104 (1881). Wliere

an application was not made until the close of the plaintiff's case,,

the application can be refused on that ground. Ibid. "It is evi-

dent from the very nature of things that the propriety of such an

order must usually rest largely in the discretion of the trial court,,

and it could only be in case of a plain abuse of such discretion

that we would interfere." Hatfield v. St. Paul, &c., R. R., 33

Minn. 130 (1885). "And we are by no means prepared to say

that there may not be circumstances where the defendant would

not have the right to such an order." Ibid. "We decide simply

that the power exists, and that in each case it is to be exercised or

not, according to the sound discretion of the presiding judge."

Richmond, &c. , R. R. v. Childress, 82 Ga. 719 (1889); Southern

Bell Telephone Co. v. Lynch, 95 Ga. 529 (1804). "It is a matter

in which the court has a discretion which will not be interfered

with unless manifestly abused." Shepard v. ^Missouri, . &c., R.

R., 85 Mo. 629 (1885)', where the plaintiff offered to submit her

person to the examination of one physician, but not of three. The

court can refuse an application "for the time being," reserving to
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tlie defendant the right to apjdy later. Unless this is done the

prior application may be treated as waived. Sidekum v. Wabash,

&c. R. K., 93 Mo. 400 (1887). Possibly the action of the court

was affected in that case by the fact that the defendant asked that

the plaintiff, a lady, submit her injuries, largely displacement of

the womb, to the examination of four surgeons, and was taken

in view of the action of the court in Shepard v. Missouri, &c., K,

R. (uli siqjni). "The real question here is, whether there has

been an abuse of the discretion lodged in the trial court." Owens

V. Kansas City, &c. R. R., 95 Mo. 169 (1888). Where the plaintiff

had exhibited an injured arm to the jury, and three physicians had

testified with regard to it, it was held no error for the court to

overrule the defendant's motion for an order compelling the plain-

tiff to submit his arm to four physicians selected by the defendant.

Stuart V. Havens, ',17 Neb. 211 (1885).

The supreme court of Georgia suggest as reasonable i»relim-

inaries to the exercise of this power that the ])laintiff should first

be asked to submit voluntarily, and his refusal proved in case of

an application for an order; as well as the probability of results

important to the cause of justice being elicited; the experts should

be selected by the court rather than the party or parties. " It is

likewise obvious that all the expenses should be borne by the

party at whose instance the examination is made." Richmond,

&c., R. R. V. Childress, 82 Ga. 719 (1889). This was substantially

followed in Alabama, &c., R. R. v. Hill, 90 Ala. 71 (1890).

The effect of the authorities on the matter of discretion is thus

summed up by the supreme court of Alabama. "It is apparent

from the adjudged cases, that the statement of the rule as to the

revision of the trial court's action on a motion of this sort, to the

effect that such action will not be interfered with unless it involves

a manifest abuse of discretion, is inapt and misleading. What is

really meant— the rule fairly deducible from the opinions — is,

that if a proper case for granting the motion is clearly made, and

is refused, the appellate court, having before it all the facts

involved in the determination of the matter in the lower court,

will reverse the judgment thus infected with error." Alabama,

&c., R. R. V. Hill, 90 Ala. 71 (1890). The court then proceed to

ask, " Was it essential to the ends of justice that plaintiff should

submit to this examination. We think it was, and grant a new

trial for the failure of the trial court to order the examination.

Ibid. The rule in Arkansas is similar. " In refusing to order the

examination, as it may do when the evidence of experts is already

abundant, the circuit court must exercise a sound discretion; and

its action is subject to review in case of abuse. There could not

be a more flagrant instance of the evils resulting from such a

refusal than the present case affords." Sibley v. Smith, 46 Ark.

275 (1885).
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The supreme court of Kansas, however, speak of tlie order com-

pelling inspection in actions for permanent personal injuries as a

matter of right, though giving the court a discretion to reject it if

cumulative evidence only would be secured thereby, or the evidence

would be otherwise objectionable on general principles. The court

is also given a discretion in prescribing details, &c, "We would

think that the defendant in a case like the present would be

entitled as a niatter of right, upon a proper application and upon

a proper showing, to have an order made by the court compelling

the plaintiff to submit himself to a personal examination, for the

purpose of ascertaining the nature, character, extent and perma-

nence of his injuries; but of course the court should exercise a

sound judicial discretion in making such an order. The right

to the order, being founded upon necessity, would not of course

extend beyond the necessities of the case." Atchison, &c., R. R.

V. Thul, 29 Kans. 466 (1883).

So the supreme court of Iowa assert that the defendant has a

right to demand an examination. Schroeder v. Chicago, «S:c.,

R. R., 47 la. 375 (1877). But the conditions of the examination

as to time, examiners, &c., is in the discretion of the court. Ibid.

How exfor(;p:d. — The method of enforcing an order for an

examination of personal injuries of a permanent nature is some-

what differently suggested by those who assert the power of the

court to issue such an order. The dissenting justices in Union

Pacific R. R. V. Botsford, 141 U. S. 250 (1890), one of whom
(Brewer) was a member of the court which decided Atchison, &c.,

R. R. i: Thul, 29 Kans. 466 (1883), say that refusal to try the

order is not a contempt, and suggest that "such an order may be

enforced by staying the trial or dismissing the case." In Schroeder

V. Chicago, &c., R. R. 47 la. 375 (1877), the court say that the

power of the court "was amply sufficient to coerce obedience."

The witness being in contempt, he would be treated as a recusant

witness. If the recusancy were persisted in, "the court could have

stricken from the pleadings all the allegations as to permanent

injury, and withdrawn from the jury that part of the case. The
plaintiff by voluntarily withdrawing his claim for such injury

would have been relieved from the necessity of submitting to the

examination, and proceedings as for contempt would have been sus-

pended." This language is cited with approval in Atchison, &c.,

R. R. V. Thul, 29 Kans. 466 (1883). "On the refusal of the plain-

tiff to comply with such order, when properly made, the court may
dismiss the action, or refuse to allow the plaintiff to give evidence

to establish the injury. . . . Authority to exclude the evidence

arises out of the inherent power of the court over the subject under

investigation." Miami, &c., Turnpike Co. v. Baily, 37 Oh. St.

104 (1881).
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'•Certainly, if the court can make tlie order, it will have no

difficulty in enforcing it. Not that it can compel the party to sub-

mit to a personal examination, but it may dismiss a plaintiff's suit

for a persistent refusal to do so; or, in case of either defendant or

plaintiff, treat it as a suppression of testimony, and so present the

matter to the jury as to make the refusal equivalent to proof of

the fact, which the party asking such personal examination would

make it probable, by affidavit or otherwise, the examination would

disclose. Shepard v. Missouri, &c., 11. 11. So Mo. (j-fl) (l.SSoj.

Power to enforce such an order is frequently conferred by statute.

Richmond, &c., R. R. v. Childress, 82 Ga. 719 (1889).

Experiments in Coukt. — A peculiarly cogent method of prov-

ing a fact is to test its existence by an experiment in open court.

The evidence so furnished is frequently real evidence, properly

so called.

For example, in a Massachusetts case, in an action to recover the

price of a suit of clothes which it was claimed did not fit, "while

the defendant was testifying, the plaintiff produced the clothes in

court, and requested the defendant to try them on in the presence

of the jury. The defendant assented, and, having put them on,

wore them in the presence of the court and jury. The plaintiff

then called several tailors as experts, who testified that the clothes

needed some alterations before they could be called a good fit, but

that such alterations could be easily made without injury t-o them."

Brown v. Foster, 113 Mass. 136 (1873). Where the evidence was

uncontroverted, in an action for personal injuries, that the female

plaintiff limped, the court declined to compel her to walk across

the court-room in presence of the jury at the defendant's request.

Hatfield v. St. Paul, &c., R. R., 33 Minn. 1.30 (1885). The general

right of the court to order such an exhibition is, however, insisted

on. "As the object of all judicial investigations is, if possilile, to

do exact justice and obtain the truth in its entire fulness, we have

no doubt of the power of the court, in a proper case, to require the

party to perform a physical act before the jury that will illustrate

or demonstrate the extent and character of his injuries. This is

in accordance with analogous cases in other branches of the law.

When a view of real estate will aid the jury in reaching a conclu-

sion, it is within the discretion of tlie court to permit it. When
an inspection of an article of personal property will aid them, it is

not infrequent to cause the article to be brought into court for the

same purpose. The practice in patent and in certain equity cases,

of allowing tests to be applied before the court, is somewhat analo-

gous in principle. So is the practice of divorce courts, of ordering

an examination of the person of the party in certain cases." Ibid.

The American courts have shown themselves unwilling to con-

sent to the use of experiments in court where the circumstances
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were such as to lead to a suspicion that evidence was being fabri-

cated by this means. Thus where a colored defendant on an indict-

ment for larceny in a corn-tield was claimed to have a peculiar

foot, with which a government witness connected certain foot-

prints found in the corntield on the occasion of the larceny, the

court permitted the defendant to exhibit his feet to the jury and

walk barefooted on the sawdust floor of the court room, but declined

to allow him to walk on tlie open ground in presence of the jury

or to have soil similar to that of the corn-field brought into the

court room for the same purpose. Though the defendant objected

to the refusal, it was held to be "at the option of the court to per-

mit or not the same experiment to be made on mellow earth, either

in or out of the courthouse, within view of the jury, for their

information. ... In the present case, it could not be very mate-

rial that the defendant should be permitted to make tracks for

exhibition to the jury; for the peculiarity of his ordinary tracks

might be caused by some habitual trick of motion in liis gait, which

he would take pains on such an occasion to avoid." Campbell v.

State, 55 Ala. 80 (1876).

In a case where certain masked burglars broke and entered a

dwelling house for the purpose of extorting from the cashier of a

bank the combination of the lock in the bank vault, the cashier

testified that he identified the defendant as one of the gang by

means of his voice— which was peculiar. On cross-examination,

he was asked to state the peculiarity. Being unable to do so, the

defendant's lawyer asked the defendant to stand up and repeat

something, which he did. Whereupon the witness said that the

defendant was suppressing his voice. On the defendant being

asked "to speak it right out," the judge interposed the suggestion

that this was not competent. The counsel for the defendant con-

tended that he had a right to have the peculiarities of the defend-

ant's voice pointed out by the witness, and that for that purpose

the voice itself was competent to be introduced. The judge ruled

otherwise, and was sustained. "His manner of speaking being in

question, there was no way of determining whether he would use

his voice in the court room in his natural or in a constrained and

simulated manner, the genuineness of the voice used not being

supported by his oath." Com. v. Scott, 123 Mass. 222 (1877).

A distinction is to be drawn between experiments made in court,

the results of which, to act as evidence, should be obtained during

the stages of the trial at which evidence is admissible, and illus-

trations which may be used merely to enforce an argument. Thus

in an action against a railroad company for land damages, counsel

may illustrate his argument that it is an injury to a mill power to

lessen the "head" of water, by demonstrating "by appliances pro-

vided for the purpose and not previously exhibited in evidence . . .
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that of two colmuns of water of the same diameter but of different

hei^'hts, tlie liigher would discharge more quickly and with greater

power than the lower." Hoffman v. Bloomsburg, &c., R. K., 143

Pa. St. 503 (1891).

Experiments out of CorRT. — The rule relating to experiments

in court has nothing to do with a somewhat similar rule that the

court may permit witnesses to state the result of experiments made

out of court, the results of which are relev^ant to the issue.

Thus on an indictment for a rape committed upon a woman said

to be of weak physical condition, to prove the comparative

strength of the prisoner, the government was allowed to show
*' that he had taken a barrel of flour up in his hands before him

and carried it several rods, and then down several stairs or steps

into a cellar; also, that he had within a few years carried a barrel

of sugar some ten rods on his shoulder and then set it down on a

platform," and that he "seemed to carry them easily." State v.

Knapp, 45 N. H. 148 (1863). Other witnesses were allowed to

testify in the same case as to similar experiments testing their

own strength, and the results of "scuffles" between them and the

prisoner. Ibid.

View. — It is discretionary with the court to permit tlie jury to

visit any locality involved in the case. Facts so learned are real

evidence. People v. Buddensieck, 103 N. Y. 487 (188G).

Though the granting of a view is in the discretion of the court,

which will not ordinarily be reviewed on appeal, error in law may

be committed by the court in instructing the jury as to the effect

they may give to the facts learned in that way. Boardman v.

Westchester, &c., Ins. Co., 54 Wis. 364 (1882). For example,

where the jury were informed that the opinions of witnesses in a

land damage case as to the value of the land were not to control

their own opinion gained by a view of the premises, the court held

it to be error. Hoffman v. Bloomsburg, &c., R. R., 143 Pa. St.

503 (1891). In that case, the court cite with approval, and adopt

the language of a previous ruling (Flower v. Baltimore, &c., R. R.,

132 Pa. St. 524 (1890)), that an instruction to the jury that "You

are only permitted to view the land, that you may better under-

stand the testimony. The value of the land you are to ascertain

from the witnesses " is a correct statement of the law. "The

jurors were sworn," the court say in Flower v. Baltimore, &c.,

R. R., "to render a true verdict according to the evidence. It

was never intended that the view of the jury should be substituted

for the evidence, and that they should make up their verdict from

the view in disregard thereof. The object of the view is, as was

correctly said by the learned judge , to enable them the better to

understand the testimony; to weigh conflicting testimony, and, thus

aided, to arrive at a sound and just conclusion." Ibid. Probably,
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however, this is not a complete statement of the law. In Massa-
chusetts, in an action for personal injuries, where it was contended
for the plaintiff, that the court could not grant a new trial on the
ground that the verdict was against the weight of evidence where
the jury had had a view, the court say :

" In many cases, and per-
haps in most, except those for the assessment of damages, a view
is allowed for the purpose of enabling the jury better to understand
and apply the evidence which is given in court; but it is not neces-
sarily limited to this; and, in most cases of a view, a jury must of
necessity acquire a certain amount of information, which they may
properly treat as evidence in the case." Tully v. Fitchbur^'-, R E,

134 Mass. 499 (1883).
"

'
''

So in a criminal case, State v. Knapp, 45 N. H. 148 (1863),
where the view was granted of the locus in which the offence was
said to have been committed, the jury were sent "to view the
premises, in charge of the high sheriff, accompanied by one agent
on each side, such as each party chose to select, under proper direc-
tions from the court, to the officer, the jury, and the agents, as to
how the view should be conducted. One of the counsel on both
sides went as agents with the jury." So also in Com. v. Webster,
Para. (Bemis Ed.), 31, 32, 4G (1850).

The court may decline to order a view, especially if satisfied of
the accuracy of the photograph taken at the time of an accident.
People V. Buddensieck, 103 N. Y. 487 (188G),

The view, if granted, must be under conditions prescribed by the
court or by law. Accordingly, where certain jurors in a capital
case after the close of the evidence, while walking out for exercise
by leave of court and in charge of an officer, visited and examined
the place where the homicide occurred, and in regard to which the
witnesses had testified, it was held to be a sufficient reason for
granting a new trial. " It is a well settled rule that if a jury, after
a case is submitted to them, receive any kind of evidence Avhich
can have the most remote bearing upon the case, it will be fatal
to their verdict." Eastwood v. People, 3 Parker, Cr. K 25 52
(1855).

The accused is entitled in a criminal case to be confronted with
the witnesses against him, and this rule applies to the evidence
furnished by a view. On an indictment for burglary the judge
directed the jury, in the absence of the defendant, to inspect the
premises where the alleged burglary was committed. He directed
a witness for the state to accompany them and point out the places
marked on a certain diagram of the premises. Held error. " Why
such proceedings were permitted, we are not informed, and cannot
imagine." State v. Bertin, 24 La. Ann. 46 (1872).

In Criminal Cases. — There is no necessity of proving to the
jury what they can see for themselves. Where a defendant was
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described in an indictment as a "colored person," this allegation is

sutficiently proved hy jyrofert, if the jury are satisfied of the fact

on inspection. "It would not be necessary to prove by other

testimony than 2^fofert of the party that he was 'a person,' or a

<man,' if so described in the indictment. Under certain circum-

stances jurors may use their eyes as well as tlieir ears." Garvin

V. State, 52 Miss. 207 (187G). So the conrt and jury can judge

from inspection whether a prisoner is over fourteen. State v.

Arnold, 13 Ired. 184 (1851); Com. v. Emmons, 98 Mass. 6 (1867).

On a complaint for knowuujJi/ suffering a female under the age

of twenty -one years to resort to the defendant's premises for pur-

poses of prostitution, the jury may judge from inspection of the

girl as to the defendant's knowledge. "If the subject of the

scienter in this case had been that Bertha was a girl, as well as

under the age of twenty-one years, and the question had been

whether the defendant knew her to be a girl, her appearance alone

would be satisfactory, without question. The evidence in this

case, in a degree, is very much of the same character." Hermann

V. State, 73 Wis. 248 (1888).

So on a trial for murder the government was permitted to exhibit

to the jury the backbone of the deceased, — though the dramatic

effect of such an exhibition might naturally be apprehended by the

accused. "It served to show to the jury the attitudes and relative

positions of the parties when the shot was fired. It was not an

unnecessary parade of the bones of the dead man to excite preju-

dice against his slayer, but was legitimate and proper evidence,

and a party cannot, upon the ground that it may harrow up feel-

ings of indignation against him in the breasts of the jury, have

competent evidence excluded from their consideration." State v.

Weiners, 66 Mo. 13 (1877). So where the admission of a section

of the ribs and vertebrae were given in evidence and excepted to "on

the ground that it was calculated to inspire the jury with such

horror as to influence their verdict," the court say, "It was intro-

duced for the purpose of showing the direction and lodgment of

the ball, and was clearly admissible." Turner v. State, 89 Tenn.

547 (1890).

So of a pistol by means of which a homicide was caused. ""We

can see no objection to the pistol being exhibited to the jury and

inspected by them, with testimony as to its appearance, how it

was fired, the indentations or marks upon the cartridges indicating

whether any, or how many barrels had been snapped, and every-

thing about it as it was when the difficulty closed." Wynne v.

State, 56 Ga. 113 (1876).

So where the case turned on the identity of a deceased person

who had lived under different names at different places, various

letters, hotel registers, and other documents showing a similarity
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in luind writing of the two men (supposed to be the deceased under

an alias) may be examined by the jury in their consultation room.

Udderzook v. Com., 76 Pa. St. 340 (1874). The bloody clothes in

which homicide is alleged to have been committed maybe exhibited

to the jury. Drake v. State, 75 Ga. 413 (1885) ; People v. Gonzalez,

35 N. Y. 49 (1866); and the clothing worn by the deceased at the

time of a fatal affray may be "produced in evidence before the

jury." Levy v. State, 28 Tex. App. 203 (1889) ; Gardiner v. People,

6 Parker, C. R. 155 (1866).

"In criminal cases a jury may form their opinion as to the gen-

uineness of a document, alleged to be forged, by a comparison of it

with other writings admitted or proved to be genuine." Garvin v.

State, 52 Miss. 207 (1876). And may be aided in so doing, by the

use of magnifying glasses, Indiana Car Co. v. Parker, 100 Ind.

181, 200 (1884).

Exhibition to the jury of clothes, weapons, «&c., belonging to the

prisoner, is not objectionable as compelling a person accused of

crime to furnish evidence against himself. Drake v. State, 75 Ga.

413 (1885). Where it was claimed by a prisoner that the deceased

came to her death by the clothes accidentally catching fire, and

that she (the prisoner) had burned her own hand in a vain attempt

to save deceased, the court compelled her, against objection, to

remove the bandages on the hand alleged to be injured. It proved

entirely free from any indication of a burn. This was held, no

error. State v. Garrett, 71 N. C. 85 (1874).

It has been held that in a criminal case, to establish the iden-

tity of the prisoner, he may be compelled by the court to bare his

arm to the jury and exhibit certain tattoo marks which were tes-

tified to a witness, and that such a course is not compelling the

prisoner "to be a witness against himself." State v. Ah Chuey,

14 Nev. 79 (1879).

Circumstantial Evidence. —Frequently in criminal cases re-

quiring the use of circumstantial evidence, many of the links in

the chain of proof or evidence bearing on them can be produced

for the inspection of the jury. Where a clerk was killed by

burglars while resisting arrest, a rocket-drill found in the pris-

oner's possession and fitting the bits with which entrance, to the

store was effected, may be exhibited to the jury. Ruloff v. People,

45 N. Y. 213, 224 (1871).

In Com. V. Webster, 5 Cush. 295 (1850), where the body of the

deceased had been, it was claimed, mutilated and partly burned

by the prisoner, artificial teeth found in the privy vault of the

prisoner, and alleged to have been those of the deceased, were pro-

duced in court and fitted to the plaster cast made for the mouth of

the deceased; a letter obviously written in a peculiar style and

by the use of an unusual instrument was compared in court with a
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small stick tipped with cotton found in tlie prisoner's possession;

Bemis Report, pp., 80, 81, 204, 205, 208, 210.

On an indi(!tment for the murder of one Mulock by blows on his

head, inflicted with a musket, the court held that no error had been

committed in permitting "the district attorney to produce in court

and show to witnesses, in tlie presence of the jury, the hat and gun

found near Mulock's dead body, or a watch it was claimed Mulock

had on his person the morning he disappeared, or any other article

found on or near his dead body, or in permitting the district

attorney to produce ^Mulock's skull in court. ... It was also

proper ... to allow Dr. Wey to examine the skull of jMulock in

court, with the broken gun that was found beside Mulock's dead

body, and explain the fractures in the skull and the marks on it to

the jury, and to show them how nicely parts of the gun-lock and

sight on the gun fitted the indentations or fractures in the skull."

Gardiner v. People, 6 Parker's C. R. 155, 201 (186G).

The decision that on a prosecution for selling liquor to a minor,

the jury are not entitled to judge of the minor's age by his appear-

ance seems hardly in accordance with the current of the decisions.

Ibinger v. State, 53 Ind. 251 (1876).

Admission frkquently Discrktionary. — The admissibility of

real evidence is frequently in the discretion of the court. The

court may exclude such evidence when, in its opinion, it is too

remote or trivial to be of sufficient advantage to tlie decision of the

case. On an action for the price of a large consignment of Swiss

cheeses, the quality of which was in dispute, the court refused to

permit any of the cheese to be exhibited to the jury because of the

difficulty of agreeing on sam})les which the deterioration in the

interval and the bulk of the whole consignment presented. Hood
V. Bloch, 29 W. Va. 244, 255 (1886). Such evidence may be ex-

cluded where tlie decency, morals, or sensibilities of the community

would be shocked by the exhibition offered. Probably a pregnant

woman would not be allowed to prove that fact liy exposing herself

to the jury. Warlick 7;. White, 76 X. C. 175 (1877).

The defendant in an action for personal injuries to a young

woman by alleged breaking of her ribs "offered in evidence a sec-

tion of a human body which he claimed would show the character

and relative position of the bone and cartilage constituting the

human ribs, and the manner in which the bone and cartilage are

joined together, and joined to the breast-bone; which the surgeon

testified that he had cut from the body of a woman about the size

and age of the plaintiff." The court rejected the evidence. "The
exhibit being of doubtful utility and offensive in its nature, we

think the court might well exercise its discretion." Knowles v.

Crampton, 55 Conn. 336 (1887).

The court probably cannot reject evidence simply because it is
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offensive, either to the sight or the intelligence. But if other evi-

dence is available, the court has a discretion to exclude — which
it is usually not slow to exercise. Knowles v. Crampton,55 Conn.
336 (1887). "In matters of discretion the action of the trial court
is not subject to review." Knowles v. Crampton, 55 Conn. 336
(1887).

By "discretion," in this connection, can hardly be meant that
the admission of real evidence is dependent upon the whim of a
particular judge. That this class of evidence can be rejected when
irrelevant, remote, misleading, or, indeed, objectionable upon any
ground which gives the court a right to reject personal evidence is

clear. But that relevant evidence, not excluded by some general
rule, can legally be excluded because its source is real when the
same evidence, if given by witnesses, would be admitted, has not
been decided.

" It is not true, as a rule of law, that evidence is incompetent
merely because it is inconclusive. It is ordinarily admissible, if

the fact sought to be proved is itself relevant to the issue, and if

the proposed proof legitimately tends to establish it." People v.

Gonzalez, 35 N. Y. 49, 62 (1866). It is not perceived that the rule

differs in this respect between real and personal evidence.
Cannot be reported. — The fact that real evidence cannot in

many, perhaps in most, instances be reported to the aj)pellate court

is a characteristic feature of this class of evidence.

Appellate courts have felt inclined to regard this circumstance
in various ways. It has frequently been held that as the appel-

late court cannot have the benelit of certain real evidence — for

example, the appearance of the witnesses— it should be cautious in

upsetting findings made upon conflicting testimony.

But in a case where, the jury having had a view, the contention
was made that as the facts obtained through a view are evidence
Avhich the court did not have, no new trial could be granted, the
rule was laid down that, even under the circumstances stated, the
court could still grant a new trial if the judge decides that "he is

so far in possession of all the material evidence as to act intelli-

gently." Tully V. Fitchburg, R R., 134 Mass. 499 (1883).

Other courts have insisted that they have the right to review
findings of fact and, by consequence, a finding based upon real evi-

dence may deprive a party of his rights upon appeal. Stephenson
V. State, 28 Ind. 272 (1867) ; Ihinger v. State, 53 Ind. 251 (1876).



EXPLANATION OF HEARSAY. [PART UI.

CHAPTER 11.

HEARSAY.

§ 567.^ As evidence afforded by our own senses is seldom at-

tainable in judicial trials, the law is satisfied with requiring the

next best evidence, namely, the testimony of those who can speak

from their own personal knowledge. It is not, indeed, requisite

that the witness should have personal knowledge of the main fact

in controversy ; for this may not be provable by direct testimony,

but only by inference from other facts shown to exist. But it is

in general necessary that a witness should only be permitted to

speak to such facts only as are within his own knowledge, whether

they be things said or done, and that he should not testify from

information given by others, however worthy of credit they may
be. It is, too, indispensable to the proper administration of

justice,—first, that every witness should give his testimony under

the sanction of an oath, or its equivalent, a solemn affirmation,

—

and secondly, that he should be subject to the ordeal of a cross-

examination by the party against whom he is called, so that it

may appear, if necessary, what were his powers of perception, his

opportunities for observation, his attentiveness in observing, the

strength of his recollection, and his disposition to speak the truth.

And testimony from the relation of third persons cannot, even

where the informant is known, be subjected to either of these

tests. It has been well observed that, " If the first speech were

without oath, another oath that there was such speech makes it

no more than a mere speaking, and so of no value in a court of

justice."^ Besides, it is often impossible to ascertain through

whom, or how many persons, the original narrative has been

transmitted. Evidence of this sort constitutes that sort of second-

1 Gr. Ev. § 98, in great part. » B. N. P. 294, b.
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hand evidence which is termed hearsay ; a species of proof which,

with a few exceptions that will be presently noticed, cannot bo

received in judicial investigations.^

§ 568. The rule excluding such evidence has been recognised in

England as a fundamental principle ever since the time of Charles

the Second.2 jt even applies in cases where no other evidence can

possibly be obtained. For example, a statement not on oath, even by

a dead man who was the only eye-witness of a transaction, is inad-

missible ;3 and on indictments for ravishing children, too young to

be admissible witnesses, statements made by the children to their

mothers shortly after the offence was committed cannot be received

in evidence.* Where a servant was indicted for perjury, in

saying that her deceased mistress had never had a child, declara-

tions of the mistress were rejected as evidence for the Crown.*

1 The rule excluding hearsay evi-

dence, or rather the mode in which

that rule is frequently misunderstood

in courts of justice, is amusingly

caricatured by Dickens :

—

" ' I believe you are in the service

of Mr. Pickwick, the defendant in

this case. Speak up if you please,

Mr. Weller.'
" 'I mean to speak up, sir,' re-

plied Sam. ' I am in the service o'

that 'ere gen'l'man, an wery good

service it is.'

" ' Little to do, and plenty to get,

I suppose?' said Serjeant Buzfua,

with jocularity.

"'Oh, quite enough to get, sir,

as the soldier said ven they ordered

him three hundred and fifty lashes,'

replied Sam.
" 'You must not tell us what the

soldier, or any other man, said, sir,

interposed the judge, 'ifa not evi-

dence.^

"'Wery good, my lord,' replied

Sam." See the account of Bardell

V. Pickwick in the Pickwick Papers,

at p. 367.
2 One of the earliest cases in which

the rule was acted upon is Sampson
V. Yardley, 1667.

3 1 Ph. Ev. 209. In Scotland the

rule is otherwise ; evidence on the re-

lation of others being admitted, where

the relator is since dead, and would,

if living, have been a competent wit-

ness : 1 Dickson, Ev. Sc. 66, 67

;

Dysart Peer. (H. L.), 1881, where the

extent of, and exceptions to the rule

are discussed at some length. It

seems that even where the relation

has been handed down to the witness

at second hand, and through several

successive relators, each only stating

what he received from the inter-

mediate relator, it will still be ad-

missible, if the original and inter-

mediate relators are all dead, and
would have been competent witnesses

if living: Tait, Ev. 430, 431; but

see 1 Dickson, Ev. 70. The reason

for receiving hearsay evidence in

cases where, as is often the case in

Scotland, the judges determine upon
the facts in dispute, as well as upon
the law, is stated and vindicated by
Sir J. Mansfield, in the Berkeley

Peer., 1811. Even in English courts,

hearsay evidence is often admitted

and acted upon in affidavits, which

are submitted to the judges only.

* R. V. Brasier, 1779; R. v. Nicho-

las, 1846 (Pollock, C.B.). The fact

that the witness made a complaint is

admissible. See post, § 580. And the

late Willes, J., used to admit the

further question whether, in making
the complaint, any name was men-
tioned, but this appears incorrect.

See R. V. Wink, 1834, post, note to

§581.
* Heath's case, 1744. In an action
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Moreover, a declaration, though made on oath, and in the course

of a judicial proceeding, cannot be received, if the litigating parties

are not the same ; because, in such case, the party against whom
the evidence is offered, has had no opportunity of cross-examining

the declarant.*

§ 569. The rule excluding hearsay evidence will even shut out

proof of declarations in disparagement of his own signature made by

a deceased subscribing rcitness to a deed or will.

§ 570.3 rpije ^gj.jQ hearsay is used in law with reference to what

is done or written, as well as to what is spoken. In its legal sense

"hearsay" evidence is all evidence which does not derive its value

solely from the credit given to the witness himself, but which rests

also, in part, on the veracity and competence of some other person.*

Such evidence is rejected not only because it is not given upon
oath, because it cannot be tested by cross-examination, and because

it supposes some better testimony, which might be adduced in the

particular case, but also because of its tendency to protract legal

investigations to an embarrassing and dangerous length, its intrinsic

weakness,^ its incompetency to satisfy the mind as to the existence

of the fact, and because of the frauds which might be practised

with impunity under its cover.^

§ 571. Nevertheless, the rule excluding hearsay evidence (though

in general admirably calculated for trials before popular tribunals)

may in particular instances work considerable injustice. For
example, on a question respecting the competency of a testator, the

conduct of his family or relations taking the same precautions in

his absence as if he were a lunatic, or his election in his absence to

of ejectment, where the same ques- Hepburn, 1813 (Am.).
tion was in issue, and the words ^ gg^ Stobart v. Dryden, 1836,
charged as perjurv were uttered, such where the matter was much dis-
evidence was admitted, as relating to cussed ; and it was pointed out by
a matter of pedigree : see Annesley v. the Court that the party adversely
D. of Anglesea, 1743 (Ir.). affected had ncjt had any opportunity

1 E. V. Nuneham Courtney, 1801

;

of cross-examination.
E. V. Ferry Frystone, 1801 ; E. v. 3 Qy_ ^v. § 99, in great part.
Abergwilly, 1807 ; Mima Queen v, * 1 Ph. Ev. 185.

* " Pluris est oculatus testis unus, quam auriti decem

;

Qui audiunt, audita dicunt, qui vident, plane sciunt."

Plaut. Trucu. Act 2, sc. 6, 1. 8, 9.

« Per Marshall, C.J., in Mima Davis v. Wood, 1816 (Am.); E. v.
Queen v. Hepburn, 1813 (Am.) ; Eriswell, 1796.
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some high and responsible offion, or the conduct of a jthysieian who
permitted him to execute a will, are facts which, though affording

N cogent moral evidence, are inadmissible as evidence in a court of

law, because w^hen considered with reference to the matter in issue,

thej appear to be mere statements expressed in the language of

conduct instead of the language of words, and consequently, in

fact, only " hearsay." ^ Again, on a question of seaworthiness, the

fact that a deceased captain, after examining every part of the

vessel, embarked in it with his family, is (for similar reasons) not

legal evidence on a question as to the vessel's seaworthiness ;
^

neither, in an action to recover for the loss of insured property, is

the fact that other underwriters have paid on the same policy,^ nor,

on a question of when an act of bankruptcy was committed, and

the title to goods arose, is evidence that after the issuing of a fiat,

certain creditors of the bankrupt returned to his assignees goods

which they had received from the bankrupt previously to the date

when he delivered other goods to the defendant.^

§ 572. In the instances given above, as illustrating the occasional

inconvenience of the rule, the evidence rejected amounted to some-

thing more than the mere declarations of parties not examined on

oath, nor subjected to cross-examination ; for these declarations

were accompanied by acts done in confirmation of their sincerity,

and, as such, the evidence was, morally speaking, entitled to great

weight. They were the more entitled to consideration, because if

an act done be relevant to the issue, and therefore evidence per se,

any declarations accompanying that act are—as we shall presently

see*—admissible for the purpose of illustrating, qualifying, or

completing it. Where, however (as in these instances), the act is

in its own nature irrelevant to the issue, if the declaration be

per se inadmissible, the union of the two cannot render them
evidence.^

§ 573. This question was much discussed in a case ^ which was

tried four times, where the title to p»roperty depended upon the

1 Wright V. Doe d. Tatham, 1837 * Post, §§ 583 et seq.
(Parke, 13., Vaughan, J.). » 7 A. & E. 361 ; 4 Bing. N. C. 498.

2 7 A. & E. 387, 388. See Gresham Hotel Co. v. Manning,
^ Backhouse v. Jones, 1839. See, 1867, Ir.

also, Gresham Hotel Co. v. Manning, « Doe d. Tathaiii v. Wright. 1837
1867, Ir.
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oompetency of a testator to make a will. The House of Lords

(agreeing with the opinion of the majority of the judges, who were

divided as mentioned post, in note ^ at end of this section) finally

decided, that letters addressed to a person, whose sanity is the fact

in question, are inadmissible to show that he was sane, though the

writers were since dead, and the party was addressed as an

intelligent man, unless such letters can be connected by evidence

with some act done by such deceased in relation thereto. A great

majority of the learned judges also thought that the mere fact of

finding such letters, many years after they were written, with the

seals broken, in company with other papers which bore indorse-

ments in the testator's handwriting, in a cupboard under his

bookcase in his private room, was insufficient to raise an inference

that they had been read, understood, or acted upon by him,

because although letters, found in such a situation, would un-

doubtedly be evidence against a party criminally accused or civilly

charged—since it is a prima facie presumption of law that every

man is of sound mind, and it would therefore be assumed that the

deceased had appreciated the letters ^—yet that to act upon this

presumption in a case where the capacity of the party is the very

matter in controversy, would be to argue in a circle. It would, in

fact, be to argue tlius :—because the testator had sufficient ability

to transact business, the inference arises that he read and under-

stood the letters ; and because he read and understood the letters,

therefore the inference arises that he had sufficient ability to

transact business.^

§ 574. If, indeed, the testator, in the case just mentioned, had

himself indorsed these letters, or if any direct and positive evidence

1 See 7 A. & E. 369 (Gurney, B.); sponded three years aftei-wards ;

id. 376(Bosanquet, J.); 4 Bing. N. C. 3rd. A letter advising the testator

531 (Alderson, B.). to direct his attorney to take steps

2 See 7 A. & E. 391 (Parke, B.); 4 in a transaction with a certain parish.

Bing. N. C. 545 (id.) ; id. 531 (Alder- This letter was indorsed by the attor-

son^B.); id. 502. 504 (Coleridge, J.)

;

ney, who was long since deceased,

id. 525, 526 (Patteson, J.). The Three of the judges considered that

letters rejected in this case were all the letters were admissible, six

three. 1st. A letter of gratitude to thought that the last was. The

the testator from a clergyman to remaining judges, including Lords

whom he had formerly given pre- Brougham. Lyndhurst, and Cotten-

ferment ; 2nd. A letter of friendship ham, held that all the letters were

from a relative, with whom the alike inadmissible.

testator was proved to have corre-
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had been given to show that he had, whether by act, speech, or

writing, manifested a knowledge of their contents, the letters

could not have been rejected, or in any way withdrawn from the
consideration of the jury; for although they would then have
been admitted solely on the technical ground that they explained

and illustrated his conduct, no rule of law could have prevented
them from operating with full effect upon the minds of the jury,

as showing the unbiassed opinions of the writers, and in what
manner the testator had been treated by them.^

§ 575. The Probate Division is now bound by statute to recog-

nise the rules of evidence observed in the other Divisions of the
High Court,2 and would therefore appear to be bound to follow the

decision in the case just mentioned.^

§ 576.* It does not follow that, because the writings or words in

question are those of a third person not under oath, they are

therefore to be considered as " hearsay.'" On the contrary, it often

happens that the very fact in controversy is, whether certain

things were wi-itten, or spoken, and 7wt whether they were true;

and at other times the oral or written statements tendered in

evidence may be the natural or inseparable concomitants of the
principal fact in controversy.^ In either of these cases it is obvious

that the writings or words are not within the meaning of hearsay,

but are original and independent facts, admissible in proof of the
issue. Thus, if the question be whether a party has acted

prudently, wisely, or in good faith, the information on which he
acted, whether true or false, is original and material evidence.

Illustrations of this ^ often occur in actions for malicious prosecu-

. "n^ ^'^ 5* ^^^ ^^*^- I^enman); admitted, as evidence of treatment,
4 Bmg. N. C. 500 (Coleridge, J.) ,- letters written to him by his friends,

/^.V-,?^^
(Alderson, B.); id. 510 without proof of any recognition on

(Williams, J ); id. 567 (Tindal, C.J.). his part (Morgan v. Boys, 1836 (Sir

1 /^o'.w ,^ f^}^\ ^^' ?* '^'^^- ^^*' ^- J«n^er)
;
Handley v. Jones, 1836

;

1873''(36&37V.c. 66),§16; "The Waters v. Howlett, 1831 (Sir J
Supr. a of Jud. Act, 1875 " (38 & 39 NichoU) )-and, as evidence of opi-

\%T^^''^}^^ I , , .,
«»««, letters written by his relatives

When the ecclesiastical tribunals ovrn to other parties : Wheeler v.
were courts of probate, they adopted Alderson, 1831 (Sir J. Nicholl)
a different rule from that established * Gr. Ev. § 100, in great part
by the case of Doe d. Tatham v. » Bartlett v. Delprat, 1808 (Aia )•
Wrlght

;
and m questions respecting Du Bost V. Beresford, 1810.

the mental capacity of a testator, they « Gr. Ev. § 101, in part.
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tion,^ or libel ; ^ and in cases of agency, and of trusts. Thus, in an

action for malicious prosecution, a plaintiff— to show tliat the

magistrate's Ipniency in admitting him to bail was occasioned, not

by ''the intercession of the defendant, but by a letter said to

have come from a great personage—may give such letter in

evidence, without proof that it was wTitten by that personage's

authority.^ A defendant in such a case may state that he acted

on the advice of a magistrate in what he did.'' An affidavit

by a clerk of prosecutor's solicitor, used on an application for bail

stating that means had been taken on the part of the prosecutor

to prevent a person from becoming bail for tlie plaintifF, is likewise

admissible in such an action as original evidence, without the

clerk's being called to prove by whose instructions be had made

it.^ And the replies given to inquiries made at the residence,

either of an absent witness, or of a bankrupt, denying that be

was at home, are original evidence, without examining the persons

to v/hom tbey were addressed, inasmuch as to establish the denial

(which is the only material fact) the testimony of the parties

inquiring is sufficient.^

§ 577.^ This doctrine not only applies whenever the fact that a

certain communication was made, and not its truth or falsehood, is

the point in controversy ;
^ but it also extends to those cases, where

the truth of the fact in dispute will be inferred from the existence of

another fact which is under investigation. Thus the existence of

general reputation, reputed ownership, public rumour, general character,

general notoriety, and the like, is prima facie evidence of its truth.

In other words, the fact that the rumour which is in fact com-

posed of the speech of third persons not under oath exists, is

original evidence and not hearsay; rumour showing the con-

currence of many voices as to the immediate subject of inquiry

1 Eavengav. Mackintosli, 1824. (Am.); Phelps v. Foot, 1815 (Am.).

2 Coleman v. Southwick, 1812 AVhere it is necessary to show, not

1^.^ \ only that diligent search has been

3 Taylor v. Williams, 1837. made for a witness, but that he is

* Monao-han v. Cox, 1892 (Am.). actually absent, such evidence is not

6 Taylor v. Williams, 1837. admissible. See ante, §§ 475, 517.

• Crosby v. Percy, 1808; Key v. '' Gr. Ev. § 101, m part.

Shaw 1S32 • Morgan v. Morgan, s Whitehead v. Scott, 1830 ; Shott

1832;' Sumner v. Williams, 1809 i;. Strcalticld, 1830.

(Am.); Pelletreau v. Jackson, 1833
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raises a presumption tliat the fact in which they concur is

true.^

§ 578. For example, general reputation is usually admissible to

establish the fact of parties being married.^ In many of the

reported cases on this subject the marriage has been proved by

evidence of certain specific facts, such as the parties being received

into society as man and wife, being visited by respectable families

in the neighbourhood, attending church and public places together,

and otherwise demeaning themselves in public, and addressing

each other, as persons actually married.^ But mere general

evidence of reputation in the neighbourhood, even when un-

supported by facts, or when partially contradicted by evidence of

a contrary repute,'* will be receivable in proof of marriage. Indeed,

the uncorroborated statement of a single witness, who did not

appear to be related to the parties, or to live near them, or to know
them intimately, but who asserted tliat he had heard they were

married, has been after verdict held sufficient prima facie to warrant

the jury in finding marriage, the adverse party not having cross-

examined the witness, nor controverted the fact by proof.^ And a

fact, as, e. g., a marriage, may be even established by reputation,

though one of the parties to it denies it.*'

§ 579. Upon somewhat similar grounds, on a prosecution for

conspiring to procure large meetings to assemble for the purpose

of inspiring terror in the community, a witness may be called to

prove that several persons not examined at the trial had complained

to him that they were alarmed at these meetings, and had re-

quested him to send for military assistance ;
^ and on a question

whether a libellous painting represents a certain individual, the

1 Foulkes ?'. Sellway, 1800; Jones mick v. Bronson, 1812; In re Taylor,
V. Perrv, 1796; Oliver v. Bartlett, 1842. These might possibly be put
1819; Gurr V. Button, 1816. upon the ground that they amount

2 Except in petitions for damages to admissions by the parties them-
for adultery and prosecutions for selves.

bigamy, where, as we have seen * Lyle v. Ellwood, 1874 (Hall,
(ante, § 172), strict proof is required. V.-C.j; Collins v. Bishop, 1878

3 Kay?;. DuchessedeVienne, 1811; (Malins, V.-C).
Hervey v, Hervey, 1773; Birt v. ^ Evans v. Morgan, 1832.
Barlow, 1779; Bead ?.-. Passer, 1794; « Elliott v. Totnes Union, 1893.
Leader v. Barry, 1795; Doe w. Flem- ^ E. v. Vincent, 1840; Bedford v.

ing, 1827 ; Goodman r. Gnoilman, Birley, 1822.
1858; Smith, v. Smith, 1811; Ham-
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declarations of spectators while looking at the picture in the

exhibition are admissible.^

§ 580.2 Whenever the bodily or mental feelings of an individual

are material to be proved, the usual expressions of such feelings,

made at the time in question, are also original evidence. If they

were the natural language of the affection, whether of body or mind,

they furnish satisfactory evidence, and often the only proof, of its

existence. And the question whether they were real, or feigned,

is for the jury to determine. Thus, the representations by a sick

person of the nature and effects of the malady under which he is

labouring are receivable as original evidence, whether they be made

to the medical attendant, or to any other person, though the former

are naturally entitled to greater weight than the latter, inasmuch

as a physician is far more capable than a man unacquainted with

the symptoms of diseases, of forming a correct judgment respecting

the accuracy of the statements.^

§ 581. Accordingly, on a trial for murder by poisoning, state-

ments made by the deceased in conversation shortly before he took

the poison, have been received in evidence for the purpose of

proving the state of his health at that time.* In actions or in-

dictments for assault, what a man has said about himself to his

surgeon is evidence to show what he suffered by reason of the

asi-ault ; ^ on an indictment for highway robbery, the fact that the

1 Du Bost V. Beresford, 1810 (Ld. had added that slie had not been well

EUenborough). from a time preceding her being ex-
2 Gr. Ev. § 102, in part. amined by the surgeon. The con-
3 Aveson v. Ld. Kinnaird, 1805

;

versation being held admissible,

E. V. Blandy, 1752 ; Grey v. Young, although at that time it was a general

1823 (Am.); Gilchrist v. Bale, 1839 rule that the declaration of a wife

(Am.). To such an extent has this against her husband must be ex-

doctrine been carried that where, eluded (see, now, 16 & 17 V. c. 83),

in an action by a husband upon a as the surgeon had been first called

policy of insurance on the life of his by the plaintiff, and had admitted

wife, the question was as to the that he had formed his opinion

state of the wife's health at the time respecting her health, principally

when the policy was effected, a wit- from the sati^^factory answers which

ness for the defendants was allowed she then gave to his iuquii-ies : Aveson

to state the result of a conversation v. Ld. Kinnaird, 1805, In Witt v.

with the deceased, which took place Witt and Klindworth, 1862, Sir C.

shortly after the surgeon who was CressweU rejected letters written by

consulted in effecting the insurance a patient to a medical man describing

had given a certificate of her health, his symptoms. Sed qu.

in the course of which the deceased * K. v. Johnson, 1847 (Alderson,

had expressed an apprehension that B.); R. v. Blandy, 1752.

she should only live a few days, and * Avesou v. Ld. Kinnaird. 180a
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prosecutor, a few hours after the attack made upon him, com-

plained to a constable that he had been robbed, will perhaps be

admissible.^ In prosecutions for rape, proof that the woman
shortly after the injmy complained that a dreadful outrage had

been perpetrated upon her, would seem to be receivable as inde-

pendent evidence ;
^ and if the prosecutrix were called as a witness,

such complaints would a fortiori be admissible as tending to confirm

her credit.^ In no case, however, can the particulars of the com-

plaint be disclosed bj witnesses for the Crown, either as original,

or as confirmatory evidence, but the details of the statement can

only be elicited by the prisoner's counsel on cross-examination.^

§ 582. In consequence, too, of the general rule ^ that the mental

feelings of individuals may be shown by proof of what they

naturally expressed at the time, in petitions for damages on the

ground of adultery,6 if it be material, with the view to damages,

to ascertain upon what terms the husband and wife lived together

before the seduction, their language and deportment towards each

other, their correspondence together, and their conversations and
correspondence with third persons, are original evidence.' But
here, to guard against abuse, it is required to be proved by some
evidence, independent of the date appearing on the face of the

letters,^ that they were written by the wife to the husband prior to

(Lawrence, J.) ; E. v. Guttri'dge, 1840 v. Wood, 1877 (Bramwell, L.J.). It
(Parke, B.). is difficult to see upon what ijrinciple

^ E. V. Wink, 1834 ; commented this rule is founded, where the com-
upon (CressweU, J.) in E. v. Osborne, plaint is offered as confirmatory evi-
1842. The witness, however, cannot dence ; because, if witnesses were
be further asked whether on making permitted to relate all that the pro-
the complaint, prosecutor mentioned secutrix had said in making her
anyone's name

:
Id. original complaint, such evidence

2 E. V. Megson, 1840 (Eolfe, B.); would furnish the best test of the
E. V. Osborne, 1842 (CressweU, J.); accuracy of her recollection, when
E. V. Lunny, 1854 (Monahan, C.J.). she was sworn to describe the same
In E. V. Guttridge, 1840, where a circumstances at the trial : see E. v.
prosecutrix for a rape was absent Walker, 1839.
from the trial, Parke, B., rejected » Supra, § 580.
proof of her complaint, apparently on « See 20 & 2 1 V. c. 85 ( " The Matri-
the ground that it was only confir- monial Causes Act, 1857 "), § 33.
matory evidence. ' Trelawney v. Coleman, 1817-

3 E. v. Megson, 1840; E. ?'. Clarke, Willis v. Bernard, 1832; Winters'
1817; E. V. Wood, 1877 (Bramwell, Wroot, 1834 (Ld. Lyndh'urst) ; Gil-
L. J.). Christ V. Bale, 1839 (Am.).

* E. v. Walker, 1839 (Parke, B.); ^ TvelsiwnBj v. Coleman 1817
E. V. Osborne, 1842; E. v. Quigley, (Holrovd, J.); Houliston v. Smvth
1842 (Torrens, J.), Ir. But see E. 1825 (Best, C.J.).

'
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any suspicion of misconduct on her part, and, consequently, at a

time when it cannot be supposed that there was any reason for

collusion.^ It is not, however, necessary, in the absence of other

suspicious circumstances, to explain why the husband and wife

were living apart at the time when the letters were written,^

though of course it is expedient that such explanation should, if

possible, be given.

§ 583.^ Another rule is that declarations and acts which form

what is called part of the res gestae are not regarded as hearsay,

but admitted as original evidence. It is not easy to explain of

what the res gestae consists. The best explanation of the prin-

ciple which admits evidence of res gestae is this. The affairs of men

consist of a complication of circumstances, so intimately interwoven

as to be hardly separable from each other. Each owes its birth to

some preceding circumstance, and each in turn becomes the prolific

parent of others : each, during its existence, has its inseparable

attributes, and its kindred facts, materially affecting its character,

and essential to be known, in order to a right understanding of

its nature. Consequently, these surrounding circumstances may

always be shown to the jury along with the principal fact, as it

constitutes part of the res gestae, in other words of the transaction

if looked at in its entirety and as a whole. It is impossible to say

in each case how the individual judge will exercise his discretion.

For there are no fixed principles for dealing with this question ;
^

the application of the doctrine of res gestae is consequently hard

to understand. Lord Blackburne once sarcastically remarked to

another counsel in the editor's hearing, that if one tenders inadmis-

sible evidence, he should, if it is in chief, say that " it is part of the

res gestae," and, if it is in re-examination, that " it arises out of

the cross-examination." Perhaps the best general idea of what is

meant by res gestae, is that this expression includes everything that

may be fairly considered " an incident of the event under conside-

ration." The following examples may serve as illustrations of

1 Edwards v. Crock, 1801 (Ld. ^ Gr. Ev. § 108, in great part.

Kenyon) • Trelawney v. Coleman, * Per Parke, J., in Eawson v.

1817 ; Wilton v. Webster, 1835 (Cole- Haigli, 1824 ;
Ridley v. Gyde, 1832

;

ridge, J.). See Wyndham's Divorce Pool w. Bridges, 1826 (Am.); Allen v.

Bill, 1855, H. L. Duncan, 1831 (Am.).
* Trelawney v. Coleman, 1817.
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rulings upon the point, and would doubtless be followed if ever a

similar, or nearly similar, state of matters arose. Thus, on the

trial of Lord George Gordon for treason, the cry of the mob, who

accompanied the prisoner, was received in evidence, as forming

part of the res gestae, and showing the character of the principal

fact.^ What the driver of a train said directly after a child has

been knocked down by his train is also evidence.^ On an indict-

ment for manslaughter, a statement as to how the accident happened,

made by the deceased immediately after he was knocked down,

has been held admissible.^ Even evidence as to what the wife said

immediately after the occurrence, was received in an action by

husband and wife for wounding the wife.* Directions given by an

alleged owner of goods to a person to whom he has given actual

possession of such goods, to the effect that the goods are to be

treated as a certain person, who has since become bankrupt, should

direct on calling, are evidence on a question of title arising between

the alleged owner of such goods and the bankrupt's assignees.^

§ 584. Generally where a person enters upon land to take

advantage of a forfeiture, to foreclose a mortgage, to defeat a dis-

seisin,^ or the like ; or changes his actual residence, or doniicil,^ or

is upon a journey, or leaves his home, or returns thither, or remains

abroad, or secretes himself ; or, in fine, does, or suffers, any other

act material to be understood ;
^ his declarations made at the time

of the transaction, and expressive of its character, motive, or object,

are regarded as " verbal acts, indicating a present purpose and

intention," and are therefore admitted in proof, like any other

material facts. ^ Thus, in a suit for enticing away a servant, his

1 E. V. Ld. George Gordon, 1781. Swett, 1825 (Am.).
2 Hermes v. Chicago Ry. Co., 1891 '' Brodie v. Brodie, 18G1.

(Am.): International Ry. Co. v. Ander- ^ Parrott t'. Watts, 1877; Mutual
son, 1891 (Am.). Compare, post, note

^

Life, &c. v. Hillman, 1892 (Am.),
to § 584. 8 Bateman v. Bailey, 1794, and

3 R. V. Foster, 1834 (Parke and the observations of Mr. Evans upon
Patteson, JJ., and Gurney, B.), it, in 2 Poth. Obi. App. No. xvi.
questioned by Cockburn, C.J., in §11; Rawson v. Haigh, 1824;
E. V. Bedingfield, 1879, and in a Vacher v. Cocks, 1829 (Ld. Tenter-
subsequent pamphlet, but supported den); Smith v. Cramer, 1835; Doe
by the author in a letter to the Chief v. Arkwright, 1833 (Parke, B.) ;

Justice in reply, published by Messrs. Lord v. Colvin, 1857; Gorham v.

Maxwell in 1880. Canton, 1828 (Am.); Thorndike v.

Thompson v. Trevanion, 1694 City of Boston, 1840 (Am.); Lund v.

(Ld. Holt). Tyngsborough, 1851 (Am.). In R. v.
5 Sharp V. Newsholme, 1839. Edwards, 1872, Quain, J., on a trial
8 Co. Lit. 49 b, 245 b ; Robison v. of wife murder, allowed a witness to
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statement at the time of leaving his master will be received, as

tending to show the motive of his departure.^ Similarly, upon an

inquiry as to the state of mind, sentiments, intentions, or opinions ^

of a person at any particular period, his contemporaneous declara-

tions are admissible as parts of the res gestse, though evidence of

this nature is seldom entitled to much weight.^

§ 585. The operation of the doctrine that statements may be

admissible in some cases as part of the res gestae is so extensive that

it may sometimes even override the general provision of law, which

precludes a party's declarations from being evidence for himself.

For example, in an action for falsely representing the solvency of

a stranger, whereby the plaintiffs were induced to trust him with

goods, statements by them at the time when the goods were

supplied, that they trusted him in consequence of the representation,

were received as evidence on their behalf ;
^ and in an action against

a bailee for loss by negligence, his declarations, contemporaneous

with the loss, are, in America, admissible in his favour, as tending

to show the nature of the loss.^ But witnesses called to speak to

what defendant said at a meeting held on a certain date, though

they may be cross-examined as to the whole conversation at that

meeting, cannot be asked (with a view to explaining his intentions

or conduct) what defendant said on other occasions. ^

% 586. In the practical application of the doctrine as to the

admission of evidence as part of the res gestae, two points deserve

especial attention. The first is, that declarations,—though admis-

sible as evidence of the declarant's knowledge or belief of the facts

to which they relate, and of his intentions respecting them,—are no

state what the wife had said about if made at the time. See ante, § 583.

her husband a week before her death, ^ Barthelemy v. The People, &c.,

on bringing to the cottage of the wit- 1842 (Am.).

ness an axe and carving knife to be ^ Hodgson v. De Beauchesne, 1858

taken care of. Sed qu. as to this case. (Dr. Lushington), cited with appro-

1 Hadley v. Carter, 1835. See, bation (Jessel, M.R.) in Doucet v.

however, £. v. Wainwright, 1876 Geoghegan, 187S; Haldane v. Eck-

(Cockburn, C.J.), and R. i'. Pook, ford, 1869 (James, L.J.) ; and Dou-

1871 (Bovill, C.J.), et qu. InRoscoe's cet v. Geoghegan, 1878 (id.).

Nisi Prius (16th edit. Vol. I. p. 619), * Fellowes v. Williamson, 1829

it is stated that the declarations of a (Ld. Tenterden). See, also, Milne v.

coachdriver as to the loss of a parcel Leisler, 1862.

sent by coach are evidence against * Story, Bail. ^ 339 ;
citmg Tom-

his master, and Mayhew v. Nelson, kins v. Saltmarsh, 1826. See, also,

1833. is cited for this. But the pro- Beardslee v. Richardson, 1833 (Am.).

position is too broadly stated ; decla- « See 21 How. St. Tr. 542, 543

rations by a servant are only evidence (1781).
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proof whatever of the facts themselves. If it be necessary to show

the existence of such facts, proof aliunde must be laid before the

jury. Indeed, it seems that, in strict practice, this proof should be

given in the first instance, before the court be called upon to

receive evidence of the declarations. For instance, the fact of

insolvency must be established before statements of the insolvent

to show that he was aware of his embarrassed circumstances will be

admitted.^

§ 587. The second point to be observed with regard to the

admission of hearsay evidence is, that, although acts, by whom-

soever done, are res gestae when they are relevant to the matter in

issue,^ yet if they be irrelevant, both the acts themselves and the

declarations qualifying or explaining them will be, rejected. For

instance, in an action against a town for injuries sustained through

a defect in a highway, the declarations of a surgeon, since de-

ceased, made at the time of his examining the plaintiff's wounds,

have been rejected as evidence of the nature and extent of the

injuries, since the fact of the surgical examination would itself

have been immaterial, and the declarations were no more than the

mere hearsay expression of a professional opinion.^ To non-atten-

tion to this principle was due one of the main fallacies in support

of the contention that letters written to a person are evidence

(which we have seen that they are not) ^ in support of his sanity.

For such a letter, if admissible at all, must be so, either because the

act done in writing and sending it is evidence in itself, or because

the opinion which is inferentially expressed by it being done is

evidence. But the act done (that of writing and sending the letter) is

1 Thomas v. Connell, 1838; Craven Ey. Co., 1841 ; Newman v. Stretch,
V. Halliley (no date), (Parke, B.); 1829 (Parke, J.); Ex parte Bamford,
Vacher v. Cocks, 1829. Sometimes, 1809; Eobson v. Eolls, 1833); but
indeed, under the law relating to the departure from home, which is

bankrupts, the truth of the facts the substantive act, must be proved
need not be proved. Again, if an by evidence independent of the de-
act relied on as an act of bankruptcy claration ; and being an act iu itseli

be an absenting with intent to delay equivocal, the statement of the bank-
creditors, a declaration by the bank- rupt, made during its continuance, is

rupt that he left_ home to avoid a admissible to show the intention with
writ will be admissible, though no which it was done,
evidence be given that any writ was * Wright v. Doe d. Tatham, 1837
actually out against him, because, in (Parke, B.).

order to constitute this act of bank- ^ Lund v. Tyngsborough, 1815
ruptcy, neither writ nor pressure is in (Am

.

).

fact necessary (Eouch v. Gt. West. * Supra, § 572.
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(like the medical examination in the case just cited) obviously

immaterial to the strict issue (that of sanity or insanity) ; and^

where the declaration per se cannot be received, no case has yet

established that the union of the two things (the irrelevant act and

the accompanying declaration) will render them admissible.^

§ 588. In all these cases the principal points for consideration

are, whether the circumstances and cleclamtions offered in proof were

so connected icith the main fact under consideration as to illustrate

its character, to further its object, or to form, in conjunction with

it, one continuous transaction. It was at one time thought neces-

sary that they should be contemporaneous with it ;
^ but it seems

now to be decided, that, although concurrence of time must always

be considered as material evidence to show the connection, it is by

no means essential.'* For example, what a bankrupt said imme-

diately on his return home, as to the place where he had been, and

his motive in going, is admissible ;
^ w^bere a disputed act of bank-

ruptcy is whether a transfer was fraudulent or nqt, a declaration

by the bankrupt, in which he gave a false account of the matter,

made nearly a month after it had taken place, to a creditor, who

had pressed for payment of his debt immediately before the

transfer, and had been promised security for the following day

;

when, instead of keeping his word, the bankrupt had transferred

his property to a relative, and had absconded, was held to be

receivable in evidence.^ And where a trader had absented himself

from home during the latter half of February and the commence-

ment of March, two letters written by him on the 16th of January,

in which he had asked for time on some bills of exchange payable

in February, were admitted in evidence, as tending to throw light

^ As before observed, § 572. were intended to explain, and so to
2 See per Coltman, J., in Wright haraionize with them, as obviously

V. Doe d. Tatham, 1837, ante, § 52. to constitute one transaction."
^ This seems still to be the law * Eouch v. Gt. West. Ey. Co.,

in America. In Enos v. Tuttle, 1841.

1820 (Am.), Hosmer, C.J., observed, * Bateman v. Bailey, 1794; recog-

that declarations, to become part of nized by the court in Eouch v. Gt.

the res gestae, "must have been made West. Ey. Co., 1841.

at the time of the ad (lone, vih.ich.ihej ^ Eidley v. Gyde, 1832; dissen-

are supposed to characterize, and have tiente Gaselee, J., but recognized

been well calculated to unfold the and confirmed in Eouch v. Gt. West,
nature and quality of the facts they Ey. Co., 1841.
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on the cause of his absence.^ Indeed, these cases exemplify the
remarks of Mr. Justice Park,2 namely, " that it is impossible to tie

down to time the rule as to the declarations," and that, if con-
necting circumstances exist, a declaration may, even at a month's
interval, form part of the whole res ge&tse.

§ 589.' Still, an act cannot be varied, qualified, or explained,

either by a declaration which amounts to no more than a mere
narrative of a pad occurrence, or by an isolated conversation held, or
an isolated act done, at a later period.* Accordingly, the schedule
of an insolvent, delivered four months after his execution of a deed
of assignment, has been rejected, when tendered by the assignees
as evidence that the indenture was executed with intent to peti-

tion
;
5 and where a creditor called upon a bankrupt in the morning,

and being told that he was out, paid a second visit in the evening
of the same day, when the bankrupt made a statement respecting
his absence in the morning, this statement was held inadmissible
for the purpose of showing that the bankrupt had intentionally

denied himself to his creditors, it being, he considered, too remote
in point of time from the absence which it purposed to explain.'

But declarations made, or letters written, during absence from
home, explanatory of the motive of departure, are nevertheless

admissible as original evidence, the departure and absence being
regarded as one continuing act.'

§ 590.8 Similar principles to those just mentioned, namely, that
the ad8 and the declarations must be connected together as regards
time and otherwise, apply to the reception of evidence of the acts and
declarations of one of several individuals in a company of conspirators

as evidence against his fellows. Here, a foundation should first be
laid by proof, sufficient, in the opinion of the judge, to establish

prima facie the fact of conspiracy between the parties, or, at least,

proper to be laid before the jury, as tending to establish such fact.

The connexion of the individuals in the unlawful enterprise being

1 Smith V. Cramer, 1835. Bailey, 1794, cited ante, § 588, n. ^

CrvTtV^ y"t\
^^^*-

^-^Z
'^ P^^^i^ly ^«^'i ^'^ be con:^r. liv. § 110, slightly. eidered as applying the principleHyde V PaW, 1862. stated in the text too strictly^ ^

» Peacock t;. Harris, 1836. ' Pouch t;. Gt. West. Ry. Co 1841-
« Leest;. Marton, 1832 (Parke, B.). Eawson v. Haigh 18'>4 '

It IS, however, hardly possible to « Gr. Ev. § lli; in great part.
rec(jiiLile this case with Bateman v.

> t,
j

i-.
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thus shown, every act and declaration of each member of the con-

federacy, in pursuance of the original concerted plan, and with

reference to the common object, is, in contemplation of law, the act

and declaration of them all ; and is, therefore, original evidence

against each of them.^

§ 591. Sometimes, for the sake of convenience, the acts or

declarations of one are admitted in evidence before proof of the

conspiracy has been given ; the prosecutor undertaking to furnish

such proof in a subsequent stage of the cause. But this mode of

proceeding rests in the discretion of the judge, and in seditious or

other general conspiracies is seldom permitted, except under par-

ticular and urgent circumstances. If it were, the jury might be

misled to infer the fact of the conspiracy itself from the declarations

of strangers. Still, as a conspiracy need not be established by

proof which actually brings the parties together, but may be shown,

like any other fact, by circumstantial evidence, the detached acts of

the different persons accused, including their written correspond-

ence, entries made by them, and other documents in their possession

relative to the main design, will sometimes from necessity be ad-

mitted, as steps to establish the conspiracy itself. On this subject it

is difficult to establish a general inflexible rule, and each case must,

in some measure, be governed by its own peculiar circumstances.^

§ 592.^ It makes no difference at what time the party accused is

proved to have entered into the conspiracy or combination ; because

every one, who agrees with others to effect a common illegal pur-

pose, is generally considered in law as a party to every act, which

either had before been done, or may afterwards be done, by the

confederates, in furtherance of the common design.* One or two

^ E. V. Stone, 1796; American Fur evidence against the prisoner acts

Go. V. U. S., 1829 (Am.) ; Crownin- done by any of the parties, whom
shield's case, 1830 (Am.); U. S. v. you have connected with the con-

Gooding, 1827(Am.); Com. V. Eberle, spiracy ; but when a party's own
1817 (Am.). InE. v. M'Kenna, 1842 declarations are to be given in evi-

(Ir.), Pennefather, C.J., said:—"It is dence, such preliminary proof is not

necessary to prove the existence of requisite, and you may, as in any
a conspiracy, and to connect the other offence, prove the whole case

prisoner with it in the first instance, against him by his own admissions."

where you seek to give in evidence ^ See E. v. Blake, 1844 ; Ford v.

against him the declaration of a co- Elliot, 1849.

conspirator; and having done so, ^ Gr. Ev. § 111, in part,

you are then at liberty to give in * E. v. Watson, 1817 (Bayley, J.),
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individuals may have concocted the scheme, but all who afterwards

join in carrying it out are equally guilty with the originators ;
^ at

least, if any evidence be forthcoming from which their adoption of

the previous acts of the association can reasonably be inferred.'*

Neither does it matter whether the acts were done, or the declara-

tion made, in the presence or in the absence of the accused, but

everything said or done by any one of the conspirators or accom-

plices in furtherance of the common object is evidence against

each and all of the parties concerned, whether they were present or

absent, and whether or not they were individually aware of what

was taking place.^ For example, it is on this principle that (as we

have seen "*) the cries of a mob, with whose proceedings the prisoner

is connected, though made in his absence, are admissible against

him, as explanatory of the objects which he, in common with the

multitude, had in view ;
^ proof of expressions used by persons

going to a meeting convened by the defendant is admissible,-* and

papers supporting a defendant's views, publicly sold at meetings

convened by him, may be received in evidence, though no proof be

given connecting the defendants with the persons selling the papers.^

§ 593. Care, however, must be taken to distinguish between

declarations, which are either acts in themselves purporting to

advance the objects of the criminal enterprise, or which accompany

and explain such acts, and those statements (not amounting, of

course, to admissions by the accused himself), whether written or

oral, which, although made during the continuance of the plot, are in

fact a mere narrative of the measures that have already been taken.

These last statements are, as before explained," inadmissible. For

example, a letter, written by a co-conspirator to a private friend,

who was unconnected with the plot, giving an account of the pro-

ceedings of a society to which the writer and the defendant were

proved to have belonged, and enclosing several seditious songs

stated to have been composed by the writer, and sung by him at a

meeting of the society, has been rejected, on the ground that such

1 R.v. Murphy, 1837 (Coleridge, J.). R. v. Hardy, 1794. See R. v. Petche-
2 R. V. O'Connell, 1843-4 (Ir.) rini, 1856.

(Pennefather, C.J.). ^ R. v. Hunt, 1820; Redford v.
3 R. V. Brandreth, 1817. Birley, 1822.
* R. V. Ld. Geo. Gordon, 1781, « R. v. O'ConneU, 1843-4 (Ir.).

Bupra, § 583 ; cited by Buller, J., in ' Ante, § 589.
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letter was not a transaction in support of the conspiracy', but merely

a relation of the part which the writer had taken in the plot, and, as

such, only admissible against himself.^ On the other hand, a letter

written by a co-conspirator to a delegate in the country, describing

the events that had occurred in London, and encouraging him thereby

to proceed in the criminal business in tchich he uris engaged, being

considered by the court as an act done in furtherance of the plot,

has been received against the defendant, though no evidence was

given to show that it had ever reached the person for whose

perusal it was intended.^

§ 594. In a similar way entries in books made in furtherance of

a conspiracy are admissible,^ but memoranda of payments made

after the fraud by one conspirator to another are not.* Neither is

evidence of a conversation overheard between men apparently

returning from a meeting, held within an hour before, about half a

mile off, though it be offered as evidence, not only of the general

nature of the meeting, but of the effect that was likely to be

produced by the language there employed.^ In a word, the

declarations of a conspirator or accomplice are receivable against

his fellows only when they are in themselves acts, or when they

accompany and explain acts, for which the others are responsible

;

but not when they are in the nature of narratives, descriptions, or

subsequent confessions.

§ 595. On a somewhat similar principle, if, after his appre-

hension, papers be found on the person or at the lodgings of a

co-conspirator, they will be admissible or not against either an

alleged conspirator according as there is or is not evidence

that they existed previously to the arrest of the prisoner who

is on his trial. If there be no such evidence, they will be

rejected, as a prisoner cannot be responsible for acts or

writings, which possibly may not have existed until after the

1 E V Hardy, 1794 (Eyre, C.J., * R. v. Hardy, supra (Macdonald,

Macdonald, C.B., and Hotham, B.

;

C.B., Hotham, B., Buller and Grose,

Buller and Grose, JJ., diss.). In R. JJ. ; Eyre, C.J., dubit.).

V. Watson, 1817, Ld. Ellenborough » R. v. Blake, 1844.

observed that there was a great * Id.
lo.o^ /t \

w ei-ht in tbe arguments of Buller ' R. v. Connell 1843-4 (Ir.).

und Grose, JJ. See, also, R. v. Murpby, 183/ ; R. v.

Watson, 1817.
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common enterprise was, so far as he was concerned, at an end ;
^

but if their previous existence be established, either by direct

proof, or by strong presumptive evidence, no objection to their

admissibility can prevail.^

§ 596. On an indictment for conspiracy, unpublished writings

upon abtifract subjects are certainly admissible in evidence if it be

proved that they were intended to be used in furtherance of the

common design.^ Possibly, too, such writings, although no proof

that they were connected with the common design was given,

would be in strictness admissible if they appeared to be closely

connected with the nature and object of the alleged crime; but

unpublished writings upon abstract subjects of a kindred nature

with the crime charged, but having no direct relation to it, are

certainly inadmissible.* Where conversations of co-conspirators or

accomplices are proved, the effect of the evidence will of course

depend upon the surrounding circumstances, such as the fact

and degree of the prisoner's attention to what was said, and his

approval or disapproval thereof.^

§ 597. The declarations of co-trespassers in civil actions are

governed by rules similar to those in cases of conspiracy which we
have just been considering; that is, if several are jointly sued, the

declarations of each, which constitute parts of the res gestae, are

admissible against all ;
^ while those which amount to mere

admissions, or narratives of past events, can only be received

against the party making them.^ "Where no common object or

^ R. V. Hardy, 1794. was accused, but had been composed
* R. V. Watson, 1817. See R. v. severalyearsbeforethe trial, was, in-

M'Cafferty, 18G6-7 (Ir.). There, acts deed, admitted in evidence (Jefferies,

of insurrection committed after the J.). But subsequent times have re-
arrest of the prisoner, but in con- garded this trial as a j udicial murder,
sequence of instructions given by * E. v. Hardy, 1794 (Eyi-e, C.J.).

him before he was apprehended, ^ See R. v. Hardwick, 1809 (Ld.
were held to be admissible in evi- Ellenborough) ; Powell v. Hodgetts,
dence on a charge of conspiracy to 1826 (Garrow, B.) ; North v. Miles,
raise rebellion. 1808 (Ld. Ellenborough) ; Bowsher

3 R. V. Watson, 1817. v. Galley, 1808 (id.).

* Hi Algernon Sidney's case, 1683, "> Daniels v. Potter, 1830 (Tindal,
observed upon (Abbott, J.) in R. C.J.). The case of Wright i;. Gourt,
V. Watson, 1817, a treatise contain- 18lio—where m an action for false

ing speculative republican doctrines, impiisonment, Garrow, B., admitted
which not only was unpublished and the declai'ations of a co-defendant,
apparently unconnected with the showing personal malice, as evidence
treasonable practices of which he against the other defendants, though
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motive is imputed, as in actions for negligence, the declaration of

each defendant is admissible against himself alone.^

§ 598.2 rjy-j^Q
principles just discussed also apply to cases of

partnership. Whenever any number of persons are associated

together in the joint prosecution of a common enterprise or design

(as in commercial partnerships, and similar cases), the act or

declaration of each member, in furtherance of the common object

of the association, is the act or declaration of all. By the very act

of association each partner is constituted the agent of the others,

for all purposes within the scope of the partnership concern ;

^

unless, under the special circumstances of the case, an intention

can be inferred by the jury, that a particular act should not be

binding without the direct concurrence of each individual partner.*

While the firm thus created exists, it speaks and acts only by the

several members ; but when that existence ceases by dissolution,

the subsequent acts of the individual members are binding on

themselves alone,^ except so far as otherwise agreed upon by the

articles of association or dissolution,^ or as the acts relate to the

previous business of the firm.^ An instance of this last exception

arises where one partner in a firm which has been dissolved has

admitted, subsequently to the dissolution, the payment of a debt

due to the firm.^

§ 599. In cases such as that just instanced, the party making the

admission must, however, be, at the time, jointly interested with

the parties against whom his statement was tendered in evidence.^

Where, therefore, a bill was filed to set aside a bond given to a

made in their absence, and several 1802; Kilgouri;. Finlyson, 1789.

weeks after tlie act complained of

—

^ Burton v. Issitt, 1821 ; Bell v.

probably wonld not now be regarded Morrison, 1828 (Am.).

as a safe precedent. '' Wood v. Braddick, 1808. See
1 Daniels v. Potter, 1830 (Tindal, Parker v. Morrell, 1848.

C.J.). « Pritchard v. Draper, 1830—31
"^ Gr. Ev. § 112, in part. (Ld. Brougham). Loomis and Jack-
- Sandilands v. Marsh, 1819 ; R. v. son v. Loomis, 1854 (Am.), expressly

Hardwick, 1809; Foxv. Clifton, 1830; supports the general proposition in

Nicholls v. Dowding, 1815; Hoden- the text.

pylv.Vingerhoed, 1818; Van Reims- ' See, and compare, the observa-

dyk V. Kane, 1813 (Am.) ; Coit v. tions of Ld. Cottenham in Parker v.

Tracy, 1830 (Am.). Ante, § 185. Morrell, 1848; of the Reporter in
* Latch V. Wedlake, 1840. S. 0. 464, n. b. ; and of Cresswell, J.,

^ Wood V. Braddick, 1808 (Sir J. in S. C. on issue tried at Nisi Prius.

Mansfield); Petherick v. Turner,
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banking firm on the ground of fraud, and before the commence-

ment of the suit, the partner, who originally managed the trans-

action, had retired from the firm, and ceased to have any longer an

interest in the bond, this man's answer was held not to be receiv-

able in evidence against the continuing partners.^

§ 600. Moreover, as against other members of a firm, neither a

partner's written acknowledgment of a partnership debt, nor

written promise to pay it, nor even actual payment by him of the

interest, or part payment of the principal due, whether made during

the partnership, or after the dissolution,- will take a case out of the

Statute of Limitations.^

§ 601, It has, indeed, been contended * that a signature by one

of several partners, mitig the name of the firm, will take the case out

of the statute as to all the partners, in a transaction in which all

are interested, because a partnership name is the name of each and
every member of the firm, and the enactment just referred to

speaks merely of joint contractors, and does not in terms mention

partners, but the contention does not appear to be tenable.^

§ 602.^ The declarations of agents are admissible against their

principals on grounds very similar to those which govern the de-

clarations of co-partners. The principal constitutes the agent as

his representative in the transaction of certain business. What-
ever, therefore, the agent does in the lawful prosecution of that

business, is the act of the principal. As Mr. Justice Story observes,

" where the acts of the agent will bind the principal, there his

representations, declarations, and admissions, respecting the

subject-matter, will also bind him, if made at the same time, and
constituting part of the res gestae." ^ They are original evidence

and not hearsay; and, being regarded as verbal acts, they are

receivable in evidence without calling the agent himself to prove

them.^ Still, the admission or declaration of an agent binds his

principal only when made during the continuance of the agency,

1 Parker v. Morrell, 1848. kins v. Logan, 1839 (Parke, B.).
2 Bristow V. Miller, 1848 (Ir.)

;

See, also, post, §§ 744, 745.
Watson V. Woodman, 1875. * Clark v. Alexander, 1844.

3 Tenterden's Act of 9 G. 4, c. 14, « See Bristow v. Miller, 1848 (Ir.).

§ 1, amended by 19&20 V. c. 97, s. 14 * Gr. Ev. § 113, in part.
(•'Mercantile Law Amendment Act, ' Story, Agen. § 134.
1856"); Jones z;. Eyder, 1838; Hop- ^ jj^g y_ llawkms, 1841.

3,S7
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in regard to a transaction then depending, et diim fervet optis}

When the agent's right to interfere in the particular matter has

ceased, the principal is no longer affected by his declarations, any

more than by his acts, but they will be rejected in such case as

mere hearsay.^

§ 603. Accordingly, when a horse-dealer, or livery-stable keeper,

employs a servant to sell a horse, any statement made by him

respecting the horse at the time of sale, even though it amount to a

warranty of soundness,^ which the servant has been really ordered

not to give, will bind the master.* But the servant's declarations

or acknowledgments at any other time, w^hether made to the

purchaser or to a stranger, will not be received.^ Again, if a letter

written by an agent form the whole or part of an agreement, which

by the course of his business he was authorized to make, it will be

admissible against the principal, but if it be offered as proof of

the contents of a pre-existing contract, or if it contain an account

of transactions already performed, it will probably be rejected,

though addressed to the principal himself ;
^ unless the principal

has replied to it, or has otherwise adopted or acted upon it, in

which case the agent's letter will be received as explanatory of the

principal's conduct.^ On the same principle a letter, written during

the voyage, by the master of a ship to the owners, while admissible

against the latter as to the/«c^s it states, is not so as evidence of

the master's opinion.^ The rules are the same as to an engineer's

log-book kept during the voyage.^

^ See Kirkstall Brewery Co. v. Fur- intrusted to sell a horse, not at a fair

ness Ry. Co., 1874 ; Re l)evala Prov. or public mart, but on some one
Gold Min. Co., 1883. particular occasion, has no implied

^ Fairlie v. Hastings, 1804 (Sir W. authority to bind his master by a
Grant); Garth v, Howard, 1832; warranty: Id. 223. See Miller v.

Langhorn v. Allnutt, 1812 (Gibbs, Lawton, 1864.

J.) ; "Betham v. Benson, 1818 (Dallas, * Howard v. Sheward, 1866.

C.J.); Mortimer v. M'Callan, 1840; ^ Allen v. Denstone, 1839 (Erskine,

R. v. Hall, 1838 (Littledale, J.); The J.); Helyear v. Hawke, 1803 (Ld.

Mechanics' Bk. of Alexandria v. Bk. EUenborough). See, also, Peto v.

of Columbia, 1820 (Am.); Hannayv. Hague, 1804 (Ld. EUenborough);
Stewart, 1837 (Am.); Stockton v. Gt. West. Ry. Co. v. Willis, 1865.

Demuth, 1838 (Am.); Stewartson v. ^ Fairlie v. Hastings, 1804; Lang-
Watts, 1839 (Am.); Baring v. Clark, horn v. Allnutt, 1812; Kahl v. Jan-
1837 (Am.); Bk. of Monroe v. Field, sen, 1812 ; Reyner v. Pearson, 1812.

1842 (Am.) ; Story, Agen. §§ 134, 137. ' Coates v. Bainbridge, 1828.
3 Brady v. Tod, 1861 (Erie, C.J.). « The Solway, 1885.

But the servant of a private owner, ^ The Earl of Dumfries, 1885.
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§ 604. Sir William Grrant has well explained the law upon this

subject as follows:' "As a general proposition," said he, "what

one man says, not upon oath, cannot be evidence against another

man. The exception must arise out of some peculiarity of situation,

coupled with the declarations made by one. An agent may
undoubtedly, within the scope of his authority, bind his principal

by his agreement, and in many cases by his acts. What the

agent has said may be what constitutes the agreement of the

principal ; or the representations or statements made may be the

foundation of, or the inducement to, the agreement. Therefore, if

writing is not necessary by law, evidence must be admitted to

prove that the agent did make the statement or representation.

So, with regard to acts done, the words with which those acts are

accompanied frequently tend to determine their quality. The

party, therefore, to be bound by the act, must be affected by the

words. But, except in one or the other of those ways, I do not

know how what is said by an agent can be evidence against his

principal. The mere assertion of a fact cannot amount to proof of

it ; though it may have some relation to the business, in which the

person making that assertion was employed as agent. * * * The

admission of an agent cannot be assimilated to the admission of the

principal. A party is bound by his own admission ; and is not

permitted to contradict it. But it is impossible to say that a man
is precluded from questioning or contradicting anything any person

has asserted as to him, respecting his conduct or his agreement,

merely because that person has been an agent of his. If any fact,

material to the interest of either party, rests in the knowledge of

an agent, it is to be proved by his testimony, not by his mere

assertion."

§ 605. As the rule admitting the declarations of the agent is

founded upon his legal identity with the principal, such declarations

only bind the principal so far as the agent had legal power to make
them.2 For example, the declarations and acts of an agent cannot

bind an infant, because an infant cannot appoint an agent ; so that,

if an infant, even by letter of attorney, appoints a person to make

1 In Fail-lie v. Hastings, 1804. ^ gee Faussett v, Faussett, 1849

;

Hogg V. Garrett, 1849 (Ir.J.
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a lea-je, he will not be bound thereby, neither will his ratification

bind him ; but such lease, to be good, must be the infant's own

personal act.^ Questions of much nicety often occur, where power

to make an admission is sought to be inferred by implication from

an authority to do a certain act. Thus, where a wife is authorised,

in her husband's absence, to carry on the business of his shop, her

admissions, made on application to pay for goods previously

delivered at the shop, will be evidence against the husband.* But

proof of her acknowledgments of an antecedent contract for the

hire of the shop, or of her agreement to make a new contract for

the future occupation of it, will be rejected, as it cannot be

necessary that the wife should have this extensive power of binding

her husband, for the mere purpose of conducting the business of

the shop.^ The declarations of a bank manager made behind the

bank's counter as to the usual course of business at a bank are

evidence against the bankers.'* The declarations of a pawnbroker's

shopman made behind the shop counter that his master had received

goods said to have been deposited with him in the ordinary course

of his business, would probably be admissible against the master,

because it might well be assumed that the shopman was authorised

to answer any inquiries respecting the goods, made by persons

interested in them. But if, in the case last suggested, the admission

related to a transaction unconnected with the immediate business

of the shop,—as, for instance, if it referred to the loan of several

hundred pounds on a single pledge at five per cent, interest,—it

would not be received.^ So again, although the solicitor of a

judgment creditor may fairly be assumed to have acted as his

client's agent in directing the issue of a fi. fa., because the taking

such a step might be essentially necessary for the benefit of the

client, yet special instructions to seize particular goods cannot be

considered within the scope of any implied authority.^

§ 606.^ To sum up : there are three classes of declarntions, which

though treated under the head of hearsay, are, in truth, original

* Doe V. Eoberts, 1847 (Parke, B.). * Summers v. London Joint Stock

See Hargrave v. Hargrave, 1850. Bank, 1890.
2 Clifford V. Burton, 1823. * Gai'h r. Howard, 1832.

* Meredith v. Footner, 1843. « Smith v. Keal, 1882, C. A.
" Gr. Ev. § 123, in great part.
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evidence. The first class consists of cases where the fact that the

declaration was made, and not its truth or falsity, is the point in

question; the second includes expressions of bodily or mental

feelings, where the existence or nature of such feelings is the

subject of inquiry ; and the tJdrd class embraces all other cases, in

whiuh the declaration offered in evidence may be regarded as part

of the res gestse. These classes are all involved in the principle of

the last, and have been separately treated merely for the sake of

greater distinctness.
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AMERICAN NOTES.

Declarations part of the Res Gestae. — Among the statements of

persons not witnesses to which the rule excluding hearsay does not

apply are statements admitted ''as part of the res gestae."

In this phrase both the term " part " and the term " res gestae
"

are the subject of conflicting interpretation and no small amount of

ambiguity.

Res Gestae. — It would probably be difficult, if not impossible, to

give a wholly satisfactory definition of the phrase res gestae. As is

said by the supreme court of Georgia, '' The difficulty of formulat-

ing a description of the res gestae which will serve for all cases

seems insurmountable. To make the attempt is sometiiing like try-

ing to execute a portrait which shall enable the possessor to recog-

nize every member of a very numerous family." Cox v. State, 64

Ga. 374, 410 (1879). The Latin expression implies the idea of

action, of something done
;
yet, as employed in the la'w of evidence,

facts as well as acts are among the res gestae. Thus, on an indict-

ment for murder, the bullet taken from deceased's body of the same

kind as that carried by a pistol habitually carried by the prisoner,

and burglar's nippers identified as prisoner's and found near scene

of homicide, were held to be admissible " as part of the res gestae."

Williams v. Com.. 85 Va. 607 (1889). Very possibly, this con-

venient ambiguity constitutes no small part of the attractiveness of

the phrase. The res gestae of any case apparently embraces all such

facts as unite to constitute the state of affairs for which legal con-

sequences are claimed. Under such a definition, many facts may be

entirely relevant to the issue, and consequently admissible, without

assisting to constitute the res gestae. Legal liability in any case is

predicated upon the existence of some particular " transaction " or

state of affairs. It is this group of facts or events which make up

its res gestae. Obviously the degree of remoteness which excludes a

relevant fact from being considered part of the res gestae will be

largely a matter of judicial discretion, and one in which considerable

diversity of opinion may be fairly expected.

Courts have experienced considerable difficulty in fixing the point

of time over which the res gestae extends.

Where the question is as to whether the intercourse between a

man and woman living together as husband and wife is matrimonial

or meritricious, the res gestae covers the entire period of their living

together, and includes the declarations as well as the acts of the

parties tending to characterize their intercourse. In re Taylor,

9 Paige, 611 (1842).

On an indictment for assault with intent to murder, the acts of

persons present and apparently co-operating with the prisoner in
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his attempt to intercept the prosecutor, on the occasion of the as-
sault, are part of the res gestae. Ross v. State, 62 Ala. 224 (1878).

Kunierous illustrations of this difficulty will appear in the further
consideration of the topic.

Dkclakations may constitute the Rks Gkst.e. Tlie entire
res gestae of a particular case may consist of verbal or written decla-
rations. Where a contract or other obligation is said to result from
a conversation between the parties, their statements are proved as
the facts which constitute the transaction. With such proof the
rule against hearsay has no concern. The verbal facts are proved
because from their existence the contract or other obligation arises.
Chick V. Sisson, 95 Mich. 412 (1893); State v. Gregory, 132 Ind'
387 (1892) ; Bolds v. Woods, 9 Ind. App. 657 (1893).
Where a contract is perfected after repeated interviews, all repre-

sentations made at the previous interviews are included in the res
gesta3. Ahem v. Goodspeed, 72 X. Y. 108 (1878) ; Porter v. Waltz,
60 Mo. 40 (1886). Where there is an agreement to arm and fight'
"the res gestte of the transaction comprehend all pertinent acts and
declarations of the parties (either or both) which take place in the
interval between the agreement to fight and the consummation of
the homicide such interval being very brief." Cox v. State, 64 Ga.
374, 410 (1879). On the other hand, so long as anything in the
usual course of business remains to be done to complete a transac-
tion, — e. g., giving a receipt,— while the parties remain together,
whatever is said until the transaction is thus ended assists to con-
stitute the res gestae. Fitield i\ Eichardson, 34 Vt. 410 (1S61).
Delarations Facts in the Res Gest.e. — Verbal and written

declarations may not only constitute the res gestae in a given case
such a declaration may itself be an independent fact in the res
gestae.

Where a declaration, oral or in writing, of a person not a witness,
is in and of itself part of the res gestae, it is admissible upon ordi-
nary principles. A verbal fact does not differ in its proof from any
other fact, equally relevant. Of this nature are declarations show-
ing a particular intention in doing an act. Here the intention is an
independent fact legitimately part of the res gestae, and the declara-
tion is admitted because it shows it.' Such a declaration may ac-
company an act, — it most frequently does so; but the declaration
is not dependent for its admissibility on being part of the act.
As was said by the supreme court of South Carolina, " Where the
inquiry is as to a certain transaction not only what was done, but
also what was said by those present during the transaction, is ad-
missible for the purpose of explaining its character." State v
Belcher, 13 S. C. 459 (1880).
On an indictment for murder, a threat by the defendant to kill

shortly before the murder is competent as part of the res gestae^
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thou!?li no one in particular is named. State r. King, 9 Mont. 445

(1890). On the contrary, statements between the parties on the

forenoon of the day of an assault are not part of the res gestae of

the assault itself. Rosenbaum r. State, 33 Ala. 354 (1859). " If an

act proved is relevant and material, declarations accompanying the

act and strictly explanatory of it are admissible as part of the res

gestee. Tucker r. Peaslee, 36 N. H. 167 (1858). So where the

question was whether A. took part in a mutual affray, the fact that

he took part may be shown by his shouting to one about to interfere,

to let him alone. The verbal act is itself one of the res gestae

facts. Castner r. Sliker, 33 N. J. Law, 95 (1868). So, on an in-

dictment for burglary, the fact that a certain person stated in pres-

ence of the defendant that she recognized him. ''The truth or

falsity thereof is not the question, and the testimony is only appli-

cable to rem ipsam, as a contemporaneous fact forming part of the

res gestae, and as such is admissible, just as any other contemporaneous

physical occurrence could be proven." State v. Horton, 33 La. Ann.

289 (1881). So, on a probate appeal, where the question was as to

the intention with which a certain instrument was torn, verbal or

written declarations were regarded as verbal facts assisting to con-

stitute the res gestae. CoUagan v. Burns, 57 Me. 449 (1867). Where

the defendant was the ringleader of the mob that killed the deceased,

evidence of their exclamations, declarations, etc., are facts in the

res gestae, so far as they tend to show the intent with which the

mob were acting. " They are regarded as verbal facts, indicating a

present purpose and intention, and therefore admitted in proof like

any other material facts." Carr v. State, 43 Ark. 99 (1884).

On an action for assault and battery, the abusive remarks made

by the defendant when the plaintiff first came up which might be

considered to reflect upon the plaintiff are part of the res gestae.

Blake v. Damon, 103 Mass. 199 (1869). In a criminal action for

assault and battery, the language of the i)arties uttered at the time

of the assault are part of the res gestip. Colquitt r. State, 34 Tex.

550 (1871).

In Insurance Co. v. Mosley. 8 Wall. 397 (1869), more fully stated

later, so far as declarations by the deceased as to his then present

pains and injuries, made after the occurrence of some obviously great

change in physical condition, were admitted by the court "as verbal

acts, ... as competent as any other testimony, when relevant to

the issue," the action of the supreme court of the United States

seems justified by the rule under consideration. It is when the

court go further and admit the sufferer's statement as to the cause

of his injury that the ruling is open to exception.

The distinction obviously is between a declaration which is com-

petent as an independent fact in the res gestae and a declaration

which is admissible not because it is of itself part of the res
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gestie, but because it is part of some fact which assists to consti-

tute the res gestfe. How easily such a distinction may be Ipst sight

of may perhaps be illustrated by a case in the supreme judicial

court of Massachusetts.

Wesson v. Washburn Iron Co., 13 All. 95 (1866), was an action for

injury to the plaintiff's inn from a nuisance erected on the defend-

ant's premises. Statements of guests on leaving the inn abruptly

soon after arrival as to the reason of their leaving were held incom-

petent, because " merely declarations of a previously existing fact

or state of things which operated on the minds of the persons who

uttered them, and induced them to leave the house ;
but they had no

tendency whatever to show that this act, of itself clear and un-

equivocal, should have any different signification or effect than that

whicli should be given to it if proved as an independent fact, irre-

spectively of the statements which accompanied it." Wesson v.

Washburn Co., 13 All. 95 (1866). While these declarations cer-

tainly did not characterize the act of leaving, the mental state of the

guests was apparently itself a res gestte fact, best proved by their

declarations as to its existence.

In the same way, where the intent with which an entry is made

on certain premises is material to the issue and part of the res

gestae, declarations of the party entering as to his intent in so doing

is a verbal fact which may be proved by his declarations. The mere

fact that the declaration is contemporaneous with the entry and

tends to characterize it does not make the admissibility of the decla-

ration dependent upon the admissibility of the fact of the entry.

Dougherty v. McManus, 36 la. 657 (1873). Or for what purpose a

bank deposit was made. Medley v. People, 49 111. App. 218 (1892).

So, on a question whether an easement of a way had been acquired

by adverse user, the declarations of a former owner of the land,

while ploughing across the alleged right of way, that no right of

way existed there, and that the user had been permissive, are com-

petent, not as proof of the facts asserted, but as evidence quo animo

the ploughing was done. Sears v. Hayt, 37 Conn. 406 (1870). So,

whether a holding is under a claim of right. Smith v. Putnam, 62

N. H. 369 (1882). On a question of the settlement of a pauper, the

intention with which he left a town being relevant to the issue, his

declarations on the subject at the time of leaving are a fact in the

res gestfE. Etna v. Brewer, 78 Me. 377 (1886) .
Where the ques-

tion is as to the power of the husband as an agent to bind the wife

as a grantor, her declarations to him as to the terms on which he

was to deliver it are part of the res gestjB. Harper v. Dail, 92 N.

C. 394 (1885). Statements of the intention with which A. removed

a certain fence, made at the time of the removal, are competent in any

case where this intention is material. Spencer v. New York, &c. R. R.,

62 Conn. 242 (1892). So, what a grantee's agents said immediately
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on learning of the making and delivery of the deed concerning the

acceptaqce thereof is proper evidence to sliow liis assent thereto,

Fischer Leaf Co. r. Whipple, 51 Mo. App. 181 (1892). On an in-

dictment for murder, evidence that the accused immediately after

the homicidal act started off ; that a bystandei- cried out, *'Call the

police !
"

; that thereupon the accused snapped his rifle at her, hut

did not fire,— is competent, as these facts assist to constitute the

res gestje. Johnson v. State, 88 Ga. 203 (1891). On an action

brought by a water company against a town, the defendant claimed

to show acts of the plaintiff testing and abandoning different sources

of water supply as admissions by the plaintiff that the quantity of

water furnished was insufficient. Held, that the plaintiff could

show, in reply, by the record of corporate votes under which these

tests were made, that their object was to improve the quality of the

water. "The declaration of the purpose is a part of the doings of

the corporation, by the authority of which the acts were done. It

does not appear that at the time these votes were passed the present

controversy had arisen. Apparently it is the common case of declara-

tions accompanying acts wliich tend to explain or qualify the mean-

ing of the acts, and which are considered as a part of the res gestae."

Wiley V. Athol, 150 Mass. 426 (1890), — which is apparently another

instance of the same confusion of thought that appears in the earlier

decision of Wesson v. Washburn Iron Company, 13 All. 95 (1866).

The declarations were not competent because they accompanied a

relevant fact, but because they were themselves relevant facts, and
part of the res gestae.

In the same way, as illustrating piir2)ose on an action to restrain

the lay-out of a highway across the plaintiff's land, the fact that

Avhile the plaintift"'s predecessor was having the land surveyed he

said he was not going to have a road on the west side of the land he

was surveying was competent. Tait v. Hall, 71 Cal. 149 (1886).

On an action of trover for a plough, the defendant's intention in

borrowing the same may be shown by his declarations at the time.

Frome v. Dennis, 45 N. J. L. 515 (1883).

On an issue of the making of a contract to do a certain thing, a

declaration to the defendant a few hours previous that he intended

to do that particular thing is competent. "This declaration, it is

claimed, was made a few hours before the alleged contract between
plaintiff' and defendant was consummated. It was admissible as a

part of the res gestae for the purpose of illustrating the subsequent

agreement. It would not prove that a contract had been made,
but was a circumstance from which the jury might reasonably infer

that the defendant had sought the plaintiff for that purpose. So,

too, would any declaration be admissible as a part of the res gestae

made by the defendant on his way to meet the plaintiff, that he was
seeking him for a particular purpose. Such evidence would tend
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only to show the object and purpose of the meeting : not that it had

been accomplished. It was a circumstance which the jury had a

right to consider in connection with the evidence of the settlement."

Garrison v. Goodale, 23 Oregon, 307 (1892).

A statement by the lender made during the making of a loan that

he is lending some one else's money is part of the res gestae. Carter

V. Beals, 44 N. H. 408 (1862). The objections of a wife, made before

and at the time of giving her acknowledgment, though at an inter-

val of several hours, are part of the res gestae. Louden v. Blythe,

16 Pa. St. 532 (1851). So the declarations of a party on receiving

money that he does not accept it in full payment. Dillard v. Scruggs,

36 Ala. 670 (1860). Where the intention with which a pregnant

woman visited a doctor's office is material, her declarations on that

point when leaving home are part of the res gestae. State v. Howard,

32 Vt. 380, 404 (1859). In an action for alienating a wife's affec-

tions, her declarations on leaving home, and on arriving at her

father's house " explanatory of her troubled mental condition and of

her reasons for going to her father's house " are competent " as parts

of the res gestae." Glass v. Bennett, 89 Tenn. 478 (1890). Where

the question is as to the fairness of the presiding officer of an elec-

tion when votes were challenged as illegal, his declarations and

conversations made at that time are part of the res gestae. Little v.

State, 75 Tex. 616 (1890).

Where it is important to show that a city had notice of the dan-

gerous condition of a certain shade tree within the limits of the

highway, the declarations of persons as to its dangerous character,

while looking at its decayed roots at a time when they were exposed,

are facts in the res gestae. " The acts of persons in looking at the

roots were an important part of the evidence. From this it might

be inferred that they noticed the decayed condition of the roots, and

so that knowledge of the defect became general. But that evidence

might properly be strengthened by introducing as a part of the res

gestae the declarations which accompanied the acts, and which char-

acterized them as acts that communicated intelligence of the condition

of the tree to those who looked. The remarks made at the time

rendered it certain that the view of the roots gave notice of the

defect to those who then saw them. If the fact that these persons

looked at the decayed roots was competent as tending to show the

notoriety of the defect, then clearly the accompanying declarations

whicli tended to show the nature of the act of looking were also

competent." Chase v. Lowell, 151 Mass. 422 (1890).

The remark with which one of the participants in a mutual assault

set out to clinch his antagonist is admissible as part of a res gestae

fact. Baker v. Gausin, 76 Ind. 317 (1881). Such statement on an

issue of self-defence would probably be admissible as itself a fact in

the res gestae as indicating intention to injure. Ibid. The declara-
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tion of a bystander, calculated to affect the action of the defendant

if made at the time of the affray, is equally a fact in the res gestae,

for the same reasons. Ibid. Where a man, claiming to have been

robbed, ran calling for the police, the facts that he met a policeman
;

told him his story ; that they went back and found the defendant

counting certain money by the aid of street lamp, " were admissible

as part of the res gestye. Tlie whole was practically one continued

and brief transaction, and all that took place was of some conse-

quence in construing the conduct of both parties." Driscoll v. People,

47 Mich. 413 (1882).

So the declaration of a party that he considered a boundary line

settled may be competent evidence as bearing on his purpose in

having a re-survey. Archer v. Helm, 70 Miss. 874 (1893).

On an indictment for rape, where the identity of the prisoner with

the assailant is involved, the fact that certain witnesses of the assault

recognized the accused next day as the person in question is compe-

tent; and the exclamation of one of these witnesses to the other,

" There goes the man," and the reply of the other, ''Yes, there he

goes," are competent as part of the res gestaj. " It is not questioned

that it was perfectly competent to show that the witnesses saw and

readily recognized the accused, near the scene of the transaction, on

the following day, as testified to by them, and it must be admitted

the spontaneous exclamation, 'There goes the man,' with the re-

sponse, ' Yes, there he goes,' is highly characteristic of the fact of

their recognition. The true test, in all cases, by which tlie admissi-

bility of such testimony is determined, is, the act, declaration or

exclamation must be so intimately interwoven or connected with the

principal fact or event which it characterizes, as to be regarded a

part of the transaction itself, and also to clearly negative any pre-

meditation or purpose to manufacture testimony, and we are of

opinion the circumstances of this case clearly bring it within the

rule." Lander r. The People, 104 111. 248 (1882).

Declaratioxs part of a Res Gest.e fact. — Declarations

which constitute the res gestae and those whose existence forms in-

dependent facts in the res gestae are admitted in evidence as verbal

facts and upon ordinary principles. Even where the declaration is

that of a person not called as a witness, the rule excluding hearsay

does not apply. The fact of a statement having been made (as dis-

tinguished from the truth of what is stated) differs in no essential

particular of proof from any other fact equally competent. The
hearsay rule, however, does exclude the statement of persons not

witnesses as proof of the facts therein stated, except in certain speci-

fied instances. The statements excluded by the hearsay rule which,

on an exception to the operation of that rule, are admitted as part of

the res gestae are those which are not themselves facts in the res

gestae, but are part of some fact which is itself part of the res gestae.
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It is probably with this in mind that the court in Mitchum a.

State, 11 Ga. 615 (1852) say "The idea of the res gest* presupposes

a main fact."

To make a declaration in a person's own favor admissible as part

of the res gestae "it is essential that the act which such declaration

characterizes or explains should itself be admissible. ... If such act

is not admissible in evidence, its actual admission, without objec-

tion, does not render the accompanying declaration competent."

Pinney v. Jones, 64 Conn. 545 (1894).

" The credit which the act or fact gives to the accompanying dec-

larations, as a part of the transaction, and the tendency of the con-

temporary declarations, as a part of the transaction, to explain the

particular fact, distinguish this class of declaration from mere hear-

say. . . . There must be a main or principal fact or transaction, and

only such declarations are admissible as grow out of the principal '

transaction, illustrate its character, are contemporary with it, and

derive some degree of credit from it." Lund v. Tyngsborough, 9

Cush. 36 (1851). The acts of a testator in collecting, drying, and

pasting together the parts of a torn will being part of the res gestae^

his declarations while engaged on this work that ''the old woman

had got in one of her tantrums, and had torn it, but that he could

fix it together again " are competent. Collagan v. Burns, 57 Me.

449 (1867). " Declarations are pertinent if they are uttered contem-

poraneously with pertinent acts, and serve to account for, qualify, or

explain them, and are apparently natural and spontaneous." Cox

V. State, 64 Ga. 374, 410 (1879).

A declaration to be " part " of such res gestae fact must (1) accom-

pany it (2) explain or characterize it. Both these elements are

essential. They represent the guarantees of reliability on which

the operation of the rule excluding hearsay has been suspended.

(1) Must be Contemporaneous. — To admit evidence of a decla-

ration, otherwise excluded, on the ground that it is part of a relevant

act or other fact in the res gestae, it is necessary that the declaration

should accompany the act. The difficulty at once presents itself that

to limit the rule to a precise coincidence in time would be to abro-

gate it for all practical purposes. A certain amount of leeway is

therefore necessary and the question largely becomes one of degree.

''To bring such 'declarations within this principle generally, they

must be contemporaneous with the main fact to which they relate."

Insurance Co. v. Mosley, 8 Wall. 397 (1869). "When the act is

one material and relevant, and proper for the consideration of the

jury, the declarations of the actor accompanying and explanatory of

the acts done, are uniformly admissible as part of the res gestae.

Collagan v. Burns, 57 Me. 449 (1867).

So the supreme court of Iowa, in admitting the declaration of a

passenger as to the extent of his injury " at the time of the over-
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turning "of the coach. ''According to the autlioritie.s, if such a

decharatiou was made at the time the act was done, and is calculated

to explain the character, nature or quality of the facts constituting

tlie act and its effects, so as to unfold and harmonize them as parts

of the same transaction, then such a declaration must be regarded as

a part of the res gestte, and may always be shown to the jury along

with the principal facts." Frink & Co. v. Coe, 4 Greene, 555 (1854).

On an action against a refiner of petroleum for selling improper

oil, by means of which the plaintiff's husband was killed, what the

latter said when enveloped in the fiames or immediately after as to

the cause of the accident " was clearly competent evidence as a part

of the res gestae." Elkins r. McKean, 79 Pa. St. 493 (1875).

Where a witness, being alarmed in the night, ran from her room,

her exclamation " that she saw some one at the window in her room "

is competent as part of the res ge^tai. Dismukes v. IState, 83 Ala.

287 (1887).

" Declarations which accompany the act characterize it ; but to do

so the declarations must be by the persons engaged in the act, con-

temporaneous with it, if not precisely concurrent in point of time,

and proved as other facts by witnesses. To make declarations a

part of the res gestae they must be contemporaneous with the main
fact, not, however, precisely concurrent in point of time. If they

spring out of the transaction, elucidate it, and are made at a time so

near to it as reasonably to preclude the idea of deliberate design,

they are then to be regarded as contemporaneous." State v. Belcher

13 S. C. 459 (1880) ; Mitchum v. State, 11 Ga. 615 (1852). The ex-

clamation of the prisoner immediately after the killing, "I would
not have done it for the world ! " is competent as part of the res

gestae. Ifnd. '•' The transaction upon which this action is founded
is the alleged enticing of the plaintiff's daughter from her home by
the defendants. That is the res gestae, and all that was said or done

by the actors in that transaction contemporary with it, and which
tends to illustrate its character, are parts thereof, and as such may
be proved on the trial by either party." Felt v. Amidon, 43 Wis.

467 (1877).

Ax Extended Developmext. — As compared with the English

decisions, the rules regulating the admission of declarations as part

of a res gestae fact have received an extended development in the

United States. It being conceded not to be strictly necessary that

the declaration absolutely accompany the act of which it is part, it

has proved difl&cult in many cases accurately to distinguish between
mere narrative of a completed transaction (which is excluded) and
a declaration rapidly succeeding an act, — compelled and as it were
instinctively forced out by the act itself. In the absence of a more
definite test in point of time, many tribunals have practically sub-

stituted another test, — that of sjwnfcoieitt/. They receive '•' as part
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of the res gestae " the story of events recently past, provided that it

sufficiently appears that there is neither time nor motive for mis-

representation or invention. Most of these antliorities rest ulti-

mately upon a JMassachusetts case,— Com. v. MTike, 3 Cush. 181

(184'.)).

Com. v. M'Pike.— This leading case can hardly be said to have

been apparently one of much consideration by the court, and pos-

sibly, but for its adoption by the majority of the supreme court of the
I

United States in Insurance Co. v. Mosley as the basis of their de-

cision, might not have been heard from again. The court which

rendered the decision a few years later announced a much sounder

legal principle in Com. v. Hackett, 2 All. 136 (18G1). As a matter,

of reasoning, it is difficult to follow the court m Com. v. M'Pike in

seeing of what res gest* fact the declaration actually admitted was

claimed to be part; unless the principle be announced that the men-

tal or physical state of a declarant resulting from the res gestiie, then

past, be itself a fact in the res gestae, and, further, that declarations

of the person in question accounting for the existence of such state

shortly after its creation are part of such state, characterizing and

explaining it. For such a general principle there is no basis of au-

thority, except as furnished by these decisions themselves.

The case was one of indictment for manslaughter. The deceased,

a woman, between twelve and one o'clock in the morning of July

5th, 1848, ran from her sleeping-room, where the injury was inflicted,

to the room of a witness on the story above and knocked on the door,

crying " Murder! " This outcry attracted the attention of a second

witness, who at once got up from bed, to go up-stairs to her relief,

but, being dissuaded by tlie first witness, then coming down-stairs

in search of a priest and physician, went for a watchman instead.

On returning, the second witness went immediately up to the room

above where the deceased then was. After certain requests, the de-

ceased then told the witness that she had been stabbed by her hus-

band, the accused. Tliis was held competent by the court in the

following language :
" The witness describes the situation in which

he found the party, her appearance, and her request for assistance,

and, in connection therewith, her declaration of the cause of the in-

jury. The period of time, at which these acts and statements took

place was so recent after the receiving of the injury, as to justify

the admission of the evidence as a part of the res gestae. In the

admission of testimony of this character, much must be left to the

exercise of the sound discretion of the presiding judge." Com. v.

M'Pike, 3 Cush. 181 (1849).

Insurance Co. v. Mosley. — The rule in Com. v. M'Pike {uhi

supra) was followed in Insurance Co. v. Mosley, 8 Wall. 397 (1869),

which is here summarized substantially in the language used in a

most helpful series of articles upon this subject in 15 Am. Law
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Rev. 86 et seq. Insurance Co. v. Mosley was an action of assump-

sit on a policy of insurance issued by the plaintiff in error to tlie

defendant upon the life of her husband. The case came up by writ

of error to one of the circuit courts of the United States. The ques-

tion was as to the soundness of two rulings in the court below upon

points of evidence. The policy insured against death resulting from

personal injury, "caused by some outward and visible means;" it

was expressly provided that the policy should not extend to any

injury "caused by or arising from natural disease." The declara-

tion alleged that the deceased died from injuries that resulted from

falling down a pair of stairs. The defendants (below) pleaded the

general issue. The question was whether the cause of the deceased's

death was accident or disease. He was " in his usual health " until

a certain night when, after having gone to bed, he got up and went

down stairs ; he returned ill, and complained of having had a fall,

describing his symptoms, and he continued ill for three or four days

until he died. The testimony which was objected to was: (1) That

of Mrs. Mosley giving the declaration of her husband. She testi-

fied that he got up between twelve and one o'clock at night, and

went down-stairs to the privy; she did not know how long he

was gone ; when he came back he said he had fallen down the back

stairs, had hit and hurt the back of his head, and almost killed

himself ; his voice trembled so as to attract her attention at once
;

he complained, and appeared to be in pain, and was sick, and she

was up with him all night. On the next morning he said he "felt

bad," and fainted. (2) Tlie testimony of the son of the deceased,

giving certain declarations of his father, was also objected to, but

received. He testified that he slept in the lower part of the build-

ing ; that at about twelve o'clock of the night in question he saw

his father lying with his head on the counter, and asked him what

was the matter; he replied that he had fallen down the back stairs

and hurt himself very badly. That on the day after the fall his

father said he felt very badly, and that if he attempted to walk

across the room his head became dizzy ; on the following day he

said he was a little worse, if anything. Nobody testified to seeing

the deceased fall. The majority of the court, Swayne, J. giving

the opinion, state the questions to be whether the court erred in

admitting the declarations of the deceased (1) as to his bodily in-

juries and pains, and (2) to prove that he had fallen down-stairs.

The first class of declarations they readily conclude to be admissible,

as being the usual expressions of such feelings, and as relating wholly

to what was present. The other question is answered in the same

way, on the ground that the declarations were made immediately or

very soon after the event, — some of them before the deceased

returned to his room and the others upon reaching it. Both

declarations are conceived to be " a part of the res gestae." " In
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the complexity of human affairs," say the court, ''' what is done

and what is said are often so related that neither can be de-

tached without leaving the residue fragmentary and distorted.

. . Here the principal fact is the bodily injury. The res gestae

are the statements of the cause made by the assured almost

contemporaneously with its occurrence, and those relating to the

consequences made while the latter subsisted and were in progress.

Where sickness or affection is the subject of inquiry, the sickness

or affection is the principal fact. The res gestte are the declarations

tending to show the reality of its existence, and its extent and char-

acter." Seven cases are relied upon, including Aveson v. Kinnaird,

Com. V. M'Pike, Thompson v. Trevanion, and K. v. Foster.

Mr. Justice Clifford (with whom Nelson, J., concurred), dissented

in an opinion which is devoted to a consideration of the declarations

as evidence to prove the falling down-stairs. It is insisted that the

declarations were not contemporaneous with that fact. The case of

Com. V. M'Pike is condemned, as inconsistent with all other Massa-

chusetts cases; Thompson v. Trevanion and R. v. Foster as very

slightly reported, as disapproved by Koscoe in " his valuable trea-

tise on' the Law of Evidence," and as inconsistent with all the tests

laid down in Taylor,

It seems difficult to support this case upon the facts as reported,

in so far as it admits the declarations as to the fact of falling down-

stairs. There is nothing whatever to show how long the interval

was between the going down of the deceased and his return, and

nothing definite to show the interval between his going down and

the interview with the son. There is no evidence that either the

son or the wife, or anybody, heard the fall; and the wife says

expressly that "she didn't know how long he was gone." The

interval may have been live minutes, or fifteen, or thirty. It seems

impossible to say that such a declaration is shown to be contempo-

raneous with the cause of the injury, —so near it that it may fairly

be called a part of it
;
yet the court make the declaration admis-

sible, as being connected with the " bodily injury," and as stating

the cause of it almost contemporaneously with its occurrence.

It certainly is extremely difficult to see of what res gestae fact the

declaration admitted can fairly be said to be a part.

The decisions in California apparently follow the rule laid down

in Com. v. M'Pike and Insurance Co. v. Mosley.

Where a witness heard a shot and " about half a minute and not

exceeding three quarters of a minute from the time witness heard

the first shot" met deceased walking rapidly away from the pris-

oner's house and was informed of the circumstances of the shooting,

held: these declarations were admissible. "Declarations to be a

part of the res gestae, are not required to be precisely concurrent in

point of time with the principal fact, if they spring out of the
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principal transaction, if they tend to explain it, are voluntary and

spontaneous, and are made at a time so near it as to preclude the

idea of deliberate design, then they are to be regarded as contem-

poraneous, and are admissible." People v. Vernon, 35 Cal. 49

(1868).

Such a ruling labors under the difficulty stated above. It is

hard to see of what res gestae fact the declarations in question are

part. Certainly they were not part of the fact of shooting
;
as to

this they are mere narrative.

So in Virginia. The statement of a prisoner to a witness on his

own behalf made a few minutes after the fatal shot, on the scene

of the res gestfe, is admissible. " It was very closely connected,

both in time and place, with the homicide, which was the subject

of the prosecution, and might well have tended to elucidate that

fact as part of the res gestae. It was said when the deceased was

lying close by, in a dying state, from tlie effect of the wounds he

had received, and in the presence, and it seems the hearing, of

Columbus and Gilbert Little, the former of whom had a pistol in

each hand and the latter a gun in liis hand, and also in the presence

and hearing of Oscar Little, who was also wounded. It is not

probable that the prisoner had either time or motive to fabricate a

statement under such circumstances." Little's Case, 25 Gratt. 921

(1874). Where a party murderously assaulted ran to the door

calling '•' murder," walked around the house some eighty feet to a

neighbor's house; roused the latter who was asleep and, on being

adnutted said '' I am shot ; William Kirby has shot me ;

" it was

held that the declarations were competent. " Here, the declarations

in question were not only made recently, but probably witliin two

minutes, after the shot was fired. And this, taken in connection

with the declarant's condition, mental and physical, produced by the

unexpected, unprovoked, and, as he supposed, fatal shot through

the head, repels tlie idea that his declarations were fabricated. In-

deed, under the circumstances disclosed by the record, it is hardly

reasonable to suppose that they could have been fabricated, as both

the time and capacity for reflection were wanting." Kirby r. Com.,

77 Va. 681, 689 (1883).

And Texas. Where deceased, immediately upon being shot

staggered into the house, asked his wife to examine his wound,

and when she told him the ball had passed through his body,

exclaimed "I am a dead man, but, thank God, I die innocent;"

and, in reply to her question, '' who did it. Bob ? " replied " Morg.

Mclnturf (the defendant) and them," the declarations were held

admissible as part of the res gestae. Mclnturf v. State, 20 Tex.

App. 335, 355 (1886) ; Drake v. State, 29 Tex. App. 265 (1890).

'In a Texas divorce case a witness was allowed to testify "that

the plaintiff came to her house crying, and said defendant had
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just slapped her and called her a bitch. . . The witness further

stated, that appellee's face was red on one side, and that she had

just come from home to witness' hovise, about 300 yards away.

Under the circumstances, the statement made by appellee was

res gestae." Hanna v. Hanna, 3 Tex. Civ. App. 51 (1893).

This idea that where a statement is not tainted with liability to

fabrication it is admissible as part of the res gestae although not

part of any particular res gestae fact has been adopted in legislation.

Georgia Code, § 3733. " Declarations accompanying an act, or so

nearly connected therewith in time as to be free from all suspicion

of device or afterthought, are admissible in evidence as part of res

gestae." Commenting on this provision, the court in Travellers

Ins. Co. r. Sheppard, 85 Ga. 751, 775 (1890) say; — ''The rule

contemplates that all the res gestae, including declarations forming

part thereof, must transpire within the present time of the transac-

tion. But that time, while it cannot be less, may be more extended

than the present of the principal fact, in some instances a little, in

others much, and in others very much more. Usually if they can

all be ascertained, some of the res gestae will be found simultaneous

with, and some anterior and others posterior to the principal fact.

Thus, suppose an electric discharge during a summer shower to be

the principal fact, the formation of the cloud, the falling of the

rain, the thunder and its reverberation would all, for some purposes,

be within the res gestae of the event, though the principal fact was

but a flash of lightning. This example may serve as a figure to

characterize the instances in which declarations subsequent to the

fact are receivable in evidence. Let thunder represent mental im-

pressions produced by the event. Then reverberation will represent

admissible declarations reporting these impressions. It will repre-

sent them by a close analogy in two respects, first in being speedy,

second in being spontaneous. That they shall be or appear to be

spontaneous is indispensable, and it is for this reason alone that

they are required to be speedy. There must be no fair opportunity

for the will of the speaker to mould or modify them. His will

must have become and remained dormant, so far as any deliberation

in concocting matter for speech or selecting words is concerned.

Moreover, his speech, besides being in the present time of the trans-

action, must be in the presence of it in respect to space. He must

be on or near the scene of action or of some material part of the

action. His declarations must be the utterance of human nature,

of the genus hou-io, rather than of the individual. Only an oath

can guarantee individual veracity. But spontaneous impulse may
be a sufficient sanction for the speech of man as such, man as dis-

tinguished from this or that particular man. True, the verbal

deliverance in each instance is that of an individual person. But if

the state of his mind be such that his individuality is for the time
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beiii!,' suppressed and silenced, so that he utters the voice of hu-

manity rather tlian of himself, what he says is regarded by the law

as in some degree trustworthy." Travellers Ins. Co. v. Sheppard.

85 Ga. 751, 775 (1890).

The case of Com. r. :\rPike (ubi supra) has even been relied on

to sustain a ruling that on an indictment for murder the defendant

can prove as part of the res gestae what he told his mother on his

return home, bleeding, weak, and nauseated, between ten and thirty

minutes after the fatal stabbing. Craig v. State, 30 Tex. App. 619

(1892). "Just when a fact or statement is or is not a part of the

res gestae is one of the most difficult questions to solve known to the

writer. The old rule was, that to be part of the res gestse the fact

or statement should be contemporaneous with the transaction, and

this rule is approved by many courts of the first ability. On the

other hand, the rule has been construed so as to admit acts and dec-

larations occurring not contemporaneously with the transaction, but

which precede or follow it. . . . The rule we may understand, but

in its application the difficulties arise." Ibid. On the other liand,

in a Virginia case very similar to Craig v. State in its facts, where

A. claimed to have been robbed by the defendants, his declarations

to a witness ten minutes after, some distance from the scene of the

res gestffi, are incompetent. The court adopt with approval a sage

statement from Mr. Wharton (Crim. Evid. 9 ed. Dec. 26). " As soon

as we pass the line which distinguishes between the transaction

talking of itself, and talking as modifying the transaction, — in other

words, as soon as we pass the line between the time of the trans-

action and the time that follows it, we have no limits that can be

imposed. If we are to receive declarations made ten minutes after

a transaction, we must receive declarations made ten years after-

wards. Tlie impulses of anger, or it may be of ungrounded sus-

picion, may, in many minds, operate even more effectively and

passionately, ten minutes after an injury, than they would after ten

years had elapsed." Jones v. Com., 86 Va. 740 (1890).

Negligence Cases. — Following out the line of thought exempli-

fied in Com. v. M'Pike, Insurance Co. r. Mosley and similar cases,

that a spontaneous declaration by a party not a witness, made soon

after an occurrence, is admissible even if it is only a story about

the occurrence itself, many cases, more particularly actions of negli-

gence against a corporation, apparently admit any statement made

prior to the period of invention ; i. e. of the time when a plaintiff

begins to think of his rights or a defendant to consider how to

evade liability.

So long as the mind of the declarant may fairly be assumed, in

the discretion of the court, to be so filled with and controlled by the

recent transaction as to make his statement an instinctive outcome

of the event itself rather than the result of thought, in which the
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anticipation of consequences may be expected to exert an influence,

the statements are, it is said, to be taken as part of the res gestae.

Thus where a freight train had injured certain horses on the track,

a statement by the engineer to the conductor as to when he first saw
the horses, "made immediately after the accident, by one person

then engaged in the defendant's business to another similarly em-
ployed, in reference to what had just occurred, and what they were
then at in consequence of such occurrence, there not appearing any
cause other than such occurrence to ])roduce or influence the declara-

tion, was connected with, and grew directly out of, the main fact —
the accident — so as to be a part of the same transaction " was held

admissible. O'Connor v. Chicago, &c. R. R., 27 Minn. 166 (1880).

What a brakeman, negligently injured by defective machinery and
backing the defendant's locomotive, said within two minutes of the

injury, while in presence of the train and the defective machinery is

part of the res gestae. "Declarations which were the natural emana-
tions or outgrowths of the act or occurrence in litigation, although

not precisely concurrent in point of time, if they are yet voluntarily

and spontaneously made so nearly contemporaneous as to be in the

presence of the transaction which they illustrate and explain, and
were made under such circumstances as necessarily to exclude the

idea of design or deliberation, must, upon the clearest principles of

justice, be admissible as part of the act or transaction itself." Louis-

ville, &c. R. R. V. Buck, 116 Ind. 566 (1888) ; Texas, &c. R. R. v.

Robertson, 82 Tex. 657 (1891). In a ease against a railroad for the

acts of a brakeman in knocking the plaintiff from a moving train,

the statements of the injured person to the person who first reached

him seven minutes after the accident as to the circumstances accom-

panying and preceding his injury are competent. "The declarations

under consideration were made at the place of the accident and
within a very few minutes after it occurred, and wliile tlie plaintiff

was still writhing under the pain inflicted by it." International, &c.

R. R. V. Anderson, 82 Tex. 516 (1891), The court in this case, after

expressing an apparent regret at the extension of the res gestae rule

state the rule autliorizing the rece])tion of this class of evidence as

follows : — " Another rule, applied in many of the American courts

at least, is to admit as parts of the res gestae not only such declara-

tions as accompany the transaction, but also such as are made under

such circumstances as will raise a reasonable presumption that they

are the spontaneous utterance of thoughts created by or springing

out of the transaction itself, and so soon thereafter as to exclude the

presumption that they are the result of premeditation or design."

Ibid. On similar grouuds, the declarations of the conductor (Fish)

of a train just wrecked as to the running time he supposed he had

is admissible in an action against the company by a passenger injured

in the collision. " The declarations of Fish were made within a few
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seconds after the casualty, in view of the wrecked train, and amidst

tlie search for persons whose fate was then unknown, and while

Ginther (the plaintiff's intestate), who lived but thirty minutes, was

dying from the injuries he had received. He had no time to contrive

or devise a falsehood by which to exonerate himself from blame."'

McLeod r. Ginther's Adm. 80 Ky. 399 (1882). In the case of llan-

over E. II. V. Coyle, oo Fa. St. 390, 402 (1S67), where a peddler's

wagon was struck and the peddler injured by the negligence of the

engineer, the latter's declaration, made after the infliction of the

injury, was admitted as a part of the transaction itself, the court

saying; — "We cannot say that the declaration of the engineer was

no part of the res gestae. It was made at the time of the accident,

in view of goods strewn along the road by the breaking up of the

boxes ; and it seems to have grown directly out of, and immediately

after, the happening of the fact." In an action against a railroad

companv for negligence in running over one Leverett, a brakeman,

his explanation of the cause and manner of the injury, while still

under the car which ran over him is competent as part of the res

gestse. "The statement of Leverett was made immediately after

he was run over, and while the wrong complained of was incom-

plete, he being still under the car, and was a part of the res gestae,

and fairly goes to explain the cause of the condition in which he was

at the time it Avas made. It was an emanation of the act in ques-

tion, and so connected with the cause of his injuries as to preclude

any idea that it was the product of calculated policy. Aside from

any credit due Leverett for veracity, the circumstances immediately

preceding and connected with his statement, impress the mind with

confidence in its truth. It was competent evidence." Little Rock

Ry. Co. V. Leverett, 48 Ark. 333 (188G). Where a passenger was

ejected by a brakeman from the ladies' car, the conversation be-

tween the plaintiff and the offending brakeman " almost immedi-

ately after" the plaintiff's expulsion from the car is competent as

part of th3 res gestae. Bass v. Chicago, &c. R, R., 42 Wis. 654,

671 (1877). Where a passenger was injured by being thrown from

a car, what was said by him " immediately after the train passed,

and while he lay on the platform where he fell. It was, under the

authorities, a part of the res gestse. It differs from the declaration

which was reported in Ogden v. R. R., (44 Leg. Ind. 133) as that

was made after the removal of the injured party from the place

where he was found; in this case, it was made while the party was

lying where he fell and an instant after his fall." Pennsylvania

R. R. V. Lyons, 129 Pa. St. 113 (1889).

On an action of negligence against a firm of tin roofers for negli-

gently burning plaintiff's building by the escape of sparks, what the

defendant's servants said as to the cause of the fire, made during its

progress, is competent. Shafer v. Lacock, 168 Pa. St. 497 (1895).
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A stricter rule, and one more defensible in point of principle, has
been laid down in Mississippi, that " it is not enough that the state-

ment will throw light upon the transaction under investigation, nor
that it was made so soon after the occurrence as to exclude the pre-
sumption that it has been fabricated, nor that it was made under such
circumstances as to compel the conviction of its trutli ; the true in-

quiry, according to all the authorities, is whether the declaration is

a verbal act, illustrating, explaining, or interpreting other parts of
the transaction of which it is itself a part, or is merely a history or
a jxart of a history of a completed past affair. In the one case it is

competent." Mayes v. State, 04 Miss. 329 (18S6). In that case,

where the deceased, who had fled after receiving the fatal injury,

was approached by a witness about five minutes after being cut, his

statement as to the defendant's having done the injury is incompe-
tent. " We think . . . the statements of the injured party were not
of the res gestae ; that they found no support or credence by reason
of anything being done, but owe their whole force to the credit of
the declarant, and therefore should have been excluded by the court.''

Ibid.

The supreme court of the United States by a divided court has also

declined to follow this modern extension. Vicksburg R. R. v. O'Brien,

119 U. S. 99 (1886), is a leading case in this connection. The action

was against a railroad for negligence, causing injury to the original

plaintiff's wife by overturning the car in whicli she was riding.

Plaintiff offered the evidence of a witness tliat he had a conversa-

tion with the engineer in charge of the train about the rate of speed
at which the train was going. The evidence was admitted over
defendant's objection. Witness said that between ten and thirty

minutes after the accident he had a talk with the engineer, and the
latter told him that tlie train at the time of the accident was going
eighteen miles an hour. Held, error. Harlan, J., for the court

says : "It (the declaration) did not accompany the act from which
the injuries in question arose. It was, in its essence, the mere nar-

ration of a past occurrence, not a part of the res gestae— simply an
assertion or representation, in the course of conversation, as to a
matter not then pending, and in respect to wliich his authority as

engineer had been fully exerted. It is not to be deemed part of the

res gestae, simply because of the brief period intervening between
the accident and the making of the declaration. The fact remains
that the occurrence had ended when the declaration in question was
made, and the engineer was not in the act of doing anything that

could possibly affect it."

Four judges dissent in an opinion by Field, J., and conclude, that
in view of the short time which had elapsed, and from the fact that
the statement was made in view of the wrecked train and when the
engineer was surrounded by excited passengers, that it was admis-
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sible as part of the res gestae. The modern doctrine as to tlie res

gestae, the minority say, has relaxed the ancient rule. " It now

allows evidence of them, when they appear to have been made under

the immediate influence of the principal transaction, and are so con-

nected with it as to characterize or explain it." Vicksburg, &c. R. R.

V. O'Brien, 119 U. S. 99 (188G).

The Sounder Doctrine. — The doctrine that a narrative, even

if recent or even instinctive, can be so far part of the fact which the

declaration describes as to be admissible under the exception to the

hearsay rule admitting declarations as part of the res gestae seems

not to have been universally approved. It is doubtful whether

Com. V. M'Pike would be followed in Massachusetts. The sounder

doctrine, that a declaration to be admissible as part of the res gestae,

must constitute part of some fact in the res gestfe, is affirmed in a

later Massachusetts case, — Com. v. Hackett, 2 All. 136(18G1),—

which, although somewhat similar in its facts to Cora. v. M'Pike,

falls on the other side of the line and apparently enunciates the cor-

rect rule. The case was murder by stabbing. A witness was

allowed to testify that on the street, in the night, he heard the de-

ceased cry out, " I 'm stabbed ;

'' that he at once went to him and

reached him in twenty seconds, and that the deceased said: "I'm

stabbed— I 'm gone — Dan Hackett [the defendant] has stabbed me."

The evidence was that the defendant had suddenly come upon the

deceased, had stabbed him twice, and had run away. This case was

elaborately considered; the court gave it "the most anxious and

careful consideration, not only on account of [its importance], but

because the exception is urged with great earnestness and apparent

confidence." The court (Bigelow, C. J.) say that the rule in regard

to declarations part of the res gestae has been often loosely admin-

istered, but that "the tendency of recent decisions has been to

restrict within the most narrow limits this species of testimony."

*' The objection to the admission in evidence of the declarations of the

deceased, made immediately after the infliction of the alleged mortal

blows, is put on the ground that it was a mere narration of a past

event, uttered in the absence of the defendant, and therefore in its

nature essentially hearsay testimony. If we regarded only the form

of words in which the declaration was made, this objection would be

well founded. The language used by the deceased apparently referred

to an event which had passed. But this is by no means a decisive

consideration. The argument would have been equally strong, in

case the words had been uttered as soon as the knife had been with-

drawn from the body of the deceased, if it had appeared that, from

any cause, the defendant could not then have heard them. But it

is necessary, in order to determine the question of the competency

of this evidence, to regard not only the language used, but also the

circumstances under which it was uttered. If it was a narrative
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statement, wholly unconnected with any transaction or principal

fact, it would be clearly inadmissible. But such was not its charac-

ter. It was uttered immediately after the alleged homicidal act, in

the hearing of a person who was present when the mortal stroke

was given, who heard the first words uttered by the deceased, and

who went to him after so brief an interval of time that the declaration

or exclamation of the deceased may fairly be deemed a part of the

same sentence as that which followed instantly after the stab with

the knife was inflicted. It was not therefore an abstract or narra-

tive statement of a past occurrence, depending for its force and

effect solely on the credit of the deceased, unsupported by any prin-

cipal fact, and receiving no credit or significance from the accom-

panying circumstances. But it was an exclamation or statement

contemporaneous with the main transaction, forming a natural and

material part of it, and competent as being original evidence in the

nature of res gestte. The true test of the competency of the evidence

is not, as was urged by the counsel for the defendant, that it was

made after the act was done, and in the absence of the defendant.

These are important circumstances, entitled to great weight, and, if

they stood alone, quite decisive. But they are outweighed by the

other facts in proof, from which it appears that they were uttered

after the lapse of so brief an interval, and in such connection with

the principal transaction, as to form a legitimate part of it, and to

receive credit and support as one of the circumstances which accom-

panied and illustrated the main fact, which was the subject of

inquiry before the jury." Ibid.

Of what res gestse fact is the declaration in Hackett's case part ?

The declaration was clearly not of itself a fact in the res gestre. If

admissible, it must be as forming part of such a fact, accompanying,

illustrating, necessary to its being understood. Apparently the fact

of stabbing is such a fact. In Hackett's case the declaration did

not accompany, as in M'Pike's case, the mere description or exist-

ence of a condition produced by the res gestae, then over ; it illus-

trated, and from its proximity and nature formed in a legitimate

sense part of the fact of stabbing. The first exclamation clearly

was of that nature. The second declaration, if made while the

assailant was withdrawing the knife from the body of the deceased,

and prepared to renew^ the assault, would clearly have been part of

the stabbing. If made while the deceased was himself withdraw-

ing the knife from the wound it would have been part of the res gestse

fact of stabbing. If so, the length of the interval between the two

declarations and the nature of the exclamation, an apparent continu-

ance of the first outcry, still leave the second declaration a legitimate

part of the act of stabbing. Kice questions of degree may arise,

but it would seem as if the test would always be : Is the declaration

offered itself a res gest* fact or a legitimate part of a fact in the

res crestiT?.
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It will be noted that in many particulars the case of Com. ik

Hackett (ubi supra) is not unlike that of R. v. Betlingtield, 14 Cox

Cr. C. o41 (187"J). Under the ruling in that case, the exclamation

in Com v, Hackett (ubi supra) would probably have bo^en rejected.

As defined by Lord Chief Justice Cockburn in a pam[)hlet concerning

tlie case, " the terra ' res gestae,' as applied to a criminal case," is :

" Whatever act, or series of acts, constitute, or in point of time im-

mediately accompany and terminate in, the principal act cliarged

as an offence against the accused, from its inception to its consuui-

mation or final completion, or its prevention or abaudonment,

—

whether on the part of the agent or wrong-doer, in order to its per-

formance, or on that of the patient or party wronged, in order to its

prevention, — and whatever may be said by either of the parties

during the continuance of the transaction, with reference to it, in-

cluding herein what may be said by the suffering party, though in

the absence of the accused, during the continuance of the action of

the latter, actual or constructive, — as, e. g., in the case of flight or

applications for assistance, — form part of the principal transac-

tion, and may be given in evidence as part of the res gestae, or par-

ticulars of it ; wdiile, on the other hand, statements made by the

complaining party, after all action on the part of the wrong-doer,

actual or constructive, has ceased, through the completion of the

principal act or other determination of it by its prevention or its

abandonment by the wrong-doer,— such as, e. g., statements made

with a view to the apprehension of the offender,— do not form part

of the res gestae, and should be excluded." Bedingfield's Case, 14

Amer. Law Rev. 822 (1880).

If this is the law of England, which may be doubted, it certainly

lays down a stricter rule than has been adopted by any American

jurisdiction. Unless there be something implied in the "construc-

tive " action of the wrongdoer, his actual absence from the scene

of the res gestie (even though unknown to the declarant) cannot be

adopted as the decisive test of the admissibility of such a declara-

tion. If we have a relevant fact, admissible as part of the res

gesta?, and, accompanying it, such a declaration as to be in a just sense

part of it, the declaration is admissible, though an appreciable interval

of time has elapsed.

In Equitable &c. Association v. ]\[cCluskey, a case similar in its

facts to Ins. Co. v. Mosley, 8 Wall. 397 (1869) the plaintiff was not

permitted to state declarations of the deceased made at the moment

of his being drawn out of the mine in w^hich he was said to have been

injured. After referring to the dangers of hearsay evidence, the

court proceed:— "The most dangerous exception ingrafted upon

the rule is that which admits the declarations of a party, or an agent,

uttered at the time of the principal transaction, and therefore taken

to be a part of it, because it is supposed to be illustrative and evi-
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dence of the principal fact which is the subject of the inquiry. It

probably had its origin in the trouble sometimes experienced in

criminal cases to identify the perpetrator of a crime. The desire of

the courts to prevent what would be an evident miscarriage of justice

gradually led to the extension of the rule to civil controversies
;
and

it is possibly as well settled as any of the rules of evidence, that the

declaration of a party made at the time of an act which may be given

in evidence, if it be calculated to explain, qualify or characterize

the act itself, and is so connected with it that it may be taken as a

part of one and the same transaction, and is in no sense a narrative

of something which has passed, may be proven as a part of the res

o-estse. Courts have gone a long distance in the application of the

rule to particular facts, but, for the purpose of this opinion, it is

^wholly unnecessary to call in question or criticise the extreme cases,

or to attempt the statement of any general principle, or limit its

application. It is enough to hold, which is as far as this opinion

goes, or is intended to go, that the declarations offered in evidence

were not under any of the well considered cases a part of the res

gestffi." Equitable, &c. Ass. v. McCluskey, 1 Col. App. 473 (1892).

The statements of a woman suffering from arsenical poisoning are

not competent. " Any statement made by Mrs. Barnaby at the time

of taking the fatal dose, or so soon thereafter as to make the decla-

rations a part of the transaction and explanatory of that act, was

admissible. But with a single exception the statements are not of

this cliaracter, and consequently the evidence should not have been

allowed as part of the res gestae. It is not only hearsay, but hearsay

evidence of the most objectionable kind. Under claim that it was

part of the res gest'e, witnesses were permitted to detail statements

made bv Mrs. Barnaby that would not have been receivable in evi-

dence, if she had recovered and appeared as a witness upon the stand,

against the defendant upon a charge for a lesser offence." Graves

/° People, 18 Col. 170, 177 (1893).

While it is necessary that the declaration be practically contem-

poraneous with the act of which it is part, it is not required that it

be contemporaneous with the principal act in the case. "The fact

that the acts given in evidence occurred previous to the time when

the murder was committed, can make no difference as to the rule.

If the acts of the accused done before the commission of the crime

with which she is charged are competent evidence tending to show

that she committed such crime, then what was said at the time the

act was done is also admissible, as explanatory of the same, and as

indicative of the intent or object of the act." Mack v. State, 48 Wis.

271 (1879).

The exclamation of the deceased at the moment of receiving the

fatal injury, "Banks has shot me," is competent. State v. Banks, 10

Mo. App. Ill (1881).
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Narrative Exchtded. — As a mere narrative of past transac-

tions cannot accompany and assist in constituting some fact in the

res gestae, it is excluded as simple hearsay. Ross v. White, GO Vt.

558 (1888) ; Doles v. State, 97 Ind. 555 (1884) ; Waldele v. New York

&c. K, K., 95 N. Y. 274 (1884) ; Petrie v. Columbia &c. R. R., 27 S. C.

63 (1887) ; Lund v. Tyngsborough, 9 Cush. 36 (1851) ; McKinnon d.

Norcross, 148 Mass. 533 (1889). Mere nearness of time does not

affect the rule. The first statements of a person after being shot

through a window as to wlio shot him, made about five minutes after

the shooting, are neither themselves part of the res gestae nor admis-

sible as part of any res gestiB fact. They are mere narrative. " They
in no manner served to illustrate the main fact, the shooting. The
chief purpose of them was to show, not that the deceased had been

shot, or the manner in which, or the circumstances under which, but

the person by whom, it had been done. . . . They were the simple

statements of the deceased, narrative of what had already tran-

spired." Jones IK State, 71 Ind. 66 (1880). "The length of the

interval of time between the main fact and the statements cannot be

important, if such time elapsed as to make the statements, having

regard to their form and substance, mere narration." Idid. That only

a minute elapsed does not alter the rule. King v. State, 65 Miss.

576 (1888).

So what the defendant's engineer said just after the accident is

not competent. " Any statement the engineer might have made
would have been concerning a past and completed transaction, and
hence, would have been incompetent evidence against the railway

company to prove the manner and cause of the decedent's death.

The fact that the statement was made in five minutes after the acci-

dent would not render the evidence admissible, if the conversation

referred to a past occurrence, and not connected with the res gestae."

Tennis v. Rapid Transit Ry. Co., 45 Kansas, 503, 509 (1891). So of

statements by an injured man made soon after being struck. ''The

res gestti?, speaking generally, was the accident. These declarations

were no part of that-— were not made at the same time, or so nearly

contemporaneous with it as to characterize it, or throw any light

upon it. They are purely narrative, giving an account of a transac-

tion not partly past, but wholly past and completed. They depend
for their truth wholly upon the accuracy and reliability of the de-

ceased, and the veracity of the witness who testified to them.

Nothing was then transpiring or evident to any witness which could

confirm the declarations.*' Waddele v. N. Y. &c. R. R.. 95 N. Y. 274

(1884).

In an action for damages caused by the collision of two teams, the

statements of the driver of one team to third parties "shortly after

the injury'" are not part of the res gestae. "If contemporaneous
with the main fact under consideration, they would be admissible,
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but if made after the injury was done, and after the transaction liad

terminated, they would not be." Mabley v. Kittleberger, 37 Mich.

360 (1877). The statement of a passenger compelled to jump from

a moving train, as to the circumstances of his injury, made half an

hour after their occurrence, to one attracted by his cries is not part

of the res gestae, but mere narrative. Savannah, &c. R. 11. v. Holland,

82 Ga. 257 (1888). So where a boy, after being pushed from a street

car, got up, walked to the sidewalk and sat down, his statement as

to tlie cause of his injury made during or just after the sitting down

is mere narrative and no part of the res gestae. " The true inquiry,

according to all the authorities, is whether the declaration is a verbal

act, illus'trating, explaining or interpreting other parts of the trans-

action of which it is itself a part, or is merely a history or part of a

history of a completed past affair. In the one case it is competent,

in the other it is not." Chicago, &c. R. R. v. Becker, 128 111. 545 '

(1889).

What the plaintiff said to his doctor, who had driven a dozen miles

to treat him at his house, as to the cause of his injury is hearsay.

Fordyce v. McCants, 51 Ark. 509 (1889).

Where a child was killed by the negligence of the railroad company,

the mother's declarations immediately after the accident are mere

hearsay. Norfolk, &c. R. R. v. Groseclose, 88 Va. 267 (1891).

The statement of the engineer in charge of the train causing the

injuries complained of as to the speed of the train made from ten to

thirty minutes after the accident is not competent as part of the

res crestJE. "His declaration, after the accident had become a com-

pleted fact, and when he was not performing the duties of engineer,

that the train, at the moment the plaintiff was injured, was being

run at the rate of eighteen miles an hour, was not explanatory of

anything in which he was then engaged. It did not accompany the

act froin which the injuries in question arose. It was, in its essence,

the mere narration of a past occurrence, not a part of the res gestae,

— simply an assertion or representation, in the course of conversa-

tion, as to a matter not then pending, and in respect to which his

authority as engineer had been fully exerted. It is not to be deemed

part of the res gestae, simply because of the brief period intervening

between the accident and the making of the declaration. The fact

remains that the occurrence had ended when the declaration m ques-

tion was made, and the engineer was not in the act of doing anything

that could possibly affect it. If his declaration had been made the

next day after the accident, it would scarcely be claimed that it was

admissible evidence against the company. And yet the circumstance

that it was made between ten and thirty minutes — an appreciable

period of time— after the accident, cannot, upon principle, make

this case an exception to the general rule." Vicksburg, &c. R. R. v,

O'Brien, 119 U. S. 99 (1886).
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Statements by an injured person to his physician describing the

accident, a sufficient time having elapsed to carry the injured man

homo and to summon the doctor, are not admissible as part of the res

gestfE. Merkle v. Bennington, 58 Mich. 156 (1885).

An account by an injured man to his wife, fifteen or twenty

minutes after the accident, is not admissible. " They were no part

of the transaction that was being tried." Estell v. State, 51 N. J. L.

182 (1889). So of a narrative by a husband to his wife made from

thirty to sixty minutes after the occurrence in question. Armil v.

Chicago, cSic. R'y Co., 70 la. 130 (1886). "The res gestae or transac-

tion was the accident, and how it occurred. It is not essential that

the declaration sought to be introduced in evidence was uttered at

the identical time the accident occurred, but, if made soon after-

wards, and explanatory thereof, it is admissible." Armil, Adm'x, v.

Chicago, &c. R'y Co., 70 la. 130 (188G).

Mere nearness in point of time has not sufficed to admit state-

ments as part of a res gestae fact, even in courts which favor a liberal

interpretation of the rule, where the utterance does not seem to

have been instinctive. Thus, in an indictment of assault with intent

to murder, the remarks of the assailant while lying wounded on the

ground shortly after the termination of tlie assault, are not compe-

tent in his own favor. " Were the statements of defendant to

Hasellield spontaneous, instinctive, generated by excited feeling ?

We think not. When asked to tell about the matter he does not do

it, seems to be thinking more about catching his horse than anything

else, and only agrees or promises to tell witness if he will first catch

his horse and fetch it to him ; and he does not tell him until he has

done so, and that, too, after the lapse of about three minutes. This

looks very much like a 'break or let down' in the continuity of the

transaction. In his apparently cool condition and freedom from ex-

citement, the three minutes' time might have afforded defendant

ample opportunity to concoct the statement whi(di wns afterwards

made to the witness. We are of opinion the court did not err in

holding that the declarations were self serving, and consequently

inadmissible." Brad berry v. State, 22 Texas App. 273 (1880).

Where the conductor of a horse-car said to a passenger immedi-

ately upon the happening of the accident that it was his fault, the

fact is not competent as part of the res gesta?. The court adopt

the language of an earlier decision (Lane v. Bryant, 9 Gray, 245) :

" The declaration of the defendant's servant was incompetent, and

should have been rejected. It was made after the accident occurred,

and the injury to the plaintiff's carriage had been done. It did not

accompany the principal act, ... or tend in any way to elucidate it.

It was only the expression of an opinion about a past occurrence,

and not part of the res gestae. It is no more competent because

made immediately after the accident than if made a week or a month
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afterwards." Williamson /'. Cambridge R. R., 144 Mass. 148 (1887)

;

Tyler v. Old Colony R. R., 157 .Mass. 336 (1892).

What tlie plaintiff in an action for injuries from falling or being

pushed into a ditch by the defendant's negligence said upon being

pulled out of the ditch is mere hearsay. "Although occurring im-

mediately after the accident, it was no part of the res gestae, but a

narration of a past transaction, and therefore mere hearsay evi-

dence." Cleveland, &c. R. R. v. Mara, 26 Oh. St. 185 (1875).

(2) In Hoover v. Cary, 86 la. 494 (1892), declarations were re-

jected as part of the res gestae because not made at such a time

"as to reasonably exclude the idea of deliberate design."

Must chakacterize the Prixcipal Fact. — As has been abun-
dantly seen in the foregoing cases, it is essential in order to be in

any just sense part of a res gestae fact that the declaration in ques-

tion should so limit, explain, or characterize such res gestae fact as

to be necessary in order to its full understanding.
" In the complexity of human affairs, what is done and what is

said are often so related that neither can be detached without leav-

ing the residue fragmentary and distorted. There maybe fraud and
falsehood as to both ; but there is no ground of objection to one that

does not exist equally as to the other. To reject the verbal fact

would not infrequently have the same effect as to strike out the con-

trolling member from a sentence, or the controlling sentence from
its context." Insurance Company v. Mosley, 8 Wall. 397 (1869).
*'' It bef;omes a part of the act itself, is explanatory of it, and gives

it, to a great extent, its character." Mack v. State, 48 Wis. 271, 280

(1879). In a Connecticut case the court say that declarations part of

a res gestae fact "must not have been mere narratives of past occur-

rences, but must have been made at the time of the act done which

they are supposed to characterize, and have been well calculated to

unfold the nature and quality of the acts they were intended to ex-

plain, and to so harmonize with them as to constitute a single trans-

action." Rf)ckwell V. Taylor, 41 Conn. 55 (1874). ''The limita-

tions upon that rule are easily stated, but often difficult in their

application. The declarations must be made at the time of the act

done which they are supposed to characterize ; they must be calcu-

lated to unfold the nature and quality of tlie facts wliich they are

intended to explain, and they must so harmonize with these facts as

to form one transaction." Suiith v. N. B. Society, 123 IST. Y. 85

(1890). "The difficulty of formulating any exact rule by which the

admissibility of such declarations as a part of the res gestae shall be

determined has been a source of frequent perplexity to the courts,

and a cause of common lamentation to the judges and the text-

writers. The inherent difficulty of the subject, and the necessity of

referring each case to its own particular circumstances, are univer-

sally recognized. The declarations in question must not be mere
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narratives of a past occurrence, but must have been made at the

time of the act done whicli they are supposed to characterize ;
and

they must be well calculated to unfold the nature and quality of the

facts which they are offered to explain, and must so harmonize with

them as obviously to constitute one transaction. But, while such

declarations must be made at the time of the act done, that rule is

not pressed to the extent that they must be precisely concurrent in

point of time. If the declarations spring out of the transaction,

if they elucidate it, if they are voluntary and spontaneous, and if

they are made at the time or so near to it as reasonably to preclude

the idea of deliberate design, and they be not a narrative of a past

occurrence, they are then to be regarded as contemporaneous."

Archer v. Helm, 70 Miss. 874, 890 (3893).

In an action against a carrier for assaulting the plaintiff, whose

ticket did not permit him to use the part of the boat where he was

found, the plaintiff is entitled to put in evidence the declarations of

the defendant's servants while engaged in violently removing him.

" We are of opinion that these declarations constituted a part of the

res gestae. They were made by one servant of the defendant while

assisting another servant in enforcing its regulation as to deck pas-

sengers. They were made when the watcliman and tlie mate, accord-

ing to the evidence of the plaintiff, were both in the very act of

violently ' pushing him,' while in a helpless condition, to that part

of the boat assigned to deck passengers. Plainly, therefore, they

had some relation to the inquiry, whether the enforcement of that

regulation was attended with unnecessary or cruel severity. They

accompanied and explained the acts of the defendant's servants out

of which directly arose the injuries inflicted upon the plaintiff."

Steamboat Co. v. Brockett, 121 U. S. 637, 649 (188G).

Discretion.— Frequent statements appear in the foregoing deci-

sions to the effect that the admissibility of declarations as part of

the res gestae depends upon the discretion of the court. Many such

expressions appear unduly sweeping. The discretion of the court

in admitting such declarations is no greater than in other cases

where relevant testimony is offered. Whether the evidence is of

sufficient probative force to warrant its admission ; whether it is too

remote to be of value ; whether it is dangerous, as tending to mis-

lead the jury, — these and similar questions are determined by the

sound discretion of the court, subject to control by the upper court

in case of abuse. But the presiding justice has no discretion to

modify the rules of evidence in the case of declarations part of the

res gestae in a different sense than in other cases where nice ques-

tions of degree arise. " It is not a matter of discretion with the

presiding judge, to determine whether or not the declarations are

admissible. That is determinable by well settled principles of law,

which must be applied to each case as it arises ; the restriction being
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that the declaration must be contemporary with the principal tr.uis-

action, and derive some degree of credit from it." Equitable, &c.

Ass. V. McCluskey, 1 Col. App. 473 (1892).

Statements by Agents, Co-coxspikatoks «S:c.— With all due

deference to Professor Greenleaf, who is followed by the learned

author, the attempt to introduce the declarations of agents, fellow-

conspirators, &c.,as instances of the res gestae rule, merely brings

an element of further ambiguity into the consideration of a subject

which is at best considerably befogged. Under certain circumstances,

fixed by positive law, the acts and declarations of B. are considered

as being those of A. This has nothing to do with the law of evidence.

It is part of the law of agency, privity, conspiracy, &c. When it is

ascertained by the rules of these branches of tlie substantive law,

that the proper circumstances exist to enable B. to act or speak for

A., the law of evidence applies precisely the same rule in receiving

the declarations of B. that it would have applied to those of A.

Clearly, therefore, the question is not one of evidence. The con-

venient obscurity of the phrase " res gestoe " operates at this point.

The substantive law decides that B., as a partner or other agent, can

bind A. by his acts or declarations, when he is engaged on the busi-

ness of his principal. B., as a conspirator, can, by the rules of posi-

tive law, bind his fellow-conspirator, A., by his acts or omissions only

when engaged in furthering the i^tsmess agreed on by the conspiracy.

This word "business," by being turned into the phrase "res gestije,"

may readily become confused with the same phrase "res gestae"

where it means the facts in issue and certain relevant facts in a

particular case. So far as the law of evidence is concerned, the use

of the phrase in any other than the latter sense is greatly to be

deplored.

The extent to which the confusing of these two possible mean-

ings of the phrase " res gestae " is carried is shown in a late case in

the supreme court of Texas, where the statements of physicians

made while attending a sick man and diagnosing his case were held

admissible as part of the res gestae. "The opinions expressed at

the time with reference to the subject of consideration by one or the

other in the course of their examination were, in our opinion, in the

nature of res gestae, and so admissible. The declarations were made

in the course of their business and while engaged in a professional

duty. They were coincident business declarations." Mut. Life

Ins. Co. V. Tillman, 84 Tex. 31 (1892).

Hearsay. — The rule excluding the reported statements of parties

not called as witnesses is unquestionably an essential characteristic

of the English law of evidence. Like many other characteristic

features of this law, its original reason for existence is probably

to be sought in fear lest that juries might be induced to give a
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reported statement undue probative force. As a matter of logic,

tliat a person not present in court has stated a certain fact to be

true is probably of but slight probative force as proof of the fact.

A tribunal of intellectual poise might, however, safely be permitted

to receive such a statement, giving it proper weight. Instances

frequently occur where the operation of the hearsay rule is to

remove from the consideration of court and jury evidence which

would be helpful to a correct conclusion. But practical considera-

tions have firmly established the rule that the existence of facts

must be proved by the statements of persons called as witnesses or

by documents properly verified to the tribunal. Fougue v. Burgess,

71 Mo. 389 (1880); Sherwood v. Houston, 41 Miss. 59 (1866); For-

rester V. State, 46 Md. 154 (1876) ; Spencer v. Fortescue, 112 N. C.

268 (1893) ; Atchison, &c. R. B. v. Parker, 5 C. C. A. 220 (1893) ;

Marks V. Sullivan, 9 Utah, 12 (1893) ; Myers v. Knabe, 51 Kans. 720

(1893) ; Salem Gravel Eoad Co. v. Pennington, 62 Ind. 175 (1878) ;

Anderson v. Fetzer, 75 Wise. 562 (1890) ; Scales v. Desha, 16 Ala.

308 (1849) ; Page v. Parker, 40 N. H. 47 (1860) ;
Kent v. Mason, 79

111. 540 (1875) ; Bornheimer v. Baldwin, 42 Cal. 27 (1871) ;
Shaw v.

Susquehanna Boom Co., 125 Pa. St. 324 (1889) ;
Village of Ponca v.

Crawford, 18 Neb. 551 (1886) ; Befay v. Wheeler, 84 Wis. 135 (1893) ;

Little V. Cook, 55 Minn. 265 (1893) ; Brown v. Prude, 97 Ala. 639

(1893) ; Illinois Central R. R. v. Langdon, 71 Miss. 146 (1893)

;

Downtain v. Connellee, 2 Tex. Civ. App. 95 (1893) ;
Baker v. Gold-

smith, 91 Ga. 173 (1892). What a witness "understood from some

source" is properly rejected as hearsay. Scales v. Desha, 16 Ala.

308 (1849) ;
" That it was a matter of common report and public

notoriety that intoxicating liquors were sold at " a certain drug store

is hearsay and inadmissible. Cobleigh v. McBride, 45 la. 116 (1876).

The error of admitting hearsay is not cured by an instruction to dis-

regard it. Demoney v. Walker, 1 N. J. Law, 33 (1790).

Its admission is none the less subject to objection and excep-

tion where the questions bringing it out are asked by the judge.

Bornheimer v. Baldwin, 42 Cal. 27 (1871). The factthat the reported

statement is that of an expert's opinion does not affect the applica-

tion of the rule. Village of Ponca v. Crawford, 18 Neb. 551 (1886).

Among the objections to hearsay must be included the infirmity

which arises from the fact that the person on whose credit the pro-

bative statement really rests cannot be subjected to the tests of cross

examination. "A person who relates a hearsay is not obliged to

enter into any particulars, to answer any questions, to solve any

difficulties, to reconcile any contradictions, to explain any obscurities,

to remove any ambiguities ; he intrenches himself in the simple

assertion that he was told so, and leaves the burden entirely upon

his dead or absent author." Coleman v. Southwick, 9 Johns. 4f5

(1812).
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The rule applies equally where probative statement of the person

not called as a witness is in writing, as, for exaniple, a letter. Brooks
IK Acton, 117 Mass. 204 (1875) ; Anderson r. Fetzer, 75 Wis. 562

(1890) ; I'earson v. Darrington, 32 Ala. 227, 250 (1858). Or is con-

tained in a deposition. Page v. Parker, 40 N. H. 47, 60 (1800).

The United States supreme court in an early case apparently re-

ceived hearsay as evidence of death seemingly on the ground of a

difficulty in getting better evidence. Lessee of Scott v. Ratliffe, 5

Peters, 81, 86 (ISol); Jackson v. Boneham, 15 Johns. 226 (1818).

The question has been raised whether a witness in stating his own
age is testifying to hearsay. That he is not, see Cheever v. Congdon,
34 Mich. 206 (1876) ; Morrell v. Morgan, 65 Cal. 575 (1884) ; State

V. Cain, 9 W. Va. 559 (1876); States. MeClain, 49 Kans. 730 (1892)
Eogers v. De Bardeleben Coal &c. Co., 97 Ala. 154 (1892). " It is

quite clear that one may testify from his own knowledge of himself

whether he was twenty-one or sixteen years of age at a certain time"
— to be given such weight as the jury please. Hill v. Elridge, 126

Mass. 234 (1879) " The witness knows the age of her sister from the

declarations of her mother, who is deceased. Now, that this species

of evidence must be admitted has always been held, for otherwise a
person could not prove his own age ; for where no family record is

made, he can only show it from the declaration of his parents or

others cognisant of the fact. Such testimony has always been re-

ceived, unless there was better evidence in the power of the party.

The general rule undoubtedly is, that the best evidence which the

nature of the case admits must be produced. lUitthis rule is relaxed

in cases of pedigree." Watson i\ Brewster, 1 Pa. St. 381 (1845).

But the declarations of a testator are not admissible as to his age.

It is " a fact of Avhich he could not have any personal knowledge."

Doe V. Ford, 3 Q. B. U. C. 352 (1847).

So a young girl may testify as to her parentage. "It is certainly

competent for one who, from his earliest recollection, has been a

member of one's family, given his name, and reared in the belief,

and in all ways given to understand that he is a son in the household

to testify of his parentage ... to so rear a child is in the nature

of an admission of parentage, and should be so regarded." Comstock
V. State, 14 Neb. 205 (1883).

On the other hand, a person cannot testify as to an injury suffered

at the age of four. Grangers' Ins. Co. v. Brown, 57 Miss. 308 (1879).

A present impression produced by information from others is still

hearsay, Lamar v. Pearre, 90 Ga. 377 (1892).

A man cannot refresh his memory from memoranda made from the

reports of servants. Tingley v. Fairhaven Land Co., 9 Utah, 34

(1894). Or testify as to what he has learned from a record made by
another person. Cleveland, &c. K. E. Co. v. Brown, 53 111. App. 227
(1893).
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r.KST EviDExr'K I\uLK. — All attempt lias boon mado to rogard tlie

nili! a.Ljainst hoarsay as an application of the best evidence rule and
))orinit its reception " when no evidence can be supposed to exist."

(Joulil V. Smith, 35 Me. 513 (1853). "The cases in which hearsay,

declarations of parties, and reputation, have been allowed in evidence,

are where no bettor evidence can be supposed to exist." Crouch v.

Evoleth, lo Mass. ;J04 (1H18)
; Mima Queen v. Hepburn, 7 Cranch,

290 (1818) ; Hopt V. Utah, 110 U. 8. 574 (1883). " Hearsay is uni-

formly liolden incompetent to establish any specific fact which is in

its nature susceptible of being proved by witnesses who can speak
from tlieir own knowledge." Page v. Parker, 40 X. H. 47, GO (IHGO).

*'Such testimony is excluded whenever it appears that a higher
degree of evidence of that fact can be obtained by the production of

the person from whom the evidence offered was derived ; but when-
ever the testimony of such person is of no higher degree in establish-

ing the fact to be shown than the evidence offered, either is original

and primary evidence of that fact." Smith u. Whittier, 95 Cal. 279,

293 (1892).

It is certainly to bo modified to the extent stated by Chief Justice

Marshall in jMiina Queen r. Hophurn, 7 Cranch. 290 (1813); —
"That this species of testimony sujiposos some better testimony
which might be adduced in the jxarticular case, is not the sole ground
of its exclusion. Its intrinsic weakness, its incompetency to satisfy

the mind of the existence of the fact, and the frauds which might be
practiced under its cover, combine to support the rule that hearsay
evidence is totally inadmissible." I/nd.

It is probably upon the principle of its being the best evidence
available that the recognized exception to the hearsay rule obtains
"that declarations, written or oral, made by a testator after the exe-

cution of his will, are. in the event of its loss, admissible, not only
to prove that it has not been cancelled, but also as .secondary evidence
of its contents." Matter of Page, 118 111. 576 (1886).

But it is further true that where no better evidence can possibly

be secured hearsay is not competent. For example, the statements
of a deceased person, not part of the res gestse, and not made as a
witness on a former trial, are not admissible to prove an account.

Salem Gravel Koad Co. v. Pennington, 62 Ind. 175 (1878). So the
fact that a witness is dead or has loft the country is no reason for

admitting his declarations, either written or spoken. Pearson v.

Darrington, 32 Ala. 227, 250 (1858).

Hearsay to thk Court. — The nature of the danger apprehended
to the administration of justice from the use of hearsay in mislead-
ing the jury is emphasized by the fact that, where the question is

one of fact preliminary to the admission, and therefore to be decided
by the court, the rule excluding hearsa}'- does not apply. For ex-

ample, the court in deciding whether proper search for the original
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document has taken place sufficient to let in secondary evidence

of contents, may rely upon hearsay. Bridges v. Hyatt, 2 Abb. Prac.

449 (1856). .
. -

Books of Standard Authority.— A statement is none the less

hearsay because it is contained as a scientific statement m a

standard work on medicine. Brown v. Sheppard, 13 Q. B. U. C.

178 (1856)- Fox v. Peninsular, &c. Works, 84 Mich. 676, 681

(1891); Bloomington v. Shrock, 110 111. 219 (1884); Tucker v.

Donald, 60 Miss. 460 (1882) ; Com. v. Marzynski, 149 Mass. 68 (1889)

;

Galla-her v. Market St. R. R., 67 Cal. 13 (1885); Kreuziger v.

Chicago, &c. R. R., 73 Wis. 158 (1888) ;
Com. v. Sturtivant, 117

Mass.''l22 (1875). The rule cannot be evaded by reading from the

book to an expert medical witness, and asking him whether it is the

truth, ^larshall v. Brown, 50 Mich. 148 (1883) ;
Davis v. State,

38 Md. 15 (1873).
, . • ^

The rule refusing to admit works of standard authority is not

modified by the fact that counsel declined to examine an expert

further entirely on the expectation that he could offer the book

itself later, nor that the expert had read passages on his cross-ex-

amination. State r. O'Brien, 7 R. I. 336 (1862).

So of the United States Medical Dispensary. Boehringer v.

Richards Medicine Co. (Tex.), 29 S. W. 508 (1894).

Such statements cannot be shown even for the purpose of cor-

roborating an expert by showing tliat he is sustained by medical

authority. Fox r. Peninsular, &c. Works, 84 ISIich. 676 (1891) ;

Huffman v. Click, 77 N. C. 55(1877).

But where an adverse expert witness bases his opinion upon the

authoritv of a particular author, that work may be read in evidence

to contradict him. " Where a witness says a tiling or a theory is so

because a book says so, and the book, on being produced, is discov-

ered to say directly to the contrary, there is a direct contradiction

which anyV)ody can understand. But where a witness simply gives

his opinion as to the proper treatment of a given disease or injury,

and a book is produced recommending a different treatment, at most

the repugnance is not of fact, but of theory
;
and any number of

additional books expressing different theories, would obviously be

quite as competent as the first. But since the books are not ad-

missible as original evidence in such cases, it must follow that they

are not admissible on cross-examination, where their introduction is

not for the direct contradiction of something asserted by the witness,

butsimplv to prove a contrary theory." Bloomington v. Schrock,

110 111.219(1884).

It would seem that, upon principle, a statement in a book of stand-

ard authority should be competent where the fact to be proved is

not the truth of the statement, but the existence of the statement.

In a case like Brown r. Piper, where originality was claimed for a
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cei-taiii invention, it wonld seem to be competent to show that the
essentLal principle of the alleged invention was described in the
American Encyclopaedia. Brown r. Piper, 91 U. S. 37 (1875).
The error in admitting the statements of medical works may be

cured by tlie otherside going into the same kind of evidence without
objection. Kreuziger v. Chicago, &c. E. R., 73 Wis. 158 (1888).
Mortality Tables. — On the other hand, mortality tables of

recognized authority are admissible to assist the jury in estimating
decreased earning capacity, &e., caused by a personal injury. "In
order to assist the jury in making such an estimate, standard life

and annuity tables, showing at any age tlie probable duration of
life, and the present value of a life annuity, are competent evidence.
But it has never been held that the rules to be derived from such
tables or computations must be the absolute guides of the judgment
and the conscience of the jury." Vicksburg, &c. R. K. v. I'utnain,
118 U. S. 545 (1886). "The expectancy of life is ascertained by
the average mortality of large nujnbers, and for convenience these
averages are gathered into tables. There are several such tables,
English and American, and any of them shown to be used by
reputable insurance companies, with such other proof as the
parties may offer, either as to the condition of the individual
or tlie general mortality of the community, would be admissible.*'
Mississippi, &c. E. R. v. Ayres, IG Lea, 7L'5 (188G); McKeigue
V. Janesville, G8 Wis. 50 (1887). But the mortality or annuity
tables must be shown to be correct; and it is error to intro-
duce in evidence the table of the expectation of the years of life
contained in a book entitled "' A Million of Facts ; Conkling's Handy
Manual of Useful Information and Atlas of the World; all for
Twentj'-five Cents," without more evidence, or that it was of any
" higher character than any cheap book sold on railways." Galves-
ton, &c. R. R. V. Arispe, 81. Tex. 517 (18'.)1).

Scope of the Rule. — The rule as stated above is not equivalent
to saying that the statements of persons not called as witnesses are
not admissible. They are not admissible as evidence of the exis-
tence of the facts which they purport to state. But the fact that a
certain statement has been made may itself be relevant, whether
It states the truth or not. In fact the truth of the statement is
not what is relevant. It is the statement itself.

The hearsay rule accordingly does not apply to proof of an oral
contract by a bystander. '• It was not hearsay, but legal proof of a
contract of which there was no other or better evidence. It was
evidence of a fact, and not of a mere conversation or declaration."
Blanchard v. Child, 7 Gray 155 (1856). A by-stander can testify to
such a conversation, even if carried on through an interpreter, though
he only understands one language, and relies on the interpreter for
the other. Com. v. Vose, 157 Mass. 393 (1892).
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111 the same way the fact tliat a certain statement has been made
out of court may be admissible to fix a date or identify an interview.
Hill V. North, 34 Vt. 604 (1861). Or to fix the time at which a
witness' attention was called to a fact. Barrow v. State, 80 Ga
191 (1887).

A declaration may be used as a fact to identify an interview. The
hearsay rule has no application to such a use. " Any circumstance
or act occurring at that transaction and remembered by both witnesses
would show that they were testifying to the same occasion, and woidd
be clearly competent. So we are of opinion that the conversation
of the parties or any declarations made at the time are to be regarded
as m the nature of verbal acts, and admissible for the purpose of
identifying the occasion of which the witnesses speak. Statements
used for this limited purpose are admitted without regard to the
trutli of the fact stated." Earle v. Earle, 11 All. 1 (1865).

Giving notice may be "considered an act, which he might prove in
any case in which it became material." Kilburn v. Bennett, 3 Mete.
199 (1841).

ExcLAMATJONs OF PAIN, &c. — Where the existence of any
bodily or mental state is a fact in issue or relevant to the issue the
usual verbal expressions attending the existence of such state are
competent original evidence of the fact of its existence. Such
statements are not an exception to the hearsay rule. It is the
existence of the statement rather than its purport whicli is con-
sidered relevant.

"Whenever the bodily or mental feelings of an individnal are
material to be proved, the usual expressions of such feelings are
original and competent evidence." Insurance Co. v. Mosley, 8
Wall. 397 (1869) ; Texas, &c. II. K. v. Barron, 78 Tex. 421 (1890) ;

McKeigue v. Janes ville, 68 Wis. 50 (1887) ; Phillips v. Kelly, 29
Ala. 628 (1857) ; Sanders v. Reister, 1 Dak. 151 (1875) ; Frink v.

Coe, 4 Greene (la.) ,555 (1854); Hagenlocher v. Coney Island, &c.
R. R., 99 X. Y. 136 (1885) ; Western Union Tel. Co. v. Henderson,
89 Ala. 510 (1889) ; Heltqn v. Alabama &c. E. R., 97 Ala. 275
(1893) ; People v. Meservey, 76 Mich. 223 (1889) ; Lush v. McDaniel,
13 Ired. L. 485 (1852) ; Plummer v. Ossipee, 59 A^. H. 5o (1879);
Texas, &c. R. R. y. Barron, 78 Tex. 421 (1890); Gray v. ]VIc-

Laughlin, 26 la. 279 (1868); Commissioners v. Leggett, 115 Ind.
544 (1888). " It is evident tJiat the reason for the rule is a sound
one, since it is clear that as many of the organs of the body cannot
be seen, latent injuries can only be discovered and known through
the declarations of the injured person."

Exclamations of pain are evidence of a then present condition
when made to a physician who is not attending the declarant pro-
fessionally, in the same way and to the same extent that they
would be competent if made to a non-professional witness. Drew
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V. Sutton, .")") Vt. o8G (1882). Apparently in Xewman v. Dodson,

()1 Tex. 'Jl (1884) it is regarded as iuunaterial wliether the physi-

cian is employed or not. Such exclamations while under examina-

tion by a physician wlio is preparing himself to be a witness in tlie

case are not competent. '• It has all the evils of manufactured
testimony, without any possible means of detecting the falsity

of it." Jones v. Tortland, 88 Mich. 51)8 (1891) ; Stewart v. Everts,

76 Wis. 35 (1890).

The name of the party inflicting the injury is to be excluded

from such a statement. Denton v. State, 1 Swan, 279 (1851).

Thus in an action for personal injuries exclamations of pain

uttered by deceased at the time of the injury and from that time

down to her death are admissible. McKeigue v. Janesville, 68 Wis.

50 (1887).

The declarations of a sick person made from time to time con-

cerning present sufferings and sensations are admissible to prove the

fact of such sufferings and sensations. Elliott v. Van Buren, 33
Mich. 49 (1875) ; Hall v. American Masonic &c. Ass'n., 86 Wis. 518

(1893).
'• Evidence of exclamations which are natural concomitants and

manifestations of pain and suffering are still admissible, because

regarded as involuntary and natural expressions which a witness

may describe for the same reason that he may the appearance of

the party." Kennedy v. R. C. & B. li. Co., 130 X. Y. 654 (1891)

;

Thomas"^;'. Herrall, 18 Greg. 546 (1890).

On an action for a nuisance by the; noxious smells from the de-

fendant's out buildings, the plaintiff can give in evidence com-
plaints by his wife since deceased. " It is difficult to perceive why
the comi)laint of a person suffering from a nuisance, may not be

received as an expression of bodily or mental feeling, and as origi-

nal evidence, as well as in any other case of annoyance or injury."

Kearney v. Farrell, 28 Conn. 317 (1859).

In an action against a town for injuries caused by a defect in the

highway the presiding judge ruled that ''groans or exclamations of

pain, made by the plaintiff, at anytime, were admissible in evidence,

although they referred either by word or gesture to the locality of

the pain ; as if a man should put his hand upon his side and groan,

or should say, ' Oh ! my head !
' or utter similar complaints, being

an expression of present pain or agony ; but that any statement of

his condition or feelings, made in answer to a question, or as a

narrative, or with a view to communicate information, was not

admissible." This ruling was sustained by the supreme judicial

court, as follows : — " The rule of law is now well settled, and it

forms an exception to the general rules of evidence, that where the

bodily or mental feelings of a party are to be proved, the usual and
natural expressions of such feelings, made at the time, are consid-
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ered competent and original evidence in his favor. And the rule is

founded upon the consideration, that such expressions are the natural
and necessary language of emotion, of the existence of which, from
the very nature of the case, there can be no other evidence. There
are ills and pains of the body, which are proper subjects of proof
in courts of justice, which can be shown in no other way. Such
evidence, however, is not to be extended bej'ond the necessity on
which the rule is founded. Anything in the nature of narration or
statement is to be carefully excluded, and the testimony is to be
confined strictly to such complaints, exclamations and expressions
as usually and naturally accompany, and furnish evidence of, a
present existing pain or malady. Of course, it will always be for

the jury to judge whether such expressions are real or feigned,

Avhich can be readily ascertained by the manner of them, and the
circumstances under which they are proved to have been made."
Bacon v. Inhabitants of Charlton, 7 Cush. 581 (1851).

Statements to Physician. — Analogous to statements of pain,

&c., are tlie communications made to a doctor as the basis of med-
ical treatment. State v. Belcher, 13 S. C. 459 (1880) ; Collins v.

Waters, 54 111. 485 (1870) ; State v. Gedicke, 43 N. J. L. 86 (1881)

;

Rogers v. Crain, 30 Tex. 284 (1867); Barber v. Merriam. 11 All.

322 (1865) ; Pay v. Harlan, 128 Mass. 244 (1880) ; Matteson v.

New York Central R. R., 62 Barb. 364 (1862) ; Towle v. Blake, 48
K. H. 92 (1868); Earl v. Tupper, 45 Vt. 275 (1873) ; Wilson v.

Granby, 47 Conn. 59 (1879) ; Lakesliore, &c. R. R. v. Rosenzweig,
113 Pa. St. 519 (1886); Perkins v. Concord R. R., 44 N. H. 223
(1862).

Such a statement cannot be so extended as to include a statement
that a particular person caused the injury. Morrissey v. Ingham,
111 Mass. 63 (1872). Or symptoms at a previous period or the

existence of disease at such earlier time. Lush v. McDaniel, 13
Ired. Law, 485 (1852). Nor can a physician testify as to w\iat the
patient says is the cause of the injury. ''While a witness, not an
expert, can testify only to such exclamations and complaints as

indicate present existing pain and suffering, a physician may testify

to a statement or narrative given by his patient in relation to his

condition, symptoms, sensations, and feelings, both past and present.

In both cases these declarations are admitted from necessity, be-

cause in this way only can the bodily condition of the party, w^ho is

the subject of the injury, and who seeks to obtain damages, be
ascertained. But the necessity does not extend to declarations by
the party as to the cause of the injury, which is the principal sub-

ject matter of inquiry, and which may be proved by other evidence."

Roosa V. Boston Loan Co., 132 Mass"! 439 (1882) ; Illinois &c. R. R.
V. Sutton, 42 111. 438 (1867).

So a patient's declarations as to the instrument with which an
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injury is inflicted is incoaipeteut. Collins v. Waters, 54 111. 485

(1870).

A mere narrative to a doctor cannot be used as evidence of the

fact stated any more than the same story when told to some one

else. " It was a statement of a fact, and was used as evidence of

that fact. It was therefore wrongly admitted." Chapin v. Marl-

borough, 9 Gray, 244 (1857). Probably the statement would have

been competent as cross-examination of the doctor if made the basis

of his opinion.

" Everything in the nature of a narrative of what is already ]iast

is to be carefully excluded, and the testimony confined to such ex-

pressions as furnish evidence of the present condition of the

patient." Taylor v. E. R., 48 N. H. 304 (1869).

If the statements, on the other hand, are not narrative of some-

thing that is past but " a description of his symptoms at the time it

was made ... it may be fairly inferred that it was made for the

purpose of medical advice and treatment" and such statements are

admissible if made a day or two before or even during the trial.

Fleming v. Springfield, 154 Mass. 520 (1891).

Such declarations are limited to proof of the bodily or mental

state. The declarant cannot go furtlier and manufacture self-serv-

ing evidence by declaring the cause of the injury. "The rule of

law is now well settled, and it forms an exception to the general

rules of evidence, that where the bodily or mental feelings of a

party are to be proved, the usual and natural expressions of such

feelings, made at the time, are considered competent and original

evidence in his favor. And the rule is founded upon the considera-

tion, that such expressions are the natural and necessary language

of emotion, of the existence of which, from the very nature of the

case, there can be no other evidence. There are ills and pains of

the body, which are proper subjects of proof in courts of justice,

which can be shown in no other way. Such evidence, however, is

not to be extended beyond the necessity on which the rule is

founded. Anything, in the nature of narration or statement is to

be carefully excluded, and the testimony is to be confined strictly

to such complaints, exclamations and expressions as usually and

naturally accompany, and furnish evidence of, a present existing

pain or malady. Of course, it will always be for the jury to judge

whether such expressions are real or feigned, which can be readily

ascertained by the manner of them, and the circumstances under

which they are proved to have been made." Bacon v. Inhabitants

of Charlton, 7 Cush. 581 (1851).

This was approved in Chapin v. Marlborough, 9 Gray, 244

(1857).

Compared with Res Gest^. — A very natural tendency, how-

ever, exists, wherever proof of the physical and mental state in
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question is contemporaneous with some relevant act to treat the
proof as admitted as a decLaration part of the res gestae.

For example, the intention with which an alleged bankrupt left

his home being expressed in his declarations, proof of the statements
has been treated as part of the res gestae act of leaving. Intention
is really a fact itself in the res gestae, and its proof is admissible on
ordinary princii)les. Rawson v. Haigh, 2 Bing. 99, 104 (1824);
liidley V. Gyde, 9 Bing. 349 (1832).

So, in an aggravated assault by a school-teacher on a pupil, the
plaintiff cannot show that the scholar said to his father two or three
nights after the assault that his hips pained him so he could not
sleep. The reason assigned is that " the statements were made too
long after the infliction of the injury," and the rule is stated in the
language of the res gestae rule that the declarations must be instinc-

tive. Dowlen v. State, 14 Tex. App. 61 (1883).

It is tliought that the correct rule is that announced by the su-

preme court of Iowa in a case of injury from a defective highway.
" A witness was asked to state what complaint of pain or disease
plaintiff made about a week after the accident. It is now insisted

that, as jjlaintiff's complaints ' were no part of the res gestae, they
were not admissible. They were not admitted on that ground, but
for the reason that his complaints of pain or disease were competent
to show the condition of his health, which was in issue under his

claim that he was severely and permanently injured." Blair v.

Madison Co., 81 la. 313 (1890).

Any attempt to assign a cause for the injury, and any narrative
of "how it happened " are incompetent. Commissioners v. Leggett,
115 Ind. 544 (1S88).

Sanity. — AVhere the issue involves the fact of sanity, many
declarations, oral or written, of the party whose mental state is in-

volved may be given in evidence, not for the purpose of proving the
truth of the declarations (which would be objectionable as hearsay),
but as circumstantial evidence of the existence of a state of mind of
which they are indicia or natural expression.

Thus, on an issue of the sanity of a testatrix, of her declarations
showing a belief in spiritual communications, in her power to heal
the sick, and "various other imaginations, delusions in one way and
another." " The rule allowing the introduction of the declarations
of a testator to show the condition of his mind is very general, and
admits much that would be excluded if offered as testimony to prove
facts. The rule allows great liberality to both parties as to the
kind of evidence, and as to the length of time over which it extends-
Much is necessarily left to the discretion of the presiding judge, and
it is impossible to lay down any general rules which would cover all

cases. To enable the jury to determine the real state of mind, the
action of that mind, as shown best by conversations, declarations.
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claims, and acts, is the most satisfactory evidenct?. l>ut, in order to

fairly judge, the examination must not be contined to a single decla-

ration or conversation, but must embrace sometimes many years and

many different acts and declarations, and sometimes, perhaps, the

evidence may, at first view, be remote, and far from a demonstra-

tion." Robinson v. Adams, 62 Me. 369, 413 (1870).

Letters written by a testatrix are admissible on the question of

her mental capacity. Bulger o. Koss, 98 Ala. 267 (1893).

Fraud or Uxdue Influence. — 8o, where the question is as to

whether a testatrix was induced to execute a will by fraud, a fixed

intention, both before and after its execution, to make a different dis-

position of her property is relevant, and such intention may be shown
by the declarations of the testatrix, within certain limits fixed by the

discretion of the court. '• The declarations of the testator accom-

panying the act must always be resorted to as the most satisfactory

evidence to sustain or defend the will whenever tliis issue is pre-

sented. So it is uniformly held that the previous declarations of the

testator, offered to prove the mental facts involved, are competent.

Intention, purpose, mental peculiarity and condition, are mainly

ascertainable through the medium afforded by the power of language.

Statements and declarations, when the state of the mind is the fact

to be shown, are therefore received as mental acts or conduct. The
truth or falsity of the statement is of no consequence. As a narra-

tion, it is not received as evidence of the fact stated. It is only to

be used as showing what manner of man he is who makes it. If

therefore the statement or declaration offered has a tendency to

prove a condition not in its nature temporary and transient, then, by
the aid of the recognized rule that what is once proved to exist

must be presumed to continue till the contrary be shown, the

declaration, though prior in time to the act the validity of which is

questioned, is admissible. Its weight will depend upon its signifi-

cance and proximity. It may be so remote in point of time, or so

altered in its import by subsequent changes in the circumstances of

the maker as to be wholly immaterial, and wisely to be rejected by

the judge.

Upon the question of capacity to make a will, evidence of this

description is constantly received ; and when the issue is one of

fraud and undue influence it is equally material. "The requisite

mental qualification to make a will might exist, and be entirely

consistent with such a degree of weakness, or such peculiarity, as

would make the party the easy victim of fraud and improper influ-

ence." Shailer v. Bumstead, 99 Mass. 112, 120 (1868) ; Thompson
V. Ish, 99 Mo. 160 (1891) ; Gardner v. Frieze", 16 R. I. 640 (1891) ;

Linch V. Linch, 1 Lea, 526 (1878). Declarations of intention to

benefit certain persons do not, alone, furnish evidence which, as

a matter of law, would justify a jury in setting aside a will on the
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ground of testamentary incapacity. Cawthorn v. llaynes, 24 .Mo.

236 (1857).

"Such declarations, alone, are not competent evidence to prove

acts of others amounting to undue influence, although when the acts

are proven, the declarations of the testator may be given in evidence

to show the operation they had upon his mind." Cudney v. Cudney,

68 K Y. 148 (1877).

The admissibility of these declarations is not confined to those made

prior to or at the time of the execution of the will. It extends to subse-

quent declarations. As the court say in Shailer v. Bumstead, 99 ^ilass.

112, 120 (1868), " This evidence was not competent as a declaration or

narrative to show the fact of fraud or undue influence at a previous

period. But it was admissible not only to show retention or loss of

memory, tenacity or vacillation of purpose existing at the date of

the will, but also in proof of long cherished purposes, settled con- i

victions, deeply rooted feelings, opinions, affections or prejudices, or '

other intrinsic or enduring peculiarities of mind, inconsistent with j

the dispositions made in the instrument attempted to be set up as

the formal and deliberate expression of the testatrix's will; as well as
'

to rebut any inference arising from the non-revocation of the instru-

ment. They were not rejected as too remote in point of time, or as

having no tendency in their character to sustain the fact claimed to •

exist." Ibid. ; Waterman v. Whitney, U N. Y. 157 (1854) ;
Mooney

V. Olsen, 22 Kan. G9 (1879).

So the declarations of a testatrix subsequent to the execution of

the will are admissible to show imbecility of mind. McTaggart v.

Thompson, 14 Pa. St. 149 (1850). Or, on the other hand, declara-

tions of a testator to show his mental capacity for transacting busi-

ness are competent. Finney's Will, 27 Minn. 280 (1880).

"Parol evidence of the declarations of a testator expressing dis-

satisfaction with his will, and made shortly after its execution, such

as ' I have done something I ought not to have done ; I have made

my will, and did not make it as I wanted to ; I know I did wrong,

but I could not help it. Lord God Almighty, who ever heard of
'

such a will, but I can't change it,' is admissible, not to prove the .

fact that fraud was practiced upon him, or that undue influence

was actually exercised, but as tending to show the state of testators

mind, and that he was in a condition to be easily influenced." Den-

nis V. Weekes, 51 Ga. 24 (1874) ; Herster v. Herster, 116 Pa. St.

612 (1887).

On the other hand, the view has been entertained that the declara-

tions of a testator tending to show undue influence were admitted as

part of the res gestae, and therefore must be made contemporaneously .

with the execution of the will itself. Comstock v. Hadlyme, 8 Conn.

254 (1830).

This has been established as the rule in New York in cases
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" where the validity of a will is disputed on the ground of fraud,

duress, mistake, or some similar cause, aside from the mental weak-
ness of the testator." Waterman v. Whitney, UN, Y. 157 (1854).
A ruling to the effect that such declarations must be competent as

part of the res gestie was reversed in Linch v. Liuch, 1 Lea, 526
(1878).

Other Mental States. — So where the question is as to the un-
friendliness of one woman to another, her declarations to third parties

on the subject are competent. " Whenever the mental feelings of an
individual are to be proved, the usual expressions of such feelings
are original evidence, and often the only proof of them which can be
had." Jacobs v. Whitcomb, 10 Cush. 255 (1852) ; Casat v. State, 40
Ark. 511 (1883) ; State v. Hargrave, 97 N. C. 457 (1887). ''A man's
words show his mental condition. It is common to prove insanity
by the party's sayings as well as by his acts. One's likes and dis-

likes, fears and friendships, hopes and intentions, are shown by his

utterances. So that it is generally true that whenever a party's
state of mind is a subject of inquiry, his declarations are admissible
as evidence thereof. In other words, a declaration which is sought
as mere evidence of an external fact, and whose force depends upon
its credit for truth, is always mere hearsay if not made upon oath,
but a declaration wliich is sought as evidence of what the declarant
thought or felt, or of his mental capacity, is of the best kind of evi-

dence." Mooney v. Olsen, 22 Kansas, 69, 77 (1879). So the affection
of a husband for his wife may be shown by his letters to third per-
sons. Gaines v. Relf, 12 How. 472 (1851). "Intention, purpose,
mental peculiarity and condition, are mainly ascertainable through
the medium afforded by the power of language. Statements and
declarations, when the state of mind is the fact to be shown, are
therefore received as mental acts or conduct." Shailer v. Bumstead,
99 Mass. 112 (1868).

So where the question of intention is involved, declarations stating
the intention, either oral or in writing, are competent. So held
where letters declaring an intention to leave a certain place were
admitted as evidence of the existence of the intention. The letters

being offered as entries in the course of business were first re-

jected, the court very carefully taking the distinction, frequently
overlooked, between the letters as evidence of intention and as part
of the res gestae. " A man's state of mind or feeling can only be
manifested to others by countenance, attitude or gesture, or by sound
or words, spoken or written. The nature of the fact to be proved is

the same, and evidence of its proper tokens is equally competent to
prove it, whether expressed by aspect or conduct, by voice or pen.
When the intention to be proved is important only as qualifying an
act, its connection with that act must be shown, in order to warrant
the admission of declarations of the intention. But whenever the
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intention is of itself a distinct and material fact in a chain of circum-
stances, it may be proved by contemporaneous oral or written decla-
rations of the party. The existence of a particular intention in a
certain person at a certain time being a material fact to he })roved,
evidence that he expressed that intention at that tinje is as direct
evidence of the fact, as his own testimony that he then had that
intention would be." Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Hillmon, 14.-) U. kS. 285
(1891) ;

Hunter v. State, 40 X. J. Law, 495 (LS78).' TJiese decla-
rations shonld be made, to be admissible, at a time when there was
no motive to misrepresent. Mut. Life Ins. Co. v. Hillmon, 145 U S
285 (181)1) ; Hunter v. State, 40 X. J. Law, 495 (1878).

So where the question is as to a servant's reason for abandoning
an emjjloyment, his declarations as to the reason are competent.
'•'The testimony is admitted on the presum[)tion, arisin- from expe-
rience, that when a man does an act, his coteinj^orarv decltiration
accords with his real intention, unless there be some reason for mis-
representing such intention." Hadley v. Carter, 8 N. H. 40 (1.8;^5)

;

Elmer v. Fessenden, 151 Mass. 359 (1890). '< We cannot follow the
ruling at 7iisi jjrius in Tilk c. Parsons, '2 C. & P. 201, that the testi-
mony of the persons concerned is the oidy evidence to prove their
motives. We rather agree with Mr. Starkie that such declarations,
made with no apj)arent motive for misstatement, may be better evi-
dence of the maker's state of mind at the time than the subsequent
testimony of the same persons." Stark. Ev. (lOth Am. ed.) 89.
As a rule such declarations are not evidence of the past facts which
they may recite. The cases in which they have been admitted to
prove the cause of a wound or injury, when the declarations were
made at the time, or immediately after the event, if not exceptions
to the general rule, at least mark the limit of admissibility. Com.
V. Hackett, 2 All. 136, 140. Com. v. M'Pike, 3 Cnsh. 181, 'l84. In-
surance Co. V. Mosley, 8 Wall. 397. The excluded tt^stimony was
not competent to prove that the defendant did tell the workmen the
story. As to that, it was mere hearsay, and was not within the scope
of the special reasons which led to the decisions hist cited." Elmer
V. Fessenden, 151 Mass. 359 (1890). A conversation showing a
present intention to purchase certain premises is competent evidence
that the plaintiff's effoits were not the cause of the trade. Folks v.

Burnett, 47 Mo. App. 564 (1891).
So the intention of taking a train on the part of a man injured by

a locomotive may be shown by his declarations. The court apparently
rely upon an unnecessary reference to the rule as to declarations part
of the res gestae. Railway Co. v. Herrick, 49 Oh. St. 25 (1892).
So an intention of making a permanent or temporary change of resi-
dence may be shown by the declarations of the person himself.
Gorham v. Canton, 5 Greenl. 26G (1828) ; Kilburn v. Pennett, 3
Mete. 199 (1841). So on an action for negotiating a sale of property,
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prior declarations by a purchaser showing a previously formed inten-

tion of buying the property are competent. Folks v. Burnett, 47 Mo.
App. 564 (1891). The purpose for which a man is walking being

important, his statement that he is going " to look for it" is compe-
tent. U. S. V. Xardello, 4 Mack. 503 (1886).

When it is said that such statements are admissible as part of the

res gestae, what is (or should be) meant is that the intention is a
fact in the res gestae of that particular case. As most of these decla-

rations of intention are contemporaneous with some relevant act, the
tendency to confuse the rule of proving a mental state by its usual
verbal expression and the rule admitting declarations as part of the

res gestae has proved a strong one. See Gorhara r. Canton, 5 Green-
leaf, 266 (1828) ; Kilburn v. Bennett, 3 Mete. 199 (1841).

Knowledge. — Where the relevant mental state is tliat of knowl-
edge of certain facts, a statement showing knowledge of these

facts is admissible, not as evidence that the facts are true, but as

evidence of the existence of the knowledge. Rodriguez v. Espinosa,

25 S. W. 669 (1894) ; Cadden v. American Steel Barge Co., 88
Wis. 409 (1894) ; Chattanooga E. K. Co. r. Clowdis, 90 Ga. 258

(1892).

In a suit for infringement of a patent, on a question of when the
plaintiff made his invention, liis declarations to third parties at a
certain time describing his invention are competent evidence. "Iij

many cases of inventions, it is hardly possible in any other manner
to ascertain the precise time and exact origin of the particular in-

vention. The invention itself is an intellectual process or opera-
tion

; and, like all other expressions of thought, can in many cases

scarcely be made known, except by speech." Philadelpliia, &c. R. R.
V. Stimpson, 14 Peters, 448, 462 (1840).

So on the question of admitting dying declarations, statements by
third parties to declarant are admissible as evidence of his knowledge
of his condition. Com. v. Roberts, 108 Mass. 296 (1871).
Where it is claimed that negligence arises from failure to meet cer-

tain known requirements, notice of these requirements is a material
fact and if conveyed in an oral statement, such statement may be
proved either by admission of the party or by any one who heard it

given. This is not under the hearsay rule. " If the fact sought to

be established, is that certain words were spoken, without reference

to the truth or falsity of the words, as, for instance, that a certain

statement was made as a party to the action is an admission of a
fact, or was made to him as a notice, or under such circumstances
as to require action or reply from him, the testimony of any person
who heard the statement is original evidence, and not hearsay."

Smith V. Whittier, 95 Cal. 279, 293 (1892).

Where the question is as to whether an assured knew that he had
a certain disease at the time of his application, evidence of his state-
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nients to tliird parties about that time is competent. Swift o. Massa-

chusetts, &c. Co., 63 N. Y. 186 (1875).

On a defence of insanit}^ to an indictment for murder, the defend-

ant is entitled to show that his wife made certain statements to him
shortly before the killing to the eifect that deceased had ravished her

and stolen from the defendant, for the purpose of showing his mental

state at the time of the killing. People v. Wood, 126 N. Y. 249 (1891).

Where the issue raised involves knowledge by a testatrix of the

contents of her will, her declarations showing such knowledge or

lack of it are competent. Maxwell v. Hill, 89 Tenn. 584 (1890).

In an accident caused by a blind message by the train despatcher of

a railroad to the conductor of a train, his understanding of the mean-

ing of the desj)atcli may be shown by his declarations made at the

time of the collision, McLeod v. Ginther, 80 Ky. 399 (1882).

Acts of memory may be shown where the fact of being able to

remember is a relevant fact. Donnelly v. State, 26 N. J. L. 463 (1857).

Reputation that a railroad track is in bad condition is admissible

on the question of notice. Missouri, &c. R.R. v. Johnson, 72 Tex.

95 (1888).

As Bearing on Motive, &c. — Where the question arises as to

what was the thought in a person's mind at the time he acted the

relevant statements brought home to his consciousness are competent.

This is not under the application of the hearsay- rule. It is the fact

of the statement which is admissible, regardless of its truth or falsity.

In other words, the statement is not admitted as evidence of what is

stated, but as evidence that such a statement was made. If it was

the basis of conduct, whether it should have been is generally imma-

terial.

So the existence of a rumor may be good circumstantial evidence.

State V. Jones, 50 N. H. 369 (1871).

On an indictment for manslaughter, where the defence is that the

killing was in necessary self-defence, threats by the deceased directed

against the prisoners can be shown in evidence. Sparks v. Com., 89

Ky. 644 (1890).

So where an injured person, subsequently deceased, accused during

his last illness A. of the fatal shooting, the fact that deceased knew
or believed that A. had threatened to kill him is adnnssible as show-

ing a reason why the deceased might have inferred it was A. instead

of actually seeing him. Jones v. State, 71 Ind. 66 (1880).

Threats of a deceased person not shown to have been communicated

to the defendant are admissible on an indictment for murder to cor-

roborate evidence of previous threats previously admitted, and also

on the question who began the assault. Levy v. State, 28 Tex. App.

203 (1889) ; Cox v. State, 64 Ga. 374 (1879). Where a statement

explains the cause of relevant conduct, it is competent. People v.

Hodgdon, 55 Cal. 72 (1880).
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On an iiulictraent for felonious assault, the defence was that the

cutting was done in self-defence. In support of this plea the defend-

ant " sought to prove various facts, among them, that during tlie

rencounter some one in the crowd was heard to say of the defendant

:

' Kill him ! kill him ! don't let that nigger get back to the bottom.

Kill him !
' The Court rejected the evidence as incompetent because

the witness was not able to state who used the language. This

ruling was erroneous. The rejected evidence was clearly competent

as a part of the res gesta3, and as tending to show great hostility

toward the defendant and the danger to which he was exposed."

Morton o. State, 91 Tenn. 437 (1892).

Under certain circumstances, the existence of a rumor may be good
circumstantial evidence. State v. Jones, 50 N. H. 369 (1871).

Where a person claims to have acted on certain statements, one who
heard them may testify as to them. Badger v. Story, IG X. H. 168

(1844).

AVhere the question was as to the motive with which an alleged

libel was published, the statements relating to the subject-matter

made to the defendant are admissible as original evidence. '-It

happens in many cases that the very fact in controversy is, whether
the words of a third person, not under oath, were written or spoken,

and not whether they were true, and in other cases, such language

or statements, whether written or spoken, may be the natural or in-

separable concomitants of the principal fact in conti'oversy. In such

cases ... it is obvious the words or writings are not within the

meaning of hearsay, but are original and independent facts, admis-

sible in proof of the issue." Jones v. Townsend, 21 Fla. 431, 448

(1885). So where a vendor was sued for fraud in tlie sale of lands

which he had never seen, evidence is competent of declarations to

him by his grantor to the same effect, Merwin v. Arbuckle, 81 111.

501 (1876).

So on a question with what motive A. purchased a ])istol, the fact

that A.'s sister informed him of certain facts which would make
such a purchase reasonable, is competent, whether the information

were true or false. People v. Shea, 8 Cal. 538 (1857).

So where the defence of provocation by the speaking of words is

relied upon as a defence in an action for assault and battery, the

making of the statement is a fact which may be testified to by one
Avho heard it, and if the party who heard it has forgotten, but testi-

fies he reported it correctly, the ])arty to whom it was reported can
testify to it. Green v. Cawthorn, 4 Dev. L. 409 (1834). In general,

where the motive of a party in doing an act is involved, it is

competent to show that he was induced to do the act by what he

had learned from third persons. Carter v. Beale, 44 N. H. 408

(1862).

And, in general, when a party claims to have acted on certain
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stateuijeiits any one wlio heard may testify to them. Badger c. Stcn-y,

16 N. H. 168 (1844).

When the question was why the female plaintiff in a suit for breach

of promise of marriage burned a certain letter, a witness may testify

that she advised her doing so. Tobin v. Sliaw, 45 Me. 331 (ISoS).

On an action for malicious prosecution, statements made to the

defendant before instituting proceedings and incriminating the plain-

tiff are competent. Bacon (;. Towne, 4 Gush. 217, 240 (1849). On
the question of defendant's negligence in crossing certain railroad

tracks, the statements of bystanders that the train (which actually

struck him because it was on time) was late, is competent. Railway

Company v. Herrick, 49 Oh. St. 25 (1892).

Other Instances. — The fact that a statement has been made in

the presence of a party and his action in connection with the state-

ment are not objectionable as hearsay. Tlie statement is not ad-

mitted as evidence of the truth of what is said, " but simpl^^ to show
what it is that calls for a reply, and the action of the defendant

himself under the circumstances, as indicating an acquiescence in,

or repudiation of, the truth of the statement." People v. McCrea,

32 Cal. 98 (18G7) ; Green v. Bedell, 48 N. H. 546 (1869).

It is on this principle that to discredit a witness he may be asked,

whether he has not stated differently tlian at the trial at another

time, and if such prior statement is denied, and is on a material

point, it may be proved. The prior statement is not offered as evi-

dence of the truth of what it says, but because the existence of such

a prior statement, true or false, discredits the witness. State v.

Blake, 25 Me. 350 (1845).

AVhere it is claimed that evidence is given under the influence of

bias, interest or other improper motive, evidence is competent of

prior consistent statements of the witness made before the bias, in-

terest, or other improper motive could have operated. It is the fact

that such a statement was made which alone is admitted.

On a question of pauper settlement, the place whicli the pauper

regarded as home may be proved by his declarations. New IMilford

V. Sherman, 21 Conn. 101 (1851).

Where conversations by tliird parties with a witness is what
called liis attention to a fact or impressed it upon his memory, such

conversations are competent. "Whether the statement of the third

person was true or false was perfectly immaterial. The fact that

the communication was made to the witness, and not its truth or

falsity, was the only material poi-nt. The conversations were not

hearsay, within the proper meaning of that term, but were original

and independent facts, and therefore admissible in evidence." State

V. Fox, 25 N. J. Law, 566 (1856).

Fkesh Complaint, &c. — In certain witnesses, the making of a

certain statement may be a fact tending to corroborate a witness.
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Tin' rule that in cases of rape, attempts at rape, and assault with

intent to commit rape, tlie fact of coniphiint by tlie injured female

is admissible seems to be more easily explained as that it is the fact

of the statement, or circumstantial evidence in favor of the com-

})lainant, rather than the truth of it which is admitted. Thus, in

case of rape, Mc:\Iurrin r. Rigby, 80 la. 322 (1890); Uurt r. State,

23 Oh. St. 394, 401 (1872) ; State o. Warner, 74 :\[o. 83 (1881) ; State

V. Niles, 47 Vt. 82 (1874). ; Griffin v. State, 76 Ala. 29 (1884) ; State

V. Knapp, 45 X. H. 148 (1863) ; Brown v. People, 36 Mich. 203

(1877).

The rule is the same in a civil action by a parent to recover dam-

ages for an indecent assault upon his minor daughter. Gardner v.

Kellogg, 23 Minn. 463 (1877).

So of an attempt to commit rape. Perfelling /•. State, 40 Tex.

486 (1874).

In Ohio, '' the well settled law " is " that the declarations of the

prosecuting witness, made immediately or soon after the commis-

sion of the alleged rape, may be received in evidence. They are to

be received, not as evidence of their own truth, not as evidence of

the guilt of the defendant, but merely in "'corroboration' of the

prosecuting witness, in the sense that they remove from her testi-

mony a cloud of suspicion which might otherwise rest upon it."

Burt V. State, 23 Oh. St. 394 (1872). The rule also extends to the

admission of the particulars of the assault. Dunn v. State, 45 Oh.

St. 249 (1887). "The complaint constitutes no part of the res

gestae ; it is only a fact corroborative of the testimony of the com-

plainant; and, where she is not a witness in the case, it is wholly

inadmissible." State r. Clark, 69 la. 294 (1886). ''They are

merely hearsay, and are not competent as evidence in chief to

prove the commission of the offense." Dunn v. State, 45 Oh. St.

249 (1887).

The particulars of the complaint cannot be proved by the govern-

ment. The only comjjetent fact is the circumstantial evidence fur-

nished by the existence of a fresh complaint. McMurrin v. Iligby,

80 la. 322 (1890) ; State u. Niles, 47 Vt. 82 (1874) ; Lacy v. State, 45

Ala. 80 (1871 ) ; State v. Jones, 61 Mo. 232 (1875) ; Pefferlingv. State,

40 Tex. 480 (1874).

Not even where the particulars are set forth in a letter can they

be shown to corroborate the ])rosecutrix. State v. Clark, 69 la. 294

(1886). To the contrary, see Dunn v. State, 45 Oh. St. 249 (1887),

Where the attempt is made to impeach the complainant, evidence is

admissible of the particulars of her former complaints to show that

they correspond with the evidence on the trial. Griffin v. State, 76

Ala. 29 (1884); Pefferling v. State, 40 Tex. 486 (1874); State v.

Kinney, 44 Conn. 153 (1876); State v. Freeman, 100 N. C. 429

(1888).
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The fact that the complaint related to the defendant can be given

in evidence. Burt v. State, 23 Oh. St. 394 (1872).

To the contrary, see State v. Niles, 47 Vt. 82 (1874) ; Griffin v.

State, 7G Ala. 29 (1884).

Time is not the sole test of what constitutes a fresh complaint.

The entire surrounding facts must be taken into consideration, and
a reasonable excuse may exist for even protracted silence.

That complainant did not confide to her mother, with whom she

resided, knowledge of an alleged assault by her stepfather for two
months, and only revealed the facts upon an absence from home, and
in response to the questions of a person hostile to the accused is not

a sufficient objection to receiving the evidence. State v. Niles, 47
Vt. 82 (1874).

In Ohio, the particulars of the complaint are admitted, and the

rule is assimilated more strongly to those regulating the res gestae.

"They are presumed to be the natural outburst of outraged feelings,

and, if made at all, would naturally be made at the first opportunity,

while the injury is yet fresh and aggravating." Dunn v. State. 45
Oh. St. 249 (1887).

"If such complaints are not made soon, or within a reasonable

time after the injury, or without any inconsistent delay, it is a

strong, though not conclusive, presumption against the truth of the

charge." State v. Knapp, 45 N. H. 148 (18G3).

A delay of eleven months, unexplained, will prevent the admis-

sion of the complaint in evidence. " The outrage in such a case

upon a virtuous female is so great that there is a natural presumption

that at tlie first suitable opportunity she would make disclosure of

it ; and she would be so far discredited if she did not make the dis-

closure, for the purpose of confirming her evidence where she is a

witness, such disclosure may be received. But where the disclosure

is not recent, as soon as suitable opportunity is furnished, the reason

for receiving it in evidence does not exist, and the ]jrinci])le justify-

ing its reception does not apply." People v. O'Sullivan, 104 N. Y.

481 (1857).

The defendant may bring out the particulars of the complaint

upon cross-examination. Griffin v. State, 76 Ala. 29 (1884).

Where the complaint is practically contemporaneous with the

injury, the particulars of the complaint have been admitted as part

of the res gesta-. Griffin r. State, 76 Ala. 29 (1884); McMath v.

State, 55 Ga. .303 (1875).

Thus where a witness, tlie complainant's sister, saw tlie defend-

ant holding the complainant, who was crying, on his lap, holding

her hands, and urging her "never to dare to mention it," the court

regard the particulars of the complaint as " admissible as part of

the res gestae. It was made but a few moments after the alleged

ravishment had been accomplished, and while declarant was under
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the influence of the mental excitement which it produced. It was
made within such time after the act to which it referred, and under
such circumstances, as to prechule the element of premeditation."

McMurriu v. Rigby, 80 la. 322 (1890).

If the party assaulted is an infaut of tender years, it is not neces-

sary in all cases that she should testify to have her contemporane-'

ous declarations admitted as part of the res gestae. ]\Ic^Iath v. State,

55Ga. 303 (1875).

In like iiuinner, on a bastardy complaint, it being in evidence that

the complainant accused the defendant at the time of her travail as

being the father of her child, the fact was elicited, on cross-examina-

tion, that her mother told her she must do so. To meet the defence

that the mother was the instigator of the charge, evidence of a i)rior

disclosure to the mother is competent. " Her statement, therefore,

if she made any, was in itself a fact ; and its occurrence might be

proved by any competent evidence. For upon tliis question the

inquiry was not whether her accusation was true, but whether the

advice and instruction which the mother gave to her daughter was
in consequence of information previously received from her." Mange
V. Holmes, 7 All. 136 (1863).

Reputation. — In like mannei', reputation, though frequently

hearsay, or even hearsay distilled, as it were, can be proved where
the existence of the reputation, rather than the truth of its purport,

is a relevant fact.

Where the question is, whether A. had reasonable cause to believe

that B. was insolvent at the time of a certain conveyance, it is " clearly

competent" to show that he was "reputed to be insolvent." Lea
V. Kilburn, 3 Gray, 59-4 (1854). " Or was in good pecuniary credit in

his neighborhood." Whitcher v. Shattuck, 3 All. 319 (1862). In
the same way, where it is claimed that the defendant was negligent

in hiring a servant infirm in sight, hearing, and physical strength,

the plaintitf may show, "for the purpose of proving that the defend-

ant either knew of these infirmities, or by the exercise of reasonable

care would have known of them," may show that he was generally

so reputed. Monahan v. Worcester, 150 ]Mass. 439 (1890).

So the credit of a person in a community frequently is derived
from hearsay, but may be testified to as a matter of ojjinion. Hard
V. Brown, 18 Vt. 87 (1846) ; Bank v. Rutland, 33 Vt. 414 (1860).
The fact that an alleged lender had no money to lend cannot

be shown by evidence of his financial reputation. " In none of these

cases was any attempt made to introduce evidence of the financial

reputation of the lender ; and we have found no case where such
evidence has been admitted on the issue of the making of a loan.

' Reputation,' as said by Le Blanc, J., in Higham v. Ridgway, 10
East, 109, 120 (1808), ' is no other than the hearsay of those who
may be supposed to have been acquainted with the fact, handed
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down from one to another.' The general rule is that hearsay evi-

dence is to be excluded. To this rule there are certain well-detined
exceptions

;
but the case at bar does not fall within any of them.

There is a class of cases relied upon by the defendant, where
evidence of reputation has been admitted, namely, where a convey-
ance is sought to be set aside as a fraudulent preference, and the
question is whether the grantee had reasonable cause to believe that
the grantor was solvent or insolvent at the time of the making of
the conveyance. Here the inquiry is as to the state of mind or be-
lief of the grantee, and it is said that any evidence is competent
whicli tends to show the existence of sucli facts or circumstances as

• would naturally influence the mind of an honest and reasonable
man in forming a conclusion in relation to tlie subject matter in-
volved in the issue." Bliss v. Johnson, 162 Mass. 323 (1894).

^'General re[)utatiou is not competent evidence to prove tlie ex-
istence of a fact. Alter a fact has been established by competent
proof, general reputation is admissible to show that the party sought
to be charged on account of the fact, had knowledge of its existence."
Schlatt" v. Louisville, &c. E. K. Co., 100 Ala. 377, 388 (1893).

Reputation for sobriety, &c., cannot be used as proof of the fact.

If tlie reputation is offered as evidence of knowledge, the offer

should be limited, and a general offer is properly rejected. Stevens
V. R. R., 100 Cal. 554 (1893). The character of a house as a bawdy
house cannot be proved by its reputation, l^arker v. Com., 90 Va.
820 (1894) ; McGregor v. Hudson (Tex.), 30 S. W. 489 (1895).

So of a person's pecuniary condition generally. "Where par-
ticular knowledge of a fact is sought to be brought home to a party,

evidence of the general reputation and belief of the existence of that
fact among his neighbors is admissible to the jury as tending to show
that he also had knowledge as well as they." Benoist v. Darby, 12
Mo. 196 (1848). ' General knowledge of a fact in a comnuinity may-

be proved, as evidence tending to trace notice of such fact, its exis-

tence being otherwise shown." Hodges v. Coleman, 76 Ala. 103
(1884) ;

Louisville, &c. R. R. v. Hall, 87 Ala. 708 (1888) ; Kuglar
V. Garner, 74 Ga. 765 (1885). In like manner, the fact that the in-

temperate habits of the person to whom liquor was sold were notori-

ous in the neighborhood in which the defendant lived is proper
evidence for the consideration of the jury in determining whether
his habits were known to the defendant. " The principle upon
which these decisions rest is, that if the existence of a fact is sliown,

and it is also proved that a party was in a situation and had oppoi--

tunities to know of it, this is evidence tending to prove that he did
know of it." Stallings v. State, 33 Ala. 425 (1859) ; Adams v. State,

25 Oh. St. 584 (1874). On the other hand, in an action for gelding
plaintiff's horse, knowing that it was kept as a stallion, evidence
that the fact of plaintiff's horse was '' generally known" to be kept
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for that purpose is not competent. Tucker r. Constable, IG Oreg.

407 (1888).

Certain cases have gone further, and held that reputation is evi-

dence of the fact it alleges. It is doubtful whether such holding is

not a plain infringement of the rule against hearsay. Thus, in a

question whether a slave was bought with the intention of taking

him beyond the state, " his general character as a negro trader is

relevant." Taylor v. Horsey, 5 Harr. 131 (1849). That one was a

deputy of the sheriff may be proved by reputation. Holt v. Jarvis,

Draper (K. B., U. C), 190 (1830). Reputation has also been ad-

mitted, together with long-continued absence, to prove the fact of

death. Primm r. Stewart, 7 Tex. 181 (1851).

The character of a house as disorderly ma}', it has been held, be

established by proof of its reputation. Stone v. State, 22 Tex. App.
185 (1886). To the contrary effect, see Handy v. State, 63 Miss.

207 (1885) ; Wooster v. State, 55 Ala. 217 (1876) ; Smith v. Com., 6

r,. Monr. 21 (1845) ; U. S. v. Jourdine, 4 Cranch, C. Ct. 338 (1833).

It may be contended that the hearsay rule proceeds in part upon
the theory that the fact that A., not a witness, makes a statement

is slight circumstantial evidence of the truth of what he asserts, and
that this objection of lack of probative force hardly applies to

instances of a general consensus in a community. The rule that

admits general reputation as proof of character might constitute an
example of acquiescence in this line of reasoning were it not for the
fact that proof of character by proof of reputation has been modi-
fied by the ancient rules of compurgation.

Market Value. — Analogous to the rules allowing the proof of

reputation is the rule that market value may be shown as a fact,

though only embodied hearsay. The relevant fact is the existence

of the market value, and proof of its existence establishes the fact

it states. International, &c. R. K. v. Pasture Co., 5 Tex. Civ. App.
186 (1893) ; Missouri, &c. R. R. v. Cocreham (Tex.), 30 S. W. 1118

(1895). So a Parisian price-current delivered by the dealer to the

purchaser will be received as evidence of the market value of certain

wines. " We think that the price current is not liable to the objec-

tion that it was hearsay. It was prepared and used by the party
who furnished it in the ordinary course of his business." Cliquot's

Champagne, 3 Wall. 114 (1865).

A witness is competent to testify to the market price of peas in

jSTew York, though he has never resided there, if he is in the pro-

duce business and obtained his knowledge of prices from his corre-

spondents. '' As a general rule, the market value of any particular

article, at a given time, is determined by the dealings of many differ-

ent individuals in such articles, and a knowledge thereof can only
be obtained by information from others." Laurent v. Vaughn, 30
Vt. 90 (1858). In the same way, merchandise brokers doing busi-
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ness in Boston and New York, and conversant with the market

value of sales of gunny bags during the time covered by a certain

contract " from daily price-current lists and returns of sales fur-

nished tbeni in Boston from New York may testify as to the market

value of gunny bags in the New Yoi'k market at said time." Whit-

ney V. Thacher, 117 Mass. 523 (1875). " It is not necessary, in order

to qualify one to give an opinion as to values, that his information

should be of such a direct character as would make it competent in

itself as primary evidence. It is the experience which he acquires

in the ordinary conduct of affairs, and from means of information

such as are usually relied on bj' men engaged in business, for the

conduct of that business, that qualifies him to testify." Ibid.

A witness may testify as to the market value of logs, though he

is without actual personal knowledge of sales. "Value in a business

sense consists largely of the opinions of persons familiar with the

market, and these opinions are largely made up of what is said and
reported by others. Hence, if a person shows that his business is

such that, by commercial reports or other means of like nature, he

is familiar with the current market prices of an article, he is compe-

tent to testify on the subject, although he may not have actual per-

sonal knowledge of any particular sales." Hoxsie v. Empire Lumber
Co., 41 Minn. 548 (1889).

But it has been held in New York that a mere price current in a

newspaper is not competent evidence of market value, "without

some proof showing how and in what manner it was made up

;

where the information it contained was' obtained, or whether the

quotations of prices made were derived from actual sales, or other-

wise. . . . The credit to be given to such testimony must be gov-

erned by extrinsic evidence, and cannot be determined by the

newspaper itself without some proof of knowledge of the mode in

which the list was made out." Whelan v. Lynch, 60 N. Y. 469

(1895).

Local newspaper quotations as to the price of merchandise at the

point of consignment have, however, been held admissible when
value is a material fact. Peter v. Thickstun, 51 Mich. 589 (1883).

"If, however, there be no market price at such place, by reason

of the want of dealers or the want of the commodity, then the actual

value at such place can be ascertained by proof of market value in

other markets, . . . such other markets to be at the nearest points

where goods of the quality and quantity can be bought or sold."

McDonald v. Unaka Timber Co., 88 Tenn. 38 (1889).

The estimated cost value placed on certain lands by the neighbor-

hood generally is incompetent. Powell y. Governor, 9 Ala. 36 (1846).
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CHAPTER III.

MATTERS OF PUBLIC AND GENERAL INTEREST.

§ 607.^ Having illustrated the nature of hearsay evidence,

shown the reasons on which it is generally excluded, and explained

the distinction between such evidence and that which is original, it

will next he convenient to consider the cases in icliich the rule

rejecting liearsaij has been relaxed. These may be conveniently

divided into six classes : first, those relating to matters of public

and general interest ; secondly, those relating to pedigree

;

thirdly, those relating to ancient possession ; fourthly, declarations

against interest ; fifthly, declarations in the course of office or

business ; and lastly, dying declarations. It will be observed,

that these exceptions, which are allowed only on the ground of the

assumed absence of better evidence, and, as it were, from necessity,

meet most of the inconveuiences that would result from a stern

and universal application of the rule, and thus remove the principal

objections which have been urged against it. These six exceptions

will now be discussed in their order.

§ 608. And Jirst, the admissibility of hearsay evidence respecting

matters of public and general interest, rests mainly on the following

grounds :—that the origin of the rights claimed is usually so

ancient, and the rights themselves are of so undefined and general

a character, that direct proof of their existence and nature can

seldom be obtained, and ought not to be required ; that in matters,

in which the community are interested, all persons must be deemed

conversant ; that as common rights are naturally talked of in

public, and as the nature of such rights much lessens the pro-

bability, if it does not exclude the possibility, of individual bias,

what is dropped in conversation respecting them may be presumed

1 Gr. Ev. § 127, in part.
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to be true ; that the general interest which belongs to the subject

would lead to immediate contradiction from others, if the state-

ments advanced were false ; that reputation can hardly exist

without the concurrence of many parties unconnected with each

other, who are all more or less interested in investigating the

subject ; that such concurrence furnishes strong presumptive

evidence of truth ; and that it is this prevailing current of

assertion which is resorted to as evidence, for to this every member

of the community is supposed to be privy, and to contribute his

share. ^

§ 609.^ In speaking of matters of public and general interest,

the terms " public " and " general " are sometimes used as

synonyms, meaning merely what concerns a multitude of persons.'

But, in regard to the admissibility of hearsay testimony, a dis-

tinction has been taken between them ; the term public being

strictly applied to that which concerns every member of the state;

and the term goieral being confined to a lesser, though still a

consideraV)le, portion of the community. This distinction should

be car. iully attended to, because in matters strictly public, such,

for example, as a claim of highway or a right of ferry, reputation

from anil one appears to be receivable. Declarations would,

indeed, be practically worthless, unless made by persons who, by

living in the neighbourhood, or by frequently using the road or

ferry, or the like, are shown to have had some means of knowledge.

Yet the want of proof of the connexion of the declarants with the

subject in question seems to affect the value only, and not the

admissibility, of the evidence. If, however, the right in dispute be

simply general, that is, if those only who live in a particular

district, or adventure in a particular enterprise, are interested in it,

hearsay from persons wholly unconnected with the place or

business would be probably altogether inadmissible.* Competent

' Wright V. Doe d. Tatham, 1837 ^ Y\\xi v. Curell, 1840.
(Coltman, J.); S. C. (Alderson, B.); * Crease v. Barrett, 1835 (Parke,
Morewood v. Wood, 1792 (Ld. Ken- B.). By Eoman law, reputation, or
yon); Weeks v. Sparke, 1813 (Ld. common fame, seems to have been
EUenboi ough) ; Berkeley Peer., 1811 admissible in evidence in all cases;
(Sir J. Mansfield) ; R. v. Bedford- but it was not generally deemed suf-
shire, IBoo (Ld. Campbell), adopting ficient proof, and, in some cases, not
almost the language above employed. even semiphna prohatio, unless corro-

* Gr. Ev. § 128, in part. borated ; nisi aliis adminiculis ad-
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knoukdge in the declarant is an essential pre-requisite to the

admission of his testimony ; and although all the Queen's subjects

are presumed to have that knowledge, in some degree, where the

matter is of public concernment, yet in other matters, which are

not strictly public, though they are interesting to many persons,

some particular evidence of such knowledge is generally required.^

§ 610. For example, in a dispute as to the existence of a local

custom, in which all the tenants of a manor were interested,

evidence of reputation would be admissible, not only from any
deceased tenant, but from any deceased resident within the manor

;

for it might fairly be presumed that the residents, being persons con-

versant with the neighbourhood, would be acquainted with the local

customs.2 Therefore ^'^ on a question whether Nottingham Castle was
within the hundred of Broxtowe, certain ancient orders, made by
the Justices at the Quarter Sessions for the county, describing the

castle as being within that hundred, were held admissible evidence of

reputation
;
the justices, though not proved to have been residents

within the county or hundred, being presumed, from the nature

and character of theii- offices alone, to have been acquainted with
the subject in dispute.^

Juvetur. 1 Masc. de Prob., Concl. scivisse, non videtur sufficere, quod
171, n. 1; Concl. 183, n. 2; Concl. dicat ille scivit quia erat viciuus;
547, n. 19. It was held sufficient, sed debet addere, in vicinia boo erat
plena pr<ib>itlo, wherever, I'rom the cognitum per famam, vel alio modo

;

nature of the case, better evidence et ideo iste. qui erat vicinus, potuit
was not attainable

; uhi a communittr id scire." 2 Menoch. de PrfBs. lib. 6
accideniibns, probdio difficilis est, Prfps. 24, n. 17, p. 772. See, also'
fama plenum solet pruhationem facere

;

1 Masc. de Prob. 389, 390, Concl!
ut in prohatione fiUationes. But Mas- 395, n. 1, 2, 19, 9, where the law is
cardus deems it not sufficient, in thus laid down :—" Confines pro-
cases of pedigree within the memory bantur per testes. Verum scias velim,
of man, which he limits to fifty-six testes in hac materia, qui vicini, et;

years, unless aided by other evidence circum ibi habitant, esse magis
—tunc ne7npe non sufficeret puhlici vox idoneos quam alios. Si testes non
et fama, sed una cum ipsa deberet sentiant commodumvelincommodum
tractatus et nominatio probari,vel alia immediatum, possint pro sua com-
adminiculaurgentiaadhiberi. 1 Masc. munitate deponere. T>icet hujus-
de Prob., Concl. 411, n. 1, 2, 6, 7. modi testes sint de universitate, et

' See infra, §§ 616 et seq. deponant super confinibus suae uni-
* Ld. Dunraven v. Llewellyn, 1850 versitatis, probant, dummodum prse-

(Parke, B.). See Warrick v. Queen's cipuum ipsi commodum non sentiant
Coll., Oxford, 1871 (Ld. Hatherley, licet inferant commodum in univer-
C). The actual discussion of the sum."
subject in the neighbourhood, was a ^a Qj.. Ev. § 129, in part,
fact also relied on, in the Roman law, ^ j) qJ Newcastle v. Broxtowe,
in cases of proof by common fame. 1832.
" Quando testis vult probare aliquem
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§ 611. Again, on a question as to the custom of miniu* in a

particular district, persons, under whose estates the minerals lay,

with respect to which the custom was said to exist, were held

sufficiently connected with the subject to make their declarations

evidence, as they were more likely than others living at a distance

to become adventurers, and consequently to be subjected to the

operation of the custom.^ But where the question was, whether

the city of Chester anciently formed part of the County Palatine,

an old document, purporting to be a decree of certain law officers

and dignitaries of the Crown, not having authority as a court, was

held inadmissible as evidence of reputation, because it was not

shown that the persons making it had any peculiar knowledge of *

the subject, excepting what they derived in the course of that one

unauthorised proceeding.^

§ 612. If, however, the quality of the hearsay itself raises a

natural inference that the persons from whom it was derived must

have been specially acquainted with the locality, the courts will

not require independent proof of that fact. The case just
'

mentioned as to whether Nottingham Castle was within Broxtowe

Hundred is an instance of this. Other examples are that on a

question turning on a manorial custom, depositions, purporting to

have been made by copyholders in an ancient suit between a

former lord and a person claiming admission to a copyhold, were

admitted in evidence without proof that the persons making them

were either copyholders, or were otherwise acquainted with the

customs of the manor, since it must be assumed that such persons

would not have been brought forward as witnesses, had they !

been ignorant of the subject;^ and where an ancient unsigned

customary of a manor, purported to be ex assensu o/nnium

tenentium, had been handed down with the court rolls from

steward to steward, it was received as evidence to prove the course

of descent within the manor.'^ Where, however, to prove the

boundaries of a manor, an ancient survey which purported to have

1 Crease v. Barrett, 1835. Eead, 1863.
* Eogers v. Wood, 1831 ; recog- ^ Freeman v. Phillipps, 1816.

nized by the Ct. of Ex. in Crease v. * Denn v. Spray. 1786. See Chap-
Barrett, 1835. See, also, Evans v. man v. Cowlan, 1810.

Taylor, 1838. But see Freeman v.
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been made in the time of Uueen Elizabeth by a depuly surveyor

appointed by the Crown, and to have been founded on the

presentments of certain tenants of the manor, whose names were

appended to it, was produced from the proper custody, the court

rejected it on the ground that no proof had been given that the

deputy surveyor had any authority to institute the inquiry ; and,

stripped of this authority, he not only had no right to make any

kind of return, but the presumption that he did make one fell to

the ground. The paper might, it was said, have been written by

any clerk idling in the office where it was found, from his own

imagination, or compiled, possibly, by some interested person in

furtherance of a sinister object of his own.^

§ 61''i. It may be expedient to here enumerate a few of the

principal questions which have been deemed to involve matters

of public or general interest, so that evidence of repntafion (in

other words, "hearsay") may be admitted, and then by way of

contrast to enumerate a few of the cases which were considered of

a private nature, so that this sort of evidence is inadmissible. On
the one hand, the following will be regarded as questions of public

or general interest : questions relating to a right of common exist-

ing by immemorial custom,^ a feeding per cause de vicinage resting

on a similar foundation,^ a parochial^ or other district modus,^ a

manorial custom," a custom of mining in a particular district,"

a custom of a corporation to exclude foreigners from trading within

a town,^ the limits of a town,° the extent of a parish,^° the boundary

between counties, parishes, hamlets, or manors,^^ or even between a

reputed manor (that is, an estate which from some intervening

defect has ceased to be an actual manor) and the freehold of a

1 Evans v. Taylor, 1838. See, v. Lisle, 1819 ; Short v. Lee, 1821.
also, D. of Beaufort v. Smith, 1849; ^ i{udcl v. Wright, 1832.
Daniel v. Wilkin, 1852. But see ^ Doe v. Sisson, 1810.
Freeman v. Eead, 1849 ; Smith v. ' Ciease v. Barrett, 1N34.

Ld. Brownlow, 1869; D. of Devon- ^ Davies v. Morgan, 1831.
ehire v. Neill, 1876-7 (Palles, C.B.), » Ireland v. Powell, 1802, cited
(Ir.)- (Chambre, J.) and recognized (Wil-

'^ Weeks t>. Sparke, 1813, exjilained liams, J.) in -11. v. Bliss, 1837.
in Ld. Dunraven r. Llewellj-n, 18J0. i" R. v. Mytton, 1»60.

3 Prichard v. Powell, 1S4.5, ex- " Nicholls i^ Parker, 1811 ; Brisco
plained in Ld. Dunraven v. Llewel- v. Lomax, 1838; Evans i'. Rees, 1839
lyn, 1850. Plaxton v. Dare, 1S29 ; Thomas v.

* Moseley v. Davies, 1822 ; White Jenkins, 1837.
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private iudividual,i or between old and new land in a manor,^ a,

claim of tolls on a public road,^ the fact whether a road was public

or private,-^ a prescriptive liabilitj^ to repair sea-walls,^ or bridges/'

a claim of highway/ a right of ferry/ the fact whether land on a

river was a public landing-place or not/ the existence and rights

of a parochial chapehy/" the jurisdiction of a court, and the fact

whether it was a court of record or not/' the existence of a manor/2
a pres^criptive right of toll on all malt brought by the west country

barges to London/^ a right by immemorial custom, claimed by the

deputy day meters of London, to measure, shovel, unload and
deliver all oysters brought by boat for sale within the limits of

the port of London,'^ a claim by the lord of a manor to all coals

lying under a certain district of the manor, ^^ ^ claim of heriot

custom in respect of freehold tenements within a manor held in

fee- simple,'^ a custom of electing churchwardens by a select com-
mittee,'' and a prescriptive right to free warren as appurtenant to

an entire manor. ^^

§ 614. On the other hand, it has been considered that evidence

of reputation as to them mud be rejected, and that the following

were mere private rights ; namely, questions as to what usage had
obtained in electing a schoolmaster to a grammar school,'^ whether
the sheriff of the county of Chester, or the corporation of the city of

Chester, was bound to execute criminals,2o whether certain tenants

of a manor had prescriptive rights of common for cattle levant and
couchant,2' what were the boundaries of a waste over which many

1 Doe V. Sleeman, 184fi. w q^^^ ^_ Mostyn, 1850.
2 Barnes v. Mawson, 18L3. " Goodtitle v. JJew, 1802.
8 Bictt V. Beales, 1829 (Ld. Ten- 12 Steel i;. Pricke;t, l«19 (Abbott,

*^^/?.''^-
T,,-

C.J.); Curzon v. Lomax, 1^03 (Ld.
* R. V, Bliss, 1837 (Williams, J.). Ellenboroui:]i).
« R. V. Leigb, 1840. The mere « city of London v. Gierke, 1690

;
tact that each Irontager has always D. of Beaufort v. Smith, 1849.
repan;ed the sea wall in front of his " Laybourn v. Ciisp,'l8;i8.
land is not, in itself, sufficient evi- ^^ Barnes v. Mawson,' 1813.* In that
deuce of a prescriptive liability to case evidence was given of an uni-
maintaui the wall : Hudson w. Tabor, fonu exercise of the 1 ight.
1877, C. A. 16 Damerell v. Protheroe, 1847.

R. V. Sutton, 1838. " Berry v. Banner, n92.
T Crease v. Barrett, 1834 (Parke, is Ld. Carnarvon ?;. Villebois, 1844.

B.); Reed v. Jackson, 1881. i9 Withnell v- Gartham, 1795 (Ld.
« Pim V. Curell, 1840. Kenyon).
9 Drinkwater v. Porter, 1835 2" R. v. Antrobus, 1835.

(Coleridge, J.). 21 See Ld. Dunraven v. LleweUyn,
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of the tenants of a manor claimed a right of common appendant,^

whether the lord of a manor had a prescriptive right to all wreck

within his manorial houndaries,^ whether the plaintiff was ex-

clusive owner of the soil, or had a right of common only,^ whether

certain land in dispute had been purchased by a former occupier, or

was part of an entailed estate of which he had been tenant for

life,* what patron formerly had the right of presentation to a

living,' whether a farm modus existed, and what was its nature,^

whether a party had a private right of way over a particular

field,^ whether the tenants of a particular manor had the right of

cutting and selling wood,^ and what were the boundaries between

two private estates.^ "Where, however, it was shown by direct testi-

mony, the admission of which was unopposed, that the boundaries

of a certain farm were identical with those of a hamlet, evidence of

reputation as to the hamlet boundaries was let in for the purpose

of proving those of the farm.''' For though it was objected that

evidence should not be thus indirectly admitted in a dispute

between private individuals, Coleridge, J., observed that " he

never heard that a fact was not to be proved in the same manner,

when subsidiary, as when it was the very matter in issue."

§ 615. Evidence of reputation would on principle appear not to

be admissible to prove or disprove a pricate prescrijjfive rirjld or

liability. Yet whether it is or not is perhaps doubtful.^^ Never-

theless, where a prescriptive right of digging stones on a lord's

waste was claimed by the defendant, as annexed to his estate, and

1850, overruling Weeks v. Sparke, Wright v. Eudd, 1832 (Ld. Lynd-
1813; Williams v. Morgan, 1850. hui-st). See, however, Webb y. Petts,

See, also, and compare Warrick v. (undated); Donnison v. ELsley, 1824

;

Queen's Coll., Oxford, 1871 (Ld. and cases cited 1 Ph. Ev. 241, n. 2.

Hatherley, C.). ' Semble (Dampier, J.), in Weeks
1 Ld. Dunraven v. Llewellyn, v. Sparke, 1813; and (Ld. Kenyon),

1850. in Eeed v. Jackson, 1800.
2 Talbot V. Lewis, 1834. As to ^ Blackett v. Lowes, 1814 (Ld.

what constitutes "wreck" distin- Ellenborough).

guished from "flotsam," see Stack- ' Clothier v. Chapman, 1805. By
poole V. The Queen, 1875. the Eoman law, evidence of repu-

3 Eichards v. Bassett, 1830, semble tation seems to have been deemed
(Littledale, J.). Sed qu. admissible, even in matters of pri-

* Doe V. Thomas, 1811. vate boundary. See 1 Masc.de Prob.
6 Per Ld. Kenyon in E. v. Eris- 391, Concl. 396.

well, 1790, questioning Bp. of Meath i" Thomas v. Jenkins, 1826. See,

V. Ld. Beliield, 1748. also, Brisco v. Lomax, 1838.

6 Wells V, Jesus College, 1836 " See Prichard v. Powell, 1845.

(Alderson, B.); White v. Lisle, 1819 ;
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the lord offered evidence of reputation to prove that no snoh

right existed, the court was equally divided on its admissibility.*

On the trial, however, of an indictment against the inhabitants

of a county for the non-repoir of a public bridge, to which the

defendant pleaded that certain persons named were liable to repair

the bridge ratione tenures, evidence of reputation was admissible

to support the plea,^ it being considered that the fixing an in-

dividual with, or the relieving him from, such a liability as the one

in question, had a necessary tendency to abridge or increase the

liability of the whole neighbourhood,'^—and, moreover, that the

admissibility of evidence of reputation, when tendered to disprove

a public liability or right, cannot be governed by a different prin-

ciple from that which prevails, when such evidence is offered to

establish the liability or right.*

§ G16,^ The reason generally assigned for rejecting evidence of

reputation or common fame, in matters of mere ^jrimfe rifjht is the

probable uant of competent knowledge in the declarant. " Evidence

of reputation upon general points is receivable," said Lord Kenyan,

" because, all mankind being interested therein, it is natural to

suppose that they may be conversant with the subjects, and that

they should discourse together about them, having all the same

means of information. But how can this apply to private titles,

either with regard to particular customs, or private prescriptions Y

How is it possible for strangers to know anything of what con-

cerns only private titles ? " ^ It may not indeed on all occasions

be an easy matter to distinguish between public and private rights,

and some few of the cases cited above may j^ossibly be considered

to rest on somewhat doubtful reasoning. Still, the general rule of

^ Morewood v. Wood, 1792. Since ^ See Prichard v. Powell, 1845
it is difficult to see how the public (Patteson, J.).

could have been interested in the * See Drinkwater v. Porter, 1835
matter, unless it had been shown (Coleridge, J.) ; and post, § 620. The
(which it was not) that the rights of two cases are i^robably explicable on
the commoners were infringed by the the strict ground that, in the one first

defendant's claim, such evidence cited, the public were not interested

would probably at the present day in the dispute, while in the last

be rejected. See, also, §§ 610, 611. named they were.
"^ R. V. Bedfordshire, 1855; over- * Gr. Ev. § 137, in part.

ruUng R. v. Wavertree, 1841, and * Morewood v. Wood, 1792.

confirming R. v. Cotton, 1813.
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law cannot be disputed ; namely, that if the matter in question be

of a public or general nature,—that is, if it be interesting to the

community at large, or even to a comparatively small portion

of the community, such, for example, as the inhabitants of a

parish, a town, or a manor,—it falls within the exception by which

evidence of reputation is admitted ; whereas, if it have no con-

nexion with the exercise of any public right, or the discharge

of any public duty, or with any other subject of general interest,

it falls within the ordinary rule by which hearsay evidence is

excluded.

§ 617.^ The necessity for competent knowledge in the declarant

may serve to explain and reconcile what is said in the books re-

specting the inadmissibility of reputation in regard to particular

facts. Upon general points, as we have seen, such evidence is

receivable, because of the general interest which the community

have in them. But particular facts, not being equally notorious,

may be misrepresented, or misunderstood, and may have been

connected with other facts, by which, if known, their effect might

be limited or explained, and, therefore, evidence of reputation as

to the existence of such particular facts is rejected. For in-

stance, if the question be whether a road be public or private,

declarations by old persons since dead, that tliey have seen repairs

lione upon it, will not be admissible ;
^ neither can evidence be

received that a deceased person planted a tree near the road, and

stated at the time of planting it that his object was to show where

the boundary of the road was when he was a boy ;
^ nor can proof

of old persons having been heard to say that a stone was erected,

or boys whipped, or cakes distributed, at a particular place, be

received as evidence of boundary.^ And where the question was

whether a turnpike stood within the limits of a town, declarations

by old people, since dead, that formerly houses stood where none

any longer remained, was rejected, on the ground that these state-

ments were evidence of a particular fact.^ If, too, the existence

» Gr. Ev. § 138, in part. * Per Coleridge, J., in E. v. Bliss,

* Per Patteson, J., in E. v. Bliss, 1837.

1837. = Ireland v. Powell, 1802 (Cham-
E. V. Bliss, 1837. bre, J.), cited by "Williams, J., in E.
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and amount of a parochial modus be in issue, hearsay evidence of

the payment of a specific sum in lieu of tithes by a deceased occu-

pier will be inadmissible
; though general evidence of reputation,

that it has always been customary to pay that sum for all the

lands in the parish, will be received/

§ 618. Similarly, on a question whether a certain place was
parcel of a particular parish, an old book containing entries by a

deceased churchwarden, not charging himself, but relating to the

repairs of a chapel alleged to belong to the place in question, have
been held inadmissible

;
^ and so have been also entries in parish

books, which recorded the fact that perambulations had taken a

particular line.^ Still, it has been usual to admit evidence of what
old persons, since deceased, who accompanied the perambulators,

have been heard to say upon such occasions ;
^ because the custom

of perambulating parishes having long received high judicial

sanction as a legitimate mode of recording boundaries,-^—and the

fact of a perambulation having taken place being considered in

itself evidence of the exercise of a right.^'—it follows that statements

made by perambulators may be regarded as declarations accom-

panying acts, which, on grounds already exi)lained,^ will be

admissible in evidence, provided they are not confined to particular

circumstances.^

§ 619. It is now^ held that proof of the exercise of the right

claimed within the period of living memory, is not an essential

condition of the reception of evidence of reputation ; though, of

course, the absence of such proof, in cases where the nature of the

subject admits of its production, will materially affect the value of

hearsay when received. ^^ Neither is it necessary that the opinions

V. Bliss, 1837. On tbe other hand, « Cooke v. Banks, 1826 (Abbott,
in the same case, evidence of reputa- C.J.).
tion to show that the town extended ^ Taylor v. Devey, 1837.
to a certain jioint was received, as * Weeks v. Spaike, 1813 (Ld. El-
the limits of the town were a matter lenborough, and Le Blanc, J.),
of general public interest. » Taylor v. Devey, 1837.

1 Harwood v. Sims, 1810, more « Weeks v. Sparke, 1813.
fully reported and explained in '' Ante, §§ 583—588.
Moseley v. Davies, 1822 ; Chatfield » j p-^ ]^^_ 248.
V. Fryer. 1815; Garnons v. Barnard, » Per Buller, J., in Morewood v.
1793; Wells v. Jesus College, 1836; Wood, 17SJ2; Weeks v. Sparke, 1813
Deacle v. Hancock, 1824. See, also, (Le Blanc and Danipier, JJ.).
Crease t/. Barrett, 1835. i" Crease v. Barrett, 1835; Ld.
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of deceased persons, wliieli are tendered as evidenr-e of oonimon

lame, should appear to rest on reputation derived from others, or

should have been expressed in the course of a transaction relating

to a question of reputation. Therefore, on an issue whether or not

a lane io a certain hamlet was a common highway, a paper signed

by several inhabitants of the hamlet, since dead, stating that the

lane was not a highway, was received as slight evidence of reputa-

tion, although it had been drawn up at a public meeting, which

had been convened for the sole purpose of considering the propriety

of repairing the road, and although the opinions expressed in the

document did not appear to have been founded on reputation

received from others.^

§ 620.- Reputation is evidence as well arjainst a puhUc rujht as in its

favour ; and this, too, whether the evidence consist of declarations

which expressly negative the right, or set up an inconsistent claim,

or simply omit all mention of the right on some occasion, when a

notice of it might be reasonably expected. In accordance with this

principle, where the question was, whether a landing-place was

public or private property, the declarations of ancient deceased

persons, that it was the private landing-place of the party and his

ancestors, have been held admissible ;
^ and where, to negative the

existence of a particiilar manorial custom, an ancient deed, made

between the lord of the manor and a great many of the copyholders,

in which the latter claimed, and the former admitted and confirmed,

what they mutually conceived to be the immemorial customs of the

manor, and in which all mention of the particular custom in

question was omitted, was considered evidence of reputation showing

that the "right claimed did not exist at that day, and that the

subsequent usage relied upon in support of it was referable to

usurpation, and not to right."^

§ 621.^ It will have been seen from several of the cases cited in

this chapter, that oral declarations are not the sole medium of

Dunraven v. Llewellyn, 1850 ; E. v. ^ Drinkwater z;. Porter, 1835 (Cole-

Sutton, 1838 ; Curzon v. Lomax, ridge, J.).

1803 (Ld. Ellenborougli) ; Steel v. * M. of Anglesey v. Ld. Hather-

Prickett, 1819 (Abbott, C.J.); Eoe ton, 1842, in which any actual de-

V. Parker, 1792 (Giose, J.). cision as to fact cited in the text
1 Barracloagh v. Johnson, 1838. became, however, unnecessary. See
2 Gr. Ev. § 140, in part. D. of Portland v. Hill, 1866.

» Gr. Ev. § 139, in part.
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proving traditionary reputation in matters of public and general

interest. Indeed, the principle whieli makes evidence of reputation

admissible at all, applies not only to oral proof but equally to

documentary evidence, and to all other kinds of proof denominated

hearsay, so that deeds,^ leases,^ and other private documents are

admissible, as declaratory of the public matters recited in them.

Even copies and abstracts of old deeds and wills ^ have occasionally

been used for the same purpose. But these are not in the]melveii

evidence of reputation, but merely admissible as secondary evidence

of the original instruments. Consequently, in strictness, no such

document can be received, without some proof being furnished of

the former existence and present loss of the originals.*

§ 622. Maps, showing the boundaries of counties, towns, parishes,

or manors, which are not proved to have been prepared by persons

who were either deputed to make them by some one interested in the

question, or who themselves had apparently some personal know-

ledge on the subject, or who are shown to have been in some way

connected with the district, cannot be received as evidence whatever

their age or apparent accuracy may be.^ But if proof be forth-

coming that they have been either made or recognised by persons

having adequate knowledge, they would seem, on principle, to be

valid evidence of reputation. Accordingly, where upon the trial

of an indictment against a parish for the non-repair of a highway,

to show that the road in question was not within the parish, a map

was produced which had been made some thirty years before by a

surveyor, from information derived from an old parishioner, who

had pointed out to him the boundaries, it was held, that, if proof

could be given of the old man's death, the map would be admis-

sible as evidence of reputation, though it came from the chest of

the parish indicted.^ A map made under the authority of the

sovereign's commission, adopted in the presentment of a jury acting

1 Curzon V. liomax, 1803 (Ld. El- * See and compare Doe v. Skinner,
lenborough) ; Brett v. Beales, 1829 1818; Doe t;. Wittcomb, 1853, H. L.;

(Ld. Tenterden). Perth Peer., 1846-8, H. L.; and D.
2 Plaxton, V. Dare, 1820; Barnes of Devonshire v. NeiU, 1876-7, (Ir.)

V. Mawson, 1813; M. of Anglesey v. (Palles, C.B.).

Ld. Hatherton, 1842; D. of Beau- * Hammond v. Bradstreet, 1854.

fort V. Smith, 1849 (Parke, B.). See Pipe v. Fulcher, 1858.
3 See Shrewsbury Peer., 1857, ^ )^ ,,_ Milton, 1843 (Erskine, J.),

H. L. ; Braye Peer., 1836-9, H. L.
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under tluit commission, and acted on for nearly sixty years, is, too,

evidence of the limits of a sewer's level.^ On another occasion, also,

maps appear to have been received merely as public documents ;^

but in an older case, where, in order to prove that the locus in quo

was a highway, a copper-plate map, purporting on its face to have

been taken by the direction of former churchwardens, which it was

proposed to prove was generally received by the parish as authentic,

was rejected with the observation, that " it would be equally

improper to admit it, as to admit a plan taken by the lord of the

manor, who might thereby crush and destroy the estate of his

tenants."^ The decision is of the less authority, however, because it

does not appear from the report that the map was an ancient one,

or that the churchwardens, by whose direction it was drawn, were

dead.

§ 623. Again, copies of court rolls, and especially presentments

in manor courts,^ stating the customs or boundaries of a manor,

depositions of conventionary tenants of a manor, taken in an

authorised inquiry, and representing the rights of the lord,^ and

other siiuilar documents, are admissible as evidence of reputation ;

^

though, unless it can be satisfactorily proved, or at least reasonably

inferred, that the proceedings were conducted in a legal and regular

manner, it will seldom be prudent to run the risk of a new trial by

tendering such evidence.^

§ 624. Verdicts of juries, and judgmcnU, decrees, and orders of

courts of competent jurisdiction, are not now ^ admissible as being

actual evidence of reputation.^ Nevertheless, these documents,

though not reputation, are as good evidence as reputation ;
^^ and

1 New Eomney (Mayor) v. New ,
® See Evans v. Taylor, 1838, as

Eomuey (Commissioners of Sewers), explained in D. of Beaufort v. Smith.,

1892. 1849; Daniel v. Wilkin, 1852.
2 Alcock V.Cook, 1829 (Best, C.J.). ^ See E. v. Leigli, 1839.

This is evidently the case on which « Pirn v. Cui'ell, 1840 (Alderson,

Tindal, C J., acted in the one re- B.).

ferred to in 2 Ph. Ev. 216, n. (p). ^ Formerly they were admissible;
2 Pollard y. Scott, 1790 (Ld. Ken- the doctrine that they were so having,

yon). as regards verdicts, taken its rise

* Evans v. Eees, 1809; Eoe v. from the days when juries were sum-
Parker, 1793; Arundell v, Ld. Fal- moned de vicinctu. Evans v. Eees,

mouth, 1814 ; Damerell ij. Protheroe, 1839 (Patteson and Coleridge, JJ.);

1847. Brisco v. Lomax, 1839 (Patteson, J.).

* Crease t'. Barrett, 1835; Freeman '° Brisco v. Iiomax, 1839 (Little-

V. Phillipps, 1816 ; Gee v. Ward, dale, J.).

1857.
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(whatever be the principle on which they are admitted) the rule has

been established by too many authorities to be now questioned,!

that, in all cases, involving matters of public or general interest,

wherein reputation is evidence, a verdict or a judgment upon the

matter directly in issue, though pronounced in a cause litigated

between strangers to the parties on the record, is also admissible
;

not as tending to prove amj specific fact existing at the time, but as

evidence of the most solemn kind, of an adjudication by a com-

petent tribunal upon the state of facts and the question of usage at

the time.2 For example, where a public right of way was in

question, the plaintiff was allowed to show a verdict, rendered in

his own favour against a defendant in another suit, in which the

same right of way was in issue.^ It matters not as to the admis-

sibility (though it may as to the weight) of such evidence whether

the judgment has been suffered by default, or, though of a very

recent date, is not supported by any proof of execution or of the

payment of damages,^ or even that the verdict, where one has been

obtained, has not been followed up by any judgment or decree.^

Neither is it material whether the verdict be one at Nisi Prius, or

be the finding of a jury summoned under a commission from a

Duchy court, or any other special commission. It must, however,

be proved, or be inferred from the circumstances, that the inquiry

was a lawful one.^

§ 625. If, when the record is produced, a direct issue appears

to have been raised on the right or custom in controversy, the

opponent will not be entitled to show that in fact no evidence was

given on that issue ; since the record is conclusive of the fact of

such a findiDg, though not of its truth as between other parties.'

If the record contains no direct issue on the custom, the party

producing it must furnish some evidence to show that the custom

was really in question; for, otherwise, the mere verdict would

prove nothing.^ In an action by the lord of a manor against a

1 Evans v. Eees, 1839 (Ld. Den- v. Nuttall, 1856.

man). * T^<^1- Cavnavvon t-. Villebois, 1844.

2 Pirn V. Curell, 1840 (Ld. Abin- See E. v. Briglitside Bieiiow, 1849.

ger) ; D. of Devonshire v. Neill, * Biisco v. Lomax, 1838.

1876-7 (Ir.) (Palles, O.B.) ;
Neill v. « Id.

D. of Devonshire, 1S82, H. L. (Ld. '^ Eeed v. Jackson, ISOl.

Selborne, C). ^ Laybourn v. Crisp, 1838 (Ld.

3 Eeedz;. Jackson, 1801. SeePetrie Abinger).
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copylioldt r for trespassing on his free warren, an ancient judgment

on a quo warranto information filed by the Attorney- General

against a former lord, in which the defendant pleaded, and the

Attorney-Greneral confessed, a prescriptive title to the free warren

as appurtenant to the manor, was received in evidence for the

plaintiff, as being the judgment of a competent court upon a

matter of a public nature, which concerned the Crown and the

subject, and being "admissible on the same footing as an allowance

before the Justices of Eyre, an inquisition post mortem, or an

inquisition issuing out of the Court of Exchequer to ascertain the

extent of the Crown lands." *

§ 626. Decrees and orders of all competent tribunals stand upon

the same footing as verdicts.^ Therefore, orders of the commis-

sioners of sewers requiring landowners to repair sea-walls, will, on

an issue respecting the liability of a party to make such repairs,

be evidence as adjudications by a court of competent jurisdiction
;

and, if they are of an ancient date, it will be presumed that they

have been duly executed and acted upon.^ To render decrees of

the old Court of Chancery admissible, it is unnecessary to put in

the depositions to which they refer ; because, in equity, the judge

must have collected the questions in dispute from the bill and

answer onl3^* Still, a decree, to be evidence, must be final ; and

mere mtcrlocutory orders, not involving any judgment upon the

rights of the parties, cannot be received.^

§ 626a. So anxious, however, are the courts to confine this species

of evidence within strict limits, that they have rejected an award

in a suit inter alios, though the cause was referred by order of the

judge at Nisi Prius.^

§ 626b. No mere claim to the possession of lands, not followed

by judgment, will be admissible in evidence,^ nor can any verdict,

judgment, decree, or order, be received, if it appear that the parties

pronouncing it were acting without legal authority.^

^ Earl of Carnarvon v. Villebois, read by the opposite party as his

1844 (Parke, B.). evidence : id.

2 See Laybourn v. Crisp, 1838 * Pirn v. Curell, 1840.

(Parke, B.). ; D- of Devonshire v. « Evans v. Kees, 1839; R. v. Cotton,

Neill, 1876-7 (Ir.) (Palles, C.B.). 1813; Wenman v. Mackenzie, 1855.

3 R. V. Leigh, 1839 ; D. of Devon- ^ D. of Devonshire v. Neill, 1876-7

ehire v. Neill, 1876-7 (Ir.). (Ir.) (Palles, C.B.).

* Laybourn v. Crisp, 1838. It « Rogers v. Wood, 1831.

eeouis that the depositions may be
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§ 627. Judgments and decrees must in general be proved either

by producing the originals, or by examined, or now by office,^

copies. Occasionally, however, a copy of a less authentic character

than those named will be received, if it has been dealt with by the

party against whom it is tendered, or by those through whom he

claims, either as an authentic copy (in which case it will be admis-

sible as secondary evidence) or as a paper containing a true state-

ment of the custom or other subject-matter of reputation in dispute

(in which case it will be received as primary proof). For instance,^

where the question at issue turned on the existence or non-existence

of a particular manorial custom, a copy of an old decree of the

Court of Chancery in a suit between a copyholder and the lord,

establishing the custom, was allowed to be read as secondary

evidence of the decree, it being held that, inasmuch as it had been

found among the papers of a former deceased lord, that fact fur-

nished some evidence of its having been recognised as a true copy,

proof having first been given of an ineffectual search for the original,

though it was pointed out by the court that it was inadmissible as

primary evidence, since the mere circumstance of its having been

deposited among the papers of the deceased lord was not such a

dealing with it as to be equivalent to an admission, upon the lord's

part, that it contained a true account of the customs of the manor.

A second document tendered in evidence in the same case was an

office copy^ of another decree, and as there was some evidence to

show that this had been given to a witness by the lord as proof of

the customs of the manor, the court regarded it in the light of an ad-

mission, and held it admissible as primary evidence of those customs.

§ 628.* The doctrine that declarations of deceased persons as to

matters of public interest are an exception to the general rule, that

hearsay evidence is inadmissible, is subject to an important qualifi-

cation, which is, that such declarations, to he admissible as evidence of

reputation, must have been made before any controversy arose touching

the matter to which they relate ; or, as it is usually expressed, ante

litem motam.. The ground on which the declarations of deceased

persons are admitted at all, is, that they are the natural effusions

» E. S. C. 1883, Ord. XXXVII. ^ See post, § 1538.

r. 4, cited post, § 1538. * Gr. Ev. § 131, in part.

2 Pnue I!. Woodhouse, 1849.
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of a party who is presumed to know the real fiicts, and to speak

upon an occasion when his mind stands in an even position,

without any temptation to exf^eed or fall short of the truth. ^ But

no man is presumed to be thus indifferent in regard to matlers

in actual controversy ; for when tlie contest lias begun, people

generally take part on the one side or the other ; their minds are

in a ferment ; and, if they are disposed to speak the tiuth, faits are

often seen by them through a false medium. To avoid, therefore,

the mischiefs which would otherwise result, all ex parte declarations,

even those upon oath, are rejected, if they can be referred to a date

subsequent to the beginning of the controversy .^ As the doctrine

that declarations cannot be received unless marie ante litem motam,

is not confined to matters of public and general interest, but equally

governs the admissibility of hearsay evidence in matters of pedigree,

it will be convenient to illustrate its operation by referring indis-

criminately to both these classes of cases.

§ 629.^ This rule was familiar in the Eoman law ; but the term

lis mota was there applied strictly to the commencement of the

action, and was not referred to any earlier period of the dispute.*

But in our law the term lis is taken in the classical' and larger sense of

controversy; and by lis mota is understood the commencement of the

controversy, and not the commencement of the suii.'' It is now decided

that, to render declarations inadmissible as post litem motam at the

time when they are made, " there must be, not merely facts which

may lead to a dispute, but a lis mota, or suit, or controversy pre-

paratory to a suit, actually commenced, or dispute arisen, and that

upon the very same pedigree or subject-matter which constitutes

the question in litigation." ^

1 Per Ld. Eldon, in Whitelocke Juris Glossatum, torn. 1, col. 553, ad

V. Baker, 1807; E. v. Cotton, 1813 Dig. lib. iv. tit. 6, 1. 12. Lis mota

(Daiiii)ier, J.). censdur, etiamsi solus actor eyerit

:

2 Berkeley Peer., 1811 (JJ. in Calv. Lex., Verb. Lis mota.

H L)- Monkton v. Att.-Gen., ^ " Philosophi tetatum m litibus

1831 • Eicliards v. Bassett, 1830. conterunt."—Cic. ; cited (Lawrence,

3 Gr. Ev. § 131, in part. J.) in Berkeley Peer., 1811 (JJ. m
* Lis est, lit primiim in jus, vel in H. L.). „ ,, .

-r, ,

judicium verdum est; antequam in « Per Sir J. Mansfield in Berke-

judicinm veniatnr, controversia est, ley Peer., 1811 (JJ. in H. L.); Monk-

non lis: Cujac. Op Post. torn. 5, col. ton v. Att.-Gen., 1831. „
,-r ,

193,B. andcol. 162,D. Lis inchvata ' Davies v. Lowndes, 1843 (Ld.

est ^oriiii.ata p<r libellum, et satisda- Denman) ; Sliedden v. Att.-Gen.

tionem, Meet non sit lis contesta: Corpus and Patrick, 1861; Berkeley Peer.,
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§ 630. From the explanation of lis mota given above, tliree

propositions follow. The first proposition is, that declarations will

not be r^-jected, in consequence of their having been made tvith the

expross vicn- qfprevmiiiir/ disputes ; and it is exemphfied by the judges

having unanimously held, in conformity with an earlier opinion

expressed by Lord Mansfield,^ that an entry made by a father in

any book, for the express purpose of establishing the legitimacy

of his son at the time of his birth, in case the same should be

called in question, will be receivable in evidence, notwithstanding

the professed view with which it was made,^ a doctrine which has

since been sanctioned by Lords Brougham ^ and Cottenham in

England,^ and by Lord St. Leonards in Ireland,^ and may there-

fore now be considered as established law in both countries. The

second proposition is, that declarations are admissible, if no dispute

had arisen when they were made, though they were made in direct

support of the title of the claimant.^ For although a feeling of

interest will often cast suspicion on declarations, it has never been

held to render them inadmissible. The third proposition is, that

the mere fact of the declarant having stood, or thought that he

stood, in pari jvre with the party relying on the declaration, will

not render such declaration inadmissible. One peerage case, in-

deed, appears at first sight to throw some doubt upon the subject ;^

but it is highly probable that the pedigree was there rejected, not as

having been made by a party while standing in the same situation

as the claimant, but as having been concocted by such person in

direct contemplation of himself laying claim to the dignity.

§ 631. Even if the peerage case just referred to be not suscep-

tible of this explanation, a single isolated decision can scarcely

ISllfJJ. inH.L.); Slaney v. Wade, v. Lowndes, 1843),—has since been

1836 See Butler v. Mountgarret, overruled: Shedden v. Att.-Gen. and

1859 H. L.; Fredericks. Att.-Gen., Patrick, 1861; Reilly v. Fitzgerald,

1874. 1843 (Ir.).

1 Goodrigbt v. Moss, 1777. Ibe ^ 4 Camp. 418.

commencement of the controversy ^ Monkton v. Att.-Gen. 1831.

was at one time, further defined by * Slaney v. Wade, 1836.

Alderson, B., to be " the arising of ^ Reilly v. Fitzgerald, 1843 (Ir.).

that state of facts on which the claim « The leading authority support-

is founded, without anything more" : ing this proposition is Doe v. Davies,

Walker v. Beauchamp, 1834. But 1847, whence the remark in the text

this dictum, — though afterwards is taken.

upheld by Ld. Cottenham (Davies ' Zouch Peer., 1807, H. L.
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controvert a rule of law, which has been sanctioned and acted upon

by numerous judges/ and which is so founded on reason that a

contrary doctrine would go far towards excluding all evidence of

reputation. For instance, in cases of public and general interest, if

the circumstance that the declarant stood, or believed he stood, in

pari jure with the person relying on the declaration were a ground

for rejecting the evidence afforded by such declaration, it would be

glaringly inconsistent with the rule, which requires the statement

to have been made by some person having competent knowledge of

the subject.^ In cases of pedigree, too, though the result of

excluding declarations of persons in pari jure would not be equally

mischievous, it would frequently have the effect of drying up

sources of information which would be highly valuable in the

investigation of truth. The circumstances assumed in each one of

the cases just supposed may indeed render it very possible that the

declarant may have had some secret wish or bias, which may have

induced him to make a statement either partially or totally false

;

but the same observation might apply to all evidence of this nature,

and its weight in each particular case must be determined by the

jury.

§ 632.^ So much of the rule under consideration as declares that

a declaration shall be rejected as having been made post litem

motam only when the controversy relates to the very same

subject-matter as is in question in the litigation in which the

declaration is offered as evidence, is based on sound sense. For,

the mere discussion of other topics, however similar they may be

in their general nature to the real matter in dispute, does not

necessarily lead to the inference that that matter was controverted.

The reasonableness of the rule is shown by the following illustra-

tion :—In a suit between a copyholder and his lord, where the

point in issue is, whether a certain customary fine is to be assessed

by the jury of the lord's court, depositions taken in an ancient

suit against a former lord, where the controversy turned on the

1 Moseley w.Davies, 1822 (Graham, Lynd'harst,C.B.)inDaviesv. Morgan,
B.); Harwood f. Sims, 1810; Deacle 18cil; NichoUs v. Parker, 1805 ; Doe
V. Hancock, 1824 ; Monkton v. Att.- v. Tarver, 1824 (Abbott, C.J.).

Gen., 1831 (Ld. Brougham); Free- * Ante, §§ 610, 611.

man v. Phillipps, 1816 (Ld. Ellen- » Gr. Ev. § 132, in part,

borougli), cited with, approbation (Ld.
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amount of such fine, in which depositions the fine was mentioned

as assessahle by the lord, are plainly admissible as evidence to

negative the existence of any custom for the jury to interfere.'

As one of the learned judges observed in that case, " where the

point in controversy is foreign to that which was before contro-

verted, there never has been a Us mota^'^

§ 633. It is not, however, necessary that the former controversy

should have been between the same parties, or should have related

to the same property or claim, provided it appears that the matters,

respecting which the declarations offered in evidence on the second

trial were made, were really under discussion in the former

dispute. Consequently where in a peerage case the question
j

before the Committee of Privileges respected the legitimacy of the '

claimant, and this turned on the fact whether his parents (who -

had certainly gone through the ceremony of a marriage after his

birth, and had subsequently had several children) had been

privately married two years before he was born ;—a deposition of

the father, wherein he swore positively to the fact of the first

marriage, taken some years before, in a suit instituted by the

claimant and three of his brothers born before the second marriage

against the other children born after that event, for the purpose of

perpetuating the testimony of the legitimacy of the former, who

claimed in that character to be entitled in remainder to an estate

then held by the father, was rejected.^ So, in another peerage

case, where the claimant was required to prove that his parents

were legally married, declarations contained in the will of one

of the parents, affirming most solemnly the fact of marriage, as

also statements to the same effect made by him in conversation,

were rejected, since it appeared that some years previously to such

declarations and statements being made, a suit had been instituted

by the Crown to annul the marriage, and it was not shov/n (as

in truth it could not be) that that marriage, then disputed, was not

the very marriage relied on by the present claimant.*

^ Freeman v. Phillipps, 1816. ' Berkeley Peerage case, 1811 (JJ.
2 Id. (Bayley, J.) See, also, Gee in H. L.).

V. Ward, 1857 ; 1). of DevonsHre v. * See Sussex Peerage Case, 1844,
Neill, 1877 (Ir.) (Palles, C.B.). H. L., as reported 11 01. and Fin.

85, 99-103.
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§ 634. Declarations, made after the controversy has originated,

are in all events to be excluded, even though proof be offered that

the existence of the controvevsy uas not Icnoirn to the declarant.^

This is justified on the ground not only that whether the declarant

knew of the existence of the previous litigation, raises a collateral

issue, and that such prior litigation may have been instituted

fraudulently, but on the further ground that, " If an inquiry were

to be instituted in each instance, whether the existence of the

controversy was or was not known at the time of the declaration,

much time would be wasted, and great confusion would be

produced."^

1 Sheddenv.Att.-Gen. and Patrick, * Berkeley Peer,, 1811 (Sir J.

156] Mansfield, in H. L.).
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AMERICAN NOTES.

Matters of Public and General Interest.— An interesting snrvival

of a period wlieu jurymen were members of the community selected

for special personal knowledge of matters of notoriety in their

respective localities is found in the exception to the hearsay rule

wliicli admits the reported statements of deceased persons, if prop-

erly (lualiried, concerning matters of public and general interest

when such statements are made ante litem vioiam. Lawrence vj.

Tennant, 63 N. H. 532 (1888) ; McCall v. U. S. 1 Dak. 320 (1876).

Among su(di matters of public and general interest are clearly

the boundaries of a state, territory or other large municipal divi-

sion of territory for purposes of government.

On an indictment for murder at Deadwood, in the Black Hills,

on the question of the locality of tlie homicide, evidence is compe-

tent that Deadwood is commonly reputed to be in the territory of

Dakota. The court say: — "It may, therefore, be taken as settled

that wliere the question is as to territorial limits, and wliere the

boundary concerns the extent of a public municipal jurisdiction,

(as whether lands lie, or rights are exercisable within its true

limits), either public reputatu)n, or the particular declarations of

deceased persons, made ante litem viotam, are receivable." McCall

V. U. S. 1 Dak. 320 (1876).

So tlie position of a line separating two towns is a matter of

public interest and the statements of deceased persons are compe-

tent though their declarations concern the position of a p?aticular

house as related to that line. Abington v. North Bridgewater, 23

Pick. 170, 174 (1830).

The location of a public highway may be proved as a matter of

public and general interest by the statements of deceased persons

properly qualiiied. Lawrence v. Tennant, 64 N. H. 532 (1888);

15 A. 543 (1888).

What auk not appkoprtate Matters. — The particular date

at which an ancdent scdiool-house was built is not a matter of gen-

eral interest. "The fallacy on the part of the defendants seems to

be in assuming that because a school-liouse is a public building for

a public purpose, the ])recise date of its erection must also be a

matter of public or general interest to be proved by traditionary

evidence; and therefore one of the defendants attempts, by repeat-

ing the unsworn statement of her deceased motlier or grandmother

as to a date, to change this public matter of a school-house into

her own |)rivate property. . . . The law does not dispense with

the sanction of an oath and the test of cross-examination as a pre-

requisite for the admission of verbal testimony, unless it discovers

in the nature of the case some other sanction or test deemed equiv-

alent for ascertaining the truth.
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The matters included in the class under consideration are such

that many persons are deemed cognizant of them and interested in

their truth, so that there is neither the ability nor the temptation

to misrepresent that exists in other cases ; and the matters are pre-

sumably the subject of frequent discussion and criticism, which

accomplishes in a manner the purpose of a cross-examination, while

the persons whose declarations are offered in evidence must have

been in a situation to know the truth. After passing such an

ordeal it is reasonably safe to accept the result as established fact.

But if the fact to be proved is a particular date, though connected

incidentally with a public matter, it is easy to see that it could not

stand out as a salient fact for contemporaneous criticism and dis-

cussion so as to furnish any guaranty for its correctness; so that

the general rule excluding hearsay evidence applies in full force.

The human memory is proverbially treacherous even in regard to

very recent dates, and little reliance can be placed on the sworn

testimony of living witnesses in such matters, unless they are able

to associate the date given with some more striking fact." 8. W.

School District of Bolton v. Williams, 48 Conn. 504 (1881).

Declarations of deceased persons are admissible in evidence

regarding a private boundary wlien such boundary is coincident

with a public boundary.

Such a case frequently arises in states once part of the public

domain of the United States, where the meridian or range and sec-

tion lines, though the bounds of private estates, are also of general

interest to the community because serving as the boundaries of a

large number of similar estates.

It is difficult to classify with precision the cases in which pri-

vate boundaries may, by their coincidence with public boundaries,

become provable as matters of general interest. As is said in Cur-

tis V. Aaronson, 49 N. J. Law, 68 (1886).

"It may not, in every instance, be readily determinable whether

a disputed boundary is of such public character as to permit evi-

dence of reputation concerning it. In the case of lines of counties,

towns, townships, higliways, large water-courses, and the like,

there can be no doubt. But there may be lines and monuments of

a less marked public character, and yet, by reason of their relation

to numerous minor titles and land divisions, a local public interest

may arise, and a consequent knowledge in the neighborhood con-

cerning them may be readily supposed to exist. Such cases it is

believed come within the rule."

Private Boundaries. — In matters of 2yr{vate boundaries, cor-

ners, &c., the declarations of deceased persons whether made ante

ox post litem motam are in most of the states regarded as incompe-

tent. Curtis V. Aaronson, 49 N. J. Law, 68 (1886). In this case

the court, in course of a well-considered opinion, lay down the fol-
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lowing propositions. "In some of the American states the rule

excluding hearsay testimony is, in this line of fact, to some extent

departed from, and traditionary evidence is received to establish

private boundary. It has been permitted, under color of making

proof by ancient re})utation, to give the declarations of third per-

sons, strangers to the title, made when not engaged in any prov-

able act, such declarations being recitals of past acts and doings of

the declarant, or expression of opinion on matters exclusively per

taining to the rights of others. The reception of such evidence is

confessedly in derogation of the established rules of evidence under

our system, and is justified only on the ground of an alleged

necessity.

It is needless to cite these cases, as they are fully referred to in

the text-books in common use.

" But the decided weight of authority in the country, and upon

the solid ground of reason and principle, is against the admissi-

bility of evidence of this character."

The position of a corner in an ancient survey cannot be proved

by the declarations of a deceased chain-carrier, though made while

the latter was standing at or near the corner. "It was not merely

hearsay, but hearsay not to matters of general reputation, or com-

mon interest among many, but to specific facts, viz. the manner

and place of running the boundary lines of Kemey's patent. The
general rule is, that evidence, to be admissible, should be given

under the sanction of an oath, legally administered; and in a

judicial proceeding, depending between the parties affected by it,

or those who stand in privity of estate, or interest with them. So

it was laid down by Lord Kenyon, in his able opinion in the King
V. Eriswell, 3 T. Kep. 721. Certain exceptions have, however,

been allowed, which perhaps may be as old as the rule itself. But
these exceptions stand upon peculiar grounds;, and as was remarked

by Lord Ellenborough in Weeks v. Sparke, 1 M. and Selw. 686,

the admission of hearsay evidence, upon all occasions, whether in

matters of public or private right, is somewhat of an anomaly.

Hearsay is admitted in cases of pedigree; of prescriptive riqhts and
customs; and of some other cases of a public or quasi public nature.

In cases of pedigree, it is admitted upon the ground of necessity,

or the great difficulty, and sometimes the impossibility of proving
remote facts of this sort by living witnesses. But in these cases

it is only admitted when the tradition comes from persons inti-

mately connected, or in close relation Avith the family; or from
sources of a kindred nature, which, in a general sense, may be said

to import verity: there being no lis mota or other interest to affect

the credit of their statement." Ellicott v. Pearl. 10 Pet. 412, 4.S3

(18.36). This decision was upheld in Clement v. Packer, 125 IT. S,

309 (1887), on the sole ground that it was decided by the particular
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rule existing in Kentucky, and no disposition to approve it is

shown. A decision to the opposite effect seems to have been

reached in Boardman y. Lessees of Keed, 6 Pet. 328, 341 (1832).

"Landmarks are frequently formed of perishable materials, which

pass away with the generation in which they are made. By the

improvement of the country, and from other causes, they are often

destroyed. It is therefoi'e important, in many cases, that hearsay

or reputation should be received to establish ancient boundaries

:

but such testimony must be pertinent, and material to the issue

between the parties."

Tu certain states, moreover, "declarations of deceased persons

who were disinterested at the time such declarations were made, in

respect to boundary lines and corners of land, are competent to

prove their location, if such persons had opportunity to be in-

formed in respect thereto." Bethea v. Byrd, 95 N. C. 309 (1886).

"It is true that such evidence is hearsay in its nature, but it has

been deemed necessary to classify it with, and make it one of the

exceptions to the general rule of law, that hearsay is not compe-

tent as evidence. Whether this exception comes strictly within

the spirit and reason of the rule, may admit of some question, but

however this may be, it is now, and has been for a long period, the

law of this State. The reason of the exception seems to have been,

and indeed, still is, the circumstances of the country, and the un-

certainty, confusion, and indistinctness generally, of boundary

lines and corners of tracts of land that belong to individuals.

These and like considerations have rendered the exception neces-

sary. Such evidence is not of a very high type, and may not ordi-

narily be verv satisfactory, still, it is found that it subserves the

ends of justice." Bethea v. Byrd, 95 N. C. 309 (1886); Scoggin

V. Dalrymple, 7 Jones Qs. C.) Law 46 (1859).

So in Pennsylvania. Buchanan v. Moore, 10 S. & E. 275 (1823);

Kramer v. Goodlander, 98 Pa. St. 366 (1881); Clement v. Packer,

125 U. S. 309 (1887). In Kennedy v. Lubold, 88 Pa. St. 246,

(1878), the declarations of a deceased surveyor thirty-five years

before'the trial as to the location of certain oaks and hickories as

corner bounds, made while marking them, were admitted by the

trial court as being weak evidence, hardly amounting to evulence,

the ruling was held to be error. "These two cases were argued

too-ether. They seem to have been tried upon the doctrine of leav-

ing first principles and going on to perfection. But old surveys

are not to be so tested. ^lost perfect in the beginning they are

constnntlv undergoing change and decay, until by wind, fire, rot-

tenness, and the acts and frauds of men, their evidences he only

in memory and hearsay. Hence when the learned judge said of

the acts of the surveyors, who forty years before went upon the

ground, ran the lines, blocked the trees, counted the growths,
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found original marks, and pronounced the hickory tlie numbered
corner of donation lot No. 1260, it was mere hearsay, he hardly
believed it evidence, admitted it with reluctance, and it was weak
evidence in determining, he clearly misled the jury. The reverse
is true — the evidence was strong, and ought to prevail unless
clearly rebutted, by sliovving either a mistake of the witness relat-

ing tlie facts, or error in the surveyors making the declaration that
the hickory was the numbered corner and the white oak opposite
an original corner. . . . The declarations as to the corners when
found, blocked and counted, were a part of the res gestae, and so
far from being doubtful evidence were competent and always
admitted when the transaction is old and the surveyor dead."
Kennedy v. Lubold, 88 Pa. St. 246, 255 (1878).

So in Texas, of statements by deceased persons made to a sur-
veyor pointing out to him posts upon the disputed boundary line as
posts placed there by the surveyor who ran the original partition
lines. "It is well settled by our decisions that the declarations of
disinterested parties since deceased, who were in a position to
know a boundary line, are admissible in a controversy about such
line." Tucker v. Smith, 68 Tex. 473 (1887).

A dictum in New Hampshire is apparently to the effect that this
class of evidence "is confined to monuments and lines and bound-
aries, but does not extend to acts of ownership, or possession, or to
any other facts." Wendell v. Abbott, 45 N. H. 349 (1864). In
the case itself a witness was jiermitted to testify as to what a de-
ceased surveyor had told him about the corner of a private estate,

but not as to the cutting of certain pine trees upon the disputed
premises.

The rule is the same in Virginia. "Evidence is admissible to
prove declarations as to the identity of a particular corner tree or
boundary, made by a person who is dead, and had peculiar means
of knowing the fact; as, for instance, the surveyor or chain carrier
upon the original survey, or the owner of the tract, or of an adjoin-
ing tract calling for the same boundary; and so also tenants, proces-
sioners and others, whose duty or interest would lead them to
diligent enquiry and accurate information as to the fact; always
excluding tliose declarations which are liable to tlie suspicion of
bias from interest." Harriman v. Brown, 8 Leigh, 697 (1837).
This case is cited with approval in Hill v. Proctor, 10 W. Va. 59,
85 (1877).

The courts of Virginia do not, however, evidence an inclination
to extend the doctrine laid down in Harriman y. Brown (ubi
supra). They are "not disposed to extend it in the least beyond the
very terms in which it is there expressed." Clements v. Kyles, 13
Graft. 468 (1856). So where the deceased declarant lived on the
premises in dispute, but was neither a chain-carrier or surveyor at
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the time of the original survey, nor owner of the tract or any atl-

joining tract calling for the same boundaries, his evidence was

rejected. "That his living within the bounds of the survey gave

him tiie opportunity to see trees marked as corners of some survey,

found accidentally or otherwise, would surely not be sufficient un-

less some duty or interest can be traced to him by which he would

have been prompted to make diligent enquiry and to obtain accu-

rate information within the meaning of the rule as |)ropounded in

Harriman v. Brown." Clements v. Kyles, 13 Graft. 468, 479

(1856).

The rule in South Carolina is very similar. Speer v. Coate, 3

McCord, 227 (1825).

"How often have we known reputed boundaries, proved b}' the

testimony of aged witnesses, and even by the hearsay evidence of

such witnesses, established in opposition to the most precise calls

of an ancient patent. 8ueh evidence has been constantly received,

and distances have been lengthened or shortened, without the

slightest regard to the calls of the patent. The reason is obvious.

It is not the lines reported, but the lines actually run, by the sur-

veyor, which vests in the patentee a title to the area included

within these lines. The survey returned, or the patent, is the evi-

dence of tlie former; natural marks or reputation is in almost all

cases the evidence of the latter. The mistakes committed by sur-

veyors and chain carriers, more particularly in an unsettled coun-

try and wilderness, have been so common, and are so generally

acknowledged, as to have given rise to a principle of law, as well

settled as any which enters into the land titles of this country,

which is, that, when the mistake is shown by satisfactory proof,

courts of law, as well as courts of equity, have looked beyond

the patent to correct it. It will be readily admitted, that such

evidence should be cautioush' received, if it should have a pre-

ponderating influence in determining the question of boundary."

Conn. r. Penn., 1 Vet. C. Ct. 496. 511 (1818).

The Massachusetts Eule. — In Massachusetts, the rule as to

declarations of deceased persons regarding private boundaries has

been largely affected by what Professor Greenleaf has called "the

principle of the res gesta?; "— a thing difficult to understand. De-

clarations of a deceased OAvner of land as to his boundaries, cor-

ners, &c., made while in possession of such land, and in the act of

pointing out his own boundaries, are admissible as evidence of these

facts, provided no interest to misrepresent at the time existed.

Daggett V. Shaw, 5 Mete. 223 (1842); Holmes v. Turner's Palls

Co. 150 Mass. 535 (1890).

If the declarant was not at the time, and never had been, the

owner of the premises or in possession as tenant or otherwise, his

declarations are inadmissible. Bartlett v. Emerson, 7 Gray, 174
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(18^)(3) If the declarant had occupied the premises in question,

but had ceased to do so at the time of the declaration, it is also

incompetent. Whitney v. Bacon, 9 Gray, 206 (1857)

If not made while in the act of pointing out the boundaries ot

the declarant's land, the declarations are incompetent. "This is

an element which cannot be disregarded, especially when the ques-

tion is one of private boundary. The declaration derives its force

as evidence from the fact that it accompanies an act which it qual-

ities or gives character to. The declaration is then a part of the

act Without such accompanying act, the declaration is mere nar-

rative, liable to be misunderstood or misapplied, and open to the

objections which prevail against hearsay evidence." Long v.

Colton, 116 Mass. 414 (1875).
^ ... i

•

It is essential that the declarant should be deceased. If he is

alive and could be called as a witness, the declaration cannot be

received. Flagg v. Mason, 8 Gray, 556 (1857).
_

The admissibility is limited to the fact and location of the boun-

dary the declaration is not evidence of particular facts mentioned

at the same time. " Any further declaration of a fact material to

the issue, would have been an attempt to prove such fact by hearsay

evidence, and so contrary to the rule. Had the deceased been re-

quested to go and point out the line, and he had done it without

any declaration whatever, it would have been an act of the same

character and adntissible upon the same principle." Van Deiisen

V. Turner, 12 Pick. 532 (1832).

It is not an objection to the competency of this evidence that

the statements of the .leceased declarant were in favor of himself.

-It is undoubtedly true, as an established principle of the law

of evidence, that hearsay testimony cannot be received; and the

wisdom of the principle is confirmed by the uniformity of the

decisions in various courts and in different countries, which en-

force it; but, like very many general rules, it is not without its

exceptions. One of these is traditional evidence or hearsay testi-

mony of ancient witnesses respecting boundaries. In regard to

this'exception, many authorities have been cited by the counsel for

the demandant, to prove that these declarations are only to be

received as admissions of a party in possession, when made against

his interest. But we think the rule, as it has been practised upon

in this Commonwealth, is not so restricted; and that the declara-

tions of ancient persons, made while in possession of land owned

by them, pointing out their boundaries on the land itself, and who

are deceased at the time of the trial, are admissible m evidence,
•

where nothing appears to show that they were interested to misre-

present in thus pointing out their boundaries; and it need not ap-

pear affirmatively that the declarations were made m ^-esti'icUon ot,

or against, their own rights." Daggett r. Shaw, 5 Mete. 223 (1842).
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EuLE REGAKDED AS ANOMALOUS. — The Supreme judiciiil court

of Massachusetts evince no inclination to extend the anomaly
further than at present carried. They have accordingly declined,

on a case lor the conversion of the waters of a spring, to sustain

the admission of a declaration by a deceased owner, that he called

a certain stream a "spring" and intended to carry it off the land.

The reason given is this:— "Such delarations have generally been
regarded as an exception to the general rule against hearsay, and
that we cannot extend the principle further than it has been carried

by authority. We are not aware that it has ever been applied to

a case like this." Peck v. Clark, 142 Mass. 436 (1886).

Massachusetts Eule followed. — With various modifications

the "Massachusetts rule" has been followed in other states, — for

example, in the federal courts. "They (declarations of a particular

fact respecting a private boundary) are, therefore, receivable only

when made coincidently with pointing out the boundaries and gen-

erally as part of the res gestas." Hunnicutt v. Peyton, 102 U. S.

333, 363 (1880).

So in Vermont. Child v. Kingsbur}', 46 Vt. 47 (1873).

And in New Jersey. "Proof of declarations of persons since

deceased, in respect to private boundaries, to be admissible in evi-'

dence, must have been made by a declarant in j)ossession as owner
at the time, and while engaged in pointing out the boundary in

question, and such declarations need not be against interest or in

disparagement of title; they are received when nothing appears to

show an interest to deceive or misrepresent." Curtis v. Aaronson,

49 N. J. L. 68, 77 (1886).

And in Maine. Eoyal v. Chandler, 83 Me. 150 (1891). "We
think this rule has been recognized and acted upon in cases like

this in this state. It is an exception to the general rule of evi-

dence, that hearsay evidence is incompetent. Landmarks in the

early surveys are usually formed of perishable materials, fre-

quently destroyed in clearing and the improvement of the land,

and pass away with the generation in which they were made. In

such cases, when no direct proof can be made as to the location and
character of the monuments, we are forced to secondary evidence;

and the acts of the owner of the land when upon it, pointing out

the monuments and location of his line, and his declarations, made
at the time in regard to them, when no controversy exists, are

competent to be submitted to the jury, after his death, as having
some tendency to prove the location of the line."

In New Hampshire the declarations of a deceased owner of land

as to his boundaries are admissible even if not made while in the

act of pointing oat his bounds. " Two things are necessary in order

to make the declarations of deceased persons competent evidence

as to boundaries. 1st. It must appear that the deceased party, or
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declarant had knowledge. 2d. He must have no interest to mis-
represent. ... It is a general presumption that owners of land
know their boundaries, but sometimes they do not, and when they
are ignorant of them, of course their statements in relation to
them, whether made on, or off their land are of but little or no
consequence, but when such boundaries are clearly known, or
established by those in interest, then they generally can communi-
cate accurate knowledge, whether their statements be made at the
boundary or at a distance from it." Smith v. Forrest, 49 N. H.
230 (1870); Lawrence v. Tennant, 64 K. H. 532 (1888).
Such declarations may of course be admissible strictly as part of

a res gestae fact. For example, where the fact that a deceased pro-
prietor of land had built a fence on his land was a competent fact,

the intention with which he placed it in a certain position, as
shown by his declaration when building it, is competent. Quinn v.

Eagleston, 108 111. 248 (1883).

Declarant must be Dead. — Such is the original rule. Bethea
V. Byrd, 95 N. C. 309 (1886); Tucker v. Smith, 68 Tex. 473
(1887).

So, ill ease of the peculiar rule in Massachusetts above referred
to, as to declarations relating to private boundaries, it is an insu-
perable objection if the declarant is not shown to be dead. Flagg
V. Mason, 8 Gray, 556 (1857).

Ante litem Motam. — The declaration must be made before any
controversy has arisen concerning the subject-matter of the decla-
ration. Bethea v. Byrd, 95 N. C. 309 (1886).

If made post litem motam, they are excluded unless prior similar
statemeTits were made a}ite litem motam. Speer v. Coate, 3 McCord,
227 (1825).

Must be Disinterested. — It has frequently been deemed
necessary that the declarant should be personally disinterested.
Bethea v. Byrd, 95 X. C. 309 (1886); Tucker v. Smith, 68 Tex.
473 (1887).

This ])hrase has been interpreted in Vermont to require that
there should be no object to misrepresent. Thus, in admitting
evidence of declarations of a deceased proprietor as to a private
boundary, the court say :

— "The case does show that these persons
had been interested in this boundary before they made the declara-
tions, and perhaps it shows enough so that it may fairly be claimed
that they were so interested at the time they were shown to have
stated in regard to it. But however this may be, the case does not
show that they were interested to misrepresent in regard to what
they said about it. It does not appear that any one was claiming
to so locate the boundary as to restrict the land of either, nor that
either was so situated as to desire to have it located anywhere but
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or from persons -who had peculiar means of knsowing wkst the

reputation of the tree was at an early day '
~ was held t© be "fullr

sustained by authority." Pjid. But the comt permitted eridenee

th;5t the oecupants of the estates adjoinins^ the poplar eonner liad

•• claimed the poplar as the true comer of their traete. " Mid,

In Texas, geneial reputation has been allowed to proxe the loca-

tion of ancient prirate boundaries. ** These boundaries were an-

cient, and their locality seems to hare been a matter of sufficient

interest in the neighborhood to haxe been the subject of observa-

tion and conversation among the people. The witness stated the

reputation to have been general, and it dearly appeajred that it

was formed before this controversy was begrm." Clark v. Hills,

67 Tex. 141, 152 (1SS6).

See also a dictum in C-onneeticut. Kinney r. FamswoTth, 17

C^jnn. 355 (1S45).
^ From the nature of the thing, an old bonndaiT cannot, in gen-

eral, be proved by direct and positive proof: and reputation is

therefore, from necessity, admissible." Smith r. Xowells, 2 lirt

(Ky.'^ 159 (1822). " Pedigree and boundary are the excepted cases.

wherein reputation and hearsay of deceased persons are received as

evidence. The statements of deceased persons relative to bonnda-

ries of which they spoke from actual personal knowledge, have
been frequently received in evidence in this stale," MeCansland
r. Fleming. 63 Pa. St. 36 (1869).

So m Florida. " There is no error in the ruling that although

some portion of the evidence respecting the bonn'daries of these

grants is mere reputation or hearsay, yet such - " taken in

connection with other evidence, is entitled to ir - „ eases of

boundary when the lapse of time is so great as to render it diffi-

cult, if not impossible, to prove the boundary by the existence of

the primitive landmarks or other evidence than that of h-earsav."

Daggett r. Willey. 6 Fla, 4S2. 510 (1855).
"A surveyor is an expert, and he may state the facts on which he

teses his opinion, that a line run or surveyed by himself has been
correctly done. He may state that he * found the comer stake*

of a public snrvey. and • the bearing points, and the marked trei^

along a line of such survey. These are facts, which are competent
and relevant, when the fact to be proven is the acenracy of a boun-
dary line of adjacent tracts of lands. See Xolin c Parmer. 21
Ala. Ci^

**' When the proofs tend to show that it i§ un-certain upon wMeh
of two parcels of land, separated by a section line, a trespass has

been committed, the admissions of the adverse party to the suit, who
is the owner of the lands on one side of the line, that the line of

separation is in a certain place, may be permitted to go to the jmy.
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to show the truth of the fact thus admitted. Boundary may be

proven by reputation and hearsay. It may be stiown in tliis way

whether land is parcel or not parcel of a certain tract of land.

Boardman v. Reed's Lessees, 6 Peters, 341 ; also, 1 Phil. Ev.

(C. & H. Ed. Notes) pp. 218, 219 et seq." Shook v. Pate, 50

Ala. 91 (1873).
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CHAPTER IV.

MATTERS OF PEDIGREE.

§ 635. It has been pointed out^ that while, as a general nile,

hearsay evidence is not admitted, there are six exceptions to this

general rule. Evidence as to matters of pedigree forms the second

exception to such general rule. This exception rests on the

ground of necessity. For example, in inquiries respecting

relationship or descent, facts must often be proved which occurred

many years before the trial, and were known but to few persons.

Com-ts of law, have, consequently, so far relaxed these rules in

matters of pedigree,^ as to allow parties to have recourse to

traditional evidence ; often the sole species of proof which can be

obtained. The Probate Division will even grant probate to the

estate of a person whose Christian name is not known, but who is

proved by admissible declarations of members of the family to

have had an existence.^ It was, indeed, long doubtful whether

the declarations of servants, friends, and neighbours, might not be

received. But the settled rule is that the admission of hearsay is

restricted to hearsay proceeding from persons who were de Jure

related hij blood or marriage to the family in question, and who

may, consequently, be supposed to have had the greatest interest

in seeking, the best opportunity for obtaining, and the least reason

for falsifying, information on the subject.*

1 ^.^iQ § 007 Moss, 1777 (Ld. Mansfield), as ex-

2 As to the burthen of proof in phnned by \A. Eldon in Whitelocke

matters of pedigree, see In re Per- v. Baker, 1807 ;
Monkton v. Att -

ton, Pearson v. Att.-Gen., 1885 Gen., 1831 (Ld. Brougham) ;
Staf-

(Chitt\ J )
I'o^'d Peer., 1825, H. L.

;
Jewell v.

3 Ee Goods of Thompson, 1887. Jewell, 1843 (Am.); Jackson v. Brow-
* Johnson i;.Lawson, 1824; Crease ner, 1820 (Am.); Chapman r.Chap-

V Barrett, 1835; Vowles v. Young, man, 1817 (Am.); Waldion v. Tuttle,

1806 (Ld. Erskine); Goodright v. 1828 (Am.).
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§ 636. So far as blood relations are concerned, no limitation in

the rule has ever been recognised.^ And with regard to relation-

ship by affinity, not only are declarations by a husband respecting

his wife's family ^ admissible, but so also are now the wife's

declarations concerning her husband's relatives.^ But statements

made by the wife's relatives—even, for instance, her father—are

not.* Moreover, the rule does not apply at all as between

iUegltimate members of a family. Therefore, an assertion by a

man that one of his natural brothers had died without issue must

be rejected ;
^ as also must a declaration by one brother that

another brother has had an illegitimate son.^

§ 637. Whether, under any circumstances, the declarations of a

person deceased, asserting his own illegitimacy, can be received

is doubtful. Such declarations, however, can always be received

as admissions against himself and those who claim under him

by some title derived subsequently to the statements being

made.^ Declarations of a parent that a child is illegitimate are

^ Davies v. Lowndes, 1843 (Parke,

B.); Shrewsbury Peer., 1857, H. L.

(Ld. Weiisleydale).
"^ Overruling dictum in Davies v.

Lowndes, 1843 (Parke, B.).

2 Shrewsbury Peer., 1857, H. L.
* Id.
5 Doe V. Barton, 1827 (Patteson,

J.). See Doe v. Davies, 1847.
^ Crispin v. Dogliuni, 1863. See,

however, contra, Cooke v. Lloyd,

1803, infra, in note '. See, also,

Hitchins v. Eardley, 1871.
' See R. t-.Eishworth, 1842 (Wight-

man, J.); and Proc.-Gen. v. Wil-
liams, 1861 (Sir C. Cresswell) ; S. C.

nom. Dyke v. Williams, 1861 ; In re

Mary Emsley, 1862. In Cooke v.

Lloyd, 1803 (Le Blanc, J.), the

question was whether an elder son,

who had taken possession of the

paternal estates, and conveyed them
to one of the litigants, was born in

wedlock. After such elder son's

death, his own decliration that he

was a bastard was received in evi-

dence (Le Blanc. J.), though made
subsequently to the conveyance, "as
the representation of one of the family

of the degree of relationship he bore

to it." If the cases cited in the text

be law,—as they would probably be
deemed at the present day,—this de-
cision can scarcel}* rest upon that
ground, unless the special circum-
stances of the case be prayed in aid

;

and unless it can successfully be con-
tended, that, since the defendant's
claim rested on the legitimacy of the
vendor, he could not object to the
vendor's declaration, without reHu-
quishing the only prop of his title.

Should this refined argument be
deemed inconclusive, perhips the ad-
missibility of the declaration might
be sustained, on the ground that the
cause tuined, not only on the con-
dition of the father's family, but on
the actual status of the declarant
himself ; but here we are met by the
difficulty, that the son could only
have known the fact of his own ille-

gitimacy by information received
from others; and, as a bastard
has in the eye of the law no re-

latives, the hearsay must have been
derived from strangers, and its ad-
missibility might on that ground
be questioned. See further re-

marks on this case, infra, in text.

Moreover, in one case evidence
was received that the father had
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admissible after such parent's death/ notwithstanding the rule

of law, which possibly stilP precludes parents from giving testiraoiiy

to bastardise issue born during wedlock.^ Possibly, however, after

previous proof of a valid marriage they are inadmissible^

§ 638. If a man has once been connected with a family by

marriage, the death of his wife will not dissolve that connexion, so

as to render inadmissible declarations subsequently made by him.

Therefore where, in a case of pedigree, a witness was asked whether

he had not heard a husband, since deceased, state, after his wife's

death, that she was illegitimate, the answer was received.^ The

court premmed that the knowledge must have been obtained by the

husband whilst he was a member of the family.^ 1

§ 639. Again, no valid objection can be taken to evidence of '.

tradition as to family history, on the ground that it is heanay upon '

Jiearmy, provided all the declarations come from different members ,

of the same family, or do not directly appear to have been derived

from strangers.7 j^or example, the declarations of a deceased

widow respecting a statement which her husband had made to her,

as to who his cousins were, or the declaration of a relative, in

which he asserts generally that he has heard what he states, are

both receivable ; and even general repute in the family, proved by

the testimony of a surviving member of it, has been considered as

falling within the rule.^ Moreover, it is not necessary to show

BpeciBed the time of Ms marriage, * See post, § 950.

had declared his eldest son to have ]
E. v. Stourton 1836.

been born before that date, had * Murray v. ^ner, 18.9, supra

heaped upon him opprobrious epi- (Fry. J.).

thets implying illegitimacy, and had ' Vowles v. Young, 1806 Ld.
,

on his death-bed pointed to his Erskme); Doe i;. Harvey, 182o (Little-

younger son as his heir ; and these dale, J.). But see observations in

declarations would seem to have been last section.

clearly admissible, if not as directly « Johnson v. Lawson, 1824 (Bur-

proving the bastardy of a person, rough, J.j. to - •
i

who, though de facto his son, was de ' Shedden v. Att.-Gen. and Patrick,

iure' a stranger to him, at least as 1861.
ci. ;n

showing the position of the legitimate « Doe v. Gnffin 1812 ;
Sheddenj.

portion^of his family, through whom Att.-Gen. and Patrick, 1861. I this

the plaintiff claimed his title. See were not so, the mam object ot re-

Gooclright V. Moss, 1777 (Ld. Mans- laxing the ordinary rules of evidence

field)- Murray v. Milner, 1879 (Fry, would be frustrated, since it seldom

J ) See also. In re Perton, Pearson happens that the declarations of de-

t; Att.-Gen., 1885 (Chitty, J.). ceased relatives embrace matters

1 See In re Perton, Pearson v. Att.- within their own personal knowledge

:

Gon., 1885: Aylesford Peer., 1885, Doe v. Eandall, 1828 ;
Monkton v.

H ii.
Att.-Gen., 1831 (Ld. Brougham);
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that the declarations were contemporaneous with tlie events to

which they relate.^

§ 640. Before, however, a declaration can be admitted in evidence,

the relationship of the declarant with the family mud he estahliHhed

by some proof other than the declaration itself.^ In tracing ancient

pedigrees, the court would probably be satisfied with slight evidence

on this head, since the connexion of the declarant Avith the family

might be equally difficult of proof with the very fact in controversy.

But some evidence would certainly be required even here. Other-

wise, a stranger, by claiming alliance with a family, and then

making statements respecting it, might assume to himself the

power, after death, of materially altering the relative rights of its

severed branches.^ It seems, however, unnecessary to show the

exact degree of relationship that subsists between the declarant and

the person respecting whom the declarations are tendered, but it

will be sufficient to prove that they were in some manner connected

by blood or marriage ;
^ and if the question be whether any, or

what, relationship subsists between two supposed branches of the

same family, it is only necessary to establish tlie connexion of the

declarant with either branch.^ It has, indeed, been urged, that

proof must be given connecting the declarant with both branches

;

but if this were necessary the declarations would be superfluous, as

merely tending to prove a connexion, which, by proof showing

that the declarant was related to both branches, had already been

established.^

Slaney v. Wade, 1836. See Eobson ^ Moiikton v. Att.-Geu., 1831
;

v. Att.-Geii.,]843, H. L.,a.ndDavies Banbury Peer., IS 9, H. L. ; Ld.
V. Lowndes, 1843. See post, §§ (355, Ekloii in Berkeley Peer., 1811, H. L.;

656. Lei-hPeer. , 1828—29. H. L. ; Stafford
1 Monkton v. Att.-Gen., 1831

;
Peer., 1825, H. L. ; R. v. All Saints,

Lovatt Peerage, 1826—57, H. L. As 1828 (Bavlej', J.) ; Davies v. Morgan,
Ld. Brougham has well observed, 1831 (Id.); Att-Gen. v. Kohler,

such a restriction "would defeat the 1861, H. L. ; Plant v. Taylor, 1861

;

purpose for which hearsay in pedigree Dyke v. Williams, 1861 ; In re Mary
IS let in, by preventing it from ever Emsley, 1862.

going back beyond the lifetime of the ^ See Doe v. Randall, 1828 (Best,

person whose declaration is to be C. J.).

adduced in evidence;" and, to use a * See Vowles v. Young, 1806.

homely illustration,—it would even * Monkton v. Att.-Gen., 1831 (Ld.

render inadmissible the statement of Brougham). See Smith v. Tebbitt,

a deceased person as to the maiden 1867.

name of his own grandmother. ® Monkton v. Att.-Gen., 1831 (Ld.
Brougham).
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CHAP. IV.] DECLARATIONS INADMISSIBLE DURING LIFE.

^ G41. Though the ground upon which hearsay evidence is

admitted in cases of jiedigree is, technically, because it is presumed
that no better evidence can be procured, yet such evidence will not

be rejected, though living witnesses might have been called to

prove the very facts to which it relates.^ For example, the

declarations of a deceased mother, as to the time of the birth of

her son, may be received, though the father be living and not

called.2 Where, however, the declarant himself is alive, and
capable of being examined, his declarations will be rejected.^

Consequently, it lies upon the party, who seeks to avail himself of

this species of evidence, to prove the declarant's death. Thus,

where, to establish a Scotch marriage, a relative of the supposed

husband had been asked at the trial what she had heard on the

subject from " members of the family," the answer was rejected,

on the ground that the question had not been limited to statements

made by deceased relatives.* Moreover, as pointed out in the last

chapter, even in matters of pedigree, hearsay declarations made
2)ost litem motam are not receivable.^

§ 642.^ The term pedigree embraces not only general questions

of descent and relationship, but also the particular facts of hirth^

marriage^ and death, and the times'^ when, either absolutely or

relatively, these events happened, provided such facts are required

to be proved for some genealogical purpose.® All these facts,

therefore, may, in any genealogical inquiry, be established by
hearsay derived from relatives, though, with respect to specific

dates, some doubts have been entertained as to the extent and
application of the rule.^ The high authorities cited in the footnote ^^

' Ph. Ev. 212. on tlie ground that, thoush admis-
2 R. V. Buiiiingham (undated). sible for th« puipo.se of ^howing the
3 Pendiell v. IVndrell, 1731. relationship, they could not be re-
* Butler V. Mountgarret, 1859, ceived as proof of particular facts,

H. L. such as the ages of parties. Lord
= Ante, §§ 628—634 ; Butler v. Brougham, however, on a motion for

Mountgarret, 185H, H. L. a new tria!, intimated a very strong
^ Gr. Ev. § 104, as to first four opinion in favour of the a< I iii'issibility

lines, in pait. of the evidence, and subsequently
' Betty V. Nail 1856 (Ir.). stated that Parke and Littledale,
^ As to this proviso, see post, JJ., cutirelv concurred in this view:

§ 645. Kidney v. Cockburn, 1831.
9_Tindal, C.J., rejected the decla- i" Herbert v. Tuckal, 1663; re-

rations of deceased persons, tendered cognized by Lord Ellenborough
to prove the ages of their relatives, in Eoe v. Eawlings, 1606 ; case
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BIRTHSj MARRIAGES, ETC., PROVABLE BY HEARSAY. [PT. III.

and the general practice of the profession, appear, however, to show

that these doubts are groundless.

§ 643. Hearsay evidence of particular facts being inadmissible in

support of public rights,' it may be urged that such evidence ought

to be also inadmissible upon questions of pedigree. But, " on cases

of general right, which depend upon immemorial usage, living

witnesses can only speak of their own knowledge to what passed in

their own time ; and to supply the deficiency, the law receives the

declarations of persons who are dead. There, however, the witness

is only allowed to speak to what he has heard the dead man say re-

specting the reputation of the right of way, or of common, or the like.

A declaration with regard to a particular fact, which would support

or negative the right, is inadmissible. In matters of pedigree, it

being impossible to prove by living witnesses the relationships of

past generations, the declarations of deceased members of the

family are admitted ; but here, as the reputation must proceed on

particular facts, such as marriages, births, and the like, from the

necessity of the thing, the hearsay of the family as to these par-

ticular facts is not excluded. General rights are naturally talked

of in the neighboui-hood ; and the family transactions among the

relations of the parties. Therefore, what is thus dropped in con-

versation upon such subjects may be presumed to be true." ^

§ 644. Still, hearsay evidence must, when given as to pedigree,

be confined to such facts as are immediatehj connected with the

question of pedigree ; and declarations as to independent facts,

from which the date of a genealogical event may be inferred, will

probably be rejected. The following examples will explain the

extent and operation of this rule. In a question of legitimacy,

turning upon the time of birth, a declaration by the deceased sister

of the alleged bastard's mother, stating that she had suckled the

child, when coupled with proof of the time when her, the witness',

cited in 1 Ph. Ev. 214, from Vin. K.Bruce, V.-C, in Shields ?;.Bouclier,

Ab. Ev. T. b. 91, 1731; Vulliamy 1847; Pollock, C.B., in Plant v,

V. Huskisson, 18;38 (Ld. Abinger); Taylor, 1861 ; 1 Ph. Ev. 213 ; Hubb.

Eyder v. Malbone, 1831, cited 2 Russ. Ev. of Sue. 649 ; 3 St. Ev. 841.

& Myl. 169, as a decision bv Little- ^ Ante, § 617.

dale, J. Ld. Mansfield, in Goodright « Sir J. Mansfield in Berkeley

v. Moss, 1777 ; Lord Brougham, Peerage case, 1811, H. L.

in Monkton v. Att.-Gen., 1831

;
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CH IV.] HEAESAY AS TO PEDIGREE, WHEN ADMISSIBLE.

own child was born, tended to fix the alleged bastard's birth at a
period subsequent to its parent's marriage, but its admissibility is

doubtful ;^ in a ease,^ turning on the relative seniority of three

sons, born at a birth, declarations by the father that he had
christened them Stephanus, Fortunatus, and Achaicus, according to

the order of the names in St. Paul's First Epistle to the Corinthians,'

for the purpose of distinguishing tlieir seniority, and also declara-

tions by an aunt, who, at the confinement, with a similar object,

had tied strings round the arms of the second and third child, were,

however, admitted. In the former case, the fact of suckling the

child had no direct bearing on its age or legitimacy, but was only
a species of circumstantial evidence from which these facts might
be inferred; whilst in the latter, the christening and the tying

strings round the arms of the children were intended from the first

to afford the means of ascertaining their relative seniority.*

§ 645. Mr. Philliiops justly observes that, " there appears to be
no foundatiou for any distinction between cases where a matter of

pedigree is the direct subject of the suit, and other cases where it

occurs incidentally." ^ The declarations of relatives are, neverthe-

less, only admissible in cases which directly or indirectly involve

some question of relationship, and the fact sought to be established

by hearsay is required to be proved for some genealogical purpose ; »

they will not necessarily be admissible when the date, place, or

other facts connected with the birth, marriage or death of a party
is the subject of controversy. Consequently, in an action for use
and occupation by a reversioner against a tenant pour autre vie, who
has held over after the death of the cestui que vie, the latter's death
must be proved in the ordinary way, and the hearsay of relatives

will be inadmissible
;

^ while letters written by the deceased father

of the defendant cannot be read in support of a defence of infancy ;»

1 Isaac I'. Gompertz, 1837. Gurney, Lovat Peerage case, 1885, II. L.
B., admitted this evidence, but Lord * 1 Ph. Ev. 216, n. 5.

'

Cottenhain expressed an opiuion that ^ Shiehls v. Boucher 1847 fK
he was wrong m so doing. Bruce, V.-C). See Smith i;. Smith!

2 Vm. Ab., Ev. T. b. 91 ;
probably 1876 (Ir.).

referred to as Spadwell v. , 1731, ' Whittuck v. Waters, 1830 (Park
by Lawrence, J., in the Berkeley J.).
Peer- 1811, H. L. ^ Figg v. Wedderburne, 1842 (Pat-
3Ch. Ib.v 1.. teson, J.). See, also. Haines v.
* bee, turther, on this subject, Guthrie, 1884, 0. A.

palmer v. Palmer, 1885 (Lr.); the
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HEARSAY EVIDENCE OF LOCALITY. [PART III.

where several sons are entitled to an estate in order of seniority, in

an action of ejectment for it by a younger son, family tradition is

not admissible to prove the death of an elder ;
^ and in a settle-

ment case,2 the declarations of a deceased father as to the place

where his child was born, cannot be received as evidence of the

birth settlement of the child.^

§ 616. The settlement case just referred to* does not, however

(as has sometimes been supposed), establish that in a strict question

of pedigree, hearsay evidence of locaUtij,—or, in other words, the

declarations of deceased persons respecting the jylaccs where their

relatives were born, and where they married, resided, came from,

went to, or died,—cannot be received.^ And hearsay evidence of

locality has, indeed, on several occasions been admitted to elucidate

matters of strict pedigree.

§ 647. For example, where the question was, whether A. B., an

ancestor of the declarant C, was the same person as A. B., a

blacksmith, who had resided at X., a declaration by C. that his

ancestor was a blacksmith, and that he resided at X., was received

in evidence.^ If it be necessary to show that a family had relations

who lived at a particular place, declarations by a deceased member

of the family, that "he was going to visit his relatives at that

place," will be evidence ; not, indeed, that he went there, or that

any person of his name lived in that neighbourhood ; but as proving

a tradition in the family, that they once had relations living in

the place in question, which tradition, in the event of its being

shown by other evidence that persons of the same name had

resided there, might be important as a mode of identifying those

» Palmer w. Palmer, 1885 (Ir.). " See SliieWs v. Boucher, 1847,

2 R. V. Erith, 1807. In this case where Knij^^ht Bruce, V.-C, intimated

the child was a bastard, and the de- a strong opinion that such evidence

cLirations of his putative father would was admissible, and observed that in

therefore have been inadmissible even R. v. Eiith, 1807. Lord Ellenborou^h

on a question of pedi-rree ; but this carefully rested the juilgment on the

point was not raised. See ante, fact that no question whatsoever^ of

§§ ()36, ();37. relationship was involved in the in-

3 Strenuous unsuccessful efforts quiry. So that, in the opinion of the

were formerly made to render the V.-C., if the evidence tendered in

declarations of deceased persons ad- that case hud been required for any

missible in proof of particulars re- genealofjical purpose, a different con-

epectin.s: their settlements. See R. clusionmight very possibly have been

V. Eriswell, 1790; R. v. Chadderton, arrived at.

1801 ; R. V. Ferry Frystone, 1801
;

^ Hood v. Lady Beauchamp, 1836

E. I'.'Abersiwilly, '1801. (Shadwell, V.-C).
* E. V. Erith, 1807.
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persons with the branch of the family alluded to ;
^ and evidence

has also been received of a family tradition, that a particular

individual died in India, for the purpose of connecting that

individual with the family of the claimant.^

§ 648. The fonm under which hearsay evidence in matters of

pedigree may be presented are very numerous. Letters written

under dictation from, and in the name of, a deceased person, are

regarded as declarations by such deceased person,^ and all oral

declarations by a deceased relatke are clearly admissible if made
ante litem motam^ But declarations by deceased relatives, how-
ever made, are rarely deserving of much weight ;5 for not only
are they usually sought to be established by persons interested

in the litigation, but they are often recorded or remembered for

the first time after the contest has arisen. The court, therefore,

necessarily runs considerable risk of being deceived by deliberate

falsehood, and the more so as it is obviously difficult, not to say
impossible, to convict a witness of perjury in narrating what he
alleges that he heard in a conversation with a deceased person."

Even assuming that the sincerity of the witness cannot reasonably

be doubted, men are often, without deliberately intending to

falsify facts, extremely prone to believe what they wish, to

confound what they believe with what they have heard, and to

ascribe to memory what is merely imagination.^

§ 649.8 Fumihi conduct, too—such as the tacit recognition of

relationship, and the distribution and devolution of property,

is frequently received as evidence from which the opinion and
belief of the family may be inferred, and as resting ultimately on
the same basis as evidence of family tradition. For example, " if

1 Eishton V. Nesbitt, 1844 (Rolfe, identifying and individualisin- the

T-r. .^. ,r ,
person and family under discussion.

, o .
, •

'

t"*'""?
^^oii^^ton V. Att. -Gen.

,

^ j^ ^e Tuiner, Glenister v. Hard-
Ibdl. Kmght Bruce, V.-C, in a ing, 1885.
very elaborate judgment in Shields * See ante, § 644; Lovat Peerao-e
t;. Boucher, 1847, intimated a strong case, 1885, H. L.; In re Porter
opinion, that, in a controversy merely Pearson v. Att.-Gen., 1885

'

genealogical, declarations made by a « g^.^ g_ ,^_^ ^he Lovat Peerage case
deceased person as tp where he or his 1885, H. L.
famrly came from, " of what place "

« Crouch v. Hooper, 1852 (RomiUy.
his lather was designated, and what M.R.) ; Webb v. Haycock, 1854 fidY
occupation his father followed, would ' Crouch c. Hooper, 1 852 (EomiUv
be admissible, and might be most M.R.).
material evidence for the purpose of 8 q^,^ ^v. § 106, in part.
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EVIDENCE OF FAMILY CONDUCT ADMISSIBLE. fPART 111.

the father is proved to have brought up the party as his legitimate

son, this amounts to a daily assertion that the son is Legitimate." ^

On the other hand, the concealment of the birth of a child from

the husband,-—the subsequent treatment of such child by the

person who, at the time of its conception, was living in a state of

adultery with the mother,—and the fact that the child and its

descendants assumed the name of the adulterer, and had never

been recognised in the family as the legitimate offspring of the

husband,—are all circumstances that will go far to rebut the

presumption of legitimacy, which the law raises in favour of the

issue of a married woman.^ Again, on a question whether a

person, from whom the claimant shows descent, was the son of a

particular testator, the fact that all the members of the family

appear to have been mentioned in the will, but that no notice is

taken of such person, is strong evidence to show, either that such

person was not the sou of the testator, or at least that he had died

without issue before the date of the will.^ The production, too, of

a man's will, in which no notice is taken of his family, and by

which his property is bequeathed to strangers or collateral rela-

tions, is cogent evidence of his having died childless.^

§ 650. "^ Entries made hy a parent or relation in hihles^ prayer-

books,^ missals,^ almanacs, ^° or indeed in any other book, or in

any document or paper,^' stating the fact and date of the birth,

marriage,'- or death of a child, or other relation, are also evidence,

in pedigree cases, as being written declarations of the deceased

persons who respectively made them. Entries in a family bible or

testament will be admissible, even without j)roof that they have

* Berkelev Peerage case, 1811 (Sir * Gr. Ev. § 104, in part.

J. Mansfield), H. L. '' Berkelev Peer., 1811, H. L.
2 Hargrave v. Hargrave, 1848. « Leigh I'eer., 1828, H. L.
3 Gooilright V. Saul, 1791 (Ash- » Slane Peer., 1855, H. L.

hurst, J.) ; Morris w. Davies, 1836-7, i" Heibert v. Tuckal, 16(33.

H. L. ; Banbury Peer., 1811, ILL.; " Berkeley Peer., 1811, H. L.

E. V. Mansfiel'l, 1841; Townshend See Jackson f. Cooley, 1811 (Am.);
Peer., 1843, H.L.; Atchley v. Sprigg, Douglas v. Saunderson, 1791 (Am.);
1864. Carskaddeu w. Poorman, 1840 (Am.).

* Tracy Peer., 1843 (Ld. Campbell), '^ In the Sussex Peer., 1844, H.L.,
H. L. ; Eobson v. Att.-Gen., 1843 an entry made by the mother of the

(Ld. Cottenham), H. L. See ante, claimant in her prayer book, declar-

§ 620. ad fin. ing the fact of her marriage, was
' Ilungate r.. <lascoigne, 1846; Pe admitted in evidence.

Eoos Peer., 1804-5, H. L.
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CHAP. IV.] ENTRIES IN BIBLES, ETC. ADMISSIBLE.

teen made by a relative ; for as this book is the ordinary register

of families, and is usually accessible to all its members, the

presumption is that the whole family have more or less adopted

the entries contained in it, and have thereby given them authen-

ticity.^ This presumption, however, will not prevail in favour of

an entry in any other book of however religious a character, but

proof must be given, either that the entry was made by some

member of the .family,"^ or that it has been acknowledged or

treated by a relative as a correct family memorial,^ or, at least, if

ancient, that it was made at the time when it purports to have

been written. In order to establish this last fact, the evidence of

skilled witnesses, conversant with manuscripts of different ages, is

admissible, though, as before observed, such evidence is entitled to

very little weight.^

§ 651.^ The correspondence of deceased members of the family,*

too, on proof of the handwriting,^ recitals in family deeds (such

as marriage settlements,^ and other instruments^), descriptions in

u'ills,'^^ and the like, will be received as evidence in pedigree cases.

Moreover, recitals of descent, and descriptions of parties, in such

deeds other than family instruments, will be received, provided

such deeds come from the proper custody, and are proved, or may

from age be presumed, to have been executed by some member of

the family to which the statements refer.^^ Wherever the state-

ment is contained in a deed, the execution of the deed by a

relation is, however, an indispensable requisite.^^ J^^i where the

1 Berkeley Peer., 1811 (Lds. El- 1791, H. L. ; Zouch Peer., 1807, H.

lenborough'and Eedesdale), H. L.

;

L. ; Devon Peer., 1832, H. L.
;
L'Isle

Monktou V. Att.-Gen., 1831 (Ld. Peer., 1825, H. L. ; Banbury Peer.,

Brouj?bam); Hubbard v. Lees, 186(). 18(>9, H. L. ; Vaux Peer., 1824, H.
2 Tracy Peer., 1843, H. L.; Craw- L. ; Huntley Peer., 1838, H. L.

;

ford and Lindsay Peer., 1848, H. L. Eoscommon Peer., 1824, H. L.

3 Hood v. Beauchamp, 1836. ** Smitb v. Tebbitt, 1867; Stafford

* Tracy Peer., 1843, H. L. ; ante, Peera^^e case, 182d, H. L.

§ 50.
'" Vulliamy v. Hxiskisson, 1838 (Ld.

5 Gr, Ev. § 104, in part. Abinger) ; I)e Eoos Peer., 1804, H.
6 Huntingdon Peer., 1818, H. L.

;

L. ; L'Lle Peer., 1825, H. L.

Kidney v. Cockburn, 1831; Leigb " Marmyon Peer., 1818, H. L.

;

Peer., 1828, H. L. ; Hastings Peer., Hastings Peer., 1840, H. L. ; Borth-

1840, H. L. See Butler v. Mount- wick Peer., 1812, H. L. ;
Hungate v.

garret, 1859, H. L. Gascoigne, 1846; De Boos Peer.,

' Marcbmont Peer., 1840, H. L. 1804, H. L. See Stokes v. Dawes,

See Airth Peer., 1839, H. L. 1826 (Am.).
8 Neal V. Wilding, 1740; De Eoos '- Slaney v. Wade, 1836; Foot v.

Peer., 1804-5, H. L.; ChandosPcer., Clarke, 1826.
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deeliuation is contained in the draft of a will prepared by directiou

of the deceased, and on information derived solely from him, snch

draft is admissible.' Aad, a fortiori, a will which was duly

executed, but which has been revoked as a will, is also admissible.^

In regard to recitals of pedigree in old answers in Chancery (which

were sworn), those relating to facts which were not in controversy

are admitted, but those referring to facts which were then in

controversy are excluded as made pod litem mot^im} Recitals in

old bills in equity are always inadmissible, being regarded as the

mere flourishes of the draughtsman.* The admissibility of pro-

ceedings in a Sheriff Court in Scotland is governed by the same

principles.^

§ 6v2.*' Inscriptions on tonihstones,"^ coffin-plates,'' mural monu-

ments,^ family portraits,'" engravings on rings,'' hatchments,'^

charts of pedigree, '^ and the like, are also admissible evidence in

pedigree cases. Those proved to have been made by, or under the

direction of, a deceased relative, are admitted as his declarations

;

such as are only proved to have been publicly exhibited, may be

supposed to have been well known to the family, and they are also

admitted on the ground of tacit and common assent.'* It is

^ Lambert, In re, 1886. , the inscription on a tombstone or a
^ See Dne v. Pembroke, 1809. tablet in a church is admitted, is that
^ See 1 Ph. p]v. 219, 220, and the it is presumed to have been put there

authorities there cited. See, also, De by a member of the family cognizant
Eoos Peer., 1804, H. L. of the facts, and whose declaration

* Boileau v. Rutlin, 1848 (Parke, would be evidence ; where a pedigree
B., citing the Banbury Peer., 1809, hung up in the family mansion is

H. L.). These cases appear to over- received, it is on the gi'ound of its

rule Taylor v. Cole, 179.>. recognition by the members of the
* Lyell V. Kennedy, 1889, H. L. familj"." Doubts have been ex-
® Gr. Ev. § 105, in part. pressed at Nisi Prius lespecting the
'^ Monkton v. Att.-Gren., 1831 ; admissibility of an inscription on a

Goodi-ight V. Moss, 1777. tombstone in a burial-ground for dis-
8 Chandos Peer., 1791, H. L.

;

smters (Whittuck v. Waters, 1830
Eokeby Peer., 1830, H. L. ; Lovat (Park, J.)); but such doubts appear
Peer., 1827, H. L. wholly groundless, since this species

* Slaney v. Wade, 1836; De Roos of evidence has been admitted by the
Peer., 1804-5, H. L. House of Lords in peerage claims

10 CamoysPeer., 1839, H. L. (Say and Sele Peer., 1781, H. L.
;

" Vowles V. Young, 1806. Hubbark's Ev. of Succ, 1844, citing
1- Hungate v. Gascoigne, 1846. Serj. Hill's Collect, in Line. Inn
1^ Monkton v. Att.-Gen., 1831; Library, vol. 26), and it may be

GoodriL.'ht v. Moss, 1777. pointed out that in the case cited an
^^ Monkton i-. Att.-Gen., 1831

;
inscription on a tombstone in the

Davies t'. Lowndes, 1843. Parke. B., dissenters' burial-giound in Bunhill
observes, '

' The ground upon which Fields was admitted by the House of
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C. IV.] MURAL INSCRIPTIONS—FAMILY DOCUMENTS.

presumed,—though this is a presumption which is doubtless often

contrary to the fact/—that the relatives of a family would not

permit an erroneous inscription to remain; and that a person would

not knowingly wear a ring which bore a mis-statement upon it.^

§ 653.^ Mural and other funereal inscriptions are provable, as

already shown,* by copio^, or other secondary evidence. Their

value as evidence depends much on the authority under which they

were set up, and on the distance of time between their erection and

the events which they purport to commemorate.^ If parol testimony

of their contents be offered, on the ground that the original monu-

ments are destroyed or effaced, the court will not be satisfied,

unless the prior existence of the monuments, and the genuineness

of the inscriptions, be established in the very strongest manner that

the circumstances will admit.'' The ease with which evidence of

this nature can be manufactured, and the diffi(!ulty of fixing the

witnesses with perjury, render it needful to enforce this rule with

strictness.

§ 654. The family recognition of the truth of a document may

not only arise from its publicity, but also from other circumstances.

If a document, though privately kept, be clearly proved to have

been preserved in a family as an authentic memorial of pedigree, it

will be receivable in evidence without proof of its origin.^ The

mere production, however, of a document from among the family

archives,^ and, d fortiori, its production from a museum, or other

public place of deposit,^ will not render it admissible, without proof

that it was made or recognised by some member of the family.

Lords, and that inscriptions on/ore)Vyn Peer., 1839-43, H. L. ; Eoscommou
monuments have also been received and Leigh Peer., 1824, H. L. ; Slaney

in evidence: Hastings Peer., 1840, v. Wade, 1836; Perth Peer., 1648,

H. L. ; Perth Peer., 1848, H. L. H. L.
1 Some remarkable mis-st itements * Athenry Peer., 1836, H. L. ; Vaux

on monuments are mentioned in 1 Ph. Peer., 183(i, H. L. ; Fitzwalter Peer.,

Ev. 222, n. 4. The author of this 1S42, H. L.

work found on a monument in a "^ Tracy Peer., 1S39, H. L. See

London cemetery this staitUng an- Shiewsbury Peer., 1857, H. L.

nouncement:— "The victim of a ' Vaux Peer., 1836, H. L.; Camoys
mother's temper." Peer., 1839. II. L.

- Vowles V. Young, 1806 (Ld. » Fiiz waiter Peer., 1842, H. L.

;

Erskine). Lovat Peer., 1827, H. L. ; D. of

* Gr. Ev. § 105, in part as to first L>evon<hire v. Neill, 1877 (Palles,

five Unes. C. B.), H. L. (Ir.).

* Ante, § 438 ; and see Tracy » Chandos Peer., 1791, H. L.
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§ 655— 6. The question how far a pedigree, purporting to have

been compiled, either wholly or in part, from registers and other

documents which are not shoivn to hare been lout, is admissible, has

been much discussed. A Welsh pedigree, proved to be in the

handwriting of one of the ancestors of the defendant, produced

from the proper custody, and tracing the genealogy of the family

from an almost fabulous antiquity, and bringing the descent down
to the immediate contemporary relatives of the writer, and con-

taining at its foot a memorandum in these words :
" Collected from

parish registers, wills, monumental inscriptions, family records, and

history. This account is now presented as correct, and as con-

firming the tradition handed down from one generation to another,

to Thomas Lloyd, Esq., of Cwm Gloyne, this 4th daj^ of July, a.d.

1733, by his loving kinsman, Wm. Lloyd," was offered in evi-

dence; and the Common Pleas rejected the whole. But the

Exchequer Chamber, after much doubt and full consideration,

decided that part, if not all, of the pedigree in question was

receivable in evidence,' saying, " the pedigree in question was

admissible, because it was certainly acknowledged by Wm. Lloyd

to be correct."

§ 657. Armorial bearings^, whether carved on wood, painted on

glass, engraved on monuments or seals, or otherwise emblazoned,

are also admissible in cases of pedigree ; not only as tending to

prove that the person who assumed them was of the family to which

they of right belonged, but as illustrating the particular branch

from which the descent was claimed, or as showing, by the impal-

ings or quarterings, the nature of the blazonry, or the shape of the

shield, what families were allied by marriage, or what members

of the family were descended from an illegitimate stock, or were

maidens, widows, or heiresses.^ The value of this evidence depends

almost wholly upon its antiquity. Since the Revolution,^ the

heralds have exercised no authority in correcting usurpation, and,

» Davies v. Lowndes, 1843 (Ld. H. L. ; Fitzwalter Peer., 1842, ILL.
Denniaii). Camoys Peer., 1607, H. L. ; Hub.

2 Hail. MS. 1836, 6141; Hei-vey Ev. of Sue. 691.

V. Hervey, 1772 ; Chandos Peer., ^ The last Herald's visitation was
1791, H. L. ; Huntingdon Peer., in 1686, the first having been in

1818, H. L. ; Hastings Peer., 1840, 1528. See Hub. Ev. of Sue. 542.

H. L. ; Shrewsbury Peer., 1857,
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therefore, tlie use of armorial bearings subsequently to that date is

entitled to but little, if any, weight as evidence of genealogy.^

When proof of this nature is offered, some officer of the Heralds'

College should be in attendance, to explain the heraldic meaning

of the evidence produced.^

1 1 Ph. Ev. 224 ; Hub. Ev. of Sue.

696.
2 See Chandos Peer., 1791, H.

L. Besides the different species

of evidence enumerated above, the

Heralds' books, inquisitions post

mortem, parish books, registers, &c.,

are occasionally admissible as evi-

dence,—not, however, as the hearsay
evidence of relatives, but as public
documents, and the law respecting
them will be discussed hereafter

:

Part V. Chap. IV. See De Eoos
Peer., 1804, H. L.
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AMERICAN NOTES.

Hearsay concerning Pedigree. ~ Where the facts of genealogy or

of pedigree in a given family are the subject of judicial inquiry,

the declarations of deceased members of the family affected are

admitted as evidence of such facts, or of particular facts relevant

thereto, if made imte litem vwtain. Craufurd v. Blackburn, 17 Md.

49 (1860); S. C. on appeal, 3 Wall. 175 (1865); De Haven v. De

Haven, 77 Ind. 236 (1881); Cuddy v. Brown, 78 111. 415 (1875);

Jones V. Jones, 36 Md. 447 (1872) ; Harland v. Eastman, 107 111.

535 (1883); Northrop v. Hale, 76 Me. 306 (1884); Fowler v. Simp-

son, 79 Tex. 611 (1891); Dawscn v. Mayall, 45 Minn. 408 (1891);

Eisenlord v. Clum, 126 N. Y. 552 (1891); Elliott v. Beirsol, 1 Pet.

328, 337 (1828) ; Eaton v. Tallmadge, 24 Wis. 217 (1869) ; Cham-

berlain V. Chamberlain, 71 N. Y. 423 (1877).

"It has, therefore, become a universally recognized exception to

the general rule excluding hearsay, based on various sound consid-

erations, that as to certain facts of family history, usually denomi-

nated pedigree, comprising Inter alia, birth, death and marriage,

together with their respective dates, and, in a qualified sense,

legitimacy and illegitimacy, declarations are admissible; (1) When
it appears by evidence dehors the declarations that the declarant

was lawfully related by blood or marriage to the person or family

whose history the facts concern; (2) That the declarant was dead

when the declarations were tendered; and (3) That they were

made ante litem motam.''' Northrop v. Hale, 76 Me. 306 (1884).

Particltlar Facts. — Not merely the fact of relationship itself

may be established by such declarations, but particular facts bear-

ing on the issue may be proved in that way.

The fact of the existence of a marriage being involved in an

issue of pedigree concerning the legitimacy of a claimant, declara-

tions of the alleged husband both in favor of and against the mar-

riage are admissible after his death. Crawford v. Blackburn, 17 Md.

49 (1860). The point relied upon, that unless the marriage were

first found to be legitimate, the declarant could nut be shown

to be a member of the family of the claimant, was not sustained.

Ibid. Blackburn v. Crawfords, 3 Wall. 175 (1865).

So a marriage may be proved by the declarations of a deceased

wife. Walker v. Murray, 5 Ont. 638 (1884); Chamberlain v.

Chamberhain, 71 N. Y. 423 (1877). Cohabitation need not first be

shown to admit declarations establishing a marriage. Copes v.

Pearce, 7 Gill. 247, 263 (1848).

"The term pedigree includes not only descent and relationship,

but also the facts of birth, marriage, and death, and the times

when these events happened. These facts may be established by
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general repute in the family, proved by a surviving member of it,

in all cases where they occur incidentally and in relation to pedi-

gree." American, &c. Trust Co. v. ilosenagle, 77 Pa. St. 507, alG

(1875).

A failure of heirs may be proved by the declarations of deceased

members of the family. People v. Pulton Fire Ins. Co., 25 Wend.

205 (1840). "The question is, were the statements as to independ-

ent facts, such as being a member of the army, presence in Texas,

or the time and place of death, admissible under the rule? It is

often stated that declarations of deceased members of a family are

not admissible to prove the time nor place of birth, residence, or

death. Put tiiis rule has been applied in the main to cases in

which the poor-laws were being administered, and a right was

being asserted based upon the residence or birth at a given place.

Where the time or place of residence or death is introduced for the

purpose of identifying the person in question as a member of a par-

ticular family, it is admissible as being so closely related to, if not

in fact part of, pedigree, that the same rules of law are applicable.

Mr. Phillips, in his work on Evidence, volume I., p. 207, (fifth

American edition) states the rule so tersely that we copy it as the

best statenrent of the proposition that we have been able to find.

He says: ' Locality may, however, be so involved in pedigree as

to fall within the general rule and render hearsay evidence admis-

sible on the subject; as where the object is to identify certain per-

sons connected with a particular place as belonging to a family.'

This rule is well supported b}^ many authorities, both English and

American, and as we believe by sound principles of law. We cite

the following authorities as applicable and in support of this rule:

Hubback Successions, 322; Shields v. Boucher, 1 De Gex & S., p.

40; Winder v. Little, 1 Yeates (Pa.), 152; Bishop v. Nesbitt, 2 M.

& R. 554; Wise v. Wynn, 59 Miss. 381; Mullery v. Hamilton,

71 Ga. 720; Cuddy v. Brown, 78 111. 415; IMorrell v. Foster, 33

Conn. 379; Ins. Co. v. Rosenagle, 77 Pa. St. 507; McNeil v.

O'Connor, 79 Texas, 227." Byers v. Wallace, 87 Tex. 503, 511

(1895).

The declarations of a deceased mother as to her son's marriage

are competent to show that one claiming to be his son is illegiti-

mate. Barnum v. Barnum, 42 Md. 251, 304 (1875). On a ques-

tion of legitimacy, the declarations of a deceased father to the

effect that his son was illegitimate, and that he had never married

the boy's mother are competent. Ibid.

But see State v. Watters, 3 Ired. (N. C.) L. 455 (1843).

A mother may testify as to her son's legitimacy, Caujolle v.

Ferrie, 26 Barb. 177 (1857).

A brother may testify as to the age of a sister from declarations

of her deceased mother. " That this species of evidence must be
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admitted has always been held, for otherwise a person could not

prove his own age; for where no family record is made, he can

only show it from the declarations of his parents." Watson v.

Brewster, 1 Pa. St. 381 (1845).

So the date of a person's birth may be testified to by himself or

by members of his family, although they knew the fact only by

hearsay based upon popular tradition. Houlton v. Manteuffel, 51

Minn. 185 (1892).

Marriage may be proved by reputation in the family. Morgan

V. Purnell, 4 Hawkes (N. C.) 95 (1825); Barnum v. Barnum, 42

Md. 251, 304 (1875).

"In all cases, except in actions of crlm. co7k, and prosecutions

for bigamy, the fact of marriage may be established by evidence of

the acts and declarations of the parties, by proof of the general

repute in the family, and by proof of the declarations of deceased

persons, who were related to them by blood or marriage." Hen-

derson V. Cargill, 31 Miss. 367, 409 (1856); Jackson v. Jackson,

80 Md. 176 (1894). Barnum v. Barnum, 42 Md. 251 (1875), adds

seduction to this list of exceptions.

Whether the place of residence of a member of the family may
be proved in this way is somewhat in dispute. It has been lield

that it may be. The supreme court of Mississippi say :
—

"This ruling of the learned judge was based upon the dicta of

many authorities to the effect, that while in questions of pedigree

the hearsay declarations of a deceased member of a family are

receivable in evidence, as to all matters of birth, death, age, mar-

riage, and the like, declarations as to place are not. The later and

better considered cases, however, repudiate this distinction be-

tween declarations as to place and those touching other family

matters, where the inquiry is strictly one of pedigree, and the

declarations as to place are not relied on as giving any right by

reason of the place, but proof as to place is made merely by way
of identification of the person or family. Thus, in a question of

settlement under the poor laws, where the right of settlement is

dependent upon the place of present or former residence, hearsay

declarations as to place are inadmissible; but where the question

is purely one of pedigree, and the effort is to identify the particu-

lar person or family about whom the declarant was speaking,

declarations as to place stand upon the same footing as any others

relative to matters of family history." Wise v. Wynn, 59 Miss.

588 (1882).

But declarations or reputation in the family as to the residence

or birth of a person in a particular place are not competent by the

weight of authority, unless they can be considered as part of the

res gestae. Londonderry v. Andover, 28 Vt. 416 (1856) ; Union v.

Plainfield, 39 Conn. 563 (1893). The same is true of a record
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entry in a family Bible. Union v. Plainfiekl, 39 Conn. 5G3 (187;5)

;

Cun-ie v. Stairs, 25 New. Bruns. 4 (1885).

The time of a birth may be shown by the declarations ot a de-

ceased member of the family though there is a "family register of

births " which is not produced. "The grade is the same. Clem-

ents V. Hunt, 1 Jones (N. C) L. 400 (1854).

So the death of a person may be shown by "information received

from the family." Du Pont v. Davis, 30 Wis. 170 (1872); Ander-

son V. Parker, 6 Cal. 197 (1856); Mason v. Fuller, 45 M. 29

(18^2).
^ r XT 4. -1

Or by the declarations of a deceased member of the family.

Morrill V. Poster, 33 N. H. 379 (1856). "The phrase, ' pedigree,'

embraces not only descent and relationship, but also the facts of

birth, marriage and death, and the times when these events hap-

pened." Kelly V. McGiiire, 15 Ark. 555, 604 (1855).

On an action of ejectment, where the lessors of the plaintiff

claimed as heirs at law of A., A.'s declarations to the effect the

plaintiffs were the children of a married sister, deceased, and his

nearest liviu"' relations are competent to prove the relationship,

marriage and°birth of children in wedlock. Moffit v. Witherspoon,

10 Ired". (N. C). L. 185 (1849).
^ , , r.

A declarant may state that A. is her natural son, born before her

marriage. Northrop v. Hale, 76 Me. 306 (1884).

Inquiry must relate to Pedigree. — Where the issue is ot

the settlement of a pauper, his birthplace or residence m a particu-

lar town cannot be proved by reputation in the family or declara-

tions in any form by deceased members of it. Union v. Plamheld,

39 Conn 563 (1873); Londonderry v. Andover, 28 Vt. 416 (1856);

Independence I. Pompton, 9 N. J. Law 209 (1827); Wilmington

V. Burlington, 4 Pick. 174 (1826).

"It is settled that hearsay is not admissible to prove the place

of a person's birth." Adams v. Swansea, 116 Mass 591 (1875);

Currie.. Stairs, 25 New Bruns. 4 (1885);
^^^ji^t'^-i^^^y'

^ A K.

Marsh. (Ky.) 545 (1821); Tyler v. Flanders, 57 N. H. 618 (187b).

But in an action of ejectment, the death of a joint tenant can

be shown by such declarations. Du Pont v. Davis, 30 Wis. 1/0

On the settlement of a pauper, the question of the legitimacy of

his father, through whom the settlement was claimed, being essen-

tial, a witness testified that she had seen his father ahye during

the lifetime of S. B., who died the year before the father s parents

were married. To prove the date of the death of S. B. 1 he de-

fendants then offered, as evidence that Susanna died on the ]2th ot

December 1803, a large ornamented sheet of parchment, bearing

the inscription 'family record,' on which were entered the dates of

the birth and marriage of Susanna Blair's parents, the dates ot
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the birth and death of Susanna, and of the births, marriages and

death of two sons born subsequently of the same parents. One of

these sons, forty-seven years old, testified that, ever since his ear-

liest recollection, his father, had kept this parchment framed and

hanging in a conspicuous place in his dwelling-house, and had

handed it down to him; that during all this time the same entries

had been on it; and that his father and mother were dead. And

there was evidence that the entries of the births and deaths upon

the parchment were made, all at one time, by direction of Su-

sanna's father, more than forty years before the trial; that the rec-

ord of the marriages of his children had been added, from time to

time, as they occurred; and that he and his son kept and exhibited

the parchment as a true statement of the events recorded on it.

The defendants also offered to prove that an ancient gravestone

in the burial-ground of the Blair family bore the name Susanna,

and had inscril)ed on it December 12th, 1803 as the date of her

death." Both declarations were held admissible. No. Brookfield

V. Warren, 16 Gray, 171 (1860).

A tendency to extend the exception to cases where facts of fam-

ily history are relevant to inquiries other than those of genealogy

is plainly apparent. Thus in an action against a life insurance

company on a policy on the life of A., A.'s declarations as to her

own age have been held competent as a question of pedigree.

Mutuaf Life Tns. Co. v. Blodgett, Tex. 27 S. W. 286 (1894).

Who may be Declarants. — Any member of the family or the

husband or wife of such member is qualified as a declarant.

The mother of a bastard is a member of the family of her son,

by statute, sufficiently to make declarations as to his parentage,

admissilde after his decease. Northrop v. Hale, 76 Me. 306

(1884).

The declaration of a deceased husband that the father and

mother of his wife were never married is competent on an issue

of genealogy. '" He does not appear to have named the person

from whom he derived his information, nor to have stated that his

knowledge was derived from the general understanding and reputa-

tion in his wife's family. But the knowledge of events of this

description most generally exists in every family, and hence the

declarations of one of its members is admissible, although he does

not mention the source from which he derived his information;

and such declarations are equally admissible, whether his connec-

tion with the family is by blood or marriage." Jewell v. Jewell,

17 Peters, 213, 221^1843); Nunn v. Mayes, (Tex.) 30 S. W. 479

(1895).

Neighbors, though acquainted with the facts, cannot be declar-

ants. "Parties cannot establish pedigree by proving what the

neighbors thought or said upon the subject of the paternitj^ of the
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person wliose pedigree is in dispute. Proof of pedigree is re-

stricted to the declarations of deceased persons who are related by

blood or marriage to the person whose parentage is the subject of

investigation." De Haven v. De Haven, 77 Ind. 236 (1881); Nor-

throp v. Hale, 76 Me. 306 (1884); Branch v. Texas Lumber Mfg.

Co., 5(j Fed. Rep. 707 (1893).

This is true even if the hearsay takes the form of general repu-

tation. Henderson v. Cargill, 31 Miss. 367, 419 (1856).

One wlujse only information came from "talks with the family"

and " re])orts from his relations," neither the dates of such talks

and re^jorts, the decease of the informants, nor the degree of the

relationship of the informants to the person whose pedigree was in

controversy being shown, is not competent to testify. Wallace v.

Howard, (Tex.) 30 8. W.' 711 (1895).

It was suggested in an early Connecticut case that the rule would
admit the declarations of "those who Lad lived in the family" to

prove relationship. Chapman v. Chapman, 2 Conn. 347 (1817).

And there are dicta to the same effect in Jackson v. Cooley, 8

Johns. 128 (1811), e. g., "The declarations of persons, who from

their situation are likely to know, are competent evidence." And
a late case in Texas has gone so far as to admit ancient docu-

ments by tliird parties as relevant on pedigree. Howard v. Eus-

sell, 75 Tex. 171 (1889). But even a trusted fiimily servant's

statement as to the death of a member of the family is not com-

petent. Doe d. Arnold v. Auldjo, 5 Q. B. U. C. 171 (1848).

Where the reputation in the family is the fact relied on, proof

can only be made by the surviving members of the family. Du-
poyster v. Gagani, 84 Ky. 403 (1886); Morgan v. Purnell, 4

Hawkes (N. C.) 95 (1825); Barnum v. Bariuim, 42 Md. 251, 304

(1875).

In a cnse in Michigan the court say: — "The inquiry related t

family connection and membership and to the decease, and time*

of deccns^" of members, and whether the}' had been or were mar-

ried; and the answers returned, altliough in part based on the

course of speech and understanding in the family instead of direct

personal knowledge, would seem to have been ])i-oper in view of

the nature of the subject." Van Sickle v. Gibson, 40 Mich. 170

(1879).

The relationship to the family must be established by evidence

alinnih'. Doe d. Dunlap v. Servos, 5 Q. B. U. C. 284 (1849).

"Otherwise evidence to sup]"»ort a case of this kind might be got up

on the declaration of the merest stranger, first receiving his decla-

ration to establish the supposed relationship, whicdi alone would

make his decla.ration of any weight, and then receiving his declara-

tion as to the principal fact." Ibid. Lamoreaux v. Atty. Gen. 89

Mich. 146 (1891).
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The declarations of a sister of an alleged wife as to her sister's

marriage with A. do not constitute evidence aliunde that tlie neces-

sary relationship exists between her sister and A. on an inquiry of

pedigree in A.'s family. Blackburn c. Crawfords, 3 Wall. 175

(1865). "If it had been proved by independent testimony that

Sarah Evans was related by blood to any branch of the family of

David Crawford, and her declarations had been offered to prove

the relationship of another person claiming, or claimed to belong

also to that family, this case would be in point. But the declara-

tion of Sarah Evans, offered to prove that her sister was connected

by marriage with a member of that family, was neither within the

principle nor the language of that authority."

In pursuance of this qualification npon the rule, it has been sug-

gested that the declaration of A., a deceased person, that he had a

brother living at a particular place would not be evidence sufll-

cient of itself to enable his own children to claim as heirs of the

brother. Wise v. W^ynn, 59 Miss. 588 (1882). But that, on the

'contrary, such declarations can be received to enable the estate of

the brother to claim in the property of the declarant. Ibid.

Cuddy V. Brown, 78 111. 415 (1875).

When the declaration of a deceased person as to pedigree is

offered to show that A. and B. were related to each other by blood,

it is sufficient, to lay the ground for its introduction, to show that

the declarant was connected with the family of A. ; it is not neces-

sary to show by evidence dehors the declaration, that the declarant

was also related to B. Gehr r. Fisher, 143 Pa. St. 311 (1891).

The rule requiring evidence of relationship aliunde does not

require that the declaration and the evidence dehors the declara-

tion should come to the tribunal by separate witnesses. So where

a certain witness was relied on to sustain the whole weight of

the proof, the court held it sufficient. "Here the witness bore

the same name as the ancestor, lived in the neighborhood witli the

other sons of his grandfather, knew the names of the family, and

seemed acquainted with the farms which they owned, and other

minute facts concerning them besides the circumstance of being

requested as heir-at-law to join his uncle in the mortgage re-

ferred to.

"No objection was suggested at the trial that he was not a com-

petent witness to prove the declaration of his mother, grandmother

and uncles as to his heirship, for want of independent evidence of

his connection with the family." W^allbridge r. Jones, 33 U. C.

Q. B. 613 (1873).
" This evidence is primarily addressed to the presiding justice,

who, before admitting the declarations, must be satisfied that a

prima facie case of the requisite relationship has been made

out. . . . And the facts shown, the birth, place of birth, the
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bringing up and the name of tlie appellant, are ample prima facie

evidence of relationship to warrant the admission of the declara-

tion mentioned." Northrop v. Hale^ 76 Me. 306 (1884).

It is only necessary that a prima facie case of relationship to the

family should be established by other evidence than the declara-

tions, and slight proof will suffice where there is identity of names,

great lapse of time and other corroborating circumstances. Brown

V. Lazarus, 5 Tex. Civ. App. 81 (1893).

Form of Declaration. — The form of the declaration and the

medium through which it is conveyed to the tribunal are imma-

terial.

A reference in A.'s will to his children by B. as "his natural

children " by her is a competent declaration after his decease on

the question of the existence of a marriage to B. or an issue of

pedigree involving the existence of such marriage. Blackburn i\

Crawfords, 3 Wall. 175 (1865). "The entry of a deceased parent,

or other relative, made in a Bible, family missal, or any other

book, or document, or paper, stating the fact and date of the birth,

marriage, or death, of a child or relative, is regarded as the decla-

ration of such parent or relative in a matter of pedigree. Corre-

spondence of deceased members of the family, recitals in family

deeds, descriptions in wills, and other solemn acts, are original

evidence, where the oral declarations of the })arties are admissible.

Inscriptions on tombstones, and other funeral monuments, engrav-

ings on rings, inscriptions on family portraits, charts of pedigree,

and the like, are also admissible, as original evidence of the same

facts." Kelly v. McGuire, 15 Ark. 555, 604 (1855).

It is not even necessary that the declaration should relate

directly to any fact of pedigree. Thus the declaration of a father

speaking of his daughter, "that unless he made a will Louisa could

o-et nothing by law," is competent on the question of her legiti-

macy. Viall V. Smith, 6 B. I. 417 (1860).

Recognition in a deed is sufficient. Barnum r. Bavnum, 42 Md.

251, 296 (1875); Jackson v. Cooley, 8 Johns. 128 (1811): Carter v.

Tinicum Fishing Co., 77 Fa. St. 310 (1875); Stokes v. Dawes, 4

Mason, 268 (1826). Or in a will. Gaines v. New Orleans, 6 Wall.

64^ (1867).

A recital in a deed by a mother is not admissible to prove that

her husband had not had access to her, and that consequently the

child was illegitimate. Watts v. Owens, 62 Wis. 512 (1885).

A statemeiit in a letter is sufficient. Byers r. Wallace, 87 Tex.

503 (1895).

A "family record " of dates of births, deaths, marriages, &c.,

made bv deceased members of the family, is competent. North

Brookfield v. Warren, 16 Gray, 171 (1860); Eastman v. Martin, 19

N. H. 152 (1848) ; Whitcher v. McLaughlin, 115 Mass. 167 (1874).
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"The existence of a family register does not exclude proof of

declarations of deceased members of the family." Swink v. French,

11 Lea, (Tenn.) 78 (1883). A record is competent if made by a

stranger under the instructions of a member of the family. State

V. Joest, 51 Ind. 287 (1875).

"A pedigree is admissible, though not hung up or made public,^

on proof of its having been made by a member of the family. If

hung up, it is admissible without proof of its having been made by

direction of the family, on the ground that it is a family acknowl-

edguient. ... If the pedigree be hung up publicly in a family

mansion, it would be admissible without knowing who was its

author." Eastman v. Martin, 19 N. H. 152 (1848).

A familiar form of record is the family Bible. Declarations in

such form of facts of pedigree made by deceased members of the

family are competent evidence of the facts therein stated. Green-

leaf V. Dubuque, &c., R. R. 30 la. 301 (1870) Southern, &c.., Ins.

Co. v. Wilkinson, 53 Ga. 535 (1874); Chamberlain v. Chamberlain,

71 N. Y. 423 (1877).

I'he facts that the entries were made all at one time by a de-

ceased sister and not generally admitted in the family to be accu-

rate, affect only the weight of the evidence. Southern, &c., Ins.

Co. \k Wilkinson, 53 Ga.^535 (1874).

The inscriptions on an ancient gravestone are competent to show

dates and other facts of pedigree. North Brooktield r. Warren, 16

Gray, 171 (1860); Barnum v. Barnum, 42 Md. 251, 306 (1875);

Smith V. Patterson, 95 Mo. 525 (1888); Eastman v. Martin, 19 N.

H. 152 (1848).

A written memorandum enclosing a lock of hair is competent.

Barnum v. Barnum, 42 Md. 251, 304 (1875).

"Family history is nothing but the declaration of different mem-

bers of a family repeated by so many persons and for such a time as

to become common repute in the family. Upon the same subjects

the family history and the declarations of a deceased member of a

family are equ:iily admissible; the weight to be given to each

depends upon the circumstances, and is a question for the jury,

not a question of admissibility." Byers v. Wallace, 87 Tex. 503

(1895).

Basis of the Rule. — It is said by the learned author (§ 635)

that "this exception rests on the ground of necessity." While this

was undoubtedly a main reason for its adoption, the same necessity

has not sutticed to admit the statements of deceased persons in

other connections, though no other evidence is available.

Per contra, the declarations regarding pedigree are competent,

though there is no necessity for receiving them. So in a case

where the fact in dispute was the existence of a certain marriage,

it was objected that evidence of the statements of the deceased
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alleged husband was incompetent because the alleged wife was
present as a witness. "This objection arises from a misapprehen-
sion of the rule. Such declarations are not held to be admissible

or inadmissible according to the necessity of the particular case;

but they are admitted as primary evidence on such subjects by the

established rule of law, which, though said to have lutd its origin

in necessity, is universal in its appli(!ation. Nor do such declara-

tions stand upon the footing of secondary evidence, to be excluded
where a witness can be had who speaks upon the subject from his

own knowledge. ' Hearsay evidence is of course inadmissible, if

the person, making the declaration is alive, and can be called. lh\t

the declarations of a deceased mother, as to the time of the birth of

her son, are admissible, though the father is living and not called.'

Hubback on the Evidence of Succession, 660," Craufurd v.

Blackburn, 17 Md. 49 (1860). To the contrary effect, see Covert v.

Hertzog, 4 Pa. St. 145 (1846), a case which holds that where there

are living witnesses of cohabitation, evidence of the declarations

of a deceased relative as to the fact of a marriage is not competent.
Ibid.

The supreme court of Alabama has declined to receive reputa-

tion in A.'s family as to her age, so long as the evidence of living

witnesses is available, and where those who declare the reputation

are themselves present in court, llogers v. De Bardeleben, &c.

Co. 97 Ala. 154 (1892).

It may be concluded, however, that these declarations do not so

strongly contravene the line of legal policy which has established

the hearsay rule, as would be the case with many other declarations

of deceased persons. In most cases, the fact that a declaration has

been made is, in and of itself, circumstantial evidence of the truth

of the statement of a probative weight so slight as to require that it

be withheld from the jury. Where the mere making of a state-

ment is to a certain extent probative of its truth; in other words,

where the statement is not accepted, if at all, as resting on the

credit of a deceased person not examined as a witness, but because

the making of it is circumstantial evidence of its truth, the precise

evils intended to be prevented by the hearsay rule do not present

themselves in unmitigated form. It will be found, it is believed,

that this general line of thought can be traced, more or less dis-

tinctly, in many of the exceptions to the hearsay rule, — e. f/.,

dying declarations, entries in course of business, books of account,

declarations against interest, &c.

If the declaration does not rest at all upon the credit of the
declarant; i. e., where the statement is relevant regardless of its

truth or falsity, e. g., on an issue of self-defence, that an alleged

murderer had been told that the deceased was carrying a ]iistol and
h.ad threatened to shoot the prisoner at sight, Stokes v. People, 53
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N, Y. 1G4 (1873) the hearsay rule has no application. Tliis rule

is considered elsewhere.

Apparently the statement of the deceased member of the family

is admitted on the issue of genealogy, because it is, in a certain

degree, circumstantial evidence of the truth of the statement.

Reputation in the family is competent circumstantial evidence

of relationship, and of the facts of pedigree on such an issue,

though usually it is only hearsay; — so mellowed by time that the

individual voices are lost. Kelly v. JVIcGuire, 15 Ark. 555, 605

(1855); Harland v. Eastman, 107 111. 535 (1883); Yiall r. Smith,

C R. I. 417 (1860); Doe d. Arnold v. Auldjo, 5 Q. B. U. C. 171

(1848) Henderson v. Cargill, 31 Miss. 367, 409 (1856); Butrick

V. Tilton, 155 Mass. 461 (1892).

"Traditional declarations become the best evidence sometimes,

when those best acquainted with the fact are dead. When dei'ived

from those who are most likely to know the truth, and are under

no bias to misrepresent the fact, such evidence affords a reasonable

presumption of the truth." Eisenlord v. Glum, 126 N. Y. 552, 564

(1891); Eaton v. Tallmadge, 24 Wis. 217 (1869). '^ Common
reputation in the family, is admissible as evidence of a marriage

in that family; and it is said that the declarations of an individual

of that family, are evidence of that common reputation. But such

declarations must have been made before any contest had arisen in

regard to the marriage. It is necessary that they should have been

made not only without any view of benetitmg the person making

them, but also without a view of benefiting any other; that they

should have flowed from a desire only of sj)eaking the truth, which

all are presumed to have, when there is no motive to declare the

contrary. The person, therefore, who oifers such declarations,

must show that they were made under such circumstances; it is a

prerequisite to their admissibility." Brady c. Wilson, 4 Hawks
(X. C.) 93 (1825).

Recognition as a relative by other members of the family is

clearly good circumstantial evidence on such an issue. De Haven

V. De Haven, 77 Ind. 236 (1881); Viall v. Smith, 6 R. I. 417

(I860); Henderson r. Cargill. 31 ]\[iss. ,367, 409 (1856); Chamber-

lain V. Chamberlain, 71 N. Y. 423 (1877); Gaines v. Green Pond
Iron Mining Co. 32 N. J. Eq. 86 (1880).

"The declarations are admitted upon the theory that tliev tend

to show that the person to whom they refer was recognized and

treated as one of a family. The statements of an ancestor or de-

ceased kinsman are not to be regarded as separate and distinct

conversations, constituting in themselves independent subjects of

investigation, but they are to be taken as a connected and indivisi-

ble thing indicating the treatment of the person whose pedigree is

in dispute. The acts and declarations of the deceased kinsman
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are an entirety, and the question is, not simply what he said or

did on one day, or within one week, but what was his general line

of conduct." De Haven v. De Haven, 77 Ind. 236 (1881); White
V. Strother, 11 Ala. 720 (1847); Eaton v. Tallmadge, 24 Wis. 217

(1869).

8o the fact that in making up "a register of my children" in the

family Bible a father omitted the name of a child by a particular

woman, is circumstantial evidence of illegitimacy. Chamberlain
V. Chamberlain, 71 N. Y. 423 (1877).

Declarations accompanying such acts of recognition would clearly

be admissible as part of the res gestae.

It is plain, however, that in cases of pedigree the declarations

to be admissible need not constitute part of the res gestse. If

they do, they are admissible on that ground; — irrespective of any
question of admissibility as being involved in a case of pedigree.

Even declarations, without more, of deceased members of a

family as to the existence of a relationship between themselves

and a particular individual partake somewhat, though to a lesser

degree than in case of reputation and recognition in the family, of

the same probative force. Personal and family pride; the general

interest in accuracy; a constant discussion among members of

the family and the consequent correction of mistakes; — make it

probable that the statement would not have been luade and ac-

cepted unless it had been true. ''It seems now to be settled, that

the principle upon which the law resorts to hearsay evidence in

cases of pedigree, is ' the interest of the declarants in the person

from whom the descent is made out, and their consequent interest

in knowing the connexions of the family.' And hence the rule of

admission is restricted to the declarations of deceased persons, who
were related by blood or marriage to the person, and therefore

interested in the succession in question. And under this rule it is

held, that general repute in the family may be proved by the testi-

mony of a surviving member of it." Henderson v. Cargill, 31

Miss. 367, 418 (1856).

Lis MoTA. — That the declaration must be made coife I'tfem

motam, see Northrop v. Hale, 76 Me. 306 (1884); Morgnn r. Pur-

nell, 4 Hawkes (N. C.) 95 (1825); Caujolle r. Ferrie, 26 Barb. 177

(1857).

"But the declarations of a deceased member of the family are not

to be admitted, unless it ap]iears they have been made under such

circumstances that the relation may be supposed to be without an

interest, and without a bias. If they were to be made on a subject

in dispute, after the commencement of a suit, or after a contro-

versy preparatory to one, they ought not to be received in evi-

dence, on account of the probability that they were partially

drawn from the deceased, or perhaps intended by him to serve
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one of the contending parties.'' Chapman r. Chapman, 2 Conn.

347 (1S17).

Probably the lU mota must concern the subject matter of the

declaration or the qualitication will not apply. Elliott c. Peirsol,

1 Pet. -^2^, 337 (1828).

Declarant mlst be Deceased. — Harland v. Eastman, 107

111. 535 (18$3»; Dupoyster v. Gagaui, ^ Ky. 403 (ISSC;; Nor-

throp «•. Hale, 70 Me. 30G (1884); Mooers r. Bunker, 29 X. H. 420

(1854); Kobinson r. Blakely, 4 Rich. (S. C.) o^io (1851); liogers

1-. De Bardeleben, &c., Co. 97 Ala. 154 (1893); Smith r. Geer (Tex.)

30 S. W. 1108 (1895). While the declarant must be deceased, his

statement may be proved by any one. If, however, the fact to be

shown is reputation in the family, this can only be shown by a

surviving member of the family; and if alive, by his evidence in

court. " It is only in the instance that the declarant is dead, and

was related to the person in question by blood or marriage, that

his declarations as to the relationship, and the degree of it, of such

person can be proved by third persons; and any person, whether

related or not, if otherwise competent as a witness, who heard such

declarations, may prove them. If, however, such relationship is

attempted to be proved by the general repute in the family, and

not by the declarations of its deceased members, then the proof

must be confined to the surviving members of it. If the declarant

is not dead, then it is not competent to prove his declarations,

because he can himself testify to the fact, which is the best testi-

mony." Dupoyster r. Gagani, 84 Ken. 403, 409 (1880).

So to render an entry of births and deaths in a family Bible or

record admissible in evidence, the entry must have been made by a

deceased parent. If it is not shown that the parent who made the

entry is deceased, it will be inadmissible. Greenleaf v. Dubuque
&c. R. R. 30 la. .301 (1870). " The evidence is clearly incompetent,

upon two grounds. 1. The date of a birth and death of an indi-

vidual, being matter of pedigree, may be proved by hearsay evi-

dence and general repute in his family, and an entry of a deceased

parent, made in a bible, is regarded as a declaration of the parent

making the entry and therefore admissible. 1 Greenl. Ev. § 104; 1

Phil. Ev. (Cow. & Hill's and Edw. Notes) 249-2.52 and notes.

••'It will be observed that entries of this character, in order to be

competent evidence, mast have been made by a deceased parent or

relative. This witness in the case before us does not prove, nor is

it otherwise shown, that the father of decedent was dead. For this

reason the evidence was inadmissible. 2. The evidence introduced

was secondary in its character. The family record itself is not

offered in evidence, but the witness gives, in his deposition, a copy

thereof, or rather recites in his deposition the contents of the record.
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It is not such a record that it may be proved by an examined copy,
but, as all private writings, must be produced. If' its absence be
properly accounted for, secondary evidence, as a cof»y or proof of
its contents, is admissible. 1 Phil. Ev. (Cow. & Hill's and Edw.
Xotes) 250 and notes; 1 Greeiil. Ev. § 958 and notes." Greenleaf
V. Dubuque &c. R. K. Co., 30 la. 302 (1870;. To the contrary
effect, see Carskadden v. Foonnan, 10 Watts. 82 (1840).
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CHAPTER V.

ANCIENT POSSESSION.

§ 658. A THIRD EXCEPTION to the general rule hj wWcIi hearsay

evidence is rejected, exists in favour of ancient documents (by which

is meant documents more than thirty years old), when they are

tendered in support of ancient possession. These are often the

only attainable evidence of ancient possession, and therefore, the

law, yielding to necessity, allows them to be read on behalf of

persons claiming under them, and against persons in no way privy

to them, provided that they are not mere narratives of past events,

but imrport to have formed a part of the act of ownership, exercise

of right, or other transaction to which they relate. This species

of proof demands careful scrutiny, for, first, its effect is to benefit

those from whose custody they have been produced, and who are

connected in interest with the original parties to the documents,

and next, the documents are not proved^ but are only presumed to

have constituted part of the res gestae. Forgery and fraud are,

however, matters, comparatively speaking, of rare occurrence, and

a fabricated deed generally betrays, from some anachronism or

other inconsistency, internal evidence of its real character. The

danger of admitting these documents is, consequently, less than

might be supposed. It is more expedient to run some risk of

occasional deception, than to jDermit injustice to be done by strict

exclusion of what, in many cases, would turn out to be highly

material evidence. On a balance of evils, this kind of proof has,

subject to certain qualifications, for many years past been

admitted.^

§ 659. But care is especially taken to ascertain the genuineness

of the ancient documents produced ; and this may in general be

» Sue 1 I'h. Ev. 273; 1 St. Ev. 67 ; Gr. Ev. § 141 ; aud Boat, Ev. 615,
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shown, prima facie, by proof that they come from the proper

custody} Proof of this is, however, required not only where

documents are tendered in support of ancient possession, hut in

most cases where deeds, papers, or writings are rendered admissible

by any rule of law without strict proof of their authenticity. It,

therefore, is highly important to explain, with as much precision

as possible, the legal meaning of the words " proper custody." ^

The subject will, therefore, be illustrated in this place once for all.

§ 660. As to what is " proper custody," Tindal, C. J., has said,^*

" Documents found in a place in which, and under the care of

persons with whom, such papers might naturally and reasonably

be expected to be found, are precisely in the custody which gives

authenticity to documents found within it ; for it is not ncccasary

that they should he found in the bent and most projjer place of deposit.

If documents continued in such custody, there never would be any

question as to their authenticity ; but it is when documents are

found in other than their proper place of deposit that the inves-

tigation commences, w^hether it was reasonable and natural, under

the circumstances in the particular case, to expect that they should

have been in the place where they are actually found ; for it is

obvious, that, while there can be only one place of deposit strictly

and absolutely proper, there may be many and various, that are

reasonable and probable, though differing in degree ; some being

more so, some less ; and in those cases the proposition to be deter-

mined is, whether the actual custody is so reasonably and probably

to be accounted for, that it impresses the mind with the conviction

that the instrument found in such custody must be genuine. That

such is the character and description of the custody, which is held

sufficiently genuine to render a document admissible, appears from

all the cases." ^

§ 661. These principles have accordingly led, on the one hand,

to the rejection of old grants to abbeys, offered as evidence of

private rights, where the possession of them appears altogether

1 See ante, §§ 432 et seq. of Winchester, 1836.

2 ^S5 to what is " proper custody," ^ For American authorities, see

see Bishop of ;M:path v. Marquis of Bat v. Gratz. 1819; Winn r. Patter-

Winchester, 1S.S(5. See, also, Doe V. son, 1835; Clarke w. Courtney, 1831

;

Samples, 1838 (Patteson, J.); Doe v. Hewlett r. Cock, 1831; Duncan v.

Phillips,' 1845. Beard, 1820; Middleton v. Mass,
2* In Bishop of Meath v. Marquis 1819.
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unconnected with the persons who had any interest in the estate;'

of a manuscript found in the Heralds' Office, enumerating the

possessions of a dissolved monastery, the possession of w^hich is

unconnected with an interest in the property f of a ciu\ous

manuscript book, entitled the " Secretum Abbatis," preserved in

the Bodleian Library at Oxford, and containing a grant to an

abbey f of an old grant to a prjory. brought from the Cottonian

MSS. in the British Muse'im ;* and of ancient writings, pur-

porting respectively to be, the one an endowment of a vicarage,

and the other an inspeximus of the endowment under the seal of

a bishop, purchased at a sale as part of a private collection of

manuscripts.^ The registers of burials and baptisms (being by

statute^ require! to be kept by the clergyman of the parish either

at his own residence or in the church) have, in the absence of all

explanation on the subject, been rejected, as not coming from the

proper custody, when produced from the house of the parish clerk.^

Terriers found among the papers of a mere landholder in the

parish must also be rejected,^ because the legitimate repository for

such documents would be either the registry of the bishop, the

registry of the archdeacon, or the church chest.^

§ 662. In further accordance with the principles above sum-

marized by Tindal, C. J., it has, on the other hand, been held that

the poor-house of a union is not an improper repository for the

documents of any parish within the union ; '° that an old chartulary

of a dissolved abbey may be admitted, when found in the possession

of the owner of part of the abbey lands, though not of the pn'jicipal

proprietor; ^^ that an old book of a collector of tithes is equally well

1 3 Biiig. N. C. 201, 1836 (Tindal, Gordon, 1815, this doctrine was
C.J.). carried to its extreme limit, for the

^ Lvgon V. Strutt, 1795. grandson of a former rectcn-, having
3 Michell V. llabbetts, 1810. produced a book purporting to be
* Swinneitou v. M. of Stafford, the book of such rector, it was re-

1810. jected, as he did not show that he
* Potts V. D'lrant, 1795. had found it among his grandfather's
« 52 (j. 3, c. HG, §§ 1 and 5. papers, or that it had come into his
' Doe y. Fowler, 1850. possession in a legitimate manner:
8 Atkins V. liattoti, 1794; Atkins see, also, Manby v. Cuitis, 1815.

V. Ld. WiUoughby De Broke, 1794. i" Slater i;. Hodi^son, 1816.
See, also. Bidder v. Bridges, 1885 " Builen v. Michel, 1816. See,
(Kay, J.). also, K. v. Mytton, 1860. The

9 Armstrongs. Hewett, 1817; Potts strictly proper custody for such a
v. Duraut, 1796. In Bandolph v. document as this would have beeu
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authenticated, whether produced from the custody of the succpssoi",

or executor, of the incumbent, or from the hands of the successor

of the collector ; ^ and that an unproved will, more than thirty-

years old, disposing of real and personal estate, and produced from

the custody of a younger son of the testator, who, in common

with his brothers, derived a benefit under it, may be admitted,

though it was contended that it ought to have been deposited in

the ecclesiastical court of the diocese.'^

§ HG3. Again, an expired lease produced from the custody of the

lessor, and proved to have been received by him from a former

occupier of the demised premises, who had for several years paid

the precise rent reserved by it, and had, subsequently to the

expiration of the term, procured such expired lease from two

strangers who claimed no interest in it, and delivered it up to the

lessor, was held to be admissible, without proof in what manner it

had come into the hands of these strangers.' A case stated for

counsel's opinion by a deceased bishop, respecting his right of

presentation to a living, has been admitted against a subsequent

bishop of the same see, on a question touching the same right,

though the paper was not found in the public registry of the diocese,

but among the private family documents of the descendants of the

former bishop ; '' and a settlement, reserving a life estate to himself,

and coming from amongst the settlor's papers, has, where more

than thirty years old, been allowed, in an action of ejectment by

his subsequent incumbrancers, to be put in evidence, though it was

strongly urged that the trustees or their representatives were the

parties entitled to its custody.^ Again, a deed to which as well a8

to the suit, trustees and executors were parties, when produced by

them comes from proper custody.^

§ 664. There is some doubt whether the custody of a document

must be proved by a sworn witness, when it purports on its face to

the Augmentation Office (Bullen v. * Id. ; referring to Jones v. Waller,

Michel (Ld. Eedesdale), supra) ; but 1753.

as between the diffeient proprietors ^ Doe v. Pearce, 1839 (Coleridge,

of the abbey lands, it might natu- J.); Andrew v. Motley, 1862.

rally be supposed to have been de- ^ Eees v. Walters, 1838.

posited with the largest ; and the * lip. of Meath v. M. of Winchester,

court held, that its actual place of 183G.

custody was one where it might * Doe v. Samples, 1838. See, also,

reasonably be expected to be found: Bertie v. Beaumont, 1816; Ld.
Bishop of Meath v. Marquis of Win- Trimlestown v. Kemmis, 1843, H. L,
Chester, 1836 (Tindal, C.J.). « MiUer v. Wheatley, 1890 (Ir.).
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belong to the party who tenders it in evidence. In one or two

settlement cases, the respondents were permitted to produce old

certificates, purporting to have been granted to them by the appel-

lants, without giving any account respecting their custody.^ But

where,^ on a question of boundary, plaintiff's counsel proposed to

read certain manor-books without proving the custody whence they

came, on the ground that they belonged to the lord, who was

admitted to be the real plaintiff, the court held that they could not

be read ; Coleridge, J., observing that, unless some witness was

sworn for the purpose of proving their custody, they might have

been procured from a grocer's shop. But where the witness

producing the document can swear that he received it from the

representative of the person originally entitled to it, as a paper

which had belonged to such person, this evidence will in ordinary

cases be sufficient, without calling the representative himself to

explain how he became possessed of the document.'

§ 665. The mere production of an ancient document, unless

supported by some corroborative evidence of acting under it, or of

mo^&rn possession, would be entitled to little, if any, weight.'* Still,

there appears to be no strict rule of law, which would authorise the

judge in withdrawing it altogether from the consideration of the

jury :—in other words, the absence of proof of possession affects

merely the weight, and not the admissibility, of the instrument.*

§ 666. For instance, where, to prove a prescriptive right of

fishery as appurtenant to a manor, ancient licences to fish in the

locus in quo, appearing on the court-rolls, as granted by former

lords in consideration of certain rents, were tendered in evidence,

it was held that they were admissible without any proof of the rents

having been paid— but it was added that, to give them any weight,

it must be shown that in latter times payments had been made

under licences of the same kind, or that the lords of the manor had

exercised other acts of ownership over the fishery, which had been

acquiesced in;"^ in an action brought to try the title to the bed of a

river, after proof of a grant from Henry VIII., two counterparts

1 E. V. Ryton, 1793 ; E. v. Nether- » Malcomson v. O'Dea, 186.3, H.

tlion?, 1814. L. ; Biistow v. Coiinican, 1878, H. L.

2 Evans V. Eees, 1839. (Ld. Blackburn).
3 Earl V. Lewis, LSOl (Heath, J.). « Eogersi;. Allen, 1808 (Heath, J.)

;

See Doe v. KeeUng, 1848. Malcomson v. O'Dea, 1863, H. L.
4 1 Ph. Ev. 276. 278.
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of leases having been produced from the plaintiff's muniment room,

comprehending the soil in question, but no proof of any payment

by a tenant, nor of any modern act of ownership having been

given, the instruments were nevertheless admitted as coming from

the right custody, the judge observing that no circumstance in the

case threw suspicion upon them, and that " the absence of other

kinds of proof was mere matter of observation ;
" ' and in one of

the numerous ejectments brought by Lord Egremont,^ a document

produced from the muniment room of the property inherited from

such ancestor, which purported to be a counterpart of a lease of

this land made b}^ him but executed only by the lessee, was held

adm'ssible in evidence to show that the land in question had been

part of the estate of the lessor's ancestor, though no proof was

given of actual possession under it.

§ 667.^ Subject to the observance of the above rules, ancient

documents are receivable as evidence that the transactions to which

they relate actually occurred. And though they are usually spoken

of as hearsay evidence of ancient possession, and, as such, are said

to be admitted in exception to the general rule
;
yet they seem

rather to be parts of the res gcstce, and therefore admissible as

original evidence, on the principle already discussed.^ An ancient

deed, which has nothing suspicious about it, is presumed to be

genuine without express proof, the witnesses being presumed

dead ;
^ and, if found in the proper custody, and corroborated by

evidence of corresponding ancient or modern enjoyment, or by

other equivalent or explanatory proof, it will be presumed to have

constituted part of the actual transfer of property therein men-

tioned ; because this is the usual course of such transactions. The

residue of the transaction may be as unerringly inferred from the

existence of genuine ancient documents, as the remainder of a

statue may be made out from an existing torso, or a perfect skeleton

from the fossil remains of a part.

' Duke of Bedford v. Lopes, 1838 v. Blanshan, 1808 (Am.); Crowderv.
(Ld. Denman). Hopkins, 1843 fAm.l ; Jackson w.

^ Doe V. Pulman, 1842. See, fur- Luquere, 182o (Am.) ; Jackson v.

ther, Clarkson v. Woodhouse, 1782 Lamb, 1827 (Am.); Barr v. Gratz,
(Ld. Mansfield); Brett v. Beales, 1819 (Am.); Hewlett v. Cock, 1831
1829 (Ld. Tenterden); Tisdall v. (Am.).

Parnell, 1863 (Ir.) ; Doe v. Passing- ^ Gr. Ev. § 144, in great part,

ham, 1826 (Buirough, J.l ; Eancliffe * Ante, §§ 583 et eeq.

V. Parkyns, 1818 (Ld. Eldon)

;

« Ante, § 87.

McKenire v. Fraser, 1803; Jackson
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AMERICAN NOTES.

Hearsay Concerning Ancient Possession. — Documents thirty

years old not only dispense with proof of execution, but, so far as

they purport to show the exercise of acts of ownership, are evi-

dence of the existence of such acts. Harlan v. Howard, 79 Ky.

373 (1881); Boston v. Richardson, 105 Mass. 351 (1870); Baeder

V. Jennings, 40 Fed. Rep. 199 (1889).

On an issue of ownership of a strip of beach, licenses of the

claimant more than sixty years old, produced from the proper cus-

tody, purporting to authorize the erection of a tish-house upon the

premises in question, are evidence in support of the licensor's title.

Boston V. Richardson, 105 Mass. 351, 371 (1870). " The fourth

ruling at the trial was, that there was not sufficient evidence to

authorize the jury to find that the town had since the passage of the

ordinance of 1647 gained any title to the demanded premises by

disseisin.

" The demandants offered evidence tending to show that a fish

box, eight or ten feet long by four or five feet wide, with a folding

lid or table, upon which fish were sold, stood upon the premises as

early as 1808, and thenceforward until 1824 or 1825, when the city

of Boston removed it and put an engine-house in the same place,

projecting partly over the dock, which remained until 1830. The

demandants also offered the records of two orders of the selectmen

of the town of Boston ; one in 1761, granting to ' Mr. Blake, a fish-

erman,' upon his application, ' liberty to set up a fish-house at the

end of Summer Street, near the Bull Tavern,' 'provided he pays

one dollar per annum to the town as a consideration, for said privi-

lege of a fish market ;

' and the other in 1803, by which ' Joseph

Stevens is permitted to occupy the fish stall at the bottom of Sum-

mer Street, lately allowed to Robinson, who consents thereto.' and

two of the selectmen ' were desired to direct the alterations in the

stall which Mr. Stevens proposes to make.'

" These licenses were excluded, on the ground that no acts were

proved to have been done under them. But Ave are of opinion

that, at least when taken in connection with the evidence of

the subsequent occupation of the premises for the purpose men-

tioned in them, they were admissible. Otherwise, as those acts

would not be matter of record, and as the testimony of witnesses

to facts which happened at so distant a period could hardly be

obtained, it would be impossible to supply the proof required,"

Boston 7'. Richardson, 105 Mass. 351, 371 (1870). The court quote

with approval from the opinion of Willes, J., in Malcolmson v.

O'Dea, 10 H. L. Gas. 593, 614-616 (186.3). "The proof of ancient

possession is always attended with difficulty. Time has removed
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the witnesses who could prove acts of owiiei-shi[) of their own por-

t:oii il knowledge, and resort must necessarily he hud to written
evidence. The rule is,, tliat anedent documents, coming out of

proper custody and purporting u[)on the face of thein to show
exercdse of ownership, such as a lease or a license, may be given
in evidence without proof of possession or i)ayment of rent under
them, as being in themselves acts of ownership and proof of posses-

sion. This rule is sometimes stated with tlie (lualification, pro-

vided that possession is ])roved to have followed similar documents,
or tliat there is some proof of actual enjoyment in accordance with
the title to which the documents relate. And certainly, in the
case of property allowing of continuous enjoyment, without proof
of actual exercise of the riglit, any number of mere jdeces of paper
or parchment purporting to be leases or licenses ought to be of no
avail. It may be a question, whether the absence of proof of en-

joyment consistent with such documents goes to the admissibility

or only to the weiglit of the evidence; probably the latter. 'We
know of no case in which an ancient document, coming from a
proper custody, and purjiorting to be an act of ownership, by v.-ay

of lease or license over the property, in company with other evi-

dence showing enjoyment consistent with such ownership, has been
rejected upon the ground that th.e enjoyment could not be referred

to the particular document in question.' " Boston t'. Kichardson,

105 Mass. 351, 371 (1870).

" The tenants also had a right to put in evidence, as a part of

their chain of title, the various deeds of the persons who formerly,

as they contended, were the owners of the Belcher portion of the

property, and under whom they claimed. The partition and these

deeds were evidence of acts of ownership on the part of the ten-

ants' predecessors in the title, at and after the date of that parti-

tion in 1805, and before 18.'52; and we think they were properly

admitted as such. They would furnish prima facie evidence, liable

of course to be rebutted and disproved, but, in the absence of other

evidence, they would raise a presumption of sufficient seisin in the

grantors to enable them to convey, and, especially in transactions

so ancient, would operate to vest the legal seisin in the grantees."

Floyd r. Tewksbury, 129 Mass. 362 (1880).

A lease one hundred and eight years old may be read in evidence

withoirt proof of its execution. Hewlett v. Cock, 7 Weiul. 371

(1831).

The exception has been extended so as to include ancient pro-

prietors' records as evidence of the facts set forth in them. "Courts

have felt obliged from necessity to depart from the strict rules of

evidence in the admission of ancient writings, documents, books

and recorrls. to prove the existence of the facts they incite. The
rule of evidence retiuiring tlie testimfiny of tlie lawful custodian of
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books of record offered in evidence, that they are of the descrip-

tion claimed, before they are admissible, has repeatedly been

relaxed in the case of ancient books of record of proprietors of

land. In such instances, such books have been held to prove

themselves. When ancient books, purporting to be records of such

proprietary, contain obvious internal evidence of their own verity

and there is no evidence of the present existence of the proprietary

or of any person representing it, or any clerk or other person

authorized to keep the records, they are admissible in evidence

without proof of the legal organization of the proprietary, or of its

subsequent meetings." Goodwin v. Jack, 62 :\Ie. 414 (1872).

Proper Custody. — The ancient documents must be produced

from such a natural custody as relieves them from suspicion.

Harlan v. Howard, 79 Ky. 373 (1881).

Finding the counterpart of a lease one hundred and eight years

old among the muniments of title of the lessor is sufficient. •' An-

cient writings, which are proved to have been found among deeds

of evidences of land, may be given in evidence, although the exe-

cution cannot be proved; for it is hard to prove ancient tilings,

and finding them in such a place, is a presumption that they were

honestly and fairly obtained, and preserved for use, and are free

from suspicion of dishonesty." Hewlett v. Cock, 7 Wend. 371

(1831).

Corroboration. — It has been widely held that some proof of

actual possession or user under them should accompany and cor-

roborate the statements set forth in the ancient documents them-

selves.

That possession under the ancient document is necessary, see

Clarke u. Courtney, 5 Peters, 319, 344 (1831).

Subsequent occupation of the premises for the same purpose and

under the same authority is a sufficient corroboration to authorize

the admission of prior licenses of long standing. Richardson v.

Boston, 105 Mass. 351, 371 (1870).

"Possession accompanying the deed is always sufficient, without

other proof, but it is not indispensable." Hewlett v. Cock, 7

Wend. 371 (1831).

Other corroboration will suffice. In Hewlett v. Cock (ubi supra)

the fact that the lessee and his assigns treated the land as leased

was sufficient corroboration.

"It has been settled by the weight of authority that ancient

deeds of conveyance of real estate are admissible without first

requiring the party offering them to show acts of possession over

the lands embraced by them. For until the court is made ac-

quainted with the tenor of the instrument, the natural order of

introducing the evidence w^ould be reversed by requiring proof of

corresponding possession.
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The genuineness of such instruments may be shown by other

facts as well as that of possession.

And when proof of possession cannot be had, it is within the

very essence of the rule to admit the instrument where no evidence

justifying suspicion of its genuineness is shown, and it is found in

the custody of those legally entitled to it." Harlan &c. v. Howard
&c., 79 Ky. 373 (1881).



DECLARATIONS AGAINST INTEREST. PART III.

CHAPTER YI.

DECLARATIOIS'S BY DECEASED PERSONS WHICH ARE UNLIKELY

TO BE FALSE.

§ 668.^ The fourth of the six exceptions which we have seen^ to

exist to the general rule that hearsay evidence must be rejected,

renders admissible declarations made b// ^^ersoiis since deceased under

such circiomtances that they are extremely unlikely to he false} The

regard which men usually pay to their own interests is considered

a sufficient security against any wilful mis-statement, and affords

also a reasonable inference that the declarations or entries were not

made under any mistake of fact, or want of information on the

part of the declarant. The danger of any fraud in the statement

will be still less dreaded, if it be borne in mind, that the evidence

is not receivable till after the death of the declarant, and that if the

opponent can show that the statement was made with any sinister

motive, it will at once be rejected. The ordinary tests of truth,

aiforded by the administration of an oath and by cross-examination,

are certainly here wanting ; but their place is in some measure

supplied by the circumstances of the declarant. The inconveniences

that would result from the exclusion of evidence, having such

guarantees for its accuracy in fact and its freedom from fraud, are

considered as, on the whole, much greater than any which are

likely to be experienced from its admission.*

§ 669. The most common example of this species of evidence is

furnished by " declarations against interest." In order to render

declarations against interest admissible as such, it must ap-

pear, eitlier by proof or by presumption,^ that the declarant ia

1 Gr. Ev. § 148, in great part. Lee, 1821 (Plumer, M.R.).
» Ante, § 607. * 1 Ph. Ev. 294.
s Sussex Peer., 1844, H. L.

;

» Doe v. Michael, 1851; ante,

Higham v. Eidgway, 1808; Short v. § 198.
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di'dd.} The mere fact that ho has absconded abroad in conscqueiiLM^'

of a criminal charge, or that lie is otherwise out of the power of the

party to produce as a witness, will not be sufficient.^ It has b-en

expressly decided that, as regards declarations against pcctiniart/

Interest, it is " not necessary that the deceased person should have

his own knowledge of the fact stated,—that, if the entry charged

himself, the whole of it became admissible against all persons,

—

and that the absence of such knowledge went to the weight, and

not to the admissibility, of the evidence." ^ As regards declara-

tions against propnctanj interest, indeed, it is necessary, where the

declarant had no personal knowledge, that he should have simul-

taneously declared his belief in the hearsay.'' Moreover, declara-

tions against interest are admissible although such declarations

were not contemporaneous with any acts.^ Such circumstances only

affect the weight and not the admissibility of the evidence.

§ 670. It is now fully determined,^ first, that the statement or

entry must have originally been against the actual pecuniary

interest at that time of ^ the person making it
;
« and, secondly,

that the interest must be of a 2)cciiniar// or i^ropviefary nature,^

which latter term will include declarations as to the status (as e.g.,

the legitimacy) of the declarant.^" Lord Chancellor Lyndhurst, in

1 Phillips V. Cole, 1839 (Ld. Den- « li was long a matter of doubt in

man); Sparfioi'. Brown, 1829 ; Sniith our Couits whether the absence of

V. Wiiittiiigham, 1833. See ante, all interest to misrepresent, coupled

§641, and post, § 703. with peculiar knowledge in the de-

2 Stephen y.Gwenap, 1831 (Aider- clarant, would not render his de-

Bon J.). clarat ions admisi^ible alter his death.

3'See' Crease v. Barrett, 1835; See Glynn v. Bk. of England, 1750

Percival v. Nansen, 1851. The con- (Ld. Hardwicke); Higham v. Eidg-

trary was (to adopt Ld. Dennian's way, 1808 (Le Blanc, J.) ;
Gleadow

expression in O'Connell v. The Queen, r. Atkin, 1833 (Bayley, J.); Ece v.

1844, II. L.) "taken for granted" Bawlings, 18(t() (Ld. Ellenborough)

;

formerly, and in the old cases of and Daly v. AVil^on, 1842 (Ir.).

Higham v. Eidgway, 1808 (Bayley, ' In re Tollcniache, Ex parte Ed-

J ) Marks v. Lahee, 1837 (Tinda'l, wards, 1884, C. A.

C.j'., Park and Vau<ihan, JJ.)

;

s Berkeley Peer., 1811, H. L., cited

Barker v. Eay, 1820 (Ld. Ehlon)

;

and conhimed in Sussex Peer., 1844,

Short V. Lee, 1821 (Plumer, M.E.). H. L.

Indeed, in the Sussex Peerage case, ^ Sussex Peer., 1844, H. L., ex-

1844, H. L., it was so laid down plained and acted upon by Ld. Den-

(Lds.' Denman and Brougham). man in Davis v. Lloyd, 1844. See,

* Ld. Trimlestown v. Kemmis, alscf. Smith v. Blakey, 1867 ; Massey

1843, H. L. v. Allen, 1879.

« Doe V. Tuiford, 1832. '" In re Perton, Pearson v, Att.-

Gen., 1SS5.
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the Sussex peerage case, observed, " It is not true that the declara-

tions of deceased persons are in all circumstances receivable in

evidence, when in some way or other they might injuriously affect

the interest of the party making them. Nor is it true, that

because, while living, a party would be excused from answering as

to certain facts, his declarations as to those facts become evidence

after his death. These are not correlative nor corresponding

propositions." ^ Lord Brougham added, " To say, if a man should

confess a felony for which he would be liable to prosecution, that

therefore, the instant the grave closes over him, all that was said

by him is to be taken as evidence in every action and prosecution

against another person, is one of the most monstrous and untenable

propositions that can be advanced." ^

§ 671. A declaration by a deceased person, who would, in the

event of her late husband having died intestate, be entitled to a

certain amount under a settlement, that he had left a will by

which he had given her a less sum, is, however, against pecuniary

interest, and therefore admissible.^' And, in any case, the courts

will not weigh with nice scales the amount of the pecuniary

interest possessed by the declarant, but will admit every entry

which, at the time when it was made, completely charged the maker

to any extent.^ An incomplete charge will, however, not be

sufficient. Therefore, an entry in the following form, "April

4th.—A. came as a servant, to have for the half year 2/,," was

held to be inadmissible as a declaration against interest, it being

merely a memorandum of an agreement, which must be supposed

to have been made on fair terms, and was, consequently, as much

in favour of the maker's interest as against it, since, if the master

bad to pay for the services, the servant had to perform them.^

§ ku2. The term " declaration," both with regard to declarations

against interest and declarations made in the course of duty or

business,^ includes a mere oral statement, as well as a written

memorandum.^ The former may indeed be entitled to less weight

* Sussex Peerage, 1844. * Orrett v. Corser, 1855; Eicliards
' ' Id. This case overrules Stauden v. Gogartv, 187('/ (Ii'.).

V. Standen, 1791. " H. v. Worth, 1843.

8 Flood V. RusseU, 1892 (Ir.). « R. v. Buckley, 1873.
' E. V. Biimingham, 1861. See
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with the jury than the latter, but the law recognises no distinction

between statements made by word of mouth, and those made in

writing, except where the writing is by deed,^ or is rendered

necessary by some statute.

§ 678. It is further clear that the term *' declaration," as applied

to declarations against interest, or in the ordinary course of

business, embraces all icrittcn statements, whether made at the time

of the fact declared, or on a subsequent day^ though the most

frequent example of it is contained in entries in books of account.

Where"'* these are books of collectors of taxes, stewards, bailiffs, or

receivers, which are subject to the inspection of others, and in

which the entries are generally of money received, charging the

party making them, they are clearly admissible.* But private

hoolis, though exclusively retained within the custody of their

owners, are also admissible ; for their liability to be produced in

courts of law on notice or subpoena, and the chance of their

contents becoming known through accident, are deemed sufficient

security against fraud. ^ An entry, too, is not admissible, unless it

either charges the party making it with the receipt of money on

account of a third person, or else acknowledges the priyment of money

due to himself, and it is only considered as sufficiently against hia

interest to be brought within the exception, in the one or the other

of these two events.**

§ 674. No valid objection can be taken to the admissibility of

an entry, which charges the person making it with receiving

money from another, on the ground that such entry forms only a

part of a general debtor and creditor account, the balance of which is

in favour of the receiver? The reasons for this are, first, that if an

action were brought against the receiver by his employer, that part

Stapylton v. Clougli, 1853; Fursdon * Barry v. Bebbington, 1792; Goss
V. Clogg, 1842; Sussex Peer., 1844, v. Watlington, 1821; Whitnash v.

H. L. See, also, post, § 708. In George, 1828.

Smith V. Blakey, 1867, Blackburn, ^ Highaui v. Eidgway, 1808 (Bay-
J., said obiter, and citing no autho- ley, J.); Roe v. Eawlings, 1806 (Ld.
rity, that this proposition was "too EUenborough) ; Middleton y. Melton,
broadly stated." 1829.

1 Bewley 17. Atkinson, 1880 (Thesi- ^ See Foster v.M'Mahon, 1847(Ir.).

ger, L. J.). ' Rowe v. Brenton, 1828 ; Williams
'^ Doev. Turford, 183?(Parke, B.); v. Geaves, 1838 (Patteson, J.); R.

Short V. Lee, 1821 (Plumer, M.R.). v. Worth, 1843 (Coleridge, J.) ; Clark
s Gr. Ev. § 150, in great part. v. Wilmot, 1841.
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of the account which charged the receiver would be evidence

against him, while the entries which showed his discharge, though

not absolutely inadmissible for him, would, as compared with the

entries against his interest, be entitled to very little weight ;
' that in

any case (and even if the law were not as just stated) the admission

of the receipt of money would still be against his interest, as the

balance in his favour would thereby be diminished to the extent of

the sum admitted;- that a man is little likely to charge himself

for the mere purpose of getting a discharge ;
^ and that, as almost

all entries which are tendered in evidence as being declarations

against interest are contained in accounts containing items on both

sides, the objection, if allowed to prevail, would strike at the very

root of the exception under consideration.*

§ 67-5. It is a question of some difficulty, and the authorities on

the point are conflicting, as to Avhether an entry made by a j)arty

acknowledging the payment of money to himself, will be ad-

missible as a declaration against interest, in cases where Hich entry

is the oiil// evidence of the debt and charge of ichich it shows the

subsequent liquidation.

§ 676. Some years ago such entries were twice held to be

inadmissible,^ but in three other cases (one of which is as recent

as 1876), Lord Denman,^ Lord Wensleydale,^ and Sir George

Jessel,^ apjiear to have admitted such entries. The modern view

will, probably, ultimately prevail ; for though while that part of an

» See 2 Smith, L. C. 286. v. Eidgway, 1808. But Higham v.

'^ See Williams ?;. Geaves (Ludlow, Eidgway scarcely furnishes a safe

Serj., arguendo), 1838. guide ou the subject, for there it ivus
^ Eowe V. Brenton, 1828 (Little- proved by evidence aliunde that the

dale, J.). service charged for in the account had
* Per Ld. Tenterden, in id. in fact been performed ; and although
* Doe V. Vowles, 1833 (Littledale, Ld. EUenborough first lays down the

J.); Doe V. Burton, 18-10 (Gurney, general doctrine that "the evidence
B.). was admissible upon the broad prin-

•^ E. V. Ilendon (an undated de- ciple on which receivers' books have
cision of Loid iJenman's), cited been admitted,—namely, that the
arguendo in Doe v. Burton, 1840. entry made was in prejudice of the

" E. V. L)wer Heylord. 1840, cited party making it,"—he aiterwards, in

2 Sm. L. C. 283. In this case Ld. two ditt'ei'ent paits of his judgment,
Wensleydale, and. in that cited in adverts to the fact that the work for

the last note, Ld. Denman, expressly which the charge was made was
disa])proved of Doe v. Vowles, 1833, proved to have been done by other
each saying that he thought Doe v. evidence: 10 East, 117, 119.

Vowles contrary in principle to the ^ Taylor v. Witham, and Witham
well-known leading case of Higham v. Taylor, 1876.
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entry which Is in the writer's own favour stands unconfirmed,

suspicions may possibly be enlertained that the whole statement

is a fiction ; Mt is highly improbable that any tradesman would

first enter a false claim on one side of his book, and then admit

on the other that it had been satisfied. To require corroborative

proof of the claim would, too, tend to embarrass the trial by

raising collateral issues, while the very impossibility of obtaining

such proof is often the sole cause which renders it necessary to have

recourse to the entry at all. It on the whole seems, therefore, that

the admission of such entries must, alike on the grounds of justice

and expedienc}^, be regarded as a less evil than their rejection.

§ G77. Entiies may be received as evidence of coUatenil and

imlcpeiidcnt matters, which, though forming part of a (leclaration

against interest, are not in themselves against the interest of the

declarant} For instance, in a well-known leading case,^ to prove

on what day a child was born, the book of the accoucheur, who had

attended the mother in her confinement, was produced, and as his

charge for such attendance on a day specified was marked in the

book as paid, this entry was admitted as evidence of the date of the

birth, Lord EUonborough, observing, " It is idle to say that the

word paid only shall be admitted in evidence without the context,

which explains to what it refers : we must therefore look to the

rest of the entry, to see what the demand was, which he thereby

admitted to be discharged." ^ Similarly in another case"* the entry

in a book of a deceased attorney of charges paid for a lease there

stated to have been drawn on a certain day, was held to be evidence

that the lease was drawn on that day.

§ 678.^ In an action upon a joint and several promissory note

for 300/., a memorandum of a partial payment made by A.,

indorsed by the payee upon the note in these terms,—" Received

of A. the sum of 280/. on account of the within note, the 300/.

having been originall// advanced to C,"—was held, in an action

by A. against B. " as a co-surety," to be, after the death of the

payee, evidence not only of the payment of the money, but of the

» 2 Sm. L. C. 283. * Doe v. Robson, 1812. Soo, also,

» Iligham v. Eidgway, 1808. In tlic Goods of Thomas, 1871.

3 Xd.
* tjir. Ev. § 152, in great pait.
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fact that C. was the principal debtor ; leaving the effect of such

proof to be determined by the jury.'

§ 679. In yet another case,^ two entries were held admissible

which had been made by a deceased clerk of plaintiff's attorney in

the day-book of the office, by the first of which the clerk acknow-

ledged the receipt of 100/. from his employer, for the purpose of

making a tender to the defendant, while the second was as follows

:

" Re Colnaghi, attending Mr. Lahee ; tendering him 100/. for each

of the plates, and the etching of the Queen separately ; when he

declined to let me have same, and said he had no objection to

deliver up the impressions, upon payment of the expenses of

making them ;

"—although objection was taken to the admissibility

of the second entry, on the ground that it did not charge the party

making it, but rather discharged him, as showing that he had

fulfilled his duty ; that the second entry must be taken by itself,

because the first did not prove the tender ; and being so taken,

there was nothing to show that the clerk did not tender his own

money ; in which case the entry contained nothing to charge

him. And in a still earlier case^ it was held that where,

to establish the existence of a customary payment, two entries

in a parish book have been put in, the first of which stated the

•custom, and the second, which was written on the same page,

was as follows :
—" Received of Haworth, who this year disputed

this our ancient custom, but afterwards paid it, 8/.," both entries

tWere admissible, the latter as charging the parish officers with

receipt of the money, the former as immediately preceding the

latter, and being referred to in it.*

§ 680. It must not, however, be supposed that because a docu-

ment contains entries against interest, it will be admissible in proof

of independent maiters, when the entries against interest do not

refer to, or require to be read, in order to explain such matters,

but such matters appear as spp)arate items unconnected with such

entries.^ For instance, if an account be rendered by a steward

' Daviesv. Humphreys, 1840. See, ciple on which it proceeds to the

also, Percival v. Nanson, 185L extreme verge of the law. See, also,

* Marks u. Lahee, 1837. May. of Exeter v. Warren, 1844.
- 3 stead V. Heaton, 1792. This case * See Musgravet'.Emmerson, 1847.

was said (Aldeison, B., in Knight v. * Per Ld. Lyndhurst, in Eudd v.

Waterford, 1840) to carry the prin- Wright, 1832. At one time doubts
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eontalnmg on one side items charging himself with the receipt of

moneys, and on the other side items discharging him by showmg

how the moneys received had been disbursed, the dischargmg

entries will not be admissible, unless they are necessary to explam

the charging entries, or are expressly referred to by them.^ Accord-

ingly where,2 to show that former lords of the manor had been

liable to pay poor-rates on the tithes, the accounts of a deceased

steward were tendered in evidence, and on one side of these the

steward acknowledged the receipt of rent for tithes from a tenant,

and on the other side had made an entry in discharge of the former

item, by allowing the tenant a certain sum for poor rates on the

tithes, the second entry was rejected on the ground that it was not

directly connected with the first item, though made about the same

time.

§681.3 In order that declarations against interest should be

admissible, it is not necessary^ that the declarant should have been

competent, if living, to testify to the facts it asserts.^ Neither, as

reo-ards the admUsibility of declarations, is it material that the

matters stated therein are provable by living witnesses who might

have been called." Moreover, no objection can be taken to an

account, in which a deceased agent charges himself with the receipt

of money, on the ground that it does not appear by the account

itself for whom the sums were received ;
provided it can be shown

aliunde that they were in fact collected for a third person.^

I 682. Accounts will be received in evidence, as being declara-

tions of a deceased person charging himself, if they were written

by him either wholly « or in part,*-' though they were not signed
;

or if they were signed by him, though they were written by a

were unquestionably entertained on supra.

the subject. See Bullen .. M.ebel,
^ g^;.^- §

^-J^.- ^ougM otber-

1 Doe ^^ Beviss, 1849; ^aley v. wise. See Higham ^. Eidgway, 1808

'^^;S^;^!:£]iuisofWaterfora, ^^'^^ .- At.in, 1833; Short

Se^^&^ibJ^-^if S:r ^rl ;f^Sa;(;;L.Melton.l829(Par^e.

charged had been explicitly stated to J.) ;
ante, § 641.

be a sum less than that deducted on '^
Rowe v. Brenton, 1828.

the other side of the account, it might id. ^ 1^^,,,-Ka 1R41 Cnnla-
possibly have been admissible, on ^ « Koe i;. Colcombe, 1841 Ctole

the authority of Stead v. Heaton, ridge, J.)-
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stranger.^ So they will also be, thougli they were neither written

nor signed by the deceased, if either direct proof can be furnished

that they were written by his authorised agent,^ or if that fact can

be indu-ectly established, as, for instance, by showing that the

deceased subsequently adopted the accounts as his own, and
delivered them in at an audit.^ Nor does it signify in such a case

whether the party who actually wrote the accounts be alive or dead

at the time of the trial, though, if he be alive, his non-production

may be matter of observation^ If, however, no proof can be given

that the account was either written, or signed, or authorised, or

adoptf'd, by the deceased person made chargeable thereby, it cannot

be received. Therefore, a rental, in which a deceased steward

was debited with certain receipts, written by a party since dead,

styling himself clerk to such steward, was not received as a decla-

ration against the interest of the steward, no parol evidence having

been given to show that he ever employed the writer to make the

entries ; and it was equally inadmissible as made against the

interest of the clerk, because it did not purport to charge hiiii.^

After the lapse of thirty years, the handwriting o^ an account need

not be proved, provided the book containing it be produced from

the proper custody.^

§ 683.^ Where the evidence consists of entries made by persons

acting for others, as agents, stewards, or receivers, some proof of

such agenci/ is generally required, previously to their admission.

Where, indeed, the office is public and must exist, the law will

presume that a person who acts in it has been regularly appointed.

But where it is merely jjn'rafe, preliminary and independent

evidence must in general be adduced of its existence, and of the

appointment of the particular agent or incumbent.^ Even the

antiquity of the book containing the entry does not, per se, afford

sufficieut ground for dispensing with this preliminary proof.

1 Doe V. Stacey, 1833 (Tindal, ^ Baron de Eutzen v. Farr, 1835.
C.J.). « Wynne v. Tyrwhitt, 1821; May.

2 Bradley i;. James, 1853. of Exeter v. Wairen, 1844; Doe v.

^ l)oo V. Hawkins, 1841; Doe v, Michael, 1851 ; Att.-(ien z;. Stephens,
Mobbs. 1841 ; May. of Exeter v. 1855.
Warren, 1841; Att.-Gen. v. Stephens, ' Gr. Ev. § 154, in part.
18.^5 (Wood. V.-C). 8 t^hort v. Lee, 1821 (Plainer

* Doe V. Hawkins, 1841 (Patteson, M.ll,.).

J.)»
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Thi-rifore entries have been rejected for want of it, tliougli thej

were apparently made as raucli as fifty, seventy, and in one case,

even one hundred and sixty years before the trial.^ Bayley, B.,

in rejecting an entry bearing date 1673, observed, " The character

of the evidence must be established before the entry is read
;
you

cannot read it to show the position of the party making it ; that

must be proved aliimde."^ Sir Thomas Plumer, M.II., said, with

reference to a book seventy 3'ears old, purporting to have been

kept by a tithe collector named Beale, " If the writings of persons

not invested with the proper characters were received, nothing

could be more dangerous to property. Suppose that Beale was

not the [lerson authorised to collect the tithes, but nevertheless had

for some purpose made these entries ; then, if after his death the

book purporting to be a collector's book was to be evidence to

prove that he was collector, and his being collector was to prove

the entries to be correct, the consequence would be, that the rights

of the rector on the one hand, or those of the parishioners on the

other, would be exposed to the greatest danger, and perhaps from

the writings of a person having a contrary interest." ^ If, how-

ever, ancient books come from the proper repository, slight proof

of the official character of the writer will usually be sufficient to

warrant their admission. If, too, such documents contain strong

infcrunl evidence of their actually being what they purport to be,

they may, it seems, on that ground alone, be submitted to the

jury.''

§ 684. Declarations against propnetary interest include state-

ments made by persons while in possession of land, explanatory

of the character of their possession. Such declarations, // made in

disiKD'aijetiieut of the decl'inint's title, are receivable, not only as

original admissions against himself and all persons who claim title

through him,^ but also as evidence for or against strangers.^

1 Manby v. Curtis, 1815; Short v. 1S43, H. L. ; Doe v. Pettett, 1821

;

Lee, 1821; Davies v. Mor!:!;aii, 1831. Doe t;. Austin, 1832. For American
* Davies v. Morj^an, 1831. authorities, see West Cambridge v,

3 Short u. Lee, 1821. Lexington, 1824; Little v. Libby,
* Doe V. Tliyime, 1808; Bruno w. 1823; Rankin v. Teiibrook, 1837;

Thompson, 1841 (Ld. Denman)

;

Jackson v. Bai-d, 1809; Weidman v.

May. of Exeter v. Warren, 1844; Kolir, 18H; Gibblehouse v. Strong,
Doe V. Michael, 1851; Att.-Gen. v. 1832; Davies v. Campbell, 1841;
Stephens, 1855. See ante, § G12. Crane v. Marshall, 1830.

' Ld. Trimlestown v, Kemmis. " Carno v. Nicoll, 1835 ; Doe v,
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Whether in this latter event they are admissible in the lifetime of

the declarant, or only in cases where his death can be proved, has

not been distinctly decided. In most of the cases where the

evidence has been received the declarant was dead ;
^ but on two

occasions, at least, the evidence was admitted, though the declarant

was living.2 These declarations can, it is said, only be receivable

during the declarant's lifetime as beicg statements accompanying

acts of possession, and as such constituting part of the res gestae.

This argument, however, proves too much, as it would let in all

declarations of the occupier, whether in disparagement or in

support of his title ; an extension of the rule which (however

consistent it may be with principle), is certainly not warranted by

judicial decisions.^ Such declarations ought to be regarded as only

receivable when the declarant is dead, but as then being good

primary evidence ;
^ and as then admissible simply on the ground

that they were made against the interest of a deceased declarant.^

§ 685. Possession is, however, prima facie evidence of seisin in

fee simple.^ Consequently, any declaration by a person in pos-

session that he is tenant in tail, or for life, or for years, or by

sufferance, as it makes strongly against his own interest, may
safely be received in evidence, on account of its probable truth,'

whether such declaration be made verbally,^ or in writing,^ or by

deed,'" or by will (even an unproved),^^ or in a statement of defence

Langfield, 1847 ; Doe v. Jones, 180S
;

ment of the court, says : " It is clear

Davies V. Pierce, 1787 ; L)oe v. Eick- that declarations of third persons

arby, 1803 ; Peaceable v. Watson, alive, in the absence of any coin-

1811; Doe v. Coulthred, 1837; munity of interest, are not to be re-

Garland V. Cope, 1848 (Ir.); Mount- ceived to affect the title or interests

noy V. Collier, 1853; (jery i'. Picd- of other persons, m^-re/y because they
man, 1875. are against the interests of those who

1 Came v. Nicoll, 1835 ; Doe v. make them."
Jones, 1808; Davies ik Pierce, 1787

;
® Ante, § 123.

Peaceable v. Watson, 1811 ; Doe v. ' Chambers v. Bernasconi, 1831

Coulthred, 1837 ; Doe v. Pettett, (Ld. Lyndhurst) ; Peaceable v. Wat-
1821. son, 1811 (Sir J. Mansfield, C.J.);

2 Walker v. Broadstock, 1795 Crease i'. Barrett, 18 55 (Parke, B.)

;

(Thomson, B.); Doe v. Rickarby, Doe v. Langfield, 1847.

1803 (Ld. Alvanley). In Papendick ^ Carne v. Nicoll, 1835 ; Baron de

V. Bridgwater, 1855, Walker v. Bode's case, 1845; R. v, Birming-
Broadstock was denied to be law. ham, 1861 ; R. v. Exeter, 1869.

3 See Doe v. Wainwright, 1838. ® Doe v. Jones, 1808; R. v. Exeter,
* Doe V. Langfield, 1847 (Parke, 1869.

B-). ^" Doe V. Coulthred, 1837 ; Garland
6 In Phillips V. Cole, 1839, Ld. v. Cope, 1848 (Ir.); Sly v. Sly, 1877.

Denman, in pronouncing the judg- " O'Sullivan v. Burke, 1875 (Jr.).
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to an action.^ But it must relate to matters, either within the

declarant's own knowledge, or on which he has himself formed an

opinion ; and therefore a statement of defence, narrating what the

declarant has heard another person state respecting his title, is not

admissible to defeat his estate—at least if he does not add that he

believes such statement to be true.-

§ 686. It is difficult to fix with precision how far declarations

against interest are evidence of the facts contained in them. They

have been received to show the name of the landlord under whom,'

and the identity of the will under which,* the declarant held ; the

amount of rent that was paid ;
^ the fact of the payment of rent ;

'

the extent of the tenement that was occupied ;
^ and the fact that

it was freehold and not copyhold.^ Indeed, the courts seem now

inclined to admit such declarations not only as proof of the interest

which the declarant enjoyed in the premises, but as evidence of

any fact which is not foreign to the statement against interest, and

which forms substantially a part of it.^ In all cases in which it

is sought to give evidence of a declaration on the ground that it

was a declaration against proprietary interest, it must, however, be

proved that the declarant was actually in possession of the land in

question ; since otherwise his declaration that he has a limited

interest therein may be regarded in the light rather of a statement

in his own favour than of one against his interest.^^ Still, slight

evidence on this head will suffice.^^ Therefore, where a person was

seen felling timber in a wood, this act of his—though probably he

was in fact a mere labourer—was held to be a sufficient assertion

of ownership to raise a presumption that he was possessed of the

fee, and, consequently, to let in any statement made by him as to

who was the actual proprietor. ^-

§ 687. In applying the rule that declarations against proprietary

^ Ld. Trimlestown v. Kemmis, * E.. v, Birmingham, 1S61.

1843, H. L. 8 E. V. Exeter, 1869.
'^ Ld. Trimlestown v. Kemmis, ' Mountnoy v. Collier, 1853.

1843, H. L., by the Lds., confirming ^ Doe v. Jones, 1808.

the unanimous opinion of the judges. ^ R. v. Birmingham, 1861.
3 Peaceable v. Watson, 1811 ; Hoi- i" See Crease v. Barrett, 1835.

loway V. Bakes, 1772, cited by Buller, " La Touche v. Hutton, 1875 (Ir.).

J., in Davies v. Pierce, 1787; Doe ^^ Doe v. Arkwright, 1833 (Parke,
V. Green, 1820. J.).

* Sly v. Sly, 1877.
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inirnut are admissible, care must be taken to distinguisb between

statements made by an occupier of land in disparagement of his

own title, and such declarations as merely go to abridge or

incumber the property itself. The former are receivable, but the

latter wall be rejected. For instance, a statement by an occupier

that he is only tenant for life, will, after his death, be admissible

evidence against a stranger; but an admission by him that property

was intersected by a public highway, or that a neighbour had an

easement over it, or that he was not entitled to common of pasture

in respect of it, will only bind himself and those who claim under

him, and will not be admissible as against his landlord or a

stranger.' The grounds for this distinction are obvious. It is

scarcely possible to imagine any inducement which will lead a

person possessed of premises in fee to admit that he is only a

tenant. But many reasons might induce a tenant to acknowledge

the existence of an easement or a highway,—especially where it

was either not inconvenient, or even absolutely beneficial to him ;

^

a tenant, about to remove from one farm to another, might, for

example, readily feel an interest in denying the existence of rights

attached to the farm he was leaving, with the view of increasing

the value of those which belonged to that which he was entering.^

§ 688. Entries contained in the hoohs of deceased rectors or vicars

have long been admitted as evidence in favour of their successors}

The admissibility of this class of entiies is differently viewed.

Some persons regard it as altogether anomalous.^ Others look

upon it as justified b}^ the same principle as makes the rule which

admits old leases, rent-rolls, surveys, &c., admissible.'' Others,

again, consider that it falls within the same principle, viz., the

extreme improbability of falsehood, which renders declarations

against interest admissible evidence. At any rate '' " it is now the

settled law of the land. It is not to be presiuued, that a person,

> R. V. Bliss, 1S37 ; Scliolcs v. Chad- (Erie, J.),

wick, 184;i (Cresswell, J.); Tickle v. ^ See JJaly v. Wilson, 1812 (Ir.);

Brown, 183(3 (Patteson, J.); Pajjen- Young v. Clare Hull, 18ol.

dick V. Bridgwater, 18-35. * Outram v. Morewood, 1793 (Ld.
2 See R. V. Bliss, 1837 (Ld. Den- Kenyon).

man); Daniel v. North, 1809 (Le « Stobart v. Dryden, 1836 (Parke,

Blanc, J.). B.).

3 Papendick v. Bridgwater, 1855 ' 1 Ph. Ev. 308, 309.
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having a temporary interest only, will insert a falsehood in his hool\

from which he can derive no adrantaae." ' The rule extends to

admit the books of ecclesiastical corporations aggregate,^ and, as it

would seem, those also of lay impropriators in fee. With regard,

however, to these last, it would certainly be open to considerable

suspicion, since a lay impropriator in fee, having a permanent

intert-st to advance, might possibly be induced to make evidence

for his heirs.^

§ 689. Though, however, the law admits such entries by deceased

persons in ecclesiastical books as evidence, juries will do well not to

place implicit reliance on them. Moreover, although general

observations have sometimes been made which appear to authorise

the admission of any kind of statement contained in such books,

they must, nevertheless, be rejected unless the entries contain

receipts of money or ecclesiastical dues, or are, in other respects,

appart^ntly prejudicial to the pecuniary or proprietary interests of

the makers.^ And further, as in other cases, proof will be required

that the writer was authorised to receive the money stated, and

that he is actually dead ; and that the document has come from

the proper custody.^

§ 690. The improbability of falsehood is again probably the

principle ^ upon which the indorsement by the payee of the payment

of interest, or of j)art payment of the principal, on a bond, bill of

exchange, or other negotiable security, might, under the old law,

be given in evidence by his rejiresentatives after his death, in order

to bar the Statute of Limitations, or to rebut the presumption of

payment that would otherwise have arisen from lapse of time.

Accordingly, where such indorsement was shown to have been made
before the creditor's remedy was impaired by lapse of time, it was
admissible evidence of an acknowledgment ;

^ if after that period,

it was rejected.^ As to how the time at which the indorsement

1 Short V. Lee, 1821 (Sir T. Plum- 1810.
ner, M.R.).^ e g^j^ ^t least one eminent writer

2 1 Ph. Ev. 476—479. upon the law of evidence treats this

_
' Id. 479, 4h0, and cases there class of cases in connection with

cited. entries made in the course of busi-
* 1 Ph. Ev. 303 ; Ward v. Pomfret, ness: 1 Ph. Ev. 330—335.

1832. 7 Searle v. Ld. l^arrin^ton, 1728;
* Gresl. Ev. 224 ; Carrington v. Bosworth v. Cotchett, 1824.

Jones, 1824 ; Perigal v. Nicholson, « Newbould v. Smith, 1889, H. L. •
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was made can be proved is a point upon whicli much contrariety of

opinion has prevailed.^

§ 691. Now, however, so far as notes, hills, and other writings

subject to the operation of the Statute of Limitation s,^ are con-

cerned. Lord Tenterden's Act ^ enacts, that " no indorsement or

memorandum of any payment written or made upon any promissory

note, bill of exchange, or other writing, by or on behalf of the

party to whom such payment shall be made, shall be deemed

sufficient proof of such payment, so as to take the case out of the

operation of the said statute." * An attempt was once made in an

action by the executors of the payee of a promissory note, to extend

this salutary provision beyond its legitimate limits. The plaintiffs,

to defeat the Statute of Limitations, having tendered in evidence a

book, in which the maker of the note had himself, by the direction

of the testator, entered two payments of interest, as having been

made to the testator by the defendant within the last six years,

they were objected to, on one ground, that their receipt in evidence

would violate the spirit, if not the words, of the enactment just

cited. But the objection was overruled.^

§ 692. With respect, moreover, to hands and other specialties, a

modern statute ^ has rendered nugatory the old doctrine of presump-

tion of payment from lapse of time generally, by enacting that all

actions of debt for rent upon an indenture of demise, all actions of

covenant or debt upon any bond or other specialty, and all actions

of debt or scire facias upon any recognisance, &c., shall be com-

menced and sued within twenty years after the cause of such

actions or suits ; though the Act in question contains ' a proviso,

that, if any acknowledgment shall have been made, either by

writing signed by the party liable by virtue of such indenture,

specialty, or recognisance, or his agent, or by part payment or part

satisfaction on accoimt of an)^ principal or interest being then due

thereon,^ the person entitled to such action may bring it for the

Turner v. Crisp, 1728; Glynn v. Bk.

of England, 1750; Biiggs f. Wilson,

* As to the Irisli Law, see 16 & 17

V. c. 113, §§20—24.
1853.

^ ' "" 6 Bradley v. James, 1853.

1 See cases referred to, post, §§ 693 ^ 3 & 4 W. 4, c. 42, § 3.

(396.
^ In § 5, as to which see post,

2 21 J. 1, 0. 16, ("The Limitation §§ 1090, 1091.

Act, 1623"). * In Roddamr. Morley, 1857, pay-
•'9 G-. 4, c. 14, § 3. ment of interest on a bond by the
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money remaining unpaid and so acknowledged to be due, within

twenty years after such acknowledgment by writing, or part pay-

ment or part satisfaction as aforesaid ; and the plaintiff may, by

way of reply, state such acknowledgment, and that such action

was brought within the time aforesaid in answer to a plea of the

statute.^ The Act contains, however, no clause corresponding with

the provision in § 3 of Lord Tenterden's Act, which has just been

set out. It therefore seems clear that,—provided the point be

properly raised by the pleadings,—the acknowledgment of the debt

afforded by the payment of interest or part payment of principal

may, in the case of bonds and other specialties, be still proved in

the same manner as formerly ; that is, by producing the document

and showing that it bears indorsements of such payments, even

though these indorsements were written or adopted by the creditor

himself, through whom the plaintiff claims. The only difference

between the old and new law is, that, whereas this evidence was

formerly admissible in answer to a plea of payment, it is now

received in support of a reply setting up an acknowledgment

by the defendant, where the original demand has been met by a

plea of the statute.

§ 693. It consequently may still become important to determine

to what extent and in what manner it is necessary to adduce proof

as to the time when an indorsement tendered in evidence to prove

payment of interest or part payment of principal was written.

Now, the whole system of admitting such indorsements in favour of

parties inprmtij with the persons making them, is an anomaly which

cannot be supported by any of the reasons whereon the admissibility

of rectors' books is made to rest,^ and which, so far as regards parol

instruments, has been expressly rejected by the Legislature.^

And such indorsements are only admissible on the highly technical

ground that they were, at the time they were made, entries against

tenant for life of certain land under Laing, 1871 (Bacon, V.-C). But
the will of the obligor, was held to see Coope v. Cresswell, 1866; and
prevent this statute from barring the Dickenson v. Teasdale, 1862.

action against the heirs and devisees ' As to Irish Law, see 16 & 17 V..

in remainder, after the expiration of c. 113, §§ 20—24.

twenty years from the time of the * Ante, § 688.

bond becoming due. See Pears v. ^ 9 Geo. 4, c. 14, § 3.
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the interest of the person making tliem, since his right was at that

time unaffected by any Statute of Limitations. Under these circum-

stances it is not unreasonable to contend, that the courts should

require strict proof of the time when the indorsements were really

made, before admitting them in evidence. In ordinary cases, the

law may safely presume that a document was written at the time

it bears date. An exception to this general rule was recognized,^

under the old law of bankruptcy, in cases where a note signed

by a bankrupt was put in by his assignees to support the

petitioning creditor's debt, and it was required that the date

of the instrument should be proved. The grounds applicable

in this case would appear to apply equally to the indorse-

ments under discussion,^ which, if really made in'thm twenty

years from the date of the bond, are received (because being in

such case against the interest of the obligee, they are presumed

to be true) ; but, if made bei/ond the twenty years, are rejected

(because, after the lapse of that time, it would be so obviously to

the advantage of the obligee to revive, by their means, the remedy

barred by the statute). It is as easy to fabricate a date as to

fabricate an indorsement, of which the date forms part, and it

would be a strange mode of checking such fraudulent practices to

say to an obligee, " Your remedy on the bond is barred by the

statute, and therefore if you now indorse upon it any admission

that you have received some interest from the obligor, no credit,

after your death, will be given to such admission ; but carry on

your deceit one step further, and add to your indorsement a date,

which will give it the semblance of having been made while your

remedy was unimpaired, and then, at your death, your repre-

sentatives may recover against the obligor." For these reasons it

is submitted that evidence outside the instrument itself may

reasonably be required. Indeed, to throw on a defendant the

burthen of proving negatively that an indorsement on an instru-

ment was not written on the day of the date, is in fact to shut

the door upon all inquiry into the matter ; because, as the note

continued in the hands of the payee or his representatives, it was

> Ante, § 169. See, also, another ' See Potez v. Glossop, 1848

exception noticed ante, §§ 169, 682. (Parke, B.).
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scarcely possible for the maker to ascertain at what time any

indorsement was written upon it.

§ 694. The authorities cannot be said, however, to lay down any

decisive rule on the point. ^ A case in the House of Lords ^ is

usually cited^ as an authority against the view above contended

for. But that case is not reported, and is noticed so shortly by

text writers* that the grounds of the decision cannot be ascertained.

In another,^ extrinsic evidence was apparently given of the time

when the indorsements were made, though only one reporter (Mr.

Brown) mentions it ;'' and he in but a loose way. In a third case,*^

in addition to an indorsement signed by the obligee, a witness

was called, who proved actual payment of the interest. In yet

another,^ the payment of interest by the obligor to a stranger was

proved ; and many circumstances concurred to show that the in-

dorsement relied upon by the plaintiffs was written on or about its

alleged date, and, moreover, it signified little when it was written,

as it was equally against the interest of the obligee at all times.^

§ 695. The strongest case against the view above contended for is

a Nisi Prius ruling ^^ in which an indorsement upon a promissory

note of the receipt of interest thereon (dated previously to the

statute) was admitted without any extrinsic proof of the time

when it was actually written ; the judge observing, that, " in

the absence of all evidence to the contrary, he should assume

that it was written at the time it bore date." This ease has been

cited with approbation by the Court of Common Pleas,^' and by

Lord Justice Turner on a more recent occasion,'^ as supporting

the general doctrine that documents are presumed to have been

written at the time when they bear date.

§ 696. The view taken in the present work that evidence of date,

1 Per Bayley, B., in Gleadow v. « 3 Br. P. C. 594, where the
Atkin, 1833. stating the result of his reporter says that "othar circum-
own researches. stantial evidence " was given to prove

* Bosworth V. Cotchett, 1824, H. L. that the bond had not been satisfied.
2 Per Vaughan, B., in Gleadow v, ' Sanders v. Meredith, 1828.

Atkin, 1833. His lordship was " Gleadow v. Atkin, 1833.
counsel in Bosworth v. Cotchett, ^ See per Baylej^ B., id.

1824. JO Smith v. Battens, 1834 (Taunton,
* 1 Ph. Ev. 333; 3 St. Ev. 824. J.).

In this last work the case is cited as '^ In Anderson v. Weston, 1848.
Parr v. Cotchett. 12 Briggs v. Wilson, 1853.

* Searle v. Lord Barrington, 1728.
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other than that afforded by the instrument itself, must he given, is,

however, supported by the language of Lord Ellenborough,^ where,

in refusing to admit in evidence a certain indorsement, the date of

which was not proved, but which displaced evidence already given

on the other side, his lordship said, " I think you must prove that

these indorsements were on the bond at or recently after the times

when they bear date, before you are entitled to read them. * * *

If such indorsements were receivable whensoever they may have

been written, this would be allowing the obligee to manufacture

evidence for himself to contradict the fact of payment. I have

been at a loss to see the principle on which these receipts, in the

handwriting of the creditor, have sometimes been admitted as

evidence against the debtor : and I am of opinion they cannot be

properly admitted, unless they are proved to have been written at

a time when the effect of them was clearly in contradiction to the

writer's interest."

§ 696a. Perhaps the safest rule that can be laid down on this

subject is, that if the indorsement appear by its date to have been

written within the twenty years, the question may be left to the

jury, under all the circumstances of the case, whether it were

really so written i^ the law raising no presumption either way.

In equity, however, the fact is one for the judge to determine.^

1 Eose V. Biyant, 1809. ^ See Newbould v. Smith, 1889,

2 See per Vaughan, B., in Glea- H. L.

dow V. Atkin, 1833.
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AMERICAN NOTES.

Declarations against Interest. — A well established exception to

the rule excluding hearsay is that which admits as evidence of the

facts therein stated, declarations of a deceased person when made

in derogation of his pecuniary or proprietary interest.

Entries by a deceased agent of the receipt of rent from a tenant

are evidence of the occupation of the demised premises by the ten-

ant. Jones V. Howard, 3 All. 223 (1801).

A receipt given by a sheriff for money paid him by a judgment

debtor to redeem land sold on execution is competent evidence of

the fact, date, amount and parties to the payment, not only as an

entry in the course of official business, bat as a declaration against

interest. "The receipt was admissible on another ground. The

officer thereby charged himself with the money, and rendered him-

self accountable for it to the creditor. It was an admission against

his interest, made in respect to a matter pertaining to his official

duty. Written memoranda, made under such circumstances, may

reasonably be assumed to be truthful, and are evidence after the

death of the party who made them, as well of the fact against his

interest, as of the other incidental and collateral facts and cir-

cumstances mentioned, and are admissible irrespective of the fact

whether any privity exists between the person who made them and

the party against whom they are offered." Livingston v. Arnoux,

56 N. Y. 507, 519 (1874).

So of a sheriff's receipt for the purchase-money of a lot recited

to have been sold some three years before. " Upon the same prin-

ciple and for the same reason, the receipt of the sheriff for the

purchase-money, although made long after the occurrence of the

transaction, and after he was out of office, was admissible, and

ought to have been allowed by the Court to go to the jury as evi-

dence. Declarations of this character are received in consequence

of the death of the party making them. They embrace not only

entries in books, but all other declarations or statements of facts,

whether verbal or in writing, and whether they were made at the

time of the fact declared or at a subsequent day. To' render them

admissible, it must appear that the declarant is deceased, that he

possessed competent knowledge of the facts, or that it was his duty

to know them, and the declarations were at variance with his

interests." Field v. Boynton, 33 Ga. 239 (1862).

In an action between third parties, to show the deposit of money

in the banking establishment of Bassett & Bassett, an entry on

their books in the handwriting of a deceased clerk showing the

receipt of certain deposits is competent. Heidenheimer r. John-

son, 76 Tex. 200 (1890). "In connection with the entry offered in
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this case, it was proved that the entry was in the handwriting of

one Kobertson, a bookkeeper for Bassett & Bassett, who was then

dead; and also that Jefferson Bassett, of the firm of Bassett &
Bassett, was also dead. It appeared in evidence that the other

member of the firm was not dead, but no objection was made to the

evidence upon that ground. It did not appear that he had any

knowledge of the transaction, and if such objection had been urged

it would probably have been shown that he took no part in the

management of the business of the firm and knew nothing of its

details. The effect of the entry was to charge the firm of Bassett

& Bassett with the sum of $5200, and was clearly against their

interest."

On the question of the nature of a possession of certain prem-

ises, evidence is competent that a deceased tenant charged himself,

in favor of tiie demandant's title, with the proceeds of timber cut.

"Of the same nature, and of additional force upon another

ground, are the entries in his books, in which he charges himself,

as in favor of those parties, with the avails of the timber cut from

the land; because such a charge is, for this additional cause,

against his interest, rendering him accountable for a sum of

money.

The admissibility of entries made against the interest of the

party making them at the time, as evidence between other parties,

upon the ground of their being against such interest, is established

by many cases in which the principle has been discussed and ap-

plied." Rand V. Dodge, 17 X. H. 343, 360 (1845).

A receipt by an attorney for money paid in settlement of a claim

is evidence in a suit between third parties of the payment of the

money. Sherman v. Crosby, 11 John. 70 (1814). So a guardian

may put in receipts of persons to whom money has been paid by

him as prima facie evidence of payment. "It cannot be expected,

and never is required, that for money charged in the account of a

guardian or administrator, he shall be held to the trouble and

expense of charging the estate with a multitude of witnesses."

Shearman v. Akins, 4 Pick. 282, 293 (1826).

Declarations by a deceased owner of land to the effect that his

wife had "sold all the property out of his hands," under a power of

attorney given her for another purpose but that they had compro-

mised the matter, are relevant as between third parties, because

against the proprietary interest of the declarant. Bowen v. Chase,

98 U. S. 254 (1878).

So of a declaration by a tenant that her interest is for life.

Lamar r. Pearre, 90 Ga. 377 (1892).

A declaration of a deceased husband that he had cancelled an

antenuptial agreement with his present wife is admissible in an

action between her and a third party as being against interest.
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because tending to reduce the amount of property over which the

declarant had disposition and control. Hosford v. Rowe, 41 Minn.
245 (1889).

So a party's admission of a debt is competent evidence between
third persons. " A declaration, though made by a stranger to the

suit, may sometimes be used when the fact which it tends to estab-

lish is relevant to the case, and the declaration is against the inter-

est of the party making it, and he is dead. Men do not falsely

admit debts against themselves; and it is this presumption which
induces the law to admit such a declaration." Bartlett r. Patton,

33 W. Va. 71, 82 (1889).

Where the plaintiff's deceased husband had entered on a cash-

book the receipt of rent from the defendant, it was held that the

declaration was admissible as against interest though the effect of

admitting the evidence was highly favorable to the plaintiff. "I
think it very clear that the entries in question are prima facie

entries made by Mr. Turner against his interest, and so admis-
sible, whatever value they may be." Turner v. Dewan, 41 Q. B.

U. C. 361 (1877). The statement by A., an insolvent debtor, that

B. is not his partner, is against A.'s pecuniary interest, as it puts

the entire burden of the indebtedness upon himself. Such a
declaration is therefore admissible between third parties. "It is

an established rule of evidence, that while, in ordinary cases, the

mere declarations of a person as to a particular fact are not evi-

dence of that fact, being regarded as hearsay; yet declarations

made by a person which are at variance with his pecuniary or pro-

prietary interest, are admissible in evidence of their own truth,

under certain circumstances. These conditions are, that the de-

clarant possessed competent knowledge of the facts, and is deceased

at the time his declarations are proposed to be proved. The ab-

sence of any motive of a pecuniary nature, which would tempt him
to falsehood, creates a strong and intrinsic probability of the truth

of his declaration; and it is, therefore, admitted as secondary evi-

dence, after the death of the declarant, being the best which the

nature of the case will, under the peculiar circumstances, permit."

Humes v. O'Bryan, 74 Ala. 64, 78 (1883).

To prove the existence of a debt between third parties, the

declaration of the alleged debtor that he owed it is competent.

"The declarations were made by a man, upon the subject in con-

troversy, against his interest, and when he could have no conceiv-

able interest to declare that which was not true." Peace v.

Jenkins, 10 Ired. 355 (1849); Swan v. Morgan, 88 Hun, 378

(1895).

So to prove payments of money to A., the receipt of his deceased

attorney acknowledging such payments are admissible, on an action

between third parties, to prove the fact and dates of payment.
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Taylor v. Gould, 57 Pa. St. 152 (1868). "The objection is that

it was hearsay evidence. But it had been proved that the attorney

was dead. If there is anything settled , it is that the rule exclud-

ing hearsay evidence does not apply to oral or written declarations

of deceased persons made against their interest." Lovvry v. Moss,

1 Strob. 63 (1846).

To prove the purchase by B. of A.'s one-half interest in certain

property, entries made by sliowing the receipt of the money and
other facts relating to the transaction, are, together with policies

of insurance taken out by him on the property, competent in a suit

between third parties. " While the general rule is, that the

declarations of a person, as to a transaction with another, being

regarded as hearsay, do not bind a third person , whose rights are

involved, such declarations, when contrary to the pecuniary or pro-

prietary interest of the declarant, and he is deceased, are compe-
tent evidence against third persons, though their rights may be

affected. The entries, and the representations in the policies as

to the ownersliip, were declarations of H. C. Hart, against his pro-

prietary and pecuniary interests, showing that he had sold an
interest and received payment, and were relevant to the issue of

adverse possession." Hart v. Kendall, 82 Ala. 144 (1886),

Beneficial Declarations against Interest. — It frequently

happens that a declaration apparently clearly against the interest

of the declarant, when made, is really either at the time, or later,

highly beneficial.

The general rule under such circumstances is, that the declara-

tion is admissible if prima facne against the interest of the declar-

ant, even if, in certain contingencies, to his advantage.

Still, where a deceased person had signed and placed among his

own papers what purported to be a receipt signed by himself,

acknowledging the receipt of $48 as interest on £300, it was held

liable to the objection of manufacturing evidence in his own favor,

in a suit involving the question whether this £300 was a loan or

the purchase-money of an annuity. Ga,nton /'. Size, 22 Q. B. U,

C. 473 (1863). The court say:— "It contains an admission to the

extent of £12 against the maker, but it contains also an admission

of £300 directly in his favour, so that it is by mere pecuniary com-
putation twenty-five times more in his favour than it is against him;

and to say that this is an admission against interest is to read the

authorities to which we have been referred backward, for nothing

can be more unlike the entry of forty years' standing made by so

disinterested a party as was the case in Higham ?j. Ridgway, or

more unlike the entry of nearly thirty years so completely against

the maker's interest as was the case in Gleadow v. Atkin, than this

memorandum made by the person who only could be directly bene-
fited by it, and made so very shortly before litigation did take
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place upon it." Ihid. To tlie same effect. Confederation Life

Ass'n. of Canada v. O'Donnell, 13 Can. Supreme Ct. 218, 225

It has been found necessary to alter the rule admitting beneficial

declarations prima facie against interest in at least one particular.

Where the eftect of endorsing the receipt of money upon a bill of

exchange, promissory note, bond or other specialty would, if made

at a certain time, operate to remove the bar of the statute of limi-

tations, it has been held that the endorsement, though prima facie

against the interest of the declarant, is in reality so greatly and

obviously in his favor as to warrant the courts in requiring that it

should be affirmatively shown by evidence dehors the endorsement

itself that it was made at a time when it actually was against the

interest of the declarant to make it. Roseboom v. Billington, 17

Johns. 182 (1819); Beatty v. Clement, 12 La. Ann. 82 (1857).

Where the endorsement must have been made before the run-

ning of the statute, it is competent. "The endorsement was then

clearly against his interest, furnishing proof that he had received

part of the contents of the note. This never could have been done,

if the sum endorsed had not been paid." Coffin v. Bucknam, 12

Me. 471 (1835); Beatty v. Clement, 12 La. Ann. 82 (1857); Ad-

dams V. Seitzinger, 1 W. & S. 243 (1841).

"With this qualification, such evidence cannot operate injuri-

ously ; for it is not to be supposed that a creditor could so far mis-

take his interest as to sacrifice a part of his debt to save the

residue, when no part of it was iu danger." Addams v. Seitzinger,

1 W. & S. (Pa.) 243 (1841).

The rule as to endorsements upon specialties was statutory in

England, 9 Geo. IV., Ch. 14, § 3. Similar statutes have been

enacted in many of the United states.

The same rule has been applied to an open account. Where the

account sued on would be barred by the statute of limitations,

unless the bar was removed by partial payments, the courts refuse

to receive entries of such payments as credits by a deceased part-

ner upon the firm books as sufficient evidence of the payment.

Libby v. Brown, 78 Me. 492 (1886); Hancock v. Cook, 18 Pick. 30

(1836).

Declarant must be Dead. — The supreme court of Connectp^T

cut, in excluding declarations of a living person made against hi^.

then existing interest, say :— " These declarations are from a personj^t

not a party, or a witness, and who might have been called as a.

witness. The general rule is, that if the party whose declarations

are offered, is living, and can be a witness, his declarations are noli

evidence." Fitch v. Chapman, 10 Conn. 8 (1833). '.--ArUJ&uf

"If these declarations were offered as the declarations of de-;

ceased persons, while occupying the premises, they would have
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been therefore admissible. On the other hand, if they were

offered as the declarations of persons now alive, they ought to be

rejected." Currier v. Gale, 14 Gray (Mass.) 504 (1860); Lowry
V. Moss, 1 Strob. 63 (1846); Trammell v. Hudmon, 78 Ala. 222

(1884).

But it has been held that where the declarant is a firm consist-

ing of two persons, and the only one familiar with the business is

deceased, the evidence is competent, in the absence of objection on

that specific ground. Heidenheimer v. Johnson, 76 Tex. 200

(1890).

The suggestion has been made that these declarations are re-

ceived from the necessity of the case, the declarant being dead.

"The declaration made by Worthington — that Hudmon had

paid him all he owed, and that nothing remained due— although

competent as an admission against the defendant, was not binding

on a third person whose rights might be affected by it. Such

declarations, although made against interest, are regarded as mere

hearsay, except when it is shown that the declarant is since de-

ceased, and then they are admitted only on the principle, that they

constitute the best evidence of which the nature of the case will

admit." Trammell v. Hudmon, 78 Ala. 222 (1884).

Nature of the Interest. — The interest of the declarant must,

as in England, be pecuniary or proprietary.

A power to dispose of property by will is regarded as a proprie-

tary interest, and declarations tending to reduce the amount are

within the rule. Hosford v. Eowe, 41 Minn. 245 (1889).

A mere receipt by a bailee for certain bonds which charges him,

if at all, only for gross negligence in their custody, is not, being

"contingent and improbable," a declaration against interest. Tate

V. Tate, 75 Va. 522,' 532 (1881).

But a statement by A., a person since deceased, that certain

property in his possession is owned by B. is competent. Walker

V. Marseilles, 70 Miss. 283 (1892).

Interest other than proprietary or pecuniary is not within the

scope of the rule. A statement against the social or moral inter-

est of the declarant is not competent.

On an indictment for murder, declarations by the deceased in

favor of the accused, not made in artlcnlo mortis or admissible as

dying declarations, are not admissible for the accused, as declara-

tions against interest. "The record shows that this testimony was

sought to be introduced as containing the dying declaration of the

deceased; but this proposition is so palpably indefensible, that it

is abandoned here, and its attempted introduction sought to be

justified on the ground that they were declarations made against

the declarant's interest, and therefore admissible here, as in civil

proceedings. This doctrine has never received the sanction of any
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court, so far as we are advised, nor does the able and acute counsel

offer any support derived from reason. We cannot see the slight-

est analogy between declarations made against interest by a suitor

in a civil proceeding and declarations by a slain man, not made in

articulo mortis under a sense of impending dissolution, and after

an abandonment of all hope by the declarant. How any declara-

tion can be said to be against the interest of a man already passed

into the other world, and beyond the reach of every earthly tri-

bunal and all earthly power, is wholly incomprehensible by us."'

Helm V. State, 67 Miss. 562, 572 (1890).

A statement by a person, "on his death bed," that he had killed

the deceased is not admissible on behalf of the accused. "It was
but hearsay." West v. State, 76 Ala. 98 (1884).

A., when accused of larceny, cannot prove by a witness present

that B. admitted having stolen part of the goods. " The court

would not admit it — saying it was no more than hearsay. If a

person other than the defendant had stolen the goods, it was un-

doubtedly competent to the defendant to prove the fact, in excul-

pation of himself— but not by the mode of proof now offered."

Com. V. Chabbock, 1 Mass. 14,3 (1804).

It has, however, on the contrary, been held that a declaration by
an offender that he has committed a serious criminal offence, will

be admitted as evidence of that fact in an action between third

parties. Coleman v. Frazier, 4 Rich. (S. C.) 146 (1850). " I think
it is true that a declaration, made by the party who does the act, as
in this case stealing the letter containing the money, is admissible.
It is very true that the rule that, where an entry or declaration,

made by a deceased person, is against the interest of the party
making it, it is admissible as evidence, was qualified by Gilchrist
«& King V. Martin & West (Bail. Eq. 492), and was restricted to
cases where there was no interest to falsify the fact that it was
made against the interest of the person making it, and that the entry
or declaration was so ancient as to preclude suspicion that it was
manufactured for the occasion. Under it alone, therefore, this
declaration would not be admissible. But when it is remembered
that this is not of a matter of business, like those spoken of in
that case, but was a criminal act, of which none could be so cogni-
zant as the party, I think a reason will be found for its admission
arising out of the rule, as qualified in the case just alluded to.

The admission of such testimony arises from necessity, and the
certainty that it is true, from the want of motive to falsify. Both
these are apparent here."

Form of Declaration. — The declaration may be oral. Hos-
ford V. Rowe, 41 Minn. 245 (1889) ; Humes v. O'Bryan, 74 Ala,
64(1883).
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In Massachusetts a distinction obtains between declarations

against pecuniary and those against proprietary interest. As to

pecuniary interest, the unusual rule prevails that the declaration

must be in the form of writing. Thus, where a suit was brought

to recover back the amount of a tax collected by the defendant, a

collector of taxes , from the plaintiff, who claimed to have paid the

same to the defendant's predecessor in office, evidence was rejected

of oral statements by the deceased collector that he had received

the amount of the plaintift'',s tax. " It w^as argued," the court say,

"that this was within another exception to the rule respecting

hearsay, viz. that the admission was made by the collector, in a

matter against his interest at the time, inasmuch as it rendered

him liable to the town as for so much money collected. . . . But

as we think this has been confined wholly to the case of entries

made in books, or other receipts, documents, or written memo-

randa, made by a person deceased, in relation to a matter contrary

to his interest at the time, and which went to charge him with

some debt or duty. ... It was founded mainly on the considera-

tion of the clearness and certainty of such written memoranda,

made by a party, against his interest, in contradistinction to the

looseness and uncertainty of verbal statements, or even of letters."

Lawrence v. Kimball, 1 Mete. 524 (1840), relying on Framingham

Mfg. Co. /'. Barnard, 2 Pick. o;-'>2 (1S24); Jones i\ Howard, 3 All.

223 (1861).

The same strictness is not applied to declarations in derogation

of proprietary interest. Such declarations may be oral. Thus, on

an issue involving the nature of A.'s possession, the statement of

B., while occupying the land, that he was merely holding as a ten-

ant of A., is competent. '"We are of opinion, that this question

was admissible as res gestae. It is true that this was a declaration

only, and consisted in words; but they were words qualifying his

act of possession and in disparagement of his own title, so far as

that circumstance is of importance." jMarcy v. Stone, 8 Cush. 4

Not Admissions. — To speak of declarations against interest as

"admissions " seems unnecessarily confusing. The statement of a

relevant fact by a party is itself a fact, which, under the name of

an "admission," the rules of procedure, the "rules of the game,"

so to speak, constitute a waiver of proof. Certain rules of posi-

tive law, relating to privity, agency, &c. , enable the statements

of persons standing in certain definite relations to a party to be

received, under proper circumstances, as being equally binding

upon him as if made by himself.

An admission is not necessarily against the interest of the party.

Its force in evidence, like that of a presumption of law, is not
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based on logic, but upon procedure. It is not a prohatlo ; it is a
levamen prohatlonh ; — not proof, but a waiver of it.

The declaration against interest is made by a person, not a
party, or enabled by privity or agency to speak for the party.
It is not, therefore, an admission in any proper sense. Its proba-
tive force is due to the observed fact that men do not, as a rule,

state what is against their interest — unless it is true. Very
possibly this is an "admission" in the popular, colloquial use of
the word

;
— but not in any sense that is of value to the law of

evidence.

The rule now under discussion goes beyond privity or agency;
it makes the declaration evidence between third parties. As was
said in Currier v. Gale, 14 Gray (Mass.) 504 (18G0), speaking of
the declarations of one in possession of land that he held merely
as tenant of another, "The defendant insists that it was compe-
tent, under the general rule of admitting the declarations of a
party in possession, adverse to his own interest. 8uch declarations
have in various forms and under different circumstances been
deemed admissible. The principle upon which they are held
admissible is not very clearly settled. When the declaration has
been accompanied with an act pointing out some monument or
existing mark of boundary, it has been allowed. 8o also as evi-

dence against the party making the declaration, and all persons in

privity with him, or claiming under him, it is competent. But the
adjudicated cases go somewhat further, and hold that his declara-
tion in disparagement of his apparent title, as indicated by his
possession, may be used as evidence that his occupation was an
occupation under another person, and thus make his possession to
avail in favor of the person stated by him to be his landlord."
A limitation upon the rule that only as to facts of long standing

are such declarations competent, has been attempted. Gilchrist y.

Martin, 1 Eich. (S. G.) Eq. 492 (1831).

The rule has been held, in the same state, to apply to criminal
acts. Coleman v. Frazier, 4 Hich. (S. C.) 146 (1850)! " I think it

is true that a declaration, made by the party who does the act, as in

this case stealing the letter containing the money, is admissible.
It is very true that the rule that, where an entry or declaration,
made by a deceased person, is against tlie interest of the party mak-
ing it, it is admissible as evidence, was qualified by Gilchrist & King
i\ Martin & West (Bail. Eq, 492), and was restricted to cases where
there was no interest to falsify the fact that it was made against
the interest of the person making it, and that the entry or declara-
tion was so ancient as to preclude suspicion that it was manufac-
tured for the occasion. Under it alone, therefore, this declaration
would not be admissible. But when it is remembered that this is
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not of a matter of business, like those spoken of in that case, but

was a criminal act, of which none could be so cognizant as the party,

I think a reason will be found for its admission, arising out of the

rule, as qualified in the case just alluded to. The admission of such

testimony arises from necessity, and the certainty that it is true,

from the want of motive to falsify. Both these are apparent here."

Coleman v. Frazier, 4 Rich. 146 (1850). Apparently no such modi-

fications have been generally adopted.
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CHAPTER yil.

DECLARATIONS IN THE COURSE OF OFFICE OR BUSINESS.

§ 697. The class of cases which forms the fifth exception to

the general rule, that hearsay evidence must be rejected,^ consists

of declarations in discharge of duty in the ordinary course of business

or professional employment. The rule is very commonly, but

inaccurately, stated to be that all entries " made in the ordinary

course of business " are admissible. But this is not so, and entries

gratuitously made by a man, even in the ordinary course of

business, merely for his own satisfaction, and not in the discharge

of any duty, will not be admissible in evidence after his death.'*

The considerations which have induced the courts to recognise this

exception appear to be principally these :—that, in the absence of

all suspicion of sinister motives, a fair presumption arises that

entries made in the ordinary routine of duty are correct, since,

the process of invention implying trouble, it is easier to state what
is true than what is false ; that such entries usually form a link in

a chain of circumstances which mutually corroborate each other;

that false entries would be likely to bring clerks into disgrace

with their employers ; that as most entries made in the course of

duty are usually subject to the inspection of several persons, an
error would be exposed to speedy discovery ; and that as the facts to

which they relate are generally known but to few persons, a relaxa-

tion of the strict rules of evidence in favour of such entries may
often prove convenient, if not necessary, for the due investigation

of tiulh.3

1 It Mill be recollected that there » Poole v. Dicas, 1835 (Tindal
are six such exceptions. See ante, C.J.); 1 Ph. Ev. 319- 1 St Ev 348*
§ «<>T. 349.

*
'

» See Hope v. Hope, 1893, C. A.
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§ 698.^ One of the earliest eases,^ illustrative of this subject,

was an action for beer sold and delivered. The plaintiff was a

brewer, and to prove the delivery it was shown that, in the usual

course of plaintiff's business, it was the duty of his draymen to

come every night to the clerk of the brewhouse, and give him an

account of the beer delivered during the day, which he entered in

a book kept for that purpose, to which the draymen set their

hands. An entry in this book, stating the delivery of the beer in

question, and signed by a drayman, whose signature and death

were proved, was put in, and was held to be sufficient evidence to

maintain the action. This decision has since been followed in

many cases. For example, the service of a notice to quit has been

held, after his death, to be sufficiently proved by the indorsement

of service upon a copy of the notice, made by the attorney who

served it ; it being shown to be the ordinary course of business in

his office to preserve copies of such notices, and to indorse the

service thereon.^

§ 699. Similarly, it has been held that a payment of rates is

sufficiently shown by an entry of the receipt of rates made in

his book by a deceased clerk of a collector, who had been duly

appointed ;
* that the dishonour of a bill of exchange by the acceptor,

and notice thereof to the indorser, is proved by entries in the books

of the messenger of a bank, and of the clerk of a notary, shown to have

been made in the usual routine of business ;
* and, upon like proof,

proof of a letter having been sent, and (after notice to the other

side to produce it) of its contents, is afforded by the letter-book of the

plaintiff, a merchant, in which a deceased clerk had inserted what

piu-ported to be the copy of a letter to the defendant, and had

further made a memorandum stating that he had sent such letter. "^

1 Gr. Ev. § 116, in part. Nichols?;. Webb, 1823 (Am.); Welcb
2 Price V. Torrington, 1703 (Lcl. ?-. Barrett, 1819 (Am.); Halliday t;.

Holt) ; 1 Sm. L. C. 277. See, also, Martinett, 1822 (Am.) ; Butler v.

Pitman v. Maddox, 1698 ; Eowcroft Wright, 1829 (Am.) ; Hart v. Wil-

V. Basset, 1802 (Le Blanc, J.). liams, 1829 (Am.); NichoUs v. Gold-
3 Doev. Turford, 1832; E. v. Cope, smith, 1831 (Am.).

1835 (Ld. Denman) ; E. v. Dukin- « Pritt v. Fairclough, 1812 ; Hage-
field, 1848; Stapylton v. Clough, dorn i;. Eeid, 1813. bee, also, Champ-
1853. neys v. Peck, 1816; Doe v. Lang-

* E. V. St. Mary, Warwick, 1853. field, 18-47 ; East Union Ey. Co. v.

* Sutton V. Gregory, 1797 (Ld. Symonds, 1850. But see Eowlands
Kenyon); Poole v. Dicas, 1835; v. De Vecchi, 1882 (Day, J.).
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On the same principle, where a police-constable had, in the course

of his duty, made a verbal report to his inspector, stating where he

was going and what he was about to do, proof of such report was

held to be admissible evidence for the Crown on the trial of an in-

dictment charging the prisoner with the murder of the policeman.'

§ 700. Of late years, great dmncUnation has been evinced by the

courts to extending the principle of allowing entries which have

been made in pursuance of duty in the ordinary course of business

to be admitted as evidence further than the decisions have already

carried it.^ Accordingly, it has (as already mentioned) been held

that, to be admissible, an entry by a deceased person must have

been made in pursuance of some duty.^ It has further been held

necessary that the person who made such entry should not only

have done so in the course of some duty, but should also have had

personal knowledge of the statements contained therein.* In

accordance with this latter principle, in an action ^ for the price

of coals sold at the pit's mouth, an entry, made in the following

manner, was rejected. In ordinary course, it was the duty of one

of the workmen at the pit to give notice to the foreman of the coal

sold ; and the foreman, who was not present when the coal was

delivered, and who was unable to write, used to employ one Bald-

win to make entries in the books from his dictation, and Baldwin

read them over every evening to the foreman. The foreman and

the workman, whose duty it was to give notice to him, being both

dead at the time of the trial, Baldwin was called to produce the

book, to prove thereby the delivery of the coal in question.

Such book was, however, held inadmissible, since the entries,

although having been made under the foreman's direction they

might be regarded as made by him, as such foreman had no per.^ional

knowledge of the facts stated in them, but derived his informa-

1 E. V. Buckley, 1873 (Lush and client on a certain day on her exe-

Mellor, JJ.). cuting a deed of appointment was
2 See Doe v. Skinner, 1848; Smith admissible in evidence), is of veiy

V. Blakey, 1867 ; The Henry Coxon, doubtful authority, since it is ex-

1878 ; Massey v. Allen, 1879. tremely hard to see in that case what
2 Hope V. Hope, 1893, C. A., where dnty the solicitor was under to mak©

it is pointed out that the case of theeutry; see also Bright w.Legerton,.

Eawlins v. Rickards, 1860 (in which 1860-1, and Kerin r. Davoren, 186L

it was held that an entry by a de- (Ii"-)*

ceased sohcitor in his diary, noting * Ryan v. Ryan, 1S89 (Ir.).

the fact of his having attended a * Brain v. Preece, 18-13.
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tion at second-hand from the workman, did not possess the same

guarantee for the truth of the entries as existed in the cases

estabhshing the principle of receiving entries by a deceased person

in the usual course of business,—in all of which cases the party

making the entry had himself done the business, a memorandum

of which he had inserted in his book.

§ 701. Where, to show that a Jew was of age, it was proved

that Jewish children are usually circumcised on the eighth day

from their birth, and that it belongs to the office of the chief Eabbi

to perform this rite, and to make an entry thereof in a book kept at

the synagogue, and upon proof that the Eabbi was dead, this book

was tendered in evidence, it was rejected, probably on the ground

(none is stated in the report) that there was no legal dutij to make

the entry ; ^ while in another case,^ an entry made by a deceased

employer in a book in which he had in the course of his business

been in the habit when hiring farm servants of always entering

the time and terms of such hiring, was rejected. The decision in

this last case was expresaly (while, as we have seen, that in the

case of the Rabbi was prohahhj) on the ground that, although it

might be the practice, it was not the duty, of the person who, in

fact, generally did so, to make such entries.

§ 702. The Legislature itself has, in at least one instance,

recognised and acted upon the exception under discussion.^* For

the statute, which regulates the Civil Bill Courts in Ireland,'

enacts that " a book or books shall be kept by every officer

appointed for the service of process, in such form as shall be

directed or approved by the chairman or assistant barrister; in

which shall be entered the names of the plaintiff and defendant by

or against whom any process shall be issued, the cause of action,

the day on which such process shall be received to be served, the

day on which such process shall be served or executed, the place

where, and the name or description of the person on or with whom,

such process shall be served or left, and in case any such process

shall not have been duly served or left, then the cause of such

^ Davis V. Lloyd, 1844. person in the course of his duty or
2 R. V. Worth, 1843. business, to be received as evidence.
"» i.e., the exception to the general ^ 14 jj- 15 y, g, 57 ("The Civil

rule against admitting hearsay, which Bill Courts (Ii-eland) Act, 1851"),

allows entries made by a deceased § 19.
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C. VII.] ENTRIES AND ACTS MUST BE CONTEMPORANEOUS.

service not having been eff( cted shall be stated ; and each and

every process-officer shall attend, and produce such book or books

to the chairman or assistant barrister, at each and every sessions

of the peace, or shall cause such book or books to be produced to

such chairman or barrister in case of the tmaroidahle ahaence of such

process-officer ; and in case of the death, illness, or such absence as

aforesaid of any such process-officer, the book or books of such

process-officer, kept by him as aforesaid, verified on oath as to his

handwriting by some credible person, shall be produced at the

sessions, and shall there be prima facie evidence of the truth of the

several matters entered therein as aforesaid."

§ 703. The rules which regulate the reception of entries as made

by a deceased person in the regular course of business, are, in many

respects, the same as those which prevail with respect to declarations

against interest. For instance, the death, ^ the handwriting, and

the official character,^ of the person who made the entry must be

proved ; and it should further appear that he had no motive to

misstate. In some other particulars, however, a marked distinc-

tion exists between the two classes of eases.

§ 704. In the first place, to render entries made in the course

of office or business admissible, they must,—unlike declarations

against interest,—be proved to have been made contemporaneously

with the acts xfhich they relate? " It is to be observed," said a

learned judge, " that in the case of an entry against interest, proof

of the handwriting of the party, and of his death, is enough to

authorise its reception ; at whatever time it was made it is admis-

sible : but in the other case [o^ an entrj^ made in the course of

business], it is essential to prove that it was made at the time it

purports to bear date; it must be a contemporaneous entry."

^

The word " contemporaneous," does not mean that the entry must

have been made at the immediate time of the occurrence ; but it

will be sufficient if made within so short a time after as reasonably

to be considered part of the transaction. Thus, if the business be

» See Cooperv. Marsden, 1T93 (Ld. 1848 (Parke, B.).

Kenyon). See ante, § 669. * Parke, B., in Doe v. Turford,
'* Doe V. Wittcomb, 1S51. 1832; approved by Park, J., in Poole
2 Eyan v. Eyan, 1889 (Ir.); Doe v. Dicas, 1835.

V. Beviss, 1848 ; Doe v. fcikirmer,
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done in the morning, and the entry be made in the evening of the

same day,* or perhaps even on the following morning,^ it will be

sufficient. Where, however, several intermediate days had elapsed

between the date of the transaction and the time of inserting an

entry of it in the book, the evidence has been rejected ;
^ and in

one American case, the interval of a single day was held to con-

stitute a valid objection.* The fact that the entry was made

contemporaneously may, like any other fact, be established either

by direct testimony, or by proof of any circumstances sufficient to

raise a reasonable inference that such was the case.*

§ 705. Secondly, while declarations against interest are often

admissible to prove independent matters, which, though forming

part of the entry, are not in themselves against the interest of the

declarant,^ a stricter rule prevails with respect to official or business

entries. For, " whatever effect may be due to an entry made in

the course of office, reporting facts necessary to the performance of

a duty, the statement of other circumstances, however naturally

they may be thought to find a place in the narrative, is no proof of

those circumstances."' Accordingly, a certificate of a deceased

shfriff's officer, which had been returned by him to the office in

the ordinary routine of his duty, and which specified, among other

circumstances connected with the arrest, theij/flce where it happened,

was held not to be evidence to show the particular spot where the

caption took place, that circumstance being a mere incident of the

performance of the officer's duty.* " This decision turned on the

circumstance that the sheriff's officer was going beyond the sphere

of his duty when he made an entry of the ^jfoce of arrest, and that

such an entry therefore had no claim to be received as evidence of

that fact." 9

§ 706. Some persons, indeed, have contended that the admissi-

1 Price V. Torrington, 1703; Eay ® Ante, §§ 667—679.

V. Jones, 1836 ; Curren v. Crawford, '• Chambers v. Bernasconi, 1 834

j§]^3_
' See, also, Percival v. Nanson, 185

2 ingrahamtJ.Bockins, 1823(Am.l. (Pollock, C.B.) ; and Polini v. Gray
3 Forsytliei;. Norcross, 1836(Am.). and Stiuia v. Freccia, 1879, C. A.

* Walter v. BoUman, 1839 (Am.). 1881, H. L.

Contra, in England, The Henry « Chambers v. Bernasconi, 1834.

Coxon 1878. * Poole v. Dicas, 1835 (Park, J.).

« East Union Ey. Co. v. Symonds, See, also, id. (Tindal, C.J.).

1850.
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bility of entries made in the course of business is also subject to a

third rule, which certainly does not apply to declarations against

interest. Such supposed qualification has been alleged to be to

this eifect ;—namely, that entries made in the course of office or

business cannot be admitted, unless corroborated by other circum-

stances tchich render it probable that the facts therein recorded really

occurred. The supposition that any such qualification exists appa-

rently rests, partly, on a supposed dictum of Taunton, J. ;
^ partly,

on a misapprehension of the rule, adopted by Lord Wensleydale,

that an entry made in the course of business is admissible " where

it is one of a chain or combination of facts, and the proof of one

raises a presumption that another has taken place ;
" ^ and partly

on the circumstance, that, in one or two of the later cases on the

subject, confirmatory evidence has in fact been adduced, and its

existence has been noticed by the court as tending to establish the

correctness of the entry.^ However, the existence of any such

qualification is denied by Mr. Phillipps, who contends that, though

corroborative evidence must naturally add to the value of entries, it

cannot be deemed essential to their admissibility,'^ and this view is,

it is submitted, the correct one.

§ 707. However this may be, the further contention that entries

in the course of business will only be received when the nature of

the case is such as to render better evidence unattainable, has, at

all events, been expressly rejected, since "it would operate as a

great hardship to require the testimony of the persons who might

have been presaiit. The clerk who presented the bill could scarcely,

at the distance of two years, point out who it was that answered

his application ; and if it were necessary to call all the persons

who resided at the place of presentment, the expense and incon-

venience would be enormous. The rejection of the evidence which

' Doe V. Turford, 1S32, making and here many such circumstances
his lordship say, "A minute in did appear." Mr. Phillipps suggests
writing like the present, made at that the words, " the entry was made
the time when the fact it records when," have probably been omitted
took place, by a person since de- by accident at the place marked with
ceased, in the ordinary course of his the star : 1 Ph. Ev. 824.

business, corroborated by other cir- ^ Doe v. Turford, 1832.

cumstances which render it probable ^ Id. ; Poole v. Dicas, 1835.

that * that fact occurred, is admis- * 1 Ph. Ev. 324. See E. v. Cope,
sible in evidence. Those corrobo- 1835 (Ld. Denman).
rating circumstances must be proved

:
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has been received, would be a great injury to the commercial

classes, by casting an unnecessary difficulty on the holders of bills

of exchange." ^

§ 708. To render an entry in the course of business, then,

receivable in evidence, it must have been made contemporaneously

with the matter to which it relates, and in the usual routine of

business, by a person whose duty it was to make the whole of it,^

who was himself personally acquainted with the fact, who had no

interest in stating an untruth, and who is since dead ; ^ and,

provided all the terms of this proposition be satisfied, it seems to be

immaterial, excepting so far as regards the weight of the evidence,

that more satisfactory proof might have been produced, that the

declaration is uncorroborated by other circumstances, or that it

consists of a mere oral statement, which has never been reduced to

writing.*

§§ 709—10.^ In the United States the doctrine that entries

fulfilling the above requirements are admissible in evidence has

been extended to entries made hy the party himaeJf'wi his own shop-

books ;
^ at least, where they were evidently contemporaneous with

the facts to which they refer, and formed part of the res gestae.

Being the acts of the party himself, they are received with the

greater caution ; but still they may be seen and weighed by the

jury. This doctrine is not in accordance with the principles of the

English common law, as now understood," but in the time of

James I. it seems to have been regarded as sound. For in 1H09

an Act was passed^ "to avoid the double payment of debts," which

clearly recognised a tradesman's shop-books as instruments of

evidence on his behalf, since it provided that entries in them should

* Poole V. Dicas, 1835 (Tindal, decisions on the above subject, see

C.J.). Tbe same rule prevails with notes to § 641 of the first three edi-

respect to declarations against inte- tions of this work ; also notes to

rest : ante, § 681. Gr. Ev. § 118.

2 Stapylton v. Clough, 1853

;

' Ellis v. Cowne, 1849 (Wilde,
Trotter v. Maclean, 1879 (Frj-, J.). C.J.). In Smyth v. Anderson, 1849,

See, however. Miller v. Wheatley, the plaintiff's books were tendered
1890 (diss. O'Brien, J.) (Ir.). in evidence by him to show that he

^ See Doe v. Wittcomb, 1853, H. had, throughout a sale effected by
L. ; Miller v. Wheatley, supra. means of an agent, debited the de-

* Ante, § 672. fendant as principal, but were re-
' Gr. Ev. § 118, in part. jected.
* Eor the American statutes and ® 7 J. 1, c. 12.
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not be evidence after the lapse of more than twelve months. This

Act is no doubt, in practice, always treated by our courts of law as

a dead letter. Yet it, in truth, is still unrepealed, and was in fact

recognised and made perpetual by the Statute Law Eevision Act,

1863,1 which repealed a few words in it which had originally made

it only temporary. It is therefore necessary that the original Act

should be inserted in this place.^ The reason for this no doubt

largely is that, while the statute is never noticed, tradesmen's books

may, by the common law, be referred to to what is technically

called "refresh the memory." They thus, in effect, and for

practical purposes, become evidence, though not technically so

called, and not being technically "evidence," the prohibition

against those which are more than twelve months old does not

attach to them.^

1 26 & 27 V. c. 125.
2 The statute of James I. is ex-

pressed in the curious language

then current, and it is as follows :

—

'
' Whereas divers men of trades,

and handicraftsmen, keeping shop-

books, do demand debts of their

customers upon their shop-books long

time after the same hath been due,

and when, as they have supposed,

the particulars and certainty of the

wares delivered to be forgotten, then

either they themselves, or their ser-

vants, have inserted into their said

shop-books divers other wares sup-

posed to be delivered to the same
parties, or to their use, which in

truth never were delivered, and this

of purpose to increase by such un-
due means the said debt : (2.) And
whereas divers of the said tradesmen
and handicraftsmen, having received

all the just debts due upon their

said shop-books, do oftentimes leave

the same books uncrossed, or any way
discharged, so as the debtors, their

executors or administrators, are often

by suits of law enforced to pay the

same debts again to the party that

trusted the said wares, or to his exe-
cutors or administrators, unless he
or they can produce sufficient proof,

by writing or witnesses, of the said

payments, that may countervail the

credit of the said shop-books, which
few or none can do in any long time

after the said payments : (3.) Be it

therefore enacted by the authority

of this present Parliament, that no
tradesman or handicraftsman keep-
ing a shop-book as is aforesaid, his

or their executors or administrators,

shall be allowed, admitted, or re-

ceived, to give his shop -book in evi-

dence in any action for any money due
for wares hereafter to be delivered,

or for work hereafter to be done,

above one year before the same ac-

tion brought, except he or they,

their executors or administrators,

shall have obtained or gotten a bill

of debt or obligation of the debtor

for the said debt, or shall have
brought or pursued against the said

debtor, his executors or adminis-
trators, some action for the said debt,

wares, or work done, within one year
next after the same wares delivered,

money due for wares delivered, or
work done. II. Provided always,

that this Act, or anything herein

contained, shall not extend to any
intercourse of tratfick, merchandiz-
ing, buying, selling, or other trading-

or dealing for wares delivered or to

be delivered, money due, or work
done or to be done, between mer-
chants and merchants, merchant and
tradesman, or between tradesman and
tradesman, for anything directly fall-

ing within the circuit or compass of
their mutual trades and merchau-
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§ 711. Independently of all statutable sanction, our courts of

equity have for years past, to a certain extent, acted upon the

principle of admitting shop-books in evidence, in taking accounts

in cases in which the vouchers have been lost.^ And now, by

R. S. C, 1883, the court or a judge may, at any stage of the

proceedings in a cause or matter, direct any necessary accounts to

be taken, and " may, either by the judgment or order directing the

account to be taken, or by any subsequent order, give special

directions with regard to the mode in which the account is to be

taken or vouched ; and in particular may direct that, in taking the

account, the books of account in which the accounts in question

have been kept shall be taken as prima facie evidence of the truth

of the matters therein contained, with liberty to the parties inte-

rested to take such objections thereto as they may be advised." ^

§ 712.^ In the administration of Koman law, the production of a

merchant's or tradesman's book of accounts, regularly and fairly

kept in the usual manner, was deemed presumptive evidence (semi-

plena probatio) ^ of the justice of his claim ; and in such cases, the

suppletory oath of the party (juramentum suppletivum) was

admitted to make up the plena probatio necessary to a decree in

his favour.^ Several modern systems of jurisprudence follow this

dize, but that for such thinj^s only aliquas conjecturas, per quas judex

they and every of them shall be in iuducatur ad suspicionem vel ad opi-

case as if this Act had never been nandum pro parte actoris": 3 Masc.

made; anything herein contained de Prob., Concl. 230, n. 17. The

to the contrary thereof notwith- civilians, however they may differ as

standing." to the degree of credit to be given to

1 Lodge V. Prichard, 1853. See, books of account, concur in opinion

post, § 812. that they are entitled to cousidera-

2 Ord. XXXIII. rr. 2, 3. See tion, at the discretion of the judge.

Lodge V. Prichard, 1853 ; Newberry They furnish at least the conjedurce

V. Benson, 1854; Ewart r. Williams, mentioned by Mascardus ; and their

1855; Cookes v. Cookes, 1863, admission in evidence, with the sup-

O'Grady V. Corr. lS76(Ir.); Alfordv. pletory oath of the party, is thus

Clay, 1875 (Ir.). defended by Paul Voet, De Statutis,

»"Gr. Ev. § 119, verbatim. § 5, cap. 2,'n. 9:—"An ut credatur

* This degree of truth is thus libris rationem, seu registris uti loqu-

detined by Mascardus:—" Non est untur, mercatorum et artificum, licet

igiiorandum probationem semiple- probationibus testium non juventur ?

nam earn esse, per quam lei gestae Eespondeo, quamvis exemplo perni-

fides ciUqua fit judici : non tamen ciosum esse videatur, quemque sibi

tantaut jure debeat in pronuncianda privata testatione, sive adnotatione

sententia eam sequi": 1 de Prob., facere debitorem. Quia tamen hsec

Quaest. 11, n. 1, 4. est mercatorum cura et opera, ut

5 " juramentum (suppletivum) de- debiti et crediti rationes diligenter

r. ilur ubicunque actor habet pro se

—

conficiant. Etiam in eorum loro et
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doctrine. Thus, by French law, the books of merchants and

tradesmen, regularly kept, and written from day to day without

any blank, when the tradesman has the reputation of probity,

constitute a semi-proof, and, with his suppletory oath, are received

as full proof to establish his demand.^ The doctrine is also acted

upon in Scotch law, by which the books of merchants and others,

if kept with such a reasonable degree of regularity as to be satis-

factory to the court, may be received in evidence, the party being

allowed to give his own " oath in supplement " of such imperfect

proof; though a course of dealing, or other "pregnant circum-

stances," must apparently be, in general, first shown by evidence

aliunde, before the proof can be regarded as amounting to that

degree of semi-plena probatio, which may be rendered complete by

the oath of the party .^

§ 713. Eeferenco to these laws is made here because it is con-

ceived that the adoption of a somewhat similar practice in all the

English and Irish courts of justice would prove highly beneficial;

especially in cases where actions are brought or defended by the

representatives of persons deceased.

causis, ex aequo et bono est judican- Prtes. 63, n. 12
x, i „^f o

dum. Insuper non adniisso aliquo ^ Poth. Obi. Part iv. cb. 1, art. 2.

litiumaccelerandarumremedio,com- § 4. By the Code Napoleon, mer-

merciorum ordo et usus evertitur. chants' books are reqturexUo be kept

Neque enim omnes prjBsenti pecunia in a particular manner therein pre-

rnerces sibi comparant, neque cu- scribed, and none others are ad-

Zlane rei venditioni testes adhiberi, nutted m evidence
:
Code de Com-

qui pietia mercium noverint, aut merce, Liv 1, tit. 2, art. 8-1-.

expedit, aut congruum est. Non ^ Tait, Ev. (Sc.) 2^3-2/7. Thi3

iniquum videbitur illud statutum, degi'ee of proof is there dehned as

fluo domesticis talibus instrumentis " not merely a suspicion,—but such

idditur fides, modo aliquibus ad- evidence as produces a reasonable

SSiculis juventur." See, also, belief, though not complete evi-

TTPvtins de Coll Leg. § 4, n. 68; dence." See, also, 2 Dickson, Ev.

7 Ck. de Sem. P^obl bisp. l', (Sc.) §§ 11T9 et .seq I
^W. Ev.

cap. 4, § 5; Henoch, de Prees., (Sc.) 550; BeU, Dig. (Sc.) 3/8, 898.

lib. 2, Prses. 57, n. 20, and lib. 3,
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AMEKICAN NOTES.

Shop-Books. — Books of Account. — The proof of matters of

account, frequently embracing numerous items but slightly appeal-

ing to the memory, offers a field where the regular rules of evi-

dence can be applied only with much hardship and expense.

In mercantile communities, where many accounts are carried

along on books of entry, where many clerks are employed, fre-

quently changed and lost from knowledge or beyond the reach of

process, a natural importance attaches to the book entry itself. It

is felt that the fact of the entry is, to a certain extent, circum-

stantial evidence of its truth; that there is an inherent accuracy

in an entry made, without motive to misrepresent, by a quasi-

machine in the course of business, where it is both easier and
better to enter the truth than anything less likely to adjust itself

to other entries.

A persistent feeling of this kind could hardly fail to impress

itself upon courts, and the rules to be here briefly considered show
a very important tendency to relax, in a common-sense sort of

way, the rules of evidence in favor of written entries in books of

account.

Shop-Books. — The historical development of the rule admit-

ting the entries on books of account began with the "shop-book,"

technically so called. The statute 7 Jac. 1 C. 12, 1 Eng. Rev.

Stats. 691, refers to the use of the "shop-book" as already

existing.

The early use of the "shop-book" was largely from necessity.

Parties had not as yet been made competent witnesses, and yet,

except where a clerk had been kept and could testify to the ac-

count, the evidence of the trader or mechanic was absolutely essen-

tial to proof of the claim. The usual rules of evidence had there-

fore to be relaxed to a certain extent in favour of trade; but

to a certain extent only. A tradesman or handicraftsman who
offered his "shop-book" in evidence, did not testify to the entry;

he was not a witness to that extent. The book spoke for itself as

to the entry. The tradesman merely swore to his book, that it

was regularly kept as his original book of accounts, &c. The oath

was not that of a witness. The relation of the witness to the book
was more nearly analogous to the semlplena prohatio and the plena
probatio of the civil law.

Probably the oath was required to be administered in court.

Frye v. Barker, 2 Pick. 65 (1823).

The admission of such evidence is, for the most part, rested

upon this supposed necessity; — many merchants and shop-keepers
are not able to keep a clerk, and would not, being themselves in-
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competent as witnesses, be able to prove their accounts at all if

such evidence were excluded. Cole v. Dial, 8 Tex. 347 (1852).

"Books of original entries, verified by the truth of the party, and
that the entries were made by him, have always been received in

evidence in Pennsylvania, from necessity, as business is very often
carried on by the principal, and many of our tradesmen do not
keep clerks. ... It must be in an account of the daily transac-

tions of the party, and not in the nature of a receipt-book. It

must be in a course of dealing between the parties, and the entries

made about the time of the transaction. . . . The law fixes no
precise instant when the entry should be made. At or near the
time of the transaction, they should be made. It is not to be a
register of past transactions, but a memorandum of transactions as

they occur." Curren v. Crawford, 4 S. «fe R. 3 (1818).

The statement of the supreme judicial court of Massachusetts, in

Harwood v. Mulry, 8 Gray, 250 (1857), that "the extent to which
such evidence was admissible has not been marked with entire uni-

formity in the different states of the Union, but each has adopted
its own system," seems entirely correct.

In Connecticut, it is said that the rule as to shop-books is

"coeval with the government." Terrill v. Beecher, 9 Conn. 344
(1832).

The rule and its statutory enlargement were adopted by certain

of the American colonists. The Massachusetts rule is thus stated

in 3 Dane's Abr. Ch. 81, Art. 4, p. 318. " The rule in Massachu-
setts is, and ever has been, to admit in evidence books of accounts,

kept in the daybook or ledger form ; as to the sale and delivery of

goods; as to the payments of sums of money not exceeding $6.67;
and as to labor performed; with these restrictions, that the origi-

nal entries or first charges be produced to the court and jury. The
creditor must swear, if the charge was made by himself, that he
made it at, or very near, the time the thing was done; and that it

is true, and, if required, that it has not been paid. If a clerk

made the charge, he must swear to like facts; and if the person
who made the charge be dead, his handwriting must be proved;
and if a clerk, &c., that he was usually intrusted by the creditor

to make such entries in his books, and that the books produced in

evidence are or were the plaintiff's account-books. A book ac-

count annexed to the writ or filed in, is the thing to be proved,

and by the party using this kind of evidence; and as this is evi-

dence from the interested party himself, and repugnant to the gen-

eral rules of evidence, though perhaps of necessity, it is to be
admitted under every guard and security the nature of the case

admits of; and therefore it is one of the best precautions to require

the party, so proving his account, to file, in the case, all the items
of it, as early as he must have his writ served, or his account, if
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defendant, filed in, in order to give the opposite party reasonable

time to prepare to meet them ; and so has been our practice arising

from ancient statutes revised and included in the act of Oct. 30,

17S4, and of Feb. 27, 1794."

Under certain circumstances, the shop-book was admissible to

show the delivery of goods or the performance of work for third

persons.

Where A. directed B. to get C. to do, on A.'s account, what

blacksmith work B. wished to have done, and agreed to pay C. for

it; and B., when called as a witness in a suit by C. against A.,

was unable to recollect the dates or items of the account, it was

held that C.'s shop-book, with his suppletory oath, was admissible

in evidence to prove his charges against A. "The rule, that

where there is a delivery of goods to third persons, the book can-

not be admitted, is not without exceptions. In cases of small

articles procured by the members of a family, and delivered to

children or servants, from time to time, it would be impossible that

such delivery could generally be proved. To enforce this rule, as

inflexible, would therefore produce much more serious injury than

the relaxation of it, under circumstances where the book itself

contains the articles, as delivered, and which is subject to the

examination of the debtor." Ball v. Gates, 12 Mete. 491 (1847).

In New Hampshire, the evidence is rejected where other evi-

dence— e. g., that of the servants to whom the articles were deliv-

ered — is available. Richardson, C. J. says : — '"As this is in truth

the admission of a party to be a witness on his own cause, the

practice (of admitting account-books of the party supported by

his oath) is confined to cases in Avhich it may be presumed there is

no better evidence, and has many limitations. ... In the first

place it must appear, that the charges are in the handwriting of

the party, who is sworn;" because if they are not, the third

party making them can be sworn, and there is no use of calling the

party himself. So if the charges do not appear to be the fair record

of daily transactions, free from suspicious circumstances of fraud,

&c., the book is not admissible. If the account has been trans-

ferred to another book, it must be produced. If it appears by

the book itself on the examination of the party that there is better

evidence, the book cannot go to the jury. Eastman v. Moulton,

3 N. H. 156 (1825).

Limited to small Amounts. — The shop-book was limited to

petty trading. Probably the usual limitation to forty shillings (or

its equivalent in the depreciated American currency of the differ-

ent states) may be traced to the influence of another early English

statute, 3 Jac. chap. 15 (1605), in the preamble to which it is

recited that " whereas by virtue of divers acts of Common Council

made within the City of London, the Lord Mayor and Aldermen
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of the same City, for the Relief of poor Debtors dwelling witliin

the said City, have accustomed monthly to assign ' Two Aldenutii

and Twelve discreet Commoners to be Commissioners, and sit in

the Court of Requests, commonly called the Court of Conscience,

in the Guildhall of the same city, there to hear and detenuine all

Matters of debt not amounting to the Sum of forty Shillings, to be

brought before them,' " therefore the procedure is amended.

The same limitation of forty shillings (see Plymouth Colony

Laws, p. 128 (1660)) was preserved among the colonists.

As early as 1782, in Cleaves' Case, in Essex County, as cited in

3 Dane's Abr. Ch. 1 Art. 4 § 2, the supreme judicial court of Mas-
sachusetts "decided that in proving money payments by book-

charge and the party's suppletory oath, no one item or charge in

cash must exceed 40*'. or $6.67, that originally it was found neces-

sary to limit this kind of evidence to some moderate sum; and it

appeared from immemorial practice that this was the sum." In
Davis V. Sanford, 9 All. 216 (1864), the same court say: — "The
principal charges are for cash, and the items exceed forty shillings

in amount. The book is inadmissible in proof of these charges."

Davis V. Sanford, 9 All. 216 (1864); Burns v. Fay, 14 Pick. 8, 12

(1833).

"The account-books of a party are admissible, with his supple-

tory oath, to prove a charge of money to the amount of $6.67."

Kelton V. Hill, 58 Me. 114 (1870).

"The book of the deceased, if shown to be in his own handwrit-

ing, would not be evidence of the payment of such a sum as this^

as was ruled by the court, nor indeed of any cash payment exceed-

ing $6.66." Rich v. Eldredge, 42 N. H. 153 (1860).

In Ohio, charges for money loaned, there being no mutual items

of account, have been rejected. Hough if. Henk, 8 Oh. Circ. Ct.

354 (1894). See also, to same effect, Burns v. Fay, 14 Pick. 8

(1833) ; Kelton v. Hill, 58 Me. 114 (1870) ; Bassett v. Spofford, 11

N. H. 167 (1840).

But where such mutual items of account are included, the mere
fact that certain of the items are for cash loaned in the usual course

of business is not sufficient to exclude any part of the account.

Cargill V. Atwood, (R. I.) 27 Atl. 214 (1893).

In North Carolina, under a statute, the shop-book was "good
evidence for small articles . . . proved to be delivered within two
years." Alexander v. Smoot, 13 Ired. (N. C.) Law, 461 (1852).

The later development of the rule of shop-books has admitted
them as evidence of larger sums than forty shillings. Wilson v.

Wilson, 6 N. J. Law 95 (1822).

For example, an account of $1521.84 was allowed in White v.

Whitney, 82 Cal. 163 (1889). So of one of $98.45 in Richardson
V. Emery, 23 N. H. 220 (1851).
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Nature of Charge Limited. — The rule being established in

favor of small tradesmen for petty amounts of goods sold, work

done, &c., the innovation was limited to the precise case covered

by the rule. Other items than those usually embraced in such an

account cannot be proved by the shop-book and suppletory oath of

the tradesman.

"A book charge for three months' service as one item, was inad-

missible, according to all the authorities." Henshaw v. Davis, 5

Gush. 145 (1849); Karr v. Stivers, 34 la. 123 (1871).

An item of "7 gold watches, $308," is not a proper subject of

book charge. "This species of evidence was not the proper evidence

to establish a sale of this magnitude and character." Bustin v.

Kogers, 11 Cush. 346 (1853).

Items for cash have been rejected. Vosburgh v. Thayer, 12

Johns. 461 (1815) ; Davis v. Sanford, 9 All. 216 (1864) ; Carman v.

Dunham, 6 Halstead (N. J.) 189 (1830); Cole v. Dial, 8 Tex. 347

(1852); Wilson v. Wilson, 6N. J. Law, 95 (1822). "The necessity

of the case, however, which gave birth to our practice in this par-

ticular, by no means warrants that entries in day books should be

considered as evidence of money lent or cash paid. In those in-

stances the necessity does not exist; for the party has it in his

power to take notes or receipts, in the ordinary course of dealing."

Ducoign V. Shreppel, 1 Yeate's, 347 (1794).

So, under a statute in Connecticut, modifying the early law of

shop-books, it is said that the rule " has not been extended so as

to embrace property loaned, and not returned; nor to compensa-

tion for injuries of any kind; nor to recover money paid on a note,

which had not been applied. . . . For similar reasons, it ought

not to be extended to money or other articles, delivered in fulfil-

ment of any contract." Terrill v. Beecher, 9 Conn. 344 (1832).

The consideration of a promissory note cannot be proved in this

way. "It would be extending a rule of evidence peculiar to some

of the New England states, greatly beyond any of the precedents."

Rindge v. Breck, 10 Cush. 43 (1852).

The evidence is not admissible to prove a charge of $19.06 for

labor on a petition to enforce a mechanics' lien. "To admit

them in this proceeding would be a step beyond any case yet

decided. . . . The party has it in his power to secure other evi-

dence of the work which he has performed, either by the testimony

of the contractor, or of his own fellow workmen." Lynch v. Cro-

nan, 6 Gray, 531 (1856).

The books of a keeper of a billiard-table are not competent under
this rule. Boyd v. Ladson, 4 M'Cord, 76 (1826); or for "billiards

and drinks" and "games." Baldridge v. Penland, 68 Tex. 441

(1887).

But the accounts of an attorney may be proved in this way.
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Codiaan /-. Caldwell, 31 Me. oGO (1850). _
An attorney at law can

prove the rendering of services by his day-book and ap])arently also

by a private trial docket. Briggs v. Georgia, 15 Vt. (51 (1843).

This has, however, been quseried in Pennsylvania, and, so far as re-

lates to a charge for commissions on collection it has been held in

that state that ""cash is not a proper subject for book charge, neither

is interest or commission as cash." Hale v. Ard, 48 Pa. St. 22

(1864). In Connecticut, a party was not allowed to show the pay-

ment of the hundred dollars on a note in this way. The court

say ;
— " It would be difficult, perhaps, to lay down any general prin-

ciple, which would determine, in all cases, what articles may and

what may not be charged on book. But, no charge can be admitted

on book, unless the right to charge exists at the time of delivering

the article, and arises in consequence of such delivery." Bradley

V. Goodyear, 1 Day, 104 (1803). In North Carolina, by statute, the

amount of charge is limited to sixty dollars. Bland c. Warren,

65 N. C. 372 (1871).

The entry is not admissible to show the time during which a

vessel was at a wharf. "This suit is neither for goods sold, nor

for work done, and it has been always understood, that entries

made by the plaintiff himself, are evidence in no other cases. It is

dangerous to allow a party to make evidence in his own favour.

The rule must be confined, to the two cases that have been men-

tioned; we see no distinction between the plaintiff's giving his

book of original entries in evidence, to prove the use and occupa-

tion of a wharf, and giving it in evidence, to prove the use and

occupation of a house, or of anything else." VVilmer v. Israel, 1

Browne, 257 (1811).

Confirmation aliunde. — Where such proof is possible, the

plaintiff is at liberty, even if not required to do so, to confirm his

iDook by evidence of its correctness, from sources other than his

own suppletory oath.

For example, by the evidence of other customers, "that they had

dealt and settled with the plaintiffs, and that they kept fair and

honest books." Linnell v. Sutherland, 11 Wend. 568 (1834).

The delivery of certain of the items charged may also be jiroved,

in confirmation of the account. Linnell v. Sutherland, 11 Wend.

568 (1834). In Vosburgh v. Thayer, 12 Johns. 461 (1815), it is

said to be necessary to show the course of dealing, that the party

has no clerk; that some of the articles have been delivered; that

the books and the account-books of the party are fairly and honestly

kept, and this by those who have dealt and settled with him.

Another reason given is that the party debited is shown to have

reposed confidence by dealings with and being entrusted by the

other party. Vosburgh v. Thayer, 12 Johns. 461 (181 5).

" Reputation in the neighbourhood of keeping correct accounts "
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has been considered, a sufficient confirmation. Land is r. Turner,

14 Cal. 573 (1860).

The defendant may ascertain, "by cross-examination, the cir-

cumstances under which the entries are made." Thomson v.

Porter, 3 Strob. Eq. 58 (1850).

Tlie court may admit the book de bene, conditional upon corrob-

oration being furnished, and if corroboration is not furnished, re-

ject it. " The judge could not know, until the end of the trial, what

corroborating evidence there would be; and after the evidence

was all in, it was proper for the court to decide upon the compe-

tency of the book. This is a species of evidence peculiar in its

nature, of the competency of which, in each case, the court must
decide." Henshaw v. Davis, 5 Cush. 145 (1849).

Prelimixary Proof to the Court. — As in other cases where

the admissibility of evidence depends on proof of some preliminary

fact, it is for the court to decide upon inspection whether the shop

books offered in evidence are fairly kept, in good faith, as a con-

temporaneous record of daily transactions.

For example, in Davis v. Sanford, 9 All. 216 (1864), the court

say: — "A few of the entries for goods sold contain the dates of

the sales, and appear to be original charges made at or near the

time of the transactions to be proved. But most of the entries are

without any date ; and on some of the pages the handwriting and

ink are so much alike as to indicate that the entries were all made
at one time, though they relate to separate sales which were prob-

ably made on different days. The book does not, on inspection,

sufficiently appear to be the daily minutes of the party, made at or

near the time of the transactions to be proved, so as to be admissi-

ble in evidence within the rule stated in Cogswell v. Dolliver, 2

Mass. 221, and Prince v. Smith, 4 Mass. 455.

In Wilson v. Wilson, 6 iST. J. Law, 95 (1822) the court refuse to

permit evidence of cash charges written on one of the last leaves

of a book, detached from the daily entries and accounts by sundry

intervening blank- leaves and dated during the time of such en-

tries and accounts. The decision, however, can hardly be regarded

as of great authority, because of the three judges composing the

court, one thought the entries should be rejected on that ground;

another that all entries of cash were inadmissible; and the third

judge was in favor of admitting the entries.

Statutory Modification. — The rule respecting shop-books

had received, for reasons in part stated sitpva, an extended statu-

tory development in various of the United States, even prior to

the general removal of the restrictions disqualifying parties as

witnesses. The general effect of these provisions was to authorize

the reception in evidence in behalf of a party of all account-book

entries which the court felt were made as a daily bond fide record
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of contemporaneous transactions. Robinson r. Dibble, 17 Fla. 4;)7

(1880); Marsh v. Case, 30 Wis. 531 (1872); Patrick v. Jack, 82 111.

81(1876); Thomson v. Porter, 4 Strob. (S. C.) Eq. 58 (1850);

Woodbury v. Woodbury, 50 Vt. 152 (1876); Bay v. Cook, 22 N. J.

L. 343, 353 (1850); Ganalil r. Shore, 24 Ga. 17 (1858); AVilliams

V. Gunter, 28 Ala. 681 (1856); Neville v. Northcutt, 7 Cold. 294

(1869); Morse v. Congdon, 3 Mich. 549 (1855); Anderson v. Ames,

6 la. 486 (1858).

The distinctive reason for admitting shop-books fell with the

enactment of statutes permitting parties themselves to testify as

witnesses. As the supreme court of Pennsylvania say: — "Ques-

tions in relation to books of entry as evidence, since the Act of

1869, making the parties witnesses, stand upon a different footing

from' that on°which they stood before. Then, the book itself was

the evidence, and the oath of the party was merely supplementary.

Now, the party himself is a competent witness, and may prove

his own claim as a stranger would have done before the Act of

1869. That the facts contained in the book, either of charge or

discharge, of cash or goods, or whatever else is in his personal

knowledge, might be proved by a stranger, no one doubts. A clerk,

for instance, could prove the account, including cash items, from

his own knowledge, and might use the book to refresh his memory.

The party now stands by force of the act on the same plane of com-

petency as the stranger stood upon, and therefore may make the

same proof that a stranger could ; he may also refer to entries made

at the time of the transaction in corroboration o£ his testimony."

Nichols V. Haynes, 78 Pa. St. 174 (1875). The person making

a memorandum may use it to refresh his memory. Price v. Gar-

land, 3 N. M. 505 (1885).

An interesting illustration of the development of the law m this

branch may be found in Wilson v. Wilson, 6 N. J. Law 95 (1822),

where the court are willing to admit entries regardless of amount,

but, in the case of at least one judge, consider that cash payments

cannot be so proved. "According to the principles of the common

law, a man's book of account cannot be produced in evidence in his

favour; but a contrary practice has prevailed for such a great

length of time throughout all the courts of judicature in this state,

as t°o have formed a general rule quite the other way, that every

man's book of account is evidence in his favour, provided the en-

tries therein made are original entries, and were made at the time

the transactions took place, or as nearly at the time as is usual.

But this general rule never obtained in such latitude as to make

everything lawful evidence that a man chooses to write in his book,

for then he might enter in it the testimony of an absent witness,

the confession of an adversary, or the service of a notice. The

general rule extends to no other entries than for goods and articles
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sold; work, labour, and services performed by a man, his ser-

vants, and means, and materials found and provided. Beyond
these limits, which take in all trades and professions, entries in a

man's book never were, and never ought to be evidence in liis

favour."

Books of Accouxt. — While this rule respecting the use of

shop-books was in operation, another rule, — /. e. , that respecting

entries made in course of business was shaping itself; — to the effect

that, under practically the same conditions of contemporaneous-

ness, ho7id fide keeping in course of business, absence of motive to

misrepresent, &c., any entry which a person was under a legal or

professional duty to make, or which was made, in the course of

business was admissible, after the death of the declarant, in ac-

tions between third parties.

When almost universal legislation made parties competent wit-

nesses in most instances, and thereby removed, as above stated,

the original reason for the rule regarding "shop-books," the con-

venience of the use of this species of evidence was by no means
lessened. Stroud v. Tilton, 4 Abb. Ct. of App. Dec. 324 (18G6).

On the contraiy, the growth of commercial transactions rather

tended to increase its value. The party, now a witness, became
entitled to use his original books of account, when made by him-
self, in the usual course of business, and at about the time of the

transaction, as a memorandum to refresh his recollection, regard-

less of the amount or nature of the transactions. If his recollec-

tion were not refreshed, but he were enabled to state that the

entry was accurate when made, the entry itself became evidence, in

connection with his statement.

A note to Price v. Torrington, 1 Smith's L. C. (9 Ed.) p. 566, is

cited with approval in Culver v. Marks, 122 Ind. 554, 564 (1S89)

as follows: — " ' A party's own books of account and original en-

tries are now. in most, if not all, of the United States, received as

evidence of a sale and delivery of goods to, or of work done for,

the adverse party.' On the same subject it is further said: ' The
reason for its introduction has never been placed, by any court, on
higher ground than that of necessity. For, in view of the number
and frequency of transactions of which entries are daily required
to be made, the difficulty and inconvenience of making formal com-
mon laAV proof of each item would be very great. To insist upon
it, therefore, would either render a credit system impossible or

leave the creditor remediless.' "

It is, of course, necessary, that the account be relevant to the
issue. Jones v. Henshall, 3 Col. App. 448 (1893).

And book entries may be competent for other reasons, — i. e., as

admissions. German Nat. Bank. v. Leonard, 40 Neb. 676 (1894);
First Nat. Bank v. Huber, 75 Hun, 80 (1894); Loomis v. Stuart,
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(Tex.) 24 S. W. 1078 (1893). Or as part of the res gestae in a scheme

of fraud; Fleming v. Yost, 137 Ind. 95 (1893). Or as circumstan-

tial evidence, e. g., where the effort is made to show that no inter-

est had been paid by A. in a certain obligation by evidence that

A.'s account-book showed many other payments of interest. Peck

V. Pierce, 63 Conn. 310 (1893). That all A.'s payments of interest

are not entered on this same book is a matter merely of the weight

of the evidence. Ih'ul. But the book of deceased attorneys is

not admissible of itself to prove that they did not receive a

payment of money upon a judgment, in the absence of proof that

this is the attorneys' only account book. Shaffer v. McCrackin,

90 la. 578 (1894).

The rapid extension of the rules respecting entries in course of

business and memoranda to refresh recollection, when combined

with the difficulty, expense and frequent impossibility of making

other proof of book-accounts, could hardly fail, after parties be-

came competent as witnesses, to affect the rule respecting " shop-

books," which had so many important elements in common with

the other rules. Legislative enactments and judicial legislation

combined to make the extension a rapid one.

The old term "shop-book" is frequently retained, but the rule,

as it obtains in the most of the different jurisdictions of the United

States, has dropped every limitation of amount and allows, under the

old conditions prescribed for the use of the shop-book, original

entries on books of account, of merchants, tradesmen and others,

made in the usual course of business, as a contemporaneous record

of current transactions, by a party, or those in his employ, to be

given in evidence whether in favor of or against the party who

offers them. Probably the rule in Missouri is a fair example of the

growth of this development. "Since a party may testify in his

own favor, it must be conceded that he, as well as his clerk or

book-keeper may refresh his memory from entries made by him,

or under his eye and then testify as to the fact with his memory

thus refreshed. Now in case of an account composed of many

items, all this means nothing more than reading the book in evi-

dence. This we all know from daily experience in the trial Courts.

It is out of all reason to say that a merchant or his clerks can

recall each item of the account, and a fair-minded witness will

generally decline the attempt. Account-books are admitted in evi-

dence from the person by whom they are kept Avhen the entries are

made at the time, or nearly so of doing the principal fact, because

entries made under such circumstances constitute a part of the res

gestse. An entry thus made is more than a mere declaration of

the party, it is a verbal act following the principal fact in the

orderly course of business. Such is certainly the custom and

course of business at the present day." Hissrick v. McPherson,
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20 Mo. 310 (1855); Eailway Co. v. Murphy, 60 Ark. 333 (1895);

Irish V. Horn, 84 Hun, 121 (1895). In Maryland, entries in coarse

of business are not admissible in favor of the person making them,

though admissible to refresh his recollection. Stallings v. Gott-

schaik, 77 Md. 429 (1893).

"Tradesmen's books of original entries, made in the ordinary

course of their business, are admitted in evidence under certain

restrictions, on account of the impracticability of making better

proof of the sales and delivery of articles in the course of a busi-

ness conducted from day to day between parties ; in reference to

which it is not usual to make or evidence contracts in the methods in

which isolated transactions are ordinarily transacted or evidenced.

Certain facts must be shown, however, before such books are ad-

missible. 1. It must be shown that the books offered contain the

daily record of the business of the person for whom they are kept,

as it transpires from day to day between himself and customers,

and that the entries therein are original entries, made contempora-

neously with the transaction of the business which the entries are

intended to evidence. 2. The entries must relate to the business

carried on by the person for whom the books are kept, and not to

matters in no way connected with that business. 3. The entries must

be sufficient to show with reasonable certainty what thing is made

the basis of the charge. 4. The book must be on its face regular,

and the entries free from suspicion of alteration. 5. The person

offering sucih books, if they be kept by himself, must ordinarily,

if living, make oath to their correctness; and we think further,

that he should be held to make proof tending to show his probity

and fair dealing; as that the accounts of other persons kept in the

same manner are usually found correct, or so treated by custom-

ers." Baldridge r. Penland, 68 Texas, 441 (1887).

Books of Original Entry. — As in case of the "shop-book,"

the account-book, to be admissible, must be the book of original

entry. Wall v. Dovey, 60 Pa. St. 212 (1869); Huston's Estate,

167 Pa. St. 217 (1895)"; Jones v. Henshall, 3 Col. App. 448 (1893);

Meeth v. Kankin Brick (^o., 48 111. App. 602 (1892); Durkheimer

V. Heilner, 24 Oreg. 270 (1893); Skipworth v. Deyell,83 Hun, 307

(1894). For convenience, a properly verified transcript of the ac-

count has been admitted, the original entries being in court. Texas,

&c., Coal Co. V. Lawson, 31 S. W. (Tex.) 843 (1895).

A "memorandum-book froju which to enter up the charges

against parties in what is called the sales book," cannot be

received. Hancock v. Hintrager, 60 la. 374 (1882).

So "cash books and other books of occasional entry" cannot be

admitted under the rule. Kotwitz v. Wright, 37 Tex. 82 (1872).

It is not in itself sufficient ground for rejecting the evidence that

the book of original entries is kept in ledger form. Hoover v.
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Gehr, 62 Pa. St. 136 (1869); Swain v. Cheney, 41 N. H. 232

(1860); Wells V. Hatch, 43 N. H. 246 (1861); Faxon v. Hollis, 13

Mass. 427 (1816).

But a single item constituting an account, and shown only on

the ledger for a lump sum embracing many separate items, is not

admissible. "It was not an entry upon a merchant's book, but

was, on the contrary, an independent entry, by a party to the

suit, of evidence in his own behalf." Doty v. Smith, 68 Hun, 199

(1893).

When it appears that charges have been posted into the ledger,

the latter book, hoAvever, is a necessary part of the proof. Bon-

nell V. Mawha, 37 N. J. L. 198 (1874).

A check-book stub, from which the checks have been cut off, is

not evidence for a plaintiff of the facts stated on it. " That is no

book account. It is a check-book, a mere memorandum of a

merchant, of the checks he draws on his banker. He cannot be

sworn to such memorandum in his own case." Wilson v. Goodin,

Wright (Ohio Supreme Ct.) 219 (1833).

So an invoice book of an agent is not evidence of the sale and

delivery of goods. "The day-book containing the original trans-

actions as they occurred, proved on oatli or admitted, must be pro-

duced, or parol evidence given of the delivery of the merchandise."

Cooper V. Morrell, 4 Yeates (Pa.) 341 (1807).

Where "the book produced was a small memorandum book,

apparently carried in the pocket, consistiiig of ten leaves and con-

taining sundry minutes, some in pencil and some in ink, of money
paid out and money received," and an account therein contained

was offered with the plaintiff's "own oath" to prove sale and de-

livery of forty-five cords of wood, this being the only charge of

such a nature, the book was rejected. "There is no principle on

which such extremely loose papers as those offered by the plaintiff

are admissible in evidence, as a book of accounts. They do not

possess that intrinsic evidence of their truth, witliout which the

admission of account books is extremely dangerous to the cause of

justice. In the first place, the charges in the hand-writing of the

party, must appear in such a state that they may be presumed to

have been his daily minutes of his transactions and business. . . .

It would be much easier to manufacture a book containing the

plaintiff's statement of a single transaction, than a regular account

book containing the minutes of his business from day to day. . . .

Undoubtedly the practice has been very lax on this point . . . and

the explanation ... is to be found in the fact that the great

cheapness and convenience of this mode of proof has insensibly

introduced a laxity in the practice, which the courts in question

found it difficult to limit to the cases for which such evidence was
originally designed. We have already held that there is no par-
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ticulai- form in wliich the account book of a party must be kei)t;

Cuniiuiiigs IK Nichols, 13 jS. H. 420; and we are desirous of adapt-

ing tlie rule regulating the admission of it to the practical business

of life, so far as that may be done without violating the principle

that a party shall not be a witness in chief in his own case."

Richardson v. Emery, 23 X. H. 220 (1851).

A time-book which had only the name of the party and marks
under particular dates, has been received. jVIathes /;. Kobinson,

8 Mete. 269 (1844); Dicken c. Winters, 169 Pa. St. 126 (1895).

In Maine, marks on a shingle or notches on a stick have been

received. Kendall r. Field, 14 Me. 30 (1836). So of an account-

book where statements of weight, &c., were omitted from the

items. Hooper v. Taylor, 39 ^Nle. 224 (1855). So in Massachu-
setts, as to this last point. Pratt r. White, 132 Mass. 477 (1882).

Original entries of charges in a diary have been received as orig-

inal entries. Gleasou v. Kinney, (jo Vt. 560 (1893).

Even a letter may be "a sort of original entry." Houghton t\

Paine, 29 Vt. 57 (1856).

But it has been held that the register of a loan agent is not a

"book of account," but merely a private memorandum of the owner.

U. S. Bank v. Burson, 90 la. 191 (1894).

If account-books offered in evidence are so kept as to be intelli-

gible, there is no reason why they should not be equally admissible,

whether kept by double or single entries, or by setting apart a

page, or part of a page, for each customer and exhibiting in one

view the whole account. Toomer c. Gadsden, 4 Strobh. (S. C.)

193 (1850).

A party is entitled to explain any peculiar or unusual marks
appearing on his account-book. Singer jMfg. Co. v. Leeds, 48 111.

App. 297 (1892).

"In the United States, a tradesman's book of original entries is

in most jurisdictions received in evidence as prima facie proof,

Avhen supported by the tradesman's oath." White r. Whitney, 82
Cal. 163 (1889); Thomson v. Porter, 3 Strobh. (S. C.) Eq. 58

(1850).

It is a requirement that the entry should be made in the course

of business. Karr v. Stivers, 34 la. 123 (1871); Thomson r. Por-

ter, 3 Strobh. (S. C.) Eq. 58 (1850).

The entry must not only be made in the course of business, but
it must relate to the declarant's business. "The rule is hard
enough to include merchants, shop-keepers, tradesmen, mechanics
and farmers, in all that pertains to their callings. But it would
be dangerous to open the door of admission wider than this. The
inclination of the court is not to extend this kind of evidence

beyond its succinct limits, and we think it has not been so far

stretched as to include the casual sale of an article not in the
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course of the parties' business, and of which it is usual to take
other proof or evidence of sale. ... It is much better to adhere
to this practice than to overstep the ancient limits of the rule,

sanctioned only through necessity, and then run the hazard of

obliterating the only intelligible line of distinction." Shoemaker
V. Kellog, 11 Pa. St. 310 (1849).

The entry is regarded as none the less "original " that the first

actual record is made upon a slate, and afterwards transferred there-

from into the book offered, if practical convenience and the course of

business require it. Faxon v. Mollis, 13 Mass. 427 (1816) — a
case of work and labor brought by a blacksmith ; Barker v. Has-
kell, 9 Cash. 218 (1852); Landis v. Tnrner, 14 Cal. 573 (18(50);

Hall V. Glidden, 39 Me. 445 (1855); Pillsbury v. Locke, 33 N. H.
9G (185G); lledlich v. Bauerlee, 98 111. 134 (1881).

So also where the original entries of a butcher were in the form
of " chalk scores on the cart, stating to whom the meat was sold,

and the quantity and price; from which scores, on the return of the

cart on the same day, and before it went out again, it was the cus-

tom of the other partner to make entries in the book of original

entries," the book was held admissible. Smith v. Sanford, 12
Pick. 138 (1831).

So where work was done by the servants of a painter, who testi-

fied that they brought home memoranda of the items of service

and of the amount of paint furnished, and from these memoranda
the charges were made in the book, it was held the book account

was admissible. Morris r. Briggs, 3 Gush. 342 (1849).

The book offered is none the less a book of original entries, that

it is made up from information originally furnished by loose mem-
oranda. Hoover v. Gehr, 62 Pa. St. 136 (1869). Or "entered

each day on a slate, by those doing it, or under whose eyes it was
done." And where "the book-keeper entered these charges from

day to day in the books and effaced them from the slate." Stroud

V. Tilton, 4 Abb. Ct. of App. Dec. 324 (1866) ; Nichols /;. Vinson,

9 Houst. 274 (1891); or that the account is kept by the use of

simple straight marks, the maker being unable to write. Miller v.

Shay, 145 Mass. 162 (1887). These memoranda need not, and
usually cannot, be produced. Landis v. Turner, 14 Cal. 573 (1860).

But where sales were entered at the close of day upon a ledger

from loose slips, by items which did not show the kind of goods

sold, it was held that the ledger was not admissible as a book of

original entries. Way v. Cross (la.) 63 N. W. 691 (1895). This
ruling was correct upon other grounds.

T'he memoranda must be transferred to the book of original

entries within a reasonable time.

Three days is not an unreasonable length of time. Landis y.

Turner, 14 Cal. 573 (1860).
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Where the plaintiff, a cord-wainer doing a very small business,

made his charges " upon a slate until it was full, and in from two

to four weeks from the time they were so entered, when the work

was done, he transferred them to his book," it was held "properly

received." Hall v. Glidden, 39 Me. 445 (1855).

Where the entries are transcribed from a pass-book " within a

couple of days," when the plaintiff was sick, and every evening

when he was well, it was held sufficiently contemporaneous. Hoo-

ver V. Gehr, G2 Pa. St. 136 (18G9).

Where entries are transferred from memoranda, it was held in

an early case in Pennsylvania that the entries ought in each case

to be transferred "at least in the course of the day succeeding " the

day of entry on the memorandum, rejecting the book where some

of the entries had been transferred on the third day. Cook v.

Ashmead, 2 Miles (Pa.), 268 (1838).

Entries must best on Personal Knowledge. — The entry

must be verified by the evidence of the person who made the entry

or appropriate proof of his handwriting. State v. Hopkins, 56 Vt.

250, 258, (1883); Countryman v. Bunker, 101 Mich. 218 (1894);

Meeth v. Rankin Prick Co. 48 111. App. 602 (1892); F. H. Hill

Co. V. Sommer,55 HI. App. 345(1894); Skipworth v. Dryell, 83

Hun, 307 (1894).

It is believed that the rule laid down in the supreme court of

Mississippi in the following case is too liberal, unless the person

on whose information the entry is made is also produced as a wit-

ness. " The rule is that to authorize the introduction of books of

account as evidence of the facts entered, it must be shown that

they have been fairly and honestly kept, that they are the books

of a party engaged in the business to which they refer, that the

entries were made in the usual course of business, at or about the

time the facts entered transpired, that the entries are original and
made by a party having knowledge of the facts entered, or that

information thereof was communicated to tlie party by whom the

entries were made by some person engaged in the business whose
duty it was to transact the particular business and make the report

thereof for entry on the books, and such report and entry must be

made at the time of the occurrence or before the facts can be sup-

posed to have passed from his recollection." Chicago R. Co. v.

Frovine, 61 Miss. 288 (1883). "Plaintiffs' books of account will

not be excluded on the ground that plaintiffs kept a clerk during

the time of the dealings Avhich were the subject of the action,

where plaintiffs testify that, during such time, they did not keep a

regular clerk, but sometimes emplo3-ed persons to help them for a

few days or months, and also employed persons to assist tempora-
rily in posting the books, and that the book entries by others than

plaintiffs were made under their supervision, in their presence,
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and at their suggestion, though they state on cross-examination

that they cannot say that they were always present when the

charges in the books were made, or that they saw or gave directions

as to every charge." Atwood v. Barney, 29 N. Y. Sup't. 810 (1894).

This requirement that the entry must have been based upon the

personal knowledge of the declarant must necessarily be relaxed

where, as frequently happens, the entry is made by one person

upon information furnished him, and the remainder of the trans-

action is completed by another. Under these circumstances, if the

party making the entry can testify that he has accurately entered

what he was told (or, in case of his decease, if his handwriting and,

possibly, general accuracy be proved) and the truth of the informa-

tion which was entered, be testified to by those on whose knowl-
edge it rests, it will be sufficient verification of the account.

"The decided cases have also sanctioned the rule that where
there is more than one individual connected with the sale and
delivery of the goods, and the making of the charges on the book,

it is proper to introduce as witnesses all those persons who are

thus connected with the transaction, and whose testimony is

necessary to establish those facts which would be required to be

proved by a single person, when such person had been the sole

actor, as vendor and book-keeper." Harwood i\ Mulry, 8 Gray, 250

(1857); Miller v. Shay, 145 Mass. 162 (1887); Littleheld v. Rice,

10 Mete. 287 (1845); Faxon v, Hollis, 13 Mass. 426 (1816); Smith
V. Sanford, 12 Pick. 139 (1831); Morris v. Briggs, 3 Cush. 342

(1857); Barker v. Haskell, 9 Cush. 218 (1852).

A foreman, having general charge of the work, with two gang-

foremen under him, each in charge of a separate gang, kept a time-

book, in which was entered the name of each man employed; visited

the work twice a day, and checked off on the time-book the time of

each man as reported to him by the gang-foremen, recognizing

some workmen by their faces. The gang-foremen did not see the

entries, but testified that they had correctly reported the time of

each workman to the general foreman. Held, that the book was
admissible, in connection with the evidence of the general foreman.
" We are of opinion that the rule as to the admissibility of memo-
randa may properly be extended so as to embrace the case before

us. The case is of an account kept in the ordinary course of busi-

ness, of laborers employed in the prosecution of work, based upon
daily reports of foremen who had charge of the men, and who, in

accordance with their duty, reported the time to another subordi-

nate of the same common master, but of a higher grade, who, in

time, also in accordance with his duty, entered the time as reported.

We tliink entries so made, with the evidence of the foremen that

they made true reports, and of the person who made the entries

that he correctly entered them, are admissible. It is substantially
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by this method of accounts, that business transactions in numerous

cases are authenticated, and business could not be carried on and

accounts kept in many cases, without great inconvenience, unless

this method of keeping and proving accounts is sanctioned. In a

business where many laborers are employed, the accounts must, in

most cases, of necessity, be kept by a person not personally cogni-

zant of the facts, and from reports made by others. The person

in charge of the haborers knows the fact, but he nuiy not have the

skill, or, for other reasons, it may be inconvenient that he should

keep the account. It may be assumed that a system of accounts

based upon substantially the same methods as the accounts in this

case, is in accordance with the usages of business, in admitting

an account verified, as was the account here, there is little danger

of mistake, and the admission of such an account as legal evidence

is often necessary to prevent a failure of justice. We are of

opinion, liowever, that it is a "proper qualihcation of the rule

admitting such evidence, that the account must have been made in

the ordinary course of business, and that it should not be extended

so as to admit a mere private memorandum, not made in pursuance

of any duty owing by the person making it, or when made upon
information derived from aiu)tlier who made the communication
casually and voluntarily, and not under the sanction of duty or

other obligation. The case before us is within the qualification

suggested." Mayor, etc., of N. Y. v. Sec. Ave. K. R. Co. 102 N. Y.

572 (1SS6). The evidence of the person having actual knowl-
edge of the time employed is necessary, even if such person is

without the state. Little Rock Granite Co. v. Dallas Co. GG Fed.

Rep. 522 (1894.)

Where logs were measured as they were sawed, and a memo-
randum of their contents marked on them by the party sawing,

and at the end of each week the figures on the board were tran-

scribed into a book by one of the measurers, who, howevei-, could

not recognize the work of the other measurers by their figures on

the boards, it was held that the book was not evidence of the
quantity of logs sawed without calling all the parties who had
measured the logs. Leslie v. Hanson, 1 Hannay '(New Bruns.)
263 (1867); Chicago Lumbering Co. v. Hewitt, 64 Fed. Rep. 314
(1894).

The rule being considered has no application to the case, where,
though the actual entry is made by B., its accuracy has been ascer-

tained by A. who has reported the facts which are the basis of the
entry to B. In such a case the evidence of A. is sufficient.

Thus where a witness took down upon a slate the quantity in

each stick of timber drawn by him, added up the several quantities,

and gave their sum to his wife or daughter, who entered it in his

presence upon a memorandum book, and he then examined the
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entries and found that they were correct, it was held that the book

might be submitted to the jury in connection with the testimony of

the witness as competent to show the quantity drawn by him.

Pillsbury v. Locke, 33 N. H. 96 (185G).

ExTKiEs MUST BE CoNTEMPORAXEous. — As in tlic casc of the

shop-book, the entry must be made at substantially the same
time as the transaction. It is for this reason, in part, that the

book of original entry is alone admissible. Bentley v. Ward, 116

Mass. 333 (1874); Davis v. Sanford, 9 All. 216 (1864); Martin v.

INichols, 54 Mo. App. 594 (1893); Collins Bros. Drug Co. v.

Graddy, 57 Mo. App. 41 (1894); Railway Co. v. Murphy, 60 Ark.

333 (1895); Skipworth u. Dryell, 83 Hun, 307 (1894). The onus
of showing this, as other requisites of admissibility, is on the

party offering the account. Brown v. Williams (Tex.), 31 S. W.
225 (1895). In an action against an estate upon a book account

for "drinks,"' "billiards," etc., the court say, "It was shown that

the other entries in the books were in the handwriting of the

appellee, but there was no evidence to show that tlie entries made
by him were cotemporaneous with the transaction of the matters

to which they relate." Baldridge v. Penland, 68 Tex. 441 (1887).

It is not fatal that a physician's book of charges contains entries

in which the work of several days for the defendant is consolidated.

"The charges of $5, in several instances, embracing services of two
or three days, are neither contrary to law nor the practice that

prevails with men who keep their books of account at home, while

their labor and services are rendered elsewhere." Bay v. Cook,

22 N. J. L. 343, 353 (1850).

Where a laborer works by the day for a single employer, it is

sufficient if he sets down his time at the end of the week. He
"ought not in reason to be held to make daily entries in his books."

Yearsley's Appeal, 48 Pa. St. 531 (1865).

In a Massachusetts case where the entries were made u]) from
daily memoranda furnished by tlie servants, "sometimes on the day,

sometimes every two or three days, and one or two at longer

intervals," the entries were admitted. Morris v. Briggs, 3 Cush.

342 (1849).
" In this particular, every case must be made to depend very

much upon its own peculiar circumstances, having regard to the

situation of the parties, the kind of business, the mode of conduct-

ing it, and the time and manner of making the entries." Barker
v.'llaskell, 9 Cush. 218 (1852).

Proof of Entry. — If the party making the entry be alive, he
must be produced.

To entitle a memorandum to be read in evidence, it is indispens-

able that the witness should verify the handwriting as his own.
Gilchrist v. Brooklyn Grocers' Man. Assoc. 59 N. Y. 495 (1875).
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If the clerk or writer is available as a witness, he must be pro-

duced. Bartholomew v. Farwell, 41 Conn. 107 (1874). Or his

absence satisfactorily accounted for. Price v. Garland, 3 N. M.
285 (1885).

A dictum in Connecticut suggests that in the case of a "book

debt," the evidence of the person making the entry, even if avail-

able as a witness, is not required. Bartholomew v. Farwell, 41

Conn. 107 (1874).

Where the clerk is dead, his handwriting should be proved.

Stroud V. Tilton, 4 Abb. Ct. of App. Dec. 324 (18(>()) ; McDonald v.

Carnes, 90 Ala. 147 (1890).
" Where the entries are in the hand-writing of a deceased person,

it is not enough, under any of the cases, for the administrator to

swear to the general conclusion that the books came to his hands as

administrator as the books of original entry of his intestate, and
that he believes the debt was unpaid." In all such cases there

must be proof of the handwriting of -the deceased, whetlier prin-

cipal or clerk. Kobinson v. Dibble, 17 Fla. 457 (1880).

If the party making tlie entry is deceased, or otherwise incompe-

tent, his iiandwriting should be proved. Hoover v. Gelir, G2 Pa.

St. 13(; (1809); Union Bank v. Knapp, 3 Pick. 9G, 106 (1825).

If the person wlio made the entry is " dead or beyond reach, or

incompetent, his testimony is dispensed with ex necessitate."

Bartholomew v. Farwell, 41 Conn. 107 (1874).'

And this is true, though the entry was originally made upon
information furnished by another person who delivered the goods,

performed the work, etc., provided such second person is presented

as a witness. Hoover v. Gehr, 62 Pa. St. 136 (1869). It is also

settled that ''original entries made by a person in his own books,

or made by his clerk, when done in the ordinary course of business,

and contemporaneously with the transaction to which such entries

relate, are generally admissible in evidence to prove the correct-

ness of all items within the knowledge of the person making them.

Before admissible, the entries must be sworn to as having been
made by the party who made them, and that he knew of tbeir

correctness at the time they were made, if such party is living."

It has been said in an early case, that it is not sufficient to admit
proof of his handwriting that the writer is without the state.

Douglass V. Hart, 4 McCord, 257 (1827).

But being beyond the reach of process has generally been
regarded as a satisfactory reason for admitting evidence of

handwriting.

Where a partner named Buck, in whose handwriting certain

entries were, had gone to parts unknown, the court in admitting
evidence of his handwriting say, "The same necessity therefore

existed for receiving the books in evidence that would have existed
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it' Buck had been dead at the time of trial." New Haven &c. Co.

V. Goodwin, 42 Conn. 230 (1875).

Other excuses will be accepted for the non-production of the

evidence of the person who made the entry.

So where a party is insane, the account is admissible as proof of

his handwriting verified by the oath of the guardian. Whether
the person is sufficiently insane to justify admitting the evidence

is a preliminary question of fact for the presiding justice. Holbrook

V. Ga}-, 6 Cush. 215 (1850); Union Bank v. Knapp, o Pick. 96,

108 (1825).

If he is dead, or insane, or beyond the jurisdiction of the court,

proof of his handwriting will be sufficient. Boiling v. Fannin, 97

Ala. 619 (1893).

Nature of Charge. — Even where account-books are freely

admitted, regardless of amount, certain of the old limitations upon
the use of shop-books are still retained, as to the nature of the

charge in proof of which such books are admissible.

For example, in New York, account-books are not admissible in

proof of items of cash. "The rule which prevails in this state

(adopted, it is said, from the law of Holland), that the books of a

tradesman, or other person engaged in business, containing items

of account, kept in the ordinary course of book-accounts, are

admissible in favor of the person keeping them, against the party

against whom the charges are made after certain preliminary facts

are shown, has no application to the case of books or entries relat-

ing to cash items or dealings between the parties. . . . The
rule admitting account-books of a party iii his own favor in any

case, was a departure from the ordinary rules of evidence. It was
founded upon a supposed necessity, and was intended for cases of

small traders who kept no clerks, and was confined to transactions

in the ordinary course of buying and selling or the rendition of

services. In these cases some protection against fraudulent entries

is afforded in the publicity which to a greater or less extent

attends the manual transfer of tangible articles of property, or the

rendition of services, and the knowledge which third persons may
have of the transactions to which the entries relate. But the

same necessity does not exist in respect to cash transactions."

Smith V. Rentz, 131 N. Y. 169 (1892).

"The book to be admissible, it is said, must be a registry of

business actually done, and not of orders, executory contracts and

things to be done subsequent to the entry." Hart v. Livingston,

29 la. 217 (1870). It was accordingly held that an entry, "Bo't

of Livingstons 25 fat hogs, 12 head delivered immediately, balance

when fattened, pd. $15.00," was not admissible. Ibid.

A United States marshal's book of fees and disbursements is

competent in favor of his administration. Kinney v. U. S., 54

Fed. Rep. 313(d«93^.
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"Nor is it any objection . . . that tlie labor and services charged
were performed under a special contract as to the price." Swain
V. Cheney, 41 N. H. 232 (1860).

If the correctness of the original entries is proved, they may be
shown by secondary evidence in case of their destruction by lire.

Ins. Co. V. Weide, 9 Wall. 677 (1869).
If the shop-book is otherwise competent, it is not necessarily

fatal that other outside accounts are put in at the close of the
shop account. White v. Whitney, 82 Cal. 163 (1889).
Statutory Extension. — Much of the rai)id growth of this

branch of the law has resulted from statutory enactment. Hancock
V. Hintrager, 60 la. 374 (1882); Wall v. Dovey, 60 Pa. St. 212
(1869).

Collateral Facts. — Whether an entry in course of business is

evidence of collateral facts is in dispute.

That A. is debited on the plaintiff's books is not "conclusive
evidence that the credit was given to him, but only a circumstance,
strong it is true, to be submitted with all the other evidence in
the cause to the jury." Myer v. Grafflin, 31 Md. 350 (1869).

That the plaintiff debited a person other than the defendant is

admissible as being "in tlie nature of admissions." Bentley v.

Ward, 116 Mass. 333 (1874).

A plaintiff's books are not evidence to prove a promise of payment
by the defendant. Somers v. Wright, 114 Mass. 171 (1873).
A charge on a plaintiff's books is not conclusive as to the

person to whom credit was given. Gilbert v. Porter, 2 Kerr (Xew
Bruns.) 390 (1844).

A book account is said not to be "evidence in reference to the
amount of the claim due to the other party, and of the true state
of the account between the parties." Alexander v. Smoot, 13 Tred.
L. (N. C.) 461 (1852).

Confirmation Aliunde. — " The rule requires, in addition,
the suppletory oath of the party, and that it must be proved
aliunde, that he was in the habit of keeping correct and just
accounts." Burleson v. Goodman, 32 Tex. 229 (1869). "In order
to entitle books of account to reception as evidence, it must appear
that the party keeping and producing them is usually precise and
punctilious respecting the entries therein, and that they are
designed at least to embrace all the items of the account which
are proper subjects of entry." Countryman v. Bunker, 101 Mich.
218 (1894).

In a Georgia case, in reversing judgment for the plaintiff, the
court say: "To say nothing of the character and condition of the
books themselves, not a witness swears that he kept correct books
from his own knowledge of his dealings; nor does any one depose
that he knew of any dealings between Cheever and Brown. To
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allow a thousand dollars to be recovered upon such proof, would

perhaps be going too far." Cheever v. Brown, 30 Ga. 904 (IHGOj.

It is iiiiuiaterial that the witnesses who testify to the general

correctness of the plaintiff's books settled their own accounts by

the ledger or did not verify the original entries. Stroud v. Tilton,

4 Abb. Ct. of App. Dec. 324 (1866).

It is sufficient confirmation if tlie plaintiff call as witnesses

several persons who have kept the books offered in evidence, "and

who testified that the books were correctly and accurately kept,

and on tliese books were daily entered the items. ... It is no

longer necessary to call as witnesses others who have settled by

the books." Seventh Day &c. Association v. Fisher, 95 Mich. 274

(1893).

The testimony of a book-keeper to the accuracy of his accounts

has been regarded as a sufficient verification. Cleland v. Applegate,

8 Ind. App. 499 (1893).

Testimony of witnesses that they had dealt with plaintiffs, and

had settled from xjlaintiffs' books of account, which they found to

be correct, is sufficient evidence that the books were fairly and

honestly kept to authorize their admission in evidence." Atwood

V. Barney, 29 N. Y. Supp. 810 (1894).

"The presumption, prima facie, is, that the book of a decedent

was regularly kept as a record of his daily transactions. If testi-

mony is subsequently introduced which raises any question upon

the subject it is for the jury to determine, under proper instruc-

tions from the court." Hoover v. Gehr, 62 Pa. St. 136 (1869).

Preliminary Inquiries for the Court. —•
As witli other mat-

ters of fact, incidental to the receipt of evidence, the preliminary

inquiries relating to this class of evidence must be decided by the

court. "Such private entries of a party himself, made in the

regular routine of his business, are considered, especially in modern

times, as legal testimony, however weak it may be regarded, if

upon inspection of the books by the court trying a cause, they

appear to have been honestly kept, and the entries, without

erasures or interlineations, regularly and chronologically made."

Burleson v. Goodman, 32 Tex. 229 (1869). "It is for ti:e court to

decide upon the admissibility of the book offered, although the

weight to be given to it afterwards must be largely a question for

the jury, in connection with its appearance, the manner in whicii

it is kept, and the other evidence in the case. It must appear to

have been honestly kept, and not intentionally erased or altered,

and to have been the record of the daily business of the party,

made for the purpose of estaVdishing a charge against another.

Necessarily, regard is to be had to the education of the party, his

methods and knowledge of business, etc., in deciding this question.

Cogswell V. DoUiver, 2 Mass. 217; Prince v. Smith, 4 Mass. 454.
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The decision of the court to admit the book is final and conclu-

sive, unless from its character, or from that which was sought to

be proved by it, it could not have been admitted even it it met
those tests." Pratt v. White, 132 Mass. 477 (1882).

In Florida the rule is stated thus :
" Originally book accounts

were not admissible in evidence in this state. Higgs v. Shehee,

4 Fla. 382. Subsequently to this decision the Legislature passed

an act that shop books of account of either party, in which charges

and entries shall have been originally made shall be admissible

in evidence in favor of such party, and the credibility of such evi-

dence shall be judged of by the jury in cases at law, and by the

court in cases of equity. Chapter 662, Acts of 1854, Revised

Statutes sec. 1120. Under this statute, as construed by our

decisions, before the books can be admitted in evidence they inust

be submitted to the inspection of the judge, accompanied with

proof that the entries therein were originally made, that is, made
by the party contemporaneous with the transactions therein

recorded, in due course of his business, and if they exhibit a fair

register of the daily business of the party, and appear to have been

honestly and regularly kept, they are admissiV)le as evidence to

be judged of by the jury." Lewis v. ^Nleginniss, 30 Fla. 419,

428 (1892).

The party against whom such entries are offered may call the

attention of the court to inaccuracies and cii'cumstances of suspicion

in the entries of the book, even as to accounts other than the one

offered in the case.

If the book is admitted to go to tlie jury, the party can introduce

intrinsic or extrinsic evidence as to the accuracy and good faith of

the book as to the account in litigation or any other, open or closed.
" When a book of original entries is offered in evidence, supported
by the oath of the party, the court examines it to see if it appears,

prima facie, to be what it purports to be. If there are erasures

and interlineations, and false or impossible dates, touching points

that are material, or if for any reason it clearly appears not to be

a legal book of entries, the court may reject it as incompetent:
Churchman v. Smith, 6 Whart. 146; Curren v. Crawford, 4 S.

& R. 3. If this does not clearly appear, it is to be submitted to the

jury to judge of, and then it is competent for the adverse party to

show its general character b}- pointing to charges and entries affect-

ing other parties, and by calling witnesses to prove such entries

false and fraudulent. That this investigation may not run into

excessive departure from the issue on trial, the court should limit

it to the time, or near the time, covered by the account in suit,

and should suffer no more examination of collateral cases than
would bear directly on the general character of the book. If a
shop-book exhibit, in respect to customers generally, illegal dates,
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as on Sunday, or impossible dates, as Slst of June or 30th Febru-

ary, or altered dates, or earlier dates after those that are later, or

any other such condemning features, they are evidence for the jury

upon tlie general character of the book. The jury may form some

opinion from such examination, how far it is entitled to weight in

the scales which they are holding. Whilst they should make all

due allowances for mistakes, for ignorance and unskilful ness in

book-keeping, and for peculiarities in the plaintiff's business, they

should insist on the general honesty and accuracy of the book,

made in secret by one party against the other, and now offered

as a guide to the conscience of the jury." Funk v. Ely, 45 Pa. St.

444 (18G3).

Weight for the Jury. — Once admitted, the evidence of

account-books is entitled to such weight as the jury see fit to give

it.
" Of these attributes and pre-requisites of the book accounts of

parties, the judge who tries the cause and has the opportunity to

inspect them, is better qualified to form an opinion than this court,

unless the books themselves are brought under review here. When
they are admitted before the jury, as testimony, the jury alone are

to be the judges of the weight to be given to them." Burleson v.

Goodman, 32 Tex. 229 (1869); Dicken v. Winters, 169 Pa. St.

126 (1895).
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Entries in Course of Business. — rrominent among exceptions

to the hearsay rule is that which admits oral declarations or written

entries made by a deceased person in the usual course of profes-

sional or official business, or in discharge of some duty.

" We think it a safe principle, that memorandums nuide by a per-

son in the ordinary course of his business, of acts or matters which

his thity in such business requires him to do for others, in case of his

death, are admissible evidence of the acts and matters so done."

Nicholls V. Webb, 8 Wheat. 326, 337 (1823). On an action by

indorsee of a promissory note against an iudorser demand and

notice may be proved by an entry of a notary's clerk siuce de-

ceased. "It has been recently settled, that the memorandums

made at the time by a person in the ordinary course of his business,

of acts and matters which his duty in such business required him to

do for others, are admissible evidence of tlie acts and matters so

done after his death." Farmers' Bank v. Whitehill, IG S. & K. 89

(1827).

In a similar case, a protest of a note found among the papers of a

deceased notary public is good evidence of the demand and notice.

"Notaries are usually employed for that purpose by holders of

notes, and are trustworthy persons conversant with such business,

and therefore suitable and proper agents to be so employed; and
tlieir written memoranda, after their decease, tliongli not competent
evidence in chief, yet from necessity are good secondary evidence,

because it is the usual course of their duty and business to keep
such memoranda. Porter v. Judson, 1 Gray 175 (1854).

See also Shove v. Wiley, 18 Pick. 558 (1836), where no attention

is apparently paid by the court to the fact that the writer was
alive.

Entries in the private book of a deceased town treasurer made
in the usual course of his official duty, are competent. Rindge v.

Walker, 61 N. H. 58 (1881).

Entries in the account book of a deceased physician of charges

for services as a surgeon in setting a fractured leg, made in course

of business are competent evidence, in a pauper settlement case,

though not against the interest of the declarant. Augusta v.

Windsor, 19 Me. 317 (1841).

Entries by a deceased jeweller as to the repairs, number, make,

&c., of a certain watch, made according to the course of his busi-

ness, are competent evidence of the facts set forth. State v.

Phair, 48 Vt. 366 (1875).

"The entry by an attorney in his register of the making of an
order or decree in a proceeding Conducted by him, is admissible

within this rule. The order or decree is the act of the court, but

it is procured upon the application of the attorney, and the fact of

obtaining it is a part of the history of the proceeding, which prop-
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erly and usually is inserted in the register. There is no absolute

duty resting upon an attorney to make such an entry, but this is

not essential, it is sudic.ient if the entry was the natural concomitant
of the transaction to which it relates, and usually accomj^anies it."

Fisher v. Mayor, 67 N. Y. 7.3, 77 (1876).

So an entry of demand of payment of a certain note made in a
book kept, as required by the by-laws of the bank by a deceased
messenger, is competent evidence of demand. Welsh v. Barrett,

15 Mass. o79 (3819).

The record of a station agent as to the movement of freight cars

at his station, made in the course of his duties as agent of the
company, is competent. R. R. Co. v. Henderson, 57 Ark. 402
(189;3).

It is not necessary that the duty should be one which is pre-

scribed by law.

The entry of a baptism, contemporaneously made by a lioman
Catholic priest, in the discharge of his ecclesiastical duty, in his

church, record of baptisms, is competent evidence, after his death
of the date of the baptism, if the book is produced from the proper

custody; although he is not a sworn officer, and the record is not

required by law to be kept. Kennedy v. Doyle, 10 All. 161

(1865). "In the case before us, the book was kept by the deceased

priest in the usual course of his office, and was produced from the

custody of his successor; the entry is in his own handwriting, and

appears to have been made contemporaneously with the perform-

ance of the rite, long before any controversy had arisen, with no

inducement to misstate, and no interest except to perform his

official duty. The addition of a memorandum that he had been

paid a fee for the ceremony could not have added anything to the

competency, the credibility, or the weight, of the record as evidence

of the fact. An entry made in the i)erfornianee of a religious duty

is certainly of no less value than one made by a clerk, messenger

or notary, an attorney or solicitor, or a physician, in the course of

his secular occupation." See also Whitcher v. McLaughlin, 115

Mass. 167 (1874).

So the official registers kept by public officers for entry of official

transactions to discharge the duties of theii- offices are admissible,

though no statute requires the books to be kept. Bell r. Hendrick,

25 Fla. 778 (18S9).

"Official records, or books kept by persons in public office, in

which they are required to write down the proceedings of some
public body or corporation, are generally admissible in evidence,

although their authenticity be not confirmed by an oath, or the

power of cross-examining the persons on whose authority their

truth and correctness depend." Little v. Downing, .37 K. H. 355

(1858).
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15ut it is requisite that there shouhl be a duty of some kind. A
self-imposed, optioual task does not come within the rule. Thus

the sui)reme judicial court of Massachusetts has refused to admit

entries made by a deceased person of payments of money entered

in a diary in which he made daily entries. Costelo v. Cruwell, 139

Mass. 588 (188,-)).

The book must have a "connection with the business of the

plaintiff." Avery v. Avery, 49 Ala. VJ'3 (187o). 8o a lawyer

cannot fix a date by proof of an entry in his diary, thonL,di such

entry might be used to refresh his recollection. Whitaker v.

White, 69 Hun, 258 (1893).

Where the owner of a business, suspecting that an employee

was not accounting to him for sales, had another emi>loyee make a

list of sales on a slip of paper, it was held that this was not an

entry iu course of business. Peck r. Valentine, 94 X. Y. 569

(1884).

Evidence of Collateral Facts. — The declaration is not only

evidence of the precise fact which it was the duty or custom of the

declarant to enter, but of collateral facts stated at the same time.

So the entry on the baptismal register of a Roman Catholic

priest "1837, December 17th. Uaptized Joanna, born 12th," is

evidence not only of the date and fact of baptism, but of the date

of birth, though it was no part of the priest's duty to record the

date of birth. Kennedy v. Doyle, 10 All. 161 (1865). Entries on

the books of a deceased jeweller, showing the charges for repairs

made on a certain watch, are comjietent evidence of its number,

maker, style, &c., in any suit where such facts are material. State

V. Fhair, 48 Yt. 366 (1875).

On the contrary, it has been held in Pennsylvania, that the

record of a T^utheran minister showing the burial record of certain

persons was incomjietent to show the names of their parents, their

birthplaces, and the dates of birtli, though this "was the usual way

of keeping the record." The court say: "This burial list was

competent to show the death and burial of these ladies, but what

the pastor put down in the book as to their parentage, and the time

and place of their birth, was incompetent, for the plain reason that

it was no part of his duty to make such entries. Such registers are

not, in general, evidence of any fact not required to be recorded in

them, and which did not occur in the presence of the registering

officer." Sitler v. Gehr, 105 Penn. St. '577, 600 (1884).

" Apart from any statute requiring it, the baptismal register of

a church, in which entries of baptism are made in the ordinary

course of the clergyman's business, is admissible to prove the fact

and date of baptism, but not to prove other facts, as, ex. gr., that

the child was baptized as the lawful child of the parents, and hence

to infer a marriage between them." Blackburn ik Crawfords, 3

Wall. 175 (1865).
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So it has been held in Michigan that nhe record of a baptism,

when admissible in evidence, is evidence of the date ot baptism

but not of birth, although stated therein." Uurfee .;. Abbott, Gl

Mich 471 (188G). And, in the same court, that a book entry

cannot be used as evidence not only of a certain payment, but also

that it was " in full." " It is well settled that such an entry cannot

prove anything more than the cha,rge of such an amount, it it proves

that Any further entry can have no weight to prove such a set-

tlement as is relied ou here. Book-entries, when receivable are

not allowed beyond the purpose for which the exception m their

Zov is made in the usual course of business." Estate of ^^ avA,

73 Mich '^'20 (18<S9).

And it has been held that a stranger cannot be a declarant ot a

man's a-e, -e. g., the secretary of a lodge cannot make his state-

ment ot^iie age of an applicant upon the lodge books evidence o

such age. Connecticut, &c., Ins. Co. v. Schwenk, 94 L. S. o9.^

187G) Similarly, on an indictment for cohabitation with a female

under eighteen years of age, the annual reports of the clerk o the

school dfstrict where the girl went to school - which stated the

at o the pupils -were reiected, as the clerk "was not required

to irdua: il. his report the names of the diUdren or the actual age

of anv child." State v. Woods, 49 Kan. 23- (189-).

M ST BK CONTKMPOKAKEOUS. - If the declaration takes the iorm

of a written entry, such entry must be made at substantially the

saine t me as the occurrence of the fact which it purports to sta e

^L r. u. s., 18 Wall.
^^«'

f\o^'^)' 3^;;^^^;.^?^;^'
ia \n 1ft1 n8Gr)V U. H. Co. V. Henderson, 5/ Ark. 402 (1.S.M}.

'

'n s must he sLvn by other evidence than the mere pro,
„^^^

of a survevor's minutes. "The rroposed evidence fals «>«' • " «

c a^of hearsay test>n,n„y, a» to whieh the general rale is that .t

tadmissiblo, to which rule, however '"-«
--;;™;'\r:;^-

tions, of which the present w,th certain <1'«1'^<=:; '"^^ 7,<^-

Business entries of deceased persons, when made ... the
1
u.c

<
t

t ci duty are admissilde in evidence. Th.s .s the rule, but .t .s

s I ectt\he nu.al.fication that such entries to
^; ;»-;>-;' l!

be «.-st original; and second, contemporaneous with the lacts ti.ej

re;ordr.d these rec,uis.tcs ,„«st be established by evide,,ce oth r

Z what .nay be derived fro,n the entries themselves, ihe fi d

no es o a sni^eyor since deceased, made in the discharge of
,
s

offlcHrdut.es and contemporaneous with the survey, are adniissible

b"™ e uch entries are 'made under a sense of business respons-

b 1 itv »"'' bv an officer having no i..terest to make untrue entries^

t has be™ held that whe.-e an entry has been made against

interest, proof of the hand-writing of the ,,arty and his death is

enoi'h to authorize its vece,,tion at whatever t,me it is ...ad
;

b"t in the case of entries in the course of business, they must be
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contemporaneous with the transaction, and if there is any doubt

whether the entries were made at the time of the transaction, they

are admissible." Eay r. Castle, 79 Xo. C. 580 (1878). The evi-

dence that an entry was contemporaneous cannot be proved by a

presumption arising from tlie contents of tlie entry itself. Uarton

V. Dundas, 24 Q. B. U. C. 273 (1865).

" When a witness is shown to be dead, or beyond the jurisdiction

of the court, written entries and memorials of a transaction, entered

in the usual course of business, and wliich are shown to be in the

handwriting of the absent or deceased witness, and purport or are

shown to have been made at or about tlie time of such alleged

transaction, are admissible evidence, in any issue involving the

transaction to which they relate." Elliott v. Dycke, 78 Ala. 150,

157 (1884).

Entries, if made b}'' one party to a transaction after the transac-

tion had been completed, are inadmissible. "The rights of the

defendant could not be varied by entries thus made, because they

were not contemporaneous entries, made in the due course of the

business, as a part of the res gestae, but were made by one of the

parties after the riglits of the other party had become fixed. Burley

V. German-Am. Bank, 111 U. S. 216 (1883).

This re(|uirement of contemporaneousness is the probable basis

for saying that such declarations are admissible as part of the res

gestae. It may well be doubted, liowever, whether such a classifi-

cation be not rather misleading than otherwise. To be part of

some principal res gestae fact, a declaration must also, it is true,

he contemporaneous witli such principal fact. But here its re-

semblance to a declaration in coiu'se of business <;eases. The mere
fact that an entry has been made contemporaneously Avith the

transaction it sets forth, is not in itself circumstantial evidence

of the truth of the statement concerning the transaction. The
declarant must be dead; it must be made in the course of duty or

business — none of which rerpiirements are made as to a declara-

tion part of tlie res gestae or part of a res gestae fact.

An interesting case in Xew Hampshire decides that an entry in

a book of accounts, made in the usual course of business by a per-

son since deceased, is admissible in a suit between tliird parties,

there being evidence aliunde that he had means of knowledge,

even if the entry be in his favor. On an action against a railroad

company for a collision of a crossing, by which the plaintiff's

wagon was injured, it became important for the plaintiff to show
the character and extent of the injury to one of the hind wheels.

One Woodword, a wheelwright, who repaired the woodwork of the

wheel, died before the trial. Tlie plaintiff called his administrator,

who testified that he had Woodword's account book, kept by Wood-
word in his lifetime, on which appeared a charge "June 8th, 1887.
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To sixteen spokes, twenty cents apiece, $.3.20." This was ad-

mitted, over objection, and held, correctly. "There is a distinction

between entries made in the nsnal and regnlar conrse of business,

and a private memorandum. The latter is mere hearsay, and inad-

missible in evidence after the death of the person who made it.

Entries made in the regular and usual course of business stand

differently. When shop-books are kept and the entries are made
contemporaneously with the delivery of goods or the performance
of labor by a person whose duty it was to make them, they are

admissible, unless the nature of the subject is such as to render

better evidence attainable. Mr. Greenleaf says the remark that

this evidence is admitted contrary to the rules of the common law
is incorrect; that ' in general its admission will be found in perfect

harmony with those rules, the entry being admitted only when it

was evidently contemporaneous Avith the fact and part of the res

gestae.' " Lassone v. Eailroad, G6 N. H. 345, 358 (1890).

Declarant must be Dead. — Lewis tK Kramer, 3 Md. 265

(1852); State v. Hopkins, 56 Vt. 250 (1883); Smith v. Lane, 12 S.

& R. 80 (1824).

Where it appeared that certain entries of sales upon the books
of a stock exchange offered in evidence in a suit between third

parties, were written b}' a secretary who was alive and in the city

of trial, the evidence was rejected. Terry v. Birmingham ]Si"ational

Bank, 93 Ala. 599 (1890).

Disability otiiek than Death. — The strict requirement that

the declarant must be dead in order to render his declaration

admissible has been greatly relaxed in the United States.

It is sufficient if the declarant is insane. Chaffee v. U. S. 18
Wall. 516, 541 (1873).

Or " beyond the reach of the process or commission of the court."

Chaffee v. U. S., 18 Wall. 516, 541 (1873); James v. Wharton, 3
McLean, 492 (1844) ; Vinal r. Gilnmn , 21 W. Va. 301 (1883).

Or has absconded to parts unknown. "Under these circum-

stances we think it is clear that, by the law of this state, the

books should have been received in evidence without the testimony

of Buck in regard to them. He had gone to parts unknown,
and could not be produced as a witness. The same necessity there-

fore existed for receiving the books in evidence that would have

existed if Buck had been dead at the time of trial. If such had
been the case they would undoubtedly have been evidence." New
Haven Co. v. Goodwin, 42 Conn. 230 (1875) ; North Bank v. Abbot,

13 Pick. 465 (1833).

Such entries have been held admissible even if the declarant

is alive and present in court. Chaffee ??. U. S., 18 Wall. 516, 541

(1873).

Apparently, such is the effect of the decision by the supreme
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judicial court of Massachusetts in Sliove v. Wiley, 18 Pick. 558

(1836) where the entries of a bank messenger showing the giving

of notice to an indorser, were held admissible on being identified

by the messenger as in his handwriting and undoubtedly correct

when made; though the messenger had no independent recollection

of the occurrence.

The court seem at times during their opinion inclined to treat

the entry as a memorandum to refresh recollection, and the decision

seems sounder \vhen rested upon that ground.

It is said that it will be presumed that a deceased clerk, who

made the entry on a merchant's books, delivered the goods. Clarke

V. Magruder, 2 Har. & Johns. 77 (1807).

Personal Knowledge Required. — It is essential that the

declaration should be by one who has personal knowledge of the

existence of the fact which he declares.

Accordingly, on an action against distillers for selling untaxed

gallons of whiskey, shipped over the Miami Canal, the government

is not allowed to put in evidence entries in the certificate books of

certain collectors of tolls on the canal, in the handwriting of

deceased clerks, showing the arrival of freight at their respective

ports, where these entries were made up principally from informa-

tion furnished by the freight bills presented by tlie captains, and

occasionally from the simple statements of the captains themselves

if deemed reliable, many of the captains not being produced, or

accounted for, at the trial. "If now we apply the rule which we

have mentioned to the certificate-books of the canal collectors their

inadmissibility is evident. They were not competent evidence as

declarations of the collectors, for the collectors had no personal

knowledge of the matters stated; they derived all their information

either from the bills of lading or verbal statements of the captains.

I^or were the books competent evidence as declarations of the

captains, because it does not appear that the bills of lading w^ere

prepared by them, or that they had personal knowledge of their

correctness, or that their verbal statements, when the bills of lad-

ing were not produced, were founded upon personal knowledge;

and besides, many of the certificates were admitted without calling

the captains who signed them, and without proof of their death or

inaccessibility." Chaffee v. U. S., 18 Wall. 516, 543 (1873).

A record, made in course of business, of the amount of plaintiff's

flour delivered to the defendants, kept by a miller's book-keeper,

and frequently made up from memoranda tiled with him by some

one who had delivered flour in his absence, are not competent.

Smith 0. Lane, 12 S. & R. 80 (1824).

If, however, A. can testify to the existence of a fact, and that

he correctly reported it to B., B.'s entry, in the usual course of

business, is admissible, in connection with A.'s testimony, after

B/s decease.
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An excellent illustration of the extent to which modern methods

of doing business have forced a modification of the requirement

of personal knowledge may be found in Mayor &c. of New York

V. Second Avenue R. R. Co., 102 N. Y. hT2 (1886). The action

was one of contract to recover against the defendant for work and

materials in paving the tracks of the defendant road. In attemjjt-

ing to prove these, the city introduced a time-book, kept by one

John B. Wilt, a foreman in the employ of the department of

public works. In this book he entered the name of each man

employed. He visited the work twice a day, checked the time of

each man as represented to him by the two gang foremen or head

bosses. The latter did not see Wilt's entries. Wilt said that he

knew the faces of the men and checked them off. Gang foremen

testified that they had reported time correctly. The judge ad-

mitted book. He also admitted an account in Wilt's handwriting

of materials used. This was made up in the same general way,

except that the gang foremen claimed no present knowledge of the

quantity. They said they had reported correctly. One said that

the count of stone was reported to him by the carmen wlio drew it,

but not verified by him. The carmen were not called. As to this

last item, the court say that it was mere hearsay, and if a specific

objection had been taken against it that it would have been good.

But being general, and the others being good, that also must be

overruled. Court say business is, and must be carried on in way

mentioned. It is "an account kept in the ordinary course of busi-

ness, of laborers employed in the prosecution of work based upon

daily reports of foremen who had charge of the men, and who, in

accordance with their duty, reported the time to another subordinate

of the same common master but of higher grade, who, in time, also

in accordance with his duty, entered the time as reported." Mayor

&c. of N. Y. V. Second Ave. R. R. Co., 102 N. Y. 572 (1886).

"But at common law, where the clerk who made the entries had

no knowledge of the correctness of the entries, but made them as

the items were furnished by another, it was essential that the party

furnishing tlie items should testify to their correctness, or that

satisfactory proof thereof (such as the transactions were reasonably

susceptible of) from other sources should be produced." Stettauer

V. White, 98 111. 72 (1881).

Whether a surveyor's minutes would be evidence where a chain

bearer " called off" without producing the chain bearer, see Ray v.

Castle, 79 N. C. 580 (1878).

Proof of Extry. — Tliat the entry in course of business was

actually made by the deceased person whose declaration it purports

to be, may be shown bv proof of his handwriting. Chaffee v. U.

S., 18 W^all. 516, 541 (1873); Welsh v. Barrett, 15 Mass. 379

(1819).
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But a copy in the handwriting of a clerk cannot be proved by

evidence of his handwriting. James v. Wharton, 3 McLean, 492

(1844). "Tliis is not a book of original entries, but a mere

transcript from that book, made by a clerk, who did not make those

entries. The ground on which alone proof of the handwriting of

the clerk gives validity to the book of accounts is, tiiat it is the

book of original entries; that the clerk is supposed to be cognisant

of the transactions which it records; and, that the entries made
by him, were made at ov near the time they purport to have been

made; and are, therefore, a part of the res gestae. As a mere copy,

made by a clerk who did not keep the original book, proof of liis

handwriting in no way conduces to establish the authenticity of

the book offered in evidence ; and it is, therefore, excluded from the

consideration of the jury."

See also Creswell v. Slack, 68 la. 110 (1885).

In li. R. Co. V. Henderson, 57 Ark. 402 (1893), the entries of a

deceased clerk must, it is said, "be authenticated by his oath if he

is living and his testimony can be procured. If he is dead, or is

out of tlie jurisdiction of the court, or cannot be found, they may
be admitted on proof of his hand-writing."

An extended Development. — It is easy to recognize a pro-

gressive tendency toward extending the rule so far as to include

all writings made in the course of business and without motive to

deceive.

The distinction has not in all cases been ol)served between the

rules governing account books on behalf of a party or memoranda
to refresh the recollection of a witness and the rule under

consideration.

The supreme court of the United States, speaking of the entries

on the books of collectors of tolls on a canal made in the usual

course of business, lay down the rule as follows: — "Their admissi-

bility must, therefore, be determined by the rule which governs

the admissibility of entries made by private parties in the ordinary

course of their business.

And that rule, with some exceptions not including the present

case, requires, for the admissibility of the entries, not merely that

they shall be contemporaneous with the fa,cts to which they relate,

but shall be made by parties having ])ersonal knowledge of the

facts, and be corroborated by their testimony, if living and accessi-

ble, or by proof of their handwriting, if dead, or insane, or beyond
the reanh of the process or commission of the court. The testimony

of living witnesses personally cognizant of the facts of which they

speak, given under the sanction of an oath in open court, where
they may be subjected to cross-examination, affords the greatest

security for truth. Their declarations, verbal or written, must,

however, sometimes be admitted when they themselves cannot be
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called, in order to prevent a failure of justice. The admissibility

of the declarations is in such cases limited by the necessity upon

which it is founded." Chaffee & Co. v. U. S., 18 Wall. 51G, 540

(1873).

The books of a bank showing the state of a depositor's account

have been admitted, in a well considered Indiana case, under a

line of reasoning which would practically admit any account book

kei)t in the usual course of business as evidence per se ; and it is

probable that such, under certain safeguards, is destined to become

the settled state of the law on this subject. " The next question

for consideration is the exception of the appellant to the ruling of

the court to the admission in evidence of the entries in the books

of the First National Bank made in the usual course of business,

showing the state of the account of said Moses C. Culver at and

subsequent to the execution of the checks sued upon. As prelim-

inary to the introduction of the entries in these books in evidence,

it was shown by the clerks and officers of the bank produced in

court as witnesses, and as to the entries made by such witnesses,

that they were, at the time the entries were made, the proper and

authorized book-keepers to make such entries ; that the entries were

made by them in the due course of business in the discharge of

their duties, and were correct when made; that the entries made

by them were original, and entered by them in books kept for that

purpose, and that they had no recollection of the facts represented

by the entries.

As to the entries made by parties who were not witnesses, it was

shown that the enterer was, at the time the entry was made, the

proper book-keeper and agent of the bank to make the entries in

the due course of business, that the entries were original entries on

original books made by such book-keepers in due course of busi-

nes°s, and were in the known handwriting of such book-keepers,

and 'that the enterer was dead or a non-resident of the State of

Indiana. After the making of such preliminary proof the entries

were admitted in evidence over the objection of the appellant. . . .

The bank with whom he did business, and upon which he drew

the check, kept books and made an entry of all their business, of

the money deposited by Culver, and checks drawn by him and paul

by the bank. The books were kept by disinterested parties. Some

of the persons who at the time of the transactions kept the books,

took the deposit, and placed it to Culver's credit, paid the checks

drawn by him, and entered them on the books or "charged them to

his account were dead, others were beyond the jurisdiction of the

court, and others had no personal recollection of the transaction

except to know that the books were kept in due course of the

bankin<- business, and were correct, and showed a correct state-

ment of the account." Culver v. Marks, 122 Ind. 554, 562 (1889).
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In the case of Fennerstein's Champagne, on an issue of the

market value of certain invoices of champagne at the place of

manufacture, a letter from a seller of similar champagnes at about

the same place written to a third party has been received, though

by a divided court, in the absence of evidence that the writer was

deceased. " We think the letters in question in this case were

properly admitted. In reaching this conclusion we do not go

beyond tlie verge of the authorities to which we have referred.

In some of those cases the person asserted to be necessary as a

witness was dead. But that can make no difference in the result.

The rule rests upon the consideration that the entry, other writing,

or parol declaration of the author, was within his ordinary busi-

ness. In most cases he must make the entry contemporaneously

with the occurrence to which it relates. Iii all he has full knowl-

edge, no motive to falsehood, and there is the strongest improba-

bility of untruth. Safer sanctions rarely surround the testimony

of a witness examined under oath. The rule is as firmly fixed as

the more general rule to which it is an exception. Modern legisla-

tion has largely and wisely liberalized the law of evidence. We
feel no disposition to contract the just operation of the rule here

under consideration." Fennerstein's Champagne, 3 Wall. 145

(1865).

On the other hand, evidence of entries in an account-book by a

deceased merchant, proved to be in his handwriting, have been re-

jected because, as is said, it is "a general rule of law that a party

cannot make evidence for himself, and that a party cannot intro-

duce his own declarations, oral or written, as evidence in liis own
behalf. ... It is true that when entries have been made, in the

usual course of business, by merchants' clerks, and such clerks are

dead, these entries thus made are admissible as evidence ; but we
know of no case where such entries have been held admissible when
in the hand- writing of the party himself." Bland ?". Warren, 65

N. C. 372 (1871.)

The state of judicial feeling on this subject is thus given in 1

Smith's L. C. (9 Am. Ed.) 570.

"A part3''s own books of account and original entries are now, in

most, if not all, of the United States, received as evidence of a sale

and delivery of goods to or of work done for the adverse party.

The practice is sanctioned in some jurisdictions by the decision of

the courts ; in others by express legislative enactment. But even

in those states where it is admitted by force of the common law, it

is regarded as a departure from the old common-law rule that a

party, shall not make evidence in his own favor, and if we may
judge from the language of the Courts, is considered of questionable

policy. The reason for its introduction has never been placed, by
any court, on higher ground than that of necessity. For, in view of
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the number and frequency of transactions of which entries are daily

required to be made, the difficulty and inconvenience of making for-

mal common law proof of each item would be very great. To insist

upon it, therefore, would either render a credit system impossible

or leave the creditor remediless. But where a course of dealing

between parties is shown to have existed, a degree of credit, more

or less, will naturally attach to the registration by the proper person,

in the proper book kept for such purpose, in the usual course of

business, of such transactions as occur between them. The admis-

sion of books of account in evidence, therefore, under proper

restrictions and limitations, is not calculated to produce injurious

consequences. But, inasmuch as the situation and circumstances of

trade are gradually becoming such as very much to diminish the

reason of the departure from the common law rule, the Courts in

some of the states are inclined to restrain rather than enlarge

the exception itself; Sickles v. Mather, 20 Wend. 72; Larue v,

Rowland, 7 Barb. 107; Dunn v. Whitney, 1 Farif. 9."
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CHAPTEH Vin.

DYING DECLARATIONS.

§ 714.^ The last of tlie six exceptions, whieli it has been pointed

out ^ that there are to the general rule that hearsay evidence must

be rejected, arises in the case of dying declarations. The principle

on which evidence of this description is admitted is " that such

declarations are made in extremity, when the party is at the point

of death, and when every hope of this world is gone ; when every

motive to falsehood is silenced, and the mind is induced by the

most powerful considerations to speak the truth ; a situation so

solemn and so awful is considered by the law as creating an

obligation, equal to that which is imposed by a positive oath in a

court of justice." ^ At one time an opinion prevailed that this

general principle warranted the admission of dying declarations

in all cases, civil and criminal.* A contrary doctrine, however,

» Gr. Ev. § 156, in part. * Supra, § 607.

' E. V. Woodcock, 1789 (Eyre, C.B.) ; R. v. Drunimond, 1784. Shakespeare

makes the wounded Melnn, finding himself disbelieved while announcing
the intended treacherj^ of the Dauphin Lewis, exclaim :

—

" Have I not hideous death within my view,

Retaining but a quantity of life.

Which bleeds away, even as a form of wax
Resolveth from his figure 'gainst the fire ?

What in the world should make me now deceive,

Since I must lose the use of all deceit ?

Why should I then be false, since it is true

That I must die here, and live hence by truth?"

—

King John, Act 5, so. 4.

* Thus, the dying declarations of dence in that particular case : Anon.
a subscribing witness to a forged in- (undated. Heath, J.), cited by Ld.
strument could be given in evidence EUenborough (who apparently ap-

to impeach it : Wright v. Littler, proved of it) in Aveson v. Ld. Kin-
1761 (Ld. Mansfield) ; which, how- naird, 1805, and in Bp. of Durham
ever, as reported in Blackstone, v. Beaumont, 1808; explained by
ptatcd that no general rule could be Bayley, J., in Doe v. Ridgway, 1820.

drawn fi-om the admission of the evi- Moreover, the dying declarations of

4G4
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now previiils/ both in England and America, an 1 evitlonoe of this

description is not admissible in any civil case. In criminal

cases it is so only in the one case of homicide^' '' whnre the death of

the di^ceased is the subject of the charge, and the circumstances of

the death are the subject of the dying declaration,"^ and where it

is offered in the very words of the deceased, both questions and

answers being given where questions have been put.*

§ 715. A strong instance of the admissibility of dying de-

clarations as evidence in charges of homicide- is, that where a

prisoner who was charged with the murder of A. had, in poisoning

A., inadvertently also poisoned B. (which was in law a murder of

B.), the dying depositions of B. were admitted as evidence for the

prosecution on prisoner's trial for the murder of A.,—for the act

which caused the death of A. also caused that of B., and it was

all one transaction.^ On the other hand, the principle that dying

declarations are only admissible as evidence on charges of homicide^

is shown by dying declarations of the party robbed having been

rejected on a trial for robbery ;
^ and by her statements in extremis

being held inadmissible on an indictment for administering drugs

to a woman, with intent to procure abortion ;
^ while in Ireland,

even on a trial for murder, the statement of a third person, who

has on his deathbed confessed that he committed the offence, has

been rejected.^ Where, too, a party, convicted of perjury, after

oblainiug a rule nisi for a new trial, shot the prosecutor, the

court rejected an affidavit of the dying declarations of the latter,

as to the transaction out of which the prosecution for perjury

arose. ^ As to civil cases, the dying declarations of a servant of the

a pauper respecting his settlement * R. v. Mitchell, 1892.

"were once admissible : R. v. Bury St. * E.. v. Baker, 1837 (Coltman, J.,

E(lmuii(is, 17M ; Abbotim v. Duns- after consulting Parke, B.). The
well, 1G99. But this doctrine has point could not be reserved, as pri-

long been exploded. See R. v. Aber- soner was acquitted,

gwilly, 1801 ; Stobart v. Dryden, ^ jj ^,_ i,i,,yd, 1S30.

1836. '' R. V. Hutchinson, 1822 (Bayley,
1 See Stobart v. Dryden, 183G, J.); R. v. Hind, 1860. lu 1 Ph.

•where the cases cited in the pre- Ev. 282, a statement that these de-

cecling note were virtually overruled, clarations were held admissible is a
and also cases cited in note *, infra. mistake, corrected in later editions.

See, too, ante, § o()8. " R. v. Gray, 1841 (Torrens, J.)
* i. e., murder or manslaughter. (Ir.) ; but cp. R. r. Baker, note ^
3 R. V. Mrad. 1824; R. v. Hind, » R. v. Mead, 1824.

1860; Wilson v. Boerem, lc5l8(Am.).
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party last seised, as to the relationship of such party with the lessor

of the plaintifF, have been rejected in an action of ejectment.'

§ 716.2 r^i^Q reasons for thus restricting the admission of this

species of evidence may be,—first, the danger of perjury in fabri-

cating declarations, the truth or falsehood of which it is impos-

sible to ascertain,—secondly, the danger of letting in incomplete

statements, which, though true as far as they go, do not consti-

tute "the n-Iwk truth,"—and thii^dly, the experienced fact, that

implicit reliance cannot in all cases be placed on the declarations

of a dying person ; for his body may have survived the powers of

his mind ;
^ or his recollection, if his senses are not impaired, may

not be perfect ; or, for the sake of ease, and to be rid of the impor-

tunity of those around him, he may say, or seem to say, whatever

they choose to suggest.^ As these, or the like considerations, are

thought in ordinary cases to counterbalance the force of the general

principle above stated, the exception to the general rule against

admitting hearsay evidence, which is now under review, is restricted

to cases of homicide, and is there recognised on the sole ground of

public necessity. For as in such cases it often happens that no third

person was present as an eye-witness to a murder, and as the party

injui-ed, who is the usual witness in other cases of felony, cannot

himself be called, it follows that if his dying declarations could not

be received, the murderer might often escape justice.^ It will be

remembered, moreover, that the restriction of their admissibility to

cases of homicide applies only to such declarations as are tendered

merely because they were made in extremis. Declarations (whether

made by a dying person or not) which constitute part of the res

gestse, or come within the exception of declarations against interest,

or the like, are admissible as in other cases.

§ 717. "^ Persons making dying declarations are considered as in

the same situation as if they were sworn, the danger of impending

- ])oe V. Eidgway, 1820. ^ Or. Ev. § 156, in part.

* Thus, in King John, Prince Henry is made to say :

—

" Death's siege is now
Against the mind, the which he pricks and wounds
"With many legions of strange fantasies

;

Which, in their- throng and press to that last hold.

Confound themselves."—Act 5, sc. 7.

* Jackson r. Kniffen, 1806 (Am.) (Am.).

(Livingston, J.). * Gr. Ev. § 157, in part.

» 1 East, P. C. 353; 2 Johns. 35
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death being equivalent to tlie sanction of an oath. Therefore,

when the declarant, if living, would have been legally incompetent

to testify (by reason of imbecility or tender age, &c.), his dying

declarations are inadmissible.^ On the other hand, as the testimony

of an accomplice is admissible against his fellows, the dying declara-

tions of a felo-de-se are admissible against one indicted for assisting

the deceased in his self-murder.^ And when a husband is charged

with the murder of his wife, or a wife with the murder of her

husband, the dying declaration of the deceased will be received.^

§ 718. It is essential to the admissibility of dying declarations,

first, that the declarant should have been in actual danger of death

at the time when they were made ; secondly, that he should then

have had a full apprchomon of his danger ; * and lastly, that death

should have ensued.^ These three things must be proved to the

satisfaction of the judge before a " dying declaration " can bo

received.^ It ^ is not, however, necessary that the declarant should

have expressly said, in so many words, that he was speaking under

a sense of impending death. It will be enough if it satisfactorily

appears, in any mode, that the declarations were really made under

that sanction ; as, for instance, if that fact can be reasonably

inferred from the evident danger of the declarant,^ or from the

opinions of the medical or other attendants stated to him, or from

his conduct, such as settling his affairs, taking leave of his relations

and friends, giving directions respecting his funeral, receiving

extreme unction, or the like. In short, all the circumstances of the

case may be resorted to, in order to ascertain the state of the

declarant's mind.^ The length of time which elapsed between the

^ E. V. Pike, 1829; E. v. Drum- denee; hnt aU these tin'iigs must concur

mond, 1784. to render such declarations admis-
^ E. z;. Tinckler, 1781. sible. Such evidence, however, ought
^ E. V. Woodcock, 1789 ; Stoop's to be received with caution, because

case, 1799. it is subject to no cross-exaniina-
* E. V. Cleary, 1862. tion."
« In Sussex Peer., 1844, H. L., Ld. « Ante, § 23.

Denman thus laid down the law:—

•

' Gr. Ev. § 158, in part.

"With regard to declarations made * See E. v. Morgan, 1875 (Den-
by persons in extremis, supposing all man, J.). In E. v, Bedingfield,

necessary matters concurred, such as 1879, Cockburn, C.J., declined to

actual danger, death following it, rely on such evidence. Sed qu. ?

and a full apprehension, at the time, ^ E. v. Woodcock, 1789; E. v,

of the danger, and of death, such John, 1790 ; E. v. Bonner, 1834

;

declarations can be received in evi- E. v. Van Butchell, 1S25; E. v,
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declaration and the death of the declarant, furnishes no rule for

the admission or rejection of the testimony ; though, in the absence

of better evidence, it may serve as one of the exponents of the

deceased's behef, that his recovery was or was not impossible. It

is the imprexsion of hnpcmUnrj death, ^ and not the circumstance that

deatli in point of fact followed very soon after the declaration was

made, which renders the testimony admissible. If, therefore, it

appear that the deceased, at the time of the declaration, had any

expectation or hope of recovery, however slight it may have been,

and though death actually ensued within an hour afterwards, the

declaration will be inadmissible.^ On the other hand, a firm belief

that death is impending,^—hy which is meant, not, as once thought,*

a belief that it will follow almost immediately, but that it will

certainly happen shortly in consequence of the injury sustained,^

—

suffices to render the statement evidence, though the sufferer may

suhscquenthj express a hope of recovery ,*' or may chance to linger

on for some days, or even for two or three weeks.

^

§ 719. In Scotland it is immaterial, except as regards the weight

of the evidence, whether or not the declaration be made under the

impression of impending death ; but where a party has received a

mortal wound, an account of the matter given by him at any time

Mosley, 1829 ; E. v. Spilsbury, 1835 ^ jj. y^ Goddard, 1882 (Hawkins,

(Coleridge. J.) ; R. v. Mintou, 1800 ;
J., and Baggallay, L.J.).

E. I'. Scallan, 1838 (Ir.). See R. v. * Hullock, B., in E. v. Van

Nicolas, 18J2 ; E. v. Qualter, 1854

;

Butchell, 1829. See, also, E. v.

R. v. Perkins, 1S4(). Forester, 1866 (Byles, J.); E. v.

1 E. V. Forester, 1866 (Byles, J.), Osraan, 1881 (Lush, L.J.).

wheie the law seems to have been * E. v. Eeaney, 1857.

laid down somewhat too strictly. ^ E. v. Hubbard, 1881 (Hawkins,

2 E. V. Welborn, 1792; E. v. J.).

Christie, 1821 ; E. v. Jenkins, 1869
;

' In E. v. Woodcock, 1789, the de-

E. V. Mackay, 1868; E. v. Hayward, clarations were made two days before

1833; E. V. Crockett, 1831; E. v. death; in E. v. Bonner, 1834, three

Fagent, 1835; E. v. Megson, 1840. days; in E. v. Whitworth, 1858, six

Dymg declarations by persons who days; in E. v. Tinckler, 1781, ten

said,
°

I have no hope of recovering, days; in E. v. Eeaney, 1857 ;
m E.

unless it be the will of God " (E. r. v. Mosley, 1825, eleven days; and m
Murphy, 1841 (Richards, B.) (Ir.)); E. v. Bemadotti, 1869 (Brett & Lush,

"I think myself in great danger" JJ.), nearly three weeks; yet they

(E. V. Erriugton, 1838) ; or by a were all received. In E. v. Mosley,

person previously told by a doctor 1825, and in E. v. Whitwwth, 1858,

that there was " little or v« hope of it appeared that the surgeon did not

recovery " (E. v. Mitchell, 1892), think the case hopeless, and told the

have been respectively rejected. See patient so: but the patient thought

E. V. Howell, 1845. otherwise. See, also, E. v. Peel,

1860 ; R. V. Howell, 1845.
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subsequent to the injury will be admissible in the event of his

death, provided it were made seriously and deliberately, and whilst

the deceased appeared to be aware of what he was doing, and in

the possession of his faculties.^

§ 720.2
rpjjg dying declarations of a deceased are admissible only

as to matters to wJiich he would have been competent to testify, if sworn

in the cause. Therefore they must in general narrate facts only,

and not mere opinions ;
^ and they must be confined to what is

relevant to the issue. But it is not necessary that the examination

of the deceased should have been conducted after the manner of

interrogating a witness in the cause, though any departure from

this mode may affect the credibility of the declarations. Therefore,

in general, it is no objection to their a(/inis-sihiHty, that they were

made in answer to leading questions,* or obtained by earnest

solicitation.^ But where a statement, ready written, was brought

by the father of the deceased to a magistrate, who accordingly

went to the deceased and interrogated her as to its accuracy,

paragraph by paragraph, it was, in Ireland, rejected, the judge

observing that, " in the state of languor in which dying persons

generally are, their assent could be easily got to statements which

they never intended to make, if they were but ingeniously inter-

woven by an artfid person with statements which were actually

true ; " and adding, " the magistrate should not have trusted to

the relation of a third person, but should have taken down the

deceased's declaration from her own lips, or at least have had it

taken down in his presence." ^ Dying declarations by the victim

of a homicide are, if properly made, equally admissible in favour

of an accused as well as of the prosecutor.^

§ 721.^ Whatever the declaration may be, it must be complete in

itself ; for, if the dying man appears to have intended to qualify it

1 Alison, Prac. Cr. L. (Sc.) 510— « E. v. Fagent. 1835 ; R. v. Eeason,

512, Gu4— GOT ; 2 Ilume, Com. 391— lTo4 ; Com. v. Vass, 1831 (Am.) ; E.

393 ; 1 Dickson, Ev. G6, 67. The v. Whitworth, 1S58.

same law seems to have prevailed in ^ E. v. Fitzgerald, 18-11 (Ir.)

England a century ago. See E. v. (Ciampton, J.).

Blandy, 1752. '^ E. v. Scaife, 1S3G. The same
* Gr. Ev. § 159, in part. law prevails in Scotland, 2 Hume,
» E. V. Sellers, 1796. Com. (Sc.) 393; cp. E. v. Gray, ante,

* E. V. Smith, 1865. § 775.

Gr. Ev. §§ 159 and ICl, in part.
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by other statements, which he is prevented by any cause from

making, it will not be received.^ Again, if the statement were

committed to uriting at the time it was made, this writing must be

produced, or its non-production accounted for ; and neither a copy,

nor parol evidence of the declaration, can be admitted in the first

instance to supply the omission." But where three declarations had

been made at different times on the same day, one of which was

made under oath to a magistrate, and reduced to writing, but the

other two were not, it was held that these last two might be proved

by parol, though the wTitten statement was not produced.* If the

deposition of the deceased has been taken under any of the statutes

on that subject, and is inadmissible as such, for want of compliance

with some of the legal formalities, it seems that it may still be

treated as a dying declaration, if made by a declarant who was in

extremis.*

§ 722.^ Though declarations, deliberately made under a solemn

sense of impending death, and concerning circumstances wherein

the deceased is not likely to be mistaken, are entitled to great

weight, it should always be recollected that the accused has not

the poicer of cross-examination,—a power often as effectual in

eliciting of the truth as the obligation of an oath ;—and that

where a witness has not a deep sense of accountability to his

Maker, feelings of anger or revenge, or, in the case of mutual

conflict, the natural desire of screening his own misconduct, may

affect the accuracy of his statements, and give a false colouring to

the whole transaction. Moreover, the particulars of the violence to

which the deceased has spoken are likely to have occurred under

circumstances of confusion and surprise, calculated to prevent their

being accurately observed, and leading both to mistakes as to the

identity of persons, and to the omission of facts essentially import-

ant to the completeness and truth of the narrative.^

1 3 Leigli, E. 797. ^ q.^,^ Ev. § 162, in great part.
* E. V. Gay, 1835 (Coleridge, J.); ^ Jackson v. Knilfen, 1806 (Living-

E. V. Eeason, 1734. But see ante, ston, J.) (Am.). ; E. v. Ashton, 1837

S 415. (Alderson, B.). See, also, Mr. Evans's
^ E. V. Eeason, 1734, Piatt, C.J., observations on tlie great cautiinto

dubit. See E. v. Scallan, 1838 (Ir.). be observ^ed in the use of this Kind of
* E. V. Woodcock, 1789; E. v. evidence, in 'J Poth. Ubl. 255 (293);

Callaghan, 1793. 2 St. Ev. 367 ; and 1 Ph. Ev. 292.
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AMERICAN NOTES.

Dying Declarations. — An exception to the rule rejecting hearsay
is that which on indictments for homicide admits statements by
the deceased as to the circumstances attending the fatal injury,

provided that the presiding justice is satisfied that such statements
were made under a sense of immediately approacliing death.

"Dying declarations are made in extremis, when the party is at

the point of death, when every hope of this world is gone, when
every incentive to falsehood is silenced, and the mind is induced
by the most powerful considerations, to speak the truth; and is

considered, in law, as creating an obligation as great as that created

by an oath; and in prosecutions for murder, it is the common prac-

tice to admit as evidence, the dying declaration of the person,

Avith whose murder the prisoner stands charged." Hudson r.

State, 3 Cold. 355 (1 86G) ; State v. Pool, 20 Ore. 150 (1890) ; State

V. Umble, 115 Mo. 452 (1893); Crump v. Com. (Ky.) 20 S. W. 390

(1892); People v. Hawes, 98 Cal. 648 (1893).

"When dissolution is approaching, and the dying man has lost

all hope of life, and the shadows of the grave are gathering in

around him, and his mind is impressed with the full sense of his

condition, the solemnity of the scene and hour gives to his state-

ments a sanctity of truth, more impressive and potential than the

formalities of an oath — and such declarations ought to be received

and considered by the jury, under the charge of the Court, as to

their effect and weight, in all cases where the evidence of fact

warrant their admissibility." Hill v. State of Georgia, 41 Ga.

484, 503 (1871); State v. Pearce, 56 Minn. 226 (1894).

A Restricted Rule. — The limitations of the rule, as stated

in the first paragraph of this note, are rigidly maintained. The
rule cannot be said to be one whose extension is judicially favored.

In a deeply religious Christian community, thoroughly impressed
with the certainty of a future existence of rewards and punish-

ments, it is possible to believe that in the supreme moments of

approaching dissolution, every other consideration and motive
except that of a desire to tell the exact truth fades into the mental
background, and the solemnity of death is equivalent to that of an
oath. Under changed conditions, and, possibly, changed religious

views, the force of this reasoning has been much shaken. The
absence of cross-examination and the stringent consequences to

the prisoner of admitting such evidence are compensated for to a

very limited extent. Indeed, it is probable that at the present

time it is mainly the supposed necessity of the situation which
admits dying declarations rather than any equivalence between the

sanction of consciously approaching death and that of an oath.
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"There would be the most lamentable failure of justice, in many
cases, were the dying declarations of the victims of crime excluded

from the jury." People w. Glenn, 10 Cal. 32 (1858); Morgan v.

State, 31 Ind. 193 (1869).

The tendency to restrict the scope of this kind of evidence is

marked. "The exception is in derogation of common riglit, for,

independent of constitutions and laws, an accused person has the

right to have the witness, who is to condemn him, in his presence,

so that he may be subjected to the most rigid inquisition. To
hang a man on the statements of one who is on his dying bed,

racked with pain, incapable, in most cases, of giving a full and
accurate account of the transaction, weakened in body and in mind,

and though in articulo mortis, harboring some vindictive feeling

against him who has brought him to that condition, is, to say the

least, and has always been, a dangerous innovation upon settled

principles of evidence, and no court ought to be disposed to extend

it to embrace cases to which it did not, in its inception, a])ply."

Marshall v. G. E. K. R. Co. 48 111. 475 (1868). "For the reason

that the admission of such statements is exceptional, they ought

always to be excluded unless they come within the rule in every

respect." State v. Belcher, 13 S.' C. 459 (1880).

Of a ruling that dying "statements are worthy of more credence,

under such circumstances, than if made under the sanction of an

oath, duly administered according to law," the supreme court of

Texas say: "We think the charges here cited are clearly errone-

ous, because they raise hearsay evidence to the highest testimony

known. This is in conflict with the clearly enunciated rule laid

down by every writer on evidence to which we have had access,

and contrary to the reason for the admission of proof to establish

any fact. Dying declarations are admitted as evidence under an

exception to the general rule, which is founded upon public neces-

sity, and not because they are more worthy of credence than other

testimou}-. They are admitted under restrictions, and when so

admitted, they are raised to the character of other evidence, which
may, or may not, have great weight, according to the circumstances

under whicli they were made; and it is for the jnry, and not the

court, to judge of .those circumstances, and the credence to be

given to those declarations." Walker v. State, 37 Tex. 366, 386

(1872). An instruction that a dying declaration of deceased was
as much entitled to credit as the evidence of a witness under

oath was held properly refused in Campbell v. State, 38 Ark. 498

(1882).

"As there can be no cross-examination of the declarant, as the

accused can rarely meet his accuser face to face, and as there must
of necessity exist great danger of abuse, it should clearly appear
tliat the statements offered in evidence have been made under a
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full realization that the solemn hour of death has come, and the

court should be satisfied tliat the declaration was made under an
impression of almost immediate dissolution." State v. Simon, o()

Mo. 370 (1872); Morgan v. State, 31 Ind. 193 (1869); Lewis v.

State, 9 Sm. & M. 115 (1847).

"It may be affirmed tliat no well-considered case has varied

from these rul(;s, and that the tendency is to greater stringency,

rather than to any relaxation in applying them to cases." State v.

Medlicott, 9 Kans. 257, 283 (1872).

The modern feeling of restriction has followed on an early effort

to make dying declarations admissible in cases other than those of

homicide. Tlius, in South Carolina, in a civil action on the case

for seducing the plaintiff's daughter, her dying declarations that

the defendant was the father of her unborn child were held

competent. McFarlaud v. Shaw, 2 Carolina Law Repository, 102

(1815). This precise point was, however, decided the other way
by the supreme court of Georgia. Wooten v. Wilkins, 39 Ga. 223

(1869), the court remarking as to McFarlaud /•. Shaw, "It is

directly contrary to the whole current of authority."

And the rule is now well settled that dying declarations are not

admissible in civil cases. AVilson v. Boerem, 15 Johns. 286

(1818). So the dying statements of one killed by a railway acci-

dent are not competent in an action for damages. Marshall v.

Chicago &c. R. R. , 48 111. 475 (1868); Waldele v. New York
Central &c. R. R., 19 Hun, 69 (1879); East ^Pennessee &c. R. R.

V. Maloy, 77 Ga. 237 (1886); Daily v. New York &c. R. R., 32
Conn. 356 (1865).

The rule is confined strictly to indictments for homicide. On a
statutory criminal action for an abortion, dying declarations are

incompetent, though death result from the illegal act. " Such evi-

dence is admissible, in cases of homicide, onl}^ where the death of

the deceased is the subject of the charge, and tlie circumstan(ies of

the death are the subject of the dying declarations." People v.

Davis, 56 N. Y. 95 (1874); State -/;." Harper, 35 Oh, St. 78 (1878);
Railing v. Com. 110 Pa. St. 100 (1885).

Such declarations may be made competent by statute, ('oni.

V. Thompson, 159 Mass. 56 (1893).

Scope of Declakation Limited. — A dying declaration, nu)re-

over, must be confined to the circumstances immediately attending

the fatal injury.

It is not necessary that the declaration should directly charge

the defendant with being the assailant. State v. Cronin, 64 Conn.

293 (1894).

The previous bad state of feeling between the prisoner and the

deceased is not such a fact as can be proved by a dying declaration.

Ben V. State, 37 Ala. 103 (1861). Or that deceased was unarmed.
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State V. Eddon, 8 Wasli. 292 (1894). Or that defendant had
threatened to shoot the injured person through a window, though
the death shot was delivered in this way. Benns v. State, 46 Ind.

311 (1874). Or that deceased prayed God to forgive defendant.

Sullivan v. State, 102 Ala. 135 (1893).

In other words the dying declaration relates to the res gestge of

the particular case under consideration. Where the fatal affray

extended over a considerable period of time, this is a decisive test

as to the admissibility of the declarations. Wilkerson v. State, 91
Oa. 729 (1893); Sullivan v. State, 102 Ala. 135 (1893); Clark v.

State (Ala.), 17 So. 37 (1895); State v. Shelton, 2 Jones (N. C.)

L. 360 (1855); Leiber v. Com. 9 Bush, 11 (1872); Staters Jones
(la.) 56 N. W. 427 (1893); Hackett v. People, 54 Barb. 370

(1866); State v. Patterson, 45 Vt. 308 (1873); Archibald v. State,

122 Ind. 122 (1889). "To render these declarations admissible, it

was only necessary that the trial judge should be satisfied, 1st.

That the death of deceased was imminent at the time the decla-

rations were made. 2nd. That the deceased was so fully aware of

this as to be without hope of recovery. 3rd. That the subject of

the charge was the death of the declarant and the circumstances

of the death was the subject of the declarations." State v. Banister,

35 So. C. 290 (1-891); Blackburn v. State, 98 Ala. 63 (1892).

A short temporary intenaiption of a fatal assault does not pre-

vent the previous facts being admissible in a dying declaration.

U. S. V. Heath, 20 D. C. 272 (1891).

Where a portion of a written declaration m extremis does not

relate to the res gestae of the particular transaction, the remaining
portion of the declaration may be submitted to the jury. Temple
V. State, 15 Tex. App. 304 (1883).

It is not essential that the dying declaration should be adverse

to the accused. It is equally competent, other conditions being
present, if in his favor. Hurd v. People, 25 Mich. 405 (1872);
Moore v. State, 12 Ala. 764 (1848); State v. Saunders, 14 Ore.

300 (1886); Mattox v. U. S., 146 U. S. 140 (1892); Com. v.

Matthews, 89 Ky. 287 (1889); Brock v. Com., 92 Ky. 183 (1891).

But it is necessary that the declaration should be by the person
for whose homicide the indictment is found. The dying declara-

tion of one of two alleged murderers, killed while resisting arrest,

that he alone committed the crime, is not competent. Mora v.

People, 19 Colo. 255 (1893).

Who may Declare. — The general rule is that the only person
whose dying declaration is admissible is the person for whose
homicide the indictment has been found.

Consequently it is not competent for the accused to prove his

own statements relative to the homicide, although made immedi-
ately thereafter, and while he su])posed himself to be mortally
wounded. Brabston v. State, 68 Miss. 208 (1890).
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Neither is "the unsworn confession by another, that he had

committed the crime, competent evidence lor the accused," though

made under a sense of impending death. West v. State, 76 Ala.

98 (1884).

The dying decLarations of a person wounded at the same time

with the person for whose homicide the indictment is found are

not competent. Radford v. State (Tex.) 27 S. W. 143 (1894).

Form of Declaration'. — The form of a dying declaration is

immaterial. It may be in writing, reduced to that form by a

witness and read to and assented to by deceased and signed by

him. State v. Kindle, 47 Oh. St. 358 (1890); Drake v. State, 25

Tex. App. 293 (1888).

Or may have been reduced to writing at the dictation of deceased

and signed by him. King v. State, 91 Tenn. 617 (1892). Or

reduced to writing by a third person in response to questions asked

deceased by a witness and signed by the deceased with his mark.

Com. V. Haney, 127 Mass. 455 (1879).

If the dying declaration be in writing, the "best evidence " rule

applies to the document. The original must be produced or its

absence satisfactorily accounted for, in order to permit secondary

evidence to be given of the contents. People v. Glenn, 10 Cal. 32

(1858); State /-. Tweedy, 11 la. 350 (I860); Drake v. State, 25

Tex. App. 293 (1888) ; Collier v. State, 20 Ark. 36 (1859) ; Krebs

V. State, 8 Tex. App. 1 (1880); Turner v. State, 89 Tenn. 547

(1890); Boulden v. State (Ala.) 15 So. 341 (1894).

" But where the accused, for any reason, procures the rejection

of the writing, as he did in this case, it does not lie in his mouth

to object to oral testimony detailing what the deceased then said,

provided it be shown that the statement was made under the condi-

tions necessary to render a statement admissible as a dying decla-

ration." Hines v. Com. 90 Ky. 64 (1890). That there is a written

declaration does not prevent the reception in evidence "of inde-

pendent oral evidence of the same or similar dying delarations of

deceased." People v. Vernon, 35 Cal. 49 (1868). A written

declaration may be used as a memorandum to refresh the memory

of the witness. State v. Whitson, 1 X. 0. 695 (1892); Com. v.

Haney, 127 Mass. 455 (1879). But the memorandum is not itself

admissible. Beets v. State, Meigs, 106 (1838). Where the witness

took memoranda in writing and has lost them, the fact affects

not the admissibility but the credibility of his evidence. State v.

Patterson, 45 Vt. 308 (1873).

Where the dying declarations were taken down in writing by a

witness but not read to, signed or assented to by the deceased, the

supreme court of Iowa held that the absence of the original need

not be accounted for. Speaking of the opposite contention, the

court say: "This would have been correct if the writing had been
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sigoecl by deceased, or, probably, read to and pronounced by Lini

correct." State v. Sullivan, 51 la. 142 (1S79).

It is not a valid objection to a dying declaration that it is made
in response to questions. Hunnicutt v. State, 18 Tex. A pp. 498

(1885); Anderson v. State, 79 Ala. 5 (1885); R. v.. Sparliau>, 25
C. F. U. C. 143 (1875); Boyle v. State, 97 Ind. 322 (1884); Vass
V. Com. , 3 Leigh, 786 (1831) ; State v. Foot You, 24 Ore. 61 (1893).

Even though tlie questions lire leading. R. v. Smith, 23 C. P.

U. C. 312 (1873). Or was made under oath. State v. Talbert, 41

S. C. 526 (1894).

If the declaration is complete in itself, it is no objection that

the deceased is unable, by reason of weakness, to answer a subse-

quent question. McLean v. State, 16 Ala. 672 (1849). Or did
not state the entire transaction. State v. Patterson, 45 Vt. 308
(1873); State v. Nettlebush, 20 la. 257 (1866).

That the deceased was obliged to express liis meaning by signs

is without importance on the question of admissibility. Jones v

State, 71 Ind. 66, 75 (1880); Baxters. State, 15 Lea, 657 (1885);
Com. V. Casey, 11 Cash. 417, 421 (1853). "The principal objec-

tion relates to the admission in evidence of certain dying declara-

tions of the deceased. There was a written declaration and verbal

declarations made at different times. They were all admissible.
*' The prosecutor in a murder case cannot be confined to proving
dying declarations made at one time, if there were others made at

other times. All are competent. iS'or can he be confined to prov-
ing what was said at one time, when the statement was reduced to

writing and signed at another.' 6 Am. & Eng. Enc. Tjaw, 131;
People V. Simpson, 48 Mich. 474, 12 N. W. 662." State v.

Walton, 61 N. W. (la.) 179 (1894).

Confined to Dkath of Declauaxt. — The prevailing rule is

to the effect that the declaration must relate to the death of the

declarant and even where others are killed at substantially the
same time the scope of the declarations cannot be extended so far

as to cover any injury except to him for whose death the indict-

ment is brought.

A wider scope has been given in certain states.

Thus where several were claimed by the prosecution to have been
poisoned by the prisoner, one Terrell, by strychnia, disguised in

liquor, at about the same time, evidence is competent that one of

the victims, in view of approaching death, said, "There was some-
thing strange about the way ]\Ir. Terrell had acted;" "he Terrell

had never left him in the store before and told him to invite

persons in to drink liijuor;" "he was poisoned for the first time
in his life," etc. State v. Terrell, 12 Rich. (S. C.) Law, 321

(18.59).

So where the declarant "was wounded mortally by the same
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shut, or at least at the same time that A. (for wliose murder the

prisoner is on trial) was killed. State v. Wilson, 23 La. Ami.

55S (1871).

The rule has, however, been held to be otherwise in a majority

of states. Thus in an Iowa case where several persons had been

killed at about the same time in a general fight with revolvers

between two families in an attempt to settle a family feud, the

dying declarations of one son that the defendant killed him is not

admissible on an indictment for the murder of his brother, though

the wounds were apparently made by the same instrument. "As
to this case they were clearly hearsay declarations, relating to a

cri;ne for which defendant was not on trial. This illegal testi-

mony could not have been otherwise than prejudicial to the

defendant. Its admission was erroneous.'"' State v. Westfall, 49

la. 328 (1878).

So where husband and wife were apparently killed in the same

attempt at robbery of their house, the dying declarations of the

wife are not competent on an indictment for the murder of the

husband. Brown v. Com. 73 Pa. St. 321 (187.3). " We do not

think such declarations can be received, except as coming from the

deceased person for whose murder the prisoners are indicted."

State V. ritzhugh, 2 Ore. 227 (1867) ; Hudson v. State, 3 Cold.

355 (1866).

"The decided weight of authority on the subject seems to be to

the effect that it is a general rule that dying declarations, although

made with a full consciousness of approaching death, are only

admissible in evidence where the death of the deceased is the

subject of the charge, and the circumstances of the death the sub-

ject of the dying declaration.

The admission of dying declarations as evidence being in deroga-

tion of the general rule which subjects the testimony of witnesses

as ordinarily received to the two important * tests of truth,' an

oath and a cross-examination, it is obvious that such evidence

should be admitted only upon grounds of necessity and public

policy, and should be restricted to the act of killing and the cir-

cumstances immediately attending it and forming a part of the

res gestae." Leiber v. Com., 9 Bush, 11 (1872).

The cases which admit the d.ying declarations of a person killed

at about the same time as the person for whose homicide an

indictment is brought, may perhaps be most satisfactorily explained

as part of the res gestae. The reasoning of the court, however,

frequently relies on the rule under consideration. Tlius in the

case of State v. Wagner, where several persons were murdered on
'* Smutty Nose " Island, on an indictment for the murder of one,

the outcries of a prior victim were held competent. "The doctrine

which we hold is this: The outcries of a person deceased during
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the perpetration of the assault which results in death, or upon the

approach of the assailant, are competent evidence upon the trial of

a party charged with the murder of such person, and may be con-

sidered by the jury with other circumstances and testimony upon
the question of the identity of the accused. The outcries of

another person who was murdered by the same party a few minutes

previously during the perpetration of one and the same burglary,

but on another part of the premises, are admissible under like cir-

cumstances for the same purpose upon such trial.

Such outcries certainly partake much of the nature of res gestae,

more distinctly so than the statement in Com. v. McPike, ubi

supra, which accompanied the sending for a physician; but .we

think that the precise ground upon which their admission should

be placed in a case like this, is substantially the same as that upon
which dying declarations are declared admissible.

Speaking of dying declarations, Eoscoe says (Crim. Ev. p. 30):
' Evidence of this kind which is peculiar to the case of homicide

has been considered by some to be admissible from necessity, since

it often happens that there is no third person present to be an

eye witness to the fact, and the usual witness in other felonies,

viz., the party injured himself is got rid of; but it is said by Eyre,

C. B., that the general principle upon which evidence of this kind

is admitted is that it is of declarations made in extremity, when
the party is at the point of death, . . . when every motive to

falsehood is silenced, and the mind is induced by the most power-

ful considerations to speak the truth. A situation so solemn and
so awful is considered by the law as creating an obligation equal

to that which is imposed by an oath administered in court.'

Roscoe adds: ' Probably it is the concurrence of both these reasons

which led to the admission of this species of evidence.'

Both these conditions exist in the case at bar. There is as truly

a necessity to corroborate the testimony of a surviving witness,

whose testimony to the identity of the murderer and the accused

may be attacked on the ground that in the darkness and excite-

ment she was liable to mistake, as there is to furnish evidence

when no person who witnessed the assault remains alive. More-
over, it is the danger that no surviving witness can be found, which
operates to establish the rule, which is of general application, and
the fact that in the particular case one did survive would not

abrogate it.

And as to the second condition, no one can doubt thatthe excla-

mations of these two women embodied the truth as it appeared to

each, and that the cries of alarm or supplication uttered by any
and all human beings under similar circumstances, would express

their perceptions of existing facts as truly as if backed by the

sanction of all the oaths known in Christendom. To reject the
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evidence afforded by the agonized entreaties of one standing face

to face with death in the person of a murderer with uplifted

weapon, when we would accept the account of the affair afterwards

given by the enfeebled victim, with perceptions and recollections

darkened and dimmed by the mists and shadows of approaching

dissolution, would be, we think, but a bad sample of ' the pei-fec-

tion of human reason.' It is not to such exclamations that any of

the substantial objections to hearsay testimony can be held to

apply. Those outcries were as plainly circumstances proper for

the consideration of the jury in the attempt to ascertain whether

the prisoner was guilty of that crime, as any other portion of the

circumstantial evidence in the case." State v. Wagner, CI Me.

178, 194 (1873).

Expectation- of Death. — The fact that the declarant at the

time of his statement expected to die may be proved by parol and
need not appear in the declaration itself. State v. Wilson, 23 La.

Ann. 558 (1871); R. v. Smith, 23 C. P. U. C. 312 (1873); People

V. Sanchez, 24 Cal. 17 (1864); Kilpatrick v. Com. 31 Pa. St. 198,

215 (1858); Hill v. Com. 2 Gratt. 594 (1845); Com. v. Silcox, 161

Pa. Sb. 484 (1894) ; Wills v. State, 74 Ala. 21 (1883) ; State v.

Fletcher, 24 Ore. 295 (1893) ; Dixon v. State, 13 Fla. 636 (1869)

;

Hammil v. State, 90 Ala. 577 (1890); Morgan v. State, 31 Ind.

193 (1869); Dunn v. State, 2 Ark. 229 (1839); State v. Russell, 13

Mont. 164 (1893). This is true even where the declaration is in

writing. Com. v. Haney, 127 Mass. 455 (1879). Such a belief

must, however, be made to appear in an affirmative manner.

People V. Sanchez, 24 Cal. 17 (1864); Kilpatrick u. Com. 31 Pa.

St. 198, 215 (1858). "It is enough, if it satisfactorily appears, in

any mode, that they were made under that sanction; whether it be

directly proved, by the express language of the declarant, or be

inferred from his evident danger, or the opinions of the medical or

other attendants stated to him, or from his conduct, or other cir-

cumstances of the case, all of which are resorted to in order to

ascertain the state of the declarant's mind." Montgomery v.

State, 11 Oh. 424 (1842) ; Graves v. People, 18 Col. 170 (1893)

;

State V. Nocton, 121 Mo. 537 (1894).

The court, in deciding whether a declaration was made under

a sense of impending death may consider "'the evident danger and
all the surrounding circumstances." Cora. v. Matthews, 89 Ky.
287 (1889); McHargue v. Com., (Ky.) 23 S. W. 349 (1893);

Campbell v. State, 11 Ga. 353 (1852); Basye v. State, 45 Neb.
261 (1895); McLean v. State, 16 Ala. 672 (1849); Miller v. State,

27 Tex. App. 63 (1889); Sullivan v. Com. 93 Pa. St. 284, 296

(1880). "The injured party need not, in express words, declare

that he knows he is about to die, or make use of equivalent lan-

guage." Com. V. Matthews, 89 Ky. 287 (1889).
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The declarations are still admissible though the declarant subse-

quently entertains hopes of recovery. State v. Reed, 53 Kans.
767 (1894).

It is not required that such declarations should be made in

urticido mortis. State v. Johnson, 102 Ala. 1 (1893).

In Dumas v. State, 62 Ga. 58 (1878) the supreme court of

Georgia sustain a charge to the jury that "the fact of conscious-

ness of his condition may be shown by circumstances or by expres-

sions made by deceased himself. You can take one or the other,

or both together, and determine whether he was in. extremis at the

time the alleged declarations were made."
As bearing on the question of the deceased's expectation of

death, the fact that she had received the extreme rights of her

(Roman Catholic) Church is competent. State v. Swift, 57 Conn.
496 (1889); State v. O'Brien, 81 la. 88 (1890). But the mere
facts that declarant was praying and in suffering are not sufficient.

Cole V. State, (Ala.) 16 So. 762 (1894).

While the consciousness of impending death may be proved by
evidence aliunde, there is no doubt that the natural evidence that

the deceased knew of his approaching deatli, like proof of any other

mental state, lies in his declaration to that effect. State v. Fitzhugh,

2 Ore. 227 (1867); Hunnicutt v. State, 18 Tex. App. 498 (1885);
Anderson v. State, 79 Ala. 5 (1885); R. v. Sparham, 25 C. P. U.
<J. 143 (1875); State w. Blackburn, 80 K. C. 474 (1879); State?;.

Elliott, 45 la. 486 (1877); Com. v. Thompson, 159 Mass. m (1893).

Such a declaration is not conclusive. Bell v. State, 72 Miss. 507

(1895).

Declarations made either before or after the dying declaration

are admissible on the question of knowledge of impending dissolu-

tion. State V. Vaughan (Nev.) 39 Pac. 733 (1895).

If the declarant "had any expectation or hope of recovery, how-
ever slight it might have been, and though death ensued within an
hour afterwards, the declarations are inadmissible." Com. v.

Roberts, 108 Mass. 296 (1871) citing State v. Center, 35 Vt. 378

(1862); People v. Knickerbocker, 1 Parker C. C. 302 (1851);
Starkey v. People, 17 111. 17 (1855): Smith v. State, 9 Humph. 9

(1848)"; Brown v. State, 32 Miss. 433 (1856); Moore v. State, 12

Ala. 764 (1848). A written statement made while there is hope
of recovery becomes competent if affirmed after consciousness of

impending death. Mockabee v. Com., 78 Ky. .380 (1880); Million

V. Com., (Ky.) 25 S. W. 1059 (1894); People v. Crews, 102 Cal.

174 (1894).

It is not apparently necessary that the deceased should feel a

sense of immediately approaching death. It is sufficient if he feels

confident that he has received a fatal injury. Evans v. State, 58

Ark. 47 (1893). "Neither would it be sufficient that the declarant
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despaired of ultimate recovery, because that is consistent with the

hope of indefinite continuance of life, liut exactly how iiuniediate

must be the expectation of death, the authorities do not seem agreed

or clear. Some would seem to contine the rule of admissibility to

those made at the vrry point of death.

The weight of authority, however, does not seem to retpiire so

strict a rule, but to justify the admissions if the declarant does not

expect to survive the injury from which he actually dies, and the

injury is such that it must be exi)ected to result s[)eedily in death."

U. S. V. Schneider, 21 D. C. 381, 4U;; (18'.)o); People r. Chase, 79

Hun, 296 (1894).

Where the deceased was informed that her only hope of recovery

was through an operation, and nothing appeared to control this

fact, the declaration was held inadmissible. Teak o. State, 50 N.

J. L. 179, 221 (1888).

The fact that deceased desired the services of a physician is

immaterial. McQueen v. State (Ala.) 15 So. 82-4 (1894) ; State v.

Evans, 124 Mo. 397 (1894).

But the expectation of death may exist notwithstanding that a

physician extends hope of recovery. People v. Gruuzig, 1 Parker C.

Rep. 299 (1851); State v. Caldwell, 115 N. C. 794 (1894). Fear

of death is not sufficient. Certainty is required. Brakefield v.

State, 1 Sneed, 215 (1853). It is not enough that deceased was

actually in a dying condition and nodded his head when so informed.

People v. Perry, 8 Abb. Prac. N. S. 27, 34 (1870). Or that he was

in great pain, sent for a physician, and said he (iould not stand it

much longer unless relieved. Justice v. State, 99 Ala. 180 (1892).

The definition is thus given by the supreme court of Illinois.

"Dying declarations are such as are made, relating to the facts of

an injury of which the party afterwards dies, under the fixed belief

and moral conviction that immediate death is inevitable, without

opportunity for repentance, and without hope of escaping the im-

pending danger." Simons v. People, 150 111. 66, 73 (1894).

Using the phrase " If I die " is not necessarily fatal to the decla-

ration if it appears upon all the statements of deceased that the

certainty of death was recognized. R. v. Sparham, 25 C. P. U. C.

143 (1875).

In a Missouri case, however, where the same expression, "If I

die," was employed, the court held that, in the absence of explana-

tion, the uncertainty was fatal to the reception of the evidence,

and proceed to make the following excellent suggestions.
^

|' Any

person who has been accustomed to attend on those who are injured,

or are very ill, knows how common it is for them to say that they

will never recover, or that they will die, when there is no good or

sufficient reason for the apprehension, and they are not conscious

themselves that they are in any real danger. Such expressions
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are often the result of impatience, restlessness, or great suffering.

But at tlie same time let the attending physician inform them that

there is no hope, and that they must die, and they will be perfectly

startled." State v. Simon, 50 Mo. 370 (1872). To the same effect

is State V. Medlicott, 9 Kans. 2.57, 282 (1872). Such vague phrases

as "I will die of it," "It is all over with me," "I will never

recover," are insufficient. R. v. Peltier, 4 L. Can. Rep. 3 (1853).

"The admissibility of such declarations does not depend upon

any particular forms of expression, for these will vary indefinitely;

but it depends upon the view which the deceased took of his own

case when in imminent danger of death." Com. v. Roberts, 108

Mass. 296 (1871).

But see State v. Center, .35 Vt. 378 (1862). In People v.

Hodgdon, 55 Cal. 72 (1880), where the phrase was "Believing that

I am very near death, and realizing that I may not recover," the

fact that all hope was not abandoned was held fatal.

It follows from what has been said that it is not sufficient tliat

these declarations are, in fact, made in extremis. "They are only

admissible where the party making them knows or thinks that he

is in a dying state. ... It is this eonsciousness, coupled with the

condition of the party, which supplies the place of an oath, and

peculiarly distinguishes dying declarations from hearsay." Dixon

V. State, 13 Fla. 636 (1869), citing with approval Montgomery's

Case, 11 Ohio, 424 (1842).
*' It is the impression of almost immediate dissolution and not

the rapid succession of death in point of fact that renders the

testimonv admissible. Vaughan v. Com., 86 Ky. 431 (1887); Starr

V. Com.,\Ky.) 30 S. W. 397 (1895).

On the other hand, the fact that death fails to ensue, as antici-

pated by deceased, for a period of seventeen days is immaterial.

State V. Daniel, 31 La. Ann. 91 (1879); Com. r. Cooper, 5 All.

495 (1862). "Our judgment concurs with that of the English court

of criminal appeal, as expressed by chief Baron Pollock, in the

latter of those cases. R. v. Reaney, 7 Cox C. C. 209. ' In order,'

he says, ' to render such a declaration admissible, it is necessary

that it should be made under the apprehension of death.
^

The

books certainly speak of near approaching death; but there is no

case in which any particular interval, any number of hours or

days, is specified as the limit. In truth, the question does not

depend upon the length of interval between the death and declara-

tion, but on the state of the man's mind at the time of making the

declaration, and his belief that he is in a dying state.' " Com. v.

Cooper, 5 All. 495 (1862). The case is cited with approval in

Com. V. Roberts, 108 Mass. 296 (1871), where the interval was the

same.

If the other conditions are present, a dying declaration is none
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the less admissible if death does not ensue for twenty-five days.

State V. Oliver, 2 Houston (Del.) 585 (ISO.')). So of fourteen days.

Jones V. State, 71 Ind. (56 (1880). Or sixteen. Baxter v. State,

15 Lea (Teun.) G57 (1885). So an interval of six days. State v.

Center, 35 Vt. 378 (18G2). Twelve days. People v. Grunzig, 1

Parker C. C. 299 (1851). Forty days. State v. Wilson (Mo.) 20
S. W. 357 (1894). Or even two months. Boulden v. State (Ala.)

15 So. 341 (1894).

Impeachmext, — It hardly need be said that the accuracy and
veracity of the dying declarant may be impeached; e. g., where
the declaration was as to the identity of the accused, by evidence

that the deceased Avas in the habit of mistaking her friends for

persons whom they did not resemble. " A defendant against

whom dying declarations are received has not the op})ortunity of

cross-examining the declarant. Hence it is justly held that he is

entitled to every allowance and benefit that he may have lost by
the absence of the opportunity of a more full investigation by

means of cross-examination." Com. v. Cooper, 5 All. 495 (1S(!2).

So the "peculiar character of the deceased for wickedness and
disregard of the law of God in his outpourings of blasphemy," is

competent evidence for the jury. "For if a man, even without
hope of life in this world, nevertheless without belief in God or in

the divine revelation, while his declarations would be admissible,

their weight and consideration should be weighed by the jur3\"

Nesbit V. State, 43 Ga. 238 (1871). So it may be shown, to dis-

credit the dying declaration, "that the deceased was a disbeliever

in a future state of rewards and punishments." Goodall v. State,

1 Ore. 333 (1861).

The lack of belief in a future state, though usually not a ground
for rejecting the evidence, may still be received at least to detract

from the value of a dying declaration. Hill v. State, 64 ]\Iiss. 431

(1886); State v. Elliott, 45 la. 486 (1877).

Or the declarant may be impeached b}' proof of his inconsistent

statements whether made i/i extremis or not. "The only case

holding otherwise is that of Wroe v. State, 20 Oli. St. 460 (1870).

This case has never been followed, so far as we have been able to

discover, and its reasoning is narrow and unsatisfactory. . . . To
deprive the defendant of the onh' possible method of impeaching

the credit or memory of the declarant, by proof of contradictory

statements, would be a gross injustice." Morelock v. State, 90

Tenn. 528 (1891). "There is no reason why the same principle

of law should not be applied to the contradictory statements of

persons in extremis and those of a i)ers()n on examination under

oath. The court upon this point should have charged the jury,

that if they believed that the contradiction in the dying declara-

tions of the deceased, were produced by ignorance on her part as to
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who had committed the offence, and a mere surmise that it was tlie

prisoner, they ought to be rejected and not permitted to have any

weight in coming to a conclusion upon which their judgment was

to be based; but that if they believed that the contradictions were

produced by apprehension and fears of her husband, or an unwil-

lingness to charge him with the offence, and not from ignorance

as to his o-uilt, then the contradictions might be reconciled, and

that portion of her declaration charging the prisoner with the

offence ought to be taken into consideration by them, and such

weio-ht ought to be given to it as from all the circumstances in the

case they might think it justly entitled." McPherson v. State, 9

Yerger, 279 (1836).

The declarant can not only be impeached ; he may be sustained

by appropriate evidence.

"^It has been held that where there is evidence tending to destroy

the effect of dying declarations, it is competent for the state to

corroborate them by showing that deceased made similar declara-

tions a few minutes after the fight, though it did not appear that

he was then under the apprehension of immediate death. State v.

Blackburn, 80 N. C. 474 (1879).

A QuESTiox FOR THE CouRT. — Whether the circumstances

necessary to entitle an alleged dying declaration to be received in

evidence actually exist is a preliminary question for the court.

"It is the duty of the court to determine, in the first place, upon

the admissibility of such declarations, and then it is for the jury

to determine upon the weight, or credibility of them." Moore v.

State, 12 Ala. 764 (1848); Donnelly v. State, 26 X. J. L. 463

(1857); Montgomery v. State, 11 Ohio, 424 (1842); State t^. Foot

You. 24 Ore. 61 (1893); Roten v. State, 31 Fla. 514 (1893); State

V. Center, 35 Vt. 378 (1862); Bull v. Com., 14 Gratt. 613 (1857);

State V. Simon, 50 Mo. 370 (1872); Stater. Trivas, 32 La. Ann.

1086 (1880); State v. Aldrich, 50 Kans. 666 (1893); State v.

Johnson, 118 Mo. 491 (1893); State r. Xocton, 121 Mo. 537 (1894).

The court, it has been held, cannot leave the entire question,

including adinissibility, to the jury. State v. Center, 35 Vt. 378

(1862). Roten v. State, 31 Fla. 514 (1893).

The decision is however subject, it has been held, to review.

Donnelly v. State, 26 N. J. Law, 463 (1857).

"The court does not discharge this duty by simply hearing the

evidence produced upon the part of the State. Evidence, if offered,

should be received upon the part of the defendant, and it should

be weighed upon the determination of the question of admissibility.

The declarations of a dying man are admitted on a supposition that

in his awful situation, on the confines of a future world, he had

no motive to misrepresent, but, on the contrary, the strongest mo-

tives to speak without disguise and without malice. Roscoe's
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Criminal Evidence, p. 35. Before tlu' judge decides the question

of admissibility he hears all the deceased said respecting the

danger in which he considered himself, and he should be satisfied

tliat the declaration was made under an impression of almost

immediate dissolution.'' State /'. Elliott, 45 la. 48G (1S77) ; State

V. Johnson, 11<S iMo. 4<)1 (1893).

The preliminary incjuiry may, it is said, be held either in the

presence and hearing of the jury, or otherwise, as the discretion of

the trial judge may dictate. State v. Shaffer, 23 Ore. 555 (1893).

In a Georgia case it was held "that the proper course to be

pursued was this: that a prima facie case of the moral conscious-

ness required, should be exhibited to tlie Court in the first instance,

as preliminary to the admission of the testimony. This done, the

evidence should be received and left for the Jury to determine

whether the deceased was really under the apprehension of death

when the declarations were made, which they might infer either

from (iircumstances or the expressions used." Campbell v. State

of Georgia, 11 Ga. 353, 376 (1852).

Even if admitted by the court, the weight of the evidence is

entirely for the jury. State ;-. Elliott, 45 la. 486 (1877). "This
preliminary adjudication of the court upon the question as to the

admissibility of the testimony, in case the evidence be allowed,

has decided nothing in regard to its credibility. That })eculiar

province still remains for the jury. It is every day's practice to

admit evidence as competent, which the jury have no hesitation in

disbelieving. The court may decide, upon examination of proofs,

tliat a witness is not incompetent for want of reason or understand-

ing; the jury may, notwithstanding, determine within their

])rovince, what is the weight of his testimony, and may graduate

the credit they will repose in it, from the point of total disbelief

to that of the most implicit confidence.'' Vass's Case, 3 Leigh,

786, 794 (1831); State v. Cameron, 2 Chandler (Wis.) 172 (1850);
Campbell v. State, 38 Ark. 498 (1882); State v. Foot You, 24 Ore.

61 (1893); Brock v. Com. 92 Ky. 183 (1891); Jones v. State, 70
Miss. 401 (1892).

The supreme court of Georgia in Dumas v. State, 62 Ga. 58

(1878) sustained the following ruling on this point. "If the court

is satisfied prima facie that the deceased is in extremis and con-
scious of his condition, it will allow the dying declarations to go
to tlie jury. The jury will look to the evidence to see if the person
making them was in extremis at the time, and was conscious of his

condition.. If the jury believe the fact that the person was in

extremis, and conscious of his condition, then they may consider
the dying declarations as evidence." To same effect, Wallace v.

State, 90 Ga. 117 (1892).

In Com. V. Roberts, 108 Mass. 296 (1871) the ruling to the jury
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was "that the credibility of the evidence was entirely within the

province of the jury, and they were at liberty to weigh all the

circumstances under which the declarations were made, including

those upon which the court had already passed merely as i)relinii-

nary to their admission; and that the jury were to determine the

state of mind under which the testimony was given, and its weight."

This ruling was apparently sustained, suh sihntio.

Leaving the question in this way to the jury does not, however,

make either the ruling of the court on the admission of the evi-

dence or the decision of the jury as to the existence of the facts

required by the court, final so as to prevent the ruling being

reviewed upon exceptions. "It was a ruling in matter of law; and

the life of a defendant may be involved in a ruling on this point.

In many of the cases reported, the court have discussed the evi-

dence on which the question turned." Com. r. Roberts, 108 Mass.

296 (1871).

The court will exclude the dying declaration where it appears

that the declarant had no belief in God or a future state of reward

and punishment. Donnelly v. State, 26 X. J. Law, 463 (1857).

Such disbelief will not be presumed. It must appear by affirma-

tive evidence. Ibid.

Slaves are supposed to have a religious belief. Lewis ^?. State,

9 Sm. & M. 115 (1847).

Dpixiox Excluded. — The declarant should state facts rather

than conclusions. McBride v. People, 5 Colo. App. 91 (1894).

Where a declarant, however, used the expression, "He shot me
down like a dog," the expression was held admissible. "Declara-

tions of a party in extremis, in order to be admissible, must be as

to facts and not conclusions. They are permitted as to those

things to which the deceased would have been competent to testify,

if sworn in the case. But I do not think the ex}>ression of the

deceased a conclusion. It was given as a part of his narrative

relating to the affair, and I think it was merely intended to illus-

trate the lack of provocation and the wantonness in which the

appellant did the act. It was descriptive of the manner in which

the act was committed. It conveyed the idea that the appellant

disregarded the claims of humanity, and, without giving him any

warning, wantonly shot him. It was the statement of a fact made

by way of illustration." State v. Saunders, 14 Ore. 300 (1886).

So of a declaration, "It was done without any provocation on his

part." Wroe v. State, 20 Oh. St. 460 (1870). Or that deceased

was "butchered." State /•. Gile, 8 Wash. 12 (1894).

"A mere expression of opinion by the dying man is not admis-

sible as a dying declaration, and it is immaterial whether the fact

that the declaration is mere opinion appears from the statement

itself, or from other undisputed evidence showing that it was
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impossible for the declarant to have known the fact stated. If,

upon any view of the evidence, it is possible for the declarant to

know the truth of what he states, his declarations, being otherwise
competent, should be received and considered by the jury in the
light of all the evidence." Jones v. State, 52 Ark. 345 (1889);
Binns v. State, 46 Ind. .311 (1874); State v. Arnold, 13 Ired. L.

184 (1851); State «. Parker, 96 Mo. 382 (1888).

A declaration by a deceased who was shot at night in a house
from the outside through an aperture in the logs, made while
in extremis, "It was E. W. who shot me, though I did not see

him'-' was accordingly rejected. State v. Williams, 67 X. C. 12

(1872). But the statement that deceased and accused "were play-
ing, and that it was an accident" is competent. "To be competent
as a dying declaration, tlie statement must not only relate to the

immediate circumstances of the transaction resulting in the
inquiry, but it must detail facts, and not the opinion of the declar-

ant. In our opinion, the statement in this instance conforms to

this rule. It is unlike the case where the injured party declared
that he had been killed for nothing. This was purely his opinion
and inference. Here the injured man said that he and the accused
were engaged in play, and that the shooting was an accident.

This, in our opinion, was the statement of a fact, more than the
giving of an opinion, and the court properly permitted it to be
proven." Com. v. Matthews, 89 Ky. 287 (1889).

The use of the phrase "Believing myself to be now on my death
bed" does not imply opinion, and such a declaration is admissible.

Doolin V. Com. 95 ivy. 29 (1893).
" We apprehend there is a decisive test to which ' dying declara-

tions' must be subjected, and by it their admissibility as testimony
can be readily determined. That test is, whatever may be stated

by a witness under oath, is admissible in evidence as dying decla-

rations, made by one under the consciousness of approaching death.

The statement, under such circumstances, is held to be as truthful

as if under oatli, and equivalent to a statement sworn to. But the
opinions of witnesses under oath, as a general rule, are inadmis-
sible in evidence in criminal cases, and hence opinions in dying
declarations are excluded." Whitley v. State, 38 Ga. 50 (1868).

The statement that the accused had no reason for the felonious

assault is not objectionable as being an expression of opinion.

Boyle V. State, 97 Ind. .322 (1884).

MixoR Considerations. The admission of dying declarations

does not infringe the prisoner's right to be confronted with the

witnesses against him. Brown r. Com., 73 Pa. St. 321 (1873);
State V. Saunders, 14 Ore. 300 (1886); State v. Kindle, 47 Oh.
St. 358 (1890); People r. Glenn, 10 Cal. .32 (1858); Walston v.

Com., 16 B. Monr. (Ky.) 15 (18,->5); Com. r. Carey, 12 Cush. 246
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(1853) ; Cam])bell v. State, 11 Ga. 353 (1852) ; Robbins v. State, 8

Oh. St. 131 (185S).

"The rule, however, was well settled before the adoption of our

constitution, that the declarations of a dying person were admissible

in cases of homicide 'where the death of the deceased is the subject

of the charge, and the circumstances of the death are tlie subject

of the dying declarations;' and we have no idea that it was the

object of this provision in the bill of rights to abrogate tliis rule of

evidence." Miller v. State, 25 Wis. 384 (1870).

" The Constitution does not alter the rules of evidence, or deter-

mine what shall be admissible testimony against the prisoner, but

it only secures to him the right to confront the witnesses who may
be introduced to prove such matters as, according to the settled

principles of law, are evidence against him. This objection, if

carried out fully, would result in the rejection of all declarations,

even where they constitute part of the res gestye. The law deter-

mines the admissibility of testimony— the Constitution secures to

the accused the right to meet the witness who deposes face to face.

But what the witness, when thus confronted, shall be allowed to

state as evidence, the Constitution does not undertake to prescribe,

but leaves it to be regulated by the general principles of the law of

evidence. When the declarations of the deceased are offered to

the jury, they constitute facts in legal contemplation, which

tend to establish the truth of the matter to which they relate. The
position, therefore, that their admission as evidence infringes upon

the constitutional right of the prisoner to confront tlie witnesses

against him, is wholly without foundation, and cannot be main-

tained." Walston V. Com. 16 B. Monr. (Ky.) 15, 35 (1855).

"The argument for the exclusion of the testimony, proceeds

upon the idea that the deceased is the witness, when in fact it is

the individual who swears to the statements of the deceased, who is

the witness. And it is as to him that the privileges of an oral and

cross examination are secured." Campbell v. State of Georgia, 11

Ga. 353, 374 (1852).
" T'his objection is founded in a misconception of fact. The

accused is confronted by the witness on his trial. The deceased

person is not the witness, but the person who can relate, on the

trial, the death-bed declarations, is the witness. The objection, if

there be one, is to the competency of the evidence, and not to the

want of the persona.l presence of the witness. And it appears to

be well settled, that dying declarations, within the restricted rule

prescribed, fall within the exceptions to the general rule that hear-

say is not evidence." Robbins 't?. State, 8 Oh. St. 131, 163 (1857).

The supreme court of Iowa, in a case where the point was not

fully considered, suggest that if the question were a new one they

might feel constrained to decide contrary to the existing rule on

this subject, stated supra. State v. Nash, 7 la. 347 (1858).
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The dying declarations of a husband are evidence on an indict-

ment against the wife. Moore v. State, 12 Ala. 764 (1848) ; People
V. Green, 1 Denio, 614 (1845); State v. Belcher, 13 S. C. 4oi)

(1880).

If the deceased die before completing his declaration that which
remains is incompetent and the conclusion of the declarant that
the corrections were " immaterial " does not affect the rule. " If too
much has been said, the narrative may be as damaging to the
accused as if it was partial. If it needs correcting, the defect —

•

the error to be corrected— may be as injurious as if it were partial

and incomplete." Drake v. State, 2.5 Tex. App. 293 (1888).
It is sufficient if the reporting witness is able to state the sub-

stance of the dying declarations. Such evidence is admissible
"although the witness was unable to give the precise words."
Montgomery r. State, 11 Ohio, 424 (1842); Ward v. State, 8 Black.
101 (1846); Murphy v. People, 37 111. 447 (1865).

It is not necessary that the reporting witness sliould be sure of
the precise order of the statements. King u. State, (Tex.) 29 S.

W. 1086 (1895).

The fact that a dying declaration was in a foreign language
(Chinese), and introduced in evidence through an interpreter,
affects merely the weight of the evidence. State v. Foot You, 24
Ore. 61 (1893).

Part of a dying declaration may be received and tlie rest rejected
on a general objection by the defendant. State v. Wilson, (Mo.)
26 S. W. 357 (1894).

"The true grounds upon which the declarations are receivable as
testimony" are thus stated by the learned Judge Redfield. " It is

not received upon any other ground than tliat of necessity, in order
to prevent murder going unpunished. Wliat is said in the books
about the situation of the declarant, he being virtually under the
most solemn sanction to speak the truth, is far from presenting the
true ground of the admission ; for, if tliat were all that is requisite
to render the declarations evidence, the apprehension of death
should have the same effect, since it would place the declarant
under the same restraint as if the apprehension were founded in
fact. But both must concur, both the fact and the apprehension of
being in extremis. And although it is not indispensal)le that there
should be no other evidence of the same facts, the rule is no doubt
based upon the presumption that in the majority of cases there will
be no other equally satisfactory proof of the same facts. This pre-
sumption and the consequent probability of the crime going un-
punished, is unquestionably the chief ground of this exception in
the law of evidence. And the great reason why it could not be
received generally, as evidence in all cases where facts involved
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should thereafter come in question, seems to be that it wants one of

the most important and indispensable elements of testimony, that of

an opportunity for cross examination by the party against whom it

is offered." 1 Greenlf. Evid. § 156, note.
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CHAPTER IX.

ADMISSIONS.

§ 723.^ Admissions and confessions are often considered as decla-

rations against interest, and, therefore, probably true. With

regard, however, to many admissions, and especially those implied

from conduct and assumed character, it cannot be supposed that

the party, at the time of the principal declaration or act, believed

himself to be speaking or acting against his own interest; but

often the contrary, Sucli evidence seems, therefore, more properly

admissible as a substitute for the ordinary and legal proof ;
^ either

in virtue of the direct consent and waiver of the party, as in the

case of explicit and solemn admissions, or on grounds of public

policy and convenience, as in the case of those implied from

assumed character, acquiescence, or conduct.^ Many admissions,

1 Largely Gr. Ev. § 169.

2 As to when the admissions of a party with respect to written instru-

ments may be substituted for the ordinary proof of such instruments by
their production, see ante, §§ 410—414.

3 According to Mascardus, this is the light in which confessions and

admissions are regarded by the Eoman law. Illud igitur in primis, ut

hinc potissimum exordiar, no7i est ignorandum, quod etsi cunfessioni inter jjro-

hationum species locum in proesentia trihuerimus ; cuncti tamen fere Dd.

unanimes sunt arbitrati, ipsam potius, esse ah onere prohundi relevationem,

quam proprie prohaiionem : 1 Masc. de Prob. quaest. 7, n. 1, 10, 11;

Menoch. de Prces. lib. 1, quoest. 61, n. 6; Alciat. de Prses. par. 2, n. 4.

We further find that Eoman law distinguishes, with great clearness and
precision, between confessions extra judicium, and confessions in judicio;

treating the former as of very little and often of no weight, unless corro-

borated, and the latter as generally, if not always, conclusive, even to the

overthrow of the presumptio juris et de jure ; thus constituting an excep-

tion to the conclusiveness of this class of presumptions. But to give a con-

fession this effect, certain things are essential, which Mascardus cites out

of Tancred :

—

" Major, sponte, sciens, contra se, ubi jus fit

;

Nee natura, favor, lis, jusve repugnet, et hostis."

Masc. ub. sup. n. 15; Vid. Dig. lib. 42, tit. 2, de confessis; Cod. lib. 7, tit. 59;

Van. Leeuw. Comm. book v. ch. 21.
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however, being made by third persons, are receivable on mixed

grounds
;
partly, as belonging to the res gestse, partly, as made

against the interest of the person making them, and partly, because

of some privity with him against whom they are offered in evidence.

§ 724.^ In our law, the term admission is usually ap[)lied to c/vil

tramadions, and to those matters of fact, in criminal cases, which

do not involve criminal intent ;
^ while the term confession is gene-

rally used in criminal law, and as denoting an aclmoicledgmoit of

guilt. This distinction will be better understood by an example.

On the trial of Lord Melville, who was charged (amongst other

things) with criminal misapplication of moneys received from the

Exchequer, the admission of his agent and authorised receiver was

held sufheient proof of the fact of such agent having received the

pubhc money. But had such admission been tendered in evidence

to establish the criminal charge of misapplication of money it would

have been rejected.^

§ 724a. As the rules of evidence, respectively applicable to

admissions and confessions, differ in some respects, the two subjects

will be discussed in separate chapters.

§ 724a (i). With regard to all Admissions, the law, after several

changes,'' is now embodied in the E. S. C, 1883, Order XXXII.

§ 724a (ii). By Rule 1 of the Order just mentioued, "Any party

» Gr. Ev. § 170, almost verbatim. reported in 3 B. & Ad. 392, 393;
2 Ld. Melville's trial, 1S06. Eeg.-Gen., H. T., 4 W. 4, r. 20, 1832,

3 Lord Chancellor Erskine said :— reported in 4 B. & Ad. pp. 2—8

;

"This first step in the proof "(namely, Eeg.-Gen., H. T., 18j3; 15 & 16 V.

the receipt of the money by the agent,) c. 76, §§ 1J7,
118; E. S. C. 1875,

"must advance by evidence applic- Ord. XXXII., rr. 1—4. For the

able alike to civil, as to criminal practice on the Eevenue side of the

cases; for a fact must be established Queen's Bench Division, see Eeg.-

by the same evidence, whether it is Gen., 24 V. r. 17 ; 6 H. & N. xin.
;

to be followed by a criminal or ci\41 for that in proceedings under the

consequence ; but it is a totally dif- PublicWorship Eegulation Act, 1874,

ferent question, in the consideration 37 & 38 V. c. 85, see Eeg.-Gen., 22

of criminal as distinguished from civil Feb. 1879, r. 46, and Form 39, cited

justice, how the noble person now on 4 P. D. 261, 284 ; for that to be used

trial may be affected by the fact when in the Court of Probate, see Eules of

so established. The receipt by the 1862, for Ct. of Prob. in contentious

paymaster would in itself involve business, r. 72, and Form No. 2i). The

him civilly, but could by no possi- Eules of 1865, 1869, 1875, 1877. and

bility convict him of a crime": 29 1880, for the Ct. of Div. and Mat.

How. St. Tr. 764. Causes, are, for some unaccountable
* See Eeg.-Gen., 2 W. 4, 1832, reason, silent on this subject.
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to a cause or matter may give notice, by Ids pleading, or otherwise

in writing, that he admits the truth of the whole or any part of

the case of any other party." ^

§ 724a (iii). Admissions,^ properly so called, are properly the

subject of a treatise upon Practice, and Practice is not the subject

of this work. Therefore the matter of admissions will be only hero

dealt with in a cursory way, and with a view to those points wliich

are most likely to arise in actual practice at Nisi Prius. For further

information the reader is referred to one of the well-known works

upon Practice.

§ 724a (iv) . Subject to these general reservations, it may be noted

that admissions are principally of two kinds, viz., (a.) Admissions

of documents ; and (b.) Admissions oi facts.

§ 724a (v). As to admissions of documents in the High Court,

Rule 2 of R. S. C, Order XXXIL, provides that "Either party

may call upon the other party to admit any document, saving all

just exceptions ; and in case of refusal or neglect to admit, after

such notice, the costs of proving any such document shall be paid

by the party so neglecting or refusing, whatever the result of the

cause or matter may be, unless at the trial or hearing the court or

a judge shall certify that the refusal to admit was reasonable ; and

no costs of proving any document shall be allowed unless such

notice be given, except where the omission to give the notice is,

in the opinion of the taxing officer, a saving of expense."^

§ 724b. The rule governing notices to admit documents, which

has been set out in the preceding paragraph,^ does not specify any

exact time at which such notice must be given. But such a notice

must be given a reasonable time before trial. Where, however, it

was given on a plaintiff's behalf to the defendant's agent in town

^ If a party admits all the facts action. See Dodds v. Freke, 1884.

pleaded against him, the other side As to the practice generally, see

cannot call evidence. See The Hard- Order XXXII. in the Annual Prac-
wick, 1883 (Sir Jamea Hannen)

;

tice.

Urquhart v. Butterfield, 1888, C. A. 3 By Eule 3 of Order XXXII., a
* Admissions between co-defen- Form of "Notice to admit Docu-

dants under this rule, to which the ments " is furnished, which is Form
plaintiff is not a party, are not in- No. 11 in Appendix B.

eluded in an order against him or in * Viz., Order XXXII. r. 2.

his favouj' for general costs of the
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only four daj^s before the commission day at Newcastle, who two

days afterwards refused to admit the documents without objecting

to the sufficiency of the notice, or requiring further time,—the

plaintiff was, however, held entitled to the costs of proof. ^ If an

admission be made " with a saving of all just exceptions," it so far

recognises the general character and accuracy of the documents,

that no objection can subsequently be taken to the authenticity of

any part of them,'^ or to their reception in evidence on the ground

of any interlineation, however material, appearing upon them.^

Unless this were so, great inconveniences would follow ; for as

one main object of inducing a party to admit under notice, is to

dispense with the necessity of formal proof of the instrument, it

would obviously open a door to fraud, if the part}^ admitting were

at liberty afterwards to object to an interlineation, which the

attesting witness might alone be enabled to explain.'* Accordingly,

where a party admitted a deed as " the counterpart of a lease,"

an objection at the trial, that it was in fact a lease, and as such

inadmissible for want of a sufficient stamp,-^ was overruled ;
^ and

a party who admitted an instrument, specified in the notice as

bearing date the 10th August, was not allowed to call on his

opponent for an explanation, though on the production of the

instrument it was evident that the date " August " had been

written on an erasure.^

§ 724c. A variance, too, in the description of the document, if

not of a nature to mislead, will not release the admitting party

from his obligation. For instance, an admission will not be

vitiated because the date of a promissory note, otherwise correctly

described in the notice to admit, is misstated.^ A party will not,

however, be entitled to the costs of proving any document specified

in the notice, unless the witness called to establish this proof has,

at least in his examination in chief, been questioned to no other

faot.^ And, when a notice to admit documents is given, all that

1 Tinn v. Billingsley, 1835. • Doe v. Smith, 1838.
* Hawk v.Freund, 1858 (Byles, J.). » Poole v. Palmer, 1842 (Eolfe, B.).
« Freeman v. Steggall, 1849. « pigi(j ^_ Hemming, 1836 (Ld.

Id. 203 (Coleridge, J.). Abinger) ; Bittleston v. Cooper, 1845,
» See 'Tww 54 & 55 V. c. 39 ("The » Stracey v. Blake, 1835 (Ld.

Stamp Act, 1891 "), § 72. Abinger).
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can fairly be asked is, that the handwriting or due execution of tho

papers specified should be admitted ; so that where a party includes

in his notice a demand to admit the authority by which the docu-

ments had been written, and, on the other side refusing generally

to make the admission as prayed, proves the documents at the trial,

he is not entitled to recover from his opponent the costs of such

proof. ^

§ 724d. It is not necessary to show that the admitting party

has actually examined the documents mentioned in the notice,

if he has had an opportunity of doing so ;
^ and it seems to be

unnecessary to identify the document produced at the trial with the

one inspected, provided that it corresponds with the description

contained in the notice.^ On two occasions, however, the necessity

for such evidence has been urged -* (if not acknowledged by the

court) ; and it will generally be prudent to be prepared with such

proof, or, at least, to have the documents that are to be produced

signed or marked by the party making the admission.

§ 724d (i). Though a notice to admit do not contain any saving

of all just exceptions, the party admitting may still rely on any

valid objection to the admissibility of a document specified in it.

Therefore, where a plaintiff admitted that a paper was a copy of a

letter from himself to a defendant, who had suffered judgment by

default, this was held not to entitle the other defendant to put in

the copy, without first accounting for the non-production of the

original, or tracing it to the plaintiff's possession, and proving the

notice to produce.^

§ 724e. Eule 2 of Order XXXII. extends, moreover, to every

document which a party purposes to adduce in evidence, whether

or not it be in his custody or control,"^ and whether or not it be

put in issue by the pleadings.^ Neither will the case be varied

though the opposite party may have already, irrespective of the

1 Oxford, Wore, & Wolverh. Ey. * Clay y. Thackrah, 1839 (Ld. Den-

Co. -y. Scudamore, 1857. man); Doe d. Tindal v. Roe, 1836

» Doe V. Smith, 1838 (Patteson and (Ld. Abinger).

Coleridge, JJ.). ^ g];^arpey. Lamb, 1840. SeeGoldie
3 Id., Coleridge, J., who observed, v. Shuttleworth, 1807; Rochfort v.

that " to require such evide- ce would Sedley, 1861 (Ir.).

be multiplying proofs, so as to defeat « Rutter v. Chapman, 1841.

the rule of court." ^ Spencer v. Barough, 1842.
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notice, refused in positive terms to ma"ke any admission on the

subject.^ A party may even, as it would seem, be served with

notice to admit a foreign judgment, or other documents in a

foreign court, provided that his opponent will give him time to

inspect them abroad, and pay his expenses incurred in so doing.^

Still, the rules do not apply where ancient records of a public

nature require, not proof, but translation and explanation, or

where affidavits which have been filed must be produced by an

officer ; and, consequently, a party is entitled to the costs, either of

a witness called to explain and translate the records, or of the

officer who produced the affidavits, even where the other side were

not previously called upon to admit these documents.^

§ 724f. In consenting to admit for the purposes of a trial, care

must be taken lest, by the words used in the notice to admit, the

party admitting should be entrapped into making a larger admis-

sion than he intended. Where ^ the holder of a bill of exchang-e

sued the acceptor, and the defendant's solicitor had written a letter

admitting " that the acceptance to the bill on which the action is

brought is in the defendant's handwriting," it was held that,

though a plea denying the acceptance had been subsequently

pleaded, the admission contained in the letter established a prima

facie case on behalf of the plaintiff without the production of the

bill itself. Again, in an action ^ against three persons on a bill of

exchange alleged to have been accepted by them under the style of

" The Newbridge Coal Company," an admission under a notice to

admit, which stated the bill to have been "accepted by Bishop /or

the defendants as the Newbridge Coal Compau}'," was held to be

not only an admission of the actual signature of Bishop, but to

preclude the defendants from denying that he had authority to

bind them by his acceptance. This last decision is certainly one

strictissimi jiuis ; and probably it would not be upheld at the

present day.^

§ 724g. In the County Courts, the Hule which governs notices to

* Spencer ?'. Barouwli, 1842. * Wilkes v. Hopkins, 1845. See,
* Smith v. Bird, ISoo. also. Hunt v. Wise. 18.59.

» Bastard (;. Smith, 1839. « See Piigrim v. Dorchester Ry. Co.,
* Chaplin v. Levy, 1854. 1835
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admit documents is as follows :—Where a party desires to give in

evidence any document, he may, not less than jhr clear days before

the trial, give notice ^ to any other party in the action or matter

who is competent to make admissions, requiring him to inspect and

admit such document ; and if such other party shall not within

three days after receiving such notice make such admission, any

expense of proving the same at the trial shall be paid by him,

whatever be the result of the action, unless the court shall other-

wise order ; and no costs of proving any document shall be allowed

unless such notice shall be given, except in cases where, in the

opinion of the registrar on taxation, the omission to give such

notice has been a saving of expense.^

§ 724h. Coming now to the subject of notices to admit facts in

the High Court, Rule 4 of R. S. C, Order XXXIL, provides:—

" Any party may, by notice in writing, at any time not later than

nine days before the day for which notice of trial has been given,

call on any other party to admit, for the purposes of the cause,

matter, or issue only, any specific fact or facts mentioned in such

notice. And in case of refusal or neglect to admit the same within

six days after service of such notice, or within such further time

as may be allowed by the court or a judge, the costs of proving

such fact or facts shall be paid by the party so neglecting or

refusing, whatever the result of the cause, matter, or issue may

be, unless at the trial or hearing the court or a judge certify that

the refusal to admit was reasonable, or unless the court or a judge

shall at any time otherwise order or direct. Provided that any

admission made in pursuance of such notice is to be deemed to be

made only for the purposes of the particular cause, matter, or issue,

and not as an admission to be used against the party on any other

occasion, or in favour of any person other than the party giving

the notice: provided also, that the com-t or a judge may at any

time allow any party to amend or withdraw any admission so

made on such terms as may be just." ^

1 C. C. E. 1889, Form 90. This is No. 12, in Appendix B., and admis-

the same as Form 1 1 in Appendix B. sions of facts shall be in the Form
to R. S. C, referred to ante, p. 473. No. 13 in Appendix B., with such

2 C. C. E. 1889, r. 5. variations as circumstances may re-

3 Eule 5 provides, that " A notice quire."

to admit facts shall be in the Form
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Eule 6 provides, that " any party may at any stage of a cause or

matter, where admissions of fact have been made, either on the

pleadings, or otherwise, apply to the court or a judge for such

judgment or order as upon such admissions he may be entitled

to, without waiting for the determination of any other question

between the parties ; and the court or a judge may upon such

application make such order, or give such judgment, as the court

or judge may think just."

Eule 7 provides, with respect to the mode of proof, that " an

affidavit of the solicitor or his clerk, of the due signature of any

admissions made in pursuance of any notice to admit documents or

facts, shall be sufficient evidence of such admissions, if evidence

thereof be required;" and by virtue of Rule 9, the costs occasioned

by any notice to admit unnecessary documents, " shall be borne by

the party giving such notice."

§ 724i. In the County Court, notices to admit fact>i and admis-

sions thereof, are governed by the following Rules of County

Courts, Order IX. :

—

(7.) "Any party may by notice in writing, according to the

form in the Appendix,' at any time not later than six clear days

before the return day, call on any other party to admit,- for the

purposes of the action, matter, or issue only, any specific fact or

facts mentioned in such notice. And in case of refusal or neglect

to admit the same by the delivery of a written admission of the

fact or facts as aforesaid, signed by the party, his solicitor, or

agent, within three clear days before the return day, the costs of

proving such fact or facts shall be paid by the party so neglecting

or refusing, whatever the result of the action, matter, or issue may

be, imless at the trial the court certify that the refusal to admit

was reasonable, or unless the cornet shall at any time otherwise

order. Provided that any admission made in pursuance of such

notice is to be deemed to be made only for the purposes of the

particular action, matter, or issue, and not as an admission to be

used against the party on any other occasion or in favour of any

^ Appendix to C. C. Rules, Form ^ Id., Form 93b, corjesponding
n2A, corresponding: to Form No. 12 to Form No. 13 in Appendix B. to

in Appendix B. to H. S. 0. E. S. C.
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person other than the party giving the notice : provided also, that

the judge or registrar may at any time allow any party to amend
or withdraw any admission so made on such terms as may be

just."i

(8.) "An affidavit of the solicitor or his clerk of the due

signature of any admissions made in pursuance of this order, shall

be sufficient evidence of such admissions, if evidence thereof be

required." ^

§ 725. It will now be convenient to discuss the general law of

admissions, apart from any mere rules of Practice. Here the first

important rule to be borne in mind is, that the whole statement

containing the admission must he talien togctJier ; for though some

part of it may be favourable to the party, and the object is only to

ascertain what he has conceded against himself, and what may
therefore be j)resumed to be true, yet, unless the whole is received,

the true meaning of the part, which is evidence against him, cannot

be ascertained.^ But though the whole of what he said at the

same time, and relating to the same subject, must be given in

evidence, it does not follow that all the parts of the statement

should be regarded as equally deserving of credit; but the jury

must consider, under the circumstances, how much of the entire

statement they deem worthy of belief, including as well the facts

asserted by the party in his own favour, as those making against

him.4

§ 726. Simple as this rule appears, its practical application is not

without difficulty. It will therefore be convenient briefly to refer

to a few of the leading decisions on it. First, such rule applies

equally hath to written and to verlal admissions. Consequently,

where a defendant has rendered a debtor and creditor account to

the plaintiff, which the latter produces in proof of his demand, it

will be equally admissible in evidence of the defendant's set-off

;

''

1 This rule corresponds to E. S. C, (Ld. Mansfield); Smith v. Blandy
Ord. XXXII. r. 4, supra, p. 477. 1825 (Best, C.J.) ; Cray v. Halls^

2 Corresponding to R. S. C, Ord. 1825 (Abbott, C.J.). 'See, alsoi
XXXII. r. 7, supra, p. 478. Whitwell v. Wyer, 1814 (Am.);

3 Thomson V.Austen, 1823 (Abbott, Garey -y. Nicolson, 1840 (Am.); Kel-
C.J.); Fletcher v. Froggatt, 1827 sey r. Bush, 1842 (Am.).
(id.); Cobbett r. Grey, 1849. ° Eandle v. Blackburn, 1813.

* Bermon v. Woodbridge, 1781
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though the phiintiff will generally be at liberty, while relying on

the creditor side of the account, to impeach items which appear on

the debtor side.^ Where, however, to an action on an attorney's

bill of costs, the defendant pleaded a set-off, and put in an account

furnished to him by the plaintiff, in which the plaintiff credited

himself for the amount of his bill, and debited himself for the

amount of goods sold, it was held that the defendant could not

exclude from the consideration of the jury so much of such account

as related to the bill of costs, on the ground that no signed bill had

been delivered; since the non-delivery of a signed bill does not

bar the debt, but merely, if insisted on, prevents its recovery by,

action."'^

§ 727. When the admission is contained in an affidavit, written

examiuation,^ signed pleading,'* answer,^ plea^ in Chancery, or

other document complete in itself, delivered under the old system

of pleading and practice, the whole document is required to be

read, though the jury are not bound to give equal credit to every

part of it, and they frequently lent an academic faith to such

portions as make in favour of the declarant.^ So stringent is

this rule, that where, in consequence of technical objections which

had been taken to the first answer to a bill in Chancery, a second

answer had been sent in, defendant was allowed to insist upon

having such second answer also read, in order to explain what he

had sworn in his first answer.^ Moreover, a party, against whom

an answer in Chancery is produced, may have the whole bill read

as part of his adversary's case, on the ground that, like the ordinary

case of a conversation, the answers of a party cannot be given in

evidence against him without also proving the questions which

^ Eose V. Savory, 1835. See Moor- * Pleas in Chancery, wliere the

house V. Newton, 1849. matter of the plea did not appear
•2 Harrison v. Turner, 1847. upon record, must have been upon
^ In Prince v. Samo, 1838, Cole- oath, and be signed by the parties

ridge, J., asked whether the question pleading : Cons. Ord. Ch. 186U, Ord.

had ever been decided as to deposi- XIV. rr. 2, 3.

tions ? Counsel replied that no ex- '' Bermon v. Woodbridge, 1781

pi ess decision had been found. (Ld. Mansfield) ; Blount v. Burrow,
* Marianski v. Cairns, 1851-2. In 1792 (Ld. Hardwicke) ; Baildon v.

the Supreme Court the rule respect- Walton, 1847 ; Percival v. Caney,
ing the signing of pleadings is P. S. C. 1851 (Knight-Bruce, V.-C).
1883, Ord. XIX. r. 4. » P. v. Carr, 1669 ; Ld. Bath v.

* See Cons. Ord. Ch. Ord. XV. Bathersea, 1695; Lynch v. Clerke,

rr. 5, 6. 1696.
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drew forth tlie answers.^ The jury, however, might in such case

he warned, that the statements in the bill were not admissions of

the facts contained therein ; it being notorious that allegations, not

consistent with fact, were frequently introduced into a bill, for the

sole purpose of eliciting the truth from the opposite party.^

§ 728. Where ^ plaintiffs, who were assignees of a bankrupt,

gave in evidence an examination of the defendant before the

commissioners, as proof that he had taken certain property, it was

held that they thereby made his cross-examination evidence in the

cause ; and as, in this cross-examination, he had stated that he had

purchased the property under a written agreement, a copy of which

was entered as part of his answer, this statement was considered as

some evidence on his behalf of the agreement and its contents
;
and

that, too, though the absence of the document was not accounted

for, nor had notice been given to the plaintiffs to produce it.

Again, in an action against a magistrate for assault and false

imprisonment, the warrant of commitment which had been put in

by the plaintiff was held to be proof on behalf of the defendant of

the information recited in it ; ^ and in an action against a sheriff,

an undersheriff's letter which had been produced by the plaintiff to

affect the defendant, was held to be some evidence also of certain

facts stated therein, which tended to excuse the sheriff.^

§ 729. It seems on the whole, however, to be now tolerably clear

that where a sheriff or bailiff seeks to justify a seizure as against

any party but the execution debtor, he must produce both the writ

of execution and the judgment, and he cannot be relieved from

offering such proof by any recital in the warrant which his

opponent may put in evidence.''

§ 730. The rule requiring the whole statement containing the

admission to be taken together, has long prevailed to a consider-

able extent in equity. Therefore, where a defendant had been

1 PenneU v. Meyer, 1838 (Tindal, « White v. Morris, 1852 ;
Gla^e v.

n J ^ Wentworth, 1844 (Parke, B.) ; Mar-

\ Yd ti^ '"• Podger, 1770 ;
Lake v. Billers,

3 Gossz;. Quinton, 1842. 1698. See, also, Bowes v Foster,

4 Haylock v. Sparke, 1853. THs 1858 (Watson, B.) >ee, however,

case seems to overrule Stevens v. contra, Bessey v Windkain 1844

;

Clark, 1842 (Cresswell, J.). and see, also, Ogden v. Hesketh,

^ Haynes v. Hayton, 1837 ; recog- 1849.

nized in Bessey v. Windham, 1844.
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examined on two days before commissioners of the Court of

Bankruptcy, and the plaintiff read the examination taken on the

first day, he was compelled to read that also which was taken on

the second day ;
^ and where a plaintiff in equity read that part of

the defendant's account-book which charged the latter, the defen-

dant was allowed to read the discharging part as evidence for

himself,^ With respect, however, to the old aii.'<Hrrs and examinn'

tioiis in Chancery,—which have now been superseded by ataicnicnts

of defence and amicers to interrogatories,— the equity rule was far

less comprehensive than that which was recognised at common

law ; and although, if a party in equity admitted, in his examina-

tion or answer, that he had received a sum, and then added in the

same sentence that he had immediately paid it away,—or if he

stated in a still more general form, that a person gave him 100/,

as a present,—the charge and the discharge would be so blended

together that the one could not be admissible without the other ;

^

still, if he once admitted the receipt of money as an independent

fact, he could not refer to other parts of his examination or answer,

much less to affidavits sworn by him, or to schedules attaelied to

his answer, for the purpose of showing that he had liquidated the

amount so admitted to have been received, by separate and inde-

pendent payments.^ So, if a plaintiff read a passage in the answer,

as evidence of a particular fact, the defendant could not read other

parts, even though grammatically connected with such passage by

conjunctive particles, unless they were really explanatory of its

meaning.^ If, in order to understand the sense of the passage on

which the plaintiff relied, it was necessary to read on the part ol

the defendant other portions of the answer, these portions would

be evidence only so far as they were explanatory ; and any new
facts introduced therein, though so immediately connected with

the parts admitted as to be incapable of subtraction, would be con-

1 Smith V, Biggs, 1832 (ShadweU, W. Grant, M.E.). See, also, Awd-
Y.-C). ley V. Awdley, 1690; Hampton v.

* Carter v. Ld. Coleraine, 1740; Spencer, 1693; Freeman v. Tatham,
Blount V. Burrow, 1792 (Ld. Hard- 1846.

wicke). * Cases cited m last note.
3 Eidgwav v. Darwin, 1802 (Ld. * Davis v. Spurling, 1829 (Leach,

Eldon); Thompson v. Lamhe, 1802 M.E.).
(id.); Eobinson v. Scotuey, 1S16 (Sir
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CH. IX.] RULE AS TO ANSWERS TO INTERROGATORTES.

sidered as not read.^ This rule seems to have been adopted in

consequence of the subtle contrivances of equity draftsmen, whose

skill formerly consisted in so grammatically blending miportant

points of the defendant's case with admissions that could not be

withheld, as to render it necessary that both should be read in

conjunction, and thus to prove their client's case by means of his

own unsupported statements.^

§ 731. In accordance with the practice in equity as explained in

the preceding section, it now is provided,^ that " any party may, at

the trial of a cause, matter, or issue, use in evidence any one or

more of the answers or any part of an answer of the opposite party

to interrogatories without putting in the others or the whole of

such answer: Provided always, that in such case the judge may

look at the whole of the answers, and if he shall be of opinion that

any others of them are so connected with those put in that the last-

mentioned answers ought not to be used without them, he may

direct them to be put in."

§ 732. The whole of a document may, as a general rule, be read

by the one party when the other has abeady put in evidence a

partial extract.'' But this rule will not warrant the reading of

diHtinct entries in an account-book,^ or distinct paragraphs in a

newspaper,^ unconnected with the particular entry or paragraph

rehed on by the opponent ; nor will it render admissible bundles

of proceedings in bankruptcy, entries in corporation books, or a

series of copies of letters inserted in a letter-book, merely because

the adversary has read therefrom one or more papers, or entries, or

letters.^ If, indeed, the extracts put in expressly refer to other

documents, these may be read also ; but the mere fact that the

remaining portions of the papers or books may throw light on the

parts selected by the opposite party, will not be sufficient to warrant

their admission ; for such party is not bound to know whether they

will or not ; and moreover the hght may be a false one.^

§ 733. A similar rule prevails in the case of a conversatio})
,
in

1 Bartlett v. Gillard, 182G (Ld. ' Catt v. Howard 1820 (Abbott,

T., , t C.J.) ; Reeve y. Whitmore, lh6o.

2 r Fv 5 13
' 1^'i^-^y '" O^^seley, 185(3.

3 By E. S. C. brd. XXXI. r. 24. ' Sturger. Buchanan, 1839.

* R. V. Queen's Cy. JJ., Re Feeban, « M. (Ld. Denman).

1882 (Ir.).
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DISTINCT MATTERS IN CONVERSATION. [PART III.

which several distinct matters have been discussed. If a part of a

conversation is relied on as an admission, the adverse party can give

in evidence only so much of the same conversation as may exphiiu

or qualify the matter already before the court. ^ For example, a

witness who has acknowledged on cross-examination that he has

heard the plaintiff admit on oath that he had repeatedly been

insolvent, cannot be asked in re-examination whether the plaintiff

had not, on the same occasion, expressly stated that certain money

was given to him, and not lent.^

§ 734. With regard to lettera, a party may put in such as were

written by his opponent, without producing those to which they

were answers, or calling for their production.' For, in such a case,

the letters, to which those put in were answers, are in the adversary's

hands, and he may produce them if he thinks them necessary to

explain the transaction.' But if a plaintiff puts in a letter by the

defendant, on the back of which is something written by himself,

the defendant is entitled to have the whole read ;
^ and where a

defendant laid before the court several letters between himself and

the plaintiff, he was allowed to read a reply of his own to the last

letter of the plaintiff, it being considered as a part of an entire

correspondence.*

§ 735. Questions not unfrequently arise as to the admissibility

of letters, account-books, &c., which are tendered as admissions,

in cases where their existence or contents have been discovered by

means of a compulsory examination or answer of the party either

in previous bankruptcy proceedings, or in some other legal inquiry;

and it is often contended in such cases that the documents referred

to therein cannot be read, without first producing the examination

' It was at one time held, on high from allowing such a course of pro-
aiithorit^', that if a witness were ceeding has induced the courts, in
questioned as to a statement made later times, to adopt the stricter rule
by an adverse pai'ty, such party stated in the text : Prince v. Samo,
might lay before the court all 1838.

that was said by him in the same ^ Prince v. Samo, 1838.

conversation, even matter not pro- ' Ld. Barrjonore v. Taylor, 1795
perly connected with the statement (Ld. Kenyon) ; De Medina v. Owen,
deposed to, provided only that it re- 1850 (Parke, B.).

lated to the subject-matter of the * Dagleish v. Dodd, 1832 (Taun-
suit (The Queen's case, 1820 (Abbott, ton, J.).

C.J.), H. L.); but a sense of the « Eoe «;. Day, 1836 (Park, J.).

extreme injustice that might result
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CHAP. IX.] DOCUMENTS REFERRED TO IN EXAMINATIONS.

or answer. But—whatever the correct doctrine may be with respect

to documents referred to in and actuallfj anneoted to an examination

or answer—no rule of law will, in other cases, compel a party to

treat the document on which he relies as part of a previous exami-

nation or answer.^

§ 736. It is even doubtful whether, if a document be annexed to

an old answer in Chancery, the answer need be read, if it have no

connection with the cause in which the document is produced.^ If,

however, the letter in question be not written by the party against

whom it is offered, though contained in the schedule of his answer,

and if it be merely used against him, as raising an inference from

possession that he knew of its contents, and had acted upon it,

common fairness requires ^ that the letter should not be read

without the answer ; for the answer of the party might contain

such an explanation of the circumstances under which the letter

came into his possession, as also such a contradiction of any

passages in it which seemed to bear against his rights, as utterly to

neutralize its effect. If, in making a verbal admission, a person

refer to a written paper, without which the admission is incomplete,

such paper must be produced, before the statement can be used as

evidence against him.'*

§ 737.^ Where an admission, whether oral or in writing, contains

matters stated as mere hearmy, it is questionable whether such

matters can be received in evidence. If tendered (Kjaind the party

making the statement, they would seem (like hearsay declarations

against interest '') to be inadmissible unless coupled with a simul-

taneous statement by the party who has made the admission that

he believes such hearsay to be true, and at any rate they are

entitled to very little weight. When they are offered in favour of

the party making the admission they would appear to be equally

inadmissible or worthy of weight. This is on the ground that one

1 Long V. Champion, 1831 ; Sturge ^ Hewitt v. Piggott, 1S31 (Tindal,

V. Buchanan, lS;i9 ; overruling pre- C.J.).

vioiis Nisi Prius decisions in Yates * Jacob w. Lindsay, 1801 ; Falconer
V. Carnsew, 1828 (Ld. Tenterden)

;
v. Hanson, 1808.

Holland v. Peeves, 1835 (Alderson, * Gr. Ev. § 202, in part.

B.). ^ As to which see Ld. Trimles-
^ Long V. Champion, 1831 (Ijd. town v. Kemmis, 1843, H. L. ; ante,

Tenterden). § 685.
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flow FAR IIKAKSAY MADE EVIDENCE BY ADMISSIONS, [p. III.

party, by reading a part of the answer which his opponent had

pleaded to a Lili filed for discovery, " makes the whole admissible

only so far as to waive any objection to the competency of the

party making the answer, and he does not thereby admit as

evidence all the facts which happened to have been stated therein

by way of hearsay only." ^ On the other hand, it may perhaps be

successfully urged, that since an answer is offered as the admission

of the party against whom it was read, the whole should be laid

before the jury, for the purpose of showing under what impressions

the admission was made, though some part of it were stated only

upon hearsay and belief.

§ 738. The rule requiring the whole of an admission to be taken

together is so important, that a judge will always do well to

explain distinctly to the jury its bearing and extent, whenever any

portion of it is favourable to the party against whom a statement

is read ; but his neglecting to do so in a case where it is clear that

the jury, in fact, took the whole into their consideration, will not

amount to such a misdirection as to warrant a new trial.
'^

§ 739. A second rule respecting admissions is, tluit they are

receivable in evidence though the;/ relate to the roiitent.s qfn written

imtnnnent, even when such contents are directly in issue.^ This

rule has already been discussed, and it is therefore needless to do

more here than thus shortly to refer to it.^

§ 739a. a third rule as to admissions, is that any verbal admis-

sions or declarations of the parties uhich are not put directly in issue

hij the pleadings, and which, consequently, have not been open to

explanation or disproof, must be rejected, or at any rate must not

be relied upon.^ This rests upon the ground, that under such

circumstances the reception of evidence would facilitate the pro-

duction of false testimony.^ The rule does not strictly extend to

icrittm admissions
;
yet the fact of their not being put in issue by

the pleadings will naturally detract from their weight, as the party

' Eoe V. Ferrars, 1801 (Chambre, a confessio juris.

J.). See, also, Kahl v. Jansen, 1S12. ° Austin v. Chambers, 1837, H. L.

;

- Beckham t;. Osborne, 184:3. Attwood v. Small, 1838; Cojiland v.

3 Slatterie v. Pooley, 1840. Toulmin, 1840.
^ Ante, §§ 410—415. See, also, « Austin v. Chambers, 1838 (Ld.

ante, § 413, as to the admissibility of Cotteuham).
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CHAP. IX.] ADMISSIONS OF PARTIES TO THE RECORD.

agaiust whom they are offered in evidence will, in such case, have

had no opportunity of explaining thera.^

^ 740.2 ^^Yii\l respect to the person, u-Jme admissions may he

received, the general doctrine is, that the declarations of a parfij to

the record, or of one identified in interest ivith him, are, as against

such party, receivable in evidence.'* Declarations proceeding from

a stranger, who is still living, are, however, almost uniformly

rejected ;
* and, though the declarant he dead, his declarations can

in general only be admitted upon some of the special grounds

already considered.^ The admissions of parties to the record are

receivable in evidence whether made before or after the party had

arrived at full age ; and, therefore, in an action against an adult

for necessaries supplied during his minority, admissions made, and

letters written by him while under age, may be proved on behalf

of the plaintiff.^

§ 741. The courts, however, now recognise a wide distinction

between nominal and real parties. Therefore, if a consignee use

the name of the consignor in proceeding against a shipowner, or if

the assignee of a bond sues the obligor in the name of the original

obligee, or if a cestui que trust brings an action in the name of his

trustee, Courts of Nisi Prius, recognising the principles of equity,

will reject the admission of the nominal plaintiff as evidence for the

defendant." For example, although a receipt in full may have

been given by the. nominal plaintiff to the defendant, the parties

really interested may show that the money has in fact never been

paid : ^ and if a release from a nominal plaintiff were pleaded in

bar, a prior assignment of the cause of action, with notice thereof

1 McMahon v. Burchell, 1846 (Ld. « O'NeiU v. Read, 1845 (Ir.). See

Cottenham) ; Crosbie v. Thompson, 37 & 38 V. c. 62.

1847 (Ir.) (Brady, C); Swift v. '^ See Payne r. Rogers, 1785 ; Legh
M'Tiernan, 1848 (Ir.) (id.); Mai- v. Legh, 1820; Innell v. Newman,
colm V. Scott, 1843; and see Mar- 1821; Ilickey i'. Burt, 1816; Moun-
gareson v. Saxton, 1835; Fitzgerald Stephen v. Brooke, 1819; Manning
v. O'Flaherty, 1827(Ir.); andSteuart v. Cox, 1823; Barkers. Richardson,

V. Gladstone, 1878 (Fry, J.). 1827; Johnson v. Holdswoith, 1835.

^ Gr. Ev. -§ 171, in part. This is contrary to the practice which
3 Spargo V. Brown, 1829 (Bayley, formerly prevailed at common hiw.

J.).
8 See Wallace v. Kelsall, 1840

* Barough v. White, 1825 (Little- (Parke, B.), explaining Skaife w.

dale, J.). As to when they are ad- Jackson, 1824; and Farrar v. Hutch-
missible, see post, §§ 759—765. inson, 1839.

6 Ante, § 607.
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ADMISSION BY A PARTNER OR CO-OBLIGOR. [PART [H.

to the defendant, and an averment that the suit was prosecuted by

the assignee for his own benefit, would be a good answer. The

nominal plaintiff is never permitted to, in any manner, injuriously

affect the rights of his assignee in an action.^

§ 742. On the princiiDle just stated, the declarations of a prochein

amy or guardian are not receivable in evidence against an infant

plaintiff, since, though the names of these persons appear on the

record, they are not really parties to the action, but merely officers

of the court specially appointed to look after the interests of the

infant.2 A solemn admission may, however, be made in a pending

suit, for the purpose of that trial only, by a guardian or prochein

amy in good faith, and will be equally admissible with like admis-

sions by the solicitor in the cause.^

§ 743. When several persons axe jointly interested in the subject-

matter of a suit, the general rule is, that the admissions of any

one of these persons are receivable against himself and fellows,

whether they be all jointly suing or sued, or whether an action

be brought in favour of or against one or more of them separately

;

provided the admission relate to the subject-matter in dispute,

and be made by the declarant in his character of a person jointly

interested with the party against whom the evidence is tendered.*

Accordingly, the representation or misrepresentation of any fact by

one partner, with respect to some partnership transaction, will bind

the firm ; ^ if it appear on the record, that an agreement sued on

was made by the plaintiff on behalf of himself and the other

proprietors of a theatre, statements made by one of such proprietors

are admitted on the part of the defendant,*^ and an admission by

one of two joint and several obligors is evidence against the co-

obligor, even though the joint defence raise a controversy as to the

subject-matter of the admission.^ '

1 See Welch v. MandeviUe, 1S16 § 605.

(Am.); MandeviUe v. Welch, 1820 ^ gee post, ^ 772.

(Am.). * Whitcomb v. Whiting, 1781 ;

- Eccleston v. Speke, alias Petty, Wood v. Braddick, 1808.

1689 ; Cowling v. Ely, 1818 (Abbott, * Rapp v. Latham, 1819 ; Thwaites
J.^; Webb V.Smith, 1824 (Littledale, v. Richardson, 1790; Nicholls v.

J.); Morgan i;. Thorne, 18-41 (Parke, Dowding, 1815 (Ld. Ellenborough)

;

B.); Sinclair v. Sinclair, 1845; Eccles Lucas v. De la Cour, 1813.

t'. Harrison, 1848. These cases over- ^ Kemble v. Farren, 1829 (Tindal',

rule James v. Hatfield, 1734. See C.J.).

Doe V. Roberts, 1847, cited ante. * Crosse v. Bedingfield, 1821.
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CHAP. IX.] LORD TENTEEDEN'S ACT.

§ 744. The Legislature has, however, greatly restricted the

common law on this subject. For Lord Tenterden's Act'

rendered mere verbal acknowledgments insufficient to take joint,

or joint and several, debts out of the Statute of Limitations, by
enacting that " in actions of debt, or upon the ease grounded upon
any simple contract, no acknowledgment or promise by words only

shall be deemed sufficient evidence of a new or continuing contract,

whereby to take any case out of the operation of the enactments "

contained in the old Statute of Limitations,^ "or to deprive any
party of the benefit thereof, unless such acknowledgment or promise

shall be made or contained by or in some writing, to be signed by

the party chargeable thereby.'" It also provides, " that where there

shall be two or more joint-contractors, or executors or adminis-

trators of any contractor, no such joint-contractor, executor, or

administrator, shall lose the benefit of the said enactments or either

of them, so as to be chargeable in respect or by reason only of any
written acknowledgment or promise made and signed by any
other or others of them;^ provided ahvai/s, that nothing herein

contained shall alter, or take aivay, or lessen the effect of, any pay-

ment of any principal or interest made by any person whatsoever :

provided also, that in actions to be commenced against two or more
such joint-contractors, or executors, or administrators, if it shall

appear at the trial, or otherwise, that the plaintiff, though barred

by [the Act of Jac. 1,*] or this Act, as to one or more of such joint-

contractors, or executors, or administrators, shall nevertheless be

entitled against any other or others of the defendants, by virtue of

a new acknowledgment or promise or otherwise, judgment may be

given and costs allowed for the plaintiff as to such defendant or

defendants against whom he shall recover, and for the other

defendant or defendants against the plaintiff." ^

§ 745. This enactment having required that the written acknow-

^ 9 G. 4, c. 14, § 1. See ante, * Viz., 21 J. 1, c. 16 ("Tlie Limi-
§ 600. Similar restrictions prevail tation Act, 1623 ").
in Ireland (see 16 & 17 V. c. 113, * § 4 of 9 G. 4, c. 14, enacts, that
1 24), and m Massachusetts (see Eev. the said Act of James, and that Act,
Stat. c. 120, § 14). _

" shaU apply to the case of any debt
21 J. ^1, c. 16 ("The Limitation on simple contract alleged by way

Act, 1623 "). of set-off on the part of anv dofen-
3 iSee ante, §§ 600, 601. dant."
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MERCANTILE LAW AMENDMENT ACT, 1856. [PAKT III.

ledgment should be personally signed by the party chargeable, and

having left untouched the law which allowed part payment by one

of several co-debtors to operate as a bar of the statute with respect

to the others, it was enacted by the Mercantile Law Amendment

Act, 1856,^ that ^ " an acknowledgment or promise made or con-

tained by or in a writing signed by an aijent of the party chargeable

thereby, duly authorised to make such acknowledgment or promise,

shall have the same effect as if such writing had been signed by

such party himself ;
" and by another section ^ that " when there

shall be two or more co-contractors or co-debtors, whether bound

or liable jointly only, or jointly and severally, or executors or

administrators of any contractor, no such co-contractor or co-

debtor, executor or administrator, shall lose the benefit of the"

Statutes of Limitations,* "so as to be chargeable in respect or

by reason only of payment* of any principal, interest, or other

money, by any other or others of such co-contractors or co-debtors,

executors or administrators."

§ 746. Under this last enactment, where two partners had given

a promissory note in the name of the firm, and one of them

afterwards died, leaving his co-partner executor; the latter,

after continuing to pay interest on the note for some years,

became bankrupt ; and, on a defence setting up the Statute of

Limitations, in answer to a claim by the holder of the note

against the assets of the deceased partner's estate, it was held that

the payments must be presumed to have been made by the

bankrupt in his character of surviving partner, and not as executor

of his deceased partner. '^ It has also, under such enactment, been

ruled that payment by one co-debtor, with the knowledge and

mere consent of another, does not deprive that other of the benefit

of the Statute of Limitations.^

1 19 & 20 V. c. 97, amended by 1871, § 20, and Dinomoyi Debi v.

53 & 54 V. c. 39, and by 56 & 57 Eoy Luchmissut Singh, 1879 (P. C).

V. c. 71 ("The Sale of Goods Act, * 21 J. 1, c. 16, § 3 ("The Limita-

1893 "). tion ^ct, 1623 ") ; 3 & 4 W. 4, c. 42.

2 § 13. § 3 ; 16 & 17 V. c. 113, s. 20 (Ir.).

3 § 14. This section applies to § 24 * See Cockrill v. Sparkes, 1862.

of 16 & 17 V. c. 113 (Ir.), as well « Thompson v. Waithman, 1856

as to § 1 of Ld. Tenterden's Act. As (Kindersley, V. C).

to India, see the Indian Act, IX. of '' Jackson v, Woolley, 1858.
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CHAP. IX.] REAL PROrERTY LIMITATION ACTS.

§ 747. The Real Property Limitation Act, 1874,^ which came

into operation on the 1st of January, 1879, contains a pro-

vision 2 respecting acknowledgments of a mortgagor's title by one

of several mortgagees in possession, which is the same in principle

as the enactments of Lord Tenterden's Act.

§ 748. Where a member of a partnership has been adjudged

bankrupt, and an action brought, under the authority of the Court

of Bankruptcy, in the joint names of the trustee and of the

bankrupt's partner, the latter has no power to release the claim to

1 37 & 38 V. c. 57.

2 § 7. This enactment lias been

substituted for § 28 of 3 & 4 W. 4,

c. 27 ("The Real Property Limita-

tion Act, 1833"), and reduces the

period of hventy years therein named
to a period of tive/re years—making
nootheralterationinthelaw—andisas

follows :
— '

' When a mortgagee shall

have obtained the possession or re-

ceipt of the profits of any land, or

the receipt of any rent, comprised in

his mortgage, the mortgagor, or any
person claiming through him, shall

not bring any action or suit to re-

deem the mortgage but within ticelve

years next after the time at which

the mortgagee obtained such posses-

sion or receipt, unless in the mean-
time an acknowledgment in writing

of the title of the mortgagor, or of

his right of redemption, shall have

been given to the mortgagor, or some
person claiming his estate, or to the

agent of such mortgagor or person,

signed by the mortgagee or the per-

son claiming through him ; and, in

such case, no such action or suit

shall be brought but within twelve

years next after the time at which

such acknowledgment, or the last of

such acknowledgments, if more than

one, was given ; and when there

shall be more than one mortgagor,

or more than one person claiming

through the mortgagor or mort-

gagors, such acknowledgment, if

given to any of such mortgagors

or persons, or his or their agent,

shall be as effectual as if the same
had been given to all such mort-

gagors or persons ; but where there

shall be more than one mort(ja</ee,

or more than one person claiming

the estate or interest of the mort-

gagee or mortgagees, such acknoii'-

ledgment, signed by one or more of

such mortgagees or persons, sliali

he effertaal onlt/ as against the parti/

or parties signing as aforesaid, and
the person or persons claiming any
part of the mortgage money or land

or rent by, from, or under, him oi

them, or any person or persons en-

titled to any estate or estates, inte-

rest or interests, to take effect after,

or in defeasance of, his or their es-

tate or estates, interest or interests

;

and shall not operate to give to the

mortgagor or mortgagors a right

to redeem the mortgage, as again t

the person or persons entitled to any

other undivided or divided p'irt of the

money or land or rent; and where
such of the mortgagees or person-^

aforesaid, as shall have given such

acknowledgment, shall be entitled to

a divided part of the land or rent

comprised in the mortgage, or some
estate or interest therein, and not to

any ascertained part of the mort-

gaged money, the mortgagor or

mortgagors shall be entitled to re-

deem the same divided part of the

land or rent, on payment, with inte-

rest, of the part of the mortgage
money which shall bear the same
proportion to the whole of the mort-

gage money as the value of such

divided part of the land or rent shall

bear to the value of the whole of the

land or rent comprised in the mort-

ga<je." See Richardson v. Younge,
1871, C. A.
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JOINT INTEREST COMMUNITY OF INTEREST. [rART III.

which the action relates, but any attempted release by him,^ is

expressly rendered void.^

§ 749. An admission made by one of several parties m fraud of

the others jointly interested with him, and in collusion with the

opponent, is, moreover, on these facts being shown, invalid as

against the others.^

§ 750. To render the admission of one person admissible against

another, it must relate to some matter in which either both were

joiufJy interested, or one was interested derivatively through the

othei ; and a mere community of interest will not be sufficient.

Thus, the admission of a servant of a negligent act is no evidence

against his master.^ Again, if an action be brought against two

persons in partnership as part-owners of a vessel, an admission by

one, as to a matter which was not a subject of co-partnership, but

only of co-part ownership, is inadmissible against the other ;
^ and

where two executors were sued as such on a covenant by a testator

for quiet enjoyment, the plaintiff, to establish this fact, was not

allowed to put in evidence a declaration by one of the defendants,

to the effect that he and his co-defendant both had a lawful title

in their own right through the testator,^ since this admission had not

been made by the party as executor, or in relation to any matter

touching the testator's estate ; but it simply referred to something

of which the two defendants had taken advantage in their individual

capacities. Indeed, it may even be doubted whether an express

promise by one executor in his representative character will bind

the remaining executors in their representative characters." Cer-

tainly the admission of the receipt of money by one of several

1 By 46 & 47 V. c. 52 (" The Bank- Phillips v. Clagett, 1843 ; ante, § 741.

niptcy Act, 1883 "), § 113. It would * Johnson v. Lindsay, 1889.

probably be void even without express * Jaggers v. Binnings, 1815 (Ld.

enactment. See next section, and Ellenborough). See Brodie v. Ho-
supra, § 741. ward, 1855.

- But the interest of the partner ® Fox f. Waters, 1840. See Stanton

may be protected, " notice of the v. Percival, 1854.

appHcation for authority to com- ' Tullock v. Dunn, 1826 (Abbott,

mence the action must be given him," C.J.); cited with approbation by
and if he claims no benefit therefrom, Parke, B., in Scholey v. "Walton,

"he shall be indemnified against 1844, questioning Atkins v. Tred-

costs." gold, 1823; and M'Culloch i;. Dawes.
3 Soe Eawstorne v. Gandell, 1846; 1826, contra.
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C. IX.] ADMISSIONS BY ONE OF SEVERAL TRUSTEES, ETC.

trustees, who were joint defendants, but were not personally liable,

cannot be received to charge the others.^

§ 751.'-^ On similar principles, where a joint contract is severed

by the death of one of the contractors, nothing subsequently done

or said by the survivor binds the personal representative of the

deceased ;
^ nor can the acts or admissions of one of several executors

bind any surviving executor ;
* nor the admissions of one tenant

in common be receivable against his co-tenant.^ Moreover, it has,

in America, been decided, that no sach privity exists among the

members of a board of public officers,'' or among several indorsers of

a promissory note,^ or between executors and heirs or devisees,^ as to

make the admission of one binding on all. Plainly, the admission

of one defendant will not be evidence against any other in an

action for negligence, or trespass, or other tort.^ Still clearer is it

that any such admission will not be evidence against another person

in criminal proceedings, since the law cannot recognize any partner-

ship or joint interest in wrong, much less in erime.^"

§ 752. An exception to this last proposition at first sight appears

to prevail, where the in/iabitaiifs of townships, counties, or other

territorial divisions of the country, sue or are prosecuted eo nomine.

But here such inhabitants are, in truth, regarded in the light of a

corporation, of which each individual inhabitant forms a component

part. Therefore the declarations and admissions of any one of such

persons are, not really inconsistently with the rule just discussed,

receivable in evidence against the collective body. Accordingly,

the declarations of all rateable inhabitants, whether actually rated

or not, may be given in evidence for the Crown, in a prosecution

against a township for non-repair of a highway, while in a settle-

ment case its opponents may give in evidence declarations by rated

1 Daviesi;.Eidge,18n2(Lcl.Eklon). 1823 (Am.).
2 Gr. Ev. § 17(3, in pari, ^ Osgood v. Manhattan Co., 1824
3 Atkins w. Tredgold, 1823 ; Ford- (Am.). See, also, Fordhamw. Wallis,

ham V. Wallis, lh52-3 ; Slaymaker 18')2-3.

V. Gundacker's Ex., 1823 (Am.). ' Daniels v. Potter, 1830 (Tindal,
* Slater »'. Lawson, 1830; Hatha- C.J.); Morse v. Eoyal, 1806 (Ld.

way V. Haskell, 1829 (Am.). Erskine). SeeR. t>. Hardwick, 1809,
^ And this even where both are where Ld. Ellenborough lays down

parties to the suit, and in the same the rule somewhat too loosely,

intorest: Dan v. Brown, 1825 (Am.). ^° Grants. Jackson, 1793 (Ld. Ken-
^ Lockwood V. Smith, 1812 (Am.). yon).
' Slaymaker v. Gundacker's Ex.,
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parishioners of a parish.^ In both cases the value of sucli evidence

will of course vary according to the knowledge and position of the

declarant, and will in many instances be exceedingly slight.^

§ 753.^ An appareMhj joint intered is obviously insufficient to

make the admissions of one party receivable against his com-

panions, where the reality of that interest is the point in controversy.

A foundation for such evidence must first be laid, by showing,

prima facie, that a joint interest exists. Consequently, where in

an action against a party for money had and received, plaintiff, to

prove the receipt of the money by defendant, tendered certain

statements, which had been made by a person whom defendant had

taken into partnership subsequently to the transaction in question,

such evidence was rejected because a joint liability could not

be presumed merely from a subsequent partnership.^ The existence

of a joint interest which is disputed cannot, moreover, be estab-

lished by the admission of one of the parties sought to be charged,

but must be shown by independent proof. Therefore, in an action

against three alleged makers of a promissory note, the admission of

his signature by one defendant was under the old law insufficient

to entitle the plaintiff to recover against him and the others, though

theirs had been proved ; the point to be established against all

being a joint promise by all f and in an action seeking to charge

several as partners, an admission of the partnership by one is not

evidence of it which is receivable against any of the others

;

but it is only after such partnership is shown by independent

proof satisfactory to the judge, that the admissions of one of the

parties are received in order to affect the others.^ The admissions

are, however, evidence against the party making them, and he will

be bound thereby, either in an action against him as surviving

partner, or even in an action in which he is sued on the joint

IE. V. Hardwick, 1809; R. v. » Gray t-. Palmers, 1794.

"UTiitley Lower, 1813 ; E,. i'. Woburn, • NichoUs v. Doweling, 1815 ; Gib-
1808. bons v. Wilcox, 1817 ; Grant v. Jack-

* E. V. Adderbury East, 1843; E. son, 1793 (Ld. Kenyon) ; VanEeims-
V. Hardwick, 1809 (Ld. Ellen- dyk v. Kane, 1813 (Am.); Harris v.

boroughl. Wilson, 1831 (Am.); Burgess i;. Lane,
^ Gr. Ev. § 177, in part. 1824 (Am.); Dutton v. Woodman,
* Catt V. Howard, 1820 (Abbott, 1852 (Am.).

C.J.).
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promise with his co-partners, in which they have let judgment go

by default.^

§ 754. In general, statements in the defence, or in the answers

to interrogatories,^ of one defendant cannot be read in evidence

either for or against his co-defendant. The reasons for this are

that, as there is no issue between the defendants, there can have

been no opportunity for cross-examination ;
^ and, moreover, if it

were allowed, a plaintiff might, by making one of his friends a

defendant, gain a most unfair advantage.* The rule does not

apply to cases where the other defendant claims through the party

whose defence is otfered in evidence ; nor to cases where they have

a joint interest, either as partners or otherwise, in the transaction.'

But whei-ever the admission of one party would be good evidence

against another party, the defence of the former may, a fortiori, be

read against the latter.^

§ 755. There would appear to be little doubt but that statements

made by parties suing or sued in a representatiie character before tlicy

u'ere conipJetcIy clothed with that character^ are not admissible against

them, so as to affect the interest of the persons they represent.

Lord Tenterden ruled that they are not," and it is submitted that

he was correct. For it would be startling that the assets of a testator,

and the consequent rights of legatees, might be affected by some

inconsiderate statement made by the executor, before the death of

the testator.^ Even the sworn admission of a married woman, in

answering a bill in Chancery jointly with her husband,—except so

far as it related to her separate estate,"—has been rejected after his

death, as against the wife, as it was considered as the answer of

' Sangster I'. Mazarredo, 1816 (Lrl. dvk, 1815 (Am.). See Parker v.

Ellenborough) ; Ellis?'. Watson, 1818 Morrcll, 1848, cited ante, § 599.

(Abbott, O.J.). ^ Van Eeimsdyk v. Kane, 1813
See Meyer v. Montinou, 184G; (Am.).

Stephens v. Heathcote, 1860 ; Pai'ker ' Fenwick v. Thornton, 1827. See,

V. Morrell, 1848 (Ld. Cottenham)

;

also, Metters v. Brown, l.S6;J (Pol-
Hoare z'. Johnst(me, 1838 ; Saltmarsh lock, C.B.); Plant v. M'Ewen, 1823
V. Hardy, 1873 (Ld. Selborne, C). (Am.); contra, Tiudal, C.J., in Smith.

^ Jones V. Turberville, 1792; Morse v. Morgan, 1839.

V. Eoyal, 1806. ^ See Legge v. Edmonds, 1855^
* Wych V. Meal, 1734. which confirms the law as stated in.
B Petherick v. Turner, 1802 ; Prit- the text.

chard v. Draper, 1830-1; Hiliard v. " Callow v. Ilowle, 1847; Clive v.

Phaley, 1723; Field r. Holland, 1810 Carew, 1859.

(Am.); Clark's Ex. v. Van Eeims-
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the husband alone.^ Nor can the affidavit of a guardian of an

infant defendant,' or of the committee of a lunatic,^ be read against

the infant or lunatic in another suit ; though it may be used against

the guardian or committee himself, if he afterwards be sued in his

private capacity, for it is an admission upon his own oath.

§ 756.* Persons who are not formally parties to a record, but

who are interested in its suhjed-nmtter, are considered by the law as

real parties in interest, and accordingly their admissions have the

same weight as though they were formally parties. For example,

there may be received in evidence against their respective repre-

sentatives the admissions of the cestui que trust of a bond, so far

as his interest and that of the trustee are identical ;
^ those of the

persons interested in a policy effected in another's name for their

benefit ; "^ those of the shipowners, in an action by the master for

freight ; ^ those of the indemnifying creditor, in an action against

the sheriff ; ^ those of the deputy-sheriff tending to charge himself,

in an action against the high sheriff for the misconduct of the

deputy ; ' those of rated parishioners, in a settlement appeal, where

the churchwardens and overseers of the poor are the nominal parties

on the record ; '° and, in short, the admissions of any persons who

are represented in the action by other parties. ^^ On similar prin-

ciples, the declarations of voters against their own votes, whethei

made before or after the votes were given,i- and even though inva-

1 Ilodo-sonv. Merest, 1821 ; Elston Kenyon and Lawrence, J., in Drake

V AVoodflSSS. «^- y.ykes, 1797, which seems to iden-

2 Eccleston v. Speke, alias Petty, tify"the sheriff with the under-sheriff

1689 • Hawkins v. Luscombe, 1818

;

to all intents : Yabsley v. Noble,

Story Eq. PI. § 668; Gr. Ev. §§ 24, 1697. The declarations of under-

323; Mills v. Dennis, 1818 (Am.). sheriffs, or of the sheriff's bailiffs,

See ante, § 742. accompanj-ing official acts, are ad-

3 Beasley v. Magrath, 1804 (Ir.). missible as parts of the res gestpe.

* Gr. Ev. § 180, in part. See Jacobs v. Humphrey, 1834 ;
Scott

5 Hanson "i'. Parker, 1749. See, v. Marshall, 1832; North v. Miles,

also, Harrison v. Vallance, 1822; 1808 (Ld. Ellenborough) ; and ante.

May V. Taylor, 1843 (Maule, J.). §§ 583 et seq.

« Bell i;. Ansley, 1812 (Ld. Ellen- "^ R. v. Hardwick, 1809; E. v.

borou"-h). Whitley Lower, 18 f 3.

' Smith V. Lyon, 1813. " In Hart v. Horn, 1809, an action

8 Dowden v. Fowle, 1814 ; Proctor of replevin, in which the declarations

V. Lainson, 1836 (Ld. Abinger)

;

of the person, under whom the defen-

Dyke r. Aldridge, 1798; Young v. dant made cognizance, were rejected

Smith, 180» ; Harwood v. Keys, (Heath, J.) as evidence for the plam-

1332. tiff, is presumed not to be law. See

9 Snowball v. Goodricke, 1833, Welstead v. Levy, 1831.

questioning the language of Ld. '^ Southampton case, 1833 ; Eipon
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lidating such votes on the ground of their having received brihes,'

are admissible in evidence ; since, on a scrutiny, each case is con-

sidered as a separate cause, in which the supporter of the vote

under discussion and tlie voter are the parties on the one ?ide, and

the opposers of the vote are the parties on the other.^

§ l'>7. The declarations or admissions must, however, in all cases

(as will presently be seen^), have been made while the party

making them had some interest in the matter ; and they, moreover,

are receivable in evidence only so far as the declarant's own
interests, or the interests of those who claim through him, are

concerned. Thus, if an action be brought by trustees, who repre-

sent the interests of a variety of cestuis que trust, before the declara-

tion of a cestui que trust will be admitted at all against a trustee,

the nature of the interest of the declarant in the trust estate must

be shown, so that it may clearl}' appear that he alone is entitled to

the benefit resulting from the action,''—so that the statements of a

person beneficially interested as tenant for life are, for instance,

not evidence to prejudice the rights of the remainder-men in fee.

§ 758. In applying the above rule, a distinction exists between

the position of a tenant for life and that of a tenant in tail.

A tenant for life cannot—unless empowered by some special

statute ^—prejudice, by an admission, the interest of a remainder-

man or reversioner. But a tenant in tail is regarded as represent-

ing the inheritance, and, therefore, what he says or does will often

be binding on the persons entitled in remainder. Accordingly, a

release of an equity of redemption by a tenant in tail in possession,®

or a decree of foreclosure against him, will bind the remainder-

man ;
" and an acknowledgment by a tenant in tail of the existence

of an equity of redemption which would, in the absence of such

admission, have been barred by the equitable rule respecting

Kmitations, has the effect, as against the remainder-man, of

restoring the right of redemption.^

case, 183o ; Petersfield case, 1833; * Doe v. Wainwriglit, 1838; May
New Windsor, 183j ; Ennis, 1835; v. Taylor, 1843.
Droitwich, 1835; Bedfordshire, 1785; ^ ggg ante, § 692, note commenc-
and other cases cited 2 Eog. on Elect. ing "In Roddam v. Morlev," and
139.

^
post, § loss, note citing same case.

1 Ipswich, 1835 ; and cases cited ^ Eeynoldson v. Perkins, 1 769.
2 Eog. on Elect. 139. "> Pendleton v. Booth, 1859 (Stuart,

2 2 Eog. on Elect. 139. V.-C).
» Post, § 794. 8 Id.
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§ 759.^ In some cases, admissions by third persons, tcho are

strangers to the suit, are receivable. This is the case when the

issue is substantially upon the mutual rights which, at the particular

time of the admission, were respectively possessed by a party to the

record and the person who made such admission ; in which cases such

evidence will in general be let in as would be legally admissible in

an action between the parties themselves. Thus, in an action by

his trustee, the admissions of a bankrupt, made before the act of

bankruptcy, are receivable in proof of the petitioning creditor's

debt; 2 but admissions made after the act of bankruptcy cannot

furnish evidence against the trustee, because of the intervening

rights of creditors, and the danger of fraud.

^

§ 760.^ The admissions of a third person are also receivable

against, and binding upon, a person who has expressly referred

another to him for information. Thus, executors who wrote to a

plaintiff, that if she wished for further information on a certain

subject, she should apply to a certain merchant in the city, were

held bound by the replies of the merchant ;
^ where the fact of the

delivery of goods by a carman was disputed, a defendant who said,

" If he will say that he delivered the goods, I will pay for them,"

was held bound by the affirmative reply of (.he carman.^

§ 760a.' It of necessity follows that where a person refers to

another, v/ho thereupon makes a statement in his presence, proof

of such statement is undoubtedly good evidence.^ Whether the

answer of a person thus referred to is eonc/tisire against the party

seems, however, not to have been finally settled. As a general

rule it ought to be held that a party who refers to another is con-

clusively bound by that other's decision ; for to make a proj)osition

to be bound by what another may say, and after he has spoken to

recede from it, is not only dishonest, but might be turned to

' Gr. Ev. § 181, in part. the bankrupt himself: Jarrett v.

* See Coole v. Bfaham, 1848. Leonard. IS 14.

3 Hoare v. Corvton, 1812; Eobson * Gr. Ev. § 182, almost verbatim.

V. Kemp, 1803;" Watts v. Thorpe, ^ Williams v. Innes, 1808 (Ld.

1808; Smallcombe v. Bruo:es, 1824; Ellenborough).

Taylorv. Kinloch, 1819. These cases « Daniel v. Pitt, 1808; Brock v.

virtually overrule Dowton v. Cross, Kent, 1807; Burt v. Palmer, 1803;

1794. See, also, Bernasconi y. Fare- Hood v. Eeeve, 1828.

brother, 1n32. Of course, even such '' Gr. Ev. § 104, in great part,

admissions are still evidence against * E. v. Mallory, 1884, C. C. B.
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very improper purposes, such as to entrap a witness, or to find out

how far the party's evidence would go in support of his case.' In

such cases the purposes of justice and policy are sufficiently

answered, by (as in the case of any award) throwing the burthen

of proof on the party questioning the decision, and holding him

bound, unless he can impeach the test referred to by clear proof of

fraud or mistake.^

§ 761. These principles apply whether the question referred be

one of law or of fact ; whether the person to whom reference is

made, have or have not any peculiar knowledge on the subject

;

and whatever the nature of the action in which the statements of

the referee are proposed to be adduced in evidence. Accordingly,

where two parties agreed to abide by the opinion of counsel upon

the construction of a statute, the party against whose interest the

opinion operated was held bound thereby ;
^ and a disputed fact

regarding a mine, having been referred by consent to a miners'

jury, their decision was afterwards received in evidence.*

^ 762. A tenant may even dispute his landlord's title if such

landlord having to his knowledge agreed with a third person to

leave it to counsel's opinion to say who is entitled to the demised

property, counsel has decided that the third person is entitled, and

the tenant has accordingly attorned to such third person.^

§ 763. To render the declarations of a person referred to admis-

sible it is not necessary that the reference should have been made

by express words ; but it will suffice if the party by his conduct

has tacitly evinced an intention to rely on the statements as correct.

Tor instance, if a party, questioned by means of an interpreter,

1 Per Lcl. Kenyon, in Stevens v. he would not receive it as conclu-

Thacker 1793 ; "Lloyd v. Willan, sive, though it was a circumstance on

1794 • Bretton 'v. Prettiman, 1666

;

which he should not fail to remark

Delesline i;. Greenland, 1795 (Am.), to the jury.

where the oath of a third person was ^ Whitehead v. Tattersall lb34.

referred to. But in Garnet v. Balls, ^ Price v. Hollis, 1-S13. bee, also,

1S'>2 on a question whether a horse Downs v. Cooper, 1841.

in defendant's possession was identi- * Sybray 'j. White, 1836.

cal with one lost by plaintiff, the * Downs v. Cooper, 1824. In such

plaintiff havint^ said that if the de- cases as the above, if the decision be

fendantwouldlake his oath that the written, and do not contain any

hoise was his, he should keep him ;
recital of the agreements, it does not

and he having made oath accord- on the face of it purport to be an

ino-ly ; Lord "Tenterden observed, award, and is accordingly admissible

that, considering the loose manner in in evidence without being stamped

which the evidence had been given, as such. See cases previously cited.
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give answers through the same medium, the language of the

interpreter is considered as that of the party ; and may, eon'^p-

quently, be proved by any person who heard it, without eaUing

the interpreter himself ; Mf a party, on motion before a judge, use

the affidavit of another person to prove a certain fact deposed

to therein, such affidavit is, on any subsequent trial, evidence as

against him of this fact, and that, too, though the person w^ho made

the affidavit is j)resent in court ;
- and where a petitioning creditor,

knowing that his servant could prove a particular act of bankruptcy,

sent him expressly for that purpose to be examined at the opening

of the fiat, the depositions then made were held evidence of the aut

of bankruptcy as against the petitioning creditor on an issue as to

that fact in a subsequent action between him and the representatives

of the bankrupt's estate.^

§ 764-5. A party is not bound, however, by what his witness

says at Nisi Prius.^

§ 766. It remains to consider the effect of arfmmions hj marncd

icomen when offered in evidence, either against herself or her

trustees, or for or against her husband.

§ 766a. If a wife sue or he sued as a single nvinan, no valid reason

can be given why her admissions should not have the same legal

effect as againd her as those of any other person.^

1 Fabrigas v. Mostyn, 1776 (Gould, secondary evidence of oral testimony
J.). (as to whicli see ante, § 464), the

.
- Brickell v. Hulse, 1S37 ; Boileau witness being abroad at the time,

V. Eiitlin, 1S48; Pritchard v. Bag- and the question previously disputed
shawe, 1851 ; Johnson v. Ward, 1806 before the magistrates and that then
(Chainbre, J.). But see AYhite v. being tried, being identical. Still,

Dowling, 1845 (Ir.). the case maij possibly have been
3 Gardner V. Moult, 1839; Boileau decided on the ground stated in § 763,

V. Eutlin, 1848. though it is not the best ground on
* Gardner v. Moult, 1839 (Ld. -n-hich to support it.

Deniuan and Patteson, J.) ; Brickell = See AValton v. Green, showing
V. Hulse, 1837 (Ld. Denman and that a woman's admission that she is

Coleridge, J.). See, also, ante, § 469. married is inadequate- to prove the
Yet, in one case (Cole v. Headley, fact on her behalf. In accordance
1840), in an action for trespass to a with this principle, in Wilson v.

close, the deposition of a witness Mitchell, 1813, where the defence to
whom the plaintiff had called in a an action on contract was that the
previous proceeding before magis- plaintiff was under coverture when
trafes for an alleged previous trespass the cause of action accrued, liOrd
to the same close, but who had then Ellenborough is reported to have
disproved plaintiff's possession of held—on what grounds it does not
such close, was allowed to be read appear—that it was not sufficient
against the plaintitf . This was prob- to show that she had acknowledged
ably because the depositions were herself to be married, without proof
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§ 766b, Again, if the trustees of a married iroDtan sue or be suvd^

and the opposite party be a stranger, the married woman's admis-

sions \Nill, like those of an ordinary cestui que trust,^ be clearly

admissible as against the trustees.

§ 76fic. Where a wife and her husband have hostile interests,

the wife's admissions ought to be received on his behalf to the

same extent as her viva voce testimony;^ for the principle of

policy which admits the one should equally admit the other.

Thus, in an action against a husband by the trustees of his wife

under a separation deed for arrears of maintenance, the defence

to which is adultery by the wife, proof of her admission of

criminal misconduct ought, it is submitted,— contrary to what was

formerly the law,—to now be received.^

§ 767. The admissions of a wife cannot, however, be received in

evidence,/or her hushand in any suit between him and a stranger,

unless, perhaps, m the single event of their constituting part of the

res gestae,*

§ 768-9. In connection with this subject of how far a wife's

admissions are evidence for her husband, it should be pointed out

that in the Divorce Division of the High Court ^ a person's con-

fession or admission is only evidence against that person himself.

As against that person such confession or admission may be acted

upon even t/iongh there he no other evidence ; but it is not evidence

against anyone else. Consequently, a wife's confession of having

committed adultery with him is no evidence against a co-respondent,

nor is a co-respondent's admission to this effect evidence against

a wife.*^ Nevertheless, a wife's confession may be acted upon if

the co-respondent admits the adultery, as he thereby makes an

of an actual marriage, or at least of submitted to be clearly bad law,

cobabitatiou. since in such cases the real question

1 See ante, § 756. is whether the wife had, in fact,

2 See 16 &' 17 V. c. 83. committed adultery— not whether
« Scholey v. Goodman, 1823. the husband had so reasonably sus-

* See Walton v. Green, 1825 (Ab- pected her of it that it had justified

bott, C.J.)- In the case cited, in an him in turning her out of doors (as

action against a husband for goods he there had done),

supplied, the defence being that the ^ The Act of 20 & 21 V. c. 85

wife had committed adultery, the ("The Matrimonial Causes Act,

wife's confession of it was, indeed, 1857 "), and the Rules which regu-

admitted as evidence for the husband late the practice of the court, are

as part of the res gestae. But that alike silent on this STibject.

case is, as a whole, nevertheless * Williams v. Williams, 1866.
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admission against interest.^ But as the unfettered reception of

Buch evidence might " open a wide door," the court looks with

jealousy at confessions. The weight of the evidence in such cases

is for the court, or for a jury if there be one.^ Accordingly,

follomng the old practice of the House of Lords' Committees,

which existed when divorces were only obtainable by private

Act of Parliament, and of the Ecclesiastical Courts, the present

Divorce Court requires corroboration of a confession. It has

been said that " corroboration " is the proof of some fact

leading to the suj)position that a witness has sworn truly

upon the matter as to which he has given evidence.^ In other

words, "corroboration " is the proof of facts ejusdem generis with

those deposed to by the witness.* The House of Lords, in pro-

ceedings upon bills of divorce, was in the habit of rejecting letters

from the wife to the husband containing confessions of adultery,*

unless they were offered in mere confirmation of circumstances

which tended strongly to prove the defendant's guilt.'' Under

these circumstances, however, such letters, if addressed to a stranger,

or even to the husband's agent, were receivable in evidence, after

proof that they were not written in consequence of any threat or

promise, and that the writer was then living apart from her

husband ;
' and the wife's oral confession of guilt to a third party

was also admissible under like circumstances.^ Not only, however,

were direct confessions rejected in the House of Lords, except

under the circumstances above stated, but all letters written by the

wife after her separation, either to the husband or to the adulterer,

were generally held inadmissible, unless they were connected with

some particular fact,^ or could be referred to as part of the res

gestoe,^" or were tendered in evidence after a prima facie case of

guilt had been already established.^^ In the Ecclesiastical Courts,

^ Le Marchant v. Le Marcliant, H. L.

1870. 8 Dundas's case, 1814, II. L.
' Williams v. Williams, 1798. i« Boydeirs case, 1830, H. L.
^ Boulton's case, 1835 (Ir.). " Eobiuson v. Robinson. 1858. In
•• Simmons v. Simmons, 1847. one case, where the husband held
^ Ld. Cluncurry's case, 1811, H.L. a situation at Malta, and his wife,
* Doyly's case, 1830. in consequence of bad health, had
' Ld. Cloncurry's case, 1811, H. L. left the island, and had resided in.

^ Ld. Ellenborough's case, 1830, England for several years, during
[I. L. But see Wiseman's case, 1824, which time she had lived with a
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moreover, also formerly (and till they were abolished) the practice

was similar to that of the House of Lords. A canon of 1603 '

rendered a mere confession, unaccompanied by other circumstances,

insufficient to support a prayer for a separation a mensa et thoro.

This rule was there held applicable, though the confession was

made under the apprehension of approaching dissolution, and was

free from all suspicion of a collusive purpose.^ Nevertheless a

confession was always admissible in evidence, and, if coupled with

other facts of a suspicious nature, generally proved an important

ingredient in the decision of the court.^ It was never settled in

these courts, however, whether a wife's confession of adultery

would be sufficient in itself to repel a suit instituted by her for

restitution of conjugal rights^ They had, however, decided that

in a suit asking for a decree of nullity of marriage, by reason of a

former marriage, the defendant's simple admission of such former

marriage was not sufficient.^

§ 770.^ It remains to be considered how far the admissions of the

wife will hind the husband. Generally such admissions only bind

him where the wife had authority to make them.^ Such authority

does not result, by operation of law, from the mere relation of

husband and wife. It is a question of fact, to be found by the

jury, as in other cases of agency. For, though the relation of

paramour and had borne him four Faussett v. Fau.ssett, 1849. In the

children, the House of Lords ad- Ecclesiastical Courts, letters from the

mitted a series of letters from the alleged paramour, found in the wife's

wife to her husband, -which were possession, were admissible; but if

tendered as accounting for the cir- they did not necessarily imply the

cum^tance of her not going out to commission of adultery, or were not

rejoin him, and as showing that she supported by other evidence of in-

had practised upon him the grossest decent familiarities, they were m-

deceit: Miller's case, 1817. sufficient to support a sentence of

1 No. 105. separation : Hamerton v. Hamerton,
2 Mortimer v. Mortimer, 1820. 1828. As to the adnussibility of

3 In one case, letters from the wife letters written by the adulterer to the

to the supposed paramour, taken in wife, in proceedings before the H. of

conjunction with other suspicious L., see Ld. Glerawleys case, 1821,

circumstances, were, in the absence H. L.

of direct proof, even considered to * Mortimer v. Mortimer, 1820;

establish her guilt, though they con- Burgess v. Burgess, 1817.

tamed no exjiress avowal of adultery, * Searle v Puce, 181 fi.

and though they never reached the ^ Gr. Ev. § 185, m great part,

hands of the party to whom they ' Emerson v. Blonden, 1794 ;
An-

were addressed, as they were inter- derson v. Sanderson, 1817; Carey v.

cepted by the husband : Grant v. Adkins, 1814 ; Meredith v. Eootnor,

Grant, 1839; Caton v. Caton, 1849; ISII^.
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husband and wife is peculiar in its circura stances, from its close

intimacy and its very nature, yet there is nothing peculiar in the

principles of law which apply to it. The wife is, indeed, seldom

expressly constituted the agent of the husband, and the cases,

consequently, almost universally, turn upon the question of

implied authority, resulting from the degree in which the husband

permitted the wife to participate, either in the transaction of his

affairs in general, or in the particular matter in question.

^

^ 771. The inference of the wife's agency to contract or to make

admissions from circumstances, used to be left to the jury with

great latitude, i'or instance, they were once allowed to infer

authority in the wife to accept a notice and direction, in regard to

a particular transaction in her husband's trade, from her being

seen twice in his counting-house appearing to conduct his business

relating to that transaction, and once giving orders to the fore-

man ;
2 and in an action against a husband for goods furnished to

the wife while in the country, where he occasionally visited her,

her letter to tbe plaintiff, admitting the debt, and apologizing for

the non-payment, though written several years after the transac-

tion, was held, previously to Lord Tenterden's Act,^ sufficient to

take the case out of the Statute of Limitations.'* But of later

years, however, greater strictness has prevailed. Indeed, where a

wife, by her husband's authority, carried on the business of a shop,

and attended to all the receipts and payments, admissions made by

' See ante, § 192. For instance, wife's propertj-, whicli happened be-

where, under the old law (a married fore the marri;ige, receivable after

woman may now sue for wages in his death to affect the rights of the

her own name, 45 & 46 V. c. To, surviving wife : Smith v. Scudder,

§§ 1, 2), the husband sued for her 1824 (Am.),

wages, the mere fact that she had ^ Plimmer v. Sells, 18.'54.

earned them did not authorise her to ^ 9 G. 4, c. 14, § 1, which required

bind him by her admissions of pay- that an acknowledgment, to take the

meiit (Hall v. Hill, IToT); nor could case out of the statute, should be in

her unauthorised declarations attect writing, " signed by the jiarty charge-

him, even where he sued with her in able thereby." It may now be signed

her light ; for in these, and similar by an authorised agent : 1 9 & 20 V.

cases, the right was his own, thoiigh c. 97, § 13, cited ante, § 745. See

acquiredthrough herinstrumentality. post. § 1073.

Alban v. Pritchett, 179(i; Kelly v. * Gregory v. Parker, 18U8 (Ld.

Small, 1799; Denn i'. White, 1797, Ellenborough) ; Palethorpe v. Fur-
as to the wife's admission of a tres- nish, 1783 ; Clifford v. Burton, 1829;

pass. Neither are the husband's Petty v. Anderson, 1825 ; Cotes v.

admissions as to facts resj^ecting his Davis, 1808.
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lier to the landlord of tlie shop respecting the amount of rent were

hold not admissible to bind the husband.^

§ 772.2 r£]^Q admissions of soHcifors bind their clients in all

matters relating to the progress and trial of the action. Sometimes

they are even conclusive, and may be given in evidence upon a new

trial, notwithstanding that, previously to such trial, the party has

given notice that he intends to withdraw them, or though, where

the alterations do not relate to the admissions,^ the pleadings

have been altered. To have this effect, however, the admissions

must have been distinct and formal, or such as are termed solemn

admissions, made for the express purpose of relaxing the stringency

of some rule of practice, or of dispensing with the formal proof of

some document or fact at the trial.'*

§ 773 Admissions made by solicitors, not indeed with the ex-

press intent of dispensing with proof of certain facts, but as it were

ind(le)italli/^ while they are referring to other matters connected

with the action (which are generally the result of carelessness),

are not regarded as conclusive admissions. But they, nevertheless,

frequently raise an inference respecting the existence of facts, which

the adversary would otherwise have been called upon to prove.

Consequently, it is very important that solicitors should exercise

great caution in the language they employ while corresponding

with their opponents. For example, where in an action against

the acceptor of a bill, defendant's solicitor served on the plaintiff

a Notice to Produce, which contained a description of the bill

corresponding with that set forth in the declaration, and then went

on to say—" which said bill n-as accepted by the said defendant,''—
such Notice was held prima facie evidence of the defendant's

acceptance;^ in an action against the owners of a ship, their

joint ownership was inferred from an undertaking to appear for

1 Meredith v.Footner, 1843. Had ^ £itoii v. Laikiiis, 1832 (Tindal,

the admissions related to the receipt C.J.); Doe v. Bird, 1835 (Ld. Den-

of shop goods, they would have been man) ; Langley v. Ld. Oxtord, 1836.

evidence; but the fact that she was; See Hargrave v. Hargrave, 1850, as

conducting a business for her hu9- to the case where the client is an

band, did not constitute her his agent infant.

to make admissions of an antecedent * See cases cited in last note. Also,

contract for the hire of the shop, or to ante, § 724a, et seq.
;
and Young v.

make a new contract for the future Wright, 1807; Doe v. Eolbngs, 1847.

occupation of it.
^ Holt v. Squire, 1825 (Abbott,

2 Gv. Ev. § 186, in part. C.J.).
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LETTERS BY SOLICITORS WITHOUT PREJUDICE. [pf. III.

them, signed by their solicitor, in which tliey were described as

owners of the sloop in question ;
^ and where, in an action of debt

on a bond, the defendant's solicitor had admitted the signature of

the attesting witness, this was held to amount by implication to an

admission of the due execution of the instrument.'

§ 774.^ Admissions contained in the inere conversation of a

solicitor, cannot, however, be received against a client, though

they relate to the facts in controversy. The reason of this distinc-

tion is that a solicitor is merely given authority to manage the

action in court, and to do nothing more.* And a letter sent to the

opposite party by a solicitor, expressed to be written " uitJiout

'prejudice^^ cannot be received as an admission, nor looked at on a

question of costs ;
^ neither can the reply be admitted, though not

guarded in a similar manner.^ However, an admission made before

suit will be binding, if it be shown that the solicitor was already

retained in the action,' though in the absence of any evidence of

such retainer, some other proof must be given of authorit}^ to make

the admission.® When the solicitor is retained in a cause, admis-

sions made by his managing clerk, or his agent, are received as his

own.^

§ 783. Admissions made by counsel stand on much the same

footing as those by solicitors. Therefore, where a special case had

been signed by the junior on each side, on a subsequent new trial,

the production of the case was regarded as containing admissions

by the parties of the facts therein stated. ''^ As a general proposition

indeed, both in the Chancery and Common Law Divisions of the

High Coiu't, a consent once given, or an admission once made, by

1 MarsliaU v. Cliff, 1815 (Ld. C. A. ; and post. § 795.

Ellenborougli). '< MarshalU-. Cliff, 1815 (Ld. El-
2 Milward v. Temple, 1808 (Ld. lenborough) ; Gainsford v. Grammar,

Ellenborough). 1809.
3 Gr. Ev. § 186, in part. « Wagstaff v. Wilson. 1832 ; Burg-
* Petcli V. Lyon, 1846; Yotmg v. hart ?•. Angerstein, 1834 (Alderson,

Wright, 180"
; Parkins v.Hawksliaw, B.) ; Pope r. Andrews, 1840 (Cole-

1817 ; Doe v. Eichards, 1845. See ridge, J.).

Wilson V. Turner, 1808 ; Watson v. » Taylor v. Willans, 1831 ; Stand-
Kin?. 1846.

_
_ _

age i.-.'Creighton, 1832; Griffiths w.

* Walker v. Wiltshii^e, infra. Williams, 1787 ; Truslove v. Burton,
« Paddock v. Forrester, 1842

;
1824 ; Taylor v. Forster, 1825.

Hoghton V. Hoghton, 1852. See '" Tan ' Wart v. Wolley, 1823
Jardine I'. Sheridan. 1846; Williams (Abbott, C.J.); Edmunds v. Xew-
V. Thomas, 1862; Kuitz v. Spence, nuan, 1823.

1888; Walker «. Wiltshire, 1889,
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counsel under his signatui-e, with the authority of his client, with

a full knowledge of the facts, and without some egregious mistake, is

conclusively binding, and cannot afterwards be withdrawn ;
^ and,

after an admission has been made as to a fact, it is wrong to receive

any evidence on the matter.^ Moreover, where counsel on both

sides so conduct a cause as to lead to an inference that a certain

fact is admitted between them, the court or the jury may treat it

as proved ; ^ and though the counsel only assumed it with respect to

one issue, the fact may be taken for granted for all purposes, and

as to the whole case.* Accordingly, where plaintiff's counsel in his

opening stated that his client had paid a particular cheque, but

called no evidence in support of that fact, defendant was, after

notice to produce, allowed to give secondary evidence of the con-

tents of the cheque, without giving further proof of the plaintiff's

possession, since if plaintiff had paid it he would get possession of it.^

§ 784. Where, however, on a second trial of a case, a party,

having endeavoured to avoid part of his opponent's demand, by

proving a mere statement made on the former trial, in his oppo-

nent's presence, by his counsel in his address, the judge rejected

evidence of what had been then said.^ It may be urged, in support

of the above ruling, that statements made by counsel in the course

of his address to the jury are often no other than embellishments

of the imagination or suggestions prompted by his own ingenuity
;

and that as even bills in equity were formerly so regarded, and

conseqiiently were not evidence against the parties who filed

them, much less ought parties to be bound by mere oral speeches

of counsel, which the client has not even had the advantage of

considering before they are delivered. '^

1 Harvey v. Croydon Union, &c., the other members of it expressing

1884, C. A. no opinion as to the propriety of the
2 Urquhart v. Butterfield, 1888, course taken at the second trial,

C. A. though Burrough, J., said that if

2 Stracy v. Blake, 1836; Doe d. the plaintiff was in court, and heard

ChUd V. Koe, 1852. what his counsel said, and made nc
* Bolton V. Sherman, 1837 (Ld. objection, he was bound by the state-

Abinger). ment. See E. v. Coyle, 1855; Haller
* Duncombe v. Daniell, 1837 (Ld. v. Worman, 1860 (Keating, J.) Sed

Denman). But see Machell v. ElHs, qu. as to this last case.

1845, ' As to the authority of counsel to
® Colledgev. Horn, 1825. The court bind a client by a compromise or

in this case subsequently granted a agreement made at the trial, see

further new trial on other grounds, Swinfen v. Swinfen, 1857 ; Chambers
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§ 785.^ The admissions of a principal can sometimes (though

only seldom) be received as evidence in an action agnimt the surety

upon his collateral undertaking. In such cases if the declarations

of the principal were so made during the transaction of the

business for which the surety was bound, as to become part of the

res gestae, they as such are admissible ; but in any other event

they are not.^ For instance, where a surety has guaranteed

payment for such goods as the plaintiffs should send to another in

the way of trade, admissions by the principal debtor, made after

the time of their supposed delivery, that he had received certain

goods, are not any evidence against the surety ;
^ neither are

confessions of embezzlement made by the clerk or collector after

his dismissal evidence against a man who became a sui'ety for the

faithful conduct of such clerk or collector in his office.^

§ 786.^ The declarations of a principal may, in some cases,

though rarely, be evidence against the surety. For instance,

entries made by the principal debtor in the course of his duty, or

whereby he has charged himself with the receipt of money, will,

certainly, after his death, "^ and probably after he has absconded,^

be received as evidence against the surety. Possibly, too, they are

so if the defaulter be sued for his default, and thereupon gives his

surety notice of the pendency of the suit upon which the surety

requests him to defend it. In such a case judgment against the

defaulter is conclusive evidence for the surety in a subsequent

action by him against his principal (?'. e., the defaulter) for indem-

nity, inasmuch as the principal has thus virtually become a party to

V. Mason, 1858 ; Swinfen v. Ld. (Am.).

Chelmsford, 18G0 ; PresUacli v. Foley, * Smith v. "V\Tiittiiic-liam, 1833.

1865; Strauss r. Francis, 1866; Brady See, also, Cutler v. Newlin, 1S19

V. Curran, 1868 (Ir.); Holt v. Jesse, (Holroyd, J.); Dunn v. Sice. 1816;

1876; Davis i'. Davis, 1880. Dawes' v. Shed, 1818 (Am.); Fox-
1 Gr. Ev. § 187, in great part. croft v. Nevens, 1n26 (Am.) ; Hayes
^ So, in the absence of special r. Seaver, 1831 (Am.) ; Beallv. Back,

agreement, a judgment or an award 1794.

against a principal debtor is not * Gr. Ev. § ISS. in part,

binding on the surety, and is not ® "Whitnash v. George, 1828; Mid-
evidence against him if he be sued dleton r. Melton, 1829 ; Goss v. Wat-
by the creditor: Ex p. Young, re lington, 1821; M'Gahey v. Alston,

Kitchin, 1881. 1836.
3 Evans v. Beattie, 1803 (Ld. Ellen- ' Abbeyleix Gdns. v. Sutcliffe, 1890

borough); Bacon v. Chesney, 1816 (Ir.) (diss. O'Brien. J.); Town of

(id.); Longenecker v. Hyde, 1813 Union t'. Bermes, 1882 (Am.).
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the suit. Accordingly, in an action by the sheriif against the

suj-ety of a bailiff, who had kept bick money, a written admission

by the bailiff of the receipt of this money was under these circum-

stances held to be evidence against the surety, the bailiff being

considered as substantially the defendant in the action.^

§ 7>^7.2 The admissions of a person are also evidence against any

other who is in privitii with him. The term privitij denotes mutual

or successive relationship to the same rights of property ;
and

privies are distributed in several classes, according to the manner

of this relationship. Thus, there are privies in estate,—as, donor

and donee, lessor and lessee, joint-tenants, and successive bishops,

rectors, and vicars; privies in blood,^ as, heir and ancestor, and

coparceners
;
privies in representation,—as, executors and testators,

administrators and intestates; privies in law,—where the law,

without privity of blood or estate, takes the land from one and

bestows it upon another, as by escheat. All these are more

generally classed into privies in estate, privies in blood, and privies

in law.^ The ground, upon which admissions bind those in privity

with the party making them, is, that they are identified in interest

;

and of course the rule extends no further than this identity. The

cases of coparceners, and of joint-tenants, are assimilated to those

of joint promissors, partners, and others having a joint interest,

which have already been considered.* In other cases, where the

party by his admissions has qualified his own right, and another

claims to succeed him, as heir, executor, or the like, the latter

succeeds only to the right as thus qualified at the time when his

title cuninit-nced ; and the admissions are receivable in evidence

against the re[)resentative, in the same manner as they would have

been against the party represented.^ Thus, the declarations of the

ancestor, that he held the laud as tenant of a third person, are

1 Percliard v. Tindall, 1795 (Lcl. (the bailiff) with the receipt of the

Kenyon). The ground above sug- money.
gested is in accordance with tlie ^ Gr. Ev. § 189, in great part,

ruling, and appears to be the only ^ Co. Lit. 271 a; Carver v. Jack-

way in which it can be sujjported. son, 1»;30 (Am.); AVood, Inst. LL.
A document saj-ing, "discharge the Eng. 236; Tondin, L. Diet. Verb,

defendant out of custody; I have Privies. See AValker's case, 1586;

received the money," signed by the Beverley's case, 1603-4; ante, § 90.

bailiff, was there held to be for stamp * Ante, § 743.

purposes an authority, not a receipt, * Coole v. Braham, 1848 (Parke,

but sufficient to chaige the witness B.).
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admissiWe to show tliat person's seisin in an action by liini against

the heir for the land ;
* and the declarations of an intestate are

admissible against his administrator, or any other claiming in hia

right. ^

§ 788."' On the same principle, any declaration by a landlord, in

a prior lease concerning the estate, is evidence against a lessee, who

claims by a subsequent title;'* admissions— whether evidenced by

writing,'^ such as letters, receipts, cases drawn for the opinion of

counsel, answers in Chancery, or verbal statements, or even by

conduct,*'—made by former bishops, rectors, or vicars, with regard

to their several rights, will be evidence against their respective

successors, in all cases w^here the same rights are in question.

Ancient maps, books of survey, and the like, though mere private

documents, are frequently admissible on the ground that a privity

in estate exists between the former proprietor under whose direction

they were made, and the present claimant against whom they are

offered;' and the declarations of former owners or occupiers, made

while in possession, are admitted against those claiming in privity

of estate as evidence of the nature and extent of their title.^

§ 789. In general, the naked declarations of a tenant will not be

evidence against the reversioner.^ Accordingly, the declarations of

1 Doe V. Pettett, 1821; 2 Poth., Mostyn, 1850.

Obi., 254 ; ante, §§ 684—687, and « Sec Lady Dartmouth v. Roberts,

cases there cited. 1812, where a vicar who had filed a
2 Smith V. Smith, 1836. But the bill against his rector and certain

declarations of an executor, though landowners of the parish for tithe

made while he was acting in that hay, having abandoned the suit after

capacity, are not admissible against the defendants in their answer had
a special administrator, who has been declared that the tithes in question

appointed in consequence of the belonged to the rector, in a subse-

executor's protracted absence from quentactionforsmiilar tithes brought
England: Rush v. Peacock, 1838 bya succeeding rectoragiinst owners,

(Ld. Denman). There the adminis- who had purchased their lands from
trator was appointed under 38 G. 3, the parties to the former suit, the

c. 87. As to how far i^ayments made answer was held to be strong evidence

by an executor do son tort to a in favour of the plaintiff.

creditor of a deceased person are '' Bridgman v. Jennings, 1699.

binding on the rightful executor, see ® Woolway v. Rowe, 1834 ; Doe v.

Thomson v. Harding, 1853. Austin, 1832; Davies v. Pierce, 1787;
^ Gr. Ev. § 189. in part. Doe v. Jones, 1808; Jackson v. Bard,
* Crease r. Barrett, 1835. See Doe 1809 (Am.); Norton v. Pettibone,

V. Seaton, 1834. 1829 (Am.) ; Weidman v. Kohr,
5 Bp. of Meath v. M. of Winchester, 1818 (Am.).

1836; Maddison v. Nuttall, 1829; " Tickle t». Brown, 1835 (Patteson
Doe V. Cole, 1834 (Patteson, J.); De J.).

Whelpdale v. Milburn, 1818 ; Carr v.
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a former occupier of the defendant's land were held not to he

adrnissihle against him, on an issue whether the plaintiff had an

easement in such land.' But io an action for the recovery of land the

admission of the tenant in possession will, from the peculiar nature

of the proceedings, be evidence against one who defends as landlord.^

And in one case the receipts of a lessee of vicarial tithes were held

at Nisi Prius to he evidence, in proof of a modus, against the vicar,

by reason of privity between them.^

§ 790.* In consequence of privity of estate between them, ad-

missions made hy the amgnor of a personal contract or chattel

previous to the assignment, where the assignee must recover

through the title of the assignor, and succeeds only to that title as

it stood at the time of its transfer, bind such assignee. This, how-

ever, occurs only where an identity of interest exists between the

assignor and assignee. Such identity is deemed to exist both when

the assignee is either expressly or impliedly the mere agent and

representative of the assignor,^ and also whenever the assignee has

acquired a title with actual notice of the true state of that of the

assignor as qualified by the admissions in question, or where he has

purchased a demand already stale, or otherwise infected with cir-

cumstances of suspicion.

§ 79 1.'^ Accordingly, in an action by the indorsee of a bill or

note, which has been taken by the plaintiff either after it was due,

or with notice of fraud in its original concoction and without con-

sideration, the declarations of the indorser made while the interest

was in him. are admissible in evidence for the defendant.^ But as

" the right of a person holding by a good title is not to be cut down

by the acknowledgment that he had no title," therefore the declara-

tions of Q. former holder of a note, that such note was given without

consideration, even though made while he held the note, are not

1 Scholesw. Chadwick, 1843 (Ci-ess- son v. Vallance, 1822; Gibblehoupe

well. J.); Papendick v. Bridgwater, v. Strong, 1n32 (Am.); Hatchv. Den-

1855_ nis, 183o(Am.); Snelgrove v. Martin,

2 Doe V. Litlierland. 1836. See 1822 fAu..).

E. S. C. 1883. Ord. XII. rr. 25. 26. « Gr. Ev. § 190, in part.

3 Jones V. Carrington, 1824 (Park, ' Beauchamp (;. Parry, 1830; Peck-

J.). See, also, lilingworth t). Leigh, ham v. Potter, 1824 (Ld. Gifford)

;

ij^OO. Benson v. Marshal (undated), cited

* Gr. Ev. § 190, almost verbatim. in Shaw v. Broom, 1824 ; Shirley v.

VVelstead v. Levj, 1831 ; Harri- Todd, 1832 (Am.).
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adraissible against an indorsee, to whom the instrument tas been

transferred for good consideration, and before it was overdue

;

"because such an indorsee derives his title from the nature of the

instrument itself, and not through the previous holder.^

§792. The principle that declarations bj a person through whom
the plaintiff claims are admissible is further illustrated by a case^

in which an action was brought for taking three mares, and the

defendant justified as lord of the manor under a heriot custom

;

the sole question between the parties being whether the tenant

was possessed of the mares at the time of her death. Her declara-

tions that she had given them to the plaintiff some time before

were held admissible, as they were against her interest, and the

right of the lord depended upon her title. Where, however, the

issue does not distinctly raise the question whether the title of the

party against whom declarations are tendered is dependent upon

that possessed by the declarant, such declarations will be in-

admissible. Therefore, where an issue was directed to try whether

goods seized in A.'s house at the suit of the defendant were the

pro})crt>j of the plaintiff, the declarations of A. resjDecting the pro-

perty were rejected.^ Had the issue raised the question, whether

at the time of the execution the goods belonged to A., it would seem,

on principle, that declarations of A. made before the seizure

would have been evidence against the execution creditor (since,

in an interpleader suit, the execution creditor ought to be con-

sidered as claiming under the debtor) when they qualified or

affected the debtor's title to the chattels in question.^ In accord-

^ Woolway V. Eowe, 1834, explain- holder would, if received, prove Hs
ing Biirnugh v. White, 1825 ; Smith fraud in connection with the indor-
V. De Wiuitz, 1.S25 (Abbott, C.J.); see, render them admissible against
Beauchainp v. Parry, 183U. In ap- the latter; because all preliminary
plying the principle indicated in the facts, which are necessary to esta-

text, a note payable on demand, blish the admissibility of evidence,
though not negotiated for some time must be proved aliunde, before such
after its date, will not on that account evidence is received : Phillips v. Cole,
be treated as a note taken by an in- 1839. See Heenan v. Clements, 1850
dorsee when overdue ; for such notes (Ir.).

are intended to be continuing secu- ^ Ivat v. Finch, 1808.
rities, and may circulate for years ' Stotherd v. James, 1843 (Maule,
without exciting suspicion : Barough J.).

V. White, 1825; Brooks v. Mitchell, * Cooler. Braham, 1848. In this
1841. Neither will the circumstance case a decision of Mr. Justice Wight-
that the declarations of the prior man iir, Prosser v. Gwiilim, 1843),
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ance with this view, on an interpleader issue between the holder of

a bill of sale and an execution creditor, where the question was the

usual one of fraud in the concoction of the bill of sale, the plaintiff

was not allowed to support the genuineness of the instrument by

giving evidence of an admission by the execution debtor that a

debt was due from him to the plaintiff, though such admission

was made prior to the assignment, and also in the absence of the

defendant.

§ 793.^ These admissions by third persons, through whom the

person against whom they are received claims, as they derive

their legal force from the relation of the party makiug them to the

property in question, may be proved by any tritncss who heard

them, without calling the party by whom tliey were made. The

question merely is, whether the admission alleged was made, and

not whether the fact is as then admitted. The truth of it may,

where the admission is not conclusive,—and it seldom is so,—be

controverted by other testimony, and even by calling the party

himself ; but it is not necessary to produce him, for his declara-

tions, when admissible at all, will be received as original evidence,

and not as hearsay.^

§ 794. With respect to the time and circumstances of the admis-

sion, it may first be observed, that whenever the declarations of a

third person are offered in evidence, on the ground that the party

against whom they are tendered derives his title from the declarant,

it must be shown that they were made at a time when he had an

interest in the property in question. For it would be manifestly

unjust that a person, after having parted with his interest in

property, should be empowered to divest the right of another

claiming under him, by any statement which he may choose to

make.^ Accordingly, the admission of a former party to a bill of

exchange, made after he has negotiated it, cannot under any cir-

cumstances be received against the holder ; ^ where a person had,

rejecting the declarations of the exe- Brickell v. Hulse, 1887.

cution debtor, on the ground that the ^ Doe v. Webber, 1884 (Ld. Deii-

execution creditor claimed advtrseli/ man); Foster c. M'Ma h on, 1847 (Ir.);

to him, is discredited. Lalor v. Lalor, 187S> (Ir.).

1 Gr. Ev. 191, almost verbatim. * Pocock u. Billing, 1824; Shaw
2 Ante. §§ ,')!(], G02, 608, and cases v. Broom, 1824. See Eoberts v.

there cited; Woolwayv. Howe, 1884
;

Justice, 1848.
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by a voluntary post-nuptial settlement, conveyed away his interest

in an estate, and afterwards executed a mortgage of the same

property, his admission that money had actually been advanced

upon the mortgage was held not to be admissible on behalf of the

morto-agee, who was seeking to set aside the former settlement as

voluntary and void ;
^ and the declaration - of a bankrupt, though

good evidence to charge his estate with a debt if made before his

bankruptcy, is not admissible at all if it were made afterwards.^

This most just and equitable doctrine will be found to apply to the

cases of vendor and vendee, grantor and grantee, and, generally, to

all cases of rights acquired in good faith previous to the time when

the admission was made.^

§ 795. We have before briefly noticed,^ that confidentidl oiriiiires

of paeification, and any other offers or propositions between liti-

gating parties, expressly or impliedly made mtlwnt pvcjudkc, are

excluded. This is on grounds of public policy.^ If this were not

so, it would often be difficult to take any steps towards an amicable

compromise or adjustment. Lord Mansfield has observed that all

men must be permitted to buy their peace, without prejudice to

them should the offer not succeed ; such offers being made to stop

litigation, without regard to the question whether anything is due

or not. If, therefore, a defendant, on being sued for 100/., should

offer the plaintiff 20/., at the same time stating that he made such

offer "without prejudice," evidence of the offer would not be

admissible in evidence ; for it is irrelevant to the issue ; it neither

admits nor ascertains any debt, and is no more than saying that he

would give 20/. to be rid of the action.^ An offer made " without

prejudice " cannot be looked at even upon a question of costs.^

1 Doe V. Webber, 1834; Gully v. Goldsborougb, 1822 (Am.); Babb v.

Bp. of Exeter, 182<S. Cleuison, 182J (Am.); Crowder v.

'^ Gr. Ev. § 180, in part. Hopkins, 1843 (Am.); Padgett v.

' Bateman v. Bailey, 1794; Smith Lawrence, 1843 (Am.).
V. Simmes, 179j; Deady v. Harri- ^ Ante, § 774.

son, 1815. See, also, Harwood v. ^ Cory v. Bretton, 1830 (Tindal,

Keys, 1832; and Kempland y. Mac- C.J.); Healey v. Thatcher, 1838;
aulev, 1791 (Ld. Ivenyon). Paddock v. Forrester, 1842; Jardine

* Welstead v. Levy, 1831; Bartlett v. Sheridan, 1846; Whiffen v. Hard-
V. Delprat, 1808 (Am.); Clark v. wright, 1848 ; Hoghton i'. Hoghton,
Waite. 18J5 (Am."!; Bridge v. Eggle- lSo2 ; Jones v. Foxall, 1852.

ston, 1817 (Am.); Phenix v. In- "^ B. N. P. 23(5. b.

praham, 1809 (Am.); Placker v. » Walker v. Wiltshire, 1889, C. A.
Gonsalus, 1815 (Am.); Patton v.
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Even the giving of a small sum in order to obtain the release of

a right, cannot be considered as an acknowledgment that a ngh

exists; it amounts only to this-" I give you so much for not

seeking to disturb me." ^ Perhaps, also, an offer of compromise,

the essence of which is that the party making it is wdhng 1.0

submit to a sacrifice, or to make a concession,'^ will be rejected,

though nothing at the time was expressly said respectmg its con-

fidential character, if it clearly appear to have been made undeT

the faith of a pending treaty, into which the party has been led

by the confidence of an arrangement being effected
;

tliough, m

this case, if the admission be merely of a collateral or indifferent

fact, such as the handwriting of a party, which is capable o easy

proof by other means, and is not connected with the substantial

Lrits of the cause, it will be received.^ The American courts

have held that evidence of the admission of any independent fact

is receivable, though made during a treaty of compromise.^^

§ 79(5 In the absence of any express, or strongly implied,

restriction as to confidence, an offer of compromise is clearly

admissible as so>nc evidence of liability.^ The offer of a less sum

than the amount demanded will not, in general, support a count

on an account stated, since it may be a mere offer to purchase

peace ; ^-nor, perhaps, will an offer by the drawer of a bill, who

is threatened with legal proceedings upon it, to give another bil

by way of settlement, obviate the necessity of proving at the rial

that he has received due notice of dishonovir.B Nevertheless, there

are occasions when the fact of an offer having been made may be

entitled to considerable weight,^ as, for instance, if the drawer of a

bill whose signature is in issue, has proposed a settlement. On the

other hand, in a case ^^ where the defendant was sued for keepmg

1 Underwood .. Ld. Courtown, 1B28 (Am ) ;
Delogny .. Eentoul,

1804 (Ir.) (Ld.
^f^f'^%,,. ,Bav « WalTa^ v. Small, 1830 (Ld.

^. Thomson .. Austen, 1823 (Bay-
^J^^^^^^ . ^^^^,^ ,. I^,,,,on, 1S30

ley, J-j- ., „ . i-QdCTrl riflV Nicholson!'. Smith, 1822 (id.).
3 Waldridget;.Kennison,l<94(Ld. i'^-^^,^^]^^^^^

^_ ^^Ui^.d^ 1830.
Kenyon). 8 Cuming v. Freiich, 1809 (Ld.

Utunt V Bogert, 1816 (Am.) Ellenborough). See post § 806.

iR->o fAmV Fuller v. Hampton, ^^^'^™; w V ,0 .« /t^ ->

\%l (Am)' Sanborn .. Neilson, however, Say ers ..Walsh, 1848 (Ir.).
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mischievous dogs, which had killed three of the plaintiff's cattle,

and it appeared that on being told of the injury done by his dogs

he had offered to settle for it, the court held, that though this was

a fact, which in strictness should have been submitted to the jury

as evidence of the scienter,^ it was entitled to little, if any, weight,

" as it might have been made from motives of charity without any

admission of liability at all." Admissions made before an arbi-

trator are receivable in a subsequent trial of the cause, the reference

having proved ineffectual.^

§ 797. As to a man's purchasing peace, or endeavouring to do

60, the words of Lord EUenborough,—when Sir AVilliam Scott was

sued for illegally excommunicating one Beaurain, whose animosity

he had endeavoured to stifle by a gift,—are worth recalling, " Let

this action be a lesson for all men to stand boldly forward—to

stand on their characters—and not, by compromising a present

difficulty, to accumulate imputations on their honour."
'^

§ 798.* Admissions made under circumstances of constrainty

cannot be received when obtained by illegal duress ;
^ but are

admissible, at least on the trial of civil actions,^ if the compulsion

under which they were made was legal. Thus affidavits sworn by

a party in former legal proceedings, answers filed by him in

Chancery in a former suit, evidence given by him in an action at

law, or his examination taken in bankru]3tcy, will be evidence

against himself in a subsequent cause. They, under these circum-

stances, are admissible even though the subsequent opponent was a

^ The absurd doctrine of "scienter," Dogs Act, 1865"). The word "cattle"
as applicable to mischievous dogs, no here used includes horses : Wright v.

longer prevails in its entirety. In Pearson, 1869.

Ireland, "the owner of every dog is - Gregory v. Howard, 1800 (Ld.
liable in damages for injury done to Kenyon) ; Slack v. Buchannan, 1790
any shevp by his dog," whether such (id.).

dog be mischievous or not : 25 & 26 ^ Ld. Eldon's Life, by Twiss, vol.

V.'c. 59 ("The Logs (Ireland) Act, ii. pp. 233—235, 2nd edit.

1S62 "), § 1, Ir. See, also, 28 & 29 * Gr. Ev. § 193, in part.

V. c. 50, Ir. A somewhat similar * Stocktleth i-. De Tastet, 1814 (Ld.
amendment of the law has been in- EUenborough); Eobsonr. Alexander,
troduced into England and Scotland, 1828. As to what questions a wit-
and has been extended in these coun- ness may refuse to answer, see post,
tries to injuries caused by dogs to §§ 1453 et seq.

slu-ei) or rattle: 26 & 27 V. c. 100 ® As to their admissibility in crmi-
(" The Dogs (Scotland) Act. 1863 "), val proceedings, see post, §§ 805—
§ 1, Sc. ; 28 & 29 V. c. 60 ("The 899.
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CHAP. IX.] ADMISSIONS MADE UNDER CONSTRAINT.

stranger to the prior proceeding,'—though the party who made the

admission might, had he thought fit, have successfully demurred to

the questions,'^—or though the questions were irrelevant to the

matter before the court at the time of the examination, and were

put for the purpose of procuring evidence in another action

depending against him,-^—or though the witness had no oppor-

tunity of fully explaining the testimony he had given. For

example, in an action-* for taking the plaintiff's ship, the testimony

given by the defendant as a witness in an action between other

parties, in which he admitted the taking of the ship, was allowed

to be proved against him, though it appeared that when, in giving

his evidence, he was proceeding to state his reasons for taking the

ship, the judge had stopped him by saying that it was unnecessary

for him to vindicate his conduct ; and where a defendant had been

examined in bankruptcy, and, though the whole of what he said

had not been taken down, the portion that was reduced to writing

had been read over and signed by him, such portion was held to be

receivable against him as a statement of facts, the truth of which

he had admitted.^

§ 799. An admission, obtained under a compulsory examination,

may, it is submitted,^ be evidence of an account stated. If, for

instance, an admission were contained in an answer to interro-

gatories, it would most probably be regarded as good evidence of

an account stated. ^

§ 8U0.^ Passing now to a consideration of the nature of admis-

sions, it may be observed that no difference exists, in regard to

their admissibility, between direct admissions, and those which are

1 Grant v Jackson, 1793 (Ld. Ken- « The contrary has been supposed,

vonV Ashmorei;.Hardy,183G(Patto- but the case m which this point

Iq-q^ J )
arose probably rests on the ground

s'Smith V Beadnell, 1807 (Ld. that the admission was there made

EUenbnrough). to a tMrd party (Tucker v. Barrow,

3 StockOeth v. Be Tastet, 1814. 1828 (Littledale, J.) ), while to sup-

If an examination has been per- port an account stated the admission

verted to improper purposes, the must be made, either to the person

remedy is by an application to have to whom the money is owing, or to

the examination taken from the files someone sent by him : Breckon v.

and cancelled (Ld. Ellenborough). Smith, 1834; Bates v. Townley,

4 Collett V. Ld. Keith, 1803 (Le 1848

Blanc, J.).
' See Bates v. Townley, 1849

5 Milward v. Forbes, 1803 (Ld. (Alderson, B.).

Ellenborough). ' Gr. Ev. § 194, m part.
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incidental, or made in some other connexion, or involved in the

admission of some other fact. One or two illustrations of this have

already been noticed while treating of admissions made by soli-

citors,' and the following may here be added. In an action by the

assignees of a bankrupt against an auctioneer to recover the

proceeds of a sale of the bankrupt's goods, the defendant's adver-

tisement of the sale, describing the goods as " the property of D.,

a bankrupt," was held to be a conclusive admission that D. was a

bankrupt, and that the defendant was acting under his assignees ;

^

and a party who, with a view of making a trader a bankrupt, had

made an affidavit that the trader owed him 100/., and was become

bankrupt, was not allowed to dispute the bankruptcy, when after-

wards sued in trover by the assignees.^

§ 801.'^ Admissions are sometimes implied from the assumption

or the recofinition of a character. Whenever the existence of any

domestic, social, or official relation is in issue, any recognition,

whether by word or deed, of that relation, is prima facie evidence

of its existence, as against the person making such recognition.^

Thus, where one has assumed to act in an offirial character, this is an

admission by him of his appointment or title to the office, so far as

to render him liable, even criminally, for misconduct or neglect in

such office.^ This doctrine has been applied, among other cases, in

actions or prosecutions against clergymen, for non-residence ;

'

against military officers, for returning false musters;^ against

popish priests, for remaining forty days within the kingdom, when
this was considered an offence of no less magnitude than high

treason ;
^ against letter-carriers, for embezzlement ;

'° and against

solicitors,'' toll-gatherers,'^ and collectors,'^ for penalties.

> Ante, § 773. " Bevan v. Williams, 1776 (Ld.
^ Maltby v. Christie, 1795, as ex- Mansfield),

plained (Ld. EUenborougli) in Ran- ^ ^ „_ Gardner, ISIO (Ld. Ellen-
kin V. Horner, 1812. borough).

^ Ledbetter V. Salt, 1828; Harmer » ^_ ^._ Kerne, 1H79; E. v. Brom-
V. Davis, 1817. See post, § 856, ad mich, 1679; R. v. Atkins, 1679.
fii^- '° R. V. Borrett, 1S33 (Littledale

•• Gr. Ev. § 195, in part. and Bosanquet, JJ. ; Bolland, B.).
* Dickinson v. Coward, 1818 (Ld. The prisoner was indicted under

Elleuborough) ; recognized (Ld. 2 W. 4, c. 4, now repealed by 24 &
Lyndhm-st) in luglis v. Spence, 25 V. c. 95.
1834. u Ci-opg ,,_ Kaye, 1796.

• See ante, § 171. ^- Trowbridge v. Baker, 1823 (Am.)
'•* Lister v. Priestly, 1810.
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§ 802. Again, where a man has recognised the official character of

another, by treating with him in such character or otherwise, this is

at least prima facie evidence of his title against the party thus

recQo-nising it.'- For instance, where a person had obtained

credit from the renter of turnpike tolls, and had afterwards

accounted with him in that character, and made him a partial

payment, he was not permitted to question the legality of his

appointment ;
2 where a farmer-general of post-horse duties

brought an action for certain statute penalties against a person

who let out liorses for hire, proof of plaintiff's appointment was

waived, the defendant having previously accounted with him as

farmer-general ; ^ the clerk of the trustees of a turnpike road has

been prevented from showing that a person who had acted as a

trustee, and whom he had himself, while clerk, treated as such,

was not duly qualified ; * in an action by the trustee of a bankrupt

against a debtor, who has made him a partial payment,^ or has

acknowledged his title in letters to the solicitor under the bank-

ruptcy," the plaintiff need not prove his title as trustee, though

notice to dispute it has been given ; in an action by a soHcitor for

defamation, in charging him with swindling, and threatening to

have him struck off the rolls, this threat was held to imply an

admission that the plaintiff was a solicitor;' and in a similar

action by a physician, where the plaintiff was spoken of as

" Doctor L.," and the defendant had, as an apothecary, made up

medicines prescribed by him, the Court of Common Pleas was

equally divided upon the question, whether the defendant's words

and conduct amounted to an acknowledgment of the plaintiff's

character.8 Jq actions of this kind, however, if the words com-

plained of charge di'tva)d of qualification and not mere misconduct,

the plaintiff must prove that he possesses the character which has

been impugned.^

§ 803. Thus, in an action by a surgeon for work and labour,

1 Peacock n Harris, 1808. v. Poole, 1830.

2 See ante, §§ 173-175. ' Berryman^. Wise, 1791.

3 Eadfordt.. M'Intosli, 1790. « Smith i'- Taylor, I8O0; Sir J.

* Pritchard v. Walker, 1827 Mansfield and Heath, J., aft., Rooke

fVan"-h-ir B )
^^^^ Chambre, JJ., neg.

* Dickinsons. Coward, 1818. « Id. ; Collins v. Carnegie, 1S34

6 Inglis u. Spence, 1834 ; Crofton (Ld. Denmau).
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wliere^ the defence was that the plaintiff was a physician, and

therefore incapable, by the law then in force,^'^ of maintaining an

action for fees, it having been shown that the plaintiff had written

prescriptions and signed himself M.D., Lord EUenborough was on

the point of nonsuiting him—saying that " if a person passes

himself off as a physician, he must take the character cum onere"

—

when it appeared that the defendant had paid money into court

;

on this, his lordship thought that this act was tantamount to an

admission of the plaintiff's right to sue as a surgeon, and got over

the objection.

§ 804.^ Admissions may (as has already been mentioned while

treating of presumptions^) be implied from the conduct of the

party. Thus, an attempt by a plaintiff to suborn false witnesses is

cogent evidence that his cause is an unrighteous one ;
* the suppres-

sion of documents is an admission that the contents were deemed

unfavourable to the party suppressing them ;
^ the entry of a charge

to a particular person in a tradesman's book, or the making out of

a bill of parcels in his name, is an admission that the goods were

furnished on his credit ;
^ the delivery, by a tradesman, of an

invoice or account in which goods are described as bought from

him, is strong, but not conclusive, evidence that he was the real

vendor ;
"^ the omission of a claim in a schedule of the debts due to

the framer of it, which is given on oath, is an admission that such

debt is not due ;
^ and payment of money is an admission against

the payer, that the receiver is the proper person to receive it,

—

1 Lipscombev. Holmes, 1810. See, Flack, 1826; Bell v. Frankis, 1842;
further, on this subject, R. V. Barnes, Curlewis v. Corfield, 1841; Clifton

1816; Cummin W.Smith. 1816 (Am.); v. U. S., 1846 (Am.); R. v. Lond.
Divoll V. Leadbetter. 1826 (Am.). Bright. & S. Coast Rail. Co., 1851

'=> See now 21 & 22 V. c. 90, § 31; (Coleridge, J.); Sutton v. Devon-
Gibbon y. Budd, 1863; and bye-law port, 1857; Edmonds v. Foster,

of the Royal College of Phj'sicians, 1875.

that no Fellow of the College shall ^ Storr v. Scott, 1833 (Ijd. Lynd-
be entitled to sue for fees. This bye- hurst). See Thomson v. DaveniDort,
law, it will be observed, does not 1829.

extend to ordinary members of the ' Holding v. Elliott, 1850. See
College, and such persons may now post, § 1153.

sue by virtue of the Medical Act. ^ In NichoUs v. Downes, 1830, Ld.
2 Gr. Ev. § 196, in part. Tenterden held it to be conclusive,
^ Ante, §§ 107, 116, 117, 178, 555. apparently questioning Hart v. New-
* Moriarty v. Lond. Chat. & D. man, 1811, where Ld. ElLenborough

Rail. Co., 1m70. treated it as entitled to little weight.
* James v. Biou, and Owen v. See Tilghmau v. Fisher, 1840 (Aia.),
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although not against the receiver, that the payer was the person

who wis bound to pay it; for the party receiving payment of a

just demand may well assume, without inquiry, that the^party

tendering the money was the person legally bound to pay it.^

§
805." Admissions from conduct may also arise in settlement

cases. Thus, relief given at various times to a pauper while he is

residing in another Ravish, is cogent, though not conclusive, evidence

that he is settled in the relieving parish.^

§ 806. Admissions by conduct also arise in actions connected

with bills of exchange. Thus, a distinct promise by the drawer

to pay, or indeed any acknowledgment by him of liability upon, a

dishonoured bill,-as, for example, the suffering judgment by

default in a prior action, brought by a former holder of the instru-

ment,—will raise an inference that he has either received or

waivid due notice of dishonour,^ and, in the case of a foreign bill,

that it has been duly protested ;
* and a jury will be justified m

coming to the same conclusion on less positive evidence
;

as, for

instance, if the drawer, in disclaiming liability when threatened

with an action, did not rest his defence on the want of notice, but

on some different ground.^ The maxim, expressum facit cessare

1 Tames V Biou, 1826 ; Chapman the teclinical proof may fail to esta-
James V. 1310U, , i-

^^.^^ .^ satisfactorily (R. v. B^ding-

"'^TviZnsler 1813 (Ld. Ellen- ham, 1844 (Ld. Denman)). On the

boroth)fRt^ Wakefield, 1804; other hand, the relief of a pauper.

R ^;'' Stanley cum Wrenthorpe, while residing m the rehevmg ^^avish,

1812 -'e V East Winch, 1840; R. is no evidence whatever of a settle-

,; Y'i'rweiri8'>9; R. v. Carnarvon- ment, however frequently it may

shire JJ1S41. Formerly the relief have been bestowed: R.
^;.
Chatham,

B^st iavebeengivenby the church- 1807 ;
^I^" -. Trowbndge. 8.^ ;

R ..

wardens and overseers m order to Coleorton, IMO R. v. bt. (xiles-m-

furnish evidence against the parish, the-Fields 84* _

but the board of guardians now re- ^ R bey
^-

^^l^ert JSG ,
Woods

present for this purpose every parish v. Dean 1862 ,
Corderj v. ^^olvm,

Sn the union see R. v. Cron- 1863 ;
Killby v Rochusson, IhOo

Joll m-tTV and the clerk to the * Hicks v. I>. of Beaiitort, 1838;

gt;-danl'ep"eLts the board (E. Campbell .Webster 1845; I'atcer-

nCan 1849). Even a single in- son v. Becher, 1821 ;
Brownell v.

stance of such relief having been Bonney, 1841 ;
Pardoe.. O Connor

given wiU warrant a similar conclu- 1848 ^r.). SeeBeU . Irankis, 1842;

Son (R. V. Edwinstowe, 1828). Of Holmes .. Staines 18o0

coiu-se, the effect of such evidence * Wilkms v. Jadis, 1831 (Ld. Ten-

wm b; much stronger if the ex.mi- terden) ;
Curlewis v. Corfield, 1841.

nation states a distinct head of settle- See ante, § / 9b.

ment in the relieving parish, though
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taciturn, will here raise a presumption, which a defendant may find

it difficult to rebut.

§ 807. Again : conduct may create a waiver of a determination

of the relationship of landlord and tenant, which has previously

been brought about by forfeitm-e, under the terms of the holding,

or by notice to quit. Such determination is waived by the land-

lord's suing,! Qj, (iistraining,2 for rent accruing due since a forfeiture

of which the lessor has had notice, as also by the acceptance of such

rent,3 and perhaps by even the mere demand of it,^—unless, indeed,

an action to recover the property has actually been brought

previously.^ For these acts amount to an acknowledgment of the

tenancy on the part of the lessor.'' If, however, a breach be a

continuing one, as the using rooms in a prohibited manner, or the

omitting to keep premises insured or repaired, the acceptance of

rent after such breach will not waive the forfeiture incurred by
subsequent user or omission.^ A notice to quit will also in geoeral

be regarded as waived, if the landlprd acccj^ts rent subsequently

accruing due, or puts in a distress for such rent, or does any other

act amounting to a recognition of an existing tenancy, after the

expiration of the time when the tenant ought to have quitted

according to the notice.^ Whether a simple demand of rent subse-

quently accruing due, or the bringing of an action for such rent,

will operate as a waiver of a notice to quit, is a question not of law,

1 Eoe v. Minshal, 1759; Dendy v. 1st of January, 1861, shall contain
NichoU, 1858. See Toleman v. Port- or imply any condition, covenant, or
bury, 1872. agreement to be observed or per-

2 Doe V. Peck, 1830 ; Cotesworth formed on the part of the tenant, no
V. Spokes, 1861 ; Ward v. Day, l,S(i4. act done or suffered by the landlord

3 Warwick v. Hooper, 18,50 (Ld. shall be deemed a dispensation there-
Truro, C); Croft v. Lumley, 1857-8, with, or a waiver of the benefit of
H. L.

;
Price v. Worwood, 1859; the same in respect of any breach

Davenport v. The Queen, 1877, P. C. thereof, unless such dispensation or
See Keen v. Biscoe, 1878. waiver shall be signified by the

^ Doe V. Birch, 1836. landlord, or his authorized agent,
5 Gnmwood v. Moss, 1872. in writing under his hand.
" Goodright w. Davids, 1778 ; Wal- ^ p^e v. Woodbridge, 1829; Doe

rondt;. Hawkins, 1875; Eoe v. Harri- v. Peck, 1830 ; Hyde v. Watts, 1843
;

son, 1788; Doe i'. Allen, 1810; Doe Price v. Worwood, 1859; Doe v.
'•. Eees, 1838

; Arnsby v. Woodward, Gladwin, 1845; Doe ?;. Jones, 1850.
1827. In Ireland, however, it has See post, § 847.
now for some years been provided « Zouch f . Willingale, 1790- Good-
by statute (23 & 24 V. c. 154, § 43) right v. Cordwent, 1795 ; Doe v.
that where any lease, made after the Batten, 1775 ; Doe v. Calvert, 1810.
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CHAP. IX.] ADMISSIONS IMPLIED FROM ACQUIESCENCE.

but of fact, which must consequently be determined by the jury.^

When a valid notice to quit ^ has had the legal effect of determining

a tenancy, the waiver of such notice does not revive the tenancy

thus determined, but creates a new one.^

§ 808. To the instances above mentioned, in which the common

law infers a waiver of the determination of a tenancy by conduct,

must be added a case in which the Legislature '' has provided a

conclusive inference from particular conduct. For it has provided

that if a lease granted under a power be invalid by reason of some

deviation from the terms of the power, the acceptance of rent under

it shall be deemed a confirmation of the lease as against the person

accepting the rent
;
provided such person, or some one else by his

authority, shall, before or at the time of accepting the rent, sign a

receipt, memorandum, or note in writing, confirming such lease.

§ 809. '5 Admissions may also be implied from the acquiescence of

the party. Acquiescence, to have the effect of a,n admission, must

exhibit some act of the mind, and amount to voluntary demeanour

or conduct of the party.*' And whether it be acquiescence in the

conduct or in the language of others, it must plainly appear that

such conduct was fully known, or such language fully understood,

by the party, before any inference can be drawn from his passive-

ness or silence.^ The circumstances, too, must be not only such as

afforded him an opportunity to act or to speak, but such also as

would properly and naturally call for some action or reply from

men similarly situated.^ Examples of acquiescence are as follows.

As between landlord and tenant, a landlord quietly suffering a

tenant to expend money in making alterations and improvements

on the premises, is evidence of his consent to the alterations ;
^ and

1 Blyth V. Dennett, 1853; Doe?;. « E. v. MitclielL 1892; Helen v.

Batten, 1775; Vance v. Vance, 1871 Andrews, 1829; explained in Sinip-

(Ir.). son V. Robinson, 1848 (Ld. Denman);
^ See Holme v. Brunskill, 1877, R. v. Newman, 1852; Boyd v. Bol-

C. A. ; Ahearn v. Bellman, 1879, ton, 1844 (Ir.). See Bigg v. Strong,

C. A. 1857.
3 Tayleur v. Wildin, 1868. « Doe v. Allen, 1810 ; Doe v. Pye,
* By 13 «&; 14 V. c. 17, § 2. 1795 (Ld. Kenyon); Neale v. Parkin,
* 1 Gr. Ev. § 197, in great part. 1795 (id.). See, also, Stanley v.

6 Allen v. McKeen, 1833 (Am.). White, 1811; Cotching v. Basset,

' See Smith v. Hayes, 1867 (Ir.)

;

1862. But merely lying by and

Davies v. Marshall, 1861 ; Bickett v. passively witnessing a breach of

Morris, 1866, H. L. covenant for several years is uut
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a tenant who, on personally receiving notice to quit on a particular

day, makes no objection, will generally, in England,^ be deemed to

have admitted that his tenancy expires on that day ;
^ but if he

cannot read, or even if he did not read the notice in the presence

of the person serving it upon bira, it will be treated as a notice not

personally served, and will go for nothing.-'^ For the purposes of

the bankruptcy laws, a debtor who hears himself inquired for and

denied, thereby furnishes some evidence against himself that he

is beginning to keep house with intent to defeat or delay his

creditors, and, consequently, is committing an act of bankruptcy.^

In general, wherever one knowingly avails himself of another's

acts done for his benefit, the jury will be justified in considering

such conduct as an admission of his obligation to pay a reasonable

compensation.'* Thus it was held that an executor who, having

been served with notice of motion to pay into court part of the

testator's estate, which was sworn by affidavit to have reached his

hands, had, by his silence, and by refraining from disputing the

facts deposed to, made a sufficient admission of their truth to

justify the making of the order.^ And where two brothers,

claiming derivative settlements from their father, having been

removed by successive orders, and the examination of the

father proving his settlement having been served upon the appel-

lants together with the first order, against which there was no

appeal, the fact of the appellants not objecting to the ground of

such an acquiescence as to amount Doe v. "Wombwell, LSll (Ld. EUen-
to a waiver of the forfeiture : Doe v. borough). See Walker v. Gode,
Allen, 1810; Perry v. Davis, 1858; 1861.

Macaiilay v. Eobertson, 1886 (Jr.); ^r. Doe v. Calvert, 1 8 1 (Ld. Ellen-
But see Keating V. Bolton, 1887 (L-.), borough), explained Thomas v.

and also ante, § 808. Thomas, 1811; Doe v. Forster,
^ The Irish law is regulated, in 1811.

part, by § 6 of 23 & 24 V. c. 154, » Kejv. Shaw, 1832. See 46 & 47
which enacts that "every tenancy V. c. 52, § 4, subs. 1 (D).

from year to year shall be presumed * In Morris v. Biirdett, 1808 (Ld.
to have commenced on the last gale Ellenborough), a candidate not bound
day of tl e calendar year on which by statute to pny for the hu>tings
rent has become due and payable in erected for an election, had made use
respect of the premises, until it shall of them. In Abbot v. Ilnimon, 1830
appear to the contrary;" and, in (Am.), a schoolhouse had been used
part, by § 58 of 33 & 34 V. c. 46. by the school district : Hayden v.

2 Doe V. Biggs, 1809 ; Thomas v. Madison, 1830 (Am.).
Thomas, 1811; Doe v. Forster, * Freeman v. Cox, 1878 (Jessel,

1811; Oakapple v. Copous, 1791; M.E.); Ham].den?;.Wallis, 1884,C.A.
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remoral when they received the first son, was held slight evidence

of an admission that the father was settled in their parish.^

§ 810. There, moreover, may, as between debtor and creditor,

also be admissions by conduct. Thus, raising an objection to one

item of an account and making no remark as to the rest, will be

evidence of an account stated as to those items to which no objec-

tion has been made ;
^ and, among merchants, an account rendered

will be regarded as allowed, if it be not objected to within a second

or third post,^ or, at least, if it be kept for any length of time

without making an objection.^ Ordinary accounts which have

been sent by letter are not admissible against him, as evidence that

he had acquiesced in their contents, merely because they have been

kept by the addressee without remark.^ But what a party says

when an account is delivered to him by hand, or upon a statement

made in his presence, may be given in evidence against him along

with the account or statement, because what is thus offered is the

act or declaration of the party to be affected by it, and the account

or the statement is by reference made a part of such act or decla-

ration ; though here, again, the naked fact that an account remains

in the possession of a party to whom it was sent, does not amount

to an acquiescence in its contents.^

§ 811. Lord Tenterden remarked^ that " what is said to a man

before his face, he is in some degree called on to contradict, if he

does not acquiesce in it ; but the not answering a letter is quite

different ; and it is too much to say, that a man, by omitting to

answer a letter at all events, admits the truth of the statements

that letter contains." A later case in the Court of Appeal also

supports this view,^ and it appears to be the law.^ Lord Denman

1 -^ y_ Sow, 1843. 1857, the Queen's Bench held, that

^ Ciiisman v. Count, 1841. letters containing a demand, written

3 Sherman v. Sherman, 1787 to a defendant, and unanswered by

(Hutchins, Ld. Com.). him, were admissible in evidence for

'^ Willis V. Jernegan, 1741 (Ld. the plaintiff, though the\' also stated

Hardwicke);' Ticket v. Short, 1750 facts showing how the demand arose
;

(id.), where the account had been but possibly that case rested on the

kept'without objection for two years. ground, that the defendant had made
* Price V. Ramsay, 1840 (Ir.). some unsatisfactory statements re-

6 Price V. Eamsay, 1840 (Ir.) specting these letters, in a subse-

(Bushe, C.J.). quent conversation with the plain-

' In Fairl'ie v. Denton, 1828. titi's agent. On this last ground
8 AViedeman v. Walpole, 1891. unanswered letters written to a pavty

* However, in Gaskill v. Skeene, have been admitted as evidence in
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EFFECT OF NOT ANSWERING LETTERS. [PAliT III.

too, once declared, that " it was a great deal too broad a proposition

to say, that every paper which a man might hold, purporting to

charge him wdth a debt or liability, was evidence against him if lie

produced it."
^

§ 812. An admission by conduct may, too, be made by being

found in possession of letters and other papers, as it is a prima

facie inference that the person in whose possession they are found

knows their contents and has acted upon them.^ Such evidence is

occasionally available in a civil suit.^ It is frequently received in

criminal prosecutions, especially those for conspiracy and treason,

though its weight, as evidence against the prisoner, will in a great

measure depend on the fact, whether answers to the letters or

papers can be traced, or whether anything can be shown to have

been done upon them.^ The mere ^ opportunity of constant access

to documents may, indeed, sometimes, by raising a presumption

that their contents are known, afford ground for affecting parties

with an implied admission of the truth or correctness of such

contents.^ Thus, the rules of a club, or a record of the proceedings

of a society, contained in a book kept by the proper officer and

accessible to the members,^—charges against a club, entered by the

servants of the house in a book kept for that purpose open in the

club-room," and the like,—are admissible against the members
;

their knowledge of the contents of the books, and their acquies-

cence therein, being presumable under the circumstances. On
similar grounds, books of account wliich have been kept between

master and servant, tradesman and shopman, banker and customer,

or co-partners, will occasionally be admitted as evidence even in

favour of the party by whom they have been written, provided

that the opposite party has had ample opportunities from time to

time for testing the accuracy of the entries.^

America: Button i-. Woodman, 1852 s g^e, however, Hallmark's case,
(Am.). See, also, Keen v. Priest, 1878, C. A.; disapproving of Wheat-
1858; Lucy ?'. Mouflet, 1860; Came crolVs case, 1873; and Ex parte
V. Steer, 1860; and Gore v. Hawsey, Brown, 1854.
1862 (Martin, B.). e Eaggett v. Musgrave, 1827

1 InDoei». Frankis, 1840. (Abbott, C.J.); Alderson v. Clay
2 Hewitt V. Piggott, 1831. 1816 (Ld. Ellenborough) ; Aslipitel
3 R. V. Home Tooke, 1794 (Evre, v. Sercombe, 1850.

C.J.)
;
E. V. Watson, 1817.

'

? Wiltzie v. Adamson, 1789.
* Gr. Ev. § 198, 111 part. s gymonds v. Gas Light and Coke
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CII. IX.] SILENCE OF ACCUSED IN JUDICIAL INQUIRIES.

§ 813.^ Admissions are too, sometimes, inferred from acquiescence

in the oral statements of others. At the same time the maxim. Qui

tacet consentire videtur,—however it may be recognised by the

lover,—must be applied by the lawyer with careful discrimination.

" Nothing," it has been observed, " can be more dangerous than

this kind of evidence. It should always be received with caution
;

and never ought to be received at all, unless the evidence is of

direct declarations of that kind which naturally calls for contra-

diction—some assertions made to the party with respect to his

right, which by his silence he acquiesces in." - A distinction has

accordingly been taken between declarations made by a parti/

interested and those made btj a stranger; and while what one party

declares to the other without contradiction is admissible evidence,

what is said to a party by a third person may well be inadmissible.

It may be impertinent, and be best rebuked by silence.^^ Still less

will statements made by strangers in the presence of a party be

receivable against him, if they be not direct I// addressed to him
;

because, in such case, he can scarcely under any circumstances be

called upon to interfere.*

§ 814. Moreover, to affect one person with the statements of

others, on the ground of his implied admission of their truth by

silent acquiescence, it is not enough that they were made in his

presence, or even to himself, by parties interested, but they must

also have been made on an occasion when a reply from him tnight he

lyroperly expected^ Depositions, therefore, taken in the presence of

a party during a judicial investigation, observations made by a

magistrate to the parties before him, and confessions of an accom-

plice criminating his co-prisoner before tlie justices, will not, in

general,^ be evidence in any subsequent trial, whether civil or

criminal, against the party who heard them in silence
;
because in

Co., 1S48; Boardman v. Jackson, * This cannot be laid down as a

1813 (Ir.); Kilbee v. Sneyd, 1828 strict rule of law applicable on all

(Ir.) ; Lodge v. Prichard, 1853

;

occasions ; for, as Ld. Denman ob-

E. S.'C. 1883, Ord. XXXIII. r. 3. served in Simpson v. RoMnson, 1848,

1 Gr. Ev. § 199, in great part. "cases may certainly be conceived

2 Moore V. Smith, 1826 (Am.) in which a party, by not denying a

(Duncan, C.J.). charge made against him in a court

3 Child V. Grave, 1825 (Best, C.J.). of justice, may possibly afford strong

* Moore v. Smith, 1826 (Am.). proof that the imputation is just."

* Boyd V. Bolton, 1844 (Ir.). See E. v. Coyle, 1855.
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SILENCE WEAK EVIDENCE OF ACQUIESCENCE. [I'ART m.

judicial inquiries a strictness of proceeding is adopted, which often

prevents a person from interfering when and how he pleases, as he

naturally would do in a common conversation.^ The same inferences

cannot, therefore, be drawn from his silence or his conduct on such

occasions as might reasonably result from similar behaviour, were

he under no restraint ; and as it is only for the sake of these

inferences that the statements of other parties can ever be admitted,

they are properly rejected whenever they do not warrant the

inferences sought to be drawn from them. A similar distinction

has been recognised in the civil law, by which " confessio facta seu

prsesumpta ex taciturnitate in aliquo judicio, non nocebit in alio."^

§ 815. If, however, the statement of one person calls forth a

reply hom. another, such statement may then be read in conjunction

with the reply, and will become evidence against the party replying

so far as the answer directly or indirectly admits its truth ; and it

will make no difference in the application of this rule, whether the

words were spoken by an interested party or a stranger,—whether

they were addressed or not to the party replying,—or whether they

fell from the parties, the witnesses, or the court, in a judicial

proceeding, or were uttered during the course of an ordinary con-

versation.^

§ 816.* But the silence of the party, even where the declarations

are addressed to himself, at a time, too, when he is at full liberty to

reply as he thinks fit, is, at best, worth very little as evidence of

acquiescence ;
^ and if he has no means of knowing the truth or

falsehood of the statement, the fact that he did not in terms deny
it is almost valueless.^ In all these cases it must be distinctly

remembered, that the statement made in the party's presence or

hearing ^ is not evidence against him, but his own conduct in eon-

sequence of such statement is the sole evidence. Magistrates often

1 Melen v. Andrews, 1829 (Parke, v. Bolton, 1844 (Ir.).

J.); Short v. Stoy, 1836, cited in * Gr. Ev. § 199, in part.
Eoscoe, Ev. 54, 55, as ruled by Alder- » See Ch. 26 of St. Matthew, v. 59
eon, B.

; E. v. Appleby, 1821 (Hoi- —63 ; and Ch. 27, v. 12—14.
loyd, J.); E. v. Turner, 1832 (Patte- « Hayslep v. G^-mer, 1834 (Parke,
eon, J.); Child v. Grace, 1825. J.). See, further, on the subject of

2 1 Masc. de Prob. concl. 348, tacit admissions, The State v. Eawls
^- 31-

.
1820 (Am.) ; Batturs v. SeUers, 1820

3 Child V. Grace, 1825; Jones v. (Am.).
MorreU, 1844 (Ld. Denman) ; E. v. ' See Neile v. Jakle, 1849.
Edmunds, 1833 (Tindal, C.J.); Boyd
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make mistakes on this subject ; but it is highly important that the

distinction should be observed.^

§ 817.2 r^^Q
(.ffect of admissions, when proved, must nest be con-

sidered. With regard to their condusiveneHS, the policy of the law

favours the investigation of truth by all expedient methods
;
the

doctrine of estoppels, by which further investigation is precluded,

being an exception to the general rule, and being adopted only for

the sake of general convenience, and for the prevention of fraud, is

not to be extended beyond the reasons on which it is founded.^ It

is also to be observed, that estoppels bind only parties and privies
;

and not strangers. Hence a sheriff, who, in favour of a creditor,

seizes goods as the property of the debtor, is not bound by an

estoppel which would have prevented the debtor himself from

claiming the goods.^^ Neither are the creditors or the trhstee of a

bankrupt bound by the bankrupt's admissions, because the court

regards them as claiming adversely to the bankrupt.^ Again,

though a stranger may often rely on an admission, which parties

or privies might set up as an estoppel, yet, in his case, it is only

matter of evidence to be considered by the jury.

§ 818. In an action « in which an alleged bankrupt sought to

dispute his bankruptcy, the defendants contended that the plaintiff

was estopped from bringing this action, as (in addition to other

evidence of his acquiescence in their title) he had given notice to

the lessors of a farm which he held that he had become bankrupt,

and was willing to give up the lease, whereupon the lessors had

accepted such lease, and taken possession of the premises. Upon

the question whether the plaintiff was precluded by this surrender

from disputing the commission in the present suit, Bayley, J.,

said: "There is no doubt but that the express admissions of a

party to the suit, or admissions implied from his conduct, are

evidence, and strong evidence, against him ;
but we think that

1 Ppv Alderson B., at Maidstone « Heane v. Eogers, 1829.
_
See

Sn A^s 1842 MS.; Doe t;. Frankis, Morgan v^ Couchiiuan 1853 ;
Painter

i£fWT;i DeninanV ^- Abel, 1862 Erie, C.J.)
;
Welland

'''U Ev § 04 In part. Canal Co. .. Hathaway, 1832 (Am.)

;

3 £ ante § 89 Jennings v. Whittaker, 182b (Am.).

4 Eicha^-ds v. Johnston, 1859. See, also, Ld Lonnesborough s case,

6 Harris v. Eickett, 1859 (Bram- 1853; and Ld. Loadesborough v.

well, B.) ; Ex parte Eevell, In re Poster, 1863.

ToUemacke, No. 1, 1884.
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he Is at liberty to prove that such admissions were mistaken

or were untrue, and is not estopped or concluded by them,

unless another person has been induced by them to alter his

condition ; in such a case the party is estopped from disputing

their truth with respect to that person (and those claiming under

him), and that transaction; but as to third persons he is not

bound. It is a well-established rule of law, that estoppels bind

only parties and privies, not strangers.^ The offer of surrender

made in this case was to a stranger to this suit ; and though the

bankrupt may have been bound by his representation that he was

a bankrupt, and his acting as such, as between him and the

stranger to whom that respresentation was made, and who acted

upon it, he is not bound as between him and the defendants, who

did not act on the faith of that representation at all."

§ 819. The doctrine propounded in the above judgment, that a

party is always at liberty to prove that his admissions were

founded on mistah:-, unless his opponent has been induced by

them to alter his condition, is as applicable to mistakes in respect

of legal liability, as to those in respect of matters of fact.^ In all

cases of this nature, the jury, with the view of estimating the

effect due to an admission, will be justified in considering the

circumstances under which it was made ; and if it should appear

to have been made under an erroneous notion of legal liability,

they may qualify its effect accordingly.^

§ 820. But w^hile admissions are, as a rule, not conclusive, and

may be shown to have been made under a mistake, certain adnds-

sions undoubtedly are conclusive. First amongst these are estoppels,

which have been considered in a former part of this work : we have

there treated of estoppels by deed, alluded to those by record, and

discussed that particular class of estoppels in pais, which relates to

the rights of landlord and tenant.* In the present chapter it has

already been shown that admissions solemnly made in the course

of judicial proceedings, whether as a substitute for regular proof,

or in a case stated for the opinion of the court, are, on motives of

' Co. Lit. 352 a.; Com. Dig. » Newton v. Belclier, 1848; and
Estop. C. Newton v. Liddiard, 18-18.

^ Newton v. Liddiard, 1848 (Ld. * Ante, §§ 89—103.
Denman).
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policy and justice, deemed to be conclusive.^ It only remains to

examine the law as it regards other conclusive admissions ; and these

will, in general, be found to range themselves under one or other

of the following heads. First, admissions expressly or tacitly made

hy pleadings ; secondly, admissions which have been acted upon by

others. To these may be added a few cases of fraud and illegality,

and some admissions on oath, where the party is estopped on

grounds of public policy.

§ 821. With respect to admissions by pleading, the law at present

seems to be that statements which are contained in any pleading,

though binding on the party making them for all purposes in the

cause, ought not to be regarded in any subsequent action as admis-

sions.^ It was at one time, indeed, thought that a party might, by

bringing an action on a contract, estop himself from denying the

obligatory force of it as an agreement in a subsequent action against

himself. Accordingly, Tindal, C. J.,^ once expressed a strong

opinion that if a corporation were to make an executory contract

invalid against themselves for not being under seal, and then to

sue thereon, this would amount to an admission on record that

such contract was duly entered into on their part, so as to be

obligatory on them ; and would estop them, in answer to a

counterclaim in the same action, or to another action by the

defendants in a cross action, from setting up that it was not sealed

by their common seal. But the doctrine as a whole on which this

expression is founded, although unquestionably based on sub-

stantial justice, has hitherto met with little favour, and will

probably ere long be expressly overruled.*

§ 822. At any rate, an admission, incidentally or tacitly made in

pleading in one suit, will not, as a rule, estop the party who has

made it from denying in another suit, -where precisely tJie same

matter is not litigated, the fact so admitted. For instance, where a

plea to an action on a bond set out a corrupt agreement between

the parties irrespective of the bond, and went on to aver that the

' Ante, §§ 772, 783. * See Copper Miners' Co. v. Fox,
^' Cases cited in note * ; Neeson v. 1851; Boileau i'. Rutlin, 1818 (Parke,

"Walters, 1890. B.); Buckmaster v. Meiklejolin, 1853
^ Fishmongers' Co. v. Eobertson, (id.) ; The May. of Kidderminster v,

1843. Hardwicke, 1873.
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bond was given to secure, among other moneys, the sum men-

tioned, in the said agreement; and the replication, tacitly admitting

the corrupt agreement, traversed the fact of the bond having been

given in consideration thereof, but the plaintiff failed on this

issue ; the admission was held available for the purpose of that

suit only ; and the plaintiff was consequently allowed to dispute

the corrupt nature of the agreement, in a subsequent action on a

collateral security.^

§ 823. An exception to this general rule arises, however, where

the second action is brought on a judgment recovered in the first.

For example, an executor or administrator who confesses j udgment,

or suffers it to go against him by default, thereby admits assets in

his hands, and is estopped to say the contrary in an action on such

judgment, suggesting a devastavit.^ In order to charge the exe-

cutor or administrator, indeed, even in such a case, some proof must

be given that the assets have been wasted ; but the slightest evi-

dence will suffice for this purpose ; and the mere issuing of a writ

of fieri facias, directed to the county where the action was laid,

and a return of nulla bona thereto, has, for a long time past, been

deemed evidence enough.^ In accordance with these principles,

where, in an action against three executors, two had pleaded plena

administraverunt, and the third admitted assets to the amount

of 38-j/., in a subsequent action against the third executor, sug-

gesting a devastavit, the plaintiff was held entitled to recover;

defendant's admissions in the former action being an admission of

assets to the amount of 383/., and the fact that she had given a

cheque for that amount (which had been in fact dishonoured),

being prima facie evidence of a devastavit to that amount.^

§ 824. Questions with respect to admissions in pleading, chiefly,

however, arise with regard to their effect in the same suit. In

Admiralty, for instance, where a statement of claim in a salvage

action is admitted, no evidence at all is in general receivable

(unless special leave for its reception is given) in support of the

plaintiff's case, which the statement of claim is required to state

* Carter V. James, 1844. SeeEigge 1861.

V. Burbidge, 1846 ; and Hutt v. Mor- ^ Leonard v. Simpson, 1835 (Tin-

rell, 1849 (Pollock, C.B.). dal, C.J.).

2 Skelton v. Hawling, 1749; Re * Cooper v. Taylor, 1844.

Trustee Eelief Act, Higgins' Trusts,
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completely.^ And both in the Queen's Bench and Chancery Divi-

sions the broad rule is that " every allegation of fact m any

pleading, not being a petition or summons, if not denied specifi-

cally or by necessary imphoation, or stated to be not admitted in

the pleading of the opposite party, shall be taken to be adm,tted

except as against an infant, lunatic, or person of unsound mmd not

so found by inquisition." ^ The proper understandmg of this rule

is the province of the pleader r^ and a detailed explanation of its

effects must be sought in works on pleading. The rule, however,

operates only with respect to material allegations. If, therefore,

a statement of defence denies a particular fact alleged m the state-

ment of claim, it does not thereby admit all the immaterial aver-

ments, which the pleader has chosen to introduce as part of the

plaintiffs case.-^

§ 825. Accordingly, where a plaintiff's claim-after statmg that

the defendants were ouner, of a vessel, on which the plamtiff caused

to be shipped some potatoes to be carried by them, as ouners of the

vessel, to Liverpool; and that in consideration thereof, and of

freight they promised to carry the potatoes safely as aforesaid—

alleged as a breach, that through their negligence the goods were

damaged; it was held, that a defence of the general issue m

answer to such claim did not by implication admit that the

defendants were owners, so as to raise the inference that the

captain was their agent, since the allegation of ownership was

immaterial. The claim would have been equally good had no

such allegation been made.^

§ 826 But the omission to traverse a maicrml allegation, so

far conclusively admits it, that the party who thus pleads over

cannot disprove it. Therefore, where, in trover for goods, defendant

pleaded that A. was factor of the plaintiffs, and as such, before and

at the time of the pledge mentioned in the plea, was intrusted by them,

mth, and was in possession of, dock-warrants relating to the goods ;

I The Hardwicke, 1883. ^ * See Bingliam ..

f
^^ley, 1841j

2^ Q p is^'^ Oifl XIX r. 13. Beumon V. Davison, 1838; JJuntoia

T,:?.£: L'tut.°;t%^'|con*. .. T™ttles, j»44 (PaAe. B.)
;
K.g

tWs rule .>tK . 13 ol Orf. XXVII., ». N°™-'„''.
Davison. 1838 (Parke.

^^^^^'')' Grew V. HiU, 1849.
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that he delivered the dock-warrants to the defendant, and pledged

with him the goods, as security for a loan which the defendant then

advanced to him on the faith of the said dock-warrants ; and that

the defendant had no notice that the factor was not the actual

owner ; the plaintiffs were held to be debarred from proving that

the dock-warrants had not been deposited at the time of the advance;

and were, in fact, not then in existence, where they had simply

traversed the allegation that the defendant advanced the money on

the faith of the dock-warrants.^

§ 827. Under E. S. C, 1883, Ord. XXXII., r. 6, " any party

may, at any stage of a cause or matter, where admissions of fact

have been made, either on the pleadings, or otherwise, apply to the

court or a judge for such judgment or order as, upon such adnm-

sions, he may be entitled to, without waiting for the determination

of any other question between the parties ; and the court or a

judge may upon such application make such order, or give such

judgment, as the court or judge may think fit." Under this rule,

in a partition action, where the defendants have, by their statement

of defence, admitted the facts stated in the claim showing the

plaintiff's title, the plaintiff has a right,—instead of having the

action set down for hearing,—to an order on motion, directing the

usual inquiries as to the persons interested in the property ;
^ in an

action between partners,^ and in one between principal and agent,*

an Older for an account and for the delivery of securities has been

made on motion before the hearing, the judge acting solely on the

admissions contained in the pleadings ;
* and a plaintiff may move

for judgment upon admissions, although he has joined issue on the

defence, and given notice of trial.^ But in cases under the rule,

as the judge has a discretion whether he will grant relief on motion

or not, he will seldom take that step when any question of difficulty

is raised ; neither will the Court of Appeal, except in a clear case

of error, interfere with the judge's exercise of his discretion.''

1 Bonzi V. Stewart, 1842. See, also, * See, also, Jenkins v. Davies,
Carter v. James, 1844. 1876 ; In re Smith's Estate, Bridson

' Gilbert v. Smith, 1876, C. A.

;

v. Smith, 1876 (Hall, V.-C.) ; la re
Hetheriiigton v. Longrigg, 1879 Barker's Estate, 1878 (id.).

(Hall, V.-C). 6 Brown w. Pearson, 1882 (Fry, J.).
^ Turquand V. Wilson, 1875. ' Mellor v. Sidebottom, 1877.
* Eumsey v. Eeade, 1876.
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§ 828. Under the old rules of pleading, a demurrer was regarded

by Courts of Equity as simply raising the question of law without

any admission of the truth of the allegations in the bill ; but in

Courts of Law it was held to amount to an absolute admission of

the facts stated in the paragraphs demurred to.^ The RR. S. C. of

1883 have abolished demurrers altogether by Ord. XXV., r. 2, and

substituted certain other proceedings.^'^

§ 829. It is further provided, by R. S. C, 1883, Ord. XXVII.,

r. 13, that " if the plaintiff does not deliver a reply, or any

party does not deliver any subsequent pleading within the period

allowed for that purpose, the pleadings shall be deemed to be closed

at the expiration of that period, and all the material statements of

fact in the pleading last delivered shall be deemed to have been denied

and put in issue." ^

§ 830. Marriages which took place between 30th July, 1874,

and 1st January, 1883, are governed by the Married Women's

Property Act, 1874,^ which enacted, with respect to such marriages,

that husbands and wives should be jointly sued for debts incurred

or torts committed by the wife before marriage, but that the hus-

band should be liable to the extent only of the assets therein spe-

cified,^ provided that, if no plea denying liability be pleaded, " the

husband shall be deemed to have confessed his liability so far as

assets are concerned."^

§ 831. Next, as to the effect by way of admission of vaying

money into court^ and of tendering compensation. Payment of

money into court may be made, as of course, in any ' action which

is brought to recover a debt or damages.^ Amends may also be

1 See Metrop. Eail. Co. v. Defries, the respective liabilities of husbands
1877; and Rules of 1875, Ord. and wives married since 1st January,
XXVIII. 1883.

'" See, also, rr. 3, 4, and 5 of same ® It must—except, possibly, in one
Order. See Burstall v. Beyfus, 1884, or two other cases (as to which see

C. A. ante, § 315, ad fin.)—be made before
"^ See, also, E. S. C. Ord. XIX. delivering a defence, and must in

r. 13, cited ante, § 824. any case be pleaded, though it may
^ 37 & 38 V. 0. 50. be so pleaded to the whole or any
* §§ 1, 2, and 5. part of the plaintiff's claim. See
5 § 2. See Matthews v. Whittle, R. S. C. 1883, Ord. XXII. r. 4.

1880 (Jessel, M.R.). The Married ' See Hawksley v. Bradshaw, 1880,

Women's Property Act, 1874, was C. A., from which it will be seen that

repealed by 45 & 46 V. c. 75 (" The there are one or two exce))tions.

Married Women's Property Act, « E. S. C. 1883, Ord. :S.XU. r. 1.

1882"), §§ 14, 15 of which regulate See, further, id. rr. 2, 4, and 5.
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paid into court in some special actions under the provisions of

particular statutes. For instance, in an action for a libel contained

in any newspaper or other periodical publication, whether in

England or Ireland, the defendant may plead tliat the langu'ge

complained of was inserted without actual malice, and without

gross negligence, and that at the earliest opportunity he had

published, or, in some cases, had offered to publish, an ample

apology, and that a certain sum of money has been paid into court

by way of amends.^ Many other statutes also authorise the tender

of amends and pleas of payment of money into court.^

§ 832-7. In these and other cases a payment into court, when

unaccompanied by any defence denying liability, is "taken to

admit the claim or cause of action in respect of which the payment

is made." Defendants may now in any cause, except in actions or

counterclaims for libel or slander, plead payment of money into

court together with any other pleas, either denying the plaintiff's

right of action, or setting up some special defence.^

§ 838.^ When judicial admissions,—by which are meant admis-

sions entered into in the due course of legal proceedings,—have

been made through inadvertence or misf/iJce, the court, in its discre-

tion, will in some manner relieve the party from the consequences

E. 7, by imposing upon the plaintiff the court : Gray v. Bartholomew,
the duty of giving the defendant a 1894, C. A.

special notice, exposes him to the ^ These generally apply to actions

risk of losing his costs in the event brought against parsons for acts

of his neglecting to complj' with that done by them, either in execution of

rule. See Langridge v. Campbell, their offices, or in pursuance or under
1877, as explained by Buckton v. the authority of Acts of Parliament
Higgs, 1879. See, also, Greaves v. (see ante, §§ ."ill—-315); and among
Pleming, 1879. these may be mentioned, "The Public

1 See 6 & 7 V. c. 96 ("The Libel Authorities Protection Act, 1893"
Act, 1843"), § 2, as amended by (56& 57 V. c. 61), § 1 (c), set out ante,

42 & 43 V. c. 59 ; and 8 & 9 V. c. 75 § 73a. " The Seamen's Clothing Act,

("The Libel Act, 1815"), § 2, as to 1869'" (32 & 33 V. c. 57, ^ 6), " The
England; and 8 & 9 V. c. 75, § 2, Army Act, 1881" (44 & 45 V. c. 58,

as to Ireland. In the absence of the § 170, subs. 2), and " The Militia Act,

allegation of payment into Court, 1882" (45 & 46 Y. c. 49, § 46, subs. 3).

plaintiff may treat the plea as a ' E. S. C. 1883, Ord. XXII. r. 1,

nullity. The plaintiff is absolutely cited ante, § 831, n. ^, expressly

entitled to money paid into court repeals the doctrine allowing such a
under this Act, whatever damages defence in libel or slander previously

he recover : Dunn v. Devon, &c. established by Hawkesley v. Brad-
Newspaper Co., 1894; but money shaw, 1880, C. A. See, also, Berdan
paid into court under Ord. XXII. v. Greenwood, 1878, C. A.
r. 5 is subject to the jurisdiction of * Gr. Ev. § 206, nearly verbatim.
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of his error.i Even agreements made out of court between

solicitors, concerning the course of proceedings in court, are, in

effect, equally under the court's control, by means of its coercive

power over the solicitor in all matters relating to professional

character and conduct. But, in all these cases, the party will he

held to his admission, unless it clearly appear that he has acted

through mistake.'^

§ 839.3 It is a broad rule of law that every admission, which has

been made with the intention of being acted upon, and which has

been acted upon by another perwn, is conclusive against the party

making it, in all cases between him and the individual whose

conduct he has thus influenced ; and this, whether such admission

be made in express language to the person who acts upon it, or be

injpli^d fiom the general conduct of the party making it. In the

latter case, the implied declaration will be considered as having

been addressed to every one in particular, who may have had

occasion to act upon it: and the rule of law is clear, that, where

one by his words or conduct ^oilfuUy causes another to beheve m

the existence of a certain state of things, and induces him to act

on that belief, so as to alter his own previous position, the former

is concluded from averring against the latter a different state of

things as existing at the same time.* Indeed, the principle may

be laid down still more broadly, as precluding any party, who

negligently or culpably stands by, and allows another to contract

on^the faith and understanding of a fact which he can contradict,

from disputing that fact in an action against the person whom he

has himself assisted in deceiving;^ In such case the party is

estopped, on the grounds of public policy and good faith, from

repudiating his own representations.^

1 ]jig lib 42 tit 2, 1. 2. "Confessus pro judicato est": Dig.

2 SefPea'rse \. Grove, 1747 (Ld. lib 42, tit 2 11.

Hardwicke). The Roman law was gr Ev^ § 2( 7, n V^}-

administered in the same spirit. "Si * Pickard v. feearM837 (M. Den-

is, cum quo Lege Aquilia agitur, man) ; recognized (Wood V.-O.) m
confessus est servum occidisse, licet Att.-Gen t'. Stephens, l_8oo

non occiderit, si tamen occisus sit ^ Per Ld. Denman, i^^^Greggj.

homo! ex confesso tenetur": Dig. Wells, 1839; --gj^-^ by Me,
1ih V-^ tit 2 1 4- id. 1. a. See, B., m Harrison v. Wright, lb4o.

also, Van Leeuw'Comm.,%. V.' « See ante, §§ 89 et seq.

ch. 21 ; Everh. Cone, loo, n. 3.
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§ 840. The meaning of the word " wilful," as used above, has

been the subject of divergent judicial remarks.^

§ 841. Another instance of a conclusive admission arises where a

party, having a secret equity, chooses to stand by, and permit the

apparent owTier to deal with others as if he were the absolute owner,

in which case he will not be permitted to assert such secret equity

against a title founded on such apparent ownership.^ For example,

where ^ a landowner had signed, and put into the hands of his

agent, an authority to consent to any exchanges under an Inclosure

Act, and had directed him not to act upon this authority excepting

under certain circumstances ; but the agent, in breach of his private

instructions, had produced the authority and agreed to an exchange

not under the stipulated circumstances, the landowner was held to

be bound by the agreement made under these circumstances. The

courts have also acted upon this doctrine on several occasions,

1 In Freeman v. Cooke, 1848, Ld.
Wensleydale observed :—" By the

term ' -wilfully,' we must under-
stand, if not that the party re-

presents that to be true which he
knows to be untrue, at least that he
means his representation to be acted

upon, and that it is acted upon ac-

cordingly ; and if, whatever a man's
real intention may be, he so con-
ducts himself that a reasonable man
would take the representation to be
true, and believe that it was meant
that he should act upon it, and did

act upon it, as true, the party making
the representation would be equally
precluded from contesting its truth

[the rule, as here enunciated, was
expressly adopted by the Court of

Exchequer in Cornish v. Abington,
1859. See, too. Sweeny v. Promoter
Life Ass. Co., 1803 (Ir.) ; Thomas
V. Brown. 1876 ; and M'Kenzie v.

British Linen Co., 1881, H. L.]

;

and conduct by negligence or omis-
sion, where thei-e is a duty cast

upon a person by usage of trade or
otherwise to disclose the truth, may
often have the same effect ;—as, for

instance, a retiring partner omitting
to inform his customers of the /ad,
in the usual mode, that the continu-
ing partners were no longer autho-

rized to act as his agents, is bound
by all contracts made by them with
third persons on the faith of their

being so authorized." In Howard v.

Hudson, 1853, Ld. Campbell ob-
served:—"The party setting up such
a bar to the reception of the truth
must show, both that there was a
ivilfid intent to make him act on the
faith of the representation, and that
he did so act." ButCrompton, Y.-C,
saj's:—"The rule takes in all the
imjiortant commercial cases in which
a representation is made, not wilfully

in any bad sense of the word, not
malo animo, but so far wilfully that
the party makinrr the representation
on which the other acts means it to

be acted upon in that way. That is

the true criterion." See, further,

on this subject, Foster v. Mentor
Life Ass. Co., 1854.

2 Mangles v. Dixon, 1849 (Ld.
Cotttnham). See, also, Att.-Gen.
V. Naylor, 1864 (Wood, V.-C.)

;

Eamsden ?'. Dvson, 1865, H. L.

;

Eolt >: White, 1862 (Ld. Westbury).
^ Duke of Beaufort v. Neald, 1844,

H. L. See Graham v. Birkenhead
Bail. Co., 1850; Kent r. Jackson,
1851 (Eomilly, M.R.); Trickett v.

Tomlinson, 1863 ; Pole v. Leask,
1864, H. L.
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where negotiations have been entered into preparatory to marriage.

The abstract rule deducible from the authorities on the whole is, that,

whenever a representation^ of mrnQ fact,—as contradistinguished

from a mere representation of intention^-—^has been made by one

party for the purpose of influencing the conduct of another, and

has been acted upon by the latter, this will, in general, be sufficient

to entitle him to the assistance of the court for the purpose of

realising such representation.^

§ 842."* A further example of a conclusive admission arising from

conduct occurs in the case of a man cohabiting with a mistress, and

treating her in the face of the world as his wife. Here, though he

thereby acquires no rights against others, they possibly may do so

against him. For instance, if the woman during such cohabitation

be supplied with goods ostensibly for the use of the joint household,

and the reputed husband be sued for their price, he will not be

permitted to disprove the marriage, but the jury will be justified,

as in the case of a real wife, in dealing with the question as one of

ordinary domestic agency.^ The old doctrine of the presumptive

agency of a real wife has, however, been eneroaclied upon, if not

actually set aside, by an enactment in the Married Women's

Property Act, 1893,^ that '
" every contract hereafter entered

into by a married woman, otherwise than as an agent, shall be

deemed («) to be a contract entered into by her with respect to and

1 Ld. Cranworth is said to have v. Eossiter, 1854-5 ; Pulsford v.

held that the rule docs not apply Eichards, 1851 (Eomilly, M.E.)

;

unless there be misrepresentation. Yeomans v. Williams, 1865 ; Hodg-
Sed qu. See Money v. Jorden, 1852

;
son t;. Hutchenson, 1712; Cookes v.

Pulsfoid V. Eichards, 1853. Mascall, 1G9-1; Wankford v. Fother-
2 Jordeny. Money, 1854, H.L. (Ld. ley, 1694; Luders v. Anstey,

Cranworth, C, and Ld. Brougham; 1799; Middleton v. Pollock, Ex parte

Ld. St. Leonards diss.), overruling a Wetherall, 1876. See Wright
_
v.

decision of Eomilly, M.E., in Money Snowe, 1848 ; Maunsell v. White,

V. Jorden, 1852. See Maddison v. 1854, H. L. ; Bold v. Hutchinson,

Alderson, 1883, ILL., and question- 1855 ; Traill v. Baring, 1864.

ing Lottus V. Maw, 1862 (Stuart, * Gr. Ev. § 207, in part, as to first

V.'^O.). See, also, post, § 1043. seven lines.

3 Ilammeisley v. Baron de Biel, * Watson v. Threlkeld, 1798
;

1845, H. L. (Ld. Cottenham) ; id. Eobinson v. Nahon, 1808; Munro
(Ld. Cami^bell) ; Neville v. Wilkin- v. De Chemant, 1815. See ante,

son, 1782; Montefiori i;. Montefiori, § 192. Also, Mace v. Cadell, 1774;

1762 ; Bentley v. Mackay, 1862 recognized in Batthews v. Galindo,

(Eomilly, M.E.); Layer v. Fielder, 1828.

1862 (id.) ; Gale v. Lindo, 1887
;

« 56 & 57 V. c. 63. See Myles v.

Jorden v. Money, 1854, H. L. ; Burton, 1884 (Ir,).

Money v. Jorden, 1852; Hutton ^ !•
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to bind her separate property, whether she is or is not in fact

possessed of or entitled to any separate property at the time when

she enters into such contract
;

{b) shall hind all separate property

which she may at that time or thereafter be possessed of or entitled

to ; and (c) shall also be enforceable by process of law against all

property which she may thereafter while discovert be possessed of

or entitled to : Provided that nothing in this section contained

shall render available to satisfy any liability or obligation arising

out of such contract any separate property which at that time or

thereafter she is restrained from anticipating." By § 2 of the

same Act,^ a married woman's separate property which she is

restrained from anticipating may be made liable for costs, and a

receiver or a sale of it directed.

§ 84:3.2 Yet another example of a conclusive admission arising

from conduct is where a person knowingly permits his name to be

used as one of the partners in a trading firm, or an existing joint-

stock company, under such circumstances of publicity as to satisfy

the jury that a stranger knew of it, and believed him to be a partner,

for under such circumstances he is liable to such stranger in all

transactions, in which the latter engaged and gave credit upon the

faith of his being such partner.^ The mere fact of a person

agreeing to become a member of the prociaional committee of an

intended railway company, or even the fact of such per^^on autho-

rising his name to be published in a prospectus, which contains

nothing more than the names of the provisional committee-men,

will not indeed render him liable for contracts made by the other

members or by the solicitor, for the purpose of promoting the

objects in view; because such an intended as^ociation does not

amount to a partnership, as it constitutes no agieement to share in

profit and loss.^ But if there be evidence that such person has

acted with relation to the proposed scheme, as by attendmg meet-

ings, giving directions, and the like, it will be for the jury to

1 56 & 57 V. c. 63. Ellenborough).
"^ Gr. Ev. 207, in part. ^ Kevnell v. Lewis, and Wyld v.

^ Dickinson v. Yalpy, 1829 (Parke, Hopkins;, 1846. ISee Ex paite Cottle,

J.); Wood V. Duke of Argyll, 1848 1850; Ex parte Eoberts, Ls50; Norris
(Cresswell, J.); Harrison t;. Heathorn, v. Cottle, 1850, H. L. ; Hutton v.

1843 (Tindal, C.J.) ; Fox v. Clilton, Upiill, 1850, H.L.; Bright r. Hutton,
1830 (id.). See, also, Kell v. Nainby, and Hutton v. Bri-iht, lb5 1 -5- . H.L.

;

1829; Guidon v. Eobson, 1809 (Ld. M'Ewan v. Campbell, 1857, H. L.
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determine ^ whether he has not thereby authorised the managing

committee, or the otlier members of the provisional committee, or

the solicitor or secretary of the intended company, to pledge his

credit for the necessary and ordinary expenses to be incurred in

forming the company ; and if they decide this question in the

affirmative, they may then give a verdict against him, on further

finding that the work was done, and the credit given, on the faith

of his being liable.^

§ 844. On the same principle, if a man, by holding out false

colours, induces a railway company to register him as a proprietor

of shares, and, subsequently, to bring an action against him for

calls on such shares, he will be precluded from disputing the validity

of the transfer to him, or from otherwise denying his character as

a shareholder.^ And, on the other hand, where a company has

registered a person as a shareholder, and has induced him, on the

faith of such registration, to pay a call, they will not be allowed to

dispute his title to the shares.'* Again, on the same principle, an

infant who has deceived a tradesman by fraudulently representing

himself to be of full age, and thus obtained credit for goods, will

be held bound by his statement,'' and liable to pay the debt;

and a person who has assumed' to act as a broker of the city of

London cannot, as against a party who has employed him, protect

himself from a discovery of his dealings with such party, on the

ground that his answer may expose him to penalties for having

acted as a broker without being duly qualified.^

1 Williams v. Pi^ott, 1848 ; Bright * Hart v. Frontino.&c. Gold Mining

V. Hvitton, and Hutton v. Bright, Co., 1870; Ee Bahia & Francisco

1851-/2, H. L. Eail. Co. v. Tvitteu. I86s. See, also,

2 Eeyneli v. Lewis, and Wyld v. Webb r. Heme Bay Improving Com.

,

Hopkins. 184(5 ; Lake t^. I), of Ai-L-vll, 1870; and Siinni v. Aiiglo-Amer.

1844. t^ee Uiggins v. Hopkins, 1848; Teleg. Co., 1880, C A.

Burnside v. Layrell, 1849; Bailey?'. ^ Ex. parte Unity Jt. St. Mutual

Macaulay, 1849; Eennie v. Clarke, Bank. Associat., In re King, 1858;

1850; Eennie v. Wynn, 1849; Ex Nelson v. Stocker, 1859. The old

parte Be-ley, 1850. common law rule, as recognised in

3 Sheffield' & Manch. Eail. Co. v. the following cases, is no longer law.

Wool 1 cock, 1841 ; Cheltenham & Gt. Price v. Hewett, 1852; Liverpool

West. Union Eail. Co. v. Daniel, Adelphi Loan As^oriat. v. Fairhurst,

1841 ; Li re North of Eng. Jt. St. 1854; Bartlett r. Wells, 1861; De Boo

Bk. Co., Ex parte Straffon's Exors., v. Poster, 1862.

185:5; Tavlor v. Hughes, 1844 (L-.). « Eobinsonw. Kitchin, 1866; Green

See Swanv. North Brit. Austral. Co., v. Weaver, 1827.

1863.
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§ 845. Conduct, again, furnishes an admission which is conclusive

where parties have acted upon a state of facts mutually assumed as

existing. In such a ease their rights between themselves will

depend on such assumption, and not upon the truth. ^ Accord-

ingly, if a party has taken advantage of, or voluntarily acted

under, the bankrupt or insolvent laws, he will not be permitted, as

against parties to the proceedings, to deny their regularity ;
^ the

grantee of an annuity, whose duty it formerly was ^ to have the

memorial properly enrolled, was not allowed to take advantage of

his own neglect, and set up the want of enrolment against the

grantor, although the statute declared that in case of non-enrolment

annuity deeds should be void ;
^ an agent or a workman who has

knowingly rendered an untrue account to his principal or em-

ployer, which has been adopted by the party to wliom it w;!S given,

cannot afterwards gainsay it ;
^ the receipt of a man who thereby

has acknowledged that he has received money from an agent on

account of his principal, and accredited the agent with the principal

to that amount, is conclusive as to payment by the agent ;
^ a land-

lord who has, witli knowledge of all the facts, received rent from

the widow of his lessee for several years is estopped from alleging

afterwards that she has not taken out probate ;
" if a person having

a right to property, whether real ^ or personal,^ permit or encourage

a purchaser to buy it of another, the purchaser shall hold it against

the person who has the right ; and if the owner of an instrument

1 M'Cance v. Lond. & N. W. Eail. cordingly conclusive of tlie fact as

Co., 1864. between the underwriters and the
2 Like V. Howe, 1806 ; Clarke v. assured, althouj?h not as between

Clarke, 1806; Gouldie v. Gunston, undei-writers and brokers : Dalzellv.

1816; Watson v. Wace, 1826, ex- Mair, 1808 (Ld. Ellenborough) ; De
plained in Heane v. Eogers, 1806; Gaminde v. Pigou, 1812; Anderson
Mercer v. Wise, 1800; Harmar v. r. Thornton, 1853 (Parke, B.).

Davis, 1817; Flower v. Herbert, ' Eanken f. M'Murphy, 1889 (Ir.).

1851. See ante, §§ 817, 818. « 3 g^g. y. & P. -128, 10th edit. ;

3 Under 53 G. 3, c. 141, now re- and id. 6)1, 13th edit.; recognized

pealed by 17 & 18 Y. c. 90. by the court in Sandys v. Hodgson,
* Molton V. Camroux, 1849. 1839. See, also, Ramsden v. Dyson,
= Cave v. Milk, 1862; Skyring v. 1865, H. L. ; and Doe v. Groves,

Greenwood, 1825 ; Shaw v. Picton, 1847 ; Dixon v. Miicklestone, 1872

1825. L. C. ; Ee Lambert's Estate, 1884,
« 3 St. Ev. 956. See Rice v. Eice, C. A. (Ir.).

1853; Hunter v. Walters, 1870. » Pickard r. Sears, 1837 ; Gregg v.

The usual acknowledgment in a Wells, 1839; Coles v. Bk. of England,
policy of insurance of the receipt 1839.

of premium from the assui-ed is ac-
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which purports to be transferable by delivery, deposit it with his

broker or banker, he will be estopped, as against a bona fide holder

for value, from denying that it was transferable.^

§ 846. Further examples of the doctrine that where both parties

have acted upon a state of facts assumed by mutual consent are as

follow :—Trespass is not maintainable against a sheriff's officer

who executes process against a man by a wrong name, either by

taking his person, or seizing his goods, if before the process bo

sued out, he is asked his name, and gives such wrong one
;
^ a

party, who has entered into a bond by a wrong name, and is sued

in that name, would be estopped from denying that the name in

which he was sued was his real name.^ Where,^ on a compulsory

reference, although the award was not made within the period

limited by the statute, both parties have after the lapse of that

period continued to attend before the arbitrator without objecting

to his jurisdiction, the losing party is estopped from alleging that

the time has not been enlarged, either by the court, or by the

written consent of the parties ;4 and where a judge, having tried

a cause without a jury, with the consent of both parties who

appeared before him, the unsuccessful party was not allowed after-

wards to object that no written consent had been drawn up as the

statute required.*

§ 847. Again, if the members of an incorporated company allow

a solicitor to appear for them as defendants, and he consents to

a reference, they cannot, after the award is made, object to the

submission, on the ground that the solicitor had no authority under

seal to defend or refer the cause ;^ a judge's order which was bad

1 Goodwin?;. Eobavts, 1876, H.L.; the opinion of the profession that

Eumball V. Motrop. Bk., 1877. Coote i'. Lei .sjhworth, 159(3, was law.

2 See Dunstonv. Paterson, 1857; ^ R. v. Wooldale, 1844 (Wight-

Kelly V. Lawrence, 1864; Price v. man, J., citing Maby v. Shepherd,

Harwood, 1811 (Ld. Ellcnborough); 1623, and Hyckman v. Shotbolt,

cited and recognized (Cresswell, J.) 1567). See, aUo, 3 & 4 W. 4, c. 42,

in Fisher v. Magnay, 1843. See, § 11, and Williams v. Bryant, 1839.

also, Reeves v. Slater, 1827. As to a * Tyerman v. Smith, 1856. See,

ca. sa.. see Morgans v. Bridges, 1818, also, Haines v. E. India Co., 185G

and Magnay V. Fisher, 1843, appa- (Sir J. Patteson), P. C.

rently overruling Coote v. Leigh- ^ Andrewes ?-. Elliott, 1856; 17 &
worth, 1596, and dictum (Ld. Hale) 18 V. c. 125, § 1.

-r, ••, r>,

in Thurbane et al., 1664, though in ® FavieU v. East. Cos. Rail. Co.,

Freeman V. Cooke, 1848, Parke, B., 1848.

intimated that it had alwavs been
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ADMISSIONS ACTED UPON BY OTHERS. [PART III.

as a proceeding under a now repealed Interpleader Act,^ for want

of a statement of consent upon its face, was nevertheless held to be

conclusive upon the parties, as they had by their conduct agreed to

submit the matter in dispute to the decision of the judge ;
2 a lessor

who, after giving notice to his lessee to do repairs within the period

prescribed by the lease, so conducted himself as to lull the lessee

asleep and to lead him to suppose that he might refrain from doing

the repairs, was not allowed (although a mere parol licence to break

such covenant will not justify a breach thereof-'') to insist upon a

covenant of forfeiture, on the ground that the repairs had not been

finished within the time fixed for them ;
^ an action for forfeiture

by breach of a covenant to insure on the tenant's part, qualified by

an option given to the landlord to insure if the tenant made

default, and to add the premiums to his rent, was allowed to be

defeated by proof that the landlord had represented to the tenant

that he had exercised the power, and had himself duly insured the

premises ;
^ w^hile a tenant who has paid rent, and acted as such, is

not (as stated more fully in another place,^) permitted to set up a

superior title of a third person against his lessor, since he derived

possession from him as tenant, and therefore caanot be allowed to

repudiate that relation.

§ 848. The doctrine of estoppel (or admission) by conduct is also

applied to the respective relations of licensor and licensee, bailor

and bailee, and principal and agent; it being clear that neither

licensees, nor bailees, nor agents, can be permitted to dispute the

respective titles of their licensors, bailors, or principals.^ Accord-

ingly a licensee under a patentee is estopped from disputing the

validity of the patent, so long as the licence continues in force ;

^

and a warehouseman, wharfinger, banker, solicitor, agent, or other

depositary of goods or moneys (not being a mere pledgee) who has

^ 1 & 2 W. 4, c. 58. ^ Ante, §§ 101—103.
2 Harrison v. Wright, 1845. « Dixon v. Hamond, 1819 (Ab-
2a Doe r. Glad\\dn, 1845; West t>. bott, C.J.) ; CoUett v. Hubbard,

Blakeway, 1841. 1846; Zulueta v. Vinent, 1851-2;
» Hua-iies v. Metrop. Eail. Co., Phillips v. Hall, 1832 (Am.) ; Drown

1877, H. L. But see Kennedy v. v. Smith, 1825 (Am.); Eastman v.

Earl of Essex, 1891 (Ir.) ; Eobinson Tuttle, 1823 (Am.) ; M'Neil v. Philip,

V. Wakefield, 1892 (Ir.). 1821 (Am.) ; Chapman 0. Searle, 1825
* Doe V. Sutton, 1841 ; explained (Am.); Jewett v. Torry, 1814 (Am.);

by Patteson, J., in Doe v. Gladwin, Lyman v. Lyman, 1814 (Am.).

1845; Doe v, Eowe, 1825. See ante, ^ Crosslev v. Dixon, 1863, H. L.

;

§§ 804—808. Clark v. Adie, 1877, H. L.
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once acknowledged a person's title, and agreed to hold goods or

moneys subject to his order, or to sell goods and to account for the

proceeds, will be estopped from setting up the title of a third

person to the same goods or moneys, or from otlierwise defeating

the rights of his bailor or principal, against his own manifest

obligations to hira.^ An exception to the general rule will,

however, be allowed, where the bailment has been determined by

what is equivalent to an eviction by title paramount,^ and, also,

where the bailor or principal has obtained the goods fraudulently

or tortiously from the third person,^ provided the defendant in such

last case can show, that he was unacquainted with the circumstances

when he made the admission,* and that such third person has

actually made a claim to the goods or moneys in question.^

Perhaps the bailor's title might also be impugned, should the

circumstances show that he, in connexion with some third person,

had practised a fraud on the bailee, by representing goods to

belong to the bailor, which, in fact, were the property of such

third person, if proof were also given, that the defendant, m
consequence of the fraudulent misrepresentation, had sustained any

real injury.^

§ 841). Moreover, where a person pMyen property to which he

has no title, the pledgee is not estopped from delivering it to the

rightful owner. For, on an ordinary pledge, the pledgor impliedly

undertakes that the property is his own, and the pledgee merely

undertakes that he will return it to the pledgor, provided it be not

shown to belong to another." A common carrier, also, being bound

to receive goods for carriage, and having no means of making

inquiry as to their ownership, is at liberty to dispute the title of

the person from whom he has received them ; and may establish a

1 Gosling V. Birnie, 1831; Wood- Knowles, 1820; Evans y.Nichol, 1841.

ley V. Coventry, 1863; Stonard v. See, however, Thorne ".Tilbury, 1858.

Dunkin, 1810 (Ld. Ellenborougli)

;

^ Biddle v. Bond, ISIij.

Harinan v. Anderson, 1809 (id.); ^ jjaitlmanj/.Wilcock, 1832; Biddle

Knights V. Wiften, 1870 ; Hawes v. v. Bond, 1865.

Watson, 1824; Dixon v. Hammond, * Per Alderson, J., in Gosling v.

1819; Roberts w. Ogilby, 1821; Anon. Birnie, 18"]1
; Ex jmrte Davies, Ee

(Gould, J.) (undated), recognised by Sadler, 1881.

Ld. Kenyon in Laclough v. Towle, ^ Betteley v. Eeid, 1843.

ISOO ; Earringdon v. Clerk, 1782
;

« Scott i'. Crawford. 1842.

IIoU V. Griffin, 1833 ; Nickcdson r.
'^ Cheesman v. Exall, 1851.
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ADMISSIONS ACTED UPON BY OTHERS. [PART III.

defence by proving that he has delivered the goods to the real

owner on his claiming them.^ A vendor, however, who has sold

goods to a party as a sole purchaser, and has directed his factors

to weigh them over to such party, and to enter them in his name

in their books, cannot, after such sale and transfer, dispute his title

as sole proprietor, or detain the goods, on the authority of a third

person, who claims to be a joint purchaser.^

§ 850. Further examples of conclusive admissions (or estoppels)

by conduct arise in connection with bills of exchange. Thus, in an

action against the acceptor, the defendant cannot show that his

signature has been forged il he has accredited a bill, and induced

the plaintiff to take it, by saying that it was his, and would be

duly paid.^ Moreover, although at one time it was deemed law,

that no consideration of estoppel as between the parties could have

any weight where the rights of the irn'iiiic intervened ; and that,

consequently, the maker of a cheque payable to bearer on demand'*

might defraud even a bona fide holder for value, by proving that

the cheque was post-dated, and, as such, inadmissible in evidence

without a bill stamp,-^ this doctrine has now been repudiated.*^ The

law now is, that if a cheque,—whether payable to bearer or to

order,—appears, when tendered in evidence, to bear on its face a

sufficient stamp, the court will receive the document, and will not

allow any proof to be given that it had actually been post-dated,

and that the holder had taken it with knowledge of that fact.'

§ 851. The arrepfaiice of a bill is, moreover, deemed a conclusive

admission,^ as against the acceptor, of the signature of the drawer,^

and of his capacity to draw ;
^" and if the bill be payable to the

order of the drawer, of his capacity to indorse ;
^^ and if it be drawn

I Sheridan v. The New Quay Co., Eobarts, 1868.

1858. ' » See 45 & 46 V. c. 61 ("The Bills
- Kieran v. Sandars, 1837. of Exchaiifje Act, 1882 "), § 54.
^ Leach v. 33uchanan, 1803 (Ld. ^ Sanderson i-. Collmau, 1842; Bass

EUenborongh); recognized (Erskine, v. Clive, 1815.

J.) in Sanderson v. Collman, 1842. i" Id. See Haly v. Lane, 1741 (Ld.
* Whistler V. Forster, 1833; Austin Hardwicke).

V. Bunyard, 1865 (Cockbui^n, C.J.); " Taylor v. Croker, 1803 (Ld. El-
Bull v. O'Sullivan, 1871. lenborough) ; Pitt v. Chappelow,

6 Field V. Woods. 1837; recog- 1841; Drayton v. Dale, 1823. All
nized in Steadman V. T)uhamel, 1845. these cases were recognized by the

^ Austin v. Bunyard. 1865. court in Sanderson c. Collman, 1842.
' Gatty V. Fry, 1877 ; Emanuel v. See, also, Bruithwaite v. Gardiner,
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by procuration, of the authority of the agent to draw in the name

of the principal.^ In this respect it matters not whether the bill be

drawn before or after the acceptance. ^ But the acceptance is not

an admission on the part of the acceptor, either of the signature

of the payee, though he be the same party as the drawer,^ or of that

of any other indorser ; ^ and this, too, although, at the time of the

acceptance, the indorsements were on the bill. ^ Nor does it admit

that an agent, who has drawn a bill by procuration, payable to the

order of the principal, has authority to indorse the same ;
^ nor,

where the bill has been drawn in the partnership name and made

payable to the firm's order, does it estop the acceptor from showing

that such bill was in fact not indorsed by the firm nor negotiated

for any partnership purpose ; '' nor does it if it be given on a bill

payable to the order of the drawer on which the name of a real

person as drawer and indorser is forged, if given in igiiorance of

the forgery, preclude the acceptor from denying the genuineness

of the indorsement, though it be in the same handwriting as the

drawing which he is bound to admit.^ If, however, an acceptor,

with lawu'Jedge of the forgery, puts the bill in circulation, he will

be estopped by that conduct from disputing the validity of the

indorsement equally with that of the drawing.^ And if a bill be

drawn in a wholly fictitious name, and the handwriting of the

indorsement be the same as that of the drawing, the acceptor will

also be estopped from denying it, because he admits that the bill is

drawn by Homebody, that is, by the person who indorses in the same

handwriting, and the fair construction to be put on his undertaking

1845, where, in an action by indorsee ^ Schultz v. Astley, 1836 ; Hallifax

against acceptor, defendant was held v. Lyle, 1849; Lond. & S. West. Bk.
estopped from pleading that the f . Wentworth, 1880. ButseeBaxen-
drawer and first indorser was an dale v. Bennett, 1878, C. A.

uncertificated bankrupt when the ^ Forster v. Clements, 1809 ; Mac-
acceptance was given, and that his ferson v. Thoj-tes, 1790; Bosanquet
assignees had demanded payment. v. Anderson, 18C6 (Lord EUen-
So, in a similar action, it was held borough) ; Cooper v. Meyer, 1830

that the defendant could not plead, (Ld. Tenterden).

under the old law, that the drawer ^ Id.

and first indorser was a married * Smith v. Chester, 1787; Eobarts
woman from the date of the drawing v. Tucker, 1851.

down to the time of the indorsing of * Eobinson v. Yarrow, 1817; re-

the bill: Smith v. Marsack, 1848. cognised in Beeman v. Duck, 1843.

See ante, § 842. '' Garland v. Jacomb, 1873.
^ Eobinson v. Yarrow, 1817; Jone-; *' Bceman v. Duck, 1843.

V. Turnour, 1830 (Ld. Tenterden). ' l.d
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WHAT INDORSEMENT OF BILL OR NOTE ADMITS. [P. III.

is, that he will pay to the signature of the same person who signed

for the drawer.^

§ 852. The difference which arises as regards their being

estopped by their action between the position of a di'awer and that

of an indorser, who signs the bill before the acceptance, will have

been noticed. The reasons usually assigned for this difference

are, that an acceptor is only presumed to be acquaiut'^l witli the

handwriting of the drawer, and it consequently is sudicient if he

ascertains that his signature is genuine ; that he is not bound to

look at the back of the bill at all ; that, even if he were, he could

not be supposed to know the handwriting of indorsers, who would

probably be strangers to him ; and tliat a different rule wo\dd

raise nice questions of fact in every case as to whether the bill

was indorsed before or after acceptance, and would consequently

embarrass the circulation of negotiable securities, by rendering the

position of acceptors hazardous and undefined.^

§ 853. By analogy with the law wliieh estops an acceptor from

disputing the genuineness of the drawing, the indorsement by tlie

payee of a promissory note is a conclusive admission of the hand-

writing of the maker; 3 and the indorsement of a bill of exchange

will also operate as an estoppel on the indorser to den}' any of the

preceding signatures.*

§ 854. Having now fully discussed the effect of admissions

which have been acted upon, we may point out that those admis-

sions, which have not been acted upon either because t//ei/ icere

o)'i(jinathi mri'lc trithouf any intention of being acted npon, or because

for any other reason they, in fact, remain not acted upon, or have

not altered the iitiuition of the opposite party, are not conclusive,

though they are receivable in evidence against the parties making

them.5 Thus, if A. contracts to sell goods to B., and gives him a

delivery order, he may, on B.'s bankruptcy, provided B. has

1 Cooper V. Meyer, 1830 (Ld. Ten- » p^ee v. Hawkins, 1817 (Gibbs,

terden), explained and recognised by C.J.)

Parke, B., in Beeman v. Duck, 1843. * 45 & 46 V. c. 61 ("The Bills of

See, also, Ashpitel v. Bryan, 1804; Exchange Act, 1882"), §55.

Phillips i;. Im Thurn, 1866. ^ See Howard v. Hudson, 1853;

2 See Story, Bills, § 263 ; Eobinson White v. Greenish, 1861 ;
Foster v.

V. Yarrow, 1817 (Park, J.); Smiths. Mentor Lit- \ssur. Co., 1854; (\arr

Chester, 1787; Canal Bk. v. Bk. of v. Lond. e^ N West. Eail. Co., 1875;

Albany, 1841 (Am.). Coventry v. Gc. East. Eail. Co., 1883.
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neither paid for them, nor sold them to a third party, show that

the delivery order was invahd, and therefore did not amount to a

constructive delivery of the goods ; ' the court will not treat the

alteration of its locality, after complaint, as conclusive evidence

that a trade was a nuisance ; ' nor will it, in a petition for damages

by reason of adultery,^ regard an admission by the defendant

that at some other and different time the " tcterrima causa " was

the wife of the plaintiff as conclusive evidence that she was the

wife of the plaintiff at the time when the adultery was com-

mitted;'^ a sheriff"s return, though conclusive, in the particular

cause in which it is made, or for the purposes of an attachment,

does not, in any other action or proceeding, operate as an estoppel,

either against the' sheriff or against his bailiff;^ a creditor is not

estopped from bringing an action against a sheriff for a false

return, by accepting the amount levied on account and towards

the satisfaction of the debt mentioned in the writ;'' and a person

who brought an action of trover for a dog, was held not to be

j)recluded from proving his title to it, though he had previously

authorised a third party (against whom the defendant had brought

an action) to deliver it to the defendant, at the same time demand-

ing it back on behalf of the plaintiff as being the latter's pro-

perty.'' In these,^ and the like cases,^ no wrong is done to the

other party, by receiving any legal evidence to show that the

admission was erroneous, and by leaving the whole evidence,

including the admission, to be weighed by the jury.

§ b55. The doctrine that a person is not estopped by representa-

tions which were not intended to be acted upon, or have in fact not

been acted upon, has in one case been extended to cases in which

the representations were such that they ouyht not to have been

acted upon. In an action against a sheriff for seizing the

1 Lackington V. Atheiton. 1844. 1839; Eemmett v. Lawrence, 18-50;
* E. V. Neville, 1791 (Ld. Kenyon). Levy v. Hale, 1849; Stimson v. Farn-
3 See 20 & 21 V. c. 85 ("The ham, 1871.

Matrimonial Causes Act, 1857"), "^ Holmes v. CHt'ton, 18.S9, over-
§

'^'^- rulinij Bevnon v. Garrat, 1824.
* Mori is V. Miller, 17G7 ; further ' Sandys v. Hodgson, 1839.

explained in Eigg v. Curgenven, ^ Qj._ ^.-^ § 209, four lines.
l"69. 9 See ante, §^ 804— 80S. See, also,

6 Standish v. Eoss, 1849 ; Brydges Machu v. Lond. & S. West. Bail. Co.,
t;. Walford, 1817; Jackson v. Hill, 1848- Greer i^i^ « White. 1861.
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plaintiff's goods under an execution against his brother, where

the plaintiff, fearing an execution, had removed his goods to the

brother's house, and when the sheriff's officer came there had

(erroneously supposing that the writ was against himself) warned

the officer not to seize the goods, as they belonged to his brother,

but on the officer producing a writ against the brother, before the

goods were actually seized, told him that such goods were the

property of a third party, and the officer, disregarding this last

statement, seized and sold the goods, as belonging to the brother

;

the jm-y having found that the goods were the plaintiff's, but that,

before the seizure, he had falsely stated to the officer that they

belonged to his brother, and tliat the officer was thereby induced

to seize them as his brotlier's, a verdict was entered for the

plaintiff, on the grounds, first, that the plaintiff did not intend to

induce the officer to seize the goods as those of the brother ; and

next, that no reasonable man would have seized the goods on the

faith of the plaintiff''s representations taken altogether}

% 806.- Admissions have also been held conclusive on grounds

oi public polio// in some few cases connected with public justice and

government. For instance, in an action for penalties for election

bribery, a man who had given money to another for his vote is

not permitted to say that such latter had no right to vote;^ where

the owners of a stage coach took up more passengers than allowed,

and an injury was alleged as having arisen from overloading,

their conduct was held to be conclusive evidence that the accident

was occasioned by the cause assigned ;
^ one who has officiously

intermeddled with the goods of another recently deceased, is, in

favour of creditors, estopped from denying that he is executor;*

an executrix who treats the goods of her testator as the property

of her husband, will not be allowed to object to their being taken

in execution for her husband's debt ;
^ where a statute made it

illegal to publish reports of the meetings of suppressed associations,

a report stating that a suppressed association had held a meeting

and purporting to report the proceedings at that meeting, was

^ Freeman v. Cooke, 1848. * Israel v. Clark, 103 (Ld. Keuyon,
* Gr. Ev. § 210, in part. recosnised by Ld. EUenborough.).
^ Combe v. Pitt, 1764 ; Eigg v. ' Eeade's case, 1604-O.

Cui'genven, 1769. " Quick v. Staines, 1798. See Fen-
wick V. Laycock, 1841.
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held even in a criminal case, to be an admission that such a

n^oeing had in faet taken place;' and a shipowner, whose sh>p

after h'eing forfeited for breach of the revenne laws, had been

given up to him on maHng an application, vcnfled by oa h, that

L forfeiture had been incm-red by the master .gnorantly and

without fraud, was not permitted afterwards, in an action by the

latt«r against himself for wages on the same voyage, to gainsay

this statement, and to prove the misconduct of the master, even on

nroving that the fraud had come to his knowledge subsequen ly.

^
^ 8.57 = Moreover, an admission is not rendered conclusive

against the party by the mere fact that it was made -der oatb

;

though this circumstance greatly adds to its weight and tl lows

„po:the party the burthen of showing ^^'^'^^^^^'^^"^
:^J -l

mistake which wa« both innocent and is perfectly clear Thus, n

:; osecution under the game laws, proof of the de endant s oath

under an Income Act then in force, that the yearly value of h

estate was less than 100/., was held not quite conclusive agam t

Urn though very strong evidence of the fact.* The same principle

is applied where the fact sworn to was not, as it might he considered

fn the above case, a matter of judgment but wa. pu-^ -»^«
of fact within the knowledge of the party swearmg.' The defen

dant's belief of a fact, sworn to in an old answer m Chancery, is

also admissible evidence against him, but not conclusive.

S858' Admissions in deed, have already been considered n

regard to parties and privies,' between whom they are generally

. Reg. V. SuKvan. 1887 (Ir.). "T^fj;,. 5 210, i„ part.
• Freeman v. Walker, 18i9 (Am.).

p ,, oiarke nS9.
But a sworn entry at. the custom-

^ ^j^^'^^^Vsf^Vhite, 1833.

house of ocrtam premises, as being
, |,„°« Steel 1811 (Ld. Bllen-

rentcd by A,.B and C as partuers « Doe ». b^^^^^^^
^^ j^^j „„,.

for the sale ot beer, though oonolu- «;™"».J
^^^„^^g in Chancery were

sive mfavoui-of the Crown,is no turned manswe^
^^.^^^^^

conclusive evidence ot the partner ^i
strictly

ship, in a cM smt, m ta^»nr of a
"fa-f^j*Viely because they were

stranger. E lis o. Watson, 1818. the tonuu-
, j 2,%, 237

;

diflerence between this case and that B«o.-n to. &|»_^1-- ^ •

f
•

•f.^^^l

in the text may be that, m the latter ^7X.n 1793 ; Studdy .. Sanders,

the owner gained an advantage to «• J.''':''''™'

\Vhelpdale v. Milburn,
himself, which was not the case m 1823 ,

Ue Whelp
_

the entry of partnership.; it being
^^^.^'f.ti'^i^g^eltt^^t.

only incidental to the pnncrpal ob-
V'-,e,5 91-100.

icct, namely, the designation of the Ante, »»i

nlaoo where au exciseable commodity
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regarded as estoppels, if properly pleaded.^ Sucli admissions, even

when not techuically estoppels, are entitled to great weight, from

the solemnity of their nature.^ When, however, they are off.^red

in evidence by a stranger, the adverse party may repel their

effect, in the same manner as though they were only parol

admissions.^

§ 859.^ Various other admissions, even when they are in writing,

are not conclusive if they have never been acted upon by another

to his prejudice, nor fall within the reasons before mentioned for

estopping the party against gainsaying them. Such admissions

are left to be weighed with other evidence by the jury. Receipts,

mere acknowledgments, either for goods or money, and whether

on separate papers,^ or indorsed on deeds,« or on negotiable

securities,' are of this nature, as are also bankers' pass-booh ; ^ an

adjustme tit of a loss on a policy of insurance, which has been made

without full knowledge of all the circumstances, or under a mistake

of law or fact, or under any other invahdating circumstances;'^

and so, too, are accounts rendered, such as a solicitor's bill,^" and the

like.^^ An old bill in Chancery is not admissible at all against the

plaintiff in proof of the admissions it contains, since the facts stated

therein are regarded as nothing more than the mere suggestions of

counsel. ^^

§ 860. An inventory of the personal estate of a deceased person,

exhibited by a personal representative on the citation of a person

interested, either in the Ecclesiastical Court under the old law, or

1 Eishmongers' Co. v. Eobertson, Williamson v. Scott, 1821.

1843; Bowman v. Piostron, 1834. « Straton v. Eastall, 1788; Lampon
2 DoQV. Stone, 1846. v. Corke, 1822 (Eolroyrl and Best.

3 E. V. Neville, 1791; Woodward JJ.). As to cases where the receipt

V. Larking, 1801 ; May. of Carlisle of money is mentioned in the deed

V. Blamire, 1807. itself, see ante. § 96.

* Gr. Ev. § 212, in great part. '' Graves v. Key, 1832.

5 Skaife v. Jackson. 1824 ; Farrar « Commercial Bk. of Scotland v.

V. Hutchinson, 1839 ; Wallace r. Kel- Ehind. 1860, H. L.

sail, 1840 (Parke, B.) ; Bowes t;. 9 Luckie r. Bushby, 18o3 : Eeyner

Foster, 18o8 (Martin, B.); Lee v. •?;. Hall, 1813 ;
Shepherd u. Chewter,

Lane. & Yorks. Eail. Co., 1871. 1808 ; Adams v. Sanders, 1829 ;

These cases have virtually overniled Christian v. Coombe, 1796.

Alner v. George, 1808. For Ameri- ^° Loveridge v. Botham, 1797.

can cases, see Harden v. Gordon, '^ See Bacon v. Chesney, 1816;

1823; Fuller v. Crittenden, 1.S32; Dawson ?'. Eemnant, 1806.

Ensign v. Webster, 1799; Putnam ^^ Boileau ?•. Eutlin, 1848; Doe v.

-?;. Lewis, 1811; Stackpole V. Arnold, Sybourn, 1790 (Ld. Kenyon); cf.

1814; Tucker v. Maxwell, 1814; supra, note *> to § 857.
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in the Probate Division of tlie High Court under the new law,^

being sworn to by the exhibitant, will be prima facie evidence of

assets ; and so also will a declaration of the personalty of a testator

or intestate, which has been made on oath by his representative

before a final settlement of accounts,^ and since the 1st of June,

1881, an affidavit received by the Commissioners of Inland

Revenue from any person applying for probate or letters of

administration, verifying the account of the deceased's estate or

effects ; ^ and the executor or administrator, if he has pleaded plene

administravit, will be forced to show, either the non-existence of

such assets, or that they have not reached his hands, or that they

have been duly admini^tered ;
^ and perhaps in the case last named

the affidavit will even be sufficient proof that such assets have been

realized in due course.^ An old probate stamp," though slight

evidence of assets to the amount covered thereby, was not alone

sufficient to throw upon executors the burthen of proving the non-

receipt of such assets.^ Coupled, however, with proof, either of

long acquiescence in the payment of the duty, or of other sus-

picious circumstances, it furnished a presumption of assets received,

which executors found it difficult to rebut.®

§ 861.^ Evidence of oral admissions ought always to be received

uith great caidion}^ Such evidence is necessarily subject to much

imperfection and mistake ; for either the party himself may have

been misinformed, or he may not have clearly expressed his

1 20 & 21 V. c. 77 ("The Court of 1819. SeeHuttonv. Eossiter, 1854-5.

Probate Act, 1857 "), as amended by * 44 V. c. 12, § 31. To understand

"Tlie Statute Law Eevision Act, the new law respecting probate and
1892," (55 & 56 V. c. 19} ; Rules of legacy duty, and duties on accounts,

1862 for Ct. of Prob. in contentious see, and study, 44 V. c. 12, §§ 26

—

business, r. 76, and Form No. 27. 43.

- See Rules of 1862 for Reg. of Ct. * An affidavit stamp isnowsubsti-

of Prob. in non- contentious business, tuted for the probate stamp. See

Form No. 18; and Rules for Dist. 44 V. c. 12, § 27.

Reg. of Ct. of Prob., Form No. 18,
'' Mann v. Lang, 1835; Steam v.

and cases cited in note *, infra. Mills, 1833. These cases overrule
3 44 V. c. 12 (" The Customs and Foster v. Blakelock, 1826.

Inland Revenue Act, 1881 "), §§ 27— » Mann v. Lang, 1835 (Ld. Den-
29. This law has prevailed in Ireland man); Curtis v. Hunt, 1824 (Ld.

for some years past. See Rowan v. Tenterden) ; Rowan v. Jebb, 1846

Jebb, 1846 (Ir.). (Ir-); Lazenby v. Rawson, 1854 (Ld.

* Giles V. Dyson, 1815, explained Cranworth).

in Stearn v. Mills, 1833 ; Parsons v. » Gr. Ev. § 200, in part.

Hancock, 1829 (Parke, J.) ; Hickey ^ See post, § 862.

V. Hayter, 1795 ; Young v. Cawdrey,
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meaning,^ or the witness may liave misunderstood him,- or may

purposely misquote the expressions used.^ It also sometimes

happens, that the witness, by unintentionally altering a few words,

will give an effect to the statement completely at variance with

what the party actually said.^ But where the admission is delibe-

rately made, and precisely identified, the evidence it affords is often

of the most satisfactory nature.^

1 See Gospel of St. John, cli. 21,

VY. 21—23.
2 See St. Matthew, ch. 27, vv. 46,

47.
3 See, and compare, St. John,

ch, 2, w. 18—21, and St. Matthew,

ch. 26, vv. 60, 61.

* Ante, § 216, n. *. Alciatus ex-

presses the sense of the civilians to

the same effect, where, after speak-

ing of the weight of a judicial ad-

mission, "propter majorem certi-

tudinem, quam in Be habet," he
adds :

'
' Quae ratio non habet locum

quando ista confessio probavetur per

testes ; imo est minus certa cceteris

probationibus," &c. : Alciat. de Prses.,

Pars. 2, Col. 682, n. 6. See Poth.

Obi. App. No. 16, § 13; Lench v.

Lench, 1805.
^ Eiggv. Curgenven, 1769 ; Glassf.

Ev. 356 ; Com. r. Knapp, 1830 (Am.)
(Putnam, J.). As to Admissions by
Agents, see ante, §§ 602—605.
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Admissions. — As stated in the text (§ 723), an admission, in the

law of evidence is rather a levamen probatlonis than o. probatlo ;—
a fact to be proved by evidence than evidence to prove a fact. In

popular acceptation, an "admission" is a statement made by a party

against his interest. Such is not the legal meaning of the phrase.

A rule of procedure prescribes that no proof need be offered of a rele-

vant fact which the other side has stated. It is, so to speak,

one of the rules of the game ;
— analogous to that which exempted

a party under common law pleading from the necessity of proving

a fact not denied by his opponent. The statejnent of the relevant

fact may have seemed highly favourable to the interest of the declar-

ant at the time it was made. It is competent evidence, notwith-

standing. It is naturally to be inferred from the circumstance that

the statement has become relevant to the cause of the opposite side

that, in many instances, the declaration as made is really against

the interest of the declarant. But the statement is not rendered

competent by this fact. It is admissible because the other side

made it. Powell v. Tarry, 77 Va. 250 (1883) ; Potter v. Mellin, 41
Minn. 487 (1889) ; Goodnow v. Parsons, 36 Vt. 46 (18G3) ; Robin-

son V. Stuart, 68 Me. 61 (1878) ; Crowe v. Colbeth, 63 Wis. 643

(1885); Com. v. Gay, 162 Mass. 458 (1894) ;
" The admissions of a

XJarty, if material to the issue, are always competent." Mears v.

Cornwall, 73 Mich. 78 (1888). Where part of a conversation, claimed
to amount to an admission, is given by one side, the remainder of

the conversation modifying the part given in evidence may be called

for by the other side, though consisting, in part, of declarations in

the declarant's favor. Williams v. Mower, 29 S. C. 332 (1888).
'• Where an admission against interest is offered in evidence, it

must be taken together as a whole. The triers of the fact may give

credence to that part only which is against the interest of the de-

clarant, but the court cannot reject that part which is in the declar-

ant's favor as having no probative force." Hormann v. Wirtel, 59
Mo. App. 646 (1894). "It is a wholesome rule, that where part of

what a man says is used to charge him, he is entitled to the balance

of what he said to discharge himself." Steele v. W^ood, 78 X. C.

365 (1878).

The interest may be proprietary ; as the admission of a tenant as

to the character and extent of his tenancy. Secor v. Pestana, 37
111. 525 (1865) ; Plummer v. Currier, 52 N. H. 287 (1872).
Form of Declaration.— The form in which an admission is

made is immaterial, so far as its competency is concerned. Various
obvious considerations, arising from the circumstances under which,
or the form in which, such an admission may affect the weight to be

attached to it.
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An admission may be contained in a deposition, though "the cap-

tion might have been irregular or even unjustifiable." Carr v.

(rriffin, 44 N. H. 510 (18G3). Or in an affidavit liled in court on
removal of a case. Baker v. Hess, 53 111. App. 473 (1893). Ad-
missions made in the defendant's answer in another case have been

held competent. Printup v. I'atton, 91 Ga. 422 (1893) ; Radclytle v.

Barton, 161 Mass. 327 (1894). It may consist of evidence given in

a former trial, and is competent in this form even if the declarant

is })resent in court and can be called as a witness. Buddee v.

S{)angler, 12 Col. 216 (1888) ; McAndrevvs v. Santee, 57 Barb. 193

(1869); Lorenzana v. Camarillo, 45 Cal. 125 (1872); Woods v.

Geveeke, 28 la. 561 (1870); German Nat. Bank v. Leonard, 40 Neb.
676 (1894). Such suit need not have been between the same parties,

'looker v. Gormer, 2 Hilt. 71 (1858).

If evidence, itself incomi)etent as an admission, is read over

and assented to by a defendant, it becomes competent as his admis-

sion, Beeckman (;. Montgomery, 14 N. J, Eq. 106 (1861).

On an issue as to the value of certain premises taken by a rail-

road, evidence is competent of the plaintiff's declarations, as to its

value, of an offer to sell it at a certain price and of his sale of a
portion of it at a certain price. East Brandywine &c. R, R, v.

Ranck, 78 Pa. St. 454 (1875).

The admission may take the form of an entry upon an account

book. McNutt V. McDonald, 3 Nova Scotia, 175 (1873) ; Robert's

Appeal, 126 Pa. St, 102 (1889).

An admission may be contained in a common law pleading.

Soaps V. Eichburg, 42 111. App. 375 (1891).

It is not objectionable that an admission is contained in an in-

strument which is legally inoperative as to its own intended effect.

The admission is still competent. Hickey v. Hinsdale, 12 Mich.
99 (1863) ; Reis v. Hellman, 25 Oh. St. 180 (1874).

So a written promise made on Sunday, to pay a debt, while invalid

as a new promise, is competent as an admission of the existence of

the debt. 'Ayres v. Bane, 39 la. 518 (1874).

So an admission contained in a sealed instrument executed by an
agent who has merely a parol authority, may still bind the princi-

pal, Morrell v. Cawley, 17 Abb, Prac."76 (1863). So of an admis-
sion contained in an instrument executed by an agent without
authority. Huffman v. Cartwright, 44 Tex. 296 (1875).

Admissions may relate to the contents of a written document.
Loomis V. Wadhams, 8 Gray, 557 (1857) ; Taylor v. Peck, 21 Graft.

11 (1871) ; Denver &c. R. R. v. Wilson, 4 Col. App. 355 (1894).
Or even of a record. Smith v. Palmer, 6 Cush. 513 (1850).
To the contrary, see Jameson v. Conway, 10 111. 227 (1848).

Threadgill v. White, 11 Ired. Law, 591 (1850). The contents of a
record cannot be proved by an admission. Smith v. Palmer, 6 Cush.
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513 (1850). They ma}' enure to the benefit of one not a party to

the litigation. Burleson v. Goodman, 32 Tex. 229 (1869)^ They

may be used to prove a book account. Bonnell v. Mawha, 37 N. J.

L. 198 (1874).

Force of Admissions.— The weight to be attached to admissions

has been variously stated by different courts. In Pence v. Makepeace,

65 Ind. 345, 365" (1879) the following charge to the jury was ap-

proved by the supreme court of Indiana. "Verbal admissions or

statements, consisting of mere repetitious of oral statements made

some time ago, are subject to much imperfection and mistake, for

the reason that the party making themanay not have expressed his

or her own meaning, or the witness may have misunderstood him or

her, or, by not giving their exact language, may have changed the

meaning of what was said ; such evidence should, therefore, be re-

ceived by the jury with great caution. But admissions deliber-

ately made, and well understood, are entitled to your consideration,

especially when made against a party's own interest." Pence v.

Makepeace, 65 Ind. 345, 365 (1879).

« We do not think that admissions by parties are to be regarded

as an inferior kind of evidence ; for, on the contrary, when satis-

factorily proven, they constitute a ground of belief on which the

mind justly reposes with strong confidence." Ector v. Welsh, 29

Ga. 443, 450 (1859).

"The following instruction was proposed on behalf of the defend-

ant, and refused: 'Admissions not being under oatli, and liable to

be misunderstood, as against sworn testimony, are considered very

feeble evidence, unless fully corroborated. Tlie instruction was

properly refused. When a deliberate admission of a party against

his own interest is satisfactorily proved, it is not necessarily feeble

evidence, and does not require corroboration. It may be that the

instruction was intended to refer to the proof of admissions, and

not to tlie admissions themselves. Conceding that the instruction

admits of that interpretation, we still think it was properly refused.

The weight to be given to testimony of mere admissions is to be

determined by the jury; yet it may be proper for the court to say

to the jury that such testimony is usually unsatisfactory and should

be received with great caution. But it would scarcely be correct to

say in every case, without qualification or exception, that it is very

feeble testimony unless fully corroborated ; for cases may readily

be supposed, where an admission might be satisfactorily ])roved by

the uncorroborated testimony of a single witness.' " Saveland v.

Green, 40 Wis. 431, 444 (1876).

It has even been held that where admissions are not denied or

controlled they "must be taken as true." Robinson v. Stuart, 68

Me. 61 (1878).

The probative force of admissions is naturally increased where the

declarant was aware that the statement was against his interest.
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To Whom Made. — Declarations may be made to any one.

" There is no rule of law requiring such admissions to be made to

the party or his agent." Secor v. Festana, 37 111. 525 (18G5).

Privity. — Under certain circumstances, the admissions of one

person bind another equally as if made by himself. These circum-

stances substantially vary with the rules of positive or substantive

law regulating the particular relationship existing between the de-

clarant and the person claimed to be bound by his declaration.

Whether, for example, the declaration of an agent binds his prin-

cipal is a question in the law of agency. Whether sufficient privity

exists between A. and his predecessor in title that A. is bound or

affected by a statement made by the previous owner while in the

possession of the property in question is to be decided by the law of

property. When the rules of substantive law prescribe that certain

of A.'s admissions may be taken to be those of B., the ordinary rules

of evidence admitting B.'s admissions are applied.

Admissiox by Silenck. — The rule regarding admission has

been so far extended in many of the states of the American Union

as to consider competent the fact that certain statements of relevant

facts have been made under circumstances calling for denial if un-

true, in the presence of the opposing party, and that he has not

denied them. Corser v. Paul, 41 N. H. 24 (1860) ;
Johnson r. Day,

78 Me. 224 (188G) ; Humes v. O'Bryan, 74 Ala. 64 (1883) ;
Evans v.

Montgomery, 95 Mich. 497 (1893) ; Des :VIoines Savings Bank v.

Colfax Hotel Co., 88 la. 4 (1893) ; Wisdom o. Reeves (Ala.), 18 So.

Eep. 13 (1895). So where repeated interviews took plac;; between

the plaintiff and the officers of a defendant corporation, it is (com-

petent to show that the latter made no pretence that the defendant

was not liable. Proctor v. Old Colony K. R., 154 Mass. 251 (1S91).

" It is soinewliat like an omission to testify, or to produce books, or

to furnish explanations, when called on to do so." Proctor v. Old

Colony Pv. Pv., 154 Mass. 251 (1891). By a parity of reasoning,

'" The'omission of a party to reply to statements in a letter about

which he has knowledge, and which if not true he would naturally

deny, when he replies to other parts of the letter, is evidence tend-

ing to show that the statements so made and not denied are true."

Fe^'nno v. Weston, 31 Vt. 345,352 (1858).

But a mere failure to answer a letter does not make its statements

competent as admissions by silence. Learned v. Tillotson, 97 X. Y.

1 (1884) ;
Thomas v. Gage, 141 N. Y. 506 (1894) ;

St. Louis, &c. R.

R. V. Thomas, 85 111. 464 (1877); Meguire v. Corwine, 3 McArthur,

81 (1879) ; Waring v. U. S. Telegraph Co., 44 Howard's (X. Y.)

Prac. 69 (1873). The rule obtains in criminal cases. '•' A state-

ment is made either to a man, or within his hearing, that he was con-

cerned in the commission of a crime, to which he makes no reply

;

the natural inference is that the imputation is well founded, or he
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would have repelled it." State v. Reed, 62 Me. 129, 142 (1874) ;

Conway v. State, 118 Ind. 482 (1888) ; State v. Crockett, 82 N. C.

599 (1880) ; Ettinger v. Com., 98 Fa. St. 338, 345 (1881) ;
Miller v.

State, 68 Miss. 221 (1890) ; Garrett v. State, 76 Ala. 18 (1884).

Where the defendant's wife in his presence exclaimed, " We will

sell liquor in spite of all the officers of station 1," the defendant's

failure to deny the statement was held " some evidence of an ad-

mission on his part, if the declaration was understood by him in the

sense first mentioned (that husband and wife were engaged in sell-

ing liquor), and if the circumstances were such that according to

luunan experience he naturally would have repudiated it, if the

implied assertions were not true." Com. v. Funai, 146 Mass. 570

(1888). The rule has been applied not only to the defendant in a

criminal case, but to the prosecuting witness. State v. Burton, 94

N. C. 947 (1886).

A Necessary Qualification^. — To render an unchallenged decla-

ration made in a person's presence evidence against him, it is essen-

tial that he be in a position to reply, if so minded. '^ If a party is

so situated that he is not called upon to say anything, and does not

say anything, his silence under such circumstances is not to be

taken as furnishing any ground for an inference that he thereby

made any admission." Proctor v. Old Colony R. R., 154 Mass.

2.51 (1891) ; Covser v. Paul, 41 N. H. 24 (1860); Gibney v. Mar-

chay, 34 X. Y. 301, 305 (1866) ; Loggins v. State, 8 Tex. App. 434,

444 (1880) ; Kaelin v. Com., 84 Ky. 354, 367 (1886) ; Peck v. Ryan
(Ala.), 17 So. Rep. 733 (1895). It has been held by the supreme

court of Georgia that uncontroverted statements made in presence

of a party are incompetent, "unless it was at a time and umler cir-

cumstances when it was his duty to speak." Giles v. Vandiver, 91

Ga. 192 (1892). Thus where, in the course of previous judicial pro-

ceedings, a statement is made in the presence of the defendant, as

he is not at liberty to inter])Ose when and how he pleases, though a

party, no inference can be drawn, in a subsequent civil action, from

the former silence. Johnson v. Holliday, 79 Ind. 151 (1881) ; Mc
Elmurray v. Turner, 86 Ga. 215 (1890) ; P,royles v. State, 47 Ind.

251 (1874). So the defendant, not being at liberty to interrupt the

taking of a deposition of a witness by a magistrate, is not affected by
his failure to deny a statement contained in such deposition, tliough

made in his presence. Tobacco Co. v. McElwee, 96 X. C. 71 (1887).

So where a defendant attended a certain interview on condition that

he would " let the old man say what he pleased," no inference of

an admission can be drawn from his silence under accusation by the

person referred to. Slattery c. People, 76 111. 217 (1875). "The
defendant is not called upon to dispute the account on every occa-

sion, and care should be exercised in determining whether the cir-

cumstances called for it, so as to cause his omission to have weight
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against him." Churchill v. Fulliam, 8 la. 45 (1859) ; Huston's

Estate, 167 Pa. St. 217 (1895). A plaintiff who has been seen ex-

amining the defendant's books of account without objection has not

thereby furnished evidence that he has admitted the correctness

of certain payments therein contained. Cheney v. Cheney-, 162 Mass.

591 (1895).

A married woman is not required to object, under penalty of

acquiescence, during a conversation held with her husband, nor

when, just before the death of her husband, when he could scarcely

hear or speak, she, as the medium of communication between him
and another person, repeated similar expressions without contradic-

tion. " The interview was with her husband, not with her ; it does

not appear tliat she was inquired of in the matter. If she was not

called upon to speak, was not inquired of, and made no response, then

there was no such acquiescence as would bind her, nor justify the

master in finding from her silence any admission of the truth of

Nathan's statements. Whether a person is bound to speak when,

statements and declarations adverse to his interests are made, is

often a perplexing question, and it is difficult to state a rule appli-

cable to all cases, as the question so often depends upon the circum-

stances attending each case. It has often been before our courts

and the rule deducible from the cases seems to be this, evidence

that a party remained silent when declarations adverse to his inter-

ests are made in his hearing and presence, may be heard by the trier

when the occasion upon which the declaration is made calls for ad-

mission or denial on his part. In other words, whenever he is

called upon to speak ; whenever the circumstances demand a reply."

Pierce v. Pierce, 66 Vt. 369, 375 (1894).

A minister cannot be allowed to prove his contract with a reli-

gious society by reading extracts from a sermon preached by him in

their church, to the terms of which no open contradiction was made.
It was held to have been " made under circumstances which could
hardly require or admit a contradiction or disclaimer." Johnson v.

Trinity Church Society, 11 All. 123 (1865). So where the state-

ment, though made in the presence of a party, is made when he is

unable properly to understand or reply to it, no admission is implied.

A statement is incompetent if made in the presence of a person
asleep. Lanergan v. People, 39 X. Y. 39 (1868). Or if made in pres-

ence of a person so far under the influence of intoxication as not to

understand what is said,— a question of fact which may be left to

the jury. State v. Perkins, 3 Hawkes, 377 (1824). So statements
made in the presence of a deaf person are mere hearsay. Tufts v.

Charlestown, 4 Gray, 537 (1855). Where a defendant is under ar-

rest, no inference can be drawn from his failure to answer charges
made in his presence. State v. Howard, 102 Mo. Ill* (1S90). It natu-
rally follows that where silence is due to absence of information no
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inference can legitimately be drawn. "The silence of the party,

even where the declarations are addressed to himself, is worth very

little, as evidence, unless where he had the means of knowing the

truth or falsehood of the statement." Corser v. Paul, 41 N. H. 24

(1860).

So where the silence comes from the fact that the statement is

not heard, no admission can be predicated on it. Cabiness v. Hol-

land (Tex. Civ. App.), 30 So. W. 63 (1895). "This kind of evi-

dence should always be received with caution." Corser v. Paul, 41

N. H. 24 (1860). Whether the circumstances are such as to call

for a reply is said to be a preliminary question for the courts.

Pierce v. Pierce, 66 Vt. 369 (1894).

Compromise Negotiations. —The prevailing opinion m the

United States is to the effect that offers made in the course of com-

promise negotiations are not competent as admissions. Harrington

V. Inhabitants of Lincoln, 4 Gray, 563 (1855) ;
Molyneaux v. Col-

lier, 13 Ga. 406 (1853) ;
Commissioners v. Verbarg, 63 Ind. 107

(1878) ;
Daniels v. Woonsocket, 11 R. I. 4 (1874) ;

Louisville &c.

E. R. V. Wright, 115 Ind. 378 (1888) ;
Montgomery v. Allen, 84

Mich. 656 (1S91) ; Pelton v. Schmidt, (Mich.) 62 N. W. 552 (1895) ;

Smith V. Shell, 82 Mo. 215 (1884) ;
Kierstead v. Brown, 23 Neb.

595, 611 (1888) ;
Smith r. Satterlee, 130 N. Y. 677 (1891) ;

Inter-

national &c. R. R. V. Ragsdale, 67 Tex. 24 (1886) ;
Home Insurance

Co. V. Baltimore Warehouse Co. 93 U. S. 527, 548 (1876) ;
Perkins

V. Concord R. R., 44 N. H. 223 (1862) ;
Draper v. Inhabitants of

Hatfield, 124 Mass. 53 (1878) ;
Wrege v. Westcott, 30 N. J. Law,

212 (1862) ;
Arthur v. James, 28 Pa. St. 236 (1857) ;

Barker v.

Bushnell, 75 111. 220 (1874); Richards v. Noyes, 44 Wis. 609

(1878); Revnolds v. Manning, 15 Md. 510, 526 (1859); Darby v.

Roberts, 3 Tex. Civ. App. 427 (1893) ; Olson v. Peterson, 33 Neb.

358 (1891) ; Huetteman v. Viesselmjann, 48 Mo. App. 582 (1892);

Gc.rlium V. Auerswald, 59 Mo. App. 77 (1894) ;
Collier v. Coggins,

15 So. Rep. 578 (Ala.) (1894) ; Columbia Planing Mill v. Ins. Co.,

59 Mo. App. 204 (1894) ;
Fowles v. Allen, 64 Conn. 350 (1894).

"The facts attempted to be proved by plaintiffs are not facts

admitting a distinct liability, but were proposals that occurred in

the conversation or negotiations to effect a settlement of the claim.

This evidence was, therefore, properly rejected." Chaffe v. Mac-

kenzie, 43 La. Ann. 1062 (1891).

Where the offer of settlement is not for the sake of peace but for

another consideration e. gi. the continuance of the case for three

weeks, the offer is competent evidence of liability. Clapp v.

Poster, 34 Vt. 580 (1861). Where an offer was made, "without

prejudice" to a party claiming to have been injured in a railroad

collision that if he would submit himself to treatment by certain

doctors the company would settle by their report, the offer being
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expressly made for the purpose of being used, if not accepted, at

the trial as evidence of bad faith on the part of the plaintiif, it was

held that the entire offer was competent evidence for the jury at

the instance of the plaintiff. Clark v. Grand Trunk, '2\) Q. B. U.

C. 136 (18C0).

A mere offer to pay, not made on the faith of any pending treaty

of settlement is of course competent. Smith v. Whittier, 95 Cal.

279 (1892) ; Molyneaux v. Collier, 13 Ga. 406 (1853). State i\

Bruce, 33 La. Ann. 186 (1881). So of an offer to pay if a survey

shall show the existence of a trespass. Ashlock v. Linder, 50 111.

169 (1869). The fact that an offer of settlement of a contested

insurance loss has been made is competent though " dangerously

near transgressing the settled rule that offers of compromise are not

admissible " where the offer is not received as evidence of the plain-

tiff's claim Ixit solely on the question of waiver of the requirement

of proofs of loss within a limited period. Gould r. Insurance Co.,

134 Pa. St. 570,589 (1890).

Where an amount is fixed arbitrarily, as being what a person is

willing to pay rather than have a suit, " the rule is well settled that

no advantage can be taken of offers made by way of compromise
;

that a party may, with impunity, attempt to buy his peace." Ten-

nant v. Dudley, 144 N. Y. 504 (1895).

So where a defendant, whose horse had run away and injured the

plaintiff's horse, said to the plaintiff that " it was an accident and

accidents would happen, but he would do what was right about it

;

that he would pay the veterinary surgeon's bill and would let the

plaintiff have tlie use of a horse while the injured horse was laid

up," the statement is said to be •' to some extent an admission."

Bassett v. Shares, 63 Conn. 39, 44 (1893). "An offer of payment,

whether accepted or rejected, is evidence when the party making it

understood it to be, and made, it as, an admission of his liability.

It is not evidence when he made it for the purpose of averting

litigation, not intending to admit his liability." This (piestion is

one of fact for the court. Colburn v. Groton, 66 N. H. 151 (1889).

The Canadian practice places more insistence upon the formal use

of the phrase " without prejudice " than is usual in the United

States. Pirie v. Wyld, 11 Out. 422 (1886) ; Clark v. Grand Trunk
R. E... 29 Q. B. U. C. 136 (1869) ; Burns r. Kerr, 13 Q. B. U. C.

468 (185G).

It is believed that the following statement, iiulorsed by the court

of appeals of the state of Maryland in Reynolds v. Manning, 15

Md. 510, 527 (1859), is correct at the present day; "The most, if

not all, of the American cases have . . . gone on the intrinsic

character of the transaction, without requiring an express declara-

tion that the communication should be without prejudice."

It has been held by the supreme judicial court of Maine that
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when evidence is objected to on the ground that it is a statement
made in course of an effort to compromise a dispute, and it does not
as yet appear that such is the case, the court may properly receive

the evidence de bene and leave the whole matter to the jury, " with
direction not to consider the evidence if they found that the parties

were trying to compromise when the admissions and offer were
made." Webber v. Dunn, 71 Me. 331, 340 (1880); Hall v. Brown,
58 N. H. 93 (1877).

When negotiations for a settlement have failed and the confer-

ence is breaking up, what is said by the parties is no longer priv-

ileged. Broscharty. Tuttle, 59 Conn. 1 (1890). Conversely, where
the offer of compromise has been accepted its terms may be shown
on a bill in equity to enforce it. Omnium Securities Co. v. Richard-
son, 7 Ontario, 182 (1884). Communications made to a third party,

not during the pendency of compromise negotiations, are competent.
Moore r. Gaus, 113 Mo. 98 (1892).

Reasons for the Exclusion. — Two reasons are assigned for

the exclusion of compromise offers. First: — that it is against

public policy that attempts to terminate litigation should be bur-

dened by the danger of having any statements made in the course
of them used against the declarant.

So where the attempt was made to prove the plaintiff's admission
of what he had offered to settle for, the court, in rejecting the
evidence, say : — "It was but one of the modes of proving a fact

which, upon the soundest principles of public policy, cannot be
proved at all." Harrington v. Inhabitants of Lincoln, 4 Gray, 563
(1855). "Parties negotiating for a settlement would be shy of
offering their best terms if their offers were not privileged."

Daniels v. Woonsocket, 11 R. I. 4 (1874). "The authorities seem,
though not very numerous, to be clear upon the first point, that
letters written or communications made without prejudice, or offers

made for the sake of buying peace, or to effect a compromise, are

inadmissible in evidence. It seemingly being considered against
public policy as having a tendency to promote litigation, and to

prevent amicable settlements." Pirie v. Wyld, 11 Ont. Rep. 422
(1886). In Perkins v. Concord R. R., 44 N. H. 223 (1862) the
exclusion is said to be "on grounds of public policy." "This rule

is founded in policy, that there may be no discouragement to ami-
cable adjustment of disputes, by a fear, that if not completed, the
party amicably disposed may be injured." Gerrish v. Sweetzer, 4
Pick. 373, 377 (1826). "This rule is well settled that no advan-
tage can be taken of offers made by way of compromise ; that a
party may, with impunity, attem[)t to buy his peace." Teunant v.

Dudley, 144 N. Y. 504 (1895).

Second ; — because a statement made, not because it is believed

to be true but as an inducement to the purchase or sale of peace is
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not sufficiently probative of the truth of the statement as to war-

rant its being received in evidence. " Peace is of such wortli tliat

a reasonable man may well be presumed to seek after it even at the

cost of liis strict right, and by an abatement from his just claim.

The offer which a man makes to purchase it is to be taken, not as

]iis judgment of what he should receive at tlie end of litigation, but

what he is willing to receive and avoid it." Harrington v. Inhab-

itants of Lincoln, 4 Gray, oG3 (I800) ; Smith v. Sliell, 82 Mo. 215
(1884). " To permit the introduction of such offers tends to dis-

courage the adjustment of suits, and for that reason is against the

policy of the law. If the object of the party in making the offer

was to buy his peace (which is impliedly manifested by a mere
proposition to pay a sum in settlement), it is deemed to have been
made without prejudice and will be excluded." International &c.

E. R. V. liagsdale, 07 Tex. 24 (188G) ; Draper v. Inhabitants of

Hatfield, 124 Mass. 53 (1878).

" It was a mere offer to pay a sum of money to get rid of a law
suit, and was in no sense an admission that he owed tlie ])laintiff

that or any other sum." Richards v. Noyes, 44 Wis. 609 (1878).
" It is never the fntendment of the law to shut out the truth ; but

to repel any inference, which may arise from a proposition made, not
with design to admit the existence of a fact, but merely to buy one's

peace. If an admission, however, is made, because it is a fact, the

evidence to i)rove it is competent, whatever motive may. have
prompted to the declaration." Hartford Bridge Co. v. Granger, 4
Conn. 142 (1822) cited with approval in Fuller v. Hampton, 5
Conn. 416, 426 (1824).

Where an offer is not an effort to settle a disj)uted claim but an
admission of liability, it is competent. jMcKinzie v. Stretch, 53
111. A pp. 184 (1893).

Where a conversation is held, not '' for the purpose of endeavor-
ing to make a compromise of disputed claims, or that an offer or
offers miglit be made to purchase peace, but for the purpose of

ascertaining the claims really existing and justly due from one
party to the other, that they might be fairly adjusted " such a con-

versation, it has been held, "could not have been excluded by any
well established rule of evidence." Cole v. Cole, 33 Me. 542 (i852).

Similarly, where the conversation relates not to the existence of

a liability but concerns contemplated methods of paying an ad-

mitted claim, it is not privileged. Hood a. Tyner, 3 Ind. App. 51

(1891).

The question whether an offer is an admission of liability or a
mere purchase of peace is a question of fact for the court, the
decision of which may be set aside when against the evidence.
Colburn v. Groton, 66 N. H. l.~)l (1889).
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Independent Facts. It is entirely consistent with the reason-

ing on which offers of compromise are excluded as admissions that

statements of independent facts, though made in the course of com-

promise negotiations, are regarded as competent. Such independent

facts are presumably stated, not for the sake of peace, but because

they are believed to be true. So, while an offer of settlement of an

injury caused by a defect in a highway is incompetent, statements

of the particulars of the injury are admissible. ''The presiding

judge ruled that no offer of settlement, made by the plaintiff in a

conversation had with the agents of the defendants, with a view to

the adjustment of the controversy, was competent ; but that state-

ments of independent facts, made in the course of such conversa-

tion, might be admitted. The distinction is sound. The facts stated

were capable of being proved by any competent evidence, including

the admission of the plaintiff. 'JMie amount of a doctor's bill, the

cost of board during sickness, the loss of time by absence from the

service of his employer, were simple facts, capable of exact certainty

— facts, the statenient of which would not be modified by the occa-

sion on which it was made, certainly not to the prejudice of the

party making it."' Harrington v. Inhabitants of Lincoln, 4 Gray,

563 (1855). " An admission of an independent fact in no way con-

nected with the offer of compromise, although made during the

negotiations, is competent evidence.'" Louisville, &c. 11. R. v.

Wright, 115 Ind. 378 (1888) ; Perkins v. Concord R. E., 44 X. H.
223 (18G2) ; Draper r. Inhabitants of Hatfield, 124 Mass. 53 (1877) ;

Wrege v. Westcott, 30 N. J. Law, 212 (1862). "This rule seems
confined to the mere offer of compromise, for it is held that any
independent facts admitted during the treaty for a compromise, may
be given in evidence as confessions." Gerrish v. Sweetser, 4 Pick.

374, 377 (1826). " The authorities seem well agreed that proposals

made while a compromise is in treaty between the parties cannot be

offered in evidence, but conversations in which an independent fact

is disclosed may be admitted to prove it." Broschart v. Tuttle, 59
Conn. 1, 23 (1890). So a statement by a plaintiff when approached
with a view to settling a case that he knew nothing about it, that it

was A.'s doings and A. "would have to foot it in the end" are compe-
tent facts. " It was not an offer for a compromise, but an unqualified

admission of a fact. This is the true distinction between such state-

ments of a party as are admissible, and such as should be rejected

on the principle that men must be allowed ' to buy their peace ' with-

out prejudice." Marvin /•. Richmond, 3 Denio, 58 (1846); McElwee
Mfg. Co. V. Trowbridge, 68 Hun, 28 (1893). "The rule is strictly

held in this State that an offer to coni[)romise is not to be shown,
on account of the tendency sucli a practice would have to discourage

the settlement of disputes. But it is at the same time held with

equal clearness, that any independent admission, though made in
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the course of negotiations for a compromise, may be shown."
Plummer v. Currier, 52 N. H. 287 (1872). In the last-named case

it was accordingly held, in a case where a question was as to whether

a tenant was to jiay rent, that an offer by tlie defendant to submit
the question how much rent was due to an award, was a competent
fact. Ibid. . " Admissions made on the occasion of an attempted
settlement, if parcel of the treaty for a compromise, and made in

furtherance of tlie treaty, are privileged, and cannot be given in

evidence against the party making them, because they are made
upon a confidence and trust, and are received as such by the jmrty

to whom they are addressed. But if a party during such treaty

admits a fact to be true because it is a fact, and not because he is

willing to treat it as a fact for the purposes of the then pending
compromise, it may properly be shown in evidence." Doon v.

Kavey, 49 Vt. 293 (1877) ; Kalm v. Traders' Ins. Co. (Wyo.), 34
Pac. Eep. 1059 (1893). So, an admission that there is nothing
the matter with tlie plaintiff's side of an account, though made in

the course of an effort to settle a dispute, is competent. Goodnow
V. Parsons, 36 Vt. 46 (1863). A distinct admission of a contract

may be shown even if made in the course of compromise negotia-

tions. Scofield V. Parlin, &e. Co., 61 Fed. Rep. 804 (l.s94).

" It is the policy of the law to facilitate the settlement of contro-

versies, and therefore an offer to pay a sum of money to compromise
a dispute, is not admissible in evidence to prove that the sum offered

was admitted to be due. But it is also the object of tlie law of evi-

dence to ascertain the truth, and therefore the distinct admission of a
fact in a letter or in conversation, is not to be excluded because it is

accompanied by an offer to compromise the suit. Proposals made
while the compromise is on the carpet, do not bind, but conversations

in which a fact is disclosed may be admitted to prove it." Arthur
V. James, 28 Pa. St. 236 (1857). So the payment of a sum of money
to the mother of a bastard for its support is acompetent fact though
efforts at a compromise were still pending. Fuller v. Hampton, 5

Conn. 416, 420 (1824). " Although the policy of the law favors

amicable settlements of controversies and therefore prohibits evi-

dence of negotiations made by a party for the purpose of buying
his peace, when during negotiations for a compromise a fact is con-

ceded as in this instance without reservation, evidence of such ad-

mission is competent against the party." Kutcher v. Love, 19 Col.

542 (1894). <' Offers of compromise do not bind; but admissions
or statements of the facts are evidence, though made in an endeavor
to effect a settlement." Thom v. Hess, 51 111. App. 274 (1893).
"The letter was a mere offer to accept $15.00 in satisfaction of the
plaintiffs' demand, and as such was properly excluded as an offer of
compromise. . . . The question is a very different one from that
which would have been presented had the letter stated that the
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wood in question was wortli only filO.OO. Fowles v. Allen, 64

Conn. 350 (1894).

So an admission that one is a partner, though made in the course

of compromise negotiations, is competent. Garner v. Myrick, 30

Miss. 448 (1855).

So " where the execution of the contract sued on is denied by the

defendant, a letter offering to compromise the claim, and making

an express recognition of the contract, is admissible in evidence as

an admission of the execution of the contract." Scofield v. Parlin,

61 Fed. Eep. 804 (1894).

An offer by the defendant to a bastardy complaint to pay half the

expenses of putting the prosecutrix away from home is competent.

Kobb V. Hewitt, 39 Xeb. 217 (1894).

Admissions and statements of facts are competent, though made

in an effort to effect a settlement. Thorn v. Hess, 51 111. App. 274

(1893) ; Kutcher v. Love, 19 Col. 542 (1894) ; Taylor v. R. R. Co.,

101 Mich. 140 (1894).

But it has been held that the fact that a particular claim is not

made during the pendency of compromise negotiations is not com-

petent. Kierstead v. Brown, 23 Neb. 595 (1888).

Where the offer of compromise actually contains or amounts to

an admission of liability, that fact is competent. McKinzie v.

Stretch, 53 111. App. 184 (1893).

The supreme court of Indiana have apparently added a further

qualification upon the rule admitting in evidence an admission of an

independent fact made in the course of compromise negotiation, viz.,

that the admission of such independent fact should not have been

designed to further the reaching of a compromise. Tliis certainly

seems within the "equity of the rule." "Even if it be conceded

that the conversation between the parties related to a compromise,

still a specific admission of a fact, because it is a fact, made in the

course of such a conversation, and not made to open the way to a

compromise, is admissible. The rule on this subject is thus stated

by the court in one of the cases referred to by the appellant

:

' An offer, concession, or admission, made in the course of an

ineffectual treaty of compromise, and constituting, in itself, the

point yielded for tlie sake of peace, and not because it was just or

true, is not competent evidence against the party making it ; but the

law is otherwise with regard to an independent fact admitted to be

true, but not constituting such yielded point.' Wilt v. Bird, 7 Blackf

.

258, Substantially the same language is used in Cates v. Kellogg,

9 Ind. 506 ; and in Pattison v. Xorris, 29 Ind. 165, a somewhat

broader statement is made. The rule stated governs here, for the

defendant admitted, as an independent substantive fact, that he had

uttered slanderous words, imputing to the plaintiff a want of chas-

tity, and did not make the admission for the purpose of securing a

compromise."' Biuford r. Young, 115 Ind. 174 (1888).
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When conclusive. — Admissions, as a rule, are capable of ex-

planation, and their effect may be controlled by other evidence.

Buzard v. McAnulty, 77 Tex. 438 (1890); Kinney v. Farnsworth,

17 Conn. 355 (1845) .
" Receipts and other admissions of parties are

always open to explanation, unless under particular circumstances,

as wliere they have led to conduct in other parties, involving loss to

them, by reason of their having acted n^xju the faith of such admis-

sions : or unless they can be treated all the way through as conclu-

sive." Cuvillier v. Browne, 4 Q. B. U. C. 105 (10 Vic). '-It is

insisted that the plaintiff had, after the accident, made certain state-

ments or admissions that he was walking backward at the time that

his foot got caught, which were inconsistent with his testimony.

Such statements go to the credibility of his testimony merely, and

are for the jury." Eastman v. Eailway Co., 101 Mich. 597, 603

(1894).

So a pleader may show that his admission in pleading was made
inconsiderately and without adequate knowledge of the facts. Smith

V. Fowler, 12 Lea, 163 (1883) ; Buzard v. McAnulty, 77 Tex. 438

(1890).

So an admission in court may be retracted at a subsequent trial,

though the fact of the previous admission is still competent. I'erry

V. Simpson Waterproof Mfg. Co., 40 Conn. 313 (1873). See also

Stowe /'. Bishop, 58 Vt. 498 (1886), to the effect that where a man
admitted negligence he can show that upon reflection he became

convinced that his conduct was justified. '• In the circumstances of

the case, negligence was a question of fact and not of law, and de-

fendant's statements were evidence against him on that point ; but

as they were non-contractual and non-dispositive admissions, they

were not conclusive proof of that which he stated, but were open to

neutralization by showing that on reflection and consideration lie

had come to think otherwise. Dennisou v. Miner, 2 Atl. Eep. 561

(Sup. Ct. of Pa.), is exactly in point."

Conclusive Admissions are Estoppels.— Under what circum-

stances an admission is conclusive is a question decided by the

ordinary rules of equitable estoppel. Admissions, by silence or

otherwise, which have been acted on by the person to whom made,

cannot be denied if their denial would work injury to one who has

acted upon them in good faith. Corser v. Paul, 41 X. H. 24 (1860) ;

Cuvillier v. Browne, 4 Q. B. U. C. 105 (1847) ; Welland Canal Co. i^.

Hathaway, 8 Wend. 480 (1832).
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CHAPTER X.

CONFESSIONS.

§ 862.' The only topic under the general head of admissions

which remains to be discussed, is that of confessions of guilt in

criminal cases. In such cases evidence of oral confession of guilt

ought—as just remarked in regard to admissions in civil pro-

ceedings,-—to be received with great caution.^ Not only does

considerable danger of mistake arise from the misapprehension or

malice of witnesses, the misuse of words, the failure of the party to

express his own meaning, and the infirmity of memory,^ but the

zeal which generally prevails to detect offenders, especially in cases

of aggravated guilt, and the strong disposition which is often

displayed by persons engaged in pursuit of evidence to magnify

slight grounds of suspicion into sufficient proof,^—together with

the character of the witnesses, who are sometimes necessarily called

in cases of secret and atrocious crime,—all tend to impair the value

of this kind of evidence, and sometimes lead to its rejection, where,

* Gr. Ev. § 214, in great part. hearer to take one -word for another,
* Ante, § S61. or to take a word in a sense not in-
8 Macaulay has remarked, "Words tended by the sj^eaker ; and for want

may easily be misunderstood bj' an of an exact representation of the tone
honest man. They may easily be of voice, emphasis, countenance, eye,
misconstrued by a knave. What was manner, and action of the one who
spoken metaphorically may beappre- made the confession, how almost im-
hended literally. What was si^oken possible is it to make third persons
ludicroui^ly may be apprehended understand the exact state of his mind
seriously. A particle, a tense, a and meaning! For these reasons such
mood, an emphasis, may make the evidence is received with great dis-
whole difference between guilt and trust, and under apprehensions for
innocence." History of England, the wrong it may do."
vol. 1, ch. 5, p. 583. ^ For a curious instance of this

* See Earle V. Picken, 1833 (Parke, kind of exaggeration, see the evi-
B.^ ; E. V. Simons, 18:34 (Alderson, dence adduced in support of Hugh
B.); ColoTnan's case, 1748 (Ir.). In Macauley Boyd's claim to the author-
Ee>p. V. Fields, 1822-4 (Am.), the ship of Junius. 1 Woodfall's Junius,
court observed, "How easy is it for the *133—*137. See ante, § 57.
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in civil actions, it would have been received. The weighty obser-

vation of Mr. Justice Foster should also be kept in mind, that

" this evidence is not, in the ordinary course of things, to be

disproved by that sort of negative evidence, by which the proof of

plain facts may be, and often is, confronted." ^

§ 863. In addition to these sources of distrust, which are often

sufficient to raise a serious doubt whether the confession given in

evidence was actually made by the prisoner in the words, or to the

efPect, stated by the witnesses, there is yet another reason why
caution should be employed in receiving and weighing confessions.

The statements, though made as deposed to, may be fake. The
prisoner, oppressed by the calamity of his situation, may have

been induced by motives of hope or fear to make an untrue con-

fession
;
2 and the same result may have arisen from a morbid

1 Post. C. L. 243. See, also, 1 Ph.
Ev._ 307; Lench v. Leneh, 1805;
Smith V. Burnham, 1838 (Am.)

;

E. V. Crossfield, 1796, per Mr.
Adams, in his address to the jury.
The civilians placed little reliance
on naked confessions of guilt, not
corroborated by other testimony.
Caj'pzovius, after citing the oj^inion

of Severus to that effect, and enume-
rating the various kinds of misery
which tempt its wretched victims to

this mode of suicide, adds—"quorum
omnium ex his fontibus contra se
emissa pronunciatio, non tarn delicti

confessione firmati quam vox do/on's,

vel insauientis oratio est": Carpz.
Pract. Ser. Or. Pars. III. Qa?st. 114,
p. 160. So, also, in the Eccles. Courts
it is regarded with great distrust.
See per Sir W. Scott, in Williams v.

Williams, 1798.
^ In Grecnleaf on Evidence, loth

edit., 1892, p. 290, various cases and
dicta are cited of confessions which
were false, and thus show the need
of extreme caution as to accepting
aU confessions. Among other in-
stances quoted is the remarkable
case of the two Boorns (Am.), con-
victed in the Supr. Court of Vermont
in September, 1819, of the murder of
Eussell Colvin, May 10th, 1812. It
appeared that Colvin, who was the
brother-in-law of the prisoners, was
a person of weak mind ; that he was

considered burdensome to the family
of the prisoners, who were obliged
to support him ; that on the day of
his disappearance, being in a distaut
field where the prisoners were at
work, a violent quarrel broke out
between them; and that one of them
struck him a violent blow on the
back of the head with a club, which
felled him to the ground. Some
suspicions arose at that time that
he was murdered, which were in-
creased by the finding of his hat in
the same field a few months after-
wards. These suspicions in process
of time subsided ; but, in 1819, one
of the neighbours having i epeatedly
di-eamed of the murder, with great
minuteness of circumstance, both
in regard to his death and the con-
cealment of his remains, the prisoners
were vehemently accused, and gene-
rally believed guiltj^ of the murder.
Upon strict search, the pocket-knife
of Colvin and a button of his clothes
were found in an old open cellar in the
same field, and in a hollow stump not
many rods from it were discovered
two nails and a number of bones,
believed to be those of a man. Upon
this evidence, together with their
deliberate confession of the fact of
the murder and concealment of the
body in 'those places, the prisoners
were convicted and sentenced to die.

On the same day they applied to the
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ambition to obtain an infamous notoriety,^ from an insane or

criminal desire to be rid of life, from a reasonable wish to break

off old connexions, and to commence a new career, from an almost

pardonable anxiety to screen a relative or a comrade,'- or even from

the delusion of an overwrought and fantastic imagmation.^

§ 864 Still, the actual instances of fiihe confessions of crime

are very rare, and^ their just value has been happily stat..d by one

of the most accomplished of modern jurists. " Whilst such anoma-

lous cases," says the writer, " ought to render courts and juries at

all times extremely watchful of every fact attendant on confessions

of guilt, the cases should never be invoked, or so urged by the

accused's counsel, as to invalidate indiscriminately all confessions

put to the jury, thus repudiating those salutary distinctions which

the court, in the judicious exercise of its duty, shall be enabled to

make Such an use of these anomalies, which should be regarded

as mere exceptions, and which should speak only in the voice

of warning, is no less unprofessional than impolitic; and should

be regarded as offensive to the intelligence both of court and

jury."^

Legislature for a commutation of the

sentence of death to that of perpetual

imprisonment ; which, as to one ot

them only, was granted. The con-

fession being now withdrawn and

contradicted, and a reward ofterecl

for the discovery of the missing man,

he was found in New Jersey, and re-

turned home in time to prevent the

execution. He had fled for fear that

thev would kill him. The bones were

those of some animal. They had been

advised by some misjudging friends

that, as they would certainly be con-

victed upon the circumstances proved,

their only chance of life, by commu-

tation of punishment, depended on

their making a penitential confession,

and thereupon obtaining a recom-

mendation to mercy. This case, ot

which there is a Eeport in the J^aw

Library of Harvard University, is

critically examined in a learned

article in the North Amer. Kev.

vol. X. pp. 418—429. For another

case of false confession, under a pro-

mise of pardon, see a case cited m
note to Warickshall's case, 1783.

1 One or other of these motives

probably induced Hubert falsely to

confess that he set fire to London m
1666. His confession cost him his

life. See 6 How. St. Tr. 807-809,

819_S21 ; and WiUs, Cir. Ev. 70—75.

See, also. General Lee's assertion that

he was the author of Junius, as nar-

rated in 1 Woodfall's Junius, *r22,

*123.
2 Mr. Joy mentions the case ot au

innocent person making a false con-

structive confession, in order to fix

suspicion on himself alone, that his

guilty brothers might have time to

escape,—a stratagem which was com-

pletely successful ; after which he

proved an alibi in the most satisfac-

tory manner. Joy on Conf. (Ir.) 107 ;

1 Chit. Cr. L. 85, S. C.

3 This is probably the true key to

the frequent confessions of the poor

wretches in old times tried for witch-

craft. See Mary Smith's case, 1616 ;

Essex witches, 1 645 ; Suffolk witches,

1665 • Devon witches tried in 1682.

* Gr. Ev. § 214, n. 2.

5 1 Hoffman on Leg. Study, p. 367.
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§ 865.^ Indeed, all reflecting men are now generally agreed,

that deliberate and voluntary confessions of guilt, if clearly proved,

are among the most effectual proofs in the law ; their value

depending on the sound presumption, that a rational being will

not make admissions prejudicial to his interest and safety, unless

when urged by the promptings of truth and conscience.^ Such

confessions, therefore, made by a prisoner to any person, at

any time, and in any place, are at common law receivable in

evidence,^ while the degree of credit due to them must be esti-

mated by the jury according to the particular circumstances of each

case.

§ 866.'* Confessions may be divided into two classes, namely,

judicial and extra-judicial. Judicial confessions are those which

are made before the magistrate, or in court, in the due course of

legal proceedings ; and it is essential that they be made of the

free will of the party, and with full knowledge of the nature and

consequences of the confession. Of this kind are the preliminary

examinations taken in writing by magistrates pursuant to statute

;

and the plea of guilty to an indictment, made in open court.

Either of these is sufficient by itself to support a conviction, though

followed by a sentence of death, they both being deliberately and

solemnly made under the protecting caution and oversight of the

judge. Even on trials for treason or misprif^ion of treason, where

the law in its clemency affords to the accused unusual protection, a

" willing confession without violence in open court," renders it un-

necessary to call witnesses in support of the charge ;'^ and, perhaps,

also,—though this would seem to be highly questionable,''—a con-

fession made during the solemnity of an examination before a

magistrate or other person having authority to tnke it, will, if

satisfactorily proved by two witnesses, be deemed sufficient evidence

1 Gr. Ev. § 215, in part. Ev. (Ir.) 42, 47.
'^ Waiickshall's case, 1783; Lambe's * Gr. Ev. § 216, as to first twelve

case, 17M1 ; Mortimer v. Mortimer, lines.

1820; Harris r. Harris, 1829; 1 Gilb. ^ 7 W. 3, c. 3 (" The Treason Act,
Ev. 216 ; Dig. lib. 42, tit. 2. de Con- 1695 "), § 2 ; extended to Ireland by
fess. ; Van Leeuw. Comm. b. v. ch. 1 & 2 G. 4, c. 24; Gregg's case, 1708.

xxi. § 1 ; 2 Poth. Obi. App. Numb. " Berwick's case, 1746 ; R. v.

xvi. § 13. Willis, 1710 (Ward, C.B., and Eyre,
8 Lambe's case, 1791; M'Nally, S.-G.).
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to warrant a conviction.^ Tlie canon law, too,—scrupulous as it is

on the subject of evidence,—regards a judicial and free confession,

made out of prison, and witliout any just fear or danger, as amount-

ing, in the phrase of the Spiritual Courts, to a plena probatio.^

The doctrine of the Eoman law, was also to the like eilect,

—

con-

fe.ssos in jure pro judicatis habcri placet

;

—and, indeed, it may be

deemed a rule of universal jurisprudence.'^

§ 867.'' Extra-judicial confemons are those which are made by

the party elsewhere than before a magistrate, or in court; this

term embracing not only express confessions of crime, but all

those admissions and acts of the accused from which guilt may

be implied. All voluntary confessions of this kind are receivable

in evidence, on being proved like other facts ; and this, too, on

trials for treason or misprision of treason, in like manner as on

ordinary indictments ; except only that, on these more serious

occasions, they will not supply the want of the two witnesses,

whose testimony is required by the Act of William the Third.

Consequently, confessions, whether proved by one witness or two,

can only be treated as corroborative evidence of the overt act

charo-ed ;^ unless such overt act be the assassination of the Queen,

or any attempt to injure her person, in which event the accused

may be convicted on the same evidence as an ordinary murderer."

§ 868.^ Whether, on ordinary indictments for felony or mis-

demeanor, extra-judicial confessions, uncorroborated by any other

proof of the corpus delicti,^ are of themselves, in general, sufficient

to jubtify a conviction of a prisoner, has been gravely doubted.^

1 Fo^t. C. L. 240—243. See, also, E. v. Tinkles, 1873 (Ir.).

* Aylitte Par. 545. ^ In'Eoman law,' such naked con-
2 Cod. Lib. 7, tit. 59 ; 1 Potli. Obi. fessions amounted only to a semi-

pt. iv. ch.. 3, § 1, num. 798; Van plena probatio, upon which alone no

Leeuw. Comm. b. 5, ch. 21, § 2 ; 1 judgment couhl be founded ; and, at

Masc. de Prob. Cone. 344. most, the accused, in particular cases,

* Gr. Ev. § 216, as to first five could only b>^ put to the torture. But

lines. it voluntarily made in the presence
^ E. V. Willis, 1710; Fost. C. L. of the injured party, or if reiterated

240—243; E. v. Cros-tield, 1796. at ditfereut times in his absence, and
^ 39 & 40 G. 3, c. 93 ("The Trea- persisted in, they were received as

son Act, 1800"); 1 & 2 G. 4, c. 24, plenary proof: Everh. Ccmcl. xix. 8,

§ 2, Ir. ; 5 & 6 V. c. 51 (" The Trea- Ixxii. 5, cxxxi. 1, clxiv. 1, 2, 3,

son Act, 1842 "), § 1. clxxxvi. 2, 3, 11 ; 1 Masc. de Prob.
' Gr. Ev. § 217, in part. Concl. 347, 349; Van Leeuw. Comm.
8 As to when the corpus delicti b. 5, ch. 21, §5 4, 5; Carpz. Pract.

need not be proved, see ante, § 141. Eer. Cr. Pars. II. Quuest. 60, n. 8.
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In each of the English eases usually cited in favour of tlie suffi-

ciency of this evidence, some corroborative circumstance will he

found.^ One case,^ indeed, seems to be an exception ; but it is far

too briefly reported to be relied on as an authority.^ In the

United States, a prisoner's coufession, when the corpus delicti is

not otherwise proved, has been held insufficient to warrant his

conviction,^ and this opinion certainly best accords with the

humanity of the criminal law% with the great degree of caution

applied in receiving and weighing the evidence of confessions in

other cases, and is countenanced by approved waiters on this

branch of the law.^

§ 869. However, in the Divorce Division a decree for dissolution

of marriage can, as we have seen,^ legally rest on the respondent's

admission of adultery, though unsupported by any confirmatory

evidence.

§ 870." In the proof of confessions,—as in the case of admissions

in civil causes,^

—

t/ir w/iok of what the jjrisoner said on the subject,

1 Thus, for example, in E. v. El-

dridge, 1821, the pT-isoner, -who con-

fessed, was indicted for horse-steal-

ing ; the horse was found in his

possession, and he had sold it for

12/., after asking 35/., which was
its fair value. In another case (E.

V. Falkner and Bond, 1822), the

person robbed was called upon his

recognizance, and it was proved that

one of the prisoners, who confessed,

had endeavoui'ed to send a message
to him to keep him from appearing.

In yet another case (E. v. White,
182;i) there was strong circumstantial

evidence both of the larceny fi^om

the prosecutor's stable, and of the

prisoner's guilt ; and in the case of

another prisoner (E. v. Tippet, 1823),

who was indicted for the same lar-

ceny, part of this evidence was also

given, together with the additional

proof that such prisoner was an
under-ostler in the same stable. In
all these cases, too, except in that

secondly cited (E. v. Falkner and
Bond, 1822), the confessions were
solemnly made before the examining
magistrate, and taken down in due
form of law ; and in the case which
forms the exception (E. v. Falkner and
Bond, 1822) the confessions were re-

peated, once to the officer who appre-
hended the prisoners, and again on
hearing the depositions read over
which contained the charge. In
anothf^r case, which is contained in a
very brief note (Stone's case, lo61),

it does not ajjpear that the corpus
delicti was not otherwise proved ; on
the contrary, the natiu-al inference
from the report is, that it was. See,

also, E. V. Sutcliffe, 1850.
- E. V. AVheeliug, 1789.
^ The report merely states that,

" in the case of John Wheeling, tried

before Loi'd Keoyon, at the Summer
Assizes at Salisbury, 1789, it was
determined that a prisoner may be
conAncted on his confession, when
proved by legal testimony, though
it is totally uncorroborated by any
other evidence."

* Greenleaf on Evidence, 14th (or

1892) edit., citing various American
authorities.

« See Guild's case, 1828 (Am.);
Long's case, 1797 (Am.); and E. v.

Edgar, 1831, cited 2 Euss. C. & M.
255, 826 n. b ; and see also, 4 Hawk.
P. C. 425.

6 Ante, § 768.
' Gr. Ev. § 218, in great part.
8 Ante, §§ 725—734.
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at the time of making the confession, should be taken together.

It is not reasonable to assume, that the entire proposition respecting

the prisoner's connection with the crime, with all its limitations,

was contained in one sentence, or in any particular number of

sentences. As the meaning of a writing must, in civil cases, be

collected from the whole taken together, and as, when several

instruments relating to the same matter have been executed at one

time, they are all resorted to for the purpose of ascertaining the

intention of the parties, so here, if one part of a conversation is

relied on, as proof of a confession of the crime, the prisoner has

a right to lay before the court the whole of what was said in that

conversation; or at least so much as is explanatory of the part

already proved, and perhaps, in favorem vitiB, all that was

relative to the subject-matter in issue.^ For, as already observed

respecting admissions,^ unless the whole is considered, the true

meaning of the part which is evidence against the prisoner cannot

be ascertained.

§ 871. But if, after the entire statement of a prisoner has been

given in evidence, the prosecutor can contradict any part of it, he

is at liberty to do so ; and then the whole testimony is left to the

jury for their consideration, precisely as in other cases where one

part of the evidence is contradictory to another.^ Even without

such contradiction it is not to be supposed that all the parts of a

confession are entitled to equal credit. The jury may believe that

part which charges the prisoner, and reject that which is in his

favom% if they see sufficient grounds for so doiug.^ If what he

said in his own favour is not contradicted by evidence offered by

the prosecutor, nor is improbable in itself, it will be naturally

believed by the jury ; but they are not bound to give weight to it

on that account, being at liberty to judge of it, like other evidence,

by all the circumstances of the case.'^ And if the confession

implicate other persons by name, still it must be proved as it was

1 Per Ld. C. J. Abbott in the ^ j^. ^. Jones, 1827.

Queen's case, 1820, H. L. ; as quali- * R. r. agg-ms 1829 (Parke J.):

fied bv the court in Prince v. Same, E. v. Steptoe, 18.,0 (Park, J.)
,
Resp.

18:^8; K.^. Jones, 1827; E.t;.Hig- ^- ^S^arty IjSl (Am.)-
• „ 1 q.;q 5 Per Littledale, J., m E. v. Clewes,

gms, losv. 100A
Ante, §§ 725—729. and cases there 18dU.

cited.
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CONFESSIONS MUST BE VOLUNTARY. [PART HI.

made, not omitting the names ; but the judge will instruct the

jury, that it is not evidence against anyone but the prisoner who

made it.^

§ 872.- Before any confession can be received in evidence in a

criminal case, it must be shown to have been roluntanhj made ; for,

" a confession, forced from the mind by the flattery of hope, or by

the torture of fear, comes in so questionable a shape, when it is

to be considered as the evidence of guilt, that no credit ought to

be given to it ; and therefore it is rejected."^ The evidence as to

whether the confession has been obtained by the influence of hope

or fear, being in its nature preliminary, is,—as we have seen,*

—

addressed to the judge, who will require the prosecutor to show

affjrmatkchj, to his satisfaction, that the statement was net made

under the influence of an improper inducement, and who, in the

event of any doubt subsisting on this head, will reject the confes-

sion.^ As the admission or rejection of a confession rests wholly

in the discretion of the judge, it is difficult to lay down particular

rules, a priori' for the government of that discretion ; and the more

so, because much must necessarily depend on the age, experience,

intelligence, and character of the prisoner, and on the circumstances

under which the confession was made.^ Language sufficient to

overcome the mind of one, may have no effect upon that of

another ; a consideration which may perhaps reconcile some

seemingly contradictory decisions. Still, it cannot be denied,

that the principle of excluding all confessions induced by hope

or fear on the part of the accused has been sometimes extended

much too far, and applied to cases where no reason could be

' E. V. Hearne, 1830(Littledale, J.); fession against herself, though it was
E.t'. Clewes, lS3U(id.); E. v. Fletcher, held to be inadmissible as 'evidence
1829 (id.) ; E. v. Hall, 1833 (Alder- against her paramour,
son. B.); E. v. Foster, 1833 (Ld. ^ Gr. Ev. § 219. in part.
Denman); E. v. Walkley, 1833 (Gur- ^ pgj. Y^sre, C.B., in Warickshall's
ney, B., who said it had been much case, 1783;" McXally.Ev, 47 ; Knapp'a
consideredbythe judges); Parke, J., case, 1830 (Am.); Chabbock's case,
thought otherwise in Barstow's case, 1804 (Am.).
1831. A striking example of the last * Ante, § 23.

proposition stated in the text was ^ ^ ^,_ Warringham, 1851 (Parke,
contained in the case of Eobicson v. B.); E. v. Thompson, 1893.
Eobinson and Lane, 1858-9, in which ^ McNally, Ev. 43 (Ir.) ; Nate's
a private diary kept by the wife, de- case, 1800 (Ld. Eldon, when C.J.)

;

scriliing her intrigues with the co- Knapp's case, 1830 (Am.),
respondent, was received as a con-
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CH. X ] PROMISE OR THREAT BY PERSON IN AUTHORITY.

given for supposing tliat tlie inducement bad had any influence

upon the mind of the prisoner.^

§ 873. Although no definite rule can be framed which shall be an

unerring guide in every supposable case, there are some points,

both in regard to the person by ichom the pronuae or threat is mcu/e,

and also in regard to the nature of the inducement itself, on which

the judges have pretty generally agreed, a knowledge of which

will materially assist the inquiry, whether any particular confession

should be admitted in evidence or rejected. And- first, as to the

person by rchom the inducement is offered. Here, it is very clear,

that if the promise or tbreat be made by anyone harhin authority

over the prisoner in connection with the prosecution,^—as, for

instance, by the prosecutor,^ the master or mistress of the prisoner,

when the offence concerns such master or mistress,^ the chaiiman

of the company which is prosecuting him,*' the constable,^ or other

officer,^ having him in custody, a magistrate,^ or the like,'"—the

confession will be rejected as not being voluntary. The same rule

will perhaps prevail, though the inducement was not actually

offered by the person in authority, if it were beld out by anyone in

his presence, and he by his silence miictioncd it.''

§ 874. In these cases, as the authority possessed by the persons

who make or sanction the inducement is calculated both to animate

1 See the observations of tlie judges where the prisoner was left in charge

in E. V. Baldry, 1852. of a woman, to whom she confessed
;

* Gr. Ev. § 222, in part. and inE. v. Windsor, 18ii4, Channell,

3 E. V. Parratt. 1831 (Alderson,B.), B., and Crompton, J., hiid down the

which was a confession by a sailor to law in a similar manner. Sed qu.,

his captain, who threatened him with and see E. v. Sleeman, 18 ')3
;
and B,

prison on a charge of stealing his v. Vernon, 1872.

watch ; E. v. Thompson, 1783 ; E. w. » E. v. Drew, 1837 (Coleridge, J.)j

Flemin"-, 1842 (Ir.). E. v. Cooper, 1833 (Parke, J.); Guild's

* E. vl Cass, 1784 (Gould, J.); E. case, 1828 (Am.).

V. Jones, 1S09; E. v. Jenkins, 1822. i" Qu. a surgeon; see E. v. King-
° E. V. Moore, 1852; E. v. War- ston, 1830; E. v. Garner, 1848. In

ringham, 1851 ; E. v. Upchui'ch, this last case the inducement was

1836; E. V. Taylor, 1839 (Patteson, held out by a surgeon, but in the

J.); E. V. Hearn, 1841 (Coltman, J.) ;
presence of the prisoner's master.

E. V. Hewett, 1842 (Patteson, J.). Qu. also, the husband of the prisoner:

6 E. V. Thompson, 1893. E. v. Laugher, 18-l().

"> E.V.Morton, 1843 (Coleridge, J.);
^' E. v. Pountnoy, 1836 (Alderson,

E. V. Swatkins, 1831 (Patteson, J.) ;
B.); E. v. Taylor, 1S39 (Patteson, J.);

E. V. Mills, 1833 (Gurney. B.) ; E. v. E. v. Drew, 1837 (Coleridge, J.) : E.

Shepherd, 1836 (Gaselee, J.). v. Simpson, 183^ (Ir.); E. v. Laugher,
» InE. V. Enoch, 1^33, Park and 1846 (Pollock, C.B.); E. t;.Luckhur8t,

Taunton, JJ., rejected a confession. 18o3. But .see E. v. Parker, 1861.
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the prisoner's hopes of favour, on the one hand, and, on the other,

to inspire him with awe, and in some degree to overcome the powers

of his mind, the law assumes the possibility, if not the probability,

of his making an untrue admission, and, consequently, withdraws

from the consideration of the jury any declaration of guilt which

the prisoner under these circumstances may be induced to make.

Moreover,—and this is a more sensible reason for the rule,—the

admission of such evidence would naturally lead the inferior agents

o£ the police, while seeking to obtain a character for activity and

zeal, to harass and oppress unfortunate prisoners, in the hope of

wringing from them a reluctant confession. It has been argued,

with apparent reason, that a confession made upon the promises or

threats of a person, assuming to act in the capacity of an officer or

magistrate, and erroneously believed by the prisoner to possess such

authority, ought, upon the above principles, to be excluded ;
but

the point is not known to have received any judicial consideration.

§ 875.^ Whether a confession made to a person, who having no

auilwriiy has held out an inducement, will be receivable, is a question

upon which judges entertain opposite opinions.^ Bosanquet, J., on

two occasions, held that the fact of any person telling a prisoner

that it would be better for him to confess, would alu-ays exclude any

confession made to that person;^ and one or two other cases may

perhaps be cited in support of the same view.* On the other hand,

Patteson, J., is reported to have said, in a more recent case, that,

iu the opinion of the judges, any confession is receivable, unless some

inducement has been held out by a person in authority ; and with

1 Gr. Ev. § 223, in part. 1830, where Parke and Littledale,

2 E. V. Spencer, 1837 (Parke, B.). JJ., rejected a confession made to a

See, also, E. v. Poimtney, 1 836 surpeon who had held out an induce-

(Alderson, B.) ; E. v. Gibbf)us, 1823. luent. Perhaps, however, this case
^ E. V. Duun, 1831 ; E. y. Slaughter, may rest on the ground that the

1831. In E. V. Downing, 1840, surgeon wns a person in authority,

where a woman was indicted for In E. v. Walkley, 1833, where evi-

child-murder, a confession made by dence of a confession was held inad-

her to an elderly woman, who was missible by Gurney, B., it does not
her neighbour and nurse, and who appear whether or not the witness,

told her it was better for her to con- to whom the stiitement was made,
fess, was held by Ld. Abinger to be and who had offered the inducement,
inadmissible ; and his lordship re- was a peison in authority ; and the
fused to admit evidence of a confes- same observation applies to the case

sion subsequently made to a surgeon. of E. v. Thomas, 1834 (Patteson, J.).

Sed qu. See, also, Guild's case, 1828 (Am.);
* For instance, E. v. Kingston, and Knapp's case, 1830 (Am.)-
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reference to the particular facts of the case before him, and to

have added that he woidd have received in evidence the statement

made by the prisoner to an indifferent person, had the inducement

been offered by such person alone.'

§ 876. Both these contradictory decisions would seem to be

open to one and the same objection ; namely, they endeavour to

define, as a strict rule of lair, what circumstances shall be deemed,

in all cases, to have unduly influenced the mind of the prisoner in

making the confession. Now, although the general rule which

has been laid down with reference to inducements offered by

persons in authority, is that as such inducements will probably

succeed in a large majority of instances, the presumption that

they will have this effect must, for the sake of uniformity and pre-

cision, be adopted as applicable to them all
;
yet it by no means

follows, that the same rule will equally apply to all promises and

threats held out by private persons. These last inducements may
vary in their effect to almost any conceivable extent. They will

often be obviously insufficient to produce the slightest influence on

even the feeblest mind ; and, in such cases, the confession, which

follows, but which, in fact, is not consequent on them, should be

admitted in evidence. On the other hand, an inducement held out

by a private individual may be, and, indeed, frequently is, quite as

much calculated to cause the prisoner to utter an untrue statement,

as any promise made to him by a person in authority ; in these

cases the confession made to such private person should be excluded.

It is therefore submitted, that, without laying down any positive

rule, whether of admission or rejection, the judge should determine

each case on its own merits ; only bearing in mind, that his duty is

to reject such confessions only as would seem to have been wrung

from the prisoner under the supposition that it would be best for

him to admit that he was guilty of an offence which he really never

committed.-

§ 877.^ A promise or threat made by an indifferent person, who

has officiously interfered without any kind of authority, will, how-

ever; it is clear, litrer operate to exclude a confession made to any

' R. V. Taylor, 1839; R. v. Slee- - R. v. Court, 1S3(J (Littledale, J,),

mau, 1853. ^ Gr. Ev. § 223, in part.
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other person, who has not himself sanctioned the inducement.^ This

rule is founded, partly, on the supposition that such inducements

will seldom much iofluence the conduct of the prisoner; but chiefly,

on the ground that, were a contrary rule to prevail, it would pro-

bably open a wide door to collusive practices, and would certainly

go far towards rendering all confessions inadmissible.

§ 878. Where promises or threats have been once used of such a

nature as to render a confession inadmissible, all suh-icquent admis-

sions of the same or the like facts will be rejected, unless from the

length of time intervening, from proper warning of the conse-

quences, or from other circumstances, there be good reason to

presume, that the delusive hope or fear which influenced the first

confession has been effectual/// clispelled.^^ Where,^ however, it

appears, to the satisfaction of the judge, that the improper in-

fluence icas tofnlly done (uccnj before the confession was made, the

evidence will be received.^ For example, where a magistrate told

a prisoner that if he was not the actual culprit and would disclose

all he knew, he would use his influence to protect him ; but on
subsequently receiving a letter from the Secretary of State refusing

mercy, communicated its contents to the prisoner, it was held
that a confession, which the prisoner afterwards made to the

coroner, who had also duly cautioned him, was clearly voluntary,

and was admissible;^ and where an accused had been induced by
promises of favour to make a confession, which was for that cause

excluded, but some months afterwards, and after he had been
solemnly warned by two magistrates that he must expect death
and prepare to meet it, again fully acknowledged his guilt, the
latter confession was received in evidence.^ Indeed, it may be
generally laid down, that, though an inducement has been held

\-^rV";,
^?^^"''^' ^"^-^ (P^^'^' J- (Ir-) ''I' and in M'Nallv, Ev. (Ir.)

fP?i %^ """^^'t.^;^'^^-
"" Hardwick, 43 (Ld. Kilwarden, C.J.;and Carle-

1811 O^od B
; E. t'. Eow ISOy; ton, C.J. of C. P.); E. v. Eosa Eue,

E.i-.ryler, 181^3 (Hullock, B.). 1876; Eoberts' case, 1827 (Am.)-

^?Lo'^.
Conf. (Ir.) 69 ; Guild's E. v. Walsh, 1843 (Ir.) (Jackson, J.)!

case 1828 ,Am.); E. v. Hewett, 1842 ^ q,, ^y. § 221, in part. See E.
(Patteson, J.), recognizing Mavnell's v. Doherty, 1874.
case, 1S34 (Taunton, J.)

; Sherring- s See E. v. Cheverton, 1862.
tons case. 1838 (Pattoson, J.); E. * E. v. Olewes, 1830 (Littledale,
"•

^"?inn'/i';^ ^^^'^^' '^•): ^^^^'^ J-)- See, also, E. V. Din-lev, 1845.
case, IbOO (Ir.), cited m Joy on Conf. * Guild's case, 1828 (Am.).
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out by an officer, a prosecutor, or the like, and though a confession

has been made in consequence of such inducement, still, if the

prisoner be subsequently warned by a person in equal or superior

authority, that what he may say will be evidence against himself,

or that a confession will be of no benefit to him,— or if he be

simply cautioned by the magistrate not to say anything against

himself,—any admission of guilt afterwards made, will be received

as a voluntary confession.^ More doubt may be entertained as

to the law, if the promise has proceeded from a person of superior

authority, as a magistrate, and the confession is afterwards made

to an inferior officer ; because a caution from this latter person

might be insufficient to efface the expectation of mercy which had

previously been raised in the prisoner's mind.-

§ 879. Passing now to the nature of the inducement, it may be

laid down as a general rule, that in order to exclude a confession,

the inducement, whether it assume the shape of a promise, a

threat, or mere advice, must be such as is calculated to influence

the prisoner's mind with respect to his escape from the charge. A
confession, therefore, will be received, though it were induced by

spiritual exhortations, whether of a clergyman,^ or of any other

person ;
^ for such a confession can scarcely be regarded as untrue

;

and the law of England and Ireland,—unlike that which prevails

in Scotland,^ America, and in countries subject to the Roman

law,*'— does not, as will presently be pointed out,' regard peniten-

tial confessions to a priest in the light of privileged communica-

1 E V. Howes, 1834 (Ld. Den- couraged for tlie relief of the con-

man) • E. V. Lingate, ISlo; E. v. science, and the priest is bound to

E<;sier 1821 ; E. v. Bryan, 1834 secrecy by the peril of punishment.

(Iri-'joy on Conf. (Ir.) 72—74. " Confessio coram sacerdote in peni-

SeeE. V. Eichards, 1832. tentia facta non probat m judicio
;

2 E. V. Cooper, 1833 (Parke, J.). quia ceusetur facta coram Dtu ; imo,

3 E V Gilham, 1828, explained in si sacerdos earn enunciet, mcidit in

Joy on Conf. (Ir.) 52- 56; Com. v. pcfiiiam." 1 Masc de Prob., Concl.

Drake, 1818 (Am.). But see E. c. 377. It was lawful, however, for the

Griffin 1853. priest to testify in such cases to tho

^ 'r'v. AV'ild, 1835 ; E. v. Nute, fact, that the party had made such a

1842
•"

recognized in E. v. Hewitt, penitential confession to him as the

1842 '(Patteson, J.) ; E. v. Gibney, Church requires, and that he had en-

18'-'2 (Ir.)- E. V. Sleeman, 1853. joined penance upon him; and, with

5 2 Alison Cr. L. of Sc. (Sc), cited the express consent of the penitent,

in Jov on Conf. (Ir.), 57, n. a, 58. he might lawfully testify to the sub-

6 In the Eoman law penitential stance of the confession itself, id.

confessions to the priests are en- ' Post, §§ 916, 917.
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INDUCEMENT MUST RELATE TO THE CHARGE. [PART III.

tions. But it is not necessary that at the time when the induce-

ment is held out the charge against the prisoner should have been

actually made ; for where a man was at that time threatened to

be o-iven into custody without any offence being then specified,

but the nature of the charge was afterwards stated, and he

confessed his guilt, the confession was held not admissible.

^

§ 880. A promise, too, of some merely collateral benefit or boon, as

for instance, a promise to give the prisoner some spirits,^ or to strike

off his handcuffs,^ or to let him see his wife,"* or perhaps (where

she is a female) to abstain from an examination of her person,'

will not be deemed such an inducement as will authorise the rejec-

tion of a confession made in consequence. And confessions will

in general be admitted, though caused by intimidating language,

provided the intimidation has had no reference to the charge, and

was not otherwise calculated to produce any untrue statement.^

Moreover, an inducement held out to a prisoner with reference to

one charge will generally not exclude a consequent confession

which relates to another
;

' unless the two offences be so blended

too-ether as to constitute in reality but one transaction.^

§ 881.^ If no indi(cement has been held out relating to the charge,

it matters not indeed in what way the confession has been obtained
;

for whether it were induced by a solemn promise of secrecy, even con-

firmed by an oath;^° or by reason of the prisoner having been made

dj-aiilien;"'^ or even by deception practised upon him, or false repre-

sentation made to bim for that purpose;^- it will be equally

1 E. V. Luckhurst, 1853. « See R. v. Thornton, 1824.

2 R. V. Sexton, 1822, cited in Joy "^ R. r. Warner, 1832 (Littledale,J.\

on Conf. (Ir.) 17— 19, is to the con- ^ R. v. Heam, 1841 (Coltman, J.).

trary ; but this case (decided by Best, ^ Gr. Ev. § 229, in part.

J.) is probably not law. See obser- i" R. v. Shaw, 1834 (Patteson, J.);

vations of Mr. Greaves in. 2 Russ. C. Com. v. Knapp, 1830 (Am.).

& M. 827, n. (A-). " R. v. Spilsbury, 1835 (Coleridge,

3 R. V. Green, 1834 (Bosanquet J.), qu. on the ground that in vino

and Taunton, JJ.). Veritas. In R. v. Sippet, tried at
* R. V. Lloyd, 1834 (Ir.) (Patteson, Maidstone Ass. 1839, a confession,

J.). made by prisoner while talking in his

* R. V. Cain, 1839. But under sleep, having been tendered in evi-

precisely these circumstances, two dence, Tindal, C.J., doubted its ad-

able English judges have declined to missibiUty, and it was withdrawn.
admit the evidence. R. r. Bowden, MS.
1859 (Martin, B., after consulting '^ R. v. Derrington, 1826 (Garrow,

Willes, J.); MS. ex relatione, Mr. B.); R. v. Burley, 1818 (id.), aiter-

Ch. Ily. Hopwood. wards confirmed by all the judges.
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CH. X.] CONFESSIONS MAY BE ELICITED BY QUESTIONS.

admissible. Much less will a confession be rejected merely because

it has been elicited by questions put to the prisoner whether by a

xnagistrate,^ officer^ or private person - and the fonn of the ques-

tion is immaterial, even though it assumes the prisoner s guilt, it

a prisoner make a confession under the hope, held out by a person

not in autlwntu, that he will thereby be admitted as Queens

evidence, it will be received against him;^ and so it will also,

though his hopes have been excited by a constable or other officer,

if on^the trial of his accomplices he refuses to make a full disclosure,

and thus violates the condition on which his claim to favour can

alone rest« What the accused has been overheard muttermg to

himself, or saying to his wife or to any other person in confidence

is also receivable in evidence;^ though the wife, sohcitor and

counsel of the prisoner will not, on grounds that will be presently

explained, be themselves allowed to reveal what he has said to

them« A voluntary confession, too, is admissible to whom-

soever it may have been made, though it does not appear that

the prisoner was u-arned that what he said would be used against

him, nay, though it appears on the contrary that he was not so

w^arned.^ .

§ 882. In most cases it is indeed advisable and proper to caution

iQ.^r /Tri -npriTTiaTiV toil, J.). This case seems to over-

E..^Bartlett,l8;3- B.Aland B.) R. xule K. - -"|^ -

^^^J^^^^ ^,J,
.. Ellis 1826 (LittlecWe^J.)^^^^^^^

E "^Blackburn, 1853. See, also,

a similar decision ot Hoiioyd d._, -^^
' „^-

and overruling E. .. ^^llson, 18U V^t%^ ^T' Bindley, 1845 (Pollock,
(EicWs C BJ. (._-j3^ . ^ ^, Barley, 1S18 approved

ev l8'>2 C^) R r Kerr, 1837; of by all the judges. See E. .. Gilhs,

E;;. Johnston, 1864 (IrO C^ -
f

JJ-)'
'T^_ ,. gimons, 1834 ( Alderson, B.).

The case ot E. v. rJeybn' 1841 (ir.), ^ p^^enter, 1872, Kelly, C.B.,

is contra, bu seems not to oe law.
J- .^^^^ ^^ ^.^^^ l,,lj that a letter

S-
""• w n 1 i^ • E V Thorn- written by a prisoner to his wife, and

. ^l-.'. E '. Ker'r {83*7 (Park, intercepted by a constable who had
ton, 1824

,
E. '•

f^'^y;'-
'? .^{^ j V ^xndertaken to post it, was inadmis-

ch^Jdtph' e\ loe' ^In thfcase'-cli sible. But this case would seem not

E. V. Doyle, 1840 (Ir.), a constable
^sl^.T ^^ 91)9-915 ; E. v. Shaw,

after cautioning the prisoner, asked
7^*'^^^^;'''j /' '

her how so much of her tl|ie came
18,^^/^J^^^X^:^;£^, 1824 ; E. v.

into the child's stomach, and Bushe B. ^-
^.f i;°v' r. ,. MagiU,

C.J., is reported to have rejected the
\l^Jy^5.'^^fi;--McNa ly, Ev. (Ir.) 38

;

answer; but this case it is., bm^^^^^^^^ ^t itg 1833 (G^ney, i^.);^ Joy
is not law.^See Joy on Lont. (ir.j, n^

^^^^^^ .^^ ^ ^.^^^ . ^ ^^ ^^^^^

"^^^^'Us^n, 1841 (Ir.) (Cramp- 1843 (Ir.) (Perrin. J.).
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now FAR PROPER TO CAUTION PRISONER. [pART III.

a prisoner in general terms that any confession lie makes will be

admissible against him at the trial, and can do him no service ;

^

the reason for this being that if it be not done in case of its tu ning

out that any threat or inducement has been previously held out

by some person in authority, any confession, made by a prisoner

without having subsequently received such a caution, will, as before

stated,- be inadmissible. Still, it is not necessary, in general, to do

more than to show that a party receiving a confession left the

prisoner at full libeity to act and judge for himself; and though

it should ai»pear that immediately before the admission was made

the accused was in the custody of another person, the court, unless

some reason exists for suspecting collusion, will not compel the

prosecutor to call such person as a witness, or to prove that he did

not hold out any threat or iuducement ^ In order, however, to

free the evidence from all reasonable objection, it will be prudent,

especially in important cases, to call any persons in authority, who,

shortly before the confession was made, either had the prisoner in

custody, or held any conversation with him.* Notwithstanding

that the law is as stated above, many justices of the peace, both in

England and Ireland, are in the habit of (/i.s.siK/dinfj the culprit,

with more or less earnestness, from disclosing any fact which luay

tend to establish his guilt. This practice (to be admired for

romantic generosity rather than for wisdom or for any beneficial

consequences resulting therefrom to the public,'^) has been con-

demned by several able judges, as an absurd and improper mode of

shutting up one of the most valuable sources of justice and truth.^

§ 883.' It has been thought that illegal i/»pn'.soiiiNeiii is calculated

to exert such influence upon the mind of the prisoner as to justify

the inference that his confessions made during: its continuance were

1 R. V. Green, 1832 (Gmney, B.)

;

« R. v. Green, 1832 (Gurney, B.);

E. V. Arnold, 1838 (Ld. Dennian); R. v. Arnold, 1838 (Ld. Denman).
R. V. O'Reilly, 1«32 (Jr.) (Ball, J.). In R. v. Cart, 18'i8, Ld. Denuian ob-

* Ante, § 878. served to some con.-tables, who were
^ R. V. Clewes, 1830 (Littledale, called as witnesses:—"The distinc-

J.) ; R. V. Swatkins, 1831 (Patteson, tion is very clear; j'ou are not to

J.); R. V. Gibney, 1822 (Ir.) ; R. v. sujipress the truth, but you are not
Courtney, 1840 (Ir.) (Ball, J.) ; Joy to take any measures of your own to

on Conf. (Ir.) 59—Gl. endeavour to extort it."

* See CHses cited in last note. '' Gr. Ev. § 230, almost verbatim.
6 Ediub. Rev., March, 1824.
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CHAP. X.] WHAT AMOUNTS TO A PROMISE OR THREAT.

not voluntary ; and, on one occasion, they appear on this ground to

have been rejected.^ But this doctrine cannot be considered as

satisfactorily established.^

§ 884. The question remains, what language is sufficient to

constitute such iuducement or threat. Here the reported deci-

sions furnish a very unsatisfactory guide. Some reason may be

given for applying the rule that the confession obtained by

them is inadmissible to such words as these:—"Unless^ you

give me a more satisfactory account, I will take you before a

magistrate
; " * " If you will tell me where my goods are, I will

be favourable to you ;
"

^ "I only want my money, and if you

give me that, you may go to the devil; " ^ " If you will not tell

all you know about it, of course we can do nothing;"^ "You

are under suspicion of this, and you had better tell all you

know ; " ^ " The watch has been found, and if you do not tell me

who your partner was, I will commit you to prison ;
" ^ " You

had better split, and not suffer for all of them ;
" i° or the remark

to a third person who it is known will probably communicate to

him, "It will be better for so-and-so (naming the prisoner) to

speak the truth." ^^ Confessions have, however, been rejected in

consequence of such expressions as the following having been

used :—" It will be better for you to speak the truth ;
" ^- " The

inspector tells me you make housebreaking tools ; if so, you had

better tell the truth, it will be better for you." ^^ " It is of no use

for you to deny it, for there are the man and boy who will swear

they saw you do it ;
" " " Now, be cautious in the answers you

give me to the questions I am going to put to you about this

watch." ^* So anxious, indeed, was the court at one time to

1 E. V. Ackroyd, 1824 (Holroyd, (Am.).

j\ 8 ji ^_ Kingston, 1830 (Parke and

'2' R. r. Thornton, 1824. Littledale, JJ.) ; R. v. Cheverton,

3 Gr. Ev. § 220, in part. 1862 (Erie, C.J.).

* E. V. Thompson, 1783 (Hotham, » E. v. Parratt, 1831 (Alderson,

B.); E. V. Luckhurst, 1853; E. v. J.); E. v. Upchurch. 1836.

Eichards, 1832 (Bosanquet, J.), cited ^° E.v. Thomas, 1834(Patteson, J.),

as E. V. Griffiths, 1832 ; E. v. Walsh, " E. v. Thompson. 1893.

1843 (Ir.) (Jackson, J.). ^ E. v. Garner, 1848.

5 E. V. Cass, 1784 (Gould, J.); " r. y_ FenneU, 1881. See R. v.

Boyd V. The State, undated (Am.). Mansfield, 1881.

6 E. V. Jones, 1809. '' E. v. Mills, 1833 (Gurney, B.).
-> E. V. Partridge, 1836 (Patteson, " E. v. Fleming, 1842 (Ir.).

J.). See, also, Guild's case, 1828
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WHAT AMOUNTS TO A PROMISE OR THREAT. [PAKT III.

exclude evidence of confessions, that exhortations not to tell lies,

but to speak the truth, have been deemed likely to induce a fahe

acknowledgment of guilt ; and, consequently, admissions made

after such exhortations have more than once been rejected.^ But

this paradoxical opinion is now happily exploded. ^ The judges

have, however, of late years come to the conclusion that some of

the cases of this class have gone too far in the direction of mercy,

and have accordingly expressly overruled three of them.^

§ 885. Where the inducement relates to the cliarge against the

prisoner, and comes from a person in authority, it is not necessary

that it should be directhj held out to the prisoner himself; but it

will equally have the effect of excluding his confession, if there be

good reason to believe that it has come to his knowledge, and has

influenced his conduct. For instance, where a superior clerk in

the post-office said to the wife of a postman, who was in custody

for opening and detaining a letter, " Do not be frightened ; I hope

nothing will haj)pen to your husband beyond the loss of his

situation ;
" the prisoner's subsequent confession was rejected, it

appearing that the wife might have communicated to him the

substance of this statement ;
^ and where, in a case of murder,

Government had published a handbill, offering pardon to any one

of the offenders, except the person who struck the blow, who should

give such information as would lead to the conviction of his

accomplices, and it appeared that the prisoner was aware of this

offer, and was induced by it to make a confession, it was held that

what he said could not be given in evidence.^ And where prose-

^ E. V. Shei^lierd, 1836 (Gaselee, evidence against you." The court
J.); E. V. Enoch, 1833 (Park, J.); held that a confession subsequently
E. V. Wood, 1842 (Ir.) (Crampton, made was admissible, overruling, E.
J.); E. V. Laugher, 1846 (Pollock, v. Harris, 1844 (Maule, J.); E. v.

C. B.); E. V. Bate, 1871 (Montague Drew, 1837 (Coleridge, J.); and E.
Smith, J.). V. Morton, 1843 (id.); and followed

- E. V. Eeeve, 1872; E. v. Holmes, E. v. Eeason, 1872 (Keating, J.); E.
1843 (Eolfe, B.); E. v. Court, 1836 v. Jones, 1872. But some of the
(Littledale, J.); E. v. Harris, 1832; Irish judges, nevertheless, appear
E. V. Baldry, 1852 ; E. v. Jarvis, to be still inclined to follow the
1867. former mala firaxis. E. v. Toole,

3 E. V. Baldry, 1852. There, a 1857.

policeman, who had a piisoner in * E. v. Harding, 1842 (Ir.).

custody on a charge of felony, said ^ E. v. Boswell, 1842 (Cresswell,

to him, " You need not say anything J.). See E. v. Dingley, 1845, and
to criminate yourself ; what you say E. v, Blackburn, 1853.
will be taken down and used as
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CHAP. X.] OLD PRACTICE OF TORTURE.

cutor said to prisoner's brother, " It will be better for him to tell the

truth," expecting that the brother would, as he did, communicate to

prisoner, a subsequent statement by prisoner was held inadmissible.^

§ 886.- The rule that the confession must be voluntary, is

equally applicable to cases where the prisoner has made a statement

during the preliniinari/ inquir// before the magistrate. The practice

of subjecting the accused to a compulsory examination, and even of

putting him to the torture, was familiar to the Roman law,^ and

both these modes of proceeding were legal in Scotland so late as

the reign of Queen Anne.* In England, too, down to the reign of

Charles the first,* the rack was occasionally employed,^ and evea

Lord Coke was prepared to wink at, if not to justify, its use ;

^

while Lord Bacon did not hesitate, as Attorney- Greneral, to super-

intend, in person, the torture of an aged clergyman.^ But,

however, just before the Grreat Rebellion, and in the year 1628,

on the trial of Felton for the murder of the Duke of Buckingham,

the judges unanimously resolved, that " no such punishment as

torture by the rack was known or allowed by our law ;
" ' and no

attempt has since been made to revive this atrocious practice.^"

§ 887. Though torture was thus formally abolished before the

middle of the seventeenth century, it was not till after the lapse of

many years that the common law doctrine, nemo tenetur prodere

seipsum, was fully recognised, or at least was interpreted to mean,*^^

—

as it does in the present day,—that all confessions should be strictly

voluntary, as will be apparent to any careful reader of the State

trials. The practice of extorting admissions from prisoners still

continues on the continent, ^^ and certainly is no mean instrument

^ E. V. Thompson, 1893. Peacham's case, 1615.
2 Gr. Ev. § 224, in part as to first ' SeeLadyShrewsbury'scase, 1612.

six lines. ® Peachaui's case, 1615. See the
^ See B. Carpz. Pract. Rer. Cri., masterly life of Ld. Bacon, in Ld.

Pars, iii., Uusest. 113, per tot. Campbell's Lives of the Chanc, 2nd
* 7 A. c. 21, s. 5 ("The Treason vol., 339—341.

Act, 1708"), abolished torture in » R. w. Felton, 1628.

Scotland: 2 M'Douall, Inst. (Sc.) 'o In R. v. Cellier, 1680, Weston,
660. For instances of the application B., told the jury, that no person had
of torture there, see 6 How. St. Tr. suffered torture in England since

1217—1222, and 10 id, 687, 691, Campion the Jesuit, put to the rack
726

—

747,751—758. in the 20th of Elizabeth. But this is

* Till R. V. Felton, 1628. a strange mistake.
* See Campion's case, 1578, cited " The Belgian case of Madame

(Weston, B.) in R. i;. Cellier, 1680; Joniauxat end of 1894 and beginning
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EXAMINATION OF PRISONER BY MAGISTRATE. [PART III.

for the discovery of truth, but has long been regarded in this

country, and always in America, as savouring of unfairness and
oppression.

§ 888. The first Acts regulating the examination of prisoners

before the magistrates were passed in the reign of Philip and
Mary.i These statutes, the principles of which have been adopted

in several of the United States,^ were followed in England by
the Criminal Law Act, 1826, and in Ireland by a corresponding

Act.3

§ 888a. The statute, however, which now defines the course of

practice in this country is the Indictable Offences Act, 1848.*

It is important that the provisions of the law should be strictly

complied with, or (as we shall see presently) the statement by
the prisoner may not be admissible. The directions of the Act^
are that " after the examinations of all the tcititesses on the part of

the prosecution as aforesaid shall have been completed, the justice

of the peace, or one of the justices, by or before whom such

examination shall have been so completed as aforesaid, shall,

without requiring the attendance of the witnesses, read, or cause

to be read, to the accused the depositions taken against him,

and shall say to him these words, or words to the like effect :

—

'Having heard the evidence, do you wish to say anything in

answer to the charge? You are not obliged to say anything
unless you desire to do so, but whatever you may say will be
taken down in writing, and may be given in evidence against

of 1895, as reported in the Times. Laws of Delaware (Eev. Code of
See Comments on the case of the 1829), p. 63 ; Brevard's Laws of S.
Due de Praslin, in 7 Law Eev. Art. Carolina, vol. i., p. 46(t; Laws of
"^"- Missouri (Eevision of 18;3o), p. 476-

' 1 & 2 Ph. & M. c. 13 ; 2 & 3 Ph. Laws of Michi-an Territory, p. 21o!
& M. c. 10

;
extended to L-eland by See, also. Massach. Eev. Stat., oh. 85

^^,S:-.
^'

xV ^^; , r. r.
§25; Resp. V. McCarty, 1781 (Am.)i

2 See N. York Cr. Code. Part 4, (M'Kean, C.J.).
tit. 3, c. 7, §§ 195—199; Bellinger's ^ y^^., 7 Geo. 4, c. 64. The cor-
tase, 1832 (Am.); Elmer's Laws of responding statute in Ireland is 9New Jersey, p. 450, § 6 ; Laws of Geo. 4, c. 54.
Alabama (Toulmin's Dig.), tit. 17, * Viz., 11 & 12 V. c. 42. The
ch. 3, § 2, p. 219

;
Laws of Tennessee corresponding statute in Ireland is

(Carruther s and Nicholson's Dig.), 14 & 15 Y. c. 93. Amended bv 52 &
p. 42H; N. Carolina Eev. Stat., ch. 35, 53 Y. c. 63.
§ 1 ;

Laws of Mississippi (Alden and » In § 18.
Von Hoesen's Dig.), c. 70, § 5, p. 532;
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CHAP. X.] EXAMINATION OF PRISONER BY MAGISTRATE.

you upon your trial ;' and whatever the prisoner shall then say in

answer thereto shall be taken down in writing,^ and read over tohim^

and shall be Kkjued by the said justice or justices, and be kept with

the depositions of the witnesses, and shall be transmitted with them
as hereinafter mentioned ;" that is, " the statement of the accused "

shall, together with the other documents in the case, " be delivered

by the said justice or justices, or he or they shall cause the same
to be delivered, to the proper officer of the court in which the trial

is to be had, before or at the opening of the said court, on the first

day of the sitting thereof, or at such other time as the judge,

recorder, or justice, who is to preside in such court at the said trial,

shall order and appoint ;" ^ " and afterwards, upon the trial of the

said accused person, the same may, if necessary, be given in evi-

dence against him, without further proof thereof, unless it shall be

proved that the justice or justices purporting to sign the same did

not in fact sign the same : Provided always, that the said justice or

justices, before such accused person shall make any statement,

sh.dl state to him, and give him clearly to understand, that he has

nothing to hope from any promise of favour and nothing to fear

from any threat, which may have been holden out to him to induce

him to made any admission or confession of his guilt, but that

whatever he shall then say may be given in evidence against him on
his trial, notwithstanding such promise or threat : Provided, never-

theless, that nothing herein enacted or contained shall prevent the

prosecutor in any case from giving in evidence any admission or

1 Tho form is given in Sched. N. to the Act. This form is legalised by
§ 28 of the Act, bnt is not rendered necessary. It is as follows :—
'' —--

• A. 15. stands charged before the undersigned [o?;e] of her Majesty's
justices of the jieace in and for the [county'] aforesaid, this day
of in the year of our Lord

, for that he the said A. B., on
at [tOc, as in the <a/,tion of the deposilions] ; and the said charge

being read to the said A. B., and the witnesses for the i^rosecution, C. L>.
and E. F.. being severally examined in his presence, the said A. B. is now
addressed by me as follows : 'Having heard the evidence, do \ou wish to say
anything in answer to the charge ? You are not obliged to say anything
unless you desire to do so; but whatever you say will be taken down in
writing, and may be given in evidence against you iipon your trial; ' where-
\ipon the said A. B. saith as follows

:

[Here state luhalever the prisoner inny saij, and im his very words, as nearly
as possible. Gtt ram to sign it if he will.]

" A. B.
"Taken before mo at tho day and year first above mentioned.

"

" S. L."
» § 20.
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EXAMINATION OF PRISONER BY MAGISTRATE. [PAr.T III,

confession, or otLer statement of the person accused or charged,

mnae nt amj t'uno, which by law would be admissible as evidence

against such person."^ The provisions of the Irish Act^ are

expressed a little differently, but are, in substance, identical with

those contained in the English Act, which are set out above.

§ 889. If the provisions referred to above be read in connection

with the Form given in the schedule to the Act,^ it seems that, to

render a prisoner's statement strictly valid as a statutory confession,

the following circumstances must all have occurred. The charge

must have been read to the accused ;
^ all the witnesses must have been

examined in his presence,^ and the depositions read to him after the

examinations were completed ; ® he must then, and not till then, be

twice cautioned by the justice; first, generally,^ and, secondly, as

to the inefficacy of any promises or threats which may have been

formerly held out to him ; ^ his whole statement must next be taken

down in his o-^ti words ;
^ it must then be read to him,^^ and

he must be asked for his signature, as the form in the schedule

directs, "get him to sign it if he will," '^ though the Act is silent as

to the effect of his refusing to sign it, or even to admit its correct-

ness; the justice must also sign the statement;^' and this being done,

it must be kept with the depositions, and be transmitted, together

with them and certain other documents, to the court where the trial

is to be had, on or before the opening of such court. ^^

§ 890. Notwithstanding these minute directions, it is not easy to

see how the prisoner on his trial could avail himself of any neglect

of them on the part of the justice, whether intentional or otherwise

;

for the statement transmitted, if headed in the manner pointed out

by the schedule, is made evidence against the prisoner on its mere

1 § 18. ^ See Sch.; andE. v. Eoche, 1841;
« 14 & 15 Y. c. 93, § 14, clause (n) E. v. Sexton, 1822; E. v. Mallett,

(amended by 52 & 53 V. c. 63). 1830, cited 2 Euss. C. & M. 867.
» Cited in last page, n. i. i" See § 18 ; and 3 Euss. C. & M.
* See Sch. 500.
5 See Sch., and § 17 of the Act, " See Sch. ; and 3 Euss. C. & M.

cited ante, § 479. 504; E. v. Lambe, 1791 ; E.r. Thomas,
6 See § 18. 1794 ; E. v. Foster, 1827 ; E. v. Hirst,
^ See §18. As to the old law, see 1828; E. v. Jelicote, 1819; E. v.

E. V. Green, 1832; E. v. Arnold, Pressly, 1833.

1838. '2 See § 18; and E. v. Tarrant,
• See first proviso in § 18. 1833.

>3 See §§ 18 and 20.
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CHAP. X.] EXAMINATION OF PRISONER BY MAGISTRATE.

production, and without any proof of the mode in which it was taken

down, unless it can be shown that the signature of the justice is a

forgery. AVhether this was the intention of the Legislature may,

perhaps, be doubted ; but such is the apparent effect of the language

employed. It is also clear, from the last proviso which is appended

to the 18th section of the Act, that any statement made by the

prisoner in the magistrate's presence, before the examinations of the

witnesses for the prosecution are all completed, may be proved by

parol evidence, and will be admissible against him, even though no

caution has been previously given.^

§ 8!)1. The judges originally felt some embarrassment in putting

an interpretation on these provisions. It has now, however, been

decided that when an examination has been transmitted by the

committing magistrate in the statutory form, it becomes admissible

without further proof.^

§ 892. But although a written examination, if it purport to be

taken in conformity with the Act, and to be signed by the com-

mitting magistrate, is in strictness admissible without proof, it still

is advisable in serious cases, as a matter of caution, to call either

the justice or the clerk, so that it may clearly appear that the pro-

ceedings have been conducted in the proper manner.^ Indeed, this

course may become actually necessary, if the document has not been

drawn out in the form given in the schedule, or if it contains erasures

or interlineations which require explanation.* If, too, the prisoner

1 See post §. 894, n. «, and, also, have been given. Too mucli reliance,

R V Stiipp
'

1856 however, should not be placed on
"2

e" v. Sansome, 1850. See S. C. this la.t dictum : and until the law

as reported in 3 C. & Kir. 332. As is move cleaiiy dehned l)y judicial

repoiied in 4 Cox, 203, this case construction, it certauily will be pru-

overrules earlier dicta of Alderson, dent for committing magistrates noli

B (in R V. Hi-son, 1849), and of only to adopt the form set out m the

Colerid-e J. (after consultation with schedule to the Act, but to give the

Cresswelh J- , m R. v. Ivimber, 1849), prisoner in all cases the second caution

as to the formalities in cautioning a (seo supra, § 889) as well as the first,

prisoner, which are required by the ; See R j-. Pikesley, 1839
;
R. v.

Act. In 1 Den. 545, where the same Wilshaw, 1841.

case is reported, the above ruling " See R.j. Brogan, 1834; R v.

will not be found: and this is the Dwyers, 1843. In the last edition

more remarkable as Mr. Denison was (1877) of Russell on Crimes, Prentice

himself counsel in the cause. Parke, omits both Brogan s case and

B is stated to have gone so far as to Dwyers , but gives no reason ior so

assert that, in his judgment, it would doing. The cases named cannot be

be receivable in evidence, though discovered to have been overruled,

neither of the cautions was stated to and appear founded on good sense.
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PROOF OF prisoner's EXAMINATION. [PART III.

has not signed his name or mark to the paper, some witness, who

was present at the inquiry, should, in prudence, be forthcoming to

speak to its identity, and to prove that it was read over to the

accused, and assented to hy him.^ It would further seem to he

necessary to the validity of an examination as evidence per se, that

it should appear on the face of the document that it was taken

while the prisoner was under examination on a charge of felony or

misdemeanor, or of suspicion of one of those crimes, and that the

justices signing it were acting as justices pursuant to statute.^

Whether these facts must appear by a separate caption is a point

which is not yet determined. The form in the schedule gives a

separate caption, but that form, though legalised, is not rendered

necessary by the Act ;
^ and under the old law, provided the

examination was written on the same paper as the depositions, the

heading at the commencement was held to apply to all the state-

ments contained in the document.* In this respect the rule agreed

with that which governs examinations taken under the Poor Law

Acts ; where it is not necessary,—as was once supposed ,5-^that such

examinations should have distinct captions, but it will suffice to

state the names of all the witnesses in the first caption.^

§ b96. As the admissibility of statutory examinations wdthout

proof rests on the presumption that the justices have done their

duty, it seems to follow that no evidence can be received tending

to contradict or rari/ the statements contained in the documents as

returned. This was the law before the Act under discussion was

passed,^ and that Act d(ies not appear to have introduced any change

in the practice.^ Whether this presumption is of so conclusive a

character as to exclude all parol evidence, which is tendered with

the view of adding to the written examination, is a question of

doubt and difficulty ; but as the Act renders it incumbent on the

justice, not only to reduce to writing so much of the prisoner's

1 See E. V. Eeading, 1886; R. v. * E. v. Johnson, 1847 (Alderson,

Heavn 1841 ; E. v. Hopes, 1885; E. B.) ; E. v. Young, 1850.

V Haines 1880. Prentice, in the * E. v. Eateliffe Culev, 1846.

last edition of Eussell, also omits this « E. v. St. Michael's, Coventry,

case hut the omission is liable to the 18^8.

Bame criticism as those in the last ' E. v. Walter, 1836; E. v. Morse,

note 1838.

2 See E. V. Tarrant, 1833. * E. v. Bond, 1850.

8 § ^^8 of the Act.
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CH. X.] prisoner's examination—PAROL EVIDENCE.

examination as may be material,'^ but to take down his irhole

statementj^ it would seem right to hold that he must be presumed

to have done this, and that no parol evidenee of any additional

statement made at iho same time can be received.^

§ 894. If, however, jiarol evidence of such additional statement

be admissible on the part of the prosecution, the prisoner, a fortiori,

would seem entitled to pray it in aid of his defence * Whatever

may be the rule upon this point, it is clear, from the last proviso,

to § 18 of the Act, that^ a written examination will not exclude

parol evidence, either of an extra-judicial confession, previously or

subsequently made ;
° or of a statement which has been made before

the justice on a former investigation, and not incorporated in the

examination returned;^ or of anything incidentally said by the pri-

soner while the witnesses were deposing against him, even though it

were addressed to the magistrate himself,^ and no caution had been

previously given." So, if it can be proved that the prisoner's exami-

nation was not reduced to writing, parol evidenc3 of what he said

before the magistrates will be received ; '° though the presumption

that all things were done as the law requires renders it necessary

for the Crown to give clear evidence on this point ;'' and the judges

more than once have required that the magistrate or his clerk should

be called to prove the negative fact.'^ Again, if the written exami-

nation be shown to have been lost,^^ or if it be wholly inadmissible

' This was the language of the old ^ E. v. Bond, ISoO ; E. v. Spils-

law. See 7 G. -i, c. 64 ("The Criminal bury, 1835 (Coleiiduo, J.); ]{. v.

Law Act, 1826"), § 3. Johnson, 1829 (Parke, B.) ; E. v.

2 See 11 & 12 V. c. 42 ("The In- Moore, 1831 (id.); E. v. Hooper,
dictable Oft'euces Act, 1848"), § IS, 1842 (Erskine, J.); all cited in 2
and Sch. N., cited ante, § 888. Enss. C. & M. 879. But see E. v,

3 See, however, Rowland v. Ashby, Weiler, 1846 (Piatt, B.). Sed qu.
1825; E. V. Harris, 1832; Leach v. as to this case.

Simpson, 1839 (Parke, B.). « E. v. Stripp, 1856.
* This view of the law is sanctioned, ^" E. v. Hall, 1790. cited by Grose,

not only by the case of Venafra v. J., in E. v. Lauib, 1784; E. v. Huet,
Johnson, 1834 (Gaselee, J., after 1798.

consulting judges of C. P.), but also •' E. v. Fearshire, 1779; E. v.

by the authority of Mr. Starkie (3 Jacobs, 1784; E. v. Hinxman, 1791
St. Ev. 787j aiid Mr. Phillipps (2 (Ashhurst, J.), and R. v. Fisher, 1785
Ph. Ev. 82—88). (Heath, J.); E. v. MGovern. 1852.

6 Gr. Ev. § 227, in part. i- E. v. Packer, 1829 (Parke, J.),

^ E. V. Carty, 1797. cited in Joy on and E. v, Phillips, 1831 (Bosanquet,
Conf. 97 (H.), and McNally, Ev. 45 J.), both cited 2 Euss. C. & M.
(L-.) ; E. w. Eear^on, 1722 (Evre, J.). 876, n. (;>); Phillips v. Winburn,

'' E. V. Wilkinson, 1838 (Littledale, 1830 (Tindal, C.J.).

J., and Parke, B.); E. v. Bond, 1850. ^^ E. v. Eeason, 1722 (Eyre, J.).
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EXAMINATION TAKEN IMPROPERLY ON OATH. [PART III.

under the statute by reason of irregularity, parol evidence will be

received to prove what the prisoner voluntarily disclosed :
^ and in

this last event of the examination being rejected for informality, it

may still be used, either as a contemporaneous writing, to refresh

the memory of the witness who wrote it,^ or if it be signed by the

prisoner, it will be receivable at common law as his confession,

the signature being first proved, and it being shown that he knew

what it contained.^

§ 895. One species of irregularity, however, is said * to not only

exclude the examination as evidence per se, but also to prevent its

being used to refresh the writer's memory, and to shut out all

parol testimony of what was said on the same occasion. The

irregularity in question is where the j)risoner's examination purports

to have been falccn upon oath J' This rule rests upon two principles

of law, the policy of both of which is very questionable. The first

is the principle that the confession of a prisoner must be voluntary:

and it is contended, that a statement made under oath is not so.

This is certainly true in one sense, though not in that in which it

is used by the advocates for exclusion. A confession which is not

voluntary is excluded, because it may be untrue. A confession

made upon oath cannot be rejected on this ground ; since it is

absurd to contend that an oath, which in all other cases is rightly

considered as the most effectual test of truth, should, if taken

by a prisoner, be regarded as an inducement to falsehood. But

then, it is urged, nemo tenetur prodere seipsum ; a prisoner

should not be compelled to criminate himself. Admitted ; but a

prisoner, though sworn, is no more bound to criminate himself,

than if he were simply interrogated without any oath being admin-

istered to him. He has still full liberty to decline to make any

explanation or declaration whatever : though if he does consent to

1 K. V. Reed, 1S29 (Tinrlal, C.J.). ^ But see E. v. Chidley, I860,
* R. V. Layer, 1722 (Pratt. C J.); post, §899; argument, infra, against

E. V. Watson, llSol ; E. v. Watkins, this view.

1831 (Bnsanquet, J.); R. v. Tarrant, ^ ^ y^ Smith, 1816 (Le Blanc, J.);

18H3 (Piitteson, J.); R. v. Pressly, R. v. Davis, 1833 (Gurney, B.) ; R.

1833 (id.); R. w. Dewhurst, 1825, and v. Bentley, 1833 (id.); R. v. Rivers,

R. V. Hirst, 1828 (Bayley. J.); R. v. 1835 (Park, J.); E. v. Owen, 1840

J6nes, 1828 (Baylcy and Gaselee.JJ., (Gurney, B.) ; R. v. Pikesley, 1839

and Vau^han, JB.); E. v. Bell, 1831 (Pai-ke, B., and Bosanquet, J.); E.

(Gaseleo. J., and Ld. Tenterden). v Wheeley, 1838 (Alderson, B.).

' See E. V. Sausome, 1860.
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CIIAr. X.] EXAMINATIONS PURPORTING TO BE ON OATH.

answer the questions put to him, he may, perhaps, incur the

penalties of perjury should he knowingly utter what is false.^

" But a friendless accused is not aware of the law in his favour,"

This may be so : but in what other case is a party at liberty to set

up his ignorance of the law ? If the maxim of the common law,

ignorantia legis neminem excusat, be sound, as it unquestionably

is ; and if, consequently, the defence of acting in ignorance cannot

protect an offender even from punishment ; on what principle of

justice is the accused entitled to say, "I confessed my crime, and

have sworn that my statement is true ; but you, the jury, must not

hear what I said, because I was not aware of the existence of a

rule of law, which would have expressly justified me in holding

my peace " ?

§ 896. The second principle of law on which the rule under

discussion rests is, that as the justices, in discbarge of their duty,

ought to make a true return of what took place before them, the

court will presume that they have thus acted; and, therefore, as

the deposition does not purport to be upon oath, parol evidence to

vary or conti'adict the wTitten document so returned will not be

admitted. Now, the fallacy of this reasoning is obvious. In the

first place, the presumption, omnia rite esse acta, is not conclusive

in ordinary cases, and ought not to be so in this ;
and next, even

supposing that it should, it does not apply. The duty of the

justice is two-fold : first, to examine the prisoner without adminis-

tering an oath to him; 2 and, secondly, to make a true return of

his statement. If, then, an examination be returned, which

purports to have been taken on oath, the presumption that this

return is true is at least counterbalanced by the opposite presump-

tion, that the justice has discharged his duty by not swearing the

prisoner ; and the result is, that parol evidence should be received,

in order to ascertain which presumption is in accordance with the

fact. The principle, that written documents shall not be varied or

contradicted by parol testimony, may apply to the body of the

examination, which is taken down by the justice or his clerk, and

is expressly assented to by the accused ; but it should net extend

» This, however, seems doubtful, administer such an oath,

as the magistrate has no authority to ^ ]^ jsf _ p, 242.
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1,0 the mere formal heading or conclusion of the examination,

which is not, or at least need not be, read over to the prisoner, or

admitted to be correct by him ; and a mis-statement in which may,

and, in fact, notoriou:<ly does, often arise from the inadvertence or

carelessness of the magistrate or his clerk. If the justice were

liable to a penalty, as he ought to be, for taking a prisoner's

confession on oath, he would clearly be entitled, if sued or

prosecuted for such penalty, to show that, though the examination

purported on its face to have been taken on oath, the prisoner was

not in fact sworn ; and no real danger could be apprehended, but

on the contrary much benefit would accrue to the administration

of criminal justice, if a similar course of proceeding were allowed,

when the question was whether a confession was receivable or not.

However, as before stated, the authorities in favour of rejecting

examinations which purport to be upon oath are so numerous and

consistent, that, without the aid of the Legislature, little hope can be

entertained that a more satisfactory rule will be adopted in practice.^

§ 897. Where a prisoner, on being mistaken for a witness, was

partially examined upon oath, but, the mistake being discovered,

the deposition was destroyed,—a subsequent statement made by

Mm, after due caution from the magistrate, was held to be clearly

admissible.^

§ 898. Indeed, the rule excluding sworn confessions seems

strictly confined, at common law, to the case of a statement, made

by the party upon oath, while under examination an a prisoner

respecting the criminal charge.^ Thus, on an indictment for

forging a bill of exchange, depositions of the prisoner, taken on

oath before commissioners of bankruptcy, after a prisoner has been

charged before a magistrate with forging the bill, are admissible

1 See cases cited ante, § 895, n. *. ners by parties, who, after being
See, also, No. 57 of I^aw Mag. vol. 28, examined as witnenses, have them-
pp. 13—19, whore the anomalies in selves been committed for trial (li.

the present law of confessions are v. Lewis, 1833 (Gurney, B.); B. v.

amusiniilv exposed. Davis, 1833 (id.) ; E. r. Owen, 1840
2 11. z;. Webb, 1831 (Garrow, B.). (id.). See, also, R. v. M-lIuL'h, 1857
3 See Joy on Conf. 62—6s (Ir.). (Ir.) (Pennpfather, B., diss.)); but

One nr two decisions by Gurney, these decisions have been overruled
B., might be cited, seeming to ex- by subsequent cases. (See R. v. Gillis,

tend the rule somewhat further, and 1866 (Ir.)(0'Hagau, J.); E,. v. C'oote;

to render inadmissible confessions 1873 (Sir E.. Collier)).

xnade on oath to magistrates or coro-
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CHAP. X.] SWORN CONFESSIONS, WHEN ADMISSIBLE.

against liim.» Where a bankrupt had been examined before a

commissioner touching some matter irrespective of his trade

dealings, and had not objected to answer the questions put, his

examination was held to be admissible evidence against him on a

subsequent criminal charge."^ Where a trader was indicted for

obtaining property on credit, within four months before his liqui-

dation, under the false pretence of dealing in the ordinary way of

his trade,^ his examination taken in liquidation under ^ 97 of the

Bankruptcy Act, 1869,'' was admitted in evidence against him;'*

and on a charge of arson, dei^ositions made by the prisoner when

under examination as a witness respecting the origin of the fire,

have been read against him.*^

§ 899. Similarly, on the trial of an indictment for conspiracy,

the answers in Chancery of the defendants, made on oath by them

in a suit instituted against them by the prosecutor, have been

received.' An affidavit sworn by him in a suit in Doctors' Com-

mons has also been given in evidence against a prisoner;* and

depositions made by prisoners, when examined as witnesses against

other persons on criminal charges, have several times been admitted

against themselves.^ Upon a trial for manslaughter, the prisi.ner'a

deposition on oath, taken by the coroner upon the inquest is,

moreover, evidence against him."' So, the testimony, given by a

prisoner before a committee of the House of Commons, may be

read against him on a criminal trial.^^ A case ^^ which is sometimes

» R. V. Wheater, 1838. See R. v. a deposition was admitted against

Cheriv li^Tl. ^ prisoner, whu had made it before

2 E V. Slc'-o-ett, 1856. See, also, tht justices while under exarnina-

R V. Scott, 1856 ;
' and R. v. Hillam, tioa as a witness, and who, in

j^g-2 consequence of its self-crnnmatmg

3 Contrary to § 11 of tlie Debtors character, had been committed to

Act 1869 (.T2& 33 V. c. 62), amended take his trial: R. v. Chidley and

bv53&54 V. c.71,§26. Cummins, 1860 See, also, R. v.

* 3'> & 33 V. c. 71. Colmer, 1864 (Martin, B.); R. v.

6 r". v. Widdop, 1872. Tubby, 1833 (Vaughan, B.)
;

R. v.

6 R. V. Coote, 1873. Braynell, 18oU.

' R. V. Goldshede, 1844 (Ld. Den- ^^ R. o. Bateman, 1866 (Martin, B.,

man); R. v. Highfield,l.'- 28 (Vaughan, and Willes, J.).

B ) cited 2 Russ. C. & M. 859. " R. ".Merceron, 1818(Abbott, J.).

8 R V Walker, 1806 (Ld. Ellen- This case is, however, of little autho-

borough), cited (Gurney, B.), in R. v. rity on the subject under discussion,

Lewis 1S33. as the evidence could not then have

9 R.'v. Haworth, 1830 (Parke, J.). been given on oath. See Ld. Ten-

In one case the very point stated in terden in R. v. Gilham, 1828.

note, ante, k 898, note », to have been ^^ R. v. Britton, 1833 (Patteson and

decided by G urney, B. , was distinctly Alderson, JJ.),

overruled by Cockburn, C. J. ; and
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SWORN CONFESSIONS, WHEN ADMISSIBLE. [PART III.

cited as a decision conflicting with the ahove proposition, is in fact

no hostile authority, as it only determined that on an indictment

against a bankrupt for not disclosing his effects under the com-

mission, his balance-sheet, which was only admissible in the event

of the commission being valid, could not be given in evidence to

prove the petitioning creditor's debt as a part of the commission.^

§ 899a. On the whole it seems clear, that if a prisoner, on being

examined as a witness, has consented to answer questions, to which

he might have demurred as tending to criminate himself, and

which, therefore, he was not bound to answer, his statement will

be deemed voluntary, and, as such, may be subsequently used

ao-ainst himself for all purposes,^ unless he be protected by the

special language of some statute.^

§ 900. Although, however, a prisoner cannot, at common law,

exclude his own confession, on the sole ground that it was made by

him while a witness under oath, yet, if he can prove that, when

questions tending to criminate him were put, he claimed the

piotection of the court, and w^as still compelled to answer, his

answers cannot be given in evidence against himself.* Testimony

so obtained is excluded, not, as it seems, because it may possibly be

untrue, but because the right of the witness to be silent has been

infringed ; and it is deemed expedient, on grounds of public

policy, to uphold the broad legal maxim, that no man shall be

forced to criminate himself.^

§ 901. The statute prescribing the duties of coroners enacts that

every coroner shall put in writing the evidence given to the jury

before him, or as much thereof as shall be material, and shall certify

and subscribe the same, and deliver it to the officer of the court in

which the trial is to be,*" and it also contains provisions as to the

issue of a warrant by the coroner for the arrest of every person

charged on an inquisition found before him with murder or man-

slaughter.' On various occasions, too, it has been assumed, that a

' Patteson, J., in E. v. Wheater, §§ 1453 et seq., as to what questions
18:!fS, explaining that decision. a witness may refuse to answer.

- But see E. •;;. Gillis, 1866 (Ir.), * E. v. Garbett, 184V (Alderson,

where a large majority of the Irish B.). But see cases cited in § 898,

judges took a different view of the ante.

law. Scd qu. e oO & 51 V. c. 71 (" The Coroners
^ See post, § 1455, as to these Act, 1887"), § 4 ; 9 G. 4, c. 74, §§4

statutes. and 6. Ir.

* E. V. Garbett, 1847. See post, ' Id. § 5.
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C. X.] PROPERTY FOUND IN CONSEQUENCE OF CONFESSION,

coroner has the same authority to take the examination of a pri-

soner as a magistrate.^ .,.,/. +i „

^ 902 2 When, in consequence of information oUained from the

prisoner in an improper manner, the property stolen, or the instrument

of the crime, or the body of the person murdered, or any other

material fact, has been discovered, proof is admissible that such dis-

covery was made conformably with the information so obtamed.

The prisoner's statement as to his knowledge of the place where he

property or other article was to be found, being confirmed by the

Ling, is shown to be true, and not to have been fabricated xn

consequence of any inducement. It is, therefore competent to

prove that the prisoner stated that the thing would be found by

searching a particular place, and that it was accordmgly so found

;

hut it would not be competent to inquire whether he confessed that

he had concealed it there.^ So much of the confession as relates

didinctly to the fact discovered by it maybe given in evidence,

since this part of the statement, for the reasons already given, can-

not have been false.*
.

^Wi' If too, a prisoner be persuaded, by improper induce-

ments to confess, and to himself deliver up the goods stolen his

dec-larLtions, contemporaneous with and explanatory of the ac of

delivery, though they may amount to a confession of guilt, will be

admissible.^ But whatever he may have said at the same time, not

qualifying or explaining the act of delivery, must be rejected.

And if ,-notwithstanding the prisoner's confession thus improperly

D -^ iRoq rTindal J ^

;

the rule somewliat more strictly than
1 E._^.

^/^^^I'li^f .S'^ Denman
'

it is stated m the text, saying that

2- "•
^"'^i /nndatedt (Ld Lynd: where the knowledge of any /act wa8

Brogan s case (undated
j
{ua. ^y "'f ^htained from a prisoner, under such

hurst). See remarks ante, notes to
f^^^^^^^^^^.^^Xded the confession

§ 892. . r.^ hpino- rriven in evidence, he

: S- ll- '4U''R rmStoWl, TouW S"e°ctL acq.n«al un,es» the
3 Ph. iLiV. Ill

,
•^- ''•;',, ,, T

'

.• _i. r>vnvprl would itsclf havc been

n83; E..Mosey,n8 (Bider J -^F^^ Tarrant a conviction

and Pen-yn, B.)
,

K. /• -^^S,'^^^^' without any confession leadmg to it

178. ; E. .. Gould 1840 (Tinda ,
wim

J^^^^^^ ^^^^ ^^, ,esa t of

C.J., and Parke, B^, ^-v. |ii;i|^eu.
^ ^^^t^orities cited in the preceding

i^'^^rMs ^i^'^^ins? JO
; -v^ r^^^^ ^^'^ '' '' '"''''

Com. ..Knapp, 1830 (Am.).
'""s r' Ev ^ 232 in part,

case 1800, Lord Eldon laid down 1809.
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CONFESSIONS OF ACCOMPLICES—OF AGENTS. [PART III.

induced, and any acts done in furtherance of the discovery,

—

the

search for the property or person in question be ineffectual, no proof

of either the confession or the acts can be received. The confession

is excluded, because, being made under the influeuce of a promise,

it cannot be reHed upon ; and the acts done uuder the same in-

fluence, not being confirmed by the finding of the property or

person, are open to the same objection. Tlie influence which may
produce a groundless confession may also produce groundless

conduct.^

§ 904. A jirisoner is not liable to be affected by the confessions

of his accomplices} So strictly is this rule enforced, that where a

person is indicted for receiving stolen goods, a confession by the

principal that he was guilty of the theft, is no evidence of that

fact as against the receiver ;
^ and it would be the same, it seems, if

both parties were indicted together, and the principal were to

plead guilty.'*

§ 905.^ On similar grounds, no person is, in general, answerable

criminally for the acts of his servants or agents, whether he be the

accused or the principal in the matter, unless a criminal design be

brought home to such person himself.^ The act of the agent or

servant may be shown in evidence, as proof that such an act was

done; for a fact must be established by the same evidence, whether

it be followed by a criminal or civil consequence.^ But it is a

totally different question, in the consideration of criminal as dis-

tingui.-hed from civil justice, how the principal may be affected by

the fact, when so established. Eor though the wrongful or fraudu-

lent act of the agent may involve his principal civilly,^ it cannot

^ E. V. Jenkins, 1822. * Id., citing an anonymous deci-
* So is the iioman law. " Con- sion of Wood, B.

fessio unius non probat in prsejudi- * Gr. Ev. § 234, in great part,
cium alterius, quia alias esset in manu ^ See Cooper w. Slade, l«57-8, H. L.
confitentis dicere quod vellet, et sic (Ld. Wensleydale). Eut even in
jus alteri qusesitum auferre, quando criminal cases there are certain ex-
omniuo jura pi ohibent; etiamsi talis ceptions to the general rule: see
coiifiteiis esset omniexceptionemajor. ante, § 115.

Sed limitabis, quando inter partes '' See ante, § 724.
convenit parere confessioni et dicto ^ Barwick v. Eng. Jt. Stock Bk.,
unius alterius." 1 Masc.de Prob., 1867 ; Proudfoot v. Moiitefiore, 186?

';

Concl, 486, p. 409. See ante, §§ 593, Moore v. Metrop. Pail. Co., 1872;
694. Mackay v. Com. Bk. of New Bruns-

3 R. V. Tui-ner, 1832 (all the wick, 1874, P. C. ; Swire v. Francis,
judges). 1877; Buimah Trading Corp. Lim!
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convict him of a crime, unless proof be also given that the princi-

pal has directed, or, at least, assented, to such act.^ Where :t was

proposed to show that an agent of the prosecutor, not called as a

witness, had offered a bribe to an intended witness, who, however

had not been called, the evidence was held inadmissible; though

the general doctrine, as above stated, was recognized.^

§ 906. The rule thus generally laid down is open to an apparent

exception in the case of the proprietor of a newspaper, who is,

prima facie, criminally responsible for any libel it contains, though

inserted by his agent or servant without his knowledge.^ Yet even

here the defendant is, by Lord Campbell's Act,^ now entitled to be

acquitted if he prove that the publication was made by his servant

without his authority, consent, or knowledge, and that it did not

arise from want of due care or caution on his part.

§ 907. Confessions, like admissions, may be inferred from the

comhict of the prisoner, and from .his silent acquiescence in the state-

ments of others, made in his presence, respecting himself;^ pro-

vided they were not made either before a magistrate, or under

circumstances such as to naturally prevent the prisoner from

replying.^ In both the cases just instanced, of course, there

can be°no admission by silence. In the well-known case of Dr.

Newman,^ on an information for libel, to which truth was pleaded

as a justification under Lord Campbell's Act,« the defendant

V. Mirza Maliomed Ally, &c., 1878 i^^^Y^'l^'^lly
«°"J.^™^%^^ *^gS'

Ws case, 1820, H. L. ;
ante, ^^2l^-^^^:X;,

primT facie) in the following re- St. Matthew ch 26, vv. 60-b3, and

niaiks —" Surely, aperson who de- ch. 2/, vv. 12—14.

rves profit from, a^d furnishes means « E. .. Appleby, 1821 Holroyd,

for car ying oA, the concern, and J.); Melen .. Andrews 1829 (I'ar^e

intrusts the conduct of the publica- B.); Joy on Conf. (Ir.), 7--S0,

tion to one whom he selects, and m ante § <38.

whom he confides, may be said to '' R. v. Newman 1822.

lusr to be published what actually « 6 & 7 V. c. 96 ("The Lxbel Act.

appears, and ought to be answerable, 1843 ), § 7.

though you cannot show that he was
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tendered evidence to prove that the very imj)utations in the libel

had been previously pubKshed in another work, and that the prose-

cutor, though well aware of this, had taken no steps to obtain

redress ; but the evidence was rejected as too vague to be anj proof

of acquiescence.
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AMERICAN NOTES.

Confessions. - An admission of the commission of a criminal

offence is, teclnucally, a confession. Such an
-\-^f-|;;^'J4^^^'

proper circumstances, competent evidence against the make .

1 a e .. Carrick 16 Nev. 120 (1881) ; Blackburn .. Coni 12 Lusi ,

181 (1876)-, Murphy .. People, 63 >.. Y 590 U^^.^^),
^jate -

Geoi-e 93 N. C. 567 (1885); U. S. v. Kirkwood, o Ltah l^o

^1886); Sttte .. Phillips, 117 Mo. 389 (1893) ;
Bell - ^^a e, ol

Tex. App. 276 (1892); State v. Chambers, 45 La. Ann. o6 (1893),

Walker v. State, 136 Ind. 663 (1893).
. ., ., ^

"The confessions of prisoners are received m e^'ldence upon he

presumption that a person will not make
-^f'^^^^^'^''^

will militate against himself." Brown .. State, o2 Miss. 43o, 4oO

1856); Basye .. State, 45 Neb. 261 (1895). It is not necessary that

a w1tn;ss should remember all the confession. State .. Madison,

47 La. Ann. 30 (1895).
,

, ^„

Confessions and Admissions. - Statements by one accused of

crime as to the existence of particular facts are designated as

admissions. Confession is the term reserved for the acknowledg-

"Tt'ife™ to confuse the two in a charge to the jury Fletcher

V. State, 90 Ga. 468 (1892).
.

"The term admission is usually applied to civil transactions, and

to those matters of fact in criminal cases which do not involve

criminal intent; the term confession being generally restricted to

acknowledgments of guilt. . . . The -^- of evidence ai. m both

cases the same." Colburn .. Groton 66 N. H. If ' ^^^ (^f^
Taylor v. State, 37 Neb. 788 (1893); Mora v. People 19 Colo. -o5

(-1893) So acknowledgment of the possession of goods belonging to

a murdered woman is not a confession of murder. "He may have

been -uilty of no other or different crime than that of which the

witness admits his own guilt, namely, receiving and concealing

goods taken from the murdered woman. The fact of his possession

of the goods raised a powerful presumption of his guilt ot the

murder. But his admission of such possession was in no sense a

confession of guilt. It will not to do to say that one on trial for a

felony confesses his guilt by admitting circumstances tending,

however strongly, to establish guilt. A confession of guilt is an

admission of the criminal act itself, not an admission ot a fact ox

circumstance from which guilt may be inferred. State .. Gbnden

51 la. 463." State v. Red, 53 la. 69 (1880). "A confession is a

person's declaration of his agency or participation m a crime.
_

Ihe

term is restricted to acknowledgments of guilt. An admission of

a fact, not in itself involving criminal intent, is not to be rejected
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as evidence (without tlie preliminary proof) merely because it

may, when connected with other facts, tend to establish guilt."

People V. Parton, 49 Cal. 632 (1875). "All parts of the confes-

sion, inculpatory or exculpatory, should be weighed together."

State V. McDonnell, 32 Vt. 491, 532 (1860).

But the witness can give all he heard even if he did not liear the

entire confession. People r. Daniels, 105 Cal. 262 (1894).

On a defence of alibi the defendant's admission of the speed of

his horse is competent. "His sayings are admissible against him-
self." Eraser r. State, 55 Ga. 325 (1875). The fact that the defend-

ant offered i^60 to settle the case is competent. State v. Pruce, 33

La. Ann. 186 (1881).

Only such portion of a confession is competent as relates to the

offence under investigation. The prosecution cannot introduce

admissions by a defendant of general bad character. Com. v.

Campbell, 155 Mass. 537 (1892).

Judicial and Extra-judicial Confessions. — A distinction has

been attempted between confessions made in court and those made
in jjals. Thus the supreme court of Missouri say: "Confessions
are divided into two classes, namely, judicial and extia-judicial.

Judicial confessions are those which are made before tlie magis-

trate or in court, in due course of legal proceedings, and it is

essential that they be made of the free will of the party, and with

full and perfect knowledge of the nature and consequences of the

confession. Of this kind are the preliminary examinations, taken

in writing by the magistrate, pursuant to statutes, and the plea of

guilty made in open court to an indictment. Either of these is

sufficient to found a conviction upon, even if it be followed by
sentence of death, they being deliberately made, with the advice of

counsel, and under tlie protecting caution and oversight of the

judge. Extra-judicial confessions are those which are made by
the party elsewhere than before a magistrate, or in court, this term
embracing not only explicit and express confessions of crime, but

all those admissions of the accused from which guilt may be

implied.
" Whether extra-judicial confessions, uncorroborated by any other

proof of the corpus delicti, are of themselves sufficient to found a

conviction of the prisoner upon, has not only been doubted, but, in

the best considered cases, denied." State v. German, 54 Mo. 526

(1874). See also Pitts v. State, 43 Miss. 472 (1871).

Form of Confession. — The confession maybe in the form of

evidence given in another case. Dickerson v. State, 48 Wis. 288

(1879); Alston v. State, 41 l^ex. 39 (1874); Anderson v. State, 26

Ind. 89 (1866).

Or as evidence against another before the grand jury. State v.

Broughton, 7 Ired. (N. C.) 96 (1846).
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Or in a plea of guilty before the lower court. State v. Bowe, 61

Me. 171 (1872).

Or on a former trial of the same case. "The statements made

by the defendant while testifying at a former trial were competent,

either as admissions or for the purpose of contradicting him. They

were voluntary statements, in regard to his connection with the

transaction, and it is immaterial where or when they were made.

Com. V. Reynolds, 122 Mass. 454 (1877). Or before a coroner at

a preliminary inquest. Teachout (^ People, 41 N. Y. 7 (1869);

Snyder v. State, 59 Ind. 105 (1877); State v. Oilman, 51 Me 206

(1862). So of evidence at a tire inquest. Com. v. Bradford, Iwb

Mass. 42 (1878).

Or before a committing magistrate. State v. Branham, 16 b.

C. 389 (1879).

Such confessions are regarded as voluntary, especially where ^the

declarant has been cautioned. Teachout v. People, 41 N. Y. 7

(1869); State v. Oilman, 51 Me. 206 (1862); Com. v. Clark, 130

Pa. St. 641 (1889); Com. v. Bradford, 126 Mass. 42 (1878); State

V. Branham, 13 S. C. 389 (1879) ; Snyder v. State, 59 Ind. 105

(1877).

To the opposite effect, see State v. Garvey, 25 La. Ann. 191

(1873).

On an indictment for bigamy, the fact of the prior marriage may

be proved by an endorsement on a photograph "your dear hus-

band." State V. Behrman, 114 N. C. 797 (1894).

And it has been held that where A. testified against B. jointly

iudicted with himself but tried separately as confessions as to his

connection with the offence cannot be used against him on his own

trial. "That he was cautioned by the circuit judge, at the time he

testitied against Robertson, that he need not tell about his own

connection with the crime, does not affect the result. The prin-

ciple is, that no statement made upon oath in a judicial investiga-

tion of a crime can ever be used against the party making it, in a

prosecution of him for the same crime ; because the fact that he is

under oath, of itself, operates as a compulsion upon him to tell the

truth, and the whole truth, and his statement, therefore, cannot be

regarded as free and voluntary." Jackson v. State, 56 Miss. 311

(1879).

If the confession has been reduced to writing, it becomes a

written instrument within the meaning of the "best evidence"

rule. "When confessions are taken by a trial justice, in writing,

signed by the parties, such evidence is the best evidence upon the

subject, and if such confessions are relied upon against them, the

defendants are entitled to have them produced in the very terms

iu which they were made. From the infirmity of memory there is

always more or less uncertainty about parol testimony, especially
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in reference to declarations — mere spoken words. Even in civil

cases the rule is that parol testimony is not admissible to explain,

vary or add to written instruments, which must speak for them-

selves. In criminal proceedings there is even more reason that

only the best and most reliable evidence should be allowed. There

may have been in the written confessions some qualifications or

explanations, and, we think, when demanded by the defendants,

they should have been offered. It was error to receive parol testi-

mony of confessions made in writing where there was no obstacle

in the way of the written confessions being offered." State v.

Branham, 13 S. C. 389, 397 (1879). To the same effect, Cicero

V. State, 54 Ga. 156 (1875); Wright v. State, 50 Miss. 332 (1874).

A letter is none the less competent as an admission that it is not

signed. State v. Winningham, 124 Mo. 423 (1894). Or because

written at the dictation of another and signed by that other. State

V. Sibley, (Mo.) 31 S. W. 1033 (1895).

Confession by Silence. — A confession, like any other admis-

sion, may be in the form of a declaration made in presence of the

accused under circumstances calling for a reply; e. g. , by a fellow

prisoner. Murphy v. State, 36 Oh. St. 628 (1881); People v.

Estrado, 49 Cal. 171 (1874); Haberty v. State, 8 Oh. C. Ct. Rep.

262 (1894); Sparf r. U. S.,156U. S. 51 (1895); Com. r. Trefethen,

157 Mass. 180 (1892).

Failure to reply to an accusation of guilt is, if a reply is fairly

called for, a competent fact in the nature of a confession. State v.

Eeed, 62 Me. 129, 141 (1874); Com. v. Brown, 121 Mass. 69

(1876); Kelley v. People, 55 N. Y. 565 (1874); State v. Bowman,
80 >sT. C. 4.32 (1879); Drumright v. State, 29 Ga. 4.30 (1859); State

V. Belknap, 39 \V. A' a. 427 (1894); Brown v. State, 32 Tex. Ajip.

119 (1893).

"Where an individual is charged with an offence, or declara-

tions are made, in his presence and hearing, touching or affecting

his guilt or innocence of an alleged crime, and he remains silent

when it would be proper for him to speak, it is the province of a

]\\vy to interpret such silence, and determine whether his silence

was, under tlie circumstances, excused or ex])lained. At most,

silence under such circumstances is but an implied acquiescence in

tiie truth of the statements made by others, and thus presumjitive

evidence of guilt, and in some cases it may be slight, except as

confirmed and corroborated by othei- circumstances. But it is

some evidence, and therefore, except in those cases where the

statements are made upon an occasion and under circumstances in

which the individual sought to be affected could not with propriety

speak, as in the progress of a judicial investigation, or in a discus-

sion between third persons not addressed to or intended to affect

the accused or induce any action in respect to him, so that for him
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to speak would be a manifest intrusion into a discourse to which

he was not a party, the evidence is competent and should be

admitted." Kelley v. People, 55 N. Y. 565 (1874).

So an uncontroverted statement, made in a prisoner's presence at

a judicial hearing, is not competent as an admission by him,

"being made in the progress of an investigation before a judicial

officer^ when silence, if not required, was at least justified as a

matter of decorum." Bell v. State, 93 Ga. 557 (1894).

It is no objection to the admissibility of such statements that

they were made while the accused was under arrest. Kelley v.

People, 55 N. Y. 565 (1874).

But, as has been said, the circumstances must be such as to make

a reply proper. Slattery v. People, 76 111. 217 (1875) ;
Kelley v.

People, 55 N. Y. mo (1874); State v. Murray, (Mo.) 29 S. W. 700

(1895); Com. v. Trefethen, 157 Mass. 180 (1892).

"The inference that silence is tantamount to an admission of

guilt must rest upon the idea of acquiescence, and it is not con-

sistent with sound reason to imply an acquiescence from silence,

unless the circumstances are such as to afford the party an oppor-

tunity to act or speak, but such, also, as would naturally call for

some action or reply from prudent men similarly situated. The

rule is well and tersely settled in Com. v. Brown, 121 Mass. 69, as

follows: 'A statement made in the presence of a defendant, to

which no reply is made, is not admissible against him, unless it

appears that he was at liberty to make a reply, and that the state-

ment was made by such person and under such circumstances as

naturally to call for a reply unless he intends to admit it. But,

if he makes a reply wholly or partially admitting the truth of the

facts stated, both the statement and the reply are competent

evidence. Com. v. Kenney, 12 Mete. (Mass.) 235.' " The circum-

stance that the accused is in custody, while entitled to weight,

will not, of itself, exclude the statement, if the circumstances

otherwise properly called for a reply or denial by him. Com. v.

Brown, 121 Mass. 69; Murphy v. State, 36 Oh. St. 62S; Kelley

V. People, 55 N. Y. 565; People v. ^Ventz, 37 N. Y. 303; McKee v.

People, 36 N. Y. 113; Com. v. Cuffee, 108 Mass. 285; State v.

Murray, (Mo.) 29 S. W. 700 (1895).

And it must be proved that the defendant understood what was

said. Sauls v. State, 30 Tex. App. 496 (1891).

The entire rule has been severely criticised. Thus, the supreme

court of South Carolina say of a charge "that if a party hears a

criminal charge against himself, and made in his presence, and

says nothing, it is an admission on his i)art, and, in the eye of the

law, the party accepts that charge as his confession," as follows:

"The effect of this charge was to give the silence of the parties

the legal force and effect of confession of guilt. It must, in this
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respect, "be distinguislied from the proposition that the conduct of

parties under accusation of crime may be given to the jury, as

circumstances to be weighed in connection with the question of

o-uilt or innocence. To give the silence of parties such legal effect,

is equivalent to holding that every person accused of crime by any

person, regardless of time, place or circumstance, is bound to deny

such accusation and affirm his innocence. It is clear that the law

imposes no such obligation on a party accused; but, on the con-

trary, it is his right to stand mute, and the burden of showing the

guilt is on those that make the accusation." State v. Edwards, 13

So. C. .30 (1S70).

In like manner, the supreme court of Alabama say: "The evi-

dence in the cause before us was properly admitted. But the

charge of the court upon it was calculated to mislead the jury, con-

cerning the weight it was entitled to. They ought not to have

been instructed, ' That the fact that the person who is charged

with the commission of a crime says nothing, but remains silent,

is a circumstance to which the jury may look as a confession of

guilt.' It is often a circumstance, the significance of which may

be wholly misunderstood; and it ought, therefore, always to be

questioned very carefully, if not distrustingly, by a jury."

Campbell v. State, 55 Ala. 80 (187G).

Force of Coxfessions. — The probative effect of confessions is

frequently more apparent than real. Instances of untruthful self-

accusation of the gravest offences have been not infrequent. Cau-

tions by the court seem therefore entirely justified. State v.

McDonnell, 32 Vt. 491, 532 (1S60).

In Brown v. State, 32 Miss. 433 (1850), the Mississippi court of

appeals say: "We have no hesitation in saying that the 14th

instruction granted in behalf of the prosecution was erroneous.

That instruction is in the following words :
' Confessions made by

a person charged with an offence, when made voluntarily, and not

obtained by force, fraud, or threats, are regarded by the law as

the highest and most satisfactory character of proof. If, there-

fore, the jury believe from the confessions of defendant, as given

in evidence, that defendant shot Tatum, the deceased, at a time

when he knew that Tatum had no power to do him any injury, then

such shooting was unlawful, and defendant is guilty of either

murder or manslaughter, according to his intention at the time of

shooting.'

The confessions of prisoners are received in evidence upon the

presumption that a person will not make a false statement, which

will militate against himself. And while the elementary writers,

and the courts, have not entirely agreed upon the weight to be

given to this species of evidence, it is admitted by all that it

should be received with great caution. ' For,' says Blackstone,
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who maintained that confessions in cases of felony, were the

weakest and most suspicions of all testimony; 'they are very

liable to be obtained by artitice, false hopes, promises of favor, or

menaces; seldom remembered accurately or reported with preci-

sion, and incapable in their nature, of being disproved by other

negative evidence. 4 Com. 357. Subject however, to the proper

caution in receiving and weighing them, ' it is generally agreed

that deliberate confessions of guilt are amongst the most effectual

proofs in the law.' 1 Green. Ev. § 215. But that they are to be
' regarded as the highest and most satisfactory character of proof '

has never been the doctrine of this court."

"Observation and experience have led the most eminent and

enlightened Judges in the administration of the criminal law to

the conclusion, and it has become the established doctrine and rule

for the government of Courts, that the evidence of verbal confes-

sions of guilt is to be received with great caution." Cain v. State,

18 Tex. 387 (1857).

"Where parties make admissions or declarations against them-

selves, the law presumes they are true because made against their

interest; but this is only a presumption and may be rebutted.

Statements, confessions and admissions, when given in evidence,

must all be taken together, and the jury will attach such credit to

them as they deem them worthy of. They may believe everything

the party says in his favor, or theymay reject the same. It all

depends upon the circumstances surrounding the case, and the

degree of probability there is in the truth of the statements, when
viewed in the light of the whole transaction which they purport to

narrate." State v. Hollenscheit, 61 Mo. 302 (1875).

On tlie other hand, circumstances may give a voluntary confes-

sion of guilt very strong probative force.

For example, in State v. Brown, 48 la. 382 (1878), "The defend-

ant asked the court to instruct the jury as follows: ' Confessions

alleged to have been made by the prisoner in the presence of the

prosecutor alone, or in the presence of the prosecutor and one or

more of his select friends, are the weakest of all testimony deemed
competent in law, and should be received and considered as such,

and confessions made in the presence of any one witness alone are

deemed in law as weak and unsatisfactory, unless corroborated by
other testimou}'.' This instruction was refused, and the court

instructed the jury in these words :
' When it is shown that a

public offence has been committed, free and voluntary confessions

of guilt, or of facts necessarily tending to show his guilt, by the

party accused, are, by the law, presumed to be true, and are

entitled to the highest credit and greatest weight as evidence of

such fact or facts; but such confessions will not warrant a convic-

tion, unless they are accompanied by other evidence that the crime

has been committed.'
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" We think the instruction asked by defendant was properly

refused. A voluntary confession of crime is not the weakest of

all testimony deemed competent in law. It is true, evidence of a

confession should be examined with care; but when it is clearly

established, whether made in the presence of the prosecutor or his

friends, or to one person alone, if made voluntarily, it should not

be regarded as weak and unsatisfactory.

The instruction given by the court upon this subject, when con-

sidered in the light of the facts of the case, was correct. The

evidence, without conflict, showed a free and voluntary confession

of the crime, with all its particulars. In such cases the confession

is entitled to the highest credit and greatest weight as evidence."

The Kentucky court of appeals has held that the court is not

warranted in cautioning the jury as to the credibility of confes-

sions. "Evidence of confessions, like evidence of other facts, is

to be weighed by the jury, and the court has no more right to

caution them in regard to such evidence than in regard to any

other species of evidence." Blackburn v. Com., 12 Bush, 181

(1876).

In Com. V. Sanborn, 116 Mass. 61 (1874) the course of the nisi

prius judge was approved. "At the defendant's request the judge

instructed the jury that such evidence should be received with

great caution. The defendant further requested the court to

instruct the jury that no substantial reliance could be placed upon

this class of evidence uncorroborated. This the judge refused, but

did instruct them that whether any substantial reliance could be

placed u])on this class of testimony depended upon the circum-

stances of each case, and that it was for the jury to say in this

case how far they could rely upon it."

A similar view is taken in Eiland v. State, 52 Ala. 322, 335

(1875) :
" Confessions or declarations, whether offered in evidence

in a civil or criminal case, must be received as a whole. The part

which criminates must be taken connected with that which excul-

pates. The law does not ascertain the credence which shall be

attached to either part, or to the confession or declaration in its

entirety. The jury are not bound to attach equal credence to

every part; they may. for sufficient reasons, reject a part and give

effect to a part; siich rejection cannot be capriciously made, nor

can credence be capriciously given to a part. That which is favor-

able to the party should not be rejected merely because it is

favorable to him, and because of the motives which may have

induced him to make it. The confession shoukl be taken as a

whole; the time and circumstances of its making, — its harmony

or inconsistency with other evidence, and the motives wliich may
have operated on the party in making it, —- should all be fairly

considered by the jury. Then, without regard to whether they are
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Clearly disproved or not, the jury should credit all which they finrl

sufficient reason for crediting, and reject all which they hud suffi-

cient reason for rejecting."
, ,, n n fl..

CoRROBOKATiox BEQUiRKD. - It has been held, for r-easons partly

given above, that an uncorroborated confession is not sufficient to

warrant con;iction of a criminal offence. " The elementary books

generally state the law to be, that confessions alone are sufficient

to convict; yet it is believed no court would permit a conviction

for felony upon mere confessions, made out of court without some

proof that a crime had in fact been committed, or of circumstances

corroborating and fortifying the confession. The criminal law

requires proof sufficient to satisfy the reason and judgment beyond

a i-easonable doubt of the guilt of the accused; and anything short

of this will not justify a conviction. Mr. Justice Blackstone, m

speaking of confessions not made upon due caution and delibera-

tion, and to unauthorized persons, says: ' they are the weakest and

most suspicious of all testimony; ever liable to be obtained by

artifice, false hopes, promises of favor, or menaces; seldom remem-

bered accurately, or repeated with due precision; and incapable m

their nature of being disproved by negative evidence And the

same author approves the rules laid down by Sir Matthew Hale:

never to convict of larceny till the goods are proved to have been

stolen; nor to convict of murder or manslaughter unless the body

be foumi dead. 4 Blacks Com. 357, 358 and 359 Experience has

shown that confessions have sometimes turned out unfounded;

that the weak, to avoid apparent impending peril, and under the

force of surroundings, exciting apprehensions, and imaginary

dangers, have been induced to state untruths which have produced

their conviction of supposed crimes.

The humanity of the law will not tolerate a general rule which,

in its operation, endangers the security of innocence, and is unsafe

to life or liberty, in the administration of the law. Confessions

proved are necessarily weak or strong evidence, according to the

circumstances attending the making and the proving of them; and

we think the only safe general rule is to require some other e^^-

dence corroborative of their truth." Bergen v. People, 1^ lU. 4-b

(1856); Williams v. State, 12 Lea. 211 (1883).

"An extra-judicial confession, not corroborated by independent

evidence of the corpus delicti, would not support a conviction for

felony." Johnson v. State, 59 Ala. 37 (1877); State v. German,

54 Mo 526 (1874); State r. Knowles, 48 la. 598 (1878); Smith v.

Com 21 Graft. S09 (1S71) ; People v. Thrall, 50 Cal. 415 (1875);

Pitts'.. State, 43 Miss. 472 (1.S71); U. S. v. Mayfield, 59 Fed.

Kep. 118 (1893); Ryan v. State, 100 Ala. 94 (1893); Dunn v.

State (Tex ), 30 S. W. 227 (1895); Lambright v. State, 34 Pla.

564 (1894) ; People v. Simonsen, 107 Cal. 345 (1895). So in a libel

for divorce' for adultery. Lyon v. Lyon, 62 Barb. 138 (1861).
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But only such proof of the corpus delicti, outside the confession,

is required as the nature of the case admits. For example, in case

of a homicide at sea, plenary proof of the crime is not required.

U. S. V. Williams, 1 Cliff. 5 (1858).

Surrendering stolen property with admission of guilt will war-

rant a conviction. State v. Munson, 7 Wash. 239 (1893). A like

effect follows finding property as stated in a confession. State v.

Hansen, 25 Oreg. 391 (1894).

On the other hand, a confession of guilt given while testifying

as a witness on the trial of another has been held sufficient, with-

out corroborative evidence, to support a conviction for felony.

"It would be difficult to conceive of evidence of guilt ordinarily

more satisfactory to a sensible mind than a party's own statements,

solemnly and freely made under oath, upon the trial of another

cause, when not himself accused, and when no motive or induce-

ment is perceptible to beget a departure from the truth, and when
falsehood would be wilful and corrupt perjury." Anderson v.

State, 26 Ind. 89 (1866).

Must be voluntary. — Before the evidence showing a confes-

sion can properly be received, it must affirmatively appear that the

declarant's statements "have not been obtained by the influence of

hope or fear, applied by a third person to the prisoner's mind."

Cain V. State, 18 Tex. 387 (1857); People v. Soto, 49 Cal. 67

(1874); State v. Anderson, 96 Mo. 241 (1888); Green v. State, 88

Ga. 516 (1891) ; Com. v. Flood, 152 Mass. 529 (1890) ; Searcy v.

State, 28 Tex. App. 513 (1890); Johnson r. State, 59 Ala. 37

(1877) ; State v. Crowson, 98 N. C. 595 (1887) ; Colburn v. Gi'oton,

66 X. H. 151 (1889); May v. State, (Neb.) 56. X. W. 804 (1893);

Bubster v. State, 33 Neb. 663 (1891).

"Confessions are inadmissible when induced by threats, or by a

promise of favor, made by persons apparently acting by authority."

People %\ Clarke (^Mich.), 62 X. W. 1117 (1895).
" We feel constrained by our former decisions to hold, that a

confession induced b}^ hope or fear, excited in the mind by the

representations of any one connected with the prosecution, or con-

nected with the accused, who may, considering his relations and

condition, be fairly supposed by him to have power to secure him
whatever of benefit is promised, or to influence the threatened

injury, cannot be regarded as voluntary, and ought not to be

received in evidence.

The confessions in this case were made to a person who was
engaged as a clerk in the store-house alleged to have been broken

and entered, and the owner of a part of the goods said to have

been stolen therefrom. They were made while the prisoner w^as

in jail, and upon promises that he (the clerk) would not prosecute

him, and would not appear as a witness unless compelled. It
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would be a departure from the current of our former decisions,

which have not favored the admissibility of confessions, unless

plainly shown to be voluntary — uninfluenced by hope or fear —
to pronounce these confessions admissible evidence." Murphy v.

State, 63 Ala. 1 (1879). "Elementary writers of authority concur

in saying that, while from the very nature of such evidence it

must be subjected to careful scrutiny and received with great

caution, a deliberate, voluntary confession of guilt is among the

most effectual proofs in the law, and constitutes the strongest evi-

dence against the party making it that can be given of the facts

stated in such confession. . . . But the presumption upon which
weight is given to such evidence, namely, that one who is innocent

will not imperil his safety or prejudice his interests by an untrue

statement, ceases when the confession appears to have been made
either in consequence of inducements of a temporal nature, held out

by one in authority, touching the charge preferred, or because of

a threat or promise by or in the presence of such person, which,

operating upon the fears or hopes of the accused, in reference to

the charge, deprives him of that freedom of will or self-control

essential to make his confession voluntary within the meaning of

the law. Tested by these conditions, there seems to have been no

reason to exclude the confession of the accused; for the existence

of any such inducements, threats or promises seems to have been

negatived by the statement of the circumstances under which it

was made." Hopt v. Utah, 110 (J. S. 574 (1884).

A curious exception to the exclusion of a confession under
promise of pardon exists. A confession, made under hope of

pardon, by one who turns "state evidence " is regarded as "volun-

tary " if the prisoner refuses to testify in accordance with his

confession. " We cannot perceive how the prisoner, thus situated,

could have any motive falsely to accuse himself, although he might
have a motive to continue his false acciisation against his accom-
plices. And besides, if any such motive could be supposed to

operate, it was a new motive, and not arising from external

influence. And it is no objection to the admission of a confession,

that it was made from interested motives and with the hope of

favor, if the motive is not excited by external influence.

If the accomplices had been upon trial, it is clear that tlie

testimony of the prisoner would have been competent against

them. It would be liable to great observation, and its credibility

would be the fair and just subject of argument. But still it would
be competent. And yet the motives which could operate upon
his mind would be strong, to magnify the evidence against his

accomplices, but he would have no motive to criminate or accuse

himself be^^ond the truth." Com. v. Knapp, 10 Pick. 477, 491

(1830).
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An involuntary confession will still be evidence against another
one of the participants in a civil action. Newhall v. Jenkins 2
Gray, 564 (1854).

The rejection of a confession regarded as involuntary is not
based on any feeling of fairness to the accused. A confession
obtained by eavesdropping is competent. Woolfolk v. State, 85
Ga. 69, 99 (1890). A confession obtained under promise of
secrecy is competent. State v. Mitchell, Phillips (N. C.) 447
(1868); State v. Darnell, 1 Houst. Grim. Rep. 321 (1870). So
of one obtained by deception. Com. v. Hanlon, 3 Brews. 461, 499
(1870). Or by falsely informing the prisoner that his accomplices
had been cai)tured and had betrayed him. State v. Jones, 54 Mo.
478 (1874); Price v. State, 18 Oh. St. 418 (1868).
Or by false information tliat an accomplice had been shot. Kin"

V. State, 40 Ala 314 (1867).
'^

The reason for this rule is given in Price v. State (ubi supra).
"The true rule seems to be, that in order to exclude the evi-
dence, there must have been something said or done calculated to
induce a hope of advantage, or fear of harm. The fact that he
was a prisoner, and that a fraud was practiced upon him, is not
sufficient. They have no tendency to make him swerve from the
truth. However we may condemn the fraud, we cannot reject the
voluntary confession." Price v. State, 18 Oh. St. 418 (1868).

It is no objection to a confession that the detective "got into the
confidence " of the prisoner by false pretences. Cornwall v. State,
91 Ga. 277 (1892); Stone v. State (Ala.) 17 So. 114 (1895). Or
that the accused confessed on being threatened by a fellow-citizen
with a prosecution for his offence. Kohanan v. State, 92 Ga. 28
(1893). Or tliat there are firearms in tlie room. State v. Watt,
47 La. Ann. 630 (1895).

It has, on the contrary, been held in Texas that where a confes-
sion was obtained by false statements of the prosecuting witness or
other fraud the confession was not voluntary. Cook v. State, 32
Tex. App. 27 (1893).

If a person is aware of what he is saying, the fact that advantage
is taken of intoxication in procuring his confession does not affect
its admissibility. Eskridge v. State, 25 Ala. 30 (1854); Williams
V. State, 12 Lea, 211 (1883); State v. Feltes, 51 la. 495 (1879);
Lester v. State, 32 Ark. 727 (1878).

The rule is the same, even where intoxicating liquor is furnished
by the officer liimself. People v. Ramirez, oQ Cal. 533 (1880) ;

Jefferds v. People, 5 Parker, C. R. 522, 547, 560 (1862).
Whether the accused was too intoxicated under the circum-

stances to know what he was doing is a question for the jury.
"The court instructed the jury that the evidence of intoxication
was an objection to the weight and not to the competency of the
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testimony; and that if the defendant was so much under the

influence of liquor as not to understand Avhat he was confessing,

they should disregard the confessmgs altogether. These instruc-

tions were entirely right." Com. v. Howe, 9 Gray, 110 (1857).

The prisoner is at liberty to prove that he was intoxicated at

the time of a confession. Lester v. State, 32 Ark. 727 (1878).

A.nd while such evidence does not exclude the confession, it may

affect the weight the jury may give it. White v. State, 32 Tex.

A pp. 625 (1894).

And the jury in deciding whether a person was under the

influence of delirium tremens or knew the effect of his statement,

may be aided by experts. " Where a confession is shown, and

there is evidence tending to show that the defendant, at the time

of the confession, was laboring under delirium tremens, or was

otherwise insane, we think that the opinion of an expert may

properly be taken upon the defendant's mental condition as indi-

cated by the proven facts. We see no reason why his insanity

may not be established by any kind of evidence which is employed

in any case to establish such a fact." State v. Feltes, 51 la. 495

(1879).

A rather anomalous decision was reached in an early California

case to the effect that statements made during sleep were not com-

petent as confessions. "The bill of exceptions in this case states

that certain words uttered by the defendant while sleeping were

given in evidence against him at the trial. It is difficult to see

upon what principle tliis evidence was admitted, and we are of

opinion that the objection to it should have been sustained. If

the defendant was asleep, the inference is that he was not con-

scious of what he was saying, and words spoken by him in that

condition constituted no evidence of guilt." People v. Robinson,

19 Cal. 40 (1861).

What is Undue Influence? — In many instances, especially

where the motives acting on a prisoner's mind may be conjectured

to be mixed, it is difficult to draw the line as to what persuasion to

confession crosses the legal line.

]Mere adjurations to tell the truth do not render a confession

involuntary. State v. Anderson, 96 Mo. 241 (1888); State v.

Habib (R. I.), 30 Atl. 465 (1894).

But "the words, ' you had better own up,' followed by, ' I was in

the place when you took it; we have got you down fine; this is not

the first you have taken; we have got other things against you

mnirly as good as this,' spoken by one police officer to another, in a

police station, and in the presence of the superior officer of the

person addressed and of the speaker, who has detected him in the

act of stealing, will render a subsequent confession of guilt by

the accused person inadmissible at the trial of an indictment
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against him for the Larceny." Com. v. Nott, 135 Mass. 269

(1883); Com. v. Myers, 160 Mass. 530 (1894). So where the

prisoner was informed by a constable, while under arrest, that

"the truth would go better than a lie," the confession so obtained

was held inadmissible. R. v. Romp. 17 Ont. 567 (1889). So

where a prisoner was told, " it will be better for you to make a full

disclosure," the confession so obtained is not voluntary. People

V. Barric, 49 Cal. 342 (187.")). Where the prisoner was told that

"if he was guilty, it could not put him in any worse condition,

and he had better tell the truth at all times," the statement did

not make a confession involuntary. Fonts v. State, 8 Oh. St. 98

(1857).

Where a constable informed a prisoner, "you had as well tell all

about it," a confession made a little later was held involuntary.

Vaughan v. Com. 17 Graft. 576 (1867). So where the officer said

to the prisoner, "if you are guilty, I would advise you to make
an honest confession; it might be easier for you. It is plain

against you," a confession made later, the indictment not being

shown to have been withdrawn, is not voluntary. State v. Drake,

113 N. C. 624 (1893).

A remark by a jailer to a female prisoner that "if the common-
wealth would use any of them as a witness, he supposed it would

prefer her to either of the others," does not render a confession

involuntary, there being no threat or promise. Fife v. Com. 29

Pa. St. 429 (1857).

Where the bailiff said to his prisoner that if he would confess a

larceny and tell where the stolen property was, "he should be

turned loose," it was held that a confession obtained next day

was not voluntary. " We cannot say that the hope thus inspired

was not operating on him, when he made the confession on the

next day, and during the continuance of the arrest." Ward v.

State, 50 Ala. 120 (1876). A statement to a prisoner that if he

confessed " it would go easy with him ; that it would be better for

him to confess; that the door of mercy was open, and that of justice

closed;" together with a threat "to arrest him, and expose his

family, if he did not confess," are sufficient to make a confession

inadmissible. Beery v. U. S., 2 Col. 186 (1873).

The mere circumstance that a declarant is under arrest at the

time is not conclusive against the receipt of a confession. "The
confessions of the prisoner made at the station-liouse in Boston

after his arrest to the police officer who arrested him, were

properly admitted in evidence. The confession was not induced

by any promise or threat and so far as appears was entirely volun-

tary. (People V. Wentz, 37 N. Y. 309). It is not sufficient to

exclude a confession by a prisoner that he was under arrest at the

time, or that it was made to the officer in whose custody he was, or
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in answer to questions put by him, or that it was made under hope

or promise of a benetit of a collateral nature." Cox v. People, 80

N Y 500,515 (1880); Murphy t;. People, 63 N. Y. 590 (18. G);

karding v. State, 54 Ind. 359 (1876); State v. George, 93 N. C.

667 (1885); Com. v. Sego, 125 Mass. 210 (1878); People v.

McGloin, 91 N. Y. 241 (1883); People v. Chapleau, 121 N. Y.

266 (1890); Dickerson v. State, 48 Wis. 288 (1879); State v.

Branham, 13 S. C. 389 (1879); People v. Ramirez, 56 Cal. 533

(1880); State V. Johnson, 47 La. Ann. 1225 (1895); Com. v. Coy,

157 Mass. 200 (1892) ; People v. Plynn, 96 Mich. 276 (1893).

Even if the accused is a child of the age of fourteen years.

Com V. Smith, 119 Mass. .305 (1876). Or the prisoner is tied.

State V. Rogers, 112 N. C. 874 (1893). Or is in irons. Sparf v

US 156 U S 51(1895). And expecting to die from the effects of

po'ison. State v. Gorham, 67 Vt. 365 (1894). Or where the arrest

is illegal, e. g., without a suitable warrant. Balbo v. People,

80 N. Y. 484 (1880).
.

But where the grand jury sent for a prisoner and examined him

under oath without apprising him of his rights, it was held that a

confession so obtained was not voluntary. State v. Clifford, 86 la.

550 (1892). . . 1

The fact that the officer used a revolver in effecting the arrest

does not render a subsequent confession inadmissible. State v.

DeGraff, 113 N. C. 688 (1893).

A remark by the owner of stolen goods to a clerk nineteen years

of age, made after the latter had been arrested but was out on bail,

"I should like you to make a clean breast of this matter," is not

sufficient in itself to warrant rejecting the confession. "In this

case there was no promise or threat." Cora. v. Sego, 125 Mass.

210 (1878).

A mere undisclosed purpose on the part of an officer to make an

arrest does not so far amount to an arrest as to require that the

accused should be warned, in a state where such warning is

required in the case of persons under arrest. Holmes v. State, 32

Tex. Cr. 361 (1893).

"It is also quite well settled, as a presumption of law, that the

influence of threats or promises once made continue to operate

until rebutted by proof clearly showing that it had ceased to

operate. ... In the case at bar, the defendant, after having been

once threatened with death by hanging, by parties in disguise, and

again taken from the jail by the same parties, evidently for the

purpose of again repeating the threat, possibly in a more effectual

manner, and without any assurance or caution, was induced to

make the confession proven on the trial. Under such circum-

stances, though one of the witnesses testified that the confession

was voluntarily made, yet without any proof why the defendant
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was so taken from the jail, or what was done or said to him to

induce the confession, it would be exceeding hard to convince a
reasonable mind that the influence of the former threat had wholly-
ceased." Barnes v. State, 36 Tex. 356 (1872); Beery v. U. S , 2
Col. 186 (1873).

Use by a sheriff of the language "there is no doubt but that you
are one of the guilty parties, and if you will tell me all about it,

so I can get all the guilty parties, I will do what I can for you in

your case. It may be of interest to you, and to me, too," to the
defendant while a prisoner, is sufficient, though accompanied by a
caution that whatever was said would be used as evidence, to
render a confession inadmissil:)le. Searcy v. State, 28 Tex App
513 (1890).

A confession obtained by a sheriff when a mob is hangiu" over
the prisoner, is not voluntarv. Taylor v. State, 37 Neb 788
(1893).

So of a confession obtained by a mob itself, though assuring the
declarant that only an honest confession was desired. AVillams v.

State, 72 Miss. 117 (1894).

"To make a confession, therefore, evidence, it must be made,
so far as can be ascertained, in the absence of any excitement
which creates a hope to obtain favor, or to avoid a threatened pun-
ishment. But the Court in such cases must judge of the motives
which induce the confession, from the confession itself, and the
circumstances under which it was made." U. S. v. Nott, 1
McLean, 499 (1839).

If the same inducements can be supposed to apply to a reiterated,
as to an original, statement, the later confession is not admissible.
Beery v. U. S., 2 Col. 186 (1873).

But, on the contrary, "the rule, universally recognized, is that
even though promises or threats have been used by persons in
authority, yet if it appears to the satisfaction of the judge that
their influence was totally done away before the confession was
made, the evidence will be received. Early v. Com., 86 Va 921
(1890).

"It is not to be presumed that, if one officer makes threats or
promises, their influence will lead the prisoner to accuse himself
falsely to another officer." Com t-. Cuffee, 108 Mass. 285 (1871);
Com. V. Myers, 160 Mass. 530 (1894).

So where inducements, securing a confession objectionable as
involuntary, were made by an officer, but the same statements a
few hours later were repeated to the state's attorney after a caution
that no favor need be expected, the latter confession is admissible.
State V. Carr, 37 Vt. 191 (1864).
Where, however, the confessions are afterwards repeated to the

same person who held out the inducements, it was held that a
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stricter rule must be applied. "How or whence does it appear

that the juotives which induced the first confession, had ceased to

operate wlien it was repeated; it is not incumbent upon the

prisoner to show that they resulted from the same motives. It is

presumed that they did; and evidence of the most irrefragable

kind should be produced to show that they did not. It is sufficient

that they may proceed from the same cause." State v. Lowhorne,

(iG N. C. 63S (1872); State v. Drake, 113 N. C. G21 (1893).

The opposite result has been reached in Massachusetts, where

subsequent answers, though made to the same officer, were not made
under circumstances which the supreme judicial court considered

"such as to afford a reasonable presumption that the defendant's

answers were influenced " by the previous inducements. Com. v.

Myers, 160 Mass. 530 (1894).

The fact that the defendant is in fear from causes other than

threats by the officer does not render a confession involuntary.

Com. V. Smith, 119 Mass. 305 (1876).

A threat or promise, in order to render a confession inadmissible,

must relate to punishment for the offence itself.

Where a prisoner in solitary confinement and chained was prom-

ised by his jailor that if he confessed he should be unchained and

allowed to associa.te with the other prisoners, a confession so ob-

tained was said, obiter, to be unobjectionable. "This was the

promise of a temporary and collateral boon, and not a hope or favor

held out in respect to the criminal charge." State v. Tatro, 50 Vt.

483 (1878).

"Confessions obtained by the influence of hope or fear are in-

competent evidence. But it is not necessary that the confession

should be the prisoner's own spontaneous act; and if it be made

under the promise of some collateral benefit or boon, no hope or

fear being held out in respect to the criminal charge against him,

it will be competent." State v. Wentworth, 37 N. H. 196 (1858).

It is hard to reconcile the case of Anderson v. State (Ala.), 16

So. 108 (1894) with this rule. "On trial for seduction, a witness

for the state testified that, after defendant's arrest, witness told

him he could not get out of the charge, and that it would be better

to tell witness all about it, as he would buy defendant's crop, and

assist him to lea^^e the country, and that defendant replied, ' I have

no way of proving myself clear, and am going to leave,' Held,

that the confession was not voluntar3^" Anderson (;. State, 16 So.

(Ala.) 108 (1894).

Persons in authority— Where a friend advised a defendant,

whose house was surrounded by a sheriff's posse for his arrest, that

"it would be better for him" to confess and turn "state's witness,"

the confessions so made were held voluntary. "The general

doctrine is indisputable, that confessions which are ' forced from
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the mind by the flattery of hope or tlie torture of fear ' are consid-

ered as made under mental duress, and therefore incompetent as

evidence; but whether they are so extorted must depend on the

character of the authority, power, or influence by which they are

induced; and it will not be presumed that a person having no con-

trol over a prisoner, or the charge against him, or authority to

make good a promise or execute a threat, could without physical

force, or duress at least, so far inspire either hope or fear in his

mind as to induce a false confession of his guilt. While therefore

it is clear that confessions induced by the promises, threats, or ad-

vice of the prosecutor or officer having the prisoner in charge, or

of any one having authority over him, or the prosecution itself, or

of ' a private person in the presence of one in authority,' whose
acquiescence may be presumed, will not be deemed voluntary, and
will be rejected, the rule is generally the reverse in relation to

confessions superinduced by indifferent persons, acting officiously,

without any kind of authority; and confessions made under such

circumstances will be admitted in evidence." Young r. Com., 8

Bush, 3G6 (1871). The supreme court of Alabama has carried the

doctrine of ''authority" to the extreme in holding that where a

negro woman , suspected of infanticide, was waited on by four self-

appointed neighbors to inquire the truth of the matter, and con-

fessed the deed on their assurance that her confession would " be

the last of it," such a confession was inadmissible because the

declarant must have supposed that her questioners "as clothed

with some authority to institute the investigation." Gregg v.

State (Ala.) 17 So. 321 (1895).

A young man living in the jailor's family, who occasionally, in

the absence of the jailor, attended on the prisoners, and kept the

keys of the jail, is not a person in authority, whose threat or

promise will exclude the confessions of a prisoner in the jail await-

ing his trial. Shifflet v. Com., 14 Gratt. 652 (1858).

A "private detective " employed to work up a case is not a per-

son in authority. Early v. Coni., 86 Ya. 921 (1890).

In a case of stealing from the post-office, a special "agent of the
post-office department" is a person in authority as regards a con-
fession made to him. Beery v. U. S., 2 Col. 186 (1873).

A magistrate examining for committal for the criminal offence

of rape is a person in authority. Austine v. People, 51 111. 236
(1869).

Where a witness for the state told the accused during an inter-

view at the jail that if he would confess "he would get clear,"

prejudicial remarks by the accused, not amounting to a direct con-
fession, are incompetent. Johnson v. State, 61 Ga. 305 (1878).
Where an accused was visited in his cell after midnight by sev-

eral persons in succession, to threaten and cajole into a confession
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of guilt, such confession was held involuntary. "None of these

persons was the officer in charge; but their admission to the cell at

such an unreasonable hour carried with it an implication of the

officer's consent to their mission, and respondent could scarcely

fail to be impressed that their assurances were made with full

authority." People v. Wolcott, 51 Mich. 612 (1883).

In a JVlassachusetts case, it appeared that " the prisoner was taken

and carried to New Bedford by two police officers, upon suspicion

that he was guilty of the murder of Howard; that they stripped

liim of his clothing, and searched him, and placed him in a cell at

the station-house; and that about ten o'clock at night they took
him out of his cell for the purpose of questioning and examining
him, and examined him from that time till midnight, withoiit warn-
ing him of his right not to answer unless he chose to do so, or offer-

ing him an opportunity to consult with counsel or friends. The
defendant's counsel objected to the admission in evidence of state-

ments then made by the prisoner to the police officers, tending to

show liis guilt. But it was ruled that, in the absence of any evi-

dence of threats or promises other than might be inferred from the

above, such statements were admissible in evidence." The ruling

was approved. Com. v. Cuffee, 108 Mass. 285 (1871).

So where the confession was made to a deputy slieriff, but one
not having control of the jail, it was held that the confession was
voluntary. State v. Gossett, 9 Rich. (S. C.) 428 (1856).

Practical experience gives much force to the language of the

supreme court of Georgia in Green v. State, 88 Ga. 516 (1891),
"We shall content ourselves, in this case, with announcing our

purpose to adhere closely to the plain mandates of our own statute

as expressed in §§ 3792 and 3793 of the code, and Avith putting the
seal of our condemnation upon the practice too much indulged in

by officers and quasi officers, such as detectives, in extorting or

otherwise improperly obtaining confessions from prisoners in tlieir

custody. It is a gross and inexcusable abuse of authority, on the

part of men occupying official positions or assuming to act offi-

cially, to thus take advantage of the helplessness or ignorance of

persons charged with crime, who are to a greater or less extent

under their control or in their power, and we deem it our duty to

thus rebuke such conduct in immistakable terms."

Rejected as unreliable. — The rules regulating the rejection

of confessions not deemed voluntary are analogous to those regu-

lating the receipt of admissions made as an offer of compromise.
The confession deemed involuntary indeed, to some extent, is an
attempt on the part of the accused to compromise his offence with
those connected with the proceedings, exerting moral or physical

restraint upon his freedom of action.

"In civil cases, what is confessed by way of compromise, or to
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buy peace, is never allowed to be taken advantage of, and made

evidence, inasmuch as the admission may have been made, not

from a consciousness of the validity or justice of the claim set up,

but from a desire to avoid litigation. The rule is not essentially

different in criminal cases. In such cases, a confession, as we
have before said, can never be received in evidence, when the

defendant has been influenced by any threat or ])romise. The

promise in this case was, that the prosecution should be dropped,

and it was dropped, on signing the paper. Under the circum-

stances then surrounding him, the defendant was willing to make

any sort of admission, not supposing it would be used against him

before a grand jury, or elsewhere." Austine v. People, 51 111. 236

(1869).

Such a confession, therefore, is rejected because the circum-

stances under which it is made prevent the statement having a suffi-

cient probative effect.

A forced confession is considered made, not because of a belief

in its truth, but to secure relief from a present difficulty. " The

law excluding confessions is based in a spirit of charity for the

weakness of human nature, and rests upon the theory, that a man
when charged with crime and threatened with the punishment of

the law, or promised immunity therefrom, may be induced, while

in an alarmed and excited condition of mind, to make statements

that are not true." State v. Carrick, 16 Nev. 120, 129 (1881);

Garrard v. State, 50 Miss. 147 (1874); People v. Wolcott, 51

Mich. 612 (1883); Beckham v. State, 100 Ala. 15 (1893).

" When the competency of a confession is drawn in question, tlve

correct inquiry in every such case is, whether the inducement was

such as to lead the jnnsoner to suppose that it would be better for

him to confess himself guilty of a crime he did not commit."

State V. Harrison, 115 N. C. 706 (1894).

"No reliance can be placed upon admissions of guilt so obtained;

for the very obvious reason that they are not made because they

are true, but because, whether true or false, the accused is led to

believe it is for his interest to make them." People v. Wolcott, 51

Mich. 612 (1883). "In deciding this point the chief question is,

whether the inducement held out was calculated to make the con-

fession an untrue one. If not, it will be admissible." Fife v.

Com. 29 Pa. St. 429 (1857). "In determining this question,

it is proper to take into view the reason on wliich confessions so

drawn out are excluded. It is not because of any breach of good

faith in admitting them, nor because they are extorted illegally,

(though there may be cases in which this would exclude them, as

where a magistrate puts the accused upon his oath,) but the reason

is, that in the agitation of mind in which the party charged is sup-

posed to be, he is liable to be influenced, by the hope of advantage
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or fear of injury, to state things which are not true." Com. v.

Knapp, 9 Pick. 496, 503 (1830).

"Hence we have the judgment of English ]unsts against the

admissibility of a confession obtained by temporal inducement,

held out in the shape of threat, promise or hope of favor, touching

one's escape from the charge against him, by a person m authority,

or where such person appeared to sanction such threat or induce-

ment, and a master or mistress, or prosecutor, is placed, :n this

respect, in the category of one in authority. The foundation of all

rules and of the ruling in each individual case upon this subject,

rests'upon an anxiety to exclude confessions that are probably not

true; and, therefore, to exclude those that are not voluntary be-

cause such are probably untrue." State v. Vaigneur, o Kich. 3J1,

400(1852). . , . -,1 1

The same reasoning, that a confession is not admissible where

obtained by the threat or promise of one in authority because

presumably not true, applies to exclude confessions obtained by

other forms of duress. State v. Carrick , 16 Nev. 120 (1881 )
.

1 or

example to a case where the declarant had been captured by armed

men and interviewed by the prosecutor in presence of the officer.

State V. Drake, 82 N. C. 592 (1880).

Or where a slave prepared for a whipping was offered by his

master a lighter punishment if he confessed. Joe v. State, 38 Ala.

422 (1863). . . ,
•

1 1

Or where the declarant was apprehensive of mob vn.lence unless

a confession is made. Seef v. State, 6 Baxter, 244 (1873).

But where an accused was surrounded by a large number of men

who suggested hanging him, the court left to the jury to decide

''whether the inducement was calculated to make the testimony

mitrue." Cadv v. State, 44 Miss. 332 (1870); Butler v. Com., 2

Duval, 435 (1866).

Indepkndent Facts — "Further following the analogy of admis-

sions in view of compromise, it has been held that where indepen-

dent facts are admitted in course of an involuntary confession, the

facts themselves are competent. U. S. v. Nott, 1 McLean, 499

(1839); State v. Garrett, 71 N. C. 85 (1874); Lowe v. State, 88

Ala 8 (1889); Yates v. State, 47 Ark. 172 (1886); Clemcms v.

State, 4 Lea, 23 (1879); Duffy v. People, 26 N. Y. 588 (1863);

Belote V. State, 36 Miss. 96 (1858); Massey v. State, 10 Tex. App.

645 (1881) ; R. v. Doyle, 12 Ont. Kep. 347 (1886) ;
Taylor v. State,

37 Neb. 788 (189.3); Gregg v. State (Ala.), 17 So. 321 (1805).

" The general rule is that, after threats or inducements held out

to a defendant, as in this case, 'it would be better for him to tell, if

he knew, where other articles were,' any admission made by him

after that, would be incompetent. But there are exceptions to this

rule, and 'it seems to us that this case comes within the exception.
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This rule is not intended for the benefit of guilty defendants, but

in the interest of truth. And it has been wisely held that simple

declarations and admissions, made under such inducements, are so

unreliable that the law will exclude them from the consideration

of the jury. But it seems also to be well settled, that any facts

ascertained in consequence of such declarations or confessions, are

admissible in evidence. And the declarations, connected with and

explaining such facts, being considered a part of the res gestae, are

also admissible." State v. Winston, 116 N. C. 990 (1895).

Thus where stolen goods were discovered in the possession of a

particular person in consequence of an involuntary confession, it

was held that the prisoner's statement and the corroborating dis-

covery were competent facts; but that this did not render compe-

tent liis confession, at the same time, that he had committed the

burglary and larceny if sucli confession was improperly procured

by promises or threats. "It is not the entire confession, however,

which may be received; it is only so much of it as relates strictly

to the material fact discovered, that may be given in evidence; for

the fact discovered has a reasonable tendency to confirm that part

of the confession, and to exclude the idea of its fabrication under

undue influences. . . . Applying this rule to the evidence in this

cause, it was proper to leave to the consideration of the jury the

fact that, in consequence of the statement made by the prisoner,

a part of the stolen goods were found in the possession of a par-

ticular person, recently after the burglary; but not his acknowl-

edgment that he had broken and entered the store, or that he had

stolen the goods. These are facts the jury must collect or not from

all the circumstances of the case, and they are not to be aided by

confessions extorted from the excited hopes of the prisoner."

Murphy v. State, 63 Ala. 1 (1879); State v. Garvey, 28 La. Ann.

92.5 (1S76); Garrard v. State, 50 Miss. 147 (1874).

"A modification of the rule, which excludes a confession not

shown to be voluntary, is, that if information, derived therefrom,

leads to the discovery of material facts, which go to prove the com-

mission of the crime, so much of the confession as strictly relates

to the facts discovered, and the facts themselves, will be received

in testimony, though the confession may not be shown to have

been voluntary; for the reason, that the discovery of the facts cor-

roborates the truth of the confession, to that extent. . . . There

is evidence showing that the body of the deceased was found at the

place where accused stated it was left, partially covered with

leaves, as were also a broken-handled knife, watch-chain, keys, and

a brown soft hat, near the body." Lowe v. State, 88 Ala. 8 (1889).

" It is, therefore, well settled upon reason, principle and author-

ity, that it is competent to show that the witness was directed by

the accused where to find the goods, and that they were found

there accordingly." Garrard v. State, 50 Miss. 147 (1874).
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So where a confessing prisoner produced and identified a portion

of tlie stolen gold dust at the time of his confession, the latter

fact is competent. Beery /•. U. 8., 2 Col. 186 (1878).

And where a prisoner is illegally induced to confess the larceny

of certain lumber, his act in producing and identifying the lumber
is competent. U. S. v. llichard, 2 Cranch C. Ct. 4."><J (1823). An
offer to compromise a larceny is evidence of an admission. State

V. Rodrigues, 45 La. Ann. 1040 (1893).

The witness, after being asked whether he had a conversation

with the prisoner, and objection being made that the confession is

involuntary, may then be further asked what he "did in conse-

quence of what he said about it?" Duffy v. People, 26 N. Y. 588

(1863) ; Com. V. James, 99 Mass. 438 (1868).

Where the prisoner, as promised in an incompetent confession,

pointed out a place where the stolen money was found, that fact is

competent; but the statement during the confession, '"I buried

the money there," is incompetent. People v. Hoy Yen, 34 Cal. 176

(1867). "The independent fact that the money was found was cer-

tainly admissible in evidence, and there can be no doubt that it has

been a rule of law long and well established that not only such a

fact, but acts and declarations of the accused, in so far as they

explain and are necessary to account for it, whether the acts or

declarations be voluntary or involuntary, may be received for this

purpose. . . . Such evidence when admitted for this sole purpose

is not treated as proving a confession, but as being a part of the

res gestae of the independent evidentiary fact. If what the ac-

cused did and said was the result of coercion, however mild, it

would have been inadmissible had not the search which was made
for the money resulted in its discovery. The discovery being a

material and relevant fact, what would contribute to account for

and explain it would be relevant also, not for its own sake, but for

its explanatory function and value. It may be that the whole of

the evidence would be inadmissible according to the true meaning
and spirit of the rule, if it appeared that criminal violence, such

as whipping, was used in coercing the act or extorting the speech

which led to the discovery. The fruits of physical torture as dis-

tinguished from those of mere fear, it would seem, ought to be

unavailing." Pvusher v. State, 94 Ga. .363 (1894).

The effect upon the prisoner's position of refusing to admit his

confession of guilt and yet receiving as competent facts gleaned

through the incompetent confession, which, of course, serve to

give confirmation and credibility to that which has been excluded as

not probative because probably untrue, is thus discussed by the

supreme court of Arkansas. "The exception that exists to the

general rule that confessions in cases of larceny made under
threats are not evidence, is shown by the authorities to be this:
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When statements are made by the accused that lead to the discov-

ery of the stolen property, then the rule is that it is admissible to

show that the property had been traced by means of information

received from the accused; and all that was said by the accused in

conveying the information, which is directly connected with or

explanatory of the discovery, is also admissible. The statement

as to his knowledge where the stolen property was to be found,

being thus conhrmed by the fact of finding, is proved to be true

and "not to be fabricated in consequence of the improper means

employed to obtain the confession. But the rule as to the direct

confession of guilt remains intact, and the discovery of the pro-

perty through information derived from the accused does not jus-

tify "the introduction of the confession that it had been stolen by

him. That must be excluded notwithstanding the facts otherwise

proven to be true, leaving the prisoner to reconcile, as best he can,

his knowledge of these facts with his innocence of the crime."

Yates V. State, 47 Ark. 172 (1886).

Whether the involuntary confession itself, when verified by

ascertaining the independent facts, becomes competent as now pre-

sumably true is queried in Belote v. State, 86 Miss. 96 (1858).

In Texas it has been held that an otherwise admissible confes-

sion becomes competent if, in consequence of what is said, the

clothing of the deceased is found. Spearman v. State (Tex.), 30

S. W. 229 (1895). Or where, under a statute, stolen property is

found in consequence of such confession. Sands v. State, 30 Tex.

App. 578 (1891).

In West Virginia, it has been held that an involuntary confes-

sion becomes itself competent "where the confession is accom-

panied with the surrender and restoration of the stolen property."

Predrick v. State, 3 W\ Ya. 695 (1869).

In Pennsylvania, it has been ruled that " An admission by a

prisoner not competent as a confession is admissible when its truth

is proved by the revelation of the fact by search." Laros v. Com.,

84 Pa. St. ^200 (1877).

On the contrary, it has been held in Louisiana, that "the discov-

ery through a confession of facts, legally admissible in evidence,

and tending to prove a defendant guilty of the charge against him,

would not render admissible the confession itself, if it was not vol-

untary and free from compulsion or inducement." State i\ Jones,

46 La. Ann. 1395 (1894).

A Question for the Court. — Whether a confession is volun-

tary is a preliminary cpiestion to be decided by the court. " The

evidence to tliis point, being in its nature preliminary, is addressed

to the Judge, who admits the proof of the confession to the jury, or

rejects it, as he may or niay not find it to have been drawn from

the prisoner by the api)lication of those motives." Cain v. State,
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18 Tex. 387 (1857); State v. Vann, 82 N. C. 631 (1880); State v.

Crowson, 98 N. C. 595 (1887); State v. Vaigneur, 5 Kicli. 391

(1852); States. Howard, 35 S. C. 197 (1891); Com. v. Johnson,

162 Pa. St. 63 (1894); Goodwin v. State (Ala.), 15 So. Kep. 571

(1891); Brady v. U. S., 1 App. D. C. 246 (1893); Shepliard v. State,

88 Wis. 185 (1894); State v. Gorham, 67 Vt. 365 (1894).

That this finding cannot be reviewed in an appelhite court, see

State V. Vann, 82 N. C. 631 (1880).

"These cases establish the doctrine also that while a ruling

which undertakes to define the influence that excludes the confes-

sion, and does so erroneously, is the subject of an appellate revi-

sion, its exercise in bringing about the confession in a particular

instance being a fact, is not subject to the corrective power of this

Court." State v. Crowson, 98 N. C. 595 (1887).

On the contrary, the supreme court of Pennsylvania holds that

the finding of the trial judge may be reviewed, but "their ruling

will be set aside only for manifest error." Com. v. Johnson, 162

Pa. St. 63 (1894).

Or as said in the court of appeals of the District of Columbia this

"
is necessarily a matter almost entirely within his discretion, the

exercise of which should not be revised except in case of palpable

abuse " Brady v. U. S. 1 App. D. C. 246 (1893). To the same

effect, see Bartley v. People (111.), 40 N. E. 831 (1895).

" Whether it was made voluntarily, is a question for the consid-

eration and determination of the court, and is usually shown by

negative answers to such questions, as whether the prisoner had

been told it would be better for him to confess, or worse for him if

he did not; or whether similar language had been addressed to him.

The better test is a fair and just consideration of the age, condi-

tion, situation and character of the prisoner, and all the circum-

stances attending the confession. These may satisfy the mind,

although the usual preliminary questions are answered in the nega-

tive; that the confession was not voluntary, but sprang from the

flattery of hope, or the torture of fear unduly excited. Or, though

these questions may not be answered negatively, the circumstances

attending the confession, connected with the character of the pris-

oner, may clearly indicate that it was spontaneous, and not affected

by hope or fear springing from the words or conduct of others."

Johnson v. State, 59 Ala. 37 (1877). "But the principle is well

settled that where the admissibility of evidence depends upon a

preliminary question of fact, to be tried by the court, its decision

is not to be reversed unless in a case of clear and manifest error.

The court that sees and hears the witnesses, must be presumed to

have better means of judging, on a question of fact, than the ap-

pellate tribunal, where the witnesses are neither seen nor heard,

an;l where it often liap])ens that their testimony _is very iinper-
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fectly reported." Fife v. Com., 29 Pa. St. 429 (1857). See also

May V. State, 38 Neb. 211 (1893).

It has been held to be error to leave to the jury the question

whether a confession is voluntary. State lu Duncan, 64 Mo. 2(52

(1S7G).

On the contrary, it has been decided that " whether there was
any inducement held out by the magistrate to make the confession,

was a fact within the province of the jury to decide." Garrard v.

State, oU Miss. 147 (1874) ; People v. Cassidy, 133 N. Y. 612

(1892).

In Com. V. Smith, 119 Mass. 305 (1876) the question of threats

or promises was apparently left to the jury. In Texas, it has been

held than an involuntary confession may be used to impeach the

credibility of the accused as a witness, liains v. State (Tex.), 26 S.

W. 398 (1894).

It is open to the defendant to show, if he can, in opposition to

the receipt of the confession in evidence, that it was not voluntary.

People V. Soto, 49 Cal. 67 (1874) ; Com. v. Culver, 126 Mass. 464

(1879); State v. Anderson, 96 Mo. 241 (1888). "In this state the

burden of proving that a confession was involuntary, and therefore

not competent evidence against him, rests upon the accused."

Kufer V. The State, 25 Ohio St. 464 (1874).

"Where the law imposes upon a party the burden of establishing

a fact, and upon a tribunal the duty of determining its existence,

it would seem to follow, necessarily, that the former should be per-

mitted to produce within reasonable limits, and the latter required

to hear and consider, any evidence that in its nature is pertinent to

the inquiry. To throw upon a party the burden of proving a fact,

and at the same time deny to him the right to adduce the necessary

evidence, although at hand and tendered for that purpose, is an
anomaly only justifiable by peculiar circumstances or conditions

which do not seem to obtain in inquiries like that under considera-

tion." Lefevre v. State, 50 Oh. St. 584 (1893).

It is error to refuse to allow the defendant to introduce evi-

dence, on the preliminary hearing by the court, that the confession

was procured by threats and intimidation. Palmer v. State, 136 Ind.

393 (1893).

The defendant may cross-examine the witnesses testifying to the

voluntary nature of the confession. Willis v. State, 43 Neb. 102

(1894). "It is the privilege of defendant's counsel and the better

practice." Ibid.

" When such a confession is offered in a criminal case, it is in-

cumbent upon the prosecution to lay the foundation for its intro-

duction by preliminary proof showing prima facie that it was freely

and voluntarily made." People v. Soto, 49 Cal. 67 (1874); State

V. Garvey, 28 La. Ann. 925 (1876); Bradford v. State (Ala.), 16

So. 107 (1894).
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But where no objection is made to tlie receipt of tlie evidence, it

is not essential that a preliminary investigation be had. State

V. Madison, 47 La. Ann. oO (1895).

In Georgia, it is said that while the better practice is to show

that the confession is voluntary before it is received, yet this proof

may be supplied, when omitted, after the receipt of the evidence.

Smith V. State, 88 Ga. 627 (1891).

The court should, it is said, exclude the confession if there is a

reasonable doubt as to its being voluntary. Williams v. State, 72

Miss. 117 (1894).

To the contrary, that all confessions are prima facie voluntary,

and that it is for the defendant to sustain his objection by proving

the fact of undue influence, see Com. v. Culver, 126 Mass. 464

(1879). "Prima facie, all confessions are voluntary, and it is for

the party objecting to their admission as evidence to show that

they were uttered under such pressure of hope or fear as to raise a

doubt of their accuracy. It is undoubtedly the duty of the court

to guard carefully the rights of a defendant in this respect; and

more especially so when the prisoner is in the custody of the law

and the hopes or fears are supposed to be raised by an officer of the

law. The fact that a defendant may think it will be better for

him if he confesses, or thinks it will be worse for him if he does

not confess, is immaterial, if that condition of mind is brought

about by his own independent reasoning. It is when that state of

mind is induced by promises or threats or other inducement from

without, that the confession is to be rejected." Com. v. Sego, 125

Mass. 210 (1878).

The rule is the same in Ohio. Lefevre v. State, 50 Oh. St. 584

(1893).

May still contest before the Jury.— Even after a confession

is admitted by the court, as prima facie voluntary, it is still open to

the prisoner to contend that it was not so in point of fact, and call

upon the jury to disregard it for that reason. "Before evidence of

a confession can be admitted, it devolves on the prosecution to sat-

isfy the Court that it was voluntarily made by the prisoner. But if

after it has been admitted, it appears that it was not so made, it is

the duty of the Court to withdraw the evidence from the jury, and
of the jury wholly to disregard it. Where it has been received,

and has gone to the jury, it is the undoubted right of the prisoner

to show, if he can, that it was not, in fact, voluntary, and there-

fore is not to have weight against him; and any evidence which
conduces in any degree to that conclusion is admissible." Cain v.

State, 18 Tex. 387 (1857). "The prisoner has always the right to

require of the judge a decision of the competency of the evidence;

and, even after the judge has decided the evidence to be competent,

the prisoner has the right to ask of the jury to disregard it, and to
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give no weight to it, because of the circumstances under which the

confessions were obtained." Com. v. Culver, 126 Mass. 464 (1879)

;

Miller v. State, 94 Ga. 1 (1894); Williams v. State, 72 Miss.

117 (1894). And the court may leave the jury to discredit the

confession if their opinion of its being voluntary differs from that

of the presiding justice. Com. >\ Russell, 156 Mass. 196 (1892);

Willis V. State, 93 Ga. 208 (1893). This held a proper course

where the evidence is conflicting. Com. v. Burrough, 162 Mass.

513 (1895); People v. Mackinder, 80 Hun, 40 (1894). The jury

may pick out such portions of the confession as they may credit,

rejecting the rest. State v. Dooley, (la.) 57 :N'. W. 414 (1894);

State V. Johnson, 47 La. Aim. 1225 (1895).

Are rebuttablk. — Like other admissions, confessions, if be-

lieved, are a levamen j^robationis and may be controlled by evi-

dence. For instance, the prisoner may show, if he can, that his

words, though reduced to writing, have been misunderstood. State

V. Brown, 1 Mo. App. 86 (1876).














